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PREFACE. 

This  fifth  volume  will  be  found  a  work  complete  in  itself,  simplex  et  unum.  At  first,  indeed, 

it  might  look  otherwise.  The  formation  of  Latin  Christianity  in  the  school  of  North  Africa  seems 

interrupted  by  the  interpolation,  between  Tertullian  and  his  great  pupil  Cyprian,  of  a  Western 

bishop  and  doctor,  who  writes  in  Greek.  A  little  reflection,  however,  will  suggest  to  the  thought- 
ful student,  that,  even  if  our  chronological  plan  admitted  of  it,  we  should  divest  the  works  of 

Cyprian  of  a  very  great  advantage  should  we  deprive  them  of  the  new  and  all-important  light 
shed  upon  Cyprian  and  his  conflicts  with  Stephen  by  the  discovery  of  the  Philosophumena  of 

Hippolytus.  That  discovery,  as  Dr.  Bunsen  reminds  us,  more  than  once,  has  duplicated  our 

information  concerning  the  Western  Church  of  the  ante-Nicene  period.  It  gives  us  overwhelming 
evidence  on  many  points  heretofore  imperfectly  understood,  and  confirms  the  surmises  of  the 

learned  and  candid  authors  who  have  endeavoured  to  disentangle  certain  complications  of  history. 

It  meets  some  questions  of  our  own  day  with  most  conclusive  testimony,  and  probably  had  not 

a  little  to  do  with  the  ultimate  conclusions  of  Dollinger,  and  the  rise  of  the  Old  Catholic  school, 

among  the  Latins.  We  cannot  fail  to  observe  in  all  this  the  hand  of  a  wise  and  paternal  Provi- 

dence, which  is  never  wanting  to  the  faithful  in  the  day  of  trial.  "  I  believe,  with  Niebuhr," 
says  Dr.  Bunsen,  "  that  Providence  always  furnishes  every  generation  with  the  necessary  means 

of  arriving  at  the  truth  and  at  the  solution  of  its  doubts."  This  consideration  has  inspired  me 
with  great  hopes  from  the  publication  of  this  series  in  America,  where  the  aggressions  of  an  alien 

element  are  forcing  us  to  renewed  study  of  that  virgin  antiquity  which  is  so  fatal  to  its  pretensions. 

I  can  adopt  with  a  grateful  heart  the  language  of  Bunsen,  when  he  adds  :'  "I  cannot  help  thinking 
it  of  importance  that  we  have  just  now  so  unexpectedly  got  our  knowledge  of  facts  respecting 

early  Christianity  doubled." 
To  show  some  tokens  of  this  new  light  on  old  difficulties,  I  shall  be  obliged  to  throw  one  or 

two  of  my  Elucidations  almost  into  the  form  of  dissertations.  It  will  appear,  as-  we  proceed, 

that  we  have  reached  a  most  critical  point  in  the  ante-Nicene  history,  and  qne  on  which  that 
period  itself  depends  for  its  complete  exposition.  Let  me  adduce  conclusive  evidence  of  this  by 

reference  to  two  fundamental  facts,  which  need  only  to  be  mentioned  to  be  admitted  :  — 
i.  The  Council  of  Nice  did  not  pretend  to  be  setting  forth  a  new  creed,  or  making  anything 

doctrine  which  was  not  doctrine  before.  Hence  the  period  we  are  now  studying  is  to  be  inter- 
preted by  the  testimony  of  the  Nicene  Fathers,  who  were  able  to  state  historically,  and  with  great 

felicity,  in  idioms  gradually  framed  by  the  Alexandrian  theologians,  the  precise  intent  and  purport 
of  their  teaching.  The  learned  Bull  has  demonstrated  this  ;  demolishing  alike  the  sophistry  of 
Petavius  the  Jesuit,  and  the  efforts  of  latitudinarians  to  make  capital  out  of  some  of  those  obiter 

dicta  of  orthodox  Fathers,  which,  like  certain  passages  of  Holy  Scripture  itself,  may  be  wrested 

into  contradictory  and  self-stultifying  declarations.  Note,  therefore,  that  the  Nicene  Creed  must 
be  studied  not  so  much  in  the  controvertists  of  the  fourth  century  as  in  the  doctors  of  preceding 

ages,  whom  we  are  reviewing  in  these  pages. 
■   5—:   

1  Hifpol.,  vol.  i.  p.  7.     Ed.  London,  1851. 
v 
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2.  A  like  statement  is  true  of  the  Nicene  constitution*  and  discipline.    The  synodical  ru 

slike  in  fiuth  snd  discipline,  was  Td  ̂ x°  '  *'"'/  *i><it<<ti>'-  "Let  the  (ancient)  primitive  examp] 
nl."    observe,  therefore,  what  they  ruled  .1-  to  Rome  and  other  churches  was  already  anew 

ted  "  light  thrown  upon  the  position  of  the  North-African  chur<  lies,  and  otlu 
in  the  West,  -it  diis  period,  by  the  discover]  of  long-lost  portions  of  Hippolytus,  will  be  found 
settle  many  groundless  assertions  ol    Roman  COntrOVertistS  as  to  what  these  Spxfun  IOt}  were. 

Bearing  this  in  mind,  let  us  return  to  the  point  with  which  this  Preface  starts.    We  2 

pausing  for  I  moment,  in  the  North-African  history,  to  take  a  contemporary  survey  of  Rorr 
and  to  mark  just  where  it  stands,  and  what  it  is,  at  this  moment.  The  earliest  of  the  great  Rom 

Fathers  now  (onus  forward,  but  not  as  a  Lain  Father.  He  writes  in  Greek;  he  continues  t 

Creek  line  of  thought  brought  into  the  West  by  Iremeus  ;  he  maintains  the  Johannean  rath 
than  the  Pctrine  traditions  and  idioms,  which  arc  distinct  but  not  clashing  ;  he  stands  only  in  t 

third  generation  from  St.  John  himself,  through  Polycarp,  and  his  master  Irenieus;  and,  like  1 
master,  he  confronts  the  Roman  bishops  of  his  time  with  a  superior  orthodoxy  and  with 

authority  more  apostolic.'  He  illustrates  in  his  own  conduct  the  maxim  of  Irenaeus,  that  "  t 
Catholic  faith  is  preserved  in  Rome  by  the  testimony  imported  into  it  by  those  who  visit  it  frc 

every  side  ; "  that  is,  who  thus  keep  alive  in  it  the  common  faith,  as  witnessed  in  all  the  church 
of  Christendom. 

Thus.  Hippolytus,  once  "  torn  to  pieces  as  by  horses,"  in  his  works,  if  not  in  his  person,  com 
to  life  again  in  our  times,  to  shed  new  light  upon  the  history  of  Latin  Christianity,  and  to  sh( 

that  Rome  had  no  place  nor  hand  in  its  creation.  He  appears  as  a  Creek  Father  in  a  chur 

which  was  yet  a  "  Greek  colony ;  "2  and  he  shows  to  what  an  estate  of  feebleness  and  humiliati 
the  Roman  Church  had  been  brought,  probably  by  the  neglect  of  preaching,  which  is  an  anom^ 

in  its  history,  and  hardly  less  probably  by  its  adherence  to  a  Greek  liturgy  long  after  the  Chr 
tians  of  Rome  had  ceased  to  understand  Greek  familiarly.  At  such  a  moment  Hippolytus  prov 

himself  a  reformer.  His  historical  elucidations  of  the  period,  therefore,  form  an  admiral 
introduction  to  Cyprian,  and  will  explain  the  entire  independence  of  Roman  dictation,  with  whi 

he  maintained  his  own  opinions  against  that  Church  and  its  bishops. 

And  lastly  we  have  Novatian  as  a  sequel  to  the  works  of  Cyprian  ;  and  truly,  the  light  up< 

his  sad  history  is  "  duplicated  "  by  what  Hippolytus  shows  us  of  the  times  and  circumstanc 
which  made  his  schism  possible,  and  which  somewhat  relieve  his  character  from  its  darker  shad< 

Such,  then,  is  the  volume  now  given  to  the  reader,  —  Hippolytus,  Cyprian,  Novatian,  —  affor 
ing  the  fullest  information  ever  yet  brought  together  in  one  volume,  upon  the  rise  of  Latin  Chr 

tianity,  the  decline  of  the  Greek  period  of  the  Roman  See,  and  the  restricted  limits  of  the  Rom, 

province  not  yet  elevated  to  the  technical  position  of  a  Nicene  patriarchate. 

1  See  this  series,  vol.  iii.  Elucid.  II.  p.  630. 

*  See  this  series,  vol.  L  pp.  309,  360;  also  vol.  ii.  p.  166,  and  Milman  (vol.  i.  pp.  28,  29),  Latin  Christianity. 
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INTRODUCTORY  NOTICE  TO  HIPPOLYTUS. 

[a.d.  170-236.] 

The  first  great  Christian  Father  whose  history  is  Roman  is,  nevertheless,  not  a  Roman,  but  a 

Greek.  He  is  the  disciple  of  Irenaeus,  and  the  spirit  of  his  life-work  reflects  that  of  his  mas- 

ter. In  his  personal  character  he  so  much  resembles  Irenoeus  risen  again,1  that  t-he  great  Bishop 
of  Lyons  must  be  well  studied  and  understood  if  we  would  do  full  justice  to  the  conduct  of 

Hippolytus.  Especially  did  he  follow  his  master's  example  in  withstanding  contemporary  bishops 

of  Rome,  who,  like  Victor,  "deserved  to  be  blamed,"  but  who,  much  more  than  any  of  their 
predecessors,  merited  rebuke  alike  for  error  in  doctrine  and  viciousness  of  life. 

In  the  year  155  1,  while  some  excavations  were  in  progress  near  the  ancient  Church  of  St. 

Lawrence  at  Rome,  on  the  Tiburtine  Road,  there  was  found  an  ancient  statue,  in  marble,  of  a 

figure  seated  in  a  chair,  and  wearing  over  the  Roman  tunic  the  pallium  of  Tertullian's  eulogy. 
It  was  in  1851,  just  three  hundred  years  after  its  discovery,  and  in  the  year  of  the  publication  of 

the  newly  discovered  Philosophumena  at  Oxford,  that  I  saw  it  in  the  Vatican.  As  a  specimen 

of  early  Christian  art  it  is  a  most  interesting  work,  and  possesses  a  higher  merit  than  almost  any 

similar  production  of  a  period  subsequent  to  that  of  the  Antonines.2  It  represents  a  grave  per- 

sonage, of  noble  features  and  a  high,  commanding  forehead,  slightly  bearded,  his  right  hand  rest- 
ing over  his  heart,  while  under  it  his  left  arm  crosses  the  body  to  reach  a  book  placed  at  his 

side.  There  is  no  reason  to  doubt  that  this  is,  indeed,  the  statue  of  Hippolytus,  as  is  stated  in 

the  inscription  of  Pius  IV.,  who  calls  him  "Saint  Hippolytus,  Bishop  of  Portus,"  and  states 
that  he  lived  in  the  reign  of  the  Emperor  Alexander ;  i.e.,  Severus. 

Of  this  there  is  evidence  on  the  chair  itself,  which  represents  his  episcopal  cathedra,  and  has 

a  modest  symbol  of  lions  at  "the  stays,"  as  if  borrowed  from  the  throne  of  Solomon.  It  is  a 
work  of  later  date  than  the  age  of  Severus,  no  doubt;  but  Wordsworth,  who  admirably  illustrates 

the  means  by  which  such  a  statue  may  have  been  provided,  gives  us  good  reasons  for  supposing 

that  it  ma)'  have  been  the  grateful  tribute  of  contemporaries,  and  all  the  more  trustworthy  as  a 
portrait  of  the  man  himself.  The  chair  has  carved  upon  it,  no  doubt  for  use  in  the  Church,  a 

calendar  indicating  the  Paschal  full  moons  for  seven  cycles  of  sixteen  years  each  ;  answering, 

according  to  the  science  of  the  period,  to  similar  tables  in  the  Anglican  book  of  ('0111111*111  braver. 
It  indicates  the  days  on  which  Easter  must  fall,  from  a.d.  222  to  a.d.  333.  On  the  back  of 

the  chair  is  a  list  of  the  author's  works.' 

Not  less  interesting,  and  vastly  more  important,  was  the  discovery,  at  Mount  Athos,  in  1842, 

of  the  Ion-  lost  Philosophumena  of  this  author,  concerning  which  the  important  facts  will  appear 

below.  Its  learned  editor,  Emmanuel  Miller,  published  it  at  Oxford  under  the  name  of  Origen, 

which  was  inscribed  on  the  MS.  Like  the  Epistle  of  ('lenient,  its  composition  in  the  Creek 
language  had  given  it  currency  among  the  Easterns  long  after  it  was  forgotten  in  the  West  ;  and 

very  naturally  they  had  ascribed  to  Origen  an  anonymous  treatise  containing  much  in  coincidence 

1  In pStudo-CkrytOtt,  called  y\vKVTaro*  Ka'i   r&vodoraTOf,      Sir  Wordsworth,  .V.'.  /''•'//■  '•')•'■•'>.  etc  .  p.  93. 
2  A  very  good  representation  of  it  may  be  tees  in  I'mivnA  Hiffeiytu*  mnd  hit  Agr,  aa  a  frontii  ••  15a. 
3  The  learned  Dr.  Wordsworth  deals  with  .ill  tin-  difficulties  "i  the  >.i>c  with  judicial  impartiality,  bul  >  ...ions  with 

irrefragable  cogency.    Sec  alto  Dr.  Jarvil,  learned  Introduction,  p.  3jj. 
3 
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with  his  teachings,  and  supplying  the  place  of  one  of  his  works  of  a  similar  kind  It  is  now 

Miiiu  ientl)  established  as  the  work  of  Hippolytus,  and  has  been  providentially  brought  to  light 

jusi  when  it  w.i-  most  needed.1     In  tu  t,  the  Btatu  from  its  grave  as  il  to  rebuke  the  reigning 

pool  who  just  then  imposed  upon  the  Latin  churches  the  novel  "  Creed "  which 
id  now  the  Pkilosopkumena  comes  forth  as  if  to  breathe  a  last  warning  to  that 

nan.  I  inner  Pius  who,  in  the  very  teeth  of  its  testimony,  bo  recently  forged  and 

uttered  the  dogma  of  "papal  infallibility"  conferring  this  attribute  upon  himself,  and  retro- 
spectively upon  th  bishops  of  Rome  whom  St.  Hippolytus  resisted  as  heretics,  and  has 

transmitted  to  posterity,  in  his  writings,  branded  with  the  shame  alike  of  false  doctrine  and  of 

heinous  crimes.     Dr.  Dollinger,  who  for  a  time  lent  his  learning  and  genius  to  an  apologetic 

rt  in  behalf  of  the  Paj-.i.  \.  was  00  doubt  prepared,  by  this  very  struggle  of  his  heart  versus 

head,  fol  that  reje.  Hon  of  the  new  dogma  which  overloaded  alike  his  intellect  and  his  conscience, 

and  made  it  impossible  for  him  any  longer  to  bear  the  lashes  of  Rehoboam  2  in  communion  with 
modern  Rome. 

In  the  biographical  </.//</  which  will  be  found  below,  enough  is  supplied  for  the  needs  of  the 
reader  of  the  present  series,  who,  if  he  wishes  further  to  investigate  the  subject,  will  find  the  fullest 

information  in  the  works  to  which  reference  has  been  made,  or  which  will  be  hereafter  indicated.3 

Hut  this  is  the  place  to  recur  to  the  much-abused  passage  of  Irenoeus  which  I  have  discussed  in 

a  former  volume.4  Strange  to  say,  I  was  forced  to  correct,  from  a  Roman-Catholic  writer,  the 
uncaricfa.  tory  rendering  of  our  Edinburgh  editors,  and  to  elucidate  at  some  length  the  pal- 
pable absurdity  of  attributing  to  Iren;eus  any  other  than  a  geographical  and  imperial  reference  to 

the  important  e  of  Rome,  ami  its  usefulness  to  the  West,  more  especially,  as  its  only  see  of  apos- 
tolic origin.  Quoting  the  Ninth  Antiochian  Canon,  I  gave  good  reasons  for  my  conjecture  that 

the  Latin  convenire  represents  crwrpex<av  in  the  original;  and  now  it  remains  to  be  noted  how 
strongly  the  real  meaning  of  [rensus  is  illustrated  in  the  life  and  services  of  his  pupil  Hippolytus. 

i.  That  neither  Hippolytus  nor  his  master  had  any  conception  that  the  See  of  Rome  possesses 

any  pre-eminent  authority,  to  which  others  are  obliged  to  defer,  is  conspicuously  evident  from 
the  history  of  both.  Alike  they  convicted  Roman  bishops  of  error,  and  alike  they  rebuked  them 
for  their  mis*  onduct 

2.  Hippolytus  is  the  author  of  a  work  called  the  Little  Labyrinth,  which,  like  the  recently 

discovered  Piiilosopiiumrna,  attributes  to  the  Roman  See  anything  but  the  "infallibility"  which 
the  quotation  from  Irenaius  is  so  ingeniously  wrested  to  sustain.5  How  he  did  not  understand 

the  passage  is,  therefore,  sufficiently  apparent.  Let  us  next  inquire  what  appears,  from  his  con- 
duct, to  be  the  true  understanding  of  Irenaius. 

3.  I  have  shown,  in  the  elucidation  already  referred  to,  how  Irenaeus  affirms  that  Rome  is  the 
city  which  everybody  visits  from  all  parts,  and  that  Christians,  resorting  thither,  because  it  is  the 

Imperial  City,  carry  into  it  the  testimony  of  all  other  churches.  Thus  it  becomes  a  competent 

witness  to  the  quod  ab  omnibus,  because  it  cannot  be  ignorant  of  what  all  the  churches  teach 
with  one  accord.  This  argument,  therefore,  reverses  the  modern  Roman  dogma;  primitive 

Rome  '  orthodoxy  instead  of  prescribing  it.  She  embosomed  the  Catholic  testimony 
brought  into  it  from  all  the  churches,  and  gave  it  forth  as  reflected  light ;  pot  primarily  her  own, 
but  what  she  faithfully  preserved  in  coincidence  with  older  and  more  learned  churches  than  her- 

self.    Doubtless  she  had  been  planted  and  watered  by  St.  Paul  and  St.  Peter;  but  doubtless, 
.  she  had  been  expressly  warned  by  the  former  of  her  liability  to  error  and  to  final  severance6 

»  The  valuable  treatise  of  Dr.  Bunsen  must  be  compared  with  the  luminous  reviewal  of  Wordsworth,  St.  Hippolytus  and  the  Church 
of  Rome,  Loodoo,  1853;  enlarged  1880. 

*  1  I  14. 

*  A  Bihliographical  account  of  all  the  ante-N'icenc  literature,  from  the  learned  pen  of  Dr.  M.  B.  Riddle,  will  be  given  in  the  concluding volume  of  thi»  v  I 

4  t  ..'o,  t lii s  series. 

5  ̂   L  •.  23;  also  Routh,  Script.  Ecclet.  Opusc,  vol.  ii.  pp.  153-160.  6  Rom.  xi.  17-21. 
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from  apostolic  communion.  Hippolytus  lived  at  a  critical  moment,  when  this  awful  admonition 
seemed  about  to  be  realized. 

4.  Now,  then,  from  Portus  and  from  Lyons,  Hippolytus  brought  into  Rome  the  Catholic  doc- 
trine, and  convicted  two  of  its  bishops  of  pernicious  heresies  and  evil  living.  And  thus,  as 

Irenaeus  teaches,  the  faith  was  preserved  in  Rome  by  the  testimony  of  those  from  every  side 

resorting  thither,  not  by  any  prerogative  of  the  See  itself.  All  this  will  appear  clearly  enough 

as  the  student  proceeds  in  the  examination  of  this  volume. 

But  it  is  now  time  to  avail  ourselves  of  the  information  given  us  by  the  translator  in  his  Intro- 

ductory Notice,  as  follows :  — 

The  entire  of  The  Refutation  of  all  Heresies,  with  the  exception  of  book  i.,  was  found  in  a 

ms.  brought  from  a  convent  on  Mount  Athos  so  recently  as  the  year  1842.  The  discoverer  of 

this  treasure  —  for  treasure  it  certainly  is  —  was  Minoides  Mynas,  an  erudite  Greek,  who  had 
visited  his  native  country  in  search  of  ancient  mss.,  by  direction  of  M.  Abel  Villemain,  Minister 

of  Public  Instruction  under  Louis  Philippe.  The  French  Government  have  thus  the  credit  of 

being  instrumental  in  bringing  to  light  this  valuable  work,  while  the  University  of  Oxford  shares 

the  distinction  by  being  its  earliest  publishers.  The  Refutation  was  printed  at  the  Clarendon 

Press  in  1851,  under  the  editorship  of  M.  Emmanuel  Miller,1  whose  labours  have  proved  service- 
able to  all  subsequent  commentators.  One  generally  acknowledged  mistake  was  committed  by 

Miller  in  ascribing  the  work  to  Origen.  He  was  right  in  affirming  that  the  discovered  ms.  was 

the  continuation  of  the  fragment,  The  Philosophumena,  inserted  in  the  Benedictine  copy  of 

Origen's  works.  In  the  volume,  however,  containing  the  Philosophumena,  we  have  dissertations 

by  Huet,  in  which  he  questions  Origen's  authorship  in  favour  of  Epiphanius.  Heuman  attributed 
the  Philosophumena  to  Didymus  of  Alexandria,  Gale  to  Aetius ; 2  and  it,  with  the  rest  of  The 
Refutation,  Fessler  and  Baur  ascribed  to  Caius,  but  the  Abbe  Jellabert  to  Tertullian.  The  last 

hypothesis  is  untenable,  if  for  no  other  reason,  because  the  work  is  in  Greek.  In  many  respects, 

Caius,  who  was  a  presbyter  of  Rome  in  the  time  of  Victor  and  Zephyrinus,  would  seem  the  prob- 

able author;  but  a  fatal  argument  —  one  applicable  to  those  named  above,  except  Epiphanius 

—  against  Caius  is  his  not  being,  as  the  author  of  The  Refutation  in  the  Procemium  declares  him- 
self to  be,  a  bishop.  Epiphanius  no  doubt  filled  the  episcopal  office ;  but  when  we  have  a  large 

work  of  his  on  the  heresies,  with  a  summary,3  it  would  seem  scarcely  probable  that  he  composed 

likewise,  on  the  same  topic,  an  extended  treatise  like  the  present,  with  two  abridgments.  What- 
ever diversity  of  opinion,  however,  existed  as  to  these  claimants,  most  critics,  though  not  all.  now 

agree  in  denying  the  authorship  of  Origen.  Neither  the  style  nor  tone  of  The  Refutation  is 

brigenian.  Its  compilatory  process  is  foreign  to  Origen's  plan  of  composition  ;  while  the  subject- 
matter  itself,  lor  many  reasons,  would  not  be  likely  to  have  occupied  the  pen  of  the  Alexandrine 

father.  It  is  almost  impossible  but  that  Origen  would  have  made  some  allusions  in  The  Refuta- 
tion to  his  other  writings,  or  in  them  to  it.  Not  only,  however,  is  there  no  such  allusion,  but  the 

derivation  of  the  word  "  Kbionites,"  in  The  Refutation,  and  an  expressed  belief  in  the  (orthodox) 

doctrine  of  eternal  punishment,  are  at  variance  with  Origen's  authorship.  Again,  no  work  answer- 
ing the  description  is  awarded  to  Origen  in  catalogues  of  his  extant  or  lost  writings.  These 

arguments  are  strengthened  by  the  facts,  that  Origen  was  never  a  bishop,  and  that  he  did  not 

reside  lor  any  length  of  time  at  Rome.  He  once  paid  a  hurried  visit  to  the  capital  of  the  West. 
whereas  the  author  of  The  Refutation  asserts  his  presence  at  Rome  during  the  on  unvnee  o( 

events  which  occupied  a  period  of  some  twenty  years.  And  not  only  was  he  a  spectator, 
took  part  in  these  transactions  in  such  an  official  and  authoritative  manner  as  Origen  could  ne\er 
have  assumed,  either  at  Rome  or  elsewhere. 

1  In  addition  to  Miller,  the  translator  has  made  use  of  the  Gottingen  edition,  by  Duncker  and  iklmcidewin,  1859;  ud  the  Abbe 

Cruice's  edition,  Paris,  i860. 

2  An  Ari.in  buhop  of  the  first  half  of  the  fourth  century. 

1  Sec  pp,  126-157,  torn.  ii.,  of  KpipluniuV  collected  work*,  • ! i  1  <  d  by  1  lionyiiui  retaviui. 



I\  rRODUCTORY    NOTICE   TO    HIPPOLYTUS. 

commentators  turned  their  attention  towards  Hippolytus,  in 

p  the  m  i  modern  scholars  have  decided    The  arguments  that 

...iii.l  those  alleged  by  others  against  it,  could  not  be  adequately  dis- 
.    Suffice  it  to  say,  that  such  names  as  Jacobi,  Gieseler,  Duncker, 

insen,  Wordsworth,  and  Dollinger,  support  the  claims  of  Hippo! 

Dr.  Dollinger,  considering  the  extent  of  his  theological  learning,  and  in  particu- 

lar quaintance  with  the  apostoli<  period  in  church  history,  virtually,  we  submit, 

•n." 
of  Hippolytus  we  have  not  much  authentic  materials.    There  can  be  no 

il  that  he  was  a  bishop,  and  passed  the  greater  portion  of  his  life  in  Rome  and 

rtion  corresponds  with  the  conclusion  adopted  by  Dr.  Dollinger,  who,  how- 
.v  that  Hippolytus  was,  as  is  generally  maintained,  Bishop  of  Portus,  a  harbour 

•  the  northern  mouth  of  the  Tiber,  opposite  Ostia.     However,  it  is  satisfactory  to 

Lilly  upon  such  eminent  authority  as  that  of  Dr.  Dollinger,  the   fact  of  Hip- 
i  with  the  Western  Church,  not  only  because  it  bears  on  the  investigation  of 

utation,  the  writer  of  which  affirms  his  personal  observation  of  what  he 

:  %  in  his  own  time  at  Rome,  but  also  because   it  overthrows   the   hypothesis  of 

tend  that  there  were  more  Hippolytuses  than  one  —  Dr.  Dollinger  shows  that  there 

.1  Hippolytus  —  or  that  the  East,  and  not  Italy,  was  the  sphere  of  his  episco- 
[Tius   be   Moyne,  in  the  seventeenth  century,  a  French  writer  resident  in   Leyden, 

that  Hippolytus  was  bishop  of  Portus  Romanorum  (Aden),  in  Arabia.     Le 

-  adopted  by  some  celebrities,  viz.,  Dupin,  Tillemont,  Spanheim,  Basnage,  and 

Dr.  <  lo  this  position  are  opposed,  among  others,  the  names  of  Nicephorus,  Syn- 
Bellarmine,  Dodwell,  Beveridge,  Bull,  and  Archbishop  Ussher.     The  judgment 

ami  uracy  of  Ussher  is.  on  a  point  of  this  kind,  of  the  highest  value.     Wherefore  the 

.  >:i  of  Hippolytus  being  bishop  of  Portus  near^  Rome  would   also  appear  established,  for 

the  i   laid  down   in   Bunsen's  Letters  to  Archdeacon   Hare,  and   Canon  Wordsworth's  St. 
...      The  mind  of  inquirers  appears  to  have  been  primarily  unsettled  in  consequence  of 

entioning  Hippolytus {Ecclesiast.  I/ist..\\.  10)  in  company  with  Beryllus  (of  Rostra), 
an   \  2  at  the  same  time  his  uncertainty  as  to  where  Hippolytus  was  bishop.     This 

sily  explained,  and  cannot  invalidate  the  tradition  and  historical  testimony  which 

:i  the  bishopric  of  Portus  near  Rome  to  Hippolytus,  a  saint  and  martyr  of  the  Church.     Of 

martyrdom,  though  the  feet  itself  is  certain,  the  details,  furnished  in  Prudentius'  hymn,  are  not 

the  mode  of  Hippolytus'  death  is  stated  by  Prudentius  to  have  been  identical 
lytus  the  son  of  Theseus,  who  was  torn  limb  from  limb  by  being  tied  to  wild 
lytus,  however,  is  known  on  historical  testimony  to  have  been  thrown  into  a 

ned  ;  but  whether  the  scene  of   his   martyrdom  was   Sardinia,  to  which  he  was 

dished  along  with  the  Roman  bishop  Pontianus,  or  Rome,  or  Portus,  has  not  as 

i  definitively  proved.      The  time  of  his  martyrdom,  however,  is  probably  a  year  or  two, 
a  or  more,  after  the  commencement  of  the  reign  of  Maximin  the  Thracian,  that  is, 

\.i>.   2.0-39.     This  enables  us  to  determine  the  age  of  Hippolytus;  and  as 
ients  in  The  Refutation  evince  the  work  to  be  the  composition  of  an  old  man,  and 

ie  work  itself  was  written  after  the  death  of  Callistus  in  a.d.  222,  this  would  transfer  the 

is  birth  to  not  very  long  after  the  last  half  of  the  second  century. 

Qtents  of  The  Refutation,  as  they  originally  stood,  seem  to  have  been  arranged  thus: 

:  who  are  desirous  of  examining  it  for  themselves  may  consult  Gieseler's  paper  on  Hippolytus,  etc.,  in  the   Theologiscki 
Stu.ii.  ••  urJ  Kritiken,  1853;  Hergenrbthcr,  Theologische  Quartahchrift,  Tubingen,  1852;   Bunsen's  Hippolytus  and  his  Age;  Words 

i  St.  Hippolytus  ;   Dr.  D  Hippolytus  und  Kallistus  :   oder  die  Rbmische  Kirche  in  der  ersten  Hdl/te  des  drittei 

Jahrhunderts,  1853  ;  and  Cruice's  Ltudes  sur  de  .Vouveaux  Documents  Historiques  empruntis  an  livre  des  Qi.ko<ro<l>ovv.tva,  1853 
See  also  articles  in  the  Quarterly  Review,  1S51;  Ecclesiastic  and  Theologian,  1852,  1853  '.   the  Westminster  Review,  1853  ;  the  Dubtit 

•',  «853f  1854  ;  Le  Correspondent,  t.  xxxi.;  and  the  Rezue  des  Deux  Mondes,  1865. 



INTRODUCTORY    NOTICE   TO    HIITOLYTUS. 

The  first  book  (which  we  have)  contained  an  account  of  the  different  schools  of  ancient  philoso- 
phers ;  the  second  (which  is  missing),  the  doctrines  and  mysteries  of  the  Egyptians;  the  third 

(likewise  missing),  the  Chaldean  science  and  astrology;  and  the  fourth  (the  beginning  of  which 
is  missing),  the  system  of  the  Chaldean  horoscope,  and  the  magical  rites  and  incantations  of 

the  Babylonian  Theurgists.  Next  came  the  portion  of  the  work  relating  more  immediately  to  the 

heresies  of  the  Church,  which  is  contained  in  books  v.-ix.  The  tenth  book  is  the  resume  of 

the  entire,  together  with  the  exposition  of  the  author's  own  religious  opinions.  The  heresies 
enumerated  by  Hippolytus  comprehend  a  period  starting  from  an  age  prior  to  the  composition 

of  St.  John's  Gospel,  and  terminating  with  the  death  of  Callistus.  The  heresies  are  explained 
according  to  chronological  development,. and  may  be  ranged  under  five  leading  schools  :  (i)  The 

Ophites;  (i)  Simonists  ;  (3)  Basilidians ;  (4)  Docetse  ;  (5)  Noetians.  Hippolytus  ascends  to 

the  origin  of  heresy,  not  only  in  assigning  heterodoxy  a  derivative  nature  from  heathenism,  but 

in  pointing  out  in  the  Gnosis  elements  of  abnormal  opinions  antecedent  to  the  promulgation 

of  Christianity.  We  have  thus  a  most  interesting  account  of  the  early  heresies,  which  in  some 

respects  supplies  many  desiderata  in  the  ecclesiastical  history  of  this  epoch. 

We  can  scarcely  over-estimate  the  value  of  The  Refutation,  on  account  of  the  propinquity 
of  its  author  to  the  apostolic  age.  Hippolytus  was  a  disciple  of  St.  Irenaeus,  St.  Irenaeus  of 

St.  Polycarp,  St.  Polycarp  of  St.  John.  Indeed,  one  tact  of  grave  importance  connected  with  the 

writings  of  St.  John,  is  elicited  from  Hippolytus'  Refutation.  The  passage  given  out  of  Basilides' 
work,  containing  a  quotation  by  the  heretic  from  St.  John  i.  9,  settles  the  period  of  the  composi- 

tion of  the  fourth  Gospel,  as  of  greater  antiquity  by  at  least  thirty  years  than  is  allowed  to  it  by 
the  Tlibingen  school.  It  is  therefore  obvious  that  Basilides  formed  his  system  out  of  the  prologue 

of  St.  John's  Gospel ;  thus  for  ever  setting  at  rest  the  allegation  of  these  critics,  that  St.  John's 
Gospel  was  written  at  a  later  date,  and  assigned  an  apostolic  author,  in  order  to  silence  the 

Basilidian  Gnostics.1  In  the  case  of  Irenaeus,  too,  The  Refutation  has  restored  the  Greek  text  of 
much  of  his  book  Against  Heresies,  hitherto  only  known  to  us  in  a  Latin  version.  Nor  is  the 

value  of  Hippolytus'  work  seriously  impaired,  even  on  the  supposition  of  the  authorship  not  being 
proved,  —  a  concession,  however,  in  no  wise  justified  by  the  evidence.  Whoever  the  writer  of 
The  Refutation  be,  he  belonged  to  the  early  portion  of  the  third  century,  formed  his  compilations 

from  primitive  sources,  made  conscientious  preparation  for  his  undertaking,  delivered  statements 

confirmed  by  early  writers  of  note,2  and  lastly,  in  the  execution  of  his  task,  furnished  indubitable 
marks  of  information  and  research,  and  of  having  thoroughly  mastered  the  relations  and  affinities, 
each  to  other,  of  the  various  heresies  of  the  first  two  and  a  quarter  centuries.  These  heresies, 

whether  deducible  from  attempts  to  Christianize  the  philosophy  of  Paganism,  or  to  interpret  the 

Doctrines  and  Life  of  our  Lord  by  the  tenets  of  Gnosticism  and  ( Oriental  speculation  generally,  01 

create  a  compromise  with  the  pretensions  of  Judaism,  —  these  heresies,  amid  all  their  complexity 

and  diversity,  St.  Hippolytus3  reduces  to  one  common  ground  of  censure  —  antagonism  to  Holy 
Scripture.  Heresy,  thus  branded,  he  leaves  to  wither  under  the  condemnatory  sentence  of  the 
( 'hutch. 

1  [t  settles  the  period  of  the  composition  of  St  John's  Gospel  only,  of  <  a  the  supposition  that  Hippolytus  is  giving 
account  as  n     irds  Basilides1  work.    The  mode,  how<  ver,  in  «ln<  li  Hippolytus  introduces  the  quotation,  ap]  <  ars  to  1  I  ■  e  its  authenti 
beyond  reasonable  doubt.     He  represents  Basilides  (see  book  vii.  chap   1  Si    fohn's  Go  , "  And 
Be  says,  "  is  what  ha   I                 I  in  the  Gospels:  '  He  was  the  true  light,  which  lighteneth  everj  man  thai      meth  into  iheworld.'" 
this  1  mode  of  reference  «<■  should  expect  thai  Basilides  would  employ;  when  1  .  11  Hippolytus  had  eithei  I  I  the 

igc  or  adduced  it  from  h<  u  ay,  it  is  almost  certain  he  would  have  said  "  in  the  Gospel  of  St.  John,"  and  not  ii 
And  more  than  this,  the  formulary  "  in  the  ( lospels,"  adopted  by  Basilidei ,  reads  very  like  a  recognition  1 

unis  of  oui   Lord's  life  and  sayings.    Ii  is  also  remarkable  thai  the  word  "stated"  iv  lides  has  |usi  um  !  in  quoting 
(Gen.  i.  1)  as  intcn  hangeable  with  "  written "  (>■<  vpafrreu),  the  word  exi  lusively  applied  to  what  is  included  within  the  1  >rc. 

2  For  instance,  St.  Irenaeus,  whom  Hippolytus  proteases  t"  follow,  Epiphanius,  Theodoret,  St  Augualini 
3  The  tr.msl.it.  .1  desires  i<>  .<<  knowledge  obligations  to  Dr,  I  ottner,  Professor  of  Sanskrit  and  sub-librarian  in  rrinity  College,  Publin, 

—  a  gentleman  <>t  extensive  historical  erudition  as  well  as  of  accurate  .md  comprmhansiva  scholarship. 





THE    REFUTATION    OF    ALL    HERESIES. 

[TRANSLATED   BY   THE   REV.   J.    II.    MACMAHON,   M.A.] 

BOOK    I. 

CONTENTS. 

The  following  are  the  contents  of  the  first 

book  of  The  Refutation  of  all  Heresies.1 
We  propose  to  furnish  an  account  of  the  ten- 

ets of  natural  philosophers,  and  who  these  are, 
as  well  as  the  tenets  of  moral  philosophers,  and 
who  these  are  ;  and  thirdly,  the  tenets  of  logi- 

cians, and  who  these  logicians  are. 

Among  natural  philosophers2  maybe  enumer- 
ated Thales,  Pythagoras,  Empedocles,  Hera- 

clitus,  Anaximander,  Anaximenes,  Anaxagoras, 
Archelaus,  Parmenides,  Leucippus,  Democritus, 
Xenophanes,  Ecphantus,  Hippo. 

Among  moral  philosophers  are  Socrates,  pupil 
of  Archelaus  the  physicist,  (and)  Plato  the  pupil 
of  Socrates.  This  (speculator)  combined  three 
systems  of  philosophy. 
Among  logicians  is  Aristotle,  pupil  of  Plato. 

He  systematized  the  art  of  dialectics.  Among 
the    Stoic    (logicians)    were    Chrysippus    (and) 

1  The  four  of  the  MSS.  of  the  first  book  extant  prior  to  the  recent 
>\cry  of  seven  out  of  the  remaining  nine  1   1  s  of  The  Rt 

tion,  concur  in  asi  ribing  it  10  Origen.    These  ms,  riptions  run  thus: 

i.  "Refutation  by  Origen  of  all  Heresies;"  2.  "OfOrigen's  Phil- 
umena  .   .    .  these  are   the   contents;  "   ).  "  Being  estimable 

(Dissertations)   by  Origen,  a  man  of  the  greatest  wisdom."    The 
■  red  ms.  itself  in  the  margin  has  the  words,  "Oi 

and  Ongen|a  opinion."  The  title,  as  agreed  upon  by  modern  com 
mentators,  is:  ■.  "Book  L  of  Origen's  Refutation  oi  ill  Heresies" 
(Wolf  and  Gronoviua  ;  ».  "A  Refutation  of  all  Heresies;  "  i  "Ori 
pen's  Philosophumena,  oi  the  Refutation  of  all  Heresies."  The  last 
is  Miller's  in  Ins  Oxford  edition,  1851.    The  title  might  haw 
"Philosopl   :na,  and  the  Refutation  (therefrom)  of  alUHeresies." 
There  wen    obviously  two  divisions  of  the  work:   (1)  A  ritumt  of 
tin  tem- 1  sol  the  philosophers    books  i.,  ii ,  iii.,  i\ the  refutation  of  hi  resies,  on  the  ground  ol  thi  ii  derivative  1  h  11 
fi  iib  Greek  and  Egyptian  speculation,     Bunsen  would 
ill.-  w.ik  "St,  Hippolytus'  (Bishop  and  Martyr)   Refutation  of  all Ii'  n  >ies;  whal  remains  of  the  ten  books." 

Most  ol  what  follows  in  hook  i.  is  a  compilation  from  ancient 
sources,    The  ablest  risumi  followed  by  1  icero  in  the  /V  ffat 

.,  of  the  tenets  of  the  ani  ienl  philosophers,  is  to  be  found  in 
Aristotle's  Metaphysi  s.     The  English  readei  is  referred  to  the  Meta- 

tics ,  book  1,  pp,  13  10  (Holm's  Classical  Library),  ahio  1 
translator's  analysis  prefixed  to  tins  work,  pp,    17-95,    See  also 
Diogi  11  1  of  tin-  Philosophers,  mi  Tenneman'i  Manual  of 
Philosophy  (translated  in  Bohn'i  Library);  Plutarch,  De  Pic 
Philosophorum  :  I  ewes'  Biographical  nistot 
osophy;  and  Rev.  Or.  I'.  D,  Maurice's  History  of  {Ancient)   ' physical  <»«</  Moral  Philosophy,    The  same  subject  is  discussed  in 
Killer's  History  of  Philosophy  (translated  hy  Morrison). 

Zeno.  Epicurus,  however,  advanced  an  opinion 
almost  contrary  to  all  philosophers.  Pyrrho  was 
an  Academic  ;  3  this  (speculator)  taught  the  in- 

comprehensibility of  everything.     The  Brahmins 
among  the  Indians,  and  the  Druids  among  the 
Celts,  and  Hesiod  (devoted  themselves  to  phil- 

osophic pursuits). 

THE      PROCEMIUM.  —  MOTIVES      FOR     UNDERTAKING 

THE  refutation;  exposure  of  the  ANCTEN] 

mysteries;  plan  OF  THE  work;  complete- 

ness of  the  refutation;  value  of  the 
treatise  to  future  ages. 

We  must  not  overlook4  any  figment  devised 
by  those  denominated  philosophers  among  the 
Greeks.  For  even  their  Incoherent  tenets  must 

be  received  as  worthy  of  credit,  on  account  o\ 
the  excessive  madness  of  the  heretics  ;  who, 
from  the  observance  of  silence,  and  from  con- 

cealing their  own  ineffable  mysteries,  have  l>v 
many  been  supposed  worshippers  ofGod.s  We 
have  likewise,  on  a  former  occasion,6  expounded 
the  doctrines  of  these  briefly,  not  illustrating 
them  with  any  degree  of  minuteness,  but  refut- 

ing them  in  coarse  digest  ;  not  having  consid- 
ered it  requisite  to  bring  to  light  their  secret  > 

doctrines,  in  order  that,  when  we  have  explained 
their  tenets  by  enigmas,  they,  becoming  ashamed, 
lest  also,  by  our  divulging  their  mysteries,  we 
should   convict   them   of  atheism,   might    be   in- 

duced to  desist  in  some  degree  from  their  un- 

I  ins  woid  is  \ arioualy  given  tl 
At  a  I.  in. in  ,  \,  ademe.  Cademian,  and  Cadimian.     The  two  1  i-t 

the  v  harai  lei  rathei  than  the  \ 
[o  favour  this  view,  the  text  should  be  altered  into  «  •■  i.e. 
  %       from  home,  not  domi 
*  Some  hiatus  at  the  beginning  ol  this  senten  rent, 

\u  elaborate  defeni  e  of  ilus  position  tonus  i!»- 
worth's  coai  »oik,  The  I > at  It 

I  his  statement  has  been  ui  i  i  ,\  in 
favour  of  Epiphanius,  who  wrote  an  i 

a  uh  an  abridgment, 

I  'hat  is,  iheii  esolerii   mysteries,  inti 
few,  as  contrasted  with  tlic  axotstric,  designed  formort  genets fusion. 
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THE    Rl  II    I  A  I  ION    OF     VLL    HERESIES. 

[Book  i. 
•i  and  their  profane  attempt.1 

!  thai  thej   have  no!   I 
md  have  made  no 

I  ,,..|  is  Ion  ■  ing,  though 
lil..  -I  by  them,  in  order  that  either  from 

repent,  or  should  they  perse- 
idemned,  1  am  fori  ed  to  pro- 

.1  in  my  intention  of  ex]  those  set  rel 
m\  ■  leirs,  win.  h,  to  the  initiated,  with 

:  plausibility  they  deliver  who 
ttomed   first    t > >  dis<  lose   (to  any 
keeping  su<  h  in  suspense  during 

.  preparati  »n),  and  by  ren- 
him  blasphemous  towards  the  true  God, 

tin.  |uired  complete  ascendancy  over 
him,  .uul  i  R^ty  panting  alter  the 

■il  disclosure.     And  then,  when  they  have 
tested  him  to  be  enslaved  by  sin,  they  initiate 
him,  putting  him  in  possession  of  the  perfection 
of  wicked   things.     Previously,   however,   they 
bind  him  with  an  oath  neither  to  divulge   (the 
m\  i,  nor  to  hold  communication  with  any 

whatsoever,  unless  he  lirst  urn  iimi- 
lar  subjection,  though,  when    the   doctrine   has 
been  simply  delivered  (to  any  one),  there  was 
no  loi  .   need  of  <\n  oath.     For  he  who 

intent  to  submit  to  the  n  .  purga- 
receive  the  perfect   mysteries  of 

i,  by  the  very  act  il  ■  well  as  in 
i  ins  own  conscience,  will  feel  him- 

:ii<  iently    under    an     obligation     not    to 
dh  '.'.  rs  :  for  if  he  on<  e  disclose  wick- 

of  this  description  to  any  man,  he  would 
re<  koned  among  men.  nor  be  deemed 
lehold  the  light,  since  not  even  irra- 

tional  animals-  would  attempt  such  an  enormity, 
shall   explain  when  we  tome  to  treat  of 

such  top 

lOwever,  reason  compels  us  to  plunge4 
.  ry  depth  of  narrative,  we  conceive 

we  ;    not    l>e   silent,   but,   expounding   the 
the  several  si  hools  with  minuteness, 

we   shall    evince   reserve    in    nothing.     Now  it 
xpedient.  even  at  the  expense  of  a  more 

investigation,   not    to    shrink    from 
ir  we  shall  leave  behind  us  no  trifling 

auxiliary  to   human   life   against  the  recurrence 
when   all   are   made  to  behold,  in  an 
-lit,  the  clandestine  rites  of  these  men. 

-     ■    I    orgies   which,   retaining  under 
ir  management,  they  deliver  to  the  initiated 

on:  •  none  will  refute  these,  save  the  Holy teathed  unto  the  Church,  which  the 
5,   having   in   the  first   instance   received, 

ha-.  aitted   to   those  who  have  rightly  be- 

"  the  profane  opinion  and  unreasonable  attempt." rn  "  (Roeper). 
lhat  are  irrational  animals  do  not  attempt,"  (or) 
al,"  etc.     The  last  is  Sancroft'i  reading;    lhat  in the  i  p 

ij  up  to"  (Roeper). 

lieved.     But  we,  as  being  their  ore,  and 

as  participators  in  this  grace,  high-priesthood, 
and  oflru  e  of  ten  hing,s  a->  well  as  bei  ited 

guardians  of  the  Church,  must  not  be  found 
deficient  in  vigilance,6  oi  disposed  to  suppi 
correct  doctrine.7  Not  even,  however,  labour- 

ing with  every  energy  of  body  and  soul,  do  we 
in  our  attempt  adequately  to  render  our 

Divine  benefactor  a  fitting  return;  and  yet 
withal  we  do  not  so  requite  Him  in  a  becoming 
manner,  exc  ept  we  are  not  remiss  in  disc  harging 
the  trust  committed  to  us,  but  <  a  refill  to  com- 

plete the  measure  of  our  particular  opportunity, 
and  to  impart  to  all  without  grudging  whatever 
the  Holy  Ghost  supplies,  not  only  bringing  to 

light,"  by  means  of  our  refutation,  matters  for- 
eign (to  our  subject),  but  also  whatsoever  things 

the  truth  has  received  by  the  grace  of  the 
Father,9  and  ministered  to  men.  These  also, 

illustrating  by  argument  and  creating  testimony  '° 
by  letters,  we  shall  unabashed  proclaim. 

In  order,  then,  as  we  have  already  stated,  that 

we  may  prove  them  atheists,  both  in  opinion  and 
their  mode  (of  treating  a  question)  and  in  fact, 
and  (in  order  to  show)  whence  it  is  that  their 
attempted  theories  have  accrued  unto  them,  and 
that  they  have  endeavoured  to  establish  their 
tenets,  taking  nothing  from  the  holy  Scriptures 
—  nor  is  it  from  preserving  the  succession  of  any 
saint  that  they  have  hurried  headlong  into  these 

opinions  ;  —  but  that  their  doctrines  have  de- 
rived their  origin  "  from  the  wisdom  of  the 

(Ireeks,  from  the  conclusions  of  those  who  have 

formed  systems  of  philosophy,  and  from  would- 
be  mysteries,  and  the  vagaries  of  astrologers,  — 
it  seems,  then,  advisable,  in  the  first  instance,  by 

explaining  the  opinions  advanced  by  the  philoso- 
phers of  the  (ireeks,  to  satisfy  our  readers  that 

such  are  of  greater  antiquity  than  these  (here- 
sies), and  more  deserving  of  reverence  in  refer- 
ence to  their  views  respecting  the  divinity ;  in 

the  next  place,  to  compare  each  heresy  with  the 
system  of  each  speculator,  so  as  to  show  that 
the  earliest  champion  of  the  heresy  availing  him- 

self1- of  these  attempted  theories,  has  turned 
them  to  advantage  by  appropriating  their  princi- 

ples, and,  impelled  from  these  into  worse,  has 
constructed  his  own  doctrine.     The  undertaking 

5  This  passage  is  quoted  by  those  who  impugn  the  authorship 
of  Origen  on  the  ground  of  his  never  having  been  a  bishop  of  the 
Church.     It  is  not.  however,  quite  certain  that  the  words  refer  to  the 

>pal  office  exclusively. 
6  The  common  reading  is  in  the  future,  but  the  present  tense  is 

adopted  by  Richter  in  his  Critical  Observations,  p.  77. 

7  It  might  be,  "  any  opinion  that  may  be  subservient  to  the  sub- 
ject taken  in  hand."  Ibis  is  Cruice's  rendering  in  his  Latin  version. 

A  different  reading  is,  "  we  must  not  be  silent  as  regards  reasons 
that  hold  good,"  or,  "  as  regards  rational  distinctions,  or,  "  refrain 
from  utterances  through  the  instrument  of  reasoning."  The  last  is 

Roeper's. 
8  Another  reading  is,  "  bringing  into  a  collection." 
9  Or,  "  the  Spirit." 
10  Or,  "  indicating  a  witness;  "  or,  "  having  adduced  testimony." 
11  Or,  "  a  starting-point." 
12  Or,  "  devoting  his  attention  to;  "  or,  "  having  lighted  upon." 
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admittedly  is  full  of  labour,  and  (is  one)  requir- 
ing extended  research.  We  shall  not,  however, 

be  wanting  in  exertion  ;  for  afterwards  it  will  be 
a  source  of  joy,  just  like  an  athlete  obtaining 
with  much  toil  the  crown,  or  a  merchant  after  a 

huge  swell  of  sea  compassing  gain,  or  a  husband- 
man after  sweat  of  brow  enjoying  the  fruits,  or  a 

prophet  after  reproaches  and  insults  seeing  his 

predictions  turning  out  true.  In  the  commence- 
ment, therefore,  we  shall  declare  who  first,  among 

the  Greeks,  pointed  out  (the  principles  of)  natu- 
ral philosophy.  For  from  these  especially  have 

they  furtively  taken  their  views  who  have  first  pro- 
pounded these  heresies,1  as  we  shall  subsequently 

prove  when  we  come  to  compare  them  one  with 
another.  Assigning  to  each  of  those  who  take 
the  lead  among  philosophers  their  own  peculiar 
tenets,  we  shall  publicly  exhibit  these  heresiarchs 
as  naked  and  unseemly. 

CHAP.  I.  —  THALES;    HIS    PHYSICS   AND   THEOLOGY; 
FOUNDER    OF   GREEK   ASTRONOMY. 

It  is  said  that  Thales  of  Miletus,  one  of  the 

seven2  wise  men,  first  attempted  to  frame  a  sys- 
tem of  natural  philosophy.  This  person  said 

that  some  such  thing  as  water  is  the  generative 

principle  of  the  universe,  and  its  end;  —  for 
that  out  of  this,  solidified  and  again  dissolved,  all 
things  consist,  and  that  all  things  are  supported 
on  it ;  from  which  also  arise  both  earthquakes 
and  changes  of  the  winds  and  atmospheric 

movements,3  and  that  all  things  are  both  pro- 
duced '  and  are  in  a  state  of  flux  corresponding 

with  tiic  nature  of  the  primary  author  of  genera- 
tion ; —  and  that  the  Deity5  is  that  which  has 

neither  beginning  nor  end.  This  person,  having 
been  occupied  with  an  hypothesis  and  invesl 
tion  concerning  the  stars,  became  the  earlie  t 
author  to  the  (lacks  of  this  kind  of  learning. 
And  he,  looking  towards  heaven,  alleging  th.it  he 
was  carefully  examining  supernal  objects,  fell 
into  a  well;  and  a  certain  maid,  by  name 
Thratta,  remarked  of  him  derisively,  that  while 
intent  on  beholding  things  in  heaven,  he  did  not 

know"  what  was  at  his  feet.  And  he  lived  about 
the  time  of  ( Jrcesus. 

'  'i  (.  on  il»-  early  heresies  are:    [renaeus,  of  the 
I   1 1  ntury  .    I  tippolytus,  his   pupil,   of  ih<-   thin] .    Phi 

Epiphan  Kugu  tine,  ol  the  I   th  <  entury,     The  li 
npn  hensive  di  p  il  furnish)  d  by 

Iti   reface  to  hit  dissertation  on  the  heresies  <<(  thi 
tol   d  i    ok  more  within  th 

Dr,   Burton's  Inquiry  into  th*  Hirisitx   ./  th* i 

[Thi  Pel  r  of  Corinth,  B.C.  585;  Pittacus  of  Mity- 
lene,  i  1  1  I es  ol  Vliletus,  B.C.  -,4-::   Solon  "i    Athens, 
140;  Chilo  of  Sparta,  B.C.  597;  Biasol   Pri  bulus  of  Lindiu, 
B.i  1    I 

'  Or,  "  motions  of  the  stai  1 "    Roeper). 
*  Or,  "  1  irried  along  "  I  Roepi 
5  Or, "  that  which  is  divine."   See<  'lemens  Alexandrinus,  Strom,, 

v.  pp,  41  1 ,   i'  1    1 1<  in  .in  1  .mi I  Sylburgius' ed.),     Thalea,  on 
"WI1.11  is  Godl   I'li.u,"  raplied  he,  "which  has  oeithei 

beginning  not  end," 
«  Or,  '■...- 

CHAP.  II.  —  PYTHAGORASj  HIS  COSMOGONY  ;  R' 
OF  His  SECT;  DISCOVERER  OF  PHYSIOGNOMY; 

HIS  PHILOSOPHY  OF  NUMBERS;  HIS  SYS  I  KM  OF 

THE  TRANSMIGRATION  OF  SOULS;  ZARA 

DEMONS;  WHY  PYTHAGORAS  FORBADE  THE  EAT- 
ING OF  BEANS;  THE  MODE  OF  LIVING  ADOPTED 

BY    HIS   DISCIPLES. 

But  there  was  also,  not  far  from  these  times, 

another  philosophy  which  Pythagoras  originated 
(who  some  say  was  a  native  of  Samos),  which 
they  have  denominated  Italian,  because  that 
Pythagoras,  flying  from  Polycrates  the  king  of 
Samos,  took  up  his  residence  in  a  city  of  Italy, 
and  there  passed  the  entire  of  his  remaining 
years.  And  they  who  received  in  succession  his 
doctrine,  did  not  much  differ  from  the  same 

opinion.  And  this  person,  instituting  an  investi- 

gation concerning  natural  phenomena,7  combined 
together  astronomy,  and  geometry,  and  mus 
And  so  he  proclaimed  that  the  Deity  is  a  monad  ; 
and  carefully  acquainting  himself  with  the  nature 
of  number,  he  affirmed  that  the  world  sings,  and 
that  its  system  corresponds  with  harmony,  and 
he  first  resolved  the  motion  of  the  seven  stars 

into  rhythm  and  melody.  And  being  astonished 

at  the  management  of  the  entire  fabric,  he  re- 
quired that  at  first  his  disciples  should  keep  si- 
lence, as  if  persons  coming  into  the  world 

initiated  in  (the  secrets  of)  the  universe  ;  next, 

when  it  seemed  that  they  were  sufficiently  con- 
versant with  his  mode  of  teaching  his  do<  trine, 

and  could  forcibly  philosophize  concerning  the 
stars  and  nature,  then,  considering  them  1 

I  he  enjoins  them  to  speak.  This  man  distributed 

his  pupils  in  two  orders,  and  called  the  one  eso- 
I  teric,  but  the  other  exoteric.  And  to  the  fol 
j  he  confided  more  advanced  doctrines.  a\m\  to  the 
latter  a  more  moderate  amount  of  instruction. 

And  he  also  touched  on  magic  —  as  thej  say 
—  and    himself'-'    discovered    an    art    of   physi- 

ogony,'"  Laying  down  as  a  basis   certain   nuin 
and    measures,  saying  that  they  comprised  the 

principle  of  arithmetical  philosophy  1>\  compo- 
sition after  this  111. inner.     The   first   number  be- 

ie   an   originating   principle,  which    is   one, 
indefinable,  incomprehensible,  having    in    its 
all  numbers  that,  according  to  plurality,* 

on  </,/  infinitum.     But  the  primary  monad  be- 
came a  principle  of  numbers,  according  to  sub- 

stance,"—  which    is   a    male    monad,    b< 
alter  the  manner  ,)\   a  parent  all    the   re-t    ol    the 

numbers.     Secondly,  the  duad  is  a  female  num- 
ber,   and    the    same    also    is    b\     arithm 

termed  even.     Thirdly,  the  triad  is  a  male  num- 
ber.      This  also  has  been   classified  by  aritluneti- 

t  Or,  "  nature." 
8  "  Ami  arithmetii  "  ■  addi  I  bj 

'i   Or,  "  Jii.l  lir  IiinI  " 
I  •  i  ii,  "  physiognomy."  ' 
II  Or,  "  ui  conformity  with  hi-  hypotl 
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nination  uneven.     Ami  in 

■  .ill  these  i>  tin-  tetrad,  a  female  num- 
nd  tin-  s.iiin  illed  even,  be<  ause 
m. iK-.    Then  t- t i-  .ill  the  numbers   that 

derived  from  tin-  genua  are  four ;  but 
the    indefinite    genus,   from   which 

ling  to  them,  the  perfei  t  ' 
nil-.     For  one,  two,  three, 

iir  ten,  it'  it-;  proper  denomination  be 
ntially  for  ea<  h  of  the  numbers. 
iinnl   this  to  be   .1   vii  red   quat(  r 

rlasting  nature,1  having,  as  it 
1  ;  a:ul  th  it  from  this  number 

■  leir  originating  princi- 
For  eleven,  and  twelve,  and  the  rest,  | 
the  origin  of  existence1  from  ten.     Of 

le,  die    perfect    number,   there  are 
tour      divisions,  —  namely,     number, 

.'  square,  (.mil)  cube.     And  the  connec- 
ted blendings  of  these  arc  performed,  ac- 

j  to  nature,  tor  the  generation  of  growth 
npleting  the  productive  number.     For  when 

ire  itself  is   multiplied  5   into   itself,  a  bi- 
-  the  result,      lint  when  the  square   is 

tiplied  into  the  cube,  the  result  is  the  product 
of  re   ,um\  cube;    and   when   the  cube   is 

tiplied  into  the  cube,  the  product  of  two  cubes 
is  the  result     S  I  that  all  the  numbers  from  which 

•  lui  tion  oi  existing  (numbers)  arises,  are 
—  namely,  number,  monad,  square,  cube, 

.  qu  idratic-cub  .  i-cube. 
This  philosopher  likewise  said  that  the  soul 

!.  and    that    it   subsists   in  successive 
Wherefore   he   asserted   that  before  the 

era   he  was   .  l'.thalidcs,''  and  during   the 
I  •  di  Euphorbus,  and  subsequent  to  this 

-.  and  after  him  Pyrrhus  of 
fifth.    Pytl  5.     And    Diodorus    the 

:nA  Aristoxenus8  the  musician,  assert 

■-.  '•  the  thil 

•  n.-iturc;  "  or,  "  having  the  roots  of  an  cver- 

ture  in  itself,"  the  words  "  as  it  were  "  beingomitted  in 

'Die  monad  was 

f  hun  with  Leibnitz,  the  highest 
i  tion,  commen- 

shcthcr  of  matter  or  spirit. 

•  tie  rendered  "  multiplied."     The  formulary 
<i9. 

";  herald    of  the 
i 

into    thi 

•  Pyrrhus,  ,    I  '.^genes' •  4-) 

-  more  frequently  in  the  annals  of  Creek  literature 

uislator  k- 

I  >iodo- i^'  lUblioth. 

'  .  \t,,.i  /.//..  us, 

i  ..     The  arti- 

'  ,.'an  Questions, 
iched   a   theory  in    j' ™y  ha\  .  rn  times.  :  Hartley  liis 
It  of  nci-%  I  icero 

nus,  "that  he  *..-  to  .  harmed  wn  harmo- 
c  sought   to  transfer  them  into  investigations  concerning 

our  corporeal  and  spiritual  nature." 

that  Pythaj  'in-  to  /  th'-  Chaldean, 
and  that  he  explained  to  him  that  then-  are  two 
original  «  auses  of  things,  father  and  mother,  and 
that  father  is  light,  but  mother  darkness;  and 
that  of  the  light  the  parts  are  hot,  dry.  not  heavy, 
light,  swift  ;  inn  of  darkness,  cold,  moist,  weighty, 
slow  ;  and  that  out  of  all  these,  from  female  and 
male,  the  world  consists,  but  the  world,  he  savs, 

is  a  miisii  al  harmony  ;  "'  wherefore,  also,  that  the 
sun  performs  a  circuit  in  accordance  with  har- 

mony. Ami  as  regards  the  things  that  are  pro- 
duced from  earth  and  the  i  OSmi(  al  system,  th'  y 

maintain  that  /aratas  "  makes  the  following  state- 
ments :  that  there  are  two  demons,  the  one 

celestial  and  the  other  terrestrial ;  and  that  the 
terrestrial  sends  up  a  production  from  earth,  and 
that  this  is  water ;  and  that  the  celestial  is  a  fire, 

partaking  of  the  nature  of  air,  hot  and  cold.'2 
And  he  therefore  affirms  that  none  of  these  de- 

stroys or  sullies  the  soul,  for  these  constitute  the 
substance  of  all  things.  And  he  is  reported  to 
have  ordered  his  followers  not  to  eat  beans, 
because  that  /.aratas  said  that,  at  the  prigin  and 
concretion  of  all  things,  when  the  earth  was  still 

undergoing  its  process  of  solidification,'3  and  that 
of  putrefaction  had  set  in,  the  bean  was  pro- 

duced.'1 And  of  this  he  mentions  the  following 
indication,  that  if  any  one,  after  having  chewed 
a  bean  without  the  husk,  places  it  opposite  the 

sun  for  a  certain  period,  —  for  this  immediately 
will  aid  in  the  result,  —  it  yields  the  smell  of  hu- 

man seed.  And  he  mentions  also  another  clearer 

instance  to  be  this  :  if,  when  the  bean  is  blossom- 
ing, we  take  the  bean  and  its  flower,  and  deposit 

them  in  a  jar,  smear  this  over,  and  bury  it  in  the 
ground,  and  after  a  few  days  uncover  it,  we  shall 

see  it  wearing  the  appearance,  first  of  a  woman's 
pudendum,  and  after  this,  when  closely  examined, 
of  the  head  of  a  child  growing  in  along  with  it. 
This  person,  being  burned  along  with  his  disciples 
in  Croton,  a  town  of  Italy,  perished.  And  this 
was  a  habit  with  him,  whenever  one  repaired  to 
him  with  a  view  of  becoming  his  follower,  (the 
candidate  disciple  was  compelled)  to  sell  his 
possessions,  and  lodge  the  money  sealed  with 

Pythagoras,  and  he  continued  in  silence  to  un- 

9  7arat-is  is  another  form  of  the  name  Zoroaster. 

10  Or,  "  is  a  nature  according  to  musical  harmony"  fpreceding 
note) ;  or, "  The  cosmical  system  is  nature  and  a  musical  harmony. 

"  Zarae  s,  or  Zoroaster,  is  employed  as  a  sort  of  generic  denomi- 
nation for  philosopher  by  the  Orientals,  who,  whatever  portions  of 

i  hey  inhabit,  mostly  ascribe  their  speculative  systems  to  a  Zo- 
r.  No  less  than  six  individuals  bearing  this  name  are  spoken 

of.  Arnobius  (Contr.  Gentes.,  i.  52)  mentions  four  —  (1)  a  Chaldean, 
(2)  Bactrian,  (3)  Pamphylian,  (4)  Armenian.  Pliny  mentions  a  fifth 
as  a  native  of  Proconnesus  {Nat.  Hist  ,  xxx.  1),  while  Apuleius 

{Florida,  ii.  15)  a  sixth  Zoroaster,  a  native  of  Babylon,  and  contem- 
porary with  Pythagoras,  the  one  evidently  alluded  to  by  Hippolytus. 

■  See  translator's  Treatise  on  Metaphysics,  chap,  ii.) 
'-  <  )r,  "  that  it  was  hot  and  cold,"  or  "  hot  of  moist." 

11  Or  it  might  be  rendered,  "a  process  of  arrangement."  The 
Abbe  Cruice  (in  his  edition  of  Hippolytus,  Paris,  i860)  suggests  a 
different  reading,  which  would  make  the  words  translate  thus,  when 

the  earth  was  an  undigested  and  solid  mass." 
14  [Sec  book  vi.  cap.  xxii.,  infra,  and  note.  But  Clement  gives 

another  explanation.     See  vol.  ii.  p.  385,  this  series.] 
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dcrgo  instruction,  sometimes  for  three,  but 
sometimes  for  five  years.  And  again,  on  being 
released,  he  was  permitted  to  associate  with  the 
rest,  and  remained  as  a  disciple,  and  took  his 
meals  along  with  them ;  if  otherwise,  however, 
he  received  back,  his  property,  and  was  rejected. 
These  persons,  then,  were  styled  Esoteric  Pytha- 

goreans, whereas  the  rest,  Pythagoristae. 
Among  his  followers,  however,  who  escaped 

the  conflagration  were  Lysis  and  Archippus,  and 

the  servant  of  Pythagoras,  Zamolxis,'  who  also 
is  said  to  have  taught  the  Celtic  Druids  to  cul- 

tivate the  philosophy  of  Pythagoras.  And  they 
assert  that  Pythagoras  learned  from  the  Egyp- 

tians his  system  of  numbers  and  measures  ;  and 
being  struck  by  the  plausible,  fanciful,  and  not 
easily  revealed  wisdom  of  the  priests,  he  himself 
likewise,  in  imitation  of  them,  enjoined  silence, 
and  made  his  disciples  lead  a  solitary  life  in 

underground  chapels.2 

CHAP.    III.  —  EMPEDOCLES  ;     HIS    TWOFOLD    CAUSE  ; 
TENET    OF   TRANSMIGRATION. 

But  Empedocles,  born  after  these,  advanced 
likewise  many  statements  respecting  the  nature 
of  demons,  to  the  effect  that,  being  very  numer- 

ous, they  pass  their  time  in  managing  earthly 
concerns.  This  person  affirmed  the  originating 
principle  of  the  universe  to  be  discord  and 
friendship,  and  that  the  intelligible  fire  of  the 
monad  is  the  Deity,  and  that  all  things  consist 
of  fire,  and  will  be  resolved  into  fire  ;  with  which 

opinion  the  Stoics  likewise  almost  agree,  expect- 
ing a  conflagration.  But  most  of  all  does  he 

concur  with  the  tenet  of  transition  of  souls  from 

body  to  body,  expressing  himself  thus  :  — 

"  For  surely  both  youth  and  maid  I  was, 
And  shrub,  and  bird,3  and  fish,  from  ocean  stray'd."4 

This  (philosopher)  maintained  the  transmuta- 
tion of  all  souls  into  any  description  of  animal. 

For  Pythagoras,  the  instructor  of  these  (sages),5 
1  erted  that  himself  had  been  Euphorbus,  who 
served  in  the  expedition  against  Ilium,  alleging 
that  he  recognised  his  shield.  The  foregoing 
are  the  tenets  of  Empedocles. 

CHAP.    IV.  —  HERACLTTUSj    HIS   UNIVERSAL   DOGMA- 

TISM \    HIS  THEORY   OF    FLUXj    OTHER   SYSTEMS. 

But  Hi  iai  litus,  a  natural  philosopher  of  Eph- 
esus,  surrendered  himself  to  universal  grief,  con 
demning  the  ignorance  of  the  entire  of  life,  and 
of  all  men;  nay,  commiserating  the  (very)  exist 

'  Or,"Zametui." 
2  Or,  "leading  them  down  into  cells,  made  them,"  etc.;  or, 

"  made  his  discipli  1  observe  silence,"  etc. 
J  Or,  "  and  beast,"  more  in  keeping  with  the  sense  of  the  name; 

'"  "a  I -inii"  hi.  been  suggested  in  the  Gottingen  elm. mi  of  Hip. polytus. 

*  Or, " traveller  into  the  leaj"  or, "mute  ones  Gram  the  sc.i;" 
or,  "  from  the  tea  .1  glittering  fi»h." 

Or,  "  being  the  instructor  of  this  (philosopher)  ■" 

encc  of  mortals,  for  he  asserted  that  he  himself 
knew  everything,  whereas  the  rest  of  mankind 

nothing.6  But  he  also  advanced  statements  al- 
most in  concert  with  Empedocles,  saying  that 

the  originating  principle  of  all  things  is  discord 

I  and  friendship,  and  that  the  Deity  is  a  fire  en- 
dued with  intelligence,  and  that  all  things  are 

j  borne  one  upon  another,  and  never  are  at  a 
standstill ;  and  just  as  Empedocles,  he  affirmed 
that  the  entire  locality  about  us  is  full  of  evil 
things,  and  that  these  evil  things  reach  as  far 
as  the  moon,  being  extended  from  the  quarter 
situated  around  the  earth,  and  that  they  do  not 
advance  further,  inasmuch  as  the  entire  space 
above  the  moon  is  more  pure.  So  also  it 
seemed  to  Heraclitus. 

After  these  arose  also  other  natural  philoso- 
phers, whose  opinions  we  have  not  deemed  it 

necessary  to  declare,  (inasmuch  as)  they  present 
no  diversity  to  those  already  specified.  Since, 
however,  upon  the  whole,  a  not  inconsiderable 
school  has  sprung  (from  thence),  and  many  nat- 

ural philosophers  subsequently  have  arisen  from 
them,  each  advancing  different  accounts  of  the 
nature  of  the  universe,  it  seems  also  to  us  ad- 

visable, that,  explaining  the  philosophy  that  has 
come  down  by  succession  from  Pythagoras,  we 
should  recur  to  the  opinions  entertained  by 
those  living  after  the  time  of  Thales,  and  that, 
furnishing  a  narrative  of  these,  we  should  ap- 

proach the  consideration  of  the  ethical  and 
logical  philosophy  which  Socrates  and  Aristotle 
originated,  the  former  ethical,  and  the  latter 

logical.7 
CHAP.  V.  —  ANAXIMANDER  ;  HIS  THEORY  OF  THE 

INFINITE  ]  HIS  ASTRONOMIC  OPINIONS;  Ills 
PHYSICS. 

Anaximandcr,  then,  was  the  hearer  of  Thales. 
Anaximander  was  son  of  Praxiadas,  and  a  native 
of  Miletus.  This  man  said  that  the  originating 

principle  of  existing  things  is  a  certain  constitu- 
tion of  the  Infinite,  out  of  which  the  heavens  are 

generated,  and  the  worlds  therein  :  and  that  this 

principle  is  eternal  and  undecaving.  and  com- 
prising all  the  worlds.  And  he  speaks  of  lime 

as  something  (A  limited  generation,  and  subsist- 
ence,  and  destruction.  This  person  declared 
the  infinite  to  be  an  originating  principle  and 
clement    of   existing    things,    being    the    first    to 
employ  such  a  denomination  of  the  originating 
principle.  But,  moreover,  he  asserted  that  there 
is  an  eternal  motion,  by  the  agency  of  which  it 

happens  that  the  heavens1-  are  generated;  but 
that  the  earth  is  poised  aloft,  upheld  by  nothing. 

*  Pro.  Iiis.  in  his  1  ommentary  on  Plato's  Tim,rns,  1  -t  the 
same  words:  "but  Heraclitus,  tn  asserting  his  own  universal  li 

.  makes  out  all  it"'  rest  of  mankind  ignorant." 
1  >< .  "  .ni.i  .\i  1  ion.;  these,  So,  r.n<-s  .1  moral  philosophei ,  and  \"s 

totlc  .1  logii  1111.  originated  .systems." 
8  Or,  "  men." 
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hi  of  its  equal  distant  e 
ii  .ill  (theheavenh  bodies)  ;  and  that  the 

.  cm  ul.ir.'  Bimilar  to  a  1  olumn 
\n.l  one  of  the  Burfai  es  we  tread 

■ii,  but  the  other  is  opposite.1     \nd  that  the 
le  of  fire,  separated  from  the  fire 

whit  ii  is  11.  inity  of  the  world,  and  encom- 

atmospheric  «  k- 
hal  in  places  where  the  Btars  shine; 

also,  when  these  exhalations  are  ob- 
11  ted,  that  eclipses  take  pla<  e.     And  that  the 

moon  sometimes  appears   full   and   sometimes 

rding  to  the  obstruction  or  open- 
bital)  paths.     But  that  the  circle 

n   is  twenty-seven  times4  larger  than 
and  that  the  sun  is  situated  in  the 

ter  of  the   firmament);   whereas 
the  fixed  stars  in  the  lowest.     And 

that  animals  are  produced    (in  moisture5)  by 
evaporation  from  the  sun.     And  that  man  was, 

illy,  similar  to  a  different  animal,  that   is, 
1  fish.     And  that  winds  are  caused  by  the  s 
rat  very  rarified  exhalations  of  the  atmos- 

phere, and  by  their  motion  after  they  have  been 
lensed.     And    that    rain  arises  from  earth's 

>a<  k  (the  vapours  which  it  receives)  from 
the   (clouds6)    under  the  sun.      And   that   there 
are  flashes  of  lightning  when  the  wind  coming 

louds.      This  person  was  born 
in  the  third  year  of  the  xi.n.  Olympiad.* 

IP.  VI. —  INAXIMENES;  HIS  SYSTEM  OF  "AN 

INFINITE  Am;"  Ills  VIEWS  OF  ASTRONOMY  AND 
NATURAL    PHI  NOM1 N  \ 

Vnaximenes,  who  himself  was  also  a  na- 
Miletus,  and  son  of  Eurystratus,  affirmed 

iriginating  principle  is  infinite  air,  out 
of  which  are   generated   things  existing,   those 
which  have  existed,  and  those  that  will  be, 

:nA  divine  (entities),  and  that  the 
arise  from  the  offspring  of  this.     But  that 

there   is  SU<  h  a  species  of  air,  when  it  is  most 
even,  whi(  h  is  imperceptible  to  vision,  but  capa- 

being   manifested   by  cold   and  heat,  and 
ind  motion,  and  that  it  is  continually 

in  motion  ;   for  that  whatsoever  things  undergo 
alteration,  do  not  <  hange  if  there  is  not  motion. 

"  that  it  pn  !  different  appearance  ac- ■  ondensed  and  attenuated,  for 
when   it   is  dissolved   into  what  is  more  attenu- 

d  that  fire  is  produced,  and  that  when  it  is 
moderately  <  ondei.  mi  into  air  that  a  cloud 

")W." 
„,   J  Diogenes  Laertius  was  of  opinion   that 1  ted  t  y  name  the  Ami}. 

4  Or,  1  improbable  reading. 
'  !n  m  narch,  in  his  Dt  Plnci- mianrJer  affirms  thai  primary  animals 

ite  to  the  sense  of  the  passage. 
'  [B.C.  610.     On  Oljmfutdt,  sec  Jams,  lutrod.,  p.  ai.] 

lined  from  the  air  by  \  iltue    of  the    <  Ontl 

tion;8    but    when    condensed    still    more,    water, 
(and )  that  when  the  <  oudcns.it ion  i ,  <  arried  still 

further,  earth  is  formed;  and  when  conden 

to  the  very  highest  degree,  stones.  Wherefore, 
that  the  dominant  prim  iples  of  generation 

contraries,  —  namely,  heat  and  cold.  And  that 
the  expanded  earth  is  wafted  along  upon  the  air, 
and  in  like  manner  both  sun  and  moon  and  the 

rest  of  the  stars  ;  for  all  things  being  of  the  na- 
ture of  lire,  are  wafted  about  throw  •  \pansc 

of  space,  upon  the  air.  And  that  the  stars  are 
luced  from  earth  by  reason  of  the  mist  which 

arises  from  this  earth;  and  when  this  is  attenu- 
ated, that  lire  is  produced,  and  that  the  stars 

tourist  of  the  lire  which  is  being  borne  aloft. 
Hut  also  that  there  are  terrestrial  natures  in  the 

region  of  the  stars  carried  on  along  with  them. 
Ami  lie  says  that  the  stars  do  not  move  under 
the  earth,  as  some  have  supposed,  but  around  the 

e.u tli.'  just  as  a  cap  is  turned  round  our  head; 
and  that  the  sun  is  hid,  not  by  being  under  the 

earth,  but  because  covered  by  the  higher  por- 
tions of  the  earth,  and  on  account  of  the  greater 

distance  that  he  is  from  us.  But  that  the  stars 

do  not  emit  heat  on  account  of  the  length  of 
distance  ;  and  that  the  winds  are  produced  when 
the  condensed  air,  becoming  rarified,  is  borne 
on  ;  and  that  when  collected  and  thickened  ^till 

further,  clouds  are  generated,  and  thus  a  (hange 
made  into  water.  And  that  hail  is  produi 
when  the  water  borne  down  from  the  clouds 

becomes  congealed  ;  and  that  snow  is  generated 

when  these  very  cloads.  being  more  moist,  ac- 
quire congelation  ;  and  that  lightning  is  caused 

when  the  clouds  are  parted  by  force  of  the  winds  ; 
for  when  these  are  sundered  there  is  produced  a 
brilliant  and  fiery  Hash.  And  that  a  rainbow  is 
produced  by  reason  of  the  rays  of  the  sun  falling 
on  the  collected  air.  And  that  an  earthquake 
takes  place  when  the  earth  is  altered  into  a  larger 
(bulk)  by  heat  and  cold.  These  indeed,  then, 
were  the  opinions  of  Anaximenes.  This  (phil- 

osopher) llourished  about  the  first  year  of  the 

lviii.  Olympiad.10 

CHAP.  VII.  —  ANAXAGORAS;  HIS  THEORY  OF  MIXI)  ; 

RECOGNISES  AN  EFFICIENT  CAUSE  ;  HIS  COSMOG- 
ONY   AND    ASTRONOMY. 

After  this  (thinker)  comes  Anaxagoras,"  son 
of  Hegesibulus.'2  a  native  of  Clazomenre.  This 
person  affirmed  the  originating  principle  of  the 
universe  to  be  mind  and   matter;    mind  being 

8  Or,  "  revolutionary  motion." 
_9  Plutarch,  in  his  De  Placitit  Philosophorum  attributes  both 

opinions  to  Anaximenes,  viz.,  that  the  sun  was  moved  both  under  and 
around  the  earth. 10  [B..C.  55&-1 

11  Aristotle  considers  that  Anaxagoras  was  the  first  to  broach  the 
existence  of  efficient  causes  in  nature.  He  states,  however,  that 
Hermotimus  received  the  credit  of  so  doing  at  an  earlier  date. 

11  Ur,  Hegesephontus. 
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the  efficient  cause,  whereas  matter  that  which 
was  being  formed.  For  all  things  coming  into 

existence  simultaneously,  mind  supervening  in- 
troduced order.  And  material  principles,  he 

says,  are  infinite  ;  even  the  smaller  of  these  are 

infinite.'  And  that  all  things  partake  of  motion 
by  being  moved  by  mind,  and  that  similar  bodies 
coalesce.  And  that  celestial  bodies  were  arranged 
by  orbicular  motion.  That,  therefore,  what  was 
thick  and  moist,  and  dark  and  cold,  and  all 
things  heavy,  came  together  into  the  centre,  from 
the  solidification  of  which  earth  derived  support ; 

but  that  the  things  opposite  to  these  —  namely, 
heat  and  brilliancy,  and  dryness  and  lightness  — 
hurried  impetuously  into  the  farther  portion  of 
the  atmosphere.  And  that  the  earth  is  in  figure 
plane  ;  and  that  it  continues  suspended  aloft,  by 
reason  of  its  magnitude,  and  by  reason  of  there 
being  no  vacuum,  and  by  reason  of  the  air,  which 
was  most  powerful,  bearing  along  the  wafted  earth. 
But  that  among  moist  substances  on  earth,  was 
the  sea,  and  the  waters  in  it ;  and  when  these 
evaporated  (from  the  sun),  or  had  settled  under, 
that  the  ocean  was  formed  in  this  manner,  as 
well  as  from  the  rivers  that  from  time  to  time 
flow  into  it.  And  that  the  rivers  also  derive 

support  from  the  rains  and  from  the  actual  waters 
in  the  earth  ;  for  that  this  is  hollow,  and  contains 
water  in  its  caverns.  And  that  the  Nile  is  inun- 

dated in  summer,  by  reason  of  the  waters  carried 

down  into  it  from  the  snows  in  northern  (lati- 
tudes).2 And  that  the  sun  and  moon  and  all 

the  stars  are  fiery  stones,  that  were  rolled  round 
by  the  rotation  of  the  atmosphere.  And  that 
beneath  the  stars  are  sun  and  moon,  and  certain 

invisible  bodies  that  are  carried  along  with  us  ; 
and  that  we  have  no  perception  of  the  heat  of 
the  stars,  both  on  account  of  their  being  so  far 
away,  and  on  account  of  their  distance  from  the 
earth  ;  and  further,  they  are  not  to  the  same 
degree  hot  as  the  sun,  on  account  of  their  occu- 

pying a  colder  situation.  And  that  the  moon, 
being  lower  than  the  sun,  is  nearer  us.  And  that 
the  sun  surpasses  the  Peloponnesus  in  size.  And 
that  the  moon  has  not  light  of  its  own,  but  from 
the  sun.  Hut  that  the  revolution  of  the  stars 

takes  place  under  the  earth.  And  that  the  moon 

is  eclipsed  when  the  earth  is  interposed,  and  oc- 
casionally also  those  (stars)  that  are  underneath 

the  moon.  And  that  the  sun  (is  eclipsed)  when, 
at  the  beginning  of  the  month,  the  moon  is  in- 

terposed. And  that  the  solstices  are  caused  by 
both  sun  and  moon  being  repulsed  by  the  air. 
And  that  the  moon  is  often   turned,  by  its  not 

1  Simplicius,  in  his  ConttmntuTy  oh  A  '■/.»  toi  r,  where 
•  p  iken  "t,  says  thai  the  lattei  maim 

that "  all  thi  ted  simultaneously  —  infinite  thingi,  and  plurality, 
ind  diminutiveness,  foi  even  what  was  diminutive  wai  infinite." 

Mtysia,  iii.  4,  Macmahon's  translation,  p 
explains  Htppolytus'  remark,  while  ii  an  emendation  of  the text. 

-   I  h,  "  in  llic  Antipodes;  "  or,  "  from  the  snow  In  .lliliin|n.i." 

being  able  to  make  head  against  the  cold.  This 
I  person  was  the  first  to  frame  definitions  regarding 
eclipses  and  illuminations.  And  he  affirmed  that 

the  moon  is  earthy,  and  has  in  it  plains  and  ra- 
vines. And  that  the  milky  way  is  a  reflection  of 

the  light  of  the  stars  which  do  not  derive  their 
radiance  from  the  sun  ;3  and  that  the  stars,  cours- 

ing (the  firmament)  as  shooting  sparks,  arise  out 
of  the  motion  of  the  pole.  And  that  winds  are 
caused  when  the  atmosphere  is  rarified  by  the 
sun,  and  by  those  burning  orbs  that  advance 
under  the  pole,  and  are  borne  from  (it).  And 
that  thunder  and  lightning  are  caused  by  heat 
falling  on  the  clouds.  And  that  earthquakes  are 
produced  by  the  air  above  falling  on  that  under 
the  earth  ;  for  when  this  is  moved,  that  the  earth 
also,  being  wafted  by  it,  is  shaken.  And  that 

animals  originally  came  into  existence4  in  moist- 
ure, and  after  this  one  from  another;  and  that 

males  are  procreated  when  the  seed  secreted 
from  the  right  parts  adhered  to  the  right  parts 
of  the  womb,  and  that  females  are  born  when 

the  contrary  took  place.  This  philosopher  flour- 
ished in  the  first  year  of  the  lxxxvui.  Olympiad,5 

at  which  time  they  say  that  Plato  also  was  born. 
They  maintain  that  Anaxagoras  was  likewise 

prescient. 

CHAP.    VIII.   ARCHELAUS  ;    SYSTEM    AKIN    TO    THAT 
OF    ANAXAGORAS;     HIS    ORIGIN    OF    THE    EARTH 

AND    OF    ANIMALS  ;    OTHER    SYSTEMS. 

Archelaus  was  by  birth  an  Athenian,  and  son 

of  Apollodorus.6  This  person,  similarly  with 
Anaxagoras,  asserted  the  mixture  of  matter,  and 

enunciated  his  first  principles  in  the  same  man- 
ner. This  philosopher,  however,  held  that  there 

is  inherent  immediately  in  mind  a  certain  mix- 
ture ;  and  that  the  originating  principle  of  mo- 
tion is  the  mutual  separation  of  heat  and  cold, 

and  that  the  heat  is  moved,  and  that  the  cold 

remains  at  rest.  And  that  the  water,  being  dis- 
solved, flows  towards  the  centre,  where  the 

scorched  air  and  earth  are  produced,  of  which 
the  one  is  borne  upwards  and  the  other  remains 
beneath.  And  that  the  earth  is  at  rest,  and  that 
on  this  account  it  came  into  existence  ;  and  that 

it  lies  in  the  centre,  being  no   part,  so   to   speak, 
of  the  universe,  delivered  from  the  conflagration  ; 
and  that  from  this,  first  in  a  state  of  ignition, 
is  the   nature   of  the   stars,  of  which   indeed   the 

largest  is  the  sun,  and  next  to  this  the  moon  ; 
and  of  the  rest  some  less,  but  some  greater. 

And  he  says  that  the  heaven  was  inclined  at  an 
angle,  and  so  that  the  sun  diffused  light  over  the 
earth,  and  made  the  atmosphere  transparent,  and 

the   ground   dry  ;    for   that   at   first   it  was   B 

Or, "  overpower  tun,"  thai  1  light  was  la the  lupi  rioi  briftiani  \  ol  tin  tun. 

4    t  >  I  .   "  u  ■ I  1 1  lied  b  1 .  4-.'  01  4   /  I 
6  t».C  440.] 
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unuch  .in  it  is  K>it\  at  the  horicon  and  hollow 
in  the  middle.    And  he  adduces,  as  an  indica 
tion  of  the  hollownesa,  that  the  ran  doea  not 

i  to  .ill  ;it  the  same  lime,  whi<  h  ought 

to  happen  it  the  earth  was  even.     And  with  re- 
1  to  animals,  he  affirms  that  the  earth,  being 
inally  tire  in  its  lower  part,  where  the  heal 

.ind  cold  were  mtermingled,  both   the  rest  c4 
animals  made  their  appearance,  rrameroua  and 
dissimilar,1  all  having  the  same  food,  being  nour- 

ished from  mud  ;  and  their  existent  e  was  oi  short 
duration,  but  afterwards  also  generation  from  one 
another  arose  unto  them;  and  men  were  sepa- 

rated from  the  rest  (ot'  the  annual  creation), 
and  they  appointed  rulers,  and  laws,  and  arts,  and 
cities,  and  the  rest.    And  he  asserts  that  mind 
is  innate  in  all  animals  alike  ;   tor  that   each,  ac- 

ting to  the  difference  of  their  physical  con- 
stitution, employed  (mind),  at  one-  time  slower, 

at  another  faster. -' 
Natural  philosophy,  then,  continued  from 

Thalcs  until  An  hclaus.  Socrates  was  the  hearer 

of  this  (latter  philosopher).  There  are,  how- 
ever, also  very  many  others,  introducing  various 

opinions  respecting  both  the  divinity  and  the 
nature  of  the  universe  ;  and  if  we  were  disposed 
to  adduce  all  the  opinions  of  these,  it  would  be 
necessary  to  compose  a  vast  quantity  of  books. 
Hut,   reminding  the    reader  of   those  whom  we 

eciall)  ought  —  who  are  deserving  of  mention 
from  their  fame,  and  from  being,  so  to  speak,  the 
leaders  to  those  who  have  subsequently  framed 

ins  of  philosophy,  and  from  their  supplying 
them  with  a  starting-point  towards  such  under- 

takings —  let  us  hasten  on  our  investigations 
irds  what  remains  for  consideration. 

CHAP.  IX.  —  PARM1  NTJDESj  HIS  THEORY  OF  "  UNITY  ;  " 
HIS  ESCHATOLOGY. 

For  Parmenides3  likewise  supposes  the  uni- 
verse to  be  one,  both  eternal  and  unbegotten, 

and  of  a  spherical  form.     And  neither  did  he 
ape  the  opinion  of  the  great  body  (of  specu- 

lators), affirming  fire  and  earth  to  be  the  origi- 
nating principles  of  the  universe  —  the  earth  as 

matter,  but  the  fire  as  cause,  even  an  efficient 
rted  that  the  world  would  be  de- 

ved.  but  in  what  way  he  does  not  mention.4 
The  same  (philosopher),  however,  affirmed  the 
universe  to  be  eternal,  and  not  generated,  and 

spherical  form  and  homogeneous,  but  not 
having  a  figure  in  itself,  and  immoveable  and 
limited. 

many  nf  ihc  rest  of  ihc  animal  kingdom,  and  man ii.  17.) 

in  the  text  here,  but  the  rendering  given 
rural,  is  hi  :le.     One  proposed  emen- 

UM  make  the  passage  run  thus:  "  for  that  each  body  em- 
•rnctiincs  slower,  sometimes  faster." 

■•>.] 

c  next  sentence  is  regarded  by  some  as  not  genuine. 

.  HAP,   x.-iiu  rPPI  B  ;   HO    ITOMH     iiih.ky. 

But  Leui  ippus,3  an  ass<x  iate  of  Zeno,  did  not 
maintain  the  same  opinion,  but  affirms  things  to 
be  infinite,  and  always  in  motion,  and   that  ft 
(•ration  and  change  exist  continuously.     And  he 

affirms  plenitude  and  vacuum  to  In-  elements. 
And   he  jssnts   that  worlds  are   produced  \\l 
main  bodies  are  congregated  and  flow  together 
from  the  surrounding  space  to  a  common  point, 
so  that  by  mutual  contact  they  made  substances 
of  tlu-  same  figure  and  similar  in  form  come  into 

connection  ;  and  when  thus  intertwined/'  there are  transmutations  into  other  bodies,  and  that 
created  things  wax  and  wane  through  necessity. 
But  what  the  nature  of  necessity  is,  (Parmenides) 
did  not  define. 

CHAP.    XI.  —  DEMOCRITUS  j    HIS   DUALITY    OF    PRIN- 

PLESj    HIS   COSMOGONY. 

And  Democritus 7  was  an  acquaintance  of 
Leucippus.  Democritus,  son  of  Damasippus,  a 
native  of  Abdera,8  conferring  with  many  gymnos- 
ophists  among  the  Indians,  and  with  priests  in 

Egypt,  and  with  astrologers  and  magi  in  Baby- 
Ion,  (propounded  his  system).  Now  he  makes 
statements  similarly  with  Leucippus  concerning 

elements,  viz.,  plenitude  and  vacuum,  denomi- 
nating plenitude  entity,  and  vacuum  nonentity ; 

and  this  he  asserted,  since  existing  things  are  con- 
tinually moved  in  the  vacuum.  And  he  main- 

tained worlds  to  be  infinite,  and  varying  in  bulk  ; 
and  that  in  some  there  is  neither  sun  nor  moon, 
while  in  others  that  they  are  larger  than  with  us, 
and  with  others  more  numerous.  And  that  in- 

tervals between  worlds  are  unequal ;  and  that  in 

one  quarter  of  space  (worlds)  are  more  numer- 
ous, and  in  another  less  so  ;  and  that  some  of 

them  increase  in  bulk,  but  that  others  attain 
their  full  size,  while  others  dwindle  away  :  and 
that  in  one  quarter  they  are  coming  into  exist- 

ence, whilst  in  another  they  are  failing  ;  and  that 
they  are  destroyed  by  clashing  one  with  another. 
And  that  some  worlds  are  destitute  of  animals 

and  plants,  and  every  species  of  moisture.  And 
that  the  earth  of  our  world  was  created  before 

that  of  the  stars,  and  that  the  moon  is  under- 
neath ;  next  (to  it)  the  sun ;  then  the  fixed 

stars.  And  that  (neither)  the  planets  nor  these 
(fixed  stars)  possess  an  equal  elevation.  And 
that  the  world  flourishes,  until  no  longer  it  can 
receive  anything  from  without.  This  (philoso- 

pher) turned  all  things  into  ridicule,  as  if  all  the 
concerns  of  humanity  were  deserving  of  laugh- 
ter. 

s  [n.c.  370.] 

6  Or,   "  when   again   mutually   connected,   that  different  entities 
were  generated.''      'Sec  Diogenes  Laerthis'  Lives,  ix.  30-32.) 

7  [  Died  in  his  hundred  and  ninth  year,  B.C.  361.] 

8  Or,  "  Audera." 
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CHAP.  XIIi  —  XENOPHANES j  HIS  SCEPTICISM  j  HIS 
NOTIONS  OF  GOD  AND  NATURE  j  BELIEVES  IN  A 
FLOOD. 

But  Xenophanes,  a  native  of  Colophon,'  was 
son  of  Orthomenes.  This  man  survived  to  the 

time  of  Cyrus.2  This  (philosopher)  first  asserted 
that  there  is  no  possibility  of  comprehending 
anything,  expressing  himself  thus  :  — 

"  For  if  for  the  m  isl  part  of  perfection  man  may  speak, 
Yet  he  knows  it  not  himself,  and  in  all  attains  surmise.-' 

And  he  affirms  that  nothing  is  generated  or 
perishes,  or  is  moved  ;  and  that  the  universe, 
being  one,  is  beyond  change.  But  he  says  that 
the  deity  is  eternal,  and  one  and  altogether  homo- 

geneous and  limited,  and  of  a  spherical  form,  and 
endued  with  perception  in  all  parts.  And  that 
the  sun  exists  during  each  day  from  a  conglom- 

eration of  small  sparks,  and  that  the  earth  is 

infinite,  and  is  surrounded  neither  by  an  atmos- 
phere nor  by  the  heaven.  And  that  there  are 

infinite  suns  and  moons,  and  that  all  things  spring 
from  earth.  This  man  affirmed  that  the  sea  is 

salt,  on  account  of  the  many  mixtures  that  flow 
into  it.  Metrodorus,  however,  from  the  fact  of 
its  being  filtered  through  earth,  asserts  that  it  is 
on  account  of  this  that  it  is  made  salt.  And 

Xenophanes  is  of  opinion  that  there  had  been 
a  mixture  of  the  earth  with  the  sea,  and  that 
in  process  of  time  it  was  disengaged  from  the 
moisture,  alleging  that  he  could  produce  such 
proofs  as  the  following  :  that  in  the  midst  of 
earth,  and  in  mountains,  shells  are  discovered  ; 
and  also  in  Syracuse  he  affirms  was  found  in  the 
quarries  the  print  of  a  fish  and  of  seals,  and  in 
Paros  an  image  of  a  laurel3  in  the  bottom  of  a 
Stone,  and  in  Melita4  parts  of  all  sorts  of  marine 
inimals.  And  he  says  that  these  were  generated 
rVhen  all  things  originally  were  embedded  in 
mud.  and  that  an  impression  of  them  was  dried 
in  the  mud,  but  that  all  men  had  perished5 
nrhen  the  earth,  being  precipitated  into  the  sea, 
Bras  converted  into  mud  ;  then,  again,  that  it 
originated  generation,  and  that  this  overthrow 
11 1  tirred  to  all  worlds. 

EHAP.  xm. 
E(  I'M  w  ["US  j    ins  SCF.PTICI.SM  ;  Ti  \i  r 

op    INFINITY. 

One  Ecphantus,  a  native  ofSyracuse,  affirmed 
thai  it  is  not  possible  to  attain  a  tin/  knowled 
af  tilings.      He   defines,    however,   as   he   thinks 

1  I  Born   [56  d.i    I 
2  I  lii.  redtble.     Cyrus  the  younger,  fell  at  <  'un.i\.<  B.C.  4>>i.  Cyrus lei  was  a  contemporary  ol  Xenophanes. J 
1  '  '  ivy." 
*  ( 1 1 .  ' '  M .  in, 

lii    textual  1  1.  in  iiic  present,  but  obviously  (equina  .> 
IS  II  (1  use. 

primary  bodies  to  be  indivisible,6  and  that  there 
are  three  variations  of  these,  viz.,  bulk,  figure, 
capacity,  from  which  are  generated  the  objects 
of  sense.  But  that  there  is  a  determinable  multi- 

tude of  these,  and  that  this  is  infinite.7  And  that 
bodies  are  moved  neither  by  weight  nor  by  im- 

pact, but  by  divine  power,  which  he  calls  mind 
and  soul;  and  that  of  this  the  world  is  a  repre- 

sentation ;  wherefore  also  it  has  been  made  in 

the  form  of  a  sphere  by  divine  power.8  And 
that  the  earth  in  the  middle  of  the  cosmical 
tern  is  moved  round  its  own  centre  towards  the 

east.9 
CHAP.    XIV. — HIPPO;    HIS  DUALITY  OF   PRINCIPLES  J 

HIS    PSYCHOLOGY. 

Hippo,  a  native  of  Rhegium,  asserted  as  01 
nating  principles,  coldness,  for  instance  water, 
and  heat,  for  instance  fire.  And  that  fire,  when 
produced  by  water,  subdued  the  power  of  its 
generator,  and  formed  the  world.  And  the  soul, 

he  said,  is '°  sometimes  brain,  but  sometimes 
water;  for  that  arso  the  seed  is  that  which  ap- 

pears to  us  to  arise  out  of  moisture,  from  which, 
he  says,  the  soul  is  produced. 

So  far,  then,  we  think  we  have  sufficiently  ad- 
duced (the  opinions  of)  these  ;  wherefore,  inas- 
much as  we  have  adequately  gone  in  review 

through  the  tenets  of  physical  speculators,  it 
seems  to  remain  that  we  now  turn  to  Six  rate-, 
and  Plato,  who  gave  especial  preference  to  moral 
philosophy. 

CHAP.    XV. — SOCRATES  j     His    PHILOSOPHY    RETRO* 

DUC1  l'    BY     PI  \id. 

Socrates,  then,  was  a  hearer  of  Archelaus,  the 
natural  philosopher  ;  and  he,  reverencing  the 

rule,  "Know  thyself,"  and  having  assembled  a 
large  school,  had  Plato  (there),  who  was  far  su- 

perior to  all  his  pupils.  (Socrates)  himself  left 
no  writings  "  after  him.  Plato,  however,  taking 
notes1-  of  all  his  (lectures  on)  wisdom,  estab- 

lished a  school,  combining  together  natural, 
ethical,  (and)  logical  (philosophy).  But  the 
points  Plato  determined  are  these  followil 

6  Some  confusion  h  1-  1  rept  into  thi  text     The  f  the 
I  he  sense  would  then 

run  thus:  "  Ecphantus  affirmed  the  >  ■  truth, 
for  thai  every  one  was  permitted  to  i 

proper." 

'  Or,  "  tint  there  is,  according  to  tlu>.  •>  multitude  of  denned 
existent  es,  and  th  >t  iui  u  i-.  infinite. ' 

'  Of,  "  1  ■  •  1  " 9  [So  f.ir  .mill  !■,'  iting  modem  n  ien  e  1 

'     Or,"  holds  " "  Or,  "  writing. M    Still  Socrates  may  I  the  f.uhcr  of  the 
philosophy,    "Front of  the  several  i  Ireek  sei  ts  m  ty  b>  ful  or 

abortive  efforts  tot  erry  oul  the  prim  1 
'    This  vi 

justifies  the  translatioi 
import  1^  "  » ipe  1 

ih  11   I'l.u 1  ■     ■  ms  I  u  1  u  -  .  m.    1 .  « her 
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th.it  th  origi- 
(namely)  ( tod, I ;..d  as  the  Maker 
.  the  Beingwho 

it  :  but  matter,  as  that 

underlies  all  (phenomena),  which  (mat- 
both  n  1  a  nurse, 
ment  of  which  ; 

:  which  the  world  (  :  ( I  mean) 
rth,  water,  from  which  all   the   rest 

re  denominated  concrete  substances, 
as  well  as  animals  ami  plants, have  been  formed, 

mplar.  whi<  h  he  likewise  <  alls 
3  tlu-  intellij             f  the  I  >eity,  to  which, 

in   the   SOul,  the    1  >city  attend 
.11  thing  ys,  is  both  in- 

poreal  and  shapeless,  and  comprehensible  by 
ilely  :  whereas  matter  is  body  poten- 

tially, hut  with    ]>  itentiality  n<>t  .'^  yet    passing 
into  r  being   itself  without  form   and 
without  quality,  by  assuming  form-,  and  qualities, 
it  1  body.     That  matter,  therefore,  is  an 

principle,  and  coeval  with  the  Deity, 
and  that  in  this  respect   the  world   is  uncreated. 

|  aitirms   that    (the  world)  was  made 
out  of  it.     And  that  (the  attribute  of)  imperish- 

ableness   t.  i  ly  beloi  (literally  "  fol- 
")    that  which  is  untreated.     So  far  forth, 

hov.  !v  is  su]  impounded 
ith   many  qualities   and  ideas,  so  far 

ted    and    perishable.      lint 
>  mingled  both  of 

a   t  \  mi]  >!e  as  the   fol- 
I  ii  always  continue 

und  1.  though  undergoing  partial  repairs 
from  time  to  time,  so  that  even  the  parts  each 
in  turn  perish,  yet  itself  remains  always  complete  ; 

■  this  manner  the  world  also,  although  in 
part-,  it  perishes, yet  the  things  that  are  removed, 

red.  and  equivalents  for  them  being 
it  remains  eternal. 

maintain  that  P!  rts  the  Deity  to 
le    and    incorruptible,    as    he 

■ '  ••  God,  th<  refore,  as  the  an- 
int  has  it,  possesses  both  the  begin- 

ning nd,  and  middle  of  all  things."      Thus 
he  -  n  account  of  His  hav- 

-.     <  )thers,  however,  main- 
that   Plato  affirms  the   existence  of  many 

gods   indefinitely,  when  he   uses   these  words : 
■  ;d  of  g  whom  I  am  both  the  Creator 

.".egi&m,  iv.  7  (p.  109,  vol.  vin.  el.  Hekker). 

.ind  Fat!  I'-nt  othei       ■  •.   th  it  Ije    peaks .if  .1  definite  numtx  r  of  d  I       folio 

passage  :  "  I         fore  the  mighty  Jupiter,  wh< 
swift  chariot  in  heaven;"  and  when  he 

merates  the  offspring  <>f  the  children  of 
heaven  and  e  irth.  But  others  assert  that  (  Plato) 
constituted  the  gods  as  generablej  and  on 
count  of  their  having  been  produced,  that  alto- 

gether  they   were    Subject    to    the    n  of 
corruption,  but  that  on  account  of  the  will  of 
God  they  are  immortal,  (maintaining this)  in  the 

passage  already  quoted,  where,  to  the  words, 
"God  of  gods,  of  whom  I  am  Creator  and 
bather,"  he  adds,  "  indissoluble  through  the  fiat 
of  My  will;''  so  that  if  (Cod)  were  disposed 
that  these  should  be  dissolved,  they  would  easily 
be  dissolved. 

And  he  admits  natures  (such  as  those)  of  de- 
mons, and  says  that  some  of  them  are  .  but 

others  worthless.  And  some  affirm  that  he 
states  the  soul  to  be  uncreated  and  immortal, 

when  he  uses  the  following  words,  "  Every  soul 
is  immortal,  for  that  which  is  always  moved  is 
immortal  ;"  and  when  he  demonstrates  that  the 
soul  is  self-moved,  and  capable  of  originating 
motion.  Others,  however,  (say  that  Plato  as- 

serted that  the  soul  was)  created,  but  rendered 
imperishable  through  the  will  of  Cod.  But 
some  (will  have  it  that  he  considered  the  soul) 

a  composite  (essence),  and  generable  and  cor- 
ruptible ;  for  even  he  supposes  that  there  is  a 

re<  eptacle  for  it,3  and  that  it  possesses  a  lumi- 
nous body,  but  that  everything  generated  in- 

volves a  necessity  of  corruption.4  Those,  how- 
ever, who  assert  the  immortality  of  the  soul  are 

daily  strengthened  in  their  opinion  by  those 

parages5  (in  Plato's  writings),  where  he  says, 
that  both  there  are  judgments  after  death,  and 
tribunals  of  justice  in  Hades,  and  that  the  vir- 

tuous (souls)  receive  a  good  reward,  while  the 
wicked  (ones)  suitable  punishment.  Some  not- 

withstanding assert,  that  he  also  acknowledges  a 
transition  of  souls  from  one  body  to  another,  and 
that  different  souls,  those  that  were  marked  out 

for  such  a  purpose,  pass  into  different  bodies,6 
according  to  the  desert  of  each,  and  that  after7 
certain  definite  periods  they  are  sent  up  into 
this  world  to  furnish  once  more  a  proof  of  their 
choice.     Others,  however,  (do  not  admit  this  to 

2  Timaits,  c.  xvi.  (p.  277,  vol.  vii.  ed.  P.ekker).  The  passage 
runs  thus  in  the  original:  "Gods  of  gods,  of  whom  I  am  Creator 
and  Father  of  works,  which  having  been  formed  by  Me,  are  indissolu- 

ble, through,  at  all  events.  My  will." 3  The  word  is  literally  a  cup  or  bowl,  and,  being  employed  by 
Plato  in  an  allegorical  sense,  is  evidently  intended  to  signify  the 
antma  mundi  (soul  of  the  world),  which  constituted  a  sort  of  de- 

ry  for  all  spiritual  existences  in  the  world. 

4  Or.  "  1h.1t  there  exists  a  necessity  for  the  corruption  of  every- 

thing created." '  Or,  "  are  confirmed  by  that  (philosopher  Plato),  because  he  as- 
"  etc. :  or,"  those  who  assert  the  soul's  immortality  are  espe- 
cially confirmed  in  their  opinion,  as  many  as  affirm  the  existence  of 

a  future  state  of  retribution." 
6  Or,  "  that  he  changes  different  souls,"  etc. 
1  Or,  "during." 
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be  his  doctrine,  but  will  have  it  that  Plato  affirms 
that  the  souls)  obtain  a  place  according  to  the 
iesert  of  each  ;  and  they  employ  as  a  testimony 
the  saving  of  his,  that  some  good  men  are  with 
fove,  and  that  others  are  ranging  abroad  (through 
leaven)  with  other  gods;  whereas  that  Others 
ire  involved  in  eternal  punishments,  as  many  as 

luring  this  life  have  committed  wicked  and  1111- 
ust  deeds. 

And  people  affirm  that  Plato  says,  that  some 
things  are  without  a  mean,  that  others  have  a 
nean,  that  others  are  a  mean.  ( For  example, 

that)  waking  and  sleep,  and  such  like,  are  con- 
litions  without  an  intermediate  state;  but  that 

there  are  things  that  had  means,  for  instance  vir- 
tue and  vice  ;  and  there  are  means  (between 

extremes),  for  instance  grey  between  white  and 
)lack,  or  some  other  colour.  And  they  say,  that 
ie  affirms  that  the  things  pertaining  to  the  soul 
ire  absolutely  alone  good,  but  that  the  things 

K-rtaining  to  the  body,  and  those  external  (to 
t),  are  not  any  longer  absolutely  good,  but  re- 

lated blessings.  And  that  frequently  he  names 
these  means  also,  for  that  it  is  possible  to  use 
hem  both  well  and  ill.  Some  virtues,  therefore, 
ie  says,  are  extremes  in  regard  of  intrinsic  worth, 
nit  in  regard  of  their  essential  nature  means,  for 

lothing  is  more  estimable  than  virtue.  But  what- 
ever excels  or  falls  short  of  these  terminates  in 

rice,  for  instance,  he  says  that  there  are  four 

rirtues  —  prudence,  temperance,  justice,  forti- 
tude  —  and  that  on  each  of  these  is  attendant 
:wo  vices,  according  to  excess  and  defect:  for 
jxample,  on  prudence,  recklessness  according  to 
iefect,  and  knavery  according  to  excess  ;  and  on 
temperance,  licentiousness  according  to  defect, 
rtupidity  according  to  excess;  and  on  justice, 
foregoing  a  claim  according  to  defect,  undulj 

it  according  to  excess  ;  and  on  fortitude, 

sowardice  according  to  defect,  foolhardiness  ac- 
cording to  excess.  And  that  these  virtues,  when 

nherent  in  a  man,  render  him  perfect,  and  afford 

iim  happiness.  And  happiness,  he  says,  is  as- 
similation  to  the  Deity,  as  far  as  this  is  possible; 
ind  that  assimilation  to  God  takes  place  when 

iny  one  combines  holiness  and  justice  with  pru- 
dence. For  this  he  supposes  the  end  of  supreme 

wisdom  and  virtue.  And  he  affirms  that  the 

k'iilues  follow  one  another  in  turn,'  and  are  uni- 
form, and  are  never  antagonistic  to  each  other; 

whereas  that  vices  are  multiform,  and  sometimes 

follow  one  the  other,  and  sometimes  are  antago- 
nistic to  ea<  h  other.  He  asserts  that  fate  exists  ; 

not,  to  he  sure,  that  all  things  are  produced  ac- 
cording to  fate,  but  thai  there  is  even  something 

in  our  power,  as  in  the  passages  where  he  says, 

:'The  fault  is  his  who  chooses,  God  is  blame- 

1  Diogi  ni  1  I   ><  rtius,  in  di  ici ibin  ;  1 
ploy  >  the  same  word  in  the  cas<  oi  then  we*  •<<  virtue. 

less;"  and  "the  following  law2  of  Adrasteia." 
And  thus  some  (contend  for  his  upholding)  a 

system  of  fate,  whereas  others  one  of  free-will. 
He  asserts,  however,  that  sins  are  involunl 
For  into  what  is  most  glorious  of  the  things  in 
our  power,  which  is  the  soul,  no  one  would 
(deliberately)  admit  what  is  vicious,  that  is, 
transgression,  but  that  from  ignorance  and  an 
erroneous  conception  of  virtue,  supposing  that 
they  were  achieving  something  honourable,  they 
pass  into  vice.  And  his  doctrine  on  this  point 

is  most  clear  in  The  Republic ,*  where  he 

"  But,  again,  you  presume  to  assert  that  vi<  e  is 
disgraceful  and  abhorred  of  God  ;  how  then.  I 
may  ask,  would  one  choose  such  an  evil  thi 

He,  you  reply,  (would  do  so)  who  is  worsted  by 
pleasures.5  Therefore  this  also  is  involuntary,  if 
to  gain  a  victory  be  voluntary ;  so  that,  in  every 

point  of  view,  the  committing  an  act  of  turpi- 

tude, reason  proves6  to  be  involuntary.'-  Some 
one,  however,  in  opposition  to  this  (  l'lato),  ad- 

vances the  contrary  statement,  "  Why  then  are 

men  punished  if  they  sin  involuntary?"  But  he 
replies,  that  he  himself  also,  as  soon  as  poss 
may  be  emancipated  from  vice,  and  undergo 

punishment.  For  that  the  undergoing  punish- 
ment is  not  an  evil,  but  a  good  thing,  if  it  is 

likely  to  prove  a  purification  of  evils;  and  that 

the  rest  of  mankind,  hearing  of  it,  may  not  trans- 
gress, but  guard  against  such  an  error.  <  PI 

however,  maintains)  that  the  nature  of  evil  is 

neither  created  by  the  Deity,  nor  possesses  sub- 
sistence of  itself,  but  that  it  derives  existence 

from  contrariety  to  what  is  good,  and  from  at- 
tendance upon  it,  either  by  excess  and  delect,  as 

we  have  previously  affirmed  concerning  the  vir- 
tues. Plato  unquestionably  then,  as  we  have 

already  Stated,  collecting  together  the  three  de- 
partments of  universal  philosophy,  in  this  man- 

ner formed  his  speculative  system. 

CHAP.     XVII.  —  ARISTOTLEj      DUALITY     OF     PRINCI- 
PLES;  his  categories;   his   psychology;   his 

ETHICAL    D0<   [TUNES  ;    ORIGIN    OF     I  HE    l  I'lllll  r 

"  l'l  RIPA1  11  [(  ." 

Aristotle,    who   was   a    pupil    of  this    (Plato), 

reduced   philosophy  into  an  art,  and  was  dis- 
tinguished   rather  for  his    proficiency   in 

Mr  11.  e,  supposing  as  the  elements  of  all  tl 
substance  and  accident  ;  that  there  is  on 

stance  underlying  all  things,  but  nine  ac< 

—  namely,    quantity,    quality,    relation,    wl 
1  This  i 

1    I'!,,   word    Vli Ml<  1.1  vi.iv  .1  N  !icrc 
unalterable  d<  stiny 

*    1  In-  pass  ige  "<  curs  in  1 
5     I  In-   text,    i>   ..hi  "    I  \    M  ilk 

1    .    translation    is  tin  »nh 
alterations  ;  win. '■  Or.  "di 
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and 
i  ription  as 

.  that  can  fall 
..I 

.  white, 

istanc<    in 
i  niM.tix  e  .it  Athens,  M<  gara  ; 

during  the  tenth  <  >lym- 
■   instant  e  to  have  ac- 

r  instant  e  to  write,  and  in 

:.i<  tical  powers  ;  and  pi 

e  to  Ik.'  down  ;  and  passion,  for 
i,i  be  struck.     1  Ic  also  supposes  that 

s  have  means,  but  that  others  are 
,  lared  concerning 

\n.l  in  most  points   he  is  in 

exi  ept  the  opinion  con- 
For  Plato  affirms  it  to  be  immor- 

Aristotle  that  it  involves  permanence; 

•  r  these  things,  that  tins  also  vanishes  in 
dy,'  which  he  supposes,  along  with  the 

ments), —  viz.,  fire,  and  earth,  and 
Mid  air.  —  ti  something  more  subtle 

e),   of  the   nature  of  spirit.     Plato 
that  the  only  really  good  tin 
ning  i"  the  soul,  and  that  they 

ficient  for  happiness ;  whereas  Aristotle  in- 
1  classification  of  good  things, 

am:  -   that   the  wise  man  is  not  perfect, 
there  are  present  to  him  both  the  good 

thil  the  body  and    those    extrinsic   to   it.2 
I        :  inner  are  bea  ity,  strength,  vigour  of  the 

:  while  the  things  extrinsic  (to 
are    wealth,  nobility,  glory,   power, 

ip.3      Ami   the   inner  qualities  of 
the  s< ril   he   classifies,   as   i;  was   the   opinion  of 

inder  prudence,  temperance,  justice,  forti- 
i     -  (philosopher)  also  affirms  that  evils 

an  opposition  of  the  things 
and   that   they  exist  beneath   the 

and  the  moon,  but  re.u  h  no  farther 

■nil  the  moon  ;   and  that  the   soul  of  the  en- 
Id  is  immortal,  and  that   the   world   itself 

that  (the  soil)  in  an  individual, 
.  vanishes   ( in  the  fifth 

tor),    then    holding   dis- 
s  in  the   Lyceum,  drew  up  from   time  to 

i   ot"  philosophy;   but   Zcno  (held 
i   in   the  porch  called  Poecile.     And 

no  obtained  their  name  from 

-.  from  Stoa  —  (i.e..  a  porch), 
:  whereas  Aristotle's  follow 

..nominated)  from  their  mode  of  employ- 

"  the  fifth  body,  in    >  sed  to  be,  alone  with 
"  the  fifth  body,  which  is  supposed  to ■ 

self  in  the  words   of  Stobaeus,  who 
^  reputed  external  blessings  arc 

endihip." 

themselves  while  tea<  hing.     1  I 
omed  walkii           ut  in  tin  I  v<  eum 

irsue  their  investigations,  on  this  account 
they  were  tailed    Peripatetics.    These  indeed, 
then,  were  the  dot  nines  ,,|    Aristotle. 

CHAP.  xviu.  -  nil  sinus;  THEIR  SUPERIORITY  IN 

LOGH  :  FATALISTS;  THEIR  DOCTRINE  OF  CON- 
I  i  IGRATIONS. 

The  Stoics  themselves  also  imparted  growth 

to  philosophy,  in  respect  of  a  greater  devel- 
opment  of  the   art   of  syllogism,  and    in<  hided 

almost  everything  under  definitions,  both  Chry- 
sippus  and  Zcno  being  coincident  in  opinion  on 
this  point.  And  they  likewise  supposed  God  to 
be  the  one  originating  principle  of  all  thin 
being  a  body  of  the  utmost  refinement,  and  that 
His  providential  care  pervaded  everything;  and 

these  speculators  were  positive  about  the  exist- 
ence of  fate  everywhere,  employing  some  such 

example  as  the  following:  that  just  as  a  dog, 

supposing  him  attached  to  a  car,  if  indeed  he  is 
disposed  to  follow,  both  is  drawn,4  or  follows  vol- 

untarily, making  an  exercise  also  of  free  power, 
in  combination  with  necessity,  that  is,  fate;  but 
if  he  may  not  be  disposed  to  follow,  he  will 
altogether  be  coerced  to  do  so.  And  the  same, 
of  course,  holds  good  in  the  case  of  men.  for 
though  not  willing  to  follow,  they  will  altogether 

ompelled  to  enter  upon  what  has  been  de- 
creed for  them.  (The  Stoics),  however,  assert 

that  the  soul  abides  after  death,*  but  that  it  is  a 

body,  and  that  such  is  formed  from  the  refrigera- 
tion of  the  surrounding  atmosphere;  wherefore, 

also,  that  it  was  called  psyche  (i.e.,  soul).  And 

they  acknowledge  likewise,  that  there  is  a  tran- 
sition of  souls  from  one  body  to  another,  that  is, 

for  those  souls  for  whom  this  migration  has  been 
destined.  And  they  accept  the  doctrine,  that 
there  will  be  a  conflagration,  a  purification  of 
this  world,  some  say  the  entire  of  it,  but  others 

a  portion,  and  that  (the  world)  itself  is  under- 
going partial  destruction  ;  and  this  all  but  cor- 

ruption, and  the  generation  from  it  of  another 
world,  they  term  purgation.  And  they  assume 
the  existence  of  all  bodies,  and  that  body  does 

not  pass  through  body,6  but  that  a  refraction7 
takes  place,  and  that  all  things  involve  pleni- 

tude, and  that  there  is  no  vacuum.  The  fore- 
going are  the  opinions  of  the  Stoics  also. 

*  One  of  the  mss.  elucidates  the  simile  in  the  text  thus:  "  But  if 
he  is  not  disposed,  there  is  absolutely  a  necessity  for  his  being  drawn 
nlon;;.  And  in  like  manner  men,  if  they  do  not  follow  fate,  seem  to 
be  free  agents,  though  the  reason  of  (their  being)  fate  holds  assuredly 
valid.  If,  however,  they  do  not  wish  to  follow,  they  will  absolutely 

be  coerced  to  enter  upon  what  has  been  fore-ordained." 
'i,  "  is  immortal."  Diogenes  Laertius  (book  vii  )  notices,  in 

his  section  on  Zcm\  as  part  of  the  Stoic  doctrine,  "  that  the  soul 
abides  after  death,  but  that  it  is  perishable." 

6  Or,  "  through  what  is  incorporeal;"  that  is,  through  what  is void  or  empty  space. 

7  <  >r,  "resurrection;"  or,  "resistance;"  that  is,  a  resisting medium. 
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hap.  xix.  —  epicurus;  adopts  the  democritic 
atomism;  denial  of  divine  providence;  the 
principle  of  his  ethical  system. 

Epicurus,  however,  advanced  an  opinion  al- 
lost  contrary  to  all.  lie  supposed,  as  originat- 

lg  principles  of  all  things,  atoms  and  vacuity.1 
[e  considered  vacuity  as  the  place  that  would 
jiitain  the  things  that  will  exist,  and  atoms  the 
latter  out  of  which  all  things  could  be  formed ; 
id  that  from  the  concourse  of  atoms  both  the 

•eity  derived  existence,  and  all  the  elements, 

id  all  things  inherent  in  them,  as  well  as  ani- 
lals  and  other  (creatures)  ;  so  that  nothing 
as  generated  or  existed,  unless  it  be  from 
toms.  And  he  affirmed  that  these  atoms  were 

Dmposed  of  extremely  small  particles,  in  which 
lere  could  not  exist  either  a  point  or  a  sign, 
r  any  division  ;  wherefore  also  he  called  them 
toms.  Acknowledging  the  Deity  to  be  eternal 

id  incorruptible,  he  says  that  God  has  provi- 
ential  care  for  nothing,  and  that  there  is  no 
ich  thing  at  all  as  providence  or  fate,  but  that 
I  things  are  made  by  chance.  For  that  the 

•eity  reposed  in  the  intermundane  spaces,  (as 
ley)  are  thus  styled  by  him  ;  for  outside  the 
orld  he  determined  that  there  is  a  certain  hab- 

ation  of  God,  denominated  "  the  intermundane 
>aces,"  and  that  the  Deity  surrendered  Himself 
>  pleasure,  and  took  His  ease  in  the  midst  of 
ipreme  happiness  ;  and  that  neither  has  He 
ly  concerns  of  business,  nor  does  He  devote 

lis  attention  to  them.2  As  a  consequence  on 
lese  opinions,  he  also  propounded  his  theory 
jnecrning  wise  men,  asserting  that  the  end  of 
isdom  is  pleasure.  Different  persons,  however, 

iceived  the  term  "pleasure"  in  different  accep- 
Ltions ;  for  some  (among  the  Gentiles'  under- 
ood)  the  passions,  but  others  the  satisfaction 

"Suiting  from  virtue.  And  he  concluded  that 
le  souls  of  men  are  dissolved  along  with  their 
L>dics,  just  as  also  they  were  produced  along 
ith  them,  for  that  they  are  blood,  and  that 
hen  this  has  gone  forth  or  been  altered,  the 

Hire  man  perishes;  and  in  keeping  with  this 

■net,  (Epicurus  maintained)  that  there  are  nei- 
ler  trials  in  Hades,  nor  tribunals  of  justice  ;  so 
uit  whatsoever  any  one  may  commit  in  this  lite, 
iat,  provided  he  may  escape  detection,  lie  is 
[together  beyond  any  liability  of  trial  (lor  it   in 
future  stale).  In  this  way,  then,  Epicurus  also 
irmed  his  opinions. 

1    ill.    ttomii    ill'-.  u  i  i     i     ilready  mentioned  i'\  ll  ippi  Ij  ti       -i 
ore-  RIM  1'nl   .i  Itl    lli  in    EpiciirU        I  mil;  liisl   In    I 
I I  .mil  Democritus.     This  fact,  however,  has,  as  Cudwortri 
fen  1 1 . ...  Iced  by  those  who  trace  th<    doctrine  to  no 
I.  i  a  ...in.  e  ill. in  the  i   I.  Epii  urean  philosophy. 

Or,  "  that  neithei  has  He  business  to  do,  I   i."  -  tie  attend  to 
i\       \  .  i  . .  .ip„  quern  e  "I  w  hii  '•<  i  n  t,"  i  ti  . 
J  "Among   the  Gentiles"  seems  -i   mistake     One  readin 

pad  i ..  "  ..Mm   i  mi.  ndi  i  ■.  ins;  '  or,  "  some  un- 
rrsiiimi   Hi.-   passions."      I'he   words   "  entiles,"  the 
reni  h  commentator,  the  Ibbe  Crui  opinion,  were  added  by 
bristian  hnnds,  in  ordei  to  draw  .i  contrast  between  tin  virtuous 
lniMi.ii.  and  i In  % H  ious  pagan. 

CHAP.     XX.  —  THE    ACADEMICS;      DIFFERENCE     OF 
OPINION    AMONG   THEM. 

And  another  opinion  of  the  philosopher-, 
called  that  of  the  Academics,4  on  account  of 
those  holding  their  discussions  in  the  Academy, 
of  whom  the  founder  Pyrrho,  from  whom  they 

were  called  byrrhonean  philosophers,  first  intro- 
duced the  notion  of  the  incomprehensibility  of 

all  things,  so  as  to  (be  ready  to)  attempt  an 
argument  on  either  side  of  a  question,  but  not 
to  assert  anything  for  certain ;  for  that  there  is 
nothing  of  things  intelligible  or  sensible  true,  but 
that  they  appear  to  men  to  be  so  ;  and  that  all 
substance  is  in  a  state  of  flux  and  change,  and 
never  continues  in  the  same  (condition).  Some 
followers,  then,  of  the  Academics  say  that  one 
ought  not  to  declare  an  opinion  on  the  prin<  iple 
of  anything,  but  simply  making  the  attempt  to 

give  it  up;  whereas  others  subjoined  the  formu- 
lary "not  rather"5  (this  than  that),  saying  that 

the  fire  is  not  rather  fire  than  anything  else. 
But  they  did  not  declare  what  this  is,  but  what 

sort  it  is.6 

CHAP.  XXI. — THE  BRACHMANS;  THEIR  MODE  OF 

LIFE;  IDEAS  OF  DEITV  ;  DIFFERENT  Sokls  c  >l  ; 
THEIR    ETHICAL   NOTIONS. 

But  there  is  also  with  the  Indians  a  sect 

composed  of  those  philosophizing  among  the 
Brachmans.  They  spend  a  contented  existence, 
abstain  both  from  living  creatures  and  all  cooked 

food,  being  satisfied  with  fruits  ;  and  not  gather- 
ing these  from  the  trees,  but  carrying  off  those 

that  have  fallen  to  the  earth.  They  subsist  upon 
them,  drinking  the  water  of  the  river  Tazabena.7 
but  they  pass  their  life  naked,  affirming  that  the 
body  has  been  constituted  a  covering  to  the 
soul  by  the  Deity.  These  affirm  that  God  is 
light,  not  such  as  one  sees,  nor  such  as  the  sun 
and  lire;  but  to  them  the  Deity  is  discourse, 
not  that  which  finds  expression  in  articulate 
sounds,  but  that  of  the  knowledge  through  which 

the  secret  mysteries  of  nature8  are  perceived 
by  the  wise.  And  this  light  which  they  say 
is  discourse,  their  god,  they  assert  that  the 
Brachmans  only  know  on  account  Of  their  al 

rejecting  all  vanity  ot 'opinion  which  is  the  soul's 
ultimate  covering.9  These  despise  death,  and 

always  in  their  own  peculiar  language  '    i  ill  ( rod 
* 

*  See  1  '  -  I  Plu« 

i. ii.  h,  .' '    •'  . Diogen      I  •■  tx.  75;  &  ttu  •  I 
i.  18R  1 

'■   I  Ins  is  what  ill'-  lead        ■  >  ailed  "  die  pi /"l ■>■>■/;.  .'• 

•  I  Ins  is  .1  mistaki    in  thi    manusi  ripl Is."  ; 

ii.,-  Clemens  A 
kv.,  Ixxii. ;  Eusebiu  .  n 

■ 

ih.it  tin- 
shout  :\ 

1    1  >i .  "  thej  nun 

ow  u  p< .  uii. u  1. 11  .  im  thej  nil.  . 
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■ 

nd  up  hymns  (to  him 
.:!      .1 

i  .1  over 

no  in 

the) 

in  •  n.  <>f  whom  ii         that  dwell 
:    m    turn    beget    <  hildicii. 

whu  h  '  the)  i  '  -  "I  they 
I  enveloped  in  a  bod) 

i,  just  as  it'  one  were  wearin 
-  skin,  but  that  on  divesting  himself  of 
that  he  would  appear  clear  to  the  eye. 

the  Brachmans  say  that  there  is  a  conflict 
in   the  rrounds  them,   (and  they 

isider  that  the  body  i-  tor  them  full  of  con- 

-)  ;  •'  in  opposition  to  which,  as  if  marshalled 
for  battle  against  enemies,  they  contend,  as  we 
have  alri.nl)  explained.     And  they  say  that  all 

ptive  to  their  own  congenital  strugg 
lityand  inchastity,  gluttony,  anger,  joy, 
ii  upiscence,  and  such  like.     And  he 

who  has  reared  a  trophy  over  these,  alone  goes 
:  wherefore  the  Brachmans  deify  Dan- 

rider  the  Macedonian  paid 
who  had  proved  victorious  in  the 

:.      But  they  hear  down  on  Calanus 

profanely  withdrawn   from  their  phil- 
the   Brachmans,  putting   off  the 

[y,  like' fishes  jumping  out  of  water  into  the 
r,  behold  the  sun. 

..'.  XXEL  —  1 !  Ii    DRUIDS  ;  PROGENITORS  OF  THEIR 
SYS1  EM. 

I  the  Celtic  Druids  investigated  to  the  very 

•  point  the  Pythagorean  philosophy,  after 
by  birth   a  Yhraeian.'   a    servant    of 

:ie   to   them    the   originator  of 
this  discipline.     Now  after  the  death  of  Pythag- 

olxis,    repairing    thither,    became    to 
them    the    originator  of   this    philosophy.     The 

a  these  as  prophets  ami  -eers.  on  ac- 
it    (if    their     foretelling     to     them     certain 
:nts),  from  calculations  and   numbers  by  the 

-  text  hcrr  !  .      ,(>ove  imns- 
I  have 

in  the  <\r. 

'  n  they  name  find  they  affirm  i 

>dy) 

seen) :  but 
he  no 

■  not  very 

•   1  into  the 

^enes 
Lacrti 

Pytl  n  art  ;  on  the  metl  which  very 
shall  nol  keep  sil<  m  e,  sin<  e  al  »o  from 

ime  have  presumed  to  introdu<  e  hi 
but  the  Druids  resort  to  magical  rites  likewise. 

.   II  IP.      Will.--  Ml     l"l'  ;      I  III       MM       M  I  III. 
ill  si  IDH  <SOS\  :     I  in     am  ii 

TORS,  M  Ml  RIA]  i-i-  ;   hi  wiv.MU  I   '  ER  m 
nil.   in  Rl  511  S   I  ROM    in  Mill  N    PHI!  OSOPHY. 

But  Hesiod  the  poet  asserts  himself  also  that 
he  thus  heard  from  the  Muses  concerning  nature, 
and  that  the  .Muse  are  the  daughters  of  Jupiter. 

wlun  for  nme  nights  and  days  together, 

Jupiter,  through  ex<  ess  of  passion,  had  uninter- 
rupted!) lain  with  Mnemosyne,  that  Mnemosyne 

conceived  in  one  womb  those  nine  Muses,  be- 
coming pregnant  with  one  during  each  night. 

I  laving  then  summoned  the  nine  Muses  from 
Pieria,  that  is.  Olympus,  he  exhorted  them  to 
undergo  instruction  :  — 

'•  How  first  lmtli  gods  ami  earth  were  made,5 
And  rivers,  and  boundless  deep,  and  ocean's  surge, 
And  glittering  stars,  and  spacious  heaven  above; 
How  they  grasped  the  crown  and  shared  the  glory, 
And  how  at  first  they  held  the  many-valed  Olympus. 
These  (truths),  ye  Muse.-,  tell  me  of,  saith  he, 
From  first,  and  next  which  of  them  first  arose. 
Chaos,  no  doubt,  the  very  first,  arose;  but  next 
Wide-Stretching  Earth,  ever  the  throne  secure  of  all 
Immortals,  who  hold  the  peaks  of  white  Olympus; 

And  breezy  Tartarus  in  wide  earth's  recess  ; 
And  Love,  who  is  most  beauteous  of  the  gods  immor- 

tal, 

Chasing  care  away  from  all  the  gods  and  men, 
Quells  in  breasts  tin-  mind  and  counsel  sage. 
Hut  Erebus  from  Chaos  and  gloomy  Night  arose; 
And,  in  turn,  from  Night  both  Air  and  Day  were  born; 
but  primal  Earth,  equal  to  self  in  sooth  begot 
The  stormy  sky  to  veil  it  round  on  every  side, 
Ever  to  bi    for  happy  gods  a  throne  secure. 
And  forth  she  brought  the  towering  hills,  the  pleasant 

haunts 

Of  nymphs  who  dwell  throughout  the  woody  heights. 
And  also  barn  n  Sea  begat  the  surge-tossed 
Flood,  apart  from  luscious  Love;  but  next 
Embracing  Heaven,  .-lie  Ocean  bred  with  eddies  deep, 
And  Casus,  and  Crius,  and  Hyperian,  and  lapetus, 
And  Thi  i.  and  Rhea,  and  Themis,  and  Mnemosyne, 

And  gold-crowned  I'hcebe,  and  comely  Ti  tl 
1  'hi  after  tin  se  \\  a-  bi  irn  last 6  the  wiley  <  ironus, 
Fiercest  of  sons;  but  he-  abhorred  his  blooming  sire, 
And  in  turn  the  Cyclops  bred,  who  owned  a  savage 

breast." And  all  the  rest  of  the  giants  from  Cronns,  He- 
siod enumerates,  and  somewhere  afterwards  that 

Jupiter  was  born  of  Rhea.     All  these,  then,  made 

5  There  are  several  verbal  differences  from  the  original  in  Hippoly- 

tus'  version.     These  may  be  seen  "n  comparing  it  with  Hesiod's  own The  particular  place  which  Hesiod  occupies  in  the  history  of 

1    out    by    Aristotle   in   his   Metaphysics.     The 
;ony,  in   the    prim  iplc  of 

."  the'  dawn  of  a  recognition  of  the  necessity  of  an  efficient  cause 
ount  for  the  phenomena  of  nature.     It  was  Aristotle  himself, 

•  ho  lniilt  up  the  si  ien  ition:   and  in  this  respefl 
res  that  extraordinary  man  bt  of  gratitude. 

"  most  vigorous  "     This  is  Hesiod's  word, 
which  signifies  literally,  "  fittest  I  i  arms  "  (for  service,  as  we 

say). 
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the  foregoing  statements  in  their  doctrine  regard- 
ing both  the  nature  and  generation  of  the  uni- 

verse, lint  all,  sinking  below  what  is  divine, 
busied  themselves  concerning  the  substance  of 

existing  things,'  being  astonished  at  the  magni- 
tude of  creation,  and  supposing  that  it  consti- 

tuted the  Deity,  each  speculator  selecting  in 
preference  a  different  portion  of  the  world  ;  fail- 

ing, however,  to  discern  the  God  and  maker  of 
these. 

1  "  The  majority  of  those  who  first  formed  systems  of  philosophy, 
that  subsist  in  .-i  form  of  in. utcr,  to  he  alone  the  prim  i- 

ple  of  all  things." — Aristotle's  Metaphysics,  book  i.  c.  iii.  p.  13 
(Bohn's  ed.). 

The  opinions,   therefore,   of   those   who    have 
attempted  to  frame  systems  of  philosophy  am 
the  Greeks,  I  consider  that  we  have  sufficiently 
explained  ;  and  from  these  the  heretics,  taking 
occasion,  have  endeavoured  to  establish  the  ten- 

ets that  will  be  after  a  short  time  declared.     It 

seems,  however,  expedient,  that  first  explaining 
the  mystical  rites  and  whatever  imaginary  doc- 

trine some  have  laboriously  framed  concert 
the  stars,  or  magnitudes,  to  declare  these  ;   for 
heretics  likewise,  taking  occasion  from  them,  are- 
considered  by  the   multitude   to  utter  pi 
Next  in  order  we  shall  elucidate  the  feeble  opin- 

ions advanced  by  these. 

BOOKS   II.    AND    III.    ARE   AWANTIXG. 
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CRAP.    1.  —  SYSTEM  OF  nil    ASTROLOGERS j    SIDERE- 
AL  WFLUENO    :    OOOTIGURATION   OF  THE   STARS. 

h  todm  al  sign  they  call  limits  of 
the  sta:  in  whi(  h  each  of  the  stats,  from 

I  one  quarter  to  another,  can  exert  the  great- 
l   of  influence  ;   in  regard  of  which 

there  i^  among  them,  according  to  their  writings, 
do   mi  -  ial   divergency   of   opinion.     But 
they  say  that  the  Stars  are  attended  as  if  by  sat- 

ellites when  they  are  in  the  midst  of  other  stars, 
in  continuity  with  the  signs  of  the  Zodiac;  as 
if.  when  any  particular  star  may  have  occupied 
the  first  portions  of  the  same  sign  of  the  Zodiac, 

'.  another  the  last,  ami  another  those  portions 
in  the  middle,  that  which  is  in  the  middle  is  said 

uarded  by  those  holding  the  portions  at 
the  extremities.      And  they  are  said  to  look  upon 
one  another,  and  to  he  in  conjunction  with  one 
another,  as  if  appearing  in  a  triangular  or  quad- 

rangular   fij  I'm  y    assume,    therefore,    the 
re  of  a  triangle,  and  look  upon  one  another, 

which  have  an  intervening  distance'  extending 
zodiacal  signs;   and  they  assume  the 

those  which  have  an  interval 

tiding  for  two  signs.     But  as  the  underlying 
parts  smpathize  with  the    head,  and    the    head 

with  the  underlying  parts.2  so  also  things  terres- 
trial with  superlunar  objects.3     But  there  is  of 

the-             tain  difference  and  want  of  svmpathy, 
so  that  they  do  not  involve  one  and  the  same 

.t  of  juncture. 

iEONS;    THE 
;w  \\  ISTROLOGY  ;  Hi  |<|  »Y  Dl  RIVABLE  FROM 

II. 

Em]  i.  Euphrates 
the  ystian.   and •narks, 

*cd.     (Set 

is  ihe  form  of  the  name 
i>d  in  book  x.  c.  w. 

'4 

1 

t 

4 

the  rest  of  the  crowd  of  these  (speculators), 
imposing  names  different  from  the  doctrine  of 
the  truth,  speak  of  a  sedition  of  Moos,  and  of 
a  revolt  of  good  powers  over  to  evil  (ones),  and 

of  the  concord  of  good  with  wicked  (.-Eons), 
(-ailing  them  Toparchai  and  Proastioi,  and  very 
many  other  names.  But  the  entire  of  this  her- 

esy, as  attempted  by  them,  I  shall  explain  and 
refute  when  we  come  to  treat  of  the  subject  of 
these  (.Kons).  But  now,  lest  anyone  suppose 

the  opinions  propounded  by  the  Chaldeans  re- 
specting astrological  doctrine  to  be  trustworthy 

and  secure,  we  shall  not  hesitate  to  furnish  a 
brief  refutation  respecting  these,  establishing 
that  the  futile  art  is  calculated  both  to  deceive 

and  blind  the  soul  indulging  in  vain  expectations, 
rather  than  to  profit  it.  And  we  urge  our  case 
with  these,  not  according  to  any  experience  of 
the  art,  but  from  knowledge  based  on  practical 
principles.  Those  who  have  cultivated  the  art, 
becoming  disciples  of  the  Chaldeans,  and  com- 

municating mysteries  as  if  strange  and  astonish- 
ing to  men,  having  changed  the  names  (merely), 

have  from  this  source  concocted  their  heresy. 
But  since,  estimating  the  astrological  art  as  a 
powerful  one,  and  availing  themselves  of  the 
testimonies  adduced  by  its  patrons,  they  wish  to 
gain  reliance  for  their  own  attempted  conclusions, 
we  shall  at  present,  as  it  has  seemed  expedient, 
prove  the  astrological  art  to  be  untenable,  as  our 
intention  next  is  to  invalidate  also  the  Peratir 

system,  as  a  branch  growing  out  of  an  unstable 
root. 

CHAP.  III. — THE  HOROSCOPE  THE  FOUNDATION  OF 

ASTROLOGY;  INI  >ISCOVERAr.ILITY  OF  THE  HORO- 

SCOPE; THEREFOKI.  THE  FUTILITY  OF  THE  CHAL- 
DEAN  ART. 

The    originating   principle. ?    and.  as    it  were, 
foundation,  of  the  entire  art.  is  fixing6  the  horo- 

5  This  passage  occurs  in  Sextus  Erapiricus. 
6  Or,  "  the  knowledge  of." 
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scope.1  For  from  this  are  derived  the  rest  of 
the  cardinal  points,  as  well  as  the  declinations 
and  ascensions,  the  triangles  and  squares,  and  the 
configurations  of  the  stars  in  accordance  with 
these ;  and  from  all  these  the  predictions  are 
taken.  Whence,  if  the  horoscope  be  removed, 
it  necessarily  follows  that  neither  any  celestial 
abject  is  recognisable  in  the  meridian,  or  at  the 
horizon,  or  in  the  point  of  the  heavens  opposite 
the  meridian  ;  but  if  these  be  not  comprehended, 
the  entile  system  of  the  Chaldeans  vanishes  along 
-vith  (them) .  But  that  the  sign  of  the  horoscope 
is  indiscoverable  by  them,  we  may  show  by  a 
variety  of  arguments.  For  in  order  that  this 
(horoscope)  may  he  found,  it  is  first  requisite 
:hat  the  (time  of)  birth  of  the  person  falling 
lnder  inspection  should  be  firmly  fixed  ;  and 
secondly,  that  the  horoscope  which  is  to  signify 
:his  should  be  infallible  ;  and  thirdly,  that  the 

iscension2  of  the  zodiacal  sign  should  be  ob- 
served with  accuracy.  For  from3  (the  moment) 

}f  birth  '  the  ascension  of  the  zodiacal  sign  ris- 
ng  in  the  heaven  should  be  closely  watched,5 
since  the  Chaldeans,  determining  (from  this)  the 
Horoscope,  frame  the  configuration  of  the  stars 
n  accordance  with  the  ascension  (of  the  sign)  ; 

ind  they  term  this  —  disposition,  in  accordance 
with  which  they  devise  their  predictions.  But 
neither  is  it  possible  to  take  the  birth  of  persons 

"ailing  under  consideration,  as  I  shall  explain, 
lor  is  the  horoscope  infallible,  nor  is  the  rising 
zodiacal  sign  apprehended  with  accuracy. 

I  low  it  is,  then,  that  the  system  of  the  Chal- 

leans  6  is  unstable,  let  us  now  declare.  Having, 
then,  previously  marked  it  out  for  investigation, 

:hey  draw  the  birth  of  persons  falling  under  con- 
sideration from,  unquestionably,  the  depositing 

jf  the  seed,  and  (from)  conception  or  from  par- 
turition. And  if  one  will  attempt  to  take  (the 

loroscope)  from  conception,  the  accurate  ac- 
it  of  this  is  incomprehensible,  the  time 

(occupied)  passing  quickly,  and  naturally  (so). 
For  we  are  not  able  to  say  whether  conception 

takes  place  upon  the  transference7  of  the  seed 
>r  not.  for  this  can  happen  even  as  quick  as 
.bought, ju  t also  as  leaven,  when  put  into  heated 
ars,  immediately  is  reduced  to  a  glutinous  state. 
i  iception   can   also     (take    pla<  e)    alter  a 
lapse  of  duration,     for  there  being  an  interval 

1  1 1      1 1   i  -  ■  ■  1 1       i       )  is  the  ai  t  of  obw  rvins  tl 
if  the  heavens  at  the  I 

isti"!  iger  <  IHmh  ilic  future  caret 
i  so  born 

■  :i  u  w  In.  I.  i 
i  nt  of  parturition      This  was  l 

mi  o|  the  heaveni  v. 

■    ,"  or  zodiacal  si 

nee." 3  ( lr,  " 
4  ,i  mi  r  ■  | 
I  Tin   |  n  more  i  xplii  ill]  ..     (Sec 

Advt*  • 
<>  Sexi 

7  Or  "  lodgmi  i.i  "  (&  mm  .' ,  oi  "  depo  liiion." 

from  the  mouth  of  the  womb  to  the  fundament, 

where  physicians'  say  conceptions  take  place,  it 
is  altogether  the  nature  of  the  seed  deposited  to 

occupy  some  time  in  traversing'-'  this  interval. 
The  Chaldeans,  therefore,  being  ignorant  of  the 

quantity  of  duration  to  a  ni<  ety,  never  will  com- 
prehend the  (moment  of)  conception  ;  the  seed 

at  one  time  being  injected  straight  forward,  and 
falling  at  one  spot  upon  actual  parts  of  the  womb 
well  disposed  for  conception,  and  at  another 

time  dropping  into  it  dispersedly,  and  being  col- 
lected into  one  place  by  uterine  energies.  Now, 

while  these  matters  are  unknown,  (namely),  as 

to  when  the  first  takes  place,  and  when  the  sec- 
ond, and  how  much  time  is  spent  in  that  parti*  - 

ular  conception,  and  how  much  in  this;  while,  I 
say,  ignorance  on  these  points  prevails  on  the 

part  of  these  (astrologers),  an  accurate  compre- 
hension of  conception  is  put  out  of  the  ques- 
tion.10 And  if,  as  some  natural  philosophers 

have  asserted,  the  seed,  remaining  stationary 
first,  and  undergoing  alteration  in  the  womb, 

then  enters  the  (womb's)  opened  blood-vessels, 
as  the  seeds  of  the  earth  "  sink  into  the  ground  ; 
from  this  it  will  follow,  that  those  who  are  not 

acquainted  with  the  quantity  of  time  occupied 
by  the  change,  will  not  be  aware  of  the  precise 
moment  of  conception  either.  And,  moreover, 
as  women  l2  differ  from  one  another  in  the  other 
parts  of  the  body,  both  as  regards  energy  and  in 

other  respects,  so  also  (it  is  reasonal  -'ap- 
pose that  they  differ  from  one  another)  in  re- 

spect of  energy  of  womb,  some  conceiving 
quicker,  and  others  slower.  And  this  is  not 
strange,  since  also  women,  when  themselves 
compared  with  themselves,  at  times  are  observed 
having  a  strong  disposition  towards  conception, 
but  at  times  with  no  such  tendency.  And  when 
this  is  so,  it  is  impossible  to  saj  with  accuracy 

when  the  deposited  seed  coalesces,  in  order  that 
from  this  time  the  Chaldeans  may  i\\  the  horo- 

scope of  the  birth. 

CHAP.  IV.  —  MPOSSTBrUTY  OF  FIXING  nil'  HORO- 

SCOPE ;  l  \ll  UPJ  OF  AN  \l  l  EMPT  TO  DO  ["HIS 
AT   THE    PERIOD   OF    BIR1  11. 

For  this  reason  it  is  impossible  to  fix  the  ho- 
roscope from  the  (period  of)  conception.     But 

neither  can   this   be   done   from    (that   of)    birth. 

.  in  the  first  place,  there  exists  the  difficulty 
as   to   when    it   cau   be   declared    that   tin  I 
birth  ;    whether   it    i^   when    the    fi  3    to 

incline  towards  the  orifice,*3  orwhen  it  n 
jet  t    a    little,   or   when   it    ma\   be   borne   to    the 

i    II.--. 
"  Not  hi  v'  m      I 

'    iii,"  r.i  cold  atm    , 
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>unt   of 

the ,:.  ]»  the  fa  tus  UK  li 
i   the  men 

a  linlr.  or  i-  i 
d  is  di 

rent   individuals.     And 

finitely  and 
this,  they  will  fail, 

Ine  the   period   of  emer- 

l  Chaldeans  profess  to  be  ac- 
1  with  the  horoscope  at  the  periods  of 

birth,'  but  in  realit)  do  not  know  it.  is  evident 
tions.     But  that  neither  is 

their  h  •  infallible,  it  is  easy  to  conclude. 
■,   allege  that   the  person  sitting 

travail  at  the  time  of  par- 
turil  itriking  a   metallic  rim.  a   sign 

Mean,  who  from  an  elevated  place  is 

the  stars,  and  he*,  looking  towards 
rks  down  the  rising  zodiacal  sign  ; 

in  the  first  pla<  e,  we  shall  prove  to  them,  that 
lis  indefinitely,  as  we  have 

i  little   before,  neither  is   it   easy  '  to  sig- 
(birth)    by  striking   the   metallic   rim. 

11  rant  that  the  birth  is  comprehensible, 
sible  to  signify  this  at  the 

r  as  the  noise  of  the  metallic  plate 
IS  .  ,  divided  by  a  longer  time  and 

:.    in    reference    to    perception,   it 
happens  that  the  sound  is  carried  to  the  height 

(wit'.i  proportionate  delay).     And  the  following' rved  in  the  case  of  those  fell- 
it  a  distance.     For  a  sufficiently  long 

tim  ent  ot  the  axe,  the  sound  of 
ke  is  hi  that  it  takes  a  longer  time  , 

And  for  this  reason,  then  - 
f  ir  the  Chaldeans  accu- 

■  take  the  time  of  the  rising  zodiacal  sign, 
and  lently  the  time  when  one  can  make 

with  truth.     And   not  onlv  does 

i  to  elapse  after  parturition,  when 
beside  the  woman  in  labour 

strikes    the    metallic   plate,   and    next   after   the 
tener,  that  i^.  the  person 

up  to  the  elevated  position  ;   but 
die  he  :  around  and  looking   to 
a  in  w  the 

in  which  appears  ea<  h  of  the  rest  of 
that   there   i>  a 

of   the    stars,   the 

moti  tie  whirling  them  on  with  in- 
what   i  ,  in  the 

illy   adjust!  d    to    the    moment 
ii  is  born. 

!■.    v.  —  ANOTHER     METHOD     OF     FIXING      I  Ml 

HOROSl  "N      \l     BIR1  ll  ;     1  '.'I'M  LY    I  fill  E  ; 
OF    mi.   i  i  i  i'>\  DR  \    in     IS1  K"i'".\  ;    nil:   PRE- 

l]     i  ill     i  II  Win  ANS    NO!    VI  RIFTJ  D. 

In  this  way,  the  art  practised  by  the  Chal- 
deans will  be  shown  to  be  unstable.  Should 

an)  one,  however,  allege  that,  by  questions  put 

to  him  who  inquires  from  the  Chaldeans,5  the 
birth  can  be  ascertained,  not  even  by  this  plan 
is  it  possible  to  arrive  at  the  precise  period. 

for  il",  supposing  any  such  attention  on  their 
part  in  reference  to  their  art  to  be  on  record, 

even  these  do  not  attain  —  as  we  have  proved  — 
unto  accuracy  either,  how,  we  ask,  can  an  unso- 

phisticated individual  comprehend  precisely  the 
time  of  parturition,  in  order  that  the  Chaldean 

acquiring  the  requisite  information  from  this 

person  may  set''  the  horoscope  correctly?  lint 
neither  from  the  appearance  of  the  horizon  will 
the  rising  star  seem  the  same  everywhere  ;  but 
in  one  place  its  declination  will  be  supposed  to 
be  the  horoscope,  and  in  another  the  ascension 
(will  be  thought)  the  horoscope,  according  as 
the  places  come  into  view,  being  either  lower  or 
higher.  Wherefore,  also,  from  this  quarter  an 
accurate  prediction  will  not  appear,  since  many 
may  be  born  throughout  the  entire  world  at  the 
same  hour,  each  from  a  different  direction  ob- 

serving the  stars. 
but  the  supposed  comprehension  (of  the 

period  of  parturition)  by  means  of  clepsydras7 
is  likewise  futile.  For  the  contents  of  the  jar 
will  not  flow  out  in  the  same  time  when  it  is  full 

as  when  it  is  half  empty;  yet,  according  to  their 
own  account,  the  pole  itself  by  a  single  impulse 
is  whirled  along  at  an  equable  velocity.  If, 

however,  evading  the  argument,8  they  should 
affirm  that  they  do  not  take  the  time  precisely, 

but  as  it  happens  in  any  particular  latitude,9 
they  will  be  refuted  almost  by  the  sidereal  in- 

fluences themselves.  For  those  who  have  been 

born  at  the  same  time  do  not  spend  the  same 

life,  but  some,  for  example,  have  been  made 
kings,   and   others    have    grown    old    in    fetters. 

1  Or,  "but  the  motion  .   .  .   is  whirled  on  with  vekx  ity." 
*  This   rendering  of  the   passage  may  be   deduced   from  Scxtus 

Empiricus. 
5  The  text  is  corrupt,  but  the  above  seems  probably  the  meaning, 

with  the  rendering  of  Schneidewin  and  Cruice. 

.  "  view." 7  The  clepsydra,  an  instrument  for  measuring  duration,  was,  with 
the  sun-dial,  invented  by  thi  IS  under  the  Ptolemies.     It  was 

ved   not  only  for  the  measurement  of  time,  but   for  making 
all  illations.     Water,  as  the  name  imports,  was  the  fluid 

employed,  though   mercury  has   been    likewise   used.     The  inherent 
of  an  instrument  of  this   description   is   mentioned  by  Hip- 

I  iterally,  "  twisiinc,  tergiversating." 
9  This  seems  the  me;  deducible  from  a  comparison  of 

Hippolytus  with  the  corresponding  passage  in  Scxtus  Empiricus. 
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There  has  been  born  none  equal,  at  all  events, 
to  Alexander  the  Macedonian,  though  many 
were  brought  forth  along  with  him  throughout 
the  earth  ;  (and)  none  equal  to  the  philosopher 
Plato.  Wherefore  the  Chaldean,  examining  the 
time  of  the  birth  in  any  particular  latitude,  will 
not  be  able  to  say  accurately,  whether  a  person 
born  at  this  time  will  be  prosperous.  Alany,  I 
take  it,  born  at  this  time,  have  been  unfortunate, 
so  that  the  similarity  according  to  dispositions  is 
futile. 

Having,  then,  by  different  reasons  and  various 
methods,  refuted  the  ineffectual  mode  of  exam- 

ination adopted  by  the  Chaldeans,  neither  shall 

we  omit  this,  namely,  to  show  that  their  predic- 
tions will  eventuate  in  inexplicable  difficulties. 

For  if,  as  the  mathematicians  assert,  it  is  neces- 

sary that  one  born  under  the  barb  of  Sagittarius' arrow  should  meet  with  a  violent  death,  how  was 

it  that  so  many  myriads  of  the  Barbarians  that 

fought  with  the  Greeks  at  Marathon  or  Salamis  ' 
were  simultaneously  slaughtered ?  For  unques- 

tionably there  was  not  the  same  horoscope  in 
the  case,  at  all  events,  of  them  all.  And  again, 
it  is  said  that  one  born  under  the  urn  of  Aquarius 
will  suffer  shipwreck  :  (yet)  how  is  it  that  so 

many  2  of  the  Greeks  that  returned  from  Troy 
were  overwhelmed  in  the  deep  around  the  in- 

dented shores  of  Euboea?  For  it  is  incredible 

that  all,  distant  from  one  another  by  a  long  in- 
terval of  duration,  should  have  been  born  under 

the  urn  of  Aquarius.  For  it  is  not  reasonable 
to  say,  that  frequently,  for  one  whose  fate  it  was 
to  be  destroyed  in  the  sea,  all  who  were  with  him 
in  the  same  vessel  should  perish.  For  why 
should  the  doom  of  this  man  subdue  the  (des- 
tinies)  of  all?  Nay,  but  why,  on  account  of 
one  for  whom  it  was  allotted  to  die  on  land, 

should  not  all  be  preserved? 

CHAP.    VI. — ZODIACAL    INFLUENCE;    ORIGIN   OF 
SIDEREAL    NAMES. 

But  since  also  they  frame  an  account  con- 
cerning the  action  of  the  zodiacal  signs,  to 

whii  h  they  say  the  creatures  that  are  pro*  rc.it.  d 
arc  assimilated,3  neither  shall  we  omit  this:  as, 

1  Omitted  by  Sextus, 
2  'I  i  ■     ■         i  bsei  ves,  in  r<  gard  of  -  h that  ol  Sextus,  that  the  MS.  of  The  Refutation 

was  prob  ibly  i  icei  utei I  bj  on<    ■■•  '   >  \  extracts  fi 
writers  n  id  i   n,    ind  frequentlj  mi  I        tran 

ne  Michael,      inal  note 
at   ill. 

I    is  was  the  great  doctrine  of  asti  runner  of  the 
  i\       \  :  ive      if 

the  Chald    ins,  out  of  thi    funda   tal  |  [ion 

the  a    i  nil  ine  nature  to  hghl       l"hi    tenei  inl   
anothi  i ,  the  worship  ol  the  stars,  whii  !>  was  developed  into  asti 
1  'in   i       Is  ptian 

origin      From       if  these      reel  il  thi    <  '■<<  ■  Ls,  and throu  Romans,  who  held  the  a  repute, 
i'     art,  after  having  ttinct.  was   revived  by  the 
Ai.il'i  in    it  i  For  the  history  of  asti 
one   '  :li   the   writin        I    M  inilius.  Juliu 
Ptolcmj       li      [reatest  mcdixvnl  j     rdnn,  the    i 
physician  ol    Pavia      ei    his  «..ik,  -.-.  Jua'i,.,  lib.  vi    i\ toiii.  i  Heeled  worl 

for  instaiv  e,  that  one  born  in  Leo  will  be  brave  ; 
and    that   one    born    in    Virgo    will    have 

straight  hair,'  be  of  a  fair  complexion,  child! 
modest.     These  statements,  however,  and  others 
similar  to  them,  are  rather  de  _ liter 

than  serious  consideration.  For,  according  to 
them,  it  is  possible  for  no  Ethiopian  to  be  born 
in  Virgo;  otherwise  he  would  allow  that  such  a 
one  is  white,  with  long  straight  hair  and  the 

rest.  But  I  am  rather  of  opinion,5  that  the 
ancients  imposed  the  name-,  of  received  animals 
upon  certain  specified  stars,  for  the  purpose  of 
knowing  them  better,  not  from  any  similarity  of 
nature  ;    for  what   have  the  s  .   distant 

one  from  another,  in  common  with  a  bear,  or 

the  five  stars  with  the  head  of  a  dragon?  —  in 

regard  of  which  Aratus6  says  :  — 

"  But    two    his    temples,   and   two    his    eyes,    and    one 
beneath 

Reaches  the  end  of  the  huge  monster's  j 

CHAP.    VII. — PRACTICAL   ABSURDITY    OF  THE    CHAL- 

DAIC   ART;     DEVELOPMENT   OF   THE   ART. 

In  this  manner  also,  that  these  points  are  not 
deserving  so  much  labour,  is  evident  to  those 
who  prefer  to  think  correctly,  and  do  not  attend 
to  the  bombast  of  the  Chaldeans,  who  consign 

monarchs  to  utter  obscurity,  by  perfecting  cow- 
ardice7 in  them,  and  rouse  private  individuals  to 

dare  great  exploits.  But  if  any  one,  surrender- 
ing himself  to  evil,  is  guilty  of  delinquency,  he 

who  has  been  thus  deceived  does  not  be<  ome  a 

teacher  to  all  whom  the  Chaldeans  are  disposed 
to  mislead  by  their  mistakes.  (Far  from  it)  ; 
(these  astrologers)  impel  the  minds  [ol  their 
dupes,  as  they  would  have  them),  into  endless 

perturbation,  (when)  they  affirm  that  a  con- 
figuration of  the  same  stars  could  not  return  to 

a  similar  position,  otherwise  than  by  the  renewal 

of  the  Great  Year,  through  a  space  of  --even 
thousand  seven  hundred  and  seventy  and  seven 

years.8  How  then,  I  ask.  will  human  observa- 
tion for  one  birth  be  able  to  harmonize  with  so 

many  ages;  and  this  not  once,  (but  oftentii 

on-,  adds.  "  l<i  ightH  j 
5  I [ippolytus  h  S(  xtus. 
6  Aratus,  from  whom   Hippolytus  [uently  ii 

i ,  w  is    i  p  el  and  asti  n 
i  ill.  ii.     Il<-  .in.  line  physii  i. in  '     ' 
inns  I '  .  king  ••!   M 
favour.    The  work  all 

il  Mi- 

lium, e  over  men.    1  his  woi  k  -  i 
«nh  s<  holars,  it  we  ai 

i l  |n    Q 

,  Leipsic,  !      nysius  P<  l 
Aratus  must  always  be  fai 
\*  ii 

Aratus  ■>  noble  poet,  and  translated  the :  i  of  i 

\i.iin  into   I 
.   I  >.-  in  ol 

the  Abbe  I 
."  and    li 

impunity  | 

i  .   make*   II 

■event)  an  i  -i  \.  .i  >• 
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■  1  of  the  world, 

■  the  pr<  '  this  ( rreal 
/ulsion,  :  partial, 

the  his- I  hald  ii.    art    must 
numbei 

have  be<  n   r»  minding 
..nut  of  other  <  ircum 

iarl)  01  nit  of  tin.-  art 

have  determined  to  omit 

.1  by  ( rentile  phil- 
::it  of  the  notorious  knaverj 

uh.it  they  also  say  who 

h.u  '.  to  propound  doctrines  concern- 
the  fruitless 

lators),  where 
•  rent   fashion  coined  his  own 

and  attained  celebrity,  have  ventured 
to  ni. ii.  r  assertion,  in  order  that 

they  n  ly  m   mined  by  those  who 
i  ontemptible  lies.     These 

•  the  i  •  of  circles,  and  measures, 
and  tr  ,  and  s   nares,  Loth  in  twofold  and 
threefold  rheir  argumentation,  however, 
in  regard  of  this  matter,  is  extensive,  yet  it  is  not 
ne<  in  reference  to  the  subject  which  we 
have  taken  in  hand. 

IP.     Vm.  —  1  ES     OF     THE     ASTROLOGERS; 

[•RONOMERS  :      CHALDEAN 

-  ;      DISTANCES    OF     THE 

1  re<  k  >n  it  then  sufficient  to  declare  the  prod- 
men.     Wherefore,  em- 

ploying i  ond<  ounts  of  what  they  affirm, 
I    shall    turn    my  attention    to   the   other  points 

in   to   be   considered).      Now  they 
m. ike  the  following  statements.3     The  Creator 

Lted  pre-eminent  power  to  the  orbital 
motion              identical  and  similar  (circle),  for 
He  pei                  :   ■   lution  of  it  to  be  one  and 
indivisible  ;  but  after  dividing  this  internally  into 

i  thus  having  formed)  seven  un- 
to ea<  h   interval  of  a 

ad     thr  dimension.    He     corn- 
there  were  thr  i  h,  that  the 

in   orbits   contrary  to  one 
it  of  the  af  te  of 

along  with  equal  velocity, 
aiv:                     m  with  a  speed  dissimilar  to  ea<  h 

fmm  Sextus  Etnpiri 

■ 
i 

me  confusion  in  Hippolyti 
■cr  in   the   words,  "  1 m  the  MS. 

>ium,  in  Curci.  .s'.""< 

other  and  to  the  remaining  three,  yet  (all) 
ng  to  a  definite  principle.  For  he  affirms 

that  the  master)  was  communicated  to  the  or- 
bital mi. tion  of  the  in  le),  not  onlj  sii 

it  embi.i.  es  the  motion  of  the  oth<  r.  thai  is,  the 

in  .it  i<  stars,  but  i  also  it  posse: 

greal  mastery,  that  is,  so  great  power,  that  even 
it  Kads  round,  along  with  itself,  by  a  peculiar 

strength  of  its  own,  those  heavenly  bodies  —  that 
is,  the  tri  1 1 n  stars  —  that  are  whirled  along  in 
(outran  directions  from  west  to  east,  and,  in  like 
manner,  from  east  to  west. 

And  he  asserts  that  this  motion  was  allowed 

to  be  one  and  indivisible,  in  the  first  place,  in- 
asinui  h  as  the  revolutions  of  all  the  fixed  si 

were  accomplished  in  equal  periods  of  time,  and 
were  not  distinguished  according  to  greater  or 

portions  of  duration.  In  the  next  place, 
they  all  present  the  same  phase  as  that  which 
belongs  to  the  outermost  motion  ;  whereas  the 
erratic  stars  have  been  distributed  into  greater 

and  varying  periods  for  the  accomplishment  of 
their  movements,  and  into  unequal  distances 
from  earth.  And  he  asserts  that  the  motion  in 

six  parts  of  the  other  has  been  distributed  prob- 
ably into  seven  circles.  For  as  many  as  are 

sections  of  each  (circle) — I  allude  to  monads 
of  the  sections4  —  become  segments;  for  ex- 

ample, if  the  division  be  by  one  section,  there 
will  be  two  segments  ;  if  by  two,  three  segments  ; 
and  so,  if  anything  be  cut  into  six  parts,  there 
will  be  seven  segments.  And  he  says  that  the 
distances  of  these  are  alternately  arranged  both 
in  double  and  triple  order,  there  being  three  of 

each,  —  a  principle  which,  he  has  attempted  to 
prove,  holds  good  of  the  composition  of  the  soul 
likewise,  as  depending  upon  the  seven  numbers. 
For  among  them  there  arc  from  the  monad  three 
double  (numbers),  viz.,  2,  4,  8,  and  three  triple 

ones,  viz.,  3,  9,  27.  But  the  diameter  of  I^arth 
is  80,108  stadii ;  and  the  perimeter  of  Faith, 

250.543  stadii  ;  and  the  distance  also  from  the 
surface  of  the  Earth  to  the  lunar  circle.  Aris- 
tarchus  the  Samian  computes  at  8,000, t;X  stadii, 

but  Apollonius  5,000,000,  whereas  Archimedes 

computes5  it  at  5,544,130.  And  from  the  lunar 
to  solar  circle,  (according  to  the  last  authority,) 

are  50,262,065  stadii ;  and  from  this  to  the  circle 
of  Venus,  20,272,065  stadii;  and  from  this  to 
the  circle  of  Mercury.  50,817,165  stadii;  and 
from  this  to  the  circle  of  Mars.  40.541,108  stadii  ; 
and  from  this  to  the  circle  of  Jupiter,  20,275,065 

4  Schneidewin,  on  Roeper's  suggestion,  amends  the  passage  thus, 
though  1  am  not  sure-  that  1  exactly  render  his  almost  unintelligible 
I. aim   version:    "  lor  as  many  sections  as  there  are  of  each,  there 
are  cducible  from  the  monad  more  segments  than  sections;   for  cx- 

.  if."  etc.     The  Abbe  C'ruice  would  seemingly  adopt  r 
rsn        "  i  ever  are  •■  each,  now  ihcie  are 

more  segments  than  sections  of  a  monad,  will  become;   for  example, 

-.  hneidewin,  on  mathematical  authority,  discredits  the  numerical calculations  ascribed  to  Archimedes. 
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stadii and  from  this  to  the  circle  of  Saturn,  40,- 
and  from  this  to  the  Zodiac  and 

the  furthest  periphery,  20,082,005  stadii.1 

372,065  stadii 

CHAP.   IX.   FURTHER    ASTRONOMIC    CALCULATIONS. 

The  mutual  distances  of  the  circles  and  spheres, 
and  the  depths,  are  rendered  by  Archimedes.  He 
takes  the  perimeter  of  the  Zodiac  at  447,310,000 
stadii  ;  so  that  it  follows  that  a  straight  line  from 
the  centre  of  the  Earth  to  the  most  outward 

superficies  would  be  the  sixth  of  the  aforesaid 
number,  but  that  the  line  from  the  surface  of 
the  Earth  on  which  we  tread  to  the  Zodiac  would 

be  a  sixth  of  the  aforesaid  number,  less  by  four 
myriads  of  stadii,  which  is  the  distance  from  the 
centre  of  the  Earth  to  its  surface.  And  from 

the  circle  of  Saturn  to  the  Earth  he  says  the  dis- 
tance is  2,226,912,711  stadii;  and  from  the 

circle  of  Jupiter  to  Earth,  202,770,646  stadii  ; 

and  from  the  circle  of  Mars  to  Earth,  132,418,- 
581.  Erom  the  Sun  to  Earth,  121,604,454  ;  and 
from  Mercury  to  the  Earth,  526,882,259;  and 
from  Venus  to  Earth,  50,815,160. 

CHAP.  X. — THEORY   OF  STELLAR    MOTION    AND   DIS- 

TANCE  IN   ACCORDANCE  Willi    HARMONY. 

Concerning  the  Moon,  however,  a  statement 
has  been  previously  made.  The  distances  and 

profundities  of  the  spheres  Archimedes  thus  ren- 
tiers ;  but  a  different  declaration  regarding  them 

has  been  made  by  I  Iipparchus  ;  and  a  different 
one  still  by  Apollonius  the  mathematician.  It  is 
sufficient,  however,  for  us,  following  the  Platonic 

opinion,  to  suppose  twofold  and  threefold  dis- 
tances from  one  another  of  the  erratic  stars  ;  for 

the  doctrine  is  thus  preserved  of  the  composition 
of  the  universe  out  of  harmony,  on  concordant 

principles'  in  keeping  with  these  distances.  The 
numbers,  however,  advanced  by  Archimedes,3 
and  the  accounts  rendered  by  the  rest  concern- 

ing the  distances,  if  they  be  not  on  principles 

pf  symphony,  —  that  is,  the  double  and  triple 
(distances)  spoken  of  by  Plato,  —  but  are  dis- 

covered independent  of  harmonies,  would  not 
preserve  the  doctrine  of  the  formation  of  the 
liniverse  according  to  harmony,  for  it  is  neither 

lible  nor  possible  that  the  distances  of  these 
should  be  both  contrary  to  some  reasonable  plan, 
and  independent  of  harmonious  and  proportional 
principles,  except  perhaps  only  the  Moon,  on 
account  of  wanings  and  the  shadow  of  the  Earth, 

1  This  is  manifestly  erroneous;  the  total  could  only  be'Toui 

myriads!  " 
1  hi    v1"  l  mice  ilnnks  thai  clu-  word  thould  be  '  tones,"  lup 

porting  In    emendation   ""  the  nuth  Pl'ny,  »li"  Mates  that 
IVili  iri  irns  called  thi  of  the  Ma  m  fi    thi    I   irth  1 
ili  rivin    the  i'  1  in  from  mt  -I'll       Plinj  ■    t.,  ti 

'lli.   1    numerical  ipeculation    an    1 "  iti     "i  bj    Vrchii 
his  woi  mitt  ,'/  thi   Sand,  in  which  In-  maintain 

'in-,  "i     nting   iii<       in,!.,  even  mi   the   suj'|>.<  ition  of  the 

world's  being  much  larger  than  it  i  I       im  ii  i  vv 
"'•is'"/"   ravra,  [reatisi    Jfa/ifuTTjt .  p    i  Jon., Basil,  1  j.(-i). 

in  regard  also  of  the  distance  of  which  alone  — 
that  is,  the  lunar  (planet)  from  earth  —  one  may 
trust  Archimedes.  It  will,  however,  be  easy  for 
those  who,  according  to  the  Platonic  dogma 

itself,  adopt  this  distance  to  comp.-ehend  by 
numerical  calculation  (intervals)  according  to 
what  is  double  and  triple,  as  Plato  requires,  and 
the  rest  of  the  distances.  If,  then,  according  to 
Archimedes,  the  Moon  is  distant  from  the  sur- 

face of  the  Karth  5,544,130  stadii,  by  in<  leasing 
these  numbers  double  and  triple,  (it  will  be) 
easy  to  find  also  the  distances  of  the  rest,  as  if 
subtracting  one  part  of  the  number  of  stadii 
which  the  Moon  is  distant  from  the  Karth. 

but  because  the  rest  of  the  numbers  —  those 

alleged  by  Archimedes  concerning  the  distance 
of  the  erratic  stars  —  are  not  based  on  principles 
of  concord,  it  is  easy  to  understand  —  that  i-. 
for  those  who  attend  to  the  matter  —  how  the 

numbers  are  mutually  related,  and  on  what  prin- 

ciples they  depend.  That,  however,  the}-  should 
not  be  in  harmony  and  symphony — I  mean 
those  that  are  parts  of  the  world  which  con- 

sists according  to  harmony  —  this  is  impossible. 
Since,  therefore,  the  first  number  which  the 
Moon  is  distant  from  the  earth  is  5.544. 1  30.  the 
second  number  which  tfie  Sun  is  distant  from 

the  Moon  being  50,272,065, subsists  bya  greater 
computation  than  ninefold.  But  the  higher 
number  in   reference  to  this,  I  20,272,1 
is  (comprised)  in  a  greater  computation  than 
half.  The  number,  however,  superior  to  this, 

which  is  50,817,165,  is  contained  in  a  greater 
computation  than  half.  But  the  number  supe- 

rior to  this,  which  is  40,541.10s.  b  (  ontained  in 
a  less  computation  than  two-fifths.  but  the 
number  superior  to  this,  which  b  20,275,065,  is 
contained  in  a  greater  computation  than  half. 
The  final  number,  however,  which  is  1.0,372,1 

is  comprised  in  a  less  computation  th  ble. 

CHAP.   XI. —  rHEORY   c>F  Tin     SIZE  in r.   HEAV- 
l  \IA     B0DI1  S    IN     W  1  ORDANI  1;  w  11  11    Nt  Ml  Rli 

HARMONIES. 

These    (numerical)   relations,    thei  die 

greater  than  ninefold,  and  l<  -s  than  half,  .\n<.\ 
greater  than  double,  and   less  than    two-fifths, 

and  greater  than  hall',  and  less   than   double. 
beyond   all   symphonies,    from   which    not 

proportionate  or  harmonic  >.\  ;t<  mi  i  ould  l>e  1 
duced.      But   the  whole  world,  and    the    1 

it,  are  in  all  respects  similarl)   fram  con- 
formity  with   proportion   and   harmoi 

proportionate  and  harmonic  relations,  howi 
are  preserved      as  we  ha> e  pi 

—  by  double-  and  triple  intervals.      b.  tl 
we  consider  Archimedes  reliable  in  the  <  ise  of 

only  the  first  distance,  that  from  the  Moon  to 
the  Earth,  it  1^  easy  also  to  find  1  the 

intervals), by  multiplying  (them)  b)  •  and 
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ment  at  the  exertion 

h  deep  thought  with  so  much  toil? 
ful  investigator 

not  seem  to  me  to  be 

mly  this  -  (one),  that  bring 
1  ould  not  be  of  service  to  the 

.  who.  In  ing  i-ii  >■  int  of  these 
:    that    the    heights   of 

endeavoured  in  vain  to  con- 
Ami  so,  if  .u  that  time  he  were 

them  these  measures,  they 

nade  the  daring  attempt  inef- 

l  it'  any  one  profess  not  to  have 
in  this   (astronomer's  calculations), 

him  by  measuring  be   persuaded   (of  their 
for  in  reference  to  those  incredulous 

on  •  me  cannot  have  a  more  manifest 
I  i.   pride   o{   vain-toiling  soul, 

lible  belief,  that   Ptolemy  should  be 

pre-eminently  wise  among  those  who 
I  .similar  wisdom  ! 

Mil. — MENTION   OF    THE    HERETIC    COLAR- 
iVEEN     HERESY   AND    THE 

\N    PHILOSOPHY. 

partly  to  these,  as  if  having 
ins,   and    supposed 

thii  1.  have  framed  enormous 
and  one  of  these  is  (  olar- 

tsto  explain  religion  by  m< 
d  mini  \nd  others  there  arc  (who 

I  in  like  tenets  we  shall  explain 

when  v.  •  .  speak  of  what  concerns 
heed  to  Pytha  cal<  ulation 

nd  uttering  vain  prophecies,  hastily 
the  philosophy  by  numbers 

mentioned  in  .  ith   Marcus 
I  enil  of  b  lion. 

jrtus, 
,'CCcll.        It 

,  inion.     l\«(5i,i 
mc.i:.     -     ..•-:.  ..  „    ...-ti.y  ;  ..t  t   ̂ c;.'.<.r,  \iz.,  a  raft;   .jVi,u,,  budtlcn. 

and  lllators),  appro- 
imilar  re  isoninj  1  these,  1 

d  individuals,  alleging  themselves 
endued  with    fi  V  tunes,  after   ui 

man)  1  h  tppening  on  a  single  ful- 
filment, and  ii'  hed  by  many  failures,  but 

making  their  boast  in  this  one.  N(  ither  shall  I 
pass  over  the  witless  philosophy  of  these  men  ; 
but,  after  explaining  it,  I  shall  prove  that  those 
who  attempt  to  form  a  system  of  religion  out  of 
these  (aforesaid  elements),  are  disciples  of  a 
s(  hool ;  weak  and  full  of  knavery. 

CHAP.  NIV.  —  SYSTEM  OF  THE  ARITHMETICIANS; 
PREDICTIONS  THROUGH  CALCULATIONS  :  MUM!  RI- 
CAL  r   5  ;  TRANSFERENCE  OF  THESE  DOC- 

TRINES i"  LETTERS;  EXAMPLES  IN  PARTICULAR 

NAMES;  DIFFERENT  METHODS  OF  CALCULATION;' PR1  S<  IENCE    POSSIBLE    BY   THESE. 

Those,  then,  who  suppose  that  they  prophesy 

by  means  of  calculations  and  numbers,''  and  ele- 
ments and  names,  constitute  the  origin  of  their 

attempted  system  to  be  as  follows.  They  affirm 
that  there  is  a  root  of  each  of  the  numbers  ; 
in  the  case  of  thousands,  so  many  monads  as 
there  are  thousands:  for  example,  the  root  of 
six  thousand,  six  monads  ;  of  seven  thousand, 

seven  monads  ;  of  eight  thousand,  eight  mon- 
ads ;  and  in  the  case  of  the  rest,  in  like  manner, 

according  to  the  same  (proportion).  And  in  the 
case  of  hundreds,  as  many  hundreds  as  there 
are.  50  in  my  monads  are  the  root  of  them  :  for 
instance,  of  seven  hundred  there  are  seven  hun- 

dreds ;  the  root  of  these  is  seven  monads:  of 

six  hundred,  six  hundreds;  the  root  of  these,  six 
monads.  And  it  is  similar  respecting  decades : 

for  of  eighty  (the  root  is)  eight  monads;  and 
of  sixty,  six  monads;  of  forty,  four  monads;  of 
ten,  one  monad.  And  in  the  case  of  monads, 
the  monads  themselves  are  a  root :  for  instance, 
of  nine,  nine  ;  of  eight,  eight ;  of  seven,  seven. 
In  this  way,  also,  ought  we  therefore  to  act  in 
the  case  of  the  elements  (of  words),  for  each 
letter  has  been  arranged  according  to  a  certain 
number  :  for  instance,  the  letter  n  according  to 
fifty  monads  ;  but  of  fifty  monads  five  is  the 
root,  and  the  root  of  the  letter  ;/  is  (therefore) 
iwc.  Grant  that  from  some  name  we  take  cer- 

tain roots  of  it.     For  instance,  (from)  the  name 

3  Schneidewin   suggests  omws   instead   of   oimoiuk.      The   wor 

{ioa.vuia.ii.tvoi)  translated  "appropriating"  is  derived  from  . 
which  signifies  a  meal  to  which  those  who  partake  of  it  have  each  con- 

>me  dish  (pic-nic).     The  term,  therefore,  is  an  txpressiv 
:        -  ilytus'  pin 

*  rrpoyi-wCTTtKoi's.     Some  would  read  wpo?  yviavTiieoix;. 

5  Some  propose  Snfr)?,  "opinion."  Hippolytus,  however,  used 
the  word  pi'fijc  (  translated  "  school")  in  a  similar  way  at  the  end  of 
chap.  i.  of  book  iv.  "  Novelty  "  is  read  instead  of"  knavery;  "  and  for 
avanKeov,  "  full,"  is  proposed  (l)  avairheoiTas,  (2)  >ii/aJTTfpnui<7ac. 

6  The  subject  of  the  numerical  system  employed  by  the  Gnostics, 
ami  their  occult  mysteries,  is  treated  of  by  the  learned  Kircher,  CEdipi 

in.  ii  part  i  ,  dc  CabalA  Hebreeorum  ;  also  in  his  Arith- 
molog.,  in  the  book  Dc  Aritkmomantia  Cuosticor.,  cap.  \m.,de 
CabalA  PythagoreA.     See  also  Merscnnes,  Comment,  on  Gems. 
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Agamemnon,  there  is  of  the  a,  one  monad  ;  and 
of  the  g,  three  monads  ;  and  of  the  other  a,  one 
monad;  of  the  m,  four  monads;  of  the  e,  five 
monads;  of  the  m,  four  monad,;  of  the  //, 
five  monads  ;  of  the  (long)  o,  eight  monads  ; 
of  the  ;/,  live  monads;  which,  brought  together 
into  one  series,  will  be  1,3,  1,  4,  5,  4,  5,  8,  5  ; 
and  these  added  together  make  up  36  monads. 
Again,  they  take  the  roots  of  these,  and  they 
become  three  in  the  case  of  the  number  thirty, 
but  actually  six  in  the  case  of  the  number  six. 
The  three  and  the  six,  then,  added  together, 
constitute  nine  ;  but  the  root  of  nine  is  nine  : 
therefore  the  name  Agamemnon  terminates  in 
the  root  nine. 

Let  us  do  the  same  with  another  name  — 
Hector.  The  name  (H)ector  has  five  letters 

—  c,  and  /•,  and  /,  and  0,  and  r.  The  roots  of 
these  are  5,  2,  3,  8,  1  ;  and  these  added  to- 

gether make  up  19  monads.  Again,  of  the  ten 
the  root  is  one  ;  and  of  the  nine,  nine  ;  which 
added  together  make  up  ten  :  the  root  of  ten  is 
a  monad.  The  name  Hector,  therefore,  when 

made  the  subject  of  computation,  has  formed  a 
root,  namely  a  monad.  It  would,  however,  be 
easier  '  to  conduct  the  calculation  thus:  Divide 
the  ascertained  roots  from  the  letters — as  now 
in  the  case  of  the  name  Hector  we  have  found 

nineteen  monads  —  into  nine,  and  treat  what 
remains  over  as  roots.  For  example,  if  I  divide 
19  into  9,  the  remainder  is  1,  for  9  times  2  are 

18,  and  there  is  a  remaining  monad  :  for  if  I  sub- 
tract 18  from  19,  there  is  a  remaining  monad; 

so  that  the  root  of  the  name  Hector  will  be  a 

monad.  Again,  of  the  name  1'atroclus  these 
numbers  are  roots  :  8,  1,  3,  1,  7,  2,  3,  7,  2  ; 
added  together,  they  make  up  34  monads.  And 
of  these  the  remainder  is  7  monads:  of  the  30, 
3;  and  of  the  4,4.  Seven  monads,  therefore, 
are  the  root  of  the  name  Patroclus. 

Those,  then,  that  conduct  their  calculations 

ording  to  die  rule  of  the  number  nine,2  take 
the  ninth  part  of  the  aggregate  number  of  root-,, 
and  define  what  is  left  over  as  the  sum  of  the 

roots.  They,  on  the  other  hand,  (  who  conduct 
their  calculations)  according  to  the  rule  of  the 

number  seven,  take  die  seventh  (part  of  the 
Ite  number  of  roots)  ;  for  example,  in 

the  case  of  the  name  Patroclus,  the  aggregate 
in  the  matter  of  roots  is  }|  monads.  This  di 

vided  into  seven  parts  mak<  i  lour,  which  (mul- 
tiplied into  each  Other)  are  28.  There  are  six 

remaining  monads;  (so  that  a  person  using  this 
method)  says,  according  to  the  rule  of  the  nuiii- 
bei  seven,  that   six   monads  are   the  root    of  the 

1  This  subject  is  examined  by  Cornelius  Igrippninl 
wnl  ,  1  dint  Scientiarum,  chap,  v.. 

■     ,!      1 1  u  mm-  \i  ,  ed  work  on 
7  S  ! ,',',/  '  ,  m  w  In.  li  mul. 11 

interpretations  educibli   from  the  nami  ■  rlectoi  and  PairocltiSi 
1  I1.1t  is,  tin  dit  ision  bjr  nine. 

name   Patroclus.     If,  however,  it  be  43,   ( 
taken   seven   times/   h  r  seven 

times  six  are  42,  and  one  is  the  remainder.  A 
monad,  therefore,  is  the  root  of  the  number  43, 
according  to  the  rule  of  the  numb  n.     But 
one  ought  to  observe  if  the  assumed  number, 
when  divided,  liis  no  remainder:  for  example. 
if  from  any  name,  after  having  added  together 
the  roots,  1  find,  to  give  an  instance,  36  monads. 
Hut  the  number  36  divided  into  nine  makes 
exactly  4  enneads  ;  for  nine  times  4  are  36, 
and  nothing  is  over.  It  is  evident,  then,  that 
the  actual  root  is  9.  And  again,  dividing  the 

number  forty-five,  we  find  nine'  ami  nothing 
over  —  for  nine  times  five  are  forty-five,  and 
nothing  remains;  (wherefore)  in  the  case  of 
such  they  assert  the  root  itself  to  be  nine.  And 
as  regards  the  number  seven,  the  <  ase  is  similar  : 
if,  for  example  we  divide  28  into  7,  we  have 
nothing  over;  for  seven  times  four  are  28.  and 
nothing  remains;  (wherefore)  they  say  that 
seven  is  the  root.  But  when  one  computes 
names,  and  finds  the  same  letter  occurring  twice, 
he  calculates  it  once  ;  for  instance,  the  name 

Patroclus  has  the  pa  twice,5  and  the  0  twice  : 
they  therefore  calculate  the  a  once  ami  the  0 
once.  According  to  this.  then,  the  roots  will 
be  8,  1,  3.  1,  7.  2,  3,  2,  and  added  together  t 
make  27  monads;  and  the  root  of  the  name 
will  be,  according  to  the  rule  of  the  number 
nine,  nine  itself,  but  according  to  the  rule  of  the 
number  seven,  six. 

In  like  manner,  (the  name)  Sarpedon,  when 
made  the  subject  of  calculation,  produces  as  a 
root,  according  to  the  rule  of  the  number  nine, 

two  monads.  1'atroclus,  however,  produces  nine 
monads  ;  Patroclus  gains  the  \  \>  lory.  For  when 
one  number  is  uneven,  but  the  other  even,  the 

uneven  number,  if  it  is  larger,  prevails.  I'm 
again,  when  there  is  an  even  number,  eight,  and 
five  an  uneven  number,  the  eight   pn  >r  it 

i^  larger.      If,  however,  there  were  two  mm.' 
for  example,  both  of  them  even,  or  both  of  them 
odtl.  the  smaller  prevails,     but  how  does  (the 

name)  Sarpedon,  according  to  the  rule 
number  nine,  make  two  monads,  since  the  letter 

(long)   0  is   omitted?      for  when    there   111  1  \ 
in  a  name  the  letter  (Ion-)  0  and 
leave  out  the  (long)  0,  using  one  letter,  I 
they   say   both    are    equipollent  ;    and    tl; 
must    not    be    computed    tw  a  e  1  )\  ei .  a-  I 

above  de<  lared.     Again,  ( the  nam 
four  monads  ;    (  but    the   name  )    Heel 

m-  to  the  rule  of  the  ninth  number,  ma 
1  That  is, 

*  Wo  should  .  -c  by 

p,i.-  it  some  1  infusion  in  thi    texi 

iding  should  be  1  "  \^.  1 61  in 

Schneidewio  suggests  thai  t  ■  ly  h* 
Papatro 
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turn  ling  to  the  rule 
■  monads  ;  ami 

the    in: e  nine,  however, 
for  it   has 

number  is  odd  and  the 
;  but  when  both 

■  uld,  the  less  (prevails).    Again, 
may  be  adduced  as 

rule  of 

two  monads,  and  Poly- 
\  en  :    Polydeuces  gains  the 

intended   at   the 

fiinei  ■  the  rule  of 
the  :.  .  makes  foui  m  .  Ulysses, 

>   the   rule    of    the    number  nine, 

(mak  [s  there,  then,  not  any  an- 
er  name   for 

.1  the  victory.     Ac- 

•  i  the  numbers,  no  doubt,  Ajax  is  vic- 
hands  down   the    name   of 

r      Achilles  and  1  Lector 

d  as  e>  »).     A(  hilles,  ac- 
cordii  le  rule  number  nine,  makes 

four  roe  :   Achilles  gains  the 
:  I   Asteropaeus  (are 

illes  makes  four  monads,  Aster- 
-  three.  Achill  [uers.     Again,  Men- 

1    iphorbus    (may    be    adduced    as 
Menelaus  has    nine    monads,   Eu- 

ght  :  Menel  is  the  victory. 
ling  to  the  rule  of  the 

number  seven,  employ  the  vowels  only,  but 
other-  themselves  the  vowels,  and 

iwels,  and  by  them- 
and,   h  formed    three 

ordei  •  ike  the  y  themselves  of  the 
vowels,  .md  by  themsel  mi-vowels, 
and   by   thei  of    the    mutes,   and    they 
compare  each  apart.     Others  however,  do  not 
em;  try  numbers,  but  dif- 

ir  instai  an  example,  they 
DO  D  allow  that  the  letter/  has  as  a 

j,  and  that  the    (letter)   x 
-  and  turning  in 

.   they  discover  nothing  sound. 

When,  ',  ontend  about  the  second 
(letter),  from    each   name   they  take   away  the 

first  letl  -         :t  when  they  contend  about  the 
thir  r),  thi  two   letters  of 

h  name,  and  calculating  the  re>t,  compare 
them 

■ion  here. 

a  uanslation  in  some 
retpecu  co. , 
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II  •  \i  \  )  ;     CI  INN1  CTIi  U     WITH 

i\  l'l.     01       I  Hi  I  I-     BORN     I'M 

ARJ 

I  think  that  there  has  been  clearly  expounded 
the  mind  of  arithmeticians,  who,  by  means 
numbers  and  of  names,  suppose  that  they  inter- 

pret life.  Now  I  perceive  that  these,  enjoying 
leisure,  and  being  trained  in  calculation,  have 

been  desirous  that,  through  the  art'  delivered 
to  them  from  childhood,  they,  acquiring  celeb- 

rity, should  be  styled  prophets.  And  they,  mi 
uring  the  letters  up  (and)  down,  have  wandered 
into  trifling.  For  if  they  fail,  they  say,  in  put- 

ting forward  the  difficulty,  Perhaps  this  name 
was  not  a  family  one,  but  imposed,  as  also  light- 

ing in  the  instance  they  argue  in  the  i 
(the  names)  Ulysses  and  Ajax.  Who,  taking 

ision  from  this  astonishing  philosophy,  and 

desirous  of  being  styled  "  Heresiarch,"  will  not 
be  extolled  ? 

But  since,  also,  there  is  another  more  profound 
art  among  the  all-wise  speculators  of  the  G reeks 
—  to  whom  heretical  individuals  boast  that  they 
attach  themselves  as  disciples,  on  account  of 
their  employing  the  opinions  of  these  (ancient 
philosophers)  in  reference  to  the  doctrines  at- 

tempted (to  be  established)  by  themselves,  as 
shall  a  little  afterwards  be  proved  ;  but  this  is 

an  art  of  divination,  by  examination  of  the  fore- 
head,4 or  rather,  I  should  say,  it  is  madness  :  yet 

we  shall  not  be  silent  as  regards  this  (system) 
There  are  some  who  ascribe  to  the  stars  figures 
that  mould  the  ideas5  and  dispositions  of  men, 
assigning  the  reason  of  this  to  births  (that  have 
taken  place)  under  particular  stars;  they  thus 

express  themselves  :  Those  who6  are  Born  under 
Aries  will  be  of  the  following  kind  :  long  head. 
red  hair,  contracted  eyebrows,  pointed  fore- 

head, eyes  grey  and  lively,7  drawn  cheeks,  long- 
nosed,  expanded  nostrils,  thin  lips,  tapering 
chin,  wide  mouth.  These,  he  says,  will  partake 
of  the  following  nature  :  cautious,  subtle,  per- 

spicuous,8 prudent,  indulgent,  gentle,  over-anx- 
ious, persons  of  secret  resolves,  fitted  for  every 

undertaking,  prevailing  more  by  prudence  than 
strength,  deriders  for  the  time  being,  scholars, 

3  The  word  8i\a.v  occurs  in  this  sentence,  but  is  obviously  super- 
fluous. 

*  In  the  margin  of  the  MS.  is  the  note,  "  Opinion  of  the  Mctopis- 

copisi 5  These  words  are  out  of  place      See  next  note. 
6  There  is  evidently  some  displacement  of  words  here.  Miller 

and  Schneidewin  "There  are  some  who  ascribe  to  the  in- 
fluence of  the  stars  the  natures  of  men:  since,  in  computing  the 

births  of  individuals,  they  thus  express  themselves  as  if  they  were 

moulding  the  species  of  men."     The  Abbe  Cruice  would  leave  the 
it  is,  altering  only  TVTrovvrts  iie'o?  into  tvttwi'  t«  i6f'o?. 

7  Literally,  "jumping;"  others  read  "blackish,"  or  "expres- 
sive"  (literally,      talking").     The  vulgar   reading,  vno  clAAois,  is 

I  ily  untenable. 

8  Or  "  cowardly,"  or  "  cowards  at  heart;  "  or  some  read,  xapo- 
ttoioi,  i.e.,  "  causative  of  gladness." 
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rustworthy,  contentious,  quarrellers  in  a  fray, 

oncupiscent,  inflamed  with  unnatural  lust,  reflec- 

ve,  estranged  '  from  their  own  homes,  giving 
issatisfaction  in  everything,  accusers,  like  mad- 
len  in  their  cups,  scorners,  year  by  year  losing 

Dmething  '  serviceable  in  friendship  through 
oodness  ;  they,  in  the  majority  of  cases,  end 
leir  days  in  a  foreign  land. 

HAP.  XVI. — TYPE  OF   THOSE  BORN  UNDER  TAURUS. 

Those,  however,  who  are  horn  in  Taurus  will 

e  of  the  following  description  :  round  head, 
lick  hair,  broad  forehead,  square  eyes,  and 
irge  black  eyebrows ;  in  a  white  man,  thin 

L'ins,  sanguine,  long  eyelids,  coarse  huge  ears, 
>und  mouths,  thick  nose,  round  nostrils,  thick 

[>s,  strong  in  the  upper  parts,  formed  straight 

om  the  legs.'  The  same  are  by  nature  pleas- 
ig,  reflective,  of  a  goodly  disposition,  devout, 
ist,  uncouth,  complaisant,  labourers  from  twelve 

_-ars,  quarrelsome,  dull.     The  stomach  of  these 
small,  they  are  quickly  filled,  forming  many 

esigns,  prudent,  niggardly  towards  themselves, 

beral  towards  others,  beneficent,  of  a  slow4 

ody  :  they  are  partly  sorrowful,  heedless  as  re- 
in Is  friendship,  useful  on  account  of  mind, 

[nominate. 

HAP.      XVII. •  TYPE     OF     THOSE 

GEMINI. 

PORN      UNDER 

Those  who  are  born  in  Gemini  will  be  of  the 

illowing  description  :  red  countenance,  size  not 

,'ry  large,  evenly  proportioned  limbs, 5  black 
/es  as  if  anointed  with  oil,  cheeks  turned 

own,''  and  large  mouth,  contracted  eyebrows  ; 
icy  conquer  all  things,  they  retain  whatever 

assessions  .they  acquire,7  they  are  extremely 
ch,  penurious,  niggardly  of  what  is  peculiarly 

leir  own,  profuse  in  the  pleasures  of  women, s 
[uitable,  musical,  liars.  And  the  same  by 
Iture  are  learned,  reflective,  inquisitive,  arriv- 
ig  at  their  own  decisions,  concupiscent,  sparing 
f  what  belongs  to  themselves,  liberal,  quiet, 
rudent,  crafts,  they  form  many  designs,  calcu- 
tors,  ac<  users,  importunate,  not  prosperous, 
ley  are  beloved  by  the  fair  sex,  merchants;  as 

igards  friendship,  not  to  any  considerable  ex- 
■nt  useful. 

1   Or,  "  <lisc:isci|  with  unnatural  lust,"  i.e.,  roaoui'Tt?  for  voovvTts. 

•  Or,  k'it'  i  »[.i>,,  "  verb  llj  n  ji    tin    anything." 
'  <  )r  l>cttcr,  "  wreak  iii  the  limb 
<   Or,  "short." 
S   Or,  "  |>.utv" 
''  Some  read  icaAu>  ye -,<«  i  rrjui  i  >.ir,  or  iraAcu  rtTfwi^mtfvwv, 

"  Or.  "  they  are  given  to  hoarding,  1 1»<- >  have  possessions." 
1  Thii  is  an  amendi  I  n  idin    ol  the  text,  which  is  obviously  con- led.    The  corn    ti  n  irj   ia  introdu  ed  lowei  down  in  the 

I.,  which  maki  i  th<  lam   racteristii   be  twice  mentioned.    The 
I  mice,  however,   i   nln  f"r   mch   .i   twofold   mention!  on 

id  that  the  whole  subject  ia  treated  by  Hippolytus  in  such  .i 
tj  ai  to  ex|    '  the  astn  I  Iii  tionH,     1 t<- 
trefore  qttoti  ol  various  astrologers,  in  ordei  t>>  t> 

1  i      ivi  pinion  existing  tmong  them, 

CHAP.     XVIII.   T\'PE     OF     THOSE     BORN     UNDER 
CANCER. 

Those  born  in  Cancer  are  of  the  following 
description  :  size  not  large,  hair  like  a  dog,  of  a 
reddish  colour,  small  mouth,  round  head,  pointed 
forehead,  grey  eyes,  sufficiently  beautiful,  limbs 
somewhat  varying.  The  same  by  nature  are 
wicked,  crafty,  proficients  in  plans,  insatiable, 
stingy,  ungracious,  illiberal,  useless,  forgetful ; 

they  neither  restore  what  is  another's,  nor  do 
they  ask  back  what  is  their  own;7  as  regards 
friendship,  useful. 

CHAP.    XIX.  —  TYPE   OF    THOSE    PORN    UNDER    LEO. 

Those  born  in  Leo  are  of  the  following  descrip- 
tion :  round  head,  reddish  hair,  huge  wrinkled 

forehead,  coarse  ears,  large  development  of 
neck,  partly  bald,  red  complexion,  grey  eyes, 
large  jaws,  coarse  mouth,  gross  in  the  upper 

parts,10  huge  breast,  the  under  limbs  tape: 
The  same  are  by  nature  persons  who  allow  noth- 

ing to  interfere  with  their  own  decision,  pleasing 

themselves,  irascible,  passionate,  scomers,  obsti- 

nate, forming  no  design,  not  loquacious,"  indo- 
lent, making  an  improper  use  of  leisure,  famil- 
iar,12 wholly  abandoned  to  pleasures  of  women, 

adulterers,  immodest,  in  faith  untrue,  importu- 
nate, daring,  penurious,  spoliators,  remarkal 

as  regards  fellowship,  useful;  as  regards  friend- 
ship,'3 useless. 

CHAP.    XX. — TYPE   OF   THOSE    BORN  UNDER  VIRGO. 

Those  born  in  Virgo  are  of  the  following 
description :  fair  appearance,  eyes  not  large, 

fascinating,  dark,  compact  M  eyebrows,  cheerful, 

swimmers;  they  are,  however,  slight  in  frame,.'5 
beautiful  in  aspect,  with  hair  prettily  adjusted, 
large  forehead,  prominent  nose.  The  same  by 
nature  are  docile,  moderate,  intelligent,  sportive, 
rational,  slow  to  speak,  forming  many  plans  ;  in 

regard  of  a  favour,  importunate  ;  '  gladl)  observ- 
ing everything;  and  well-disposed  pupils,  they 

master  whatever  they  learn  ;  moderate,  SCOrners, 

victims  of  unnatural  lusts,  companionable.  > 
noble  soul,  despisers,  careless  in  practical  mat- 

ters, attending  to  instruction,  more  honourable 
in  what  concerns  others  than  what  relates  to 

themselves ;  a.-,  regards  friendship,  useful. 

CHAP.    XXI. — TYPE  OF  THOSE   BORN    UNDER    LIBRA. 

Those  bOTO    in    Libra  will  be   of  the   follow 

description:    hair   thin,  drooping,  reddish   and 

9  Manilius  maintains  that  persons  b  irn  ur 
avarii  iou  -  and  u  position,  5.) 

I  '  Or,  "  having  the  upper  parts  larger  than  th< 
II      S> 

1 '  Si  hneidewin  1  onjet  k^c 
II  (  >r,  "  mi.  .  our." 

"  Or,  "  straight,  compel  t." 
1     Millei  gives  an  nddition  'I  sentei : 
16  Or,  "1  an  I 
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Ion  rehead  pointed  (and)  wrinkled,  r.iir 

pact  e;  .  beautiful  pupils, 

long  thin  i.ns  head  in<  lined,  wide  mouth.    The 
nature    are    intellig  nt,   <  ""1  fearing, 

imunicative  t<>  one  another,1  traders,  toilers, 

not  retainii  .  liars,  not  ol  an  amiable  dis- 
ition,   m   business  or  principle    true,   fi 

•Hi"i«  ent,  ill  'I.  ■<  eivers,  friendly, 
.  (to  whom  it  is  not  profitable  to  do  any 

istw  e)  :-    they  are  s<  omers,  s<  offers, 
.  .iml  nothing  suc- 

.Mth  these  :  as  regards  friendship,  useful. 

,i.  —  TVPB     OP      rHOSE      BORN      UND1  K 
ORPIO. 

born  in  Scorpio  .ire  of  the  following 
des«  ription  :  a  maidenish  countenance,  comely, 

pungent,  blackish  hair,  well  shaped  eyes,  fore- 
head  not  broad,  and   sharp   nostril,  small    con- 

tra, ted   ears,  wrinkled   foreheads,  narrow  eye- 
brows, drawn  checks.     The  same  by  nature  are 

sedulous,  liars,  communicating  their  par- 
ilar  designs  to  no  one,  of  a  deceitful  spirit, 

wicked,  scorners,  victims  to  adultery,  well-grown, 
le  ;  as  regards  friendship,  useless. 

IP,      Will.  —  TYPE     OF     THOSE      BORN      UNDER 

SAGITTARI1  s. 

»se  born  in  Sagittarius  will  be  of  the  follow- 
description  :  great  length,  square  forehead, 

profuse    eyebrows,    indicative   of  strength,  well- 
d    projection   of  hair,   reddish    (in  com- 
i.     The  same  by  nature  are  gracious,  as 

cated  persons,  simple,  beneficent;  given  to 

unnatural  lusts,  companionable,  toil-worn,  lovers, 
:.  jovial  in  their  cups,  (lean,  passionate, 

careless,  wicked  ;  as  regards  friendship,  useless;! 
Qi  is,  with  noble  souls,  insolent,  crafty ;  for 

fellowship,  useful. 

CHAP.      XXIV.  —  TYPE     OF     THOSE     BORN      UNDER 
CAPRICORN. 

Those  born  in  Capricorn  will  be  of  the  fol- 
lowing description  :  reddish  body,  projection  of 

greyish  hair,  round  mouth.'  eyes  as  of  an  eagle,  j 
contracted  brows,  open  forehead,  somewhat  bald,  I 
in  the  upper  parts  of  the  body  endued  with 

more  strength.  The  same  by  nature  are  phil- 
orners,  and  scoffers  at  the  existing 

>f  things,  passionate,  persons  that  can 
make  concessions,  honourable,  beneficent,  lovers 
of  the  practice  of  music,  passionate  in  their  cups, 
mirthful,  familiar,  talkative,  given  to  unnatural 

lusts,  genial,  amiable,  quarrelsome  lovers,  for 
fellowship  well  disposed. 

1  Or,  "  speaking  falsehoods,  they  will  be  believed." c  parenthetical  •■  iviously  an  interpolation. 
J  '  )r,  "  spies  " 
♦  Or,  "body." 

,  HAP.      XXV.       -  TYP1      "I       hi  HI  i< 

KQ\   \\  : Those  born  in  Aquarius  will  be  of  the   follow- 

ing description :  square  in  size,  of  a  diminutive 
body;  sharp,  small,  fierce  eyes;  imperious,  un- 

i],  severe,  readily  making  acquisitions,  for 

friendship  and  fellowship  well  dis]   d;  dm 
over,  for  maritime  s  enterprises  they  make 

voyages,   and   perish.     The   same   by  nature   arc 
turn,  modest,  sociable,  adulterers,  penurious, 

practised  m  business,"  tumultuous,  pure,  well- 
disposed,  honourable,  large  eyebrows  ;  frequent- 

ly they  are  born  in  the  midst  of  trilling  events, 
but  (in  after  life)  follow  a  different  pursuit; 
though  they  may  have  shown  kindness  to  any 
one,  still  no  one  returns  them  thanks. 

(HAP.     XXVI.  — TYPE     OF     THOSE     HORN      UNDER 

PISCES. 

Those  born  in  Pisces  will  be  of  the  following 

description  :  of  moderate  dimensions,  pointed 
forehead  like  fishes,  shaggy  hair,  frequently  they 
become  soon  grey.  The  same  by  nature  are  of 

exalted  soul,  simple,  passionate,  penurious,  talk- 
ative ;  in  the  first  period  of  life  they  will  be 

drowsy  ;  they  are  desirous  of  managing  business 

by  themselves,  of  high  repute,  venturesome,  em- 
ulous, accusers,  changing  their  locality,  lovers, 

dancers  ;  for  friendship,  useful. 

CHAP.     XXVII.     FUTn.TTY     OF     THIS     THEORY     OF 

STELLAR   INFLUENCE. 

Since,  therefore,  we  have  explained  the  aston- 
ishing wisdom  of  these  men,  and  have  not  con- 

cealed their  overwrought  art  of  divination  by 
means  of  contemplation,  neither  shall  I  be  silent 
as  regards  (undertakings)  in  the  case  of  which 
those  that  are  deceived  act  foolishly.  For,  com- 

paring the  forms  and  dispositions  of  men  with 
names  of  stars,  how  impotent  their  system  is  ! 
For  we  know  that  those  originally  conversant 
with  such  investigations  have  called  the  stars 

by  names  given  in  reference  to  propriety  of  sig- 
nification and  facility  for  future  recognition. 

For  what  similarity  is  there  of  these  (heavenly 
bodies)  with  the  likeness  of  animals,  or  what 
community  of  nature  as  regards  conduct  and 
energy  (is  there  in  the  two  cases),  that  one 
should  allege  that  a  person  born  in  Leo  should 
be  irascible,  and  one  born  in  Virgo  moderate, 
or  one  born  in  Cancer  wicked,  but  that  those 
born  in  .  .  . 

s  Literally  "  moist,"  or  "  difficult:  "  or,  the  Abbe  Cruicc  suggests, 
t'  >rtnu  mis." 

0  Or,  "  pragmatic,  mild,  not  violent." 
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chap,     xxviii.'  —  system    of     the     MAGICIANS  j    (the  sorcerer)    has  ascertained  the  question  in 
incantations   of    demons;     secret    magical   this  mode,  he   makes   provision  for  the  manner 
rues. 

.  .  .  And  (the  sorcerer),  taking  (a  paper), 
directs  the  inquirer8  to  write  down  with  water 
whatever  questions  he  may  desire  to  have  asked 
from  the  demons.  Then,  folding  up  the  paper, 
and  delivering  it  to  the  attendant,  he  sends  him 

away  to  commit  it  to  the  flames,  that  the  as- 
cending smoke  may  waft  the  letters  to  demons. 

While,  however,  the  attendant  is  executing  this 

order,  (the  sorcerer)  first  removes  equal  por- 
tions of  the  paper,  and  on  some  more  parts  of  it 

he  pretends  that  demons  write  in  Hebrew  char- 
acters. Then  burning  an  incense  of  the  Egyp- 

tian magicians,  termed  Cyphi,  he  takes  these 
(portions  of  paper) away,  and  places  them  near 
the  incense.  But  (that  paper)  which  the  in- 

quirer happens  to  have  written  (upon),  having 
placed  on  the  coals,  he  has  burned.  Then  (the 
sorcerer),  appearing  to  be  borne  away  under 
divine  influence,  (and)  hurrying  into  a  corner 
(of  the  house),  utters  a  loud  and  harsh  cry, 
and  unintelligible  to  all,  .  .  .  and  orders  all 
those  present  to  enter,  crying  out  (at  the  same 

time),  and  invoking  Phryn,  or  some  other  de- 
mon, but  after  passing  into  the  house,  and 

,vhen  those  that  were  present  stood  side  by  side, 

.he  sorcerer,  flinging  the  attendant  upon  a  bed,3 
liters  to  him  several  words,  partly  in  the  Greek, 
md  partly,  as  it  were,  the  Hebrew  language, 
(embodying)  the  customary  incantations  em- 

ployed by  the  magicians.  (The  attendant), 

lovvever,  goes  away4  to  make  the  inquiry.  And 
vithin  (the  house),  into  a  vessel  full   of  water 

in  which  he  ought  to  give  the  reply.  And  next 
he  orders  those  that  are  present  to  enter,  hold- 

ing laurel  branches  and  shaking  them,  and  utter- 
ing cries,  and  invoking  the  demon  Phryn.  F  r 

also  it  becomes  these  to  invoke  him  ; 5  and  it  is 
worthy  that  they  make  this  request  from  demons, 
which  they  do  not  wish  of  themselves  to  put 
forward,  having  lost  their  minds.  The  confused 
noise,  however,  and  the  tumult,  prevent  them 
directing  attention  to  those  things  which  it 
is  supposed  (the  sorcerer)  does  in  secret.  But 
what  these  are,  the  present  is  a  fair  opportunity 
for  us  to  declare. 

Considerable  darkness,  then,  prevails.  For 
the  (sorcerer)  affirms  that  it  is  impossible  for 
mortal  nature  to  behold  divine  things,  for  that  to 
hold  converse  (with  these  mysteries)  is  sufficient. 
Making,  however,  the  attendant  lie  down  (upon 
the  couch),  head  foremost,  and  placing  by  each 
side  two  of  those  little  tablets,  upon  which  had 
been  inscribed  in,  forsooth,  Hebrew  characters, 
as  it  were  names  of  demons,  he  says  that  (a 
demon)  will  deposit  the  rest  in  their  ears.  But 
this  (statement)  is  requisite,  in  order  that  some 
instrument  may  be  placed  beside  the  ears  of  the 
attendant,  by  which  it  is  possible  that  he  signify 
everything  which  he  chooses.  First,  however,  he 
produces  a  sound  that  the  (attendant)  youth 

may  be  terrified  ;  and  secondly,  he  makes  a  hum- 

ming noise;  then,  thirdly,  he  speaks6  through 
the  instrument  what  he  wishes  the  youth  to  - 
and  remains  in  expectation  of  the  issue  of  the 
affair;  next,  he  makes  those  present  remain  still, 

(the  sorcerer)  infusing  copperas  mixture,  and  ?°d .diref?  the  (attendant)  to  signify  what  h
e 

neltingthe  drug,  having  with  it  sprinkled  the  h«  heard  fro^m  the  demons.  But  the  instr
ument 

wper'ilut  forsooth  had  (the  characters  upon   ̂ at  is  placed  beside  his  ears  is  a  natural  instru- 
per  in  at  forsooth  had  (th 

t)  obliterated,  he  forces  the  latent  and  con- 
:ealed  letters  to  come  once  more  into  light  ;  and 
)y  these  he  ascertains  what  the  inquirer  has 
vrilten  down.  And  if  one  write  with  copperas 
nixture  likewise,  and  having  ground  a  gall  nut, 
tse  its  vapour  as  a  fumigator,  the  concealed 

would  become  plain.  And  if  one  write 
villi  milk,  (and)  then  scorch  the  paper,  and 
braping  it,  sprinkle  and  rub  (what  is  thus 
craped  off)  upon  the  letters  traced  with  the 
Bilk,  these  will  become  plain.  And  urine  like- 

wise, and  sauce  of  brine,  and  juice  of  euphorbia, 

md  of  a  fig,  produce  a  similar  result,     l'.ut  when 

'  Hippolytus,  having  exposed  the  system  <>f  sidereal  influence 
•w  men,  ,  ■  tail  i!i<-  magii  .il  rib  ■    md  "i  i  rai   

This  arrangement   i-    in  conformity   witn   the   technical 
wis   i  astrology  into  (i)  judiciary,   (a)   natural,     '11k-   formei 
etati  I  to  thi    pn  in  ii. hi  of  future  events,  and  1 1  >»-  latter  of  the  phe 

"i  n  inn.-,  being  thua  akin  t"  the  art  of  magii 
-  The  ti  tt  hi  ti  and  at  the  end  ol  ii»-  List  ■  li.»|>u-r  is  somewhat  im- 'Crfr.  t. 

1   Or"  (  uihton  "  (Cruii  e),  or  "cow  h,"  <>r  "  .<  re© 
*  ( )i  ■•  goea  up,"  or "  commence!,"  or "  cnicr*  m  before  the  others, culm;:  the  oblation"  .<  ruii  i   . 

ment,  viz.,  the  windpipe  of  long-necked  cranes, 
or  storks,  or  swans.     And  if  none  of  these  is  at 
hand,  there  are  also  some  different   artificial   in- 

struments   (employed)  ;    for   certain    pipes    of 
brass,  ten  in   number,    (and)   fating   into  one 
another,    terminating    in     a    narrow    point,    are 
adapted  (for  the  purpose),  and  through  these   is 
spoken  into  the  ear  whatsoever  the  (magician) 
wishes.     And  the  youth  hearing  these  (words) 
with  terror  as  uttered  by  demons,  when  ordered, 
speaks  them  out.     If  any  one.  however,  puti 
around  a  stick  a  moist  hide,  and  having  drie 
and  drawn  it   together,  close   it   up.  and   b) 
moving  the  rod  fashion  the  hide  into  the  form  of 
a  pipe,  he  attains  a  similar  end.      Should   any  of 
these,  however,  be  not  at  hand,  he  takes  a  book, 
and.  opening   it   inside,  stretches   it   out  as  far  as 

l  Or,  "deride  " 6  The   \  thai  ilus  pass 
this  jugglery  to  the  rs,  miliMtc*    igainsi  i 
ship  ol  i  Irigen,  who  itci  ibea  ,    ! ■  •     \  •>  hi  ,  lib.  ii 
diet.)  the  same  results  not  to  the  Iran 
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I  .1.  hievt  une 

hand  th 
■ 

,  I.    If,  1  •  he 
rtain  the  question, 
wd,  as  being  prepai 

red  '  more  skilful,  on  a<  <  ount  of 
out  what  is  (aboul )  being 

ml  oftl  i  m, 

he  •  and  put-,  forth  something 
■ml  and  varied  interpretation, 

•  that  the  oracular  response,  being  oi 
;rve  for  numerous  pur- 

md  m  the  issut   of  events  the  prediction 

.1   correspondent   with   what 
Next,  having  filled  a  vessel  with 

r.  he  puts  down  (into  it)  the  paper,  as  if 
I,  at  the  same  time  infusing  along  with 
mixture.     For  in  this  way  the  paper 

written  upon  floats1  upwards  (to  the  surface), 
the  res  V  cordinglj  there  ensue 

•lv  to  the  attendant  formidable  fancies, 
•  he  strikes  blows  plentifully  on  the  terri- 

nders).    For,  casting  incense  into  the 
fire,  he  again  operates  after  die  following  method. 

lump  of  what  are  railed  "fossil  salts" 
with  Eb  wax,  and  dividing  the  piece  il 

use  into  two  parts,  he  throws  in  a  grain 

joining  (the  piece)  together, 
an<:  \  it  on  the  burning  coals,  he  leaves  it 

t]  is   is  consumed,  the  salts, 

upwards,  create  the  impression  of,  as 
it  v.  n  taking  place.     And  the 

dye  which  has  been  deposited  in  the 
blood  red   flame,  as  we   have 

air'  clared.      But    (the  sorcerer)  makes  a 
liquid,  by  mixing  wax  with  alkanet,  and, 

!    said,  depositing   the   wax   in   the   incense. 

I    he    makes   the   coals  s    be   moved,  placing 
lerneath  powdered   alum  ;    and  when  this   is 

d  and  swells  up  like  bubbles,  the  coals 

I'.    WIX.  —  DISPLAY    OF   DIFFERENT   FOGS. 

differei  they  display  after  this  man- 
irating  the  top  at  both  ends,  and  ex- 

md)  having  again  dipped 
me  minium  and   some  writing  ink. 

r,  the  openings  with  refined  scrap- 
•.  smearing  them  with  fig-juice. 

•XX. —  1 1 1  r  of  SHEEP. 

■  who  cause  sheep  to  cut  off  their  own 
\\n   is   adopted.     Secretly 

the  throat  (of  the  animal)  with  a  cau- 

'cnominated." 

ea  up  " the   mv   we   find   the   words,  "  concerning 
Coal  ,  "  couLtrning  sheep." 

ing  dru  word  near,  and  lc 
it    there.'       The    sheep,    desirous    of    scrat.  hing 
himself,  rushes  against  the  blade,  and  in   the 

of    rubbing    is    slaughtered,    while    the    head    is 
alm<  "d  from  the  trunk.    There  is,  li 

ever,  ■>  compound  of  the  drug,  bryony  and  salt 
and  squills,  made  up  in  equal  parts.  In  order 
that  the  person  bringing  the  drug  may 
notice,  he  <  arries  a  box  with  two  compartments 
constructed  of  horn,  the  visible  one  of  which 

contains  frankincense,  but  the  secret  one  ( 
aforesaid)  drug.  He,  however,  likewise  insin- 

uates into  the  ears  of  the  sheep  about  to  meet 

death  quicksilver;  but  this  is  a  poisonous  drug. 

CHAP.    XXXI.  —  METHOD   OF  POISONING   GOATS. 

And  if  one  smear s  the  ears  of  goats  over  with 

cerate,  they  say  that  they  expire  a  little  after- 
wards, by  having  their  breathing  obstructed. 

for  this  to  them  is  the  way  —  as  these  affirm  — 
of  their  drawing  their  breath  in  an  act  of  respi- 

ration. And  a  ram,  they  assert,  dies/'  if  one 
bends  back  (its  neck)7  opposite  the  sun.  And 
they  accomplish  the  burning  of  a  house,  by 
daubing  it  over  with  the  juice  of  a  certain  fish 
called  dactylus.  And  this  effect,  which  it  has  by 

reason  of  the  sea-water,  is  very  useful.  Like- 
wist  foam  of  the  ocean  is  boiled  in  an  earthen 

jar  along  with  some  sweet  ingredients  ;  and  if 
you  apply  a  lighted  candle  to  this  while  in  a 
seething  state,  it  catches  the  fire  and  is  consumed  ; 
and  (yet  though  the  mixture)  be  poured  upon 
the  head,  it  does  not  burn  it  at  all.  If,  however, 

you  also  smear  it  over  with  heated  resin,8  it  is 
consumed  far  more  effectually.  But  he  accom- 

plishes his  object  better  still,  if  also  he  takes 
some  sulphur. 

CHAP.     XXXII.   IMITATIONS     OF      THUNDER,      AND 

OTHER    ILLUSIONS. 

Thunder  is  produced  in  many  ways ;  for 
stones  very  numerous  and  unusually  laige,  being 
rolled  downwards  along  wooden  planks,  fall  upon 

plates  of  brass,  and  cause  a  sound  similar  to 
thunder.  And  also  around  the  thin  plank  with 
which  carders  thicken  cloth,  they  coil  a  thin 
rope  ;  and  then  drawing  away  the  cord  with  a 

whirr,  they  spin  the  plank  round,  and  in  its  revo- 
lution it  emits  a  sound  like  thunder.  These 

farces,  verily,  are  played  off  thus. 

There  are,  however,  other  practices  which  I1 
shall   explain,  which   those  who    execute    these 

*  Or,  napa&oBf  le,  "  he  delivers  it  a  sword,  and  departs." 
5  Or,  "close  up." 
6  The  words  "  death  of  a  goat"  occur  on  the  margin  of  the  Ms. 

A  similai   statement  is  made,  on  the  authority  of  Alcmajon,  by 
Aristotle  in  his  Ilictor.  Animal.,  i.  2. 

8  Hawg  is  the  word  in  the  text.  But  manna  in  the  ordinary 
acceptation  of  the  term  can  scarcely  be  intended.  Pliny,  however, 
mentions  it  as  a  proper  name  of  grains  of  incense  and  reMn.  The 
Abbe  Cruicc  suegests  the  very  probable  emendation  of  fiaAi/rj,  which 
signifies  a  mixture  of  wax  and  resin  Or  caulking  ships. 
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licrous  performances  estimate  as  great  ex- 
>its.  Placing  a  cauldron  full  of  pitch  upon 

ruing  coals,  when  it  boils  up,  (though)  laying' 
.•ir  hands  down  upon  it,  they  are  not  burned  ; 
y,  even  while  walking  on  coals  of  fire  with 

ked  feet,  they  arc  not  scorched.  But  also  set- 

g  a  pyramid  of  stone  on  a  hearth,  (the  sor-  J 
rer)  makes  it  get  on  fire,  and  from  the  mouth 
disgorges  a  volume  of  smoke,  and  that  of  a 
ry  description.  Then  also  putting  a  linen 
>th  upon  a  pot  of  water,  throwing  on  (at  the 
ne  time)  a  quantity  of  blazing  coals,  (the 

Lgician)  keeps  the  linen  cloth  unconsumed.* 
eating  also  darkness  in  the  house,  (the  sor- 
:er)  alleges  that  he  can  introduce  gods  or 

mons ;  and  if  any  requires  him  to  show/Escu- 
dus,  he  uses  an  invocation  couched  in  the  fol- 

ding words  :  — 
he  child  once  slain,  again  of  Phoebus  deathless  made, 
(  all  to  come,  and  aid  my  sacrificial  rites; 

V'ho,  also,  once  the  countless  tribes  of  fleeting  dead, 
1  ever-mournful  homes  of  Tartarus  wide, 

'he  fatal  billow  breasting,  and  the  inky'  flood 
urmounting,  where  all  of  mortal  mould  must  float, 

'orn,  beside  the  lake,  with  endless3  grief  and  woe, 

'hysclf  didst  snatch  from  gloomy  Proserpine. 
»r  whether  the  seat  of  Holy  Thrace  thou  haunt,  or 

lo  v  ely 

ergamos,  or  besides  Ionian  Epidaurus, 

he  chief  of  seers,  O  happy  God,  invites  thee  here." 

<U\  XXXIII. —  THE   BURNING  ^SCULAPIUS  ;  TRICKS 

Willi    I'IRK. 

But  after  he  discontinues  uttering  these  jests, 

fiery  /Esculapius3  appears  upon  the  floor. 
en,  ] daring  in  the  midst  a  pot  full  of  water, 
invokes  all  the  deities,  and  they  are  present. 
r  any  one  who  is  by,  glancing  into  the  pot, 

1  behold  them  all,  and  Diana  leading  on  hel- 
ling hounds.  We  shall  not,  however,  shrink 

m  narrating  the  account  (of  the  devices)  of 

:se  men,  how  the)-  attempt  (to  accomplish 
:ir  jugglery).  For  (the  magician)  lays  his 
id  upon  the  cauldron  of  pitchy  which  is  in, 
it  were,  a  boiling  state  ;  and  throwing  in  (at 

!  same  time)  vinegar  and  nitre  and  moist 
(  h,  he  kindles  a  fire  beneath  the  cauldron, 

e  vinegar,  however,  being  mixed  along  with 
l  nitre,  on  receiving  a  small  accession  of  heat. 
rves  the  pitch,  so  as  to  cause  bubbles  to  rise 
the  surface,  and  afford  the  mere  semblance 

a  seething  (pot).  The  (sorcerer),  however, 
iviously  wastes  his  hands  frequently  in  brine  ; 

■  i  onsequence  being,  thai  the  contents  of  the 
lldron   do   not    in   any  wise,  though   in   reality 

i  in  ill,    text  ha    been  altered  into  xtAavov,    The  trans- 
h.i  i  followed  thi   I. in.  i 

Or  "  indi    olublc,"  oi  "  inseparable 
M.ii.ilni.  Ii.  urns  iiii  In-.  Commtnttiry  on  PlotinuS,\>, 
vul    ii    Creuicr'  who  hen  ■  ubj<  ■  i  "i 
pi  .iii.i  1 1 1  ,   i.  il    hi.  mentions,  mi  tin-  authority   ol   Porphyry, 
sorcerers  had  the  power  of  c  ii  tan, 
i  in  many,  had  shown  i"  Plotinus  In.  gu  trdian  demon 
■        I'his  constii  I  micni  of  ma 
tii,  "  lull  ol  pitch." 

boiling,  burn  him  very  much.  But  if,  having 
smeared  his  hands  with  a  tincture  of  myrtle5  and 
nitre  and  myrrh,  along  with  vinegar,  he  wash 
them  in  brine  frequently,  he  is  not  scorched  j 

and  he  does  not  burn  his  feet,  provided  he- 
smear  them  with  isinglass  and  a  salamander. 

As  regartls,  however,  the  burning  like  a  taper 
of  the  pyramid,  though  composed  of  stone,  the 
cause  of  this  is  the  following.  Chalky  earth  is 
fashioned  into  the  shape  of  a  pyramid,  but  its 

colour  is  that  of  a  milk-white  stone,  and  it  is 
prepared  after  this  fashion.  Having  anointed 
the  piece  of  clay  with  plenty  of  oil,  and  put  it 
upon  coals,  and  baked  it,  by  smearing  it  afresh, 
and  scorching  it  a  second  and  third  time,  and 
frequently,  (the  sorcerer)  contrives  that  it  <  w\\ 
be  burned,  even  though  he  should  plunge  it  in 
water ;  for  it  contains  in  itself  abundance  of  oil. 
The  hearth,  however,  is  spontaneously  kindled. 

while  the  magician  pours  out(>  a  libation,  by 
having  lime  instead  of  ashes  burning  underneath, 
and  refined  frankincense  and  a  large  quantity 

of  tow,1  and  a  bundle8  of  anointed  tapers  and 
of  gall  nuts,  hollow  within,  and  supplied  with 
(concealed)  fire.  And  after  some  delay,  (the 
sorcerer)  makes  (the  pyramid)  emit  smoke  from 
the  mouth,  by  both  putting  fire  in  the  gall  nut, 
and  encircling  it  with  tow,  and  blowing  into  the 
mouth.  The  linen  cloth,  however,  that  has  been 
placed  round  the  cauldron,  (and)  on  which  he 
deposits  the  coals,  on  account  of  the  underlying 
brine,  would  not  be  burned  ;  besides,  that  it  has 
itself  been  washed  in  brine,  and  then  sine. tied 
with  the  white  of  an  egg,  along  with  moist  alum. 
And  if,  likewise,  one  mix  in  these  the  juice  of 

house-leek  along  with  vinegar,  and  for  a  long 
time  previously  smear  it  (with  this  preparation), 
after  being  washed  in  this  drug,  it  continues 

altogether  fire-proof. 

CHAP.  XXXIV.  —  THE  ILLUSION  OF  THE  SEALED 

Minus;  OI3JLCT  IN  DETAILING  THESJ  Jl  G- 
GLERIES. 

After,  then;'  we  have  succinctly  explained  the 
powers  of  the  set  ret  arts  practised  among  these 
(magicians),  and  have  shown  their  easy  plan  for 

the  acquisition  of  knowledge,10  neither  are  we 
tlisposetl    to    be    silent    on    the    following    point. 

l  Mi,"'-'         I    i    word  ii  evidently  not  the  right  one,  for  we 
have  ('hi  .Hi)  myrrh  mentioned,     Perhaps  thi 
ges ted  in  a  previous  passage,  is  t hi 

'■  Or.  "  makes  speedy  preparation;  "  or,     n  itriv- 

The  words  in  italii  a  are  added  by  tin 
nli\  ion  iatus  in  the  original, 

Or,  "        ■   • in  of  tin-  MS    im  in   tin-  words,  "  .  the 

r  thi 18  0  with 
tin-  sj  istii  ism 

i  tli.it  u  li.u  i.  Mows  I'- 
ll, w in 

I  well  know 

u    of  tl  il 
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.    tie,  —  how  that,  loosing  the 
aled  letters,  with   I 

i  themselves.     Melting   pit<  h,  resin, 
.iinl   sulphur,  and   moreover  asphalt,   in   equal 

ts,  (.m. I)  forming  the  ointment  into  a  figure, 
.  them.    When,  however,  it  L  time 

small  tablet,  smearing  with  oil  their 
.  next  with  the  latter  anointing  the  seal, 

i)  heating  the  drug  with  a  moderate  fire, 
(the  sorcerers)  pla<  e  it  upon  the  seal  ;  and  they 
leave  it  there  until  it  lias  acquired  complete  con- 

id  they  use  it  in  this  condition  as  a 
But  they  say,  likewise,  that  wax  itself  with 

fir-wood  gum  i  -  a  similar  potency,  as  well 
two  parts  of  mastich  \\ ith  one  part  of  dry 
alt     But  sulphur  also  by  itself  effects  the 

ilerably  well,  and  flower  of  gypsum 
1  with  water,  and  of  gum.    Now  this  (last 

mixture)  certainly  answers  most  admirably  also 
ing  molten  lead.     And  that  which   is  ac- 
shed  by  the  Tuscan  wax,  and  refuse  '  of 

u  and  pitch,  mv\  asphalt,  and   mastich,  and 
lered  spar,  all  being  boiled  together  in  equal 

perior  to  the  rest  of  the  drugs  which 
I  have  mentioned,  while  that  which  is  effected. 
by  the  gum  is  not  inferior.     In  this  manner,  then, 

attempt  to  loose  the  seals,  endeavour- 
ing to  learn  the  letters  written  within. 

These  contrivances,  however,  I  hesitated  to 

narrate  2  in  this  book,  perceiving  the  danger  lest, 
.  any  knavish  person,  taking  occasion 

(from  my  account),  should  attempt  (to  practise 
the  5).    Solicitude,  however,  for  many 
young  persons,  who  could  be  preserved  from  such 
pr.:  persuaded  me  to  teach  and  pub- 

lish,  for   security's   sake,    (the    foregoing  state- 
ments).    For  although  one   person   may  make 

of  these   for  gaining  instruction    in  evil,  in 
this  way  somebody  else  will,  by  being  instructed 
(in  these  practices),  be  preserved  from  them. 
And  the  magicians  themselves,  corrupters  of  life, 
will  be  ashamed  in  plying  their  art.     And  learn- 

these  points  that  have  been  previously  eluci- 
by  us,  they  will  possibly  be  restrained 

from  their  folly.     But  that  this  seal  may  not  be 

ken,  let  me  seal  it  with  hog's  lard  and  hair 
mixed  with  wax.4 

CHAP.  XXXV. — THE  DIVINATION    P.V    A    CAULDRON; 

IN    OK    FIERY    DEMONS  j    SPECIMEN    OF    A 
\ ;  [( IN. 

neither  shall   I  be  silent  respecting  that 
piece   of  knavery  of  these    (sorcerers),  which 

.  "ground"  —  $opu«T>)<,  (a/.)  <<>opi/T>j«,  (a/.)  ̂ pixcTi)?,  (a/.) 

$P" "  invert  " 
adduced,"  or  "  delivered." •  ,  and  should  properly 

come  in  probably  be:  ic  contrivances,  however.  I 

ipier.     The been  written  on  the  m 

ry,  and    th.it    alter*.,: I 

n  the  divination  by  means  of  the 
For,  making  a  closed  chamber,  and  anoint 
eiling  with  cyanus  for  present  use,'  the 

introduce  certain  vessels  of  cyanus,6  and 
them  upwards.    The  cauldron,  however,  full  o 
water,  is  placed  in    the    middle   on    the   ground 
and  the  reflection  of  the  cyanus  falling  upon  ii 

uts  the  appearance   of  heavi  it   th 
floor  abo  has  a  t  ert.un  <  oix  ealed  aperture,  o 
which  the  cauldron  i^,  laid,  having  been  (pre 
viously,  supplied  with  a  bottom  of  <  rystal,  whil 
itself  is  composed  of  stone.7  Underneath,  how 
ever,  unnoticed  (by  the  spectators),!-,  a  com 
partment,  into  which  the  accompli*  nbling 
appear  invested  with  the  figures  of  su<  h  god 
and  demons  as  the  magician  wishes  to  exhibit 
Now  the  dupe,  beholding  these,  becomes  aston 
ished  at  the  knavery  of  the  magii  i  in,  and  subse 
quently  believes  all  things  that  are  likely  to  b 
stated  by  him.  But  (the  sorcerer)  produce 
a  burning  demon,  by  tracing  on  the  wall  what 
ever  figure  he  wishes,  and  then  covertly  sm 
it  with  a  drug  mixed  according  to  this  mannei 

viz.,  of  I,aconians  and  Zacynthian  asphalt,— 
—  while  next,  as  if  under  the  influence  of  pro 
phetic  frenzy,  he  moves  the  lamp  towards  th 
wall.  The  drug,  however,  is  burned  with  con 
siderable  splendour.  And  that  a  fiery  i  I 
seems  to  career  through  air,  he  contrives  in  th 
mode  following.  Concealing  a  certain  accom 
plice  in  a  place  which  he  wishes,  (and)  takinj 
aside  his  dupes,  he  persuades  them  (to  believ 
himself),  alleging  that  he  will  exhibit  a  flamin 
demon  riding  through  the  air.  Now  he  exhort 
them  immediately  to  keep  their  eyes  fixed  unti 
they  see  the  flame  in  the  air,  and  that  (then) 
veiling  themselves,  they  should  fall  on  their  fao 
until  he  himself  should  call  them ;  and  afte 
having  given  them  these  instructions,  he,  on 
moonless  night,  in  verses  speaks  thus  :  — 

"  Infernal,  and  earthy,  and  supernal  l'.ombo,  come! Saint   of  streets,   and   brilliant   one,   that    strays   b night; 

Foe  of  radiance,  but  friend  and  mate  of  gloom  ; 
In  howl  of  dogs  rejoicing,  and  in  crimson  gore, 

Wading  'mid  corpses  through  torn!  dusd 
Panting  for  blood;  with  fear  convulsing  men. 
Gorgo,  and  Mormo,  and  Luna,9  and  of  many  shapes, 

Come,  propitious,  to  our  sacrificial  rites!" 

CHAP.  XXXVI.  —  MODE     OF    MANAGING     AX     APPARI 

TION. 

And  while  speaking  these  words,  fire  is  seei 
borne  through  the  air  ;  but  the  (spectators)  bein. 
horrified  at  the  strange  apparition,  (and)  cover 

-   Some  read  <f>av<p'r,y  for  irapbv. 
6  What  cyanus  was  is  not  exactly  known.     It  was  employed  i 

the  Homeric  age  for  the  adornment    of  implements  of  war.     Wha 
■;  nature  of  the  substance  be,  it   was  of  a   dark-blue   colou 

Some  suppose  it  to  have  been  blue  steel,  others  blue  copper.    The ■   like  a  dark  sapphire, 

.  "  with  the  head  downwards." 8  There  is  some  hiatus  here, 

9  Or,  "'  memory." 
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ing  their  eyes,  fling  themselves  speechless  to 
earth.  But  the  success  of  the  artifice  is  en- 

hanced by  the  following  contrivance.  The  ac- 
complice whom  I  have  spoken  of  as  being 

concealed,  when  he  hears  the  incantation  ceas- 
ing, holding  a  kite  or  hawk  enveloped  with 

tow,  sets  fire  to  it  and  releases  it.  The  bird, 
however,  frightened  by  the  flame,  is  borne  aloft, 
and  makes  a  (proportionably)  quicker  flight, 

which  these  deluded  persons  beholding,  con- 
ceal themselves,  as  if  they  had  seen  something 

divine.  The  winged  creature,  however,  being 

whirled  round  by  the  fire,  is  borne  whitherso- 
ever chance  may  have  it,  and  burns  now  the 

houses,  and  now  the  courtyards.  Such  is  the 
divination  of  the  sorcerers. 

CHAP.  XXXVII.   ILLUSIVE  APPEARANCE   OF   THE 

MOON'. 
And  they  make  moon  and  stars  appear  on  the 

ceiling  after  this  maimer.  In  the  central  part  of 
the  ceiling,  having  fastened  a  mirror,  placing  a 
dish  full  of  water  equally  (with  the  mirror)  in 
the  central  portion  of  the  floor,  and  setting  in  a 
central  place  likewise  a  candle,  emitting  a  faint 

light  from  a  higher  position  than  the  dish,  —  in 
this  way,  by  reflection,  (the  magician)  causes 

the  moon  to  appear  by  the  mirror.  But  fre- 
quently, also,  they  suspend  on  high  from  the 

ceiling,  at  a  distance,  a  drum,'  but  which,  being 
covered  with  some  garment,  is  concealed  by  the 
accomplice,  in  order  that  (the  heavenly  body) 
may  not  appear  before  the  (proper)  time.  And 
afterwards  placing  a  candle  (within  the  drum), 

when  the  magician  gives  the  signal  to  the  accom- 
plice, he  removes  so  much  of  the  covering  as 

may  be  sufficient  for  effecting  an  imitation  rep- 
resenting the  figure  of  the  moon  as  it  is  at  that 

particular  time.  He  smears,  however,  the  lumi- 

nous parts  of  the  drum  with  cinnabar  and  gum  ;J 
and  having  pared  around  the  neck  and  bottom 

of  a  flagon'  of  glass  ready  behind,  he  puts  a 
candle  in  it,  and  places  around  it  some  of  the 
requisite  contrivances  for  making  the  figures 
shine,  which  some  one  of  the  accomplices  has 
concealed  on  high  ;  and  on  receiving  the  signal, 
he  throws  down  from  above  the  contrivances,  so  to 
make  the  moon  appear  descending  from  the  sky. 

And    the  same  result   is  achieved    by  mean-,  of 

a  jar  in  sylvan  localities.4  For  it  is  b\  means 
of  a  jar  that  the  tricks  in  a  house  are  performed. 
For  having  set  up  an  altar,  subsequently  is  ( placed 

1  Or,   "impending    a   drum,  etc.,  covered    with,"  etc.;   or   "  fre- 
quently pi  |  position  •>  drum."     I  "i        "■  i . 

which  is  n"i  here  easy  "t  explanation,  nnM  read 
rr.yii.."    i       I.e.,  Listened  With  Inn  Isles.     Millers,    ITI 

*  Si  hneidewin,  but  not  the  Abbe  •  Iruii  e,  thinUs  tlicie  is  .1  hiatus 

J  There  are  different  reading*:  (1)  iryuoAoyutiii 
itAij  1  i  nexl  note, ) 

*  The  Abbe  Cruicc  properly  remarki  that  this  his  no  meaning 
here,     lie  would  read  waXwMai  romis, 01  by  means ol  ... 

upon  it)  the  jar,  having  a  lighted  lamp  ;  when, 
however,  there  are  a  greater  number  of  lamps, 

no  such  sight  is  displayed.  After  then  the  en- 
chanter invokes  the  moon,  he  orders  all  the  lights 

to  be  extinguished,  yet  that  one  be  left  faintly 
burning;  and  then  the  light,  that  which  streams 

from  the  jar,  is  reflected  on  the  ceiling,  and  fur- 
nishes to  those  present  a  representation  of  the 

moon  ;  the  mouth  of  the  jar  being  kept  covered 
for  the  time  which  it  would  seem  to  require,  in 
order  that  the  representation  of  full  moon  should 
be  exhibited  on  the  ceiling. 

CHAP.  XXXVIII.  —  ILLUSIVE   APPEARANCE   OF   THE 

SI  \RS. 

But  the  scales  of  fishes  —  for  instance,  the  sea- 
horse—  cause  the  stars  to  appear  to  be;  the 

scales  being  steeped  in  a  mixture  of  water  and 
gum,  and  fastened  on  the  ceiling  at  intervals. 

CHAP.  XXXIX.  —  IMITATION    OF    AN    EARTHoi   \KK. 

The  sensation  of  an  earthquake  they  cause  in 

such  a  way,  as  that  all  things  seem  set  in  motion  ; 
ordure  of  a  weasel  burned  with  a  magnet  upon 

coals  (has  this  effect).5 

CHAP.    XL.  —  TRICK   WITH    THE    LIVER. 

And  they  exhibit  a  liver  seemingly  bearing  an 
inscription  in  this  manner.  With  the  left  hand 
he  writes  what  he  wishes,  appending  it  to  the 
question,  and  the  letters  are  traced  with  gall  juice 
and  strong  vinegar.  Then  taking  up  the  liver, 

retaining  it  in  the  left  hand,  he  makes  some  de- 
lay, and  then  it  draws  away  the  impression,  ami 

it  is  supposed  to  have,  as  it  were,  writing  upon  it. 

CHAP.  XLL  —  MAKING    A    SKULL   SPEAK. 

But  putting  a  skull  on  the  ground,  they  make- 
it  speak  in  this  manner.  The  skull  itself  is  made 

out  of  the  caul  of  an  o\  ; ''  and  when  fashioned 
into  the  requisite  figure,  by  means  of  Etruscan 

wax  and  prepared  gum,'  (and)  when  this  mem- 
brane is  placed  around,  it  presents  the  appear- 

ance of  a  skull,  which  seems  to  all8  to  speak 
when   the  contrivance  operates ;    in  the   same 
manner  as  we  have  explained  in  the  .  ase  ol 

(attendant)  youths,  when,  having  procured  the 

windpipe  of  a  crane.'  or  some  such  long-necked 
animal,  and  attaching  it  covertly  to  the  skull,  the 

accomplice  utters  what  he  wishes.  And  when 
he    desires   (the    skull)    to    become    invisible,    he 

ere  is  .1  hiitiis  ' 6  The  Abbe  ( 

..on,!,  wiih  the  material  "t  which  the  pyramid  mentioned  ma 

previous  chapter  was  He,  however,  i't  ->t 
translating  fwiwktov.     Does  he  mean  thai  the  skull  was  filled  with 
1  lay  !     I  lis  emendation  is  1 

Or, ' 

*  O  r .  ' "  1 '  .  ,      ■  \ 

■1  s 

I 
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app  if  burning  incense,  placing  around, 
(for  this  purp  i  quantity  of  <  and 

a  the  wax  <  the  heal  of  these,  it  melts, 
and  m  this  tray  the  skull  i  «ne 
im 

CHAP.     XI  II.     -  Ml!       I  RAUD  m       mi"  GOING 
;    l   .  ;     mi  Ik    i  0NN1  CTION    WITH    III  Rl  SY. 

ds  ..i  the  in. 1-1.  ians,1  and 
mn  .i  ( tricks)  then  ii<  h 

redulit)  <■>(  the  dupes,  by  fair  bal 
anced  words,  and  the  appearance  of  plausible 

the  heresian  hs,  astonished  at  the 
.nt  of  these  (sorcerers),  have  imitated  them, 

lelivering  their  doctrines  in  secrecy 
and  darkness,  and  partly  by  advancing  (these 
tenets)  .h  their  own.  For  this  reason,  being 
desirous  of  warning  the  multitude,  we  have  been 
the  more  painstaking,  in  order  not  to  omit  any 

expedient'  practised  by  the  magicians,  for  those 
who  may  be  disposed  to  be  deceived.  We  have 
been  however  drawn,  not  unreasonably,  into  a 
detail  ot  some  of  the  secret  (mysteries)  of  the 
MiK  erers,  which  arc  not  very  requisite,  to  be 
sure,  in  reference  to  the  subject  taken  in  band  ; 

yet,  for  the  purpose  of  guarding  against  the  vil- 
lanous  and  incoherent  art  of  magicians,  may  be 
supposed  useful.  Since,  therefore,  as  far  as 
delineation  is  feasible,  we  have  explained  the 
opinions  of  all  (speculators),  exerting  especial 
attention  towards  the  elucidation  of  the  opin- 

ions introduced  as  novelties  by  the  heresiarchs; 
(opinions)  which,  as  far  as  piety  is  concerned, 
are  futile  and  spurious,  and  which  arc  not.  even 

among  themselves,  perhaps3  deemed  worthy  of 
sen  isideration.      (Having   pursued   this 
course  of  inquiry),  it  seems  expedient  that,  by 
means  of  a  compendious  discourse,  we  should 

.11  to  the  (reader's)  memory  statements  that 
have  been  previously  made. 

i  HAP.  XI  III.  —  RECAPITULATION  OFTHKOI  OGTES  AND 
SYSTEM    OF    THE    PERSIANS;     OF 

THE    BABYLONIANS;    THE    EGYPTIAN    NOTION    OF 
deity;  their  theology  based  on  A  theory 
or  numbers;    mi  ik  system  of  cosmogony. 

Among  all  those  who  throughout  the  earth,  as 
philosophers  and    theologians,  have   carried  on 

1  The  word  magi  n  ,  sinister  nican- 
who   were   an   exi  lil- 

antiquity  m  Persia,  universally  venerated 
rally.      It  was 

imed   the  name  of   v 
;  .itc.       The  origin  of  I  i.een 

i  'I,  it  made  rapi 
.  it  induck 

inflii-. 
rids  with    \ 

r  superstitj  List 
'  the 

n.  kly 

not  leave  any  place   (subterfuge) 
lor  il 

investigations,  has  prevailed  diversity  of  opinion4 
(outlining  the  Deity,  as  to  His  essence  or  na- 

ture.   For  some  affirm  Hun  to  be  fire,  and  some 

spirit,  and  some  water,  while   Others  say  that  He 
i^  earth.     Ami  eai  h  of  th<  nts  labours  un- 

der some  deficiency,  and  one  is  worsted  by  the 
Other.     To  the  wi»  •  world,  this.  Ii 
ever,  has  occurred,  which  i>  obvious  to  persons 

ng  intelligence;  (1  mean)  that,  behold- 
ing lii.'  Stupendous  works  of  creation,  they  \. 

d    respecting  the  substance  of  existing 

things,  5  ipposing  that  these  were  too  vast  to 
mit  of  deriving  generation  from  another,  and  at 
the  same  time  (asserting)  that  neither  the  universe 
itself  is  God.     As  far  as  theology  was  concerned, 
they  declared,  however,  a  single  cause  for  in 
that   fall   under   the  cognizance   of  vision,  t 
supposing  the  cause  which  he  adjudged  the  most 
reasonable  ;  and  so.  when  gazing  on  the  objects 

made  by  God,  and  on  those  which  are  the  most 
insignificant  in  comparison  with  His  overpower- 

ing  majesty,  not,  however,  being  able  to  extend 
the  mind  to  the  magnitude  of  God  as  He  really 
is.    they    deified    these    (works   of   the    external world). 

But  the  Persians,'  supposing  that  they  had 
penetrated  more  within  the  confines  of  the 
truth,  asserted  that  the  Deity  is  luminous,  a 

light  contained  in  air.  The  Babylonians,  how- 
ever, affirmed  that  the  Deity  is  dark,  which  very 

opinion  also  appears  the  consequence  of  the 
other ;  for  day  follows  night,  and  night  day. 

Do  not  the  Egyptians,  however/'  who  suppose 
themselves  more  ancient  than  all.  speak  of  the 

power  of  the  Deity?  (This  power  they  esti- 
mate by)  calculating  these  intervals  of  the  parts 

(of  the  zodiac  ;  and,  as  if)  by  a  most  divine 

inspiration,7  they  asserted  that  the  Deity  is  an 
indivisible  monad,  both  itself  generating  itself, 
and  that  out  of  this  were  formed  all  things.  For 

this,  say  they,s  being  unbegotten,  produces  the 
succeeding  numbers  ;  for  instance,  the  monad, 
superadded  into  itself,  generates  the  duad ;  and 
in  like  manner,  when  superadded  (into  duad, 
triad,  and  so  forth),  produces  the  triad  and 
tetrad,  up  to  the  decade,  which  is  the  beginning 
and  end  of  numbers.  Wherefore  it  is  that  the 

first  and  tenth  monad  is  generated,  on  account 
of  the  decade  being  equipollent,  and  being 

reckoned  for  a  monad,  and  (because)  this  mul- 
tiplied  ten  times  will  become  a  hundred,  and 

*  See  Aristotle's  Metaphysics,  book  i.:  Cicero.  Dc  Natura  De- 
orum,  book  i.  (both  translated  in  Bohn's  Classical  Library);  and Plutai  horroit.  lib.  i. 

5  The  mention  of  the  Persians,  Babylonians,  and  Egyptians  shows 
the  subject-matter  of  the  lost  bo  >k^  to  have  been  concerning  the 
spe<  ul  i  us  of  these  nations 

6  1  Hows  Miller's  text.  Schneidewin  thinks  there 
is  a  I  i  lattei  translating  the 
igewilhoul  ians,  who  think  them- 

selvi  ,>  lit  than  .ill,  have  formed  their  ideas  of  the  power  of 

the  I  '■  i n     ii  the  divine  nature,"or  "  godlike  reflection." 

-..ijs  he." 
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again  becomes  a  monad,  and  the  hundred  mul- 
tiplied ten  times  will  produce  a  thousand,  and 

this  will  be  a  monad.  In  this  manner  also  the 

thousand  multiplied  ten  times  make  up  the  full 
sum  of  a  myriad  ;  in  like  manner  will  it  be  a 
monad.  l>ut  by  a  comparison  of  indivisible 
quantities,  the  kindred  numbers  of  the  monad 

comprehend  3,  5,  7,  9.1 
There  is  also,  however,  a  more  natural  rela- 

tion of  a  different  number  to  the  monad,  accord- 

ing to  the  arrangement  of  the  orbit  of  six  days,' 
duration,2  (that  is),  of  the  duad,  according  to 
the  position  and  division  of  even  numbers.  But 

the  kindred  number  is  4  and  8.  These,  how- 
ever, taking  from  the  monad  of  the  numbers3 

an  idea  of  virtue,  progressed  up  to  the  four  ele- 
ments ;  (I  allude),  of  course,  to  spirit,  and  fire, 

and  water,  and  earth.  And  out  of  these  having 

made  the  world,  (God)  framed  it  an  crinaphro- 
dite,  and  allocated  two  elements  for  the  upper 
hemisphere,  namely  spirit  and  fire  ;  and  this  is 

styled  the  hemisphere  of  the  monad,  (a  hemi- 
sphere) beneficent,  and  ascending,  and  mascu- 

line. For,  being  composed  of  small  particles, 
the  monad  soars  into  the  most  ratified  and 

purest  part  of  the  atmosphere  ;  and  the  other 
two  elements,  earth  and  water,  being  more  gross, 
he  assigned  to  the  duad  ;  and  this  is  termed  the 

descending  hemisphere,  both  feminine  and  mis- 
chievous. And  likewise,  again,  the  upper  ele- 

ments themselves,  when  compared  one  with 
another,  comprise  in  one  another  both  male  and 
female  for  fruitfulness  and  increase  of  the  whole 

creation.  And  the  fire  is  masculine,  and  the 

spirit  feminine.  And  again  the  water  is  mascu- 
line, and  the  earth  feminine.  And  so  from  the 

beginning  lire  consorted  with  spirit,  and  water 
with  earth,  for  as  the  power  of  spirit  is  fire, 

so  also  th  it  of  earth  is  water;1  .  .  .  and  the 
elements  themselves,  when  computed  and  re- 
Bolved  by  subtraction  of  enneads,  terminate 

properly,  some  of  them  in  the  masculine  num- 
ber, and  others  of  them  in  the  feminine.  And, 

again,  the  ennead  is  subtracted  for  this  cause, 

bei  tuse  the  three  hundred  and  sixty  parts  of  the 
entire  (circle)  consist  of  enneads,  and  for  tins 

reason  the  four  regions  of  the  world  are  circum- 
scribed by  ninety  perfect  parts.  And  light  has 

been  appropriated  to  tin    monad,  and  darkness 

1    I  the  elimination  "f  9,  >>"  ■  "  1  ounl  "i 
it-,  being  1  tlivi  ible  number, 

[ill  here  i"  t1w  six  days'  1  1.  ation 
(Hcx.icmci  i  of  the  word  ̂ vcrucotr^pa,  i.e.,  more  natural, 
I  hi    \   i     ■  is  .in  allusion  t.>  an 
instrument  i  .  irmonii    i  ambulations  .   -■ . 

■  ,  1  I'  in. rii  reads  rou  i£aurvicAov  vAixov, 
'   (Til    text  i  !       p|       \s  raven  by  Schneidewin,  ii 

•  I  thus:  "i  imei  1 
<il  symbol  its."    He  m  ikes 
DO  attcmpi  it  ;i  l.ai  i  version,  Chi  \bbe  '  ruici  would  longest  the 
imp  idui  ti 011  ol  I   I 

ly  made,  iliu"ilu:  monad,  sup  into  itself,  pi   
duad  " 

1  Theri    is  a  hiatus  here,     Hippolytus has  said  nothing  con 1 

to  the  duad,  and  life  to  light,  according  to 
nature,  and  death  to  the  duad.  And  to  life  (has 

been  appropriated)  justice  ;  and  to  death,  in- 
justice. Wherefore  everything  generated  among 

masculine  numbers  is  beneficent,  while  that  (pro- 
duced) among  feminine  (numbers)  is  mischiev- 

ous. For  instance,  they  pursue  their  ca!<  ulations 
thus:  monad  —  that  we  may  commence  from 
this  —  becomes  361,  which  (numbers)  terminate 
in  a  monad  by  the  subtraction  of  the  ennead. 
In  like  manner,  reckon  thus :  Duad  becomes 

605  ;  take  away  the  enneads.  it  ends  in  a  duad, 
and  each  reverts  into  its  own  peculiar  (func- tion). 

CHAP.    XLIV. —  EGYPTIAN   THEORY    OK    NATURE; 
THEIR   AMULETS. 

For  the  monad,  therefore,  as  being  beneficent, 

they  assert  that  there  are  consequently5  names 
ascending,  and  beneficent,  and  masculine,  and 
carefully  observed,  terminating  in  an  uneven 

number;6  whereas  that  those  terminating  in  the 
even  number  have  been  supposed  to  be  both 
descending,  and  feminine  and  malicious,  lor 
they  affirm  that  nature  is  made  up  of  contraries, 
namely  bad  and  good,  as  right  and  left,  light  and 
darkness,  night  and  day,  lite  and  death.  And 
moreover  they  make  this  assertion,  that  they 

have  calculated  the  word  "Deity,"  (and  found 
that  it  reverts  into  a  pentad  with  an  ennead  sub- 

tracted). Now  this  name  is  an  even  number, 
and  when  it  is  written  down  (on  some  material) 

they  attach  it  to  the  body,  and  accomplish  cures  ' 
by  it.      In  this  manner,  likewi  rtain   herb, 
terminating  in  this  number,  being  similarly 

fastened  around  (the  Ira  me  I.  operates  by  rea- 
son of  a  similar  calculation  of  the  number. 

Nay,  even  a  doctor  cures  sickly  people  by  a 
similar  calculation.  If,  however,  the  calculation 

is  contrary,  it  does  not  heal  with  fa<  ility.8  Per- 
sons attending  to  these  numbers  reckon  as  m  n.\ 

as  are  homogene  »us  a.  1  ording  to  this  principle  ; 
some,  however,  according  to  vowels  alone; 
whereas  others  according  to  the  entire  number. 
Such  also  is  the  wisdom  of  the  Egyptians,  by 
which,  as  they  boast,  they  suppose  that  they 

COgnise  the  divine  nature. 

ell  \l'.   XIV. •  US1    01    1  in     FORI  i.i'Im:    Ms,  t  SSIONS. 

It  appears,  then,  that  these  speculation 
have   been   sufficiently   explained    bj    us.     But 
since    1    think   that    I    have    omitted    no   opinion 
found   in  this  earthh   and  ling  Wisdom,  1 

*  1  >r.  "  names  h  ive  been  all 
ihinks  11  nhoul 

■ 

I 
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•  th.it  i  icpended  by  us  on 
tin-  Foi    «'i' 

th.it  our  i!  has  been  ible 

not  on'  I   ill 
•  ::n  these  opini 

\  inter  the  extreme 
.  will  even  be  struck  with  ad 

miration  ol  ind  will  not  despise 
hi  Christians  as  fools 

pinions  to  whi<  h  thej 
tin-  irded  their  belief. 

An  ■•  who,  desirous  of  learn- 
ii(  t  themselves  to  the  truth,  will  be 

ime,  when  they 

have  learned  the  tun'!  1  principles  of  the 
heresies,  more  intelligent  not  only  tor  the  i 

o  have  attempted  to  de- 
it  th.it  also,  when  they  have  ascer- 

tained the  avowed  opinions  of  the  wise  men,  and 
have  been  made  a<  quainted  with  them,  that  they 

1  neither  be  confused  by  them  as  ignorant 
•  would,  nor  become  the  dupes  of  certain 

individuals  acting  as  if  from  some  authority  ;  nay. 
more    than    this,    they   shall    he    on    their   guard 

list    those    that    are    allowing   themselves    to 
become  vii  tims  to  these  delusions. 

CHAP.    XI.VI.  —  THE 
IMII  MID     BY      llll. HERESIARCHS:     HIS    SYSTEM 

OF    llll.    DISPOSITION    oK   THE   STARS. 

Having  sufficiently  explained  these  opinions, 
let  us  next  pa^>  on  to  a  consideration  of  the 

;  ■(  t  taken  in  hand,  in  order  that,  by  proving 
what  we  have  determined  concerning  heresies, 
ami  by  <  ompelling  their  (champions)  to  return  to 
these  several  (speculators)  their  peculiar  tenets, 
we  may  show  the  heresiarchs  destitute  (of  a 

•  :  and  by  proclaiming  the  folly  of  those 
who  ided  (by  these  heterodox  tenets), 
we  sh  ill  prevail  on  them  to  retrace  their  course 
to  the  serene  haven  of  the  truth.  In  order. 
however,  that  the  statements  about  to  follow 

ma.  more  clear  to  the  readers,  it  is  expe- 
dient also  to  declare  the  opinions  advanced  by 

ling  the  disposition  of  the  stars  of 
the  heavens.     (And  this  is  necessary),  inasmuch 
as  some  persons,  assimilating  these  (doctrines) 
to  tl  clared  by  the  Scriptures, convert  (the 
h>>ly  writings)  into  allegories,  and  endeavour  to 
sed  mind  of  those  who  give  heed  to  their 
(tei  them  on  by  plausible  words 
into   the   admission   of  whatever   opinions   they 

I,    (and)    exhibiting  a   strange    marvel,  as    if 
the  ins  made   by  thin  were   fixed  among 

v.  however,  gazing  intently  on  the 
verj  rdinary  wonder,  admirers  as  they  are 
of  trifles,  an-   fascinated  like  a  bird   called  the 
owl.  which   example   it    is  proper  to  mention,  on 

■lint  of  tli-  that  are  about  to   fol- 

low.    The  animal  (1  speak  of)  is,  however,  not 

very  different  from  m\  eagle,  either  in  size  or 
.  Mid  it  i>  captured  in  the  following  way: 

—  The  hunter  of  these  birds,  when  he  se< 
link  of  them  lighting   anywhere,  shaking  his 
hands,  at  a  di  stan<  e  pretends  to  dan  I  so 
bv    little   and   little   draws    near  the   birds.      Hut 

they,  struck  with  amazement  at  the  strange  sight, 
.ne  rendered  unobservant  of  everything  pas 

uid  them.     But  others  of  the  party,  who  have 

ie  into  the  country  equipped  for  such  a  pur- 
po  e,  coming  from  behind  upon  the  birds,  easily 
lay   hold    on    them   as   they   are   gazing   on    the 
dancer. 

Wherefore  I  desire  that  no  one,  astonished 

by  similar  wonders  of  those  who  interpret  the 
(aspect  of)  heaven,  should,  like  the  owl.  be  taken 
captive.  For  the  knavery  practised  bj  such  spec- 
ulators  may  be  considered  dancing  and  silliness, 

but  not  truth.  Aratus,'  therefore,  expresses  him- 

self thus : — 
"  |u>t  ;is  many  arc  thev;  hither  and  thither  they  roll 
Day  by  day  o'er  heav'n,  endless,  ever,  (that  is,  every 

siar), 

Yet  this  declines  not  even  little;  but  thus  exactly 
E'er  remains  with  axis  fixed  and  poised  in  every  part 
Holds  earth  midway,  and  heaven   itself  around  con- 

ducts." 

CHAP.    XLVII.  —  OPINIONS    OF    THE    HERETICS    BOR- 

ROWED   FROM    ARM 

Aratus  says  that  there  are  in  the  sky  revolving, 
that  is,  gyrating  stars,  because  from  east  to  west, 
and  west  to  east,  they  journey  perpetually,  (and) 
in  an  orbicular  figure.  And  he  says  that  there 

revolves  towards2  "The  bears"  themselves,  like 
some  stream  of  a  river,  an  enormous  and  pro- 

digious monster,  (the)  Serpent;  and  that  this  is 
what  the  devil  says  in  the  book  of  Job  to  the 

Deity,  when  (Satan)  uses  these  words  :  "  I  have 
traversed  earth  under  heaven,  and  have  gone 

around  (it),"3  that  is,  that  I  have  been  turned 
around,  and  thereby  have  been  able  to  survey 
the  worlds.  For  they  suppose  that  towards  the 
North  Pole  is  situated  the  Dragon,  the  Serpent, 

from  the  highest  pole  looking  upon  all  (the  ob- 
j-  i  t>).  and  gazing  on  all  the  works  of  creation, 
in  order  that  nothing  of  the  things  that  are  being 
made  may  escape  his  notice.  For  though  all 
the  stars  in  the  firmament  set,  the  pole  of  this 
(luminary)  alone  never  sets,  but,  careering  high 
above  the  horizon,  surveys  and  beholds  all  things, 
and  none  of  the  works  of  creation,  he  says,  can 

ipe  his  notice. "Where  chiefly 

Settings  mingle  and  risings  one  with  other."4 
(  Here  Aratus)  says  that  the  head  of  this   (con- 

stellation) is  placed.     For  towards  the  west  and 

1    X  •  .t . ,  1'hanom.,  v.  19  et  seq. "  Ibid  ,  v.  45,  46. 

3  I  his  refers  to  Job  i.  7,  but  is  at  once  recognised  as  not  a  correct .1  in- 

4  Arut.,  riurnom.,  v.  61. 
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cast  of  the  two  hemispheres  is  situated  the  head 
of  the  Dragon,  in  order,  he  says,  that  nothing 
may  escape  his  notice  throughout  the  same 
quarter,  either  of  objects  in  the  west  or  those  in 
the  east,  but  that  the  Beast  may  know  all  things 
at  the  same  time.  And  near  the  head  itself  of 

the  Dragon  is  the  appearance  of  a  man,  con- 
spicuous by  means  of  the  stars,  which  Aratus 

styles  a  wearied  image,  and  like  one  oppressed 

with  labour,  and  he  is  denominated  "Engonasis." 
Aratus  '  then  affirms  that  he  does  not  know  what 
this  toil  is,  and  what  this  prodigy  is  that  revolves 
in  heaven.  The  heretics,  however,  wishing  by 
means  of  this  account  of  the  stars  to  establish 

their  own  doctrines,  (and)  with  more  than  ordi- 
nary earnestness  devoting  their  attention  to  these 

(astronomic  systems),  assert  that  Engonasis  is 
Adam,  according  to  the  commandment  of  God 
as  Moses  declared,  guarding  the  head  of  the 
Dragon,  and  the  Dragon  (guarding)  his  heel. 

For  so  Aratus  expresses  himself:  — 

"  The  right-foot's  track  of   the    Dragon   fierce   possess- 

ing." 2 

CHAP.    XLVHI.   INVENTION    OK    THE    LYRE;    ALLE- 
GORIZING  THE  APPEARANCE  ANT)  POSITION  OF 

THE  STARS  j  ORICIN  OF  THE  PHOENICIANS  J  THE 

LOGOS  IDENTIFIED  BY  ARATUS  WITH  THE  CON- 

STELLATION CANTS  ;  INFLUENCE  OF  CANIS  ON 
FERTILITY   AND    LIFE   GENERALLY. 

And  (Aratus)  says  that  (the  constellations) 
Lyra  and  Corona  have  been  placed  on  both  sides 

near  him,  —  now  I  mean  Engonasis,  —  but  that 
he  bends  the  knee,  ami  stretches  forth  both  hands, 
as  if  making  a  confession  of  sin.  And  that  the 
lyre  is  a  musical  instrument  fashioned  by  Logos 
while  still  altogether  an  infant,  and  that  Logos 
is  the  same  as  he  who  is  denominated  Mercury 
among  the  Greeks.  And  Aratus,  with  regard  to 

the  construction  of  the  lyre,  observes  :  — 

"Then,  further,  also  near  the  cradle,3 

Hermes  pierced  it  through,  and  said,  Call  it  Lyre."* 

It  consists  of  seven  strings,  signifying  by  these 
seven  Strings  the  entire  harmony  and  construc- 

tion of  the  world  as  it  is  melodiously  constituted. 
For  in   six   days   the   world   was   made,  and    (the 
Creator)  rested  on  the  seventh.     If,  then, 
(Aratus),  Adam,  acknowledging  (his  guilt)  and 

irding  the  head  of  the  beast,  a<  cording  to  the 

1  Ami.,  Phauom.,  v.  >•  \  el  seq. 
ii  ,  Pkanom  ,  v.  ?... 

■  •'  I'k  i.  ed  ci  through. '  i.e  .  bored  the  hole*  for  the  itringt,  .>r,  in "Hi.  i    '.'..Mil  .  constructed    the   insi   ent.      tin-    Latin   version   in 
Buhle's  edition  of  Aratus  it  <>./    vnam      vnnbulam)  cotnptgit^ 
hi  1 1  tring*  into  the  shell  of  the  torto  hi  The 
tortoisi   is  mentioned  by  Aratus  in  the  fii  t  pan  ,  w  hii  h  fa  i 
retnovi  iscurity  of  the 

n  i   ssponds  with  this,  in  Men  ury  on 
I  it  the  N  ile  formi  ["he  word 

ited  bed  mi  -  hii  h  was  un  i  n  ici 
ii:  trui  tion  bi  in  |    tillable,     [Si 

*  Aral  ,  /' ...  hoiii  .  . 

commandment  of  the  Deity,  will  imitate  Lyra. 
that  is,  obey  the  Logos  of  Cod,  that  is,  submit 
to  the  law,  he  will  receive  Corona  that  is  situated 

near  him.      If,  however,  h<  t  hi-,  duty,  he- 
shall  be  hurled  downwards  in  company  with  the 
beast  that  lies  underneath,  and  shall  have,  he 

says,  his  portion  with  the  beast.  And  Engonasis 
seems  on  both  sides  to  extend  his  hands,  and  on 

one  to  touch  Lyra,  and  on  the  other  Corona  — 
and  this  is  his  confession  ;  —  so  that  it  is  possible 
to  distinguish  him  by  means  of  this  (sidereal) 
configuration  itself.  But  Corona  nevertheless  is 

plotted  against,  and  forcibly  drawn  away  by 
another  beast,  a  smaller  Dragon,  which  is  the 

offspring  of  him  who  is  guarded  by  the  foot5  of 
Engonasis.  A  man  also  stands  firmly  grasping 
with  both  hands,  and  dragging  towards  the  space 
behind  the  Serpent  from  Corona  ;  and  he  does 

not  permit  the  Beast  to  touch  Corona,  though 
making  a  violent  effort  to  do  so.  And  Aratus 
styles  him  Anguitenens,  because  he  restrains  the 
impetuosity  of  the  Serpent  in  his  attempt  to 
reach  Corona.  But  Logos,  he  says,  is  he  who, 
in  the  figure  of  a  man,  hinders  the  Beast  from 
reaching  Corona,  commiserating  him  who  is 
being  plotted  against  by  the  Dragon  and  his 
offspring  simultaneously. 

These  (constellations),  "The  Bears,"  how- 
ever, he  says,  are  two  hebdomads,  composed  of 

seven  stars,  images  of  two  creations.  For  the 
first  creation,  he  affirms,  is  that  according  to 

Adam  in  labours,  this  is  he  who  is  seen  "  on  his 

knees"  (Engonasis).  The  second  creation, 
however,  is  that  according  to  Christ,  by  which 
we  are  regenerated  ;  and  this  is  Anguitenens, 
who  struggles  against  the  Beast,  and  hinders 
him  from  reaching  Corona,  which  is  reserved  for 

the  man.  But"The  Great  Bear"  is,  he  says, 
1  Ielice,"  symbol  of  a  mighty  world  towards  which 
the  Creeks  steer  their  course,  that  i-.  tor  which 
they  are  being  disciplined.  And.  wafted  by  the 
waves  of  life,  they  follow  onwards,  (having  in 

prospect)  some  such  revolving  world  or  disci- 
pline or  wisdom  which  conducts  those  back  'hat 

follow  in  pursuit  of  such  a  world.  for  the  term 
I  Ielice  seems  to  signify  a  certain  circling  and 
revolution  towards  the  same  points.  There  is 

likewise   a   certain   other  "  Small    Bear"    (Cyno- 
suris),  as  it  were  some  image  of  the  second  i 
ation  —  that    formed   according   to   God. 

few,  he   says,  there  are   that    joarnex  b)   the   nar- 
row path.;     But   they  assert    that  Cyi  suris  is 

narrow,  towards  which  Aratus8  says  that  the  Si- 

'  Ol  '  .  Phirn,   

'      I 

illow  s,  are  taken  n.>t  from  i  Gn ■  lid    «  nli  . 
reeks  were 

Matt,  v  ii    14. 1    44. 
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'  •  iins  has  spoken  partly 
of  the  -  (but  means)  the  Phoenicians, 
on  cistern  e  of  the  admirable 

I       I  Ireeks,  how- 
Phceni<  ians,  who  have 

I  the  Red  Sea  into 
.  mm  .u   present  dwell, 

inion  of  Herodotus.'      Now 
is  this  (lesser)  Bear,  the  se< 

ond  •  'i   limited  dimensions, 

the  y,  and  not  lichee.     For  he  does 
Dot  lead  I  u  k,  but  guides  forward   I 

those  that  follow  him  being  (the 

tail)  of  Canis.  For  Canis  is  the  Logos,1  partly 
guarding  and  preserving  the  flock,  that  is  plotted 

the  wolves  ;  and  partly  like  a  dog, 

hunting  the  beasts  from  the  creation,  and  de- 
Mr-  .  .  and  partly  producing  all  things, 

and  bei  the)  express  by  die  name  "Cyon  " 
mis),  tl  generator.     Heme  it  is  said, 

Aratus  has  spoken  o\  the  rising  of  Canis,  ex- 

pressing himself  thus:  "When,  however,  Canis 

has  risen,  no  longer  ̂ \o  the  crops  miss."  This  is 
what  1:  Plants  that  have  been  put  into 

the  earth  up  to  the  period  of  Canis'  rising,  fre- 
quently, though  not  having  struck  root,  are  yet 

covered  with  a  profusion  of  leaves,  and  afford 

indications  to  spectators  that  they  will  be  pro- 
dve,  and  that  they  appear  full  of  life,  (though 

in  realit}  >  not  having  vitality  in  themselves  from 

the  But  when  the    rising  of  Cam's   takes 
pla<  e,  the  livin  iparated  from  the  dead  by 
Canis;    for  tever   plants   have  not   taken 
root,  really  undergo  putrefaction.  This  Canis, 

therefore,  he  says,  as  being  a  certain  divine  Lo- 
.  ha>  been  appointed  judge  of  quick  and 

dead.  And  as  (the  influence  of)  Canis  is  ob- 
servable in  the  vegetable  productions  of  this 

world,  so  in  plants  of  celestial  growth  —  in  men 
—  is  beheld  the  (power  of  the)  Logos.  From 
some  .   then,  Cynosura.  the   second 

ere  in  the-  firmament  as  an  image  of 
a  creation  by  tl  >s.     The  Dragon,  however, 
in  the  centre  reclines  between  the  two  creations, 
preventing  a  transition  of  whatever  things  are 
from   tl  I   creation  to  the  small  creation  : 
and    iii  ise    that    are    fixed    in    the 

■  at)  cr  for  instance  Engonasis,  ob- 
ser.  une    time)    how   and    in   what 
manner*  u  h  is  i  instituted  in  the  small  creation. 

And  (the  Dragon)  himself  is  watched  at  the 
head,  I  by  Anguitenens.    This  image,  he 
attirms.  is  fixed  in  heaven,  being  a  certain  wis- 

dom to  those  capable  of  discerning  it.     If,  how 
ever,   this  :re,  by  means   of   some   other 
image,  he   says   the   creation   teaches    (men)    to 

">d.,  Hiit.,  i.  i 

C  Logos"  (see  Arat.,  I'lurnom  ,  v.  332 

philosophize,  in   regard   to  which  Aratus  has  1 
.sed  himself  thus  :  — 

"Neithei   of    Cepheui    [uidai   an    we   the  wretched 

brood."1 
CHAP,    xi  IX.  —  SYMBOL    "I     I  III     CREATOR]    ;     AND 

01    SPIRIT j   AND  in     llli.   DIFFERENT  ORDERS  1 
ANIMALS. 

Hut    Aratus   says,  near   this    (constellation)    is 

Cepheus,  and  Cassiepea,  and  Andromeda,  and 
Perseus,  great  lineaments  of  the  creation  to  those 
who  are   able   to  discern   them.      For  he-  asserts 

that  Cepheus  is  Adam,  Cassiepea  Eve,  Androm- 
eda the  soul  of  both  of  these,  l'erseiis  the 

Logos,  winged  offspring  of  Jove,  and  Ce 
the  plotting  monster.  Not  to  any  of  these,  but  to 
Andromeda  only  does  he  repair,  who  slays  the 
beast  ;  from  whom,  likewise  taking  unto  him- 

self Andromeda,  who  had  been  delivered  (and) 

chained  to  the  beast,  the  Logos  —  that  is,  Per- 
seus—  achieves,  he  says,  her  liberation.  Per- 

seus, however,  is  the  winged  axle  that  pici< 
both  poles  through  the  centre  of  the  earth,  and 
turns  the  world  round.  The  spirit  also,  that 

which  is  in  the  world,  is  (symbolized  by)  Cyc- 

nus.  a  bird  —  a  musical  animal  near  "The  Bears" 
—  type  of  the  Divine  Spirit,  because  that  when 

it  approaches  the  end  itself  of  life,5  it  alone  is 
fitted  by  nature  to  sing,  on  departing  with  good 
hope  from  the  wicked  creation,  (and)  offering 
up  hymns  unto  God.  But  crabs,  and  bulls,  and 
lions,  and  rams,  and  goats,  and  kids,  and  as  many 
other  beasts  as  have  their  names  used  for  de- 

nominating the  stars  in  the  firmament,  are,  he 

says,  images,  and  exemplars  from  which  the  crea- 
tion, subject  to  change,  obtaining  (the  different) 

species,  becomes  replete  with  animals  of  this 
description. 

chap.  1.. FOLLY   OF   ASTROLOGY. 

Employing  these  accounts,  (the  heretics) 
think  to  deceive  as  many  of  these  as  devote 

themselves  over-scdulously  to  the  astrologers, 
from  thence  striving  to  construct  a  system  of  re- 

ligion that  is  widely  divergent  from  the  thoughts 
of  these  (speculators).  Wherefore,  beloved,  let 
us  avoid  the  habit  of  admiring  trifles,  secured  by 
which  the  bird  (styled)  the  owl  (is  captured). 
For  these  and  other  such  speculations  are.  (as  it 

were),  dancing,  and  not  Truth.  For  neither  do 
the  stars  yield  these  points  of  information  ;  but 
men  of  their  own  accord,  for  the  designation  of 

!  certain  stars,  thus  called  them  by  names,  in 
order   that   they  might  become  to  them  easily 

1  Arm  .  Phtenem.,  v.  179. 

*  i.e..  literally  a  sea-monster  (Cicero's  Pistn'x) ;  Arat.,  Phirnoiii., v.  353  et  seq. 

5  npos  a         •.   '  '  Tt   yevnnevov  rou  flcor.     Some  read 
roi?  <T7Ttp/ioT. .  wiii  h  yields  no  intelligible  meaning. 
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distinguishable.  For  what  similarity  with  a  bear, 
or  lion,  or  kid,  or  waterman,  or  Cepheus,  or 
Andromeda,  or  the  spectres  that  have  names 
given  them  in  Hades,  have  the  stars  that  are 
scattered  over  the  firmament  —  for  we  must  re- 

member that  these  men,  and  the  titles  them- 
selves, came  into  existence  long  after  the  origin 

of  man, —  (what,  I  say,  is  in  common  between 
the  two),  that  the  heretics,  astonished  at  the 

marvel,  should  thus  strive  by  means  of  such  dis- 
courses to  strengthen  their  own  opinions  ? 

CHAP.  LI. — THE  HEBDOMADARTI )  SYSTEM  OF  THE 
ARITHMETICIANS  \  PRESSED  INTO  THE  SERVICE 

OF  HERESY;  INSTANCES  OF,  IX  SIMON  AND 

VALENTINUSj  THE  NATURE  OF  THE  UNIVERSE 
DEDUCIBLE  FROM  THE  PHYSIOLOGY  OF  THE 

BRAIX. 

But  since  almost  every  heresy  (that  has  sprung 
up)  through  the  arithmetical  art  has  discovered 
measures  of  hebdomads  and  certain  projections 
of  ̂ Iions,  each  rending  the  art  differently,  while 
whatever  variation  prevailed  was  in  the  names 

merely;  and  (since)  Pythagoras  became  the  in- 
structor of  these,  first  introducing  numbers  of 

this  sort  among  the  Greeks  from  Egypt,  it  seems 
expedient  not  lo  omit  even  this,  but,  after  we 

have  given  a  compendious  elucidation,  to  ap- 
proach the  demonstration  of  those  things  that 

we  propose  to  investigate. 
Arithmeticians  and  geometers  arose,  to  whom 

especially  Pythagoras  first  seems  to  have  fur- 
nished principles.  And  from  numbers  that  can 

continually  progress  ad  infinitum  by  multiplica- 
tion, and  from  figures,  these  derived  their  first 

principles.1  as  capable  of  being  discerned  b\ 
reason  alone  ;  for  a  principle  of  geometry,  as 
one  may  perceive,  is  an  indivisible  point.  From 
that  point,  however,  by  means  of  the  art,  the 
generation  of  endless  figures  from  the  point  is 
discovered.  for  the  point  being  drawn  into 

length  becomes  a  line,  after  being  thus  con- 
tinued, having  a  point  lor  its  extremity.  And  a 

line  flowing  out  into  breadth  begets  a  surface,  and 
the  limit,  of  the  surface  are  lines  ;  but  a  SUrfa<  e 

flowing  out  into  breadth  becomes  body.  And 
when  wh  it  is  solid  has  in  this  manner  derived 

existence  from,  altogether,  the  smallest  point, 
the  nature  of  a  huge  body  is  constituted  ;  and 

this  iswh.it  Simon  expresses  thus:  "The  little 
will  be  great,  being  as  a  point,  and  the  great 

illimitable."      Now  tin,   coincides   with    the   geo- 
metrical  doctrine  ol  a  point. 

I lut  01  die  arithmetical  '  art,  which  by  <  ora 
position  contains  philosophy,  number  became  .1 
first   principle,   which   is  an    indefinable   and    in 

1  s.  /;/.( a,j  ct  ieq, xviii,  ..i  (  tint  ion  i 

■'  The  observation*  following  have  already  been  made  in  book  i. 
of  /'//<■  Refutation. 

comprehensible  (entity),  comprising  in  itself  all 
the  numbers  that  can  go  on  ad  infinitum  by 
aggregation.  But  the  first  monad  became  a 

principle,  according  to  substance,  of  the  num- 
bers, which  (principle)  is  a  male'  monad,  pro- 

creating paternally  all  the  rest  of  the  numb 
Secondly,  the  duad  is  a  female  number,  which 
by  the  arithmeticians  is  also  itself  denominated 
even.  Thirdly,  the  triad  is  a  male  number;  this 
also  it  has  been  the  usual  custom  of  arithmeti- 

cians to  style  odd.  In  addition  to  all  these,  the 
tetrad  is  a  female  number;  and  this  same,  be- 

cause it  is  feminine,  is  likewise  denominated 

even.  All  the  numbers  therefore,  taken  gener- 
ically,  are  four — number,  however,  as  regards 
genus,  is  indefinite  —  from  which,  according  to 
their  system,  is  formed  the  perfect  number  —  I 
mean  the  decade.  For  one,  two,  three,  four, 

become  ten  —  as  has  been  previously  proved  — 
if  the  proper  denomination  be  preserved,  ac- 

cording to  substance,  for  each  of  the  numl 
This  is  the  sacred  quaternion,  according  to 
Pythagoras,  having  in  itself  roots  of  an  endless 
nature,  that  is,  all  other  numbers  ;  for  eleven. 
and  twelve,  and  the  rest,  derive  the  prim  iple  of 

generation  from  the  ten.  Of  this  decade  —  the 

perfect  number — there  are  called  four  parts  — 
number,  monad,  power,  cube  —  whose  connec- 

tions and  mixtures  take  place  I  eration 
of  increase,  according  to  nature  completing  the 
productive  number.  for  when  the  squan 
multiplied  into  itself,  it  be-  a  biquadratic  ; 
but  when  the  square  is  multiplied  into  a  cube. 
it  becomes  the  product  of  a  quadratic  ami  cube  ; 
but  when  a  cube  is  multiplied  into  a  cube,  it  be- 

comes the  product  of  cube  multiplied  by  cube. 
Wherefore  all  the  numbers  .:,  that 

the  generation  of  things  produced  may  be  from 

the  hebdomad  — which  is  numl  ier,  monad.  >  >w  r. 
cube,  biquadratic,  product  of  quadratic  multi- 

plied by  cube,  product  of  cube  multiplied  by 
cube. 

(  )f  this  hebdomad  Simon  and  Yalentinus.  '. 
ing  altered  the  n  imes,  detailed  marvellous 

i  thence  hastily  adopting  a  sj  t  m  for  th< 
selves,     for  Simon  employs  his  denominati 

thus  :   Mind.  Intelligence,  Nam  ■.  \  i 
cination,  Reflection  ;  and  I  le  who 

will  stand.     And  Valentinus  (  •    •   t 
thus)  :  Mind,  Truth,  Word,   I  it  .  Man.  Church, 
and  the  Father,  reckoned  along  with  th< 
cording  to  the  same  principles 
bj    the   cultivators   of  arithmetical    phil 

And  (heresiarchs)  admiring,  as  if  unknown  to 
the    multitude.  ( this   phil  is<  phj  ,  and 
it,  have   trained   heterodox  doctrirj  I    by 
themselves. 

Some  indeed,  then,  attempt  likewis  -  to  f 

j  Some  "  >  I 
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the  h<  bdomads  from  the  medi<  al'  (art),  being 
id  at  the  i  n  el  tin-  brain, 

ili.u  the  subsi  I  tin-  universe  and  the 
.unl  tlu-  Godhead  could 

ined   from  tin-   arrangement   <>f   the 
i  tin-  In. mi.  being  the  dominant  por- 

thm   of  tli  ■  ''  poses   <  aim   and    1111- 
moved,  containing  within  itself  the  spirit.  Such 
.in  ac<  >unt,  then,  is  not  incredible,  but  widely 
dm  conclusions  which  these  (her- 

ittempt  t.>  deduce  from  it.    For  the  brain. 
..ii  being  dissected,  has  within  it  what  maybe 

ed  a  vaulted  i1kuh1.lt.     And  on  either  side 

ot*  this  are  thin  membranes,  which  they  term 
littl  Now  these  are  gently  moved  by 
tin-  and  in  turn  propel  towards  the  cere- 

bellum the  spirit,  which,  careering  through  a 
certain  blood-vessel  like  a  reed,  advances  tow- 

ards tiie  pineal  gland.  And  near  this  is  situ- 
ated the  entrance  of  the  cerebellum,  which 

admits  the  current  of  spirit,  and  distributes  it 
into  what  1^  Styled  the  spinal  marrow.  But  from 
them  the  whole  frame  participates  in  the  spiritual 
energy,  inasmuch  as  all  the  arteries,  like  a  branch, 
are  fastened  on  from  this  blood-vessel,  the  ex- 

'  Tl  doe  refers  to  Genaorinus  (D*  Dit  Natali,  cap.  vii. 
il  two  numbers  were  held  in  veneration,  the 

seventh  (   •  and  ninth  (ennead).     The  former  was  of  use  in 
cun:  .  and  ascribed   lo  Apollo;  the  latter  healed 

;e  mind,  and  was  attributed  to  the  Muses. 

tremity  of  which  terminates  in  the  genital  blond 
vessels,  when*  e  all  the  (animal)  seeds  pro*  eeding 
from  the  brain  through  the  loin  ai  ted   (in 
the  seminal  glands).    The  form,  however,  of  the 
brain  is  like  the  head  of  a  serpent,  respecting 
wlm  li  a  lengthened  discussion  is  maintained  by 
the  professors  of  knowledge,  falser)  so  named, 
as  we  shall  prove.    si\  other  coupling  ligaments 
grow  out  of  the  brain,  which,  traversing  round 
the  head,  and  having  their  termination  in  (the 
head)  itself,  hold  bodies  together;  but  the 

seventh  (ligament)  proceeds  from  the  cerebel- 
lum to  the  lower  parts  of  the  rest  of  the  frame, 

as  we  have  declared. 

And  respecting  this  there  is  an  enlarged  dis- 
cussion, whence  both  Simon  and  Yaleiitmus  will 

be  found  both  to  have  derived  from  this  source 

starting-points  for  their  opinions,  and,  though 
they  may  not  acknowledge  it,  to  be  in  the  first 
instance  liars,  then  heretics.  Since,  then,  il  ap- 

pears that  we  have  sufficiently  explained  these 
tenets  likewise,  and  that  all  the  reputed  opinions 
of  this  earthly  philosophy  have  been  comprised 
in  four  books  ;  it  se«ms  expedient  to  proceed  to 
a  consideration  of  the  disciples  of  these  men, 

nay  rather,  those  who  have  furtively  appropri- 
ated their  doctrines.2 

2  At  foot  of  ms.  occur  the  words,  "  Fourth  Book  of  Philosophu- 

mena." 

NOTE. 

[On  p.  43  supra  I  omitted  to  direct  attention  to  the  desirable  enlargement  of  note  3  by  a  reference 

to  Homer's  Hymn  of  Mercury  and  its  minute  description  of  the  invention  of  the  Lyre.  The  passage  is 
given  in  Henry  Nelson  Coleridge's  Introduction,  etc.,  p.  202.  The  versified  translation  of  Shelley 
is  inimitable  ;  in  ottava  rima,  but  instinct  with  the  ethos  of  the  original.] 
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BOOK    V. 

CONTENTS. 

The  following  are  the  contents  of  the  fifth 

book  of  the  Refutation  of  all  Heresies  :  '  — 
What  the  assertions  are  of  the  Naasseni,  who 

style  themselves  Gnostics,  and  that  they  advance 
those  opinions  which  the  Philosophers  of  the 
Greeks  previously  propounded,  as  well  as  those 
who  have  handed  down  mystical  (rites),  from 
(both  of)  whom  the  Naasseni,  taking  occasion, 
have  constructed  their  heresies. 

And  what  are  the  tenets  of  the  Peratae,  and 
that  their  system  is  not  framed  by  them  out  of 
the   holy   Scriptures,   but  from  astrological   art. 

What  is  the  doctrine  of  the  Sethians,2  and 
that,  purloining'  their  theories  from  the  wise 
men  among  the  Greeks,  they  have  patched  to- 

gether their  own  system  out  of  shreds  of  opinion 
taken  from  Musaeus,  and  Linus,  and  Orpheus. 

What  are  the  tenets  of  Justinus,  and  that  his 
system  is  framed  by  him,  not  out  of  the  holy 

Scriptures,  but  from  the  detail  of  marvels  fur- 
nished by  Herodotus  the  historian. 

chap.  i.  —  recapitulation  ;  characteristics  of 
heresy;  origin  ok  the  name  naasseni;  the 
system  ok  the  naasseni. 

I  think  that  in  the  four  preceding  books  I 
have  very  elaborately  explained  the  opinions 
propounded  by  all  the  speculators  among  both 
Greeks  and  Barbarians,  respecting  the  Divine 
Nature  and  the  creation  of  the  world  ;  and  not 

even  have  I  omitted  *  the  consideration  of  their 

systems  of  magic.  So  that  I  have  for  my  readers 
Undergone  no  ordinary  amount  of  toil,  in  my 
anxiety  to  urge   many  forward  into  a  desire  of 

1  [Consult  lUinsen,  vol.  i.  p.  35,  always  interesting  and  ingen- 
iously critical;  nobody  should  neglect  his  work.  Hut  for  a  judicial 

mini  I,  compare  I  *  r .  Wordsworth,  p.  182.] 
2  The   Ms.   employs  the  form  Sithians,  which  is  obviously  not  the one. 

J  This  term  x\r \jii\oy<y;  is  frequently  applied  by  Hippolytus  to  the 
hereti.  v 

4  Miller  his  .'iTunii!  U(  for  wapaklifjiat.  This,  however.  .  in 
beat    110    1  nr.uiuir,    I'Mrpi    we   add    some    other   Word,   :is 
thus:  '■  not  even  have  1  failed  to  dim  I  ise  "    St  hnci  lewin's  1  orrection 
of  .  .  o.iAu  ,/u,  into  ir.i|iaAnyuv  is  obviously  an  improvement. 

learning,  and  into  stedfastness  of  knowledge  in 
regard  of  the  truth.  It  remains,  therefore,  to 
hasten  on  to  the  refutation  of  the  heresies  ;  hut 

it  is  for  the  purpose  of  furnishing  this  (refuta- 
tion) that  we  have  put  forward  the  statements 

already  made  by  us.  For  from  philosophers  the 
heresiarchs  deriving*  starting-points,  (and)  like 
cobblers  patching  together,  according  to  their 
own  particular  interpretation,  the  blunders  of  the 
ancients,  have  advanced  them  as  novelties  to 

those  that  are  capable  of  being  deceived,  as  we 

shall  prove  in  the  following  books.  In  the  re- 
mainder (of  our  work),  the  opportunity  invites 

us  to  approach  the  treatment  of  our  proposed 
subjects,  and  to  begin  from  those  who  have  pre- 

sumed to  celebrate  a  serpent,6  the  originator  of 
the  error  (in  question),  through  certain  expres- 

sions devised  by  the  energy  of  his  own  (ingenu- 
ity). The  priests,  then,  and  champions  of  the 

system,  have  been  first  those  who  have  hern 

called  Naasseni,7  being  so  denominated  from 
the  Hebrew  language,  for  the  serpent  is  called 

Haas*  (in  Hebrew).  Subsequently,  however, 
they  have  styled  themselves  Gnostics,  alleging 
that  they  alone  have  sounded  the  depths 

knowledge.  Now,  from  the  system  of  these 

(speculators),  many,  detaching  parts,  have  con- 
structed a  heresy  which,  though  with  several 

subdivisions,  is  essentially  one.  and  they  explain 
precisely  the  same  (tenets)  ;  though  conveyed 

under  the  guise  of  different  opinions,  as  the  fol- 
lowing discussion,  ac<  ording  as  it  progresses,  will 

prove. 
I     (If  TnA,i8n  in  c  i    some    re. id    n  1  tho>  .1:  Tt  »  .  which    It    in    prrMimcd 

he  rendered,  "  sharing  in  tl.e  1  a  to 
these  heterodox  dot  trinea." 

b  i.e.,  6$lf,      Tins    term    li.is    .  te.iie.l   the    title  "Ophite*,"    « 
may  he  regarded  as  the  generic  denomination  I  t  .ill  the  .1 
this  phase  of  ( inostit  ism, 

"  The  heresy  of  iiic  Naasseni  la  advert  e  other  lea 
writers  on   heiesy  in  the  early  Bge  •'!    the  ( 

1  11:  Origen,  C.'itr.  (,.'>.,  vi  lettui- li.in,  It  ■'  ft  '    ,1.(7,  Theodorct,  //./ •    .  piphanJUS, 
rs.  H.crfn-i.,  wv.  and  uwii  •    • 

icvii     Jerome,  Ctmmtni  11,    I'he  \ ;rt<    tli.it    t!ie    N  I  laseoi    >  Bl  1  i< 
nd  refers  to  red,  a   p,  39). 

•  llic  Hebrew  word  is  CTU    («•  k*tk), 

47 
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rding  to  tl 
them,  >  tin-  01 

in. m  .ind  a  son 

nan.     Vnd  this  man  is  .1  hermaphrodite,  and 
\il.un  ;  .mil  hymns 

in. .in    and    various    an  '      t"    him.     The 
hymns,1  however  to  be  brief  are  couched 
ami  n  in  some  sui  h  form  as  this :  "  From 
thee  (comes)  father,  and  through  thee  (comes) 
mother,  two  names  immortal,  progenitors  of 
.1  ..  ()  denizen  oi  heaven,  thou  illustrious 

man."  But  they  divide  him  as  Geryon3  into 
three  parts.  For,  saj  they,  of  this  man  one  part 
is  rational,  another  psychical,  another  earthly. 
Ami  tin  \  suppose  that  the  knowledge  of  him  1^ 
the  originating  principle  of  the  capacity  for  a 
knowledge  ol  God,  expressing  themselves  thus: 

••  rhe  originating  principle  of  perfection  is  tin- 
know  ledge  1  ̂1  man.  while  the  knowledge  of  ( rod 

perfe<  tion."  All  these  qualities,  how- 
ever—  rational,  and  psychical,  and  earthly  — 

have,  (the  Naassei  I  and  descended 

into  one  man  simultaneously — Jesus,5  who  was 
horn  of  Mary.  And  these  three  men  (the  Naas- 
sen  are  in  the  habit  of  speaking  (through 
fesus)  at  the  same  tune  together,  each  from  their 
own  proper  substances  to  those  peculiarly  their 
own.  For,  according  to  these,  there  are  three 

kinds  of  all  existent  things  —  angelic,  psychical, 
earthly  ;  and  there  are  three  churches  —  angelic, 
psychical,  earthly  ;  and  the  names  of  these  are 
elect,  called,  captive. 

CHAP.  II.  —  NAASSENl  ASCRIBE  THF.IR  SYSTEM, 

IHROUGH  MARIAMNE,  l<>  JAMES  THE  LORD'S 
BROTHER  :  REALLY  1  K  \<  E  \UI.K  TO  THE  ANCIENT 

MYSTERIES;   THEIR  PSYCHOLOGY  AS  GIVEN  IN  THE 

]  HOMAS  ;  "  ASSYRIAN 
THEORY  OF  nil.  SOUL  J  THE  SYSTEMS  OF  THE 

NAASSENl  \\I>  111!  ASSYRIANS  COMPARED  ]  SUP- 
PORT DRAWN  BY  Mil  NAASSENl  FROM  THE  PHRY- 

GIAN W!'  EGYPTIAN  MYSTERIES;  THE  MYSTERIES 
OF  BIS  :  rHESE  MYSTERI1  5  ALLEGORIZED  BY  THE 

NAASS]  \l. 

These  are  the  heads  of  very  numerous  dis- 
courses which  (the  Naassene)  asserts  James  the 

brother  of  the  Lord  h  inded  down  to  Mariamt 
In  order,  then,  that   these  impious   (heretics) 
in. iv  no  longer  belie  Mariamne  or  James,  or  the 

our  I  liinself,  let  us  come  to  the  mystic  i 

(whence  these  have  derived  their  figment), — 
to  a  <  onsideration,  if  it  s<  lit,  of  both  the 

Barbarian  and  Grecian  (mysteries),  —  and  lei 
us  see  how  these  (heretics),  collecting  together 
the  secret  and  ineffable  mysteries  of  all  the  Gen- 

tiles, are  uttering  falsehood-,  against  Christ,  and 
are  making  dupes  of  those  who  are  not  ac- 

quainted with  these  orgies  of  the  Gentiles.  For 
since  the  foundation  of  the  doctrine  with  them 

is  the  man  Adam,  and  they  say  that  concerning 

him  it  has  been  written,  "Who  shall  declare  his 
generation?"7  learn  how,  partly  dcrivii 
the  Gentiles  the  undiscoverable  and  diversified  ' 
generation  of  the  man,  they  fictitiously  apply  it to  Christ. 

■■  Now  earth,"9  say  the  Creeks,  "gave  forth  a 
man,  (earth)  first  hearing  a  goodly  gilt,  wish- 

to  become  mother  not  of  plants  devoid  of 
sense,  nor  beasts  without  reason,  but  of  a  gentle 

and  highly  favoured  creature."  "It,  however. 
is  difficult,"  (the  Naassene)  says,  "  to  ascertain 
whether  Alaleomcneus,"'  first  of  men,  rose  upon 
the  Boeotians  over  Lake  Cephisus  ;  or  whether  it 
were  the  Idaean  Curetes,  a  divine  race  ;  or  the 

Phrygian  Corybantes,  whom  first  the  sun  beheld 
springing  up  after  the  manner  of  the  growth  of 
trees  ;  or  whether  Arcadia  brought  forth  Pelasgus, 

of  greater  antiquity  than  the  moon  ;  or  Kleusis 
(produced)  Diaulus,  an  inhabitant  of  Raria ;  or 
Lemnus  begot  Cabirus,  fair  child  of  secret 

orgies;  or  Pallene  (brought  forth)  tin-  Phleg- 
rsean  Alcyoneus,  oldest  of  the  giants.  Put  the 

Libyans  affirm  that  Iarbas,  first  born,  on  emer- 
ging from  arid  plains,  commenced  eating  the 

sweet  acorn  of  Jupiter.  But  the  Nile  of  the 

Egyptians,"  he  says,  "up  to  this  day  fertilizing 
mud,  (and  therefore)  generating  animals,  renders 
up  living  bodies,  which  acquire  flesh  from  moist 

vapour."  The  Assyrians,  however,  say  that 
tish-eating  Oannes"  was  (the  first  man,  and) 

produced  among  themselves.  'The  Chaldeans, 
however,  say  that  this  Adam  is  the  man  whom 

1  "■".  laysius  suggests  for  these  words, 
-  ..  A6yu).     v  the  emendation  as  an 

error,  and  Bunsen  partly   so.      The   latter  would   read,   rrarcpa   to 
cni  honour  the  Father  of  all  existent 

ian  and  the  Son  of  Man." I  err.,  i.  i. 

ap.  iii.)  is  afterwards  mentioned  as  a  syno- 
nyme  with  Jordan,  i-  .,  piiui). 

«  ywMVte,— a  term  .  by  St.  John,  and  which  gives 
■nns  cf  the  Ophitic  heresy. 

1  nc  grand  principle 
I   philosophy.     In  this  and  other 

I,  however  wild  and  inco- 
iic  of  the  other 

ted  by  a  subtle  analysis  of 
1  nitre. 

•c,  that,  as  the  state- 

ment respond  with  ( >ri  rei t's 
rema:                                                                         i cute  to  our  Lord,  the 

c  the  work  cf  Origen, 

6  The  Abbe  Cruice  observes  that  we  have  here  another  proof  that 
the  Philosophumenn  is  not  the  work  of  Origen,  who  in  his  Contra 

<>/  mentions  Mariamne,  but  professes  not  t<>  havi    met  with  ai.y 
of  his  followers  (see  Couti  .  (  i  >  .  lib.  v,  p.  272,  ed. 
confirms  the  opinion  mostly  entertained  of  Origen,  that  neither  i!.c 

I   his  mind  nor  the  direction  of  his  studies  justify  L.c  su. 
tion  that  he  would  write  a  detailed  history  of  heresy. 

1  Isa.  liii.  8. 

8  Or  nciaip  >ooi'>  equivocal. 

9  This  has  been  by  the  best  critics  regarded  as  a  fragment  of  a 
hymn  of  Pindar's  on  Jupiter  Amnion.     Schneidewin  furnishes  a  rc- 

poetic  versi  in  il  11  by  Bergk.  This  hymn,  we  believe,  first 
suggested  to  M.  Miller  an  idea  of  the  possible  value  and  importance 

ms.  ol  The  RufutatioH  brought  by  Mincides  Mynas  from 
Greece. 

10  The  usual  form  is  Alalcomenes.     He  was  a  Boeotian  Autoi  1 

"  Or,   "  lannes."      The  Abbe  Cruice  refers   to   Berosus,  C 
Hist.,  1  |>.  48.  49,  and  to  his  own  dissertation  (Paris,  1844)  on  tl* 
authority  to  be  attached  to  Josephus,  as  regards  the  writers  adduced 
by  him  in  his  treatise  Contr.  Apion. 
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lone  earth  brought  forth.  And  that  he  lay  in- 
oimate,  unmoved,  (and)  still  as  a  statue  ;  being 
n  image  of  him  who  is  above,  who  is  celebrated 

3  the  man  Adam,1  having  been  begotten  by 
lany  powers,  concerning  whom  individually  is 
n  enlarged  discussion. 
Iii  order,  therefore,  that  finally  the  Great  Man 

om  above  may  be  overpowered,  "from  whom," 
s  they  say,  "  the  whole  family  named  on  earth 
nd  in  the  heavens"  has  been  formed,  to  him 
as  given  also  a  soul,  that  through  the  soul  he 
light  suffer  ;  and  that  the  enslaved  image  may 
e  punished  of  the  Great  and  most  Glorious  and 
erfect  Man,  for  even  so  they  call  him.  Again, 
len,  they  ask  what  is  the  soul,  and  whence,  and 
hat  kind  in  its  nature,  that,  coming  to  the  man 

nd  moving  him,2  it  should  enslave  and  punish 
le  image  of  the  Perfect  Man.  They  do  not, 
owever,  (on  this  point)  institute  an  inquiry  from 
le  Scriptures,  but  ask  this  (question)  also  from 
le  mystic  (rites).  And  they  affirm  that  the 
)ul  is  very  difficult  to  discover,  and  hard  to 
aderstand  ;  for  it  does  not  remain  in  the  same 
gure  or  the  same  form  invariably,  or  in  one 
assive  condition,  that  either  one  could  express 
by  a  sign,  or  comprehend  it  substantially. 
But  they  have  these  varied  changes  (of  the 

■til)  set  down  in  the  gospel  inscribed  "  accord- 
lg  to  the  Egyptians." 3  They  are,  then,  in 
pubt,  as,  all  the  rest  of  men  among  the  (den- 

ies, whether  (the  soul)  is  at  all  from  something 

re-existent,  or  whether  from  the  self-produced 
one),4  or  from  a  widespread  Chaos.  And  first 
icy  tly  for  refuge  to  the  mysteries  of  the  Assy- 
ans,  perceiving  the  threefold  division  of  the 

uan  ;  for  the  Assyrians  first  advanced  the  opin- 
>n  that  the  soul  has  three  parts,  and  yet  (is 
jpentially)  one.  For  of  soul,  say  they,  is  every 
ature  desirous,  and  each  in  a  different  manner. 

'or  soul  is  cause  of  all  things  made;  all  things 
fat  are  nourished,  (the  Naassene)  says,  and 
lat  grow,  require  soul,  for  it  is  not  possible, 

>,  to  obtain  any  nourishment  or  growth 
here  soul  is  not  present.  for  even  stones,  he 
ffirms,  are  animated,  for  they  possess  what  is 
table  of  increase;  but  increase  would  nol  a1 

11)'  time  take  place  without  nourishment,  for  it 
■  by  accession  that   things  which  are   being  in- 

1  The  Rabbins,  probably  deriving  tlu-ir  notions  from  the 
miis,  entertained  the  most  i  crated  ideas  respecting  the  per- 

Vdam.  Thus  Gerson.  in  Ins  Commentary  oh  Abarbantl. 

jpj  thai  "  Adam  wa  -  i  n  lued  with  the  very  perfection  of  wisdom,  and .is  chief  ol  philosophers,  that  he  was  an  immediate  disciple  of  the 
city,  .ilso  a  physii  i  in  and  astrologer,  and  the  originatoi  of  .ill  the 
feanda  ieno  This  spirit  of  exagget 
j  the  Christians  (see  Cltmentin*  ftomi   .   ,  it         \  [uinas  (.Sum. 

rs  i  04)   ays  ol  VI. mi,  "  Sim  e  the  first  man  u.is  appointed 
iii  to  have  possessed  a  kno  il  everything  capa- 

S  ni  1"  1  lined  by  natural  means." 
a  Or,  "  vanquishing  him  "  (  Roepei   . 
'This  is  known  to  us  only  by   iome  indent  quotations.    The 
  had  anothci  work  of  repute  among  them,  the  "  Gospel  ac- 
irdrng  to  Thomas."     Bunsen  conjectural  thai  the  two  "Gospels" ty  b<   the  sami  . 
*  avroytvovc.  Miller  has  avrov  ytVovf ,  which  BlIBMB  rejects  in 

ivour  of  the  reading  "  self-begotten. 

creased  grow,  but  accession  is  the  nourishment 
of  things  that  are  nurtured.  livery  nature,  then, 

(the  Naassene)  says,  of  things  celestial,  and 
earthly,  and  infernal,  desires  a  soul.  And  an 
entity  of  this  description  the  Assyrians  call 
Adonis  or  Endymion  ;  5  and  when  it  is  styled 
Adonis,  Venus,  he  says,  loves  and  desires  the 
soul  when  styled  by  such  a  name.  But  Venus 

is  production,  according  to  them.  But  when- 
ever Proserpine  or  Cora  becomes  enamoured 

with  Adonis,  there  results,  he  says,  a  ( eitain 
mortal  soul  separated  from  Venus  (that  is,  from 
generation).  But  should  the  Moon  pass  into 
concupiscence  for  Endymion,  and  into  love  of 

her  form,  the  nature/'  he  says,  of  the  higher 
beings  requires  a  soul  likewise.  But  if,  he  - 
the  mother  of  the  gods  emasculate  Attis,7  and 
herself  has  this  (person)  as  an  object  of  affec- 

tion, the  blessed  nature,  he  says,  of  the  supernal 
and  everlasting  (beings)  alone  recalls  the  male 

power  of  the  soul  to  itself. 
For  (the  Naassene)  says,  there  is  the  her- 

maphrodite man.  According  to  this  account  of 
theirs,  the  intercourse  of  woman  with  man  is 

demonstrated,  in  conformity  with  such  teach- 
ing, to  be  an  exceedingly  wicked  and  filthy 

(practice).8  For,  says  (the  Naassene),  Attis 
has  been  emasculated,  that  is,  he  has  passed 
over  from  the  earthly  parts  of  the  nether  world 
to  the  everlasting  substance  above,  where,  he 

says,  there  is  neither  female  or  male,'  but  a  new 
creature, IO  a  new  man,  which  is  hermaphrodite. 
As  to  where,  however,  they  use  the  exp 

"above,"  I  shall  show  when  I  1  ome  to  the  prop- 
er place  (for  treating  this  subject).  Bui 

assert  that,  by  their  account,  they  testil\  that 

Rhea  is  not  absolute!)  isolated,  but  —  for  so  i 
may  say  —  the  universal  creature  ;  and  this  they 
declare  to  be  what  is  affirmed  by  the  Word. 

"For  the  invisible  things  o(  Him  are  seen  fr  on 
the  creation  of  the  world,  being  understood  by 
the  things  that  are  made  by  Him.  even  11  is 
eternal  power  and  Godhead,  for  the  purpose  01 

leaving  them  without  c\<  use.  Wherefore,  know- 
ing God,  they  glorified  Him  not  jjs  God.  nor 

gave    Him   thanks;    but    their   foolish    heart    was 

rendered  vain.      1'or,  professing  thems< 
be   wise,   they    became-    fools,   and    changed 
glory  of  the  uncorruptible  God  into  in, 
the    likeness  of  corruptible   man.   and   >A    birds. 
and    four-footed    beasts,   and    creeping    th 
Wherefore  also  God  gave  them  up  unto  vih 

s  S.  hiK-i.Ii  w  in  considers  thai  there  have  been  left  out  in  tl 

the  words  "or  Attis"  .iiu 1  Endymion     Attis  lently  men- tioned  with  tome  degree  ol  particularity 0  t  >i ,  "  ,  reati  in 

'Or,"Apis."    See  Diodorus  Siculus,  iiL  j8,  S9<  **»  *•}■ 
>ht  word  Attn.    See  also  Minucius  Felix,  <  •  »m 

1  Or,  "f,  Aidden." 
9  Gal.  hi.  18,  and  Clement's  .'  v-..t.,n.  ta. 

arMH-ryph.il  Clement    i  viii,   ol    I  S  also 
tame  text,  Ignatius,  vol,  1  1 

10  Sec  j  Cor.  v.  17,  G.il.  vi.  15. 
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ven  tti'  ii  did  i  hange  the 

ir.il  u>i-  luio  thai  whi<  li  is  against  nature." 
w     ■ .  '.i  >wt\   r,  i  tiding  in 
them,  we  shall  afterwards  declare.     "  \nd  like- 

the  nun,  leaving  the  natural  use  of  the 
irned  in  th<  ir  lust  one  toward  another  ; 

:i  with  men  working  that  which  is  unseemly" 
—  now  the  expression  **  that  which  is  unseemly  " 

rding  to  these  (  Na  iss<  ni),  the  first 
d  substance,  figureless,  the  cause  of 

all  to  those  things  that  are  moulded  into 

.   -"and  receiving  in  themselves  that 
(in  of  their  error  which  was  meet."  '     For 
in  these  words  which  Paul  has  spoken  they  say 

entire  if  theirs,  and  a  hidden  mystery 
blessed  pleasure,  are  comprised.      For  the 
mise  of  washing  is  not  any  other,  according 

t  i  them,  than  the  introduction  of  him  that  is 

!  in,  a<  i  ording  to  them,  life-giving  water. 
and  anointed  with  ineffable'  ointment  (than  his 
tntrodui  tion)  into  unfading  bliss 

But  they  assert  that  not  only  is  there  in  favour 
of  their  doctrine,  testimony  to  be  drawn  from 
the    mysteries   of    the   Assyrians,   but    also    from 
those  of  the   Phrygians  concerning  the  happy 
nature  —  concealed,  and    yet  at   the  same  time 

led —  of  things   that    have  been,  and  are 
ling  into  existence,  and  moreover  will  be, — 

(a  happy  native)  which,  (the   Naassene)  says, 
is    die    kingdom    of   heaven    to    be    sought    for 

un  a  man.3     And  concerning   this   (nature) 

I   down  an  explicit  passage,  occurring1 
in  tiie  Gospel  inscribed  according  to  Thomas,5 

themselves  thus  :   "  I  Ie  who  seeks  me, 
find   me   in  children  from  seven   years   old  ; 

for  there  concealed,  I  shall  in  the  fourteenth 

be  made  manifest."     This,  however,  is  not  (the 
if  Christ,  but  of  Hippocrates,  who  uses 

•rds :  ••  A  child  of  seven  years  is  half  of 
a    ath  r."      And  so  it  is  that  these  (heretics), 
pla  :ing  the  originative  nature  of  the  universe  in 

I,    (and)    having    ascertained    the 

.)    of    Hippocrates,6   that   a   child    of 
years  old  is  half  of  a  father,  say  that  in 

i  years,  according  to  Thomas,  he  is  mani- 

I'his,  with    them,  is   the    ineffable   and 
mystical    Logos.      They   assert,   then,   that    the 

.Miian-;,  who  after  the  Phrygians.7  it  is  estab- 
.  are  of  greater  antiquity  than  all  mankind, 

1  who  confessedly  were  the  first  to  proclaim  to 

1    Rom.  i.  20-27. 
me  read  aAAu>. 

5   1  nke  xvii.  2i. 

*  i  not  occur  in  the  "  Gospel  of  Thomas  concern- 
ing ir"i  infancy,    as  given  by  Kabricius  and  Thilo. 

5    1  he  Abbe  Cniice  mentions  the  following  works  as  of  authority 
is   the   Naasscni,  and    fmm  whence   thev  derived   their    system: 

The  Gotptl  of  i  ■:,  Gospel  of  Eve,  the  Questions  of  Mary, 
Concerning   the   Offspring  of  Mary,  The   Gosf>el  of  Philip,    The 
Go:.,  (i,    Thctnas,    2)   the  Egyptians.      (See  Epi- 

■:ifrrs.,c.  xxvi.,  incLprigen,  Contr.  Cels.,  vi.  30,  p.  296,  ed. 
Spenc  )  These  heretics  likewise  make  use  of  ihc  Old  Testament,  St. 

John's  Oospel,  and  some  of  the  Pauline  epistles. 
'-   Miller  refers  to  Lhtr*,  Traduct.  des  CEuvret  d'Hippocrate, 
39^-  7  See  Herodotus,  ii.  2,  5. 

all  the  rest  of  men  the  rites  .ui<\  i  i  f,  at  the 

same    tune,  all    tlu-   gods,  as  well   as    the   Species 
and  in  ■  >\    things),  h  ive  the  sa<  red  and 

■1st.  and   lor  those  who   are  not   initiated,  un 

speakable  mysteries  of   [sis.     These,  how< 
are  not  anything  else  than  what  by  her  of  the 

n  dresses  and  sable  robe  was  sought  and 

snat(  bed  away,  namely,  the  pudendum  of  Osiris. 

Ami  they  say  that  Osiris  is  water.  1'.  it  the 
seven-robed  nature,  cnun  led  and  arrayed  with 
seven  mantles  of  ethereal  texture  —  for  so  they 
call  the  planetary  stars,  allegorizing  and  denomi- 

nating them  ethereal''  robes,  —  is  as  it  were  the 
changeable  generation,  and  is  exhibited  as  the 

ture  transformed  by  the  ineffable  and  unpor- 
tr.iv.ibk,'  and  inconceivable  and  figureless  one, 
And  this,  (the  Naassene)  says,  is  what  is  dec  land 

in  Scripture,  "The  just  will  fall  seven  times,  and 
rise  again.""  For  these  falls,  he  says,  are  the 
changes  of  the  stars,  moved  by  Him  who  puts 
all  things  in  motion. 

They  affirm,  then,  concerning  the  substance  " 
of  the  seed  which  is  a  cause  of  all  existenl 

things,  that  it  is  none  of  these,  but  that  it  pro- 
duces and  forms  all  things  that  are  made,  express- 

ing themselves  thus:  "I  become  what  I  wish, 
and  I  am  what  I  am  :  on  account  of  this  I  say, 

that  what  puts  all  things  in  motion  is  itself  un- 
moved. For  what  exists  remains  forming  all 

things,  and  nought  of  existing  things  is  made."  '- 
He  says  that  this  (one)  alone  is  good,  and  thai 

what  is  spoken  by  the  Saviour'4  is  declared 
concerning  this  (one)  :  "Why  do  you  say  thai 
I  am  good?  One  is  good,  my  Father  whicli 
is  in  the  heavens,  who  causeth  His  sun  to  rise 

upon  the  just  and  unjust,  and  sendeth  rain  upon 

saints  and  sinners."'5  but  who  the  saintly  ones 
are  on  whom  He  sends  the  rain,  and  the  sinners 
on  whom  the  same  sends  the  rain,  this  likewise 
we  shall  afterwards  declare  with  the  rest.  And 

this  is  the  great  and  secret  and  unknown  mys- 
tery of  the  universe,  concealed  and  revealed 

among  the  Egyptians.  For  Osiris,'6  (the  Naas- 
sene) says,  is  in  temples  in  front  of  Isis ;  '7  and 

his  pudendum  stands  exposed,  looking  down- 
wards, and  crowned  with  all  its  own  fruits  of 

things  that  are  made.  And  (he  affirms)  thai 
such  stands  not  only  in  the  most  hallowed 

temples  chief  of  idols,  but  that  also,  for  the  in- 
formation of  all,  it  is  as  it  were  a  light  not  sei 

under  a  bushel,  but  upon  a  candlestick,  proclaim 

ing  its  message  upon  the  housetops,'8  in  all  by- 
8  See  Ori^cn,  Contr.  Cels.,  v.  38  (p.  257,  ed.  Spenc). 

9  Or,  "  brilliant  " 10  Or,  "  untraceable." 
11  Prov.  xxiv.  16;   Luke  xvii.  4. 

12  Or,  "spirit." 
13  See  Epiphanius,  Hares. ,  xxvi.  8. 
14  Malt.  xix.  17;   Mark  x.  18;   Luke  xviii.  19. "   Matt.  v.  45. 

16  Miller  has  ouS«i«.     See  Plutarch,  De  hid.  et  Osirid.,  e.  Ii.  p 

37'- 

17  Or,  fceroSov,  i.e.,  entrance. 18  Matt.  v.  15,  x.  27. 
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ways,  and  all  streets,  and  near  the  actual  dwell- 
ings, placed  in  front  as  a  certain  appointed  limit 

and  termination  of  the  dwelling,  and  that  this  is 
denominated  the  good  (entity)  by  all.  For  they 

style  this  good-producing,  not  knowing  what  they 
say.  And  the  Greeks,  deriving  this  mystical 
(expression)  from  the  Egyptians,  preserve  it 
until  this  day.  For  we  behold,  says  (the  Naas- 
sene),  statues  of  Mercury,  of  such  a  figure  hon- 

oured among  them. 
Worshipping,  however,  Cyllenius  with  especial 

distinction,  they  style  him  Logios.  For  Mercury 
is  Logos,  who  being  interpreter  and  fabricator  of 
the  things  that  have  been  made  simultaneously, 
and  that  are  being  produced,  and  that  will  exist, 
stands  honoured  among  them,  fashioned  into 
some  such  figure  as  is  the  pude ndu m  of  a  man, 
having  an  impulsive  power  from  the  parts  below 

towards  those  above.  And  that  this  (deity)  — 
that  is,  a  Mercury  of  this  description  —  is,  (the 
Naassene)  says,  a  conjurer  of  the  dead,  and  a 
guide  of  departed  spirits,  and  an  originator  of 
souls  ;  nor  does  this  escape  the  notice  of  the 

poets,  who  express  themselves  thus  :  — 

"Cyllcnian  Hermes  also  called 
The  souls  of  mortal  suitors."1 

Not  Penelope's  suitors,  says  he,  O  wretches  !  but 
(souls)  awakened  and  brought  to  recollection  of 
themselves, 

"  From  honour  so  great,  and  from  bliss  so  long."2 

That  is,  from  the  blessed  man  from  above,  or 
the  primal  man  or  Adam,  as  it  seems  to  them, 
SOlth  have  been  conveyed  down  here  into  a 

creati  m  of  clay,  that  they  may  serve  the  Demi- 
urge of  this  creation,  laldabaoth,-'  a  fiery  God,  a 

fourth  number;  for  so  they  call  the  Demiurge 
and  father  of  the  formal  world  :  — 

"And  in  hand  he  held  a  lovely 
W  and  <>f  gold  that  human  eyes  enchants, 
Of  whom  he  will,  and  those  again  who  slumber  rouses."4 
This,  he  says,  is  he  who  alone  has  power  of  life 
and  death.  Concerning  this,  he  says,  it  has 

been  written,  "Thou  shalt  rule  them  with  a  rod 

of  iron."  5  The  poet,  however,  he  says,  being 
desirous  of  adorning  the  incomprehensible  (po 
tem  v)    of  the    blessed    nature   of  the    Logos,  in- 

ted   him   with   not   an   iron,  but  golden  wand. 

And  he  enchants  the  eyes  of  the  dead,  as  he  says, 
and  raises  up  again  those  that  are  slumbering, 
after   having   been   roused    from   sleep,  and   after 
having  been  suitors.     And  concerning  these,  he 

.    the   Scripture   speaks:    "  Awake    thou   that 
Bleepest,    and    arise,    and    Christ   will    give    thee 

light." 6 

1  Odyssey,  xxiv.  1. 
3   I  .v.  390,  Stein. 
1  EnaldailU,  Miller  (sec  Origcn,  Contr.  Cels.,  v.  76,  p.  397,  cd. Spenc). 
*  Odyssty,  xxiv.  2. 
>  Pi  ii.  9. 
6  Bph.  v.  14. 

This  is  the  Christ  who,  he  says,  in  all  that  have 
been  generated,  is  the  portrayed  Son  of  Man 
from  the  unportrayable  Logos.  This,  he  says,  is 

the  great  and  unspeakable  mystery  of  the  Lleu- 
sinian  rites,  Hye,  Cye.7  And  he  affirms  that  all 
things  have  been  subjected  unto  him,  and  this  is 

that  which  has  been  spoken,  "  Their  sound  is 

gone  forth  unto  all  the  earth,"  8  just  as  it  agrees 
with  the  expressions,  "Mercury7  waving  his 
wand,  guides  the  soldi,  but  they  twittering 

follow."  I  mean  the  disembodied  spirits  follow 
continuously  in  such  a  way  as  the  poet  by  his 

imagery  delineates,  using  these  words  :  — 

"And  as  when  in  the  magic  cave's  recess 
Bats  humming  fly,  and  when  one  drops 

From  ridge  of  rock,  and  each  to  other  closely  clings."  ,0 

The  expression  "  rock,"  he  says,  he  uses  of 
Adam.  This,  he  affirms,  is  Adam  :  "  The  chief 
corner-stone  become  the  head  of  the  corner." 
For  that  in  the  head  the  substance  is  the  forma- 

tive brain  from  which  the  entire  family  is  fash- 

ioned.12 "  Whom,"  he  says,  "  I  place  as  a  rock 
at  the  foundations  of  Zion."  Allegorizing,  he 
says,  he  speaks  of  the  creation  of  the  man. 
The  rock  is  interposed  (within)  the  teeth,  as 

Homer  '3  says,  "  enclosure  of  teeth,"  that  is,  a 
wall  and  fortress,  in  which  exists  the  inner  man. 
who  thither  has  fallen  from  Adam,  the  primal 

man  above.  And  he  has  been  "  severed  with- 

out hands  to  effect  the  division."  l*  and  has  been 
borne  down  into  the  image  of  oblivion,  being 
earthly  and  clayish.  And  he  asserts  that  the 
twittering  spirits  follow  him,  that  is,  the  Lo- 

gos: — 

"Thus  these,  twittering,  came  together;  and  then  the souls 

That  is,  he  guides  them  ; 

Gentle  Hermes  led  through  wide-extended  path-."  " 
That  is,  he  says,  into  the  eternal  places  separated 

from  all  wickedness.  For  whither,  he  says,  ̂ X'A 

they  come  :  — 
"()Vr  ocean's  streams  they  came,  and  Leuca's  i 
And  by  the  portals  of  the  sun  and  land  "i  dreams." 

This,   he    says,    is    ocean,   "generation    of   g 

and  generation   of  men  "  ''    ever  whirled   round 
by  the  eddies  of  water,  at  one   time   upwards 
another    time    downward^.       But    he   says    there 
ensues  a   generation    of    men    when    the    ocean 
flows  downwards  ;   but  when  upwards  to  the  wall 
and  fortress  and  the  cliff  of  Luecas,  a  generation 

See  Plutarch,  Dt  Isidt  *t  Os\  auuv, 
'  Ron.  x.  18. 
9    '  './;  vwi  .  XXIV,  J, 
w  Ibid  .  xxiv   6  ri  teq. 
"  Pi  1  win   ia;   l-.i.  Kxviii.  16. '     I  I'll.  in.  15. 

',  ip«o(  oidiTui  :  — 

"  WI1.11  word  bath  'acapod  the  ivory  gaud  that  shoulj 
Have  fenced  il  in." 

14  Dan,  ii.  4s- 

U    <  >,M  >.ii"l  .    \  \iv      1 

16  liimd,  •.    .  {  ,  wiv.  an, 
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Tins,  he  asserts,  is  that 

ii  written  :  ••  I  said,  \  ids, 

uldren   of   the   highest  ;"  •    "  If   ye 
pt,  and  repair  beyond 

into  the  wilderness,"  that  is,  from 
irse  to  the  Jerusalem  above,  whi<  h 

mother   of  the  living  ;  ■'  "  It",  moreover, 

in    you    return  into    Egypt,"    that    is,    into 

"ye   shall   die   .is   nun." i  every  generation  below, 
immortal  that  which  is  begotten  above,  for 

born  of  water  only,  and  of  spirit,  being 

ritual,  not  carnaL     But  what  (is  born)  below 

carnal,   that    is,  he    says,   what    is  written. 
hat  which  is  born  of  the  flesh  is  flesh,  and 

that   whirli   is   horn   of   the   spirit   is   spirit."  > 

s,  according  to  them,  is  the  spiritual  genera- 
l  his.  he  says,  is  the  great  Jordan  '  which, 

.   on   (here)    below,  and   preventing  the 
dren  of  Israel  from  departing  out  of  Egypt 

—  1  mean  from  terrestrial  intercourse,  for  Egypt 

is  with  them  the  body,  — Jesus  drove  back,  and 
made  it  flow  upwards. 

CHAP,    in.  —  FURTHER    EXPOSITION  OF  THE  HERESY 

..1     ["HE  NAASSENI ;    PROFESS  TO  FOLLOW  HOMER  J 
ACKNOWLEDGE     A   TRIAD   OF    PRINCIPLES;    THEIR 
rECHNICAL     NAMES     OF     THE     TRIAD  j     SUPPORT 
nils,     ON     Mil      AUTHORITY    OF    GREEK    POETS  j 

ALLEGORIZE     OUR     SAVIOUR'S      MIRACLES  j      THE 
MYSTERY    OF     rill'.    SAMOTHRACIANS  J     WHY    THE 
LORD     CHOSE     TWELVE     DISCIPLES;     nil.    NAME 
CORYBAS,    USED  BY   THRACIANS    AND    PHRYGIANS, 
EXPLAINED;    NAASSENI    PROFESS   TO    FIND    THEIR 

.  I  M    l\  scripture;    THEIR    INTERPRETATION 

Iacob's  vision  ;   mi  ik  idea  of  the  "  per- 

man;"     i hi:   "perfect   man"   called 
"PAPA"  BY  nil'.  PHRYGIANS;  THE  NAASSENI 
AND    PHRYGIANS   ON    THE     RESURRECTION  j     THE 

:  ISIS  OF  ST.  PAUL;  THE  MYSTERIES  OF  Rl  I  1- 
GION  AS  ALLUDED  TO  BY  CHRIST;  INTERPRE- 
1AIMN  OF  THE  PARABLE  OF  THE  SOWER; 

ALLEGORY  OF  I  Hi:  PROMISED  LAND;  COMPARI- 
01  nil  SYSTEM  OF  THE  PHRYGIANS  WITH 

nil  STATEMENTS  OF  SCRIPTURE;  EXPOSITION 
OI  1111.  Ml  \\l\<;  OF  1U J-  HIGHER  AND  LOWER 

ELEUSINIAN    MYSTERIES  J    THE    INCARNATION    DIS- 
ERABL1     HERE   ACCORDING    HD   TOE  NAASSENI. 

Adopting  these  and  such  like  (opinions), 
these  most  marvellous  Gnostics,  inventors  of  a 

novel'  grammatical  art.  magnify  Homer  as  their 
prophet  —  as  one,  (according  to  them,)  who, 

r  the  mode  adopted  in  the  mysteries,  an- 
nounces these  truths  ;  and  they  mock  those  who 

1  Ps.  Ixxxii.  6;   Luke  vi.  35;  John  x.  34. 26. 

1  Philo  Judaeus  adopts  the  same  imagery  (see  his  De  Agricult., 
lib.  i.j. 6. 

1  \  'hn  iii. 
5  Juih.  iii. 
'  Or,  "en 

7-1 1; 

empty. 

are  not  indoctrinated  into  the  holy  Scriptui 
betraying   them   into   Buch    notions.     I 

make,  however,  the  following   assertion:    he  who 
that  all  things  derive  consistence  from  o 

is  in  error;  but  he  who  says  that  thej  are 

three,  is  in  possession  of  the  truth,  and  will  fur- 
nish a  solution  of  the  (phenomena  of  the)  uni- 

verse.    For  there  is,  says  (tl  sene),  one 
Messed  nature  of  the  blessed  Man,  of  him  who 

is  above,  (namely)  Adam;  and  there  is  1 
mortal  nature,  that  which  is  below;  and  there 

is  one  kin-less  generation,  which  is  begotten 
above,  where,  he  says,  is  Mariam  7  the  sought- 
for  one,  and  lothor  the  mighty  sage,  and  Seph- 

ora  the  gazing  One,  and  Moses  whose  generation 
is  not  in  Egypt,  for  children  were  born  unto  him 
in  Madian  ;  and  not  even  this,  he  says,  has  es- 

caped the  notice  of  the  poets. 

"Threefold  was  our  partition;  each  obtained 

His  meed  of  honour  due."8 
For,  says  he,  it  is  necessary  that  the  magnitudes 
be  declared,  and  that  they  thus  be  declared  by 

all  everywhere,  "  in  order  that  hearing  they  may 

not  hear,  and  seeing  they  may  not  see."9  For 
if,  he  says,  the  magnitudes  were  not  declared, 
the  world  could  not  have  obtained  consistence. 

These  are  the  three  tumid  expressions  (of  these 

heretics),  Caulacau,10  Saulasau,  Zeesar.  Cau- 
lacau,  i.e..  Adam,  who  is  farthest  above  ;  Sal la - 
sau,  that  is.  the  mortal  one  below;  Zeesar,  that 
is.  Jordan  that  flows  upwards.  This,  he  says,  is 
the  hermaphrodite  man  (present)  in  all.  But 
those  who  are  ignorant  of  him,  call  him  Geryon 

with  the  threefold  body  —  Geryon,  i.e.,  as  if  (in 
the  sense  of)  flowing  from  earth  —  but  (whom) 

the  Greeks  by  common  consent  (style)  "celestial 
horn  of  the  moon,"  because  he  mixed  and 

blended  all  things  in  all.  "  For  all  things,"  he 
says,  '"were  made  by  him,  and  not  even  one 
thing  was  made  without  him,  and  what  was  made 

in  him  is  life.""  This,  says  he,  is  the  life,  the 
ineffable  generation  of  perfect  men,  which  was 
not  known  by  preceding  generations.  But  the 

-age,  "nothing  was  made  without  him," 
refers  to  the  formal  world,  for  it  was  created 
without  his  instrumentality  by  the  third  and 

fourth  (of  the  quaternion  named  above).  For 

says  he.  this  is  the  cup  "  Condy,  out  of  which 

the  king,  while  he  quaffs,  draws  his  omens."" 
This,  he  says,  has  been  discovered  hid  in  the 
beauteous  seeds  of  Benjamin.  And  the  Greeks 
  *   . — —   

"  The  Abbe  Cruice  considers  that  this  is  taken  from  verses  of 
Ezekiel,  founding  his  opinion  on  fragments  of  these  verses  to  be 
found  in  Eusebius'  1' rieparat.  Evang.,  ix.  38. 8  Iliad,  xv.  189. 

9  Malt.  xiii.  13. 

10  The  commentators  refer  to  Isa.  xxviii.  10.  Epiphanius,  Ha-rcs., 

xxv'.,  mentions  these  expressions,  but  assigns  them  a  different  mean- 
ing. Saulasau  is  tribulation,  Caulacau  hope,  and  Zeesar  "  hope, 

as  yet,  little."  [Sec  my  note  on  Irenaus,  p.  350,  this  series,  and see  Elucidation  II.] 11  John  i.  3,  4. 

12  Gen.  xliv.  2-5. 
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likewise,  he  says,  speak  of  this  in  the  following 
terms  :  — 

"Water  to  the  raging  mouth  bring ;  thou  slave,  bring wine  ; 
Intoxicate  and  plunge  me  into  stupor. 
My  tankard  tells  me 
The  sort  I  must  become."1 

This,  says  he,  was  alone  sufficient  for  its  being  : 
understood  by  men  ;  (I  mean)  the  cup  of  Anac- 
reon  declaring,  (albeit)  mutely,  an  ineffable  mys- 

tery.    For  dumb,  says   he,  is  Anacreon's   cup  ; 
and   (yet)   Anacreon   affirms   that   it    speaks   to 
himself,  in   language   mute,  as   to  what  sort   he 

must  become  —  that  is  spiritual,  not  carnal  —  if, 
he  shall  listen  in  silence  to  the  concealed  mys- 

tery.    And  this  is  the  water  in  those  fair  nuptials 

which  Jesus  changing  made  into  wine.     This,  he  I 
says,  is  the  mighty  and   true  beginning  of  mira- 

cles'1 which  Jesus  performed  in  Cana  of  Galilee,  l 
and  (thus)  manifested  the  kingdom  of  heaven. 
This,  says   he,  is   the   kingdom  of  heaven   that 
reposes  within  us  as  a  treasure,  as  leaven  hid  in 
the  three  measures  of  meal.3 

This  is,  he  says,  the  great  and  ineffable  mys- 
tery of  the  Samothracians,  which  it  is  allowable, 

he  says,  for  us  only  who  are  initiated  to  know. 
For  the  Samothracians  expressly  hand  down,  in 

the  mysteries  that  are  celebrated  among  them, : 
that  (same)  Adam  as  the  primal  man.  And 
habitually  there  stand  in  the  temple  of  the 

Samothracians  two  images  of  naked  men.  having 
both  hands  stretched  aloft  towards  heaven,  and 

their  pudenda  erecta,  as  with  the  statue  of  Mer- 
cury on  Mount  Cyllene.  And  the  aforesaid 

images  are  figures  of  the  primal  man,  and  of 
that  spiritual  one  that  is  born  again,  in  every 
respeel  of  the  same  substance  with  that  man. 
This,  he  says,  is  what  is  spoken  by  the  Saviour: 

••  If  ye  do  not  drink  my  blood,  and  eat  my  flesh, 
ye  will  not  enter  into  the  kingdom  of  heaven  ; 

but  even  though,"  lie  says,  "ye  drink  of  the 
cup  whi'  h  I  drink  of,  whither  I  go,  ye  cannot 

enter  there."1  For  He  says  He  was  aware  of 
what  sort  of  nature  each  of  His  disciples  was, 
and  that  there  was  a  necessity  that  each  of  them 
should  attain  unto  His  own  peculiar  nature. 

I'm  He  savs  Ne  chose  twelve  disciples  from  the 
twelve  tribes,  and  spoke  by  them  to  each  tribe. 
On  this  account.  He  says,  the  preachings  of  the 
twelve  disciples  neither  did  all  hear.  nor.  if  they 
heard,  could  they  receive.     For  the  things  that 
are  not  a<  <  ording   to  nature,  are  with  them  coii- 
ti.n v  to  nature. 

This,     he     says,     the     Thracians     who     dwell 
around  1 1. emus,  and  the  Phrygians  similarly  with 
the    Thracians,    denominate    Corvbas,    because, 

(though)  deriving  the  beginning  of  his  descent 

1    ["nken  from  \n.»  reon, 
I  ihn  ii,  i-i i. 

I  Matt,  xiii    : ; .  :  i     Luke  xvii.  ax. 
*  John  vi.   , , ;    M.crk  x.  38. 

from  the  head  above  and  from  the  unportrayed 
brain,  and  (though)  permeating  all  the  prim  i] 
of  the  existing  state  of  things,  (yet)  we  do  not 
perceive  how  and  in  what  manner  he  comes 

down.  This,  says  he,  is  what  is  spoken  :  "  We 
have  heard  his  voice,  no  doubt,  but  we  have  not 

seen  his  shape."  5  For  the  voice  of  him  that  is 
set  apart ''  and  portrayed  is  heard;  but  (his) 
shape,  which  descends  from  above  from  the  un- 

portrayed one,  —  what  sort  it  is,  nobody  kn 
It  resides,  however,  in  an  earthly  mould,  yet  no 

one  recognises  it.  This,  he  says,  is  "  the  j 
that  inhabited!  the  flood,"  according  to  the 
Psalter,  "  and  who  speaketh  and  crieth  from 
many  waters."  7  The  "many  waters,"  he  says, 
are  the  diversified  generation  of  mortal  men, 
from  which  (generation)  he  cries  and  vociferate- 

to  the  unportrayed  man,  saying,  "  Preserve  my 
only-begotten  from  the  lions."  8  In  reply  to  him. 
it  has.  says  he,  been  declared,  "Israel,  thou  art 
my  child:  fear  not;  even  though  thou  pas 
through  rivers,  they  shall  not  drown  thee  ;  even 
though  thou  passest  through  fire,  it  shall  not 

scorch  thee."v  By  rivers  he  means,  says  he.  the 
moist  substance  of  generation,  and  by  fire  the 
impulsive  principle  and  desire  for  generation. 

"Thou  art  mine  ;  fear  not."  And  again,  he  says, 
"If  a  mother  forget  her  children,  so  as  nol 
have  pity  on  them  and  give  them  food,  I  also 

will  forget  you."  IO  Adam,  he  says,  speaks  to  his 
own  men:  "But  even  though  a  woman  forget 
these  things,  yet  I  will  not  forget  you.  I  have 

[tainted  you  on  my  hands."  In  regard,  however, 
of  his  ascension,  that  is  his  regeneration,  that  he 
may  become  spiritual,  not  carnal,  the  Scripture, 

he  says,  speaks  (thus):  "Open  the  gate-,  ye 
who  are  your  rulers  ;  and  be  ye  lift  up.  ve  ever- 

lasting doors,  and  the  King  of  glory  shall  come 

in."  that  is  a  wonder  of  wonders."  "  For  who." 
he  says.  "  is  this  King  of  glory?  A  worm,  and 
not  a  man  ;  a  reproach  of  man,  and  an  outcast 
of  the  people  ;  himself  is  the  King  of  glory,  and 

powerful  in  war."  ,2 And  by  war  he  means  the  war  that  is  in  the 
body,  because  its  frame  has  been  made  out  ̂ ( 
hostile  elements  ;  as  it  his  been  written,  he  says, 
"  Remember  the  conflict  that  exists  in  the 

body."  "  Jacob,  he  says,  saw  this  entrance  and 
this  gate  in  his  journey  into  Mesopotamia,  that 
is,  when  from  a  child  he  was  now  becomu 

youth  and  a  man;  that  is,  (the  entrance  and 
gate)  were  made  known  unto  him  OS  he  jour- 

neyed into  Mesopotamia,     but  Mesopotamia,  he 
i  John  v.  37. 

.. : 0.1  •>).< i.>r:  iomc  read  jnor«Ta/j«i ev. 
Pi,  wi\    ,,  10. 1'  1  xxxv.  17. 

1-1.  kU.  3,  vim.  1 . 
10  In  \li\    1 ,. 

"   l\    «xi\     • 
1    Pi   Kxii  6,  \  xiv.  8. 

1 '   1 1 1  -  '    11  taagint.  Fob  \1   •-.    The  1 
rim   1,.  tlic  .null  .mjuIJ  be  xli 
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..  is  tlu-  <  urrenl  of  tin-  great  o.  ean  flowing 
i  tlu-  mi.  1  t  ol  the  lv  ii.-.  i  M.m  ;  .in.l  he  was 
,nished   .it    tlu-    celestial  exclaiming, 

"How   terrible  i>  this  place!   it  >>  nought  else 
than  the  house  of  God,  and  this  (is)  the  gate  of 

heaven." '     <  >n  account  of  tins,  Ik-  says,  Jesus 

the  words,  "  1  am  tlu-  true  gate."      N    »  he 
i  m.ikfs  these  statements  is,  he  says,  the  Per 

Man  that  is  imaged  from  the  unportrayable 
one  from  above.      Hie   Perfect   Man  therefore 

cannot,  he  says,  be  saved,  unless,  entering  in 

through   this   -ate,  he   he   horn  again.      Bu1   this 
•  the  Phrygians,  he  says,  tail  also  Papa, 

mse  he  tranquillized  all  things  which,  prior 

manifestation,  were  confusedly  and  dis- 

sonandy  moved.  For  the  name,  he  says,  of 

Papa  belongs  simultaneously  to  all  creatures3  — 

celestial,  and  terrestrial,  and  infernal  —  who  ex- 

claim, Cause  to  cease,  cause  to  cease  tlu-  discord 
.  .'//,/  make  "peace  for  those  that 

afar  off."  that  is,  for  material  an  1  earthly 

beings;  and  "peace  for  those  that  are  near,"4 
that  is,  for  perfect  men  that  are  spiritual  and 

endued  with  reason.  But  the  Phrygians  denomi- 

nate this  same  also  "  corpse  "  —  buried  in  the 
body,  as  it  were,  in  a  mausoleum  and  tomb. 

'lius.  he  says,  is  what  has  been  declared,  "Ye 
aie  whited  sepulchres,  full,"  he  says,  "of  dead 
men's  bones  within,"5  because  there  is  not  in 
you  the  living  man.  And  again  he  exclaims, 

■■  [Tie  dead  shall  Start  forth  from  the  graves,"' 
that  is.  from  the  earthly  bodies,  being  born  again 
spiritual,  not  carnal.  For  this,  he  says,  is  the 
Resurrection  that  takes  place  through  the  g 
o\  heaven,  through  which,  he  says,  all  those  that 
i\o  not  enter  remain  dead.  These  same  Phry- 

gians, however,  he  says,  affirm  again  that  this  very 

(man),  as  a  consequence  of  the  change,  (be- 
ies)  a  g  •  I.  For,  he  says,  he  becomes  a  god 

when,  having  risen  from  the  dead,  he  will  enter 

into  heaven  through  a  -ate  of  this  kind.  Paul 
the  apostle,  he  says,  knew  of  this  gate,  partially 

opening  it  in  a  mystery,  and  stating  "that  he 
ight  up  by  an  angel,  and  ascended  as  fat- 

as  the  second  and  third   heaven   into    paradise 
if;  and  that  he  beheld  sights  and  heard  un- 
ikable  words  which  it  would  not  be  possible 

for  man  to  declare.' 
se  are,  he  says,  what  are  by  all   called   the 

ret  mysteries.  "  which  (also  we  speak),  not  in 
words    taught   of  human  wisdom,  but    in   those 

^ht  of  the  Spirit,  comparing  spiritual  things 
with  spiritual.  Hut  the  natural  man  receiveth 
not  the  things  of  the  Spirit  of  Cod,  for  they  are 

!.  ixviiL  7,  17. 
2  John  x.  9;    M.m    vii.  13. 
3  [A      •  .f  the  word,  which  is  now  claimed  ex- 

1U00  III. J 
4  1  iph.  ii.  17. 
5  M  .it    win.  37. 

vii.  52,  53. 

7  2  Cor.  xii.  2. 

foolishness  unto  him."  *     And  these  are,  h 
the  ineffable  mysteries  of  the  spirit,  which  we 
alone  are  acquainted  with.    Concerning  thi 

he  says,  the  Sa\ioiir  has  del  tared,  "  N  .\\\ 
come  unto  me,  ex<  <  pt  my  heavenly  Father  draw 

some  one  unto  me."'    For  it  is  very  diffii  ult, 
sa\s.  to  a.  .  ept  and  receive  this  great  lia- 

ble mystery.  And  again.it  is  said,  the  Saviour 

has  declared,  "  Not  every  one  that  saith  unto 
me,  Lord,  Lord,  shall  enter  into  the  kingdom  of 
heaven,  but  he  that  doeth  the  will  of  my  Father 

which  is  in  heaven."  "'  And  it  is  necessary  that 
they  who  perform  this  (will),  not  hear  it  merely, 
should  enter  into  the  kingdom  of  heaven.  And 

again,  he  says,  the  Saviour  has  declared,  "The 
publicans  and  the  harlots  go  into  the  kingdom 

of  heaven  before  you."  "  For  "  the  publicans," 
he  says,  are  those  who  receive  the  revenues  ia  of 
all  things  ;  '3  but  we,  he  says,  are  the  publicans, 

"  unto  whom  the  ends  of  the  ages  have  come."  '4 
for  "  the  ends,"  he  says,  are  the  seeds  scattered 
from  the  unportrayable  one  upon  the  world, 
through  which  the  whole  cosmical  system  is 
completed  ;  for  through  these  also  it  began  to 

exist.  And  this,  he  says,  is  what  has  been  de- 
clared :  "The  sower  went  forth  to  sow.  And 

some  fell  by  the  wayside,  and  was  trodden  down  ; 

and  some  on  the  rocky  places,  and  sprang  up," 
he  says,  "  and  on  account  of  its  having  no  depth 

(of  soil),  it  withered  and  died  ;  and  some."  he 
says,  "  fell  on  fair  and  good  ground,  and  brought 
forth  fruit,  some  a  hundred,  some  sixty,  and  some 

thirty  fold.  Who  hath  ears,"  he  says,  "  to  hear, 
let  him  hear."  '5  The  meaning  of  this,  he  says, 
is  as  follows,  that  none  becomes  a  hearer  of 

these  mysteries,  unless  only  the  perfect  (bios- 
tics.  This,  he  says,  is  the  fair  and  good  land 

which  Moses  speaks  of:  "I  will  bring  you  into 
a  fair  and  good  land,  into  a  land  flowing  with 

milk  and  honey."  |C  This,  he  says,  is  the  honey 
and  the  milk,  by  tasting  which  those  that  are  per- 

fect become  kingless,  and  share  in  the  Pleroma. 
This,  he  says,  is  the  Pleroma,  through  which  all 

existent  things  that  are  produced  '?  have  from 
the  ingenerable  one  been  both  produced  and 
completed. 

And  this  same  (one)  is  styled  also  by  ,t;  the 
Phrygians  "  unfruitful."  For  he  is  unfruitful 
when  he  is  carnal,  and  causes  the  desire  of  the 

flesh.  This,  he  says,  is  what  is  spoken  :  "  Every 
tree  not  producing  good  fruit,  is  cut  down  and 

8  1  Cor.  ii.  13,  14. 

9  John  vi.  44. J0  Matt.  vii.  21. 
11  Matt.  xxi.  31. 

12  The  word  translated  "revenues"  and  "ends"  is  the  same  — 

-re'Ar). 

13  T&v  b\iav:  some  read  riv  i>vuiv. 14  1  Cor.  x.  11. 

15  Matt.  xiii.  3-9;  Mark  iv.  3-9;  Lutcc  viii.  5-8. 15  Dcut.  xxxi.  20. 

17  Or,  "  genera." 
18  vno:  Miller  reads  a n-b. 
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cast  into  the  fire."  '  For  these  fruits,  he  says, 
arc  only  rational  living  men,  who  enter  in  through 

the  third  gate.  They  say,  forsooth,  "  Ye  devour 
the  dead,  and  make  the  living  ;  (but)  if  ye  eat  the 

living,  what  will  ye  do?"  They  assert,  how- 
ever, that  the  living  "are  rational  faculties  and 

minds,  and  men  —  pearls  of  that  unportrayable 
one  cast  before  the  creature  below."2  This,  he 

says,  is  what  (Jesus)  asserts:  ''Throw  not  that 
which  is  holy  unto  the  dogs,  nor  pearls  unto  the 

svin."'  Now  they  allege  that  the  work  of 
swine  and  dogs  is  the  intercourse  of  the  woman 
with  a  man.  And  the  Phrygians,  he  says,  call 

this  very  one  "goat-herd"  (Aipolis),  not  be- 
cause, he  says,  he  is  accustomed  to  feed  the 

goats  female  and  male,  as  the  natural  (men)  use 

the  name,  but  because,  he  says,  he  is  "  Aipolis  " 
—  that  is,  always  ranging  over, — who  both  re- 

volves and  carries  around  the  entire  cosmical 

system  by  his  revolutionary  motion.  For  the 

d  "  Polein  "  signifies  to  turn  and  change 
things;  whence,  he  says,  they  all  call  the  twos 
c  nire  of  the  heaven  poles  (Poloi).  And  the 

poet  says  :  — 

'  What  sea-born  sinless  sage  comes  hither, 

Undying  Egyptian  Proteus?"4 

lie  is  not  undone,5  he  says/'  but  revolves  as 
it  were,  and  goes  round  himself.  Moreover,  also, 
cities  in  which  we  dwell,  because  we  turn  and 

go  round  in  them,  are  denominated  "  Poleis." 
In  this  manner,  he  says,  the  Phrygians  call  this 

one  "  Aipolis,"  inasmuch  as  he  everywhere  cease- 
lessly turns  all  things,  and  changes  them  into 

their  own  peculiar  (functions).  And  the  Phry- 

gians style  him,  he  says,  "  very  fruitful  "  likewise, 
"because,"  says  he.  "more  numerous  are  the 
children  of  the'  desolate  one,  than  those  of  her 

which  hath  an  hus!<and;"7  that  is,  things  by 
being  born  again  become  immortal,  and  abide 
forever  in  great  numbers,  even  though  the  things 
that  are  produced  may  be  few  ;  whereas  things 
carnal,  he  says,  are  all  corruptible,  even  though 
\  i\  many  things  (of  this  type)  are  produced. 

For  this  reason,  he  says,  "  Rachel  wept  B  for  her 
children,  and  would  not,"  says  (die  prophet), 
"he  comforted;  sorrowing  for  them,  for  she 
kn  :w,"  says  he,  "  that  they  are  not."  '  Put 
Jeremiah  likewise  utters  lamentation  for  Jeru- 

salem below,  not  tin-  city  in  Phoenicia,  but  the 
corruptible   generation    below.      For  Jeremiah 
likewise,  lie  says,  was  aware   of  the  Perfect  Man, 

of   him   that   is   born   again  —  of  water   and   the 

1  Matt.  iii.  to;    I. tike  iii.  9. 
2  k.it..i:  siHiM  read  »q,)itou. 
I   Matt.  vii.  6. 

*  Odyssty,  iv.  384. 
5  n  1 77,1(1.1*.  t.i  1  ;  literally,  lxiiie,ht  and  told,  i.e.,  ruined. 
'Aryrt:     senile   l<  ...  I  ,i  /.  .  A  .  I  ,   I  .r    .  .  It  Mil  .1  li  ss  ,  ul    OOUI 

7   Is. i.  li  v.  i  ;   I  ial.  iv.  37. 
"  ixAaic  this  is  iii  the  margin;  ltaf<  ii  in  the  M  ..    The  mar- 

ginal reading  it  thi  propel  i  orrection  of  that  of  the  Mb. 
9  Jet.  x.wi.  is;   Mali.  it.  i3. 

Spirit  not  carnal.  At  least  Jeremiah  himself  re- 
marked :  "  He  is  a  man,  and  who  shall  know 

him?"'°  In  this  manner,  (the  Naassene)  s 
the  knowledge  of  the  Perfect  Man  is  exceedi 

profound,  and  difficult  of  comprehension.  1'or. 
he  says,  the  beginning  of  perfection  is  a  knowl- 

edge of  man,  whereas  knowledge  of  God  is 
absolute  perfection. 

The  Phrygians,  however,  assert,  he  says,  that 

he  is  likewise  "a  green  ear  of  corn  reaped." 
And  after  the  Phrygians,  the  Athenians,  while 

initiating  people  into  the  Eleusinian  rites,  like- 
wise display  to  those  who  are  being  admitted  to 

the  highest  grade  at  these  mysteries,  the  mighty, 
and  marvellous,  and  most  perfect  secret  suitable 
for  one  initiated  into  the  highest  mystic  truths  : 
(I  allude  to)  an  ear  of  corn  in  silence  reaped. 

But  tin's  ear  of  corn  is  also  (considered)  among 
the  Athenians  to  constitute  the  perfect  enormous 
illumination  (that  has  descended )  from  the  un- 

portrayable one,  just  as  the  Hierophant  himself 

(declares)  ;  not,  indeed,  emasculated  like  Attis," 
but  made  a  eunuch  by  means  of  hemlock,  and 

despising"  all  carnal  generation.  (Now)  by 
night  in  Eleusis,  beneath  a  huge  fire,  (the  Cele- 

brant.) enacting  the  great  and  secret  mysteries, 

vociferates  and  cries  aloud,  saying,  "August 
Brimo  has  brought  forth  a  consecrated  5 

Brimus;"  that  is,  a  potent  (mother  has  b 
delivered  of)  a  potent  child.  Put  revered, 
says,  is  the  generation  that  is  spiritual,  heavenly, 
from  above,  and  potent  is  he  that  is  so  born, 

for  the  mystery  is  called  "  Eleusin  "  and  "An- 
actorium."  "  Elejusin,"  because,  he  says,  we 
who  are  spiritual  come  flowing  down  from  Adam 

above;  for  the  word  " eleusesthai "  is.  he  says, 
of  the  same  import  with  the  expression  "to 
come."  But  "  Ana<  torium  "  is  of  the  same  im- 

port with  the  expression  "  to  ascend  upwards." 
Tins,  he  says,  is  what  they  affirm  who  have  been 

initiated  in  the  mysteries  of  the  I'.leusinians.  It 
is.  however,  a  regulation  of  law,  that  those  who 

have  been  admitted  into  the  leaser  should   again 
be    initiated    into    the   Great    Mysteries.      For 
greater  destinies  obtain  greater  portions.  Put 
the  inferior  mysteries,  he  savs,  are  lb 
Proserpine  below  ;  in  regard  of  which  mysteries, 
and  the  path  which  leads  thither,  which  is  wide 

mm\  spat  ions,  and  conducts  those  that  are  perish- 

ing to  Proserpine,  the  poet  likewise  says:  — 

"But  under  her  a  fearful  path  extent 
I  follow,  mil  \.  Ml  1" 

Highly-honoured  Aphrodite's  lov<  "" 
These,  he  says,  are  the  inferior  mysteries,  those 

appertaining   to   carnal   generation.      Now.  those 

have  laved  • t-     n.i,.i,  •  ./...  1    .  .  -in.-    ■■  .  ,;|g. 
'■>  These  venea  have  teen  ascribed 
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men  who  ore  initiated  into  these  inferior  (my* 
ten  hi  to  pause,  and  (then)  be  admitted 

u  (and)  heavenly  (ones).    For  t! 
he  -viv>.  who  obtain  tin.  ir  shares  (in  this  mys 

ttei    portions.     For   this,   he 
.  is  the  gate  of  heaven  ;  and  this  a  house  of 

G    I,  v     ■    the  Good  Deity  dwells  alone.     And 
into  thi  .  he  sa)  >,  no  unclean  person  shall 

ne  that  is  n  itural  or  i  arnal  ;  but  it 

i^  i  !  for  the  spiritual  only.     And  those 

ime  hither  ought  to  cast  off'  their  gar- 
its,  and  become  all  of  them  bridegrooms, 

emasculated   through   the  virginal   spirit.      For 

this  is  the  virgin1  who  carries  in  her  womb  and 
s  and  brings  forth  a  son,  not  animal,  not 

lOreal,  hut  blessed   tor  evermore.     Concern- 
in-    these,  it    is   said,  the   Siviour   has   expressly 

lared  that   "straight  and   narrow   is  the  way 
that    leadeth    unto  life,  and   lew   there  are   that 
enter  upon   it  ;   whereas   hroad    and   spacious   is 
the  way  that  leadeth  unto  destruction,  and  many 

there  are  that  pass  through  it."3 

CHAP.  IV.  —  FURTHER  USE  MADE  OF  THE  SYSTEM 
OF  THE  PHRYGIANS  ;  MODE  OF  CELEBRATING  THE 

mysteries;  THE  MYSTERY  of  THE  "GREAT 
mother;'1  these  mysteries  have  a  joint 
obji  worship  with  the  naasseni j  the 
NAASSENl  ALLEGORIZE  THE  SCRIPTURAL  ACCOUNT 

(>!'  THE  GARDEN  ok  EDEN ;  THE  ALLEGORY 
APPLIED  TO  THE   LITE   ok  JESUS. 

The  Phrygians,  however,  further  assert  that 

the  father  of  the  universe  is  "  Amygdalus,"  not 
a  tree,  he  says,  hut  that  he  is  "  Amygdalus  "  who 
previously  existed  ;  and  he  having  in  himself 
the  perfect  fruit,  as  it  were,  throbbing  and  moving 
in  the  depth,  rent  his  hreasts.  and  produced  his 
now  invisible,  and  nameless,  and  ineffable  child, 

(  ting  whom  we  shall  speak.  For  the  word  j 

"  Amyxai "  signifies,  as  it  were,  to  burst  and 
sever  through,  as  he  says  (happens)  in  the  case 
of  inflamed  bodies,  and  which  have  in  them- 

selves any  tumour  ;  and  when  doctors  have  cut 

.  they  call  it  "  Amychai."  In  this  way,  he 
ie  Phrygians  call  him  "Amygdalus,"  from 

which  proceeded  and  was  bom  the  Invisible 

(One),  "by  whom  all  tilings  were  made,  and 
nothing  was  made  without  Him."4  And  the 
Phrygians  say  that  what  has  been  thence  pro- 

"Syrictas"  (piper),  because  the  .Spirit 
that  is  born  is  harmonious.  "  For  God,"  he 
says.  •'  is  Spirit  ;  wherefore,"  he  affirms,  "neither 
in  this  mountain  do  the  true  worshippers  wor- 

ship, nor  in  Jerusalem,  but  in  spirit.  For  the 

adoration  of  the  perfect  ones,"  lie  savs,  "  is 
spiritual,  not  carnal."  s     The  Spirit,  however,  he 

1  Or,  '■  receive." 

M- 

I  itt.  vii.  13,  14. 
*  John  i.  3. 
i  John  iv.  21. 

.  is  there  where  likewise  the  bather  is  named, 
and  the  Son  is  there  born  from  this  Father. 

This, he  says,  is  the  many-named,  thousand-* 
Incomprehensible  One,  of  whom  every  nature  — 
each,  however,  differently — 1-  desirous.  This, 
he  s.i\s,  is  the  word  of  God,  whi<  h,  he  says,  is  a 

word  of  revelation  of  the  Great  Power.  Where- 
fore it  will  be  sealed,  and  hid,  and  concealed, 

lying  in  the  habitation  where  lies  the  basis  of  the 
root  of  t'ne  universe,  viz..  .Tons,  Powers,  Intelli- 

gences, Gods,  Angels,  delegated  Spirits,  Entities, 

Nonentities,  Generables,  [ngenerables,  Incom- 
prehensibles,  Comprehensibles,  Years,  Months, 
Days,  Hours,  (and)  Invisible  Point  from  whi< 
what  is  least  begins  to  increase  gradually.  That 
which  is,  he  says,  nothing,  and  which  consists  of 
nothing,  inasmuch  as  it  is  indivisible —  (I  mean) 
a  point  —  will  become  through  its  own  reflective 
power  a  certain  incomprehensible  magnitude. 
This,  he  says,  is  the  kingdom  of  heaven,  the 

grain  of  mustard  seed,7  the  point  which  is  in- 
divisible in  the  body ;  and,  he  says,  no  one 

knows  this  (point)  save  the  spiritual  only.  This. 

he  says,  is  what  has  been  spoken  :  "There  is  no 
speech  nor  language  where  their  voice  is  not 

heard."  8 
They  rashly  assume  in  this  manner,  that  what- 

soever things  have  been  said  and  done  by  all 

men,  (may  be  made  to  harmonize)  with  their 
own  particular  mental  view,  alleging  that  all 
things  become  spiritual.  ̂ Yhence  likewise  they 

assert,  that  those  exhibiting  themselves  in  the- 
atres, —  not  even  these  say  or  do  anything  with- 

out premeditation.  Therefore,  he  says,  when, 
on  the  people  assembling  in  the  theatres,  any 
one  enters  clad  in  a  remarkable  robe,  carrying  a 

harp  and  playing  a  tune  (upon  it,  accompany- 
ing it)  with  a  song  of  the  great  mysteries,  he 

speaks  as  follows,  not  knowing  what  he  says  : 

"  Whether  (thou  art)  the  race  of  Saturn  or 
happy  Jupiter,9  or  mighty  Rhea,  Hail,  Attis, 
gloomy  mutilation  of  Rhea.  Assyrians  style  thee 
thrice-longed-for  Adonis,  and  the  whole  of  Egypt 
(calls  thee)  Osiris,  celestial  horn  of  the  moon ; 

Greeks  denominate  (thee)  Wisdom ;  Samo- 
thracians,  venerable  Adam  ;  Hajmonians,  Cory- 
bas;  and  the  Phrygians  (name  thee)  at  one  time 

Papa,  at  another  time  Corpse,  or  God,  or  Fruit- 
less, or  Aipolos,  or  green  Ear  of  Corn  that  has 

been  reaped,  or  whom  the  very  fertile  Amyg- 

dalus produced  —  a  man,  a  musician."  This, 
he  says,  is  multiform  Attis,  whom  while  they 

celebrate  in  a  hymn,  they  utter  these  words  :  "I 
will  hymn  Attis,  son  of  Rhea,  not  with  the  buzz- 

ing sounds  of  trumpets,  or  of  Idaean  pipers, 
which  accord  with  (the  voices  of)  the  Curetes ; 

6  i(  fl?  or  <f  rjs,  i.e.,  next, 
7  Matt.  xiii.  31,  32;  Mark  iv.  31,  32;  Luke  xiii.  iq. 
8  Ps.  xix.  3. 

9  The  passage  following  obviously  was  in  verse  originally.  It  has 
been  restored  to  its  poetic  form  by  Schneidewin. 
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but  I  will  mingle  (my  song)  with  Apollo's  music  of  the  bodily  organs),  and  its  colours,  furnishes 
of  harps,  'evoe,  evan,'  inasmuch  as  thou  art  Pan,  testimony  to  what  is  spoken.  "But  the  name 
as   thou   art   Bacchus,  as  thou  art  shepherd  of  of  the  second  river  is  Gihon  :  this  is  that  which 

brilliant  stars." 
On  aceount  of  these  and  such  like  reasons, 

these  constantly  attend  the  mysteries  called  those 

of  the   "  Great    Mother,"   supposing   especially 

compasseth  the  land  of  Ethiopia."  This,  he 
says,  is  hearing,  since  Gihon  is  (a  tortuous 

stream),  resembling  a  sort  of  labyrinth.  "And 
the  name  of  the  third  is  Tigris.     This  is  that 

that  they  behold  by  means  of  the  ceremonies  which  floweth  over  against  (the  country  of)  the 

performed  there  the  entire  mystery.  For  these  Assyrians."  This,  he  says,4  is  smelling,  employ- 
have  nothing  more  than  the  ceremonies  that  are  !  ing  the  exceedingly  rapid  current  of  the  stream 
performed  there,  except  that  they  are  not  emas 
dilated  :  they  merely  complete  the  work  of  the 
emasculated.  For  with  the  utmost  severity  and 

vigilance  they  enjoin  (on  their  votaries)  to  ab- 
stain, as  if  they  were  emasculated,  from  inter- 

course with  a  woman.  The  rest,  however,  of 
the  proceeding  (observed  in  these  mysteries),  as 
we  have  declared  at  some  length,  (they  follow) 
just  as  (if  they  were)  emasculated  persons. 
And  they  do  not  worship  any  other  object  but 
Naas,  (from  thence)  being  styled  Naasseni. 
But  Naas  is  the  serpent  from  whom,  i.e.,  from 
the  word  Naas,  (the  Naassene)  says,  are  all  that 
under  heaven  are  denominated  temples  (Naous). 
And  (he  states)  that  to  him  alone  —  that  is, 

Naas  —  is  dedicated  every  shrine  and  every 
initiatory  rite,  and  every  mystery  ;  and,  in  gen- 

eral, that  a  religious  ceremony  could  not  be  dis- 
covered under  heaven,  in  which  a  temple  (Naos) 

has  no  existence;  and  in  the  temple  itself  is* 
Naas,  from  whom  it  has  received  its  denomina- 

tion of  temple  (Naos).  And  these  affirm  that 
the  serpent  is  a  moist  substance,  just  as  Thales 

also,  the  Milesian,  (spoke  of  water. as  an  originat- 
ing principle,)  and  that  nothing  of  existing 

things,   immortal    or   mortal,  animate    or   inani- 

(as  an  analogy  of  this  sense).  B«t  it  flows  over 
against  (the  country  of)  the  Assyrians,  because 

in  every  act  of  respiration  following  upon  expira- 
tion, the  breath  drawn  in  from  the  external  at- 

mosphere enters  with  swifter  motion  and  greater 

force.  For  this,  he  says,  is  the  nature  of  r<  spira- 

tion.    "  But  the  fourth  river  is  Euphral  This, 
they  assert,  is  the  mouth,  through  whii  h  are  the 

passage  outwards  of  prayer,  and  the  passage  in- 
wards of  nourishment.  (The  mouth)  makes 

glad,  and  nurtures  and  fashions  the  Spiritual 

Perfect  Man.  This,  he  says,  is  "the  water  that 
is  above  the  firmament,"  5  concerning  which,  he 
says,  the  Saviour  has  declared,  "  If  thou  knewest 
who  it  is  that  asks,  thou  wouldst  have  asked  from 

Him,  and  He  would  have  given  you  to  drink 

living,  bubbling  water."6  Into  this  water,  he 
says,  every  nature  enters,  choosing  its  own  sub- 

stances ;  and  its  peculiar  quality  comes  to  each 
nature  from  this  water,  he  says,  more  than  iron 

does  to  the  magnet,  and  the  gold  to  the  hack- 
hone'  of  the  sea  falcon,  and  the  chaff  to  the 
amber. 

But  if  any  one,  he  says,  is  blind  from  birth, 

and  has  never  beheld  the  true  light,  '"which 
lightened]    every   man    that    cometh    into    the 

mite,  could    consist    at   all   without    him.      And  world."8  by  us  let  him  recover  hi-  sight,  and 
that  all  tiling-  are  subject  unto  him,  and  that  he  behold,  as  it  were,  through  some  paradise  planted 
i      ood,  and  that  he  has  all  things  in  himself,  as  with  every  description  of  tree,  and  supplied  with 

p  the  horn  of  the  one-horned  bull;1  so  as  that  abundance   of    fruits,   water   coursing    it-   way 
he  imparts   beauty  and   bloom  to  all   things   that  through    all    the    trees   and    fruits;    and    he   will 

exist   according   to  their  own  nature  and    peculi-  sec   that    from  one  and   the  same  water  the  olive 

arily,  as  if  passing  through  all,  just  as  ("the 
river)  proceeding  forth  from  Edem,  and  divid- 

ing itself  into  lour  heads." -' 
They  assert,  however,  that  Edem  is  the  brain, 

as  it  were,  bound  and  tightly  fastened  in  encir- 
cling robes,  as  if  (in)  heaven.    But  they  suppose 

that    man,  a,    far  as  the   head    only,  is    Paradise, 

therefore  that  "this  river, which  proceeds  out  of 
in,"  that  is,  from  the-  brain,  "  is  divided  into 

four  heads,3  and  that  the  name  of  the  firs!  river 
is  called  Phison  ;  this  is  that  which  encompass- 
bth  all  the  land  of  llavilath:  there  is  gold,  and 
the  gold  of  that    land    is  excellent,  and    there    is 

bdellium  and  the  onyx  stone."  This,  he  says, 
is  the  eye,  which,  by  its  honour  (among  the  rest 

1  i  vnt.  xxxiii,  17. 
2  Gen,  ii.  10, 
J  Gen.  ii.  n-14. 

choose-  for  itself  and  draws  the  oil,  and  the  vine 

the  wine  ;   and  (so  is  it  with)  the  rest  i^~  plant-. 
according  to  ea.ch  gtnus.  That  Man,  however, 

he  says,  is  of  no  reputation  in  the  world,  but  vi 
illustrious  fame  in  heaven,  being  betrayed  by 
those   who  are   ignorant    (of  his   perfi 

those  who  know  him  not,  being  accounted  as  a 
drop  ti( an  a  cask.9    We.  howe\ er,  I 

spiritual,  who,  from   the   life-givui  j  water  1  |    I  •-.- 

*  Or,  "Il.cys.iy." I  <  "ii    i.  7. 

6  John  iv.   1  • i  (tr,j».s.    Thii  word  lib 
imb  fixed  int  1  thi 

ol  driving  tin-  threads  of  tl  1  iu«  malcw 
and  1  lose.     It  i-.  among  othi  ition*,  ap| 

1    u  m.     t  Iruii  i'  and  !  in  traiulati 
rendi  ri  I  '      tlliuion  i>  m  1 

ip,  w  1.     tn  the  l.i  il 

"  fohn  i.  g,  i.\.  1. •i  Itt,  xl.  Ij. 
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phrates,  win.  h  flow  the  midst  of  Ba 
(on,  r  own  pet  uliar  quality  as  we  \ 

through  the  tru  whit  h  is  the  blessed  Jesus. 
I  of  ill  men,  we  Christians  alone  are  those 

the  third  gate  celebrate  the  mystery,  and 
anointed  there  with  the  unspeakable  chrism 
i  ,i  horn,  as  David  (was  anointed),  not  from 

an  .  as  (was)  Saul,  who 

held  <  with  the  evU  demon1  of  carnal 
h  e. 

CHAP,  v.  —  I  \im  INATION   OF    nil'   SYSTEM  OF  THE 
NAASS     m    i  \ki  n    i  ROM    ONE   OF    nil  1U    HYMNS. 

The  foregoing  remarks,  then,  though  few  out 

nany,  we  have  thought  proper  to  bring  for- 
ward.    For  innumerable  are  the  silly  and  crazy 

attempts  of  folly.     But  since,  to  the  best  of  our 
»L'  have  explained  the  unknown  Gnosis, 

it  seemed  expedient  likewise  to  adduce  the  fol- 
lowing point.      This  psalm  of  theirs   has   been 
jed,  by  which  they  seem  to  celebrate  all 

mysteries  of  the  error  (advanced  by)  them 
in  a  hymn,  couched  in  the  following  terms:  — 

The  woi  lucing  law  was  Primal  Mind,3 
A  \i  was  First-]   i 's  outpoured  Chaos ; 
And  third,  thi  d  its  law  of  toil  : 

1  I'd,  therefore,  with  an  aqueous4  form, 
With  can  o'erpowered  it  mu  (  umbs  to  death. 
N  ■«  holding  sway,  it  eyes  the  light, 
And  now  it  weeps  mi  misery  flun 

n  mourns,  now  it  thrills  with  joy; 
\  iw  it  waiN,  now  it  hears  its  doom; 
Now  it  hears  its  do. mi,  now  it  dii 

now  it  leaves  us,  never  to  return. 
It,  h  raying,  treads  the  maze  of  ills. 
Bu  beh  ild, 
A  stril    ol   ills  across  the  earth 

Wanders  from  thy  breath  (of  wrath); 
bitter  Chaos  (man)  seeks  to  shun, 

ys  il >t  how  to  pass  it  through. 
On  iunt,  < '  Father,  send  me; 

i!s,  I  shall  descend  ; 

Through  ages  whole  I'll  sweep, 
All  •  -  I'll  unravel, 
Ami  G  ■  Is  I'll  show  ; 
An  -  saintly  path, 

I'll  impart. 

i  HAP.  VI.  —  THE  OPHITES  THE  GRAND  SOURCE  OF 
HERESY. 

These  doctrines,  then,  the  Naasseni  attempt 
to  establish,  calling  themselves  Gnostics.  But 
since  the  error  is  many-headed  and  diversified, 
resembling,  in  truth,  the  hydra  that  we  read  of 
in  history  :  when,  at  one  blow,  we  have  struck 
off  the  heads  of  this  (delusion)  by  means  of 
refutation,  employing  the  wand  of  truth,  we  shall 
entirely  exterminate  the  monster.     For  neither 

1   i  S.im.  x.  i,  xvi.  13. 
x \ I     14. 

3  The  text  of  this  hymn  is  very  corrupt.     The  Abbe  Cruice  ex- 
plains the  hi  with  the  foregoing  exposition,  and 

tempsychosis,  which  forms 
part  of  the  system  of  the  Naasseni.     [Bunsen,  i.  36.J 

*  Or,  "  nimble." 

do  the  remaining  heresies  present  much  differ- 
ence of  aspect  from  this,  having  a  mutual  con- 

nection through  (the  same)  spirit  ol  'error.  liut since,  altering  the  words  and  the  names  of  the 
serpent,  the)  wish  that  there  should  be  many 
heads  of  the  serpent,  neither  thus  shall  we  fail 
thoroughly  to  refute  them  as  they  desire. 

ill  \i\  Vll.  —  ill  M  OF  THE  PI  RA1  B  ;    1  Hi  [S 

1KII1II  IsM  ;    EXPLANATION  OF   THE  IN'  AkNAlloN. 

There  is  also  unquestionably  a  certain  other 
(head  of  the  hydra,5  namely,  the  heresy)  of  the 
Peratae,6  whose  blasphemy  against  Christ  has  for 
many  years  escaped  notice.  And  the  present  is 

a  fitting  opportunity  for  bringing  to  light  the- 
sei  ret  mysteries  of  such  (heretics).  These  allege 
that  the  world  is  one.  triply  divided.  And  of 
the  triple  division  with  them,  one  portion  is  a 
certain  single  originating  principle,  just  as  it  were 
a  huge  fountain,  which  can  be  divided  mentally 
into  infinite  segments.  Now  the  first  segment, 
and  that  which,  according  to  them,  is  (a  seg- 

ment) in  preference  (to  others),7  is  a  triad,  and 
it  is  called  a  Perfect  Good,  (and)  a  Paternal 
Magnitude.  And  the  second  portion  of  the 
triad  of  these  is,  as  it  were,  a  certain  infinite 

crowd  of  potentialities  that  are  generated8  from 
themselves,  (while)  the  third  is  formal.9  And 
the  first,  which  is  good,  is  unbegotten,  and  the 
second  is  a  self-producing  good,  and  the  third 
is  created  ;  and  hence  it  is  that  they  expressly 
declare  that  there  are  three  Gods,  three  Logoi, 
three  Minds,  three  Men.  For  to  each  portion 
of  the  world,  after  the  division  has  been  made, 
they  assign  both  Gods,  and  Logoi,  and  Minds, 
and  Men,  and  the  rest ;  but  that  from  unorigina- 
tion  and  the  first  segment '°  of  the  world,  when 
afterwards  the  world  had  attained  unto  its  com- 

pletion, there  came  down  from  above,  for  causes 
that  we  shall  afterwards  declare,  in  the  time  of 

5  Something  is  wanting  after  UepariKTi  in  the  text.  Miller  sup- 
plies the  deficiency,  ami  his  conjecture  is  adopted  above.  Literally, 

it  should  be  rendered  —  "  the  Peratic  heresy,  the  blasphemy  of  which 

(heretics),"  etc. <>  Most  of  what  is  mentioned  by  Hippolytus  concerning  this  sect 
is  new.  as  the  chief  writers  on  the  early  heresies  are  comparatively 
silent  concerning  the  Peratae;  indeed,  lrenseus,  Tertullian,  and  Kpi- 
phanius  completely  so.  Clemens  Aiexandrious,  Strom.,  vii.:  (vol. 
>>•  P-  555).  mentions  the  Perarics.  and  Theodore!  more  fully  than 
the  rest  speaks  of  them  {HtKret./aiuL,  i  17).  Theodoret,  however, 
as  the  Abbe  Cruice  thinks,  has  appropriated  his  remarks  from  Hip- 

polytus. ^  7Tf,oe\«TTepa  or  7rpo(rc\€<7Te'pa,  contiguous.  This  is  Miller's 
reading,  but  is  devoid  of  sense.  llpo(x«rTfpa,  adopted  by  Schneide- 
win  and  Cruice,  might  bear  the  meaning  of  the  expression  par  excel- lence. 

8  yeytvvr)fj.i\'u>v ;  Miller  reads  yeytvvy\uivov,  agreeing  with 
7rAr)0os-.  Bernays,  in  his  Epistola  Critica  addressed  to  Bunsen, 
proposes  the  former  reading. 

9  e<6i»coG:  some  read  iiSikoG.  This  term,  adopted  from  the  Pla- 

tonic philosophy,  is  translated  specialis  by  logicians,  and  transcen- 
dentalis  by  metaphysicians.  It  expresses  tne  prc-cxislent  form  in  the 
divine  mind,  according  to  which  material  objects  were  fashioned.  The 

term  seems  out  of  place  as  used  by  the  Peratics  to  denominate  a  cor- 
ruptible and  perishing  world.  We  should  rather  expect  v\ucov,  i.e., 

material.  (See  Aristotle's  masterly  exposition  of  the  subject  of  the 
<t£o?  and  uAtj  in  his  Metaphysics,  book  vi.,  and  p.  64  of  the  analysis 

prefixed  to  the  translation  in  Bohn's  Library.) 
10  npuirris  or  irpb  xijs,  "  antecedent  to  the  segment." 
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Herod  a  certain  man  called  Christ,  with  a  three- 
fold nature,  and  a  threefold  body,  and  a  three- 
fold power,  (and)  having  in  himself  all  (spe<  ies 

of)  concretions  and  potentialities  (derivable) 
from  the  three  divisions  of  the  world  ;  and  that 

this,  says  (the  I'eratic),  is  what  is  spoken:  "It 
pleased  him  that  in  him  should  dwell  all  fulness 

bodily,"  '  and  in  Him  the  entire  Divinity  resides 
of  the  triad  as  thus  divided.  For,  he  says,  that 

from  the  two  superjacent  worlds  —  namely,  from 
that  (portion  of  the  triad)  which  is  unbegotten, 

and  from  that  which  is  self-producing — there 
have  been  conveyed  down  into  this  world  in 
which  we  are,  seeds  of  all  sorts  of  potentialities. 
What,  however,  the  mode  of  the  descent  is,  we 
shall  afterwards  declare. 

(The  Peratic)  then  says  that  Christ  de- 
scended from  above  from  unorigination,  that  by 

His  descent  all  things  triply  divided  might  be 
saved.  For  some  things,  he  says,  being  borne 
down  from  above,  will  ascend  through  Him, 
whereas  whatever  (beings)  form  plots  against 
those  which  are  carried  down  from  above  are 

cast  off,2  and  being  placed  in  a  stale  of  punish- 
ment, are  renounced.  This,  he  says,  is  what  is 

spoken  :  "  For  the  Son  of  man  came  not  into  the 
world  to  destory  the  world,  but  that  the  world 

through  Him  might  be  sued."  The  world,  he 
says,  he  denominates  those  two  parts  that  are 

situal  d  above,  viz.,  both  the  unbegotten  (por- 
tion of  the  triad),  and  the  self-produced  one. 

And  when  Scripture,  he  says,  uses  the  words, 

"that  we  may  not  be  condemned  with  the 

world,"  it  alludes  to  the  third  portion  of  (the 
i  id,  that  is)  the  formal  world.  For  the  third 
portion,  which  he  styles  the  world  (in  which  we 

ai'),  must  perish;  but  the  two  (remaining  por- 
tion ;),  whi'  h  are  situated  above,  must  be  rescued 

from  corruption. 

CHAP.    VIII. — THE    PERATJE    DERIVE   THEIR    svm  I  \i 

FROM    THE    ASTROLOGERS;     litis    PROVED    BY    \ 

I  ii   .11  NT   of  -nil-.  ASTROLOGICAL    I'HEORIES  I  IF 
THE   ZODIAC;    HENCE  THE  TERMINOLOGY    OF  THE 
PERATIC    HERETICS. 

Let  us,  then,  in  the  first  place,  learn  how  (the 
Peratists),  deriving  this  doctrine  from  astrolo 
gers,  act  despitefully  towards  Christ,  working 
destrui  tion  for  those  who  follow  them  in  an 

error  of  this  description,  for  the  astrologers, 
alleging  that  there  is  one  world,  divide  it  into 

the  twelve  ii\ed  portions  of  the  zodiacal  signs, 
ami  (.ill  the  world  of  the  fixed  zodiacal  signs 
one    immoveable    world  ;     and    the    other    they 

1  (Tu/uaTtxuf,  i.e,  substantially,    See  Col  i   19,  ii.  a. 
ii-. 11I  •"/>  ..,!,,  ,li  .nil    ...  S..IH  •  m,  i.e., 

heedlessly  casts  ..ll      Hippolytus,  in  hit  Summary  tff  ih*  1' 
net  -  -  ;■  iii  t .....  1    \  ,  1.  p  which  Cruice  translate*  A 

1  lull  I  lew  111   Ii  1  ,   III   l!i.         mi,-    ;■  ■  I  .1   -ii  l\  , 

anil   transl  ii   abjiciuntitr.      In   both  places   Bernaj 
oiiuotio.,,  i.e.,  those  of  the  natun  ol  th<  Serpent. 

affirm  to  be  a  world  of  erratic  (signs),  both  in 

power,  and  position,  and  number,  and  that  it 
extends  as  far  as  the  moon.5  And  (they  lay 
down),  that  (one)  world  derives  from  (the 

other)  world  a  certain  power,  and  mutual  partici- 
pation (in  that  power),  and  that  the  subjacent 

obtain  this  participation  from  the  superjacent 

(portions).  In  order,  however,  that  what  is 

(here)  asserted  may  be  perspicuous,  I  -.hall  one 
by  one  employ  those  very  expressions  of  the  as- 

trologers;  (and  in  doing  so)  I  shall  only  be 
reminding  my  readers  of  statements  previously 
made  in  the  department  of  the  work  where  we 
have  explained  the  entire  art  of  the  astrologers. 

What,  then,  the  opinions  are  which  those  (specu- 
lators) entertain,  are  as  follow  :  — 

(Their  doctrine  is),  that  from  an  emanation 

of  the  stars  the  generations  of  the  subjacen'. 
(parts)  is  consummated.  For,  as  they  wistfully 

<^\/\-(\  upward  upon  heaven,  the  Chaldeans  as- 
serted that  (the  seven  stars)  4  contain  a  reason 

for  the  efficient  causes  of  the  o<  currence  of  all  the 

events  that  happen  unto  us,  and  that  the  parts 

of  the  fixed  zodiacal  signs  co-operate  (in  this 
influence).  Into  twelve  (parts  they  divide  the 
zodiacal  circle),  and  each  zodiacal  sign  into  thirty 
portions,  and  each  portion  into  sixty  diminutive 
parts  ;  for  so  they  denominate  the  very  smallest 
parts,  and  those  that  are  indivisible.  And  of  the 
zodiacal  signs,  they  term  some  male,  but  others 
feminine  ;  and  some  with  two  bodies,  but  others 
not  so  ;  and  some  tropical,  whereas  others  firm. 
The  male  signs,  then,  are  either  feminine,  which 

possess  a  co-operative  nature  for  the  procrea- 
tion of  males,  (or  are  themselves  productive  of 

females.)  for  Aries  is  a  male  zodiacal  sign,  but 
Taurus  female;  and  the  rest  (are  denominated) 

according  to  the  same  analogy,  some  male,  but 
others  female.  And  I  suppose  that  the  Pythago- 

reans, being  swayed  from  su<  h  (considerations), 
Style  the  Monad  male,  and  the  Duad  female; 
and,  again,  the  Triad  male,  and  analogi<  ally  the 
remainder  of  the  even  and  odd  number-.  Some, 

however,  dividing  each  zodiacal  sign  into  twelve 

parts,  employ  almost  the  same  method,  l-'or  ex ample,  in  Aries,  they  style  the  first  of  the  twelve 

parts  both  Aries  and  a  male,  but  the  second  both 
Taurus  and  a  female,  and  the  third  both  Gemini 

and  a  male  ;  and  the  same  plan  is  pursued  in  the 
Case  of  the  rest  of  the  parts.  And  th 
that  there  are  signs  with  two  bodies,  viz.,  Gem- 

ini and  the  signs  diametrically  opposite,  namely 
Sagittarius,  and  Virgo,  and  Pisces,  and  that  the 
rest  have  not  two  bodies.  And  (the)  state)  that 
some  are  likewise  tropical,  and  when  the  SUD 

stands  in  these,  he  causes  great  turnings1  of  the 

surrounding    (sign).     Aries    is   a      gn   ̂ (   this 

'  Or,  "is  pari  •■(■  the  moon  " 4  s  ime  omissions  here  are  sup  us. 
J  Oi,  "  produce!  alterations  and  cau*  1  luraii 
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1  tli.u  whi<  h  ia  diametrically  op 
i,  and  Capri<  orn,  and 

is  the  vernal  turning,  and 
in  (  rn  that  of  winter,  and  in  Can*  cr  that 

!      ra  that  of  autumn. 

The  details,  however,  concerning  tins  system 

have  minutely  explained  in  the  book  pro- 
ng this .   ana  from  it  any  one  who  wishes 

instruction  (on  the  point),  may  learn  how  it  is 
that  the  I  this  Peratic  heresy,  viz., 

I  ik  ,  and  Celbes  the  Carystian,' 
have,  in  asference  (into  their  own  system 

pinions  from  tl  in  es),  made  alterations 

in  name  only,  while  in  reality  they  have  put  for- 
ward s  tenets*  (Nay  more),  they  have, 

with  immoderate  zeal,  themselves  devoted  (their 
attention)  to  the  art  (of  the  astrologers).  For 
also  the  astrologers  speak  of  the  limits  of  the 
stars,  in  which  they  assert  that  the  dominant 
stars  have  greater  influence  :  as,  for  instance,  on 
some  they  act  injuriously,  while  on  others  they 
act  well.  And  of  these  they  denominate  some 

malicious, and  some  beneficent  And  (stars)  are- 
said  to  look  upon  one  another,  and  to  harmonize 
with  each  other,  so  that  they  appear  according 
to  (the  shape  of)  a  triangle  or  square.  The 
stars,  looking  on  one  another,  are  figured  accord- 

ing to  (the  shape  of2)  a  triangle,  having  an  in- ter\  en;  oi  the  extent  of  three  zodiacal 

reas  (those  that  have  an  interval  of) 
two  zodiacal  signs  are  figured  according  to  (the 
shape  of)  a  square.  And  (their  doctrine  is), 
that  as  in  the  same  way  as  in  a  man,  the  subja- 

cent parts  sympathize  with  the  head,  and  the 
head  likewise  sympathizes  with  the  subjacent 
parts,  so  all  terrestrial  (sympathize)  with  super- 
lunar3  objects.  But  (the  astrologers  go  further 
than  this');  for  there  exists  (according  to 
them)  .  in  difference  and  incompatibility5 
between  these,  so  as  that  they  do  not  involve  one 

and  the  same  union.  'This  combination  and 
divergent  e  of  the  stars,  which  is  a  Chaldean 
(tenet),  has  been  arrogated  to  themselves  by 
those  of  whom  we  have  previously  spoken. 

Now  these,  falsifying  the  name  of  truth,  pro- 
claim as  a  doctrine  of  Christ  an  insurrection  of 

1  Ct''  !  in  a  former  note,  has  two  other  forms  in 
The  I  ernes,  He  is  called  Carystius, 
and  the  tM  «  hi  rc^y  Peiaticus.  As  the  latter  term  is 
frequently  .  i.e.,  the  country  beyond  (fl-epay) 
the  continent,  il                     that  Carystius  has  a  similar  import.     This 

1  conjecture  by  a  passage   {Strom.,  vii. 
IS    Alcxandrinus,  already  alluded    to,  who 

ise  of  the  Marcionites  and  Hasilidians, 
dem-  i  the  names,  whereas  others  from  the 
coui:'  hi  instant  e  of  the  latter,  he  mentions 
the  I  •  note  4,  p.  62,  [and  note  6,  p.  58]). 

2  Some  d>  ,;i  the  text  are  filled  up  from  Sextus  Empiri- 
CU5. 

'."celestial." 
4  This  expression  -iAAi  yip  requires  to  have  the  ellipsis  supplied 

as  above.  It  may  !<e  freely  rendered  "nay  more."  Miller  reads 
'AAA.)  ydp,  \.c  ■  other  difference,"  etc. ;  but  this  does ■ 

■  Or,"«yn  •'mo  is,  however,  properly  altered  into 
ocrv/iiratJcia  on  the  authority  of  Sextus. 

j  and  revolts  of  good  into  (the  ranks 
evil  powers  ;  and  they  speak  of  the  confedi 

tions  of  good  powers  with  wicked  ones.     I 
nominating     them,     therefore,     TOPARCHAI     an  1 

Proastioi,*  and  (though  thus)  framing  for  them- 
selves very  many  other  names  not  suggested  (to 

them  from  other  sources),  they  have  yet  un- 

skilfully itized  the  entire  imaginary  do<  - 
trine  of  the  astrologers  concerning  the  stars. 
And  since  they  have  introduced  a  supposition 

pregnant  with  immense  error,  they  shall  be  re- 
futed through  the  instrumentality  of  our  admira- 

ble arrangement.  For  I  shall  set  down,  in 
contrast  with  the  previously  mentioned  Chaldaic 
art  of  the  astrologers,  some  of  the  Peratic 7 
treatises,  from  which,  by  means  of  comparison, 
there  will  be  an  opportunity  of  perceiving  how 
the  Peratic  doctrines  are  those  confessedly  of 
the  astrologers,  not  of  Christ. 

CHAP.    IX.  —  SYSTEM   OF    THE    PERATjE    EXPLAINED 

OUT  OF   ONE   OF  THEIR   OWN    BOOKS. 

It  seems,  then,  expedient  to  set  forth  a  certain 
one  of  the  books  held8  in  repute  amongst  them, 

in  which  the  following  passage9  occurs :  '•  I  am 
a  voice  of  arousal  from  slumber  in  the  age  of 
night.  Henceforward  I  commence  to  strip  the 
power  which  is  from  chaos.  The  power  is  that 
of  the  lowest  depth  of  mud,  which  uprears  the 
slime  of  the  incorruptible  (and)  humid  expanse 
of  space.  And  it  is  the  entire  power  of  the 
convulsion,  which,  ever  in  motion,  and  presenting 
the  colour  of  water,  whirls  things  on  that  are 
stationary,  restrains  things  tremulous,  sets  things 

free  as  they  proceed,  lightens  IO  things  as  they 
abide,  removes  things  on  the  increase,  a  faithful 
steward  of  the  track  of  the  breezes,  enjoying 
the  things  disgorged  from  the  twelve  eyes  of 

the  law,"  (and)  manifesting  a  seal12  to  the 
power  which  along  with  itself  distributes  the 
downborne  invisible  waters,  and  has  been  called 

Thalassa.  This  power  ignorance  has  been  ac- 
customed to  denominate  Cronus,  guarded  with 

chains  because  he  tightly  bound  the  fold  of  the 

6  i.e.,  "  Rulers  of  localities  and  suburbans." 
7  The  Peratic  heresy  both  Hippolytus  and  Thcodoret  state  to 

have  originated  from  Euphrates.     Origen,  on  the  other  hand,  states 
'"<"///-.  Ccls.,  vi.  28,  [vol.  iv.  p.  586])  that  Euphrates  was  founder 

of  the  Ophites.  The  inference  from  this  is,  that  Origen  was  not 
author  of  The  Refutation. 

8  Hippolytus  at  the  end  of  this  chapter  mentions  the  title  of  one 
of  their  books,  Oi  7rpoa<rrei<H  «iu?  atOcpot,  "The  Suburbans  up  to 
the  Air."  Hunsen  suggests  IlepaTot  ems  aiflepos,  "The  Transcen- 

dental Etherians."     (See  note  i  su/>ra.) 
9  The  Abbe  Cruice  considers  that  the  following  system  of  cos- 

mogony is  translated  into  Creek  from  some  Chaldaic  or  Syriac  work. 
He  recognises  in  it  likewise  a  Jewish  element,  to  be  accounted  for 
from  the  fact  that  the  Jews  during  the  Babylonish  captivity  imbibed 
the  principles  of  the  Orient. d  philosophy.  What,  therefore,  is  given 
by  Hippolytus  may  have  a  Judaistic  origin. 

hneidewin  considers  the  text  here  corrupt. 
11  The  Abbe  Cruice  observes  that  the  reference  here  is  to  the  sec- 

ond book  of  the  law  'Ex.  xv.  27),  where  mention  is  made  of  the 
twelve  fountains  of  Elim.     The  Hebrew  word   (J'J?)  stands  for  both 
an  eye  and  a  fountain.     Hence  the  error  by  the  Greek  translator. 

12  i.e.,  a  poetic  expression,  as  Cruice  remarks,  for  closing  the  seal. 
(See  Job  ix.  7.) 
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mse  and  misty  and  obscure  and  murky  Tar- 
rus.  According  to  the  image  of  this  were 
reduced  Cepheus,  Prometheus,  (and)  Japetus. 
he  Power  to  which  has  been  entrusted  Tha- 
ssa '  is  hermaphrodite.  And  it  fastens  the 
ssing  sound  arising  from  the  twelve  mouths 
to  twelve  pipes,  and  pours  it  forth.  And  the 
jwer  itself  is  subtle,  and  removes  the  controll- 
g,  boisterous,  upward  motion  (of  the  sea), 
id  seals  the  tracks  of  its  paths,  lest  (any  an- 
gonistic  power)  should  wage  war  or  introduce 
ly  alteration.  The  tempestuous  daughter  of 
lis  one  is  a  faithful  protectress  of  all  sorts  of 
aters.  Her  name  is  Chorzar.  Ignorance  is 
.  the  habit  of  styling  this  (power)  Neptune, 
xording  to  whose  image  was  produced  Glau- 
is,  Melicertes,  Ino,  Nebroe.2  He  that  is  encir- 
ed  with  the  pyramid  of  twelve  angels,3  and 
irkens  the  gate  into  the  pyramid  with  various 
)lours,  and  completes  the  entire  in  the  sable 
ies  of  Night :  this  one  ignorance  denominated 
ronus.4  And  his  ministers  were  five, —  first 
,  second  Aoai,  third  Uo,  fourth  Uoab,  fifth  .  .  . 
ther  trustworthy  managers  (there  are)  of  his 
rovince  of  night  and  day,  who  repose  in  their 
vn  power.  Ignorance  denominated  these  the 
Tatic  stars,  from  whom  depends  a  corruptible 
ineration.  Manager  of  the  rising  of  the  star5 
Carphacasemeocheir,  (and)  Eccabbacara  (is 

ie  same).  Ignorance  is  in  the  habit  of  de- 
)iniu  iting  these  Curetes  chief  of  the  winds; 
lird  in  order  is  Ariel,  according  to  whose  image 
as  generated  .Loins,  Briares.  And  chief  of 
ie  twelve-houred  nocturnal  (power)  is  Soclan, 
horn  ignorance  is  accustomed  to  style  Osiris  ; 
md)  according  to  the  image  of  this  one  was 
ffn  Admetus,  Medea,  Helen,  ̂ Ethusa.  Chief 
the  twelve-houred  diurnal  power  is  Euno. 

his  is  manager  of  the  rising  of  the  star  ProtO- 
imarus  and  of  the  ethereal  (region),  but  igno- 
in  e  ha  i  denominated  him  Isis.  A  sign  of  this 

fee  is  the  Dog-star,  according  to  whose  image 
ere  born  Ptolemseus  son  of  Arsinoe,  Didyma, 

leopatra,  and  Olympias.  God's  right-hand 
:>wcr  is  that  which  ignorance  has  denominated 
In  a,  ai  -  ording  to  whose  image  were  produced 
ttis,  Mygdon,6  (and)  (Enone.  The  left-hand 
IWer  has  lordship  over  sustenance,  and  igno- 
Bce  i-.  in  the  habit  of  styling  this  Ceres, 
■hile)  her  name  is  Benaj  and  according  to 
ie  image  of  this  one  were  born  Celeus,  Trip- 

1  Si  tin  .ill,,  affirms 
If  this  person  was    ityled    Hialatta  by  tl  ,  Thalath  by  the 
laldean  i  denomination   being  Omorka,  oi  Omoi 
Mi  'i  i  i  Ibl  '  ice,  however,  seta  little  value  on 
inc'-,  which,  following  the  judgment  "t  Scaligcr,  l»  pi  in 
urious.     It  is  unneci    arj  to  remind  scholars  thai  il»-  authenticity 
Bern  icks  of  modern  critit  lam. 
■    Mill'    u     i    ts  n.'.'i.  a, |,  (    c  Nebo. 
3  Cruice  tinnks  thii  may  in-  .t  figure  >>f  the  yaaxand  of  twelve >nths. 

*  Miller  li  i     K6pr)v, 
I  Or,  "  .iii." 
•  Millei  reads  Mvy6uiy>|,  others  Mfyidcij. 

tolemus,  Misyr,  and  Praxidica.7  The  right-hand 
power  has  lordship  over  fruits.  This  one  igno- 

rance has  denominated  Mena,  according  to 

whose  image  were  born  Bumegas,*  <  )->tanes, 
Mercury  Trismegistus,  Curites,  Petosiris,  Zoda- 
rium,  Perosus,  Astrampsuchus,  (and)  Zoroaster. 
The  left-hand  power  is  (lord)  of  fire,  (and) 
ignorance  has  denominated  this  one  Vulcan, 
according  to  whose  image  were  born  Kric- 
thonius,  Achilles,  Capaneus,  Phacthon,'  Melea- 
ger,  Tydeus,  Knceladus,  Raphael,  Suriel,  (and) 
Omphale.  There  are  three  intermediate  pow- 

ers suspended  from  air,  authors  of  generation. 
These  ignorance  has  been  in  the  habit  of  de- 

nominating Fates ;  and  according  to  the  image 
of  these  were  produced  the  house  of  Priam, 

j  the  house  of  Laius,  Ino,  Autonoe,  Agave,  Atha- 
mas,  Procne,  Uanaides,  and  Peliades.  A  power 
(there  is)  hermaphrodite,  always  continuing  in 
infancy,  never  waxing  old,  cause  of  beauty, 
pleasure,  maturity,  desire,  and  concupiscence  : 
and  ignorance  has  been  accustomed  to  style 
this  Kros,  according  to  whose  image  were  born 
Paris.  Narcissus,  Ganymede,  Endymion,  Titho- 
nus,  Icarius,  Leda,  Amymone, Thetis,  Hesperides, 

Jason,  Leander,  (and)  Hero."  These  are  Pro- 
ASTIOI  up  to  .-Ether,  for  with  this  title  also  he inscribes  the  book. 

j  CHAP.  X.  —  THE  PERATIC  HFRKSY  NOMINALLY  DIF- 
FERENT FROM  ASTROLOGY,  BUT  REALLY  IIIK 

SAME    SYSTEM    ALLEGORIZED. 

It  has  been  easily  made  evident  to  all,  that  the 
heresy  of  the  Peratae  is  altered  in  name  only 
from  the  (art)  of  the  astrologers.  And  the  rest 
of  the  books  of  these  (heretics)  contain  the  same 
method,  if  it  were  agreeable  to  an)  one  to  wade 
through  them  all.  For,  as  I  said,  the)  sup] 
that  the  causes  of  the  generation  oi  all  bi  gotten 
things  are  things  unbegotten  and  superjacent, 
and  that  the  world  with  us  has  been  produced 
after  the  mode  of  emanation,  which  (world) 
they  denominate  formal.  And  (they  maintain) 
thai  all  those  stars  together  which  are  beheld   in 
the  firmament  have  been  causes  of  the  genera- 

tion of  this  world.     They  have,  however,  ah 
the  name  of  these,  as  one  may  perceive  from  the 
Proastioi  by  means  of  a  comparison  (oi  the  two 
systems).    And  secondly,  according  to  the  s 
method    as    that    whereby   the   world   was    made 
from  a  supernal  emanation,  tli  j  affirm  that  in 
this  manner  objects  here  derive  tVoni  the  emana- 

tion of  the  Stars  their  generation,  and  cot  nip: 
and   arrangement.      Since,   then,   astl 

acquainted   with    the    horoscope,   and    meridian, 
and   setting,  and   the   point   oppositl    the  merid- 

ian ;    and    since   these   stars  ot  t    different 

"  Millrr  Ins  'Awpa&la. 

*  Miller  suggeata  Bov{ifyqfa 

^  Miller  ratal  'i'Ai}"»i. 
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t;ni  in  spai  e,  on  a<  <  ount 
i  of  the  univ<  rse,  then 
rent  periods  differenl 

.t  .  entre,  and   (different) 
(  Now  the  Perati<   here- 

al  import  to  tliis  ai 
rologers,    delineate    the 

jod  and  monad  and  lord 
m,  whi  n  .1-  the  declina- 

them  as  a  power)  on  the 
on  the  right    When  any  one, 
■i  with  the  treatises  of  these 
nention  among  them  of  right 

let  him  recur  to  the  centre,  and 
tion,  and  the  ascension  (of  the  Chal- 

dea  I)  he  will  clearly  observe  that  the 
m  of  these  (Peratae)  consists  of  the 

asti  I  doctrine. 

CH  \i\  XI.  —WHY  THEY  <  \l  I    THEMSE1  VES  PERA  I 
Gl  M  RATION    SUPPOR1  ED    B\ 

A\  TO    ANTIQUITY  ;     1  111  IK    INTERPR1  I  \- 
nir   i    .  F  ISRAEL  :   THI  IR  s\ 

NT;"   1  D   BY    [HEM    FROM 
i  HE     REAL    IMPORT    OP"    THE 

l  I  hi:   ASTROLOGERS. 

1     v  denominate  themselves,  however,  Pera- 
tae, that  none  of  those  things  existing 

by  gen  'ration  can  escape  the  determined  lot  for 
things    that  derive  their  existence   from 

gen  :ration.     For  if.  says  (the  Peratic),  anything 
be  altog  ither  begotten,  it  also  perishes,  as  also 
is  the  opinion  of  the  Sibyl.3     But  we  alone,  he 

are  conversant  with  the  necessity  of 
gen              .   and   the   paths  through  which   man 
has  entered  int  >  the  world,  and  who  have  been 

ii  ted  (in  these  matters),  we  alone 
are              tent  to  proceed  through  and  pass  be- 

ucti  in.4     But  water,  he  says,  is  de- 
struction :  nor  did  the  world,  he  says,  perish  by  any 

other  thing  quicker  than  by  water.    Water,  how- 
r,  is  that  whi<  h  rolls  around  among  the  Pro- 

rt  (it  to  be)  Cronus.     For 
such  a  p  iv.  is  of  the  colour  of  water; 
and  this  power,  he  says  —  that  is,  Cronus  —  none 

:   nt  by  generation  can  escape. 
For  (  Tonus             use  to  every  generation,  in  re- 

cumbing  under  destruction,  and  there 
Id  not  exist  (an  instance  of)  generation  in 

which  Cronus  does  not  interfere.    This,  he  says, 
is  what  the  poets  alio  affirm,  and  what  even  ap- 

pals the  gods  :  — 

■me  read  mvovnivuv,  i.e  ,  have  different  motions, 
in  suggesti  Ktvrpuiv. 

'  See  (ha  ula  Sib}    ina  Fragm.,  ii.  ver.  i. 
*  nt paoai;  hence  their  name  Peratics,  i.e.,  Transcendentalists. 

Bunsen  consider".,  however,  that  such  a  derivation  as  this  was  not  the 
true  one  (sec  note  i,  p.  6oJ,  but  merely  an  after-thought.  The  title 
of  one  of  the  Peratic  trc.itiscs,  as  altered  by  Bunsen  from  Oi  Trpoatr- 
rtioi  mm  aMpot  into  Oi  IUparoi  can  aiflfpoc,  i.e.,  "  the  Transcen- 

dental Etherians,"  would  agree  with  their  subsequent  assumption  of this  title.     [Bunsen,  i.  p.  37.] 

"FOI     111  DW,    he    says,   this   earth   and at» 

And  St)  \'  flooded  water,  wh'«  li  is  1 1 1  < -  oath That  ».- 1 1 mum  i-.,  and  dreaded  most  by  r.'.ils  of  happy 

lii. 
And  not  only,  he  says,  do  the  poets  make  this 
statement,  but  ahead)  also  the  very  wisest  men 
among  the  Greeks.  And  Heraclitus  is  even  one 

nt  these,  employing  the  following  words :  "Foi 
to  souls  water  becomes  death."  This  death, 
(the   Peratic)  says,  seizes  the  Egyptians  in  the 
Rvil  Sea.  along  with  their  <  hariots.  All,  how- 

ever, who  are  ignorant  (of  this  fact),  he  says, 
are  Egyptians.  And  this,  they  assert,  is  the 
departure  from  Egypt,  (that  is,)  from  the  body. 
For  they  suppose  little  Egypt  to  be  body,  and 
that  it  crosses  the  Red  Sea  —  that  is,  the  w 
of  (orruption,  which  is  Cronus  —  and  that  it 
reai  hes  a  place  beyond  the  Red  Sea,  that  is, 
generation  ;  and  that  it  comes  into  the  wilder- 

ness, that  is,  that  it  attains  a  condition  inde- 
pendent of  generation,  where  there  exist  pro- 

miscuously all  the  gods  of  destruction  and  the 
God  of  salvation. 

Now,  he  says,  the  stars  are  the  gods  of  de- 
struction, which  impose  upon  existent  things  the 

necessity  of  alterable  generation.  These,  he 

says,  Moses  denominated  serpents  of  the  wilder- 
ness, which  gnaw  and  utterly  ruin  those  who 

imagined  that  they  had  crossed  the  Red  Sea. 
To  those,  then,  he  says,  who  of  the  children  of 
Israel  were  bitten  in  the  wilderness,  Moses  ex- 

hibited the  real  and  perfect  serpent ;  and  they 
who  believed  on  this  serpent  were  not  bitten 
in  the  wilderness,  that  is,  (were  not  assailed)  by 
(evil)  powers.  No  one  therefore,  he  says,  is 
there  who  is  able  to  save  and  deliver  those  thai 

come  forth  from  Egypt,  that  is,  from  the  body 
and  from  this  world,  unless  alone  the  serpent 
that  is  perfect  and  replete  with  fulness.  Upon 
this  (serpent),  he  says,  he  who  fixes  his  hope  is 
not  destroyed  by  the  snakes  of  the  wilderness, 
that  is,  by  the  gods  of  generation.  (This  state- 

ment) is  written,  he  says,  in  a  book  of  Moses. 
This  serpent,  he  says,  is  the  power  that  attended 
Moses,5  the  rod  that  was  turned  into  a  serpent 
The  serpents,  however,  of  the  magicians — (that 
is,)  the  gods  of  destruction  —  withstood  the 
power  of  Moses  in  Egypt,  but  the  rod  of  Moses 
reduced  them  all  to  subjection  and  slew  them. 

This  universal  serpent  is,  he  says,  the  wise  dis- 
course of  Eve.  This,  he  says,  is  the  mystery 

of  Edem,  this  the  river  of  Edem  ;  this  the  mark 
that  was  set  upon  Cain,  that  any  one  who  findcth 

him  might  not  kill  him.  This,  he  says,6  is  Cain,7 
whose  sacrifice 8  the  god  of  this  world  did  not 
accept.     The  gory  sacrifice,  however,  of  Abel  he 

'  Ex.  iv.  2-4,  17,  vii.  9-13. 

6  Or,  "  they  say." 7  Gen.  iv.  15. 
8  Gen.  iv.  5. 
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approved  of;  for  the  ruler  of  this  world  rejoices 
in  (offerings  of)  blood.  This,  he  says,  is  he 
who  appeared  in  the  last  days,  in  form  of  a  man, 
in  the  times  of  Herod,  being  born  after  the 
likeness  of  Joseph,  who  was  sold  by  the  hand  of 
his  brethren,  to  whom  alone  belonged  the  coat 
of  many  colours.  This,  he  says,  is  he  who  is 

according  to  the  likeness  of  Esau,  whose  gar- 
ment —  he  not  being  himself  present  —  was 

blessed  ;  who  did  not  receive,  he  says,  the  bene- 

diction uttered  by  him  of  enfeebled  vision.'  1  [e 
acquired,  however,  wealth  from  a  source  inde- 

pendent of  this,  receiving  nothing  from  him 

whose  eyes  were  dim  ;  and  Jacob  saw  his  coun- 
tenance,2 as  a  man  beholds  the  face  of  God.  In 

regard  of  this,  he  says,  it  has  been  written  that 

"  Nebrod  was  a  mighty  hunter  before  the  Lord."  •* 
And  there  are,  he  says,  many  who  closely  imitate 
this  (Nimrod)  :  as  numerous  are  they  as  the 

gnawing  (serpents)  which  were  seen  in  the  wil- 
derness by  tiie  children  of  Israel,  from  which 

that  perfect  serpent  which  Moses  set  up  delivered 
those  that  were  bitten.  This,  he  says,  is  that 

which  has  been  declared  :  "In  the  same  manner 
i  -  Moses  lifted  up  the  serpent  in  the  wilderness, 

so  also  must  the  Son  of  man  be  lifted  up."4 
According  to  the  likeness  of  this  was  made  in 
the  desert  the  brazen  serpent  which  Moses  set 
up.  Of  this  alone,  he  says,  the 
heaven,  always  conspicuous  in  light 

This,  he  says,  is  th:  great  beginning  respect- 
ing which  Scripture  has  spoken.  Concerning 

this,  he  says  it  has  been  declared  :  "  In  th  :  be- 
ginning  was  the  Word,  and  the  Word  was  with 
God,  and  the  Word  was  God.  This  was  in  the 

inning  with  God,  all  tilings  were  made  by 
linn,  and  without  Him  was  not  one  thing  that 
was  made.  And  what  was  formed  in  Him  is 

life."  5  And  in  Him,  he  says,  his  been  formed 
Eve;  (now)  Eve  is  life.  This,  however,  he 

says,  is  Eve,  mother  of  all  living,0  —  a  common 
nature,  that  is,  of  gods,  angels,  immortals,  mor- 

tals, irrational  creatures,  (and)  rational  ones. 

For,  he  says,  the  expression  "all"  he  uttered 
of  all  (existences).  And  if  the  eyes  of  any,  he 
savs,  arc  blessed,  this  one,  looking  upward  on 

the  firmament,  will  behold  at  the  mighty  sum- 
mit ;  of  heaven  the  beauteous  image  of  the  ser- 

pent, turning  itself,  and  becoming  an  originating 
principle  <»l  every  (species  of)  motion  to  all 
things  that  are  being  produced.  He  will  (there- 

by) know  that  without  him  nothing  consists, 
either  of  things  in  neaven,  or  things  on  earth. 

under    the    earth.       Not    night,    not 

image   is   in 

or tilings 

1  Gen,  xxvu    i 
1  -.•a  xxxiii.  to. 

I     (  icil.     X.    9. 

*  John  iii.  14,  15. 
'    lolin  i.  i-.(. 

*  The  V''   Cruice  thinks  that  Hippolytui  is  here  quoting  from 
the  Gotpi .'  Epiph..  //.#■»•.,  xwi.  t). J  n«))j;  tin*  is  a  conjccnir.il  reading  innttrl  of  apxn* 

moon,  not  fruits,  not  generation,  not  wealth,  not 
sustenance,  not  anything  at  all  of  existent  things, 

is  without  his  guidance.  In  regard  of  this,  he 
says,  is  the  great  wonder  which  is  beheld  in  the 
firmament  by  those  who  are  able  to  observe  it. 
For,  he  says,  at  this  top  of  his  head,  a  fat  which 
is  more  incredible  than  all  things  to  those  who 

are  ignorant,  "are  setting  and  rising  mingled 
one  with  other."  This  it  is  in  regard  of  which 
ignorance  is  in  the  habit  of  affirming  :   in  heaven 

"  Draco  revolves,  marvel  mighty  of  monster  dread." f 

And  on  both  sides  of  him  have  been  placed  Co- 
rona and  Lyra  ;  and  above,  near  the  top  itself  of 

the  head,  is  visible  tiie  piteous  man  "  Fngonasis," 

"Holding  the  right  foot's  end  of  Draco  fierce."9 

And  at  the  back  of  Fngonasis  is  an  imperfect 

serpent,  with  both  hands  tightly  secured  by  An- 
guitenens,  and  being  hindered  from  touching 
Corona  that  lies  beside  the  perfect  serpent. 

CHAP.    XII.  —  COMPENDIOUS     STATEMENT     OF    THE 

DOCTRINES   OF  THE   PERATE. 

This  is  the  diversified  wisdom  of  the  Peratic 

heresy,  which  it  is  difficult  to  declare  in  its  en- 

tirety, so  intricate  is  it  on  account  of  its  seem- 
ing to  consist  of  the  astrological  art.  As  far 

forth,  then,  as  this  is  possible,  we  shall  briefly 
explain  the  whole  force  of  this  (heresy).  In 
order,  however,  that  we  may  by  a  compendious 
statement  elucidate  the  entire  doctrine  of  these 

persons,  it  appears  expedient  to  subjoin  the  fol- 
lowing observations.  According  to  them,  tiie 

universe  is  Father,  Son,  (and)  Matter;  (but) 
each  of  these  three  has  endless  capacities  in 
itself.  Intermediate,  then,  between  the  Matter 
and  the  Father  sits  the  Son,  the  Word,  the  S 

pent,  always  being  in  motion  towards  the  un- 
moved Father,  and  (toward-)  Matter  itself  in 

motion.  And  at  one  tune  he  is  turned  towards 

the  Father,  and  receives  the  powers  into  his  own 

person  \  but  at  another  time  takes  up  ti 
powers,  and  is  turned  towards  Matter.  And 

Matter,  (though)  devoid  of  attribute,  and  1  - 
unfashioned,  moulds  (into  itself)  forms  from  the 
Son  which  the  Son  moulded  from  the  Father. 

but   the  Son  derives  shape  from  the   Father 
after  a   mode   ineffable,  and   unspeakable,  and 

unchangeable;    (that    is.)  in   Mich   a    m.miu  I 
Moses  says  that   the  col-mrs  of  the  •  mceived 

(kine)  flowed  from  the   rods"  which  were   fixed 
in  the  drinking  troughs.      And    m    like    manner, 

again,  that   capacities   flowed   also  from   the   5 
into  Matter,  similarly  to  the  power  in  reference 

to  conception  which  came   from   the   rods  upon 
the    conceived  (kine).       And    the   difference    ̂ i 

'  Arntm,  rii.nii'tti.,  v.  6a. ./.,  v.  46, 

10  Gen.  xxx.  37-39. 
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rit)  whi<  h  flow  '1  from • 

he  tible  and  in<  oi 
ii.       \s,    however,   one   who 
.  •'  he   takes   nothing 

Is,  transit  rs  b)   his  pen<  il  all 
..,-  ;  go  the  S  m,  b)  a  pow<  r 
•    himself,   transfers    paternal 
ther  into  M  ttter.    All  the  pa- 
here,  and  there  arc  not  any 
one,  he  says,  of  those  (beings) 

wlv.  11  have  strength  to  perceive 

that  he  isa  paternal  mark  transferred  hither  from 
I  he  is)  incarnate — just  as  by  the 
ilting  from  the  rod  a  something 

■  produced,  —  he  is  of  the  same  substance 
.er  with  the  Father  in  heaven,  and  returns 

thither.     If.  however,  he  may  not  happen  upon 
:,  neither  will  he  understand  the  ne- 

ion,  just   as   an  abortion  born 
at  night  will  perish  at  night.     When,  therefore, 

he  the  S  ibserves,   "your    Father 
which   is   in    heaven."'    he  alludes    to   that   one 

Son  deriving  his  characteristics 
tied    them    hither.      When,    however, 

remark-.   "  Your    father   is    a    murderer 

a  the  beginnin       '  he  alludes  to  the  Ruler 
and  Demiui  natter,  who.  appropriating  the 
marks  delivered  from  the  Son,  generated  him 
here  who  from  the    beginning  was   a   murderer, 
for  his  work  causes  corruption  an  1  death. 
\  .  then,  he  says,  can  be  saved  or  return 
(inl  without  the  Son,  and  the  Son  is 

For  as   he   brought   down    from 
ive  tile  paternal  marks,  so  again  he  carries  up 

marks  r<  n  a  dormant 
condition  and  rendered   paternal   characteristics. 
substantial   ones   from   the   u  itial  Being, 
transferring  them  hither  from  thence.     This,  he 

s,  is  what    is  spoken:    "I  am  the   door."^ 
And   he  tr  (those    marks),   he    says,4   to 

ho  close  the  eyelid,  as  the  naphtha  draw- 
ing the  fire   in   every  direction   towards    itself; 

the  magnet  (attracting)  the  iron 
and  not  anything  else,  or  just  as  the  backbone 

the  gold  and  nothing  else,  or 
by  the  amber.     In  this  man- 

ner, he  the  portrayed,  perfect,  and  con- 
substantial  .  Irawn  again  from  the  world  by 
the  Serpent ;  nor  does  he  (attract)  anything  else, 

sent  down  by  him.     For  a  proof 
of  this,  they  adduce  the  anatomy  5  of  the  brain, 

assimilating,  from  the  fact  of  its' immobility,  the 
•t    vii.  ii. 

il  VIII     44. 

-  John  1 

*  '' ;'' '  M    !er.  who  also  su2eestsSi<i4>ep<!i  instead implies  the  deficiency  as  translated  above.     The  Abbe 
taken  from  a  somewhat  similar 

passage  in  the   third  vm  ,  but  the  obscurity  still   rc- Miller  thinks  there  i>  a  reference  to  Isa  vi.  10. 
y  has  been  previously  alluded  to  by  Hippolytus  in  the 

last  chapter  of  book  iv. 

I       i  .  and  th  Hum  to 
the  Son.  because  of  its  being  moved  and  being 
t<\  the  form  of  (the  head  of)  .1  serpent.  And 

they  allege  that  tin-  (cerebellum),  bj  an  ineffable 
and   inscrutable   pi  attracts   through   the 
pineal   gland    the   spiritual    and    life-giving   sub- 
stance   emanating  from  the  vaulted   chamber6 
(in  which  the  brain  i-.  embedded).  Ami  on 

iving  this,  the  cerebellum  in  an  ineffable 
manner  imparts  the  ideas,  just  as  the  Son  does, 
to  mailer  ;  or,  in  other  words,  the  seeds  and  the 

11  of  the  things  produced  according  to  the 

flesh  flow  along  into  the  spinal  marrow.  Em- 

ploying this  exemplar,  (the  heretics)  seem  to 
adroitly  introduce  their  secret  mysteries,  which 
ue  delivered  in  silence.  Now  it  would  be 

impious  for  us  to  declare  these  ;  yet  it  is  easy  to 
form  an  idea  of  them,  by  reason  of  the  many 
statements  that  have  been  made. 

CHAP.  XIII.  —  THE  PERATIC  HERESY  NOT  Gl  M  RALLY 

KNOWN. 

But  since  I  consider  that  I  have  plainly  ex- 
plained the  Peratic  heresy,  and  by  many  (argu- 
ments) have  rendered  evident  (a  system  that 

hitherto)  has  always  escaped  notice,  and  is 

altogether7  a  tissue  of  fable,  and  one  that  dis- 
guises its  own  peculiar  venom,  it  seems  expedi- 

ent to  advance  no  further  statement  beyond 

those  already  put  forward  ;  for  the  opinions  pro- 

pounded by  (the  heretics)  themselves  are  suffi- 
cient for  their  own  condemnation. 

CHAP.  XIV. — THE  SYSTEM  OF  THE  SETHIANS  J  THEIR 
TRIAD  OF  rNFINTTE  PRINCIPLES  ;  THEIR  HERESY 

EXPLAINED;  THEIR  INTERPRETATION  OF  THE  IN- 
CARNATION. 

Let  us  then  see  what  the  Sithians s  affirm. 
To  these  it  appears  that  there  are  three  definite 

principles  of  the  universe,  and  that  each  of  these 

principles  possesses  infinite  powers.  And  when 

they  speak  of  powers  9  let  him  that  heareth  take 
into  account  that  they  make  this  statement. 

Everything  whatsoever  you  discern  by  an  act 
of  intelligence,  or  also  omit  (to  discern)  as  not 

being  understood,  this  by  nature  is  fitted  to 
become  each  of  the  principles,  as  in  the  human 

soul  every  art  whatsoever  which  is  made  the 
subject  of  instruction.  Just  for  instance,  he 

says,  this  child  will  be  a  musician,  having  waited 

6  (tajiopiou:  some  would  read  paxapiov  ["  the  dome  of  thought, 

the  palace  oi  the  soul  "]. '  navTanaai:  some  read  rrivra  jra<ri.  Cruice  suggests  iraaiv 
iniTi6eiiievT)i>,  i.e..  one  that  plots  against  all. 

8  This  is  the  form  in  which  the  name  occurs  in  Hippolytus,  but 
the  correct  one  is  Sethians.  As  regards  this  sect,  see  Irena:us(  Contr. 
1  ltrrcs.,  i.  30;  Tertullian,  Prescript.,  c.  lxvii. ;  Theodorct,  Haret. 
FabuL,  i.  14;  Epiphanius,  Advert.  Hares.,  c.  xxviii.,  xxxvii  ,  and 
xxxix.;  Augustine,  De  Hard.,  c.  xix.;  Josephus,  Antiq.  Judaic.^ 

i.  2;   Suidas  on  the  word  "  Seth." 
9  For  Suvoneiv  .  .  .  Aoyi^eo-Ooj,  Bernays  reads  Bwdrai.  .  .  . 

\oyi£< oQai :  "  While  these  make  (such)  assertions,  he  is  able  to  cal- 
culate," etc. 
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the  requisite  time  for  (acquiring  a  knowledge   nitely  infinite,  are  each  according  to  its  own  sub 

of)   the  harp  ;  or  a  geometrician,   (having  pre-    stance  reflective  and  intelligent,  unnumbered  in 

viously  undergone  the   necessary  study  for  ac- 
quiring   a    knowledge)    of    geometry ;    (or)    a 

multitude.     And  since  what   are   reflective  and 

intelligent    are    numberless   in   multitude,   while 

grammarian,  (after  having  sufficiently  studied)  they  continue  by  themselves,  they  are  all  at  rest, 

grammar;  (or)  a  workman,  (having  acquired  a  If,  however,  power  approaches  power,  the  dis- 

practical  acquaintance)  with  a  handicraftsman's  similarity  of  (what  is  set  in)  juxtaposition  pro- 
business  j  and  to  one  brought  into  contact  with  (hues  a  certain  motion  and  energy,  which  are 
the  rest  of  the  arts  a  similar  occurrence  will  formed  from  the  motion  resulting  from  the  con- 
take  place.  Now  of  principles,  he  says,  the  course  effected  by  the  juxtaposition  of  the 
substances  are  light  and  darkness  ;  and  of  these,  coalescing  powers.  For  the  concourse  of  the 
spirit  is  intermediate  without  admixture.  The  powers  ensues,  just  like  any  mark  of  a  seal  that 

spirit,  however,  is  that  which  has  its  appointed  is  impressed  by  means  of  the  concourse  corre- 
i  in  the  midst  of  darkness  which  is  below,  spondingly  with  (the  seal)  which  prints  the 

and  light  which  is  above.  It  is  not  spirit  as  a  figure  on  the  substances  that  are  brought  up 
current  of  wind,  or  some  gentle  breeze  that  can  (into  contact  with  it).  Since,  thei 
be  felt ;  but,  as  it  were,  some  odour  of  ointment  powers  of  the  three  principles  are  infinite  in 
or  of  incense  formed  out  of  a  compound.  (It  number,  arid  from  infinite  powers  (arise)  infinite 

is)  a  subtle  powe"r,  that  insinuates  itself  by  means  concourses,  images  of  infinite  seals  are  neces- 
of  some  impulsive  quality  in  a  fragrance,  which  sarily  produced.  These  image's,  therefore,  are 
is  inconceivable  and  better  than  could  be  ex-  j  the  forms  of  the  different  sorts  of  animals, 
pressed  bywords.  Since,  however,  light  is  above  From  the  first  great  concourse,  then,  of  the  three 
and  darkness  below,  and  spirit  is  intermediate  principles,  ensues  a  certain  great  form,  a 

in  such  a  way  as  stated  between  these ;  and  since  of  heaven  and  earth.  The  heaven  and  the 

light  is  so  constituted,  that,  like  a  ray  of  the  sun, '  earth  have  a  figure  similar  to  the  womb,  having 
it  shines  from  above  upon  the  underlying  dark-  j  a  navel  in  the  midst;  and  if,  he  says,  any  one  is 
ness  ;  and  again,  since  the  fragrance  of  the  spirit, 
holding  an  intermediate  place,  is  extended  and 
carried  in  every  direction,  as  in  the  case  of 

incense-offerings  placed  upon  fire,  we  detect  the 
fragrance  that  is  being  wafted  in  every  direction 

desirous  of  bringing  this  figure  under  the  organ 
of  vision,  let  him  artfully  scrutinize  the  pregnant 
womb  of  whatsoever  animal  he  wishes,  and  he 
will  discover  an  image  of   the  heaven  and 
earth,  and  of  the  things  which   in  the   midst  of 

when,  I  say,  there  is  a  power  of  this  description    all  are  unalterably  situated  underneath. 
belonging  unto  the  principles  which  are  classified        (And  so  it  is,  that  the  first  great  concourse  of 
under  three   divisions,  the   power  of  spirit   and    the  three  principles)  has  produced  Mich  a  f 
light  simultaneously  exists  in  the  darkness  that   of  heaven  and  earth  as  is  similar  to  a  womb        i 
is  situated  underneath  them.     But  the  darkness    the  first  coition.     But,  again,  in  the  midst  o\  the 

is  a  terrible  water,  into  which  light  is  absorbed    heaven  and   the  earth  have  been  generated   infi- 
and  translated  into  a  nature  of  the  same  descrip- 

tion with  spirit.  The  darkness,  however,  is  not 
devoid  of  intelligence,  but  altogether  reflective, 
and  is  conscious  that,  where  the  light  has  been 

abstracted  from  the  darkness,  the  darkness  re- 
mains isolated,  invisible,  obscure,  impotent. 

inoperative,  (and)  feeble.     Wherefore  it  is  con- 

nite  concourses  of  powers.     And  each  concourse 

did  not  effect  and  fashion  anything  else  t'  an  a seal  of  heaven  and  earth  similar  to  a  womb, 

but,  again,  in  the  earth,  from  the  infinite  seals 
are  produced  infinite  crowds  of  various  animals. 
but  into  all  this  infinity  of  the  different  animals 
under  heaven  is  diffused  and  distributed,  along 

strained,  by  all  its  reflection  and  understanding,  with  the  light,  the  fragrance  of  the  Spirit 
to  collect  into  itself  the  lustre  and  scintillation  above.  From  the  water,  therefore,  has 

of  light  with  the  fragrance  of  the  spirit.     And  ii    produced  a  first-begotten  originating  principle, 
is  possible  to  behold  an  image  of  the  nature  of 
these  in  the  human  countenance;  for  instance, 
the  pupil  of  the  eye,  dark  from  the  subjacent 
humours,  (but)  illuminated  with  spirit.  As. 
then,  the  darkness  seeks  after  the  splendour, 
that  it  may  keep  in  bondage  the  spark,  and  may 
hue  perceptive  power,  so  the  light  and  spirit 
seek  after  the  power  that  belongs  to  themselves, 
and  strive  to  upivar,  and  towards  each  other  to 
carry  up  their  intermingled  powers  into  the  dark 
and  formidable  water  lying  underneath. 

but    all    the    powers    ot    the    three   originating 

principles,  which  are   as   regards   number  indeti- 

viz.,  wirid,  (which  is)  violent  and  and 
a  cause  of  all  generation,     for  produi  ing  a  sort 
of  ferment    in   the   waters,   (the   wind)   up 

waves   out   of   the   waters  ;   and    the   motion'   of 

the   waves,  just   a-   when   some   impulsive 

ot"  pregnancy  is  the  origin  of  the  produi  don  o\ 
a  man  or  mind,3  is   caused  when  (the  ocean), 

excited  by  the  impulsive  power  i>\  spirit.  i>  : 
pelled  forward.     When,  however,  this  wave  that 

i  i  >r,  "  form  "f  .<  m  '1 
Or. "  produi  don 

1  Thll  ilCniioo'l  mode  of  supplying  tlic  ! 

or  ox." 

Miller  tuu' 
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has  'J  out  -'i'  tin-  water  b)  the  wind, 
ndered  pregnant  in  its  has  within 

ined    the   power,   possessed    by   the 
eration,  it  holds  togeth<  r  the  light 

.1  from  above  along  with  the  fragrance 
th.it  i-,.  mind  moulded  in  the  dif- 

spci  ies.     And  this  (light)  is  a  perfe<  t 
I      I,  who  from  the  unbegotten  radiance  above, 

■  in  the  spirit.  i>  borne  down  into  human 

n.u  ■  ato  .1  temple,  by  the  impulsive  power 

of  Nature,  ami  by  the  motion  of  wind.  And  it 

i>  |  !  from  water  being  commingled1  and 
blended  with  bodies  as  if  it  were  a  salt*  of  ex- 

it things,  ami  a  light  of  darkness.     And  it 
Stn:  •  >  be  released  from  bodies,  and   is   not 
able   to   find   liberation  and    an  egress   tor  itself. 

diminutive  spark,  a  s<  splinter 

from  above  like  the  ray  of  a  stir,  has  been  min- 
I  in  the  much  compounded  waters  of  many 

(existences),3  as.  says  he.  (David)  remarks  in  a 

p..'     Every  thought,  then,  and  solicitude  act- 
uating  the   supernal   light  is  as   to   how  and   in 

I    manner    mind    may   be    liberated,   by   the 

death  of  the  depraved  and  dark  body,  from   the 
ier  that  is  below,  which  is  the  wind  that  with 

noise5   and   tumult   uplifted   the  waves,  and  who 
generated   a   perfect   mind    his  own  Son;  not, 

ever,  being  his  peculiar  (offspring)  substan- 
\.      For    he    was    a    ray    (sent    down)    from 

above,  from   that  perfect   light,  (and)  was  over- 

powered in  the  dark."  and  formidable,  and  bitter, 
and  defiled  water  \  and  he  is  a  luminous  spirit 
bone  down  over  the  water.7     When,  therefore, 
the  waves   that    have    been   upreared    from   the 
waters    have     received    within    themselves    the 

er  of  generation  possessed  by  females,  they 
cot  a  certain  womb,  in  different  species, 
the  infused  radiance,  so  as  that  it  is  visible  in 

the  case  of  all  animals.5  But  the  wind,  at  the 
same  time  fierce  and  formidable,9  whirling  along, 

is.  in  respect  of  its  hissing  sound,  like  a  serpent.10 
t,  then,  from  the  wind  —  that  is,  from  the 

serpent  —  has  resulted  the  originating  principle 
of  generation  in  the  manner  declared,  all  things 
having  simultaneously  received  the  principle  of 
generation.     After,  then,  the  light  and  the  spirit 

1  '  <r,  "  concealed." 
.  -  t¥  ytropfwv;  Miller  reads  aAaAwi>. 
hiatus,  as  filled  up  by  Miller,  is  adopted  above.     The  Abbe 

ing  emendation:  "  For  there  has  been  imer- 
ming  .in  very  diminutive  spark   from   the  light  (subsisting) 

.  with  the  supernal  fragrance,  from  the  spirit  producing,  like  a 
•sition  in  things  dissolved,  and  dissolution  in  things  com- 

poun *  Is.  xxix.  ■}. 
<IUf\  some  read  &f>a<jfi<l,  i.e.,  agitation,  literally  a  boiling  up. 

6  <r«oT«iio .;    some    read    crxoAiu    (which    is   of    similar   import), 
crooked,  i.e.,  involved,  obscure. 

lit." 

8  A  hiatus  occurs  here.     The  deficiency  is  supplied  by  Cruicc  from 
utements  of  Hippolytus,  and  is  adopted  above. 

'      1  -<ure.     The  translation  above  follows  Schnei- 
;  would  seem  capable  of  this  meaning: 

li  .  is  whirled   along 

like  a  trilling  terpen!  s.;;i,he>l  with  wings."      His  texl  is,  ,-  "  </i/pnaTi 
6%>€i  wa^ia-Aijffios  VTtpuiTvi,  but  suggests  h-ti^i-ut^-   u,<   ano. 

had  been  re<  eived,  he  I  and 

baneful  (and)  disordered  womb,  I  nt  — 
the  wind  of  the  darkness,  tin  first  begotten  of  the 
waters  -  (liters  within  and  produces  man,  ami 

the  impure  womb  neither  loves  nor  re 
am  other  form.  The  perfect  Word  "I  supernal 
light  being  therefore  assimilated  (in  form)  to  the 
beast,  (that  is,)  the  serpent,  entered  into  the 
defiled  womb,  having  deceived  (the  womb) 
through  the  similitude  of  the  beast  itself,  in 
order  that  (the  Word)  may  loose  the  chains  that 

encircle  the  perfect  mind  whit  h  has  been  be- 
gotten amidst  impurity  of  womb  by  the  primal 

offspring  of  water,  (namely,)  serpent,  wind 

(and)  beast."  'This,  he  says,  is  tin-  form  of  the 
servant,1-  and  this  the  necessity  of  the  Word  of 
Cod  coming  down  into  the  womb  of  a  virgin, 
but  iie  says  it  is  not  sufficient  that  the  Perfect 
Man,  the  Word,  has  entered  into  the  womb  of  i 

virgin,  and  loosed  the  pangs  ̂   which  were  in  thai 
darkness.  Nay,  more  than  this  was  requisite 

for  after  his  entrance  '*  into  the  foul  mysteries  of 
the  womb,  he  was  washed,  and  drank  of  the  cup 

of  life-giving  bubbling  water.'5  And  it  was  al- 
together needful  that  he  should  drink  who  was 

about  to  strip  off  the  servile  form,  and  assume 
celestial  raiment. 

CHAP.  XV. — THE  SETHIANS  SUPPORT  THEIR  DOC- 
TRINES BV  AX  ALLEGORICAL  IMTERPRETATIol 

OF  SCRIPTURE  j  THEIR  SYSTEM  REALLY  DERIYEL 
FROM  NATURAL  PHILOSOPHERS  AND  FROM  THE 

ORPHIC  RITES  )  ADOPT  THE  HOMERIC  COSMOG- 
ONY. 

These  are  the  statements  which  the  patrons  l6 
of  the  Sethian  doctrines  make,  as  far  as  it  is 

possible  to  declare  in  a  few  words.  Their  sys- 
tem, however,  is  made  up  (of  tenets)  from  natu- 

ral (philosophers),  and  of  expressions  uttered 
in  reference  to  different  other  subjects ;  and 

transferring  (the  sense  of)  these  to  the  Eternal  '* 
Logos,  they  explain  them  as  we  have  declared. 
But  they  assert  likewise  that  Moses  confirms 

their  doctrine  when  he  says,  "Darkness,  and 
mist,  and  tempest."  These,  (the  Sethian)  says, 
are  the  three  principles  (of  our  system)  ;  or 
when  he  states  that  three  were  born  in  paradise 

—  Adam,  Eve,  the  serpent;  or  when  he  speaks 
of  three   (persons,  namely)    Cain,  Abel,   Seth; 

11  Scbneidewin  has  a  full  stop  after  "  wind,"  and  begins  the  next sentence  with  Bqpiov  (beast). 
»2  Phil.  ii.  7. 
13  Acts  ii.  24. 

'*  Miller  would  read  nfri  tJ  .  .  .  ((c\0!ov,  "after  the  foul 

mysteries  of  the  womb  he  went  forth,"  etc. 
15  John  iv.  7-14.  For  itinv  some  read  iroitiv,  "a  course  which 

he  must  pursue  who,"  etc. 
Ib  rrooararai.  This  is  a  military  expression  applied  to  those  placet 

in  the  foremost  ranks  of  a  battalion  of  soldiers;  but  it  was  also  en* 

ployed  in  civil  affairs,  to  designate,  for  instam  c  ..'.  A  '  t'.   sL  wr* protected  the  m«tohcoi  (aliens),  and  others  without  t!;e  ri_..ts  of  du 
xensbip.     UooTTaT»)«  was  the  Roman  Patromis. 

17  Or,  "  their  own  peculiar." 
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ml  again  of  three  (others)  — Shem,  Ham,1  Ja- 
iheth  ;  or  when  he  mentions  three  patriarchs  — 
Abraham,  Isaac,  Jacob  j  or  when  he  speaks  of 
he  existence  of  three  days  before  sun  and 

noon  ;  or  when  he  mentions  three  laws  —  pro- 
libitory,  permissive,  and  adjudicatory  of  punish- 
aent.     Now,  a  prohibitory  law  is  as  follows : 
Of  every  tree  that  is  in  paradise  thou  mayest 
reely  eat ;  but  of  the  tree  of  the  knowledge  of 

ood  and  evil  thou  mayest  not  eat."2  But  in 
he  passage,  "Come  forth  from  thy  land  and 
"om  thy  kindred,  and  hither  into  a  land  which 
shall  show  thee,"  3  this  law,  he  says,  is  permis- 

ive  ;  for  one  who  is  so  disposed  may  depart, 
nd  one  who  is  not  so  disposed  may  remain. 
!ut  a  law  adjudicatory  of  punishment  is  that 

•hich  makes  the  following  declaration  :  "  Thou 
halt  not  commit  adultery,  thou  shalt  not  kill, 

aou  shalt  not  steal ;  "4  for  a  penalty  is  awarded )  each  of  these  acts  of  wickedness. 

The  entire  system  of  their  doctrine,  however, 

;  (derived)  from5  the  ancient  theologians  Mu- 

ms, and  Linus,  and  Orpheus,6  who  elucidates 
specially  the  ceremonies  of  initiation,  as  well  as 
tie  mysteries  themselves.  For  their  doctrine 

oncerning  the  womb  is  also  the  tenet  of  Or- 
hcus  ;  and  the  (idea  of  the)  navel,7  which  is 

armony,8  is  (to  be  found)  with  the  same  sym- 
olism  attached  to  it  in  the  Bacchanalian  orgies 
f  Orpheus.  But  prior  to  the  observance  of  the 
lystic  rite  of  Celeus,  and  Triptolemus,  and 
]eres,  and  Proserpine,  and  Bacchus  in  Eleusis, 

orgies  have  been  celebrated  and  handed 

own  to  men  in  Phlium  of  Attica.''  For  ante- 
edent  to  the  Eleusinian  mysteries,  there  are 

ted)  in  Phlium  the  orgies'0  of  her  denomi- 
ated  the  "Great  (Mother)."  There  is,  how- 
vcr,  a  portico  in  this  (city),  and  on  the  portico 
i  inscribed  a  representation,  (visible)  up  to  the 
resent  day,  of  all  the  words  which  are  spoken 
on  such  occasions).  Many,  then,  of  the  words 
iscribed  upon  that  portico  are  those  respecting 

1  Ii  1  .  «  mil  n  (  h.-ini  in  the  text. 
2  <  Jen.  ii.  16,  17. 

ii.  xii.  1. 

*  Ex  xv   13-15!  Deut.  v.  17-19. 
.  M  iller. 

*>  The  ■     I"  I""  ■    to   the   lr^rmhry    jioriixl    of   Greek    philosophy 
[tis.-ru  .  flourished  .muni,  the  Athenians,  Linus  among  the  Thebans. 

id  Orpheus  among  the    ["hraciani      They  weaved   their  physii  *1 ;  into  crude  theological  sysl  h  subsequent  1\ 
I  >i  rlesiod.    See  ili<-  translator's  Trta- 

ft  fn  M,  1  ipiivsi  t,  1  hap  11  pp 
read  will  1   probability  0aAA&t,  which 

cms  tin-  figure,  [enerally  wooden,  of  .1  mtmbrum  viriit,  This 
krmonizes  with  wnai  Hippolytui  has  already  mentioned  respecting 
•1:1        \  .'in'  ol  1  in  •  il'  icription  was  carried  in  solemn  procession 
the  orgies  ol  Bacchus  as  a  symbol  of  tl   erative  j  ■•  ■  %s . 

pe.  The  worship  oi  thi  Lingam  imong  the  Hindoos  is  of  the  same 
:m  1  iption. 

H  .i(..,i>jc in   (Schneidewin).     Cruice  rebuts  avt(n(a  (manliness), 
hid  uiili   .,'j.iaa'^    (see    preceding   noti  I.      Foi    $oAA6t 
shneidi  win  n  koA<S<     navel). 

II  \.  11  11  1  "    I  \l>  in.  Kills.  I  '://,,•'  .  p,  543). 
iding   in   M iller  i  Ij    im  orrect,  vis  .  \t 

I    iA '/v»,n i- ,  1. 'i  w hii  h  he  suggests  p*«vaAij  fopTii.     Several  othei 
ttendations  have  been  i""i    i.  but  they  scarcely  dirTei  from  the 

n  ibove,  "Im  ii  is  coini  idem  with  what  may  l>c  learned 
f  these  tnysti  1 H  .  from  1  ithi  1  1  lun 

which  Plutarch  institutes  discussions  in  his  ten 

books  against "  Empedocles.  And  in  the  greater'2 
number  of  these  books  is  also  drawn  the  repre- 

sentation of  a  certain  aged  man,  grey-haired. 
winged,13  having  his  pudendum  erection,  pursuing 
a  retreating  woman  of  azure  colour.'4  And  over 

the  aged  man  is  the  inscription  "  phaos  ruen- 
tes,"  and  over  the  woman  "pereephicola."  ,;  I;  .t 
"  phaos  ruentes  "  ,6  appears  to  be  the  light  (whi<  h 
exists),  according  to  the  doctrine  of  the  Sethi- 

ans,  and  "  phicola "  the  darkish  water;  while 
the  space  in  the  midst  of  these  seems  to  be  a 
harmony  constituted  from  the  spirit  that  is  placed 

between.  The  name,  however,  of  "  phaos  ru- 
entes "  manifests,  as  they  allege,  the  flow  from 

above  of  the  light  downwards.  Wherefore  one 
may  reasonably  assert  that  the  Sethians  celebrate 
rites  among  themselves,  very  closely  bordering 

upon  those  orgies  of  the  "Great  (Mother" 
which  are  observed  among)  the  Phliasians.  And 
the  poet  likewise  seems  to  bear  his  testimony  to 

this  triple  division,  when  he  remarks,  "And  all 
things  have  been  triply  divided,  and  everything 

obtains  its  (proper)  distinction  ;  "  '7  that  is,  each 
member  of  the  threefold  division  has  obtained 

(a  particular)  capacity.  But  now,  as  regards 
the  tenet  that  the  subjacent  water  below,  which 
is  dark,  ought,  because  the  light  has  set  (over  it), 
to  convey  upwards  and  receive  the  ̂ park  borne 
down  from  (the  light)  itself  j  in  the  assertion  of 
this  tenet,  I  say.  the  all-wise  Sethians  appear  to 
derive  (their  opinion)  from  Homer:  — 

"By  earth  I  sware,  and  yon  broad  Heaven  above, 
And  Stygian  stn  am  1m  rteath,  the  weightiest  oath 
Of  solemn  power,  to  bind  the  blessed  gods."  IS 

That  is,  according  to  Homer,  the  gods  supp 
water   to    be    loathsome    and    horrible.       Now, 
similar  to  this  is  the  doctrine  of  the  Sethians, 

which  affirms    (water)   to  be  formidable   to 

mind. '9 
CHAP.  XVI. — THE  SETHIAN  THEORY  CONCERN  ! 

■•  MIXTURE  "  AND  "<  1  IMPOSITION  ;  "  APPLII  LTION 
OF  IT  TO  CHRIST  ;  ILLUSTRATION  I  ROM  II  i  I 
WELL   OF   AMPA. 

These,  and   other  assertions  similar  to   th 

are  made  (by  the  Sethians)  in  their  interminable 

11  Tpin,  or  ii  nujlii  be  n  '     \  referent  e, 
ever,  to  the  1  ital  icles*  works,  given  bj  1 

.  shows  thai  foi  1  >b«  ■>*<  should  read  ••*. 
'       v.    .  m  :   Millei  '  \  - 
1  '   I  ':  1  \ 

u  in  ■.  .1  -  .'..■  'us  was  worn       1  I 
1. 11   «  hii  h  1  im  11  us  *  tututed    • 
series,  p,  1 

■  1  . 1  . , .  .  1  ,  . 
I 

,(>  Foi  "  i'li  los  1  in  nt(  s"  s  >m<    read  "  1 
lion  found  in  thi 

1         lis  t,  xv    1    1        Sec  1  he  1 

ol  book  1  "i  Tkt  ■■■'■  '   .' ... 
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1 '  Millei 

"  wliuh  .iiiinns  watei  1 
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.  howe\  uade  their 
me  i  onversanl  with  the  thi 
sition  .ind  mixture.     But  this 

!  a  subje<  t  of  meditatioi 

'■■it  (among  othei  •  to  Andronicus 
the  Penpal  i       Sethians,  then,  affirm  thai 
i  ing  <  omposition  and  mixture 
i> .  onstituted  aa  ording  to  the  following  method  : 

luminous  ray  from  above  is  intermingled, 
I    the   \ ».ry  diminutive    spark    is   delicately 
nded  in  the  dark  waters  beneath  ;  and  (both 
these)  become  united,  and  arc  formed  into 
compound  mass,  jum   as  a  single  sai 

s)   from   the   mixture  of  many  incense- 
>  in  the  fire,  and  (just  a^)  an  adept,  by 

having  a  tot  in  an  acute  sense  of  smell,  ought 
from  the  single  odour  of  the  incense 

guish  accurately  each  (ingredient)  of  the 

Dse-offerings  that  have  been  mingled  in  the 
lire.  —  whether,  for  example,  storax,  and  myrrh, 
and  frankincense,  or  whatever  other  (ingredient) 

ma)   be  mixed  (in  the  incense).     They,  how- 
No  other  examples,  saying  both 

that  brass  is  mixed  with   gold,  and  that  some  art 
has  been  discovered  which  separates  the  brass 
from  the  gold.     And.  in  like  manner,  if  tin  or 
brass,  or  any  substance  homogeneous  with  it,  be 

red   mixed  with   silver,  these   likewise,  by 

e  art  superior  to  that  of  mixing,  are  distin- 
But  already  some  one  also  distinguishes 

r  mingled  with  wine.1    So,  say  they,  though  all 
things  are  commingled,  they  are  capable  of  being 

rated.      Nay.  but,  he  says,  derive  the  same 
less  in  Mom  the  (  ase  of  animals.     For  when  the 

;.     ich  of  it-~  ji irts  is  separated  ; 
when  dissolution  takes  place,  the  animal  in 
way   vanishes.      This    is.   he   says,  what  lias 

1  spoken  :  "  I  came  not  to  send  peace  on 
earth,  but  a  sword,"3  —  that  is.  the  division 

and  separation  of  the  things  that  have  been  com- 
mingled.    Forea<  h  of  the  things  that  have  been 

p  irated    and  divided   when   it 
proper  place.     For  as  there  is  one 

place  of  mixture  for  all  animals,  so  also  has  there 
been   established   one    (locality)    of  separation. 

\s.  no  one   is  aware  of  this   (pla 

■  that  have  been  born  again,  spirit- 
ual,  not  carnal,  whose  citizenship  is  in  heaven 

In  this  manner  insinuating  themselves,  they 
rupt  their  pupils,  partly  by  misusing  the  words 
ken    (by  themselves),  while   they  wickedly 

rvert,  to  serve  any  purpose  they  wish,  what 
admirably   said    (in   Scripture);    and 

partly  by  concealing  their  nefarious  conduct,  by 
means  of  whatever  <  omparisons  they  please.  All 

these-  things,  then,  I  ,  that  have  been  ioin- 
>ii  declared,  their  own 

particular  pine,  and  hurry  towards  their  own 

iliar  (substances),  as  iron  towards  the  mag- 
net, and  the  (half  to  the  vicinity  of  amber,  and 

the  gold  to  the  spur  ■  of  the  sea  falcon.  In  like 
manner,  the  rayA  of  light  which  has  been  com- 

mingled with  the  water,  having  obtained  from 
discipline  and  instruction  its  own  proper  locality, 
hastens  towards  the  Logos  that  comes  from 
above  in  servile  form  ;  and  along  with  the  Logos 
exists  as  a  logos  in  that  place  where  the  Logos  is 

still:  (the  light,  I  say,  hastens  to  the  Logos' 
with  greater  speed)  than  the  iron  towards  the 

magnet. 
And  that  these  things,  he  says,  are  so,  and 

that  all  things  that  have  been  commingled  are 
separated  in  their  proper  places,  learn.  There  is 

among  the  Persians  in  a  city  Ampa,5  near  the 
river  Tigris,  a  well ;  and  near  the  well,  at  the 
top.  has  been  constructed  a  certain  reservoir, 
supplied  with  three  outlets;  and  when  one 
pumps  from  this  well,  and  draws  off  some  of  its 
contents  in  a  vessel,  what  is  thus  pumped  out  of 
the  well,  whatever  it  is  at  all,  he  pours  into  the 

rvoir  hard  by.  And  when  what  is  thus  in- 
fused reaches  the  outlets,  and  when  what  is 

taken  up  (out  of  each  outlet)  in  a  single  vessel 
is  examined,  a  separation  is  observed  to  have 
taken  place.  And  in  the  first  of  the  outlets  is 
exhibited  a  concretion  of  salt,  and  in  the  second 

of  asphalt,  and  in  the  third  of  oil  ;  and  the  oil 

is  black,  just  as.  he  says.  Herodotus6  also  nar- 
rates, and  it  yields  a  heavy  smell,  and  the  Per- 
sians call  this  "  rhadinace."  The  similitude 

of  the  well  is,  say  the  Sethians,  more  sufficient 
for  the  demonstration  of  their  proposition  than 
all  the  statements  that  have  been  previously made. 

CHA1*.     XVTI. •THE     SETHIAN      DOCTRINES     TO     BE 

'P  iit)ny,i'  Miller's  text  is  i'&top  M'uiy- 
Dmipt     His  emendation 

lie  one  observes     backbone 
mixed,  so  ihey  say  :  and  even  though 

all  things  be  intermingled,  a  sc;  licclcd." LUt  x.  34. 

LEARNED    FROM   THE   "PARAPHRASE   OF   SETH. 

The  opinion  of  the  Sethians  appears  to  us  tc 
have  been  sufficiently  elucidated.  If,  however 

any  one  is  desirous  of  learning  the  entire  doc- 
trine according  to  them,  let  him  read  a  bool» 

inscribed  Paraphrase  of  Seth ;  for  all  their  se- 
cret tenets  he  will  find  deposited  there.  Bu 

since  we  have  explained  the  opinions  entertainet 
by  the  Sethians,  let  us  see  also  what  are  tin 
doctrines  advanced  by  Justinus. 

!  K<  i  -rptu.     In  other  passages  the  word  xepKi's   is  used,  i.e.,  th 

*  <  >r,  "  power." 

!   Or,  "  Ama." b  Herodotus,  vi.  119. 
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CHAP.     XVni. — THE     SYSTEM     OF     JUSTINUS     ANTI- 
SCRIPTURAL   AND    ESSENTIALLY    PAGAN. 

Justinus '  was  entirely  opposed  to  the  teach- 
ing of  the  holy  Scriptures,  and  moreover  to  the 

written  or  oral  teaching  of  the  blessed  evangel- 
ists, according  as  the  Logos  was  accustomed  to 

instruct  His  disciples,  saying,  "Go  not  into  the 
way  of  the  Gentiles ;  " 2  and  this  signifies  that 
they  should  not  attend  to  the  futile  doctrine  of 
the  Gentiles.  This  (heretic)  endeavours  to  lead 

on  his  hearers  into  an  acknowledgment  of  prod- 

igies detailed  by  the  Gentiles,  and  of  "doctrines 
inculcated  by  them.  And  he  narrates,  word  for 
word,  legendary  accounts  prevalent  among  the 

(becks,  and  does  not  previously  teach  or  de- 
liver his  perfect  mystery,  unless  he  has  bound 

his  dupe  by  an  oath.  Then  he  brings  forward 
(these)  fables  for  the  purpose  of  persuasion,  in 

order  that  they  who  are  conversant  with  the  in- 
calculable trifling  of  these  books  may  have  some 

consolation  in  the  details  of  these  legends.  Thus 
it  happens  as  when  in  like  manner  one  making 
a  long  journey  deems  it  expedient,  on  having 
fallen  in  with  an  inn,  to  take  repose.  And  so  it 
is  that,  when  once  more  they  are  induced  to 
turn  towards  studying  the  diffuse  doctrine  of  these 
lectures,  they  may  not  abhor  them  while  they, 
undergoing  instruction  unnecessarily  prolix,  rush 

Itupified  into  the  transgression  devised  by  (Jus- 
tinus) ;  and  previously  he  binds  his  followers 

with  horrible  oaths,  neither  to  publish  nor  abjure 

these  doctrines,  and  forces  upon  them  an  ac- 
knowledgment (of  their  truth).  And  in  this 

manner  he  delivers  the  mysteries  impiously  dis- 
covered by  himself,  partly,  according  to  the 

statements  previously  made,  availing  himself  of 

the  Hellenic  legends',  and  partly  of  those  pre- tended books  which,  to  some  extent,  bear  a 
resemblance  to  the  foresaid  heresies.  For  all, 

forced  together  by  one  spirit,  are  drawn  into  one 
profound  abyss  of  pollution,  inculcating  the  same 
tenets,  and  detailing  the  same  legends,  each  after 

a  different  method.  All  those,  however,  Style 
themselves  Gnostics  in  this  peculiar  sense,  that 
they  alone  themselves  have  imbibed  the  mar- 

vellous knowledge  of  the  Perfect  and  Good 

(Being). 

1  Wliii   Hippolytus  here  m  11  ting  Justinus  is  quite  new. 
No  mention  occurs  of  thi     heretii    in  ecclesiastical  history.      It  1  -^ 
•    1     nt,  however,  that,  lik>    Simon  Magus,  he  was  com  f  with 

"1    Petei  and  St.  Paul.     Justinus,  however,  and  the  Ophitii    seel  to 
which  In    1  ,  are  assi        1  bj  Hippolytus  and  Irenseus  a  prior 

in         n     irils  llie  nrdci  "I  thcii   appeal  ince  to  the   lysti 
11,01  ii  ■  'iiii   t  v.tl<  Hum  uuMn.     Thf  Ophites  engrafted  Phry- 

'       I  in  1  ii  .in.  .in  I  tin-  V.ilrntiiu  in    Gcntilism,  upon  < 
tormci  noi   reji  1  ling  the  spec  illations  .ma  mysteries  "i    V 1 
ism.  ami  tin-  latter  availing  themselves  o(  the  cabalistii    corruptions 
"i    [udaism.     The    |ud  listii    1  Ii  ment  soon  bei  ame  prominent  in  sui  - 

f  V.ilt  ntiiii.nii  .in.  which  produced  a  fusion  of  the  sects 
of  tin-  ola  i  Jiios!  11  .  and  1  >i   Simi Mill' 
the  Ophitii  sect  before  us  prior  to  its  ilion  with  Valentinian 
ism,     lli  n  .  ini  the  in  11  time,  we  hav<  an  authi  mi.  a.  lineation  ol  the 
primitive  ( >phitcs.    This  is  of  great  \  'I  11      [See  Irena  us,  vol.  L,  tins 

p.    ,,|.  also  Bunsen  (on  Uaur),  vol.  1.  p.  4a.] 
Matt,  x.  5. 

CHAP.    XIX.  —  THE    JUSTINIAN     HERESY    UNFOLDED 

IN   THE    "COOK    OF    BARL'CH." 

But  swear,  says  Justinus,  if  you  wish  to  know 

"  what  eye  hath  not  seen,  and  ear  hath  not  heard, 
and  the  things  which  have  not  entered  into  the 

heart;"3  that  is,  if  you  wish  to  know  Him  who 
is  good  above  all,  Him  who  is  more  exalted, 

(swear)  that  you  will  preserve  the  secrets  (of 
the  Justinian)  discipline,  as  intended  to  be  kept 
silent.  For  also  our  Father,  on  beholding  the 
Good  One,  and  on  being  initiated  with  Him, 

preserved  the  mysteries  respecting  which  silence- 
is  enjoined,  and  sware,  as  it  has  been  written, 

"The  Lord  sware,  and  will  not  repent." *  Hav- 
ing,  then,  in  this  way  set  the  seal  to  these  tenets, 
he  seeks  to  inveigle  (his  followers)  with  m 
legends,  (which  are  detailed)  through  a  greater 

number  of  books  ;  and  so  he  conducts  (his  read- 
ers) to  the  Good  One,  consummating  the  initi- 
ated (by  admitting  them  into)  the  unspeakable 

Mysteries.5  In  order,  however,  that  we  may  not 
wade  through  more  of  their  volumes,  we  -shall 
illustrate  the  ineffable  Mysteries  (of  Justinus) 
from  one  book  of  his,  inasmuch  as,  according 
to  his  supposition,  it  is  (a  work)  of  high  repute. 
Now  this  volume  is  inscribed  Baruch;  and  one 

fabulous  account  out  of  many  which  is  explained 

by  (Justinus)  in  this  (volume),  we  shall  point 
out,  inasmuch  as  it  is  to  be  found  in  Herodotus. 

But  after  imparting  a  different  shape  to  this 
(account),  he  explains  it  to  his  pupils  as  if  it 
were  something  novel,  being  under  the  impres- 

sion that  the  entire  arrangement  of  his  doctrine 

(springs)  out  of  it. 

CHAP.  XX. — THE  COSMOGONY  OF  JUSTINUS  AN  \\- 

LEGORICAL  EXPLANATION  OF  HERODOTUS'  LEGEND 
OF   HER(  ULES. 

Herodotus,'  then,  asserts  that  Hercules,  when 
driving  the  oxen  of  Geryon  from  Erytheia 

into  Scythia,  and  that,  being  wearied  with  travel- 
ling, he  retired  into  some  desert  spot  and  slept 

for  a  short  time.  But  while  he  slumbered  his 

horse  disappeared,  seated  on  which  he  had  per- 
formed   his    lengthened    journey.      On    being 

aroused    from   repose,   he.   however,   instituted   a 
diligent  search  through  the  desert,  endeavouring 
to  discover  his  horse.     And  though  he  is  un 
1  essful  in  his  scan  h  after  the  horse,  he  \>  I  finds 
in  the  deserl  a  certain  damsel,  half  of  wl 

form  was  thai  ̂ (  woman,  a\v\  pro.  ceded  to  q 
tn mi  her  if  she  had  seen  the  horse  an; 

The  girl,  however,  replies  that  she  had  seen  (the 
animal),  but  that  she  would  not  show  him  in 

1   1  Ki\.  1 .  1  i  ■  :   11   , '   I '  •   ■  \ .  1 :   II 
1  ,.1  the  Mystei 

■■  1  Ii 

Erytheia  (1  ma  the  isl  ind  « hii  '    I 
Mill,  r'a  text  has 'I    i>0a«  (i.e.,  sc  VaW^t),  "  tin-  R how*  mi.  1-  .1  mi  lake. 
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ll,..  me  along  with  her 
il   intercourse.      N 

1 1  informs  us  that  her  upper  parts 
n,  but  that 

the  body  after  i 
i.  e  ol  .i  snake.    In 

the  ili--'  ov<  i\  of  his  horse, 

H  i  with  the  monstt  r's  request  ; 
knew  h  "1  made  her  pn 

he  foretold,  after  coition,  th.it  she 

had  by  him  in  her  womb  three  children  at  the 

time,  who  wire  destined  id  become  illus- 
irdered  that  she,  on  bringing 

ihould  impose  on  the  children  as  soon  as 
j  rsus,  ( relonus, 

\:id  as  the  :  if  this  |  favour) 
is  horse  from  the  beast-like  damsel, 

he  went  on  his  way,  taking  with  him  the  cattle 
But  after  these  (details),  Herodotus  has 

a  protracted  act  omit  ;  adieu,  however,  to  it  for 
present'     Hut  what  the  opinions  are  o\  ! 

tinus,  who  transfers  this  legend  into  (his  account 
aeration    vi   the    universe,   we    shall '  iin. 

CHAP.   XXI.  —  JUSTTNUS' TRIAD  OF   PRINCIPLES  j    His 
IRAPHY    POUNDED    ON     litis    TRIAD  j    HIS 

\il"\    OF  THE    BIRTH,   III  E,   AND    DEATH 
>UR    LORD. 

Thi-  iiarch)  makes  the  following  state- 
ment     There  are   three   unbegotten   principles 

male    (and)    one    female. 

principles),  however,  a  certain  one 
od,  and  it  alone  is  called  after 

manner,  ami  p  5  a  p  >wer  of  prescience 

ning  the  universe.     But  the  other  is  father2 
tten  things,  devoid  of  prescience,3  and 

in\  And  the  female  (principle)  is  devoid 
mate,    two-minded,1     two- 

lied,  in  every  respe<  I  answering  (the  descrip- 
of)  the  girl  in  the  legend  of  Herodotus,  as 

far  as  the  -  virgin,  and  (in)  the  parts  be- 

i  snake,  as  Justinus  says.     l'>  it 
rl  is  styled  Edem  and  Israel.     And  these 

pre  of  the  universe  arc,  he  says,  roots  and 

•.tains  from  whii  h  existing  things  have  been 
but  that  there  was  not  anything  else. 

ither,  then,  who  is  devoid  of  prescience, 
that  half-woman  Edem,  passed  into  a 
it  desire  for  her.      But  this  Father,  he 

him.     Not  less  did  Edem  also 
a, and  the  mutual  passion  brought 

the  ther  into  the  one  nuptial  couch  of  love.s 

• ,  which  has  been  properly  altered  into  to 
I  above. 

"  mother." 
"  and  unknown,"  is  added  in  Crnicc's  and  Schnei- 

der epitome  of  Justinus' 

•nt. 

■  >■,  i.e.,  goodwill,  but  this  seems  pleo- 
nastic * :    ■  ,  recedes. 

And  from  su<  h  an  inti  rcoui 
ates  out  "i    I  dem  unto  himself  twelve 
And  the  names  n\  the  angels  begotten  by  the 
Father  are  these:  Michael,  Amen,    Baruch,  I 
briel,    Esaddasus.  .  .  .    Vnd    of    the    maternal 
angels  which  Edem  brought  forth,  the  names  in 

maimer  have  been  subjoined,  and  they  are 
as  follows :  Babel,7  Achamoth,  Belias, 

Satan,  Sael,  Adonaeus,  Leviathan,8  Pharao,  ( 
camenos,  (and)  Lathen. 

Of  these  twenty-four  angels  the  paternal  ones 
are  associated  with  the  Father,  and  do  all  things 
according  to  His  will  ;  and  the  maternal  (an 
are  associated  with)  Edem  the  Mother.  And 
the  multitude  of  all  these  angels  together  is  Para- 

dise, he  says,  concerning  which  Moses  speaks: 
"God  planted  a  garden  in  Eden  towards  the 
cast."''  that  is.  towards  the  face  of  Edem,  that 
Edem  might  behold  the  garden  —  that  is,  the 
angels  —  continually.      Allegorically  the  angels 

Styled  trees  of  this  garden,  and  the  tree  of 
life  is  the  third  of  the  paternal  angels  —  Baruch. 
And  the  tree  of  the  knowledge  of  good  and  evil 
is  the  third  of  the  maternal  angels  —  Naas.  For 
so,1"  says  (Justinus),  one  ought  to  interpret  the 
words  of  Moses,  observing,  "Moses  said  ti. 
things  disguisedly,  from  the  fact  that  all  do  not 

attain  the  truth."  And,  he  says,  Paradise  1  eing 
formed  from  the  conjugal  joy  of  Elohim  and 
Edem,  the  angels  of  Elohim  receiving  from  the 
most  beauteous  earth,  that  is,  not  from  the  por- 

tion of  Edem  resembling  a  monster,  but  from 
the  parts  above  the  groin  of  human  shape,  and 
gentle  —  in  aspect,  —  make  man  out  of  the  earth. 
But  out  of  the  parts  resembling  a  monster  are 
produced  wild  beasts,  and  ̂ the  rest  of  the  ani- 

mal creation.  They  made  man,  therefore,  as  a 
symbol  of  the  unity  and  love  (subsisting)  be- 

tween them  ;  and  they  depute  their  own  powers 
unto  him,  Edem  the  soul,  but  Elohim  the  spirit. 
And  the  man  Adam  is  produced  as  some  actual 

and  memento  of  love,  and  as  an  everlasting 
emblem  of  the  marriage  of  Edem  and  Elohim. 
And  in  like  manner  also  Eve  was  produced,  he 
says,  as  Moses  has  described,  an  image  and 
emblem  (as  well  as)  a  seal,  to  be  preserved  for 
ever,  of  Edem.  And  in  like  manner  also  a  soul 
was  deposited  in  Eve,  —  an  image  —  from  Edem, 
but  a  spirit  from  Elohim.  And  there  were  given 
to  them  commandments.  "  Be  fruitful,  and  mul- 

tiply, and  replenish  the  earth.""  that  is.  Edem  : for  so  he  wishes  that  it  had  been  written.  For 
the  entire  of  the  power  belonging  unto  herself, 
Edem  conferred  upon  Elohim  as  a  sort  of  nuptial 
dowry.     Whence,  he  says,  from  imitation  of  that 

6  See  Rev.  iii.  14.     [Bunsen,  i.  39.] 

:  Or,  "  Babelachamos,"  ut  "  Babel,  Achamos." 8  <  )r,  "  Kaviathan." 9  C.cn    ii    8. 

'    Or,  "  this  one." "  l. en.  i.  28. 
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primary  marriage  up  to  this  clay,  women  bring  a 

dowry  to  their  husbands,  complying  with  a  cer- 
tain divine  and  paternal  law  that  came  into  ex- 

istence on  the  part  of  Edem  towards  Elohim. 
And  when  all  things  were  created  as  has  been 

described  by  Moses  —  both  heaven  and  earth, 
and  the  things  therein1  —  the  twelve  angels  of 
the  Mother  were  divided  into  four  principles, 
and  each  fourth  part  of  them  is  called  a  river  — 
Phison,  and  Gehon,  and  Tigris,  and  Euphrates, 
as,  he  says,  Moses  states.  These  twelve  angels, 
being  mutually  connected,  go  about  into  four 
parts,  and  manage  die  world,  holding  from 

Edem  a  sort  of  viceregal 2  authority  over  the 
world.  But  they  do  not  always  continue  in  the 
same  places,  but  move  around  as  if  in  a  circular 
dance,  changing  place  after  place,  and  at  set 

times  and  intervals  retiring  to  the  localities  sub- 
ject to  themselves.  And  when  Phison  holds 

sway  over  places,  famine,  distress,  and  affliction 
prevail  in  that  part  of  the  earth,  for  the  battalion 
of  these  angels  is  niggardly.  In  like  manner 

also  there  belong  to  each  part  of  the  four,  ac- 
cording to  the  power  and  nature  of  each,  evil 

times  and  hosts  of  diseases.  And  continually, 
according  to  the  dominion3  of  each  fourth  part, 
this  stream  of  evil,  just  (like  a  current)  of  rivers, 

careers,  according  to  the  will  of  Edem,  uninter- 
ruptedly around  the  world.  And  from  some 

cause  of  this  description  has  arisen  the  necessity 
of  evil. 

When  Elohim  had  prepared  and  created  the 
world  as  a  result  from  joint  pleasure,  He  wished 
to  ascend  up  to  the  elevated  parts  of  heaven,  and 
to  see  that  not  anything  of  what  pertained  to  the 
creation  laboured  under  deficiency.  And  I  ! 
took  His  Own  angels  with  Him,  for  His  nature 

was  to  mount  aloft,  leaving  Edem  below  :  '  for 
inasmuch  as  she  was  earth,  she  was  not  disposed 
to  follow  upward  her  spouse.  Elohim,  then, 
coming  to  the  highest  part  of  heaven  above, 
and  beholding  a  light  superior  to  that  which 

He  Himself  had  created,  exclaimed,  "Open 
me  the  gates,  that  entering  in  I  may  acknowl- 

the  l.oid;  for  I  considered  Myself  to  be 
Lord."  5  \  voice  was  returned  to  Him  from 
lh>'  light,  Saying,  "This  is  the  -ate  of  the  Lord  : 
through  this  the  righteous  enter  in.""  And  im- 

mediately the  gate  was  opened,  and  the  Father, 
without  the  angels,  entered,  (advam  ing)  towards 
the  Good  One,  and  beheld  "  what  eve  hath  not 
seen,  and  ear  hath  not  heard,  and  what  hath  not 

entered  into  the  heart  of  man  to  (conceive)."' 

1  iv  aiiTi):   some  read  »'r  ap\f;,  i.e.,  in  tlic  beginning, 
3  ffarpujuMji'.     The   common    tMUIlIlg    iffTOaVUtf;*    ">   ODvioUlly corrupt. 
>  Or,  "  mixture.'' 
*  «iim:   some  ro.nl  KiiTuiyi),  i.e.,  xaTuyaiat,  earthly;   lomc  xarw- 

<J'<,r.j%,  »iih  .1  downward  tendency. 
5  Pi,  cxvii,  i.j. 
6  IV  .  w  i. 

1  ls.i.  I\i\ .    i;    i  Cor.  ii.  g. 

Then  the  Good  One  says  to  him,  "  Sit  thou  on 
my  right  hand."8  And  the  Father  says  to  the 
Good  One,  "  Permit  me,  Lord,  to  overturn  the 
world  which  I  have  made,  for  my  spirit  is  bound 
to  men.9  And  I  wish  to  receive  it  back  ( from 

them."  Then  the  Good  One  replies  to  him, 
"  No  evil  canst  thou  do  while  thou  art  with  me, 
for  both  thou  and  Edem  made  the  world  as  a 

result  of  conjugal  joy.  Permit  Edem,  then,  to 
hold  possession  of  the  world  as  long  as  she 

wishes ;  but  do  you  remain  with  me."  Then 
Edem,  knowing  that  she  had  been  deserted  by 
Elohim,  was  seized  with  grief,  and  placed  beside 

herself  her  own  angels.  And  she  adorned  her- 
self after  a  comely  fashion,  if  by  any  mi 

Elohim,  passing  into  concupiscent  desire,  might 
descend  (from  heaven)  to  her. 

When,  however,  Elohim,  overpowered  by  the 
Good  One.  no  longer  descended  to  Edem,  Edem 
commanded  Babel,  which  is  Venus,  to  cause 
adulteries  and  dissolutions  of  marriages  am 
men.  (And  she  adopted  this  expedient)  in 
order  that,  as  she  had  been  divorced  from  Elo- 
him,  so  also  the  spirit  of  Elohim,  which  is  in 

men,  being  wrung  with  sorrow,  might  be  pun- 
ished by  such  separations,  and  might  undergo 

precisely  the  sufferings  which  (were  being  en- 
dured by)  the  deserted  Edem.  And  Edem  g 

great  power  to  her  third  angel,  Naas,  thai  by 

every  species  of  punishment  she  might  chasten 
the  spirit  of  Elohim  which  is  in  men,  in  order 

that  Elohim,  through  the  spirit,  might  be  pun- 

ished for  having  deserted  his  spouse,  in  \;  lation 
of  the  agreements  entered  into  between  them. 

Elohim  the  father,  seeing  these  things,  -  irth 
Baruch,  the  third  angel  among  his  own.  to  suc- 

cour the  spirit  that  is  in  all  men.'"  Baruch  then 
coming,  stood  in  the  midst  of  the  angels  ̂ \ 

Edem,  that  is,  in  the  midst  of  paradise  —  for 
paradise  is  the  angels,  in  the  midst  of  whom  he 
stood,  —  and  issued  to  the  man  the  following  in- 

junction: "  Of  every  tree  that  is  in  paradise  I 
mayest  freely  eat,  but  thou  maj  die 

tree  ̂ \   the  knowled  nu\  a\u\  e\  ii,"  "  which 
is    Naas.      Now   the   meaning   is.th.it    he   sh 
obey  the  rest  of  the  eleven  angels  o\  Edem,  for 

the  eleven  possess  passions,  but  are  not  guiltj 
transgression.     Naas.  however,  has   commit 
sm.  for  he  went  in  unto  Eve,  deceiving  her,  and 
deb, in.  hed  her  ;   and   (such  an  is  a 
violation  of  law.     He.  however,  likewise  weni 
unto  Adam,  and  had    unnatural   inter  with 

him  ;   and  this  i>  itself  also  a  piece  of  turpit 

whence  have  arisen  adultery  .\nA  - 
1  [enceforward  \  ice  and  \  u  I  em 

among  men.  arising  from  a  —that 
•    Pi    ,  V    I 

9  Or,  "  the  heavens." 

"   *  .  17. 
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[i  ..i 

ie  Father  having  ascended 
I  <  me,  points  out  from  time  bo  time 

tlu  those  d  tnding  ( to  him ■  1  from 

prin<  iple  of  evil 
ther  th.it  is  in   men.' 

Iesj>at<  h(  'I  to  Moses,  and 
the  children  of  Israel,  that 

i  "d  unto  the  i  '.■  iod  0 
n    is),  by  the  iic  h 

ia  upon  Moses,  a>  also  upon  all 
•  1   the   precepts  of   Baruch,   and 

own  pit  uliar  injunctions  to  be  heark 
1  unto.     For  this  reason  the  soul  is  arrayed 

:  the  spint.  .uul  the  spirit  against  the  soul.2 
:1  is  Edem,  but  the  spirit  Elohim,  and 

exists  in  all  men,  both  females  and 
mal  tin,  after  these  (occun  ,  Baruch 

was  sent  to  the  Prophets,  that  through  the  Proph- 
spirit  that  dwelleth  in  men  ;  might  hear 
of  warning),  and  might  avoid  Edem  and 

:.  ju-4  a>  the  Father  had  fled 
i    Elohim.     In    like    manner  also  —  by  the 

prophets4  —  Naas,  by  a  similar  device,  through 
the  soul*  that  dwells  in  man,  along  with  the 

it  of  the  Father,  enticed  away  the  prophets, 
I  .i.l   (of  them)  were  allured  after  him,  and 

did  not  follow  the  words  of  Baruch,  which  1 
him  enjoined. 

mately  Elohim  d  Hercules,  an  un- 
circiiracised  pn  n<\  sent  him  to  quell  the 
t\v<  ils  of  Edem,  and  release  the  Father 

wicked  ones  of  the 

I       se  are  the  twelve  conflicts  of  Her- 
cules  which  Hercules  underwent,  in  order,  from 

fir^t  to  la^t.  viz.,   Lion,  and    Hydra,  and    Boar, 
and  the  others  successively.      For  they  say  that 

thes.-  arc  the  names  (of  them)  among  the  Gen- 
tiles, and  they  hive  been  derived  with  altered 

denominations  from  the  energy  of  the  maternal 
When   he  seemed   to    have  vanquished 

his  antagonists,  Omphale  —  now  she  is  Babel  or 
-  to  him  and  entices  away  Hercules, 

and  divests  him  of  his  power,  viz.,  the  commands 
1       lim  And  in  place 

)  envelopes  him  in  her  own 
uliar  robe,  that  is,  in  the  power  of  Edem, 

wh  iwer  below;  and  in  this  way  the 
ales  remained  unfulfilled,  and 

Finally,  however,   in   the   days  of  Herod   the 
kin.:.    B  sent   down 

0n<  'him;    and   coming   to   Naza- 
reth, he  found  ph  and  Mary,  a 

■1   «>f  tweh  heep.      And   he 

heaven." 

eaven." 'nous  here,  and  are  repeated  from  the 
■ 

announces  to  him  all  things  from  the  beginn 
whatsoever  had  been  done  by  Edem  and  Elohim, 
and  whatsoever  would  be  likely  to  take  place 

hereafter,  and  spoke  the  following  words :   "All 
the  prophets  ante  nor  to  you  have  been  enti<  ed. 

Put  forth  an  effort,  therefore,  h -us.  Son  of  man, 
not  to  be  allured,  hut  preach  this  word  unto 

men,  and  carry  back  tidings  to  them  of  things 
pertaining  to  the  Father,  ami  tilings  pertaining 
to  the  Good  ( me,  and  ascend  to  the  Good  One, 

and  sji  there  with  Elohim,  Father  of  us  all."  And 
obedient  unto  the  angel,  saying  that, 

■■I  shall  do  all  things,  Lord,"  and  proceeded  to 
preach.  Naas  therefore  wished  to  entice  tins 
one  also.  I  I  sus,  however,  was  not  disposed  to 

listen  to  his  overtures'  ) ,  for  he  remained  faithful 
to  Baruch.  Therefore  Naas,  being  inflamed  with 
anger  because  he  was  not  able  to  seduce  him, 
caused  him  to  be  crucified.  He,  however,  leav- 

ing the  body  of  Edem  on  the  (accursed)  tree, 
ascended  to  the  Good  One  ;  saying,  however,  to 

Edem,  "Woman,  thou  retainest  thy  son,"7  that 
is.  the  natural  and  the  earthly  man.  But  (Jesus) 
himself  commending  his  spirit  into  the  hands  of 
the  Father,  ascended  to  the  Oood  One.  Now 
the  Good  One  is  Priapus,  (and)  he  it  is  who 

antecedently  caused  the  production  of  every- 
thing that  exists.  On  this  account  he  is  styled 

Priapus,  because  he  previously  fashioned  all 
things  (according  to  his  own  design).  For  this 
reason,  he  says,  in  every  temple  is  placed  his 
statue,  which  is  revered  by  every  creature  ;  and 

(there  are  images  of  him)  in  the  highways,  car- 
rying over  his  head  ripened  fruits,  that  is,  the 

produce  of  the  creation,  of  which  he  is  the  cause, 
having  in  the  first  instance  formed,  (according 
to  His  own  design),  the  creation,  when  as  yet  it 
had  no  existence.  When,  therefore,  he  says,  you 
hear  men  asserting  that  the  swan  went  in  unto 
Leda.  and  begat  a  child  from  her,  (learn  that) 
the  swan  is  Elohim,  and  Leda  Edem.  And 

when  people  allege  that  an  eagle  went  in  unto 
Ganymede,  (know  that)  the  eagle  is  Naas,  and 
Ganymede  Adam.  And  when  they  assert  that 
gold  (in  a  shower)  went  in  unto  Danae  and 
begat  a  child  from  her,  (recollect  that)  the  gold 
is  Elohim,  and  Danae  is  Edem.  And  similarly, 
in  the  same  manner  adducing  all  accounts  of 
this  description,  which  correspond  with  (the 

nature  of)  legends,  they  pursue  the  work  of  in- 
struction. When,  therefore,  the  prophet  says, 

"Hearken,  O  heaven,  and  give  ear,  O  earth; 
the  Lord  hath  spoken,"  he  means  by  heaven, 
(Justinus)  says,  the  spirit  which  is  in  man  from 
Elohim  ;  and  by  earth,  the  soul  which  is  in  man 
along  with  the  spirit;  and  by  Lord,  Baruch; 
and  by  Lrael,  Edem,  for  Israel  as  well  as  Edem 

6  Miller  conjectures  that  the  parenthetical  words  should  be  added 
to  the  text 

7  John  xix.  26. 
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is  called  the  spouse  of  Elohim.  "  Israel,"  he 
says,  "did  not  know  me  (Elohim)  ;  for  had 
he  known  me,  that  I  am  with  the  Good  One, 
he  would  not  have  punished  through  paternal 

ignorance  the  spirit  which  is  in  men." 

CHAP.  XXII.   OATH  USED  BY  THE  JUSTINIAN  HER- 

ETICS ;  THE  BOOK  OF  BARUCH  \  THE  REPERTORY 
OF  THEIR   SYSTEM. 

Hence «  also,  in  the  first  book  inscribed  "  Ba- 

ruch,"  has  been  written  the  oath  which  they 
compel  those  to  swear  who  are  about  to  hear 
these  mysteries,  and  be  initiated  with  the  Good 

One.2  And  this  oath,  (Justinus)  says,  our 
Father  Elohim  sware  when  He  was  beside  the 

Good  One,  and  having  sworn  He  did  not  repent 
(of  the  oath),  respecting  which,  he  says,  it  has 

been  written,  "The  Lord  sware,  and  will  nut 
repent."3  New  the  oath  is  couched  in  these' 
terms  :  "  I  swear  by  that  Good  One  who  is  above 
all,  to  guard  these  mysteries,  and  to  divulge  them 
to  no  one,  and  not  to  relapse  from  the  Good 

One  to  the  creature."  And  when  he  has  sworn 
this  oath,  he  goes  on  to  the  Good  One,  and  be- 

holds "  whatever  things  eye  hath  not  seen,  and 
ear  hath  not  heard,  and  which  have  not  entered 

into  the  heart  of  man  ;  "  5  and  he  drinks  from 
life-giving  water,  which  is  to  them,  as  they  sup- 

pose, a  bath,6  a  fountain  of  life-giving,  bubbling 
water.7  for  there  has  been  a  separation  made 
between  water  and  water;  and  there  is  water, 
that  below  the  firmament  of  the  wicked  creation. 

in  which  earthly  and  animal  men  are  washed  ; 

and  there  is  life-giving  water,  (that)  above  the 

firmament,8  of  the  Good  One,  in  which  spiritual 
(and)  living  men  are  washed  ;  and  in  this  Elo- 

him washed  Himself,  and  having  washed  did 

not  repent.  And  when,  he  says,  the  prophet  \ 

affirms,  "Take  unto  yourself  a  wife  of  whore- 
i,  sin<  e  the  earth  has  abandoned  itself  to 

fornication,    (departing)    from    (following)    after 

1  i'n.  •     word  stands  at  the  end  of  the  last  chapter  in  the ol  Miller,  vho        pecta  thai  there  is  here  some  hiatus.     In  tins 
opinion  the  Abb(    Cruio    concurs,     Schneidewin,  however,  transfers 

  ;  of  thi    chaptei   •     ibove, 
,  in  rather,  we  should  expect, into  a  knowledge 

of  the  <  !ood 

'  Ps.  ex.  4;   Heb  vii.  ai, 
*  ..i  r,.>s :  some  read  ">to«. 
5  1  Cor.  11.  9. 
6  Aoi/Tpiv;   ilic  e<  1  k-M.islical  use  of  this  word  makes  it  st.iiul  for 

baptism, 
I    '111!    IV.    I.|. 

8  Gen.  1.  (',  7. 

the    Lord;'"5    that   is,    Edem    (departs)    from 
Elohim.  (Now)  in  these  words,  he  says,  the 
prophet  clearly  declares  the  entire  mystery,  and 
is  not  hearkened  unto  by  reason  of  the  wicked 
machinations  of  Naas.  According  to  that  same 
manner,  they  deliver  other  prophetical  passages 
in  a  similar  spirit  of  interpretation  throughout 
numerous  books.  The  volume,  however,  in- 

scribed "  Barueh,"  is  pre-eminently  to  them  the 
one  in  which  the  reader'0  will  ascertain  the  en- 

tire explanation  of  their  legendary  system  (to  be 
contained).  Beloved,  though  I  have  encoun- 

tered many  heresies,  yet  with  no  wicked  (here- 
siarch)  worse  than  this  (Justinus)  has  it  been 
my  lot  to  meet.  But,  in  truth,  (the  followers  of 

Justinus)  ought  to  imitate"  the  example  of  his 
Hercules,  and  to  cleanse,  as  the  saying  is.  the 
cattle-shed  of  Augias,  or  rather  I  should  say,  a 
ditch,12  into  which,  as  soon  as  the  adherents  of 
this  (heresiarch)  have  fallen,  they  can  never  he 
cleansed  ;  nay,  they  will  not  be  able  even  to 
raise  their  heads. 

CHAP.    XXIII.   SUBSEQUENT     HERESIES     DEDUCIBLE 
FROM   THE   SYSTEM    OF   JUSTINUS. 

Since,  then,  we  have  explained  the  attempts 

(at  a  system)  of  the  pseudo-gnostic  Justinus,  it 
appears  likewise  expedient  in  the  following  bo 
to  elucidate  the  opinions  put  forward  in  heresies 
following  (in  the  way  of  consequence  upon 
doctrines  of  Justinus),  and  to  leave  not  a  sii 

one  of  these  (speculators)  unrefuted.     Our  refu- 
tation  will   be  accomplished    by  ad  the 

assertions  made  by  them  ;  such  (at  least  of  their 
statements)  as  are  sufficient  for  making  a  pu 
example    (of  these    heretics).       (And    we    shall 
attain  our  purpose),  even  though  there  should 

only  be   condemned'5   the   secret    and    il 
(mysteries)  practised  amongst  them,  into  which, 
silly  mortals  thai  they  are,  scarcely  (even)  with 
considerable  labour  are  the}   initiated.     Let 
then  see  what  also  Simon  affirms. 

9  Hos.  i.  a. 

10  »'i'Ti\ •'•"■:  sonic  read  tim  \    < .  i.e.,  one  who  is  fortunate  en 
to   !l  with  thi  bi 

11  Literally  "ought,  1   ding  to  lii-  11.  ■ 
•  1       1  in    word  mi  ans  ■<  trem  h    n 

the  purpose  eithei  of  irrigation  01 
11  by  iIil  I  .urn  Si  ntinam,  an  ■ 

.    W   1I1  I 
"  ■  -1"  ''■ 1  ■■.   ' 

11 11. Ii'ir  I,  "  i  Mil  thou  i    ■ 
to  public  shame,)  there  should  Ik  madi 
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BOOK    VI. 

ITENTS. 

Tub  follow  ■  the  contents  of  the  sixth 
book  of  the  A  f  all  Heresies:  — 

\\  it  the  opinions  are  that  are  attempted  (to 
be  i  led)  by  Simon,  and  that  his  doctrine 
dei  ■  from  the  (lucubrations)  of  ma- 

t  arc  the  opinion-;  propounded  by  Valen- 
tin ;s.  and  that  his  system  is  not  constructed  out 

riptures,  but  out  of  the   Platonic  and 
W  m  tenets. 

:  what  arc  the  opinions  of  Secundus,  and, 
Ptolem  e  is,  and  Heracleon,  as  persons  also  who 

advanced  the  same  doctrines  as  the 

philosophers  among  the  Greeks,  but  enunciated 
them  in  different  phraseoli 

And  what  are  the  suppositions  put  forward 
by  Marcus  and  Colarbasus,  and  that  some  of 
them  devoted  their  attention  to  magical  arts  and 
the  Pythagorean  numbers. 

IP.     I.1 — THE   OPHITES    THE    PROGENITORS    OF 
-I  Ql  I  M     III. KI- 

WI, •unions,  then,  were  entertained  by 
rived  the  tirst  principles  (of  their 

serpent,  and   in  process  of 

time-  deliberately3  brought  forward  into  public 
their  tenets,   we   have   explained    in    the 

:ding  this,  (and)  which  is  the  fifth  of 
But   now  also    I 

-    regards   the  opinions  of 
(hei           is)  who  follow  these  (Ophites  in  suc- 

nay,    not  one    (speculation)    will    I 
inrefuted,   if  it  is  possible  to   remember 

all  (their  tenets),  and  the  secret  orgies  of  these 
(heretics)  which  one  may  fairly  style  orgies, — 

■  such  audacious  opinions 
are  not  far  distant  from  the  anger  (of  God), — 
that    I    may   avail    myself   Of   the    assistance    of 
etyn 

1    [Pf  rk  will 

»ise  to  load  t!-' 

'   •  i  lunsen'l  emend 

3  «•  ■  :i  suggests  arcxriwf,  i.e.,  profanely. 74 

CHAP.    II.  —  SIMON   MAGUS. 

It  seems,  then,  expedient  likewise  to  explain 
now  the  opinions  of  Simon,4  a  native  of  Gitta, 
a  village  of  Samaria ;  and  we  shall  also  prove 
that  his  successors,  taking  a  starting-point  from 
him,  have  endeavoured  (to  establish)  similar 
opinions  under  a  change  of  name.  This  Simon 
being  an  adept  in  sorceries,  both  making  a  mock- 

ery of  many,  partly  according  to  the  art  of 
Thrasymedes,  in  the  manner  in  which  we  have 
explained  above,5  and  partly  also  by  the  assist- 

ance of  demons  perpetrating  his  villany,  at- 
tempted to  deify  himself,  (but)  the  man  was  a 

(mere)  cheat,  and  full  of  folly,  and  the  Apostles 

reproved  him  in  the  Acts.6  With  much  greater 
w  isdom  and  moderation  than  Simon,  did  Apse- 
thus  the  Libyan,  inflamed  with  a  similar  wish, 
endeavour  to  have  himself  considered  a  god  in 
Libya.  And  inasmuch  as  his  legendary  system 
does  not  present  any  wide  divergence  from  the 
inordinate  desire  of  that  silly  Simon,  it  seems 
expedient  to  furnish  an  explanation  of  it,  as  one 
worthy  of  the  attempt  made  by  this  man. 

CHAP.    III.   STORY    OF   APSETHUS   THE    LIBYAN. 

Apsethus  7  the  Libyan  inordinately  longed  to 
become  a  god ;  but  when,  after  repeated  in- 

trigues, he  altogether  failed  to  accomplish  his 
desire,  he  nevertheless  wished  to  appear  to  have 
become  a  god;  and  he  did  at  all  events  appear, 
as  time  wore  on,  to  have  in  reality  become  a 
god.     For  the  foolish  Libyans  were  accustomed 

*  See  Irenaius,  Hares.,  i  to,  20:  Tcrtullian.  Prescript.,  c.  xlvi. ; 
Epiphanius,  Hares.,  xxi. ;  Theodoret,  Htrret.  Fab.,  i.  i ;  St.  Augus- 

tine, De  Hares.,  I.  See  the  apology  of  Justin  Martyr  (vol.  i.,  this 
scries,  p.  171),  who  says,  "There  was  a  Samaritan,  Simon,  a  native 
of  the  village  called  (into,  who,  in  the  reign  of  1  .  and 

in  your  royal  city  of  Rome,  did  mighty  acts  of  magic,  by  virtue  of 
the  art  of  the  devils  operating  in  him.*'  Simon's  history  and  opinions 
are  treated  of  largely  in  the  Recognitions  0/  Clement.  See  vol.  iii. 
of  the  Edinburgh  scries,  pp.  156-271;   [vol.  viii.  of  this  series], 

5  In  book  iv.  of  The  Refutation. *  Acts  viii.  9-24. 

7  Miller  refers  us  to  Apostolius'  Proverfi.,  s. v.  4ia4>ioy.  Schneide- 
win  remarks  that  Maximus  Tyrius  relates  almost  a  similar  story  con- 

cerning one  Psapho,  a  Libyan,  in  his  Dii  ert.  kxxv.  .  ami  that 

this  account  and  inserted  it  in  his  (',;,•.■■  .  xviii. p.  730,  ed.  Leutsch,  mentioning  at  the  same  time  a  similar  narrative 

s  Hist.,  xiv.  30.  See  Justin.,  xxi.  4,  and  Pliny,  A'a/. Hist.,  viii.  16. 
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to  sacrifice  unto  him  as  to  sonic  divine  power, 
supposing  that  they  were  yielding  credence  to  a 
voice  that  came  down  from  above,  from  heaven. 
For,  collecting  into  one  and  the  same  cage  a 

great  number  of  birds,  —  parrots,  —  he  shut 
them  up.  Now  there  are  very  many  parrots 

throughout  Libya,  and  very  distinctly  these  imi- 
tate the  human  voice.  This  man,  having  for  a 

time  nourished  the  birds,  was  in  the  habit  of 

teaching  them  to  say,  "Apsethus  is  a  god." 
After,  however,  the  birds  had  practised  this  for 

along  period, and  were  accustomed  to  the  utter- 
ance of  that  which  he  thought,  when  said,  would 

make  it  supposed  that  Apsethus  was  a  god,  then, 
opening  the  habitation  (of  the  birds),  he  let 
forth  the  parrots,  each  in  a  different  direction. 
While  the  birds,  however,  were  on  the  wing,  their 

sound  went  out  into  all  Libya,  and  the  expres- 
sions of  these  reached  as  far  as  the  Hellenic 

country.  And  thus  the  Libyans,  being  astonished 
at  the  voice  of  the  birds,  and  not  perceiving  the 
knavery  perpetrated  by  Apsethus,  held  Apsethus 
to  be  a  god.  Some  one,  however,  of  the  ( 1  reeks, 
by  accurate  examination,  perceiving  the  trick  of 
the  supposed  god,  by  means  of  those  same 
parrots  not  only  refutes,  but  also  utterly  destroys, 
that  boastful  and  tiresome  fellow.  Now  the 

Greek,  by  confining  many  of  the  parrots,  taughl 

them  anew  to  say,  "Apsethus,  having  caged  us, 

compelled  us  to  say,  Apsethus  is  a  god."  But 
having  heard  of  the  recantation  of  the  parrots, 
the  Libyans,  coming  together,  all  unanimously 
decided  on  burning  Apsethus. 

chap.  iv. — simon's  forced  interpretation  of 
scripture;  plagiarizes  from  heraclitus and 

aristotlej  simon's  system  of  sensible  and 
intelligible  existences. 

In  this  way  we  must  think  concerning  Simon 

the  magician,  so  that  we  may  compare  him  unto 
the  Libyan,  far  sooner  than  unto  Him  who, 

though  made  man,'  was  in  reality  God.  If, 
however,  the  assertion  of  this  likeness  is  in  it 

irate,  and  the  sorcerer  was  the  subje<  t  of  a 
passion  similar  to  Apsethus,  let  us  endeavour  to 
teai  h   anew    the    parrots    of  Simon,   that    t  h 

who  st   I.  stands,  and  will  stand,  (that  is,  was, 
is,  and  is  to  come,)  was  not  Simon,  lint  (  fesus) 
was    man,    offspring    of   the    seed    of    a    woman, 
born  of  blood  and  the  will  of  the  flesh,  as  also 
the  rest  (of  humanity).  And  that  these  things 

art'  so,  we  shall  easily  prose  as  the  discussion 
proceeds. 

Now  Simon,  both  foolishly  and  kn.n  ishlv  para 
phrasing  the  law  of  Moses,  makes  his  statements 
(in    the    manner    lollowin    |  ;    lor   when    M 

1  The  text  here  ii  i  orrupt,    Thi 
Crtiio  maj  thui  be  rei  lo  thai  fai  loonei  «■ 
lump  ii.  him  unto  the  Libyan,  who  waa  a  men  man,  and  i      • 

God." 

asserts  that  "  God  is  a  burning  and  consuming 
fire,"2  taking  what  is  said  by  Moses  not  in  its 
correct  sense,  he  affirms  that  fire  is  th 

nating  principle  of  the  universe.  (But  Simon) 
does  not  consider  what  the  statement  is  which 

is  made,  namely,  that  it  is  not  that  ( lod  is  a  fire, 
but  a  burning  and  consuming  fire,  (thereby)  not 

only  putting  a  violent  sense  upon  the  actual  law 
of  Moses,  but  even  plagiarizing  from  Heraclitus 

the  Obscure.  And  Simon  denominates  the  origi- 
nating principle  of  the  universe  an  indefinite 

power,  expressing  himself  thus  :  "This  is  the 
treatise  of  a  revelation  of  (the)  voice  and  name 

(recognisable)  by  means  of  intellei  tual  appre- 
hension of  the  Great  Indefinite  Power.  Where- 

fore it  will  be  sealed,  (and)  kept  secret,  (and) 

hid,  (and)  will  repose  in  the  habitation,  at  the 
foundation  of  which  lies  the  root  of  all  thing 
And  he  asserts  that  this  man  who  is  born  of 

blood  is  (the  aforesaid)  habitation,  and  that  in 
him  resides  an  indefinite  power,  which  he  affirms 
to  be  the  root  of  the  universe. 

Now    the    indefinite    power   which     is    fire. 

constitutes,  according   to  Simon,  not   any  un- 
compounded    (essence,  in  conformity  with  the 
opinion  of  those  who)  assert   that  the  four  ele- 

ments  are    simple,   and    who    have    (therefore) 
likewise  imagined  that  lire,  (which  is  one  of  the 
four,)    is    simple.       but    (this  is  far  from  being 

the  case)  :   for  there  is,  (he  maintains.)  a  certain 
twofold  nature  of  lire  ;3  and  of  this  twofold  | 
hire)     he    denominates    one    part    a    something 
secret,  and  another  a  something  manifest,  and 
that  the  secret  are  hidden  in  the  manifest  ; 
tions  of  the  lire,  and  that  the   manifest   portions 
of   the    fire    derive    their   being    from    its 

(portions).      This,    however,    is    what     ' 

denominates  by  (the  expr<  itialit)  " 
and  "  energy,"  or  (what)   Plato  (stj      )  "  intel- 

'■•■  "  and  "  sensible."     An  !  the  manifest  | 
of  the    fire   comprises   all    t 

whatsoever  any  one  might  discern,  or  even  what- 
ever obje<  ts  of  the  visible  creation4  he  mayhap- 

p  n  to  overlook.     But  the  i  portion 
..  if  th.-  fire)  whi<  h  one  m  ly  dis<  ern  i 
by  iulelk  (  I,  and  evades  the  p  iwerof  the 
or  one   foils   to  observe  it,  from  want  of  a   « 

city  for  that  particular  sort  of  perception.     In 
ral,  however,  inasmu<  h  as  all  existing  th 

fall  under  the  categories,  namely,  of  whal  are 
je<  tS  Of  Sense,  and  what  ai  if  Intel! 
and   as   for  the   denomination   iA   these  (Simon) 

employs  the  terms  so  r<  t  and   manifest  ;    u    i 
|  1  -ner.il.)  be  affirmed   that    tin 
mean)  the  super-celestial  (fire), 

it  were  a  1  urge  free,  li  a  on> 

'    I        \ 

oi ,  the  inviaibh 
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of  win'  li  all 
\iul  the  manifest  portion  of 

tin-  fire  he  the  stem,  the  brant  h<  >,  the 
I  rind  win.  h  overlaps 

s),  he  b  iys,  ol  the 
lied,  are  made  to  disappear 

bj  !  ■  the  all-devouring  lire. 
I  the  tree,  when  it  is  fully 

I  it-  own  f<>rm.  is  deposited 
into  the  fire.     For,  he 

been  prodw  ol  for  the  purpose 
•rehouse,  whereas  the  chaff 

that  it  n  delivered  overto  the  fire.1    (Now 
the  <  h.i  id  i-0  generated  not  for  its 
own  sab  >r  that  of  the  fruit 

CHAP.    V.—  APPEALS  TO   SCRIPTURE   IN    SUP- 
H1S   SYSTEM. 

And  thi  .  h  what  has  been  written  in 

pture :  "For   the  vineyard  of  the    Lord  of 
the   h  f  Israel,  and  the  man 

of  Jud  ui  is  M  i->  beloved  plant."  If,  how(  ver,  the 
man  of  Judah  (is)  the  beloved  plant,  it  has  been 
proved,  he  iat  there  is  not  any  other  tree 
but  that  m  l  concerning  the  secretion  and 

e  ).  Scripture,  he  says,  has 
.spoken  itly.      And  a>  regards   instruction 
tor  those  who  have  been  fashioned  after  the  im- 

him),  that  statement  is  enough  which   is 

made  (in  ><  ripture),  that  "all  flesh  is  grass,  and 
all  t  as  it  were,  a  flower  of  grass. 

nd  its  flower  falleth  ;  but 

the  word  of  the  Lord  abideth  forever."*     The 
-1  of  tin-  Lord,  he  says,  is  that  word  which  is 

d  in  the  mouth,  and    (is)   a  Logos,  but 

nowhere   else   exists    there    a   place   of  genera- 
tion. 

CHAP,    vi.-  ,-ITM    EXPOUNDED    IX    THE 

Wokk.    CREA1     ANNOUNCEMENT;     FOLLOWS      l.l- 

myself  briefly,  inasmuch  as 
the  fire  is  of  tl  ription,  according  to  Simon, 
and  all  things  are  visible   and    invisible, 

nant  and  not  resonant, 

■t   subjects  of  numeration;  he 
den  Great  Announcement  a.  per- 

itit)  ).  after  such  a  mode,  that 
ii,  existing  indefinitely, 

ma)  finitely  comprehended,  both  speaks, 
and  und  ts  in  such  a  manner  as 
I  iks  of :  — 

'•  I    r     irth,  indi  ee,  and  water  by  water, .  and  tin-  ti<  rce  by  tire, 
And  lo-.  .  and  all  by  gloomy  strife." 

ike  in.  17. 

*  Empcd.,  cj.  Karst.  v.  324. 

<  HAP.     VII.  —  SIMON'  \     THREEFOLD 
1  SANATION    l.N    PAJ 

for.  he  says,  he  is  in  the  h.i, ot  of  considering 
that  all  these  portions  of  the  the,  both  visible 

and  invisible,  are  pi  d  >>\    perception  ami    a 

share  of  intelligence.1  The  world,  then-fore,  that 
which  is  generated,  was  produced  from  the  1111- 
begOtten  lire.  It  began,  however,  to  exist,  he 
sa\s,  according  to  the  following  manner.  He 

who  was  begotten  from  the  principle  of  that  fire- 
took  six  roots,  and  those  primary  ones,  of  the 

originating  principle  of  generation.  And.  he 
sa\s,  that  the  roots  were  made  from  the  fire  in 

pairs,  which  roots  he  terms  "  Mind  "  and  "  Intelli- 
gent: e."  '•  Voice"  and  "  Name,"  "  Ratiocination  " 

and  "  Reflection."  And  that  in  these  six  roots 
resides  simultaneously  the  entire  indefinite  power 
potentially,  (however)  not  actually.  And  this 
indefinite  power,  he  says,  is  he  who  stood, 
stands,  and  will  stand.  Wherefore,  whensoever 

lie  may  be  made  into  an  image,  inasmuch  as  he 
exists  in  the  six  powers,  he  will  exist  (there) 

substantially,  potentially, quantitively,  (and)  com- 
pletely. (And  he  will  be  a  power)  one  and  the 

same  with  the  unbegotten  and  indefinite  power, 
and  not  labouring  under  any  greater  deficiency 

than  that  unbegotten  and  unalterable  (and)  in- 
definite power.  If,  however,  he  may  continue 

only  potentially  in  the  six  powers,  and  has  not 
been  formed  into  an  image,  he  vanishes,  he  says, 

and  is  destroyed  in  such  a  way  as  the  grammati- 

cal or  geometrical  capacity  in  man's  soul,  bor 
when  the  capacity  takes  unto  itself  an  art,  a  light 
of  existent  things  is  produced  ;  but  when  (the 

capacity)  does  not  take  unto  itself  (an  art),  un- 
skil fulness  and  ignorance  are  the  results  ;  and 

just  as  when  (the  power)  was  non-existent,  it 
perishes  along  with  the  expiring  man. 

CHAP.  VIII.  —  FURTHER  PROGRESSION  OF  THIS 

THREEFOLD  EMANATION  j  CO-EXISTENCE  WITH 
THE   DOUBLE   TRIAD   OF  A   SEVENTH    EXISTENCE. 

And  of  those  six  powers,6  and  of  the  seventh 
which  co-exists  with  them,  the  first  pair,  Mind 
and  Intelligence,  he  calls  Heaven  and  Karth. 
And  that  one  of  these,  being  of  male  sex,  be- 

holds from  above  and  takes  care  of  his  partner, 
but  that  the  earth  receives  below  the  rational 

fruits,  akin  to  the  earth,  which  are  borne  down 

from  the  heaven.  On  this  account,  he  says,  the 

Logos,  frequently  looking  towards  the  things 
that  are  being  generated  from  Mind  and  Intelli- 

gence-, that  is,  from  Heaven  and  Karth.  exclaims, 

"  Hear,  O  heaven,  and  give  ear,  O  earth,  because 

5  i'ujiutck  a'aor:  Miller  has  yyutfirfv  lor)v,  which  yields  but  little sense. 
b  These  powers  arc  thus  arranged:  — 

1.  Mind  and  Intelligence:  termed  also,  —  1.  Heaven  and  Earth. 
2.  Voice  and  Name,  _  "         "  2.  Sun  and  Moon. 

3.  An  and  Water. 
3.  Ratiocination  and  Reflection, 
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the  Lord  has  spoken.  I  have  brought  forth 

children,  and  exalted  them  ;  and  these  have  re- 

jected me."  Now,  he  who  utters  these  words, 
he  says,  is  the  seventh  power — he  who  stood, 
stands,  and  will  stand  ;  for  he  himself  is  cause 
of  those  beauteous  objects  of  creation  which 
Moses  commended,  and  said  that  they  were 

very  good.  But  Voice  and  Name  (the  second 
of  the  three  pairs)  are  Sun  and  Moon ;  and 
Ratiocination  and  Reflection  (the  third  of  the 
three  pairs)  are  Air  and  Water.  And  in  all 
these  is  intermingled  and  blended,  as  I  have 

declared,  the  great,  the  indefinite,  the  (self-) 
existing  power. 

chap.  ix. — simon's  interpretation  of  the  mo- 
saic HEXAEMERON  ;  HIS  ALLEGORICAL  REPRE- 

SENTATION  OF   PARADISE. 

When,  therefore.  Moses  has  spoken  of  "  the 
six  days  in  which  God  made  heaven  and  earth, 

and  rested  on  the  seventh  from  all  His  works,"' 
Simon,  in  a  manner  already  specified,  giving 

(these  and  other  passages  of  Scripture)  a  dif- 
ferent application  (from  the  one  intended  by 

the  holy  writers),  deifies  himself.  When,  there- 
fore, (the  followers  of  Simon)  affirm  that  there 

are  three  days  begotten  before  sun  and  moon, 

they  speak  enigmatically  of  Mind  and  Intelli- 
gence, that  is.  Heaven  and  Earth,  and  of  the 

seventh  power,  (I  mean)  the  indefinite  one. 
For  these  three  powers  are  produced  antecedent 

to  all  the  rest.  l!ut  when  they  say,  "  He  begot 
me  prior  to  all  the  Ages,"2  su<  h  statements,  hi 
says,  are  alleged  to  hold  good  concerning  the 
seventh  power.  Now  this  seventh  power,  which 
was  a  power  existing  in  the  indefinite  power. 
which  w.is  produced  prior  to  all  the  Ages,  this 
is,  he  says,  the  seventh  power,  respecting  \\i 

Moses  utters  the  following  words:  "And  the 

Spirit  of  God  was  wafted   over3    the  water;" 
that  is,  says  (the  Simonian),  the  Spirit  which 
contains  all  things  in  itself,  and  is  an  image  ol 
the  indefinite  power  about  whi<  h  Simon  speaks, 

—  "an  image  from  an  incorruptible  form,  that 
alone  reduces  all  things  into  order."  for  this 
power  thai  is  waited  over  the  water,  being  be- 

gotten, he  says,  from  an  incorruptible  form  alone, 
reduces  all  things  into  order.  When,  therefore, 

according  to  these  (heretics),  there  ensued  some 
such  arrangement,  and  (one)  similar  (to  it)  ̂ \ 
the  world,  the  Deity,  he  savs,  proceeded  to  form 
man,    taking    clay    from    die    earth.       And     lie 
formed  him  not  uncompounded,  but  twofold, 
according  to  (iii>  own)  image  and   likeness/ 
Now  the  image  is  the  Spirit  that  IS  waited  o\er 
the  water  ;   and  whosoever  is  not   fashioned    into 

1  ( :.  n   n    i, 

l'n.\      \in         '-3,1. 

I  "  Brooded  over    (tec  Qen.  i.  i). 
4  Gen.  ii.  7. 

a  figure  of  this,  will  perish  with  t  1,  inas- 
much as  he  continues  only  potentially,  and  does 

exist  actually.  This,  he  say:-,,  is  what  has  been 
spoken,  ''that  we  should  not  be  condemned 
with  the  world."5  If  one,  however,  be  made 
into  the  figure  of  (the  Spirit),  and  be  generated 
from  an  indivisible  point,  as  it  has  been  written 
in  the  Announcement,  (such  a  one,  albeit)  small, 

will  become  great.  But  what  is  great  will  con- 
tinue unto  infinite  and  unalterable  duration,  as 

being  that  which  no  longer  is  subject  to  the  con- 
ditions of  a  generated  entity. 

How  then,  he  says,  and  in  what  manner,  does 
God  form  man?  In  Paradise;  for  so  it  seems 
to  him.  Grant  Paradise,  he  says,  to  be  the 
womb;  and  that  this  is  a  true  (assumption)  the 
Scripture  will  teach,  when  it  utters  the 

"  I  am  He  who  forms  thee  in  thy  mother's 
womb."6  For  this  also  he  wish<  s  to  have  been 
written  so.  Moses,  he  says,  resorting  to  al 
has  declared  Paradise  to  be  the  womb,  if  we 

ought  to  rely  on  his  statement.  If,  however, 

God  forms  man  in  his  mother's  womb  —  that 
in  Paradise  —  as  I  have  affirmed,  let  Paradise  be 

the  womb,  and  Edem  the  after-birth,"  "a  river 
flowing  forth  from  Edem,  for  the  purpose  of  irri- 

gating Paradise, "s  (meaning  b)  tins)  the  navel. 
This  navel,  he  says,  is  separated  into  four  prin- 

ciples ;  for  on  either  side  of  the  navel  are  situ- 
ated two  arteries,  channels  of  spirit,  and  two 

veins,  channels  of  blood.  Put  when.  1 

the  umbilical  vessels  '  proceed  forth  from  Edem, 
that  is,  the  caul  in  which  the  foetus  is  enveloped 

grows   into  the  (foetus)  that    1  .   formed  in 

the  vicinity  of  the  epigastrium, —  (:  II  in 
common  denominate    this   a   navel,-  two 

wins  through  which  the  blood  flows,  and  ;•  con- 
d    from    Edem,  the   aftei   birth,  to  what 

styled  the  gates  of  the  liver ;  (these  v< 
the  foetus,    but  the  art  1 

en  of  as  being  (  hann  Is  <  rit,         1 
the  bladder  on  both  sides,  around  the 

connect  it  with  the  great  a  died  th 
in  the  vicinity  of  the  dorsal  1  dge.      \nd  in 
waj  the  spirit,  making  its  way  thn  ugh  tl 
tricles  to  the  heart,  produt  es  a  mo\ 
lotus.     For  the  infant  that  was  I 

disc  neither  receives  nourishment   1 

mouth,  nor  breathes  through  the  nosl 
it    lav  in   the   midst   of   moisture, 

death,  if  it  attempted  to  bn    1  ■■  >uld 
(thus)    have    been    drawn    awa\ 
and    perished   (a.  1  ordingl) 

further    than    this)  ;    lor    the 

■ '    iii   1 

'    v    r  in- 
I win.  h 

ii 

9    Phii  mng 

mrmj  1!"  i>l»<  mi 
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nd  by  a  -  led  the 
and  it  iv<  eives 

I,  in  the  vi<  inity  of  the  dorsal 
ted,  the  substance  of  the 

v  -I  XP1  \W!  ■  I  i  II      I  [RST 
N  IKS   OF   Ml  161  S. 

rer,  therefore,  he  says,  which  proceeds 
m  is  divided  into  tour  principles,  tour 

nnels  — that  is,  into  four  senses,  belonging 
iture  that  is  being  born,  viz.,  seeing, 

I  ate,  and  touch  ;  for  the  child  formed 
has  these  senses  only.     This,  he  says, 

in  the  law  which  Moses  appointed  ;  and  in  refer- 
.    :\  law,  each  of  his  hooks  has  been 

ascriptions    evince.     The   first 
The  inscription  of  the  book 

■a  for  a  knowledge  of  the  uni- 
( equivalent  in  meaning  with) 

on.  (that  is,)  vision,  into  which  one  sec- 
i  of  the  river  is  divided.     For  the  world  was 

n  by  the  power  of  vision.     Again,  the  inscrip- 
1  hook  is  Exodus.      For  what 

n   produced,   passing  through  the   Red 
.'•  into  the  wilderness,  —  now  they 

he  calls  the   Red   (Sea)   blood,  —  and  taste 
For  bitter,   he  says,   is   the   water 

which   i^  (drunk)  after  (crossing)  the  Red  Sea; 
whii  r)  isa  path  to  be  trodden,  that  leads 

a  knowledge  in  (this)  life  of  (our)  toil- 
id  bitter  Int.     Altered,  however,  by  Mi 

—  that    is,  by  the    Logos  —  that   bitter   (water) 
sweet     And    that    this   is   so  we    may 

hear  in  common  from  all  who  express  themselves 

a   ntS  of  the)  poets  :  — 
'•  Dark  at  t:  Ice  milk,  the  flower, 

, i  it  '  Moly,'  .uid  hard  for  mortal  men 
r  divine  is  boundless."  ' 

CHAP.    XL-  PS    I'M'!  \\-\IM\  of  THF.  THREE 
THE    I'l  MAI  Hill. 

What   is   v]„,ken   by  the  Gentiles   is  sufficient 
the  universe  to  those  who 

ha\  :)  of  hearing.     For  whosoever, 
he  says,  h  this  fruit,  is  not  the  only  one 
thai  '  into  a  beast  ;  but  also, 
enr  iwer  of  such  a  fruit,  he  forms 

nd  moulds  md  re-entices  into  that 
primary  pe<  uliar  character  of  theirs,  those  that 

ady  have   been  altered    into    beasts.      But   a 
thful  man.  and  beloved  by  that  sorceress,  is, 
he  1   through  that  milk-like  and 

fruit.      In  like  manner,  the  third  book  is 
Le  which  is  smelling,  or  respiration.     For 
the  entire  of  that  book  is  (an  account)  of  sac- 
riii<  es  and  offerings.     Where,  however,  there  is 
a   sacrifice,  a   certain  savour  of  the  fragrance 

1  Odjiujr,  x.  304  ct  *eq.     [See  Butcher  and  Lang,  p.  163.] 

arises  from  the  through  the  in<  en 
rings;  and  in  regard  of  this  fragrance  (the 

sense  of)  smelling  is  a  t<  t.  Numbers,  the  fourth 
of  the  books,  signifies  taste,  where  the  dis<  ourse 
is  operative.     For,  from  the  fact  of  its  speaking 
all  things,  it  is  denominated  by  numerical  ar- 

rangement. I'.ut  Deuteronomy,  he  says,  is  writ- 
ten in  reference  to  the  (sense  of)  touch  possessed 

by  the  child  that  is  being  formed.  For  as  touch, 
by  seizing  the  things  that  are  seen  by  the  other 
senses,  sums  them  up  and  ratifies  them,  testing 
what  is  rough,  or  warm,  or  clammy,  (or  cold)  ; 
SO  the  fifth  book  of  the  law  constitutes  a  sum- 

mary of  the  four  books  preceding  this. 
All  things,  therefore,  he  says,  when  unbegot- 

ten,  are  in  us  potentially,  not  actually,  as  the 
grammatical  or  geometrical  (art).  If.  then,  one 
receives  proper  instruction  and  teaching,  and 

(where  consequently)  what  is  bitter  will  be  al- 
tered into  what  is  sweet.  —  that  is,  the  spears 

into  pruning-hooks,  and  the  swords  into  plough- 
shares,-—  there  will  not  be  chaff  and  wood  be- 

gotten for  fire,  but  mature  fruit,  fully  formed,  as 
1  said,  equal  and  similar  to  the  unbegotten  and 
indefinite  power.  If,  however,  a  tree  continues 
alone,  not  producing  fruit  fully  formed,  it  is 
utterly  destroyed.  For  somewhere  near,  he  says, 
is  the  axe  (which  is  laid)  at  the  roots  of  the  tree. 
Every  tree,  he  says,  which  does  not  produce  good 
fruit,  is  hewn  down  and  cast  into  fire.3 

CHAP.    XII.  —  FIRE   A     PRIMAL    PRINCIPLE,    ACCORD- 
ING  TO   SIMON. 

According  to  Simon,  therefore,  there  exists 
that  which  is  blessed  and  incorruptible  in  a  latent 
condition  in  every  one —  (that  is,)  potentially, 
not  actually  ;  and  that  this  is  He  who  stood, 
stands.1  and  is  to  stand.5  He  has  stood  above 
in  unbegotten  power.  He  stands  below,  when 
in  the  stream  of  waters  He  was  begotten  in  a 
likeness.  He  is  to  stand  above,  beside  the 
blessed  indefinite  power,  if  He  be  fashioned 
into  an  image.  For.  he  says,  there  are  three 
who  have  stood  ;  and  except  there  were  three 
/5£ons  who  have  stood,  the  unbegotten  one  is 
not  adorned.  (Now  the  unbegotten  one)  is, 
according  to  them,  wafted  over  the  water,  and 
is  re-made,  according  to  the  similitude  (of  an 

2  Isa.  ii    ̂ . 

3  Malt.  iii.  10:   LuVe  iii.  9. 

*  In  the  Recognitions  0/  Clement  we  have  this  passage:  "  He (Simon)  wishes  himself  to  be  believed  to  be  an  exalted  power,  which 
is  above  God  the  Creator,  and  to  be  thought  to  be  the  ChrUt,  and  to 

be  called  the  standing  one"  (Ante-Nicene  Library,  ed.  Edinburgh, vol.  iii.  p.  196). 

5  The  expression  struts  (standing)  was  used  by  the  scholastics  as 
applicable  to  the  divine  nature.  interpreted  in  this  manner,  the 

in  the  text  would  be  equivalent  with  "which  was,  and  is,  and 
is  to  come  "  (Rev.  i.  8).  The  Recognitions  of  Clement  explain  the 
term  thus:  "  He  (Simon)  uses  this  name  as  implying  that  he  can 
never  be  dissolved,  asserting  that  his  flesh  is  so  compacted  by  the 
power  of  his  divinity,  that  it  can  endure  to  eternity.  Hence,  there- 

fore, he  is  called  the  standing; one,  as  though  he  cannot  fall  by  any 

corruption"  (Ante-Nicene  Library,  vol.  iii.  p.  196).  [To  be  found  in 
vol.  viii.  of  this  scries,  with  the  other  apocryphal  Clementines.] 
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79 eternal  nature),  a  perfect  celestial  (being),  in 

no  (quality  of )  intelligence  formed  inferior  to 
the  unbegotten  power  :  that  is  what  they  say  — 
I  and  you,  one  ;  you,  before  me  ;  I,  that  which 
is  after  you.  This,  he  says,  is  one  power  divided 
above  (and)  below,  generating  itself,  making 
itself  grow,  seeking  itself,  finding  itself,  being 
mother  of  itself,  father  of  itself,  sister  of  itself, 
spouse  of  itself,  daughter  of  itself,  son  of  itself, 
mother,  father,  a  unit,  being  a  root  of  the  entire 
circle  of  existence. 

And  that,  he  says,  the  originating  principle  of 
the  generation  of  things  begotten  is  from  fire, 
he  discerns  after  some  such  method  as  the  fol- 

lowing. Of  all  things,  (i.e.)  of  whatsoever  there 
is  a  generation,  the  beginning  of  the  desire,  of 
the  generation  is  from  fire.  Wherefore  the 
desire  after  mutable  generation  is  denominated 

"to  be  inflamed."  For  when  the  fire  is  one,  it 
admits  of  two  conversions.  For,  he  says,  blood 

in  the  man  being  both  warm  and  yellow,  is  con-  J 
verted  as  a  figured  flame  into  seed  ;  but  in  the 
woman  this  same  blood  is  converted  into  milk. 

And  the  conversion  of  the  male  becomes  gen- 
eration, but  the  conversion  of  the  female  nour-  , 

ishment  for  the  foetus.  This,  he  says,  is  "  the 
flaming  sword,  which  turned  to  guard  the  way 

of  the  tree  of  life."  '  For  the  blood  is  con- 
verted  into  seed  and  milk,  and  this  power 
becomes  mother  and  father  —  father  of  those 

things  thai  are  in  process  of  generation,  and 
the  augmentation  of  those  things  that  are  being 
nourished  ;  (and  this  power  is)  without  furtner 
want,  (and)  self-sufficient.  And,  he  says,  the 
tree  of  life  is  guarded,  as  we  have  stated,  by 
the  brandished  flaming  sword.  And  it  is  the 
seventh  power,  that  which  (is  produced)  from 
itself,  (and)  which  contains  all  (powers,  and) 
which  i  in  the   six   powers.     For  if  the 
flaming  sword  be  not  brandished,  that  good 
tree  will  be  destroyed,  and  perish.  If,  how*  \<  r, 
these  be  converted  into  seed  and  milk,  the  prin- 

ciple that  resides  in  these  potentially,  and  is  in 
iession  of  a  proper  position,  in  which  is 

evolved  a  principle  of  souls,  (such  a  principle,) 
beginning,  as  it  were,  from  a  very  small  spark, 

will  be  alto-ether  magnified,  and  will  increase 
and  become  a  power  indefinite  (and)  unal- 

terable, (equal  and  similar)  to  an  unalterable 

age,  which  no  Longer  passes  into  the  indefinite 
age. 

CHAP.    Xlll.  —  ins    DOCTRINE    OF    EMANATION    FUR- 
I  in  i'    EXPAND!  i'. 

Therefore,  according  to  this  reasoning,  Simon 

bei  anie  confessedly  a  god  to  his  silly  follower-,, 
as  that  Libyan,  namely,  Apsethus  —  begotten,  no 
doubt,    and    subject     to    passion,    when    he    may 

1  Gen,  iii.  24. 

exist  potentially,  but  devoid  of  propensions. 

(And  this  too,  though  born  from  one  having  pro- 
pensions,  and  uncreated  though  born)  from  one 
that  is  begotten,  when  He  ma;  hioned  into 
a  figure,  and,  becoming  perfect,  may  come  forth 
from  two  of  the  primary  powers,  that  is,  Heaven 
and  Earth.  For  Simon  expressly  speaks  of  this 

in  the  "Revelation"  after  this  manner: 
you,  then,  I  address  the  things  which  I  speak, 
and  (to  you)  I  write  what  I  write.  The  writing 
is  this :  there  are  two  offshoots  from  all  the 

.Fons,  having  neither  beginning  nor  end,  from 
one  root.     And  this  is  a  power,  \  .vho 
is)  invisible  (and)  incomprehensible.     And  one 
of  these  (offshoots)  appears  from  above,  which 
((institutes  a  great  power,  (the  creative)   Mind 
of  the  universe,  which   manages  all  things,  (and 
is)    a  male.     The  other   (offshoot),  however,   is 

from   below,   (and   constitutes)   a  great    Intelli- 
gence, and  is  a  female  which  produ<  es  all  thi 

From   whence,    ranged    in    pairs   opposite    each 

other,  they  undergo  conjugal   union,  and   mani- 
fest an  intermediate  interval,  namely,  aai  incom- 

prehensible air,  which  has  neither  beginning  nor 
end.     But   in   this   is   a   father  who  sustains  all 

things,  and  nourishes  things  that  have  begiiv. 
and   end.     This    is    he  who  stood,  stan 

will   stand,  being   an   hermaphrodite 

cording   to   the    pre-existent    indefinite    \  1  wer, 
which  has  neither  beginning  nor  end.     Now  this 

(power)    exists   in   isolation.      For    [nte 
(that    subsists)    in    unity,   proceeded   forth    from 
this    (power),    (and)    became    two.      And    that 
(father)    was    one,    for    having    in    himself   this 
(power)    he  was   isolated,  and.  however,  lie  was 

not  primal  though   pre-existenl  :   but  ren- 
dered manifest  to  himself  from  himself,  he 

passed  into  a  state  of  duality.  but  neither 
was   he  denominated  father  before  this  (pO)» 

would  style  him  lather.  As,  then  fore,  he 
himself,  bringing  forward  himself  by  means  I  l 
himself,  manifested  unto  himself  his  own  pe- 

culiar intelligent  e,  so  also  the  intelligent  e,  when 
it  was  manifested,  did  not  exercise  the  : 

of  creation,  but  beholding  him.  she  concealed 
the  Father  within  herself,  that  is.  the  pow 
and  it  is  an  hermaphrodite  pow<  r.  and  an  intelli- 

gence. And  heme  it  is  th.it  they  are  1  i  in 

pairs,  one  opposite  the  other  ;  fol                  -  in  no 
wise  different  from  intelligence,  inasmuch  as  1 
are  one.      For  from    those    things   that 

is  discovered  power;  i\\u\  from  thos<  iv,  in- 
telligence.   So  it  is,  th<  .  that  hk  what 

is    manifested    from    these,    being    Ul 

covered  (to  be)  duality,  an  hermaphrodite  1 
ing    the    female    in    itself.       This.    (th< 

Mind  (subsisting  |  in  Inter 
separable   one   from   the 
taken  together)  are  one,  (and  red 

in  a  st. He  o\   duality" 
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■IV.  :  i  \l     |:\ 
i  \i  mON   01     HELEN 

!  01   HIMS1  l  l   IN  (  ON- 
w  ill  R01N1    ;    IMMORAL- 

Vil  u  OF  i  HRIST  ; 

»    FOR   III!  IK  VICE. 

fter  inventing  these   (tenets), 
es  interpreted  the  writings 

n  whatever  way  he  wished,  but  even 
i  of  the  poets.1     For  also  he  fastens 

an  all>  meaning  on  (the  story  of)  the 
»den  horse  and  Helen  with  the  torch,  and  on 

I  man)  ■  ints  I,  which  he  transfers 
to  whai  i  himself  and  to  Intelligence, 

and  (thus)  furnishes  a  fictitious  explanation  of 
i.     He  sai  1.  however,  that  this  (Helen)  was 
lost  sheep.     And  she,  always  abiding  among 

m\cA  the  powers  in  the  world  by 

reason  of  her  surpassing  beauty.     Whence,  like- 
n  war  arose  on  her  account.    For 

in  the  Helen  born  at  that  time  resided  this  In- 
tel and  thus,  when  all  the  powers  w 

for  claiming   her  (tor  themselves),  sedition   and 
ring  which   (this  chief  power)  was 

manifested   to  nations.      And   from   this  circum- 
u  e.  without  doubt,  we  may  believe  that  Stesi- 

.  who  hail  through  (some)  verses  reviled 
her.  was  deprived  o(  the  use  of  his  eyes;   and 

.  when  lie  repented  and  composed  re- 

lations, in  which  he  sung   (Helen's)  prais lie   recovered    the   power  of  vision,      but   the 
the  powers  below  —  who.  he  says, 

.odd  —  caused    the    transference 

i   one  '  i   another  of   (Helen's  soul)  ; 
and  subsequently  die  stood  on  the  roof  of  a 
house  in  Tyre,  a  city  of  Phoenicia,  and  on  going 
down  tint;    r  (S  d  to  have  I 
her.     1                            ,  principally  for  the  pur- 
pos                               alter  thi>    (woman),   he   had 
arrived  (in    I  j  r>  ),  in  order  that  he  might  rescue 
her  from   I                .      And   after  having  thus  re- 

deemed her.  he  was  in   the   habit  of  conducting 
her  about  with  himself,  alleging  that  this  (girl) 

-  the  lost  sheep,  and  affirming  himself  to  be 
Pow<  r                all    things.      but    the  filthy2 

fellow,  becoming  enamoured  of  this  miser 
woi                led    Helen,    purchased    her    (as    his 
>lave».  and   enjoyed  her  person.*     He,   (how- 

likewise  moved  with  shame  towards 

dis<  iples,  and  (  nnt  octed  this  figment. 
e  who  become  followers  of  this 

impo>n.r—  I  mean  Simon  the  sorcerer  —  indulge 
in  similar  prai  aid   irrationally  allege   the 

lanius,  //>•-.•*..  x\i.  3). 
.,  ihc  reading  in  Miller 

others    \fitv6o- 
1    insert's  emenda- The 

•  1  in  .1  derived  rsons 

Hippolytu*'  meaning. 
.     p.  348,  and  Bunsen's  ideas,  p.  50  of  his nr»t  vol 

promiscuous  intei  The) 

i  themselves  in  the  manner  following:  "All 
earth  is  earth,  and  there  is  no  difference  wh 

an)  one  so\\>,  provided  he  does  sow."     but  i\en 
the)  congratulate  themselves  on  account  of  this 
indiscriminate  intercourse,  asserting  that  this  is 
perfect    lose,    and    employing    the    c\pi 

••holy  of  holies."  ajid   "sanctify  one  another."4 
For  (they  would  have  us  believe)  that  they  arc- 
not  overcome  by  the  supposed  vice,  lor  tl 

have  been  redeemed.  "And  (Jesus),  by  having 

redeemed  Helen  in  this  way,"  (Simon  says.) 
"has  afforded  salvation  to  men  through  his 
own  peculiar  intelligence.  For  inasmuch  as  the 
angels,  by  reason  of  their  lust  for  pre-eminence, 
improperly  managed  the  world.  (Jesus  Christ) 
being  transformed,  and  being  assimilated  to  the 

rulers  and  powers  and  angels,  came  for  the  res- 
toration (of  things).  And  so  (it  was  that  Jesus) 

appeared  as  man,  when  in  reality  he  was  not  a 
man.  And  (so  it  was)  that  likewise  he  suffered 
—  though  not  actually  undergoing  suffering,  but 

appearing  to  the  Jews  to  do  so5  —  in  Judea  as 
•Son.'  and  in  Samaria  as  '  Father,'6  and  among 

the  rest  of  the  Gentiles  as  '  Holy  Spirit.'  "  And 
(Simon  alleges)  that  Jesus  tolerated  being  styled 
by  whichever  name  (of  the  three  just  mentioned  ) 

men  might  wish   to  call  him.     "  And   that   the 
!  prophets,  deriving  their  inspiration  from  the 
world-making  angels,  uttered  predictions  (con- 

cerning him)."  Wherefore,  (Simon  '•aid.)  that 
towards  these  (prophets)  those  felt  no  con    :rn 
kup  to  the  present,  who  believe  cm  Simon 
Helen,  and  that  they  do  whatsoever  they  pi 

1  as  persons  free ;  for  they  allege  that  they  are 
saved  by  grace.  For  that  there  is  no  reason  for 
punishment,  even  though  one  shall  act  wickedly  ; 
for  such  a  one  is  not  wicked  by  nature,  but  1  y 

enactment.  "  For  the  angels  who  created  the 
world  made,"  he  says.  "  whatever  enactments  thev 

pleased."  thinking  by  such  (legislative)  words  to 
enslave  those  who  listened  to  them.  but.  again, 

they  speak  of  a  dissolution  7  of  the  world,  for  the 
redemption  of  his  own  particular  adherents. 

CHAP     XV.   SIMOX's    DISCIPLES    ADOPT    THE    MYS- 
TERIES;    SIMOX     MEETS     ST.     PETER     AT     ROME; 

ACCOUNT  or  simon's  CLOSING  years. 

The  disciples,  then,  of  this  (Magus),  celebrate 
magical  rites,  and  resort  to  incantations.     And 

i  —   ,   .   ,   

4  This  rendering  is  according  to  Bunsen's  emendation  of  the  text. 
5  Cruice  omits  the  word  S(6oKr)Kevai,  which  seems  :::i   interpola- 

tion.    The  above  rendering  adopts  the  proposed  emend  iti 
6  Buusen  thinks  that  there  is  an  allusion  here  to  the  conversation 

j  of  our  Lord  with  the  woman  of  Samaria,   and  if  sn,  thai  Mer.ander, 
-  iple  of  Simon,  and  not  Simon  himself,  was  the  author  of  The 
it  Announcement,  as  the  heretic  did  not  outlive  St.  Peter  and 

Si     Paul,  and  therefore   died  before  the  period  at  which   St    J ■  I  was  written. 

7  Miller  reads  <t>v<riv,  which  makes  no  sense.    Therendcrinj 

follows  Bunsen's  emendation  of  the  text.     [Here  it  is  equally  n:ter- -;  to  the  student  of  our  author  or  of  Irenacus  to  turn  to  Bunscn 
(P-  51).  and  to  observe  his  parallels.] 
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(they  profess  to)  transmit  both  love-spells  and 
charms,  and  the  demons  said  to  be  senders  of  | 

dreams,  for  the  purpose  of  distracting  whomso- 
ever they  please.  But  they  also  employ  those 

denominated  Paredroi.  "And  they  have  an 
image  of  Simon  (fashioned)  into  the  figure  of 
Jupiter,  and  (an  image)  of  Helen  in  the  form 

of  Minerva  ;  and  they  pay  adoration  to  these." 
But  they  call  the  one  Lord  and  the  other  Lady. 
And  if  any  one  amongst  them,  on  seeing  the 
images  of  either  Simon  or  Helen,  would  call 
them  by  name,  lie  is  cast  off,  as  being  ignorant 

of  the  mysteries.  This  Simon,  deceiving  many  ' 
in  Samaria  by  his  sorceries,  was  reproved  by  the 
Apostles,  and  was  laid  under  a  curse,  as  it  has 
been  written  in  the  Acts.  But  he  afterwards 

abjured  the  faith,  and  attempted  these  (aforesaid 

practices).  And  journeying  as  far  as  Rome,3 
he  fell  in  with  the  Apostles  ;  and  to  him,  deceiv- 

ing many  by  his  sorceries,  Peter  offered  repeated 
opposition.  This  man,  ultimately  repairing  to 

.  .  .  (and)  sitting  under  a  plane  tree,  contin- 
ued to  give  instruction  (in  his  doctrines).  And 

in  truth  at  last,  when  conviction  was  imminent, 

in  case  he  delayed  longer,  he  stated  that,  if  he 
were  buried  alive,  he  would  rise  the  third  day. 
And  accordingly,  having  ordered  a  trench  to  be 

dug  by  his  disciples,3  he  directed  himself  to 
In  interred  there.  They,  then,  executed  the 
injunction  given;  whereas  he  remained  (in  that 
grave)  until  this  day,  for  he  was  not  the  Christ. 
This  constitutes  the  legendary  system  advanced 
by  Simon,  and  from  this  Yalentinus  derived  a 

starting-point  (for  his  own  doctrine.  This  doc- 
trine, in  point  of  fact,  was  the  same  with  the 

Simonian,  though  Valentinus)  denominated  it 

under  different  titles:  tor  "  N'ous,"  and  "Ale- 
theia,"  and  "  Logos,"  and  "Zoe,"  and  -  Anthro- 

pos,"    and    "Ecclesia,"    and    .  l'.ons   of   Valenti- 

1  The  Abbe  ( Iruit  e  ■  onsiders  thai  the  statements  m  ide  by  '  I 
'sum,  lib.  i.  p.  44,  ed 

if  Simon  in  respect  ol  number,  militate!  igain  I  Hi    en  i  authorship 

af  '/'///■  Refutation. 
-  This   rendering  follows  thi 

The   Clementim  ed.  I   linb., 
vol.  In    p,  27  ;)  repre  1  mi   Simi in  Magi  R 
Peter  rt  solvit]  •  to  1  ill  iw  1"  n  thitht  1      Milli  r's  te<i  i^  difli  n 
U  emended  by  him,  H    ml  woul  I  e  with  that 

riven  mi  the  \<  1  .     Milli  1  1  text  m  ij  b  th  is  translated:  "  Vn  I  hav- 
ing been  I  lid  und  r  a  curse,  a  1  in  the  Acts,  he  sub- 
ntly  di    ipproved  ol    li    practici    ,  and  mad   1    ipt  to  joui 

in  wiili  the  apostle  1,"  eti  -     1  he  text 
iii  e   ii  I  Schneid  lea    forced;  w  hil<  the  tl  itemenl  il 

ed  i"  'MM  in       lesia  itii  il  In 

it.  I'ctei         iboratea  1 1  i   p  'U  tus1  authoi  hip  ol 
A'  1  at,  1 

'  Justin   Martyi   mentions.    11    mi  instance  of  the  ■   timttion  in 
which  Simon  Magu    was  hi  followers,  that  a  stntui 

I  to  him   it  Rome,     Bunsc   isidcrs  that  the  reji    tion  of  this 

•  \  |nstin  Martyr's,  points  to  the  author  ol   .' 1   Km   1,  who  woul  I  I 
tatne,  be  bcttci  informi  l  ill  in  the  writi  1  "t  any  evenl 

>'  1  in  1  nr;;  in  the  capital  of  the  Wesl        Bui  ;isterial  decision 

1  is  very  amusingl)  Hippolytus1  silence   1-    > 
presumption    ir  mm  it  tl  I   iui  li   ■    1  Hue,  though  11  i^  \.  i\ 

ilc  he  mm  -Iii  1111111  to  mention  it,  suppo  1   .n  Rome,      \i 
ill  event   .  the  very  pi  itemi  al  ol    fustin   Martyi  ought  not  to 

1  ted  on    ii   'n    ,1     onjei  lurnl  grounds,     [See  vol,  1  ,  tins  series, 
Bui  "in  authoi  relit  1  on  Iretuaus, 

1  ,  p,  t  \i,     Vvhj  o  i'    1  positive  testimony 

nus,  are  confessedly  the  six  roots  of  Simon, 

viz.,  "Mind"  and  "  Intelligence," '•  Voice  "  and 
"Name,"  "Ratiocination"  and  "Reflection." 
But  since  it  seems  to  us  that  we  have  suffu  iently 

explained  Simon's  tissue  of  legends,  let  us 
what  also  Valentinus  asserts. 

CHAP.     XVI.  —  HERESY    OF    VALENTINUS ;     DERIVED 
FROM    PLATO   AND    PYTHAGORAS. 

The  heresy  of  Valentinus'  is  certainly,  then, 
connected  with  the  Pythagorean  anil  Platonic 
theory.  For  Plato,  in  the  Titnaus,  altogether 
derives  his  impressions  from  Pythagoras,  and 
therefore  lumens  himself  is  his  Pythagorean 
stranger.  Wherefore,  it  appears  expedient  that 
we  should  commence  by  reminding  (the  reader) 
of  a  few  points  of  the  Pythagorean  and  Platonic 
theory,  and  that  (then  we  should  proceed)  to 

declare  the  opinions  of  Valentinus.5  For  even 
although  in  the  books  previously  finished  by  us 
with  so  much  pains,  are  contained  the  opinions 
advanced  by  both  Pythagoras  and  Plato,  yet  at 
all  events  I  shall  not  be  acting  unreasonably,  in 
now  also  calling  to  the  recollection  of  the  reader. 
by  means  of  an  epitome,  the  principal  heads  of 
the  favourite  tenets  of  these  (speculators).  And 

this  (recapitulation)  will  facilitate  our  knowl- 
edge of  the  doctrines  of  Valentinus,  by  m< 

of  a  nearer  comparison,  and  by  similarity  of 
composition  (of  the  two  systems) .  for  (  Pytl 
oras  and  Plato)  derived  these  tenets  originally 

from  the  Egyptians,  and  introduced  their  n< 
opinions  among  the  Greeks.  Bui  (Valentinus 
took  his  opinions)  from  these,  bei  ause,  altri 

he  ha>  suppressed  the  truth  regarding  his 
tions  to  (the  ( rreek  phil  isophers ).  an  I 
way  has  endeavoured  to  construct  a  doctrine; 
(as  it  were,)  peculiarly  his  own,  yet,  in  point 
of  fact,  he  has  altered  the  doctrim  s  of  those 

(thinkers)  in  names  only,  and  numbers,  and  has 

adopn-d  a  peculiar  terminology  (of  his  own). 
Valentinus  has  formed  his  definitions  by  m 

1  V  ilentinus  1  tme  0  im  mtifi- 
ilished    1  ! 

10  have  been  to  remain  in  communion  with  K 
\.  11.,  .is  Tertullian  informs  us.     1  tells 

th.it  Valentinus,  tow ards  1 
si  pit  .  M  tin-  Chun  '1      1 
Valenti  iu  .  and  •  hap.  \\\ 

.  I  \      1  | ,  \  1        .     I 

•    .  Mine,  li.r-    ,  \i       I"  :'  .   '-i 
\  in. ;    Photius.  •  •  1  I      ' . 

,n     :  »/v    ,1 1  a  r.iA    . 1  mi  ,.   i«i  1   1..     See   liki  wise    \ 

il,  ii.  Bohn'i  edition. 
1  lese  opinion!  •'"•  mostly  given  in  • 

work  Sophia,  a  book  ol  great  reputi  amot     1 
by  I  Iii1;1  il)  "1 .,  1 

tinians,  i>  not,  howevi  ■ by  Hip| 

Lis    HI    till-    ,      I 

In-  quoti  •  Si    John's  I  ■  1  ipel,  and  st    I 1  lie   I  I 

to  tin-  period  ol  (he  Moninni 

century,  tli.it  !•.,  soiiu-rtliiu  .1  ■ . 
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but  unstable,  and 
the  >  oik  ord  of  the  four  elements, 

sweat  in  these  words  :  — 

And  they 

:  k  rim  osophy. 

i  whi<  li   Plato  derived 
wisdom  ol 

ins.'     For  from  this  source,  by  some 
tion,  Solon  -  taught 

ting  the  generation  and 
the  world,  as  Plato  says,  to  the 

i  knowledge)   j  i  hil- 
■id  were  acquainted  with  no  theological 

r  antiquity.     In  order,  there- 
n  we  may  tnu  e  a<  <  urately  the  arguments 

by  which  Valentinus  established  his   tenets,   I 
icplain  what  arc  the  principles  of  the 

of  Pythagoras  ofSamos,  — a  philoso- 
phy (coupled)  with  that  Silence  so  celebrated 

\nd  next  in  this  manner  (I 

late)  those  (opinions)  which  Valen- 
from   Pythagoras  and   Plato,   but 

with  all  solemnity  of  speech  to  Christ, 
fore  Chri>t  to  the  Father  of  the  universe, 

and  to  Silence  conjoined  with  the  Father. 

1  By  him  who  to  our  head  quatemioi 
i  ihai  hat  the  roota  oi  evi  nature."4 

Now  the  quaternion  is  the  originating  principle 
o\  natural  and  solid  bodies,  as  the  monad  of 

intelligible  ones.  And  that  likewise  the  quater- 
nion generates,5  he  says,  the  perfect  number,  as 

m  the  case  of  intelligibles  (the  monad)  does  the 
decade,  they  teach  thus.  If  any,  beginning  to 
number,  says  one,  and  adds  two,  then  in  like 
manner  three,  these  (together)  will  be  six,  and 
to  these  (add)  moreover  four,  the  entire  (sum), 
in  like  manner,  will  be  ten.  For  one,  two,  three, 
four,  become  ten,  the  perfect  number.  Thus,  he 

.  the  quaternion  in  every  respect  imitated  the 
intelligible  monad,  which  was  able  to  generate  a 

i -map.     XIX. 

PYTHAGORAS' 

DUALITY      OF      SUB- 

STANCES ;     HIS    "  CATEGORIES. 

CHU".   XVIII. —  PYTHAGORAS     SYSTEM    OF    NUMBERS. 

lv  ;,  then,  declared  the  originating  prin- 
•  the  universe  to  be  the  unbegotten  monad, 

rated  duad,  and   the  rest  of  the 
And  he  says   that  the  monad   is  the 

duad,  and  the  duad  the  mother  of; 
all;  that  are  being  tten  —  the  begotten 

ither)  of  the  tilings  that  are  be- 
A;k!  Zaratas,  the  pupil  of  Pythagoras, 

in  the  habit  of  denominating  unity  a  father,  j 
lality  a  mother.     For  the  duad  has  been 

from  the  monad,  according  to  Pythag- 
'id  the  monad   is  male  and  primary,  but 

the  duad   female    (and  secondary).     And    from 
the  duad.  again,  as  Pythagoras  states,  (are  gen- 

the  triad  and  the  succeeding  numbers 
ten.     For  Pyth  is  aware  that  this  is 

the  only  perfect  number  —  I  mean  the  decade 
—  for  that  eleven  and  twelve  are  an  addition 
and  repetition  of  the  decade;  not.  however, 
that  wh.it  is  added3  constitutes  the  generation 

:her  number.  And  all  solid  bodies  he 
from  in<  J  (essences).     For  he 

that  an  element  and  principle  of  both 
md  incorporeal  entities  is  the  point 

whii  h  is  indivisible.  And  from  a  point,  he  savs. 
line,  and  from  a  line  a  surface  ; 

and  a  stirfac  e  flowing  out  into  a  height  becomes, 
he  -  >.  i  i  lid  body.  Whence  also  the  Pytha- 

goreans have  a  certain  object  of  adjuration,  viz., 

There  are,  then,  according  to  Pythagoras,  two 
worlds  :  one  intelligible,  which  has  the  monad 
for  an  originating  principle  ;  and  the  other  sen- 

sible. But  of  this  (latter)  is  the  quaternion 

having  the  iota,  the  one  tittle,6  a  perfect  num- 
ber. And  there  likewise  is,  according  to  the 

Pythagoreans,  the  i,  the  one  tittle,  which  is  chief 
and  most  dominant,  and  enables  us  to  appre- 

hend the  substance  of  those  intelligible  entities 
which  are  capable  of  being  understood  through 
the  medium  of  intellect  and  of  sense.  (And  in 

this  substance  inhere)  the  nine  incorporeal  acci- 
dents which  cannot  exist  without  substance,  viz., 

'•  quality,"  and  "  quantity,"  and  "relation,"  and 
"where,"  and  "when,"  and  "position,"  and 

I  "  possession,"  and  "  action,"  and  "  passion." 
These,  then,  are  the  nine  accidents  (inhering  in) 
substance,  and  when  reckoned  with  these  (sub- 

stances), contains  the  perfect  number,  the  /'. Wherefore,  the  universe  being  divided,  as  we 
said,  into  the  intelligible  and  sensible  world,  we 
have  also  reason  from  the  intelligible  (world), 

in  order  that  by  reason  we  may  behold  the  sub- 
stance of  things  that  are  cognised  by  intellect, 

and  are  incorporeal  and  divine.  But  we  have, 
he  says,  five  senses  —  smelling,  seeing,  hearing, 
taste,  and  touch.  Now,  by  these  we  arrive  at 
a  knowledge  of  things  that  are  discerned  by 
sense  ;  and  so,  he  says,  the  sensible  is  divided 
from  the  intelligible  world.  And  that  we  have 
for  each  of  these  an  instrument  for  attaining 

knowledge,  we  perceive  from  the  following  con- 
sideration.   Nothing,  he  says,  of  intelligibles  can 

•■**/,  c.  vii.  ed.  Belcker. 
solomon,"  evidently  a  mistake. 

cr  would  read  for  n/KHrTiStptvov,  romvriov  or  ropi'£<i. 

*  Respecting  these  lines,  Miller  refers  us  to  Fabricius,  in  Sextum Emfiricuin,  p.  352. 

5  The  Abbe  Cruice  adduces  a  passage  from  Suidas  (on  the  word 
<ipi0no<)  which  contains  a  similar  statement  to   that  furnished  by 

Hippolvtus. 
<>  Matt.  v.  18. 
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be  known  to  us  from  sense.  For  he  says  neither 
eye  has  seen,  nor  ear  heard,  nor  any  whatsoever 

of  the  other  senses  known  that  (which  is  cog- 
nised by  mind).  Neither,  again,  by  reason  is  it 

possible  to  arrive  at  a  knowledge  of  any  of  the 
things  discernible  by  sense.  But  one  must  see 
that  a  thing  is  white,  and  taste  that  it  is  sweet, 
and  know  by  hearing  that  it  is  musical  or  out  of 
tune.  And  whether  any  odour  is  fragrant  or 
disagreeable,  is  the  function  of  smell,  not  of 
reason.  It  is  the  same  with  objects  of  touch  ; 
for  anything  rough,  or  soft,  or  warm,  or  cold,  it  is 
not  possible  to  know  by  hearing,  but  (far  from 
it),  for  touch  is  the  judge  of  such  (sensations). 
Things  being  thus  constituted,  the  arrangement 
of  things  that  have  been  made  and  are  being 
made  is  observed  to  happen  in  conformity  with 
numerical  (combinations).  For  in  the  same 
manner  as,  commencing  from  monad,  by  an 
addition  of  monads  or  triads,  and  a  collection 

of  the  succeeding  numbers,  we  make  some  one 
very  large  complex  whole  of  number;  (and) 
then,  again,  from  an  amassed  number  thus  formed 

by  addition,  we  accomplish,  by  means  of  a  cer- 
tain subtraction  and  re- calculation,  a  solution  of 

the  totality  of  the  aggregate  numbers  ;  so  like- 
wise he  asserts  that  the  world,  bound  by  a  cer- 
tain arithmetical  and  musical  chain,  was,  by  its 

tension  and  relaxation,  and  by  addition  and 

subtraction,  always  and  for  ever  preserved  in- 
corrupt. 

CHAP.     XX.  —  PYTHAGORAS'    COSMOGONY;      SIMILAR 
10   THAT   OK    EMPEDOCLES. 

The  Pythagoreans  therefore  declare  their  opin- 
ntinuanc 

er  as  this  : — 
ion  concerning  the  continuance  of  the  world  in 

"  F01  heretofore  it  was  and  will  be;  never,  I  ween, 
01  both  of  these  will  void  the  age  eternal  be." 

"Of  these  ;"  but  what  are  they?  Discord  and 
Love.  Now,  in  their  system,  Love  forms  the 

world  incorruptible  (and)  eternal,  as  they  sup- 
pose. Tor  substance  and  the  world  are  one. 

Discord,  however,  separates  and  puts  asunder, 
and   evinces   numerous  attempt-,   by  subdividing 

to  form  the  world.     It  is  jusi  as  it'  one  severs 
into  small    parts,  and   divides  arithmetically,  the 
myriad  into  thousands,  and  hundreds,  and   tens; 

and  drachma'  into  oboli  and  small  farthings.     In 
this   manner,   he    savs,    Discord    severs   the   sub 

stance  of  the  world  into  animals,  plants,  metals, 
and  things  similar  to  these.  And  the  fabricator 

of  the  generation  of  all  things  produced  is,  ac- 
•rding  to  them,  Discoid  ;  whereas  l.ovc.on  the 

Dther  hand,  manages   and    provides   tor   tin-   uni- 
verse  in   such   a   manner   that    it    enjoys    perma 

nence.      And    conducting    together'    into    unite 

1  Or,  avvayi,  leads  together. 

the  divided  and  scattered  parts  of  the  universe, 
and  leading  them  forth  from  their  (separate) 
mode  of  existence,  (Love)  unites  and  adds  to 
the  universe,  in  order  that  it  may  enjoy  perma- 

nence ;  and  it  thus  constitutes  one  system.  They 
will  not  therefore  cease,  —  neither  Discord  divid- 

ing the  world,  nor  Love  attaching  to  the  world 
the  divided  parts.  Of  some  such  description  as 
this,  so  it  appears,  is  the  distribution  of  the  world 
according  to  Pythagoras.  But  Pythagoras  says 
that  the  stars  are  fragments  from  the  sun,  and 

that  the  souls2  of  animals  are  conveyed  from  the 
stars  ;  and  that  these  are  mortal  when  they  are 
in  the  body,  just  as  if  buried,  as  it  were,  in  a 
tomb  :  whereas  that  they  rise  (out  of  this  world) 
and  become  immortal,  when  we  are  separated 
from  our  bodies.  Whence  Plato,  being  asked  by 

some  one,  "What  is  philosophy?"  replied,  "It 
is  a  separation  of  soul  from  body." 

CHAP.    XXI.   OTHER    OPINIONS    OF    PVTII AGORAS. 

Pythagoras,  then,  became  a  student  of  these 
doctrines  likewise,  in  which  he  speaks  both  by 
enigmas  and  some  such   expressions   as   these  : 

'■  When  you  depart  from  your  own  (tabernacle), 
return  not;3   if,  however,  (you  act)  not  (thi 
the   Furies,  auxiliaries   to  justice,  will    overtake 

you,"  —  denominating  the  body  one's  own  (tab- 
ernacle), and  its    passions    the    Furies.     When, 

therefore,  he  savs,  you  depart,  that  is,  when  you 
go  forth  from  the  body,  do  not  earnestly  crave 
for   this;    but   if  you    are    eagerly  desirous    (for 
departure),  the  passions  will  once   more  confine 
you   within   the   body.      for   these   suppose    that 
there   is   a   transition   of  souls   from  one  I 

another,  as  also  Empedocles,  adopting  the   prin- 
ciples of  Pythagoras,  affirms.     For,  saj 

that  are   lovers  of  pleasure,   as    Plato   states,*   if. 
when  they  are  in  the  condition  of  suffering  inci- 

dental  to   man,  they  do   not   evolve   theories   of 

philosophy,  must  pass  through  all  animals 
plants  (back)  again   into   a   human   body.       \     I 
when  (the  soul)   may  form  a  system   of  specula- 

tion  thrice  in   the  same  body,   (he  maintains) 
that  it  as<  ends  up  to  the  nature  of  some  kindred 

star.     If,  however,  ( the  soul  I  do  s  n  it   ;  ' 
phize,  (it  must  pass)  through  the  san 
sion  of  changes  once  more).     lie  affirms,  then, 
that  the  soul  sometimes  nuv  b.  1  ome    even  mor- 

tal, if  it  is  overcome  by  the  Furies,  thai 
passions  (i^[  the  body)  ;   and  immortal.  1: 
ceeds  in  escaping  the  Furies,  which  are  the 

passions, 
["he  Abbe  1 

did  ""t  agree  with  Pythagoras' 
th. 11  in 

\  .       1  he    'I'll"  '' tlir  ioul  in  Mated  in  •  |  ften  quoted, 
■ 

'   l  mi..-    thinks   that   the  folio  ■  Jir  taJtail  from  H<  > 
tll!>,  .lll.l   trlrt-   I  vi 

*   lh.r.:.\  \'l     1     ;•    .    ,.  .    !     IVUct 
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I,  _  in;  :     r\  rHAGORAS. 

Iso  »v  have  chosen  to  mention  the 

ised  b)    Pythagoras  i"  his 
\  means  ol  symbols,  it  seems  likewise 
to  remind   (the  reader)  of  the  rest 

es.    And  we  touch  on  this  sub- 
int  also  of  the  heresian  hs,  who 

njit  by  some  method  of  this  description  to 
\  means  of  symbols;  and  these  are 

but  they  have,  (in  propounding 
,i.)  taken  advantage  of  expressions  employed 

Pythagoreans.1      Pythagoras    then    in- 
riis  disciples,  addressing  them  as  follows: 

••  Bind  up  the  sack  that  carries  the  beddinj 
inasmuch   as   they  who   intend   going 
rney  tie  their  clothes  into  a  wallet,  to 

•  r  the  road  ;  so,  (in  like  manner,)  he 
his  disciples  to  be  prepared,  since  every 
'.  death  is  likely  to  come  upon   them  by 

(In  this  way  Pythagoras  sought   to 
that  (his  followers)  should  labour  under 
iency  in   the  qualifications  required  in 

his   pupils.3      Wherefore  of  necessity  he   was   in 
with  the  dawn  of  day,  of  instructing 

us  to  encourage  one  another  to 
!  up  the  sack  that  carries  the  bedding,  that 

is,  i  t  death.     "  1  \o  not  stir  fire  with 

i  ; " 4  (meaning,)  do  not,  by  addressing 
him,  I  with  an  enraged  man;  for  a  per- 

i  passion  is  like  fire,  whereas  the  sword 

ttered  expression.     "Do not  trample  on 
(meaning,)    despise  not  a   small 

••  Plant  not  a  palm   tree   in  a   house;" 
i  foment  not  discord  in  a  family,  for 

palm  tree  i>  a  symbol  of  battle  and  slaugh- 
■  I   it  not  from  a  stool;"  (meaning,)  do 

ike  an  ignoble  art,  in  order  that  you 
i  the  body,  which  is  cor- 

.t  make  a  livelihood   from  literature. 

have  been  i 

iii  by  Hip- 

.nj  explana- L.  Gyra 

'  is  as  a  precept  enjoi 

text   here  yields  a   different  but  not  very  intell 

•  .  iii.  274)  with 
it  a  prcci  irrev- 

-  for  m- iving. 

udes  to  some  ancient  game  in  which  fire  was  struck  al 

re.     The  n 

ld  ,nc  ire,  i.e.,  pi 

iding 

•her  meai,.  Iri  no 

.  rccablc,  bul 
■c    wine    (sec    X 

in  in  appearance,  produced    severe   heud- 
achc  in  ihusc  partaking  of  it. 

For  it  lies  within  your  reach  both  to  nourish  the 

body,  and  make  the  soul    better.7      "  Don't    take 
.1  bite  out  of  ̂ t  uncut  loaf;  "  (meaning,)  dimin- 

ish not  thy  possessions,  but  live  on  the  profit 
(of  them),  and  guard  thy  substance  as  an 
entire  loaf."  "Feed  not  on  beans;"  (mean- 
in.;,)  accept  not  the  government  of  a  city,  fur 
with  beans  they  at  that  time  were  accustomed 

to  ballot  for  their  magistrates.9 

CHAP.  XXIII.  —  PYTHAGORAS'  ASTRONOMIC   SYSTEM. 

These,  then,  and  such  like  assertions,  the 

Pythagoreans  put  forward ;  and  the  heretics, 
imitating  these,  are  supposed  by  some  to  utter 
important  truths.  The  Pythagorean  system, 
however,  lays  down  that  the  Creator  of  all  al- 

leged existences  is  the  Great  Geometrician  and 
culator  —  a  sun  ;  and  that  this  one  has  been 

fixed  in  the  whole  world,  just  as  in  the  bodies  a 
soul,  according  to  the  statement  of  Plato.  For 

the  sun  (being  of  the  nature  of)  fire,'°  resembles 
the  soul,  but  the  earth  (resembles  the)  body. 
And,  separated  from  fire,  there  would  be  nothing 
visible,  nor  would  there  be  any  object  of  touch 
without  something  solid  ;  but  not  any  solid  body 
exists  without  earth.  Whence  the  Deity,  locating 
air  in  the  midst,  fashioned  the  body  of  the  uni- 

verse out  of  fire  and  earth.  And  the  Sun,  he 
says,  calculates  and  geometrically  measures  the 
world  in  some  such  manner  as  the  following: 
The  world  is  a  unity  cognizable  by  sense  ;  and 
concerning  this  (world)  we  now  make  these  as- 

sertions. But  one  who  is  an  adept  in  the  science 
of  numbers,  and  a  geometrician,  has  divided  it 
into  twelve  parts.  And  the  names  of  these  parts 
are  as  follow  :  Aries,  Taurus,  Gemini,  Cancer, 

Leo,  Virgo,  Libra,  Scorpio,  Sagittarius,  Capri- 
corn, Aquarius,  Pisces.  Again,  he  divides  each 

of  the  twelve  parts  into  thirty  parts,  and  these 
are  days  of  the  month.  Again,  he  divides  each 
part  of  the  thirty  parts  into  sixty  small  divisions, 

7  "  Eat  not  from  a  stool."  This  proverb  is  also  differently  read 
aivl  interpreted.  Another  form  is,  "  Eat  not  from  a  chariot,"  of 

tin  import  is  variously  given,  as,  Do  not  tamper  with  youl 
m>c  food  swallowed  in  haste,  as  it  must  be  when  one  is 

driving  a  team  of  horses,  cannot  be  salutary  or  nutritive;  or,  Do  not 
be  careless,  because  one  should  attend  to  the  business  in  hand:  if 
that  be  guiding  a  chariot,  one  should  not  at  the  same  time  try  to  eat his  meals. 

1  The  word  "entire"  Plutarch  adds  to  this  proverb.  Its  ancient 
form  would  se<  m  to  ini  ulcate  patience  and  courtesy,  as  if  one  should 
not,  when  at  meals,  snap  at  food  before  others.     As  read  in  Plutarch, 

i  pt  to  avoid  creating  dissension, 
the  unbroken  bread  being  a  symbol  of  unity.  It  has  likewise  been 
explained  as  an  injunction  against  greediness.  The  loaf  was  marked 
by  two  intersei  tin;;  lines  into  four  parts,  and  one  was  not  to  devour 
all  of  these.      (See  Horace,  i  Epist.,  xvii.  49.) 

is  the  generally  received  import  of  the  proverb.     Ancient 
writers,  however,  put  forward  other  meanings,  connected  chiefly  with 

in    effects  of  beans,  e.g.,  disturbing    the  mind,  and    producing 
.  whit  h  Pythagoras  is  said  to  have  noticed.     Horace  had 
  erning  beans  (see  2  Serm.,  vi.  63),  but  evidently 

alludes  to  a  belief  of  the  magi  that  disembodied  spirits  resided  in 

beans.  (See  I.ucian,  Muyll..  Plutarch,  Ilepi  IlaccS.  'Aywy.  17; 
Aulus  Ocllius,  iv.  11;  and  Guigniaui's  Cruiser's  Symbolik,  i.  160.) 

p.  12  supra,  and  compare  vol.  ii.,  this  series,  p.  383,  and  Eluci- 
dation III.  p.  403.]    • 

lo  The  text  seems  doubtful.     Some  would  read,  "  The  sun  is  (to 
be  compared  with)  soul,  and  the  moon  with  body." 
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and  (each)  of  these  small  (divisions)  he  sub- 
divides into  minute  portions,  and  (these  again) 

into  portions  still  more  minute.  And  always 
doing  this,  and  not  intermitting,  but  collecting 
from  these  divided  portions  (an  aggregate),  and 
constituting  it  a  year;  and  again  resolving  and 
dividing  the  compound,  (the  sun)  completely 

finishes  the  great  and  everlasting  world.' 

chap.  xxiv.   valentinus  convicted  of  plagi- 
arisms from  the  platonic  and  pythagoric 

philosophy;  the  valentixian  theory  of 
emanation   by  duads. 

Of  some  such  nature,  as  I  who  have  accurately 
examined  their  systems  (have  attempted)  to  state 
compendiously,  is  the  opinion  of  Pythagoras  and 
Plato.  And  from  this  (system),  not  from  the 

Gospels,  Valentinus,  as  we  have  proved,  has  col- 
lected the  (materials  of)  heresy  —  I  mean  his 

own  (heresy) — and  may  (therefore)  justly  be 
reckoned  a  Pythagorean  and  Platonist,  not  a 
Christian.  Valentinus,  therefore,  and  Heracleon, 
and  Ptolemaeus,  and  the  entire  school  of  these 

(heretics),  as  disciples  of  Pythagoras  and  Plato, 
(and)  following  these  guides,  have  laid  down  as 
the  fundamental  principle  of  their  doctrine  the 
arithmetical  system.  For,  likewise,  according  to 
these  (Valentinians),  the  originating  cause  of  the 
universe  is  a  Monad,  unbegotten,  imperishable, 
incomprehensible,  inconceivable,  productive,  and 
a  cause  of  the  generation  of  all  existent  things. 
And  the  aforesaid  Monad  is  styled  by  them 
Father.  There  is,  however,  discoverable  among 
them  some  considerable  diversity  of  opinion, 

for  some  of  them,  in  order  that  the  Pythagorean 
doctrine  of  Valentinus  may  be  altogether  free 
from  admixture  (with  other  tenets) ,  suppose  that 
the  Father  is  unfeminine,  and  unwedded,  and 
solitary.  But  others,  imagining  it  to  be  imp 
sible  that  from  a  male  only  there  could  proceed 

eneration  at  all  of  any  of  those  things  that 
have  been  made  to  exist,  necessarily  reckon 
along  with  the  bather  of  the  universe,  in  order 
that  he  may  be  a  father,  Sige  as  a  spouse.     Bui 
as   to   Sige,  whether  at  anv  time  she  is  united    in 
marriage  (to  the  bather)  or  not,  this  is  a  point 
which  we  leave  them  to  wrangle  about  among 

themselves.  We  at  present,  keeping  to  the  Pj  th- 
agorean  principle,  which  is  one,  and  unwedded, 

unfeminine,  (and)  deficient  in  nothing, shall  pro- 
ceed to  give  an  account  of  their  doctrines,  as 

they  themselves  inenle.ite  them.      There    is,   says 

(Valentinus),  not  anything  at  all  begotten,  but 
the    bather   is   alone    unbegotten,  not    subject    to 

the  (  ondition  of  place,  not  (subject  to  the  con 
dition  of)  time,  having  no  counsellor,  (and)  not 
being  anv  other  substance  that  could  be  realized 

1  l  ii  a  yearol  the  world"  (sot  book  iv.  chap, 
\  11.  ol  n). 

irding  to  the  ordinary  methods  of  pen  ■ 
(The   bather.)  however,  was  solitary,  sul 

as  the}-  say,  in  a  state  of  quietude,  and    1  I 
reposing  in  isolation  within  Himself.  When,  how- 

ever, He  became  productive,2  it  seemed  to  Him 
expedient  at  one  time  to  generate  and  lead  forth 
the  most  beautiful  and  perfect  (of  those  germs 
of  existence)  which  He  possessed  within  Him 
self,  for   (the  Father)   was  not  fond  of  solitari- 

ness.     For,  says  he,  He  was  all  love,  but  love  is 
not  love  except  there  may  be  some  object  of 
affection.    The  Father  Himself,  then,  as  He  was 

solitary,  projected  and  produced  Nous  and  Ale- 
theia,  that  is,  a  duad  which  became  mistri 

and  origin,  and  mother  of  all  the  ./Eons  <  om- 
puted  by  them  (as  existing)  within  the  Pleroma. 
Nous   and   Aletheia    being  projected    from   the 

Father,4  one  capable  of  continuing  general 
deriving    existence    from    a    productive    being, 
(Nous)    himself  likewise,    in    imitation    of   the 
Father,  projected  Logos  and  Zoe  ;  and  Logos  and 
Zoe  project  Anthropos  and  Ecclesia.     Put  N 
and  Aletheia,  when  they  beheld  that  their  own 
offspring    had    been   bom   productive,   returned 
thanks  to  the   Father  of  the  universe,  and  offer 

unto    Him   a   perfect   number,  vi/.,    ten    .1 
bur,  he   says,  Nous  and  Aletheia  could   not  offer 
unto  the  bather  a  more  perfect  (one)  than   this 
number.     For  the  Father,  who  is  perfe< 
to  be  celebrated   by  a  perfect  number,  and  ten 
is  a  perfect  number,  because  this  is  first  of  those 
(numbers)    that   are    formed   by  plurality,    (and 

therefore)  perfect."    The  Father,  however.! 
more  perfect,  because   being  alone  unbegotten. 
by  means  of  the  one  primary  conjugal   union  ̂ >( 
Nous  and   Aletheia.   (bund   means  of  projecting 
all  the  roots  of  existent  things. 

CHAP.    xxv.  —  rut',    iixii'    of    mi'    nr\o    mvpf 
•1  HE    1 '« >  1  \  1 . \  1 1 1  IN    OF   V  vt. I  xiiM  s 

1 111     1  m  v\  vi  [i  i\    OF   .1  0NS. 

SYST1  M 

Logos    himself  also,   and   Zoe,    then   saw   that 
Nous  and  Aletheia  had  celebrated  the  Fath 

the  universe  by  a  perfect  number  ;  and  I  .1111- 

-  Valentinus'  system,  if  purged  of  il»'  glosses  put 
ills,  iples,  appears  to  have  been  constn 
■  •I   Deity,  -ma  evidences  much  powei  1  the 

ling  i"  the  midsi  of  isol  uion 
of  the  creative  energy,  and  the  material  wo 
.m  ideal  world.     Through  the  latter,  1 

1 .  ■  nabled  to  mount  up  to  <  >od. 
, •  1 1 1 '  and  Si  e,  i.e.,  solitarim 

1  m  ...  .1  :    in-. 1,   ,.!  ..i  ihi 
'  w  In.  li  is  both  1 

*  In  .ill  this  Vali  ntinus  mi.  nds  to  delineate  t!" 
absolute  t.>  phenomenal  I*  i 
11.111  in. m.      v  B)  thus  -ma 

1 

I.  .\  1  the  primary  emanation  ,  vi    .No     .  '     ,M 

v    theia,  *  <   .    >  's manifest  uion  II 

rowed  from  tl"'  | 1  i.ikcn  from  I  We  have  then  1 

ll   111    \nllil..',  ■•■,  1  '     .  V 1  nomenal  n 

account  of  '!><-  word 
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|j  their  own x        .in. I  Al  Sin<  e, 

ten,  .mil .1  (and  |  un<  reated 
V  ius  thtir 

.i  pcrfo  t  Dumber,  but  far  from  it, 

n  imperfa  t  one.1     For  Logos  and  Zoe is   unto   Nous    and   Aletheia. 

\  Jentinus,  these —  namely, 
\        and  A    th<  ta,  Logos  and  Zoe,  Anthropos 

have  been  the  primar)  roots  of 
it  there  are  ten  /Eons  pro<  eeding 

:  i  <  1  twelve  from  Logos 

»e  —  twentj   and  eight  in  all.-'    And   t.> 
th<  se  following  denomina- 

i  and  Mixis,  Ageratus  and  I  [enosis, 
.in.!  Hedone,  Acinetus  and  Syncrasis, 
■  .in.!  M.u  aria.'     These  arc  ten  /Eons 

sa)  (have  been  projected)  by  Nous 
.    Al  theia,   but   some   by    1    -   •  and    Zoe. 

a   that   the   twelve    (.Eons 

1 )  by  Anthropos  and  Eccle- 
-  and  Zoe.     And  upon 

■  iw  these  following  names : 5  Para- 
-.   Patricus  and   Elpis,  Metricus 

Einous  and  Synesis,  Ecclesiastic  us 
and   Macariotes,  Theletus  and  Sophia.      But  of 

the   twelfth   and   youngest  of  all   the 
;   /Eons,  being  a   female,  and  called 

ed    the    multitude    and    power  of 
ns,  and  hurried  back  into  the 

And  she  perceived  that 
all  I  Eons,  as  being  beg  .tun.  gen 

:rse.      The    Father,  on 
ier  han  .  without  copulation, 

e  wished  to  emu- 
■i  !  to  produce  (offspring)  of 

without  a  marital  partner,  that  she  might 
rior7  to  (that  of) 

e  text  as  emended  by  Bern 
ild  be  thin-.  were  two  tetrads: '  .,  and 

learn  from  Hippolyl  ip  the  num- 
of  Christ  and  th. 

that  the  all  -ration 
■  i  Valentinu 

is'  text,  winch  is,  however, 

the  mt  icsc  names:  — 

x-'ia,   (or)    Logos  and  Zoe, 

<  We 

i 
thus 

6.  Hedone        =  Voluptuousness. 
ire.  7.  Acinetus      =Motionl. 
ung.  8.  S  . 

9.  Monogenes  itten. 10.  M 

•  re  the  meanings  of  these  names:  — 
:c»ia,  (or)  Logos  and 

•  s   -  Self-. 

1 

I 
I 
I 

I 
8 

1 1. 

Vinous  =  Ever-thinking. 
Syne  ,„ce. 

Theletus ■  1 

■  Comforter. 

rnal. 

■crate. 

■phia  lorn. 
the  "depths  of  create 

..   11  j 

.nto  his 

10  "*  ,  as  the 

the    bather.      (Sophia,    however,)    w  is    igno 
that  the  Unbegotten  1  ing  an  originating 
principle  of  the  universe,  as  well  as  root  and 

th  and  abyss,  alone  possesses  the  power  of 
generation.  But  Sophia,  being  begotten, 

and  born  after  many  more  (/Eons),  is  not  able 
to  acquire  possession  of  the  power  inherent  in 
the  Unbegotten  One.  For  in  the  Unbegotten 
One.  he  says,  all  things  exist  simultaneously,  but 
in  the  begotten  (.Foil's)  the  female  is  projtctive 
of  substance,  and  the  male  is  formative  of  the 
substance  which  is  projected  by  the  female. 
Sophia,  therefore,  prepared  to  project  that  only 
which  she  was  capable  (of  projecting),  viz.,  a 

formless  and  undigested  substance."'  And  this, 
he  says,  is  what  Moses  asserts:  "The  earth  was 
invisible,  and  unfashioned."  This  (substanc  | 
is,  he  says,  the  good  (and)  the  heavenly  Jerusa- 

lem, into  which  God  has  promised  to  conduct 

the  children  of  Israel,  saying,  "I  will  bring  jou 
into  a  land  flowing  with  milk  and  hone)." 

CHAP.    XXVI. — VALENTINUS1  EXPLANATION  OF    THE 
EXISTENCE   OF   CHRIST   AND   THE   SPIRIT. 

Ignorance,  therefore,  having  arisen  within  the 
Pleroma  in  consequence  of  Sophia,  and  shape- 
lessness  in  consequence  of  the  offspring  of 
Sophia,  confusion  arose  in  the  Pleroma.  (For 
all)  the  /Eons  that  were  begotten  (became  over- 

whelmed with  apprehension,  imagining)  that  in 
like  manner  formless  and  incomplete  progenies 
of  the  /Eons  should  be  generated  ;  and  that 
some  destruction,  at  no  distant  period,  should 
at  length  seize  upon  the  /Eons.  All  the  /Eons, 
then,  betook  themselves  to  supplication  of  the 

er,  that  he  would  tranquillize  the  sorrowing 
Sophia;  for  she  continued  weeping  and  bewail- 

ing on  account  of  the  abortion  produced  by  her, 
—  for  so  they  term  it.  The  Father,  then,  com- 

passionating the  tears  of  Sophia,  and  accepting 
the  supplication  of  the  /Eons,  orders  a  further 
projection.  For  he  did  not,  (Valentinus)  says, 
himself  project,  but  Nous  and  Aletheia  (pro- 

jected) Christ  and  the  Holy  Spirit  for  the 
restoration  of  Form,  and  the  destruction  of  the 

abortion,  and  (for)  the  consolation  and  cessa- 
tion of  the  groans  of  Sophia.  And  thirty  /Eons 

came  into  existence  along  with  Christ  and  the 
Hoi)  Spirit.  Some  of  these  (Valentinians)  wish 
that  this  should  be  a  triacontad  of  ./Eons,  whereas 
others  desire  that  Sige  should  exist  along  with  the 
Father,  and  that  the  /Eons  should  be  reckoned 
along  with  them. 

instrument  for  God's  creative  energy.  But  Sophia  thought  to  pass 
beyond  her  function  as  the  connecting  link  between  limited  and  illim- 

itable existence,  by  an  attempt  to  evolve  the  infinite  from  herself  She 
tnd  an  abortive  image  of  the  true  Wisdom  is  procreated,  while 

Sophia  herself  sinks  into  this  nether  world. 

8  Miller's    te\t    has,  "a  well-formed   and  properly-digested  sub- 
This  reading  is,  however,  obviously  wrong,  as  is  proved  by 

a  reference  to  what  Epiphanius  states  {titer.,  xxxi.)  concerning  Val- entinus. 
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Christ,  therefore,  being  additionally  projected, 

and  the  Holy  Spirit,  by  Nous  and  Aletheia,  im- 
mediately this  abortion  of  Sophia,  (which  was) 

shapeless,  (and)  born  of  herself  only,  and  gen- 
erated without  conjugal  intercourse,  separates 

from  the  entire  of  the  /Eons,  lest  the  perfect 

/Eons,  beholding  this  (abortion),  should  be  dis- 
turbed by  reason  of  its  shapelessiiess.  In  order, 

then,  that  the  shapelessness  of  the  abortion  might 
not  at  all  manifest  itself  to  the  perfect  /Eons,  the 
Father  also  again  projects  additionally  one  .Eon, 
viz.,  Staurus.  And  he  being  begotten  great,  as 

from  a  mighty  and  perfect  father,  and  being  pro- 
jected for  the  guardianship  and  defence  of  the 

11s,  becomes  a  limit  of  the  Pleroma,  having 

within  itself  all  the  thirty  .-Eons  together,  for 
these  are  they  that  had  been  projected.  Now 

this  (.Eon)  is  styled  Horos,  because  he  sepa- 
rates trom  the  Pleroma  the  Hysterema  that  is 

outside.  And  (he  is  called)  Metocheus,  because 
he  shares  also  in  the  Hysterema.  And  (he  is 

denominated)  Staurus,  because  he  is  fixed  in- 
flexibly and  inexorably,  so  that  nothing  of  the 

Hysterema  can  come  near  the  /Eons  who  are 
within  the  Pleroma.  Outside,  then,  Horos,  (or) 

Metocheus,1  (or)  Staurus,  is  the  Ogdoad,  as  it 
is  (ailed,  according  to  them,  and  is  that  Sophia 
which  is  outside  the  Pleroma,  which  (Sophia) 
Christ,  who  was  additionally  projected  by  Nous 
and  Aletheia,  formed  and  made  a  perfect  /Eon, 
so  that  in  no  respect  she  should  be  inferior  in 

power  to  any  of  the  .Ems  within  the  Pleroma. - 
Since,  however,  Sophia  was  formed  outside,  and 
it  was  not  possible  and  equitable  that  Christ 
and  the  Holy  Spirit,  who  were  projected  from 
Nous  and  Aletheia,  should  remain  outside  the 

Pleroma,  Christ  hurried  away,  and  the  Hoi) 
Spirit,  from  her  who  had  had  shape  imparted  to 
her,  unto  Nous  and  Aletheia  within  the  Limit, 

in  order  that  with  the  rest  of  the  .'Eons  they 
might  glorify  the  Father. 

CHAP.    XXVII. — VALENTINUS'  EXPLANATION  OF    MM 
EXISTENi  1:    OF    JESl    i  ;     POWER 
111  VIANTTY. 

OK    JESUS    0V1  R 

After,  then,  there  ensued   some    one    (tr< 

ol  i    peace   and   harmony  between   all   the    .  l-'.oni 
within  the  Pleroma,  it   appeared    expedient    to 

them  not  only  by  a  conjugal  union  to  have  mag- 
nified the  Son,  but  also  that  by  an  offering  >>\ 

ripe  fruits  they  should  glorify  the  father.  Then 
all  the  thirty  .Pons  consented  to  project  one 

.Eon.  joint  fruil  of  tin-  l'lenuna.  that  he  might  be 
(an  earnest  )  of  their  union/  and  unanimity,  and 
peace.  And  he  alone  w.is  projected  bj  all  the 
/Eons  in    honour  of  the    father.      This  (one)  i> 

1  Oi ,  "  m  [rer     11,  i.  1,  9,  iii 
r.iiu  ..-n  corrects  1  be  infcrioi 

to  .my  of  1  1 01  unequ  >l    in  p  iw<  1    to  \ny      I  thi 
1  ••  Mill,  1  hai  ihiii/mi\,  1. 1.,  youth,     die  formei  1 

cinciul.ition  oi  Bernayi. 

styled  among  them  "Joint  Fruit  of  the  Pleroma." 
These  (matters),  then,  took  place  within  the  Ple- 

roma in  this  way.  And  the  "Joint  Fruit  of  the 
Pleroma"  was  projected,  (that  is,)  J  for 
this  is  his  name,  —  the  great  High  Priest.  Sophia. 
however,  who  was  outside  the  Pleroma  in  search 
of  Christ,  who  had  given  her  form,  and  of  the 

Holy  Spirit,  became  involved  in  great  terror  that 
she  would  perish,  if  he  should  separate  from  her, 
who  had  given  her  form  and  consistency, 
she  was  seized  with  grief,  and  fell  into  a  slate 
considerable  perplexity,  (while)  reflecting  who 
was  he  who  had  given  her  form,  what  the  1 1 
Spirit  was.  whither  he  had  departed,  who  it  was 
that  had  hindered  them  from  being  present,  who 
it  was  that  had  been  envious  of  that  glorious  and 

blessed  spectacle.  While  involved  in  sufferi  gs 
such  as  these,  she  turns  herself  to  prayer  and  sup- 

plication of  him  who  had  deserted  her.  Luring 
the  utterance  of  her  entreaties,  Christ,  who  is 
within  the  Pleroma,  had  mercy  upon  (her),  and 
all  the  rest  of  the  .Tons  (were  similarly  affected)  ; 

and  they  send  forth  beyond  the  Pleroma  "  the 
Joint  Fruit  of  the  Pleroma  "  as  a  spouse  for 
Sophia,  who  was  outside,  and  as  a  rectifier  of 
those  sufferings  which  she  underwent  in  searching 
after  Christ. 

"The   Fruit,"  then,  arriving  outside  the   Ple- 
roma, and  discovering  (Sophia)  in  the  midst  of 

those  four  primary  passions,  both  fear  and  sorrow, 

and  perplexity  and  entreaty,  he  rectified  her.;: 
tions.     While,  however,  correcting  them,  he  ob- 

served  that    it   would   not   be   proper  to  destl 

these,  inasmu<  h  as  they  are  (in  their  nature)  eter- 
nal, and  peculiar  to  Sophia  ;  and  yet  that  neither 

was  it  seemly  that  Sophia  should  exist  in  the  midst 
of  such  passions,  in  tear  and  sorrow,  supplication 

(and)  perplexity.     He  therefore,  as  an    1   •:-.  so 
great,  and  (as)  offspring  of  the  entire  PI 
caused  the  passions  to  depart  from   her.  and   he 
made  these  substuntialh   existent  essences.4      He 
altered  fear  into  animal  desire/  and  (ma., 

material,  and  (rendered)  perplexitj  (the] 

oi' demons.     Put  conversion,6  and  en  ind 
supplication,  he  constituted  as  a  path  to  repent- 

ance mu\  power  over  the  animal  essence,  which 

is  denominated  right.7     [\he  ( Ireatoi  id) 
from  fear  ;  (and)  that  i^  what,  he  :ure 

affirms:  "The  fear  of  the  lord  is  the  beginning 
of  wisdom."  '     for  this  i^  the  L  the 

«    1  -.-  \:.  i  -"•  .:■■!  >.     ! 
«ih.  hypostiitii 

i  turning 

\ 

I 

■  1 ' 

; 
I 
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.        ixed  with  IV. ir. 

u  with  perplexity,  and  so  she 
:i  entreat)  and  suppli<  ation.     Ami 

i-.  he  s.i\s,  ol  a  fierj  nature, 

■\  them  the  super  <  elesti  il  To- 
and  "  \m  ient  ol   I  >aj 

itements   they  ad- 
m),  these  they  all 

I  >ne),  wivun  they 
of  the  world.     Now  he  is 

n<  e  of  fire.     M<  is<  s  also,  he  says, 

limself  thus :  "  Hie  Lord  thy  God  is  a 

oing  tire."  '     For  he,  likewise, think)  tli.it  it  has   been   so  written. 

lu.ur,  he  says,  a  twofold  power  of 
•r  fire  is  .ill  consuming,  (and)  cannot 

[uenched.   According,  therefore,  to  this  divis- 
rists,  s  ibject  to  death,  a  certain  soul 

whirh  i-  of  mediator,  for  it  is  a  Hebdomad 
ssation.4      For  underneath   the    Ogdoad, 

wh  re  S  but  above  Matter,  which  is  the 

has  been  formed/  ami  the  "Joint 
the  Pleroma."     It"  the  soul  has  been 
a   the   image  of  those  above,  that    is, 

the     i        d,  it  became  immortal  and  repaired 

I,  which  is.  he  says,  heavenly  Jeru- 
1.     1 1.  however,  it  his  been  fashioned  in  the 

ima  M  itter,  that  is.  the  corporeal  passi< 
the  Mi.il  is  of  a  perishable  nature,  and  is  (accord- 

destroyed. 

CHAP.  XXY11I. —  Mil     VALENTINIAN    ORIGIX   OF  THE 
CREATION. 

As,  therefore,  the  primary  and  greatest  power'' 
:ae  animal   i  came   into  existence,  an 

una  tiie  only  begotten  Son)  ;  so  also  the 
devil,  who  is  the  ruler  of  this  world,  constitutes 
the  power  of  the  material  essence,  as  Beelzebub 
is  t.f  the   essence  of  demons    which  emanates 

i  In  consequence  of  this. )  s  >phia 
fr>'  exerted  her  energy  from  the  Ogdoad 
to  the  I  I  i  id.     For  the  Demiurge,  they  saw 

•     11,  hat  is,  according  to  them, 
■  mding,   and  silly,  and  is  not 
I    1 1     is  doing  or  working  at. 

•  in  him,  while  thus  in  a  state  of  ignorai 
thai  he  is  prod  Sophia  wrought  all 

nd   infused  vigour  (into  him). 

I  (allh(  -      !iia)  w.is  really  the   operating If  im  i.  lit  he  evolves  the 
it   of  himself:    whence 

'  ■"<   fill*  up  the  hiatus   thus:    "  Place  of  Mediation." The  above  translation  adopts  the  emendation  of  Cruice  (sec  Irenseus, 

.    9,  il,  n. 
c.  Heb.  xn 

4   '  .<  B     II     2. 

i*as,  chap.  xv.  vol.  i.  p.  j46,  and  Ignatius' 
ix.  p.  63,  this  scries. 

„^*   '  infused  in  Miller's  text ible  from  a  icicreui.e  to 
-  Ircaacus  (1.  5). 

he  commenced,  saying,  "  I  am  God,  and   beside 

me  there  is  no  other."  7 

CHAP.    \\l\. — THE    OTHER   VALENTINIAN    EMANA- 
11  CONFORMITY    Willi    mi.   PYTHAGOREAN 
s\>ii  \i    OF    NUMB! 

The   quaternion,  then,  advocated   by  Valen- 
tinus,  is  "  a  source  of  the  everlasting  nature 

having  roots  ;"s  and  Sophia  (is  the  power)  from 
whom  the  animal  and  material  creation  has  de- 

1  its  present  condition.  Hut  Sophia  is  called 

••Spirit."  and  the  Demiurge  '-Soul,"  and  the 
Devil  "the  ruler  of  this  world.-'  and  Beelzebub 
'•  the  (ruler)  of  demons."  These  are  the  state- 

ments which  they  put  forward.  But  further,  in 
addition  to  these,  rendering,  as  I  have  previously 
mentioned,  their  entire  system  of  doctrine  (akin 
to  the)  arithmetical  (art),  (they  determine)  that 
the  thirty  /Eons  within  the  Pleroma  have  again, 

in  addition  to  these,  projected  other  /Eons,  ac- 
cording to  the  (numerical)  proportion  (adopted 

by  the  Pythagoreans),  in  order  that  the  Pleroma 
might  be  formed  into  an  aggregate,  according  to 
a  perfect  number.  For  how  the  Pythagoreans 
divided  (the  celestial  sphere)  into  twelve  and 
thirty  and  sixty  parts,  and  how  they  have  minute 
parts  of  diminutive  portions,  has  been  made 
evident. 

In  this  manner  these  (followers  of  Valentinus) 
subdivide  the  parts  within  the  Pleroma.  Now 

likewise  the  parts  in  the  Ogdoad  have  been  sub- 
divided, and  there  has  been  projected  Sophia, 

which  is,  according  to  them,  mother  of  all  living 

creatures,  and  the  "  Joint  Fruit  of  the  Pleroma," 
(who  is)  the  Logos,0  (and  other  /Pons.)  who 
are  celestial  angels  that  have  their  citizenship  in 
Jerusalem  which  is  above,  which  is  in  heaven. 

For  this  Jerusalem  is  Sophia,  she  (that  is)  out- 

side (the  Pleroma),  and  her  spouse  is  the  "Joint 
Fruit  of  the  Pleroma."  And  the  Demiurge  pro- 

jected souls ;  for  this  (Sophia)  is  the  essence 
of  souls.  This  (Demiurge),  according  to  them, 
is  Abraham,  and  these  (souls)  the  children  of 
Abraham.  From  the  material  and  devilish 

essence  the  Demiurge  fashioned  bodies  for  the 

souls.  This  is  what  has  been  declared:  "And 
God  formed  man,  taking  clay  from  the  earth, 
and  breathed  upon  his  face  the  breath  of  life, 

and  man  was  made  into  a  living  soul."  IO  This, 
according  to  them,  is  the  inner  man,  the  natural 
(man),  residing  in  the  material  body.  Now  a 
material  (man)  is  perishable,  incomplete,  (and) 
formed  out  of  the  devilish  essence.     And  this  is 

7  Dcut.  iv.  35;  Isa.  xlv.  5,  14,  18,  21,  22. 

8  These  words  are  a  line  out  of  Pythagoras'  Golden  Verses  :  — 

Wrtyri  tis  afvaov  <pv<rcw;  pi^utixar'  Zxovaa—  (48). 
9  The  Abbe  Cruice  thinks  that  a  comparison  of  this  passage 

with  the  corresponding  one  in  Irenzus  suggests  the  addition  of  01 
iopv<)>6poi  after  Ao>os,  i.e.,  the  Logos  and  his  satellites.  TVol.  i.  p 
381,  this  sencs.  j 

10  Gen.  u.  7. 
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the  material  man,  as  it  were,  according  to  them 

an  inn  '  or  domicile,  at  one  time  of  soul  only, 
at  another  time  of  soul  and  demons,  at  another 

time  of  soul  and  Logoi.2  And  these  are  the 
Logoi  that  have  been  dispersed  from  above,  from 

the  "Joint  Fruit  of  the  Pleroma "  and  (from) 
Sophia,  into  this  world.  And  they  dwell  in  an 
earthly  body,  with  a  soul,  when  demons  do  not 
take  up  their  abode  with  that  soul.  This,  he 

says,  is  what  has  been  written  in  Scripture  :  "  On 
this  account  I  bend  my  knees  to  the  God  and 
Father  and  Lord  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  that 
God  would  grant  you  to  have  Christ  dwelling  in 

the  inner  man,"3  —  that  is,  the  natural  (man), 
not  the  corporeal  (one),  —  "that  you  may  be 
able  to  understand  what  is  the  depth,"  which  is 
the  Father  of  the  universe,  "and  what  is  the 
breadth,"  which  is  Staurus,  the  limit  of  the  Ple- 

roma, "  or  what  is  the  length,"  that  is,  the 
Pleroma  of  the  /Eons.  Wherefore,  he  says, 

"the  natural  man  receiveth  not  the  things  of 
the  Spirit  of  Cod,  for  they  are  foolishness  unto 

him;"4  but  folly,  he  says,  is  the  power  of  the 
Demiurge,  for  he  was  foolish  and  devoid  of 

understanding,  and  imagined  himself  to  be  fab- 
ricating the  world.  He  was,  however,  ignorant 

that  Sophia,  the  Mother,  the  Ogdoad,  was  really 
the  cause  of  all  the  operations  performed  by  him 
who  had  no  consciousness  in  reference  to  the 
creation  of  the  world. 

CHAP.  XXX. —  VALENTINUS'  EXPLANATION  OF  THE 

BIRTH  ')!•'  JESUS  j  TWOFOLD  DOCTRINE  ON  THE 

NATURE  OF  JESUS'  BODY  ]  OPINION  OF  THE  ITAL- 
IANS, THAT  IS,  HERACLEON  AND  PTOLEM/EUS  ', 

OPINION  OF  nil'.  ORIENTALS,  THAI  I-,  AXIONICUS 
AND    BARDESANES. 

All  tin-  prophets,  therefore,  and  the  law,  spoke 
by  means  of  the  Demiurge,  —  a  silly  god,s  he 
says,  (and  themselves)  fools,  who  knew  nothing. 
'  )n  a<  con  ill  of  this,  he  s  ivs,  the  Saviour  observes  : 

"All  that  came  before  me  are  thieves  and  rob- 
bers, 

"  1, 

And    the   apostle    (uses    these   words) 

"The  mystery  winch  was  not  made  known  to 
former  generation,."  '  For  none  of  the  prophets, 
he  say,,  said  anything  concerning  the  things  of 
Which  we  speak  ;    for   (a   prophet)   could  not    hut 
be  ignoranl   of  all  (these)   things,  inasmuch  as 

I  certainly  had  been  uttered  by  the  Demiurge 
only.     When,  therefore,  the   creation   received 

Completion,   and    when   after   (this)  then'  ought 
iii  have  been  the  revelation  of  the  sons  of  God 

—  that    is,    of   the    Demiurge,    which    up    to    this 
had  been  concealed,  and  in  which  obscurity  the 

1  Or,  "  subterranean  "    '  rui 
-  Eptphaniut,  //.. .  ,  xxxi.  tec.  7. 
'  Eph   in    1 
4  1  Cm ,  U,  1  c 
I  Epiphaniua,  liar  ,  xxxi.  22, 1 
7  Col.  1.  16. 

natural  man  was  hid,  and  had  a  veil  upon  the 
heart ;  —  when  (it  was  time),  then,  that  the  veil 
should  be  taken  away,  and  that  these  mysteries 
should  be  seen,  Jesus  was  born  of  Mary  the 

virgin,  according  to  the  declaration  (in  Scrip- 

ture), "The  Holy  Chost  will  come  upon  thee" 
—  Sophia  is  the  Spirit  —  "and  the  power  of  the 
Highest  will  overshadow  thee,"  —  the  Highest 
is  the  Demiurge,  —  "wherefore  that  whi<  h  shall 

be  born  of  thee  shall  be  called  holy."  s  For  he 
has  been  generated  not  from  the  highest  alone, 
as  those  created  in  (the  likeness  of)  Adam  have 

been  created  from  the  highest  alone  —  that  is, 
(from)  Sophia  and  the  Demiurge.  Je^us,  how- 

ever, the  new  man.  (has  been  generated)  from 

the  Holy  Spirit — that  is,  Sophia  and  the  Demi- 
urge — in  order  that  the  Demiurge  may  com- 

plete the  conformation  and  constitution  of  his 

body,  and  that  the  Holy  Spirit  may  suj »[ >1\-  his 
essence,  and  that  a  celestial  Logos  may  proceed 
from  the  Ogdoad  being  born  of  Mary. 

Concerning  this  (Logos)  they  have  a  great 

question  amongst  them  —  an  occasion  both  of 
divisions  and  dissension.  And  hence  the  doc- 

trine of  these  has  become  divided  :  and  one 

doctrine,  according  to  them,  is  termed  ( Oriental, 
and  the  other  Italian.  They  from  Italy,  of  whom 
is  Heracleon  and  Ptolemaeus,  say  that  the  body 

of  Jesus  was  (an)  animal  (one).  And  on  ac- 
count of  this,  (they  maintain  )  that  at  his  baptism 

the  Holy  Spirit  as  a  dove  came  down  —  that  is, 
the  Logos  of  the  mother  above,  (  I  mean  Sophia) 

—  and  became  (a  voice)  to  the  animal  (man), 
and  raised  him   from   the  dead.     This,  he   - 

is  what  has  been  declared:  "lie  who  raised 
Christ  from  the  dead  will  also  quicken  your  mor- 

tal and  natural  bodies."'  For  loam  ha-  1 
under  a  curse;  "  for,"  says  he,  "dust  thou  art, 
and  unto  dust  shah  thou  return."  The  ( )rien- 
tals,  on  the  other  hand.  o[  whom  1-  Axionicus" 
and  Bardesianes,"  assert  that  the  body  of  the 
Saviour  was  spiritual  :  for  there  came  upon  Mary 
the  1  fob  Spirit  —  tiiat  is,  Sophia  and  the  power 
of  the  highest.  This  is  the  creative  art.  (and 
win  vouchsafed)  in  onlerthat  what  was  given 

lo  Mary  by  the  Spirit  might  he  fashioned. 

CHAP.     XXXI.  —  FURTHER     DOCTRINES     OF     VALEN- 
1  i\i  s     ki  SPECTTNG     llll       EONSj      Rl  tSONS 
nil     INCARNATION. 

Let,  then,  those  (hen  inqui- 
ries anion-  themselves,  (and  let  others  do 

likewise,)   if  it  should  prove  agreeable  I 

body  else  to  investigate  (such  points,     \   len- 

9  Rom.  viii.  11,  1  .■. 
"    \  v i.mii.  us    ii  m 

1    1 

ilic  uune  with  I 
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statement : 
l  the  A  ons 

had  1h  1  ;  and 
ified  the  trespasses  appei 

,i,l.  (that  is,)  Sophia,  outside •:,  -|.  isses)  app 

,1.. in. id  (had  been  rectified). 
had  been  taught  by  Sophia 

not   Himself  ('"»l  alone,  as  He  im- 
!  that  except   Himself  there  is  not 

l  when  taught  by  Sophia, 
He  mise  the  superior  ( Deit)  i. 

d  '   by  her,  and  initiated 
ted  into  the  great  mysterj  of  the 

I  of  the  rl  divulged  this  I  » 
l  ..  what  (God)  declares 

God  of  Abraham,  and  the 
i  and  the  God  of  Ja<  ob :  and  m\ 

l  ■  announced  to  them  ;  "  -'  th  it 
is,  1  have  not  d  the  mystery,  nor  explained 

it  1  have  preserved  the  mystery 
:  have  heard  from  Sophia  in  secrecy  with 

myself.     When,  then,   the   trespasses   of  those 
we   had  rectified,   it    was    necessary, 

the   same  consequence,   that    the 

(tr  »)  here  likewise  should  obtain  rec- 
n.     On  tii  int  Jesus  the  Saviour 

Mary,  that  he  might  rectify  (the 
here  ;  as  the  Christ  who. 

ring  been  ;  !  additionally  from  above 
\  !.  had  corrected  the  pas- 

ia — that    is.   the  abortion    (who 
l'l   r,  ma  ).      And,   again,   the 

of  Mary  came   to  rectify 
-  i'il.     There  are  therefore, 

to   these    (heretics),   three   Christs : 
(the    first    the)    one   additionally   projected   by 
\         ind  Aletheia,  along  with  the  Holy  Spirit  ; 

and  (tl  nd)  the  "Joint  Fruit  of  the  Ple- 
-     ihia,  who  was  outside  (the 

Mid  she  herself  is  likewise  styled 

Holy  it  one  inferior  to  the  first  (projec- 
And  the  third   (Christ  is)   He  who  was 

b  th  of  Mary  for  the  restoration  of  this  world  of 

:.     XXXH.  —  VALENTINUS    CONVICTED    OF    PLA- 
ESMS    I  ROM    PLATO. 

I  think  that  the  heresy  of  Valentinus,  which 
i.  has  been  sufficiently. 
iently,   delineated.     It 

■  xpedient,  that  having  ex- 
plained nions,  we  should  desist  from  (fur- 

stem  ).     Plato,  then,  in 
nceming  the  universe, 

writ<  s  to  D  g  himself  after  some 

•  has  *oTij^*t),  which  is  properly  cor- 
i  the  word  as  translated  al> 

3  Or,  .Ititudcs." 

5U(  h  manner  '  as  this  :  "  I  must  speak  to  you  by 
riddles,9  m  older  that  if  the  letter  may  meet  with 
any  ac<  idem  in  it-,  leases  by  cither  sea  or  land, 
he  who  reads  (what  falls  into  his  hands)  may 
not  understand  it.     For  so  it  is.     All  things  are 

iUt  the  King  of  all,  and  on  his  account  are  all 
things,  and  he  is  cause  of  all  the  glorious  (ob- 

of  creation).       The    second    is   about    the 
md,  and  the  third  about  the  third.     But  p 

taining  to  the  King  there  is  none  of  those  things 
of  which  I  have  spoken.     But  after  this  the  soul 
earnestly  desires  to  learn  what  sort   these  are, 

:ing  upon  those  tilings  that  are  akin  to  itself, 
and  not  one  of  these  is  (in  itself)  sufficient. 

This  is,  0  son  of  Dionysius  and  Doris,  the  ques- 
tion (of  yours)  which  is  a  cause  of  all  evil  things. 

Nay,  but  rather  the  solicitude  concerning  this  is 
innate  in  the  soul;  and  if  one  does  not  remove 

this,  he  will  never  really  attain  truth.6  But  what 
is  astonishing  in  this  matter,  listen.  For  there 
are  men  who  have  heard  these  things — (men) 
furnished  with  capacities  for  learning,  and  fur- 

nished with  capacities  of  memory,  and  persons 
who  altogether  in  every  way  are  endued  with  an 

aptitude  for  investigation  with  a  view  to  infer- 
ence. (These  are)  at  present  aged  speculators.7 

And  they  assert  that  opinions  which  at  one  time 
were  credible  are  now  incredible,  and  that  things 
once  incredible  are  now  the  contrary.  While, 
therefore,  turning  the  eye  of  examination  towards 
these  (inquiries),  exercise  caution,  lest  at  any 
time  you  should  have  reason  to  repent  in  regard 
of  those  things  should  they  happen  in  a  manner 
unbecoming  to  your  dignity.  On  this  account  I 
have  written  nothing  concerning  these  (points)  ; 

nor  is  there  any  treatise  of  Plato's  (upon  them), 
nor  ever  shall  there  be.  The  observations,  how- 

ever, now  made  arc  those  of  Socrates,  conspicu- 

ous for  virtue  even  while  he  was  a  young  man." 
Valentinus,  falling  in  with  these  (remarks), 

has  made  a  fundamental  principle  in  Ins  system 

'■  the  King  of  all,"  whom  Plato  mentioned,  and 
whom  this  heretic  styles  Pater,  and  Bythos,  and 
Proarche  s  over  the  rest  of  the  Hums.  And  when 

Plato  uses  the  words,  "what  is  second  about 
things  that  are  second,"  Valentinus  supposes  to 

second  all  the  Hions  that  are  within  the  limit 
(of  the  Pleroma,  as  well  as)  the  limit  (itself). 

And  when  Plato  uses  the  words,  "what  is  third 
about  what  is  third,"  he  has  (constituted  as  third) 

*  Cniice  thinks  that  the  following  extract  from  Plato's  epistles  has 
been  added  by  a  second  hand.      [Cf  vol.  Hi-  p.  iSi,  tins  scries.] 

5  There  ;ire  some  verbal  diversities  between  the  texts  of  Plato  and 
lytus,  which  a  reference  will  show  (see  Plat.,  Epist.,  t.  ix.  p.  76, 
Ucr). 

"  -  >mc  forty  lines  that  follow  in  Plato's  letter  are  omitted  here. 
Here  likewise  there  is  another  deficiency  as  compared  with  the 11I  letter. 

-   Miller's  text  is,  ical  Tra<ri  yi)v,  etc.     In  the  German  and  French 
edition  of  Hippolytus  we  have,  instead  of  this,  «ai   llpoap\r]v.     The 
latter  word  is  introduced  on  the  authority  of  Epiphanius  and  The- 

odore!.    Bernays  proposes   Siyiji',  and  Scott  UAdtTTriv.     The   Abbe 
Cruice  considers  IIAao-Tiji/  an  incongruous  word  as  applied   to   the 
creation  of  spiritual  beings. 
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the  entire  of  the  arrangement  (existing)  outside 
the  limit  ■  and  the  Pleroma.    And  Valentinus  has 
elucidated  this  (arrangement)  very  succinctly,  in 
a  psalm  commencing  from  below,  not  as  Plato 

does,  from  above,  expressing  himself  thus:  "I 
behold2  all  things  suspended  in  air  by  spirit,  and 
I  perceive  all  things  wafted  by  spirit  ;  the  flesh 
(I  see)  suspended  from  soul,  but  the  soul  shining 
out  from  air,  and  air  depending  from  aether,  and 
fruits  produced  from  Bythus,  and  the  fetus  borne 

from  the  womb."  Thus  (Valentinus)  formed  his 
opinion  on  such  (points).  Flesh,  according  to 
these  (heretics),  is  matter  which  is  suspended 
from  the  soul  of  the  Demiurge.  And  soul  shines 
out  from  air  ;  that  is,  the  Demiurge  emerges  from 
the  spirit,  (which  is)  outside  the  Pleroma.  But 
air  springs  forth  from  aether;  that  is,  Sophia, 
which  is  outside  (the  Pleroma,  is  projected  from 
the  Pleroma)  which  is  within  the  limit,  and 
(from)  the  entire  Pleroma  (generally).  And  from 
Bythus  fruits  are  produced  ;  (that  is,)  the  entire 

projection  of  the  .-Pons  is  made  from  the  Father. 
The  opinions,  then,  advanced  by  Valentinus  have  I 

been  sufficiently  declared.  It  remains  for  us  to  ' explain  the  tenets  of  those  who  have  emanated 

from  his  school,  though  each  adherent  (of  Val- 
entinus) entertains  different  opinions.' 

CHAP.    XXXIII. — SECUNDUS'    SYSTEM    OF    /EONS; 

EPIPHANES  ;     ITOI.I'.M.KUS. 

A  certain  (heretic)  Sccundus,1  born  about  the 
same  time  with  Ptolemaeus,  expresses  himself 
thi-  :  (he  says)  that  there  is  a  right  tetrad  and 

a  lefl  tetrad,  —namely,  light  and  darkness.  Ami 
lie  affirms  that  the  power  which  withdrew  and 
laboured  under  deficiency,  was  not  produced 
fro  n  the  thirty  .Dons,  but  from  the  fruits  of 

Suite  other  (heretic),  however  —  Epi- 

p  1  in  :s,  a  tea<  her  am  >ng  them  —  expresses  him- 

self thus:  '•  The  earliest  ori  ig  principle 
was  inconceivable,  ineffable,  and  unnameable;" 
an  1  he  calls  this  Monotes.     And  (he  maintains) 
that  there  CO  exists  with  this  (principle)  a  power 
which  he  denominates  Henotes.     Tin-.  Hen 

and  tins  Monot  i,  not  by  projection  <  from  them- 
selves), sent  forth  a  principle  (that   should   pre- 

sidi  l  owi  .ill  intelligibles ;   (and  this  was)  both 

1  The  word  "limit"  occuri  twice  in  this  ten  I  Bunsen 
altei  1  that  the  wo 

:ii  .ill  the  a  on ,  thai  ate 
within  thi    Pli  n  >m  < 

-'   I  his  ii  a  I  rnostic  hymn,  and  ii  arranged  metrii  ally  by  Crui  e, of  whit  li  the  foil  1  ti  "i  I  ition:  — 
All  things  *  hii  led  on  by  ipiril  1 
I  lesh  from     ml  depending, 
Ami  iouI  fn im  -in  1  "ill  fin  liin 
\in!  .in  fin mi  aethei  li  in  ;ing, 
Ami  ii  mis  from  Bytl 
And  from  m  omb  the  inl  ml    1  iw  in  ■ 

'  The  text  here  ii  corrupt,  but  th<  I  illowi  the 
1  Iniii  e'«  version,     Bun  icn'i  1  mi  ad  1   1  would,  bowevi  1 . nnlcii  li 

*  1  iei  mi. in    ind  Epiph  mi    .        [renseui,  i.  1       1 
.  i.  5-9;  1 

it.,  c.  xxxviii,;  and  St.  Vugustine,  H*i  ,  xi.    Hippolytus,  in  hit 
idui  and  Epipnanes,  borrow  ■  from  St  n 

unbegotten  and  invisible,  and  he  styles  it  a  Mon- 
ad. "With  this  power  co-exists  a  power  of  the 

same  essence,  which  very  (power)  I  call  Unity. 
These  four  powers  sent  forth  the  remainder  of 

the  projections  of  the  /Pons."  But  others, 
again,  denominate  the  chief  and  originating  Og- 
doad,  (which  is)  fourth  (and)  invisible,  by  the 
following  names:  first,  Proarche;  next,  Anen- 
noetuSj  third,  Arrhetus  ;  and  fourth.  Aoratus. 
And  that  from  the  first,  Proarche,  was  projected 

by  a  first  and  fifth  place,  An  he  ;  and  from  Anen- 
noetus,  by  a  second  and  sixth  place,  Acatalepl 
and  from  Arrhetus,  by  a  third  and  seventh  place, 
Anonomastus;  and  from  Aoratus,  Agennetus,  a 
complement  of  the  first  Ogdoad.  They  wish 
th  it  these  powers  should  exist  before  Bythus  and 
Sige.  Concerning,  however,  Bythus  himself,  there 
are  many  different  opinions.  Some  affirm  him 
to  be  unwedded,  neither  male  nor  female  ;  but 
others  (maintain)  that  Sige,  who  is  a  femal 
present  with  him,  and  that  this  constitutes  the 

first  conjugal  union. 
But  the  followers  of  Ptolemaeus5  assert  that 

(Bythus)  has  two  spouses,  which  they  call  like- 
wise dispositions, viz.,  Ennoia  and  Thelesis  (c<  n- 

ception  and  volition).  For  first  the  notion  was 
conceived  of  projecting  anything;  next  followed, 
as  they  say,  the  will  to  do  so.  Wherefore  also 

these  two  dispositions  and  powers  —  namely, 
Ennoia  and  Thelesis  —  being, as  it  were,  mingled 
one  with  the  other,  there  ensued  a  projection  of 

Monogenes  and  Aletheia  by  mean-  of  a  i  onju- 
gal  union.  And  the  consequence  was.  that  visi- 

ble types  and  images  of  those  two  dispositions 
of  the  father  came  forth  from  the  invis 

(iEons),  viz.,  bom  Thelema,  Nous,  and  from 
Ennoia,  Aletheia.  And  on  this  account  the 

image  of  the  subsequently  generated  Thelema 
is  (that  of  a)  male  ;   but  (the  image)  <A   the  un- 

itten     Ennoia    is    (that    ><i    a)    female,    since 

volition    is.  as    it   were,  a    power   of    1  •  "   epl 
Por  conception  alw  13  s  1  hi  ri    led    I 

projection,  yet  was  not  of  itself  al 
!Ct    itself,  but   cherished    the   idea  (of  d 

so).       When,    however,    the    power    i\(    volil 

(would   be  present),  then  it   projects  the  idea 
which  had  been  conceived. 

CHAP.   XXXIV.  —  SYSTEM    OF    MARCUS  J    \    Ml  UK    IM- 
POSTOR ;      ins     \\i.  ki  1.      DEVICES  air 

1  ia  11  iRisnc  err. 

\  certain  other  teacher  among  them,  Man 
an  adept   in   sorcery,  carr)  in ;   ̂ n   op<  i 

I  1  loni  truing  Pt  ■'■  1 v !  1  x . :  and  I 

nxxiii.  3-7:  and  1  I,  Hirrtt,  / 
M 

1      Epiphn  .  v\ \i\       I 
•  1.  si    \ 

urith  goovl  lb 



THE    kill'  r  \  riON    OF   ALL    HERESIES. [Book  VI. 

nd  and  partly  by  demons, 
to  time.   This  (hen  I 
!  in  him  the  mightiest 

and  unnameable   places. 
the  Cup.  as  if  offering  up 

!  and   prolonging   to   a 
i  usual  the  word  of  invo<  a- 

ppearance  of  a  purple, 
a  red  mixture,  so  tH.it  his 

I  that  a  certain  Grace  des<  ended 
1    to    the    DOtion    .1    Mood  red 

knave,  however,  at  that  tunc  su<  - 
dete<  tion  from  many  ;  but 

the  imposture),  he  will 
t  from  it.     For,  Infusing  se- 

me drug  th.it  possessed 
m parting  Mich  ;i  colour  (as  that 

alluded    to  .   Uttering   for  a  considerable 

time  no  icpressions,  he  was  in  the  habit 

ofw  ctation)  that  the  (drug), ob- 
tain moisture,  might  be  dissolved, 

.\n<\.  intermingled  with  the  potion,  might 
impart  to    it.     The   drugs,    however, 
that  -     furnishing  this  effect, 
we  hav(  .    mentioned  in  the  book  on 

mag  And   here  we   have   taken  occasion 

how  they  make   dupes  of  man}-,  and 
ruin  them.     And   if  it  should  prove 

them  to  apply  their  attention  with 
uracy  to  the  statement  made  by  us, 

they  will  bee  i>me  aware  of  the  deceit  of  Marcus. 

IP.    XXXV.  —  FURTHER    ACTS    OF    Jt'GGLERY    ON 
•Mil.    PART   OF    MAR 

And  this   (Mann-),  infusing   (the  aforesaid) 
mixture  int  i  tiler  cup.  was  in  the  habit  of 
del.  woman  to  offer  up  the  Eucha- 

••. 'nl  •    he  himself  stood   by,  and 
held    (in    his    hand)    another    empty    (chalice) 

than  that.     And  after  his  female  dupe  had 

ntence  oi  Cons  ■<  ration,2  hav- 
•   from  her),  he  proceed    1 

on  tents)  into  the  larger  (chalice), 
them  frequently  from  one  cup  to 

the  other.  »med  at   the  Mine  time  to 

'itter  t!  tion  :  "  Grant  that  the 
in<  i  trace  which  existed 
prior  to  the  universe,  may  fill  thine  inner  man, 
and  ind  in  thee  the  knowledge  of 

the  seed  of  the 

mustard-tr  good  soil."     And  simul- 
tan  l  some  such  words  as  these, 
and  >th  his  female  dupe  and  those 
that  an  u,  he  was  regarded  as  one  per- 

:  while  the  larger  was  being 
filled  from  the  smaller  chalice,  in  such  a  wa; 

1  [Tl*  >My.     "  Against ■:xt,  and  i<  refer  to  book  iv. 
re  probable  opinion.) 

that  (the  content-),  beii  irabundant,  flov 
over.     And  the  contrivance  of  this  (juggler) 

likewise  explained  in  the  aforesaid  (fourth) 
book,  where  we  have  proved  that  vcr\  many 

drugs,  when  mingled  in  this  way  with  liquid  sub- 
stances, are  endued  with   the   quality  of  yield] 

augmentation,  more  particularly  when  diluted  in 
wine.  Now,  when  (one  of  these  impostors)  pre- 

viously smears,  in  a  clandestine  manner,  an 
empty  cup  with  any  one  of  these  drugs,  and 
shows  it  (to  the  spectators)  as  if  it  contained 
nothing,  by  infusing  into  it  (the  contents)  from 
the  other  cup,  and  pouring  them  back  again,  the 

drug,  as  it  is  of  a  flatulent  nature,  is  dissolved  ' 
by  being  blended  with  the  moist  substan<  e.  And 
the  effect  of  this  was,  that  a  superabundance  of 
the  mixture  ensued,  and  was  so  far  augmented, 
that  what  was  infused  was  put  in  motion,  such 
being  the  nature  of  the  drug.  And  if  one  stow 
away  (the  chalice)  when  it  has  been  filled,  (what 
has  been  poured  into  it)  will  after  no  long  time 
return  to  its  natural  dimensions,  inasmuch  as  the 

potency  of  the  drug  becomes  extinct  by  reason 
of  the  continuance  of  moisture.  Wherefore  he 

was  in  the  habit  of  hurriedly  presenting  the  cup 
to  those  present,  to  drink;  but  they,  horrified 
at  the  same  time,  and  eager  (to  taste  the  con- 

tents of  the  cup),  proceeded  to  drink  (the  mix- 
ture), as  if  it  were  something  divine,  and  devised 

by  the  Deity.4 

CHAP.      XXXVI.   THE      HERETICAL     PRACTICES     OF 
THE    MARCHES    IX    REGARD    OF    BAPTISM. 

Such  and  other  (tricks)  this  impostor  at- 
tempted to  perform.  And  so  it  was  that  he 

was  magnified  by  his  dupes,  and  sometimes  he 

was  supposed  to  utter  predictions.  But  some- 
times he  tried  to  make  others  (prophesy),  partly 

by  demons  carrying  on  these  operations,  and 

parti)-  by  practising  sleight  of  hand,  as  we  have 
previously  stated.  Hoodwinking  therefore  mul- 

titudes, he  led  on  ( into  enormities)  many  (dupes) 

of  this  description  who  had  become  his  disciples, 
by  teaching  them  that  they  were  prone,  no  doubt, 
to  sin,  but  beyond  the  reach  of  danger,  from  the 
fact  of  their  belonging  to  the  perfect  power,  and 
of  their  being  participators  in  the  inconceivable 

ncy.  And  subsequent  to  the  (first)  bap- 
tism, to  these  they  promise  another,  which  they 

call  Redemption.  And  by  this  (other  baptism) 
they  wickedly  subvert  those  that  remain  with 
them  in  expectation  of  redemption,  as  if  persons, 
after  they  had  once  been  baptized,  could  again 
obtain  remission.  Now,  it  is  by  means  of  such 
knavery  as  this  that  they  seem  to   retain   their 

3  ava\voi±ei>ov  :  some  read  ava&vonevov,  which  is  obviously  un- tenable. 

*  [Here  was  an  awful  travesty  of  the  heresy  of  a  later  day  which 
introduced  "  the  miracle  of  Bolsena"  and  the  Cerput-Chrtsti  cele- bration.    See  Robciibon,  Hut.,  vol.  lii.  p.  004.] 



Chap.  XXXVII.]        THE    REFUTATION    OF    ALL   HERESIES. 

hearers.  And  when  they  consider  that  these 
have  been  tested,  and  are  able  to  keep  (secret 
the  mysteries)  committed  unto  them,  they  then 
admit  them  to  this  (baptism).  They,  however, 
do  not  rest  satisfied  with  this  alone,  but  promise 

(their  votaries)  some  other  (boon)  for  the  pur- 
pose of  confirming  them  in  hope,  in  order  that 

th^y  may  be  inseparable  (adherents  of  their 

sect).  For  they  utter  something  in  an  inex- 
pressible (tone  of)  voice,  after  having  laid  hands 

on  him  who  is  receiving  the  redemption.  And 
they  allege  that  they  could  not  easily  declare  . 
(to  another)  what  is  thus  spoken  unless  one 
were  highly  tested,  or  one  were  at  the  hour  of 
death,  (when)  the  bishop  comes  and  whispers 

(it)  into  the  (expiring  one's)  ear.  And  this 
knavish  device  (is  undertaken)  for  the  purpose, 
of  securing  the  constant  attendance  upon  the 

bishop  of  (Marcus')  disciples,  as  individuals 
eagerly  panting  to  learn  what  that  may  be  which 

is  spoken  at  the  last,  by  (the  knowledge  of) 
which  the  learner  will  be  advanced  to  the  rank 

of  those  admitted  into  the  higher  mysteries. 
And  in  regard  of  these  I  have  maintained  a 
silence  for  this  reason,  lest  at  any  time  one 
should  suppose  that  1  was  guilty  of  disparaging 
these  (heretics),  for  this  does  not  come  with-  , 
in  the  scope  of  our  present  work,  only  so  far  as 
it  may  contribute  to  prove  from  what  source 

(the  heretics)  have  derived  the  standing-point 
from  which  they  have  taken  occasion  to  intro- 

dii'  e  the  opinions  advanced  by  them.' 

CHAP.  XXXVII.  —  MARCUS'  SYSTEM  EXPLAINED  BY 

[REN  El  3  ;  M  iRO  >'  VISION  ;  I  HE  VISION  OF 
VALENTINUS    REVEALING   TO    HIM    His   SYSTEM. 

for  also  the  blessed  presbyter  [renaeus,  hav- 
ing approached  the  subjeel  of  a  refutation  in  a 

more  unconstrained  spirit,  has  explained  such 
washings  and  redemptions,  stating  more  in  the 

wa\  of  a  rough  digest  '  whal  are  their  practices. 
(And  it  appears  thai  some  of  the  Ma  ins.) 

on  meeting  with  (Irenaus'  work),  denj  thai 
they  have  so  received  (the  secret  word  just 
alluded  to),  but  they  have  learned  that  always 
they  should  deny.  Wherefore  our  anxiet)  has 
been  m  ire  a<  curatel)  to  investigate,  and  to  dis 
«  iver minutely  what  are  the  (instructions)  which 

deliver  in  the  case  of  the  first  bath,  styling 
it    by  some   such    name  ;   and    in    the  I  ase  of  the 

and,   which    they   denominate    Redemption. 

Bui  not  even  has  this  secret  of  then-,  escaped 

1  I  i  it.  i.  p  79-7      m  il-rs  useful  i  omments.] 
-'  Hippolytua  hat  nlreadv   employed  this  word,  itpoixdimpov,  in 

tin-   Proaemtiim,     It    literally   ""  "'>,   "I  compact    parts, 
rlippnl  ever,  uses  it  in  contrast  to  the  expression  Ai 

ferenci    to  Ins  Summary  ■•>   H  D   ti  en    thinks   thai 
Hippnlyttis  menus  t"  say  ill  ii   Irenscua  expressed  himscll  i  •  t ) > . 

ly,   ml  that  the   Marcosians,  on  meeting  with   I  rem 
mil     ly    repudiated    them,      Dr,    Wordsworth    Iran 

aopofi«pu><     in  the  Proamium),  "with  rude  generality,"  —  •  ren- 
dering icnrccly  in  keeping  with  the  passage  above. 

(our  scrutiny).  For.  these  opinions,  however, 
we  consent  to  pardon  Valentinus  and  his  school. 

But  Marcus,  imitating  his  teacher,  himself 
also  feigns  a  vision,  imagining  that  in  this  way 
he  would  be  magnified.  For  Valentinus  like- 

wise alleges  that  he  had  seen  an  infant  child 
lately  born;  and  questioning  (this  child),  he 

proceeded  to  inquire  who  it  might  be.  And 
(the  child)  replied,  saying  that  he  himself  is  the 
Logos,  and  then  subjoined  a  sort  of  tragic 
legend;  and  out  of  this  (Valentinus)  wishes 

the  heresy  attempted  by  him  to  consist.  Mar- 
cus, making  a  similar  attempt3  with  this  (here- 
tic), asserts  that  the  Tetrad  came  to  him  in  the 

form  of  a  woman,  —  since  the  world  could  not 
bear,  he  says,  the  male  (form)  of  this  Tetrad, — 
and  that  she  revealed  herself  who  she  was,  and 

explained  to  this  (Marcus)  alone  the  generation 
of  the  universe,  which  she  never  had  revealed 
to  any,  either  of  gods  or  of  men,  express 
herself  after  this  mode  :  When  first  the  self- 
existent  bather,  He  who  is  inconceivable  and 
without  substance,  lie  who  is  neither  male  nor 

female,  willed  that  His  own  ineffability  should 
become  realized  in  something  spoken,  and  that 
His  invisibility  should  become  realized  in  form. 
He  opened  His  mouth,  and  sent  forth  similar  to 
Himself  a  Logos.     And  this  1  stood  by 
Him,  and  showed  unto  Him  who  he  was,  viz., 

that  he  himself  had  been  manifested  as  a  (reali- 
zation in)  form  of  the  Invisible  One.  And  the 

pronunciation  of  the  name  was  of  the  following 
description.  He  was  accustomed  to  utter  the 
first  word  of  the  name  itself,  which  was  \rche, 

and  the  syllable  of  this  was  (composed)  ol  four4 
letters.     Then  he  subjoined  tl  sylla- 

ble), and  this  was  also  (composed)  of  tour 
letters.  Next  he  uttered  the  third  (syllable), 

which  was  (composed)  often  letters;  and  he 

uttered  the  fourth  (syllable),  and  this  was  (com- 
d)    ̂\    twelve   letters.  ed   the 

pronunciation  ̂ (  the  entire  nam  »ed) 
of  thirty    letters,   but    of  four    syllables.     And 

each  of  the  elements  had  its  own  peculiar  let- 
ters, and  its  own   peculiar  form,  and    its   1 

peculiar  pronunt  iation,  as  w ell  as    ;  and 
images.     And  not  one  of  th 
beholds  the  form  of  that   ( letl  which  I 
was  -\n  element     Vnd  of  co 

could  know  the  pronunciation  ̂ \    the    (letl 
next  to  this,  but  (onl)  )  as  he  himself  proi 
it.   (and  that  in  sut  h  a  wa)  |     3  that,  in  ; 

'  1 

expl  mation  i \  1    .- .  in >   in  Irenseus  Ul-  *> i  .       Hipi 

.i,  1  in  it<  I)  '   wnh  thai   "i how<  ver, 
1  rroi 

«  1 1 

of  langu  ige   or  of  written  w 

.  by  a  1  11  :;■■.'.  . 
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rd),  lx-  bu|  :  thai 
For  eai  I) 

put  of  the  entire 

ording  to)  its  own 
if  the  whole  (of  the  word ). 

•m   sounding   until   he 
Last   letter  of  tin-  lot  element, 

:  it  in  .  irticulation.    Then  he 
i  of  the  entire  ensued 

.  oming  down   into  the 

and  the  same  pronun- 
of  the   pronunciation   he 

icist  when  we  simultaneously  utter 
\;ii  1  that  these  sounds  are 
i  to  the  insubstantial  and 

E  'ii.    and    that     those     forms    are 

red   to    hi-    angels  —  the 
it  uninterruptedly  behold  the  face  of 

the  Father. 

CH  .Will.  —  MARCUS*   SYSTEM   OF    LETTERS. 

I  expressed  names  of  the 
!    1 .  >ns,  and.  Logoi,  and  Root., 

and    -        .  an  1    Pleromas,  and    Fruits.      (And 
he  mai  :ry  one  of  these,  and  what 

r  to  each,  is  perceived  as  being  con- 
in  the   nai  '   I  '  <  lesia."     And  the 

final  letter  of  the  last  element  sent  forth  its  own 
r   articulation.       And    the    sound   of   this 

ne  forth  and  produced,  in  accordance 

tl        I  -mens,  its  own  peculiar 
And   from   these  he  says  that  things 

I  here  w                ivied,  and  the  thing 
■  iduced.   The  letter  itself 

if  which  the  sound  was  concomitant 

i  below,  he  says,  was  received  up 
by  its  own  syllable  into  the  complement  of  the 

(name)  ;  but  that  the  sound,  as   if  cast 
nained  below.     And  that  the  element 

the  letter  along  with   its  own 
in     des<  ended     below,    he     savs,     is 

f  thirty  letters,  and  that  each  one 
the  thirty  1  mtains  in  itself  other  let- 

of  which  the  title  of  the  letter  is 

And  again,  that  the  other  (letters)  are 
by  different    letters,  and   the   rest   by  dif- 

5o  that  by  writing  down  the 

letter-,  individually,  the  number  would  eventuate 
in  infinity.      In  this  way  one  may  more  clearly 

>ken.    The 'element  Delta, five  letters  in  itself,  (viz.),  Delta, 
n.  and  Lambda,  and  Tan,  and  Alpha  ; 

and  '  are  (written)  by  means  of 
other  !■  If.  therefore,  the  entire  substance 
of  the  Delta  eventuates  in  infinity,  (and  if)  dif- 

ferent letters  invariably  produce  different  letters, 
and  succeed  one  another,  by  how  much  greater 

*  [Rev.  iii.  14.     A  name  of  Christ.     This  word  is  travestied  as  the 
name  l.cgoi  also,  most  profanely.] 

than  that  element  is  the  more  enormous  sea1  of 
the  letters?  And  if  one  letter  is  thus  infinite, 

behold  the  entire  name's  depth  of  the  letters 
out  of  which  the  patient  industry,  nay,  rather 
(  I  should  say.)  the  vain  toil  of  Manns  wishes 
that  the  Progenitor  (of  things)  should  consist  ! 
Wherefore  also  (he  maintains)  that  the  Father, 

who  knew  that  lb-  was  inseparable  from  Him- 
self, gave  (this  depth)  to  the  elements,  which  he 

likewise   denominates    .Tons.       And    he    Uttered 

aloud  to  ea<  h  one  of  them  its  owai  peculiar  pro- 
nunciation, from  the  fact  that  one  could  not 

pronounce  the  entire. 

chap.    xxxix. — the   quaternion    exhibits 
"truth." 

And  (Marcus  alleged)  that  the  Quaternion, 
after  having  explained  these  tilings,  spoke  as 

follows:  "Now,  I  wish  also  to  exhibit  to  you 
Truth  herself,  for  I  have  brought  her  down  from 
the  mansions  above,  in  order  that  you  may  be- 

hold her  naked,  and  become  acquainted  with 
her  beauty  ;  nay,  also  that  you  may  hear  her 

speak,  and  may  marvel  at  her  wisdom.  Ob- 

serve," says  the  Quaternion,  "  then,  first,  the 
head  above,  Alpha  (and  long)  O  ;  the  neck,  B 

and  P[si]  ;  shoulders,  along  with  hands,  (1  and 

('[hi]  ;  breasts.  Delta  and  P[hi]  ;  diaphragm,3 
Eu  ;  belly,  Z  and  T  ;  pudenda.  Eta  and  S  ;  thighs, 
T[h]  and  R ;  knees,  Ip ;  calves,  Ko ;  ankles, 

Lx[si]  ;  feet,  M  and  N."  This  is  in  the  body 
of  Truth,  according  to  Marcus.  This  is  the  figure 
of  the  element  :  this  the  character  of  the  letter. 

And  he  styles  this  element  Man,  and  affirms  it  to 

be  the  source  oi'  every  word,  and  the  originating 
principle  of  every  sound,  and  the  realization  in 
speech  of  everything  that  is  ineffable,  and  a 
mouth  of  taciturn  silence.  And  this  is  the  body 

of  (Truth  )  herself.  But  do  you,  raising  aloft  the 
conceiving  power  of  the  understanding,  hear  from 
the  mouths  of  Truth  (of)  the  Logos,  who  is  Self- 

generator4  and  Progenitor.5 

CHAP.    XI..   THE   NAME    OF   CHRIST    JF.?US. 

But,  after  uttering  these  words,  (Marcus  de- 
tails) that  Truth,  gazing  upon  him,  and  opening 

her  mouth,  spoke  the  discourse  (just  alluded  to). 
And  (he  tells  us)  that  the  discourse  became  a 
name,  and  that  the  name  was  that  which  we 

know  and  utter,  viz.,  Christ  Jesus,  and  that  as 

soon  as  she  had  named  this  (name)  she  re- 
mained silent.  While  Marcus,  however,  was 

expecting  that  she  was  about  to  say  more,  the 

2  This   is   Duncker's   emendation,   suggested   by   Irenaeus'   text. Miller  reads  rbv  Toiror,  which  yields  scarcely  any  meaning. 

3  Hippolytus'  text  has  been  here  corrected  from  that  of  Irenaeus. 
*  This  is  a  correction  from  Progenitor,  on  the  authority  of  Irenaeus 

and  Epiphanius. 

5   llpon-a-ropa:    Irenaeus  reads   TlarpoSopa,  which  is  adopted  by 
Schneidewin,  and  translated  /atrium. 
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Quaternion,  again  advancing  into  the  midst, 

speaks  as  follows  :  "Thou  didst  regard  as  con- 
temptible1 this  discourse  which  you  have  heard 

from  the  month  of  Truth.  And  yet  this  which 
you  know  and  seem  long  since  to  possess  is  not 
the  name  ;  for  you  have  merely  the  sound  of  it, 
but  are  ignorant  of  the  power.  For  Jesus  is  a 

remarkable  name,  having  six  letters,2  invoked  s 
by  all  belonging  to  the  called  (of  Christ)  ; 
whereas  the  other  (name,  that  is,  Christ,)  con- 

sists of  many  parts,  and  is  among  the  (five) 

/Eons  of  the  Pleroma.  (TWis  name)  is  of  an- 
other form  and  a  different  type,  and  is  recog- 

nised by  those  existences  who  are  connate  with 
him,  and  whose  magnitudes  subsist  with  him 
continually. 

CHAP.    XLI. —  MARCUS'  MYSTIC   INTERPRETATION  OF 
Till'.   ALPHABET. 

Know,  (therefore,)  that  these  letters  which 

with  you  are  (reckoned  at)  twenty-four,  are 
emanations  from  the  three  powers,  and  are  rep- 

resentative •  of  those  (powers)  which  embrace 
even  the  entire  number  of  the  elements.  For 

suppose  that  there  are  some  letters  that  are  mute 
—  nine  of  them — of  Pater  and  Aletheia,  from 
the  fact  that  these  are  mute  —  that  is.  ineffable 
and  unutterable.  And  (again,  assume)  that  there 

are  other  (letters  that  are)  semi-vowels  —  eight 
of  them  —  of  the  Logos  and  of  Zoe,  from  the 
fact  thai  these  are  intermediate  between  conso- 

nants and  vowels,  and  receive  the  einan  ition  ;  of 
the  (letters)  above  them,  but  the  retlux  of  those 

below  them.6  And  (likewise  take  for  granted) 
that  there  are  vowels  —  and  these  are  seven  — 

of   Anthropos    and    Ecclesia,   inasmuch    as    the 

i  e  of  Inthropos  proceeded  forth,  and  im- 
parted form  to  the  (objects  of  the)  universe. 

For  the  sound  of  the  voice  produced  figure, 
and  invested  them  with  it.  From  this  it  follows 

thai  there  are  Logos  and  Zoe,  which  have  eight 
(semi-vowels)  j  and  Anthropos  and  Ecclesia, 
which  have  seven  (vowels)  ;  and  Pater  and 
Aletheia,   which    have   nine  (mutes).      But    from 

the  fact  that  Logos  wanted7  (one  of  being  an 
Ogdoad),  he  who  is  in  the  Father  was  removed 

(from  his  seat  on  (loci's  right  hand),  and  came 
down  (to  earth).  And  he  was  scut  forth  (by 
the  Father)  to  him  from  whom  he  was  separated, 

1  li  ii  doubtful.    The  translator  adopts  Scott1 

2  [See  note   t,p  at  m/ra,  on  "  taien."    Comp,  Iretueus,  vol.  i. 
I,  thi    this  name  of  Jesus  does,  indeed,  run  through  all 

Scripture,  in  verbal  and  other  forms;  Gen.  kIix.  [8  and  in  Joshua,  at 

-,  Irenseui  has  "  known." 
•»  fixovinaf.     Tin-,    is    Iron.i-iis'   reading,      Millet  lie  fiasoVai rapn   entati 
1  a»opp   ' !  some  re  id  i  ropta**,  whli  h  is  obviously  erroneous, 
•  vir'avra;   [renssus  reads  virta  aOrriv,  end  Massuel 
7  'l'lu-  defii  iem  \  i  onaisted  in  then  i">t  being  three  The 

Mini  i ..I  1 1  w  i  ■  turn iv  four,  bul  i In- 1 1-  was  only  one  ogdoad      I 
and  Zoe,     I  In-  othei  two    -Pater  .ma  Aletheia,  and  Anthropos 

ii      had  one  above  and  one  below  an  ogdoad. 

for  the  rectification  of  at  tions  that  had  been 

committed.  (And  his  descent  took  place)  in 
order  that  the  unifying  proc  ess,  which  is  inherent 

in  Agathos,  of  the  Pleromas  might  produce  in 
all  the  single  power  that  emanates  from  all. 
And  thus  he  who  is  of  the  seven  (vowels)  ac- 

quired the  power  of  the  eight'  (semi-vowels) ; 
and  there  were  produced  three  AyW.  correspond- 

ing with  the  (three)  numbers  (nine,  seven,  and 

eight), —  (these  topoi)  being  ogdoads.  And 
these  three  being  added  one  to  the  other,  ex- 

hibited the  number  of  the  twenty-four  (letters). 
And  (he  maintains),  of  course,  that  the  three  ele- 

ments,—  (which  he  himself  affirms  to  be  (allied) 
with  the  three  powers  by  conjugal  union,  and 
which  (by  this  state  of  duality)  become  six,  and 

from  which  have  emanated  the  twenty-four  ele- 
ments,—  being  rendered  fourfold  by  the  Ouater- 

nion's  ineffable  word,  produce  the  same  number 
(twenty-four)  with  these.  And  these,  he  sav-. 
belong  to  Anonomastus.  And  (he  asserts)  that 
these  are  conveyed  by  the  six  [towers  into  a 
similarity  with  Aoratus.  And  (he  says)  that 
there  are  six  double  letters  of  these  elements, 

images  of  images,  which,  being  reckoned  along 
with  the  twenty-four  letters,  produce,  by  an 
analogical  power,  the  number  thirty. 

(hap.  xlii.  —  his  system  applied  to  explain  <>l"r 
lord's  like  and  death. 

And  he  says,  as  the  result  of  this  computation 

and  that  proportion,9  that  in  the  similitude  of  an 
image  lie  appeared  who  .liter  the  m\  davs  Him- 

self ascended  the  mountain  a  fourth  person,  and 

became  the  sixth.10  And  ( he  averts)  that  1  Ie  ( like- 
wise)  descended  and  was  detained  by  the  Heb- 

domad, and  thus  became  an  illustrio  \A. 
And  He  contains  in  Himself  of  the  elements  the 
entire  number  which  He  manifested,  as  He  came 

to  His  baptism.  (And  the  symbol  of  man' 
tation  was)  the  descent  of  the  dove,  which  is 

0[mega]  and  Alpha,  and  which  by  the  number 

manifested  (bj  these  is)  Soi."  \nd  for  this 
reason  (he  maintains)  that  Moses  sivs  that  man 

wis  i  reated  on  the  sixth  day.      And   (he  asserts) 

•  ruv  okt...  li 
in  i-  supp  .  I 

I  Or,  "i     ■    ■  1 1  v . " I  i  in  i-t  went  up  with  the  th 
fourth  Himself;  by  the  | 

•li :   Matt,  xvii    i .   Marie  i  • 
II  the  Greek  word  foi  dove  i-  npicnpa,  the  letter*  of  »lu«.h  rep- 

rctcnt  Sot,  ua  m  i  thus:  — IT  =    8o 
•  =      5 

p  =  ICO 

t  =■ 

a  m 

t  = 

«- p  =  too 
a  =       l 

Tim,  tliercf.irr.  is  •qulpollenl  with    V  ,  :*l  *0 
i(  and  m  to  Boo,    [Stuff!  Bunstn,  vary  natu  .  I 
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j  ( took   ]'!.u  e  ) 
preparation  ;  (and 

l  appeared  tin-  last m  in  !,,[  ti.  .1  the  first  man.     And 
:  this  dispensation 

i  He  was  nailed  to  the 
i\^t  ili.it    perfe<  t 

\  dbld  number  to  be  pos- 

of  production  and  regen- 
ested    to   til-'   sons   of    light   the 

i  that  had  been  introduced  into  this 

I   th.it   illustrious   one  who   had    ap- 
ice  also  ho  s.i\s  that  the  double 

•   the  remarkable  number.     For 

r,  being  intermingled  with 
the   \m  ir  elements,  produced   the  name 

the  thirty  letters. 

CHAP.  XI  III.  —  I  1  ITERS,  SYMBOl  S  <>k  THE   HEAVENS. 

1  [e  •  i  -.  however,  i  mployed  the  instrumentality 
\'.Mi  numbers,  in  order 

that   the   result   of  the   self-devised  (counsel)2 
manifested.     I  n  lerstand,  he  si_\s,  for 
.  that  remarkable  number  to  be  Him 

;  ;.>'i>  one,  and  who 
it  were,  divided,  and    remained   outside. 

\     !   1  le.  tin"  Own  power  and  wis- 
-   •<(    the    ;  hi    oi    Himself, 

imparted,  in  iraitai  n  powers,3  ani- 
mal this  world,  so  as  to  it  consist  of 

.in<.\  constituted  (this  world)  the 
ible  uni  And   therefore  this 

■  ,\u   operation  as  what 
mtaneously  undertaken  by  Himself;  and 

.•  inasmu<  h  are  imit.it i 
of  things  inimitabl  the  intelligence  o(  the 

r.       \nd   the   first    1.  si  i  inds   Alpha. ; 
and  th  fter  that  E[psilon],  and  the  third 

.  and   the   fourth,  even  that    in  the   midst  of 

the  power  of  Iota, 
.\]v\  the   fifth  licron],  and  the  sixth  of 
U[]  and  the  seventh  and  fourth  from  the 

0[l      -  .}.     And    all    the    powers. 
n   they  are  ether  in  one,  emit 

1.  and   glorify  that    (Being)    from  whom 
!.      And    the   glor) 

that  sound   is  transmitted  upwards  to  the  Pro- 
Vnd    furthermore,    he    says    that    the 

rod  of  t'  rv  being  conveyed ir  and  producer  of 
tcrr  ts.     And  (he  maintain-,)  that  the 

proof  of  this  (in  iv  be  drawn)  from  the  case  of, 
inf.  rn,  who  .  simultaneously 
with    exit    from    the  womb,   utters   similarly  this 

sound  of  e.e  h  on.-  of  the  elements.     As,  t1 

lie  says,  the  seven  powers  glorify  tin-  Log< 
also  does  the  sorrowing  soul  in  bab<  nify 

1 1  iin  I.'  Vnd  on  account  of  this,  he  says,  I  )avid 
likewise  has  declared,  "Out  of  the  mouths  of 
babes  and  su<  klingsThou  hast  perfe<  ted  prais. 
And  again,  "The  heavens  declare  the  glory  of 

1."  ■  When,10  however,  the  soul  is  involved  in 
hardships,  it  utters  no  other  ex<  lamation  than  the 

( )[mega],  inasmuch  as  it  is  afflu  ted  in  order  that 
the  soul  above,  becoming  aware  of  what  is  akin 
to  herself  (below),  may  send  down  one  to  help 
this  (earthly  soul). 

CHAP.    XI.IV.  —  RESPECTING    THE    HI  XKRATION     OF 

THE   TWENTY-FOUR   LETTERS. 

And  so  far  for  these  points.  Respecting,  how- 
ever, the  generation  of  the  twenty-four  elements, 

he  expresses  himself  thus:  that  llenotes  co- 
exists with  Monotes,  and  that  from  these  issue 

two  projections,  viz.,  Monas  and  Hen,  and  that 

these  being  added  together"  become  four,  for 
twice  two  are  four.  And  again,  the  two  and  four 

(projections)  being  added  together,  manifested 
the  number  six;  and  these  six  made  fourfold, 

produce  the  twenty-four  forms.12  And  these  are 
the  names  of  the  first  tetrad,  and  they  are  under- 

stood as  Holy  of  Holies,  and  cannot  be  ex- 
pressed, and  they  are  recognised  by  the  Son 

alone.  These  the  Father  knows  which  they  are. 
Those  names  which  with  Him  are  pronounced 
in  silence  and  with  faith,  are  Arrhetus  and  Sige, 
Pater  and  Aletheia.  And  of  this  tetrad  the  en- 

tire number  is  (that)  of  twenty-four  letters.  For 
Arrhetus  has  seven  elements,  Sige  five,  and  Pater 

live,  and  Aletheia  seven.'3  And  in  like  manner 
also  (is  it  with)  the  second  tetrad  ;  (for)  Logos 
and  Zoe.  Anthropos  and  Ecclesia,  exhibited  the 
same  number  of  elements.  And  (he  says)  that 

the  expressed  name  —  (that  is.  Jesus)  M  —  of  the 
our  consists  of  six  letters,  but  that  His  inef- 

fable'5 name,  according  to  the  number  of  the  let- 
ters, one  by  one,16  consists  of  twenty-four  elements, 

but  Christ  a  Son  of  twelve.  And  (he  says)  that 

the  ineffable  (name)  in  Christ  consists  of  thirty 

rpa-yuaTa. 

I T' 'xtomad  if  we  follow  Ircnxus. 
i  the  text  of  Ircnxus,  and  corrects  the 

I  he  common  reading  is  <t>aivtTai. 
6  H<«ur:   in  lrtn.LU!>  »c  have  f 

7  Ircnxus  has  the  sentence  thus:  "  so  also  the  soul  in  babes,  la- 

and  bewailing  Marcus,  glorifies  him." 
8  Ps.  viii.  2. 

9  Ps.  .six.  I. 

10  Hippolytus  here  omits  some  passages  which  are  to  be  found  in Ircnxus. 

11  literally,  "being  twice  two:"  some  for  oicrtu  read  outrun. 
I  eirl  ivo  ouo-at,  i.e.,  "  which  Vicing  (added)  into  two." 

12  Hippolytus  has  only  the  word  "  twenty-four,"  to  which  Schncide- 
win  supplies  "  letters,"  and  Irenaeus  "  forms,"  as  given  above.     Hip- 

IS  likewise  omits  the  word  "  produced,"  which  Irenxus  supplies. 
The  text  of  the  latter  is  Ta?  tLKoaniaaapcH;  aneKvr)<rav  (iop<£ds. 

13  Ircnxus  adds,  "  which  being  added  together,  I  mean  the 
twice  five  and  twice  seven,  complete  the  number  of  the  twenty-four 

(forms)." 

'•»  The  parenthetical  words  had  fallen  into  a  wrong  part  of  the  sen- 
tence, and  are  placed  here  by  Schncidewin. 

■5  This  is  a  correction  for  "expressed"  from  Irenaeus.  Marcus observes  the  distinction  afterwards. 

16  Kara  iv  ypcuifjiaTtui'.  The  MS.  has  eyypanaTwv.  Irenxus omits  these  words. 
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etters,  and  this  exists,  according  to  the  letters 
vhich  are  in  Him,  the  elements  being  counted 

me  by  one.  For  the  (name)  Christ'  consists 
)f  eight  elements ;  for  Chi 2  consists  of  three, 
ml  R[ho]  of  two,  and  EI  of  two,  and  I[ota] 
>f  four,  S[igma]  of  five,  and  T[au]  of  three, 
iid  ( )U  of  two,  and  San  of  three.  Thus  the 
neffable  name  in  Christ  consists,  they  allege, 
>f  thirty  letters.  And  they  assert  that  for  this 

eason  He  utters  the  words,  "  I  am  Alpha  and 
)mega,"  displaying  the  dove,  which  (symboli- 
:ally)  has  this  number,  which  is  eight  hundred 
:nd  one.3 

CHAP.  XLV.  —  WHY   JESUS   IS   CALLED   ALPHA. 

Now  Jesus  possesses  this  ineffable  generation, 

"or  from  the  mother  of  the  universe,  I  mean  the 
irst  tetrad,  proceeded  forth,  in  the  maimer  of  a 
laughter,  the  second  tetrad.  And  it  became  an 
igdoad,  from  which  proceeded  forth  the  decade  ; 
nd  thus  was  produced  ten,  and  next  eighteen. 
me  decade,  therefore,  coming  in  along  with  the 
igdoad,  and  rendering  it  tenfold,  produced  the 
lumber  eighty;  and  again  making  eighty  ten- 
lid,  generated  the  number  eight  hundred.1  And 
o  it  is  that  the  entire  number  of  letters  that 

iroceeded  forth  from  ogdoad  into  decade  is 
ight  hundred  and  eighty-eight,  which  is  Jesus  ; 
or  the  name  Jesus,  according  to  the  number  in 
etters,  is  eight  hundred  and  eighty-eight.  Now 
ikewise  the  (Jack  alphabet  has  eight  monads 
nd  eight  decades,  and  eight  hecatontads  ;  and 
hese  exhibit  the  calculated  sum  of  eight  hun- 

ted and  eighty-eight, that  is,  Jesus, who  consists 
(fall  numbers.  And  that  on  this  account  lie  is 

Silled  Alpha  (and  Omega),  indicating  His  gen- 
ration  (to  he)  from  all.5 

BAP.    XI.VI.  —  MARCUS'    ACCOl  of    THE     BIRTH 
AND    LIFE   I  >F   OUR    LORD. 

But  concerning  the  creation  of  this  (Je 
ic  expresses  himself  thus  :  That  pov»   rs  ema 
ng  from  the  second  tetrad  fashioned  Jesus,  who 

bpeared  on  earth,  and  that  the  angei  Gabriel6 
Bled  the  place  of  the  Logos,  and  the  I  [oly  Spirit 

hat  of  Zoe,  and  the  "  Power  of  the  Highest  " 
hat  of  Anthropos,  and  the  Virgin  that  of  Eccle- 

ia.s      And  so  it  was.  in  Man  nV  system,  that  the 
nan  (who  appeared)  in  a-  cordance  with  the  dis- 

1  This  (    i         i  mis 
i  i  iin,  « lii.  Ii  ii  in  ili. 

[rensu  i  Ho 
Ml  I  te  it  \lpha  0  that  He  m  ij  manifest  the  dovi 
Itch    u   this  bird  illy)  involves  this  numbei  (8oi).      Sea 

note  i"  chap,  xlii    p.  93,  J  '■*'  <<■ 
4  Pari  ..I  this  rrorti  [rem  us. 
I  Hippolytus  here  omil    thi   following  sentence  found  in  In 

ol  the  firsl  quartemton,  when  added  into  itself,  in 

m  .-  »  nit  .t  1  1  umbei .  appt  ued  1!..   ntimbi  1  ten, 
nd  so  forth." 

'   I.11L.    1 

7  Or,  "ol  the  Son,"  an  obvious  mistake. 
8  IrensBus  has,  "  And  ihc  Virgin  exhibited  the  place  ol  I 

pensation  was  born  through  Mary.'  And  when 
He  came  to  the  water,  (he  says)  that  He  de- 

scended like  a  dove  upon  him  who  had  ascended 
above  and  filled  the  twelfth  number.  And  in 
Him  resides  the  seed  of  these,  that  is,  such 

are  sown  along  with  Him,  and  that  descend  with 
(Him),  and  ascend  with  (Him).  And  that  this 
power  which  descended  upon  Him,  he  says,  is 
the  seed  of  the  Pleroma,  which  contains  in  itself 
both  the  Father  and  the  Son.  and  the  unname- 
able  power  of  Sige,  which  is  re<  ognised  through 
these  and  all  the  Mous.  And  that  this  (seed)  is 
the  spirit  which  is  in  Him  and  spoke  in  Him 
through  the  mouth  of  the  Son,  the  confession  of 
Himself  as  Son  of  man.  and  of  His  being  one 
who  would  manifest  the  Father  ;  (and  that)  when 
this  spirit  came  down  upon  Jesus,  1  le  was  united 
with  Him.  The  Saviour,  who  was  of  the  dispen- 

sation, he  says,  destroyed  death,  whereas  He 
made  known  (as)  the  Father  Christ  (  le- 
i  ie  says  that  Jesus,  therefore,  is  the  name  of  the 
man  of  the  dispensation,  and  that  it  has  been 
set  forth  for  the  assimilation  and  formation  of 

Anthropos,  who  was  about  to  descend  upon  Him  ; 
and  that  when  He  had  received  Him  unto  Him- 

self, He  retained  possession  of  Him.  And  (he 
says)  that  He  was  Anthropos,  (that)  He  (was) 
Logos,  (that)  He  (was)  Pater,  and  Arrhetus,  and 
Sige,  and  Aletheia,  and  Ecclesia,  and  Xoe. 

CHAP.     XI.VII.  —  THE    SYSTEM     "I"     MARCUS     SHOWN 

TO    BE    THAT    OF    I'YI  HA©  IR  VS,    I'A     Q  »XS 

FROM    THE    WRITINGS    OF    MARCUS'    FOLLOWERS. 

I  trust,  therefore,  that  a  »c- 
trines  it  is  obvious  to  all  possessed  of  a  sound 
mind,  that    (these  tenets)   are  unauthoritative, 
and  far  removed  from  the  knowledge  that  is  in 

accordance  with   Religion,  and  are  men.-  por- 
ti<  his  of  astrologi<  al  dis<  1  >\  cry.  and  the  arillmu  t- 
ical  art  of  the  Pythagoreans.     And  this  ass 

ye  who  are  desirous  of  learning  shall  ascertain 
( to  be  true,  by  a  refen  nee  to  the  pre> 
where,)  amongst   other  opinions  elucidated 
us,  uc  have  explained  these  doctrines  likew 
In   order,  however,  that  we   in.n   prove  it  .1  m 
( leav  statement,  viz.,  that  these  (  Mart  osians)  are 

disciples  not  of  ( Ihrist  bu1  of  Pyl  I  shall 
proceed  to   explain   those   opinions   that    h 
been  derh  ed  ( by  these  hen  t  m  Pytl 
oras  concerning  the  meteoric   (phenomi 

the  stars '   as  tar  as  it  is  possible  (to 
an  epitome. 

\ ow  the    Pythagoreans   make   the 
statements  :   that   the  mm  else  . 

1  1  ■  whom  the  I 

1  ni({h  the  - 
of  llin 

1    Cniice  tl    ilea  tl 

tplanation    ..i    the   n  1 - 

ihln  hy  means  nf  nunsarical  calculatiotWi 
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1  tint  Ironing  from  a t.le. 

far  a>   the 

m.  e,  two  .in.l  four 

ibited  tin-  (number)  twelve.     Ami 
a  the  duad  to  the  decade, 
i.l  in  this  are  <  omprised 

!.  and  decade,  ami  dodecade.     Ami 
i nit  of  its  having  the  remark- 

.  the  dodecade  has  concomitant ' 
remarkable   passion.3     And   for  tins 

(the)  maintain)  that  when  an  error  had 
ng  the  twelfth  number,  the  sheep 

i  the  flock  and  wandered  away  ;  ■ 
:  isy  took   plai  e,  they  say,  in 

oner  from  the  decade.      And  with  a  simi- 
e  to  the  dodecade.  they  speak  of  the 

-   money  which,  on  losing,  a  woman,  hav- 
indle,  scan  hed  for  diligently.     (And 

.    make    a    similar   application)    of   the    Ion-, 
ned)  in  the  case   of  the  one  sheep  out  of 

the  ninety  and  nine  ;  and  adding  these  one  into 

other,  they  give  a  fabulous  account  of  num- 
bers.    And  in  this  way,  they  affirm,  when   the 
is   multiplied   into   nine,  that   it  produces 

r  ninety  and  nine  ;  and  on  this  account 
that  it  is  said  that  the  word  Amen  embraces   the 

number  ninety-nine.     And  in   regard  of  another 
\pre^s  themselves  in  this  manner: 

tter   Eta   along  with   the   remarkable 
institutes  an  ogdoad,  as  it   is  situated  in 
ith  place  from  Alpha.     Then,  again,  com- 
ihe  number  of  these  elements  without  the 

( letter),  and  adding  them  together 
.  they  exhibit  the  number  thirty.     For 

an".  |  _   from  the  Alpha5  to  the  Eta 
s     itracting   the   remarkable    (letter), 

•  the  number  ̂ {  th  •  elements  to  be  the 
t   thirty.     Since,    therefore,    the   number 

nified  from  the  three   powers  ;   when 
mto   itself  it  produce.)  ninety, 

■'iirty  i-   ninety,  (and   this   triad  when 
multiplied  into  itself  produced  nine).     In  this 

;  load  brought  forth  the  number  ninety- 
nit  the   fir--    >»     load,   and    Decade,   and 

And   at   one  time  they  collect  the 
number  of  this   (trio)   into  an  entire  sum,  and 

at. 

Ire 

of  Hippnlytus  with   Irenscus,  as  regards  what 
'  ncr. 

toil  thus:   "  And 
•   remarkable  (letter)  concomitant 

.!e  the  dodecade  a  remarkable  passion."     Massuet,  in in  of  the 

Hippolytus  likewise.      Kroni  the 
the  remarkable  (number),  which 

ler  and  number  of  the  letters,  eleven  letters 
lecadc.  the  watfo?,  or  what  elsewhere  the 

lefect  of  one  letter.     And  this  is 
I  the  <k ■'•  ,  the  withdrawal  of  one 

s  and  less  clear  than  that  of 
the  letter  to  be  symbolical  of  an 

and  that  this  one  was  a  female. 

•    lo- 
..linn  of  this,  as  furnished  by  Irenxus,  is  more 

copious  ti.-.n  Hippolytus'. 

produce  a   triacontadj  whereas  at  another  time 
they  subtract  twelve,  and  reckon  it  at  eleven. 
And  in  like  manner,  (they  subtract)  ten  and 
make    it    nine.      And   connecting  the  -  into 
the  other,  and  multiplying  tin  in  tenfold,  they 

complete   the   number  ninety-nine.      Since,  how- 
.  th.-  twelfth  /Eon,  having  left  the  eleven 

(  l'.oii-s  above),  and  departing  downwards,  with- 
drew, they  allege  that  even  this  is  correlative 

(with  the  letters).  For  the  figure  of  the  letters 
teaches  (us  as  much).  For  L  is  placed  eleventh 
of  the  letters,  and  this  1,  is  the  number  thirty. 
And  (they  say)  that  this  is  placed  according  to 
an  image  of  the  dispensation  above;  since  from 
Alpha,  irrespective  of  the  remarkable  (letter), 
the  number  of  the  letters  themselves,  added 

together  up  to  L,  according  to  the  augmentation 
of  the  letters  with  the  L  itself,  produces  the 

number  ninety-nine.  Hut  that  the  L,  situated 
in  the  eleventh  (of  the  alphabet),  came  down 
to  search  after  the  number  similar  to  itself,  in 
order  that  it  might  fill  up  the  twelfth  number, 
and  that  when  it  was  discovered  it  was  filled  up, 
is  manifest  from  the  shape  itself  of  the  letter. 
For  Lambda,  when  it  attained  unto,  as  it  were, 
the  investigation  of  what  is  similar  to  itself,  and 
when  it  found  such  and  snatched  it  away,  filled 
up  the  place  of  the  twelfth,  the  letter  M,  which 
is  composed  of  two  Lambdas.  And  for  this  rea- 

son (it  was)  that  these  (adherents  of  Marcus), 
through  their  knowledge,  avoid  the  place  of  the 
ninety-nine,  that  is.  the  Hysterema,  a  type  of 
the  left  hand,6  and  follow  after  the  one  which, 
added  to  ninety-nine,  they  say  was  transferred 
to  his  own  right  hand 

CHAP.  XI.YIII. — THEIR  COSMOGONY  PPAMED  AC- 

CORDING TO  THESE  MYSTIC  DOCTRINES  OF 

LETTERS. 

And  by  the  Mother,  they  allege,  were  created 
first  the  four  elements,  which,  they  say,  are  fire, 
water,  earth,  air  ;  and  these  have  been  projected 
as  an  image  of  the  tetrad  above  ;  and  reckoning 

the  energies  of  these  —  for  instance,  as  hot.  cold, 
moist,  dry  —  they  assert  that  they  accurately 
portray  the  Ogdoad.  And  next  they  compute 
ten  powers  thus.  (There  are,  they  say,)  seven 
orbicular  bodies,  which  they  likewise  call  heavens. 
There  is  next  a  circle  containing  these  within  its 
compass,  and  this  also  they  name  an  eighth 
heaven  ;  and  in  addition  to  these,  they  affirm 
the  existence  of  both  a  sun  and  moon.  And 

these  being  ten  in  number,  they  say,  are  images 
of  the   invisible  decade  that  (emanated)  from 

*  The  allusion  here  seems  to  be  to  the  habit  among  the  ana 
of  employing  the  fingers  lor  counting,  those  of  the  left  hand  !  i 
used  for  all  numbers  under  100,  and  those  of  the  right  for  the  number* 
above  it.     To  this  custom  the  poet  Juvenal  alludes,  when  he  says  of 

Nestor:  — 
"  Atque  suos  jam  dextera  computat  annos." That  is,  that  he  was  one  hundred  years  old. 

I 
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Logos  and  Zoe.  (They  affirm,)  however,  that 
the  dodecade  is  indicated  by  what  is  termed  the 
zodiacal  circle.  For  these  twelve  zodiacal  signs, 

they  say,  most  evidently  shadowed  forth  '  the 
daughter  of  Anthropos  and  Fcclesia,  namely 
the  Dodecade.  And  since,  he  says,  the  upper 

heaven  has  been  united  from  an  opposite  direc- 
tion to  the  revolutionary  motion,  which  is  most 

rapid,  of  the  entire  (of  the  signs)  ;  and  since 
(this  heaven)  within  its  cavity  retards,  and  by 
its  slowness  counterpoises,  the  velocity  of  those 
(signs),  so  that  in  thirty  years  it  accomplishes 

its  circuit  from  sign  to  sign,  —  they  therefore 
assert  that  this  (heaven)  is  an  image  of  Horos, 
tvho  encircles  the  mother  of  these,  who  has 

thirty  names.  And,  again,  (they  affirm)  that 
the  moon,  which  traverses  the  heaven  in  thirty 
lays,  by  reason  of  (these)  days  portrays  the 
lumber  of  the  /Fons.  And  (they  say)  that  the 
sun,  performing  its  circuit,  and  terminating  its 
jxact  return  to  its  first  position  in  its  orbit  in 
twelve  months,  manifests  the  dodecade.  And 

ilso  (they  say)  that  the  days  themselves,  involv- 
ng  the  measure  of  twelve  hours,  constitute  a 

ype  of  the  empty3  dodecade;  and  that  the 
:ircumference  of  the  actual  zodiacal  circle  con- 

sists of  three  hundred  and  sixty  degrees,  and 
hat  each  zodiacal  sign  possesses  thirty  divisions. 
[n  this  way,  therefore,  even  by  means  of  the 

:ir<  le,  they  maintain  that  the  image  is  pre- 
served '  of  the  connection  of  the  twelve  with  the 

hirtv.'  But,  moreover,  alleging  that  the  earth 
vas  divided  into  twelve  regions,  and  that  accord- 
Dg  to  ea<  h  particular  region  it  receives  one 

lower  by  the  latter's  being  sent  down  from  the 
leavens,  and  that  it  produces  children  corj 
ponding  in  likenesss  unto  the  power  which 
ransmitted  (the  likeness)  by  emanation;  (for 

his  reason)  the)' assert  that  earth  is  a  type  of 
he  I  >odecade  above. 

JHAP.     XI  IX. — THE     WORK     OF      THE     DEMIURGE 
PERISHABLl  . 

And    in    addition    to   these    (points,    they  lav 
lown)  thai    the    Demiurge   of  the   supernal   I 
load,   desirous   of  imitating   the   indefinite,   and 

1   <  >i ,  "     I  el    hi    I  OUt  "  (Ircna:us). 

-  Or,  "  radi  int." 
•>  ( )r,  "  ui'  i  in.- 1." 

<  Ma     i  i         ;  the  following  explanation :  The  tun  each  day  de 
ii     livided  into  twelve  parti  ol 

nl  coniittt  of  each  ol  the  houi  i,  »  here 
Bra  and  nights   in   equal,  15  degrees  are  allow*  d,  ii  follows  that  in 

.iii  a  is,  in  tlic  twelfth  partol  a  day,  the  sun  completes  a 

»  Or,  "  of  iiic  same  lubstance," 

everlasting,  and  illimitable  (one),  and  (the  0 
not  subject  to  the  condition  of  time;  and  (the 
Demiurge)  not  being  able  to  represent  the 

bility6  and  eternity  of  this  (Ogdoad),  on  account 
of  his  being  the  fruit  of  the  Hysterema,  to  this 
end  appointed  times,  and  seasons,  and  numbers, 

measuring  many  years  in  reference  to  the  eter- 
nity of  this  (Ogdoad),  thinking  by  the  multitude 

of  times  to  imitate  its  indehriteness.  And  here 

they  say,  when  Truth  eluded  his  pursuit,  that 
Falsehood  followed  close  upon  him  ;  and  that 
on  account  of  this,  when  the  times  were  fulfilled, 
his  work  underwent  dissolution. 

CHAP.  L.  —  MARCUS  AND  COLARBASUS  REFUTED  BY 
IREX.EUS. 

These  assertions,  then,  those  who  are  of  the 
school  of  Valentinus  advance  concerning  both 

the  creation  and  the  universe,  in  each  case  prop- 

agating opinions  still  more   empty.7     And  they 
suppose  this   to   constitute   productiveness    ( in 
their  system),  if  any  one  in  like  manner,  making 

some  greater  discovery,  will  appear  to  work  won- 
ders.    And  finding,  (as  they  insinuate,)  each  of 

the  particulars  of  Scripture  to  accord  with  the 
aforesaid  numbers,  they  (attempt  to)   criminate 
Moses   and   the    prophets,   alleging   that    tl 
speak  allegoricallv  of  the  measures  of  the  .  Fons. 
And  inasmuch  as   these   statements   are   trirl 

and  unstable,  it  does  not  appear  to  me   expe- 
dient   to   bring   them  before  (the  reader.      This, 

however,  is  the  less  requisite, )  as  now  the  bl< ; 

presbyter8  Irenaeus   has  powerfull)  and 
rately  refuted  the  opinions  of  these  (hereti 
And  to  him  we  are  indebted  for  a  knowledge  ot 
their  inventions,   (and  have  then 

in)   proving  that    these   heretics,  appro] 
these  opinions  from  the  Pythagorean  philo 

and  from  over-spun  theories  ol  the  astrologers, 
cast  an  imputation  upon  Christ,  as  though   He 
had  delivered  these   (doctrines).     But  sim  i    I 
suppose  that    the  worthless   opinion 
men  have  been  sufficiently  explained,  and  i 
it  has  been  cl<  irl)   proved  whose  disci] 
Marcus  and  Colarbas  is,  who  were  su< 

the  school  of  Valentinus,  let  us  see  what  state- 
ment likewise  Basilides  advant  es. 

'■  Or, "  bl 

8  I  I  ill  liim^cl! 

.    I    Hills     \.  . 
1  of  priinili 

nen tlj      I :   1  .  1 
iu\c  age  as  thai  nifattor  mi.  j 
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BOOK    VII. 

N  IT  NTS. 

THE  following  are  the  contents  of  the  seventh 

f  the  Refutation  of  all  Heresies :  — 
What  the  opinion  of   Basilides  is.  and   that, 

being  strut  k  with  the  doctrines  of  Aristotle,  he 

these  framed  his  heresy.1 
And  what  are  the  statements  of  Satumilus,2 
•  flourished  much  about  the  time  of  Basilides. 

And   how  Nfenander  advanced  the   assertion 

that  the  world  was  made  by  angels. 
What   i>   the  folly  of    Man  ion.  and  that   his 

3   not   new.  nor  (taken)    out  of  the   Holy 

•  ires,  but  that  lie  obtains  it  from   Empedo- 

I!    a    Carpocrates  arts  sillily,  in   himself  also 

things  were  made  by  an- 

lerinthus,   in    no  wise  indebted  to  the 

»,  formed  his  opinion  (not  out  of  them), 
;cts  o(  the  Egyptians.3 

What    are  the  opinions    propounded    by  the 
.  and  that  they  in  preference  adhere 

li  iwTheodotus  has   been  a  victim  of  error, 
mtributions  to  his  system  partly  from 
ins,  (partly  from  Cerinthus 

i  what  were  the  opinions  of  Cerdon,5  who 

■  i  enunciated  the  doctrines  of  Empedot 
who    wickedly    induced    Man  ion    to    step ixd. 

how  I,H<ian.  when  he  had  become  a  dis- 

f  Marcion,6  having  divested  himself  of  all 
sphemed  God  from  time  to  time. 

author'  nccrninc  the  origin  of  heresy  in ■  be  elaborated.] 

t  formed  his  sy-tem  from  the  Scriptures,  but 

i  ins." 

."  on  account  of  Cerin- ■nacans  bv  Hippolytus, 
-ource  from   which  Theoti 

•  -crdon." 
*  The  w.rJ  fttfvet  occun  in  Mill.r's  text,  but  ought  obviously 

'?        exlunScJ-     I:  ;  as  Cruice  Conjectures,  crept  into from    the    termination   of    y<iu>i«ios.      Duncker   suggests 

loo 

And  Apelles  also,  having  become  a  disciple 
of  this  (heretic),  was  not  in  the  habit  of  ad- 

vancing the  same  opinions  with  his  preceptor; 

but  being  actuated  (in  the  formation  of  his  sys- 
tem) from  the  tenets  of  natural  philosophers. 

assumed  the  substance  of  the  universe  as  the 

fundamental  principle  of  things.7 

CHAP.  I.  —  HERESY  COMPARED  TO  (  i)  THE  STORMY 

OCEAN,  (2)  THE  ROCKS  OF  THE  SIRENS;  MORAL 
FROM    ULYSSES   AND   THE    SIRENS. 

The  pupils  of  these  men,  when  they  perceive 
the  doctrines  of  the  heretics  to  be  like  unto 

the  ocean  when  tossed  into  waves  by  violence  of 
the  winds,  ought  to  sail  past  in  quest  of  the 
tranquil  haven.  For  a  sea  of  this  description  is 
both  infested  with  wild  beasts  and  difficult  of 

navigation,  like,  as  we  may  say,  the  Sicilian 
(  Sea  ),  in  which  the  legend  reports  were  Cyclops, 

and  Charybdis,  and  Scylla,  and  the  rock8  of  the 
Sirens.  Now,  the  poets  of  the  Greeks  allege 
that  Ulysses  sailed  through  (this  channel), 

adroitly  using  (to  his  own  purpose)  the  tcrrible- 
ness  of  these  strange  monsters.9  For  the  sav- 

age cruelty  (in  the  aspect)  of  these  towards 
those  who  were  sailing  through  was  remarkable. 

The  Sirens,  however,  singing  sweetly  and  har- 
moniously, beguiled  the  voyagers,  luring,  by 

reason  of  their  melodious  voice,  those  who  heard 
it,  to  steer  their  vessels  towards  (the  promontory). 

The  (poets)  report  that  Ulysses,  on  ascertaining 
this,  smeared  with  wax  the  ears  of  his  compan- 

ions, and,  lashing  himself  to  the  mast,  sailed, 
free  of  danger,  past  the  Sirens,  hearing  their 
chant  distinctly.  And  my  advice  to  my  readers 
is  to  adopt  a  similar  expedient,  viz.,  either  on 
account  of  their  infirmity  to  smear  their  ears 
with  wax,  and   sail   (straight   on)   through    the 

7  This  rendering  would  ascribe  Pantheism  to  Apelles.  The  pas- 
sage might  also  be  construed,  "  supposed  there  to  exist  an  essence 

(that  formed  the  basis)  of  the  universe." 
8  A  hiatus  here  has  given  rise  to  conjecture.  Cruice  suggests 

Xopo?  (band)  instead  of  opos. 

9  Or,  "  practices  of  the  monsters,"  or  "  inhospitable  beasts." 
Abbe  Cruice  suggests  irapojtwi',  and  Roeper  i^TrAdcTuv. 
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tenets  of  the  heretics,  not  even  listening  to  (doc- 
trines) that  are  easily  capable  of  enticing  them 

into  pleasure,  like  the  luscious  lay  of  the  Sirens, 

or,  by  binding  one's  self  to  the  Cross1  of  Christ, 
(and)  hearkening  with  fidelity  (to  His  words), 
not  to  be  distracted,  inasmuch  as  he  has  reposed 
his  trust  in  Him  to  whom  ere  this  he  has  been 

firmly  knit,  and  (I  admonish  that  man)  to  con- 
tinue stedfastly  (in  this  faith). 

CHAP, II.   THE     SYSTEM     OF    BASILIDES     DERIVED 
FROM    ARISTOTLE. 

Since,  therefore,  in  the  six  books  preceding 

this,  we  have  explained  previous  (heretical  opin- 
ions),  it  now  seems  proper  not  to  be  silent  re- 

specting the  (doctrines)  of  Basilides,2  which  are 
the  tenets  of  Aristotle  the  Stagyrite,  not  (those) 

af  Christ.  But  even  though  on  a  former  occa- 
sion the  opinions  propounded  by  Aristotle  have 

been  elucidated,  we  shall  not  even  now  scruple 

:o  set  them  down  beforehand  in  a  sort  of  synop- 
sis, for  the  purpose  of  enabling  my  readers,  by 

means  of  a  nearer  comparison  of  the  two  sys- 
tems, to  perceive  with  facility  that  the  doctrines 

idvanced  by  Basilides  are  (in  reality)  the  clever 
quibbles  of  Aristotle. 

jhai'.  in.  —  sketch  of  Aristotle's  philosophy. 

Aristotle,  then,  makes  a  threefold  division  of 

substance.  For  one  portion  of  it  is  a  certain 

,'enus,  and  another  a  certain  species,  as  that 
(philosopher)  expresses  it,  and  a  third  a  certain 
individual.  What  is  individual,  however,  (is  so) 
not  through  any  minuteness  of  body,  but  because 

by  nature  it  cannot  admit  of  any  division  what- 
soever. The  genus,  on  the  other  hand,  is  a  sort1 

:>f  aggregate,  made  up  of  many  and  differenl 
germs.      And    from    this   genus,  just    is    (from)  a 
certain  heap,  all  the  species  of  existent  things 

lerive  their  distinctions.3  And  the  genus  con- 
stitutes a  competent  cause  for  (the  production 

;>f)  all  generated  entities.  In  order,  however, 

thai  the  foregoing  statement  may  be'  clear.  I 
shall  prove  (my  position)  through  an  example. 
And  by  means  of  this  it  will  be  possible  lor  us 
to  retrace   OUT  Steps  over  the  entire   speculation 
»f  the  Peripatetic  (sage). 

chap.  iv. — aristotle's  general  ddea. 

We  affirm  the  existence  of  animal   absolutely, 
not  some  animal.  And  this  animal  is  neither 

ax,  nor   horse,  nor  man.  nor  god  ;   nor   is   it   sig 

1  Literally,  tin- 
\\  h  i'    I  lir,    llytlll  now  Itatet  in  rr^.it.l  .if  the  opinions  ol 

new  (com  I     ■  \    I  '  candrinua, 
Strom.,   in.    md   vii.;    Tertullian,  r  .    itlvi  .    I  pipl 
//.'  .  k  \ i\   .    1  heodoret,  i.  4:  Eencbius,  .  iv.  7 : 
•  11. 1  I'liil  tstrius,  c.  xxxii.). 

J  acobi     I rn  (<  rottingi  n.  1055). 
J  Or,  "  .li 

nificant  of  any  of  these  at  all,  but  is  animal 
solutely.      From  this  animal    the   species    of  all 
particular  animals  derive  their  subsistence.     And 

this  animality,  itself  the  summum  genus,*  con 
tutes  (the  originating  principle)  for  all  anin 
produced  in  those  (particular)  species,  and  (yet 
is)  not  (itself  any  one)  of  the  things  generated. 
For  man  is  an  animal  deriving  the  principle  (of 
existence)  from  that  animality,  and  horse  is  an 

animal  deriving  the  principle  of  existence  from 
that  animality.     The  horse,   and   ox,   and   1 
and  each  of  the  rest  of  the  animals,  derive  the 

principle  (of  existence)   from  the  absolute  ani- 
mal, while  animality  itself  is  not  any  of  these. 

chap.  v. •nonentity  as  a  cause. 

If,  however,  this  animality  is  not  any  of  these 

(species),  the  subsistence,  according  to  Aris- 
totle, of  the  things  that  are  generated,  derived  its 

reality  from  non-existent  entities.  For  animality, 
from  whence  these  singly  have  been  derived,  is 
not  any  one  (of  them)  ;  and  though  it  is  not 
any  one  of  them,  it  has  yet  become  some  one 
originating  principle  of  existing  things.  Hut  who 
it  is  that  has  established  this  substance  as  an 

originating  cause  of  what  is  subsequently  pro- 
duced, we  shall  declare  when  we  arrive  at  the 

proper  place  for  entertaining  a  discussion  of 
sort. 

CHAP.  VI. —  SUBSTANGE,  ACCORDING  TO  ARISTOTLE  ; 
THE    PREDICA1  I  S. 

•    Since,  however,  as  I  have  stated,  substance  is 
threefold,  vi/.,  genus,  species,  (and)   indivic! 

and  (since)  we  have  set  down  animality  as  bi 
the  genus,  and  man  the  spe<  ies,  a-  being  aire 

distinct    from   the   majority  of  animals,   but   not- 
withstanding still  to  be  identified  (with  animals 

of  his   own    kind),    inasmuch   as    not    being 

moulded  int  1  a  species  ̂ \    realized  substance, — 

(therefore  it  is,  that)  when  I  impart   form  U 
a  name  to  a  man  derived  from  the  genus,  1  Style 

him  Socrates  or  Diogenes,  or  some  one  ol  the 
main   dene iminations  l  In  use ).     And  since 

this  way,  I  repeat.)  I  comprehend  under  a  name 
the  man  who  constitul   -  a  spei  ies  that  i>  g<  ner- 
ated  from  the  genus,  1  denominate  a  sul  >1 
of  this  description    individual.       for  genus 

been  divided  into  species,  and  species  into  in- 
dividual,    but  i  is  regards)  the-  individual,  s 

it  has  been  comprehended  under  a  name. 

not  possible  that,  according  t"  its  own  n 
« ..uld  be  divided  into  anything  else,  a-  v. 
divided  each  of  the  fore  mentioned  | 

spe<  i'  ■ ) .  • 
Vristotle  primarily,  and  especially,  and  i 

eminent!)  emu  — substani  i 
'  1 

I  Ari 
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of 

what  I  said 

(and  win.  h  is)  predicated 
name  of  .ill  p 
-.  and  the  rest  thai 
.    For  it  is  true  to  sa) 

nil,  and  horse  an  animal,  and 
;ul  each  o(  the  rest.    Now 

:  the  i  ■ .  :i  "  predicated  of  a 
is,  that  inasmuch  as  it  is  one,  it 

in  like  manner  of  many  (par- 
i.  even  though  these  happen  to  be  di\ 

S,      For   neither  dues    horse    nor 
r  from   man  so  far  forth  as  he  is  an  ani- 

tnnition  o\  animal  is  said  to  suit 
-  alike;     For  what  is  an  animal?      If 

.     genera]  definition  will  comprehend 
ials.     For  animal  is  an  animated  Sub- 

lued  with   S  1.     Such  are  ox, 
1  each  o(  the  rest  (of  the  animal 

a).     But  the  meaning  of  the  expression 

"  is   this,  that  what   is   inherent  in 
as  a  part,  it  is  impossible  should 

itely  from   that  in  which  it  is.     But 
til   tes  each  of  th  ients  (resident) 

in   -  and    is   what    is   termed  Quality. 

\  •  >  this,  we  say  that  certain  per- 
a  quality  ;  for  instance,  white, 

..   just,  unjust,  temperate,  and   other 
■nilar  to  these.      But  it  is  im- 
v  oi  these  to  subsist  itself  by 

it  must  in  something  else.     If. 
mimal  which  1  predicate  of  all 

inimals,  nor  accidents  which  are  dis- 
ile  in  all  things  of  which  they  are  non- 
'.1   qualities,  i    i     subsist    themselves   by 

-.and  (yet  if)  individuals  are  formed 
.    (it    follows,    therefore,    that)    the 

ly  divid  which  is  not  made  up 
ntities.      If, 

then,  what  is  primuiiy.  and  pre-eminently,  and 
larly  denominated   :  ice  consists  of 
it  derives  existence  from  nonentities,  ac- 
_  tu  Aristotle. 

ip.  vn.  —  aristotle's  cosmogony;  his  "psy- 
Hi  i.v  ;  "    HIS    Mil  0L- 

XOWS  ARISTOTLE. 

nee,  the  statements  now 
But  not  only  is  nee 

ominati  ad)   individual, 
d  form,  and  privation.     There 

ds  the  substance,)  in  these 
hfferen  _h  the  division   be   al- 

luch  as  Substance 

•ion.   the   arrangement   of  the uch 

'  illowing.     The    world    is   divided, 

•  i    Vristotle,  into  very  nun;  i         ind 
diversified  ]  Now  thi  n  of  the  world 
wlni  h    extends    from    the   earth    to   the   moon    is 

Ar\ ,.id  of  fo  '.  guideless,  and  is  un< ' 
1  of  that    nature   alone  whit  h    he!  i  it- 

self.     But  another  (part  of  the  world  which  1: 
md  the  moon,  and  extends  to  the  surface 

of  heaven,  is  arranged  in  the  midst  of  all  order 

and  foresight  and  governance.  Now.  tin-  (celes- 
tial) superficies  constitutes  a  certain  tilth  sub- 

stance, and  is  remote  from  all  those  natural 

elements  out  of  which  the  COSmical  system  de- 
rives consistence.  And  this  is  a  certain  fifth 

Substance,  according  to  Aristotle,  —  as  it  were, 
a  certain  super-mundane  essence.  And  (this 
essence)  has  become  (a  logical  necessity)  in  his 
system,  in  order  to  accord  with  the  (  Peripatetic) 
division  of  the  world.  And  (the  topic  of  this 
fifth  nature)  constitutes  a  distinct  investigation 
in  philosophy.  For  there  is  extant  a  certain 
disquisition,  styled  A  Lee  turf  on  Physical  (  Phe- 

nomena), in  which  he  has  elaborately  treated2 
concerning  the  operations  which  are  conducted 
by  nature  and  not  providence,  (in  the  quarter 
of  space  extending)  from  the  earth  as  far  as  the 

moon.  And  there  is  also  extant  by  him  a  cer- 
tain other  peculiar  treatise  on  the  principles  of 

things  (in  the  region)  beyond  the  moon,  and 
it  bears  the  following  inscription  :  Metaphysics? 

And  another  peculiar  dissertation  has  been  (writ- 

ten) by  him,  entitled  Concerning  a  Fifth  Sub- 
stance, and  in  this  work  Aristotle  unfolds  his 

theological  opinions. 
There  exists  some  such  division  of  the  universe 

as  we  have  now  attempted  to  delineate  in  out- 
line, and  (corresponding  with  it  is  the  division) 

of  the  Aristotelian  philosophy.  His  work,  how- 
ever, (styled)  Concerning  the  Soul,  is  obscure. 

For  in  the  entire  three  books  (where  he  treats 

of  this  subject)  it  is  not  possible  to  say  clearly 

what  is  Aristotle's  opinion  concerning  the  soul. 
For,  as  regards  the  definition  which  he  furnishes 
of  soul,  it  is  easy  (enough)  to  declare  this  ;  but 

what  it  is  that  is  signified  by  the  definition4  is 
difficult  to  discover.  For  soul,  he  says,  is  an 
entelecheia  of  a  natural  organic  body;  ( but  to  i 
explain)  what  this  is  at  all.  would  require  a  very 
great  number  of  arguments  and  a  lengthened 
investigation.  As  regards,  however,  the  Deity. 

the  <  >riginator  of  all  those  glorious  objects  in 

creation,  (the  nature  of)  this  (First  Cause)  — 
even  to  one  conducting  his  speculations  by  a 
more  prolonged  inquiry  than  that  concerning 

(the  soul) — is  more  difficult  to  know  than  the 
soul  itself.     The  definition,  however,  which  Aris- 

1  Or,  "  is  sufTu  ient." 

Ir,  "  the  question  is  discussed." 3  hniral.  as  with  us,  is  thus  noted  as  curi- 
Profcssor  Caird,  Eiuyc.  Britannic,  sub  voce 

"  Metaphysi 

«  sec  Aristotle,  De  Anim.,  ii.  i. 
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totle  furnishes  of  the  Deity  is,  I  admit,  not 

difficult  to  ascertain,  but  it  is  impossible  to  com- 
prehend the  meaning  of  it.  For,  he  says,  (the 

Deity)  is  a  "  conception  of  conception  ;  "  but 
this  is  altogether  a  non-existent  (entity).  The 
world,  however,  is  incorruptible  (and)  eternal, 

according  to  Aristotle.  For  it  has  in  itself  noth- 
ing faulty,1  inasmuch  as  it  is  directed  by  Provi- 

dence and  Nature.  And  Aristotle  has  laid  down 

doctrines  not  only  concerning  Nature  and  a 

cosmical  system,  and  Providence,  and  Clod,-  but 
he  has  written  (more  than  this)  ;  for  there  is 

it  by  him  likewise  a  certain  treatise  on  ethi- 
cal subjects,  and  these  he  inscribes  Books  of 

Ethics?  But  throughout  these  he  aims  at  ren- 
dering the  habits  of  his  hearers  excellent  from 

being  worthless.  When,  therefore,  Basilides  has 
been  discovered,  not  in  spirit  alone,  but  also  in 
the  actual  expressions  and  names,  transferring 
the  tenets  of  Aristotle  into  our  evangelical  and 

savin_,r  doctrine,  what  remains,  but  that,  by  re-  \ 
storing  what  he  has  appropriated  from  others,  we 
should  prove  to  the  disciples  of  this  (heretic) 
that  Christ  will  in  no  wise  profit  them,  inasmuch 
as  they  are  heathenish? 

CHAP.  VIII.  —  BASILIDES  AND  ISIDORUS  ALLEGE  APOS- 

TOLIC  SANCTION  FOR  THEIR  SYSTEMS;  THEY 

REALLY.    1'OLI.oW   ARISTOTLE. 

basilides,  therefore,  and  Isidorus,  the  true  son 

and  disciple  of  Basilides,  say  that  Matthias1 
communicated  to  them  secret  discourses,  which, 
being  specially  instructed,  he  heard  from  the 
Saviour,  bet  us,  then,  see  how  clearly  Basilides, 
simultaneously  with  Isidorus,  and  the  entire  band 

of  these  (heretics),  not  only  absolutely  belies 
Matthias,  but  even  the  Saviour  I  [imself.  (Time ) 
was,  says  (Basilides),  when  there  was  nothing. 
Nol  even,  however,  did  that  nothing  constitute 

anything  of  existent  things ;  but,  to  express  my- 
self undisguisedly  and  candidly,  and  without  any 

quibbling,  it  is  altogether  nothing.     But  when, 

he  sa\s,  1  employ  the  expression  "was,"  1  do 
not  saj  that  it  was;  but  (I  speak  in  this  u.n  ) 
in  order  to  signify  the  meaning  of  wli.it  I  wish 

to  elucidate.  1  affirm  then,  In-  says,  that  it  was 

"  altogether  nothing."  For,  he  says,  thai  is  not 
olutel)  ineffable  which  is  named  (so),  —  al- 

though undoubted!)  we  call  this  ineffable, — but 
th.it  which  is  "noli  met  fable."  For  that  which  is 

"  non  ineffable  "  is  not  denominated  ineffable, 
bul   is,  he  Saj  -,  above  every  name  that  is  named. 

1  Literally,  "ou(  of  tune." 
itle'i    lot)   wrritj 

I'.iln  ii  in   '  .  i     hi  i  W  i     h  in    no   ""ik   i'I 
Vristotli      expresily  trend 

\\\s  Ml  !'>,'  ■  '    Mi   in  i 
  ilysi       i                                   'M.. a  of    V 

i       i 

mtu. 

*  Mi  .  i.  i.l,  "  Matthew." 

For,  he  says,  by  no  means  for  the  world  are  these 
names  sufficient,  but  so  manifold  are  its  divisions 
that  there  is  a  deficiency  (of  names).     And  I  do 
not  take   it  upon   myself  to  discover,  he   si 

proper  denominations  for  all  things.     Undoubt- 
edly, however,  one  ought  mentally,  not  by  means 

of  names,  to  ( onceive,  after  an   ineffable    man- 
ner, the  peculiarities  (of  things)  denominated. 

For  an  equivocal  terminology,  (when 
by  teachers,)  has  created  for  their  pupils 
sion  and  a  source  of  error  concerning  o 

(The   Basilidians),  in  the   first   instance,  la- 
hold    on    this    borrowed    and    furtively    den 
tenet  from  the  Peripatetic  (sage),  play  upon  the 
folly   of   those   who    herd    together  with    them. 

For  Aristotle,  born  many  generations  before  ba- 
silides, first  lays  down  a  system  in  Tlu  i  Hes 

concerning    homonymous   words.      And    these 

heretics  bring  this  (system)  to  light  as  if  it  were 
peculiarly  their  own,  and  as  if  it  were  some  novel 
(doctrine),  and  some  secret  disclosure  from  the 
discourses  of  Matthias.5 

CHAP.  IX.  —  BASILIDES    ADOPTS    THE    ARISTOTELIAN 

DOCTRINE   OF   "NONENTITY." 

Since,  therefore,  "nothing"  existed. —  (I 
mean)  not  matter,  nor  substance,  nor  what  is 

insubstantial,  nor  is  absolute,  nor  composite,6 
(nor  conceivable,  nor  inconceivable,  (nor  what  is 
sensible,)  nor  devoid  of  senses,  nor  man, nor ai 
nor  a  god,  nor,  in  short,  any  of  those  obje<  ts 
that  have  names,  or  are  apprehended  by  sense, 
or  that  are  cognised  by  intellect,  but  (are)  thus 

(cognised),  even  with  greater  minuteness,  still. 
when  all  things  are  absolutely  removed,  —  (since, 

I  say,  "nothing"  existed,)  God,  "non-existent," 
—  whom  Aristotle  Styles  "  com  eption  k<(  (  oncep- 

tion,"  but  these  (Basilidians)  "  non-existent,"  — 
inconceivably,  insensibly,  indeterminately,  invol- 

untarily, impassively,  (and)  unactuated  bj  de- 
sire, willed  to  create  a  world.  Now  1  employ, 

he  says,  the  expression  "willed"  for  the  pur] 
of  signifying  (that  he  did  so)  involuntarily,  and 
inconceivably,  and  insensibly.     And  b)  I 

pression  "world  "  I  i\n  not  mean  that  which 

subsequent!)  formed  according  to  lie.;'; division,  and  which  stood  apart;  nay,  t;:r: 
this.)  for  (1    mean)  the   germ   of  a  world. 

11,  however,  of  the  world  had  all  r 
itself.     Just  as  the  grain  of  mustard  compi 
.ill    things    simultaneously,  holding    them 
h>  ted )  togethi  r  w ithin  th  .mallest 

■ts,    stem,    bran,  hes,  and 

innumerable   grains  whit  h    ai 

the  plant,  (as)  seeds 

■ 

i 
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still),  tii.it   arc  produ<  ed 

m  them).    In  this  way, " non-existent "  God 
;t  of  nonentities,  <  asting  ami 

ie  one   Seed   that  contained   in 

on   of  the   germs  of  the 
:   I   may  render  more 

it  is  those  (heretics)  affirm,  (I  shall 
mentioi  illustration  of  theirs.)    As 

ted  ami   particoloui 
ock,  or  some  other 

(In:  re  manifold  and  particoloured, — 
:i  reality,  contains  in  itself  numerous 

is  of  manifold,  and  particoloured,  and  much 

inded  substances;  so,  he  says,  the  non- 
Mi  of  the  world,  which  has  been  de- 
the  noii  existent  God,  constitutes  at 

the  same  time  the  (Term  of  a  multitude  oi  forms 
and  a  multitude  of  substances. 

CHAP.     X.  —  ORIGIN    ok     nil      WORLD j     RVSIUDES' 
HE   "•  SONSHIP." 

All  things,  therefore,  whatsoever  it  is  possible 

and  whatever,  being   not   as   yet   dis- 
!.  one   must   omit,  were   likely  to   receive 

to   the  world  which  was   about    to   be 

rated  from  thi     S  And   this  (Seed),  at 

the  rci|uis;:  >ns,  increases  in  hulk  in  a  pe- 
culiar  manner,  according  to  accession,  as  through 
the  instrumentality  of  a  Deity  SO  ureal,  and  of 
this  description.  (But  this  Deity)  the  creature 

neither  express  nor  grasp  by  pen  -ption. 
(N  '.  ill  these  things)  were  inherent,  treasured 
in  the  S  rwards  observe  in  a  new- 

•i    child    the   growth   of   teeth,  and  paternal 
ami  intellect,  and  everything  which, 

though  previously  having  no  existence,  accrues 
unto  a  man.  growing  little  by  little,  from  a  youth- 

ful period  of  life.      but  since  it  would  be  absurd 

that    any  projection    of    a    non-existent 
ie  anything  non-existent  (for  Basilides 

altogether  shuns  and  dreads  tlie  Substances  of 
thii  ted  in  the  way  of  projection  :  for, 
(h<  of  what  sort  of  projection  is  there  a 

ty,  or  of  what  sort  of  matter'   must  we 
the  prei  M-tence,  in  order  that  Cod 

sho  world,  as  the  spider  his  web  : 
or  (as;  a  mortal  man.  for  the  purpose  of  work- 

of)  brass  or  of  wood,  or 

some  other  of  the  parts  of   matter?), —  (pro- 
out  of  the  question,)  cer- 

tain A  spoke  the  word,  and 
it   •'•  And    this,  as    these 
men  a                 that   which   has   been   stated  by 

-  Let    there    be    light,    and    then-    was 
it."J      Whence.    hi  me    the    light? :n  nothing.      For  it  has   not  been  written,  he 

;ius  only,  (that  it  came)  from 

what  sort  of  material  substance,"  etc 

the  voice  of  him  who  speaks  the  word.  And 

he  wlio  speaks  the  word,  he  says,  was  non  exist- 
ent ;  nor  was  tli.it  existent  whi<  li  was  being  pro- 

duced.3 The  seed  of  the  COSmical  system  was 
generated,  he  says,  from  nonentities;  (and  I 
mean  by  the  seed,)  the  word  which  was  spoken, 

"Let  there  be  light."  And  this,  he  says,  is  that 
which  has  been  stated  in  the  ( iospcls  :  "  He  was 
the  true  light,  which  lighteth  every  man  that 

Cometh  into  the  world."4  He  derives  his  ori- 
ginating  principles  from  that  Seed,  and  obtains 
from  the  same  source  his  illuminating  power. 
This  is  that  seed  which  has  in  itself  the  entire 

conglomeration  of  germs.  And  Aristotle  affirms 
this  to  be  genius,  and  it  is  distributed  by  him 
into  infinite  species  ;  just  as  from  animal,  which 
is  non-existent,  we  sever  ox,  horse,  (and)  man. 
When,  therefore,  the  cosmical  Seed  becomes  the 

basis  (for  a  subsequent  development),  those 

(heretics)  assert,  (to  quote  Basilides'  own 
words:)  "Whatsoever  I  affirm,"  he  says,  "to 
have  been  made  after  these,  ask  no  question  as 

to  whence.  For  (the  Seed)  had  all  seeds  treas- 
ured and  reposing  in  itself,  just  as  non-existent 

entities,  and  which  were  designed  to  be  pro- 

duced by  a  non-existent  Deity." 
Let  us  see,  therefore,  what  they  say  is  first,  or 

what  second,  or  what  third,  (in  the  development 
of)  what  is  generated  from  the  cosmical  Seed. 

There  existed,  he  says,  in  the  Seed  itself,  a  Son- 
ship,  threefold,  in  every  respect  of  the  same 
Substance  with  the  non-existent  Cod,  (and)  be- 

gotten from  nonentities.  Of  this  Sonship  (thus) 

involving  a  threefold  division,  one  part  was  re- 
fined, (another  uross.)  and  another  requiring 

purification.  The  refined  portion,  therefore,  in 
the  first  place,  simultaneously  with  the  earliest 
deposition  of  the  Seed  by  the  non-existent  one, 
immediately  burst  forth5  and  went  upwards  and 
hurried  above  from  below,  employing  a  sort  of 

velocity  described  in  poetry, — 

"...  As  wing  or  thought,"5  — 

and  attained,  he  says,  unto  him  that  is  non- 
existent. For  every  nature  desires  that  (non- 

existent one),  on  account  of  a  superabundance 
of  beauty  and  bloom.  Each  (nature  desires 
this),  however,  after  a  different  mode.  The 
more  gross  portion,  however,  (of  the  Sonship) 

continuing  still  in  the  Seed,  (and)  being  a  cer- 
tain imitative  (principle),  was  not  able  to  hurry 

upwards.  For  (this  portion)  was  much  more 
deficient  in  the  refinement  that  the  Sonship  pos- 
sessed,  which  through  itself  hurried  upward,, 
(and  so  the  more  gross  portion)  was  left  behind. 
Therefore  the  more  gross  Sonship  equipped  it- 

3  Or,  "being  declared." 
4  John  i.  a.     |  See  translator's  important  note  (i).  p.  7,  su/ra.] 
5  Literally,  "  throbbed." b  Udymy,  va.  36. 
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self  with  some  such  wing  as  Plato,  the  Preceptor 

of  Aristotle,  fastens  on  the  soul  in  (his)  Phce- 
drus.1  And  Basilides  styles  such,  not  a  wing, 
but  Holy  Spirit;  and  Sonship  invested  in  this 
(Spirit)  confers  benefits,  and  receives  them  in 
turn.  He  confers  benefits,  because,  as  a  wing 
of  a  bird,  when  removed  from  the  bird,  would 
not  of  itself  soar  high  up  and  aloft ;  nor,  again, 
would  a  bird,  when  disengaged  from  its  pinion, 
at  any  time  soar  high  up  and  aloft ;  (so,  in  like 

manner,)  the  Sonship  involved  some  such  rela- 
tion in  reference  to  the  Holy  Spirit,  and  the 

Spirit  in  reference  to  the  Sonship.  For  the  Son- 
ship,  carried  upwards  by  the  Spirit  as  by  a  wing, 
bears  aloft  (in  turn)  its  pinion,  that  is,  the  Spirit. 
And  it  approaches  the  refined  Sonship,  and  the 

non-existent  God,2  even  Him  who  fabricated 
the  world  out  of  nonentities.  He  was  not,  (how- 

ever,) able  to  have  this  (spirit)  with  (the  Son- 
ship)  itself;  for  it  was  not  of  the  same  substance 

(with  God),  nor  has  it  (any)  nature  (in  com- 
mon) with  the  Sonship.  But  as  pure  and  dry 

air  is  contrary  to  (their)  nature,  and  destructive 
to  fishes  ;  so,  in  contrariety  to  the  nature  of  the 
Holy  Spirit,  was  that  place  simultaneously  of 

non-existent  Deity  and  Sonship,  —  (a  place) 
more  ineffable  than  ineffable  (entities),  and 
higher  up  than  all  names. 

Sonship,  therefore,  left  this  (spirit)  near  that 
Blessed  Place,  which  cannot  be  conceived  or 

represented  by  any  expression.  (He  left  the 
spirit)  not  altogether  deserted  or  separated  from 
the  Sonship;  nay,  (far  from  it,)  for  it  is  just  as 

when  a  most  fragrant  ointment  is  put  into  a  ves- 
sel, that,  even  though  (the  vessel)  be  emptied 

(of  it)  with  ever  so  much  (arc,  nevertheless 
some  odour  of  the  ointment  still  remains,  and  is 

Left  behind,  even  after  (the  ointment)  is  sepa- 
rated from  the  vessel  ;  and  the  vessel  retains  an 

odour  of  ointment,  though  (it  contain)  not  the 

ointment  (itself).  So  the  Holy  Spirit  has  con- 
tinued without  any  share  in  the  Sonship,  and 

separated  (from  it),  and  has  in  itself,  similarly 
with  ointment,  its  own  power,  a  savour  of  Son- 

ship.  And  this  is  what  has  been  declared  :  "As 
the  ointmenl  upon  the  head  which  descended  to 

the  heard  ol  Viron."  !  This  is  the  savour  from 
the  Holy  Spirit  borne  down  from  above,  as  fax 
as  forml  i  m  is,  and  the  interval  ( of  space)  in 
the   vicinity   of  our   world.      And    from    tin-,    the 

Son  be-in  io  ascend,  sustained  as  it  were,  says 
fBasilides),  upon  eagles'  wings,  and  upon  the 
back.  For,  he  says,  all  (entities)  hasten  up- 

wards from  below,  from  things  inferior  to  those 
that  are  superior.  For  not  one  of  those  things 

that   are   among   things  superior,  is  so  silly  as  to 

1  See  Plato,  vol   '  I,  I'"  kkei      Mill'  i  li  ■  -  "  I 
do;  "  nn  "!>\  i"!!-.  mistake. 

2  |  Fori  on   .  ii  i  .  hi    i  \   |   \i  ill.  r'i  text  li  i  .  .■i« 
6>T"V    (11,1!  WhO   llrtlll 
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descend  beneath.  The  third  Sonship,  how< 
that  which  requires  purification,  has  continu 
he  says,  in  the  vast  conglomeration  of  all  germ  > 
conferring  benefits  and  receiving  them.  But  in 

what  manner  it  is  that  (the  third  Sonship)  re- 
ceives benefits  and  confers  them,  we  shall  after- 

wards declare  when  we  come  to  the  proper  place 
for  discussing  this  question. 

CHAP.    XI.  —  THE   "GREAT   ARCHON"   OF    BASILIDES. 

When,  therefore,  a  first  and  second  ascension 
of  the  Sonship  took  place,  and  the  Holy  Spirit 
itself  also  remained  after  the  mode  mentioned, 

the  firmament  was   placed   between   the   sup 

mundane  (spaces)  and  the  world.      For  existing 
things  were    distributed    by   basilides    into    two 
continuous  and  primary  divisions)  and  are.  ac- 

cording to  him,  denominated  partly  in  a  i  ertain 

(respect)  world,  and  partly  in  a  certain  (respect ) 
super-mundane  (spates),      lint  the  spirit,  a  line 
of  demarcation   between  the  world  and  super- 

mundane  (spaces),  is  that  which  is  both   I 
and  has  abiding  in  itself  the  savour  of  Sonship. 
While,  therefore,  the   firmament  which   is  above 
the  heaven  is  coming  into  existence,  there  burst 

forth,  and  was  begotten  from  the  (  osmii  al  S 

and  the  conglomeration  of  ail  germs,  tin-  Great 
Archon  (and)  Head  of  the  world,  (who  con 
tutes)  a  certain  (.species  of)  beauty,  and   n 

nitude,  and  indissoluble  power.'      for.  says  he. 
he  is  more  ineffable   than   ineffable  entit 

more   potent   than  potent   ones,  and   more   n 
than  wise  ones,  and  superior  to  all   the   beau: 

ones  whatever  you  could  mention.     This   t  Ar- 
chon), when  begotten,  raised   Himself  up  and 

soared  aloft,  and  was  carried  up   entire   as 

the   firmament.    And    there    He    paused,   sup- 
posing the  firmament  to  be  the  terminal 

II  is    ascension    and    elevation,  and    considt 

that    there   existed    nothing    at   all  beyond  tii 
And  than  all  the  subjacent  (entities)  wh 

there   were  among   them  which   remanu  • 
i!  me,    1  le    became    m<  \    more    | 
more   COmelj  ,  more   lustn  i 

n  nt   for  beauty  above   an)   entit    ■  ould 
mention  with  the  exception  ol  the  Sonship  alone. 
whit  h  is  still  left  in  thi  lomeration    i 

germs.     For  he  was  nol  aw  in    that  thei 
Sonship)    wiser  and    more   powerful,      nd   better 
than  I  [imself.    Therefore  imaj  1 1 
be    lord,   and   Governor,   and   a   w 

Builder,  1  le  turns  I  [imself  to  I  the  work  ol  |  the 
eieali.  in  "\    even    objc<  t   in  the   i  OSmical 

And  first,  he  deemed   it   plop-  I    DOl    I   I 
but    made    untO    Himself,  and 

adjacent   (entities),  a   Son    tar  SU| 
sell.    A\h\    wiser.       Foi    all    the- 
non  existent  1  ►eit) 
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wh  I  all 

:it.  and  loved  (  I  Inn),  and beauty 

I  ■  to  the  i  in  .it  Archon 
\n  hon  caused 

m.l).    This  is,  accord- 
..it  is  denominated  the 
\r.  hon  has  his  throne. 

then,  that  is,  the 

He  Himself,  the  Great  Wis"  Demiurge 
\i-r,  begotten   of  this 

Him,  an.l  offered  Hun 
;  with  tar  greater  wis- 

i  than  th  I  [imself. 

IP.      Ml. —  1  is      niK     "ENTELE- 

;  i.i'. 
This.  then.  xtelecheia  of  the 
natural  cording   to   Aristotle, 

body,  without  which 
omplish  no<  I  mean 
ter,   and    more    illustrious, 
ind    more  wise    than    the 

nit.  therefore,  which  Aristotle 
erning  the  soul  and 

ites  a,  applied  to  the 
\r<  hon  and  his  Son.      For  the  Archon  has 

Basilides,  a  son ;   and 
I  as  an  operation  and  completion,  Aris- 

tekcheia  of  a  natural 

ly.    As,  tin  r  :f  >r  •.  the  entelecheia  con- 
according  to  Basilii  I 

it   is   more   ineffable   than 
\11  tilings,  therefore,  have 

led  for,  and  managed  by  the  majesty  ' 
of  the  Great  At  !     i     n  )  whatever  objects 

jion  of  space  as  far  as 
quarter  onwards  air  is 

■  aether.     When  all  objects  in  the 
.    were    arranged,    again 

domeration  of)  all  germs  another 
r,  of  course,  than  all 

xception,  however, 
iship  that  had  been  left  behind,  but 

the  First  Archon.     And  this  (sec- 
I  Archon)  is  called  by  them  Rhetus.4     And 

idomad,  and  this  (Ar- 
itor  of  all  sub- 

'   11     has  likewise  made 
unto  II  the  conglomeration  of)  all 

ll  and  wise  than 

imilarly  to  what   has   been    stated   to 
ha\  lse  of  the  First  Archon. 
That  v.  in  this  quarter  (of  the  uni- 

I  luncker  and  Cruicc  properly 

from  «*<  yaAijc. 
rrcctioo  ix 

onstitutes,  he  says,  the  actual  conglomer- 
ation and  collei  tion  of  all  seeds ;  and  the  things 

which  are  generated  are  produced  according  to 
nature,  as  has  been  de<  lared  already  by  Him 
who  i  alculates  on  thing-,  future,  when  they  ought 5 
(to  In),  and  what  sort  the)  ought  (to  be),  and 
how  the)  ought  (to  be).  And  of  these  no  one 

bief,  or  Guardian,  or  Creator.  For  (a)  suffi- 
cient (cause  of  existence)  for  them  is  that  cal- 

culation which  the  Non-Existent  One  formed 
when  He  exercised  the  function  of  creati 

CHAP.     Mil.  —  PURTHER      EXPLANATION      OF      THE 

"  SONSHIP." 

When,  therefore,  according  to  these  (heretics), 

the  entire  world  and  super-mundane  entities 
were  finished,  and  (when)  nothing  exists  Labour- 

ing under  deficiency,  there  still  remains  in  the 
(conglomeration  of)  all  germs  the  third  Sonship, 
which  had  been  left  behind  in  the  Seed  to  confer 
benefits  and  receive  them.  And  it  must  needs 
be  that  the  Sonship  which  had  been  left  behind 
ought  likewise  to  be  revealed  and  reinstated 
above.  And  His  place  should  be  above  the 
Conterminous  Spirit,  near  the  refined  and  imita- 

tive Sonship  and  the  Non-Existent  One.  But 
this  would  be  in  accordance  with  what  has  been 

written,  he  says  :  "  And  the  creation  itself  groan- 
eth  together,  and  travaileth  in  pain  together, 
waiting  for  the  manifestation  of  the  sons  of 
God."6  Now,  we  who  are  spiritual  are  sons,  he 
says,  who  have  been  left  here  to  arrange,  and 
mould,  and  rectify,  and  complete  the  souls  which, 
according  to  nature,  are  so  constituted  as  to 

continue  in  this  quarter  of  the  universe.  "Sin, 
then,  reigned  from  Adam  unto  Moses,"  i  as  it 
has  been  written.  For  the  Great  Archon  exer- 

cised dominion  and  possesses  an  empire  with 
limits  extending  as  far  as  the  firmament.  And 
He  imagines  Himself  alone  to  be  God,  and  that 
there  exists  nothing  above  Him,  for  (the  reason 
that)  all  things  have  been  guarded  by  unrevealed 
Siope.  This,  he  says,  is  the  mystery  which  has 
not  been  made  known  to  former  generations; 
but  in  those  days  the  Great  Archon,  the  Ogdoad, 
was  King  and  Lord,  as  it  seemed,  of  the  universe, 
but  (in  reality)  the  Hebdomad  was  king  and 
lord  of  this  quarter  of  the  universe,  and  the 
Ogdoad  is  Arrhetus,  whereas  the  Hebdomad  is 
Rhetus.  This,  he  says,  is  the  Archon  of  the 
Hebdomad,  who  has  spoken  to  Moses,  and  says  : 
"I  am  the  God  of  Abraham,  and  Isaac,  and 
Jacob,  and  I  have  not  manifested  unto  them  the 

name  of  God  " 8  (for  so  they  wish  that  it  had 
been   written) — that    is,    the    God,   Arrhetus, 

5  This  passage  is  very  obscure,  and  is  variously  rendered  by  the 
commentators.  The  above  translation  follows  Schneidewin's  version, which  yields  a  tolerably  clear  meaning. 

6  Rom.  viii.  19,  22. 
in.  v.  14. 

8  Ex.  vi.  2,  3. 
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Archon  of  the  Ogdoad.  All  the  prophets,  there- ' 
fore,  who  were  before  the  Saviour  uttered  their 

predictions,  he  says,  from  this  source  (of  inspira- 
tion). Since,  therefore,  it  was  requisite,  he  says, 

that  we  should  be  revealed  as  the  children  of 

God,  in  expectation  of  whose  manifestation,  he 
says,  the  creation  habitually  groans  and  travails 
in  pain,  the  (Jospel  came  into  the  world,  and 
passed  through  every  Principality,  and  Power, 

and  Dominion,  and  every  Name  that  is  named.1 
And  (the  (lospel)  came  in  reality,  though  noth- 

ing descended  from  above  ;  nor  did  the  blessed 
Sonship  retire  from  that  Inconceivable,  and 

Blessed,  (and)  Non-Existent  Clod.  Nay,  (far 
from  it  ;)  for  as  Indian  naphtha,  when  lighted 

merely-  from  a  considerably  long  distance,  nev- 
ertheless  attracts  fire  (towards  it),  so  from  below, 
from  the  formlessness  of  the  conglomeration  (of 
all  germs),  the  powers  pass  upwards  as  far  as  the 
Sonship.  For,  according  to  the  illustration  of 
the  Indian  naphtha,  the  Son  of  the  Great  Archon 
of  the  Ogdoad,  as  if  he  were  some  (sort  of) 
naphtha,  apprehends  and  seizes  conceptions 

from  the  Blessed  Sonship,  whose  place  of  habi- 
•  n  is  situated  after  that  of  the  Conterminous 

(Spirit).  for  the  power  of  the  Sonship  which 
is  in  the  midst  of  the  Holy  Spirit,  (that  is.)  in 
the  midst  of  the  (Conterminous)  Spirit,  shares 
the  flowing  and  rushing  thoughts  of  the  Sonship 
with  the  Son  of  the  Great  Archon. 

CHAP.     XIV.  —  WHENCE    CAME    THE    GOSPEL;     THE 
NUMBER   OF   HEAVENS  ACCORDING  TO    BASILIDl 

EXPLANATION     OF     CHRIST'S     MIRACULOUS     CON- 
(i  ;■!  [ON. 

The  Gospel  then  came,  says  (Basilides),  first 
from    tiie    Sonship    through     the    Son,    that 
seated    beside   the   Archon,   to   the   Archon,   and 

Archon  learned  that   lie  was  not  God   of  the 

universe,  bul  was  begotten,     but    (ascertaining 
thai  l  He  has  above  I  [imself  the  deposited  treas 

ure  of  that    Ineffable   and    I  rim    ible    (and ) 
Non-existent  One.  and  of  the  Sonship,  lie  was 
both    converted   and    tilled  with   terror,  w  hen  He 

was  brought  to  understand  in  what  ignoran<  e  I  [e 
was  (involved).     This,  he  says,  is  what  has  been 

lared  :  "  The  fear  of  the   Lord  i-  the  begin- 
ning of  wisdom."  3     for,  being  orally  instructed 

by    Christ,    who    was    seated    near,    he    began    to 
acquire  wisdom,  (inasmuch  as  he  thereby)  learns 

who  i-,  the  \'on   Existenl  One,  what    the  Sonship 
(is),  what  the  Holj   Spirit   (is),  what  the  app.ua 
tus  of  the  universe  (is),  and  what  is  Likely  to  be 
die  consummation  of  things.  This  is  the  wisdom 
spoken  in  a  mystery,  concerning  which,  says 
(Basilides),  Scripture  uses  the  following  expi 

'i    i.  at. 

Or,  "  icon  men  ly." 

sions  :  u  Not  in  words  taught  of  human  wisdom, 

but  in  (those)  taught  of  the  Spirit." *  The 
Archon,  then,  being  orally  instrm  ted,  and  taught, 

and  being  (thereby)  tilled  with  fear.  ded 

to  make  confession  concerning  the  sin  which  He- 
had  committed  in  magnifying  Himself.  This,  he 

says,   is  what  is  declared  :    "  I   have  sed 
my  sin,  and  I  know  my  transgression,  (and) 

about  this  I  shall  confess  tor  ever."5  When, 
then,    the    Great    Archon    had    1  illy    in- 

structed, and  every  creature  of  the  Oj  had 
been  orally  instructed  and  taught,  and  (after)  the 
mystery  became  known  to  the  celestial  (power-). 
it  was  also  necessary  that   alb  1  the  Gospel 

should  come  to  the  Hebdomad,  in  order  like- 
wise that  the  Archon  of  the  Hebdomad  might 

be  similarly  instructed  and  indoctrinated  into  the 
Gospel.  The  Son  of  the  Great  Archon  ttl, 
ion)  kindled  in  the  Son  of  the  Archon  of  the 

Hebdomad  the  light  which  Hin 
and   had   kindled   from   above  from  tl  hip. 
And  the  Son  of  the  Archon  of  tl  mad 

had  radiance  imparted  to  Him,  and  He  pro- 
claimed the  Gospel  to  the  Archon  of  the  Heb- 

domad. And  in  like  manner  ling  to  the 
previous  account,  He  Himself  w  5  both  terrified 
and  induced  to  make  confession.  When,  there- 

fore, all  (beings)  in  the  Hel  :  had  been 
likewise  enlightened,  and  had  the  Gospel  an- 

nounced to  them  (for  in  these  regions  of  the 
universe  there  exist,  according  to  these  hen 
creatures  infinite  (in  number) , viz.,  Principal 
and  Powers  and  Rulers,  in  regard  ofwhi<  h  there 

is  extant  among  the  (  Basilidians)  6  a   very  prolix 
and  verbose  tr<  atise,  where  tl    -  e  that  there 
are  three  hundred  and  sixt)  five  heavens,  and 
thai  the  great  Archon  of  tl  from 
the  fact  that  his  name  comprises  the  computed 

number  365,  so  that,  of  course,  the  calculation 
of  the  tule  in<  hide-  all   (existing)  th 

thai    f(  ir  the  e   reasons  the  y<  ai  ■ 

many  days)  ; — but  when,  he   says,   ' 
event-,  viz.,  the  illumination  of  the  1  mad 
and    the   manifestation   of  the  Gospel)  had   thus 
taken  place,  it  was  necessary,  likewise,  that  al 
wards  the  Formlessness  existent  in  our  quarter 
of  creation  should  have  radiance  imparted  to  it, 
and  that  the  mvsteiv  should  .  led  to  the 

Sonship.  which  had  been  kit  behind  in  Form- 

lessness, just  like  an  abortion. 
NOW   this  (mvsteiv)  was   not    made   known  to 

previous  generations,  as  he  v;v>.   ii 
written,  "  Bj    revelation   was   made   known   1 
me    the    mv-teiv  ;  "      and,    "  1    1     ■ 

*  i  (    i    Ii 

i 

i  ,  ii.  hi.  j-5. 
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i  h  ii  is  not  |"  man 

light,    (therefore,)    which I  above  to  the  Son 

the   Hebdomad,  descended  from  the  Heb- 
:  of  Mary,  and  he  had 

ra.;.  rted  to  him  by  being  illuminated 
i  the  light  that  shone  upon  him.    This,  he 

been  declared  :  "  The 

II       -  !  <  ome  upon  thee,"  ■  (meaning) 
•  which  proceeded  from  the  Sonship  through 

spirit  upon  the  ( tgdoad  and 

Mary  ;  "  and  the  power  of 
l  will  o\cr>hadow  thee,"  (meaning) 

(which  streamed) 

>tial)  height  above  (through)  the 
the  creation,  which  is  (as 

far  S  in.     And  as  far  as  that  (Son)  he 
insisted  thus.     And  as  far  as 

this,  the  entire  Sonship,  which  is  left  behind  for 
1  >c : .  .Is  in   Formlessness,  and   for 

being  recipient   in   turn   of  benefits, —  (this 
S     iship,  I  say,)  when  it  is  transformed,  followed 

and    hastened    upwards,  and   came    forth 
purified.    And  it  becomes  most  refined,  so  that 

has  the  first  (Sonship),  hasten  upwards 
through  its  own  instrumentality.     For  it  possesses 
all  the  power  that,  according  to  nature,  is  firmly 

inected  with  the  light  which  from  above  shone 
down  (upon  earth). 

C1I  IP.  XV.  i  IE  UJNGS  WITH  THE  CREATURE  ; 

BASILU  ION    OF     (i)     THE    INNER     MAN, 

(2)    111  :    Ills    INTERPRETATION   OF  THE 

I  1!  RD. 

When,  therefore,  he  says,  the  entire  Sonship 
ae,  and  shall  be  abo\e  the  con- 

terminous spirit,  then  the  creature  will  become 
for  (the  creature )  groans 

until  i).  i   is  tormented,  and  waits   for  the 
manifestation  of  the  sons  of  God,  in  order  that 

all  v.  -nen  of  the  Sonship  may  ascend  from 
thence.     When  this  takes  place,  (iod,  he  says, 
will  brii  the  whole  world  enormous  igno- 
ran  ill  things  may  continue  according  to 
na:  !  that  nothing  may  inordinately  desire 

:  the  things  that  are  contrary  to  nature. 
t  from  all  the  souls  of  this  cjuar- 

ter  many  as  possess  the  nature  of 
remaining  immortal  in  this  (region)  only,  con- 

le  ( in  it  i.  aware  of  nothing  superior  or  better 
(than  their  present  state).     And  there  will   not 
prevail  imoux   or   knowledge    in    regions 
bel  js    whose     dwelling     is 
placed  it    subjacent   souls   should   be 
wrung  with  torture  from  longing  after  impossi- 

1  i  Cnr.  xii.  ̂ . 

Igmcnt,"  which  yields  no  meaning.    Roeper 

*  Rom.  mi.  iy-22. 

bilities.     (It  would  be)  just  as  if  a  fish  wen 
crave  to  UvA  on  the  mountains  along  with  sh< 
I  For)  a  wish  of  this  description  would,  he  s 
be  their  destruction.     All  things,  therefore,  that 

abide  in  (this)  quarter5  are  incorruptible,  but 

corruptible  if  they  are  disponed  to  wander  and 
«  ross  over  from  the  things  that  are  according  to 

nature.  In  this  way  the  An  lion  of  the  Hebdo- 
mad will  know  nothing  of  superjacent  entities, 

for  enormous  ignorance  will  lay  hold  on  this 
one  likewise,  in  order  that  sorrow,  and  grief, 

and  groaning  may  depart  from  him  ;  for  he  will 

not  desire  aught  of  impossible  things,  nor  will  he- 
be  visited  with  anguish.  In  like  manner,  how- 

ever, the  same  ignorance  will  lay  hold  also  on 
the  Great  Archon  of  the  Ogdoad,  and  similarly 
on  all  the  creatures  that  are  subject  unto  him, 
in  order  that  in  no  respect  anything  may  desire 
aught  of  those  things  that  are  contrary  to  nature, 
and  may  not  (thus)  be  overwhelmed  with  sorrow. 
And  so  there  will  be  the  restitution  of  all  things 
which,  in  conformity  with  nature,  have  from  the 

beginning  a  foundation  in  the  seed  of  the  uni- 
verse, but  will  be  restored  at  (their  own)  proper 

periods.  And  that  each  thing,  says  (Basilides), 
has  its  own  particular  times,  the  Saviour  is  a 

sufficient  (witness')  when  He  observes,  "Mine 
hour  is  not  yet  come."7  And  the  Magi  (afford 
similar  testimony)  when  they  gaze  wistfully  upon 

the  (Saviour's)  star.8  For  (Jesus)  Himself  was, 
he  says,  mentally  preconceived  at  the  time  of 
the  generation  of  the  stars,  and  of  the  complete 

return  to  their  starting-point  of  the  seasons  in 
the  vast  conglomeration  (of  all  germs).  This 
is,  according  to  these  (Basilidians),  he  who  has 
been  conceived  as  the  inner  spiritual  man  in 
what  is  natural  (now  this  is  the  Sonship  which 
left  there  the  soul,  not  (that  it  might  be)  mortal, 
but  that  it  might  abide  here  according  to  nature, 
just  as  the  first  Sonship  left  above  in  its  proper 
locality  the  Holy  Spirit,  (that  is,  the  spirit)  which 

is  conterminous), —  (this,  I  say,  is  he  who  has 
been  conceived  as  the  inner  spiritual  man.  and) 
has  then  been  arrayed  in  his  own  peculiar  soul. 

In  order,  however,  that  we  may  not  omit  any 

of  the  doctrines  of  this  (Basilides),  I  shall  like- 
wise explain  whatever  statements  they  put  for- 
ward respecting  a  gospel.  For  gospel  with  them, 

as  has  been  elucidated,  is  of  super-mundane 
entities  the  knowledge  which  the  Great  Archon 
did  not  understand.  As,  then,  it  was  manifested 
unto  him  that  there  are  likewise  the  Holy  Spirit 

—  that  is,  the  conterminous  (spirit)  —  and  the 
hip,  and  the  Non- Existent  God,  the  cause 

of  all  these,  he  rejoiced  at  the  communications 
made    to    him,  and  was    filled  with   exultation. 

S  "r,  "  tlicir  own  peculiar  locality"  (Bunsen). 
*   This  word  is  added  by  Bunsen. 1  John  ii.  4. 
8  Matt.  ii.  i, 
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According  to  them,  this  constitutes  the  gospel,    legends  which  likewise  Basilides  details  after  his 
Jesus,  however,  was  born,  according  to  these 
(heretics),  as  we  have  already  declared.  And 
when  the  generation  which  has  been  previously 

explained  took  place,  all  the  events  in  our  Lord's 
life  occurred,  according  to  them,  in  the  same 
manner  as  they  have  been  described  in  the  Gos- 

pels. And  these  things  happened,  he  says,  in 
order  that  Jesus  might  become  the  first-fruits  of 
a  distinction  of  the  different  orders  (of  created 

objects)  that  had  been  confused  together.1  For 
when  the  world  had  been  divided  into  an  Og- 
doad,  which  is  the  head  of  the  entire  world,  — 
now  the  great  Archon  is  head  of  the  entire 
world,  —  and  into  a  Hebdomad,  —  which  is  the 
head  of  the  Hebdomad,  the  Demiurge  of  subja- 

cent entities,  —  and  into  this  order  of  creatures 
(that  prevails)  amongst  us,  where  exists  Form- 

lessness, it  was  requisite  that  the  various  orders 
of  created  objects  that  had  been  confounded 
together  should  be  distinguished  by  a  separating 
process  performed  by  Jesus.  (Now  this  sepa- 

ration) that  which  was  his  corporeal  part  suf- 
fered, and  this  was  (the  part)  of  Formlessness, 

and  reverted  into  Formlessness.  And  that  was 

resuscitated  which  was  his  psychical  part,  and 
this  was  (part)  of  the  Hebdomad,  and  reverted 
into  the  lb  bdomad.  And  he  revived  that  (ele- 

ment in  his  nature)  which  was  the  peculiar 
property  of  the  elevated  region  where  dwells 
the  Great  Archon,  and  (that  element)  remained 
beside  the  Great  Archon.  And  he  carried  up 
wards  as  far  as  (that  which  is)  above  that  which 
was  (the  peculiar  property)  of  the  contermin- 

ous spirit,  and  he  remained  in  the  conterminous 
spirit.  And  through  him  there  was  purified  the 
third  Sonship,  which  had  been  left  for  conferring 
benefits,  and  receiving  them.  And  (through 
Jesus)  it  ascended  towards  the  blessed  Sonship, 
and  passed    through  all  these.     For  the   entire 

sojourn  in  Egypt;3  and  being  instructed  by  the 
(sages  of  this  country)  in  so  great  a  system  of 
wisdom,  (the  heretic)  produced  fruits  of  this 
description. 

CHAP.  XVI. — THE  SYSTEM  OF  SATURNII.US. 

But  one  Satumilus,3  who  flourished  about  the 
same  period  with  Basilides,4  but  spent  his  time 
in  Antioch,  (a  city)  of  Syria,  propounded  opin- 

ions akin  to  whatever  (tenets)  Menander  (ad- 
vanced). He  asserts  that  there  is  one  bather, 

unknown  to  all  —  He  who  had  made  angels, 
archangels,  principalities,  (and)  powers  :  and  that 
by  certain  angels,  seven  (in  number),  the  world 
was  made,  and  all  things  that  are  in  it.  And 
(Satumilus  affirms)  that  man  was  a  work  of 
angels.  There  had  appeared  above  from  (the 

being  of)  absolute  sway,  a  brilliant  :  image  ;  and 
when  (the  angels)  were  not  able  to  det  lin  this, 
on  account  of  its  immediately,  he  turning 
with  rapidity  upwards,   they    exhorted    ..no    an- 

other, saying,  "  Let  us  make  man  in  our  like: 
and  image."6     And  when  the  figure  w  is  formed, 
and  was  not,  he  says,  able,  owing  to  the  in 
tence  of  the  angels,  to  lift  up  itself,  but  continued 
writhing  as  a  worm,  the  Power  above,  com] 
sionating  him  on  account  of  his  having  been  born 
in  its  own  imam',  sent  forth  a  scintillation  of  life, 
which  raised  man  up,  and  caused  him  to  have 
vitality.      (Satumilus)  asserts  that  tin-  scintilla- 

tion of  life   rapidly  returns  after  death   to   t! 
things  that  are  of  the   same   order  of  existence  ; 
and   that   the   rest,   from  which   they  have    been 
generated,  are   resolved    into   those.      Vnd   the 
Saviour?  he  supposed  to  be  unbegotten  and  in- 

corporeal,  and  devoid  of  figure.     (S  turnil 
however,  (maintained  that  Jesus)  was  manifested 
as  man  in   appearance   onlj .      And   he 

mrpose  of  these  was  the  blending  together  of,    *e  God  of  the  Jews  is  one  of  th.  I,  on 

is  it  were,  the  conglomeration  of  all  germs,  and   '"  '  oun1  "»    *«*■?"  s  "    ',un-  '" 
he  distinction  of  the  various  orders  of  created   ̂ ("^',v  all  the  An  hons,  that  (  hi 

as 
th 

objects,  and   the   restoration  into  their  proper 
Component  parts  Of  things  that  had  been  blended 

ether.  Jesus,  therefore,  became  the  fit 
fruits  of  the  distinction  of  the  various  orders  of 

ireated  objects,  and  Ins  Passion  took  place  for 
iot  any  other  reason  than  the  distinction  which 
a.i.  thereby  brought  about  in  the  various  orders 
>f  created  objects  that  had  been  confounded 
ogether.     For  in  this  manner  (Basilides) 
hat  the  entire  Sonship.  which   had    been   left    in 

Formlessness  for  the  purpose  of  conferring  bene- 
its  and  receiving  them,  was  divided  into  its 
component  elements,  according  to  the  manner 
n  which  also  the  distinction  of  natures  had 

al.en     place    in    Jesus.       These,    then,    are    the 

1  See  1  lemeni   Alexandrinui,   Strom.,  ii.  p,  375,  cd.  Sylburg. Com)),  cap.  mm.  vol.  n.  p.  335,  tin  ■  leries,  | 

the  overthrow  of  the  God  of  the   lews,  and 

the  salvation  of  those  that  believe  upon  Him; 
and  that  these  have  in  them  the  scintillation 
life.      For  he  asserted  that  two  kinds  of  men 
been  formed  l>\   the  angels,  —  one  wicked, 
the  other  good.       \nd.   sin<  e   demons  fn  im    : 
to  time  assisted  wit  ked  (  nn  n.  S  itumilus  1  "  I 
that  the  Saviour  came  for  the  overthn  i 

men  and  demons,  but  for  the  sah  ition 

and  l ' 

I     V, 

•1.  iii  .  (hi 

\K  1  .    Epiph  mi 

Augustine,  ll.r> ,,  iii 
'   I  pi]  nanius  make  -  the  mom 

•i>it. 

<>  ( •r\\.  i 

MiUi  1  readi"  ■      1    ther." 
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rms  th.it  marriage  and 

Satan.    The  majority,  how- 

to   this    (heretic's nimal  food  likewise,  (and) 
eticism    (make   man) 

1    (they  maintain)   that   the 
:i    uttered,   partly   by   the 

md  partly  by  Satan,  who  is 
whom  they  suppose  to  act  in 

mil  al  '    (angels),  and 
if  the  h  ■         rhese,  then, 

truth  the  of  Saturnilus. 

xvil.  —  .  ;    HIS    DUA1  ISM  ;    DERIVES 

LES;    SK]  U  11  OF    l  UK ;  l  S. 

a'  a  native  of  Pontus,  far  more 
than  ih  reti(  s),  omitting  the  major- 

number  (of  specu- 
j     into    a    doctrine    still 
d  (the   existence   of) 

two  s  i>(  the  universe,  alleging 
certain  good   (principle), 

but  And  himself  imagin- 
that  he  was  introducing  some  novel  (opinion  ), 

ool   full  of  folly,  and  attended  by 
il  mode  of  life,  inasmuch  as  he 

hin.  >ne  of  Lustful  propensities.3    This 
iving  thought  that  the  multitude  would 

I  happen  to  be  a  disciple  of 

Empedocles,4  who  was  far  anterior 
framed  and  formed  the  same  opin- 

ion mely,  that  there  are  two  causes  of  the 
uni.  rd and  friendship.     For  what  does 

i  ting  the  plan  of  the  world? 
_h  we  haw  pre*  io  islj  spoken  (on  this 

veil   now  also,  for  the   purpose,  at 

all  events,  of  comparing  the  heresy  of  this  plagia- 
(with  its  source),  we  shall  not  be  silent. 

her)   affirms  that  all  the  ele- 
of    which    the   world   consists    and 

re  six  :  two  of  them  material, 
h  and  water;   and  two  of  them   in- 

•sts  by  which  material  objects  are  arranged 
and  altered,  (viz.,)  fire  and  air ;  and  two  of  them, 
by  mi  the  instruments,  operating  upon 

|  it.  viz.,  discord  and  friend- 
i  Empedocles)  expresses  himself  somehow 

i :  — 

"  I'hc  four  r  hear  thou  first  : 
Juno  and  Aidoncus, 

:h  tears  bedews  tin.  mortal  font."5 

•eries];    [renseus, i.  27:   [vol.  iii.,  thi=, 
illian,  Ad-.-.  .Marc,  and   I'r<rscri/>t., 

xlii. ;  Thcodoret,  Har.  Fal>.,  i.  24:   Eusc- 
;  and  St  Augustine,  //<rr.,  xxii. 

frantic." •ing   the   heresy  of  Marcion   is 
:n  the  light  which  it  throws  on  the  philosophy  of 

i'nes  55-57  in  Karsten's  edition  of  a  collection  of  the 
Empedodcan  verses. 

Jupitei  i>  lire,  and  life-giving  Juno  earth,  which 
produi  es  fruits  lor  the  support    of 
and   Aidoneus  air,   bei  although    through 
him  we  behold  all  things,  yet  himself  alone  we 
do  not  see.  But  Nestis  is  water,  for  this  is  a 

sole  vehii  le  of  (food),  ami  thus  bei  omes 
of  sustenance  to  all  those  that  are  being  nour- 

ished J  (but)  this  of  itself  is  not  able  to  afford 
nutriment  to  those  that  are  being  nourished. 

for  if  it  did  possess  the  power of  affording  nutri- 
ment, animal  life,  he  says,  could  never  be  de- 

stroyed by  famine,  inasmuch  as  water  is  always 
superabundant  in  the  world.  For  this  reason 
he  denominates  Xestis  water,  because,  (though 

indirectly)  being  a  cause  of  nutriment,  it  is  not 
(of  itself)  competent  to  afford  nutriment  to  those 
things  that  are  being  nourished.  These,  there- 

fore—  to  delineate  them  as  by  way  of  outline  — 
are  the  principles  that  comprise  (Empedocl 
entire  theory  of  the  world  :  (viz.,)  water  and 

earth,  out  of  which  (proceed)  generated  enti- 
ties ;  fire  and  spirit,  (which  are)  instruments  and 

efficient  (causes),  but  discord  and  friendship, 
which  ate  (principles)  artistically  fabricating  (the 
universe).  And  friendship  is  a  certain  peace, 
and  unanimity,  and  love,  whose  entire  effort  is, 
that  there  should  be  one  finished  and  complete 
world.  Discord,  however,  invariably  separates 
that  one  (world),  and  subdivides  it,  or  makes 
many  things  out  of  one.  Therefore  discord  is 
of  the  entire  creation  a  cause  which  he  styles 

" oulomenon"  that  is,  destructive.  For  it  is  the 
concern  of  this  (discord),  that  throughout  every 

age  the  creation  itself  should  continue  to  pre- 
serve its  existing  condition.  And  ruinous  dis- 

<  ord  has  been  ( thus)  a  fabricator  and  an  efficient 

cause  of  the  production  of  all  generated  entities  ; 

whereas  friendship  (is  the  cause)  of  the  educ- 
tion, and  alteration,  and  restoration  of  existing 

things  into  one  system.  And  in  regard  of  these 
(causes),  Empedocles  asserts  that  they  are  two 
immortal  and  unbegotten  principles,  and  such 
as  have  not  as  yet  received  an  originating  cause  of 
existence.  (Empedocles)  somewhere  or  other 

(expresses  himself)  in  the  following  manner  :  — 

"  For  if  both  once  it  was,  and  will  be;  never,  I  think, 

Will  be  the  age  eternal  void  of  both  of  these."6 

(But)  what  are  these  (two)  ?  Discord  and 
Friendship  ;  foi  they  did  not  begin  to  come  into 

being,  but  pre-existed  and  always  will  exist,  be- 
cause, from  the  fact  of  their  being  unbegotten, 

they  are  not  able  to  undergo  corruption.  But 

fire,  (and  water,)  and  earth,  and  air,  are  (enti- 
ties) that  perish  and  revive.  For  when  these 

generated  (bodies),  by  reason  of  Discord,  cease 
to  exist.  Friendship,  laying  hold  on  them,  brings 
them  forward,  and  attaches  and  associates  them 

6  These  are  lines  no,  in,  in  Stein's  edition  of  Empedocles. 
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herself  with  the  universe.  (And  this  takes  place) 
in  order  that  the  Universe  may  continue  one, 
being  always  ordered  by  Friendship  in  a  manner 
one  and  the  same,  and  with  (uninterrupted) 
uniformity. 

When,  however,  Friendship  makes  unity  out 
of  plurality,  and  associates  with  unity  separated 
entities,  I  )iscord,  again,  forcibly  severs  them  from 
unity,  and  makes  them  many,  that  is,  fire,  water, 
earth,  air,  (as  well  as)  the  animals  and  plants 
produced  from  these,  and  whatever  portions  of 
th;  world  we  observe.  And  in  regard  of  the 
form  of  the  world,  what  sort  it  is,  (as)  arran 

by  Friendship,  (Empedocles)  expresses  himself 
in  the  following  terms  :  — 

•'  For  not  from  back  two  arms  arise, 
Nol  fiit,  not  nimble  knees,  not  genital  groin, 
But  a  globe  it  wa>,  and  equal  to  itself  it  is."  ' 

An  operation  of  this  description  Friendship  main- 
tains, and  makes  (one)  most  beautiful  form  of 

the  world  out  of  plurality.  Discord,  however, 
the  cause  of  the  arrangement  of  each  of  the 
parts  (of  the  universe),  forcibly  severs  and  makes 
many  things  out  of  that  one  (form).  And  this 
i  what  Empedocles  affirms  respecting  his  own 

generation  :  — 

"Of  these  I  also  am  from  Cod  a  wandering  exile."8 

That  is,  (Empedocles)  denominates  as  God  the 

unit}- and  unification  of  that  (one  form)  in  which 
(the  world)  existed  antecedenl  to  the  separation 
and  production  (introduced)  by  Discord  among 
the  majority  ol  those  things  (that  subsisted)  in 
accordance  with  the  disposition  (effected)  by 
Discord.  For  Empedocles  affirms  Discord  to 
be  a  furious,  and  perturbed,  and  unstable  Demi- 

urge, (thus)  denominating  Discord  the  creator 
of  the  world.  For  tin  ;  con  tutes  the  condem- 

nation and  necessity  of  souls  which  Discord  for- 
cibl)  from  unity,  and  (which  it)  fashions 

and  operates  upon,  (according  to  Empedocles,) 
who  expresses  himself  after  some  sm  h  mode  as 

the  following  :  — 

"  Who  perjury  piles  on  sin, 
While  d<  mons  gain  .1  life  prolonged  ;  "  ' 

meaning  by  demons  long  lived  souls,  because 
they   are    immortal,   and    live    for    lengthened 
ages  :  — 

"  For  thrice  ten  thousand  years  banished  from  bliss; n* 
denominating   as   blissful,    those    that    have    been 
colic,  ted   by   Friendship  from   the  majority  of 

ities  into  the  process  of  unification  (arising 
out)  of  the  intelligible  world.     He  asserts  that 
those  are  exiles,  and  that 

••  In  lapse  ol  time  all  sorts  of  mortal  men  arc  born, 
Changing  the  ii  ksome  ways  of  life."  v 

1  I  im 

•'1,1,.        ,  loin). 
3  Line  i  ( Kai  -tem). 
I        1      II!' 

5  Line  6  (Kanten),  .175,  370  (Stein). 

He  asserts  the  irksome  ways  to  be  the  alterations 
and   transfigurations   of  souls   into    (successive) 
bodies.     This  is  what  he  says  :  — 

"Changing  the  irksome  ways  of  life." 

For  souls  '•  change,"  body  after  body  being 
altered,  and  punished  by  Discord,  and  not  per- 

mitted to  continue  in  the  one  (frame),  but  that 

the  souls  are  involved  in  all  des<  riptions  of  pun- 
ishment by  Discord  being  (hanged  from  body  to 

body.     He  says  :  — 
"  ̂ Ethereal  force  to  ocean  drives  the  s 

And  ocean  spurts  them  forth  on  earth's  expanse, 
And  earth  on  beams  ol  blazing  sun,  who  1 

(The  sin!-}  on  aether's  depths,  and  each  from  each 

1  A  spirit)  takes,  and  all  with  hatred  burn."6 

This  is  the  punishment  which  the  Demiurge  in- 
dicts, just  as  some  brazier  moulding  (a  piece 

of)  iron,  and  dipping  it  successively  from  fire 
into  water.  For  fire  is  the  aether  whence  the 

Demiurge  transfers  the  souls  into  the  sea  \  and 
land  is  the  earth  :  whence  he  uses  the  words, 
from  water  into  earth,  and  from  earth  into  air. 

This  is  what  (  Empedocles)  says :  — 
"  And  earth  on  beams 

Of  blazing  sun,  who  flings  (the  souls) 
On  aether's  depths,  :  from  each 
A  (spirit)  takes,  and  all  with  hatred  burn." 

The  souls,  then,  thus  detested,  and  tormented, 

and    punished    in    this   world,   are.  g    to 
Empedocles,  collected  by  Friendship  as  beii 

certain  good  (power),  and  (one)  that   p  ' 
ining  of  these,  and  the  disorderly  and  wicked 

device  of  furious  1  >iscord.  And  ( hkew  ise  Friend- 

ship is)  eager,  and  toils  to  lead  forth  little 
little  the  souls  from  the  world,  and  to  don 
ticate  them  with  unit\,  m  order  thai  all  tin- 
being  conducted  by  herself,  may  attain  u 
unification.  Therefore  on  account  of  »uch 

arrangement  on  the  part  of  destructj  ■ 
this  divided  world,  Empedocles  admonis 

11    disi  iples  to  abstain  from  all 
I.     for  he  asserts  that  the  bodies  of  anil 

are  such  as  feed  on  the  habitations  o\  punished 
And  he  !  hearei 

such    doctrines   I  as    his),  1 

;e  with  women.     (  \  id   he  issues  this  | 

cept)    in    order    that    (his   di 
co  operate  with  and   a ••  •;    th >se  work 
1  >is(  ord   fabricates,  alw  ing  an< 

bly  severing  the  work  ol   Friendship.     Emped- 
ocles asserts   that    litis  is  die  the 

management  of  the  univera  ,  expi 

somehow  thus :  — 
"Tin  re'a  something  swayed 
Endless  law  I  sealed 

lie  thus  tails  Fate  the  alteration  from  unity 

plurality,  a<  cording  to  l  >: 

'•  1 

cs  i,  a  j  Kartten] , 
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ndship.    And, 
•    i  th.it  thru-  arc 

.  water,  earth, 
.)  however,  that  there 
immortal,  unbegotten, 

(.null  illy   hostile    one    to    the   other, 
(n.r  i    Friendship.     And   (he 

[ways  is  guilty  of  injustice 
an<:  bduction  of  the 

lip,  and  of  appropriation  of 
( I  [e   ail'  ges,)   however,   that 

ship,  inasmu<  h  as  it  i>  always  and  invari- 
:  i  pow<  r),  and  intent  on  union. 

Mid  brings  towards  (itself),  and  reduce-. 
inity,  the  puts  of  the  universe  that  have  been 

<!.  and    tormented,  and    punished 
in  the  creation  by  the  Demiurge.     Some  such 

■  -in  i>i"  philosophj  as  the  foregoing  is  advanced 
\  Erap  aeration 

ind   its  destruction,  and  its  consti- 
tution, ng  of  what  is  good  and 

bad.     And  he  says  that  there  is  likewise  a  cer- 
third  power  which  is  cognised  by  intellect, 

and    that    this   can    he   understood    from    these, 

ird  and  Friendship,)  expressing  him- 
lehow  thus  :  — 

.  these  truths  you  fix, 
a  them  kindly  in  meditations  pure, 
I  time,  will  haunt  you, 
And  •  nd. 
1  ry  habit  these  will    row,  as  Nature  prompts ; 

vhich,  countless,  linger 
int  the  edge  of  care, u  Beetly, 

n  .1.  h  their  <>\\n  beloved  race; 
1  erception  and  a  share  of 

CHAP.    XVIII. —  MARCIOXISM  ;     EMPEDO- 
1ER    OF    THE 

HER! 

When,  therefore.  Marcion  or  some  one  of  his 
hounds  l>ark>  against  the  Demiurge,  and  adduces 
reas  mparison  o(  what  is  good  and 

io  them,  that  neither  Paul 

the  nor  Mirk,  he  of  the  maimed  finger,2 
arm  :   such  (tenets).     For  none   of  th 

|  has  been  written  in  the  Gospel  ac- 
coi  Mirk.      But  (the  real  author  of  the 

I'.mpedoi  I  of  Meto,  a   native 
of  \nd  (Man  ion)  despoiled  this 
(p.  .   and    imagined    that   up   to   the 

by  Hippolytus,  is  obviously ncidewin   has    furnished    an 
emc  166),  which   the  translator  has 

u  of  the  Empcdoclcan  I  'crscs, line  2. 

en    {more  sua,  vol.  i.,  p.    89]  con- 
■>    KfiAur   A'jyuir  0i5a<7<aAo«, 
1  evangelist,  which  word,  as 

t.     The  Abbe  Cruice  denies  the 
n*"  >nd  refers  us  to  an  article  in  the 

1  Philology  (Cambridge,  March, 
the  authority  of  St.  Jerome, 

irnb,  in  order  that  he  might  be 
G   MNkted  1  .-.,  ......  .  :   t  t!.-.  p  ■_.■...    ,J. 

nl  would  pass  undetected  Ins  transferer 
under  the  same  expressions,  of  the  arrangemi  nt 
of  his  entire  heresy  from  Sicily  into  the  evan- 

gelical narratives.     For  bear  with  me,  O  Mar- 
cion :  as  you  have  instituted  a  comparison  of 

what  is  good  and  evil.  I  also  to-day  will  institute 
imparison  following  up  your  own  tenets,  as 

you  suppose  them  to  be.  You  affirm  that  the 
Demiurge  of  the  world  is  evil  —  why  not  hide 
your  countenance  in  shame,  (as  thus)  teaching 
to  the  Church  the  doctrines  of  Empedocli 
You  say  that  there  is  a  good  Deity  who  destroys 
the  works  of  the  Demiurge:  then  do  not  you 
plainly  preach  to  your  pupils,  as  the  good  Deity, 
the  Friendship  of  Kmpedocles.  You  forbid 
marriage,  the  procreation  of  children,  (and)  the 
abstaining  from  meats  which  (iod  has  created 
for  participation  by  the  faithful,  and  those  that 
know  the  truth.3  (Thinkest  thou,  then.)  that 
thou  canst  escape  detection,  (while  thus)  en- 

joining the  purificatory  rites  of  Empedocles? 
For  in  point  of  fact  you  follow  in  every  respect 

this  (philosopher  of  paganism),  while  you  in- 
struct your  own  disciples  to  refuse  meats,  in 

order  not  to  eat  any  body  (that  might  be)  a 
remnant  of  a  soul  which  has  been  punished  by 
the  1  >emiurge.  You  dissolve  marriages  that  have 
been  cemented  by  the  Deity.  And  here  again 
you  conform  to  the  tenets  of  Empedocles,  in 
order  that  for  you  the  work  of  Friendship  may 
be  perpetuated  as  one  (and)  indivisible.  For, 
according  to  Empedocles,  matrimony  separates 
unity,  and  makes  (out  of  it)  plurality,  as  we 
have  proved. 

CHAP.    XIX.  — THE    HERESY    OF    PREPOX  ;     FOLLOWS 

^EMPEDOCLES  ;     MARCION    REJECTS   THE    GENERA- 
TION   OF   THE    SAVIOUR. 

The  principal  heresy  of  Marcion,  and  (the  one 
of  his)  which  is  most  free  from  admixture  (with 
other  heresies),  is  that  which  has  its  system 
formed  out  of  the  theory  concerning  the,  good 

and  bad  (God).  Now  this,  it  has  been  mani- 
fested by  us,  belongs  to  Empedocles.  But  since 

!  at  present,  in  our  times,  a  certain  follower  of 

Marcion,  (namely)  Prepon,  an  Assyrian,4  has 
endeavoured  to  introduce  something  more  novel, 
and  has  given  an  account  of  his  heresy  in  a  work 
inscribed  to  Bardesanes,  an  Armenian,  neither  of 
this  will  I  be  silent.  In  alleging  that  what  is  just 
constitutes  a  third  principle,  and  that  it  is  placed 
intermediate  between  what  is  good  and  bad, 

Prepon  of  course  is  not  able  to  avoid  (the  impu- 
tation of  inculcating)  the  opinion  of  Empedocles. 

For  Empedocles  asserts  that  the  world  is  raan- 
l   by  wicked   Discord,  and   that   the  other 

3  1  Tim.  iv.  3. 

4  What  Hippnlytus  communicates  concerning  Prepon  is  quite  ne.v. 
The  only  writer  who  mentions  him  is  Theodoret  (//<rr.  Fab.,  1.  23J. 
in  his  article  on  Apelles. 
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(world)  which  (is  managed)  by  Friendship,  is 
cognisable  by  intellect.  And  (he  asserts)  that 
these  are  the  two  different  principles  of  good  and 
evil,  and  that  intermediate  between  these  diverse 

principles  is  impartial  reason,  in  accordance  with 
which  are  united  the  things  that  have  been 

separated  by  Discord,  (and  which,)  in  accord- 
ance with  the  influence  of  Friendship,  are  accom- 

modated to  unity.  The  impartial  reason  itself, 

that  which  is  an  auxiliary  to  Friendship.  Emped- 
ocles  denominates  "  Musa."  And  he  himself 
likewise  entreats  her  to  assist  him,  and  expresses 
himself  somehow  thus  :  — 

"  For  if  on  fleeting  mortals,  deathless  Muse, 
Thy  care  it  be  that  thoughts  our  mincl  engross, 
Calliope,  again  befriend  my  present  prayer, 

As  I  disclose  a  pure  account  of  happy  gods."  ' 

Marcion,  adopting  these  sentiments,  rejected 
altogether  the  generation  of  our  Saviour.  He 
considered  it  to  be  absurd  that  under  the  (cate- 

gory   of  a)   creature    fashioned    by    destructive 
I  )iscord  should  have  been  the  Logos  that  was  an 

auxiliary  to  Friendship  —  that  is,  the  Good  Deity. 
(His  doctrine,)  however,  was  that,  independent 
of  birth,  (the  Logos)  Himself  descended  from 

above  in  the  fifteenth  year  of  the  reign  of  Tibe- 
rius Caesar,  and  that,  as  being  intermediate  be- 

tween the  good  and  bad  Deity,  He  proceeded 
to  give  instruction  in  the  synagogues.  For  if 

Hea  is  a  Mediator,  He  has  been,  he  says,  liber- 
ated from  the  entire  nature  of  the  Evil  Deity. 

Now,  as  he  affirms,  the  Demiurge  is  evil,  and 

his  works.  For  this  reason,  he  affirms,  Jesus  j 
came  down  unbegotten,  in  order  that  He  might 
be  liberated  from  all  (admixture  of)  evil.     And 
II  has,  he  says,  been  liberated  from  the  nature 
of  the  Good  One  likewise,  in  order  that  lie  may 
be  a  Mediator,  as  Paul  states,3  and  as  Himself 

acknowledges:  "Why  call  ye  me  good?  there 
is  one  good."-'  These,  then,  are  the  opinions 
of  Mar*  ion,  by  means  of  which  he  made  many 

his  dupes,  employing  the  conclusions  of  Em- 
pedoi  les.  And  he  transferred  the  philosophy 
invented  by  that  (ancient  speculator)  into  his 

own  system  of  thought,  and  (out  of  Empedo- 
cles)  constructed  his  (own)  impious  heresy. 
Hut  I  consider  that  this  has  been  sufficient!}  re 
fuied  by  us,  and  that  I  have  not  omitted  any 
opinion  of  those  who  purloin  their  opinions  from 
the  Greeks,  and  act  despitefully  towards  the  dis- 

ciples of  Christ,  as  if  they  had  become  teachers 
to  (hem   of  these   (tenets).       But    siin  e    it    seeins 

thai  we  have  sufficiently  explained  the  doctrines 
of  this  (heretic),  let  us   see  what  Carpocrates 
says. 

'  S.  hneidewin  gives  .1  restored  version  of  il«-sr  line*,  I  ticy  -nc 
found  (al  Inns  1  •,"'-;(■)  in  Stein't  edition  of  the  EmitdotUtn  •' 

2  Tertullian  combats  ihi  ■•  heretical  notions  in  his  Dt  c<»r«<- 
Chritti  [vol,  vni.  |>.  sji,  tins  series ]. 

1  ( i.»l.  in.  to, 

*  M.ilt.  xix.  17;   Mark  x.  18;    Luke  xviii.  19. 

CHAP.  XX. — THE  HERESY OF(  ARPCM  RATES  j   WIi  I 
DOCTRINES  CONCERNING  JESUS  CHRIST  ;    PI 

MAGICAL   ARTSj   ADOPT   A    METEMPSYCHOSIS. 

Carpocrates5  affirms  that  the  world  and  the 
things  in  it  were  made  by  angels,  far  inferior  to 

the  unbegotten  Father;  and  that  Jesus  was  gen- 
erated of  Joseph,  and  that,  having  been  born 

similar  to  (other)  men,  He  was  more  just  than 
the  rest  (of  the  human  race).  And  (Carpocrates 
asserts)  that  the  soul  (of  Jesus),  inasmuch  as  it 
was  made  vigorous  and  undefiled,  remembered 
the  things  seen  by  it  in  its  converse  with  the 
unbegotten  Clod.  And  (Carpocrates  maintains) 
that  on  this  account  there  was  sent  down  upon 

(Jesus)  by  that  (God)  a  power,  in  order  that 
through  it  He  might  be  enabled  to  escape 

world-making  (angels).  And  (he  says)  that  this 
power,  having  passed  through  all,  and  having 

obtained  liberty  in  all,  again  ascended''  to  (iod 
(Himself).  And  (he  alleges)  that  in  the  same 
condition  with  (the  soul  of  Jesus  are  all  the 
souls)  that  embrace  similar  objects  of  desire 
with  the  (power  just  alluded  to).  And  they 

assert  that  the  soul  of  Jesus,  (though,)  accord- 
ing to  law,  it  was  disciplined  in  Jewish  cust) 

(in  reality)  despised  them.  And  (he  says)  that 
on  this  account  (Jesus)  received  powers  wh<  1 

He  rendered  null  and  void  the  passions  m«  i- 
dental  to  men  for  their  punishment.  And  (he 

argues),  therefore,  that  the  (soul),  which,  simi- 
larly with  that  soul  of  Christ,  is  able  to  des] 

the  world-making  Archons,  receives  in  like  man- 
ner power  for  the  performance  of  similar  acts. 

Wherefore,  also,  (according  to  Carpo(  rates,  there 
are    persons   who)    have    attained    unto    such    a 
degree  of  pride  as  to  affirm  some  of  themselves 
to  be  equal  to  Jesus  Himself,  whereas  others 
among  them  to  be  even  still  more  powerful. 

But  (they  also  contend)  that  som< 
excellence  above  the  disc  :iples  of  that  t  Re- 

deemer), for  instance  Peter  and  Paul,  and  the 
rest  of  the    Apostles,  and    that    these   are    in 

ei  t    inferior  to   Jesus.      And    (Car| 

asserts)  that  the  souls  of  these  have  ori 
lit  in  that  supernal  power,  and  that   1  ons< 

they,    as    equally   despising    die    world-ma 
i.  have  been  deemed  worth)  ol  th     same 

power,  and   (of  the    pn\  ilege  | 

same  (place),     [f,  however,  an)  one  would 
spisc    earthly   concerns    more    than    did    i 
i  Sa\  iour,    ( !arpo<  rates   sa)  s  >    thai    su< 

would  be  able  to  be<  ome  sup<  :    i    I 
The  followers  of  this  he ti  tic)  pi 

1  a]  aits   and    meant  it:-  'tis,  and  up- 

I,  i,  1  ' 

/V.O'-.i.  XXIII. -XX  v.. 

1 1  lit.  ' 
1  ,!  .1   SI       \   :.;u-tiur.  .' .mi  !c  1 .  tak<  i>  from  In 

givi  11  "I    C     U  -HI*. 

»  Or, "  caw." 
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re  in  the   habit   of 
bordinate  demons  and 

rting  to)  the  rest  of 
.  alleging  that  they  poss 

now  acquiring  sway  over  the  Archons 
-  of  this  world,  nay,  even  over  all  the 
re  m  it. 

Now  these  heretics)  have  themselves  been 

Satan,  for  the  purpose  of  slander- 
Gentiles  the  divine  name  of  the 

ireh.     (And  the  devil's  object  is,)  that  men 
..   now  after  one  fashion  and   now  after 

ither,  the  doctrines  o\   those    (heretics),  and 
kin-   that  all   of  us  are   people   of  the  same 

mp,    may    turn     away    their    ears    from    the 
of  the  truth,  or  that  they  also,  looking, 

luring.)  upon  all  the  tenets  of  those 
tics),        •    speak  hurtfully  of  us.      (The 

irpocrates)  allege  that  the  souls 
transferred  from  body  to  body,  so  fir  as  that 

may  fill  up  (the  measure  of)  all  their  sins, 
n.  however,  not  one  (o(  these  sins)   is  left. 

(the  Carpocratians  affirm  that  the  soul)  is  then 
d,  and  departs  unto  that  God  above 

of  t!;e  world-making  angels,  and  that  in  this  way 
>  will  he  saved.     If.  however,  some  (souls), 

•lie  presence  ̂ (  the  soul  in  the  body  for 
.  may  by  anticipation  become  involved  in 

3  ■      if  transgressions,  they,  (accord- 
these  heretics,)   no  longer  undergo  me- 

sis.      (S  .ul-  of  this  sort.)  however,  on 

off  at  once  all  trespasses,  will,  (theCarpo- 
mancipated  from  dwelling  any 

more    in    a    body.      Certain,    likewise,    of   these 

brand'    their   own    disciples    in    the 
tts   of  the   lobe   o\    the   right   ear.      And 

make  counterfeit  images  of  Christ,  alleging 
tha!  were  in  existence  at  the  time  (during 
whi<  Lord  was  on  earth,  and  that  they  were 

Pilate.3 

!.     W.  — THE    SYSTEM     OK     CF.RTXTHUS     CON- 
\I\  ,   CHRIST. 

in  Cerinthus,3  himself  being  disci- 
in  the  te.u  hing  of  the  Egyptians,  asserted 

n  >t  made  by  the  primal  Deity, 
virtue  which  i  offshoot  from 

wer  wh  1  things,  and  which 
morant  of  the  God   that  is  above  all. 

sed  that  Jevis  was  not  generated 
that  he  was  born  son  of  Joseph 

i  Mary,  just  in  a  manner  similar  with   the  rot 

..and  that  (Jes  is)  was  more  just  and  more 

in  the  same  manner  to  these  images. 1  vol.   iii.  p. 

Hut.  Ecclesiast., 
■  t,  H.rr.  Fab., 

St.    Jerome,    Ep.,   Ixxxix. 
ticrc,  as  in  the  ;  in  the  Greek,  as 

>t  corresponds  with  the  Latin  version  of  this  portion 
of  lrcoxus'  work. 

wise  (than  all  the  human  rai  e).  And  (<  erinthus 

alleges)  that,  after  the  baptism  (of  our  Lord), 
Christ  in  form  of  a  dove  came  down  upon  him, 
from  that  absolute  sovereignty  which  is  above  all 
things.  And  then,  (according  to  this  h 

Jesus  proceeded  to  preai  h  the  unknown  Father,4 
and  in  attestation  (of  his  mission)  to  work  mira- 

cles. It  was,  however,  (the  opinion  of  Cerin- 
thus.) that  ultimately  Christ  departed  from  Jesus, 

and  that  Jesus  suffered  and  rose  again  ;  whei 

that  Christ,  being  spiritual,5  remained  beyond  the 
possibility  of  suffering. 

CHAP.    XXII.  —  DOCTRINE    OF   THE    EI1ION.EANS. 

The  Ebionseans,6  however,  acknowledge  that 
the  world  was  made  by  Him  Who  is  in  reality 

God,  but  they  propound  legends  concerning  the 
Christ  similarly  with  Cerinthus  and  Carpocrates. 

They  live  conformably  to  the  customs  of  the 
lews,  alleging  that  they  are  justified  according 
to  the  law,  and  saying  that  Jesus  was  justified  by 

fulfilling  the  law.  And  therefore  it  was,  (accord- 
ing to  the  Kbionaeans,)  that  (the  Saviour)  was 

named  (the)  Christ  of  (kid  and  Jesus,7  since  not 
one  of  the  rest  (of  mankind)  had  observed  com- 

pletely the  law.  For  if  even  any  other  had  ful- 
filled the  commandments  (contained)  in  the  law, 

he  would  have  been  that  Christ.  And  the  (Ebi- 
tns  allege)  that  they  themselves  also,  when 

in  like  manner  they  fulfil  (the  law),  are  able  to 
become  Christs  ;  for  they  assert  that  our  Lord 
Himself  was  a  man  in  a  like  sense  with  all  (the 
rest  of  the  human  family). 

CHAP.    XXIII. — THE    HERESY    OF   THEODOTUS. 

But  there  was  a  certain  Theodotus,8  a  native 
of  Byzantium,  who  introduced  a  novel  heresy. 
He  announces  tenets  concerning  the  originating 

cause  of  the  universe,  which  are  partly  in  keep- 
ing with  the  doctrines  of  the  true  Church,  in  so 

far  as  he  acknowledges  that  all  things  were 

created  by  God.  Forcibly  appropriating,  how- 
ever, (his  notions  of)  Christ  from  the  school  of 

the  Gnostics,  and  of  Cerinthus  and  Ebion,  he 
alleges  that  (our  Lord)  appeared  in  some  such 
manner  as  I  shall  now  describe.  (According  to 
this,  Theodotus  maintains)  that  Jesus  was  a 
( mere )  man,  born  of  a  virgin,  according  to  the 

risel  of  the  Father,  ami  that  after  he  had 

lived  promiscuously  with  all  men,  and  had  be- 
*  Acts  xvii.  23. 

'r,  "  paternal." 
vol.  i.  p.  352]  Irenanis,  i.  26:  [vol.  iii.  p.  651]  Tertullian, 

I'rirsc rift.,  c.  xlviii. ;  [vol.  iv.  p.  429,  this  series]  Origen,  Ccntr. 
Ccls.,  ii.  1;  Eusebius,  Hist.  Ecclesiast.,  iii.  27;  Epiphaniiis,  Hwr., 
XXX.;  and  Theodorct,  Hcrr.  Fab.,  ii.  2.  Hippolytus  is  indebted  in 
tins  artii  le  partly  to  Irenaeus,  and  partly  to  original  sources. 

7  Or,  "  that  the  Christ  of  God  was  named  Jesus  "  |  Hansen). 
8  Sec  [vol.  iii.  p.  654,  "two  Theodoti  "]  Tertullian,  Prtescrift., c.  liii.:  Eusebuis,  Hist.  Ecclesiast  ,  v.  27;  Epiphanius,  Hcrr.,  hv  ; 

and  Theodoret,  Hcrr.  Fab.,  ii.  5.  Clemens  Alexandrinus  seems  to 
have  been  greatly  indebted  to  Theodotus,  whose  system  lie  has  ex 
plained  and  commented  upon. 
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come  pre-eminently  religious,  he  subsequently  at 
his  baptism  in  Jordan  received  Christ,  who  came 
from  above  and  descended  (upon  him)  in  form 

of  a  dove-.  And  this  was  the  reason,  (according 
to  Theodotus,)  why  (miraculous)  powers  did  not 
operate  within  him  prior  to  the  manifestation  in 
him  of  that  Spirit  which  descended,  (and)  which 
proclaims  him  to  be  the  Christ.  But  (among 
the  followers  of  Theodotus)  some  are  dispo 
(to  think)  that  never  was  this  man  made  Cod, 
(even)  at  the  descent  of  the  Spirit;  whereas 
others  (maintain  that  he  was  made  Cod)  after 
the  resurrection  from  the  dead. 

CHAP.    XXIV. — THE    MEI.CI1ISEOECIANS;   THE  NICO- 
LAITANS. 

While,  however,  different  questions  have  arisen 
among  them,  a  certain  (heretic),  who  himself 
also  was  styled  Theodotus,  and  who  was  by  trade 

a  banker,1  attempted  to  establish  (the  doctrine), 
that  a  certain  Melchisedec  constitutes  the  great- 

est power,  and  that  this  one  is  greater  than 
Christ.  And  they  allege  that  Christ  happens  to 
be  according  to  the  likeness  (jf  tins  Melchise- 

dec). And  they  themselves,  similarly  with  those 
who  have  been  previously  spoken  of  as  adherents 
of  Theodotus,  assert  that  Jesus  is  a  (mere)  man, 
and  that,  in  conformity  with  the  same  account 
(already  given),  Christ  descended  upon  him. 

There  are,  however,  among  the  Gnostics  di- 
versities of  opinion  ;  but  we  have  decided  that 

it  would  not  he  worth  while  to  enumerate  the 

silly  doctrines  of  these  (heretics),  inasmuch  as 
they  are  (too)  numerous  and  devoid  of  reason, 
and  full  of  blasphemy.  Now,  even  those  (of  the 
heretics)  who  are  of  a  more  serious  turn  in  re- 

gard of2  the  Divinity,  and  have  derived  their 
systems  of  speculation  from  the  Greeks,  must 

stand  convicted  ;  (of  these  charges).  But  Nico- 
laus4  has  been  a  1  ause  of  the  wide-spread  com- 

bination of  these  wicked  men.  He,  as  one  of 
the  seven  (that  were  chosen)  for  the  diaconate,5 

was  appointed  by  the  Apostles.  (  but  \'i<  olaus) 
departed  from  COrrecl  doctrine,  and  was  in  the 

habit  of  inculcating  indifferency  o\  both  life  and 

food.''  And  when  the  disciples  (of  Nicolaus) 
continued    to    oiler    insult    to    the    Hoi)    Spirit. 

I  ihn  reproved  them  in  the  Apocalypse  as 
fornicators  and  eaters  of  things  offered  unto 
idol 

'  Concerning  the  youngei    Rieod   l,  see  [vol.  iii.  p       |     I- 
ii'lh.  in,  /'»,,-,  >./■/.,<    I  hi  ,    Epiphaniut,  Hmr.,  lv.j  and   rheodoret, 

Oi      in.  ref  reni  e  to"  (Bur 
1  Or,  "  have  been  addui  ed"  I  Mill 
4  Sec  [at  iHira]  [rent  \ui  tutoyt]  Tertullian,  l'-.r ii  >///.,  i.  xlv. ;   Epiphaniui,  ArWr.,  1     icxv,;    Eusebius,  h 

tiast.,  in.   .•,>;    Theodoret,  Hmr,   Fab.,  i,  is;  and   St.    Vuguitine, 
I I  •!■>■.,  .    9,       Bui    ■  ■  Clement,  vol.  ii   p,  173,  thia  lei 

'  |ll<-  understand!  that  the  teven  v  is  w,  j  wren  deacons. 
Bunten,  i.  |>.  .,7. 1 

0  ()i,  ''knowledge."  Bunaan  suggest!  ffy»u><M«K,  ai  translated above. 
7  Rev.  ii.  6. 

CHAP.    XXV.  —  THE    HERESY   OF   CERXX 

But  one  Cerdon  8  himself  also,  taking  occasion 
in  like  manner  from  these  (heretics)  and  Simon, 
affirms  that  the  Cod  preached  by  Moses  and  the 
prophets  was  not  Father  of  Jesiis  Christ.  For 
(he  contends)  that  this  (Father)  had  been 
known,  whereas  that  the  Father  of  Christ  '  was 

unknown,  and  that  the  former  was  just,  but  the 
latter  good.  And  Marcion  corroborated  the 

tenet  of  this  (heretic)  in  the  work  which  he 

attempted  to  write,  and  which  he  styled  .  intithe- 
ses.l°  And  he  was  in  the  habit,  (in  this  book.) 
of  uttering  whatever  slanders  suggested  them- 

selves to  his  mind  against  the  Creator  of  the 
universe.  In  a  similar  manner  likewise  (acted) 

Lucian,"  the  disciple  of  this  (heretic). 

CHAP.     XXVI.   THE     DOCTRINES     OF     APELL1 
PHILUMEXE,    HIS    PROPHETESS. 

but  Apelles,'2  sprung  from  these,  thus  expre»-es 
himself,   (saying)   that  there  is  a  certain  good 
Deity,  as  also   Marcion  supposed,  and  that   he 
who  created  all   things    is    just.      Now  he.    (ac- 

cording   to    Apelles,)    was    the     Demiurge    of 
generated  entities.     And  (this  heretic  also  main- 

tains) that  there  is  a  third  (  Deity),  the  one  wl  0 
was  in  the  habit  of  speaking  to   Moses,  and 

this  (god)  was  of  a  fiery  rj  iture,  and  that   tl 
was  another  fourth  god,  a  cause  of  evils. 

these  he  denominates  angels,     lie  utters,  how- 
ever,  slanders    against    law   and    prophets,   by 

alleging  that  the   things    that    have    been  \\  1 

an-    (of)    human    (origin),   and   are   false.      And 
(Apelles)  selects  from  the  Gospels  Or  (from    the 
writings  of)  the  Apostle  1  Paul)  whatever  pleases 
himself.      but    he    devotes    himself    to   tl 

courses  of  a  certain  I'hiluniene  as  to   the    re\ 

dons'3  of  a  prophetess,     lb-  affirms,  hi 
that    Christ    descended    from    the    powei 
that   is,  from    the   good  (Deity),  and   that    lu 
the  son  of  that  good  (Deity).      Vnd  (he  ass 
that  Jesus)   was  not  born  of  a  virgin,  and  that 
when  he  did  appear  he  was  no!  devoid  ̂ \  fl 
(He  maintains.)  however,  thai  (Chri  ted 

his  body  by  taking  portions  ̂ \  it  from  the  - 
Stance    of  the    universe:    that    is,    hot   and   cold. 
and  moist  and  dry.       \nd  (he  says  that   Chri 
on  ret  eiving  in  this  body  <  "-mn   :!    p 
tor    the    time    he   did    in    (  this  |   world.      Cut 

1  1 

Hist  1  piphanius, 
.111.1  Philaatrius,  .    xuv. 

9  1  [ippolv  ins  follow  1  1 
to  '  Ai  r>(>. .». ., .      I  his   is  the    emendation    |'i 

ctual  readin  ., 

[•  !  '     and 
Epiphaniua,  vim 

1    See  I  vol   in  v  ■ \  1     l  1  rtulli  11  . Hitl. 

Si.ri-. 

1 '  Milli  ■ 
-.  i.ius  from   1  ertulli  u 

.ly  the  ink 
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held  that  |  lently  crucified  by 
th,  md  expired,  ana  that,  being  raised 
up  after  three  days,  he  appeared  to  his  disciples. 
And  (the  Saviour)  showed   them,  (so  Apelles 

ht.)  the  prints  of  the  nails  and  (the  wound) 
in  his  side,  desirous  of  persuading  them  that  he 

in  truth  no  phantom,  hut  was  present  in  the 
i.      After,    says    (Apelles),    lie    had    shown 

them  his  flesh,  (the  Saviour)  restored  it  to  earth, 
a  which  substance   it  was   (derived.     And 

this  ho  did  because)  lie  coveted  nothing  that 
belonged  to  another.      (Though    indeed  Jes 

it  use  for  the  time  being  (what  belonged  to 
another),  he  yet  in  due  course  rendered  to  each 
(of  the  elements)  what  peculiarly  belonged  to 

them.  And  so  it  was,  that  after  he  had  oik  e 

molt-  loused  the  chains  of  his  body,  he  g 
back  heat  to  what  is  hot,  cold  to  what  is  <  old, 
moisture  to  what  is  moist,  (and)  dryness  to 
what  is  dry.  And  in  this  condition  (our  Lord) 
departed  to  the  good  Father,  leaving  the  seed 
of  life  in  the  world  for  those  who  through  his 
disciples  should  believe  in  him. 

It  appears  to  us  that  these  (tenets)  have  been 
sufficiently  explained.  Since,  however,  we  have 
determined  to  leave  nnrefuted  not  one  of  those 

opinions  that  have  been  advanced  by  any  (of 
the  heretics),  let  us  see  what  (system)  also  has 
been  invented  by  the  Docetae. 
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The  following  are  the  contents  of  the  eighth 
book  of  the  Refutation  of  all  Heresies  :  — 

What  are  the  opinions  of  the  Docetaj,  and  that 

the)'  have  formed  the  doctrines  which  they 
assert  from  natural  philosophy. 

How  Monoi'mus 2  trifles,  devoting  his  atten- 
tion to  poets,  and  geometricians,  and  arithme- 

ticians. 

How  (the  system  of)  Tatian  has  arisen  from 
the  opinions  of  Valentinus  and  Marcion,  and  how 
this  heretic  (from  this  source)  has  formed  his 
own  doctrines.  Hermogenes,  however,  availed 
himself  of  the  tenets  of  Socrates,  not  those  of 
Christ. 
Mow  those  err  who  contend  for  keeping 

Master  on  the  fourteenth  day. 
What  the  error  is  of  the  Phrygians,  who  sup- 

pose that  Montanus,  and  Priscilla,  and  Maxi- 
milla,  are  prophets. 

What  the  conceit  is  of  the  Encratites,  and 
that  l heir  opinions  have  been  formed  not  from 

the  Holy  Scriptures,3  but  from  themselves,  and 
the  GymnosophistS  among  the  Indians. 

CHAP.    I.  —  HERESIES    HITHERTO    REFUTED;    OPIN- 
[ONS   OF   THE    IKK.'ET.E. 

Since  the  great  body  of  (the  heretics)  do  not 
emplO]  the  counsel  of  the  Lord,  by  having  the 
beam   in   the   eye/  and   announce   thai    the\    see 
when   in   reality  labouring   under  blindness,  it 
seems   to   us  expedient   in   no  wise   to   be   silent 
concerning  the  tenets  of  these.  Our  object  is, 
that  by  the  refutation  accomplished  !>\  us,  the 
(heretics),  being  of  themselves  ashamed,  may 
be  broughl  to  know  how  the  Saviour  has  advised 
(men)  fust    to   take   awav  the  beam,  then  to  be 

hold    clearly    the    mote    that    is    in    thy    brother's 

1  Much  that  we  have  in  this  booh  ii  quite  new      Hippolytu 
his  articli  ""   I  in.ui.  and  in  a  measure  thai  on  thi    Encratites, 

ii  i'n  In          rhe  i  irigtn  il  ■  i 
1  >i .  "  N.iiiiiu  . 

1  |  Note  tin-  honoui  uniformly  rendered  to  the  Holy  Si  riptun the  I  u 
*  Matt.  vii.  j.  i .  Luke  vi.  41,  4.1. 

eye.  Having  therefore  adequately  and  suffi- 
ciently explained  the  doctrines  of  the  majority 

(of  the  heretics)  in  the  seven  books  before  this, 
we  shall  not  now  be  silent  as  regards  the  (heter- 

odox) opinions  that  follow  (from  these).  We 
shall  by  this  means  exhibit  the  abundance  of 
the  grace  of  the  Holy  Spirit ;  and  we  shall 
refute  those  (who  suppose)  that  they  have  ac- 

quired stedfastness  of  doctrine,  when  it  is  only 
in  appearance.  Now  these  have  styled  them- 

selves Docetae,5  and  propound  the  following 

opinions  :  — (The  Docetoe  maintain)  that  God  is  the  pri- 
mal (Being),  as  it  were  a  seed  of  a  f, 

which  is  altogether  very  diminutive  in  size,  but 
infinite  in  power.  (This  seed  constitutes,  ac- 

cording to  the  Docetae,)  a  lowly  magnitude, 
incalculable  in  multitude/  (and  )  labouring  under 
no  deficiency  as  regards  generation.  (This  seed 
is)  a  refuge  for  the  terror-stricken,  a  shelter  of 
the  naked,  a  veil  for  modesty,  (and)  the  SOUght- 
for  produce,  to  which  He  tame  in  search 
fruit),  he  says,  three  tunes/  and  did  not  i 
cover  (any).  Wherefore,  he  says,  lie  cursed 

the  fig-tree^8  because  He  did  not  \'\\u\  upon  it 
that  sweet  fruit  —  the  sought  for  produce.  And 
inasmuch  as  the  Deit)  is,  according  to  them  — 

to  express  myself  briefly — of  this  descripi 
and  so  -real,  that  is.  small  and  minute,  the  world, 
as   it   seems   to   them,   was    made    in   some    i 

manner  as  the  following  :    When  the  branch* 
the  fig  tree  became  tender,  leaves  budded  (fii 

as  one  may  (generally)  see,  and  next   in  s 
cession   the   fruit      Now.   in   this    (fruit) i    i   p 

n  \ l\ 

I 

nlitr.       I>iiii 
with  the  wi 

III    |.    IA and  " I 

Or,]'  the  I 
i  a    • •  .Mm   kxi.  i 
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,1   the   infinite  and  incal<  ulable 

1  ,,t"  ih  We  think,  therefor 
,)  that  there  are  three  (parts)  which 

primarily  pi  d  by  the  set  d  of  the  fig- 
tree,  (\  m,  which  constitutes  the  i 

i  —  the  fig  itself,  a-^  we  have  p 
d.     In  this  manner,  the  ( I  >o<  1 1 

produced  three  /Eons,  which 
from  the  primal  originating  <  u 

k-  universe.     And  Moses  has  not  been  silent 
on  :  it.  when  he  says,  that  there  are  three 

of  God,  "darkness,  gloom,  tempest,  and 
added   no  more."'     For  the    (Docetic)    says, 

.  has  made  00  addition  tO   the   three    .Kons  ; 

but  these,  in  every  respei  t.  have  been  sufficient 

t',.r  n<  ies  uf)   those  who  have  been 
n  and  are  sufficient.  God  Himself,  how- 

ever, remains  with  Himself,  tar  separated  from 
the  thn  When    each   of  these    .Kons 

had  obtained  an  originating  cause  of  generation. 
he  grew.  .!•>  has  been  declared,  by  little  and 
little,    and    (by    degrees)    was    magnified,    and 
(ultimately)   became   perfect.     But  they  think 
that  that  is  perfect  which  is  reckoned  at  ten. 
When,  therefore,   the   /Eons  had  become  equal 
in   number  and   in  perfection,  they  were,  as  (the 

i  are  of  opinion,  constituted  thirty  /Eons 
in  all,  while  each  of  them  attains  full  perfection 

in  a  decade.     And  the  three  are  mutually  dis- 
t,  and  hold  one  (degree  of)  honour  relatively 

another,    differing   in    position    merely, 
f  them  is  first,  and  the  other  s< 

ond.  and    the   other   of   these    third.      Position, 
however,  afforded  them  diversity  of  power.      For 
he  who  has  obtained  a  position   nearest  to  the 

primal  Deity  —  who  is.  as  it  were,  a  seed  —  pos-  j 
»ed  a  more  productive  power  than  the  rest, 

inasmuch  as  he  himself  who  is  the  immeasurable 

red    himself   tenfold    in    bulk.     He, 

however,  who  in  position  is  second  to  the  primal 
Deity,  has,  inasmuch  as  he  is  the  incoraprehen- 

hended  himself  sixfold.     But 

he  who  is  now  third  in  position  is  conveyed  to 
an  infinite  distance,  in  consequence  of  the  dila- 

of  his   brethren.      (  \nd  when  this  third 

a)  had  thri<  e  realized  himself  in  thought,  he 
self  with,  as  it  were,  some   eternal 

chain  of  un. 

CHAP.  M.  —  DOCET1  OF  III!    INCARNATION  j 
THEIB  DO  i  KIM  :   THEIR  ACCOUNT  OF 

:    I  HI  .Ik    NOTION   01    A  1  IhkV   GOD. 

I  heretic  s)  suppose  that  this  is  what 

d  by  the  Saviour:  "A  sower  went  forth 
:  and  that  whi<  h  fell  on  the  fair  and  g 

ind  produced, some  a  hundred-fold,  and  some 

Id,  and  some  thirty-fold."*     And  for  this 

?3. 

;   Mark  iv.  3-8;   Luke  viii.  5-8. 

reason,  the  (Doceti<  I  (that  the  Saviour) 
has  spoken  the  word-.  "  lb  that  hath  e.irs  to 
hear,  let  him  hear."  because  these  (truths) 
not  altogether  rumours.  All  these  .lions,  both 
the  three  and  all  those  infinite  (.Eons  which 

proceed)  from  these  indefinitely,  are  hermaph- 
rodite .lvuis.  All  these,  then,  after  they  had 

been  increased  and  magnified,  and  had  sprung 
from  that  one  primary  seed,  (were  actuated  by 
a  spirit)  of  concord  and  union,  and  they  all 
coalesced  into  one  /Eon.  And  in  this  manner 

they  begot  of  a  single  virgin,  Mar)','  a  joint 
offspring,  who  is  a  Mediator,  (that  is.)  the 
Saviour  of  all  who  are  in  the  (covenant  of) 
mediation.  (And  this  Saviour  is,)  in  every  re- 

spect, coequal  in  power  with  the  seed  of  the  fig- 
tree,  with  the  exception  that  he  was  generated. 
Whereas  that  primary  seed,  from  whence  the 

fig-tree  sprung,  is  unbegotten.  When,  therefore, 
those  three  .Kons  were  adorned  with  all  virtue 

and  with  all  sanctity,  so  these  teachers  suppose, 

as  well  as  that  only  begotten  child  —  for  he  alone 
was  begotten  by  those  infinite  /Kons  from  three 
immediately  concerned  in  his  birth,  for  three 
immeasurable  .Kons  being  unanimous  procreated 

him; — (after,  I  say,  the  /Eons  and  only  Son 
were  thus  adorned,)  the  entire  nature,  which  is 

nised  by  intellect,  was  fashioned  free  from 
deficiency.  Now,  all  those  intelligible  and  eter- 

nal (entities)  constituted  light.  Light,  however, 
was  not  devoid  of  form,  nor  inoperative,  nor  in 
want,  as  it  were,  of  the  assistance  of  any  (other 

power).  But  (light)  proportionately  with  the 
multitude  of  those  infinite  (.Kons)  indefinitely 

(generated)  in  conformity  with  the  exemplar  of 

the  fig-tree,  possesses  in  itself  infinite  species 
of  various  animals  indigenous  to  that  quarter  of 
creation,  and  it  shone  down  upon  the  underlying 

chaos.  And  when  this  (chaos)  was  simultane- 
ously illuminated,  and  had  form  imparted  to  it 

by  those  diversified  species  from  above,  it  de- 
rived (thereby)  solidity,  and  acquired  all  those 

supernal  species  from  the  third  /Eon,  who  had 
made  himself  threefold. 

This  third  ̂ Eon,  however,  beholding  all  his 
own  distinctive  attributes  laid  hold  on  collec- 

tively by  the  underlying  darkness  (which  was) 
beneath,  and  not  being  ignorant  of  the  power 

of  darkness,  and  at  the  same  time  of  the  secu- 

rity 1  and  profusion  of  light,  did  not  allow  his 
brilliant  attributes  (which  he  derived)  from  above 
for  any  length  of  time  to  be  snatched  away  by 
the  darkness  beneath.  But  (he  acted  in  quite  a 
contrary  manner),  for  he  subjected  (darkness) 
to  the  .Kons.     After,  then,  he   had   formed  the 

3  The  word  Mary  seems  interpolated.  Miller's  text  read-  it  after 
1 '•   fittron  '  1  Ik  passage  would  then  be   rendered  thus:    "that  is, 
Mim  who  through  the  intervention  of  Mary  (has  been  Ixirn  into  the 
world)  the  Saviour  of  all." 

•»  To  ao<t>aXt <c :  Cruice  reads,  on  the  authority  of  liernays,  a<f>t A«, i.e.,  the  simplicity. 
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firmament  over  the  nether  world,  "  he  both 
divided  the  darkness  from  the  light,  and  called 
the  light  which  was  above  the  firmament  day, 

and  the  darkness  he  called  night."  '  When  all 
the  infinite  species,  then,  as  I  have  said,  of  the 
third  Mon  were  intercepted  in  this  the  lowest 
darkness,  the  figure  also  of  the  /Eon  himself, 
such  as  he  has  been  described,  was  impressed 

(upon  them)  along  with  the  rest  (of  his  attri- 
butes). (Now  this  figure  is)  a  life-giving  fire, 

which  is  generated  from  light,  from  whence  the 
(Jreat  Archon  originated.  And  respecting  this 

(Archon)  Moses  observes:  "In  the  beginning 
God  created  the  heavens  and  the  earth."2 
Moses  mentions3  this  fiery  God  as  having  spoken 
from  the  bush,*  (batos,)  that  is,  from  the  darkish 
air.  For  the  whole  of  the  atmosphere  that 
underlies  the  darkness  is  (batos,  i.e.,)  a  medium 
for  the  transmission  of  light.  Now  Moses  has 
employed,  says  (the  Docetic),  the  expression 
batos,  because  all  the  species  of  light  pass  down 

from  above  by  means  of  their  having  the  atmos- 
phere as  a  medium  (batos)  of  transmission. 

And  in  no  less  degree  is  capable  of  being  recog- 
nised the  Word  of  Jehovah  addressed  to  us  from 

the  bush  (batos,  i.e.,  an  atmospheric  medium)  ; 

for  voice,  as  significant  (in  language)  of  a  mean- | 
ing,  is  a  reverberation  of  air,  and  without  this 
(atmosphere)  human  speech  is  incapable  of 
being  recognised.  And  not  only  the  Word  (of 
Jehovah  addressed)  to  us  from  the  bush  (batos), 

that  is,  the  air,  legislates  and  is  a  fellow-citizen 
with  (us)  ;  but  (it  does  more  than  this),  for 

both  odour-,  and  colours  manifest  to  us,  through 
the  medium  of  air,  their  own  (peculiar)  qualities. 

CHAP.  III.  —  CHRIST  UNDOES  THE  work  ok  THE 

demiurge;  DOCETIC  ACCOUNT  ok  IHI-  BAPTISM 

AND  DEATH  of  JESUS  j  WHY  111'  LIVED  FOR 
THIRTY    \  EARS   ON    EARTH. 

This  fiery  deity,  then,  after  he  became  lire 

from  light,  proceeded  to  create  tin-  world  in  the 
manner  which  Moses  describes.  lie  himself, 

however,  as  devoid   of  subsistence,  employs    the 
darkness  as    (his)    substance,  and   perpetually 
insults  those  eternal  attributes  of  light  which, 
(being)  from  above,  had  been  laid  hold  on  bv 

(the  darkness)  beneath.  I'p  to  the  time,  there- 
,  of  the  appearance  of  the  Saviour,  there 

prevailed,  by  reason  of  the  Deity  of  fiery  light, 
(that  is,)  the  1  (einiutgc,  a  certain  extensive 
delusion    of  souls.        for   the   species   are   stvled 

souls,  because  they  are  refrigerations s  from  the 
(./Eons)  above',  and  continue    in    darkness.      I'.ut 

1   (  •' '"■  '■  4.  5.  7- •  ■'  11    1.  i. 
I  Ex,  hi.  a. 

*  The  Doceta  here  attempted  in  mbiuuitiate  tbeii  lytteiu  from 
Scripture  i">    1  play  upon  words. 

'   1  worafoi  toul  is  derived  Dram  the  uune  root  j>.  that 
rigci  in*. ci. 

when    (the   souls)    are   altered    from    bodies    to 
bodies,  they  remain  under  the  guardianship 
the   Demiurge.      And  that  these   things  are 

says  (the  Docetic),  it  is  possible  also  to  perceive 
from  Job,  when  he   uses   the   following  woi 

"And    I   am   a  wanderer,  changing    both   place 
after  place,  and  house  after  house.' "'     And  1 
may  learn,  according  to  the   Docetae,  the  sam<  ) 

from  the  expressions  of  the  Saviour,  "And  if  ye 
will  receive  it,  this  is  Elias  that  was  for  to  come. 

He  that  hath  ears  to  hear,  let  him  hear.""      But 
by  the  instrumentality  of  the  Saviour  this  trans- 

ference of  souls  from  body  to  body  was  made 
to  cease,  and  faith   is  preached   for   remission 
of  sins.     After  some   such   manner,   that  onlv- 
begotten  Son,  when  He  gazes  upon  the  forms 
of  the  supernal  Mods,  which  were  transferred 
from  above   into  darkish  bodies,  coming  down, 
wished    to    descend   and   deliver   them.     When 

(the    Son),    however,    became    aware    that    the 

.  l-'.ons,  those  (that  subsist)  collectively,  are  un- able  to   behold   the   Pleroma  of  all  the  .1 

but  that  in  a  state  of  consternation  they  fear  lest 
they  may  undergo  corruption  as  being  themselves 
perishable,   and   that   they  are   overwhelmed    bv 

the  magnitude  and  splendour  of  power  ;  —  (when 
the  Son,  I  say,  perceived  this,)  lie  contrai 
Himself — as  it  were  a  very  great  flash  in  a  \ 
small  body,  nay,  rather  as  a  ray  of  vision  1 
densed  beneath  the  eyelids,  and  (in  this  condi- 

tion) He  advances  forth  as  far  as  heaven   and 

the  effulgent  stars.      And  in  this  quarter  of  crea- 
tion He  again  collects   himself  beneath   the   lids 

of  vision   according  as   He  wishes   it.      Now   the 

light    of    vision    accomplishes    the    same 

for  though  it  is  everywhere,  and  (renders  ■. 
ble)  all   things,   it   is  yet   imperceptible  to 
We,  however,  merely  see  lids  of  vision,  white 
comers  (of  the  eve),  a  tissue  which  ;s  broad. 

tortUOUS,8  (and)  exceedingly  fibrous,  a  mem- 
brane of  tile  cornea  ;  and  underneath  this. 

pupil,  which  is  shaped  as  a  beirv.  is  n  I  like 
and  round.  (And  we  observe)  whatever  other 

membranes  there  are  that  belong  to  the  light  of 
the  eve,  and  enveloped  m  which  it  lies  ,  led. 

Thus,    savs    (the    Docetic),   the   onl\  ten 

(mu\)  eternal  Child  from  above  arrayed  Him- 
self in  a  form  to  correspond  with  each  indi\  dual 

Ton    of    the    three    .l'mis;'   and   while    he 
within  the  true  out. id  of   Eons,  1 1  into 

this  world  '   just  as  we  have  desci  bed  1  lun.  un- 

6     |  |  1 

phal  touri  ■ h  tranil  ition        I 

VI  .ti     vi 

I  ' 

I    Mill,  i   ■ 
ie  The  Abbe 
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:.  unknown,  lieved.     In 
: .-,  thai  Hi-  may  be 

;  m  the  darkness  that  i>  prevalent  in  more 

:  mt  .|tuit<-iN  >>i  ii    -  (now  by  dark] 
ins)  flesh      an  angel  journeyed  with  Him 

.  .ln.I  .urn. 'mik  ed  tin-  glad  tidings  to 
tilii'  Docetii  |, as  it  has  been  written. 
,  hil.h   from  her  was  born,  as  it  has 

Aiitu-n.     And  I  If  who  came  from  above 
on  that  which  was  Lorn  ;  and  so  did   He  all 

thii  it  has  been  written  (of  Hun)  in  the 
Hie  washed   in    Ionian,  and  when   He 

prized  He  received  a  figure  and  a  seal  in 
water  of  (another  spiritual  body  beside)  the 

.  the  Virgin.     (And  the  object  of 
s,)  when  the  Archon  condemned  his  own 
r  figment    (of  flesh)  to  death,  (that  is.) 

-.  that  that  soul  which  had  been  nour- 
1  in  the  body  (born  of  the  Virgin)   might 

:   that  body  and  nail  it  to  the  (accursed) 
i  In  this  way  the  soul)  would   triumph   by 
of  this   (body)   over  principalities  and 

.'    and   would    not    be    found   naked,  but 
lid,  instead  of  that   flesh,  assume  the  (other) 
\.  which  had  been  represented  in  the  water 

when  he  wis  being  baptized.     This  is.  says  (the 

|,  what  the  Saviour  affirms  :  "Except  a 
irn   of   water  and  spirit,   he   will   not 

.to  the  kingdom  of  heaven,  because  that 
•  :n  of  the  flesh  is  flesh."a     From  the 

thirt]     Eons,  therefore,  (the  Son)  assumed  thirty 
-       And    for   this   reason    that   eternal   One 

for  thirty   years   on    the   earth,  because 
>  in  a  peculiar  manner  manifested 

during  (his  own)   year.     And  the  souls  are  all 
s    that    have   been    laid    hold    on   by 

i  of  the  thirty  /Eons ;  and  each  of  these  is 
stituted   as   to   discern    Jesus,  who   is   of 

a  n  ilar  to  their  own).     (And  it  was 

the    nature   of    this   Jesus)    which    that    only- 
n   and  eternal  One  assumed   from  ever- 

These    (places),   however,    are 
Consequently,  a  proportionate  number 

of  heresies,   with   the   utmost  emulation,  seek 
N  ill    these   heresies   have  their  own 

iliar  Jesus  :  but  he  is  seen  different!}  accord- 
the  place'  is  different  towards  which,  he 

is  borne  and  hastens.     (  Now  each 

s    that    (the   Jesus    seen    from    its 
ticular  plac<  me  that  (Jesus)  who  is  its 

ir  kinsman  and   fellow-citizen.     And 

first  beholding  (this  Jesus,  that  soul)  recog- 
s   Him  >wn  peculiar  brother,  but  I 

rds.      Those,  then,  that  derive   their 
nature  from   the  places  below,  are  not  able  to 

the   forms   of  the  Saviour  which   are   above 

them.     Those,  however,  he  says,  who  are  from 

:  >.  <4.  '5- 
n  iii.  5,  6. 

•rslext  has  "type." 

above,   from    the    intermediate   decade    and    the 
most  excellent  ogdoad      whence,  say  (the  Do 

cetae),  we  are  —  have  themselves  known  not  in 
part,  but  entirely.  Jesus  the  Saviour.      And  thi 
who  are   from  above,  are   alone    perfect,  but   all 
the  rest  are  only  partially  so. 

t  HAP.  IV. —  DOCETIC  DOCTRINE  DERIVED  FROM  THE 

GREEK    s.  mils: 

'These  (statements),  therefore,  I  consider 
sufficient  to  properly-constituted  minds  for  the 
purpose  of  attaining  unto  a  knowledge  of  the 
c  omplicated  and  unstable  heresy  of  the  Docetse. 
(But)  those  who  have  propounded  attempted 
arguments  about  inaccessible  and  incomprehen- 

sible Matter,  have  styled  themselves  Docetse. 
Now.  we  consider  that  some  of  these  are  a<  ting 
foolishly,  we  will  not  say  in  appearance,  but  in 

reality.  At  all  events,  we  have  proved  that  a 
beam  from  such  matter  is  carried  in  the  eye.  if 

by  any  means  they  may  be  enabled  to  perceive 
it.  If,  however,  they  do  not  (discern  it,  our 
object  is)  that  they  should  not  make  others 
blind.  But  the  fact  is,  that  the  sophists  of  the 
Greeks  in  ancient  times  have  previously  devised, 

in  many  particulars,  the  doctrines  of  these  (I)o- 
cetae),  as  it  is  possible  for  my  readers  (who  take 
the  trouble)  to  ascertain.  These,  then,  are  the 

opinions  propounded  by  the  Docetre.  As  to 
what  likewise,  however,  are  the  tenets  of  Mo- 

noimus, we  shall  not  be  silent. 

CHAP.  V.  —  MONOIMUS  j  MAN  THE  UNIVERSE,  AC- 
CORDING  TO  MONOIMUS;  HIS  SYSTEM  OF  THE 
MONAD. 

Monoimus4  the  Arabian  was  far  removed  from 

the  glory  of  the  high-sounding  poet.  (For  Mo- 
noimus) supposes  that  there  is  some  such  man 

as  the  poet  (calls)  Oceanus,  expressing  himself 
somehow  thus  :  — 

"Oceanus,  source  of  gods  and  source  of  men."5 

Changing  these  (sentiments)  into  other  words. 
Monoimus  says  that  man  is  the  universe.  Now 
the  universe  is  the  originating  cause  of  all  things. 

unbegotten,  incorruptible,  (and)  eternal. 
(he  says)  that  the  son  of  (the)  man  previously 
spoken  of  is  begotten,  and  subject  to  passion, 
(and)  that  he  is  generated  independently  of 

time,  (as  well  as)  undesignedly/1  (and)  without 
being  predestinated.  For  such,  he  says,  is  the 

power  of  that  man.  And  he  being  thus  consti- 
tuted in  power,  (Monoimus  alleges)  that  the  son 

was    born    quicker    than    thought   and  volition. 

*  What  is  riven  here  by  Hippolytus  respecting  Monoimus  is  quite 
new.  The  only  writer  that  mentions  him  is  Theodoret,  H<rr.  Fab., 
i.  18.     [See  Bunsen,  vol.  i.  p.  103.] 

5  liiad,  xiv.  201,  246. 

6  Or,     kinglessly,    which  has  no  meaning  here.    Miller  ther fore  alters  <i/3a<riAtuTu>5  into  a^ouA>JTu)?. 
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And  this,  he  says,  is  what  has  been  spoken  in 

the  Scriptures,  "He  was,  and  was  generated."1 
And  the  meaning  of  this  is  :  Man  was,  and  his 
son  was  generated  ;  just  as  one  may  say,  Fire 

was,  and,  independently  of  time,  and  undesign- 
edly,  and  without  being  predestinated,  light  was 
generated  simultaneously  with  the  existence  of 
the  fire.  And  this  man  constitutes  a  single 
monad,  which  is  uncompounded  and  indivisible, 
(and  yet  at  the  same  time)  compounded  (and) 
divisible.  (And  this  monad  is)  in  all  respects 

friendly  (and)  in  all  respects  peaceful,  in  all 

respects  quarrelsome  (and)  in  all  respects  con- 
tentious with  itself,  dissimilar  (and)  similar.  J 

(This  monad  is  likewise.)  as  it  were,  a  certain 
musical  harmony,  which  comprises  all  things  in 
itself,  as  many  as  one  may  express  and  may 
omit  when  not  considering;  and  it  manifests 
all  things,  and  generates  all  things.  This  (is) 

Mother,  this  (is)  Father  —  two  immortal  names. 
As  an  illustration,  however,  consider,  he  says,  as 
a  greatest  image  of  the  perfect  man,  the  one  jot 
—  that  one  tittle.  And  this  one  tittle  is  an  un- 

compounded, simple,  and  pure  monad,  which 
derives  its  composition  from  nothing  at  all. 
(And  yet  this  tittle  is  likewise)  compounded, 
multiform,  branching  into  many  sections,  and 
consisting  of  many  parts.  That  one  indivisible 
tittle  is,  lie  says,  one  tittle  of  the  (letter)  iota, 
with  many  faces,  and  innumerable  eyes,  and 
countless  names,  and  this  (tittle)  is  an  image  of 
that  perfect  invisible  man. 

CHAP.    VI.  —  MONOIMUS'    "IOTA;"    HIS    NOTIOX   OF 
THE    "  SON    OF    MAX." 

The  monad,  (that  is,)  the  one  tittle,  is2  there- 
fore, lie  says,  also  a  decade.  For  by  the  at  tual 

power  of  this  one  tittle,  are  produced  du.ul,  and 
triad,  and  tetrad,  and  pentad,  and  hevid,  and 

ad,  and  ogdoad,  and  ennead,  up  to  ten. 

for  these  numbers,  he  says,  are  capable  ̂ \ 
ly  divisions,  and  they  reside  in  that  simple 

and    uncompounded    single    tittle    of    the    i 

Ami  this  is  what  has  been  declared  :  "  It  pleased 
(G  >l)  that  all  fulness  should  dwell  in  the  Son 

of  inin  bodily."3  for  such  compositions  of 
numbers  out  of  the  simple  and  uncompounded 

ia  I iecome,  he  says,  corporeal 
realiti   >.     The  Son  of  man,  therefore,  he  says, 
has  been  generated  from  the  perfect  man,  whom 
no  one  knew  ;   every  >  feature  who  is  ignorant   of 
the  Son,  however,  forms  an    idea  of   Him  as    the 

offspring  of  a  woman.     And  certain  very  obscure 
rays  of  this  Son  which   approa<  h    this  world, 
cheek    and    control    alteration  (and)    generation. 

1    \n  illu  ion  is  evident!  |  -\m\ 
Gospel,     Mon   tut,  like  Ha  Hides,  icems  to  have  formed  his  i) 
from  the  pr.  ilogue  to  i!»'  fourth  Go 

["he  iota  with  .i  little  mark  I'laccd  above,  signifies  ten;  tlm*, l   =    HI. 

J  Col  L  xg. 

And  the  beauty  of  that  Son  of  man  is  up  to  the 

present  incomprehensible  to  all  m  nany  as 
are  deceived  in  reference  to  the  offspring  of  the 
woman.  Therefore  nothing,  he  says,  of  the  things 

that  are  in  our  quarter  of  creation  has  been  pro- 
duced by  that  man,  nor  will  aught  (of  the 

ever  be  (generated  from  him).  All  things,  how- 
ever, have  been  produced,  not  from  the  entirety, 

but  from  some  part  of  that  Son  of  man.  For 
he  says  the  Son  of  man  is  a  jot  in  one  tittle, 
which  proceeds  from  above,  is  full,  and  com- 

pletely replenishes  all  (rays  flowing  down  from 
above).  And  it  comprises  in  itself  whatever 
things  the  man  also  possesses  (who  is)  the  father 
of  the  Son  of  man. 

CHAP.    VII. — MONOIMUS   OX    THE    SAW1ATH;    ALLE- 
GORIZES   THE    ROD     OF     MOSES;     NOTION     i 

CERNING    till:    I'lX'ALOGUE. 

The  world,  then,  as  .Moses  says,  was  made  in 

six  days,  that  is,  by  six  power-,  which  (are  in- 
herent) in  the  one  tittle  of  the  iota.  (  but)  the 

seventh  (day,  which  is)  a  rest  and  Sabbath,  has 
been  produced  from  the  Hebdomad,  which  is 
over  earth,  and  water,  and  lire,  and  air.  And 

from  these  (elements)  the  world  has  been  formed 
by  the  one  tittle.  For  cubes,  and  octahedr 
and  pyramids,  and  all  figures  similar  to  these, 
out  of  which  consist  fire,  air,  water,  (and)  earth, 

have  arisen  from  numbers  which  are  compre- 
hended in  that  simple  tittle  of  the  iota.  And 

this  (tittle)  constitutes  a  perfect  son  of  a  perfe<  t 
man.    When,  therefore,  he  says,  Moses  mentions 
that  the  rod  was  changeably  brandished  tor  the 

(introduction  of  the)  plagues  throughou I  I  „\pt' 
—  now  these   plagues,   he  >r  u  ally 

expressed  symbols  of  the  creation5  —  he  dud  not 
(as  a  symbol)  tor  more  plagues  than  ten  shape 
the  rod.     Now  this  troth  constitutes  one  tittle 
of  the  iota,  and  is  (  both)   t\\.  fold  (  ami  ) 
This  sin  cession  of  ten   pi  .  the 
mundane   creation,      for  all   thin 

sin.  ken,    bring    forth    and    bear    fruit,   just    like 

vines.     Man.  he  says,  bursts  forth,  and  is  forci- 
bly separated  from  man  by  bein  d  bj  a 

i  ■  nam  stroke.     (  \nd  this  take-  pla< 
that  (man)   niav  be   generated,  ami   may  de< 
the  law  which  Moses  ordained,  who  re.  (  :\  ed 

from  ( rod.     ( Conformably ''  \\  ith  that 
the   law   constitute-   the   sen.-   o!    tl  'in- 

mandments    which    expresses   al  the 
divine  mystei  ies  of  t  those  )   ;  r,  he 

says,  all  knowledge  ̂ \  the  un  i  ntained 

'      I     \       \  II    .    Mil. 

!    Ill- 
osophcrs,  thai 

simply  ill.  ■■ 

■ 

1 1     .  i    n 

interprets  the  Mosaic  law  ai 

KkLxus 
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in  what  relates  t>>  tl  •"   of  'I*1'  u'n 
Of  the  tin  command- 

ments. Vnd  no  one  is  acquainted  with  this 

rknowl  is  (ol  the  number)  of  those 

thai  an  i  -1  «  on<  (.111111-  the  offspring  of  the 

nil.     It',  however,  you  say  that  the  Penta- 
.titutes  the  entire  law,  it  is  from  the 

imprehended  in  the  oik-  tittle. 
for  those  who  have  not  been 
I  in  understanding  a  mystery, 

;  n..t  antiquated  feast,  legal,    (ami) 
passover  of  the    Lord  God   kept 

onto  ations,  by  those  who  arc  able  to 

mystery),  at  the  commencement 

teenth  day.  which  is  the  beginning  <>t" a  de.  ade  from  which,  he  says,  they  reckon.    For 

the  in.  I'.ir  as  fourteen,  is  the  summary 
of  that  one  (tittle)  o\  the  perfect  number.      For 
one.  two.  three,  four,  become  ten  ;  ami  this   is 

the  one  tittle,      but  from  fourteen  until  one-and- 

twenty,  he  asserts  that  there  is  an  Hebdomad 
which  inheres  in  the  one  tittle  of  the  world,  and 

an   unleavened  creature   in  all  these. 

I  ir  in  what  respect,  he  says,  would  the  one  tittle 
lire  an\  sul  such  as  leaven  (derived) 

from  «  r  the  Lord's  Passover,  the  eternal 
_  en  for  generation  upon  genera- 

tion?' For  the  entire  world  and  all  causes  of 
creation  constitute  a  passover,  (i.e.,)  a  feast  of 
the  Lord.  For  God  rejoices  in  the  conversion 

of  the  creation,  and  this  is  accomplished  by  ten 
strokes  of  the  one  tittle.  And  this  (tittle)  is 

M  —  s'  rod,  which  was  given  by  God  into  the 
hand  of  Moses.  Ami  with  this  (rod  Moses) 
smites  the  Egyptians,  for  the  purpose  of  altering 
bodies.  —  as.  for  instance,  water  into  blood  ;  and 
the  rest  of  (material)  things  similarly  with  these, 
—  i  \ample.)  the  locusts,  which  is  a  sym- 

bol of  grass.  .And  by  this  he  means  the  altera- 
tion of  the  elements  into  flesh  ;  "  for  all  flesh," 

he  says.  ■•  i  '2     These  men,  neverthel 
rec  eive  even  the  entire  law  after  some  such  man- 

ner ;  adopting  very  probably,  as  I  think,  the 
opmioiis  of  those  of  the  Greeks  who  affirm  that 
there  are  Substance,  and  Quality,  and  Quantity, 
and  Relation,  and  Place,  and  Tune,  and  Posi- 

tion, and   '  nd  Possession,  and  Passion. 

CHAP.    VIII.  —  MONOIMUS    EXPLAINS    HIS     OPINIONS 

IN     \  I  rlEOPHRASTUS  ;    WHERE    T<  » 

ilM   DERIVED  FROM   PYTHAG- 
1S. 

Mon  himself,  accordingly,  in  his  letter 
to    I  sxpressly  makes  the  following 

•it:    "Omitting  to  seek  after  God,   and 
creation,  and  things   similar  to   these,  seek    for 
II  11   from  f)  thyself,  and  learn  who  it  is 

1  [Kx<»!.  mi.  17.     Comp.  i  Cor.  v.  7,  8.] 3  I*a.  1 

that  absolutely  appropriates  (unto  Himself)  all 

things  in  thee,  and  says,  •  My  ( rod  ( is)  my  mind, 

my  understanding,  my  soul,   my   body.'     And learn  from  whence  are  sorrow,  and  joy,  and  love, 
and  hatred,  and  involuntary  wakefulness,  and  in- 

voluntary drowsiness,  and  involuntary  anger,  and 

involuntary  affection;   and   if,"  he   says,   "you 
accurately  investigate  these  (points),  you  will 
discover  (God)   Himself,  unity  and  plurality,  in 
thyself,  according  to  that  tittle,  and  that  He 

finds  the  outlet  (for  Deity)  to  be  from  thyself." 
Those  (heretics),  then,  (have  made)  these  (state- 

ments), but  we  are  under  no  necessity  of 

comparing  such  (doctrines)  with  what  have  pre- 
viously been  subjects  of  meditation  on  the  part 

of  the  Greeks,  inasmuch  as  the  assertions  ad- 
vanced by  these  (heretics)  evidently  derive  their 

origin  from  geometrical  and  arithmetical  art. 
The  disciples,  however,  of  Pythagoras,  expounded 
this  (art)  after  a  more  excellent  method,'  as  our 
readers  may  ascertain  by  consulting  those  pas- 

s  (of  our  work)  in  which  we  have  previously 

furnished  expositions  of  the  entire  wisdom  of  the 
(becks.  Hut  since  the  heresy  of  Monoimus  has 

been  sufficiently  refuted,  let  us  see  what  are  the 
fictitious  doctrines  which,  the  rest  also  (of  these 
heretics)  devise,  in  their  desire  to  set  up  for 
themselves  an  empty  name. 

CHAP.    IX. — TATIAN. 

Tatian,4  however,  although  being  himself  a 
disciple  of  Justinus  the  Martyr,  did  not  entertain 

similar  opinions  with  his  master.  But  he  at- 
tempted (to  establish)  certain  novel  (tenets), 

and  affirmed  that  there  existed  certain  invisible 

/Eons.  And  he  framed  a  legendary  account  (of 

them),  similarly  to  those  (spoken  of)  by  Yalen- 
tinus.  And  similarly  with  Marcion,  he  asserts 
that  marriage  is  destruction.  But  he  alleges  that 
Adam  is  not  saved  on  account  of  his  having  been 
the  author  of  disobedience.  And  so  far  for  the 
doctrines  of  Tatian. 

CHAP.  X.  —  HERMOGENES;  ADOPTS  THE  SOCRATIC 
PHILOSOPHY  ;  HIS  N<  HIOX  CONCERNING  THE 

BIRTH    AND    BODY   OF   OUR   LORD. 

But  a  certain  Hermogenes,5  himself  also  im- 
agining that  he  propounded  some  novel  opinion, 

said  that  God  made  all  things  out  of  coeval  and 

ungenerated  matter.  For  that  it  was  impossible 
that  God  could  make  generated  things  out  of 

things  that  are  not.     And  that   God   is'  always 

3  Literally,  "  nobly  born." 
4  See  [vol.  i.  pp.  353,  457.  But  see  his  works,  vol.  ii.  p.  61,  this 

series];   Irenxus,  i.  28;  Eusebius,  Hist.  Ecclesiast.,  iv.  16,  v.  13; 

nuns,  Hter.,  xlvi. ;  Jerome,  1'i'r.  Illustr.,  c.  xxix.:   and  The- odoret.  Hter.  Fab.,  i.  20. 

5  Sec  [vol.  iii.  p.  257,  also  p.  477]  Tcrtullian,  Pro's*,  ri fit.,  c. 
\v\.;  [vol.  iv.  p.  245,  this  series]  Ongen,  llfpi.  ap\.,  i.  2;  Euse- 
bius,  De  Pra-fi.,  vii.  8,  9:  St.  Augustine.  Har.,  lix.;  Theodoret, 
Hter.  Fab.,  i.  iy;   and  Philastrius,  J/u-r.,  Iv. 
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ird,  and  always  Creator,  and  matter  always  a 

^servient  (substance),  and  that  which  is  as- 
king phases  of  being  —  not,  however,  the 

lole  of  it.  For  when  it  was  being  continually 
)ved  in  a  rude  and  disorderly  manner,  He 
iuced  (matter)  into  order  by  the  following 
pedient.  As  He  gazed  (upon  matter)  in  a 

•thing  condition,  like  (the  contents  of)  a  pot 
ien  a  fire  is  burning  underneath,  He  effected 
partial  separation.  And  taking  one  portion 
m  the  whole,  He  subdued  it,  but  another  He 
owed  to  be  whirled  in  a  disorderly  manner, 
id  he  asserts  that  what  was  (thus)  subdued  is 
i  world,  but  that  another  portion  remains  wild, 
d  is  denominated  chaotic  '  matter.  He  asserts 
it  this  constitutes  the  substance  of  all  things, 
if  introducing  a  novel  tenet  for  his  disciples. 
i  does  not,  however,  reflect  that  this  happens 
be  the  Socratic  discourse,  which  (indeed)  is  j 
irked  out  more  elaborately  by  Plato  than  by 
jrmogenes.  lie  acknowledges,  however,  that 
irist  is  the  Son  of  the  God  who  created  all 

ngs ;  and  along  with  (this  admission),  he  | 
nfesses  that  he  was  born  of  a  virgin  and  of 

le)  Spirit,  according  to  the  voice  of  the  ( k)S- 
ls.  And  ( I  [ermogenes  maintains  that  Christ ), 
er  His  passion,  was  raised  up  in  a  body, 
d  that  He  appeared  to  Mis  disciples,  and 
it  as  He  went  up  into  heaven  He  left  His 
dy  in  the  sun,  but  that  He  Himself  proceeded 
to  the  Father.     Now  (Hermogenes)  resorts 
testimony,  thinking  to  support  himself  by 

iat  is  spoken,  (viz.,)  what  the  l'sahnist  David 
ta  :  "In  the  sun  he  hath  placed  his  tabernacle, 
d  himself  (is)  as  a  bridegroom  coming  forth 
'in  his  nuptial  chamber,  (and)  he  will  rejoice 

a  giant  to  run  his  course."2  These,  then,  are 
i  opinions  which  also  Hermogenes  attempted 
establish. 

CHAP.    XI. — Till".   QUARTODECIMANS. 

And  certain  other  (heretics),  contentious  by 
hire,  (and)  wholly  uninformed  as  regards 
bwledge,  as  well  as  in  their  manner  more 

um  usually)  quarrelsome,  combine  (in  main- 
ping)  thai  Easter  should  be  kept  on  the  four- 

hlth  day  ;  of  the  firsl  month,  according  to  the 
mmandment  of  the  law,  on  whatever  (\.\\  (ol 
t  week)  it  should  occur,     (but  in  this)  they 

gard    what    has   been    written    in    the    law. 

u  he  will  he  accursed  who  does  not  so  keep 
k  commandment)  as  it  is  enjoined.  The) 
not,  however,  attend  to  this  (fact),  that  the 

;al  enactment  was  made  tor  Jew-,,  who  in 
|es    to    iiune    should    kill    the    real    Passover.  < 

1  I  it(  i  illy,  "  unadorned." 
1   •'■    Kix.  4,  3. 
I  They   wei  1     called  "  Quartodecimant."     (See   Euac 
s,  Hist.  Ecrltsiast.,  v.  c.   xxii.  \\\   .   EpiphanillS,  //.<>,  I  ;  .in. I 
lodoret,  //..'.  / .. 

*  [Bunsen,   1.    p.    <•■.  |      ["he    chaptei   on   the  Quartodecimani 
ccs  wiili  ii..  which,  wa  art  informed  in  aa  extract  from 

And  this  (paschal  sacrifice,  in  its  efficacy.)  has 
spread  unto  the  Gentiles,  and  is  discerned  by 
faith,  and  not  now  observed  in  letter  (merely). 
They  attend  to  this  one  commandment,  and  do 
not  look  unto  what  has  been  spoken  by  the 

apostle  :  "  For  I  testify  to  every  man  that  is  cir- 
cumcised, that  he  is  a  debtor  to  keep  the  whole 

law."  s  in  other  respects,  however,  these  con- 
sent to  all  the  traditions  delivered  to  the  Church 

by  the  Apostles.6 
CHAP.     XII. THE     MONTANBTS  ;      I'KISCH.LA     AND 

MAXIMILLA      THEIR      PROPHETESSES  j      SOME     OF 
THEM    NOETIANS, 

But  there  are  others  who  themselves  are  even 

more  heretical  in  nature  (than  the  foregou 

and  are  Phrygians  7  by  birth.  These  have  been 
rendered  victims  of  error  from  being  previously 

captivated  by  (two)  wrett  bed  women,  called  a 
certain  Priscilla  and  Maximilla,  whom  they  sup- 

posed (to  be)  prophetesses.  And  they  assert 
that  into  these  the  Paraclete  Spirit  had  departed  ; 
and  antecedently  to  them,  they  in  like  manner 
consider  Montanus  as  a  prophet.  And  being  in 
possession  of  an  infinite  number  of  their  books, 
(the  Phrygians)  are  overrun  with  delusion  ;  and 
they  do  not  judge  whatever  statements  are  made 
by  them,  according  to  (the  (  riterion  of)  reason  ; 
nor  do  they  give  heed  unto  those  who  are  com- 

petent to  decide  ;  but  they  are  heedlessly  s. 
onwards,  by  the  reliance  which  they  p 

these  (impostors).  And  they  allege  that  they 
have  learned  something  more  through  these,  than 

from  law,  and  prophets,  and  the  Gospels.  Put 

they  magnify  these  wretched  women  above  the 
Apostles  and  every  gift  of  Grace,  so  thai  some 
of  them  presume  to  assert  that  there  is  in  them 
a  something  superior  to  Christ.  These  acknowl- 

edge God  to  be  the  I'atlu  r  of  the  universe,  and 
Creator  of  all  things,  similarly  with  the  Chui 
and  (receive)  as  many  things  as  the  Gospel 
testifies  concerning  Christ.  They  inti 

however,  the  novelties  ol  fasts,8  and  feasts,  and 
meals  of  parched  food,  and  repass  of  radii 

alleging  that  they  have  been  in  women. 
And  some  o(  these   assent    to   the   h<  the 

Noetians,  and  affirm    that    the    bather  hi 

Hippolytus' 
U<  \. in. In. 1,  ». ,;.'.'  II,  ■  I  Ills  Would 

Ol    the  A',  f :..'.!.■:  its. 
Gal. 

6  III.-  n  zardi  the  1  I 

1  'I 

1 .11-..  from  1 

"     tills   11. Illl.  ■    • 
Ills.'.  .  ■  ! 

1        Ion  1.  ■'/./-• win.  n  ii  a 

the  woisi  ..1  1!  esc  delu 
I     m  .  11    itiink.    f 

of  tli. 

■ 
itrai  i  .i». 
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the  Son,  and  that  this  (one)  came  under  gene- 
ration, and  suffering,  and  death.  Concerning 

these  1  shall  agai  an  explanation,  aft 
more  minute  manner;  fur  the  heresy  of  these 
has  been  an  occasion  of  evils  to  many.  We 
th( -  ire   of  opinion,  that   the  statements 
made  concerning  these  (heretics)  are  sufficient, 

ill  have  briefly  proved  to  all  that  the 
.  of  their  books  are  silly,  and  their  at- 
(.it  rea  I  weak,  and  worthy  of  no 

But  a  is  not  necessary  for  those 
who  'Hid    mind    to    pay    attention 

ier  to  their  volumes  or  their  arguments). 

CHAP.  Mil. —  Mil-  DO  TPJNESOFTHE  ENCRATrTES.1 

( Others,  however,  styling  themselves  F.ncratites. 
acknowledge  some  things  concerning  God  and 
Christ  in  like  manner  with  the  Church.  In  re- 

spect, however,  of  their  mode  of  life,  they  pass 
their  days  inflated  with  pride.  They  suppose 
that  by  meats  they  magnify  themselves,  while 

taining  from  animal  food,  (and)  being  water- 
drinkers,  and  forbidding  to  marry,  and  devoting 
themselves  during  the  remainder  of  life  to  habits 

of  a  "..      I'' it   persons  of  this  description 
are  estimated  Cynics  rather  than  Christians, 
inasmuch  as  they  do  not  attend  unto  the  words 
spoken  against  them  through  the  Apostle  Paul. 
IS  iw  he.  predicting  the  novelties  that  were  to 
be  hereafter  introduced  ineffectually  by  certain 

(heretics),  made  a  statement  thus:  ''The  Spirit 
speaketh  expressly,  In  the  latter  times  certain 
will  depart  from  sound  doctrine,  giving  heed 
to  seducing  spirits  and  doctrines  of  devils. 
Uttering  falsehoods  in  hypocrisy,  having  their 

ience  seared  with  a  hot  iron,  forbid- 
ding to  marry.  nn  from  meats,  which  God 

has  ( reated  to  be  partaken  of  with  thanksgiving 

c  my  Introductory  Note  to  Hennas,  vol.  ii.  p.  5,  this  series.] 

by  the  faithful,  and  those  who  know  the  truth 
ise  every  creature  of  God  is  good,  am 

nothing  to  be  rejected  which  is  received  wit 
thanksgiving  ;  for  it  is  sanctified  by  the  word  o 

Cod  and  prayer."1  This  voice,  then,  of  th 
blessed  Paul,  is  sufficient  for  the  refutation  o 
those  who  live  in  this  manner,  and  plume  then 

selves  on  being  just  ;3  (and)  for  the  purpose  o 
proving  that  also,  this  (tenet  of  the  Kn<  ratitcs 
constitutes  a  heresy.  But  even  though  ther 
have  been  denominated  certain  other  heresies - 

I  mean  those  of  the  Cainites,4  Ophites,5  c 
Nbachites,6  and  of  others  of  this  description  4 
I  have  not  deemed  it  requisite  to  explain  th 

things  said  or  done  by  these,  lest  on  this  accouu 
they  may  consider  themselves  somebody,  or  de 
serving  of  consideration.  Since,  however,  th 
statements  concerning  these  appear  to  be  suffi 

cient,  let  us  pass  on  to  the  cause  of  evils  to  al 

(viz.,)  the  heresy  of  the  Noetians.  Now,  afte 
we  have  laid  bare  the  root  of  this  (heresy),  an 

stigmatized  openly  the  venom,  as  it  were,  lurkin 
within  it,  let  us  seek  to  deter  from  an  error  o 

this  description  those  who  have  been  impellei 
into  it  by  a  violent  spirit,  as  it  were  by  a  swolle: 
torrent. 

2  I  Tim.  iv.  1-5. 

3  [This,  Tertullian  should  have  learned.  How  happily  Keble,  i 
his  Christian  Year,  gives  it  in  sacred  verse:  — 

"  We  need  not  bid,  for  cloister'd  cell, ( >ur  neighbour  and  our  work  farewell, 
N<>r  strive  to  wind  ourselves  too  high 
Tor  sinful  man  beneath  the  sky: 

"  The  trivial  round,  the  common  task, 
Would  furnish  all  we  ought  to  ask; 
Room  to  deny  ourselves;   a  road 

To  bring  us  daily  nearer  God."] 
*  Those  did  homage  to  Cain. 
s  The  Ophites  are  not  considered,  as  Hippolytus  has  alreac 

devoted  so  much  of  his  work  to  the  Naasseni.  The  former  denono 
nation  is  derived  from  the  Greek,  and  the  latter  from  the  Hebrew 
and  both  signify  worshippers  of  the  serpent. 

6  Hippolytus  seemingly  makes  this  a   synonyme  with   Ophite 
Perhaps  it  is  connected  with  the  Hebrew  word  tJ/nj. 
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The  following  are  the  contents  of  the  ninth 
ook  of  the  Refutation  of  all  Heresies :  — 
What  the  blasphemous  folly  is  of  Noetus,  and 

nat  he  devoted  himself  to  the  tenets  of  Hera- 
litus  the  Obscure,  not  to  those  of  Christ. 
And  how  Callistus,  intermingling  the  heresy 

f  Cleomenes,  the  disciple  of  Noetus,  with  that 
f  Theodotus,  constructed  another  more  novel 
eresy,  and  what  sort  the  life  of  this  (heretic) 
'as. 

What  was  the  recent1  arrival  (at  Rome)  of 
le  strange  spirit  Elchasai,  and  that  there  served 
s  a  concealment  of  his  peculiar  errors  his  ap- 
arent  adhesion  to  the  law,  when  in  point  of 
let  he  devotes  himself  to  the  tenets  of  the 

rnostics,  or  even  of  the  astrologists,  and  to  the 
rts  of  sorcery. 
What  the  customs  of  the  Jews  are,  and  how 

lany  diversities  of  opinion  there  are  (amongst 
lcm). 

HAP.  I. — AN  ACCOUNT  OF  CONTEMPORANEOUS 

HERESY.* 
A  lengthened  conflict,  then,  having  been 

maintained  concerning  all  heresies  by  us  who, 
t  all  events,  ha\e  not  left  any  unrefuted,  the 
reatcst  struggle  now  remains  behind,  viz.,  to 
imish  an  account  and  refutation  of  those  heresies 

nat  have  sprung  up  in  our  own  day,  by  which 
ertain  ignorant  and  presumptuous  men  have 
nempted    to    scatter   abroad    the    Church,    and 
■ve  introduced  the  greatest  confusion  J  among 
11  the  faithful  throughout  the  entire  world.     For 
Beems  expedient  thai  we,  making  an  onslaught 

pon    the    opinion   which    constitutes   the   prime 
iurce  oi  (contemporaneous)  evils,  should  prove 
hit  an  the  originating  principles4  of  this 
opinion),  in  order  that  its  offshoots,  becoming 
toatter  of  general  notoriety,  may  be  made  the 
bject  of  universal  scorn. 

1  Or,  "  ii  mil.     i "  or,  "  unmeaning." 
3  [Elucidation  IV.] 
3  [i  Cor,  xi,  ii.  Omm  terrible  coofuaioni  were  ihui  foretold, 

jptatht  i  ling,  the  Lmpaatiotwd  (.me,  of  ilic  Apoetle'i 
Brains  in  Ai  u  kx,  ■ '   |i.] 
i  [The  Phil  wphumtna,  therefore,  ratPOlldl  to  ili<-  Apostle's 

•Tilings.     Col.  ii.  8;   i  Tim.  vi.  20;  Gal   iv.  3,  y;  Col.  u.  jo.J 

CHAP.  II.  —  SOURCE   OF  THE     HERESY   OF    NOETI 

CLEOMENES    His    DISCIPLE  j     ITS   APPEARANCE    AT 
ROME  DURIMi   THE    EPISCOPATES   OF    ZEPHYRDS 

AND  CALLISTUS  \    NOETIANISM    OPPOSED   AT   ROME 
BY  HIPPOLYTUS. 

There  has  appeared  one,  Noetus5  by  name, 
and  by  birth  a  native  of  Smyrna.  This  person 
introduced  a  heresy  bom  the  tenets  of  Hera- 
clitus.6  Now  a  certain  man  (ailed  Epigonus 
becomes  his  minister  and  pupil,  and  this  person 
during  his  sojourn  at  Rome  disseminated  his 

godless  Opinion.  But  Cleomenes,  who  had  be- 
come his  disciple,  an  alien  both  in  way  of  life  and 

habits  from  the  Church,  was  wont  to  corroborate 

the  (Noetian)  doctrine.  At  that  time,  Zephy- 
rinus  imagines  that  he  administers  the  affairs  vt 
the  Church7  —  an  uninformed  and  shamefully 
corrupt  man.  And  lie,  being  persuaded  by  prof- 

fered gain,  was  accustomed  to  connive  at  those 
who  were  present  for  the  purpose  of  becom 
disciples  of  Cleomenes.  But  (Zephyrinus)  him- 

self, being  in  process  of  tune  enticed  away,  hur- 
ried headlong''  into  the  same  opinions  ;  and  he- 

had  ( 'allistus  as  his  adviser,  and  a  fellow-champion 
of  these  wicked  tenets.''  But  the  life  of  tins  ((al- 

listus), and  the  heresy  invented  by  him,  1  shall 

after  a  little  explain.  'The  s<  hool  of  these  hen 
during  the  succession  Oj   tUcA  .  continued 
to  acquire  strength  and  augmentation,  from  the 
fact  that  Zephyrinus  ami  Callistus  helped  t 
to  prevail.9     Never  at  am   time,  however,  have 
we  been  guilt)  of  Collusion  with    them  ;     bul 

have  frequently  offered  them  opposition,1    and 
have  refuted  them,  and  have  forced  them  reluc- 

tantly  to   acknowledge   the   truth.     Ami  t' abashed  and  constrained  b\  the  truth,  have  i 
fessed  their  errors  fora  »1    n  period,  but  after  a 

little,  wallow  oik  e  again  m  tin-  same  mu< 

IS 

by  Fabri  iua;   I  beodorct,  H    • 
and   Philaatriua,   Hmrtt  ,  liv.    1  -    »i*l 
Qeomenes.and  his  ao  mnt  i  >tu». 

6      Sec    I  .Hun,  vol.  li.  p.  I 
vrc  note  j.  i  ap  iii   i 

■    See  1,1m  idation  \  I 

9  [Nnic  the  emphasis  and   i  uicmcni  »  our 
authoi  dwelli  on  thii  painful  >  bai 
I  Elucidation  \  I 

II  2  l'cl.  II.  22.     I  Sec  book  »    Cap    vv      .  i'    14!,  i«   ■■■   ] 
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CHAP.  ||  i  SHOO!     l  ROM     Mil 

111  RA<  Mil'    lull  OSOPHY. 

ive  exhibited  the  succession  of 

ms  exp<  diem  next  th.it  we 

tplain  tin-  depraved   teaching   in- 
ed  in  their  doctrines.     /■  r  tins  purpose  we 

ldu< e  the  opinions  advanced  b)  Her- 
0  "  and  we  shall  next  make 

manifest  what  are  tin-  portions  of  these  opinions 
tli.u  are  <>t  Heraclitean  origin.     Such  pit  its 

.  its  present  champions  are  not  aware 

t,i  the  ••  ( Ibscure  "  philosopher,  but  they 
imagine3  them  to  belong  to  Christ.     But  if  they 

II  in  with  tile-  following  ob 

rhaps  they  thus  might  be  put  out  of 
intenance,   ami   induced   to    desist    from    this 

godless  blasphemy  of  theirs.     Now,  even  though 
the  opinion   of   Heraclitus   has  been   expounded 

is  previously  in  tin-  •  phumena,  it  never- 
thel  ms   expedient   now  also   to  set  down 
side  by  side  in  contrast///,  two  systems,  in  order 
that  by  this  (loser  refutation  they  may  be  evi- 

dently instructed,  [mean  the  followers  of  this 

(heretic),  who  imagine-  themselves  to  be  disci- 

ples of  ( 'hrist.  when  in  reality  they  are  not  so,  but 
of  "  the  re." 

CHAP.     IV.  —  AN     ACCOUNT    OK    THE    SYSTEM    OF 

HERAi  1  III  5. 

II ■  '.  then  says  that  the  universe  is  one* 
divisible  and  indivisible  :  generated  an  J  ungen- 
erated  :   mortal  and  immortal ;  reason,  eternity  : 

i.    and    justice,    God.4     "For   those 
who  hearken   not   to  me.  but   the  doctrine,  it   is 

•  that  they  acknowledge  all  things  to  be  one," 
litus  :  and  ■  all  do  not  know 

or  <  onfess  this,  he  utters  a  reproof  somewhat   in 

the  following  terms :  "  People  do  not  understand 
how    what    is    diverse     (nevertheless)    coincides 

with   itself,  just  like  the  inverse    harmony  of  a 

bow  and  lyre."*     But  that  Reason  always  exists. 
inasmuch  as  it  i  the  universe,  and  as  it 

per-.  1   things,  he  affirms  in   this    manner. 
i    of    this    Reason,    which    always 

<    I'r 

■    maintained  the  darkest   system  of 
■ver  the  human   intelle 

l  lui  idation  VI 1. 1 

.    ne  themselves,  etc," '•..■  .-  Elucidation  VII] 
count  of  I 

.  i.  47,  where  we  have  Ileraclitns  aft";: 
v  from  unity ;  "  or,  in  other 

ill  things  arc  one 
's    tlxatof,  i  e.,  "but  that 
iffii  ulty  m  .t  the 

•  :  the  mcaninc  of  Hippolytu 
I  he  1 1  .  i*  explained  bj 

"  Criti     1  Kj'istle  " ;n    p.  331  et  seq.  of  Hififml- 
I   in   Museum    J,r   Atttr- 

tkumswittt 

S  waAi^Teoiro*.      M  a-aAcVroroe.  the  word    used   by 
Ptut.i-  ,,  ed    Xyland)  in  recounting the  shape  of  the  bow, 

means  "  '•  vilify  "  clanging,"  that is,  as  a  consequence  of  its  being  well  bent  back  to  wing  a  shaft. 

exists,  men  are  continually  devoid  of  under- 

standing,'' both  before  the)  have  heard  of  it  and 
in  first  hearing  of  it.  for  though  all  things  take 
place  according  to  this  Reason,  they  seem  like 
persons  devoid  of  any  experience  regarding  it. 
Still  they  attempt  both  words  and  works  of  such 
a  description  as  I  am  giving  an  account  of,  by 
making  a  division  according  to  nature,  and  de- 

claring how  things  are."  And  that  a  Son  is  the 
universe  anil  throughout  endless  ages  an  eternal 

king  of  all  tilings,  lie  thus  asserts  :  ''A  sporting 
child,  playing  at  his  dice,  is  eternity;  the  king- 

dom is  that  of  a  child."  7  And  that  the  Father 
of  all  things  that  have  been  generated  is  an  un- 

[Otten  creature  who  is  creator,  let  us  hear 

Heraclitus  affirming  in  these  words  :  "  Contra- 
riety is  a  progenitor  of  all  things,  and  king  of 

all  ;  and  it  exhibited  some  as  gods,  but  others  as 
men,  and  made  some  slaves,  whereas  others 

free."  And  (he  likewise  affirms)  that  there  is  "  a 

harmony,  as  in  a  bow  and  lyre."  That  obscure 
harmony  (is  better),8  though  unknown  and  in- 

visible to  men,  he  asserts  in  these  words  :  "  An 
obscure  harmony  is  preferable  to  an  obvious 
one."  He  commends  and  admires  before  what 
is  known,  that  which  is  unknown  and  invisible 

in  regard  of  its  power.  And  that  harmony  visi- 
ble to  men,  and  not  incapable  of  being  discov- 

ered, is  better,  he  asserts  in  these  words: 

"  Whatever  things  arc  objects  of  vision,  hearing, 

and  intelligence,  these  I  pre-eminently  honour," 
he  says ;  that  is,  he  prefers  things  visible  to 
those  that  are  invisible.  From  such  expressions 
of  his  it  is  easy  to  understand  the  spirit  of  his 

philosophy.  "Men."  he  says,  "  are  deceived  in 
reference  to  the  knowledge  of  manifest  thing's 
similarly  with  Homer,  who  was  wiser  than  all 

the  Greeks.  For  even  children 9  killing  vermin 

ivi  d  him,  when  they  said,  '  What  we  have 
seen  and  seized,  these  we  leave  behind  ;  whereas 
what  we  neither  have  seen  nor  seized,  these  we 

carry  away.'  " 

CHAP.     V.   HERACI.ITUS'      ESTIMATE     OF     HESIOD  J 
PARADOXES  OF  HERACLITUS;  His  ESCHATOLOGY j 

THE  HERESY  OF  NOETUS  OF  HERACLITEAN  ORI- 

GIN; NOETUS'  VIEW  OF  THE  BIRTH  AXD  PAS- 
SION   OF   OUR    LORD. 

In  this  manner  Heraclitus  assigns  to  the  visi- 
ble  an  equality  of  position  and  honour  with  the 
invisible,  as  if  what  was  visible  and  what  was 

invisible  were  confessedly  some  one  thing.     For 

6  Compare  Aristotle's  Rliet.,  iii.  5,  and  Scxtus  Empiricus,  Adv. .  lib.  vii.  p.  152,  ed.  Aurel,  1621. 
Sk  1   Lucian,  I  it.  Auct.,  vol  i.  p.  554,  ed.  Hemsterh. 

8  This  word  seems  necessary ,  see  Plutarch,  De  Procreat.  ani- m<ry  c.  xx\  ii. 
9  This  is  a  well-known  anecdote  in  the  life  of  Homer.  See  Col- 

eridge's Greek  Poets  —  Homer.  [The  unsavoury  story  is  decently 
given  by  Henry  Nelson  Coleridge  in  this  work,  republished.  Bos- 

ton •  James  Munroe  &  Co.,  1842/] 
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ie  says,  "  An  obscure  harmony  is  preferable  to  that  are  here  5  will  God  enable  to  arise  and 
in  obvious  one;"  and,  "  Whatsoever  things  are  .  become  guardians  of  quick  and  dead."  And 
>bjects  of  vision,  hearing,  and  intelligence,"  |  he  likewise  affirms  that  a  judgment  of  the  world 
hat  is,  of  the  (corporeal)  organs,  —  "these,"  and  all  things  in  it  takes  place  by  fire,  express- 
le  says,  "I  pre-eminently  honour,"  not  (on  ing  himself  thus:  "Now,  thunder  pilots  all 
his  occasion,  though  previously),  having  pre-  things,"  that  is,  directs  them,  meaning  by  the 
minently  honoured  invisible  things.  Therefore  [  thunder  everlasting  fire.  But  he  also  asserts 
icither  darkness,  nor  light,  nor  evil,  nor  good,  j  that  this  fire  is  endued  with  intelligence,  and  a 
ieraclitus  affirms,  is  different,  but  one  and  the    cause  of  the  management   of  the    l  .  and 

ame  thing.  At  all  events,  he  censures  Hesiod '>  he  denominates  it  craving  and  satiety.  Now 
tecause  he  knew  not  day  and  night.  For  day,  I  craving  is,  according  to  him,  the  arrangement 
ie  says,  and  night  are  one,  expressing  himself  of  the  world,    whereas    satiety    its    destruction. 

omehow  thus  :  "  The  teacher,  however,  of  a 
ast  amount  of  information  is  Hesiod,  and  peo- 
ile  suppose  this  poet  to  be  possessed  of  an  ex- 
eedingly  large  store  of  knowledge,  and  yet  he 
id  not  know  (the  nature  of)  day  and  night, 

?r  they  are  one."  As  regards  both  what  is 
ood  and  what  is  bad,  (they  are,  according  to 

leraclitus,  likewise)  one.  "  Physicians,  un- 
oubtedly,"  says  Heraclitus,  "when  they  make 
icisions  and  cauterize,  though  in  every  respect 
icy  wickedly  torture  the  sick,  complain  that 
ley  do  not  receive  fitting  remuneration  from 
leir  patients,  notwithstanding  that  they  perform 

K'sc  salutary  operations  upon  diseases."  And 
oth  straight  and  twisted  are,  he  says,  the  same. 
The  way  is  straight  and  curved  of  the  carders 

f  wool;"3  and  the  circular  movement  of  an 

istniment  in  the  fuller's  shop  called  "a  screw" 

"  For,"  says  he,  "  the    fire,  coming   upon   the 
earth,  will  judge  and  seize  all  thin 

But  in  this  chapter  Heraclitus  simultaneously 
explains  the  entire  peculiarity  of  his  mode  of 
thinking,  but  at  the  same  time  the  (characteris- 

tic quality)  of  the  heresy  of  Noetic.  And  I 
have  briefly  demonstrated  Noetus  to  be  not  a 
disciple  of  Christ,  but  of  Heraclitus.  For  this 

philosopher  asserts  that  the  primal  world  is  itself 
the  Demiurge  and  creator  of  itself  in  the  fol- 

lowing passage :  "  God  is  day,  night  ;  winter. 
summer;  war,  peace;  surfeit,  famine."  .Ml 
things  are  contraries — this  appears  his  mean- 

ing—  "but  an  alteration  takes  place,  just 
if  incense  were  mixed  with  other  sorts  oj  incense, 

but  denominated 7  according  to  the  pleasurable 
sensation  produced  by  cm  h  <ort.  Now  it  is 
evident  to  all  that  the  silly  su<  i  essors  n: 

straight  and  curved,  for  it  revolves    up   and  and  the  champions  of  his  heresy,  inch 

ircularly   at   the   same   time.     "One  and    the  they  have  not  been  hearers  of  the  dis<  •  of 

une."    he    says,  " are,  there/ore,  straight   and  Heraclitus,  nevertheless,  at  anj   rate  when  they 
\rved"      And  upward  and  d  iwnward,3  he  says,  adopt  the  opinions  of  NoetUS,  undisg  ac- 

re one  and  the  same.     "The  way  up  and  the  knowledge    these    (Heraclitean)                    For 
toy   down    are   the   same."     And   he   says    that  they    advance    statements   after    this    manner  — 
hat  is  filthy  anil  whit  is  pure   are   one   and   the  that   one   and    the    same  God  is  the 
line,  and  what  is   drinkable  and   unlit    for  drink  Father  of  all   things  ;   and    that  when    it 

re   one   and    the    same.      "Sea,"    he    says,   "is  Him,  lie   nevertheless  appear''!,   (I 

ater  very  pure  and  very  foul,  drinkable  to  fishes  !>le.)  to  just  men  ni  old.      1'or  when    If 
o  doubt,  and  salutary  for  them,  but  not   lit  t..  seen  He  is  invisible  j  and            incomprehensi- 

e  used  as  drink  by  men,  and  (for  them)   per-  bk' when  He  does  not  wish  to  1     comprehen 

icious."      Ami,   confessedly,    he    asserts    that  but  comprehensible  when  he  is  , 
hat  is  immortal  is  mortal,4  and  that   what  is  Wherefore    it    is   that, 

lorial  is  immortal,  in  the  following  expression. :  account,  lb-  is  invincible  and  vincibl 
tmmortals  are  mortal,  and  mortals  are  immor  ten  and  begotten,  immortal  and   mortal.     How 

il,  that  is,  when  the  one  derive  life  from  death,  shall  not  persons   holding    this   des  ripi 

ml  the  other  death  from  life."      And  he   affirms  opinions  be   proved   to    be   discipl  H 
■0  that  there  is  a  resurrection  of  this  palpabl  ! 
esh  in  which  we  have  been  born;  and  he 

nows  God  to  be  the  cause  of  this  rcsunvi  don, 

((pressing    himself    in    this     manner:     "  Those 

•  i  mi).,  v.  748  ci  ieq< 

i'   <        11'  1 1-.1. 1  yi -.■  ■'■■  ■  ■■•.  1  1  ,  a  fuller's  soap.    The  propei 
ailing    however,   is   probably   yi  ■.■■■■,  i,i      a  carder  1  comb      Di 

■  nil's  text  li.is  V)>. '..■.ii-  and  'i    "..  \|m.,'..  ii..,  .ml  In-  ir.ins- 
ii-s  1 1 11    passage  thus:  "The  path."  s.iys  he,      of  the  Inns  of  ilic 
tchine  called  the  screw  is  both  straight  and  crooked,  and  tin    nv 
in "I  in  '  1 11  1.1    i  10I  is  both  straight  and  crooked. 
I  See  I  'i "  "iii's,  l.aertius,  ix.  8. 
4  Plato,  Clemens  Mexandrinus,  [\"l   ii  p,  184,  tbii  sciics),  and 

■Bui  1  mpiricus  notice  this  doctrine  of  Heraclitus, 

tus 5     1  >id  not  ( 1  bi  H  litus-)  the  1  'lis 
pate  Noetus  in  framing  a  system  of  phil 

irding  to  identti  il  modes  ,.i  expi 
Now,  that   A     '■'  t  affirms  that  the    - 

bather  are  the  same,  no  one  is 

makes  his  statement  thus  :   "  When  ind<  e  '.  tl 5  a 

1 

nsen 

led  km. Is 
I  'i    Wordsworth  1 
"  Bui  the) 

i>  thoug 
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orn,  He  yet  was  justly 
n   it   pleased    Him  to 
ig  been  begotten,  He 

II  His  own  Son,  not  another's." 
I  links  to  establish  the 

ring   that    Father  and 
.  the  same  (substant  e), 

dividual  produced   from  a  different 
i  Himself  j  and  that  He 

ne  Father  and  Sen,  a<  cording  to 
-.'     But  that  He  is  one  who 

it  u>).  both  having  sub- 
:  fi  mi  a  virgin,  and  as  a  man 

h.i\  among    men.     And,   on 
the  birth  that  had  taken  place,  I  [e 
Himself  to  those  beholding  Him  a 

I  I  [e  made  no  secret  to  th 
A    I  [im    of   I  lis  being  a 

That    tin-    person   suffered   by  being 
I  to  the  'id   that    He  commended 

Hiss    rit  unto  Himself,  having  died  to  appear- 
1  not  being  (in  reality)  dead.     And  He 

1    Himself  up    the  third  day,   after  having 
been  interred  in  a  sepul<  lire,  and  wounded  with 

.and  p  d  with  nails.     Cleomenes 
i  with   his   band  of followers, 

that  tins  person  is  Cod  and  Father  of  the  uni- 
thus  introduces  among  many  an  ob- 

(of  thought)    such   as   we   find   in   the 
phil  of  Heraclitus. 

CHAP.    VI.  —  CON  OF    CALLISTUS    AND    ZEPHY- 

RINUS   IN   rHE  MATTER  OF  NOETIANISM  ;    AVOWED 

/I  PHYRINUS      CONCERNING     JESUS 

Ci  (ISAPPROVAL  i  if  HIPPOLYTUS  ;  AS  A  CON- 

NT,    HTPPOLYTUS   COMPETENT 

:     \1\      II'. 

Call  ••   -  attempted  to  confirm  this  heresy, — 
a  mm  cunning  in  wickedness,  and  subtle  where 

led,  (and)  who  was  impelled 
by  ambition    to    mount    the    episcopal 

A"  v  this  man  moulded  to  his  purpose .  an  ignorant  and  illiterate  individual, 
ami  -skilled   in  ecclesiastical  definitions.3 

is  Zephyrinus  was  accessible  to 
bribes,  and  covetous,   Callistus,  by  luring   him 
through   presents,   and  by  illicit  demands,  was 

•led  to  him  into  whatever  course  of 
And  so  it  was  that  Callistus 

sue  in  inducing  Zephyrinus  to  create  con- 
tinually disturbances  among  the  brethren,  while 

he  himself  took  care  subsequently,  by  knavish 
to  attach  both  factions  in  good-will  to 

him-clf.  Anil,  at  one  time,  to  those  who  enter- 
tained true  opinions,  he  would  in  private4  allege 

1  Hippolrtus  rcpc.its  this  opinion  in  his  summary  in  book  x.  (Sec Theodoret,  li.rr.  Fab.,  iii.  3,) 

i*  I 

*  [Elucidation  X.J 

*  The  Ms.  reads  «a»'  i)liav,  obviously  corrupt.  Dr.  Wordsworth 
suggests  «<it'  ̂ Uav,  i.e.,  "he,  under  pretext  of  arguing  with  them, deluded  them. 

that  they  held  similar  doctrines  (with  himself), 
and  thus  make  them  his  dupes  ;  while  at  another 

time  he  would  act  similarly  towards  those  (who 
embraced)  the  tenets  of  Sabellius.  But  Callistus 
perverted  Sabellius  himself,  and  this,  too,  though 

lie  had  the  ability  of  rectifying  this  heretic's 
error.  For  (at  any  time)  during  our  admoni- 

tion Sabellius  did  not  evince  obduracy;  but 
long  as  he  continued  alone  with  Callistus,  he  was 
wrought  upon  to  relapse  into  the  system  of 
Cleomenes  by  this  very  Callistus,  who  alleges 
that  he  entertains  similar  opinions  to  Cleomenes. 
Sabellius,  however,  did  not  then  perceive  the 
knavery  of  Callistus ;  but  he  afterwards  came  to 
be  aware  of  it,  as  I  shall  narrate  presently. 
Now  Callistus  brought  forward  Zephyrinus 

himself,  and  induced  him  publicly  to  avow  the 

following  sentiments  :  "  I  know  that  there  is 
one  Cod.  Jesus  Christ;  nor  except  Him  do  I 
know  any  other  that  is  begotten  and  amenable 

to  suffering."  And  on  another  occasion,  when 
he  would  make  the  following  statement:  "The 
Father  did  not  die,  but  the  Son."  Zephyrinus 
would  in  this  way  continue  to  keep  up  ceaseless 
disturbance  among  the  people.  And  we, 5  be- 

coming aware  of  his  sentiments,  did  not  give 
place  to  him,  but  reproved  and  withstood  him 

for  the  truth's  sake.  And  he  hurried  headlong 
into  folly,  from  the  fact  that  all  consented  to  his 

hypocrisy  —  we,5  however,  did  not  do  so  —  and 
tailed  us  worshippers  of  two  gods,  disgorging, 

independent  of  compulsion,6  the  venom  lurking within  him.  It  would  seem  to  us  desirable  to 

explain  the  life  of  this  heretic,  inasmuch  as  he 
was  born  about  the  same  time  with  ourselves,  in 
order  that,  by  the  exposure  of  the  habits  of  a 
person  of  this  description,  the  heresy  attempted 
to  be  established  by  him  may  be  easily  known, 
and  may  perchance  be  regarded  as  silly  by  those 
endued  with  intelligence.  This  Callistus  became 

a  "  martyr  "  at  the  period  when  Fuscianus  was 
prefect  of  Rome,  and  the  mode  of  his  "  martyr- 

dom "  was  as  follows.7 

CHAP.  VII.  —  THE  PERSONAL  HISTORY  OF  CALLIS- 

TUS; HIS  OCCUPATION  AS  A  BANKER;  FRAUD 

ON  CARPOPHORUSJ  CALLISTUS  ABSCONDS;  AT- 

TEMPTED SUICIDE;  CONDEMNED  TO  THE  TREAD- 

MILL ;  RE-CONDEMNATION  BY  ORDER  OF  THE 

PREFECT  FUSCIANUS  ;  BANISHED  TO  SARDINIA  ; 

RELEASE    OF     CALLISTUS     BY    THE    INTERFERENCE 

!  It  is  to  be  noticed  how  the  plural  number  is  observed  in  this 

account,  as  keeping  before  the  reader's  mind  the  episcopal  office  of 
him  who  was  thus  exercising  high  ecclesiastical  authority.  [Elucida- 

tion XL] 

*  Or,  "  with  violence." 
7  Hippolytus  is  obviously  sneering  at  the  martyrdom  of  Callistus, 

who  did  not  in  reality  suffer  or  die  for  the  truth.  Nay.  his  condemna- 
tion before  Fuscianus  enabled  Callistus  to  succeed  entirely  in  his  plant 

for  worldly  advancement.  [The  martyrdom  of  Callistus,  so  ludicrous 
in  the  eyes  of  our  author,  is  doctrine  in  the  Roman  system.  This 
heretic  figures  as  a  saint,  and  has  his  festival  on  the  14th  of  October. 
Maxima  veneratione  colitur,  says  the  Roman  Breviary.] 
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OF  MARCION  ;  CAI.I.ISTUS  ARRIVES  AT  ROME 
POPE  VICTOR  REMOVES  CALLISTUS  TO  ANTIUM 

RETURN     OF     CAI.I.ISTUS    ON    VICTOR'S     DEATH 
ZEPHYRINUS      FRIENDLY      TO      HIM CALLISTUS 

ACCUSED  BY  SABELLIUS  ',  HIPPOLYrUS'  ACCOUNT 
OF  THE  OPINIONS  OF  CALLISTUS  \  THE  CALLIS- 

TIAN  SCHOOL  AT  ROME,  AND  ITS  PRACTICES) 

THIS   SECT    IN    EXISTENCE    IN    HEPPOLYTUS'   TIME. 

Callistus  happened  to  be  a  domestic  of  one 
Carpophorus,  a  man  of  the  faith  belonging  to 
:he  household  of  Casar.  To  this  Callistus,  as 
>eing  of  the  faith,  Carpophorus  committed  no 
nconsiderable  amount  01  money,  and  directed 

lim  to  bring  in  profitable  returns  from  the  bank- 
Ilg  business.  And  he,  receiving  the  money,  tried 
(the  experiment  of)  a  bank  in  what  is  called 

he  Piscina  Pit /> lie a.'  And  in  process  of  time 
vere  entrusted  to  him  not  a  few  deposits  by 
vidows  and  brethren,  under  the  ostensive  cause 

}f  lodging  their  money  101th  Carpophorus.  Cal- 

'isti/s,  however,  made  away  with  all  (the  moneys 
committed  to  him),  and  became  involved  in 

>ecuniary  difficulties.  And  after  having  prac- 
;ised  such  conduct  as  this,  there  was  not  want- 
rig  one  to  tell  Carpophorus,  and  the  latter  stated 
hat  he  would  require  an  account  from  him. 

Callistus,  perceiving  these  things,  and  suspect- 
ng  danger  from  his  master,  escaped  away  by 
stealth,  directing  his  flight  towards  the  sea. 

■\nd  finding  a  vessel  in  Portus  ready  for  a 
voyage,  he  went  on  board,  intending  to  sail 
vherever  she  happened  to  be  bound  for.  But 
tot  even  in  this  way  could  he  avoid  detection, 

"or  there  was  not  wanting  one  who  conveyed :o  Carpophorus  intelligence  of  what  had  taken 
ilace.  lint  Carpophorus,  in  accordance  with 
[he  information  he  had  received,  at  once  re- 

paired to  the  harbour  (  Portus),  and  made  an 

sffort  to  hurry  into  the  vessel  after  Callistus. 

I'he  boat,  however,  was  anchored  in  the  middle 
>f  the  harbour;  ami  as  the  ferryman  was  slow 
n  his  movements,  (  allistUS,  who  was  in  die  ship. 
lad  time  to  descry  his  master  at  a  distan<  e.  And 

knowing  th.it  himself  would  be  inevitably  1 
aired,  he  be<  ame  re<  kless  of  life  ;  and,  1  1  in  >idi  1 
ng  his  affairs  to  be  in  a  desperate  (  ondition,  he 

proceeded  to  cast  himself  into  tin-  sea.  Put  the 
jailors  leaped  into  bo.it,  and  drew  him  out,  un- 

willing io  come,  while  those  on  shore  were  1 
ing  a  loud  cry.  \nd  thus  Callistus  was  handed 
ncr  to   his   master,  and    brought    to    Rome,  and 
11,  master  lodged  him  in  the  Pistrinum.* 

lint  as  time  wore  on,  is  happens  t<»  take  place 
\n  such  tines,  brethren  repaired  to  Carpophorus, 
Mid    entreated    him    thai    he    would    release    the 

1  The  Latin  name  ia  written  byHippolytua  in  Grc  I  '  ti 
inc. ins  "  the  publii    h-.li  mnrki  i  I 
|Uartei  •.  .>[  Rome,  was  lli<   n     irl  ol  m  mi  \  di  il 

■'  The   Pi'strtMum  wai   the  dome  tii    treadmill  of  the    i Htveholders, 

fugitive  serf  from   punishment,  on  the  plea  of 

their  alleging  that  Callistus  acknowledged  him- 
self to  have  money  lying  to  his  credit  with  cer- 
tain   persons.       but    Carpophorus,   as   a   devout 

man,  said  he  was  indifferent   regarding  his  own 
property,  but  that  he  felt  a  concern  for  the  de- 

posits ;  for  many  shed  tears  as  they  remarked  to 
him,   that    they   had    committed   what    they   had 
entrusted  to  Callistus,  under  the  ostensive  cause 
of  lodging  the  money  with  himself     And  Car- 

pophorus yielded  to  their  persuasions,  am 
directions   for  the   liberation   of   Callistus. 

latter,  however,  having  nothing  to  pay,  and  not 
being  able  again  to  abscond,  from  the  fat  t  ol 
being  watched,  planned  an  artifice  by  whi<  h  he 
hoped  to  meet  death.     Now,  pretending  that  he 
was  repairing  as  it  were  to  his  creditors,  he  hur- 

ried on  their  Sabbath-day  to  the  synagogue      t 
the  Jews,  who  were  congregated,  and   took   las 
stand,  and  created  a  disturbance  among  them. 
They,  however,  being  disturbed  by  him.  offered 
him    insult,  and    inflicted  blows  upon  him.  and 

dragged  him  before  Fuscianus.  who  was  pn  f(  1  t 
of  the  city.     And  (on  being  ask  d  the  <  ause  of 
such    treatment),  they  replied    in  the  follow 

terms :  "Romans  have  com  eded  to  us  '  the  privi- 
lege of  publicly  reading  those  laws  ̂ \  ours  1 

li  ive  been  handed  down  from  our  fathers.       I 

person,  however,  by  coming  into  (our  place  of 
worship),  prevented  (us  so  doing),  b\ 
a  disturbance   among   us,  alleging   that  he 

Christian."      And  Fuscianus  happens  at  the  time 
to  be  on  the  judgment  seal  ;  and  on  intimat 
his  indignation  againsl  Callistus,  on  account 
the  statements  made  by  the  Jews,  there  1 

wanting  one  to  go  am  1  acquaint  Carpophorus  con- 
cerning these  transactions.     And  he,  h 

to  the  judgment-seat  of  the  pref< 

"  I    implore  of  you,  my  lord    Fus< 
not  thou  this  fellow ;  tor  he  is  not  a  Chris! 
but  seeks  occasion  of  death,  having  made  away 
with  a  quantity  of  m)  m  im  v,  as  1    ihall  pro 
The  Jews,  however,  supposing  that   this  w 

stratagem,  as  if  ( larpophi  un- 

der  this   pretext    to   I:'  .   with    I 
greater  enmity  clamoured  f  him  in  pi 

em  e    ol'   the    prefect.       Ft  tCt'atlUS,    howe\ 
s\\  a\  ed    by    these  ml     ha\  ing 

Callistus,  he  gave  him  to  i/to  a  mine  in 

Sardinia.3 
Hut    after  a   time,   there    being    in   that    | 

other  martyrs,  Marcia,  a  concubine  "t  ( 
dus,  who  was  a  God  loving  female,  ami  1 

s>(  performing  some  good  work,  invited  into  her 

'    [  An  iiiM.m  ■  r  ..f  t!ir   I 
.    en  in  '  Kingl  \ 

<    '-        I 

!    1  «ikI 

fur  thin  reai  in,  no  do     t,  ii   • 

t  Undid. 
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r,  who  was  at  that 

tin.  hop  of  the  <  'li-  ■  nd  inquired  of 
him  what   martyn  were  in  Sardinia.      \nd  he 

1  t««  her  the  nam  ill,  but  did  not 
lllistus.  knowing  the  villan 
d  upon.     M.m  11/  obtaining 

her  req  ra  ( lommodus,  hands  me  letter  of 
i:  on  i"  1  Iya<  inthus,  a  <  ertain  eunuch/ 

idvani  ed  in  life.    And  he,  on  receiving  it, 
iway  into  Sardinia,  and  having  delivered 

i  tin'  person  who  at  that  time  was 
;  the  territory,  h  eded  in  having 

the  martyrs  released,  with  the  exception  of  Cal- 
Bui    i  •      himself,  dropping  on   his 

knees,  and  weeping,  entreated  that  he  likewise 
might  obtain  a  release.  Hyacinthus,  therefore, 

me  by  the  captive's  importunity,  requests 
the  governor  to  grant  a  release t  alleging  that 

had  been  given  to  himself  from  Mar- 
cia'  (to  liberate  Call istus),  and  that  he  would 
make  arrangements  that  there  should  be  no  risk 
in  him.     Now  (the  governor)  was  per- 

.  and  liberated  Callistus  also.     And  when 
the  latter  arrived  ,//  Rome.  Victor  was  very  much 

1  at  what  had  taken  place  :  but  since  he 
was  a  compassionate  man,  he  took  no  action  in 

•the  matter.     Guarding,  however,  against  the  re- 
entered) by  many.  —  for  the  attempts 

made  by  this  Callistus  were  n  it  distant  occur- 
—  and  because  Carpophorus  also  still  con- 
tinued adverse,  Victor  sends  Callistus  to  take  up 

his  in  Antium,  having  settled  on  him  a 
rtain  monthly  allowance  for  food.     And  after 

ith,  Zephyrinus^  having  had  Callistus 
as  v-worker  in    the    management   of   his 

paid  him  respect  to  his  own  damage; 
an!  transferring   this   person   from  Antium,  ap- 

him  over  the  cemetery.6 
And  Callistus,  who  was  in  the  habit  of  always 

with  Zephyrinus,  and.  as  I  have  pre- 
of  paying  him  hypocritical  service, 

ist,  Zephyrinus  to  be  a 
person  able  neither  to  form  a  judgment  of  things 

'..  nor  discerning  the  design  of  Callistus,  who 
imed  to  converse  with  Zephyrinus  on 

which  yielded  satisfaction   to  the  latter. 
Thus,  after  the  death  of  Zephyrinus,  supposing 

1   ̂ '  m  w''th  the  emperor  would  not  seem  very  con- -  her.     Dr. 

m  the  case 

II  as  of  Hy  i  i  irpophorus.      [I  do  not  sec 
•  this.    Poor  M  •-  ia,  ifu  r*  the  wretch 

is  a  heathen  who  under  a  little   light  was  awalc- 
v,  like  the  ■  |ohn  iv.  19.] 
1  in  contrast  with  subsequent  claims  to  be 

p."] ,  lxxii.  4.      [See  vol    ii.  p.  604,  this  series  ] 
1  ugh  an  eunuch,"  thus  indicating  the  decay 

ad  been  brought  up  by  him."     I  See  what 
pp.  126,  137,  and  note)  upon  this  subject, little  ] 

titrated  in  the  Via  A  Mia.    [The 
Church  of  ,n  still  bear  the  name  of 

thi»  unhappy  man,  and  give  inaJental  corroboration  to  the  incident.] 

that  he  had  obtained  (the  p  isition)  after  which 

he  so  eagerly  pursued,  he  excommunicated  Sa- 
bellius,  as  not  entertaining  orthodox  opinions. 
He  acted  thus  from  apprehension  of  me,  and 
imagining  that  he  could  in  this  manner  obliterate 
the  charge  against  him  among  the  churches,  as 
if  he  tlitl  not  entertain  strange  opinions.7  He 
was  then  an  impostor  and  knave,  and  in  process 
of  time  hurried  away  many  with  him.  And  hav- 

ing even  venom  imbedded  in  his  heart,  and  form- 

ing no  correct  opinion  on  any  subject,8  and  yet 
withal  being  ashamed  to  speak  the  truth,  this  Cal 
/istus,  not  only  on  account  of  his  publicly  saying 

in  the  way  of  reproach  to  us,  "Ye  are  Ditheists," 
but  also  on  account  of  his  being  frequently  ac- 

cused by  Sabellius,  as  one  that  had  transgres 
his  first  faith,  devised  some  such  heresy  as  the 
following.  Callistus  alleges  that  the  Logos  Him- 

self is  Son.  and  that  Himself  is  Father  ;  and 
that  though  denominated  by  a  different  title,  yet 
that  in  reality  He  is  one  indivisible  spirit.  And 
lie  maintains  that  the  Father  is  not  one  person 
and  the  Son  another,  but  that  they  are  one  and 
the  same  ;  and  that  all  things  are  full  of  the 
Divine  Spirit,  both  those  above  and  those  below. 
And  lie  affirms  that  the  Spirit,  which  became 
incarnate  in  the  virgin,  is  not  different  from  the 
Father,  but  one  and  the  same.  And  he  adds, 
that  this  is  what  has  been  declared  by  the  Sav- 
iour :  "  IJelievest  thou  not  that  I  am  in  the 

Father,  and  the  Father  in  me?  "9  For  that 
which  is  seen,  which  is  man,  he  considers  to 

be  the  Son  ;  whereas  the  Spirit,  which  was  con- 

tained in  the  Son,  to  be  the  Father.  "  For," 
says  (Callistus),  "I  will  not  profess  belief  in  two 
Cods,  Father  and  Son,  but  in  one.  For  the 
Father,  who  subsisted  in  the  Son  Himself,  after 
He  had  taken  unto  Himself  our  flesh,  raised  it 
to  the  nature  of  Deity,  by  bringing  it  into  union 
with  Himself,  and  made  it  one  ;  so  that  Father 
and  Son  must  be  styled  one  God,  and  that  this 

Person  being  one,  cannot  be  two."  And  in  this 
way  Callistus  contends  that  the  Father  suffered 
along  with  the  Son ;  for  he  does  not  wish  to 
assert  that  the  Father  suffered,  and  is  one  Per- 

son, being  careful  to  avoid  blasphemy  against 
the  Father.  (How  careful  he  is  !)  senseless  and 
knavish  fellow,  who  improvises  blasphemies  in 
every  direction,  only  that  he  may  not  seem  to 
speak  in  violation  of  the  truth,  and  is  not  abashed 
at  being  at  one  time  betrayed  into  the  tenet  of 
Sabellius,  whereas  at  another  into  the  doctrine 
of  Theodotus. 

7  [Here  Wordsworth's  note  is  valuable,  p.  80.  Callistus  had doubtless  sent  letters  to  announce  his  consecration  to  other  bishops, 
as  was  customary,  and  had  received  answers  demanding  proois  ol 
his  orthodoxy.  See  my  note  on  the  intercommunion  of  primitive 
bishops,  vol.  ii.  p.  ts,  note  9:  also  on  the  Provincial  System,  vol. 
iv.  pp.  in,  114.     Also  Cyprian,  this  vol.  passim. \ 

*  «u8ew?  uri&ff.  Scott  reads  (V0coc  u  i)6*v.  Dr.  Wordsworth  trans- 
lates the  words  thus:  "  having  no  rectitude  of  mind." 

9  John  xiv.  11. 
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The  impostor  Callistus,  having  ventured  on 
such  opinions,  established  a  school  of  theology  in 

antagonism  to  the  Church,  adopting  the  fore- 
going system  of  instruction.  And  he  first  in- 

vented the  device  of  conniving  with  men  in 
regard  of  their  indulgence  in  sensual  pleasures, 

saying  that  all  had  their  sins  forgiven  by  himself.' 
For  he  who  is  in  the  habit  of  attending  the  con- 

gregation of  any  one  else,  and  is  called  a  Chris- 
tian, should  he  commit  any  transgression  ;  the 

sin,  they  say,  is  not  reckoned  unto  him,  provided 
only  lie  hurries  off  and  attaches  himself  to  the 
school  of  Callistus.  And  many  persons  were 
gratified  with  his  regulation,  as  being  stricken  in 
conscience,  and  at  the  same  time  having  been 
rejected  by  numerous  sects  ;  while  also  some  of 

them,  in  accordance  with  our  condemnatory  sen- 
tence, had  been  by  us  forcibly  ejected  from  the 

Church.2  Now  such  disciples  as  these  passed 
over  to  these  followers  of  Callistus,  and  served 
to  crowd  his  school.  This  one  propounded  the 
opinion,  that,  if  a  bishop  was  guilty  of  any  sin, 

if  even  a  sin  unto  death,3  he  ought  not  to  be 
deposed.  About  the  time  of  this  man,  bishops, 

priests,  and  deacons,  who  had  been  twice  mar- 
ried, and  thrice  married,  began  to  be  allowed  to 

retain  their  place  among  the  clergy.  If  also, 
however,  any  one  who  is  in  holy  orders  should 

ome  married,  Callistus  permitted  such  a  one 
to  continue  in  holy  orders  as  if  he  had  not 

sinned.1  And  in  justification,  he  alleges  that 
what  has  been  spoken  by  the  Apostle  has  been 

declared  in  reference  to  this  person  :  "Who  art 

thou  that  judgest  another  man's  servant?"5  But 
he  asserted  that  likewise  the  parable  of  the  tares 

is  uttered  in  reference  to  this  one:  "Let  the 

i  i  grow  along  with  the  wheat ;  "6  or,  in  other 
words,  let  those  who  in  the  Church  are  guilty  of 
sin  remain  in  it.  Hut  also  he  affirmed  that  the 

ark  of  Noe  was  made  for  a  symbol  of  the  Church, 
in  which  were  both  dogs,  and  wolves,  and  ravens, 
and  all  things  clean  and  unclean  ;  and  so  he 
alleges  thai  the  case  should  stand  in  like  manner 

with  the  Church.  And  as  many  parts  of  Scrip- 
ture bearing  on  this  view  of  the  subject  as  he 

could  collet  t,  he  so  interpreted. 
And  the  hearers  of  Callistus  being  delighted 

with  his  tenets,  continue  with  him,  thus  mm  king 
both  themselves  as  well  as  many  others,  and 
crowds  of  these  dupes  stream  together  into  his 
school.     Wherefore  also  his  pupils  are  multiplied. 

and  they  plume  themselves  upon  the  crowd. 
(attending  the  s<  hool)  for  the  sake  of  pie. cures 
wlih  h  ( !hi  1  .t  did  not  permit.     But  in  <  ontempt 

1  [  Here  is  a  very  early  precedent  for  the    Tax*  P  aria, 
of  which  see  Bramhall,  vol   1   pp  «   pp.  44S1  446J, 

I  I  In.  idation  XII.] 
1      I      ].  llill    V        11. 

*  [Elucidation  XIII,  And  on  marriage  of  il>c  Jo^y,  vol.  I  v.  i>. 
t      hit  si  riea  | 

111     \  I  v      1 

'  Matt,  sin 

of  Him,  they  place  restraint  on  the  commission 
of  no  sin,  alleging  that  they  pardon  those  who 

acquiesce  (in  Callistus' opinions).  Foreven 
he  permitted  females,  if  they  were  un wedded,7 
and  burned  with  passion  at  an  age  at  all  events 
unbecoming,  or  if  they  were  not  disposed  to 

overturn  their  own  dignity  through  a  legal  mar- 
riage, that  they  might  have  whomsoever  they 

would  choose  as  a  bedfellow,  whether  a  slave  or 

free,  and  that  a  woman,  though  not  legally  mar- 
ried, might  consider  such  a  companion  as  a  hus- 

band. Wheme  women,  reputed  believers,  began 

to  resort  to  drugs8  for  producing  sterility,  and 
to  gird  themselves  round,  so  to  expel  what  was 
being  conceived  on  account  of  their  not  wishing 
to  have  a  child  either  by  a  slave  or  by  any  paltry 
fellow,  for  the  sake  of  their  family  and  exi  essive 

wealth.'-'  Behold,  into  how  great  impiety  that 
lawless  one  has  proceeded,  by  inculcating  adul- 

tery and  murder  at  the  same  time  !  And  withal, 
after  such  audacious  acts,  they,  lost  to  all  shame, 

attempt  to  call  themselves  a  Catholic  Church  ! lo 
And  some,  under  the  supposition  that  they  will 

attain  prosperity,  concur  with  them.  During  the 
episcopate  of  this  one,  second  baptism  was  for  the 
first  time  presumptuously  attempted  by  them. 
These,  then,  (are  the  practii  es  and  opinions 

which)  that  most  astonishing  Callistus  estab- 
lished, whose  school  continues,  preserving  its 

customs  and  tradition,  not  discerning  with  whom 
they  ought  to  communicate,  but  indiscriminately 
offering  communion  to  all.  And  from  him  they 

have  derived  the  denomination  of  their  cogno- 
men; so  that,  on  account  of  Callistus  beii 

foremost  champion  of  such  pxacti<  es,  they  sin  iuld 

be  called  Callistians.11 

CHAP.    VIII. — SECT    OF     THE     ELCHASAITES  j      IllP- 

POLYTUS'    OPPOSITION    TO    IT. 

The    doctrine   of  this    Callistus   having    been 
noised    abroad    throughout    the    entire    world,    a 
cunning  man.  and  till!  of  desperation,  one  called 
Ah  ibiades,  dwelling  in  Apamea,  a 

examined  carefully  into  this  business.      W-i  i 
sideling  himself  a  mote   formidable  1  hai  n 

and  more  ingenious  in  ruch  tricks,  than  Call 

he   repaii  .-d   to   Koine  ;   and  he  bn  »me 
book.  all.  ging  that  a  certain  just  man.  El< 

1 

>t  ill. in  othi 

in  Millet     lexi     1 

W Rocpi 

1 1|     v.    1  .  iworth  pla  •  •' ••>   in  il  • 

and  lr.111sl.1irs  iliuv:   ■ with  ligaments  ■ •   what  wan 
1  Herm  1 

Sec  vol   n  etc.] 
1       • 
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[Hook 
b  town  of  Parthia, 

I  tii.it  h<  l  to  one  called  Sobial.     And 

..".•••.  he  alleged,  had  been 

i   .         lb)  .in  angel  whose  height  was  14  sehes- 
make  96  miles,  ami  whose  breadth 

11   shoulder   tn  should' 

mil  tlu'  tracks  of  his  feel  extend  to 
of  three  ami  a  half  schcenoi,  which 

irteen  miles,  while  tlu-  breadth  is 

ind  a   halt',  and   the   height   half  a 
\nd    he  alleges   that   also   their    is   ;i 

tie  with  him.  whose  measurement,  he  says, 
i.  to  the  standards  already  mentioned. 
V  that   the  male  (angel)  is  Son  of 
I  it  that   the   female   is  called    Holy  Spirit. 

tiling  these  prodigies   he  imagines  thai 
founds  fools,  while  at  the  same  time  he 

the   following  sentence:    "that  there  was 
tied   unto  men   a   new  remission   of  sins  in 

the  third  year  of  Trajan's  reign."     And  Elehasai 
nes  //it-  nature  of  baptism,  and  even  this 

1   shall  explain.     He  alleges,  as  to  those  who 
have  been  involved  in  every  description  of  las- 
civ  »,  and  filthiness,  and  in  acts  of  wicked- 

ness, if  only  any  of  tlu'm  be  a  believer,  that  he 
determines  that  such  a  one,  on  being  converted, 
and  obeying  the  1>  »ok,  and  believing  its  contents, 

Id  by  baptism  receive  remission  of  sins. 
Elehasai,  however,  ventured  to  continue  these 

taking    occasion    from   the   aforesaid 
•  which  Callistus  stood  forward  as  a  cham- 
For,  perceiving  that  many  were  delighted 

at  this  sort  of  promise,  he  considered  that  he 
ipportunely  make  the  attempt  just  alluded 

And  notwithstanding  we  offered  resistance 
to  this,  and  did  not  permit  many  for  any  length 
of  time  to  become  victims  of  the  delusion.1      For 

ied  conviction  to  the  people,  -when  7ue  af- 
firmed  that  this  was  the  operation  of  a  spurious 
spirit,  and  the  invention  of  a  heart  inflated  with 

ind  that  this  one  like  a  wolf  had  risen  up 
nst  many  wandering  sheep,  which  Callistus, 

by  h'--  arts  of  deception,  had  scattered  abroad, 
e  we  have  commenced,  we  shall  not  be 

gards  the  opinions  of  this  man.     And, 
in  the  first   place,  we  shall  expose  his  life,  and 

shall  prove  that  his  supposed  discipline  is  a 
mere  pretence.     And  next,  I  shall  adduce  the 

Is  of  his  assertions,   in  order  that 

the   reader,   looking  fixedly  on   the    treatises    of 
(Elehasai),  may  be   made   aware   what  and 

what  s,,rt   is  the  heresy  which   has   been   auda- 
isly  attempted  by  this  man. 

CHAP.    IX.  —  ELCHASAl    DERIVED    His   SYSTEM    FROM 

PYTHAGORAS;    PRACTISED    INCANTATIONS. 

This  Elehasai  puts  forward  as  a  decoy  a  polity 
'.horized  in  the)  Law,  alleging  that  believers 

1   For  rrAm-ijSiji'ai    Dr.    WoidjWUtdl   reads  n\tiTvv9i)vai,  i.e.,  did 
not  Jtifler  the  hereiy  to  spread  wide. 

ought  to  be  circumcised  and  lb  din-  to 
the  Law,  (while  at  the  same  time)  he  forcibly 
rends  certain  fragments  from  the  aforesaid  hi 
sies.  Ami  he  asserts  that  Christ  was  bom  a 

man  in  the  same  way  as  common  to  all,  and  that 
Christ  was  not  for  the  first  lime  on  earth  when 

horn  of  a  virgin,  but  that  both  previously  and  that 

frequently  again  He  had  been  born  and  would 
In'  born.  Christ  would  thus  appear  and  exist 

among  //*"  from  time  to  time,  undergoing  alt 
tions  of  birth,  and  having  his  soul  transferred 
from  body  to  body.  Now  Elehasai  adopted 
that  tenet  of  pythagoras  to  which  I  have  already 
alluded,  lint  the  Elchasaites  have  reach, 

an  altitude  of  pride,  that  even  they  affirm  them- 
selves to  be  endued  with  a  power  of  foretelling 

futurity,  using  as  a  starting-point,  obviously,  the 
measures  and  numbers  of  the  aforesaid  Pytha 
rean  art.  These  also  devote  themselves  to  the 
tenets  of  mathematicians,  and  astrologers,  and 

magicians,  as  if  they  were  true.  And  they  resort 
to  these,  so  as  to  confuse  silly  people,  thus  led 

to  suppose  that  the  heretics  participate  in  a  doc- 
trine of  power.  And  they  teach  certain  incanta- 
tions and  formularies  for  those  who  have  been 

bitten  by  dogs,  and  possessed  of  demons,  and 
seized  with  other  diseases  ;  and  we  shall  not  lie 
silent  respecting  even  such  practices  of  these 
heretics.  Having  then  sufficiently  explained  their 
principles,  and  the  causes  of  their  presumptuous 
attempts,  I  shall  pass  on  to  give  an  account  of 
their  writings,  through  which  my  readers  will 
become  acquainted  with  both  the  trifling  and 
godless  efforts  of  these  Elchasaites. 

CHAP.     X.   ELCHASAl'S     MODE     OF     ADMINISTERING 
BAPTISM  ;    FORMULARIES. 

To  those,  then,  that  have  been  orally  instructed 
by  him,  he  dispenses  baptism  in  this  manner, 
addressing  to  his  dupes  some  such  words  as  the 

following:  "If,  therefore,  (my)  children.2  one 
shall  have  intercourse  with  any  sort  of  animal 
whatsoever,  or  a  male,  or  a  sister,  or  a  daughter, 
or  hath  committed  adultery,  or  been  guilty  of 

fornication,  and  is  desirous  of  obtaining  remis- 
sion of  sins,  from  the  moment  that  he  hearkens 

to  this  book  let  him  be  baptized  a  second  time 
in  the  name  of  the  Great  and  Most  High  Col, 
and  in  the  name  of  His  Son,  the  Mighty  King. 

And  by  baptism  let  him  be  purified  and  cleansed. 
and  let  him  adjure  for  himself  those  seven  wit- 

>es  that  have  been  described  in  this  book  — 
the  heaven,  and  the  water,  and  the  holy  spirits, 

and  the  angels  of  prayer,3  and  the  oil,  and  the  s 
and  the  earth."  These  constitute  the  astonishing 
mysteries  of  Elehasai,  those  ineffable  and  potent 

2  Roeper  reads  Tixvut,  i.e.,  if  any  one  is  guilty  of  an  unnatural crime 

3  [Concerning   angels   of  repentance,  etc.,  sec    Hernias,  vol    ii 
pp.  t^,  24,  26  ] 
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secrets  which  he  delivers  to  deserving  disciples. 
And  with  these  that  lawless  one  is  not  satisfied, 

but  in  the  presence  of  two  and  three  witnesses 
he  pots  the  seal  to  his  own  wicked  practices. 

Again  expressing  himself  thus  :  "  Again  I  say,  O 
adulterers  and  adulteresses,  and  false  prophets, 

if  you  are  desirous  of  being  converted,  that  your 
sins  may  be  forgiven  you,  as  soon  as  ever  you 
hearken  unto  this  book,  and  be  baptized  a  second 
time  along  with  your  garments,  shall  peace  be 

yours,  and  your  portion  with  the  just."  But since  we  have  stated  that  these  resort  to  incanta- 
tions for  those  bitten  by  dogs  and  for  other 

mishaps,  we  shall  explain  these.  Now  Elchasai 

uses  the  following  formulary  :  "  If  a  dog  rabid 
and  furious,  in  which  inheres  a  spirit  of  destruc- 

tion, bite  any  man,  or  woman,  or  youth,  or  girl, 
or  may  worry  or  touch  them,  in  the  same  hour 
let  such  a  one  run  with  all  their  wearing  apparel, 
and  go  down  to  a  river  or  to  a  fountain  wherever 
there  is  a  deep  spot.  Let  (him  or  her)  be 
dipped  with  all  their  wearing  apparel,  and  offer 
supplication  to  the  Great  and  Most  High  God 
in  faith  of  heart,  and  then  let  him  t/u/s  adjure 
the  seven  witnesses  described  in  this  book : 

'  Behold,  I  call  to  witness  the  heaven  and  the 
water,  and  the  holy  spirits,  and  the  angels  of 
prayer,  and  the  oil,  and  the  salt,  and  the  earth. 
I  testify  by  these  seven  witnesses  that  no  more 
shall  I  sin,  nor  commit  adultery,  nor  steal,  nor 
be  guilty  of  injustice,  nor  be  covetous,  nor  be 
actuated  by  hatred,  nor  be  scornful,  nor  shall  I 

take  pleasure  in  any  wicked  deeds.'  Having 
uttered,  therefore,  these  words,  let  such  a  one 

be  baptized  with  the  entire  of  his  wearing  ap- 
parel in  the  name  of  the  Mighty  and  Most 

High  God." 

CHAP.    XI. —  PRECEPTS   OF    ELCHASAI. 

But  in  very  many  other  respects  he  talks  folly, 
inculcating  the  use  of  these  sentences  also  for 

those  afflicted  with  consumption,  and  that  they 
should  l»e  dipped  in  cold  water  forty  times 
during    seven    days  ;    and    hr   prescribes    similar 

treatment  tor  those  possessed  of  devils,  oh 
Inimitable  wisdom  and  incantations  gorged  with 

powers!1  Who  will  not  be  astonished  at  such 
and   such    force   of  word,?      But   since  we   have 

stated  that  they  also  bring  into  requisition  astro 
logical  deceit,  we  shall  prove  this  from  their  own 

formularies;  lor  Elchasai  speaks  thus:  "There 
i  wicked  stars  of  impiety.  This  declaration 

ha,  been  now  made  b)  us,  0  ye  pious  ones  and 
disciples:  beware  of  the  power  of  the  days  ,■/ 
the  sovereignty  of  these  rtars,  and  engage  not 
in  the  commencement  of  any  undertaking  dur 

in'  the  ruling  days  of  these.     And  baptize  not 
man  or  woman  during    the  days   of  the  power  ol 

1  Miller  lUggeil  .  the  .in., ul. ii  number  (ii'rufitwt). 

these  stars,  when  the    moon,  (emerging)   from 
among  them,  courses  the  sky,  and  travels  along 
with  them.     Beware  of  the  very  day  up  to  that 
on  which  the  moon  passes  out  from  these  st 
and  then  baptize  and  enter  on  every  beginning 
of  your  works.      But,  moreover,  honour  the  i 
of  the  Sabbath,  since  that  day  is  one  of  those 
during  which  prevails  (the  power)  of  these  stars. 
Take    care,    however,    not    to    commence  your 
works  the  third  day  from  a  Sabbath,  since  when 
three  years  of  the  reign  of  the  emperor  Trajan 

are  again  completed  from  the  time  that  he  sub- 
jected the  Parthians  to  his  own  sway,  —  when.  / 

say,  three  years  have  been  completed,  war  r 
between  the  impious  angels  of  the  northern  c 
stellations;  and  on  this  account  all  kingdoms  of 

impiety  are  in  a  state  of  confusion." 

CHAP.    XII. — THE    HERESY    OF   THE    ELCHASAI  I  i 
DERIVATIVE    ONE. 

Inasmuch  as  (Elchasai)  considers,  then,  that 
it  would  be  an  insult  to  reason  that  these  mighty 
and  ineffable  mysteries  should  be  trampled  under 
foot,  or  that  they  should  be  committed  to  many, 

he  advises  that  as  valuable  pearls-  they  should 
be  preserved,  expressing  himself  thus  :  "  Do  not 
recite  this  account  to  all  men,  and  guard  care- 

fully these  precepts,  because  all  men  are 

faithful,  nor  are  all  women  straightforward." 
/■'  ks  containing  these  ( tenets),  however,  neither 
the  wise  men  of  the  Egyptians  secreted  in  shrines, 

nor  did  Pythagoras,  a  sage  of  the  Greeks,  i  »n- 
ceal  them  there,  for  if  at  that  time  Bit  i 

had  happened  to  live,  what  necessity  would  there 

be  that  Pythagoras,  or  Thales,  or  Solon,  or  the 
wise    PlatO,  or  even  the   rest   of  the  sa^es  oi  the 
Greeks,  should  become  disciples  of  the  I  gyptian 
priests,  when  they  could  obtain  possession  of 
sin  h  and  such  wisdom  from  Alrihi.ulcs.  as  the 

most  astonishing  interpreter  of  that  wretched 

Elchasai?  The  statements,  therefore,  that  ; 
been  made  for  the  purpose  •.<(  attaining  a  knowl- 

edge  of  the  madness  of  these,  would  seem  suf- 
fu  ient  for  those  endued  with  sound  mind.  And 

SO   it    is,  that    it   has   not   appeared   expedient    to 

quote  more  of  their  formularies,  seeing  that  tl 
are  verv  numerous  and   ridiculous.      Sim  e.  I 

ever,  we  have  not  omitted  those  dt.it 
have  risen  up  m  our  own  A.w.  and  have  not  ! 

silent  as  regards  thos<         >a/ent\x  ir  time, 
it  seems  proper,  in  order  that  we  ma)  pass  thi 
all  their  systems,  ami  leave  nothing  unt< 

what    also    .ue    the   (<  ".-torn-)  >•(   tin 
what  are  the  di\  ol  opinion  among  tl 

foi  1  imagine  that  these  a  i 
,»///  nation.     \ow.  when  1   have 

silence    on    these    point  -.  1    shall    | 

demonstration  of  the  I  >o,  trine  ol  the  l  ruth,  in 
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order  that,  after  the  lengthened  argumentative 
tinst  all  In  we,  devoutly  pn 

da  the  kingdom's  <  rown,  and 
g  the  truth,  may  not  be  unsettled. 

(  HAP.    Mil.  —  mi    JEWISH    -l  I 

lly   there   prevailed    but    one    usage' 
; ...     fewsj   for  oik-   teacher  was  given 

unto  them  by  God,  namely  Moses,  and  one  law 

b)   this  Viiil  there  Was  one  desert 
in  and  one  Mount  Sinai,  for  one  Cod  it  was 

ted   for  these    yews.      But,   again, 
alter  they  had  Crossed  the  river  Jordan,  and  had 
inherited  by  lot  the  conquered  country,  they  in 

ways  rent  in  sunder  the  law  of  God,  each 

devising  a  different  interpretation  of  the  decla- 
rations  made   by  G  d.     And   in   this   way  they 

d  up  for  themselves  teachers,  (and)  invented 

f  an  heretical   nature,  and  they  con- 
tinued   to    advance    into    (sectarian)    divisions. 

.  it  i>  the  diversity  of  th<         '  ws  that  I  at 
sent   propose   to   explain.     But  though   for 
i  a  considerable  time  they  have  been   rent 

into  very  numerous  sects,  yet    I   intend  to  eluci- 
date   the    more    principal   of  them,  while  those 

who  are  of  a  studious   turn  will   easily  become 

acquainted  with  the  rest.     For  there  is  a  divis- 
ion amongst   them   into  three  sorts ; 2   and  the 

adherents  of  the  first  are  the  Pharisees,  but  of 
the  second   the   Sadducees,  while   the   rest  are 

1    -  ins.      These  practise  a  more  devotional  life, 
being  filled  with  mutual  love,  and  being  temper- 

ate.     And    they   turn   away   from   every   act   of 
inordinate  desire,  being  averse  even  to  hearing 

tf/"  things  of  the  sort.     And  they  renounce  matri- 
mony, but  they  take  the  boys  of  others,  and  thus 

have  an  offspring  begotten  for  them.     And  they 
lead  these  adopted  children  into  an  observance 
of  their  own  peculiar  customs,  and  in  this  way 
bring   them    up   and    impel    them   to    learn    the 

-.     They  do  not,  however,  forbid    them 
t  i    marry,    though    themselves    refraining    from 
matrimony.      Women,     however,    even     though 
they  may  be  disposed  to  adhere   to   the   same 
course  of  life,3  they  do  not  admit,  inasmuch  as 
in  no  way  whatsoever  have  they  confidence  in 
women. 

CHAP.    XIV. — Till.    TENETS   OF  THE    ESSENI. 

And   they  despise   wealth,  and   do    not    turn 
away  from  sharing  their  goods  with  those    that 

i 

2 

teem 

i 

nation." losephus,  De  Bell.  Judaic,  ii.  8,  from  whom  Hippolytus 
taken  his  account  of  the  Jewish   -  ;  i,  as 

m  remarks,  we  suppose  some  other  writer  whom  Josephus 
•  d.     The  Abbe  Cruice  thinks  that 

ytus  was  not  Joseph  hri-tian 
r  of  the  first  century,  who  derived  his  material!  from  th. 
1  vt  sometimes  varies  from  the  text  of  Jose- 

■rphyry,  who  has  taken  cxctipls  from  josephus' 

choice." 

are   destitute.      No   one  amongst  them,  however. 

enjoys  a  gri  ater  amount  of  riches  than  another. 
i  regulation  with  them  is.  that  an  individual 

coming    forward    to  Join   the  sect  must  sell  his 
possessions,  and  present  the  price  of  them  to  the 
community.     And  on   receiving  the  mon 
head  of  the  order  distributes  it  to  all  accord i 

to  their  necessities.      Thus  there  is  no  one 
them   in  distress.      And   they  do  not  use  oil, 

garding  it  as  a  defilement  to  be   anointed.      And 
there   are  appointed  overseers,  who  take  <  are  of 
all   things  that   belong  to  them  in  common,  and 

they  all  appear  always*  in  white  clothing. 

CHAP.     XV. — THE    TENETS     OF    THE     ESSENI     CON- 

TINTI  Ii. 

But  there  is  not  one  city  of  them,  but  many 
of  them  settle  in  every  city.  And  if  any  of  the 
adherents  of  the  sect  may  be  present  from  a 
strange  place,  they  consider  that  all  things  are 
in  common  for  him,  and  those  whom  they  had 
not  previously  known  they  receive  as  if  they 
belonged  to  their  own  household  and  kindred. 
And  they  traverse  their  native  land,  and  on  each 
occasion  that  they  go  on  a  journey  they  carry 
nothing  except  arms.  And  they  have  also  in 
their  cities  a  president,  who  expends  the  moneys 
collected  for  this  purpose  in  procuring  clothing 
and  food  for  them.  And  their  robe  and  its 

shape  are  modest.  And  they  do  not  own  two 
cloaks,  or  a  double  set  of  shoes  ;  and  when  th 
that  are  in  present  use  become  antiquated,  then 
they  adopt  others.  And  they  neither  buy  nor 
sell  anything  at  all ;  but  whatever  any  one  has 
he  gives  to  him  that  has  not,  and  that  which  one 
has  not  he  receives. 

CHAP.    XVI.  —  THE    TENETS    OF    THE     ESSENI     CON- 
TINUED. 

And  they  continue  in  an  orderly  manner,  and 
with  perseverance  pray  from  early  dawn,  and  they 
do  not  speak  a  word  unless  they  have  praised 
God  in  a  hymn.  And  in  this  way  they  each  go 
forth  and  engage  in  whatever  employment  they 
please  ;  and  after  having  worked  up  to  the  fifth 

hour  they  leave  off.  Then  again  they  come  to- 
gether into  one  place,  and  encjrele  themselves 

with  linen  girdles,  for  the  purpose  of  concealing 
their  private  parts.  And  in  this  manner  they 
perform  ablutions  in  cold  water;  and  after 
being  thus  cleansed,  they  repair  together  into 

one  apartment,  —  now  no  one  who  entertains  a 
different  opinion  from  themselves  assembles  in 

the  house,  —  and  they  proceed  to  partake  of 
breakfast.  And  when  they  have  taken  their 
seats  in  silence,  they  set  down  loaves  in  order, 
and  next  some  one  sort  of  food  to  eat  along  with 

the  bread,  and  each  receives  from  these  a  suffi- 
cient portion.       No  one,  however,  tastes  these 
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before  the  priest  utters  a  blessing,'  and  prays 
over  the  food.  And  after  breakfast,  when  he 
has  a  second  time  offered  up  supplication,  as 
at  the  beginning,  so  at  the  conclusion  of  their 
meal  they  praise  God  in  hymns.  Next,  after 
they  have  laid  aside  as  sacred  the  garments  in 
which  they  have  been  clothed  while  together 

taking  their  repast  within  the  house  —  (now  these 
garments  axe  linen) — and  having  resumed  the 
clothes  which  they  had  left  in  the  vestibule,  they 
hasten  to  agreeable  occupations  until  evening. 
And  they  partake  of  supper,  doing  all  things  in 
like  manner  to  those  already  mentioned.  And 
no  one  will  at  any  time  cry  aloud,  nor  will  any 
other  tumultuous  voice  be  heard.  but  they 
each  converse  quietly,  and  with  decorum  one 
concedes  the  conversation  to  the  other,  so  that 

the  slilhk'ss  of  those  within  the  house  appears  a 
s  >rt  of  mystery  to  those  outside.  And  they  are 
invariably  sober,  eating  and  drinking  all  things 
by  measure. 

CHAP.    XVII. — THE    TENETS    OF    THE    ESSENI   CON- 
TIN  U  F.I). 

All  then  pay  attention  to  the  president ;  and 

whatever  injunctions  he  will  issue,  the)-  obey  as 
law.  For  they  are  anxious  that  mercy  and  assist- 

ance be  extended  to  those  that  are  burdened 

with  toil.  And  especially  they  abstain  from 
wrath  and  anger,  and  all  such  passions,  inasmuch 
as  they  consider  these  to  be  treacherous  to  man. 
And  no  one  amongst  them  is  in  the  habit  of 

swearing;  but  whatever  any  one  says,  this  is  re- 
garded more  binding  than  an  oath.  If,  however, 

one  will  swear,  he  is  condemned  as  one  unworthy 
of  credence.  They  are  likewise  solicitous  about 
the  readings  of  the  law  ami  prophets  ;  and 
moreover  also,  if  there  is  any  treatise  of  the 
faithful,  about  that  likewise.  And  they  evince  the 
utmost  curiosity  concerning  plants  and  stones, 

rather  busying  themselves  as  regards  tin-  opera- 
tive powers  of  these,  saying  that  these  things 

were  not  created  in  vain. 

CHAP.    will. — THE  TENETS  OF  THE    ESSEN!    CON- 
TIM   II). 

Hut  to  (host-  who  wish  to  become  disciples   of 
the  sect,  they  do  not  immediately  deliver  their 
rules,  unless  they  have  previouslj  tried  them. 
Now  fiii  the  spai  e  ol  .1  year  they  set  before  (the 
candidates)  the  same  food,  while  the  latter  con- 

tinue to  live  in  a  different  house  outside  the 

Essenes'  own  place  of  meeting.  And  thej  give 
( to  tin-  pri ibationi  il  i )  a  hat<  het  ami  tin-  linen 
girdle,  and  a  white  robe.  When,  at  the  expira 
tion  of  tins  period,  one  affords  prool   ol   sell 

ind  ihii 

,ii  .n.iii  \i  ..i...  ,   .in  i  qui   I    rd'i  «  Kamj  li       M  ill    n 

control,    he    approaches    nearer    to    the    sect's 
method  of  living,  and  he  is  washed  more  purely 
than  before.     Not  as  yet,  however,  does  he  ; 
take  of  food  along  with  the  Essena.      I 
having   furnished   evidence  as   to  whether   he 

able  to  acquire  self-control,  —  but  for  two 
the  habit  of  a   person  of  this   rj  Tion   is  on 

trial,  —  and  when  he  has  appeared  deserving,  he 
is  thus  reckoned  amongst  the  no  the 
sect.     Previous,  however,  to  his  being  allowed  to 
partake  of  a  repast  along  with  them,  h 
under  fearful  oaths.     First,  that  he  will  worship 

the    Divinity;    next,   that   he    will    observe   j':-t 
dealings  with  men.  and  that  he  will  in  n  i 
injure  any  one,  and  that  he  will  not  hate  a   ; 
son  who   injures   him.  or  is  hostile  to   him,  but 
pray  for  them.      He  likewise  swears  that  he  will 

always  aid  the  just,  and  keep  faith  with  all.  espe- 
cially those  who  are  rulers.     For,  they  a 

position  of  authority  does  not  happen  to  any  one 
without  God.     And  if  the  Essene  himself  he  a 

ruler,  he  s7vears  that  he  will  not  conduct  him- 
self at  any  time   arrogantly   in   the  exercise  of 

power,  nor  be  prodigal,  nor  resort  to  any  adorn- 
ment, or  a  greater  state  of  magnificence  than  the 

usage  permits.     He  likewise  swears,  however,  to 
be  a  lover  of  truth,  and  to  reprove  him  that  is 
guilty  of  falsehood,  neither  to  steal,  nor  pollute 
his  conscience  for  the  sake  of  iniquitous  gain, 
nor  conceal  aught  from  those  that  are   men; 
of  his  sect,  and   to  divulge   nothing   to  otl 
though  one  should  be  tortured  even  unto  death. 
And   in   addition  to  the   foregoing  promises,  he 

swears  to  impart  to  no  one  a  knowledge  <■>(  the 
doctrines    in    a    different    manner    from    that    in 
which  he  has  received  them  himself. 

CHAP.    XIX. — THE    TENETS    <>r    THE    ESSEN]     I 
T INT  I  D. 

With    oaths,    then,    ̂ i    this    description,   they 
bind  those  who  come  forward.      If,  1  any 
one  may   be  condemned    for  an)    sin,  he    is      X 

pelled   from   the   order;   but   one   that   h 
thus  excommuni<  ated  sometimes  perishe 

awful  death.      For,  inasmuch  as  he   is   bound 
the  oaths  and  rites  oj  the  tec/,  he  is  not  abl 
partake  of  the  food  in  use  ,ui;  pic. /'..  re   that     i 

tterl)  destroy  the  bod)  tht 
vation.     \nd  s>>  it  is.  that  when  il 

last  the  Ei  >metimes  pin   ma 
who  ,ue  .it  the  point  <^\    dis     >1 

they  deem  a  punishment  even  unl ■'  upon  these 

i  l!  \r.    \\.  -  -  I  i.i      i  i  \i  i  -    oi'     i  ni      KSSEN1    I     N 

.  I  I 
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uts  when  thej  have  assembled 

it  tlu-  very  least  one  nun- 
and  the  sentence  delivered   by  them  is 

\ad  they  honour  the  legislator  next 

A  if  any  one  is  guilty  of  bias- 
linst  this  framer  of  laws,  he  is  pun- 

\  .  :.  -.  .  j  are  taught  to  yield  obedience 
to  rulers  and  elders;  and  if  ten  occupy  seats  in 

tlu-  -  h  will  not  speak  unless 
dient  to  the  nine.     And  t 

not  n>  spit  out  into  the  midst  of  | 
it,  and  to  the  right  hand.    The)  are 

more  so  .  however,  about  abstaining  from 

rk  on  the  Sabbath-day  than  all  other  Jews. 
For  not  only  i\o  they  prepare  their  victuals  for 
themselves  one  day  previously,  so  as  not  (on  the 

th)  to   kindle   a   lire,  but   not   even   would 
they  move  a  utensil  from  one   place  to  another 
(m\  that  iln  ),  nor  ease  nature  ;  nay,  some  would 
not  even   rise  from  a  couch.     On  other  days, 
however,  when  they  wish  to  relieve  nature,  they 

a  hole  a  toot  long  with  the  mattock.  —  for  of 
tin-,  desi  ription  is  the  hatchet,  which   the  presi- 

dent in  the  first  instance  gives  those  who  come 

forward  v>  gain  admi>>ion  as  disciples,  —  and 
er  (tins  cavity)  on  all  sides  with  their  gar- 

ment,   alleging    that    they    do    not   necessarily1 
;lt    the   sunbeams.      They   then    replace   the 

upturned    soil    into    the    pit  ;    and    this  is  their 

practice,' choosing  the  more  lonely  spots.     But 
after    they   have   performed    this  operation,   im- 

mediately they  undergo  ablution,  as  if  the  ex- 
crement pollutes  them. 

CHAP.    XXI.  —  DIFFERENT   SECTS   OF   THE    ESSENI. 

The  Essenes  have,  however,  in  the  lapse  of 
time,  undergone  divisions,  and  they  do  not  pre- 

serve tluir  system  of  training  after  a  similar 
manner,  inasmuch  as  they  have  been  split  up 
into  four  parties.  For  some  of  them  discipline 
themselves  above  the  requisite  rules  of  the  order, 
so  that  even  they  would  not  handle  a  current 

1  of  the  country,  saying  that  they  ought  not 
either  to  (  am.  or  behold,  or  fashi  >n  an  image  :* 
wherefore  no  one  of  those  goes  into  a  city,  lest 
(bj  lid  enter  through  a  gate  at 
which  statues  are  erect  rdm^  it  a  violation 
of  law  to  pass  beneath  im  igi  5.  But  the  adher- 

ent rty,  if  they  happen  to  hear  any 
one  maintaining  a  d,  -,  concerning  God 
and  1 1  -  sup]  ich  to  be  an  uncir- 
cumcised  ;  :1  closely  watch  him; 
and  when  I  person  <>f  this  description 
in  any  plat  e  alone,  they  will  threaten  to  slay  him 

v  ?     This  seems  the  sense  rcqin 
: 

never  oflci 
nd  Commandment  was  not 

tt.    X»L 

it  he  refuses  to  undergo  the  rite  of  <  ircum<  ision. 
Now,  il    the   latter  does  not  wish  to  comply  with 
this  request,  an  Essene  spares  not,  but  even 
slaughters.  And  it  is  from  this  occurrence  that 

they  have  received  their  appellation,  being  de- 
nominated (by  some)  Zelotae,  but  by  others 

Sicarii.  Ami  the  adherents  ol"  another  party  call 
no  one  Lord  except  the  Deity,  even  though  one 
should  put  them  to  the  torture,  or  even  kill 

them,    but  there  a.  •  of  a  later  period,  who 
have  to  such  an  extent  declined  from  the  dis- 

cipline (oi'  the  order),  that,  as  far  as  those  are 
concerned  who  continue  in  the  primitive  customs. 
they  would  not  even  touch  these.  And  if  they 

happen  to  come  in  contact  with  them,  they  im- 
mediately resort  to  ablution,  as  if  they  had 

touched  one  belonging  to  an  alien  tribe.  But 
here  also  there  are  vers  many  of  them  of  so 

great  longevity,  as  even  to  live  longer  than  a 
hundred  years.  They  assert,  therefore,  that  a 
cause  of  this  arises  from  their  extreme  devotion 

to  religion,  and  their  condemnation  of  all  excess 
in  regard  of  what  is  served  up  (as  food),  and 
from  their  being  temperate  and  incapable  of 
anger.  And  so  it  is  that  they  despise  death, 
rejoicing  when  they  can  finish  their  course  with 
a  good  conscience.  If,  however,  any  one  would 

even  put  to  the  torture  persons  of  this  descrip- 
tion, in  order  to  induce  any  amongst  them  either 

to  speak  evil  of  the  law,  or  eat  what  is  offered  in 

sacrifice  to  an  idol,  he  will  not  effect  his  pur- 
pose ;  for  one  of  this  party  submits  to  death  and 

endures  torment  rather  than  violate  his  con- 
science. 

CHAP.     XXII.   BELIEF     OF     THE     ESSENI      IX     THE 

RESURRECTION  ;     THEIR     SYSTEM     A     SUGGESTIVE 
ONE. 

Now  the  doctrine  of  the  resurrection  has  also 

derived  support  among  these  ;  for  they  acknowl- 
edge both  that  the  flesh  will  rise  again,  and  that 

it  will  be  immortal,  in  the  same  manner  as  the 

soul  is  already  imperishable.  And  they  main- 
tain that  the  soul,  when  separated  in  the  present 

life,  (departs)  into  one  place,  which  is  well  ven- 
tilated and  lightsome,  where,  they  say,  it  rests 

until  judgment.  And  this  locality  the  Greeks 
were  acquainted  with  by  hearsay,  and  called  it 
"  Isles  of  the  Blessed."  And  there  are  other 
tenets  of  these  which  many  of  the  Greeks  have 
appropriated,  and  thus  have  from  time  to  time 

formed  their  own  opinions.-'  For  the  discipli- 
nary system  in  regard  of  the  Divinity,  according 

to  these  (Jewish  sects),  is  of  greater  antiquity 
than  that  of  all  nations.  And  so  it  is  that  the 

proof  is  at  hand,  that  all  those    (Greeks)  who 

Tartan'  e  n  ,if  Justin  and  other  Fathers,   <ol.  i. 
p.  266;   ii.  p.  338,  also  Si,  117,  148.] 
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entured  to  make  assertions  concerning  God,  or 

:oncerning  the  creation  of  existing  things,  de- 
ived  their  principles  from  no  other  source  than 
rom  Jewish  legislation.  And  among  these  may 
<e  particularized  Pythagoras  especially,  and  the 
Itoics,  who  derived  (their  systems)  wliile  resi- 

dent among  the  Egyptians,  by  having  become 
lisciples  of  these  Jews.1  Now  they  affirm  that 
here  will  be  both  a  judgment  and  a  conflagra- 
ion  of  the  universe,  and  that  the  wicked  will  be 

ternally  punished.  And  among  them  is  culti- 
ated  the  practice  of  prophecy,  and  the  predic- 
ion  of  future  events. 

:HAP.     XXIII.  —  ANOTHER    SECT    OF     THE     ESSEX!  : 

THE    PHARISEES. 

There  is  then  another  order  of  the  Essenes 

/ho  use  the  same  customs  and  prescribed 
nethod  of  living  with  the  foregoing  sects,  but 
nake  an  alteration  from  these  in  one  respect, 
I/..,  marriage.  Now  they  maintain  that  those 
/ho  have  abrogated  matrimony  commit  some 
errible  offence,  which  is  for  the  destruction  of 
ife,  and  that  they  ought  not  to  cut  off  the  suc- 
:ession  of  children  ;  for,  that  if  all  entertained 
his  opinion,  the  entire  race  of  men  would  easily 
>e  exterminated.  However,  they  make  a  trial 
»f  their  betrothed  women  for  a  period  of  three 

'ears;  and  when  they  have  been  three  times 
unified,  with  a  view  of  proving  their  ability  of 
►ringing  forth  children,  so  then  they  wed.  They 
lo  not,  however,  cohabit  with  pregnant  women, 
ivincing  that  they  marry  not  from  sensual  mo- 
ives,  but  from  the  advantage  of  children.  And 
he  women  likewise  undergo  ablution  In  a  similar 

Banner  (with  their  husbands),  and  arc  them- 
elves  also  arrayed  in  a  linen  garment,  after  the 
node  in  which  the  men  are  with  their  girdles. 

I'hese  things,  then,  are  the  state  incuts  which  1 
\avc  to  make  respe<  ting  the  Esseni. 

Bui  there  are  also  otherswho  themselves  prac- 
ise  the  Jewish  customs  ;  and  these,  both  in  re 
meet  of  caste  and  in  respect  of  the  laws,  are 
ailed  Pharisees.     Now  the  greatest  part  of  these 
s  to  be  found  in  every  locality,  inasmuch 
hough  all  are  styled  Jews,  yet,  on  accounl  ol 
he  peculiarity  ol  the  opinions  advanced  by  them, 
hey  have  been  denominated   by  titles  proper 

'<>  each.    These,  then,  firmly  hold  the  an<  ienl 
radition,  and  <  ontinue  to  pursue  in  a  disputative 
ipiril  a   close  investigation  into  the   things  re- 

garded according  to  the  I  aw  as  clean  and  nol 

•lean.     And  the)  interpret  the  regulations  of  the 
aw,  ami  put  forward  tea<  hers, whom  they 

or  giving   instruction    in   such    things.      I'l" Pharisees  affirm  the  existence  of  fate,  and  thai 

1   Tim  .  PIqI  .  .  "  I  .v     "  ,.i        "I  i"  '"\   |"i  ill'  If  10  thi                         I 
'1                 Snim    li  'I   Pinto  I" 

1   -in  li  through  i  n  "i  M  mm  ii  a\  I                            Qknl 
mi. 'i  to  that  ol  l  ..hi. 

some  things  are  in  our  power,  whereas  others  are 
under  the  control  of  destiny.      In  this  way  I 
maintain   that  some   actions  depend   upon  our- 

selves,  whereas    others    upon    fat- 
assert)   that  Clod   is  a  cause  of  all   things,  and 
that  nothing  is  managed  or  happens  without  His 
will.     These  likewise   acknowledge   that  there  is 
a  resurrection  of  flesh,  and  that  soul  is  immortal, 
and  that  there  will  be  a  judgment  and  confla§ 
tion,  and  that  the  righteous  will  be  imperishable, 
but  that  the  wicked  will  endure  everlasting  pun- 

ishment in  unqenchable  lire. 

CHAP.    XXIV.  —  THE   SADDUCEES. 

These,  then,  are   the   opinions    even    of  the 
Pharisees.     The   Sadducees,   however,   are 
abolishing  fate,  and   they  acknowledge  that  God 
does  nothing  that  is  wicked,  nor  exercises  pr 
dence  over  (earthly  concerns)  ;  but  they  con: 
that  the  choice  between  good  and  evil  lies  within 
the  power  of  men.     And  they  deny  that  ther 
a  resurrection  not   only  of  flesh,  but  also  they 
suppose  that  the  soul  does  not  continue  after 
death.     The  soul  they  consider  nothing  but  n 
vitality,  and   that   it   is  on  accounl  of  this   that 
man  has  been  created.     However,  (they  main- 

tain) that  the  notion  of  the  resurrection  has  been 
fully  realized  by  the  single  circumstance,  that 
close  our  days   after  having   left   children  u] 
earth.     But  (they  still  insist)  that  after  death 
one  expects  to  suffer  n<  ithin  :.  either  bad  i  i 
for  that  there  will  be  a  dissolution  both 

and  body,  and   that  man  passes  into  non  exist- 

ence, similarly  also  with  the  material of  'the  animal creation.     Bui  as  regards  whatever  wi<  kedni 
man  may  have  committed   in  life,  pi  I  he 
may  have  been  reconciled  to  the  injure, 
he    has    lieen    a    -liner    (1>;    f  ion  ),  in 
much  as  he  has  escaped  the  punishment  (1 
otherwise  would  have  been  inflicted)  by  men. 
And   whatever  acquisitions    a    man   may   1 
made,  and   (in    whatever    i 
wealthy,  he  may  have  ai  [ti  i  tinction,  he 
h  is  so  far  been  a  gainer.     Bui  \  I 
their  assertion),  that  <  iod  h  is  no  solii   • 
the  concerns  of  an  indh  idual  \\      \ 
the  Pharisees  are  full  ol   mutu  d 

Saddui  ees,  on  the  other  hand,  ai 
s.ii  love.    This  seel  h  id  its  sti  inghold  es| 

in  ////•   region   around   Samaria.       \nd   th( 
adhere  to  the  customs  of  the  1 

one  OUght   s..  tO  live,  that    he  m.i\    I 

self  virtuously,  and  leave  children  behind  him 
mi  earth.    They  do  not,  ! 

tion  to  prophets,  bul  neithi  i 
3,  eX(  ept   tO  the  law  ol    W 

vhich,  however,  the)  i>  in* 
.e,  then,  are  the  opinions  w 

•    -  ■ 
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CHAP.    XXV.        mi     II  WISH    Rl  L1GI0N. 

Since,  therefore,  we  have  explained  even  the 
di\,  imong  the  Jews,  it  seems  expedient 
likewise  d  >l  t"  pa  i  in  silence  the  system 
of  their  religion.  The  <1>><  trine,  therefore,  among 
all  1 1 w  -  on  the  subjei  t  of  religion  i^  fourfold  — 
theologi<  al,  natural,  moral,  and  ceremonial.  And 

tin-.  i  thai  there  is  one  God,  and  that  1 1 <-■ 
is  Creator  and  Lord  of  tlio  universe:  that  He 

h.i>  formed  all  these  glorious  works  which  had 
n..  prei  i  »us  existent  e  ;  and  this,  too,  not  out  of 
.ins  coeval  substance  that  lav  ready  at  hand,  hut 
His  Will  — the  efficient  cause  —  was  to  create, 
and  He  did  create.  And  (they  maintain)  that 
there    are  and     that     these    have    been 

brought  into  being  for  ministering  unto  the  cre- 
ation :  but  also  that  there  i>  a  sovereign  Spirit 

that  always  (  ontinues  beside  God,  for  glory  and 
praise.  And  that  all  tilings  in  the  creation  are 
endued  with  sensation,  and  that  there  is  nothing 
inanimate.  And  they  earnestly  aim  at  serious 
habits  and  a  temperate  life,  as  one  may  ascertain 
from  their  laws.  Now  these  mailers  have  long 

ric  tly  defined  by  those  who  in  ancient 

times  have.received  the  divinely-appointed  law;1 
so  that  the  reader  will  find  himself  astonished  at 

the  amount  of  temperance,  and  of  diligence,  lav- 
ished on  customs  legally  enacted  in  reference  to 

man.  The  ceremonial  service,  however,  which 

has  been  adapted  to  divine  worship  in  a  manner 

befitting  the  dignity  of  religion,  has  been  prac- 
tised amongst  them  with  the  highest  degree  of 

elaboration.  'Hie  superiority  of  their  ritualism 
it  i>  easy  for  those  who  wish  it  to  ascertain,  pro- 

vided they  read  the  book  which  furnishes  infor- 

mation on  these  points.  'J'hey  will  thus  perceive 
how  that  with  solemnity  and  sanctity  the  Jewish 
pn  r  unto  God  the  first-fruits  of  the  gifts 
bestowed  by  Him  for  the  use  and  enjoyment  of 

fulfil    their   ministrations  with 

ilarity  and  stedfastness,  in  obedience  to  His 
commandments.        There    are,    however,   some 
(liturgical  adopted)  by  these,  which  the 

refuse  to  recognise,  for  they  are  not 
d  to  acquiesce  in  the  existence  of  angels 

or  -p;nt^. 
Still  a}\  parties  alike  expect  Messiah,  inasmuch 

a-  tii  ■  I  rtainly,and  the  prophets,  preached 
beforehand  that  He  was  about  to  be  present  on 

lh.       Inasmuch,  however,  as  the  Jews  were 
pot  int  of  the  period  of  His  advent,  there 

remain-,  the  supposition  that  the  declarations 
(of  S  ripture)  coi,  \  Hi-,  <  oming  have  not 
been  fulfilled.  And  so  it  is,  that  up  to  tins  day 
they  continue  in  anticipation  of  the  future  com- 

ing of  the  Christ,  — from  the  fact  of  their  not 
discerning  Him  when   He  was  present  in  the 

../'.      And  (yet  there  <an  be  little  doubt  but) 
that,  on  beholding  the  signs  of  the  times  of  I  I 

having  been  already  amongst  us,  the  yews  are 
troubled  :  and  that  they  are  ashamed  to  confess 

that  lb-  has  come,  since  they  have  with  their 
own  hands  put  Him  to  death,  because  they  w 
stung  with  indignation  in  being  convicted  by 

Himself  of  not  having  obeyed  the  laws.  And 
they  affirm  that  He  who  was  thus  sent  forth  by 
God  i^  not  this  Christ  (whom  they  are  looking 
for)  ;  but  they  confess  that  another  Messiah 
will  come,  who  as  yet  has  no  existence  ;  and 
that  he  will  usher  in  some  of  the  signs  which 

the  law  and  the  prophets  have  shown  before- 
hand, whereas,  regarding  the  rest  (of  these  indi- 

cations), they  suppose  that  they  have  fallen  into 
error.  For  they  say  that  his  generation  will  be 
from  the  stock  of  David,  but  not  from  a  virgin 
and  the  Holy  Spirit,  but  from  a  woman  and  a 

man,  according  as  it  is  a  rule  for  all  to  be  pro- 
created from  seed.  And  they  allege  that  this 

Messiah  will  lie  King  over  them,  —  a  warlike 
and  powerful  individual,  who,  after  having  gath- 

ered together  the  entire  people  of  the  Jews,  and 

having  done  battle  with  all  the  nations,  will  re- 
store for  them  Jerusalem  the  royal  city.  And 

into  this  city  He  will  collect  together  the  entire 
Hebrew  race,  and  bring  it  back  once  more  into 
the  ancient  customs,  that  it  may  fulfil  the  regal 

and  sacerdotal  functions,  and  dwell  in  confi- 
dence for  periods  of  time  of  sufficient  duration. 

After  this  repose,  it  is  their  opinion  that  war 
would  next  be  waged  against  them  after  being 
thus  congregated ;  that  in  this  conflict  Christ 
would  fall  by  the  edge  of  the  sword  ;  and  that, 

after  no  long  time,  would  next  succeed  the  ter- 
mination and  conflagration  of  the  universe  ;  and 

that  in  this  way  their  opinions  concerning  the 
resurrection  would  receive  completion,  and  a 
recompense  be  rendered  to  each  man  according 
to  his  works. 

"the  law  not  of  yesterday,"  oi>  cewcrri  t'ov  yofioy.     Cruice reads  StonriaToy,  a*  rendered  above. 

CHAP.     XXVI.   CONCLUSION     TO     THE     WORK     EX- 
PLAINED. 

It  now  seems  to  us  that  the  tenets  of  both  all 

the  Creeks  and  barbarians  have  been  sufficiently 

explained  by  us,  and  that  nothing  has  remained 

unrefuted  either  of  the  points  about  which  phil- 
osophy has  been  busied,  or  of  the  allegations 

advanced  by  the  heretics.  And  from  these  very 
explanations  the  condemnation  of  the  heretics 

is  obvious,  for  having  either  purloined  their  doc- 
trines, or  derived  contributions  to  them  from 

some  of  those  tenets  elaborately  worked  out  by 
the  Creeks,  and  for  having  advanced  (these 
opinions)  as  if  they  originated  from  Cod.  Since, 
therefore,  we  have  hurriedly  passed  through  all 
the  systems  of  these,  and  with  much  labour  have, 
in  the  nine  books,  proclaimed  all  their  opinions, 
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and  have  left  behind  us  for  all  men  a  small  viati- 
cum in  life,  and  to  those  who  are  our  contempo- 

raries have  afforded  a  desire  of  learning  (with) 
great  joy  and  delight,  we  have  considered  it 
reasonable,  as  a  crowning  stroke  to  the  entire 
work,  to  introduce  the  discourse  (already  men- 

tioned) concerning  the  truth,  and  to  furnish  our 
delineation   of  this   in   one   book,  namely   the 

tenth.  Our  object  is,  that  the  reader,  not  onlv 
when  made  acquainted  with  the  overthrow  of 
those  who  have  presumed  to  establish  heres 
may  regard  with  scorn  their  idle  fancies,  but 
also,  when  brought  to  know  the  power  of  the 
truth,  may  be  placed  in  the  way  of  salvation,  by 
reposing  that  faith  in  God  which  He  so  worthily 
deserves. 
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CONTENTS. 

The  following  are  the  contents  of  the  tenth 

book  of  the  Refutation  of  all  Heresies  :  — 
An  Epitome  of  all  Philosophers. 
An  Epitome  Of  all  Heroics. 
Ami.  in  conclusion  to  all,  what  the  Doctrine 

of  the  Truth  is. 

CHAP.    I.  —  RECAPITULATION. 

After  we  have,  not  with  violence,  burst  through 

the  labyrinth  '  of  heresies,  but  have  unravelled 
(their  intricacies)  through  a  refutation  merely, 
or,  in  other  words,  by  the  force  of  truth,  we 
approach  the  demonstration  of  the  truth  itself. 
For  then  the  artificial  sophisms  of  error  will  be 
exposed  in  all  their  inconsistency,  when  we  shall 
succeed  in  establishing  whence  it  is  that  the 
definition  of  the  truth  has  been  derived.  The 

truth  has  not  taken  its  principles  from  the 
wisdom  of  the  Greeks,  nor  borrowed  its  doc- 
trino.  a-  secret  mysteries,  from  the  tenets  of 
the  Egyptians,  which,  albeit  silly,  are  regarded 
amongst  them  with  religious  veneration  as  worthy 
of  reliance.  Nor  has  it  been  formed  out  of  the 

falla<  ies  which  enunciate  the  incoherent  (con- 
clusions  arrived  at  through  the)  curiosity  of  the 

Jdeans.     Nor  does  the  truth  owe  its  exist- 
en<  e  to  ihment,  through  the  operations  of 
demons,  for  the  irrational  frenzy  of  the  Baby- 

lonians. But  nition  is  constituted  after 

the  manner  in  which  every  true  definition  is,  viz., 
simple  And  unadorned.  A  definition  such  as 

this,  provided  it  is  made  manifest,  will  of  itself 
refute  error.  And  although  we  have  very  fre- 
quendy  propounded  demonstrations,  and  with 
suffi<  lent  fulness  elu<  idated  for  those  willing  (to 
learn)  the  rule  of  the  truth  ;  yet  even  now.  after 
having  i  1  the  opinions  put  forward  by 
the  (ireeks  and  heretics,  we  have  decided  it  not 
to  be,  at  all  events,  unreasonable  to  introduce, 
as  a  sort  of  finishing  stroke  to  the  (nine)  books 

1  [I1  index  of  authenticity.     See  on  the  "Little 
Labynntl,  .  and  Wordsworth,  pp.  100,  161,  and 
hi*  references  to  Kouth,  Lardncr,  etc.] 
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preceding,    this   demonstration    throughout    the 
tenth  book. 

CHAP.    II.  —  SUMMARY    OF   THE    OPINIONS    OF    PHIL- 

OSOPHERS. 

Having,  therefore,  embraced  (a  consideration 
of)  the  tenets  of  all  the  wise  men  among  the 
Greeks  in  four  books,  and  the  doctrines  pro- 

pounded by  the  heresiarchs  in  five,  we  shall  now 
exhibit  the  doctrine  concerning  the  truth  in  one, 

having  first  presented  in  a  summary  the  supposi- 
tions entertained  severally  by  all.  For  the  dog- 

matists of  the  Greeks,  dividing  philosophy  into 
three  parts,  in  this  manner  devised  from  time  to 

time  their  speculative  systems ; 2  some  denomi- 
nating their  system  Natural,  and  others  Moral, 

but  others  Dialectical  Philosophy.  And  the  an- 
eient  thinkers  who  called  their  science  Natural 

Philosophy,  were  those  mentioned  in  hook  i. 
And  the  account  which  they  furnished  was  after 
this  mode  :  Some  of  them  derived  all  things  from 
one,  whereas  others  from  more  things  than  one. 
And  of  those  who  derived  all  things  from  one, 
some  derived  them  from  what  was  devoid  of 

quality,  whereas  others  from  what  was  endued 
with  quality.  And  among  those  who  derived  all 
things  from  quality,  some  derived  them  from  fire, 
and  some  from  air,  and  some  from  water,  and 
some  from  earth.  And  among  those  ivho  derived 
the  universe  from  more  things  than  one,  some 
derived  it  from  numerable,  but  others  from  in- 

finite quantities.  And  among  those  70I10  derived 
all  things  from  numerable  quantities,  some  de- 

rived them  from  two,  and  others  from  four,  and 
others  from  five,  and  others  from  six.  And 

among  those  who  derived  the  universe  from  in- 
finite quantities,  some  derived  entities  from  things 

similar  to  those  generated,  whereas  others  from 
things  dissimilar.  And  among  these  some  derived 
entities  from  things  incapable  of,  whereas  others 
from  things  capable  of,  passion.  From  a  body 
devoid   of  quality  and   endued  with   unity,  the 

:  Hippolytui  in  what  follows  is  indebted  to  Sextus  Empiricus.  — 1  Adv.  Pnys.,  x. 
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Stoics,  then,  accounted  for  the  generation  of  the 
universe.  For,  according  to  them,  matter  devoid 
of  quality,  and  in  all  its  parts  susceptible  of 
change,  constitutes  an  originating  principle  of 
the  universe.  For,  when  an  alteration  of  this 
ensues,  there  is  generated  fire,  air,  water,  earth. 
The  followers,  however,  of  Hippasus,  and  Anaxi- 
mander,  and  Thales  the  Milesian,  are  disposed 
to  think  that  all  things  have  been  generated  from 
one  (an  entity),  endued  with  quality.  Hippasus 
of  Metapontum  and  Heraclitus  the  Ephesian 
declared  the  origin  of  things  to  be  from  fire, 
whereas  Anaximander  from  air,  but  Thales  from 

water,  and  Xenophanes  from  earth.  "  For  from 

earth,"  says  he,  "are  all  things,  and  all  things 
terminate  in  the  earth."  ' 

CHAP.    III. — SUMMARY    OF   THE    OPINIONS    OF    PHIL- 
OSOPHERS   CONTINUED. 

But  among  those  who  derive  all  entities  from 
more  things  than  one,  and  from  numerable  quan- 

tities, the  poet  Homer  asserts  that  the  universe 
consists  of  two  substances,  namely  earth  and 
water  ;  at  one  time  expressing  himself  thus  :  — 

"The  source  of  gods  was  Sea  and  Mother  Earth."2 

And  on  another  occasion  thus :  — 

"  Mnt  indeed  ye  all  might  become  water  and  earth."3 

And  Xenophanes  of  Colophon  seems  to  coincide 
with  him,  for  he  says  :  — 

"  We  all  arc  sprung  from  water  and  from  earth."4 

Euripides,  however,  (derives  the  universe)  from 
earth  and  air,  as  one  may  ascertain  from  the  fol- 

lowing assertion  of  his  :  — 

"  Mother  of  all,  air  and  earth,  I  sing."5 

But  Empedocles  derives  the  universe  from  four 
principles,  expressing  himself  thus:  — 

"  Four  roota  <>f  all  things  bear  thou  firsl : 
Brilliant  [<>vr,  and  life  giving  Juno  and  Aidom 
And  Nestis,  that  with  tears  bedews  the  Mortal  For 

Ocellus,  however,  the  Lucanian,  and  Aristotle, 
derive  the  universe  from  live  principles;  for. 
along  with  the  four  elements,  they  have  as- 

sumed the  existence  of  a  fifth,  and  (that  this  i>) 
a  body  with  a  circular  motion  ;  and  they  say 
thai  from  this,  things  celestial  have  their  being. 
But  the  disciples  of  Empedocles  supposed  the 
generation  <>f  the  universe  to  have  proceeded 
from  six  principles.  for  in  the  passage  where 
he  says,  "  four  root,  of  all  things  hear  thou 

first,"  he  produces  generation  out  of  four  princi- 
ples.    When,  however,  he  subjoins, — 

1  Sec  Kant.,  Fragm.,  viil,  45. 
2  Hind,  \iv.  iot. 
3  Ibid.,  vii,  •  j. i 
*  Src  Karat.,  Fragm.,  ix.  p.  ̂ fi. 
5  Fabrictuf,  m  hia  <  ommentary  on  Sexttu  Empirical,  conaldan 

that  thii  is  .1  quotation  from  ilic  Hymns  of  Euriptdaa, 
6  V.  55-57,  ccl.   k.ir-a. 

"  Ruinous  Strife  apart  from  these,  equal  in  every  point, 
And    with    them    Friendship    equal    in    length    and 

breadth,"7  — he  also  delivers  six  principles  of  the  univei 
four  of  them  material  —  earth,  water,  fire,  and 
air;  but  two  of  them  formative  —  Friendship 
and  Discord.  The  followers,  however,  of  Anax- 
agoras  of  Clazomense,  and  of  Democritus,  and 
of  Epicurus,  and  multitudes  of  others,  have  given 
it  as  their  opinion  that  the  generation  of  the 
universe  proceeds  from  infinite  numbers  oj  atoms; 
and  we  have  previously  made  partial  mention  of 
these  philosophers,  but  Anaxagoras  dt  rives  the 
universe  from  things  similar  to  those  that  are- 
being  produced;  whereas  the  followers  of  De- 

mocritus and  Epicurus  derived  the  universe  from 
things  both  dissimilar  (to  the  entities  produ< 
and  devoid  of  passion,  that  is,  from  atoms.  But 
the  followers  of  Heraclides  of  Pontus,  and  of 
Asclepiades,  derived  the  universe  from  thi 
dissimilar  (to  the  entities  produced),  and  ( 
ble  of  passion,  as  if  from  incongrui  >us  c<  >rpus<  les. 
but  the  disciples  of  Plato  affirm  that  these  entities 
are  from  three  principles — God,  and  Matter, 
and  Exemplar.  He  divides  matter,  however, 
into  four  principles —  fire,  water,  earth,  and  air. 
And  (he  says)  that  Cod  is  the  Creator  of  this 

(matter),  ami  that  Mind  is  its  exemplar.8 

CHAP.    IV.  —  SUMMARY    OF    I'll!'    OPINIONS    OF    PHIL- 
OSOPHERS  C0NTIN1  l  l». 

Persuaded,  then,  that  the  principle  of  ph\  bi- 
ology is  confessedb  dis<  overed  1,.  !  >e  eneumbci  cd 

with  difficulties   for  all    these   philosophers,  we 
ourselves  also  shall  fearlessly  declare  concerning 
the   examples  of  the   truth,  as   to  how  t 
and  i/ow  have  felt  confident  thatth  \  are. 
we  shall  previously  furnish  an  explanation,  in  the 
way  of  epitome,  of  the  tenets  of  the  h  resian 
in    order    that,    by    our    h .;. 
readers   tin-   tenets  of   all   made   well   known   by 
this    (plan    of    treatment),   we    may   exhibit 
truth  in  a  plain  and  familiar  (form). 

CHAP.    V.  —  IIU'    MAASS1  M. 

But  since  it  so  appears  expedient,  i 
first  from  the  public  worshipper-  of  the 

I'he  Naasseni  call  the  first  pi  ini  iple  ol  I verse  a  Man.  and  that  the  san 

Man  ;   a\u\  they  divide  this  ».•,///   into   thi 
tions.     for  they  saj  one  pan  i  if  hin 

and  another  psychii  al,  but  a  thud  i  artl  '• they  style  him  Adamas,  and  hit  the 
knowledge  appertaining  t<>  him  is 
cause   of    the    t  ap.u  it\    of    kl  I  \n«l 
the  Naassene  asserts  that  all  i  al.  and 

*  1  ■ ■ 
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ind  earthly  qualities  have  retired  into 

tnd  tli.it  through  Hun  these  three  sub- 

isly  have  spoken  unto  the  three 
These  allege  th.it  there 
t — angelic,  psy<  hi*  al, 

.:i-l    th.it    then'  arc  three  <  hun  ho 
—  .1  al,  and  earthly  ;   and   that  the 

names  fort  ire —  chosen,  called,  and  cap- 
-•  are  the  heads  of  doctrine  advanced 

1,\   i  .me  may  briefly  comprehend 
i.      lh  n   that  James,  the  brother  of 

,1  these  tenets  to  Mari.unne, 

u  nt  belying  both. 

CHAP.  vi.  —  THE  riuvrr. 

The  Peratae,  however,  viz.,  Ademes  the  Carys- 

tian.  and  Euphrates  the  1'eratic.  say  that  there 
is  some  one  world,  —  this  is  the  denomination 

they  use,  — and  affirming  that  it  is  divided  into 
diree  parts.  Hat  of  the  threefold  division,  ac- 

cording to  them,  there  is  one  principle,  just  like 
an  immense  fountain,  capable  of  being  by  reason 
divided   into  infinite  segments.     And  the  first 

nent.  and  the  one  of  more  proximity,  accord- 
ing to  them,  is  the  triad,  and  is  called  a  perfect 

a  paternal  magnitude,  lint  the  second 
portion  of  the  triad  is  a  certain  multitude  of,  as 

it  were,  infinite  powers.  The  third  part,  how- 
ever, is  formal.  And  the  first  is  unbegotten ; ' 

whence  they  expressly  affirm  that  there  are  three 
Gods,  three  Logoi,  three  minds,  (and)  three 
men.  For  when  the  division  has  been  accom- 
plished,  to  each  part  of  the  world  they  assign 
both  Gods,  and  Logoi.  and  men,  and  the  rest. 
Hut  from  above,  from  uncreatedness  and  the  first 

nent  of  the  world,  when  afterwards  the  world 
had  attained  to  its  consummation,  the  Pcratic 
affirms  that  there  came  down,  in  the  times  of 
Herod,  a  certain  man  with  a  threefold  nature, 
and  efold   body,  and  a  threefold   power, 
named  Christ,  and  that  He  possesses  from  the 
thr  of  the  world  in  Himself  all  the  con- 

cretions  and  capacities  of  the  world.  And  they 

are  disposed  to  tiink  that  this  is  what  has  been  : 
declared,  "in  whom  dwelleth  all  the  fulness  of 

the  Godhead  bodily."2  And  they  assert  that 
from  tiie  two  worlds  situated  above  —  namely, 

both  the  unbegotten  one  and  self-begotten  one —  j 
there  \\  rne  down  into  this  world  in  which 

we  as  of  all  sorts  of  powers.     And  ( they  ' 
;  hrist  came  down  from  above  from 

mi'  reatedness,  in  order  that,  by  His  des<  ent,  all 
things  that  have  been  divided  into  three  parts 
ma.  d.     For,  says  the  Piratic,  the  things 
that  have  been  borne  down  from  above  will 

as<  end  through  Him  ;  and  the  things  that  have 
plotted  against  those  that  have  been  borne  down 

1  Cruicc  supplies  from  Theodoret:  "  and  the  second  which  is  good 
u  self-begotten,  and  ihc  third  is  generated." 

are  heedlessly  rejected.'  ami  sent  away  to  be 
punished.  Ami  the  Peratic  states  that  there  are 
two  parts  which  are  saved  —  that  is,  those  that 
are   situated   above  —  by  having  been   separated 
from  corruption,  and  that  the  third  is  destroyed, 
which   he   (alb  a   formal  world.      These  also  are 
the  tenets  of  the  Peratae. 

CHAP.    VII. — THE   SF.TII1ANS. 

But  to  the  Sethians  it  seems  that  there  exist 

three  principles,  which  have  been  precisely  de- 
fined.    And  each  of  the  principles  is  fitted  by 

nature  for  being  able  to  be  generated,  as  in  a 
human  soul  every  art  whatsoever  is  developed 
which  is  capable  of  being  learned.  The  result  is 

the  same  as  when  a  child,  by  being  long  con- 
versant with  a  musical  instrument,  becomes  a 

musician  ;  or  with  geometry  a  geometrician,  or 
with  any  other  art,  with  a  similar  result.  And 
the  essences  of  the  principles,  the  Sethians  say, 
are  light  and  darkness.  And  in  the  midst  of 
these  is  pure  spirit ;  and  the  spirit,  they  say,  is 

that  which  is  placed  intermediate  between  dark- 
ness, which  is  below,  and  light,  which  is  above. 

It  is  not  spirit,  as  a  current  of  wind  or  a  certain 
gentle  breeze  which  may  be  felt,  but  just  as  if 
some  fragrance  of  ointment  or  incense  made  out 

of  a  refined  mixture,  —  a  power  diffusing  itself 
by  some  impulse  of  fragrance  which  is  incon- 

ceivable and  superior  to  what  one  can  express. 

Since,  therefore,  the  light  is  above  and  the  dark- 
ness below,  and  the  spirit  is  intermediate  be- 

tween these,  the  light,  also,  as  a  ray  of  sun, 
shines  from  above  on  the  underlying  darkness. 

And  the  fragrance  of  the  spirit  is  wafted  on- 
wards, occupying  an  intermediate  position,  and 

proceeds  forth,  just  as  is  diffused  the  odour  of 

incense-offerings  (laid)  upon  the  fire.  Now  the 
power  of  the  things  divided  threefold  being  of 
this  description,  the  power  simultaneously  of  the 
spirit  and  of  the  light  is  below,  in  the  darkness 
that  is  situated  beneath.  The  darkness,  how- 

ever, they  say.  is  a  horrible  water,  into  which  the 
light  along  with  the  spirit  is  absorbed,  and  thus 
translated  into  a  nature  of  this  description.  The 
darkness  being  then  endued  with  intelligence, 

and  knowing  that  when  the  light  has  been  re- 
moved from  it  the  darkness  continues  desolate, 

devoid  of  radiance  and  splendour,  power  and 
efficiency,  as  well  as  impotent,  (therefore.)  by 
every  effort  of  reflection  and  of  reason,  this 

makes  an  exertion  to  comprise  in  itself  bril- 
liancy, and  a  scintillation  of  light,  along  with  the 

fragrance  of  the  spirit.  And  of  this  they  intro- 
duce the  following  image,  expressing  themselves 

thus  :  Just  as  the  pupil  of  the  eye  appears  dark 

beneath  the  underlying  humours,  but  is  illumi- 
nated by  the   spirit,  so   the   darkness   earnestly 

3  a<t>itrai  tiKTJ:  Bernays  proposes  6<f>io«i6ij,  i.e.,  being  of  the  form of  the  serpent. 
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strives  after  the  spirit,  and  has  with  itself  all  the  And  the  wretched  and  baneful  Sethians  arc  dis- 
powers  which  wish  to  retire  and  return.      Now  posed  to  think  that  this  constitutes  the   servile 
these  are  indefinitely  infinite,  from  which,  when  form  alluded  to  by  the  Ap>             These,   then. 
commingled,  all  things  are  figured  and  generated  are  the  assertions  which  likewise  these  Sethians 
like  s  :als.      For  just  as  a  seal,  when  brought  into  advance, 
contact  with  wax,  produces  a  figure,  (and  yet  the 
seal)  itself  remains  of  itself  what  it  was,  so  also 
the   powers,  by  coming   into   communion   (one 

CHAP.    VIII.  —  SIMOV    magi 

But  that  wry  sapient  fellow  Simon  makes  his 

with  the  other),  form  all  the  infinite  kinds  of ;  statement  thus,  that  there  is  an  indefinite  power, 
animals.  Tlic  Sethians  assert  that,  therefore,  and  that  this  is  the  root  of  the  universe.  Ami 

from  the  primary  concourse  of  the  three  prin-  this  indefinite  power,  he  says  which  is  lire,  is  in 
ciples  was  generated  an  image  of  the  great  seal,  itself  not  anything  whi<  h  is  simple,  as  the  \ 
namely  heaven  and  earth,  having  a  form  hke  a  bulk  of  speculators  maintain,  when  they  .. 
womb,  possessing  a  navel  in  the  midst.  And  so  that  there  are  four  incomposite  elements,  and 
that  the  rest  of  the  figures  of  all  things  were,  have  supposed  fire,  as  one  of  these,  to  be  un- 

like heaven  and  earth,  fashioned  similar  to  a  compounded.  Simon,  on  the  other  hand,  alleges 

womb.  that  the  nature  of  fire  is  twofold  ;  and  one  por- 
And  the  Sethians  say  that  from  the  water  was  tion  of  this  twofold  (nature)  he  (alls  a  some- 

produced  a  first-begotten  principle,  namely  a  thing  secret,  and  another  (a  something)  manifest. 
vehement  and  boisterous  wind,  and  that  it  is  a  And  he  asserts  that  the  secret  is  concealed  in 

cause  of  all  generation,  which  creates  a  sort  of  the  manifest  parts  of  the  fire,  and  that  the  mani- 
heat  and  motion  in  the  world  from  the  motion  fest  parts  of  the  fire  have  been  produced  from 
of  the  waters.  And  they  maintain  that  this  wind  the  secret.  And  he  says  that  all  the  pari 
is  fashioned  like  the  hissing  of  a  serpent  into  a  the  fire,  visible  and  invisible,  have  been  su]  posed 
perfect    image.      And  on  this  the  world  gazes  to  be  in  possession  of  a  1  y  of  perception. 
and  hurries  into  generation,  being  inflamed  as  a  The  world,  therefore,  he  says,  that  is  begotten, 

womb;   and   from  thence  they  are  disposed  to '  has  been   produced    from   the   unb<  fire. 
think  that  the  generation  of  the  universe  has  And  it  commenced,  he  says,  to  exist  thus:  The 
arisen.  And  they  say  that  this  wind  constitutes  Unbegotten  One  took  six  primal  roots  of  the 
a  spirit,  and  that  a  perfect  God  has  arisen  from    principle    of  generation   from    the  principle  of 
the  fragrance  of  the  waters,  and  that  of  the  spirit, that   fire.     For  he   maintains   that    these    r 

and  from   the   brilliant   light.     And   they  affirm  have  been  generated  in  pairs  from  the  tire;  and 
that  mind  exists  after  the  mode  of  generation  these   he   denominates    Mind    and    Intelligence, 

from  a  female  —  (meaning  by  mind)  the  super-  Voice  and  Name.  Ratiocination  and  R< 
nil  spark  — and   that,  having  been  mingled  be-  And  he  asserts  that  in  the  six  .t   tie  same 

neath  with  the  compounds   of  body,  it  earnestly  time,    resides    the    indefinite    power.  -'/    he 
desires  to  flee  away,  that  escaping  it  may  depart  affirms  to  be    Him   that   stood,  Stands,  and  will 
and  not  find  dissolution  on  account  of  the  deli-  stand.     And  when  this  one  has  been  formed  into 

ciency   in   the   waters.       Wherefore   it    is    in    the  a   figure,  He  will,  OCC\  '•'  this   i 
habit  of  crying  aloud   from  the   mixture  of  the  in  the  six   powers  substantially  and  potentially. 
waters,  according  to  the  Psalmist,  as  the)  say,  And  He  will  be  in  magnitude  and  pei 

"For  the  entire  anxiety  of  the    light   above   is,  and  the  same  with  that  un  n  and  indefinite 
that  it  may  deliver  the  spark  which  is  below  from  power,   possessing   no   attribute  in  any  respect 

the  Father  beneath,"  x  that  is,from  wind.     And  more  deficient  than  that  unbeg  and  un- 
the    Father   creates    heat    and    disturbance,   and  alterable,    and    indefinite    power.       b. 
produces  for  I  [imself  a  Son,  namely  mind,  which,  He  70/10  stood,  stands,  a  id  will 
as  they  allege,  is  not    the  peculiar  offspring   of  to  exist  only  potentially  in   the  s;\   powers,  and 
Himself.     hxA  these  heretics  affirm  that  the  Son,  has   not   assumed  any  definite  !! 
on  beholding    the    pertect   I  ,ogo ,  of  the  supernal 

light,  underwent  a  transformation,  and   in  the 
shape  of  a  serpent  entered  into  a  womb,  in  order 
that  he  might  be  able  to  recover  that  Mind  whic/l 

(  omes,  sa\  s  Simon,  utterly  t,  and  ■ ishes.     And  this  fa 

as    the    grammatii  al   or   geometrii  aJ    > 

which,  thou-h  it  has  •'  in  mt 
IX  the  scintillation  from  the  light.      And  that  this  soul,  suffers  1  ttinction  when   it   does   n 

is  what    has   been   declared,  '•  Who,  bung   in  the  (the   assistance   of)    B    mastei    ol 
form  of  God,  thought  it  not  robbery  to  be  equal  arts,  who  would  indoctrinai 
with  God  ;   but  made  Himself  of  no  leputation.  principles.      Now  Simon  affirms  that  he   hi: 

and    took    upon    Him    the    form  of  a    servant."  ' 

'  Thi  ■  immentaton  refer  us  to  Pa,  xxix.  3. 
•  Phil.  1..  6,  7. 

is    1  Ie    who    stood,  stand-.  1.    and 

that   He  is  a  power  that  all  thil 

So    far.    then,    tor    th  -    opinio:  SimOO    like- wise. 
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i  HAP.    IV         VALENTIN 

and   the  adherents  of 
serting  that 

ih  print  iple  of  the  universe  is  th<- 
Fat!  mpelled  into  the  adoption 

g  Him.     For  some 
that  (the  Father)  is  solitary 

and  tivej  whereas  others  hold  the  impos 
H      is  in  other  i  ases  )  of  proi  rea 

lion  without  a  female.     They  the  re  lore  add  Sige 
this  Father,  and  style  the  Father 

i  I  From   this   Father  and    1  lis 
that  there  have  been  six  pro 

jections,      viz.,  Nous  .\\v\  Aletheia,  Logos  and 
.  Anthropos  and    Ecclesia,  —  and   that   this 

constitutes  the  procreative   Ogdoad.     And  the 
maintain  that  those  are  the  first 

-  which  have  taken   place  within  the 

limit,  and  have  been  again  denominated  "those 
in    the    Pleromaj"    and     the    second    are 

''those   without  the  Pleroma";and  the  third, 
"those  without  the  Limit."     Now  the  genera- 

tion oft  institutes  the  Hysterema  Acamoth. 
And   hi            ts  that  what  has  been  generated 

•  on,  that  exists  in  the  Hysterema  and 
has  been  projected  (beyond  the  Limit),  is  the 

But    Wile  n  tin  us    is   not   disposed    to 
■'is  tints  generated  to  be  primal  Deity, 

but  speaks  in  detractive  terms  both  of  Him  and 
the  things  made  by  Him.    And  (he  asserts)  that 
Christ  i  ame  down  from  within  the   Pleroma  for 
the  salvation  of  the  spirit  who  had   erred.     This 
spirit,   (according  to  the  Valentinians,)   resides 
in  our  inner  man  ;  and  they  say  that  this  inner 
man  obtains  salvation    on  account  of  this  in- 

dwelling   spirit.      Valentinus,   however,  (to    up- 
hold the  doctrine,)  determines  that  the  flesh  is 

not  saved,  and  styles  it  "a  leathern  tunic,"  and 
the  perishable portionof  man.     I  have  (already) 
declared  these  tenets  in  the  way  of  an  epitome, 
inasmui  h  as  in  their  systems  there  exists  enlarged 
matter  for  •  on,  and  a  variety  of  opinions. 
In  this  manner,  then,  it  seems  proper  also  to  the 

valentinus  to  propound  their  opinions. 

VI'.    x.  —  BASTLIDES. 

Iso  himself  affirms  that  there  is 

a  non-existent  God,  who,  being  non-existent,  has 
made  the  non-existent  world,  that  has  been 
(brined  out  of  things  that  are  not,  by  casting 
down  a  '  -rt  mi  seed,  as  it  were  a  grain  of  mus- 

tard-seed, having  in  itself  stem,  leave-,,  branches, 
(in./  fruit     Or  /  >  a  peacock's  egg, 
comprising  in  itself  the  varied  multitude  of  col- 

ours, And  this,  say  the  Basil: dians,  c<  nstitutes 
the  seed  of  the  world,  from  uhi(  h  all  things  have- 
been  produced.      For  they  maintain  that  it  com- 

1    I  hal    Hippolytua  has 
olrc.-i  Deeming  Valentinus.     ["  Sige,"  vol.  i.  p.  6a,'  note  5. J 

prises   in   itself  all   thin  that 

</>  iv/ are  non-existent,  and  which  it  has  1.. 
predetermined  to  be  brought  into  existence  by 
the  non-existent  Deity.  There  was,  then,  he 

.  in  the  seed  itself  a  threefold  Soiiship,  in  all 
respei  ts  of  the  same  substance  with  the  non- 

existent (iod.  which  has  been  begotten  from 
things  that  are  not.  And  of  this  Sonship,  divided 
into  three  parts,  one  portion  of  it  was  refined, 
and  another  gross,  and  another  requiring  purifi- 

cation. The  refined  portion,  when  first  the 
earliest  putting  down  of  the  seed  was  accom- 

plished by  the  non-existent  (iod,  immediately 
burst  forth,  and  ascended  upwards,  and  pro- 

ceeded towards  the  non-existent  Deity.  For 
every  nature  yearns  after  that  God  on  account 
of  the  excess  of  His  beauty,  but  different  (crea- 

tures desire  Him)  from  different  causes,  'i 
more  gross  portion,  however,  still  continues  in 
the  seed  ;  and  inasmuch  as  it  is  a  certain  imita- 

tive nature,  it  was  not  able  to  soar  upwards,  for 
it  was  more  gross  than  the  subtle  part.  The 
more  gross  portion,  however,  equipped  itself  with 
the  Holy  Spirit,  as  it  were  with  wings ;  for  the 
Sonship,  thus  arrayed,  shows  kindness  to  this 
Spirit,  and  in  turn  receives  kindness.  The  third 

Sonship,  however,  requires  purification,  arid  there- 
fore this  continued  in  the  conglomeration  of  all 

germs,  and  this  displays  and  receives  kindm 
And  (Basilid.es  asserts)  that  there  is  something 

which  is  called  "  world,"  and  something  else 
(which  is  called)  supra-mundane ;  for  entities 
are  distributed  by  him  into  two  primary  divisions. 
And  what  is  intermediate  between  these  he  calls 

"Conterminous  Holy  Spirit,"  and  (this  Spirit) 
has  in  itself  the  fragrance  of  the  Sonship. 

From  the  conglomeration  of  all  germs  of  the 
cosmical  seed  burst  forth  and  was  begotten  the 
Great  Archon,  the  head  of  the  world,  an  /Eon 
of  inexpressible  beauty  and  size.  This  (Archon) 
having  raised  Himself  as  far  as  the  firmament, 

supposed  that  there  was  not  another  above  Him- 
self. And  accordingly  He  became  more  brilliant 

and  powerful  than  all  the  underlying  Aions, 
with  die  exception  of  the  Sonship  that  had  been 
left  beneath,  but  which  He  was  not  aware  was 

more  wise  than  Himself.  Tin's  one  having  I  lis attention  turned  to  the  creation  of  the  world, 

first  begat  a  son  unto  Himself,  superior  to  Him- 
self; and  this  son  He  caused  to  sit  on  His  own 

right  hand,  and  this  these  Basilidians  allege  is 
the  Ogdoad.  The  Great  Arelion  Himself,  then, 
produces  the  entire  celestial  creation.  And  an- 

other Archon  ascended  from  (the  conglomeration 
of)  all  the  germs,  who  was  greater  than  all  the 
underlying  ,£ons,  except  the  Sonship  that  had 
been  left  behind,  yet  far  inferior  to  the  former 
one.  And  they  style  this  second  Arc/ion  a  Heb- 

domad. He  is  Maker,  and  Creator,  and  Con- 
troller of  all  things  that  are  beneath  Him,  and 
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this  Archon  produced  for  Himself  a  Son  more 
I  indent  and  wiser  than  Himself.  Now  they 
assert  that  all  these  things  exist  according  to  the 

predetermination  of  that  non-existent  God,  and 
that  there  exist  also  worlds  and  intervals  that  are 

infinite.  And  the  Basilidians  affirm  that  upon 
Jesus,  who  was  born  of  Mary,  came  the  power 
uf  the  Gospel,  which  descended  and  illuminated 

the  Son  both  of  the  Ogdoad  and  of  the  Heb- 
domad. And  this  took  place  for  the  purpose  of 

enlightening  and  distinguishing  from  the  different 
orders  of  beings,  and  purifying  the  Sonship  that 
had  been  left  behind  for  conferring  benefits  on 
souls,  and  the  receiving  benefits  in  turn.  And 
they  say  that  themselves  are  sons,  who  are  in 
the  world  for  this  cause,  that  by  teaching  they 
may  purify  souls,  and  along  with  the  Sonship 
may  ascend  to  the  Father  above,  from  whom 
proceeded  the  first  Sonship.  And  they  allege 
that  the  world  endures  until  the  period  when 
all  souls  may  have  repaired  thither  along  with 
the  Sonship.  These,  however,  are  the  opinions 
which  Basilides,  who  detailed  them  as  prodigies, 
is  not  ashamed  to  advance. 

CHAP.    XI.  —  JUSTINUS. 

But  Justinus  also  himself  attempted  to  estab- 
lish similar  opinions  with  these,  and  expresses 

himself  thus  :  That  there  are  three  unbegotten 
principles  of  the  universe,  two  males  and  one 

female.  And  of  the  males  one  principle  is  de- 
nominated "Good."  Now  this  alone  is  called 

after  this  mode,  and  is  endued  with  a  foreknowl- 
edge of  the  universe.  And  the  other  is  Father 

of  all  generated  entities,  and  is  devoid  of  fore- 
knowledge, and  unknown,  and  invisible,  and  is 

called  Elohim.  The  female  principle  is  devoid 

of  foreknowledge,  passionate,  with  two  minds, 
and  with  two  bodies,  as  we  have  minutely  de- 

tailed in  the  previous  discourses  concerning  this 

heretic's  system.  'J'his  female  principle,  in  her 
upper  parts,  as  far  as  the  groin,  is,  the  Justinian* 
say,  a  virgin,  whereas  from  the  groin  downwards 
a  snake.  And  such  is  denominated  Kdem  and 

Israel.  This  heretic  alleges  that  these  are  the 

principles  of  the  universe,  from  which  all  things 
have  been  produced.  And  he  asserts  that  Elo- 

him,  without  foreknowledge,  passed  into  inordi- 
nate desire  for  the  half  virgin,  and  that  having 

had  inter*  ourse  with  her,  he  begot  twelve  angels  ; 
and  the  names  of  these  he  states  to  be  those  al- 

ready given.  And  oj  these  the  paternal  ones  are 
connected  with  the  father,  and  the  maternal 

with  the  mother.  And  Justinus  maintain*  that 

these  are  (the  trees  of  1'aradise),  concerning 
which  Moses  has  spoken  in  an  allegorical  sense 
the  things  written  in  the  law.  And  Justinus 
affirms  that  all  things  were  made  by  Elohim 
and  Edem.  And  (he  says)  thai  animals,  with 
the  rest  of  the  creatures  of  this  kind,  are  from  the 

part  resembling  a  beast,  whereas  man  from  the 
parts  above  the  groin.  And  Edem  (is  suppo 

by  Justinus)  to  have  deposited  in  man  himself 
the  soul,  which  was  her  own  power,  (but  Elohim 

the  spirit.)  And  Justinus  alleges  that  this  Elo- 
him, after  having  learned  his  origin,  as<  ended 

to  the  Good  Beings  and  deserted  Edem.  And 
this  heretic  asserts  that  Edem,  enraged  on  ac- 

count of  such  (treatment),  concocted  all  this 

plot  against  the  spirit  of  Elohim  which  he  de- 
posited in  man.  And  (Justinus  inform-,  us)  that 

for  this  reason  the  Father  sent  Baruch,  and 

issued  directions  to  the  prophets,  in  order  that 
the  spirit  of  Elohim  might  be  delivered,  and  that 

'■  all  might  be  seduced  away  from  Edem.  But 
(this  heretic)  alleges  that  even  Hercules  was  a 
prophet,  and  that  he  was  worsted  by  Omphale, 
that  is,  by  Babel ;  and  the  fpustinians  call  the 
latter  Venus.  And  (they  say)  that  afterwards, 

in  the  days  of  Herod,  Jesus  was  born  son  of 

Mary  and  Joseph,  to  whom  he  alleges  lie 
had  spoken.  And  (Justinus  assets)  that  Kdem 

plotted  against  this  (Jesus),  but  could  not  de- 
ceive him  ;  and  for  this  reason,  that  she  caused 

him  to  be  crucified.  And  the  spirit  of  I 

(says  Justinus.)  ascended  to  the  Good 
And  (the  Justinians  maintain)  that  the  spirits 
of  all  who  thus  obey  those  silly  and  futile 
courses  will  be  saved,  and  that  the  body 
soul  of  Edem  have  been  left  behind.  But  the 

foolish  Justinus  calls  this  (Edem)  Earth. 

CHAT.   XII. — THE   DOCET/E. 

Now  the  Doccta;  advance  assertions  of  tl 

description:  that  the  primal  Deity  is  as  a  seed 

of  the    fig-tree  ;    and   that   from   this  pnx  ei 
three  /Kons  as  the  stem,  and  the  leaves  and  the 

fruit  ;    and    that    these    projected    thirty 
each    (of   them)    ten  ;    and    that    tiny    were    all 
united  in  decades,  but  differed  only  in  posit 

as  some  were  before  others.     And  (the  Do 
assert)  that  infinite  /Eons  were  indefinitely  | 

jected,  and  that  all  these  were  hermaphrod 

And  (they  say)  that  these  /Eons  formed  .1 
sign  of  simultaneousl)  together  inl  1  ̂ nc 
.1.  m,  and  that  from  this  the  intermedial 

and  from  the  Virgin  Mary  they  begot  a  Sai 
of  all.      And   tin*    Redeemer   WOS    like    in    i 

respect  to  the  first  seed  of  tin-  •  1  in- 
ferior in  this  respect,  from  tin-  fact  01  His  1 

been  begotten  ;    tor  the  seed  when,  e  tin 
springs  is  unbegotten.     This,  then,  wastl 

light    of  the   .  Eons    -•  it  was    entit 
which  receives  no  adornment,  and   COm| 

itself  the  forms  of  all  animals.       \n.l  tl 

maintain  that  this   tight,  ̂ w    pi  the 

underlying    chaos,   afforded    B    «  B 
en. .- )  t..  the  things  that  were  pi 

actually  existing,  and  that  on  1 
above  it  impressed  on  chaos  beneath  th 
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of  ever]  For  the  third  /Eon,  which 

had  tripled  itself,  «H  en  he  p*  n  i  ivea  that  all  his 
characteristic  attributes  were  forcibly  drawn  off 

into  the  nether  darkness,  and  ii«>t  being  ignorant 
i  of  the  terror  of  darkness  and  the  simpli<  ity 

.  proceeded  to  <  reate  heaven  ;  and  after 
rendered  firm  what  intervened,  He  sepa 

darkness  from  the  light.     As  all  the 
of  the  third  .Kon  were,  he  says,  overcome 

bj  the  darkness,  the  figure  even  of  tbissEon  be- 
liv  1114  fire,  having  been  generated  by  light. 

:   from   this  (source),  they  allege,  was  gener- 
Great  Archon,  regarding  whom   Moses 

rig  that    He   is  a   fiery   Deity  and 
1>  who  also  continually  alters  the   forms 

ins)  into  bodies.     And  the  (Docetae) 
allege  that  these  are  the  souls  for  whose  sake  the 

was  begotten,  and  that  He  points  out 
the  way  through  which  the  souls  will  escape  that 
are    (now)   overpowered   (by  darkni  \nd 
(the  Docetae  maintain)  that  Jesus  arrayed  Him- 

self in  that  only-begotten  power,  and  that  for 
this  reason  He  could  not  lie  seen  by  any,  on 

Mint  of  the  excessive  magnitude  of  His  glory. 
And  they  say  that  all  the  occurrences  took  place 
with  Him  as  it  has  been  written  in  the  Gospels. 

CHAP.  Mil.  — MONOIMUS. 

the  followers  of  Monoimus  the  Arabian 

rt  that  the  originating  principle  of  the  uni- 
vers  ■  i^  a  prima]  man  and  son  of  man  ;  and  that, 

Mates,  the  things  that  have  been  pro- 
dui  ed  were  produced  not  by  the  primal  man, 
but  by  the  Son  of  that  primal  man,  ir/  not  by 
the  entire  Son,  but  by  part  of  Him.  And  (Mo- 

llis averts)  that  the  Son  of  man  is  iota, 
which  stands  for  ten.  the  principal  number  in 
which  i>  (inherent)  the  subsistence  of  all  num- 

ber 1  in  general,  and  )  through  which  every  number 
(in  partii  ular)  <  on>i>ts.  as  well  as  the  generation 
of  the  universe,  fire,  air,  water,  and  earth.  But 
inasmuch  as  this  is  one  iota  and  one  tittle,  and 
what  is  perfect  (emanates)  from  what  is  perfect, 
or,  in  other  words,  a  tittle  flows  down  from 
above,  <  ontaining  a!!  things  in  itself;  (therefore,) 

ver  things   also    the    man  pos-,es-,es,  the 
ir  of  the   Son   of  man  possesses  likewise. 

Moses,  therefore,  says  that  the  world  was  made 
»,  that  is,  by  six  powers,  out  of  which 

Id  was  made  by  the  one  tittle.  For  cubes, 
and  o<  tahedrons,  and  pyramids,  and  all  figures 
similar  to  these,  having  equal  superficies,  out  of 
which  consist  fire,  air,  water,  and  earth,  have 
been  produced  from  numbers  comprehended  in 

simple  tittle  of  the  iota,  which  is  Son  of 
man.  When,  therefore,  saj  s  (  Monoimus),  Moses 

mentions  the  rod's  being  brandished  for  the  pur- 
f  bringing  the  plagues  upon  Egypt,  he 

alludes  allegorically  to  the  (alterations  of  the) 
world  of  iota ;  nor  did  he  frame  more  than  ten  , 

plagues.     If,  however,  says  he,  you  wish  to  be- 
(  oine  acquainted  with  the  universe,  scan  h  within 

yourself  who  is  it  that  says,  "  My  soul,  nay  flesh, 
tin,/  my  mind,"  and  who  is  it  that  appropriates 
each  one  thing  unto  himself,  as  another  (would 
do)  for  himself.  Understand  that  this  is  a  per 
feet  one  arising  from  (one  that  is)  perfect,  and 
that  he  considers  as  his  own  all  so-called  non- 

entities and  all  entities.  These,  then,  are  the 

opinions  of  Monoimus  also. 

CHAP.    XIV.   TATIAX. 

Tatian,  however,  similarly  with  Valentinus  and 
the  others,  says  that  there  are  certain  invisible 
.•Kons,  and  that  by  some  one  of  these  the  world 
below  has  been  created,  and  the  things  existing  in 

it.  And  he  habituates  himself  to  a  very  cynical  ' 
mode  of  life,  and  almost  in  nothing  differs  from 
Marcion,  as  appertaining  both  to  his  slanders, 
and  the  regulations  enacted  concerning  marriage. 

CHAP.    XV.   MARCION   AND    CF.RDO. 

But  Marcion,  of  Pontus,  and  Cerdon.2  his  pre- 
ceptor, themselves  also  lay  down  that  there  are 

three  principles  of  the  universe  —  good,  just,  and 
matter.  Some  disciples,  however,  of  these  add 
a  fourth,  saying,  good,  just,  evil,  and  matter. 
But  they  all  affirm  that  the  good  (Being)  has 
made  nothing  at  all,  though  some  denominate 
the  just  one  likewise  evil,  whereas  others  that  his 
only  title  is  that  of  just.  And  they  allege  that 
(the  just  Being)  made  all  things  out  of  subjacent 
matter,  for  that  he  made  them  not  well,  but 
irrationally.  For  it  is  requisite  that  the  things 
made  should  be  similar  to  the  maker  ;  wherefore 
also  they  thus  employ  the  evangelical  parables, 

saying,  "  A  good  tree  cannot  bring  forth  evil 
fruit,"  3  and  the  rest  of  the  passage.  Now  Mar- 

cion alleges  that  the  conceptions  badly  devised 

by  the  (just  one)  himself  constituted  the  allu- 
sion in  this  passage.  And  (he  says)  that  Christ 

is  the  Son  of  the  good  Being,  and  was  sent  for 
the  salvation  of  souls  by  him  whom  he  styles 
the  inner  man.  And  he  asserts  that  he  appeared 

as  a  man  though  not  being  a  man,  and  as  incar- 
nate though  not  being  incarnate.  And  he  main- 
tains that  his  manifestation  was  only  phantastic, 

and  that  he  underwent  neither  generation  nor 
passion  except  in  appearance.  And  he  will  not 
allow  that  flesh  rises  again ;  but  in  affirming 
marriage  to  be  destruction,  he  leads  his  disciples 
towards  a  very  cynical  life.  And  by  these  means 
he  imagines  that  he  annoys  the  Creator,  if  he 
should  abstain  from  the  things  that  are  made  or 

appointed  by  Him. 

1  The  allusion  here  is  to  the  shamelessness  of  the  Cynics  in  regard 
to  sexual  intercourse. 

•  The  account  here  given  of  Cerdon  and  Marcion  does  not  accu- 
rately correspond  with  that  already  furnished  by  Hippolytus  of  these 

hcretii  v 
i  Matt  vii.  18.  » 
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CHAP.    XVI. ■APELLES. 

But  Apelles,  a  disciple  of  this  heretic,  was  dis- 
pleased at  the  statements  advanced  by  his  pre- 

ceptor, as  we  have  previously  declared,  and  by 
another  theory  supposed  that  there  are  four  gods. 

And  the  first  of  these  he  alleges  to  be  the  "  Good 
Being,"  whom  the  prophets  did  not  know,  and 
Christ  to  be  His  Son.  And  the  second  God,  he 
affirms  to  be  the  Creator  of  the  universe,  and 
Him  he  does  not  wish  to  be  a  Cod.  And  the 

third  God,  he  states  to  be  the  fiery  one  that  was 
manifested  ;  and  the  fourth  to  be  an  evil  one.  | 
And  Apelles  calls  these  angels  ;  and  by  adding 
(to  their  number)  Christ  likewise,  he  will  assert 
Him  to  be  a  fifth  God.  But  this  heretic  is  in 

the  habit  of  devoting  his  attention  to  a  book 

which  he  calls  "Revelations"  of  a  certain  Philu- 
mene,  whom  he  considers  a  prophetess.  And 
he  affirms  that  Christ  did  not  receive  his  flesh 

from  the  Virgin,  but  from  the  adjacent  substance 
of  the  world.  In  this  manner  he  composed  his  ; 
treatises  against  the  law  and  the  prophets,  and 
attempts  to  abolish  them  as  if  they  had  spoken 

falsehoods,  and  had  not  known  God.  And  Apel- 
les, similarly  with  Marcion,  affirms  that  the  dif- 

ferent sorts  of  flesh  are  destroyed. 

CHAP.  XVII.  —  CERINTHUS. 

Cerinthus,  however,  himself  having  been 

trained  in  Egypt,  determined  that  the  world  was 

not  made  by  the  first  God,  but  by  a  certain  an- 
gelic power.  And  this  power  ivas  far  separated 

and  distant  from  that  sovereignty  which  is  above 
the  entire  circle  of  existence,  and  it  knows  not 

the  God  (that  is)  above  all  things.  And  he  says 
that  Jesus  was  not  born  of  a  virgin,  but  that  He 

sprang  from  Joseph  and  Mary  as  their  son,  simi- 
lar to  the  rest  of  men  ;  and  that  He  excelled  in 

justice,  and  prudence,  and  understanding  above 

all  the  rest  of  mankind.  And  Cerinthus  main- 

tains that,  after  Jesus'  baptism,  ( 'luist  came  down 
in  the  form  of  a  dove  upon  Him  from  the  sover- 

eignty that  is  above  the  whole  circle  of  existence, 

and  that  then  He  proceeded  to  preach  the  un- 
known Father,  and  to  work  miracles.  And  he 

aw, -its  that,  at  the  conclusion  of  the  passion, 
Christ  flew  away  from  Jesus,'  but  that  Jesus  suf- 

fered, and  that  Christ  remained  incapable  of 
suffering,  being  a  spirit  of  the  Lord. 

CHAP.  will.  —  THE  EBIONJBANS. 

Bui  the  Ebionaeans  assert  thai  the  world   is 

made  by  the  true  God.  and  they  speak  of  ( 'luist 
in  a  similar   111  inner  with   ( 'erinthus.      The\   live, 
however,  in  all  respecta  according  to  the  law  of 
Moses,  alleging  that  they  are  thus  justified. 

CHAP.  XIX.  —  THEODOTUS.2 

But  Theodotus  of  Byzantium  introduced  a 
heresy  of  the  following  description,  alleging  that 
all  things  were  created  by  the  true  God  ;  whereas 
that  Christ,  he  states,  in  a  manner  similar  to  that 
advocated  by  the  Gnostics  already  mentioi 
made  His  appearance  according  to  some  mode 
of  this  description.  And  Theodotus  affirms  that 
Christ  is  a  man  of  a  kindred  nature  with  all  men, 
but  that  He  surpasses  them  in  this  respect,  that, 
according  to  the  counsel  of  God,  He  had  b< 

born  of  a  virgin,  and  the  Holy  Ghost  had  over- 
shadowed His  7)i (it her.  This  heretic,  //- 

maintained  that  Jesus  had  not  assumed  flesh  in 
the  womb  0/  the  Virgin,  but  that  afterwards  (  hrist 
descended  upon  Jesus  at  His  baptism  in  form  of 
a  dove.  And  from  this  circumstance,  the  fol- 

lowers of  Theodotus  affirm  that  at  first  miracul  9 
powers  did  not  acquire  operating  energy  in  the 
Saviour  Himself.  Theodotus,  however,  deter- 

mines to  deny  the  divinity  of  Christ.  Now,  opin- 
ions of  this  description  were  advaned  by  Theodo- 

tus. 

CHAP.  XX.  —  MELCHISEDECIANS. 

And  others  also  make  all  their  assertions  simi- 

larly with  those  which  have  been  already  specified. 
introducing  one  only  alteration,  viz.,  in  respect  ̂ \ 
regarding  Melchisedec  as  a  certain  power,  B  t 
they  allege  that  Melchisedec  himself  is  superi 
all  powers  ;  and  according  to  his  image,  they  are 
desirous  of  maintaining  that  Christ  likewis 

generated. 

CHAP.  XXI. — THE  PHRYGIANS  OR  MONTANKTS. 

The  Phrygians,  however,  derive  the   print  i;  '   s 
of  their  heresy  from  a  certain  Montanus,  and  I 
cilia,  and  Maximilla,  and  regard  these  wretc!     I 
women   as    prophetesses,   and    Montanus   as    1 

prophet     In  respect,  however,  of  what  apper- 
tains to  the  origin  and  creation  of  the  m 

the  Phrygians  are  supposed  to  express  th< 
correctly  j  while  in  the  tenets  which  the) 
ciate  respecting  Christ,  they  have  not  irreleva 
formed  their  opinions.    Bui  the)  are  sedu<  ed 

error  in  common  with  thehereti*  s  pxe>  iouslj  allud- 
ed to,  and  devote  their  attention  to  th< 

Of   these    above    the   Gospels,    thus   laying    • 
regulations  concerning  novel  mu\  strai 

CHAP,     xxii.    —nil      PHRYGIANS     OR     MONTA5 

CONTIN1  1  i>. 
but    others    of   them,    being    .it t  11  h 

heresy  of  the  Noetians,  entertain  similai  opin- 

V..I    in    )•    ',4.  On-  •..-ii.-N,  when  11  ihouM  I 
1I1. n  ihe  . ''/  10    I  <  rtulli  1  y  Wat 

1  Or,  "  the  Son;  "  or,  "  llic  Son  ..f  M.oy  "    (I  muc). 

'  lillli     lUr     I'llt    Jii    rMi.i.  1    from    II 
'   .III.   Hill    .111.1      Ol 

p    <'J  I 

•■  .in.  inn  and  ol   good   <• .■; il-;  - 
W 

'    I  lu    Ml    li.<^  ilic  gbvioual)   comipl  rea.hnu   »••  •       ̂  
1  >uih  Icei  .iln  1^  in  --ii-uiHp). 
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j  relating  to  the  silly  women  of  the 
I  !  to  Montanus.     Aa  regards,  how 

truths  appertaining  to  the  Father  ol 
t  ting  things,  they  are  guilt)  ol 
I  it  that  I  [e  is  Son 

id  invisible,  begotten  and 
i  tten,  mortal  and  immortal.     These  have 

from  a  certain  Noetus  toputfor- 

CHAP.    Will.  —  MOETUS   AND   CALLISTI 

But  in  like  manner,  also,  Noetus,  being  by 
i  a  native  of  Smyrna,  and  a  fellow  addicted 

i  •  i  .  kli  ss  babbling,  as  well  as  craft)   withal, 
i  ed  (am. 1114  us)  this  heresy  which  origi- 
nated from  one    Epigonus.     It   reached   Rome, 

was  adopted  by  Cleomenes,  and  so  has  con- 
t     ied  to  this  day  among  his  successors.     Noe- 
t       isserts  that  there  is  one  Father  and  God  of 

iniverse,  and  that  He  made  all  things,  and 
\     -   imperceptible  to  those  that  exist  when  He 

!e>ire.     Noetus   maintained  ///at  the 

I  •  then    appeared    when    He  wished;   and 
1        1^  invisible  when   He  is  not  seen,  but  visible 

1  He  i>  seen.     And  this  heretic  also  alleges 
the  Father  is  unbegotten  when  He  is  not 

•rated,  but  begotten  when   He  is  born  of  a 
n  :  as  also  that  He  is  not  subject  to  suffer- 

1    g,  and  is  immortal  when  He  docs  not  suffer  or; 

When,  however.  His  passion1  came  upon 
I  is  allows  that  the  Father  suffers  and 

.     And  the  Noetians  suppose  that  this  Father 
Himself  is  called  S  »n,  (.md  vice  versa,)  in  refer- 

e  to  the  events  which  at  their  own  proper 
ids  happen  to  them  severally. 

Callistus    corroborated    die   heresy   of    these 
Hans,  but  we  have  already  carefully  explained 
details  of  his  life.      And    Callistus    himself 

lu<  ed    likewise    a   heresy,    and    derived    its 

'in,'  points    from    these   Xoetians, —  namely, 
far  .1^    he    acknowledges  that  there   is  one 

I    therand  God,  viz.,  the  Creator  of  the  universe, 
I  that  this  (God)  is  spoken  of.  and  called  by 
name  of  Son,  yet  that  in  substance  He  is  one 

S     rit.      For  Spirit,  as  the  Deity,  is.  he  says,  not 
different  from  the  Logos,  or  the  Logos 

from  the  Deity;  therefore  this  one  person,  (ac- 
Callistus,)  is  divided  nominally,  but 

-    istantially   not    so.      He   supposes   this   one 
I  be  God,  and  affirms  that  there  was  in 
t  the  Word  an  incarnation.     And  he  is 

d  (to  maintain),  that   He  who  was  seen 

in  the  flesh  and  was  1  m<  ifieda  is  Son,  but  that 

■^  the  addition  of  the  words  "  and  death,"  in  order 
'  oth  the  remainder  of  the  sentence.     The  puncti. 

iral,  but  gives  substantially  the  meaning  of 
settled  by  Dunckcr. 

The  ms.  reads  xonrovntvov,  which  would  mean 
seired  or  vanquished       The  former  yields  no  meaning,  and  the  iatter 

n  erroneo  .n  regarding  the   Blessed  Lord,  who, 
1  differing  and  death,  showed  Himself  more  than  con- 

John  x.  17,  18). 

the  Father  it  is  who  dwells  in  Him.  Callistus 
thus  at  one  time  bran<  lies  off  into  the  opinion 

<>l  Noetus,  but  at  another  into  that  of  Thcodotus, 
and  holds  no  sure  doctrine.  These,  then,  are 
the  opinions  of  ( !allistUS. 

CHAP.    SOOV.—  HERMOGENES. 

But  one  Hermogenes  himself  also  being  de- 
sirous of  saving  something,  asserted  that  (iod 

made  all  things  out  of  matter  coeval  70/ th  Him- 
self, and  subject  to  /lis  design.  For  Hermoge- 

nes* held  it  to  be  an  impossibility  that  God 
should  make  the  things  that  were  made,  except 
out  of  existent  things. 

CHAP.    XXV. 
•THE    ELCHASAITES. 

But  certain  others,  introducing  as  it  were  some 
novel  tenet,  appropriated  parts  of  their  system 
from  all  heresies,  and  procured  a  strange  volume, 
which  bore  on  the  titlepage  the  name  of  one 
Elchasai.  These,  in  like  manner,  acknowledge 

that  the  principles  of  the  universe  were  origi- 
nated by  the  Deity.  They  do  not,  however, 

confess  that  there  is  but  one  Christ,  but  that 
there  is  one  that  is  superior  to  the  rest,  and  that 
He  is  transfused  into  many  bodies  frequently, 
and  was  now  in  Jesus.  And,  in  like  manner, 
these  heretics  maintain  that  at  one  time  Christ 

was  begotten  of  God,  and  at  another  time  be- 
came the  Spirit,  and  at  another  time  was  horn 

of  a  virgin,  and  at  another  time  not  so.  And 
they  affirm  that  likewise  this  Jesus  afterwards  was 
continually  being  transfused  into  bodies,  and  was 
manifested  in  many  (different  bodies)  at  different 
times.  And  they  resort  to  incantations  and  bap- 

tisms in  their  confession  of  elements.  And  they 

occupy  themselves  with  bustling  activity  in  re- 
gard of  astrological  and  mathematical  science, 

and  of  the  arts  of  sorcery.  But  also  they  allege 
themselves  to  have  powers  of  prescience. 

CHAP.    XXVI.   JEWISH    CHRONOLOGY. 

.  .  .  From  Haran,  a  city  of  Mesopotamia, 

(Abraham,  by  the  command)4  of  God,  transfers 
his  residence  into  the  country  which  is  now  called 
Palestine  and  Judea,  but  then  the  region  of  Ca- 

naan. Now,  concerning  this  territory,  we  have 
in  part,  but  still  not  negligently,  rendered  an 
ac;ount  in  other  discourses.  From  the  circum- 

stance, then,  (of  this  migration)  is  traceable  the 
beginning   of   an    increase    (of   population)    in 

3  Cruice  considers  that  Theodoret  has  taken  his  account  {Har. 
Fab.,  i.  19)  from  this  tenth  book  of  The  Refutation. 

*  There  is  here  a  hiatus,  which  Abbe  Cruice  thinks  is  caused  by 
those  portions  of  the  MS.  being  lost,  in  which  Hippolytus  furnishes 
hil  Summary  of  the  Jewish  Sects.  The  object  of  introducing  these 
genealogical  and  ethnic  remarks  might  at  first  seem  irrelevant;  but 

they  arc  intended  to  be  subservient  to  Hippolytus'  Demonstration  of the  Truth,  by  proving  the  superior  antiquity,  as  coming  down  from 
Abraham,  of  revelation  above  all  pagan  philosophy.  [See  cap.  xxvii. 
infra  ]  Abbe  Cruice  refers  us  to  his  work  (pp.  72-77),  Etudes  sur 

de  Nouveaux  Documents  Historiqucs  empruntis  a  L'Ouvrage dts  0iAo<roif>au/xcfa,  Paris,  1853. 
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fudea,  which  obtained  its  name  from  Judah, 
fourth  son  of  Jacob,  whose  name  was  also  called 
Israel,  from  the  fact  that  a  race  of  kings  would 

>e  descended  from  him.'  Abraham  removes 
iom  Mesopotamia  (when  75  years  old,  and) 
,vhen  100  years  old  he  begat  Isaac.  But  Isaac, 
,vhen  60  years  of  age,  begat  Jacob.  And  Jacob, 
,vhen  86  years  old,  begat  Levi  ;  and  Levi,  at  40 

/ears  of  age,  begat  Caath  ;2  and  Caath  was  four 
/ears  of  age  when  he  went  down  with  Jacob  into 
Egypt.  Therefore  the  entire  period  during  which 

Abraham  sojourned,  and  the  entire  family  de- 
scended from  him  by  Isaac,  in  the  country  then 

:alled  Canaanitis,  was  215  years.  Rut  the  father 
af  this  Abraham  is  Thare,3  and  of  this  Thare 
the  fa/her  is  Nachor,  and  of  this  Nachor  the 
father  is  Scrag,  and  of  this  Serag  the  father  is 
Reu,  and  of  this  Reu  the  father  is  Peleg,  and  of 

'his  Peleg*  the  father  is  Ileber.  And  so  it  comes 
to  pass  that  the  Jews  are  denominated  by  the 

name  of  Hebrews.  In  the  time  of  Phaleg,5  how- 
fZW,  arose  the  dispersion  of  nations.  Now  these 

stations  were  72,6  corresponding  with  the  number 
7f  Abraham's  children.  And  the  names  of  these 
nations  we  have  likewise  set  down  in  other  books, 

lot  even  omitting  this  point  in  its  own  proper 
place.  And  the  reason  of  our  particularity  is 
3ur  desire  to  manifest  to  those  who  are  of  a  stu- 

dious disposition  the  love  which  we  cherish  to- 
wards the  Divinity, and  the  indubitable  knowledge 

respecting  the  Truth,  which  in  the  course  of  our 

labours7  we  have  acquired  possession  of.  Hut 
Df  this  Heber  the  father  is  Salah  ;  and  of  this 
Satah  the  father  is  Cainan  ;  and  of  this  Cainan 
the  father  is  Arphaxad,  whose  fa/her  is  Shein  ; 
ind  of  this  Shein  the  father  is  Noah.  And  in 

Noah's  time  there  occurred  a  flood  throughout 
the  entire  world,  which  neither  Egyptians,  nor 
Chaldeans,  nor  (irceks  recollect;  tor  the  inun- 

dations which  took  place  in  the  age  of  Ogyges 
and  Deucalion  prevailed  only  in  the  localities 

where    these    dwelt. s     There    are,   then,    in    the 

1   [Vol.  ii.  p.  306,  this  scries] 
3  That  is,  iCohath  (sic  Gen.  xlvi.  11). 
3  Thru  ii,  1  •  1  1     ee  I  ten.  \i.  26). 
*  ( Jen,  \i.  16. 

'  [Possibly  a /A  vj/Vvi/ catastrophe,   Gen  \  15,  and  1  Chi 
*  The  system  of  seventy-two  nations  l»  n  ilytus 

ll  that  advanced  by  Jewish  writers  generally,  and  has  been  proba 
Mi  In'  ed  from  the  tenth  chaptei  ol  U  Inothei  hi  torian  ol  the 

es  of  the  Church  adopts  il      Epiphanius      \  chronogni 
however,  contemporary   with   Hippolytus       lulius    \ 

1  tins  number,  as  is  proved  bj  the  fragments  ol  bis  work  pre 
by  Eusebius  and  Sym  ellus, 

7  The  allusion  here  m  ide    on  titub  ison  for  asi  ribing 
Tki  Refutation  to  Hippolytus,  tl   hoi  ol   whi  that 
be  had  written  a  Chi  ■•.  •  But  thi  fragment    ir  text  corresponds 
H  nil  ,i  I  ..a n<  iiin  Jation  of  aCAi 

big  the  n  une  of  Hippolytus,     The  terms  in  whii  '1  Hippolytus  delivers 
In  11  <  II  above  nu|il\  1I1  11  tin    inventoi  "I  .1  -  hrnnnlogii  il  ̂ %  • 
teni.  thus  Ii  irmoni  ins  with  the  fai  1   thai   the  Pasi  hal  (  \   le,  th 
ever  so  faulty,  wa  ol    >H  his  writin 

on  Hippolytus'  statue,  dug  up  on  the  road  to  Tivoli  \  o    1     t,  in  the 
v   ii)  .ii  Rome,  in  11  the  (  hun  h  ol  St.  I   •"   .    ■      i  I  :  1    mn     11  note 

■  1  '  ;  and 
Wordswortii  | 

'•  I  1 1  ippi  il-  ;  not  1  all  in  thi   I In  dismisses  them  w  ii 

of  sin  Ii  11  klition     -  1  the  biatorj 
of  Noah.  I 

case  of  these  (patriarchs  —  that  is,  from  Noah 
to  Heber  inclusive) — 5  generations,  and  41,5 
years.9  This  Noah,  inasmuch  as  he  wai  a  most 
religious  and  God-loving  man,  alone,  with  wife 
and  children,  and  the  three  wives  of  thi 

caped  the  flood  that  ensued.  And  he  owed  his 
preservation  to  an  ark  ;  and  both  the  dimensions 
and  relics  of  this  ark  are,  as  we  have  explained, 
shown  to  this  day  in  the  mountains  <  ailed  Vrarat, 
which  are  situated  in  the  direction  of  the  country 

of  the  Adiabeni.'"  It  is  then  possible  for  th 
who  are  disposed  to  investigate  the  subject  indus- 

triously, to  perceive  how  clearly  has  been  demon- 
strated the  existence  of  a  nation  of  worshippers 

of  the  true  God,  more  ancient  than  all  the  Chal- 
deans, Egyptians,  and  (ireeks.  What  nee  essity, 

however,  is  thereat  present  to  specify  those  who, 
anterior  to  Noah,  were  both  devout  men,  and 
permitted  to  hold  converse  with  the  true  God, 
inasmuch  as,  so  far  as  the  subject  taken  in  hand 

is  concerned,  this  testimony  in  regard  of  the  an- 
tiquity of  the  people  of  God  is  sufficient? 

CHAP.  XXVII.  —  JEWISH    CHRONOLOGY   CONTDH  I  1'. 

But  since  it  does  not  seem  irrational  to  prove 
that    these   nations   that   had   their  attention  en- 

grossed with  the  speculations  of  philosophy  ar 
more  modern  date  than  those  that  had  habitually 

worshipped  the  true  God,"  it  is  reasonable  that 
we  should  state  both  whence  the  family  of  these 
latter  originated;  and   that  when  they  took  up 

their  abode   in   these  countries,  they  chd   not   re- 
ceive   a    name    from    the    actual    localities,    but 

claimed   for  themselves    names   from    those 

were   primarily  born,  and   had    inhabited    these. 
Noah  had  three  sons  —  Shem,  Main,  and  Japheth. 
From  these  the  entire  family  of  man  was   multi- 

plied, and  every  quarter  oj  the  earth  owes  its 

inhabitants   in   the  first  instance   to    these.      I'   r 
the  word  of  God   to  them  prevailed,  when 

/.ord   said,    "  Be    fruitful,  and    multiply,  ami    re- 

plenish  the   earth."'      So  great  effi one  word   that  from  the  three  tot  are 

begotten  in  the  family  72  children,  —  (viz.,)  Mom 
Shem,  23  ;  lr"m  Japheth,  15  ;  and  from  11  im 

Unto  Ham.  however,  these  32  children  arc-  |     1  1 
in  a<  1  ordain  <■  with  previous  de<  larations 

among  Ham's  children  are :  C\i).\.'  m  whom 
came   the  I  "ana. mites  j    Mi/raiin,  from  whom 
I      ptians  :  ( lush,  from  whom  the  Ethi 
and  Phut,   from  whom   the    Lil 

a<  1  ording  to  the  langua  /  amon 
are  up  to  tin-  present  cla\  styled  b)  the  app< 
tion  of  their  an  1  in  th< 

ue  the)  are  1  ailed  by  the  nam. 

1     1  .  • 
1 
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denominated.     Bui   even 
thai  neither  these  lot  alities  had  been 

nhabited,  nor  thai  it  could  be  proved 

..i  nun  from  tin-  beginning  existed 
tevertheless  these  sons  of  Noah,  a  woi 
,,i  God,  .i!  sufficient  to  prow  the 

nt  that  Noah  hiin- 
must  have  been  a  disciple  of  devout  people, 
which  reason  he  escaped   the  tremendous, 

,'•1  transient,  threat  of  water. 
How,  then,  should  not  tin-  worshippers  of  the 

1  be  of  greater  antiquity  than  all  Chal- 
ptians,  and  Greeks,  tor  we  must  bear 

in  mind  that  the  father  of  these  Gentiles  was 

horn  from  this  Japheth.'  and  received  the  name 
in,  and  became  the  progenitor  of  Greeks  and 

lonians?      Now.    if    the    nations    that    devoted 

to  questions  concerning  philosophy 
shown  to  belong  to  a  period  altogether  more 

recent  than  the  rare  of  the  worshippers  of  God 
well  as  the  time  of  the  deluge,  how  would  not 

:i  itions  of  the  barbarians,  and  as  many  tribes 
:\  the  world  are  known  and  unknown,  appear 

t<>  belong  to  a  more  modern  epoch   than   these? 
Therefore  ye  Greeks,  Egyptians,  Chaldeans,  and 
the  entire   race  of  men.   become  adepts   in   this 

nd  learn  from  us,  who  are  the  friends 

i.  id,  what  the  nature  of  God   is,  and  what 

His  well-arranged  creation.     And  we  have  cul- 
this  system,  not  expressing  ourselves  in 

unpens  language,  but  executing  our  trea- 
terms  'hat  prove  our  knowledge  of  truth 

and  oir  practice  of  good  sense,  our  object  being 
lemonstration  oi  His  Truth.2 

IAP.    \WIII. — THE    DOCTRINE   OF   THE   TRUTH. 

The  hr>t  and  only  (one  God),3  both  Creator 
rd  of  all.  had  nothing  coeval  with   Him- 
■t    infinite   chaos,  nor   measureless   water, 
I  earth,  nor  dense  air,  not  warm  fire,  nor 

ltd  spirit,  nor  the  azure  canopy  4  of  the  stu- 
>  firmament     But  He  was  One,  alone  in 

I     mself.     By  an  exercise  of  His  will  He  created 
things  that  are.  which  antecedently  had  no  ex- 

.  e\<  ept   that   He  willed  to  make   them. 

For   He    in   fully  acquainted   with  whatever   is 
take   place,   for   foreknowledge    also   is 

Him,    The  different  principles,  how- 

mot  be  explained  away  as  a  corrobora- 
'  Od.,  i.  3,  27.] 

The  context  seems  to  re- 

I  ruth."] 1  and  Ori 

firm  the  critii  ism  w!u.  h  as.  ribej 

■t  even  suj  not  the  author, 
1  have  writl  in  the  mar- 

ine c  oincidence 

•  nd  the  author  of  The  Refutation. 
■  I  punishment,  asserted  in 

IK  1  ontroverted 

'. 

p.   10,  etc.,  and  infra,  cap.  xxix.  note - 

r,  o|  what  will    (dine    into    existent  e.   He    first 

fabricated,  \i/..  fire  and  spirit,  water  and  earth, 
from   which    diverse   elements    He    proceeded    to 
form  His  own  creation.  And  some  objects  He 
formed  of  one  essence,  but  others  lie  com- 

pounded from  two,  and  others  from  three,  and 
others  from  four.  And  those  formed  of  one  sub- 

stance were  immortal,  for  in  their  ease  dissolution 
does  not  follow,  for  what  is  one  will  never  be 
dissolved.  Those,  on  the  other  hand,  which  are 
formed  out  of  two,  or  three,  or  four  substana  r, 
are  dissoluble  ;  wherefore  also  are  they  named 
mortal.  For  this  has  been  denominated  death, 

namely,  the  dissolution  of  substances  connected. 
I  now  therefore  think  that  I  have  sufficiently 
answered  those  endued  with  a  sound  mind,  who, 

if  they  are  desirous  of  additional  instruction,  and 

are  disposed  accurately  to  investigate  the  sub- 
stances of  these  things,  and  the  causes  of  the 

entire  creation,  will  become  acquainted  with 
these  points  should  they  peruse  a  work  of  ours 

comprised  (under  the  title),  Concerning  the  Sub- 
stance of  the  Universe. s  I  consider,  however, 

that  at  present  it  is  enough  to  elucidate  those 
causes  of  which  the  Greeks,  not  being  aware, 
glorified,  in  pompous  phraseology,  the  parts  of 
creation,  while  they  remained  ignorant  of  the 
Creator.  And  from  these  the  heresiarchs  have 

taken  occasion,  and  have  transformed  the  state- 
ments previously  made  by  those  Greeks  into 

similar  doctrines,  and  thus  have  framed  ridiculous 
heresies. 

CHAP.    XXIX.   THE   DOCTRINE    OF   THE   TRUTH 
CONTINUED. 

Therefore  this  solitary  and  supreme  Deity,  by 
an  exercise  of  reflection,  brought  forth  the  Logos 
first  ;  not  the  word  in  the  sense  of  being  art 
lated  by  voice,  but  as  a  ratiocination  of  the 
universe,  conceived  and  residing  in  the  divine 
mind.  Him  alone  He  produced  from  existing 

things ;  for  the  Father  Himself  constituted  ex- 
istence, and  the  being  born  from  Him  was  the 

cause  of  all  things  that  are  produced.6  The 
Logos  was  in  the  Father  Himself,  bearing  the  will 
of  His  progenitor,  and  not  being  unacquainted 

5  Here  we  have  another  reference  intimately  bearinc,  on  the  author- 
ship of  The  Refutation.  What  follows  corresponds  with  a  fragment 

having  a  similar  title  to  that  stated  above,  first  published  by  Le  Moyne, 
and  inserted  in  Fabrii  ins  ,  i.  pp.  220-222)  as  the  work  of  Hippolytus, 
Photius  mentions  this  work,  and  cives  an  extract  from  it  corrc^ 

nil  what  is  furnished  by  Hippolytus.     Photius,  however,  men- 
tions that  the  book  O71  the  Substance  of  the  Universe  was  said  to 

I  e  written  by  Josephus,  but  discovers  in  marginal  notes  the  asi  ri 
of  it  to  Cains.      Hut  Cains  cannot  be  the  writer,  since  Photius  states 
that  the  author  of  The  Labyrinth  affirmed  that  he  had  written   On 
the  Substance  of  the   Universe.     Now  Hippolytus  informs  us  that 

luthor  of  The  Labyrinth.      Hippolytus  thus  refers  to  three  of 
his  works  in    The  Refutation  :    (1)  trtpai  0i0Aoi,  i.e.,  on  Chronol- 

rningthe  Substance  of  the  Universe;  (3)  Little 

Labyrinth.      I'.x   eptJ  tippolytUS  and  Photius  refer  to  different  works 
iking  of  /'//,•  Labyrinth,  the  foregoing  settles  the  question  of 

the  authorship  of  The  Refutation,     [bee  the  case  of  Cams  slated, 
vorth,  1  ap   iv.  p.  27,  etc.] 

»  [Elucidation  XVI.] 
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with  the  mind  of  the  Father.  For  simultane-  ' 
ously  '  with  His  procession  from  1 1  is  Progenitor, 

inasmuch  as  He  is  this  Progenitor's  first-born,  He 
has,  as  a  voice  in  Himself,  the  ideas  conceived  ' 
in  the  Father.  And  so  it  was,  that  when  the 
Father  ordered  the  world  to  come  into  existence, 

the  Logos  one  by  one  completed  each  object  of 
creation,  thus  pleasing  God.  And  some  things 

which  multiply  by  generation2  He  formed  male 
and  female  ;  but  whatsoever  beings  were  designed 

for  service  and  ministration  He  man's  either  male, 
or  not  requiring  females,  or  neither  male  nor 
female.  For  even  the  primary  substances  of 
these,  which  were  formed  out  of  nonentities, 
viz.,  fire  and  spirit,  water  and  earth,  are  neither 

male  nor  female  ;  nor  could  male  or  female  pro- 
ceed from  any  one  of  these,  were  it  not  that 

God,  who  is  the  source  of  all  authority,  wished 

that  the  Logos  might  render  assistance  3  in  ac- 

COtnplishing  a  production  of  /his  kind.  I  con- 
fess that  angels  are  of  fire,  and  I  maintain  that 

female  spirits  are  not  present  with  them.  And 
I  am  of  opinion  that  sun  and  moon  and  stars,  in 
like  manner,  are  produced  from  fire  and  spirit, 
and  are  neither  male  nor  female.  And  the  will 

of  the  Creator  is,  that  swimming  and  winged 
animals  are  from  water,  male  and  female.  For 
so  God,  whose  will  it  was,  ordered  that  there 

should  exist  a  moist  substance,  endued  with  pro- 
ductive power.  And  in  like  manner  God  com- 

manded, that  from  earth  should  arise  reptiles  and 
beasts,  as  well  males  and  females  of  all  sorts  of 

animals  ;  for  so  the  nature  of  the  things  pro- 
duced admitted.  For  as  many  things  as  He  willed, 

God  made  from  time  to  time.  These  things  He 

created  through  the  Logos,  it  not  being  possible 
for  things  to  be  generated  otherwise  than  as  they 
were  produced.  But  when,  according  as  He 
willed,  He  also  formed  (objects),  He  called 
them  by  names,  and  thus  notified  His  creative 

effort*  And  making  these,  He  formed  the  ruler 
of  all.  and  fashioned  him  out  of  all  composite 

substances.1'  The  Creator  did  not  wish  to  make 
him  a  god,  and  failed  in  1  lis  aim  ;  nor  an  angel, — 
be  not  deceived,  —  bul  a  man.     For  if  He  had 
willed  to  make  thee  a  god,  I  le  could  have  done  SO. 
Thou  hast  the  example  of  the  LogOS.  His  will, 
however,  was,  that  you  should  be  a  man,  and 
lb-  has  made  thee  a  man.  but  if  thou  art  de- 

sirous of  also  becoming  a  god,  obey  Him  that 
has   created    thee,  and   resist    not    now,  in   order 

'  This  i  i     lifferently  render*  we  read 
with  Bunscn,  or    ■    ■       with  Dt.  Wordsworth,      rhe  lattei  also  alien 
tin   readin  •  ol  thi   M      I  il  the  end  of  the  next  lenti  i 

   into  •  "i .  "  ho  i  .1  mi  a  into  affect  what 
w;is  pli  ihe  I  teity 

.    i'(Ti-y.  i  ..it  .  ,    L«    ,    ■>    '  "II 
tiinn  111  ■    ■  i ii  i  ol  procn  limn 

1  See  '  Irigen,  in  >. '.)««.,  torn.  ii.  sec.  8. 
*  [Rather,  Hit 
'  i  .iiiii.ii.  Ori  -'ii.  /•<  7i'<i>tn  .  sec  i,  where  w*  have  ■  limilai 

opinion  Hated.  V  certain  parallel  in  thit  and  othei  poitioni  ol  Hip 
polytua'  concluding  remarks,  induce*  the  transcriber,  do  doubt,  in 
write  "  Origen's  opinion "  in  tha  narajB. 

that,  being  found  faithful  in  that  which  is  small, 
you  may  be  enabled  to  have  entrusted  to  you 

also  that  which  is  great.'' The  Logos  alone  of  this  God  is  from  God 
himself;  wherefore  also  the  Logos  is  God,  b< 
the  substance  of  God.7  Now  the  wodd  was 

made  from  nothing;  wherefore  it  is  not  God; 
as  also  because  this  world  admits  of  dissolution 

whenever  the  Creator  so  wishes  it.  lint  God, 
who  created  it,  did  not,  nor  does  not.  make  evil. 
He  makes  what  is  glorious  and  excellent;  for 
He  who  makes  it  is  good.  Now  man,  that  was 
brought  into  existence,  was  a  creature  cw\ 

with  a  capacity  of  self-determination.''  yet  not 
possessing  a  sovereign  intellect,''  nor  holding 
sway  over  all  things  by  reflection,  and  authority, 

and  power,  but  a  slave  to  his  passions,  and  com- 
prising all  sorts  of  contrarieties  in  himself.  But 

man,  from  the  fact  of  his  posseting  a  capacity 

of  self-determination,  brings  forth  what  is  evil,10 
that  is,  accidentally  ;  which  evil  is  not  consum- 

mated except  you  actually  commit  some  piece 
of  wickedness.  For  it  is  in  regard  of  our  de- 

siring anything  that  is  wicked,  or  our  meditating 
upon  it,  that  what  is  evil  is  so  denominated. 
Evil  had  no  existence  from  the  beginning,  but 

came  into  being  subsequently."  Since  man  has 
free  will,  a  law  has  been  defined  for  his  guidance 

by  the  Deity,  not  without  answering  a  good  pur- 
pose. For  if  man  did  not  possess  the  power  to 

will  and  not  to  will,  why  should  a  law  be  estab- 
lished? For  a  law  will  not  be  laid  down  for  an 

animal  devoid  of  reason,  but  a  bridle  and  a  whip  ;  '- 
whereas  to  man  has  been  given  a  prec<  pt  and 

penalty  to  perform,  or  for  not  carrying  into  exe- 
cution what  has  been  enjoined.  For  man  thus 

constituted  has  a  law  been  enacted  by  just  men 

in  primitive  ages.  Nearer  our  own  day  was  there 
established  a  law.  full  of  gravity  and  justice,  by 

Moses, to  whom  allusion  has  been  ahead)'  made, a  devout  man,  and  one  beloved  o(  God. 

Now   the    LogOS   of   God   controls   all   the 
the  first  begotten  Child  of  the    lather,  the  \ou  e 
of  the  Dawn  antecedent  to  the  Morning  3 

Afterwards  just  men  were  born,  friends  of  God  ; 

'•   Mill     \\v       i.    •;;    1  uke  \\i.  i  i.  ii,  i.v         I 
of  the  king  i'  Ms  "i  the  inspired 

7  |  \,  .  ,.    i  .  trine,  ruling  out  .ill  condii 

nf  tilt    gl  l.rl.ltl  m     'I    1   ■      i 
[ytua     Iktc     foil ( ll.n  ,  i\     |),  and  in 

expression  ill)  b)  patmti 
of  Si 

in.    i  i!.M      .1  exisii 

and  ■• 

■i      W..i  U\>. mli    ii  in. 

.  ill,  bul  not  dominant 

to  [One  nt  tin-  most  pitl 
il,  i.i   .  n  il  111  humanii 

1  V  ■       V   V  VII         , 
1    Pa.  u    ,. 



t«>2 THE    REFU  I'ATIOX    OF   ALL    HERESIES. 
[Book  X. 

i  these  have  been  styled  prophets,1  on  a<  <  ount 
,,i   iheii  bowing   future  events.     And   the 

is  « ommitted  unto  them, 

fy;  but  also  the  utterani  es  of 

its  predicted  throughout  all  generations,  w 

hsafed  in  perfect  clearness.     And  this,  too, 

d  i  at  tin-  time  merely  when  seers  furnished  a 

reply  to  those  present  ; !  but  also  events  that 
ild  happen  throughout  all  ages,  have  been 

manifested  beforehand  ;  because,  in  speaking  of 

m.  idents  gone  by,  the  prophets  brought  them 
k  to  the   recolle*  tion  Of  humanity  ;  whereas, 

in  forth  present  occurrences,  they  en- 
deavoured to  persuade  men  not  to  he  remiss; 

while,  by  foretelling  future  events,  they  have 
rendered  each  one  k\\   us  terrified  on  beholding 

nts  that  had  been  predicted  long  before,  and 
on  expecting  likewise  those  events  predicted  as 
still  future.     Such  is  our  faith,  0  all  ye  men, — 

.who  are  not  persuaded  by  empty 
is,  oor  caught  away  by  sudden  impulses 

tke  heart,  nor  beguiled  by  the  plausibility  of 

[uent  discourses,  yet  who  do  not  refuse  to] 
Obey  words  that  have  been  uttered  by  divine 
power.  And  these  injunctions  has  Cod  given 
to  the  Word.  Hut  the  Word,  by  declaring  them, 

promulgated  the  divine  commandments,  thereby 
turning  man  from  disobedience,  not  bringing 
him  into  servitude  by  force  of  necessity,  but 

summoning  him  to  liberty  through  a  choice  in- 
volving spontaneity. 

This  Logos  the  Father  in  the  latter  days  sent 
forth,  no  longer  to  speak  by  a  prophet,  and  not 

wishing  that  the  Won/,  being  obscurely  pro- 
claimed, should  be  made  the  subject  of  mere 

conjecture,  but  that  He  should  be  manifested, 
so  that  we  could  see  Him  with  our  own  eyes. 
This  /.  f  r,  I  say,  the  Father  sent  forth,  in  order 
that  the  world.  0:1  beholding  Him,  might  rever- 
ence   Him  who  was  delivering  precepts  not  by 

person  of  prophets,  nor  terrifying  the  soul  by 
an  angel,  but  who  was  Himself — He  that  had 

spoken  —  corporally  present  amongst  us.     This 
-<->s  we  know  to  have  received  a  body  from  a 

virgin,  and  to  have  remodelled  the  old  man4  by 
a  new  creation.     And  70c  believe   the  Logos  to 

1  In  makins;  the  I-ogos  a  living  principle  in  the  prophets,  and  as 
§pea-  n  of  God  in  all  ages,  Hippolytus 
agro  ither  reason  for  the  mat 

ion,"   already  mentioned  Origen,    llepi 

2  Hippolytus  expresses  similar  opinions  respecting  the  economy 
of  th<-  in  his  work,  /V  ec.  2. 

'C  compares  the  ancient  prophet!  with  the  oracles 
heathen  ■■  give  forth  their  vatic  m. >- 

lions  spon:  but  furnished  n  r-.ose  only  who  made 
inquiries  after  th<  vorth. 

'  ~  pted  by  Cruice  and  " worth.     The  translat 
whi  th  coostrui  Thi    latter 
is  more  lii  ead,  though  the  sense  im| 

nt  with  il  t  .1  ac- 

cou:  •  17;  Gal.  \  1    1  .  .     Bun  ■■ 
altet  ;,_-  ,i.  '•  1,1  have ■ 

ec.  26,  in  Danitltm 

(p.  - 

have  passed  through  every  period  ill  this  life,  in 
order  thai  He  Himself  might  serve  as  a  law  for 

ever)  age,5  and  that,  by  being  present  (anion 
us.  He  might  exhibit  His  own  manhood  as  an 
aim  for  all  men.  And  that  by  Himself  in  person 
He  might  prove  that  God  made  nothing  evil, 

and  that  man  possesses  the  capacity  of  self- 
determination,  inasmuch  as  he  is  able  to  will 

and  not  to  will,  <<W  is  endued  with  power  to  do 

both.''  'This  Man  we  know  to  have  been  made 
out  of  the  compound  of  our  humanity.  For  if 
1  le  were  not  of  the  same  nature  with  ourselves, 
in  vain  does  He  ordain  that  we  should  imitate 

the  Teacher.  For  if  that  Man  happened  to  be 
of  a  different  substance  from  us,  why  does  He 
lay  injunctions  similar  to  those  He  has  received 
on  myself,  who  am  born  weak  ;  and  how  is  this 
the  aet  of  one  that  is  good  and  just  ?  In  order, 
however,  that  He  might  not  be  supposed  to  be 
different  from  us,  He  even  underwent  toil,  and 
was  willing  to  endure  hunger,  and  did  not  refuse 
to  feel  thirst,  and  sunk  into  the  quietude  of 

slumber.  He  did  not  protest  against  His  Pas- 
sion, but  became  obedient  unto  death,  and  mani- 

fested His  resurrection.  Now  in  all  these  acts 

He  offered  up,  as  the  first-fruits,  His  own  man- 
hood, in  order  that  thou,  when  thou  art  in 

tribulation,  mayest  not  be  disheartened,  but, 
confessing  tnyself  to  be  a  man  (of  like  nature 

with  the  Redeemer),  mayest  dwell  in  expecta- 
tion of  also  receiving  what  the  Fatherhos  granted 

unto  this  Son.7 

CHAP.     XXX.   THE     AUTHOR'S     CONCLUDING 
ADDRESS. 

Such  is  the  true  doctrine  in  regard  of  the 
divine  nature,  O  ye  men,  Greeks  and  Barbarians, 

Chaldeans  and  Assyrians,  Egyptians  and  Lib- 
yans, Indians  and  Ethiopians,  Celts,  and  ye 

Latins,  who  lead  armies,  and  all  ye  that  inhabit 

Europe,  and  Asia,  and  Libya.8  And  to  you  I  am 
become  an  adviser,  inasmuch  as  I  am  a  disciple 
of  the  benevolent  Logos,  and  hence  humane,  in 
order  that  you  may  hasten  and  by  us  may  be 
taught  who  the  true  God  is,  and  what  is  His 
well-ordered  creation.  Do  not  devote  your  at- 

tention to  the  fallacies  of  artificial  discourses, 

nor  the  vain  promises  of  plagiarizing  heretic  s. ' 
but  to  the  venerable   simplicity  of  unassuming 

'  TSee  Irenaeus  (a  very  beautiful  passage),  vol.  i.  p.  391.} 
*  [See  vol.  iv.  pp.  255  and  383.] 

'    litis  is  the  1  pted  by  Cruice  and  Bunsen.    Pr  Words- 
worth translates  the  passage  thus:   "acknowledging  thyself  a  man  of 

like  nature  with  Christ,  and  thou  also  waiting  fur  the  appearan 

1  what  thou  gavest  Him  "     The  source  of  consolation  to  man  which 
Hippolytus,  according  to  Dr.   Wordsworth,  is  here  anxious  to  indi- 

is  the  glorification  of  human  nature  in   the  person  of  tin 

j  Jesus  Christ.     Dr.  Wordsworth  therefore  objei  ts  to  Bunsen's  render- 
|  ing,  as  it  gives  to  the  passage  a  meaning  different  from  this. 

8  [The  translator's  excessive  interpolations  sometimi 
dilute  the    ■  (eristics  of  the  author.     Thus,  with  con. 

in  ickei     thi    I   linburgh  reads:  "  who  so  often  lead  your  armies  1  1 
irictory."     This  is   nol    Hippolytus,  and,  in  such   instances,   I    feel 
bound  to  reduce  a  plethoric  text.) 

9  [Here  the  practical  idea  of  the  Philosopliutiiiim  comes  out; 
and  compare  vol.  iv.  pp.  469  and  570.] 



ELUCIDATIONS. 
oj 

ruth.  And  by  means  of  this  knowledge  you 
hall  escape  the  approaching  threat  of  the  fire  of 
ldgment,  and  the  rayless  scenery  of  gloomy 

'artarus,'  where  never  shines  a  beam  from  the 
•radiating  voice  of  the  Word  ! 
You  shall  escape  the  boiling  flood  of  hell's2 

ternal  lake  of  fire,  and  the  eye  ever  fixed  in 
lenacing  glare  of  fallen  angels  chained  in  Tar- 
irus  as  punishment  for  their  sins  ;  and  you  shall 
scape  the  worm  that  ceaselessly  coils  for  food 
round  the  body  whose  scum  3  has  bred  it.  Now 
ich  (torments)  as  these  shalt  thou  avoid  by 
eing  instructed  in  a  knowledge  of  the  true  God. 
.nd  thou  shalt  possess  an  immortal  body,  even 
ne  placed  beyond  the  possibility  of  corruption, 
ist  like  the  soul.  And  thou  shalt  receive  the 

ingdom  of  heaven,  thou  who,  whilst  thou  didst 
yjourn  in  this  life,  didst  know  the  Celestial 
Ling.  And  thou  shalt  be  a  companion  of  the 
)eity,  and  a  co-heir  with  Christ,  no  longer  en- 
aved  by  lusts  or  passions,  and  never  again 
asted  by  disease.  For  thou  hast  become  God  : 4 
)r  whatever  sufferings  thou  didst  undergo  while 
eing  a  man,  these  He  gave  to  thee,  because 
iou  wast  of  mortal  mould,  but  whatever  it  is 

1  Dr.  Wordsworth  justifies  Hippolytus'  use  of  the  pagan  word 
Tartarus,"  by  i  mug  the  passage  ':■•■  Pet  ii.  4),  "  For  if  <'<"!  spared 
>t  the  angels  thai  sinned,  but  cast  them  down  to  hell,  and  delivered 
em  into  I  hiius  of  darkness  ((TCipaif  £o'/>ou  rapTapujaas),  to  be  rc- 

rvecl  unto  judgment,"  etc.     [Elucidation  XVII.  and  vol.  i\ 
-.'-  Schneidewin  suggests  a  comparison  of  this  passage  with  mp- 

>lytus'  fragment,  Against  Plato,  con, ,  rm'ug  the  <  ause  0/  tlie 
a      10,  ed,  Fabricii;  p.  68,  ed.  de  Lagai  ' 

J  The  different  renderings  01  this  passage,  according  to  different 
adings,  are  as  follow :  "  And  the  worm  the  scum  ol  the  body,  turn- 
a  to  the  Body  that  foamed  it  fortli  as  to  that  whii  h  nounsheth  it" 
Vords worth).      "    The  worm  which  winds  itself  without   rest    round 
e  mouldering  body,  to  feed  upon  it"  (Bunsen  and  Scott).  "  [Tie 
inn  wriggling  as  over  tlie  tilth  of  the  (putrescent)  flesh  towards 

c  exhaling  body  "  (  Kocper).     "  The  worm  turning  itself  towards  the 
festance  of  the  Dody,  towards,  (I  say,)  thi  exhalations  of  th< 

)i  frame,  as   to   (bod"   (Schneidewin).     The  words   chiefly  altered 
e:    arroudiiii',  into  (1)  in'  ouaaar,  (2)  e.7'   fiAnvtna    (j)  urrauirrwv; 
1(1     <  -t'TTj),  ■>,>,,,<   f,, l'     llllo(l)      ('iriTTpi'fl(ll',      ('.*)      <*7Tl      7f>l-''o,l. 

*   [This  startling  expression  is  justified  by  sin  h  lexis  .is  2  Pet.  i.  4 
npared  with  |ohn  xvii.  23,  33,  and  Rev.  iu.  21.  Thus,  Christ  over- 
les  the  Tempter  (Gen.  iii.  5),  and  gives  more  than  was  offered  by 
e  "  Father  ol    Lies."] 

consistent  with  God  to  impart,  these  God  has 
promised  to  bestow  upon  thee,  because  thou 
hast  been  deified,  and  begotten  unto  immor- 

tality.5 This  constitutes  the  import  of  the  />■ 
erl>,  "  Know  thyself;"  i.e.,  discover  God  within 
thyself,  for  He  has  formed  thee  after  His  own 
image.  For  with  the  knowledge  of  self  is  con- 

joined the  being  an  object  of  God's  knowledge, 
for  thou  art  called  by  the  Deity  Himself.  Be 
not  therefore  inflamed,  ()  ye  nun.  with  enmity 
one  towards  another,  nor  hesitate  to  retrace6 
with  all  speed  your  steps.  For  Christ  is  the 
God  above  all,  and  He  has  arranged  to  wash 
away  sin  from  human  beings,7  rendering  regen- 

erate the  old  man.  And  God  called  man  His 
likeness  from  the  beginning,  and  has  evinced  in 
a  figure  His  love  towards  thee.  Ami  provided 
thou  obeyest  His  solemn  injunction-,  and  be- 
comest  a  faithful  follower  of  Him  who  is  good, 
thou  shalt  resemble  Him,  inasmuch  as  thou  shalt 
have  honour  conferred  upon  thee  by  Hun.  For 
the  Deity,  (by  condescension.)  does  not  di- 

minish aught  of  the  dignity  of  His  divine8  per- 
fection; having  made  thee  even  God  unto  His 

glory  !  ̂ 5  [Compare  John  x.  34  with  Rev.  v.  10.  Kings  of  the  earth  may- 
be called  "  gods,"  in  a  sense;    .  >  •£  i,  etc.] 
6  Bunsen  translates  thus:  "  Doubt  not  tl  >in," 

—  a  rendering  which  Or.  Wordsworth  .  ".  t'  the 
one  adopted  above. 

"  Bunsen  translates  thus:  "  For  Christ  is  He  whom  the  God  of 
all  has  ordered  to  wash  away  the  sins,"  el        I'.  th  se- 1  ensures  tins  on  1,  1 1 1 1  _;  in  a  lengthened  note. 

8  irv...\. ....     Bunsen  translati  s.  •■  1     1 

thi  e,"  whii  h  is  literal,  though  rather  unintelligible.     I  ir.  \\ 
rs  the  word  thus:  "  God  has  a  1 
rlippolytus,  by  bis  argument,  recognises  the  duty  not  merely 

..f  ovi  rthrowing  error  but  substantiating  truth,  01  in   ithei  words,  the 

.  1  positive  aspect  of  theology,     His  >. 
xxviii.-xxx.)  in  the  lattei  department, 

live,  1  onstitutes  a  n..ble  ipei  imi  n  of  1 
is  inosi  just;  ml  it  musl  be  observed,  thai  having  summed  u 

argument  against  the  hi 
and  shown  lb.-   primal   truth,  hi 
\.  <  n,    position,  and  pi  .\.  s  1.1     .  of  the  witm 

•     testimony    that    sublime   loriiuil  ii-. 
ii  as  the  Kfijiia  j(  an  of  Christendom,  —  1  I 

1.1  ap  ■  itolii   doctrine.] 

ELUCIDATIONS 

I. 

(Win)  fust  propounded  these  heresies,  p.  it.) 

Hippou  rus  seems  to  me  to  have  felt  the  perils  to  the  pure  Gospel  of  many  admissions  made 

y  Clemenl  and  other  Alexandrian  do<  tors  .1 ;  to  the  merits  <>f  some  of  the  philosophers  of  tlie 

(entiles.     Very  gently,  but  with  prescient  genius,  he  adopts  this  plan  of  tracing  thi  and 

,1  the  force  of  heresies  to  "philosophy  falselj   so  tailed."    The  existence  ol   I 

icusts "  is  (1  i  evidence  of  the  antagonism  of  Sal  |  "(  the  prophetii  spirit  ol  tl 
3)  of  the  tremendous  fermenl  produi  ed  bj  the  t  rospel  leaven  as  Boon  as  ii  was  hid  in  tlie  "  i 

jeasures  of  meal  "  bj  "  the  Ele<  t  I  -ady,"  the  I  i  Dei;  (4)  ol  the  fid<  I  >.  — 
lat  grand,  heroic  glory  ol  the  Ante-Nicene  Fat  who  never  suffered  thesi 
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taken  r>>r  tin-  faith,  or  to  corrupt  the  Scriptures;  and  (5)  finally  of  the  power  of  the  Holy  Spirit, 
who  gave  them  vi<  torj  over  errors,  and  enabled  them  to  define  truth  in  all  th  iliine  beauty 

ii    •  Mountain  of  Light,"  that  true  Koh-i-noor,  the   Nicene  Symbol.     Thus,  also,  Christ's 
promises  were  fulfilled. 

II. 

(Caulacau,  p.  52.) 

renseus,  p.  350,  vol.  i.,  this  series,  where  I  have  explained  this  jargon  of  heresy.  But  I 

think  it  worth  while  to  make  use  here  of  two  notes  on  the  subject,  which  I  made  in  1845,'  w'tn 
little  foi  of  these  tasks  in  1885. 

Fleury  (torn,  ii.)  makes  this  statement :  "  Les  Nicolaites  donnaient  ime  infinite'  de  noms  bar- 
bares  aux  princes  et  aux  puissances  qu'ils  mettaient  en  chaque  ciel.  lis  en  nommaient  un 
caula  .  abusant  d'un  passage   d'Isaie,  ou  se  lisent  ces  mots  hebreux :  cau-la-cau,  cau-la- 

<•<///,  pour  representer  1'insolence  avec  laquelle  les  impies  se  moquaient  du  prophete,  en  re'pe'tant 
plusieurs  fois  quelques-unes  de  ses  paroles."  Compare  Guerricus,  thus :  "Vox  ilia  taedii  et  des- 
perationis,  quae  apud  Isaiam  (  xxviii.  13)  legitur,  quia,  viz.,  moram  faciente  Domino,  frequenti- 

bus  auntiis  ejus  increduli  et  illusores  insultare  videntur  :  manda  remanda"  etc.  See  the  spurious 
Bernardina,  "  de  Adventu  Dom.,  serin,  i.,"  S.  Bernard.,  opp.  Paris  (ed.  Mabillon),  vol.  ii. 
p.  1  ;(;<;. 

III. 

(The  Phrygians  call  Papa,  p.  54.) 

Hippolytus  had  little  idea,  when  he  wrote  this,  what  the  word  Papa  was  destined  to 

signify  in  mediaeval  Rome.  The  Abba  of  Holy  Writ  has  its  equivalent  in  many  Oriental  lan- 
guages, as  well  as  in  the  Greek  and  Latin,  through  which  it  has  passed  into  all  the  dialects  of 

Europe.  It  was  originally  given  to  all  presbyters,  as  implied  in  their  name  of  elders,  and  was  a 

title  of  humility  when  it  became  peculiar  to  the  bishops,  as  (1  Pet.  v.  3)  non  Domini  sed  pa/res. 

St.  Paul  (1  Cor.  iv.  15)  shows  that  "  in  Christ "  —  that  is,  under  Him  —  we  may  have  such  "  fathers  ; " 
and  thus,  while  he  indicates  the  true  sense  of  the  precept,  he  leads  us  to  recognise  a  prophetic 

force  and  admonition  in  our  Saviour's  words  (Matt,  xxiii.),  "Call  no  man  your  father  upon  the 

earth."  Thus  interpreted,  these  words  seem  to  be  a  warning  against  the  sense  to  which  this  name, 
Papa,  became,  long  afterwards,  restricted,  in  Western  Europe:  Notre  St.  Pere,  le  Pape,  as  they 
say  in  France.  This  was  done  by  the  decree  of  the  ambitious  Hildebrand,  Gregory  VII.  (who 

died  a.d.  1085  >,  when,  in  a  synod  held  at  Rome,  he  defined  that  "  the  title  Pope  should  be  pecul- 

iar to  one  only  in  the  Christian  world."     The  Easterns,  of  course,  never  paid  any  respect  to  this 
Ity  and  dictation,  and  to  this  day  their  patriarchs  are  popes ;  and  not  only  so,  for  the  parish 

priests  of  the  Greek  churches  are  called  by  the  same  name.  I  was  once  cordially  invited  to  take 

a  repast  "with  the  pope,"  on  visiting  a  Greek  church  on  the  shores  of  the  Adriatic.  It  is  said, 
however,  that  a  distinction  is  made  between  the  words  ml-iras  and  Tragus;  the  latter  being  peculiar 
to  infer.  ording  to  the  refinements  of  Goar,  a  Western  critic.      Valeat  quantum.     But  I 

must  hei  ■  words  are  things,"  and  as  infinite  damage  has  been  done  to  history  and  to 
Christian  truth  by  tolerating  this  empiricism  of  Rome,  I  have  restored  scientific  accuracy,  in  this 

series,  whenever  reference  is  made  to  the  primitive  bishops  of  Rome,  who  were  no  more  "  Popes" 
than  Cincinnati^  was  an  emperor.     It  is  time  that  theological  science  should  accept,  like  other 

of  truth  and  the  terminology  of  demonstrated  fact.  The  early  bishops 

of  K.'»ni  graphically  important,  and  were  honoured  as  sitting  in  the  only  apostolic  see  of 

np  young  students  to  keep  pen  in  hand  in  all  their  researches,  and  always  to  make  notes. 
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the  West ;  but  they  were  almost  inconsiderable  in  the  structural  work  of  the  an  .  and 

have  left  no  appreciable  impress  on  its  theology.  After  the  Council  of  Nice  they  were  recognised 
as  patriarchs,  though  equals  among  brethren,  and  nothing  more.  The  ambition  of  Boniface  III. 

led  him  to  name  himself  "universal  bishop."  This  was  at  first  a  mere  name  "of  intolerable 

pride,"  as  his  predecessor  Gregory  had  called  it,  but  Nicholas  I.  (a.d.  858)  tried  to  make  it 

real,  and,  by  means  of  the  false  decretals,  created  himself  the  first  "Pope"  in  the  modern  sense, 
imposing  his  despotism  on  the  West,  and  identifying  it  with  the  polity  of  Western  churches,  which 

alone  submitted  to  it.  Thus,  it  was  never  Catholic,  and  came  into  existence  only  by  nullifying 
the  Nicene  Constitutions,  and  breaking  away  from  Catholic  communion  with  the  parent  churches 

of  the  East.  Compare  Casaubon  {Exercit.,  xiv.  p.  280,  etc.)  in  his  comments  on  Baronius.  I 

have  thus  stated  with  scientific  precision  what  all  candid  critics  and  historians,  even  the  (lallicans 

included,  enable  us  to  prove.  Why,  then,  keep  up  the  language  of  fiction  and  imposture,'  so  con- 
fusing to  young  students?  I  believe  the  youthful  Oxonians  whom  our  modern  Tertullian  carried 

with  him  into  the  papal  schism,  could  never  have  been  made  dupes  but  for  the  persistent  empiri- 
cism of  orthodox  writers  who  practically  adopt  in  words  what  they  refute  in  argument,  calling 

bishops  of  Rome  "  Popes,"  and  even  including  St.  Peter's  blessed  name  in  this  fall.M  ious  designa- 
tion.3 In  this  series  I  adhere  to  the  logic  of  facts,  calling  (1)  all  the  bishops  of  Rome  from 

Linus  to  Sylvester  simply  bishops ;  and  ( 2)  all  their  successors  to  Nicholas  I.  "  patrian  hs  "  under  the 
Nicene  Constitutions,  which  they  professed  to  honour,  though,  after  Gregory  the  Great,  they  were 

ever  vying  with  Constantinople  to  make  themselves  greater.  (3)  Nicholas,  who  trampled  on  the 
Nicene  Constitutions,  and  made  the  false  decretals  the  canon  law  of  the  Western  churches,  was 

therefore  the  first  "  Pope"  who  answers  to  the  Tridentine  definitions.  Even  these,  however,  were 

never  able  to  make  dogmatic3  the  claim  of  "supremacy,"  which  was  first  done  by  Pius  IX.  in 
our  days.  A  canonical  Primacy  is  one  thing  :  a  self-asserted  Supremacy  is  quite  another,  as  the 
French  doctors  have  abundantly  demonstrated. 

IV. 

(Contemporaneous  heresy,  p.  125.) 

Here  begins  that  "duplicating  of  our  knowledge"  of  primitive  Rome  of  which  Bunsen  -peaks 
so  justly  A  thorough  mastery  of  this  book  will  prepare  us  to  understand  the  -real  Cyprian  in 
all  his  relations  with  the  Roman  Province,  and  not  less  to  comprehend  the  affairs  of  Novatian. 

Bunsen,  with  all  respect,  does  not  comprehend  the  primitive  system,  and  reads  it  backward^ 

from  the  modern  system,  which  travesties  antiquity  even  in  its  apparent  conformities.     I 
conformities  are  only  the  borrowing  of  old  names  for  new  contrivances.    Thus,  he  reads  the 

cardinals  of  the  eleventh  century  into  the  simple  presbytery  of  comprovincial  bishops  of  the  third 

century,1  just  as  he   elsewhere  lugs  in   the   Ave    War:,;   of   modern    Italy  to   expound   the    .' 

Hymn  to  the  Trinity?     In  a  professed   Romanist,  like  he  Maistre,  tins  would  be  resente 

Jugglery.     Put  let  us  come  to  facts.     Bunsen's  preliminary  remarks6  an-  excellent     But  when  he 

comes  to  note  an  "exceptional  system "  in  the  Roman  "presbytery,"  he  certainly  < 

things.      Let  us  recur  to  Tertullian.'      See  how  much  was  already  established  in  his  day,  which  the 

1  Pompey  and  other*  were  1  tiled  imfet  but  who  includes  them  with  thi   1 

3  1  low  Si    Peter  would  n  •    t  Pel    (    1  I  ain  lorry  to  find  Di    Schafl*,  in  hit  u 
Km  Chufi  ' ,  \"i   11   i'   166,  dropping  into  the  old  nil  Hr  « peaks 
of  "  iIk- in  1  the  carl)  Biihopt  of  Rome,  men  who  min 

-hi  "  had  'I"  ■.  •  Ivei  "  l'.|  1 

1  See  I'm. ..11. 1,  /,nw'w,  and  all  the  Gallicaa  doctors  down  to  our  own  times.     In  England  1;  ■  . 
nor  in  Frani  <-,  mini  now, 

*  See  hi«  Hippol.,  \<.i   1.  pp.  a.*),  in. 
'  See  v.. I    11   p.  -•  >8,  1 1 1 1  -•  mi  1.  .. '■  

p 

7  Vol  iv  ...  1 1 1.  riu.  1. 1  m. '"  11  .  ii 
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'i])  old  primitive  In  all 
-  and  the   1 1  :  or  other  t 

there  are  held,   in  definite   .  nose 

observe,"  etc.     Now.  these  cow 
perors  or  the  senate  who  issued  mandat  st  them,  as  appears 
n  the  Roman  Province,  made  up  of  the  comprovincial  bishops : 

m  to  h  the  Roman  presl  .  the 

alike  calk  rd  being  as  common  to  both  c  - 
word  /  ''in   our  days.      According  to  the  thirty-  fourth  of  t:  :ions 

i  rcmai  ^ps  of  the  suburban  towns,  including  Portus,  also 

formed  -   il  part  of  the  Roman  presbyu  r  This  word  also  refers  to  all 
e  diocese  of  Rome  itself;  and  I  doubt  not  originally  the  laity  had  their  plac, 

did  in  '  -       "the  apostles,  elders,  and  brethren  "  being  the  formula  of  Scripture;  or, 
which  includes  them,  —  ornni  plebe  adstante.1     Now,  all  this  accounts, 

I  that  one  of  the  "  presbytery "  should  be  thus  repeatedly 
at  the  same  time   have  the  charge  of  the  church  at  Portus,  for  which 

(offi  as  no  other  tide  than  the  old  one  of  bishop  ;  for  such  was  the  tide  of  every  man  who 

■on  in  any  city.  —  at  <  Istia,  at  Tusculum.  or  in  the  other  suburban  cities. 

N    i  -n  to  the  thirty- fourth 2  "Apostolical  Canon"  (so  called),  and  note  as  folio 
it  the  bishops  of  every  nation  should  know  who  is  chief  among  them,  and 

should  recognise  him  as  their  head  by  doing  nothing  of  great  moment  without  his  consent :  and 

that  ,  m  should  do  such  thir.  e  -  -  pertain  to  his  own  parish  and  the  districts  a 
him.  lather  Ut  him  do  any  thing  without  the  consent  of  all,  for  thus  shall  there  be 

.  and  thus  shall  God  be  glorified  through  our  Lord  Jesus  C'r.  risl        I  do  not  pause  to 
expound  for  I  am  elucidating  Hippolytus  by  Bunsen's  aid,  and  do  not  intend 
to  interpo:  >wn  theory  of  the  primitive  episcopat 

Lei  ..cal  Constitutions  "  go  for  what  they  are  worth  : 3  I  refer  to  them  only  under 
Bunsen.     But  now  turn  to  the  Nicene  Council  (Canon  VI.)  as  foO  Let  the 

and  Pentapolis,  so  that  the  Bishop  of  Alexandria  have 

-  liction  in  all  these  provinces,  since  the  like  is  customary  in  Rome  also.     L  ioch 

and  the  other  p  .  let  the  churches  retain  their  privileges."     Here  the  Province  of  Rome  is 
recognised  as  an  ancient  institution,  while  its  jurisdiction  and  privileges  are  equalized  with  those 

of  other  churches.     Now,  Ruftnus,  interpreting  this  canon.        -       means,     the  ancient  custom 
ndria  and  Rome  shall  still  be  observed :  that  the  one  shall  have  the  care  or  government  of 

the  i  i         n,  and  the  other  that  of  the  suburi  Bunsen  re:\  :>  Bingham, 

and  from  him  we  learn  that  the  suburbicary  region,  as  known  to  the  Roman  magi-  ncluded 

1  miles  about  Rome."  4     This  seems  to  have  been  canonically  extended  even  to 
the  south,  but  certainly  not  to  Milan  on  the  north.     Suffice  it.  Hippoh  -  one  of 

those  suburbicariar  o  sat  in  the  Provincial  Council  of  Rome  ;  without  consent  of  v. 

op  of  Rome  could  not,  canonically,  do  anything  of  imponanc.  e  canon  above 

I  ordains.     Such  are  the  facts  me  to  a  comprehension  of  conflicts   excite-  by  "the 
contemporaneous  h  \  aere  noted. V. 

.he  Church,  p.  I : 

ius  imagines  that  he  administers  the  affairs  of  the  Chur      —     .  uninformed  a 

shar  orrupt  man."     This  word  im  common  with  Hippolytus  in  like  and 

1  E»ea  Qtrinct  notes  this.     See  bis  LUramuntanitm,  f  K  which  we  shall  leaxn  in  toL  t5L,  this  series. 
the  tfcirty-fi&h.  toI.  _e  Bingham,  book  ix.  cap.  L  se. 
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)r.  Wordsworth  gives  an  ingenious  explanation  of  this  usage.  But  it  seems  to  me  to  be  based 

[pon  the  relations  of  Hippolytus  as  one  of  the  synod  or  "  presbytery,"  without  consent  of  which 
he  bishop  could  do  nothing  important.  Zephyrinus,  on  the  contrary,  imagined  himself  competent 

0  decide  as  to  the  orthodoxy  of  a  tenet  or  of  a  teacher,  without  his  comprovincials.  This,  too, 

elieves  our  author  from  the  charge  of  egotism  when  he  exults  in  the  defeat  of  such  a  bishop.' 

ie  says,  it  is  true,  "  Callistus  threw  off  Sabellius  through  fear  of  me,"  and  we  may  readily  believe 
hat;    but   he    certainly  means   to  give  honour  to  others   in   the   Province  when   he  "  We 

esisted  Zephyrinus  and  Callistus;"  "  We  nearly  converted  Sabellius;"  "All  were  carried  away 

iy  the  hypocrisy  of  Callistus,  except  ourselves"  This  man  cried  out  to  his  episcopal  brethren, 
Ye  are  Ditheists,"  apparently  in  open  council.  His  council  prevailed  over  him  by  the  wise 
;adership  of  Hippolytus,  however;  and  he  says  of  the  two  guilty  bishops,  "  Never,  at  any  time, 

ave  we  been  guilty  of  collusion  with  them."  They  only  imagined,  therefore,  that  they  were 

nanaging  the  "  affairs  of  the  Church."  The  fidelity  of  their  comprovincials  preserved  the  faith 
f  the  Apostles  in  apostolic  Rome. 

VI. 

(Wc  offered  them  opposition,  p.  125.) 

Here  we  see  that  Hippolytus  had  no  idea  of  the  sense  some  put  upon  the  eonvenire  of  his  master 

renaeus.2  It  was  not  "necessary"  for  them  to  conform  their  doctrines  to  that  of  the  Bishop  of 

tome,  evidently ;  nor  to  "  the  Church  of  Rome  "  as  represented  by  him.  To  the  church  which 
•resided  over  a  province,  indeed,  recourse  was  to  be  had  by  all  belonging  to  that  province  ;  but 

t  is  our  author's  grateful  testimony,  that  to  the  council  of  comprovincials,  and  not  to  any  one 
lishop  therein,  Rome  owed  its  own  adhesion  to  orthodoxy  at  this  crisis. 

All  this  illustrates  the  position  of  Tertullian,  who  never  thinks  of  ascribing  to  Rome  any  other 

urisdiction  than  that  belonging  to  other  provinces.     As  seats  of  testimony,  the  apostolic  sees, 

ideed,  are  all  to  be  honoured.     "  In  Greece,  go  to  Corinth;  in  Asia  Minor,  to   Ephesus  ;   it 
re  adjacent  to  Italy,  you  have  Rome  ;  whence  also  (an  apostolic)  authority  is  at  hand  for  us  in 

Africa."     Such  is  his  view  of  "  contemporaneous  affairs." 

VII. 

(Ilcraclitus  the  Obscure,  p.  126.) 

"Well  might  he  weep,"  says  Tayler  Lewis,  "  as  Lucian  represents  him,  over  his 
jniverse  of  perishing  phenomena,  where  nothing  stood ;  .  .  .  nothing  was  fixed,  but,  as  in  a  1 

ure,  all  things  were  confounded."      He  was  "  the  weeping  philosopher." 
Here  let  me  add  Henry  Nelson  Coleridge's  remarks  on  the  (week  seed  plol   of  those  | 

■lies  which  were  begotten  <>f  the    Egyptian   mysteries,  and  which  our  anther  •  in   turn. 

Bgendering  "all  heresies,"  when  once  their  leaders  felt,  like  Simon  NfagUS,  a  DOWei   in  I  '■ 
)f  which  they  were  jealous,  and  of  which  they  wished  to  make  use  without  submit; 

p Bishop  Warburton,"  says  Henry  Nelson  Coleridge,  "discovered,  perhaps,  m  i 

bund  judgment   in  his  views  of  the  nature  of  the  ('.nek    mysteries  ;    entertain 
on   that  their  ultimate   object   was  to  teach  the   initiated   a    pure   theism,   and    to   1:  the 

fcrtainty  and  the  importance  of  a  future  state  of  rewards  and  punishments.     I  )  the 

irguments  of  Villoison  and  Ste.  Croix  to  doubt   the   accuracy  ̂ t    this."      In    short,  he 

'pure  pantheism,"  or  Spinosism,  the  substance  i<(  their  teaching 

1  Wordtworth,  chap.  viii.  p.  93,  J  Sat  vol   1  pp.  415, 460,  this  •  '  tmtt 
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VIII. 

(Imagine  themaelrea  to  l>e  <li-i  [plea  of  Christ,  p.  126.) 

This  and  tin-  foregoing  chapter  offer  us  a  most  overwhelming  testimony  to  the  independence 

0f  1  1  In  the  late  "  Council  of  Sacristans  "  at  the  Yatu  an,  where   truth   perished,  Kus    IX. 

II  the  bishops  of  what  he  accounted  "  the  Catholic  universe  "  what  the  seven  suburbi- 
ile  to  enforce  as  a  right,  in  the  primitive  age,  against  two  successive  Bishops 

Of    Rome,   who   were   patrons   of  heresy.      These   heretical    prelates   persisted;    but   the    Province 

rem  lined  in  communion  with  the  other  apostolic  provinces,  while  rejecting  all  communion  with 

them.    All  this  will  help  us  in  studying  Cyprian's  treatise  On  Unity,  and  it  justifies  his  own  conduct. 

IX. 

(The  episcopal  throne,  p.  128.) 

The  simple  primitive  cathedra?  of  which  we.  may  learn  something  from  the  statue  of 

Hippolytus,  was.  no  doubt,  "a  throne"  in  the  eyes  of  an  ambitious  man.  Callistus  is  here 
charged,  by  one  who  knew  him  and  his  history,  with  obtaining  this  position  by  knavish  words  and 

prai  The  question  may  well  arise,  in  our  Christian  love  for  antiquity,  How  could  such  things 
be,  even  in  the  age  of  martyrdoms?  Let  us  recollect,  that  under  the  good  Bishop  Pius,  when  his 
brother  wrote  the  ffermas,  the  peril  of  wealth  and  love  of  money  began  to  be  imminent  at  Rome. 

Tertullian  testifies  to  the  lax  discipline  of  that  see  when  he  was  there.  Minucius  Felix  lets  us 

into  the  impressions  made  by  the  Roman  Christians  upon  surrounding  heathen  :  they  were  a  set 

of  conies  burrowing  in  the  earth;  a  "light-shunning  people,"  lurking  in  the  catacombs.  And 
yet.  while  this  fact  shows  plainly  that  good  men  were  not  ambitious  to  come  forth  from  these 

plat  es  of  exile  and  suffering,  and  expose  themselves  needlessly  to  death,  it  leads  us  to  compre- 
hend how  ambitious  men,  studiosi  novarum  rerum,  could  remain  above  ground,  conforming  very 

little  to  the  discipline  of  Christ,  making  friends  with  the  world,  and  yet  using  their  nominal  reli- 

gion on  the  principle  that  "gaih  is  godliness."  There  were  some  wealthy  Christians;  there  were 
others,  like  Marcia  in  the  palace,  sufficiently  awakened  to  perceive  their  own  wickedness,  and 

anxious  to  do  favours  to  the  persecuted  flock,  by  way,  perhaps,  of  compounding  for  sins  not 

renounced.  And  when  we  come  to  the  Epistles  of  Cyprian,2  we  shall  see  what  opportunities  were 
given  to  desperate  men  to  make  themselves  a  sort  of  brokers  to  the  Christian  community;  for 

selfish  end>  helping  them  in  times  of  peril,  and  rendering  themselves,  to  the  less  conscientious, 
a  medium  for  keeping  on  good  terms  with  the  magistrates.  Such  a  character  was  Callistus,  one 

of  "the  grievous  wolves  "  foreseen  by  St.  Paul  when  he  exhorted  his  brethren  night  and  day, 
with  tears,  t,.  beware  of  them.  How  he  made  himself  Bishop  of  Rome,  the  holy  Hippolytus  suffi- 

ciently explains. 

X. 

(Unskilled  in  ecclesiastical  definitions,  p.  128.) 

It  1  1  sufficiently  demonstrated  by  the  learned  Dollinger,  than  whom  a  more  competent 
and  qualified  witness  could  not  be  named,  that  the  late  pontiff,  Pius  IX.,  was  in  this  respect,  as 
a  bishop,  very  much  like  Callistus.  Moreover,  his  chief  adviser  and  prime  minister,  Antonelli, 
was  isly  Callistus  over  again  ;  standing  towards  him  in  the  same  relations  which  Callistus 

phyrinus.  Yet,  by  the  bull  Incffabilis,  that  pontiff  has  retrospectively  clothed  the 
definitions  of  Zephyrinus  and  Callistus  with  infallibility;  thus  making  himself  also  a  partaker 
in  their  heresies,  and  exposing  himself  to  the  anathemas  with  which  the  Catholic  councils  over- 

whelmed his  predecessor  Honorius  and  others.     That  at  such  a  crisis  the  testimony  of  Hippolytus 

«  See  vol.  ii.  p.  ia,  alto  iv.  a:o.  «  See  Treatise  on  the  Lapsed,  infra. 
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should  come  to  light,  and  supply  a  reductio  ad  absurdum  to  the  late  papal  definitions,  may  well 

excite  such  a  recognition  of  divine  providence  as  Dr.  Bunsen  repeatedly  suggests. 

XL 

(All  consented  —  we  did  not,  p.  128.) 

The  Edinburgh  editor  supposes  that  the  use  of  the  plural  we,  in  this  place,  is  the  official 

plural  of  a  bishop.  It  has  been  already  explained,  however,  that  he  is  speaking  of  the  provincial 

bishops  with  whom  he  withstood  Callistus  when  the  plebs  were  tarried  away  by  his  hypocrisy. 

[n  England,  bishops  in  certain  cases,  are  a  "corporation  sole;"  and,  as  such,  the  plural  is  legal 
phraseology.  All  bishops,  however,  use  the  plural  in  certain  documents,  as  identifying  themselves 

vith  the  universal  episcopate,  on  the  Cyprianic  principle  —  Episcopates  units  est,  etc. 

In  Acts  v.  13  is  a  passage  which  may  be  somewhat  explained,  perhaps,  by  this:  "All  con- 

sented .  .  .  we  did  not."  The  plebs  joined  themselves  to  the  apostles  ;  "  but  of  Hie  rest  durst  no 

"nan  join  himself  to  them:  howbeit,  the  plebs  magnified  them,  and  believers  were  added,"  etc. 

'The  rest"  {tu>v  8k  \ourwv)  here  means  the  priests,  the  Pharisees,  and  Sadducees,  the  classes 
vho  were  not  the  plebs,  as  appears  by  what  immediately  follows." 

XII. 

(Our  condemnatory  sentence,  p.  131.) 

Again  :  Hippolytus  refers  to  the  action  of  the  suburbicarian  bishops  in  provincial  council. 

\nd  here  is  the  place  to  express  dissatisfaction  with  the  apologetic  tone  of  some  writers,  who 

ieem  to  think  Hippolytus  too  severe,  etc.  As  if,  in  dealing  with  such  "wolves  in  sheep's  <  !>>th 
his  faithful  leader  could  show  himself  a  true  shepherd  without  emphasis  and  words  of  abhorrence. 

hippolytus  has  left  to  the  Church  the  impress  of  his  character3  as  "superlatively  sweet  and  amia- 

)le."  Such  was  St.  John,  the  beloved  disciple  ;  but  he  was  not  less  a  "son  of  thunder.*' 
Divine  Master  was  "the  Lamb,"  and  "the  Lion;"  the  author  of  the  Beatitudes,  and  the  author  of 

hose  terrific  woes;  the  "meek  and  gentle  friend  of  publicans  and  sinners."  and  the  "lash  of  small 
•onls  "  upon   the   backs  of  those  who  made  1 1  is   Father's  house  a  "  den  of  thievi  £   ch  was 

'hrysostom,  such  was  Athanasius,  such  was  St.  Paul,  and  such  have  ever  been  the  noblest  of 
nankind  ;  tender  and  considerate,  gentle  and  full  of  compassion  ;  but  not  less  resolute,  in  the 
rises  of  history,  in  withstanding  ini<|uity  in  the  persons  of  arch  enemies  of  truth,  and  setting  the 

band  upon  their  foreheads.  Good  men,  who  hate  strife,  and  love  study  and  quiet,  and  t" 

riendly  with  others  ;  men  who  never  permit  themselves  to  indulge  a  personal  enmity,  01  to  resent 

l  persona]  affront  ;   men  who  forgive  injuries  to  the  last  farthing  when   they  onlj  arc  rned, — 

nay  yet    crucify  their  natures   in  withstanding  evil  when    they  are    protecting    Christ's   dock,  or 

blfilling  the  command  to  "  contend  earnestly  for  the  faith  once  delivered  to  the  saints."     w  hat 
he  Christian  Church  owes  to  the  loving  spirit  of  Hippolytus  in  the  awful  emei 

hues,  protecting  the  poor  sheep,  and  grappling  with  wolves  for  their  sake,  the  I  isl  Da)  will  fully 

le<  lare.     But  let  us  who  know  nothing  of  such  warfare  <  on.  ede  nothing,  in  judging  ol  his  s] 

o  the  spirit  of  our  unbelieving  age,  which  has  do  censures  1  m  >  pt  for  the  defendei  itfa  :  — 

"  Eternal  smiles  its  emptiness  tx  tray, 

As  shallow  streams  run  dimpling  all  ilic  wit." 

Bon  Dieu,  /><>//  (liable,  as  the  French  say,  is  the  (iced  of  the  times.     1 

he   faith   of  Christians,  who   betrays   truth-,   he   was   sworn   to  defend,  who  w.isho   his   hands  but 

1   Vcr.  17.  M  p.  V.  ji./»  .1. 
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,lu.n  crucified,  must  be  treated  with  especial  favour.    Christ  is  good:  so 

u!  Judas  must  Dot  be  censured.     My  soul  be  with  Hippolytus  when  the-  great  Judge 
holds  his  His  eulogy  is  in  the  psalm:1  "Then  stood  up  Phinehas,  and  executed  judg- 

ment: and  to  the  plague  was  stayed.  And  that  was  counted  unto  him  for  righteousness  unt«  all 

genei  rmore." 

XIII. 

(As  if  he  had  not  sinned,  p.  131.) 

There  is  an  ambiguity  in  the  facts  as  given  in  the  Edinburgh  edition,  of  which  it  is  hard  to 

relieve  the  text.  The  word  KadiaraxrBai  is  rendered  to  retain  (their  places)  in  the  first  instance, 

gs  if  thi  seere  all  one  with  the  second  instance,  where  /mcrav  is  justly  rendered  to  continue. 

The  second  ems,  then,  to  coverall  the  -round.     What  need  to  speak  of  men  "twice  or 

thrice  nun  led."  it"  a  man  once  married,  after  ordination  is  not  to  be  retained?  The  word  retained 

is  questionable  in  the  first  instance;  and  I  have  adopted  Wordsworth's  reading,/^  be  enrolled, 
which  is  doubtless  the  sense. 

This  statement  of  our  author  lends  apparent  countenance  to  the  antiquity  of  the  "Apostolic 
Constitutions,"  so  called.  Perhaps  Hippolytus  really  supposed  them  to  be  apostolic.  By  Canon 

XVII.  of  that  collection,  a  man  twice  married,  after  baptism  cannot  be  "on  the  sacerdotal  list  at 

all."  By  Canon  XXVI.,  an  unmarried  person  once  admitted  to  the  clergy  cannot  be  permitted 
to  marry.  These  are  the  two  cases  referred  to  by  our  author.  In  the  Greek  churches  this  rule 
holds  to  this  day  ;  and  the  Council  of  Nice  refused  to  prohibit  the  married  clergy  to  live  in  that 

holy  estate,  while  allowing  the  traditional  discipline  which  Hippolytus  had  in  view  in  speaking  of 

a  violation  of  the  twenty-sixth  traditional  canon  as  a  sin.  As  Bingham  has  remarked,  however, 
canons  of  discipline  may  be  relaxed  when  not  resting  on  fundamental  and  scriptural  laws. 

XIV. 

(Attempt  to  call  themselves  a  Catholic  Church,  p.  131  ) 

The  Callistians,  it  seems,  became  a  heretical  sect,  and  yet  presumed  to  call  themselves  a 

"Catholic  Church."  Vet  this  sect,  while  Callistus  lived,  was  in  full  communion  with  the  Bishbp 
of  Rome.  Such  communion,  then,  was  no  test  of  Catholicity.  Observe  the  enormous  crimes  of 

which  this  lawless  one  was  guilty ;  he  seems  to  antedate  the  age  of  Theodora's  popes  and  Maro- 

zia's,  and  what  Hippolytus  would  have  said  of  them  is  not  doubtful.  It  is  remarkable  that  he 

employed  St.  Paul's  expression,  however,  6  dvo/no?,2  "that  wicked"  or  that  "lawless  one,"  seeing, 
in  such  a  bishop,  what  St.  Gregory  did  in  another,  —  "a  forerunner  of  the  Antichrist." 

XV. 

(Callistians,  p.  131.) 

Bunsen  remarks  that  Theodoret  speaks  of  this  sect*  under  the  head  of  the  "Noetians." 

Wordsworth  quotes  as  follows:  "Callistus  took  the  lead  in  propagating  this  heresy  after  Noetusj 
and  devised  certain  additions  to  the  impiety  of  the  doctrine."  In  other  words,  he  was  not  merely 
a  heretic .  but  himself  a  heresiarch.  He  gives  the  whole  passage  textually,4  and  institutes  interest- 

ing parallelisms  between  the  Philosophumcna  and  Theodoret,  who  used  our  author,  and  boldly 
borrowed  from  him. 

1  Ps.  cvi.  30-31.  3  Bunsen,  p.  134:  Theodor.,  torn.  iv.  pt.  i.  p.  343,  ed.  Hal.  1772. 
■  a  T)icss.  ii.  8.  4  St.  Hippol.,  p   315. 
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XVI. 

(The  cause  of  all  things,  p.  150.) 

When  one  looks  at  the  infinite  variety  of  opinions,  phrases,  ideas,  and  the  like,  with  which  the 

eresies  of  three  centuries  threatened  to  obscure,  defile,  and  destroy  the  revelations  of  \l>  Ay  &  rip- 
ire,  who  can  but  wonder  at  the  miracle  of  orthodoxy?  Note  with  what  fidelity  the  good  fight  of 

.ith  was  maintained,  the  deposition  preserved,  and  the  Gospel  epitomized  at  last  in  the  Nil  aeno- 
onstantinopolitan  definitions,  which  Professor  Shedd,  as  I  have  previously  noted,  declares  to  be 

le  accepted  confession  of  all  the  reformed,  reputed  orthodox,  as  well  as  of  Greeks  and  Latins. 

et  us  not  be  surprised,  that,  during  these  conflicts,  truth  on  such  mysterious  subj»  1 

'fleeted  from  good  men's  minds  with  slight  variations  of  expression.  Rather  behold  the  miracle 
f  their  essential  agreement,  and  of  their  entire  harmony  in  the  Great  Symbol,  universally  accepted 

;  the  testimony  of  the  ante-Nicene  witnesses.  The  Word  was  Himself  the  cause  of  all  created 
lings;  Himself  increate  \  His  eternal  generation  implied  in  the  eternity  of  His  existence  and 

[is  distinct  personality. 

XVII. 

(Tartarus,  p.  153.) 

I  am  a  little  surprised  at  the  innocent  statement  of  the  learned  translator,  that  "  Or.  Words- 

orth  justifies  Hippolytus'  use  of  this  word."  It  must  have  occurred  to  every  student  of  the 
reek  Testament  that  St.  Peter  justifies  this  use  in  the  passage  quoted  1>\  Wordsworth,  which 

le  would  think  must  be  self-suggested  to  any  theologian  reading  our  author's  text.  In  short, 
[ippolytus  quotes  the  second  Epistle  of  St.  Peter1  (ii.  4)  when  he  uses  this  otherwise  startling 

ord.  Josephus  also  employs  it;2  it  was  familiar  to  the  Jews,  and  the  apostle  had  no  scruple  in 
loptinga  word  which  proves  the  Gentile  world  acquainted  with  a  Gehenna  as  well  as  a  SheoL 

XVIII. 

(For  Christ  is  the  God,  p.  153.) 

Dr.  Wordsworth  justly  censures  Bunsen  for  his  rendering  o(  this  pass  Jso  for  manu- 

cturing  for  Hippolytus  a  "Confession  of  faith"  out  of  his  tenth  book.4     I  musl  refer  the  student 
1  that  all-important  chapter  in  Dr.  Wordsworth's  work  (cap.  \i.)  on  the  "  Development  ofChris- 

111  Doctrine."     It  is  masterly,  as  against  Dr.  Newman,  as  well  ;  and  the  respectful  justice  which 
I  renders  at  the  same  time  to  Dr.  Bunsen  is  worthy  of  all  admiration.     Let  it  be  noted,  that, 

pile  one  must  be  surprised  by  the  read)  command  of  literary  and  theological  materials  which 

|e  learned  doctor  and  chevalier  brings  into  instantaneous  use  for  his  work,  it  is  hardly! 
rising,  in  spite  of  all  that,  that   he  was  willing  to  throw  off  his  theories  and  strictures,  will 

iv  delay,  during  the  confusions  of  that  memorable  year  1851,  when  I  had  the  honour  of  meet- 

g  him  among  London  notabilities.    He  says  to  his  "  dearest  friend,  Archdeacon  Hare,  .  .  .  Di 
regelles  informed  me  last  week  of  the  appearance   of  the  work  (of  Hippolytus).  .  .  .  ! 

ireil  a  copy  in  consequence,  and  perused  it  as  soon  as  I  could;  and  1  have  all 
inclusions  which  seem  to  me  so  evident  that  I  feel  no   hesitation    in   e\pre  at 

1  Topropuio-at,  a  Pet.  ii.  4.     A  lufflCMBt  .mswci   to  I>r.  Uunscn,  vol.  iv.  |>.  jj,  who  ».u  1   knOWO   '• 
lurch. 

3  Sec  Speaker's  Comm.,  ad 
3  .sv.  iiif>f>ol.,  p.  )oi,  with  original  text. 
4  Vol.  i.  u.  141,  etc. 
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;         conclusions  were  creditable  to  his  acumen  and  learning  in  general;  eminently 

the  theories  he  had  so  hastily  con<  eived,  in  other  parti*  ulars,  i  rop  out  in  so  many  cruditii 

theological  t  aprice,  that  nobody  should  try  to  study  his  theoretic  al  opinions  without  the  aid  of  that 

calm  reviewal  they  have  received  from  Dr.  Wordsworth's  ripe  and  sober  scholarship  and  well- 
balanced  intellci  t. 

cexeral  note. 

I  avail  myself  of  a  little  spare  space  to  add,  from  Michelet's  friend,  E.  Quinet,'  the  passage  to 
which  I  have  made  a  reference  on  p.  156.  Let  me  say,  however,  that  Quinet  and  Michelet  are 

specimens  of  that  intellectual  revolt  against  Roman  dogma  which  is  all  but  universal  in  Europe  in 

our  day,  and  of  which  the  history  of  M.  Renan  is  a  melancholy  exposition.  To  Quinet,  with  all 
his  i.iilts,  belongs  the  credit  of  having  more  thoroughly  understood  than  any  theological  writer 
the  absolute  revolution  created  by  the  Council  of  Trent;  and  he  justly  remarks  that  the  Jesuiu 

showed  their  address  " in  making  this  revolution,  without  anywhere  speaking  of  it."  Hence  a 
dull  world  has  not  observed  it.  Contrasting  this  pseudo-council  with  the  free  councils  of  antiquity, 

M.  Quinet  says :  "  The  Council  of  Trent  has  not  its  roots  in  all  nations;  it  does  not  assemble 
about  it  the  representatives  of  all  nations  .  .  .  omni  plebe  adstante,  according  to  the  ancient 
formula.  .  .  .  The  East  and  the  North  are,  almost  equally,  wanting ;  and  this  is  why  the  king  of 

France  refused  it  the  title  of  a  council:'     He  quotes  noble  passages  from  Bossuet.2 

1  A  translation  of  Quinet,  on  Ultramontanism,  appeared  in  London  in  a  semi-infidel  series,  1845.  2  See  pp.  40,  47. 



THE    EXTANT    WORKS    AND    FRAGMENTS 
OP 

HIPPOLYTUS. 

[TRANSLATED   BY   THE    REV.   S.   D.   F.   SALMOND.] 

PART    I.— EXEGETICAL. 

FRAGMENTS   FROM   COMMENTARIES   ON   VARIOUS   BOOKS   OF   SCRIPTURE. 

ON   THE    HEXAEMERON,'   OR  SIX    DAYS'   WORK. 

Now  these  things  we  are  under  the  necessity 
of  setting  forth  at  length,  in  order  to  disprove 
the  supposition  of  others.  For  some  choose  to 
maintain  that  paradise  is  in  heaven,  and  forms 
no  part  of  the  system  of  creation.  But  since  we 
see  with  our  eyes  the  rivers  that  go  forth  from  it. 
which  are  open,  indeed,  even  in  our  day,  to  the 
inspection  of  any  who  choose,  let  everyone  con- 

clude from  this  that  it  did  not  belong  to  heaven, 
hut  was  in  reality  planted  in  the  created  system. 
And,  in  truth,  it  is  a  locality  in  the  east,  and  a 
place  select. 

ox   GENESIS.9 

Gen.  i.  5.     And   it  was  evening,  and  it  was 
morning,  one  day. 

HlPPOLYTUS.  He  did  not  say'  "night  and 
day,"  hut  "one  day."  with  reference  to  the  name 
of  the  light.     He  did  nol  say  the  ••fust  A.w  ;" 
for  if  In-  had  said  the  "  first  "  day,  he  would  also 
have  had  to  say  that  the  "second"  day  was 
made.  But  it  was  right  to  speak  not  of  the  "  firsl 
day."  hut  of  "one  day."  in  order  that  by  saying 
"one,"  he  might  show  that  it  returns  on  its  oil-it, 
and,  while   it   remains  one,  makes  up  the  week. 

GEN.    i.   6.     And  God  said.  Let  there  be  a  fir 
mament  in  the  midst  of  the  water. 

Hipp.     On  the  first  day  God  made  what  11 

m^<\<-  out  nf  nothing,     but  on  the  other  days 

1  lii  John  I'.iiii.im   ,  Saer,    Pnrall..    Work*,   \\    p,    787. 
Hippolytus  wrote  on  the  Htxaimtroi  ;m,  lint. 

.  mil  by  |erome,  Syncellus,  Honorius,  eti 
1  rhexe  fragments  are  excerpts  from  1  - 

iompiled  from  1  ighty  eight  fathers,  whii  li  is  extant  in  manual  ript  in 
™   Vienna  Librnrj       rne)  are  found  alio  in  a  CmttntL  on  Matthew, 

in  1777. 

'    I  '     ,   '  ■   \   '  ,:"i>OV. 

He  did  not  make  out  of  nothing,  but  out  of 
what  He  had  made  on  the  first  day,  by  moulding 
it  according  to  His  pleasure. 

Gen.  1.  6,  7.  And  let  it  divide  between  water 
and  water :  and  it  was  so.  And  C,<n\  made  the 
firmament  ;  and  God  divided  between  the  water 
which  was  under  the  firmament,  and  the  water 
above  the  firmament  :  and  it  was  SO. 

I  Iiit.     As  the  excessive  volunx 

along  over  the  face  of  the  earth,  the  earth  was 

reason     thereof    "invisible"     and     "form!. 
When  the  Lord  of  all  designed  to  make  the  in- 

visible visible,  He  fixed  then  a  thud  pan  of  the 

waters  in  the  midst  ;  and  another  third  pari  1!  - 
set  by  itself  on  high,  raising  it  er  with  the 
firmament   1>\    His  own  power;  and  the  rem 
ing  third  He  left  beneath,  for  the  use  and 
of  men.     Now  at  '  this  point  w<  have  an  . 
The  wnnb  are  found  m  the  Hebrew,  but 
oc<  or  in  the  Septuagint. 

Gen.  hi.  8.     And  the)  heard  thev<  the 
Lord  God  walking  in  the  garden  at  even. 

I  Iiit.     Rathei  the)  dis<  erned  the  a 

the    Lord    b)   a  <  eit.uu    hi.  - •  .  \>   ROOn,  tl 
tore,  as  llu  \    had  sinned,  I  tod  a|«] 

producing  i  ons<  iousn<  >in,  and  ■ 
them  tO  repentance. 

Gen.  mix.  3.     Reuben,  my  first  bom,  thou 
m\  strength,  and  the  first  of  m)  «  hildn  n  . 
to    hear   with,   and    hard    .uu\  It  d 
hast  waxed  wanton  a  -  boil  not 

*    TWi  DllUt  rrl'i-i.  I   supp  < 
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i, th.m  .ut  iu\ 

ex(  i  llin  nity  and 
it:  thou  hast  been  insensatt  aa  watei  ; 

Symmachus.     Reuben,    my    first-born,  and    begin- 

,  an 
r,  thou  shall  ti"t  11 

there    wa  I    display   of 

i  madeb)  God  in  behalf  of  His  first-born 
from    Egypt     For  in  very  many  w 

the  land  o\  the  Egyptians  chastised.     'That 

people  di"  the  circumcision  i->  meant  by  "  my 
.  and  the  first  of  my  children  :  "  even  as 

ive  the  promise   to  Abraham  ami   to  his 
!'»ut  "hard  to  bear  with,"  because  the 

•ilc  hardened  itself  against  tin-  obedience  of 
..     Ami  "hard,  self-willed,"  because  it  was 
only  hard  against  the  obedien*  e  of  God,  but 

If-willed  so   as   to   set    upon    the    Lord. 

••  rhou    hast   waxed   wanton,"    because    in    the 
»f  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ   the  people 

waxed  wanton  against   the    Father.     But   '"boil 
says  the  Spirit,  by  way  of  comfort, 
it  not,  by  boiling  utterly  over,  be  spilt 
giving  it  hope  of  salvation.     For  what 

has  boiled  over  and  been  spilt  is  lost. 

..   xi.ix.   4.     For  thou  wentcst  up  to  thy 

:  r*S  bed. 
I  [ii  p.  First  he  mentions  the  event,  —  that  in 

the  last  days  the  people  will  assault  the  bed  of 
the  Father,  that  is,  the  bride,'  the  Church,  with 
intent  to  corrupt  her;  which  thing,  indeed,  it 

.  at  this  present  day,  assaulting  her  by 
blasphemies. 

s.  xi.ix.  5.     Simeon  and  Levi,  brethren. 
Hipp.     Since  from  Simeon  sprang  the  si  ribes, 

and  from  Levi  the  priests,      for  the  scribes  and 

priests   fulfilled   iniquity'  of  their   own   choice, 
and  with  one  mind  they  slew  the  Lord. 

\i.ix.   5.     Simeon   and   Levi,  brethren, 
lied  iniquity  of  their  own  choice.     Into  their 

let   not   my  soul  enter,  and   in   their  as- 
let  not  my  heart  1  I  ;   foofin  their 

r  they  slew  men.  and  in  their  passion  they 
I  a  bull. 

-.     This  he  says  regarding  the  conspiracy 
they  were  to  enter  against  the  Lord. 

I  that  he  means  this  (  onspiracy,  is  evident  to 

For  the  blessed  David  sings,  "  Rulers  have 

taken  1  together  against  the  Lord,"6  and 
forth.     And    of    this    conspiracy   the    Spirit 

phesied,  saying.  '•  I. rt  not  my  soul  contend." 
ring   to  draw   them   off,   if  possible,   so   that 

1    lit)  mpirrvn  rjq. 

My"  (nov)  is  waniinc  in  <  trigen'l  Hexapla. 
<    .'7)7    1Tfpi<7<70T<p0C. 

*  J  He  makes  the  curse  of  Reuben  applicable  to  all  who  corrupt 
the  Church's  truth  and  purity.) 

-.-^  uc  7u,v,  "  of  set  purpose." 

that  future  crime   might   not    happen    through 

them.  "They  slew  men,  and  houghed  the  bull  ,  " 
!.\  tit.-  "strong  bull"  he  means  Christ.  And 
"they  houghed,"  since,  when  He  was  suspended 
on  the  tree,  the\'  pierced  through  His  sinews. 

Again,  "  in  their  anger  they  houghed  a  bull." 
And  mark  the  nicety  of  the  expression:  for 

•'the\  slew  men,  and  houghed  a  bull."  1  or 
they  killed  the  saints,  and  they  remain  dead, 
awaiting  the  time  of  the  resurrection,  but  as  a 
young  bull,  so  to  speak,  when  houghed,  sinks 
down  to  the  ground,  such  was  Christ  in  submit- 

ting voluntarily  to  the  death  of  the  llesh  ;  but  1  le 
was  not  overcome  of  death,  lint  though  as  man 
He  became  one  of  the  dead,  He  remained  alive 

in  the  nature  of  divinity.  For  Christ  is  the 

bull,  —  an  animal,  above  all.  strong  and  neat  and 
devoted  to  sacred  use.  And  the  Son  is  Lord 

of  all  ] lower,  who  did  no  sin,  but  rather  offered 
I  Iimself  for  us,  a  savour  of  a  sweet  smell  to  His 
God  and  Father.  I  Therefore  let  those  hear  who 

houghed  this  august  bull:  "Cursed  be  their 
anger,  for  it  was  stubborn;  and  their  wrath,  for 

it  was  hardened."  1  But  this  people  of  the  Jews 
dared  to  boast  of  houghing  the  bull:  "Our 
hands  shed  this."  8  For  this  is  nothing  different, 

I  think,  from  the  word  of  folly:  "His  blood" 
(be  upon  us),  and  so  forth.'  Moses  recalls'0 
the  curse  against  Levi,  or,  rather  converts  it  into 
a  blessing,  on  account  of  the  subsequent  zeal  of 
the  tribe,  and  of  Phinehas  in  particular,  in  behalf 
of  Cod.  But  that  against  Simeon  he  did  not 

recall.  Wherefore  it  also  was  fulfilled  in  deed." 
For  Simeon  did  not  obtain  an  inheritance  like 

the  other  tribes,  for  he  dwelt  in  the  midst  of 
Judah.  Yet  his  tribe  was  preserved,  although 

it  was  small  in  number.12 

Gen.  xi.ix.  11.  Binding  his  foal  unto  the 

vine,  and  his  ass's  colt  to  the  choice  vine,  —  the 
tendril  of  the  vine,  —  he  will  wash  his  garment 
in  wine,  and  his  clothes  in  the  blood  of  the 

grape. Hipp.  By  the  "  foal  "  he  means  the  calling  of 
the  Gentiles  ;  by  the  other,  that  of  the  circum- 

cision: "one  ass,"  moreover,  that  is  to  signify 
that  the  two  colts  are  of  one  faith  ;  in  other 

words,  the  two  callings.  And  one  colt  is  bound 

to  the  "  vine,"  and  the  other  to  the  "  vine  ten- 
dril," which  means  that  the  Church  of  the  (.en- 

tiles is  bound  to  the  Lord,  but  he  who  is  of  the 

circumcision  to  the  oldness  of  the  law.  "  He 

will  wash  his  garment  in  wine  ; "  that  is,  by  the 

7  Gen.  xlix.  7. 

8  After  "  this  "  (toOto)  the  word  "  blood"  (to  at/xa)  seems  to  have been  dropped. 
9  Man.  xxvii.  25. 
10  Deut.  xxxiii.  8. 

11  [By  the  sin  of  Annas  and  Caiaphas,  with  others,  the  tribe  of  Levi 
became  formally  subject  to  this  curse  again,  and  with  Simeon  (ab- 

sorbed into  Judah)  inherited  it.     But  compare  Acts  iv.  36  and  vi.  7.] "  I  Luke  ii.  25  J 
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Holy  Spirit  and  the  word  of  truth,  he  will 
cleanse  the  flesh,  which  is  meant  by  the  garment. 

And  "  in  the  blood  of  the  grape,"  trodden  and 
giving  forth  blood,  which  means  the  flesh  of  the 

Lord,  he  cleanses  the  whole  calling  of  the  Gen- 
tiles. 

Gen.  xlix.  12-15.  His  eyes  are  gladsome 
with  wine,  and  his  teeth  white  as  milk.  Zabu- 
lun  shall  dwell  by  the  sea,  and  he  shall  be  by  a 
haven  of  ships,  and  he  shall  extend  to  Sidon. 
Issachar  desired  the  good  part,  resting  in  the 
midst  of  the  lots.  And  seeing  that  rest  was 

good,  and  that  the  land  was  fat,  he  set  his  shoul- 
der to  toil,  and  became  a  husbandman. 

HlPP.  That  is,  his  eves  are  brilliant  as  with 
the  word  of  truth.;  for  they  regard  all  who 
believe  upon  him.  And  his  teeth  are  white  as 

milk ;  —  that  denotes  the  luminous  power  of 
his  words  :  for  this  reason  he  calls  them  white, 

and  compares  them  to  milk,  as  that  which  nour- 
ishes the  flesh  and  the  soul.  And  Zabulun  is, 

by  interpretation,  "fragrance  "  and  ''  blessing." 
Then,  after  something  from  Cyril  :  — 
Hipp.  Again,  I  think,  it  mystically  signifies 

the  '  sacraments  of  the  New  Testament  of  our 

Saviour  ;  and  the  words,  "  his  teeth  are  white 

milk,"  denote  the  excellency  and  purity  of  the 
sacramental  food.  And  again,  these  words, 

"his  teeth  are  white  as  milk,"  we  take  in  the 
sense  that  His  words  give  light  to  those  who 
believe  on  I  Iim. 

And  in  saying,  moreover,  that  Zabulun  will 
dwell  by  the  sea,  he  speaks  prophetically  of  his 
territory  as  bordering  on  the  sea,  and  of  Israel 
us  mingling  with  the  Gentiles,  the  two  nations 
being  brought  as  it  were  into  one  flock.  And 

this  is  manifest  in  the  Gospel.  "The  land  of 
Zabulun,  and  the  land  of  Nephthalim,"  etc. 
And  you  will  mark  more  fully  the  richness  of 
lbs  lot  as  having  both  inland  territory  and 
hoard. 

"And  he  is  by  a  haven  of  ships;"    that    is,  as 
in    a    safe    anchorage,    referring    to    Christ.    I 
Uichor  of  hope.      And  this   denotes    the    calling 

:>f  the  Gentiles — that  the  grace  of  Christ  shall 
to    forth    to    the  whole    earth   and   sea.      for  he 

lays,  "And   (he  is)  by  a  haven  of  ships,  and 
lhall  extend  as  far  as  Sidon."     \nd  that  tin 

laid  prophetii  ally  of  the  ( !hur<  h  of  tin-  i  ;.n 
tiles,  is  made  apparent  to  us   in   the   Gospel : 

'  The  land  of  Zabulun,  and    the   l.md    of   Vph 
thalim,  l>\   the  way  <>i  tin-  sea,  beyond  Jordan, 
Galilee  of  the  Gentiles ;   the  people  which  -s.it 

b  darkness  saw  great  light."       In  saying,  then, 
that  he,  namely  Zabulun,  would  inhabit  a  terri 
tory  bordering  on  the  sea.  he  plainlj  confirmed 
ih  it,    just    as    if  he    had    said    that    in    the    future 

pia. Matt.  iv.  15,  io. 

Israel  would  mingle  with  the  Gentiles,  the 

peoples  being  brought  together  into  one  fold 

under  the  hand  of  one  chief  Shepherd,  t' 
(Shepherd)  by  nature,  that  is,  Christ.      I 

ing  him   Moses  said,  "Zabulun  shall   rej 
And  Moses  prophesies,  that  in  the  allocation 
the  land  he  should  have  abundance  ministered 

of  the  good  things  both  of  land  and  sea,  ui 

the  hand    of  One.     "By  a    haven    of  sbi] ■ 
that  is,  as  in  an  anchorage   that   proves   safe,  re- 

ferring to  Christ,  the  anchor  of  hope.      I 
His  grace   he  shall  come   forth  out   of  many  a 
tempest,  and  shall  be  brought  hereafter  to  l.md, 
like  ships  secure  in  harbours.     Besides,  he 

that  "  he  extends  as  far  even  as  Sidon,"  indi- 
cating, as  it  seems,  that  so  complete  a  unity  will 

be    effected  in  the   spirit's  course  betw 
two  peoples,  that  those  of  the  blood  of  Israel 
shall  occupy  those  very  cities  which  once  v. 
exceeding  guilty  in  the  sight  of  GodJ 

After  something  from  Cyril  :  — 

Hipp.   And  "  that  the  land  was  fat ;  "  that  is.  the 
flesh  of  our  Lord  :   "  fat,"  that  is,  "  ri<  h  ;  "  for  it 

flows  with  honey  and  milk.    The  parts  of  the  ' 
are  marked  off  for  an  inheritance  and  possession 
to  him  —  that  means  the  doctrine   of  the    herd. 

For  this  is  a  pleasant  rest,  as  He  says   Himself: 

"Come   unto   me,  all   ye   that   labour  and    are 
heavy  laden,"5   etc.      for    they   who    keep    the 
commandments,  and  do  not  disclaim   the  ordi- 

nances of  the  law,  enjoy  rest  both   in   them  and 
in  the  doctrine  of  our  Lord  ;    And  that  is  the 

meaning  of  "in  the  midst  of  the  lots."      As   the 
Lord  says.  "  I  am    not   come    tO   destTO)   the   law 

and    the    prophets,    but    to    fulfil    them."         F   r 
even  our  Lord,  in  the  fad  that    He  keeps  the 
commandments,  does  not  destroy  the  law  and 
the  prophets,  but  fulfils  them,  .1-  lb  says  in  the 

Gospels.       "He   set    his    shoulder   to    toil,   and 
became  a  husbandman."     This  the  apostles  did. 
Having  received  pi >wer  funn  ( rod,  and  ha> 
set  themselves  to  labour,  the)  became  hi 

men  of  the  Lord,  cultivating  the  earth  —  th. 
the   human  race  —  with   the  preaching Lord. 

Gen.  \i  i\.   in  20.     Dan  shall  judge  his  p 
pie.   as   himself  also   one    lube    in    [si  Vnd 
let   I  )an  bet  ome  a  serpent  by  the  way,  b 

the   path,  stinging  the  horse's  heel ;   ai  d 
man    shall    fall    backward,    w     I  the 

salvation  ̂ (  the  1  ord.     <  rad 
shall    rob    him  ;    and    he    shall 

\     1        his  bread    shall   b<  nd    he 

shall  furnish  dainties  to  pi 

I     \  V  \  1 1 1     1  -1. 

III  "  \ ..  I."  i ■ 
1  \:  ui   m 
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imething  from  Cyril,  Apollinaris,  and 
— 

Hipp.  The  Lord  ia  represented  to  us  as  a 

horseman;  and  the  "heel"  points  us  to  the 
••last  tim<  I  His  "  falling "  denotes  His 

,:ii  ;  as  it  is  written  in  the  Gospel :  "  Behold, 
this  (child)   is  set  for  the  fall  and  rising  again 

many."1  We  take  the  "robber"  to  be  the 
traitor.  Nor  was  there  any  other  traitor  to  the 

the  (Jewish)  people.  "Shall  rob 
him,"  i.e.,  shall  plot  against  him.  At  the  heels: 

i  to  the  help  of  the  Lord  against 
those  who  lie  in  wait  against  Him.  And  again, 
the  words  "at  the  heels"  denote  that  the  Lord 
will  take  vengeance  swiftly.     He  shall  be  well 

led  in  the  foot-'  (heel),  and  shall  overtake 
aad  rob  the  robber's  troop. 

i  \.     "Girded,  he  shall    gird   himself;"    that 
means  that  as  a  man  of  arms  and  war  he  shall  arm  him- 

•■  \ ■]•!  he  shall  be  armed  in  the  heel:"  he  means 
this  rather,  that  Gad  shall  follow  behind  hi>  brethren  in 
arms.     For  though  his  lot  was  beyond  Jordan,  yet  they 
(the  men  of  that  trib<  1  were  enjoined  to  follow  their 

9  until  th.  it  their  lots.    ( >i  per- 
mt  this,  that  Gad's  tribesmen  were  to  live 

in  the  manner  of  robbers,  and  thai  he  was  to  take  up  a 

freebooters,  which  is   ju>t    a  "robber's 
1  1  to  follow  them,  practising  piracy,  which  is 

..  th  them. 

.  on  the  abolition  of  the  shadow  in  the  law, 
the  introduction  of  the  worship  in  spirit  and  truth, 

the  worl  I  had  need  of  greater  light,  at  last,  with  this 
the   inspired  disciples  were  called,  and  put  in 

the  lot  of  the  teachers  of  the  law.     For 

eak  with  regard  to  the  mother  of  the 
-  —  that  is  to  say,  Jerusalem  —  l>v  the  voice  of  the 
nist:    "Instead   of  thy   fathers  were    thy  sons;"3 

is  was  given  the  position 

aid  to  our  Lord  Jesus  t'hrist 
articular:  "Thou  wilt  appoint  them  rulers  overall 

1."     Vet   presently  their  authority  will   not    he my  means  void  of   trouble    to    them.     Nay  rather, 
experience  unnumbered  ill-,  and  they 
ilexity;  and  the  course  of  their  apostleship 

ins  to  find  free  of  peril,  as  he  inti- 
mated  indeed  by  way  of  an    example,  when    he   said, 

meaning  by  that,  that   there  shall   he  a 

multitude  of  persecutors  in   Dan  like  a  "serpent  lying 
•1  the  path,  stinging  the   horse's  heel," 

giving    fierce   and   dangerous   bites;    for   the   bites   of 
.    dangerous.     And   they  were 

"in  the  heel"  in   particular,    for  "he  shall  bruise  thy 
!.  and  thou  shall  bruise  his  heel."4     And  some  did 

the  holy  apostles  in  this  way  even  to  the  death 
is  we  may  say  that  their  position 

ke   that   when'  a   horse    stumbles  and -.     For  in  such  a  case  the  horseman 
irown,  and,  falling  to  the  ground,  I  suppose,  he 

■me  one  alive.     And  thus,  too,  the  in- 
survive  and   wait   for  the   time  of  their 

when  they  shall  be  called  into  a  kingdom 
which  cannot  be  moved,  when  Christ  addresses  them 

ike  ii.  34. 

Mm  that  by  "heel,"  in  Gen.  iii.  15,  the  "foot" 
is  i"  :re.] 

ILsh,  xlv.  16). 
<:re  puts  the  heel  for  the  foot  to 

emph.i*i7e  the  the    prophecy,  i.e.,  the  wounded   heel 
1  on  the  biter's  head.] 

5    x- 

with  the  word,  "Come,   \<    blessed   <>i    n  >,' 

And  again,  it  anyone  will  take  the  woids  as  mean- 
not  1h.1t   iln  i<  w ill  In   tome  lying  in  n  tinst 

I  >.  1 1 1  like  serpents,  but  that  this  Dan  htmsell  lies  in  wait 
nst  others,  w<  maj  Bay  that  thosi  meant  thereby 

the  scribes  and  Pharisees,  hypocrites  who,  while  in  pos- 
si  -MMH  ol  the  powei  ol  judgment  and  instruction  among 
the  people,  fastened  like  Bnakes  upon  Christ,  and  str 
impiously  to  compass  His  fall,  vexing  Him  with  th<ii 
stings  as  lie  held  on  in  I  lis  lofty  and  gentle  course. 
but  it  that  horseman  did  indeed  fall,  He  fell  at  least  of 

His  own  will,  voluntarily  enduring  the  death  ol  tin  licsh. 
And,  moreover,  it  was  destined  thai  lb-  should 
life  again,  having  the  Father  as  His  hell  er  and  conduct- 

or.    For  the  Son,  being  the  power  of  God  the  Father, 
endued   the  temple  of    His   own   body   again   with    life. 
Thus  i>,  He  said  to  have  been  saved  b\  tl;<    Fath  r,  as 
He  stood  in  peril  as  a  man,  though  by  nature  1  b 
and   Himself  maintains  the  whole  creation,  visible  and 
invisible,  in  a  state  of  wellbeing.     In  this  sense,  also, 

the   inspired    Paul   says   of    Him:    "Though    lie    was 
crucified  in  weakness,  vet  He  liveth  by  the  power  of 

God."' 

.W'r  obtained  the  parts  about  Ptolemais  and  Sidon. 
Wherefore  he  says,  "  His  bread  shall  be  fat,  and  he  shall 
furnish  dainties  to  princes."  This  we  take  to  be  a  figure 
of  our  calling;  for  "fat"  means  "rich."  And  whose bread  is  rich,  if  not  ours  ?  For  the  Lord  is  our  bread, 

as  He  says  Himself:  "I  am  the  bread  ol  life."8  And 
who  else  will  furnish  dainties  to  princes  but  our  Lord 
Jesus  Christ?  —  not  only  to  the  believing  among  the 
Gentiles,  but  also  to  those  of  the  circumcision,  who  are 
first  in  the  faith,  to  wit,  to  the  fathers,  and  the  patri- 

archs, and  the  prophets,  and  to  all  who  believe  in  His 
name  and  passion. 

Gen.  xlix.  21-26.  Nephthalim  is  a  slender  9 
trunk,  showing  beauty  in  the  shoot.  Joseph  is 
a  goodly  son ;  my  goodly,  envied  son  ;  my 
youngest  son.  Turn  back  to  me.  Against  him 
the  archers  took  counsel  together,  and  reviled 
him.  and  pressed  him  sore.  And  their  bows 
were  broken  with  might,  and  the  sinews  of  the 
arms  of  their  hands  were  relaxed  by  the  h  md 
of  the  Mighty  One  of  Jacob.  Thence  is  he 
who  strengthened  Israel  from  the  God  of  thy 
father.  And  my  God  helped  thee,  and  blessed 
thee  with  the  blessing  of  heaven  above,  and 
with  the  blessing  of  the  earth  which  pos>esseth 
all  things,  with  the  blessing  of  the  breasts  and 
womb,  with  the  blessing  of  thy  father  and  thy 
mother.  It  prevailed  above  the  blessings  of 
abiding  mountains,  and  above  the  blessings  of 
everlasting  hills ;  which  (blessings)  shall  be  upon 
the  head  of  Joseph,  and  upon  the  temples  of 
his  brothers,  whose  chief  he  was. 

Hipp.  Who  is  the  son  goodly  and  envied,  even 
to  this  day,  but  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ?  An  ob- 

ject of  envy  is  He  indeed  to  those  who  choose 
to  hate  Him,  yet  He  is  not  by  any  means  to  be 
overcome.  For  though  He  endured  the  cross, 
yet  as  God  He  returned  to  life,  having  trampled 

6  Matt.  x\v.  34. 
7  2  Cor.  xiii.  4. 
8  John  vi.  35. 

9  urtAc^o?   avtifitvov. 
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upon  death,  as  His  God  and  Father  addresses 

Him,  and  says,  "  Sit  Thou  at  my  right  hand."  ' 
And  that  even  those  are  brought  to  nought  who 
strive  with  the  utmost  possible  madness  against 

Him,  he  has  taught  us,  when  he  says,  "Against 
Him  the  archers  took  counsel  together,  and  re- 

viled Him."  For  the  "archers"  —  that  is,  the 
leaders  of  the  people  —  did  convene  their  as- 

semblies, and  take  bitter  counsel.  "  But  their 
bows  were  broken,  and  the  sinews  of  their  arms 
were  relaxed,  by  the  hand  of  the  Mighty  One 

of  Jacob,"  that  is  to  say,  by  God  the  Father, 
who  is  the  Lord  of  power,  who  also  made  His 
Son  blessed  in  heaven  and  on  earth.  And  he 

(Naphtali)  is  adopted  as  a  figure  of  things  per- 
taining to  us,  as  the  Gospel  shows:  "The  land 

of  Zabulun,  and  the  land  of  Nephthalim,  by  the 

way  of  the  sea,  beyond  Jordan," 2  etc.;  and, 
"  To  them  that  sat  in  darkness  light  has  arisen."  3 
.And  what  other  light  was  this  but  the  calling  of 
the  Gentiles,  which  is  the  trunk,  i.e.,  the  tree 
of  the  Ford,  in  whom  engrafted  it  bears  fruit? 

And  the  word,  "giving  increase  of  beauty  in  the 
case  of  the  shoot,"  expresses  the  excellency  of 
our  calling.  And  if  the  words,  "giving  increase 
of  beauty  in  the  case  of  the  shoot,"  are  under- 

stood, as  perhaps  they  may,  with  reference  to 
us,  the  clause  is  still  quite  intelligible.  For,  by 
progressing  in  virtue,  and  attaining  to  better 

things,  "  reaching  forth  to  those  things  which  are 
before,"'1  according  to  the  word  of  the  blessed 
Paul,  we  rise  ever  to  the  higher  beauty.  1  mean, 
however,  of  course,  spiritual  beauty,  so  that  to  us 

too  it  may  be  said  hereafter,  "The  King  greatly 
desired  thy  beauty."  5 

After  something  from  Apollinaris:  — 
Hipp.     The  word  of  prophecy  paws  again  to 

Immanuel    Himself.      For,   in   my   opinion,  what 
is   intended    by  it   is  just  what    has    been    already 

stated  in  the  words,  "giving  increase  of  beauty 
in   the   case   of  the   shoot."      for  he   means  that  | 
lie  increased  and  grew  up  into  that  which  He 
had  been  from  the  beginning,  and  indicates  the 

return    to   the   glory    which    He    had    by    nature.' 
This,  if  we  apprehend  it  correctly,  is  (we  should 

Say )  just  "  restored  "  to  I  lim.      for  ■'  as  the  only 
begotten  Word  of  God,  being  God  of  God/ 
emptied  Himself,  according  to  die  Scriptures, 
humbling  I  fimself  of  I  lis  own  will  to  that  which 
He  was  not  before,  ami   took   unto    Himself  this 

1  Pi  ex.  x. 
'■'    M  ill.  iv.  is. 
I   M  ill.  iv.   17. 
*  Phil,  iii 
I    Pi.   ilv,    IX. 
&  The  tr\l  is  rOUTO  TTal'Tf.K  KnTnyrrnt   O00&C  rynr    vnr  t  \t)u  h  1 1  Q| 

p  hi  tge,  dm  11  to  the  urora  "  inset)  u  iblj ."  ivm  n  uiw  ribed by  I    1."    \  oiiiu .  .11   Rome,  ud  Are)  edited  by  Grebe  in  tl 
A  i.  . ,  ] 1     1 

•  "  God  of  God,"  B«6t  1  Hippotytui  ums  here 
the  exai  1  phi  1  ic  ol  the  Nio                  I  i,  in  A 
turn,  1  hap,  \ ..  he  h  >  ■  the  exai  1  phi 
$uro  1     I  See  my  1  oni  luding  remarki  in.>tc  y)  on  ilic  lail  1  hapt 
the  PkilospphuiHtna,  p.  153,  supra.  \ 

vile  flesh,  and  appeared  '>  in  the  "  form  of  a  ser- 
vant," and  "became  obedient  to  God  the  Father, 

even  unto  death,"  so  hereafter  He  is  said  to  be 
"highly  exalted  ;  "  and  as  if  well-nigh  He  had  it 
not  by  reason  of  His  humanity,  and  as  if  it  were 

in  the  way  of  grace,  He  "receives  the  name 
which  is  above  every  name,"  IO  according  to  the 
word  of  the  blessed  Paul.     But  the  matter,  in 

truth,  was   not  a  "  giving,"  as  for  the  first  t. 
of  what   He  had  not  by  nature  ;   far  otherv. 
But  rather  we  must  understand  a  return  and  : 
toration  to  that  which  existed  in   Him  at  the 

beginning,  essentially  and   inseparably.     And   it 
is  for  this  reason  that,  when  He  had  as 

by  divine  arrangement,1 '  the  lowly  estate  of  hu- 
manity. He  said.  ••  bather,  glorify  me  with  the 

glory  which    I   had,"12  etc.      For  He  who  was 
ixistent  with  His  bather  before  all   time,  and 

before  the   foundation  of  the  world,  always   had 

the  glory  proper  to  Godhead.     "He"too  may 
very  well  be  understood  as  the  "youn_ 
For    He    appeared    in    the    last    times,   after   the 
glorious  and  honourable  company  of  the   holy 

prophets,  and  simply  once,  after  all  those  who, 
previous  to  the  time  of  His  sojourn,  were  reck- 

oned in  the  number  of  sons  by  reason  of  ex<  el- 

lence.    That  Immanuel.  however,  was  an  " 
of  envy,"  '■'  is  a  somewhat  doubtful  phrase.     Yet 

He  is  an  "object   of  envy  "  or  "  emulation  "  t  > 
the  saints,  who  aspire  to  follow-  His  footsi 
and   conform   themselves   to    Hi>   divine   be. 

and  make  Him  the  patera  of  their  conduct,  and 
win  thereby  their  highest  glory.      And  again,  He 

is  an  "object  of  envy"  in  another  sense,  —  an 
"object  of  ill-will,"  namely,  to  those  who  are 
declared  not  to  love  \\\]n.     I  refer  to  the  lead- 

ing parties  among  the  Jews,  —  the  scribes,  in 
sooth,  and   the    Pharisees, —  who   travailed   with 
bitter  envj  againsl  Hun,  and  made  the  glorj 
which  He  could  not  be  -poiled  the  ground  of 
their  slander,  and   assailed    Hun    in   main    v\ 

For  Christ  indeed  raised  the  dead  to  life  again, 

when  the)  aln  idj  -tank  and  were  corrupt  ;  and 
I  le  displayed  other  signs  of  divinity.    And  t 
should  have  filled  them  with  wonder,  and  i 
mule  them  ready  to  belie> e,  and  to  doubl 

longer.     Yet  this  w.i-  not  the  case  with  them  ; 

but  the)  were  consumed  with  ill-will,  and  nui 
its  bitter  pangs  in  their  mind. 

Ami  something  from  Cyril:  — 
Hipp.    Who  else  1-  this  than  as  is  shown  us 

the  apostle,  "the  second  man.  the  Lord  t: 
heaven?'"  "       \nd  in  the  Gospel,*'   He 
he  who  did  the  will  of  the    I  at!  1  ■  the 

•1     I  !,.■  v,   .1  \   •■   ■  :  -»r« 

^ur,i  b)  1  !i  it  e,  but  ilium. I  PhiL  11.  7-m. 
I I  ... 

1     1     n  mii 

K       I     1     ,.|        M         1  -. 

Mill     \vi 
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I  <n  11  bat  k  to  me," 
i>  meant  ll  m  to  His  Father  in  heaven 

i  His  passion.  v.d  m  tin-  phrase,  "  Against 
ll  11  thej  took  counsel  together,  and  reviled 

11  .),"  who  .in-  intended  but  just  tin-  people  in 
their  opposition  to  our  Lord?  Anil  as  to  the 

words," the)  pressed  Hun  sore,"  who  pressed 
11  :,i.  and  t<>  this  day  still  press  Him  sore? 

Those  —these  "archers,"  namely— who  think 
to  i  linst  the  Lord.     Hut  though  they 

prevailed  to  put  Him  to  death,  yet  "  their  hows 

broken  with  might."    'Tins  plainly  means, 
th.u  ■•.hi  i   tin-  resurrection"  their  bows  were 
broken  with  might     And  those  intended  are  the 

leader-,  of  the  people,  who  set  themselves  in 
array  against  Him.  and.  as  it  were,  sharpened 
the  points  of  their  weapons.  Hut  they  tailed  to 

transfix  Him.  though  they  did  what  was  unlaw- 
ful, and  dared  t..  assail  Hun  even  in  the  manner 

ot  wild  beasts. 

"  Thou  didst  prevail  above  the  blessings  of 

abiding  mountains."  By  "eternal  and  abiding 
mountains  and  everlasting  hills,"  he  means  the 
samts,  because  they  are  lifted  above  the  earth, 
and  make  no  account  of  the  things  that  perish, 
but  seek  the  things  that  are  above,  and  aspire 
earnestly  to  rise  to  the  highest  virtues.  After 
the  glory  of  Christ,  therefore,  are  those  of  the 
Fathers  who  were  most  illustrious,  and  reached 

the  greatest  elevation  in  virtue.  These,  how- 
ever, were  but  servants  ;  but  the  Lord,  the  Son, 
lied  them  with  the  means  by  which  they 

became  illustrious.  Wherefore  also  they  ac- 

knowledge (the  truth  of  this  word),  "Out  of  His 
fulness  have  all  we  received."3 

'"And  my  God  helped  thee."     This  indicates 
rly  that  the  aid  and  support  of  the  Son  came 

from  no  one  else  but  our  God  and   Father  in 

heaven.     And  by  the  word  "  my  God,"  is  meant 
that  the  Spirit  speaks  by  Jacob.3 

1      >EB.     "The  sinews  of  the  arms."     He  could  not 
of   "the   hands"   or   "shoulders;"    but    since    the 

broad  central  parts  of  the  bow  are  termed  "amis,"  he 
appropriately  "  arms." 

Hipp.  "  Blessings  of  the  breasts  and  womb." 
By  this  is  meant  that  the  true  blessing  from 
heaven  is  the  Spirit  descending  through  the 

Word  upon  flesh.     And  by"'  indwomb" 
he  means  the  blessings  of  the  Virgin.     And  by 

■    O    «ffY«TO* 
"<k  wiih  H 

would  be  quite 
und*  • 

Ml  I.   16. 

I  manuscripts  and  versions  and  Fathers  read 
i   npioToi.    Jerome  in  loc.  remarks 

■t  with  that  reading  the  interpretation 
lc;    the   sense   then   being,  that   "the  Jews 
cd.  but  evade  it  acknowledge 

Wctstein,  in  hi  t.,L  p  -t 
;ic,  remembering  what 

.1/  ,  'tin:  last  ihall  be  first,'  thought  th.it 

1  that 

'.Ins  emendation  
so  far  as  to  transpose  the 

that  of  "  thy  fatlu  r  and  thy  mother,"  '  he   means 
abo  the  bl  ssing  of  the  Father  which  we  have  re- 

ceived in  the  Church  through  our  Lord  Jesus 

Christ 

Gen.   xi.ix.    27.     "Benjamin    is   a    ravening 
wolf;  in  the  morning  he  shall  devour  still,  and 

till  evening  he  apportions  food." HlPP.  Tins  thoroughly  suits  Paul,  who  was  of 
the  tribe  of  Benjamin,  for  when  he  was  young, 
he  was  a  ravening  wolf ;  but  when  he  believed, 

he  "apportioned"  food.  This  also  is  shown  us 
by  the  grace  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  that  the 
tribe  of  benjamin  is  among  the  first  persecutors, 

which  is  the  sense  of  "  in  the  morning."  For 
Saul,  who  was  of  the  tribe  of  benjamin,  perse- 

cuted David,  who  was  appointed  to  be  a  type  of 
the  Lord. 

11. 

From  the  Commentary  of  the  holy  Hippolytus  of  Rome  upon 

Genesis.5 
Gen.  11.  7.  "  And  God  formed  man  of  the 

dust  of  the  ground."  And  what  does  this  im- 
port? Are  we  to  say,  according  to  the  opinion 

of  some,  that  there  were  three  men  made,  one 

spiritual,  one  animal,  and  one  earthy?  Not  such 
is  the  case,  but  the  whole  narrative  is  of  one 

man.  For  the  word,  "  bet  us  make,"  is  about 
the  man  that  was  to  be ;  and  then  comes  the 

word,  "  ( iod  made  man  of  the  dust  of  the  ground," 
so  that  the  narrative  is  of  one  and  the  same  man. 

For  then  He  says,  "  Let  him  be  made,"  and  now 
He  "  makes  him,"  and  the  narrative  tells  "  how" 
He  makes  him. 

in. 

Quoted  in  Jerome,  epist.  36,  ad  Damasum,  Num.  xviii.  (from 
(■alland). 

6  Isaac  conveys  a  figure  of  God  the  Father ; 

Rebecca"  of  the  Holy  Spirit ;  Fsau  of  the  first 
people  and  the  devil ;  Jacob  of  the  Church,  or 
of  Christ.  That  Isaac  was  old,  points  to  the  end 
of  the  world  ;  that  his  eyes  were  dim,  denotes 
that  faith  had  perished  from  the  world,  and  that 
the  light  of  religion  was  neglected  before  him  ; 

that  the  elder  son  is  called,  expresses  the  Jews' 
possession  of  the  law ;  that  the  father  loves  his 

*  Grabe  adduces  another  fragment  of  the  comments  of  Hippol- 
ytus on  this  found  in  some  leaves  deciphered  at  Rome.    It  is 

to  this  effect:   Plainly  and  evidently  the  generation  of  the  Only-be- 
gotten, which   is  at  once  from  God  the  Father,  and  through  the  holy 

Virgin                       I,  even   as  He   is  believed  and  manifested  to  be  a 
by  nature  and  in  truth  the  Son  of  God  the  Father, 

on  our  account  He  submitted  to  birth  by  woman  and  the  womb,  and 
1  the  breast.     For  He  did  not,  as  some  fancy,  become  man  only 

in  appearance,  but  He  manifested   Himself  as  in  reality  that  which 
•    who  follow  the  laws  of  nature,  and  supported  Himself  by  food, 

though  Himself  giving  life  to  the  world. 

From  the  Second  Hook  of  the  A'.j  Sacra  of  Leontius  and  Jo- annes, in  Mai,  Script,  vet.,  vii.  p.  84. 

b  Jerome  introduces  this  citation  from  the  Commentary  of  Hip- 
polytus on  ( tenesis  in  these  terms:  "  Since,  ihen,  we  promised  to  add 

what  that  (concerning  Isaac  and  Rebecca,  Gen  wvii.  signifn  - 
unlivery,  we  may  adduce  the  words  of  the  martyr  Hippolytus,  with 
whom  our  Victonnus  very  much  agrees:  not  thai  he  has  made  out 
everything  quite  fully,  but  that  be  may  give  the  reader  the  means  for 

a  broader  understanding  of  the  passage." 
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meat  and  venison,  denotes  the  saving  of  men 
xom  error,  whom  every  righteous  man  seeks  to 
jain  (lit.  hunt  for}  by  doctrine.  The  word  of 
Liod  here  is  the  promise  anew  of  the  blessing 
md  the  hope  of  a  kingdom  to  come,  in  which 
;he  saints  shall  reign  with  Christ,  and  keep  the 
;rue  Sabbath.  Rebecca  is  full  of  the  Holy  Spirit, 
is  understanding  the  word  which  she  heard  be- 
bre  she  gave  birth,  "  For  the  elder  shall  serve 
:he  younger."  '  As  a  figure  of  the  Holy  Spirit, 
noreover,  she  cares  for  Jacob  in  preference, 

she  says  to  her  younger  son,  "Go  to  the  flock 
md  fetch  me  two  kids,"2  prefiguring  the  Sav- 

our's advent  in  the  flesh  to  work  a  mighty  de- iverance  for  them  who  were  held  liable  to  the 

punishment  of  sin  ;  for  indeed  in  all  the  Scrip- 
tures kids  are  taken  for  emblems  of  sinners.  1  lis 

jeing  charged  to  bring  "  two,"  denotes  the  re- 
:eption  of  two  peoples:  by  the  "tender  and 
jood,"  are  meant  teachable  and  innocent  souls. 
t"he  robe  or  raiment  of  Esau  denotes  the  faith 
md  Scriptures  of  the  Hebrews,  with  which  the 
>eople  of  the  Gentiles  were  endowed.  The  skins 
vhich  were  put  upon  his  arms  are  the  sins  of 
joth  peoples,  which  Christ,  when  His  hands 
vere  stretched  forth  on  the  cross,  fastened  to 
t  along  with  Himself.  In  that  Isaac  asks  of 
acob  why  he  came  so  soon,3  we  take  him  as 
idmiring  the  quick  faith  of  them  that  believe. 

I'hat  savoury  meats  are  offered,  denotes  an  offer- 
Dg  plea, mil;  to  Cod,  the  salvation  of  sinners. 
\fter  the  eating  follows  the  blessing,  and  he 
lelights  in  his  smell.  He  ami  >un<  es  with  1  lear 

■oi(  e  the  perfection  oi  the  resurrection  an  1  the 
ringdom,  anil  also  how  his  brethren  who  believe 
n  Israel  adore  him  and  serve  him.  Because 

niquity  is  opposed  to  righteousness,  Esau  i- 
sxcited  to  strife,  and  meditates  death  deceitfully, 

aying  in  his  heart,  '•  Let  the  days  of  the  mourn- 
ng  for  m_\  father  come  on,  ami  I  will  slay  my 

irother  Jacob."4  The  devil,  who  previously 
ixhibited  the  fratricidal  Jews  by  anti<  ipation  in 
Iain,  makes   the   most    manifest    disclosure   of 
hem  now  in  Esau,  show  in-  also  the  time  of  the 

t.  irder:     "Let    the    (\a\^,"    says    he,    "of    the 
aourning  for  my  father  come  on,  that  1  ma) 

lay  my  brother."  Wherefore  Rebecca  1h.1t 
s  patience  -  told  her  husband  of  the  brother's 
)lot  .-  who,  summoning  Jacob,  ludc  him  go  t" 
Mesopotamia  and  thence  take  a  wife  of  the 

annly  of  hah. in  the  Syrian,  his  mother's  brother. 
Ls  therefore  Jacob,  to  escape  hi.  brother's  evil 
lesigns,  pro  10   Mesopotamia,  so   Christ, 
00,  constrained   by  the  unbelief  oi   the  Jew,, 

into  Galilee,  to  take  from  thence  to   Him- 
elf  a  bride  from  the  Gentiles,  lb-  Church. 

1  Gen.  kxv,  33. 

1   •  ■111.   v  \\  11      IOi 

*  ( Sen,  \\\  11.  |i 

ON   NUMBE 

By  the  linly  bishop   and   martyr    Hippolytus,  from  Balaam's Blessings? 

Now,  in  order  that  He  might  be  shown  to  hi 
together  in  Himself  at  once  the  nature  of  Cud 
and  that  of  man,  —  as  the  apostle,  too,  say>  : 
"Mediator  between  God  and  men,  the  man 
Christ  Jesus.6  Now  a  mediator  is  not  of  one 
man,7  but  two,"5  —  it  was  therefore  necessary 
that  Christ,  in  becoming  the  Mediator  between 
God  and  men,  should  receive  from  both  an  ear- 

nest of  some  kind,  that  He  might  appear  as  the 
Mediator  between  two  distinct  persons. 

ox  RIM.-/ The  question  is  raised,  whether  Samuel  rose 
by  the  hand  of  the  sorceress  or  not.  And  if, 
indeed,  we  were  to  allow  that  he  did  rise,  we 
should  be  propounding  what  1-  false.  For  how 
could  a  demon  call  back  the  soul,  I  say  not  of  a 
righteous  man  merely,  but  of  any  one  whatever, 
when   it    had   gone,  and  was    tarn  mew 
not  where?  Hut  he  says,  how  then  was  the 
woman  dismayed,  and  how  did  she  see  m  an 
extraordinary  way  men  ascending?  For  if  her 
vision  had    not    been  of  an  e  linary  kind, 
she  would  not  have  said.  "  1  see  -  end- 

ing out  of  the  earth."     She  invoked  one,  and  how did  there  ascend  mam?     What  then?     Shall  we 

Say  that  the  souls  of  all  who  appeared  as 

and  those,  too,  not  invoked  b)  the  woman  ;"   or 
that   what  was   seen  was   merely  phantasms 
them?      Even   this.   1;  .   will   not    sufl 
How.  he  urges  further,  did  Saul  recognise  (what 
appeared),  and  do  obeisance?  Well,  Saul  did 
not  actually  see,  but  only,  on  being  told  by  the 
woman   that   tin  of  one  of  tho 

cended  was  the  figure  he  desired,  and  taking 
to  be   Samuel,  lie  1  onsulted    it   as   such,  and  did 
it  obeisance.     And  it  could  be  no  difficult  m 
ter   for   the   demon    to    conjure    up  the    form   ol 
Samuel,  as    it    was    known    to    him.      How   then. 
-  i\  -  he.  did  he  foretell  the  1  alamitii  s  tl 

tu   befall   Sa  il   and    Jonathan  at    t  ne  ? 
He  dill    foretell    indeed    the  i\u\  of  the  war,  and 
how  Saul  would  be  oven  ome,  drawing  that  a.s  an 
mlereiH  e    tioin    the  wrath   oi    G  unsl    him. 

Just  as  a  physit  ian,  who  ha-  no  exact  knowh  1 

[n  Leontiu    Bj 
I 

Ml  .    |.      I       I  '   ■     I.   .    1 
.1 

I  in-,  word  "  111. in 
11   M  llll  !)'• 

I  . 

M 'I.  111.  ao. 
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of  t]  ing  a  patient  past 
«urc  tell  of  his  death,  though  he  made  an  error 
;i-  to  the  hour,  »,  the  demon,  knowing  the 

•  t  ;.i.l  bj  S  mi's  deeds,  and  by  this  verj 
attempt  rtsult  the  sorceress,  foretells   his 
defeat  and  his  death  at  the  same  time,  though 
in  error  as  to  the  day  of  his  death. 

ON    1  ill'    PSA1  MS. 
:    U  in-.,  bishop  oi  Rome,  to  his 

The  book  of  Psalms  contains  new  doctrine 

after  the  law  of  Moses.     And  after  the  writing 
ol    M  is  s,  it   is  the  second  book  of  doctrine. 

;cr  the  death  of  Moses  and  Joshua,  and 

after  the  judges,  aros  ■  David,  who  was  deemed 
thy  of  bearing  the  name  of  father  of  the 

If;   and    he   first   gave   to   the   I  le- 
brews  a  new  style  of  psalmody,  by  which  he 
abn  the  ordinances  established  by  Moses 
with   respect    to  sacrifices,  and    introduces  the 
new  hymn  and  a  new  style  of  jubilant  praise  in 
the  worship  of  God  ;  auA  throughout  his  whole 
ministry  he  teaches  very  many  other  things  that 

went  beyond  the  law  of  Moses.2 

ON    PSALM    II.3 

n  of  the  -  Psalm,  by  the  holy  bishop 
Hippolytus. 

When  he  came  into  the  world.  He  was  mani- 

fested as  Cod  and  man.  And  it  is  easy  to  per- 
ceive the  man  in  Him,  when  He  hungers  and 

shows  exhaustion,  and  is  weary  and  athirst,  and 
withdraws  in  tear,  and  is  in  prayer  and  in  grief, 

and  on  a   boat's  pillow,  and   entreats  the 
removal  of  the  cup  of  suffering,  and  sweats  in  an 

•iv.  and  is  strengthened  by  an  angel,  and  be- 

trayed bj  a  Judas,  and  mocked  by  ( 'aiaphas.  and 
•  ■  •.  If  .  id.  and  scourged  by  Pilate. 

and  derided  by  the  soldiers,  and  nailed  to  the 
tree  by  the  and  witli  a  cry  commits  His 

spirit   to    lb-    Father,  and  drops  His  head  and 
t,  and  has    I  lis    side    pierced 

wit:  id  is  wrapped  in  linen  and  laid  in 
-  raised  by  the  Father  on  the  third 

\nd  the  divine  in  Him.  on  the  other  hand, 

i>  equally  manifest,  when   He  is  worshipped  by 
en  by  shepherds,  and  waited  for 

by  Simeon,  and  testified  of  by  Anna,  and  in- 
quii  r  by  wise  nun.  and  pointed  out  by  a 
st  ir.  and  at  a  marri  ige  makes  wine  of  water,  and 
(liid-s  th'-  sea  w!  d   by  the  violence  of 
winds,  and  walks  upon  the  deep,  and  makes  one 

who  was  blind  from  birth,  and  raises  Laza- 

'   I  idi. 

2  |i.c  ,  Samuel  for  the  Christian   era,  introduc  i- 
whit  h  God 

her       Compare 
in 

mari  ■  rist.  ] 
1    the    third.       From    Thcoduret,    Dialogue 

,     167. 

ins  when  dead   for   four  days,  and  works  many 
wonders,  and  forgives  sins,  and   grants   power  to 
I  lis  dis<  ipl( 

ON    PSALM   XXII.    OR   XXIII. 

From  the  Commentary  by  the  holy  bishop  and  martyr  \\\\,- 
p.  Kins,  on  "The  Lord  is  my  Shepherd."4 

And,  moreover,  the  ark  made  of  imperishable 
wood  was  the  Saviour  Himself.  For  by  this  was 

signified  the  imperishable  and  incorruptible  tab- 
ernacle of  (the  Lord)  Himself,  which  gendered 

■  irruption  of  sin.  For  the  sinner,  indeed, 

makes  this  confession  :  "  My  wounds  stank,  and 

corrupt,  because  of  my  foolishness."5  But 
the  Lord  was  without  sin,  made  of  imperishable 
wood,  as  regards  His  humanity;  that  is,  of  the 

virgin  and  the  Holy  Ghost  inwardly,  and  out- 
wardly of  the  word  of  God,  like  an  ark  overlaid 

with  purest  gold. 

ox   PSALM  XXIII.  OR  xxiv. 

From  the  Commentary  by  the  same,  on  Ps.  xxiii.6 

He  comes  to  the  heavenly  gates  :  angels  ac- 
company Him  :  and  the  gates  of  heaven  were 

closed.  For  He  has  not  yet  ascended  into  heav- 
en. Now  first  does  He  appear  to  the  powers  of 

heaven  as  flesh  ascending.  Therefore  to  these 

] lowers  it  is  said  by  the  angels,  who  are  the  cou- 

riers of  the  Saviour  anil  Lord:  "Lift  up  your 
gates,  ye  princes  ;  and  be  lifted  up,  ye  everlast- 

ing doors  :   and  the  King  of  glory  shall  come  in.7 

OX    PSALM   CIX.   OR   CX. 

From  the  Commentary  by  the  same  on  the  great  Song.8 

i.  He  who  delivered  from  the  lowest  hell  the 

man  first  made  of  earth,  when  lost  and  bound  by 
the  chains  of  death;  He  who  came  down  from 

above,  and  exalted  earth-born  man  on  high  ;  He 
is  become  the  preacher  of  the  Gospel  to  the 

dead,  the  redeemer  of  souls,  and  the  resurrection 

of  the  buried  ;  — ■  He  became  the  helper  of  man 
in  his  defeat,  and  appeared  in  his  likeness,  the 

first-born  Word,  and  took  upon  Himself  the  first 
im  in  the  Virgin  ;  and  though  spiritual  Him- 

self, He  made  acquaintance  with  the  earthy  in 
the  womb  ;  though  Himself  the  ever-living  One, 
He  made  acquaintance  with  the  dead  in  trans- 

gressions; Himself  the  heavenly  One.  He  bore 

the  terrestrial  on  high  ;  Himself  of  lofty  extrac- 
tion, He  chose,  by  I  lis  own  subjection,  to  set  the 

slave  free  ;  and  making  man,  who  turns  to  dust, 
and  forms  food  for  the  serpent,  unconquerable  as 
adamant,  and  that,  too,  when  hung  upon  the  tree, 
He  declared  him  lord  over  his  victor,  and  is  thus 
Himself  proved  conqueror  by  the  tree. 

*  Theodoret,  In  his  First  Dialogue. \xvviii.  6. 

6  Theodoret,  in  his  First  Dialogue. 
'  Ps.  xxiv.  7. 

8  Theodoret,  in  his  Second  Dialogue. 
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2.  Those,  indeed,  who  do  not  acknowled 
the  incarnate  Son  of   God  now,  shall   have  to 

acknowledge   Him  as  Judge,  when   He  who   is 
now  despised  in  His  inglorious  body,  comes  in 
His  glory. 

3.  And  when  the  apostles  came  to  the  sep- 
ulchre on  the  third  day,  they  did  not  find  the 

body  of  Jesus;  just  as  the  children  of  Israel 
went  up  the  mount  to  seek  the  tomb  of  Moses, 
and  did  nut  find  it. 

ON    PSALM   LXXVII.  OR   LXXVIII.1 

45.  He  sent  the  dog-fly  among  them,  and 
consumed  them;  and  the  frog,  and  destroyed 
them. 

46.  He  gave  also  their  fruits  to  the  mildew, 
and  their  labours  to  the  locust. 

47.  lie  destroyed  their  vine  with  hail,  and 
their  sycamines  with  frost. 

Now,  just  as,  in  consequence  of  an  irregular 
mode  of  living,  a  deadly  bilious  humour  may  be 
formed  in  the  inwards,  which  the  physician  by 
his  art  may  bring  on  to  be  a  sick-vomil 
without  being  himself  chargeable  with  produi  in  » 

the  sick  humour  in  the  man's  body  ;  for  excess 
in  diet  was  what  produced  it,  while  the  physi- 

cian's science  only  made  it  show  itself;  so, 
although  it  may  he  said  that  the  painful  retribu- 

tion that  falls  upon  those  who  are  by  choi<  e 
wicked  comes  from  God,  it  would  be  only  in 
accordance  with  right  reason,  to  think  that  ills 
of  that  kind  find  both  their  beginnings  and  their 
1  Mi.es  in  ourselves.  For  to  one  who  lives  with- 

out sin  there  is  no  darkness,  no  worm,  no  hell 

(Gehenna),  no  fire,  nor  any  other  of  these  word. 
or  things  of  terror  ;  just  as  the  plagues  of  Egypt 
were  n  >t  for  the  Hebrews,  —  those  line  lice  an- 

noying with  invisible  bites,  the  dog  fly  fastening 

on  1I1  •  body  with  its  painful  sting,  the  hurrica 
from  heaven  falling  upon  them  with  hailstones, 

the  husbandman's  labours  devoured  by  the  lo 
1  .,  the  d  irkened  sky,  and  the  rest.  Ii  is 

God's  counsel,  indeed,  to  lend  the  true  vine, 
and  to  destroy  the  Egyptian,  while  sparing  those 

who  are  lo  "  cat  the  grape  of  gall,  and  drink  the 

deadly  venom  of  asps."-  And  the  sycamine  of 
Egypt  is  utterly  destroyed;  not,  however,  that 
one  which  Zaccheus  1  limbed  that  he  might  be 
able  to  see  my  Lord.  And  the  fruits  of  Egypt 
ore  wasted,  that  is,  the  works  of  the  flesh,  but 

not  the  fruit  of  the  Spirit,  love,  joy,  and  peace.1 
48.  lie    gave  up    their  cattle   also    to  the    hail, 

and  their  substance  to  the  lire. 

Symmachus  renders  it:  ••Who  gave  up  their 
cattle  to  the  plague,  and  their  possessions  to 

birds."     For,  having  met  an  overwhelming  over 

1  Bandini,  1  •>•«/., 
i.  i>.  91. 

Deui    Kxxii    ; ;. 
■>  Gal,  v 

throw,  the_\-  became  a  prey  for  '  ir:.:'.  or  .-.-  I 
But,  according  to  the  Seventy,  thi  is  not 
that  the  hail  destroyed  their  cattle,  .rid  the  fire 
the  rest  of  their  substance,  but  that  hail,  falling 
in  an  extraordinary  manner  along  with   t 
stroyed  utterly  their  vines  and  sy<  amines  first  of 
all,   which    were    cptirely   unable    to    stand    out 
against   the  first  attack  ;    then  the   cattle  which 
grazed  on  the   plains  ;  and  then  every  herb  and 

tree,  which  the  fire  accompanying  the  hail  con- 
sumed ;  and  the  affair  was  alto  ether  portent 

as  fire  ran  with   the  water,  and  w 

with    it.     "For  fire  ran   in   the   hail,"  he  says; 
and  it  was  thus  hail,  and  fire  burning  in  the  hail. 
David  also  calls  the  cattle  and   the   fruit  of  the 

trees  '•  substance."  or  "  ri<  1.  And   it  should 

be  observed  that,  though  the  hail  is  recorded  to 
have  destroyed  every  herb  and  every  tr  e.  yet 
there  were  left  some  which  the  lo.  une 

upon  them  after  the  fiery  hall,  consumed;  <<t 
which  it  is  said,  that  it  eats  up  every  herb,  and 
all  the  fruit  of  the  trees  which  the  hail  left  behind 

it.  Now.  in  a  spiritual  sense,  there  a: 

sheep  belonging  to  Christ,  and  others  b 
to  the  Egyptians.  Those,  however,  which  om  e 
belonged    to    others    may   become     I;  the 

sheep  of  I.aban  became  Jacob's;   and   contrari- 
wise.     Whichever  <4'  the  slna  p.  moreover,  J. 

rejected,  he  made  over  to    Esau,      beware,  then, 
lest,  being  found  in  the  (lock  of  J  be  set 
apart  when  gifts  are  sent  to    Esau,  and   be  given 
over  to  Esau  as  reprobate  and  unworthy  of  the 

spiritual  Jacob.    The  single-minded  are  the  si 

of  ( 'hrist.  and  these  God  s  1  ording  to 
word:     '•  ( )    Lord.    Thou    preservest    man     and 

beast."  •'     They  who  in  their  folly  attach  them- 
selves to  godless  doctrine,  are  the  she*  p  o\  the 

is,    and    the--,    too,    are    d<  bv 

the  hail.      And  whatsoever  th  ■  Egyptians 
1    over   to    the    lire,   but   Abrah.u. 

stan<  e  n  given  to  I  a  ic. 

p,.  1  le  th..  harged  upon  them  the  «  i  tth  o\ 
Mi.  anger;  —  anger,  and  wrath,  and 
a  v  isitatioo  bv  cv  il  angels. 

I  rider  anger,  wrath,  and  tribulation,  he  in- 
tended bitter  punishments  ;  foi   i  iod 

!       ii  >n.      \nd  bv  ang<  r  v on  will  und< 
lues,   and    bv    wrath   tl  and 

b\  tribulation  tl  fh 
(ailed   evil,  not    In  (  ause   th.  n  their 
nature,  or  bv  their  own  will,  but 
thisoiiH  e,  and  are  appointed  t"  and 

sufferin  •  -.      bein  ;  so  <  ailed,  then 
erence  to  the  disposition 
such  things  ;  just  as  the  d  iv  of  jucl 
the   evil   dav .  .is   1>. 

1 

I  .  1  ij. 
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paini  for  sinners.  To  the  same  effect  is  the 
;.  ••  I.  tl  I  1.  make  peace,  and 
meaning  by  that,  I  maintain  pei 

and  permit  war. 

ON    PROVERBS. 

l  St,  Hippolytui  on  Proverbs.* 

terefore,  are  words  of  exhortation 
serviceable  tor  the  whole  path  of  life;  for  to 
those  who  seek  their  way  to  God,  these  serve  as 

lea  and  to   revive   them   when  wearied 
with   the   1,  f  the  road.     These,  moreover. 

are  the  pr  of  "Solomon,"  that  is  to  say. 
the  " peacemaker,"  who,  in  truth,  is  Christ  the 
Saviour.  And  since  we  understand  the  words  of 
the  Lord  without  offence,  as  being  the  words 

of  the  Lord,  that  no  one  may  mislead  us  by  like- 
ness oi  name,  he  tells  us  who  wrote  these  things, 

and  of  what  people  he  was  king,  in  order  that 
the  credit  of  the  speaker  may  make  the  discourse 

eptable  and  the  hearers  attentive  ;  for  they  are 
the  won!-  of  that  Solomon  to  whom  the  Lord  said  : 

•■  1  will  give  thee  a  wise  and  an  understanding 
heart  ;  30  that  there  has  been  none  like  thee 

upon  the  earth,  and  after  thee  there  shall  not 

arise  any  like  unto  thee,"3  and  as  follows  in 
what  is  written  of  him.  Now  he  was  the  wise 
son  of  a  wi>e  father  :  wherefore  there  is  added 

the  name  of  David,  by  whom  Solomon  was  be- 
gotten. From  a  child  he  was  instructed  in  the 

red  Si  riptures,  and  obtained  his  dominion 
not  by  lot.  nor  by  force,  but  by  the  judgment  of 
the  Spirit  and  the  decree  of  (hid. 

'•  To  know  wisdom  and  instruction."  He  who 
knows  the  wisdom  of  God,  receives  from  Him 
abo  instruction,  and  learns  by  it  the  mysteries 
of  the  Word  :  and  they  who  know  the  true 
heavenly  wisdom  will  easily  understand  the  words 

of  these  mysteries.  Wherefore  he  says:  "To 
understand  the  difficulties  of  words ;  "  *  for  things 
spoken  in  strange  language  by  the  Holy  Spirit 
become  intelligible  to  those  who  have  their 

hearts  right  with  (iod. 

'The--  things  he  understands  of  the  people 
of  the  Jews,  and  their  guilt  in  the  blood  of 
Christ  ;  for  they  thought  that  He  had  His  con- 

versation (citizenship)  on  earth  only. 

''They  will  not  simply  obtain,  but  inherit.  The 
wi<  ked,  ...  tin,  i  ven  though  they  are  exalted,  are 

'ted    on!  i    have   greater  dishonour. 
For  a-  not  honour  an  ugly  and  mis- 

shapen fellow,  if  he  exalts  him,  but  only  dis- 
honours him  the  more,  by  making  his  shame 

manifest  to  a  larger  number;  so  also  (iod  exalts 
the  wicked,  in  order  that  He  may  make  their 

- 

•   a  nova  Patrum,  vii.  ii.  71,  Rome,  1854. 
1  1  Km;;-,  iii.  12. 

i    11. 
6  Ch.  m.  35. 

disgnu  ■■■    patent.       For  Pharaoh  was   exalted,  but 
onl\   to  have  the  world  as  his  aci  user. 

7  It  must  be  noted,  that  he  names  the  law  a 

good  gift,  on  account  of  the  man  who  takes 
gifts  into  his  bosom  unrighteously.  And  he  for- 

sakes the  law  who  transgresses  it  ;  the  J 

namely,  of  which  he  speaks,  or  whii  h  he  has 
kept. 

And  what  is  meant  by  ''exalt  (fortify)  her?" 
Surround  her  with  holy  thoughts  ;  for  you  have 
need  of  large  defence,  since  there  are  many 
things  to  imperil  such  a  possession,  but  if  it  is 

in  our  power  to  fortify  her,  and  if  there  are  vir- 
tues in  our  power  which  exalt  the  knowledge  of 

(lod,  these  will  be  her  bulwarks,  —  as,  for  ex- 
ample, practice,  study,  and  the  whole  chain  of 

other  virtues;  and  the  man  who  observes  these, 
honours  wisdom  ;  and  the  reward  is,  to  be  ex- 

alted to  be  with  her,  and  to  be  embraced  by  her 
in  the  chamber  of  heaven. 

9 The  heterodox  are  the  "wicked,"  and  the 

transgressors  of  the  law  are  "  evil  men,"  whose 
'•ways"  —  that  is  to  say,  their  deeds  —  he  bids 
us  not  enter. 

10  He  "  looks  right  on  "  who  has  thoughts  free 
of  passion  :  and  he  has  true  judgments,  who  is 

not  in  a  state  of  excitement  about  external  ap- 

pearances. When  he  says,  "  Let  thine  eves  look 
right  on,"  he  means  the  vision  of  the  soul  ;  and 
when  he  gives  the  exhortation,  "  Eat  honey,  my 

son,  that  it  may  be  sweet  to  thy  palate,"  he  uses 
"  honey  "  figuratively,  meaning  divine  doctrine, 
which  restores  the  spiritual  knowledge  of  the 
soul.  But  wisdom  embraces  the  soul  also  ;  for, 

says  he,  "love  her,  that  she  may  embrace  thee." 
And  the  soul,  by  her  embrace  being  made  one 
with  wisdom,  is  filled  with  holiness  and  purity. 
Yea  more,  the  fragrant  ointments  of  Christ  are 

laid  hold  of  by  the  soul's  sense  of  smell. 
"  Virtue  occupies  the  middle  position  ;  whence 

also  he  says,  that  manly  courage  is  the  mean 
between  boldness  and  cowardice.  And  now 

he  mentions  the  "right,"  not  meaning  thereby 
things  which  are  right  by  nature,  such  as  the  vir- 

tues, but  things  which  seem  to  thee  to  be  right 
on  account  of  their  pleasures.  Now  pleasures 
are  not  simply  sensual  enjoyments,  but  also 

riches  and  luxury.  And  the  "  left "  indicates 
envy,  robberies,  and  the  like.  For  "Boreas," 
says  he,  "  is  a  bitter  wind,  and  yet  is  called  by 
name  right."'2  For.  symbolically,  under  Boreas 
he  designates  the  wicked  devil  by  whom  every 
flame  of  evil  is  kindled  in  the  earth.  And  this 

has  the  name  "  right,"  because  an  angel  is 
called  by  a  right  (propitious)  name.     Do  thou, 

7  Prov.  iv.  2. 
iv.  8.  v 

9  Ch.  iv.  14.  N 

10  Ch.  iv.  25. 
11  CI),  iv.  27. 

12  '1  his  is  the  Septuagint  translation  of  ch.  xxvii.  16. 
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says  he,  turn  aside  from  evil,  and  God  will  take    foam  in  his  hand  as  he  sails,  it  will  sit  upon  his 
care  of  thine  end  ;  for  He  will  go  before  thee,    hand.     And  it  also  brings  forth  with  pain. 
scattering  thine  enemies,  that  thou  mayest  go  in 
peace. 

6  You  have  seen  her  mischief.     Wait  not  to 
admit  the  rising  of  lust  ;   for  her  death   is  ever- 

1  He  shows  also,  by  the  mention  of  the  creature    lasting.     And   for   the    rest,   by    her  .  her 
(the  hind),  the  purity  of  that  pleasure;  and  by  arguments  in  sooth,  she  wounds,  and  by  her  sins 
the  roe  he  intimates  the  quick  responsive  affec-  she  kills  those  who  yield  to  her.  For  many  are 
tion  of  the  wife.  And  whereas  he  knows  many  the  forms  of  wickedness  that  lead  the  foolish 
things  to  excite,  he  secures  them  against  these,    down    to    hell.     And    the   chamber  death 
and  puts  upon  them   the   indissoluble   bond  of  mean   either   its  depths  or  ifc   treasure.     How, 

then,  is  escape  possible? 

8  He  intends  the  new  Jerusalem,  or  the  sanc- 
tified flesh.  By  the  seven  pillars  he  means  the 

sevenfold  unity  of  the  Holy  Spirit  r<  pon 

it ;  as  Isaiah  testifies,  saying,  "  She  1=  1-  si  tin  "  her 
"victims." 

9  Observe  that  the  wise  man  must  be  useful 

affection,  setting  constancy  before  them.  And 
as  for  the  rest,  wisdom,  figuratively  speaking, 
like  a  stag,  can  repel  and  crush  the  snaky  doc- 

trines of  the  heterodox.  Let  her  therefore, 

says  he,  be  with  thee,  like  a  roe,  to  keep  all  vir- 
tue fresh.  And  whereas  a  wife  and  wisdom 

are  not  in  this  respect  the  same,  let  her  rather 

lead   thee;    for  thus  thou  shalt  conceive  good    to  many  ;  so  that  he  who  is  useful  only  to  him- 
thoughts. self  cannot  be  wise.     For  great  is  tl  lem- 

That  thou  mayest  not   say,  What   harm    is  nation    of  wisdom    if   she    reserves    her    power 
there  in  the  eyes,  when  there  is  no  necessity  that  simply  for  the  one  possessing  her.     But  a-  poison 
he  should  be  perverted  who  looks?  he  shows  is  not  injurious  to  another  body,  but  only  to  that 
thee  that  desire  is  a  fire,  and  the  flesh  is  like  a  one  which   takes  it,  so  also  the   man  who  turns 
garment.     The  latter  is  an   easy   prey,  and   the  out  wicked  will  injure  himself,  and   not  another, 
former  is  a  tyrant.     And  when  anything  harmful  for  no  man  of  real  virtue  is  injured  bya  wicked 
is  not  only  taken   within,  but  also    held    fast,  it  man. 

will  not  go  forth  again  until  it  has  made  an  exit         'The  fruit  of  righteousness  and   the  tree  of 
for   itself,      for   he   who   looks   upon   a  woman,  life   is   Christ.      He   alone,    as    man.  fulfilled    all 
even  though  he  escape  the  temptation,  does  not  righteousness.      And  with    His  own  underived 
come   away  pure   of  all   lust.     And   why   should  life"  He  has  brought  forth  the   fr  knowl- 

one  have  trouble,  if  he  can  be  chaste  and   free  edge  and  virtue    like   a   tree,  wh   1   ol    ;'.     \    that 
of    trouble?     See  what    Job  says  :    "•  1    made  a  eat  shall  reci  anal  life,  and  shall  enjoy  the 
covenant  with  mine  eyes,  that  1  should  not  think  tree  of  life   in   paradise,  with  Adam   and   all   the 

of  another's   wife."3      Thus   well   does   he   know  righteous.       but    the    souls    of   the    unri-htc 
the  power  of  abuse1.      And    Paul    I't  this   reason  meet   an   untimely  expulsion    from   the    pi 
kept  "  under  his  body,  and  brought  it  into  sub  of  God,  by  whom  they  shall  be  lefl  tain  in 
jection."     And,  figuratively  speaking,  he  keeps  the  flame  of  torment. 
a  fire  in  his  breast  who  permits  an  impure  thought        'Not  from  men,  but  with  the  Lord,  will  he 
to  dwell  in  his  ln-art.      And  he  walks  upon   CO  '  lin  favour. 
who,  by  sinning  in  a<  t.  destroys  his  own  soul. '    I  [e  a-,ks  of  wisdom,  who  se<  ks  to  ki 

rhe  " cemphus " *  is  a  kind  of  wild  sea-bird,  is  the  wail  1     1  \nd  he  will 
which  hi,  .0  immoderate  an  impulse  to  sexual  prudent   who  is  sparing  of  1 
enjoyment,  that  its  eyes  seem  to  till  with  blood  which  he  has  conn-  1  n.     If  one  ;:.i|nires 
in  coition  ;   and  it  often  blindly  tails   into  sn  a  t  wisdom,  desiring  to  1 
or  into  the  hands  of  men.s     To  this,  then  fore,  wisdom,  while  anotl 
be  compares  the  man  who  gives  himself  up  t  1  as  not  only  wishing  to  learn  nothii 
the  harlot  on  account  of  his  immoderate  lust;  dom  himself,  but  even  kee] 
or  else  on  account  of  the  insensate  folly  of  the  bours    from   so   doing,  the   fornv 
creature,  for  he,  too,  pursues  his  object  like  one  deemed  to  be  more  prudent  tl 
■enseless.     \nd   they  say  thai    this   bird   is   so       "  \s  to  the  horse-leech.     I 
much  pleased  with  foam,  that  if  one  should  hold  daughters    fondly    loved    1  •. 

In 1  Prov   \    1  1 

fob  xx  x  i    1 . 

■•  Prov   vii    13,     The  Hebrew  word,  rendered  " straightway "  i" 
our  versi  in,  is  ti  in  ilated  k<  rtitaOt  ,*  in  the 

ihus."    [Quasi  to  the  \  ■■! 

s  [If  the" cemphus"  of  the  t<\<  1  note,  then 
"  cepphus  "  equals  "  i  ebut  "  or  ' 

m key       I  !»■  "  Kophim  "  of  >   King  1  11 
root  "i  the  word,    The  ».n, /,,,,,  however,  ii    Midi  i-bird 

"driven  ib   by  every  wind,"  so  that  it  is  equal  t,>  .1  tool 
t,\   Vristoph 

murder,1*  and  idolatry.     Tin  •     1] 
satisfj   her,  for  she   is  not  to 

1         I 

I     ,  y." 
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n  never  varies,  the  clear  eye  of  gladness;  and  may  the  young 
ntinually.     For  the  fourth,  he 

ontent   to  say  "  enough," 
meaning  that  it  i>  universal  lust     In  naming  the 

i,"  he  intends  lust  in  the  universal.     For 
me,  .iinl  yet  lias  many  members  ; 

i  ontains  within  it  many 

lusts  by  whi<  h  it  lays  its  snares   tor  men. 
\\  1,  in  order  to  teach  us  this,  he  uses  the 
exa  S        i    (Hades),   and    the    love   of 

ien,  and  hell  '  (  Tartarus),  and  the  earth  that 
i>    n  >t    tilled    with    water.      And   water   and    fire. 

devour  him  :  aiu\  such  shall  be  trodden 

under  the  feet  of  the  N.iints. 
•■  There  he  three  things  which  I  cannot 

understand,  and  the  fourth  I  know  not  :  the 

tracks  of  an  eagle  flying,"  i.e.,  Christ's  ascen 
sion  ;  "and  the  ways  of  a  serpent  upon  a  roc  k." i.e.,  tint  the  devil  did  not  find  a  trace  of  sin  in 

the  body  of  Christ;  "and  the  ways  of  a  ship 

crossing  the  sea,"  i.e..  the  ways  of  the  Church. 
which  is  in  this  life  as  in  a  sea,  and  whi<  h  is 

directed  by  her  hope  in  Christ  through  the  <  ros^  ; 

indeed,  will  never  say,  "  It  i>  enough."     And  the    "and  the  ways  of  a  man  in  youth,"  7 —  the  ways 
of  Him,  namely,  who  is  horn  of  the  Holy  Spirit 
and  the  Virgin.  For  behold,  says  the  Scripture, 

a  man  whose  name  is  the  Rising.8 
9" Such  is  the  way  of  an  adulterous  woman, 

who.  when  she  has  done  the  deed  of  sin,  wipeth 
herself,  and  will  say  that  no  wickedness  has  been 
done."  Such  is  the  conduct  of  the  Church  that 
believes  on  Christ,  when,  after  committing  forni- 

cation with  idols,  she  renounces  these  and  the 
devil,  and  is  cleansed  of  her  sins,  and  receives 

forgiveness,  and  then  asserts  that  she  has  done 
no  wickedness. 

10  "  By  three  things  the  earth  is  moved,"  viz.,  by 
the  Father,  the  Son,  and  the  Holy  Ghost.  "  And 
the  fourth  it  cannot  bear,"  viz.,  the  last  appearing 
of  Christ.  "  AYhen  a  servant  reigneth  :  "  Israel 
was  a  slave  in  Egypt,  and  in  the  land  of  promise 
became  a  ruler.  "And  a  fool  when  he  is  filled 

with  meat :  "  i.e.,  getting  the  land  in  possession 
readily,  and  eating  its  fruit,  and  being  filled,  it 

(the  people)  kicked.  "And  a  handmaid  when 
she  casts  out  her  mistress  :  "  i.e.,  the  synagogue 
which  took  the  life  of  the  Lord,  and  crucified 
the  flesh  of  Christ. 

"  "  There  be  four  things  which  are  least  upon 
the  earth,  and  these  are  wiser  than  the  wise  : 

'The  ants  have  no  strength,  yet  the}-  prepare  their 
meat  in  the  summer."  And  in  like  manner,  the 
Gentiles  by  faith  in  Christ  prepare  for  themselves 

eternal  life  through  good  works.  "  And  the 
conies,12  a  feeble  folk,  have  made  their  houses  in 
the  rocks."  The  Gentiles,  that  is  to  say,  are 
built  upon  Christ,  the  spiritual  rock,  which  is 

become  the  head  of  the  corner.  "'The  spider,'3 
that  supports  itself  upon  its  hands,  and  is  easily 

caught,    dwells    in   the    strongholds   of    kinus." 

(Hades)  in  no  wise  ceases  to  receive  the 
IS  men  ;    nor  does  the   love   of 

in<  e  o(  the  love  of  women,  cease 

jiven   to  it  ion,  and   it   becomes   the 
betrayer  of  the  soul.     And  as  Tartarus,  which 

tinted  in  a  doleful  and  dark  locality,  i.->  not 
.   ii\  a  ray  of  light,  so  is  every  one  who 

i>  t'ne  slave  o[  mm  in  all  the  passions  of  the  flesh 
Lik  'til  n  >t   tilled  with  water    he   is   never 
abK  mfession,  and  to  the  laver  of 

Ltion,  and  like  water  and  fire,  never  says, 

-  It  is  enough." 
■rpent  cannot  mark  its  track  upon 

a    roc  k.  -  >   t'ne    devil    could   not   fmd   sin   in  the 

body  iA'  Christ.     For  the  Lord  says,  "Behold, 
the  prince  of  this  world  cometh,  and  will  find 

nothing  in  me."  * —  For  as  a  ship,  sailing  in  the 
sea,  leaves  no  trices  of  her  way  behind   her,  so 

>  the  Church,  which  is  situate  in   the 

I  1  as  in  a  sea,  leave  her  hope  upon  the  earth, 
because  she  his  her  life  reserved  in  heaven  ;  and 

>he  holds  her  way  here  only  for  a  short  time, 

it  is  not  possible  to  trace  out  her  course.  —  As 
the  Church  does  not  leave  her  hope  behind  in 
the  world,  her  hope  in  the  incarnation  of  Christ 
which  I  i  ail  good,  she  did  not  leave  the 
track   of  death  in    Hades.  —  Of  whom    but   of 

a  who   is   born   of  the   Holy  Spirit  and  the 

Virgin? —  who.  in  renewing  the  perfect  man  in 
the  world,  works   miracles,  beginning  from  the 

i  of  John,  as  the  Evangelist  also  testifies  : 
And  Jesus  was  then  beginning  to  be  about  thirty 

ye.-  je.     'This,  then,  was  the  youthful  and 
blooming    period   of   the   age   of   Him   who.  in 

imeying  among  the  cities  and  districts,  healed 
the  id  infirmities  of  men. 

*°  The   eye   that   mocketh  at  his  father,  and   'That  is.  the  thief  with  his  hands  extended  (on 
dishonours  the  old  age  of  his  mother."     'That  is 

one  that  blasphemes  God  and  despises 
the  mother  of  Christ,  the  wisdom  of  God,  —  his 

from  the  caves  tear  out,  i.e., 

him  may  unclean  and  wicked  spirits  deprive  of 

mo.] 
'   (The  place  of  torment  (2  Pet.  ii.  1).     Vol. 
*  \S/ir,\\  rather,  —  the  receptacle  of  departed  spirits. .    iv.  p.  194.] 

3    I  19. 
'  n  xiv.  30. 
'  Ch.  xxx.  17. 

See  vol. 

the  cross),  rests  on  the  cross  of  Christ  and  dwells 

in  Paradise,  the  stronghold  of  the  three  Kings  — 
Father,  Son,  and  Holy  Ghost. 

Prov.  xxx.  18, 6 

7  [The  Authorizccf  Version  reads  very  differently;  but  our  author 
follows  the  Sept.,  with  which  agrees  the  Vulgate.] 

8  The  reference  probably  is  to  Zech    vi.  12,  where  the  word  is 
rendered  "  Branch."     The  word  in  the  text  is  avarohrj. 9  Ch.  xxx.  20. 

IO  Ch.  xxx.  21-23. 

"  Ch.  xxx.  24-28. 

12  jpoipo-vpvAAoi,  i  e.,  "  grunting  hogs." 
13  a<ricaAo/3u>T>)s,  i.e.,  a  "  lizard." 
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"The  locust  has  no  king,  and  yet  marches  out 

in  array  as  by  one  command."  The  Gentiles 
had  no  king,  for  they  were  ruled  by  sin  ;  but 

now,  believing  God,  they  engage  in  the  heavenly 
warfare. 

'"There  be  three  things  which  go  well,' and 

the  fourth  which  is  comely  in  going  ;  "  that  is, 
the  angels  in  heaven,  the  saints  upon  earth, 
and  the  souls  of  the  righteous  under  the  earth. 

And  the  fourth,  viz.,  God,  tin:  Word  Incarnate, 

passed  in  honour  through  the  Virgin's  womb  ; 
and  creating  our  Adam  anew,  he  passed  through 

the  gates  of  heaven,  and  became  the  first-fruits 
of  the  resurrection  and  of  the  ascension  for 
all. 

"The  whelp  of  the  lion  is  stronger  than  the 
beasts:"  i.e.,  Christ  as  prophesied  of  by  Jacob 

in  the  person  of  Judah.  "  A  cock  walking  with 

high  spirit  among  his  dames  :  "  such  was  Paul, 
when  preaching  boldly  among  the  churches  the 

word  of  the  Christ  of  God.  "A  goat  heading 
the  herd  :  "  such  is  lie  who  was  offered  for  the 
sins  of  the  world.  "And  a  king  speaking  among 

the  people:"  so  Christ  reigns  over  the  nation-. 
and  speaks  by  prophets  and  apostles  the  word 
of  truth. 

2  That  is  one  confirmed  in  wickedness.2  The  1 

apostle,  too,  says,  '-Them  that  sin,  rebuke  before 
all;"-'  that  is  to  say,  all  but  reprobate.  Who 

are  meant  by  the  "conies,"4  but  we  ourselves, 
who  once  were  like  hogs, walking  in  all  the  filthi- 
ness  of  the  world  ;  but  now,  believing  in  Christ, 
we  build  our  houses  upon  the  holy  flesh  of  ( Ihrist 
as  upon  a  ro<  k  ? 

5  The  shaking  (of  the  earth)  signifies  the 

change  of  things  upon  earth.  —  Sin,  then,  which 
in  its  own  nature  is  a  slave,  has  reigned  in  the 

mortal    body  of  nun:    once,  indeed,  at    the  time 

of  the  flood;  and  again  in  the  time  of  the  Sod- 
omites, who,  not  satisfied  with  what  the  land 

yielded,  offered  violence  to  Strangers;  ami  a 
third   time   in   the  case  of  hateful    1  gypt,  which, 

though  it  obtained  in  Joseph  a  man  who  distrib- 
uted food  to  all,  tint  they  might  nut  perish  of 

famine,  yet  did  not  take  well  with  his  prosperity, 

but  persecuted  tin-  children  of  Israel.  "The 
handmaid  casting  out  her  mistress:"  i.e.,  the 
Church  of  the  Gentiles,  which,  though  itself  a 
slave  and  a  stranger  to  the  promises,  cast  out 
the  free-born  and  lordly  synagogue,  and  became 
the  wale   and    bride   of  Christ.      By  lather.  Son, 
and  Holy  Spirit,  the  whole  earth  is  moved.  The 

"fourth  it  cannol  bear:"  for  He  came  first  by 
lawgivers,  and  secondly  by  prophet-,  and  thirdly 

1   Pro>    xxx.  so,  etc.     f  A-  in  VnU.itc] 
i  (i  xxvii  is,  the  Septuaginl  rendering,  being  "  ["hough  thou 

ihouldeni  disgrace  nnd  ico  I  in  the  midtl  "t  the  council,  thou 
wilt  not  strip  him  ol  hit  folly."    [What  veralon  did  our  author  um  '| 1     1      1   llll      \ 

*  I  1 1. 1  ill \ .  "  grunting  ho 
I  Ch,  w>  II,  <  t.  .  [Af  10  version,  see  Burgon,  /<-//.  /'.•"( 

/.'<>".'.  i'    a  I 

by  the  Gospel,  manifesting  1  [ims  -if  openly  ;  and in  the  fourth  instance  lie  shall  come  as  the 

Judge  of  the  living  and  the  dead,  whose  glory 
the  whole  creation  wall  not  be  able  to  endure. 

A  NOT  I  IKK   FRAGMENT.' 

St.   Hippolytus7  on   Prov.  ix.  t.  "Wisdom  hath  builded  her 

Christ,  he  means,  the  wisdom  and   power  of 
God    the   Father,  hath    builded    His   house,  i.e., 
His  nature  in  the  flesh  derived  from  the  Virgin, 

even  as  he  (John)  hath  said  beforetime,  " 
Word  became  flesh,  and  dwelt  among  us."s     As 
likewise    the    wise    prophet  '    testifies  :    Wisdom 
that  was  before  the  world,  and   is  the  source  of 

life,  the   infinite  "Wisdom  of  God,  hath  builded 

her  house"  by  a  mother  who  knew  no  man, — 
to  wit,  as   He  assumed   the  tempi'/  of  the  body. 

■■And  hath  raised '°  her  seven  pillars;"  that  is, 
the  fragrant  mace  of  the  all-holy  Spirit,  as  [saiah 

>avs :  "And  the  seven  spirits  of  Cod  shall  rest 

upon   Him.""      But  others  say  that   the    seven 
pillars  are  the  seven  divine  orders  which  sustain 
the  creation  by  His  holy  and  inspired  teaching  : 

to  wit,   the   prophets,   die   apostles,  the   mar: 
the   hierarchs.  the   hermits,   the   saints,  and   the 

righteous.     And    the   phrase,  "She  hath   killed 
her  beasts,"  denotes    the    prophets   and    marl 
who  in  every  city  and  country  are  slam  like  sheep 

every  day  by  the  unbelieving,  in  behalf  ot  the 

truth,  and  cry  aloud,  "  I'  >r  tin  sake  we  are  killed 
all  the  day  long,  we  wen-  <  o  int  '1  as  sheep  for 
slaughter.""    And  again,  "She hath  mingled  her 
wine"  in   the   bowl,  by  which  is   meant,  that   the 
Saviour,  uniting  his  Godhead,  like  pure  « 
with  the  flesh  in  the  Virgin,  was  I  orn  of  her  at 
once  God  and  man  wil  infusion  of  the  one 

m    the    other.      •"  \nd    she    hath    furnished    her 

table:"  that  denotes  the  promised  know! 

of  the  1  IoK    rrinit)  ;  u  a'  •     i    ers  to  His  hon- 
oured   and    undented     C>d\    .aid    blood,   which 

day  by  daj  are  administered  and  ol  icri- 
flcially  at  the  spiritual  di\  ine  table,  as  a  m 
of    that    fust    and    ever  mem,  o\    the 

spiritual  di\  me   supper.       \nd    ag  un,  "  SI 
sent  forth  her  servants  :"  Wisdom,  that  is 
has  done  so    -Christ,  to  wit— summoning  them 

with  loft)  announcement     "  ̂  I 
let  him  turn  to  me."  she  s.n^.  alluding  manifi 
to  the  holy  apostles,  who  travt  rsed   th     whole 

1    I  i  >in  ( Sallandt. 

[1  ..um  here  il"-  luffix  "  I 
He  * lim  thii  ii  •'  mialeading  abaui 
where  il  could  hai  lly  havt blundei  ] 

hn  l.   14. 

.  Solomon 

I  1  lit*  ■  ■,  1  ling,  "  hewn  out." II  1  .  ,    *  . 

"  lv  mi.  ..  Rom  m«i 
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rid,  and  called  the  nations  to  the  knowledge 
of  Him  in  truth,  with  their  lofty  and  divine 

pre  Vnd  again, "And  to  those  that  want 
undi  I  "  —  that  is.  to  those  who 
have  i.  tined  the  power  of  the  Holy 

0)   bread,  and  drink  of 

the  n>  h  1  have  mingled  tor  you;"  bj 
whii  leant,  that  He  gave  His  divine  flesh 
and  honoured  Mood  to  us,  to  eat  and  to  drink  it 
tor  the  remission  of  sins. 

on    I  1 1 1 :  m)NG  OF  SONGS.1 

i.  Arise,  O  north  wind,  and  come,  thou  south  ; 

blow  upon  my  garden,  that  the  spices  thereof 
may  flow  out  (Canticles  iv.  16).  As  Joseph  was 
delighted  with  these  spices,  he  is  designated  the 

King's  son  by  God;  as  the  Virgin  Mary  was 
anointed  with  them,  she  conceived  the  Word  : 

then  new  secrets,  and  new  truth,  and  a  new 

kingdom,  and  also  great  and  inexplicable  mys- 
teries, are  made  manifest. 

2.  And  where  is  all  this  rich  knowledge?  and 
where  are  these  mysteries?  and  where  are  the 
books?  For  the  only  ones  extant  are  Proverbs, 
and  Wisdom,  and    Eccl  3,  and  the  Song  of 
Songs.  What  then?  Does  the  Scripture  speak 
falsely?  God  forbid.  But  the  matter  of  his 
writings  was  various,  as  is  shown  in  the  phrase 

ng  of  Songs  ;  "  tor  that  indicates  that  in  this 
one  book  h<  ted  the  contents  of  the  5.000 

In  the  days  moreover  of  Hezekiah, 
there  were  some  of  the  books  selected  for  use, 
and   others  de.      When;  e    the   Scripture 

>,  "■  rhese  are  the  mixed  '  Proverbs  of  Solo- 
mon, which  the  friends  01  Hezekiah  the  king 

ied  out."4  And  whence  did  they  take  them, 
but  out  of  the  books  containing  the  3.000  para- 

bles and  the  5,000  songs?  Out  of  these,  then. 
the  wise  fnends  of  Hezekiah  took  those  portions 
which  bore  upon  the  edification  of  the  Church. 

And  the  books  of  Solomon  on  the  "  Parables  " 

and  -  -."  in  which  he  wrote  of  the  physiol- nd  all  kinds  of  animals  belonging 
to  the  dry  land,  and  the  air.  and  the  sea,  and 

of  the  cures  of  disease,  Hezekiah  did  away  with. 
Wise  thi  ■  looked  to  these  for  the  reme- 

dies   for  their  1  s,  and   neglected   to   seek 
their  healing  from  God.s 

1  ?''  '-.  Ostiens.,  p.  274,  ad- 
•:nt  in    Latin    and    Syriac,  from   ■    V 

it  with  the  I         jytus  wrote  on  the 
rly  did  God  the  Word  seek 

1 1  ■  I  from  among  the  Gentiles,  and and  thus  the  Syrians, 

ig  them,  translated  the 
;>criod  from  the  Greek  into 

:  some  fragments  still  remain,  —  as,  for  ex- 
ample. 'ie  above  words. 

*    I    I  !2. 
r"dark." . 

5  In  Gallandi,  from  A  nailasiut  Sirtaita,  qtuest  41,  p.  320. 

i-n    1  111:   PROPHE1    ISAIAH.* 

1. 

Hippolytus,  (Bishop)  "t   Ri  me,  on  Hezekiah.' 

When  Hezekiah,  king  of  Judah,  was  still 
and  weeping,  there  came  an  angel,  and  said  to 

him  :  "  I  have  seen  thy  tears,  and  I  have  heard 
thy  voice,  behold.  I  add  unto  thy  time  fifteen 
years.  And  this  shall  be  a  sign  to  thee  from 
the  Lord  :  behold.  I  turn  back  the  shadow  of  the 

degrees  of  the  house  of  thy  father,  by  which 
the  sun  has  gone  down,  the  ten  degrees  by  which 

the  shatlow  has  gone  down,"8  so  that  that  day 
be  a  day  of  thirty-two  hours.  For  when  the  sun 
had  run  its  course  to  the  tenth  hour,  it  returned 
again.  And  again,  when  Joshua  the  son  of  Nun 
was  lighting  against  the  Amoritcs,  when  the  sun 

now  inclining  to  its  setting,  and  the  bat- 
tle was  being  pressed  closely,  Joshua,  being  anx- 

ious lest  the  heathen  host  should  escape  on  the 

descent  of  night,  cried  out,  saying,  "Sun,  stand 
thou  still  in  Gibeon  ;  and  thou  moon,  in  the 

valley  of  Ajalon,"*  until  I  vanquish  this  people. 
And  the  sun  stood  still,  and  the  moon,  in  their 

places,  so  that  that  day  was  one  of  twenty-four 
hours.  And  in  the  time  of  Hezekiah  the  moon 

also  turned  back  along  with  the  sun,  that  there 
might  be  no  collision  between  the  two  elemental 
bodies,  by  their  bearing  against  each  other  in 
defiance  of  law.  And  Merodach  the  Chaldean, 

king  of  Babylon,  being  struck  with  amazement 
at  that  time  —  for  he  studied  the  science  of 
astrology,  and  measured  the  courses  of  these 
bodies  carefully  —  on  learning  the  cause,  sent  a 
letter  and  gifts  to  Hezekiah.  just  as  also  the  wise 
men  from  the  east  did  to  Christ. 

11. 

From  the  Discourse  of  St.  Hippolytus  on  the  beginning  of 

Isaiah.10 
Under  Egypt  he  meant  the  world,  and  under 

things  made  with  hands  its  idolatry,  and  under 

the  shaking  its  subversion  and  dissolution.  "  And 
the  Lord,  the  Word,  he  represented  as  upon  a 

light  cloud,  referring  to  that  most  pure  taber- 
nacle, in  which  setting  up  His  throne,  our  Lord 

is  Christ  came  into  the  world  to  shake  error. 

in. 

We  find  in  the  commentaries,  written  by  our 

predecessors,  that  that  day  had  thirty-two  hours. 

6  In  Gallandi,  from  a  codex  of  the  Coislin  Library,  Num.  193, fol.  36. 

[Here  we  have  the  blunder  (noted  suf>ra,  p.  175)  repeated  as 

to  Rome,  which  must  be  here  taken  as  meaning  the  Rowan  1'rc-  hue, 
not  the  sec.      The  word  "  Bishop,"  which  avoids  the  ambiguity  above 

I  have  therefore  put  into  parenthesis.] 8  Isa.  xxxviii.  5,  7,  8. 

9  Josh.  x.  12. 
,0  Pi 'heodoret,  in  his  First  Dialogue.] 
11  The  text  is  evidently  corrupt:  Kvpiov  Si  Tor  \6yov,  vt$i\t)v  Ft 

kov4>t)v  to  xadapuTaro?  oktjvos,  etc.  The  reference  must  be  to  ch. 
xlx.  1, 
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For  when  the  sun  had  run  its  course,  and  reached 

;he  tenth  hour,  and  the  shadow  had  gone  down 
jy  the  ten  degrees  in  the  house  of  the  temple, 
:he  sun  turned  back  again  by  the  ten  degr 
iccording  to  the  word  of  the  Lord,  and  there 

vere  thus  twenty  hours.  And  again,  the  sun  ac- 
JOmplished  its  own  proper  course,  according  to 
;he  common  law,  and  reached  its  setting.  And 

;hus  there  were  thirty-two  hours.1 

ON  JEREMIAH  AND  EZEKIEL.8 

What  were  the  dimensions,  then,  of  the  tem- 
)le  of  Solomon?  Its  length  was  sixty  cubits,  and 
ts  breadth  twenty.  And  it  was  not  turned  to  the 
;ast,  that  the  worshippers  might  not  worship  the 
ising  sun,  but  the  Lord  of  the  sun.  And  let  no 
)ne  marvel  if,  when  the  Scripture  gives  the 
ength  at  forty  cubits,  I  have  said  sixty.  For  a 

ittle  after  it  mentions  the  other  twenty,  in  de- 
icribing  the  holy  of  holies,  which  it  also  names 
Dabir.  Thus  the  holy  place  was  forty  cubits, 

ind  the  holy  of  holies  other  twenty.  And  Jose- 
)hus  says  that  the  temple  had  two  storeys,'  and 
hat  the  whole  height  was  one  hundred  and 

wenty  cubits.  For  so  also  the  book  of  Chroni- 

:les  indicates,  saying,  "And  Solomon  began  to 
)uild  the  house  of  God.  In  length  its  first 
neasure  was  sixty  cubits,  and  its  breadth  twenty 
:ubits,  and  its  height  one  hundred  and  twenty; 

ind  he  overlaid  it  within  with  pure  gold."4 

ON    DANIEL. 

Preface  by  the  most  holy  Hippolytus,  (Bishop)  of  Rome.5 

As  I  wish  to  give  an  accurate  account  of  the 
imes  of  the  captivity  of  the  children  of  [srael  in 

Babylon,  and  to  discuss  the  prophecies  con- 
ained  in  the  visions  of  the  blessed  Daniel,  (as 

veil  as)  his  manner  of  lift-  from  his  boyhood  in 
Babylon,  I  too  shall  proceed  to  bear  my  treti- 

noin' to  that  holy  and  righteous  man,  a  prophel 
ind  witness  of  Christ,  who  not  only  declared  the 
risions  ot  Nebuchadnezzar  the  king  in  those 
imes,  but  also  trained  youths  of  like  mind  with 
ihnself,  and  raised  up  faithful  witnesses  in  the 
voild.  I  le  is  born,  then,  in  the  time  ol  the  pi  1 
>hetic  ministry  of  the  blessed  Jeremiah,  and  in 
he  reign  of  Jehoiakim  or  Eliakim.     Along  with 

1  Hippolytus  wrote  "1   I    "  .!.  with  thi  vn»  of  making  the  moat 
if  ili'    1   irabl  i  by  ill'-  I  in].,  i,. 1    \lr\  . 

'1  ins,  .in. I  partii  ularly  on  thai  pari  » 
11  ..1  .in  exten lion  ..1 

r     ill 

I'hai    Hippolytus  wrote  on  Jeremiah  is  1  1  far  a*  1 
l.y  noni     .1  tin    in.  icnts;  foi  thi  quota  .'.  h<i 

if  Greek  fathers  on    |ci    xvii,  11    is  taken  from  In-  I  nil 

'hrist,  chap.  Iv.     Kutinus  mentions  thai  Hippolytus  wrote  on  a  ..1 
■in  part  of  the  prophel  1    ekiel,  viz.,  on  tha  rs  which  contain 
he  description  ol  the  temple  of  Jerusalem;  and  ..1  thai  commentaf) 
he  follow  mi',  fragments  are  preserved.  —  /'<-  : 

3  6iO(i.i..'nn  . 

*  a  Chron.  in    1 ,  1,  4. 
f  Simon  de  Magistris,  Dam  1,  from  the 

1  Chisianus,  Rome,  i  /  7  j  ;  .111J  Mai,  Scrift,  -,,l.  ,.•,.',■,.'/.'  •. 
.  ill.  ed.  1 1"  ;i ,  pp,  19-56. 

the  other  captives,  he  is  carried   off  a  prisoner 

to  Babylon.     Now  there  are  born  to  the  blessed 

Josiah   these   five  sons  —  Jehoahaz,  Eliakim, 
hanan,  Zedekiah,  or  Jeconiah,  and  Sadum.      And 

on  his  father's  death,  Jehoaha/    i^    anointed   as 
king  by  the  people  at  the  age  of  twenty-three 
years.     Against  him  comes  up  Pharaoh- Nee  ho, 
in  the  third  month  of  his  reign  ;  and  he  takes 

him    (Jehoahaz)   prisoner,  and  carries  him   into 

Kgypt,  and  impose-,  tribute  on  the  land  to  the 
extent  of  one  hundred  talents  of  silver  and 

talents  of  gold.     And  in  his  stead  he 
brother   Kliakim    as    king  over  the   land,   w, 
name  also  he  changed  to  Jehoiakim,  and  \ 
was  then  eleven  years  old.     Against  him  came 

up  Nebuchadnezzar  king  of  Babylon,7  an;; 
him  off  prisoner  to  Babylon,  taking  with  him  . 
some  of  the  vessels  of  the  house  in  Jerusalem. 
Thrown   into  prison  as  a  friend  of  Pharaoh,  and 

as  one  set  up  by  him  over  the  kingdom,8  lie  i-> 
released  at  length  in  the  thirty-seventh  yeai 

I'.vil-Merodach   king  of  Babylon  ;    and   he   i  ut 
his  hair  short,  and  was  counsellor  to  him,  and 
ate  at  his  table  until  the  day  that  he  died.     ( )n 

his   removal,   his  son   Jehoiakim''   reigns    three 
years.'"     And  against  him  came  up    \ 
nezzar,  and  transports  him  and  ten  thousand 
the  men  of  his  people  to  Babylon,  and  sets  up 

in  his  stead  his  father's  brother,  whos  he 
(hanged   also  to  Zedekiah;   and  after  mak 

agreement  with  him  by  oath  and  treat}, 
turns   to   Babylon.     This    (Zedekiah),    after  a 

reign   of  eleven    years,   revolted    from    him    and 
went  over  to  Pharaoh  king  of  Egypt.     And  in 

the    tenth    year    V  I'".'  '.      11 
him  from   the  land  of  the   Chaldeans,  and  >ur- 

rounded  the  city  with  a  -■,„  kad  ,  .uu\  environed 
it  all  round,  and  completely  shut  it  up.      In   this 

wi\   the  larger  number  of  them  perished  by  fam- 
ind  others  perished  by  the  sword,  and  some 
taken   prisoner^,  ami   thi  Rras   bui 

with    lire,    and    the    temple   and    the    wall    H 

royed.  And  the  army  of  the  Chaldeans 
sei/ed  all  the  treasure  that  w  •  I  .'.ul  in  the 
house   of  the    Lord,  and   all   the   \  ..old 

and    silver ;    and   all   the   brass,    \  '  in, 
1  hief  of  the  sla  ipped  ̂ w.  and  i 
tied  it  to  Babylon.     And  the  arm)  of  th    Chal- 
deans  pursued  Zedekiah  hims 
night  along  with  seven  hundred  men,  and  s 
priced  him  in  Jericho,  and  brought  hii 

king  ̂ \    Babylon  at    Reblatri  '    the   k 
pronounced  judgment  upon  him  in  wrath, 
(  ause  he  had  violated  the  oath  of  th    I    rd,  and 

the  agreement  he  had  made  with  h  I  he 

3h  ilium.    See  i  (  hroo  lii 
'  3  King  1  xxi> 
•  a    Kir, 

Jcli. .i.i.  hin  in  »  I •1  1  .-  .  !■  hoi  .  hin 1    Others 

"   .if)>4iH>»>«  v*,  "  chid  <.ijsiL." 
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>U'\v  hi  ire  his  fa<  e,  and  put  oul  Zede- 

kiah's  eyes.     And  he  cast  him  into  chains  of 
iron,  .iii<1  carried  him  to  Babylon  ;  and  there  he 
remained  grinding  .it  the  mill  until  the  day  of 
his  death.     And  when  he  died,  they  took  his 
bod)  and  cast  it  behind  the  wall  of  Nineveh. 
In  his  case  is  fulfilled  the  prophei  5  of  Jeremiah, 

••  (  \>i    I    live,  saith   the   Lord,  though 
h  son  of  Jehoiakim  king  of  Judah  should 

become  the  signet  upon  my  right  hand,  yet  will 
I  pluck  thee  thence;  and  I  will  give  thee  into 
the  hands  of  them  that  srck  thy  life,  of  them 

whose  taci'  thou  fearest,  even  into  the  hands  of 
the  Chaldeans.     And   I   will  cast   thee  out,  and 

thy  mother  that   hare   thee,  into  a  country  where 
thou    wast    not    born  ;    and    there   ye   shall    die. 
But   to  the  land  which  they  desire  in  their  souls, 
I    will    not    send    thee    back.      Dishonoured    is 

Jeconias,  like  an  unserviceable  vessel,  of  which 
there  is  no  use.  since  he  is  cast  out  and  expelled 
into  a  land  which   he  knew  not.     O  earth,  hear 
the  word  of  the    Lord.      Write   this  man,  a  man 
excommunit  ate  ;   for  no  man  of  his  seed  shall 

jiros;,cr  (grow  up),  sitting  upon  the  throne  of 

David,  ruling  anymore  in  Judah."1     Thus  the 
captivity  in  Babylon  befell  them  after  the  exodus 
from    Egypt.     When   the   whole   people,   then, 
was   transported,  and   the  city   made   desolate, 
and  tlie  sanctuary  destroyed,  that  the  word  of 
the  Lord  might  be  fulfilled  which  He  spake  by  the  I 

mouth  of  the  prophet  Jeremiah,  saying,  "The 

sanctuary    shall    be    desolate    seventy   years;"2' 
then  we  find  that  the  blessed  Daniel  prophesied 
in  Babylon,  and  appeared  as  the  vindicator  of 
Susanna. 

II. 

The  interpretation  by  Hippolytus,  (bishop)  of  Rome,  of  the 
I   Daniel  and  Nebuchadnezzar,  taken  in  conjunc- 

n.3 i.  In  speaking  of  a  "lioness  from  the  sea,"* 
he  meaut  the  rising  of  the  kingdom  of  Babylon, 

and  that  this  was  the  "golden  head  of  the 
imag  And  in  speaking  of  its  "eagle  wings," 
he  meant  that  king  Xebuchadncz/ar  was  exalted, 
and  that  his  glory  was  lifted  up  against  God. 

Then  he  says  "  its  wings  were  plucked  off,"  i.e., 
that  his  glory  was  destroyed  ;  for  he  was  driven 

out  of  his  kingdom.  And  the  words,  "A  man's 
heart  was  given  it,  and  it  was  made  stand  upon 
the  feet  of  a  man,"  mean  that  he  came  to  him- 

m,  and  recognised  that  he  was  but  a  man, 
and  gave  the  glory  to  God.  Then  after  the  lion- 

ess he  sees  a  second  beast,  "  like  a  bear,"  which 

signified   the    Persians.     For  after  the   Babylo 
mans  the  Persians  obtained  the  power.     And  ir 

saying  that  "  it  had  three  ribs  in  its  mouth,"  Ik 
pointed  to  the  three  nations,  Persians,  Medcs 
and  Babylonians,  which  wire  expressed  in  the 

image  by  the  silver  after  the  gold.  Then  coin'- 
the  third  beast,  "a  leopard,"  which  means  the 
Greeks;  for  after  the  Persians,  Alexander  of 
Macedon  had  the  power,  when  Darius  was  over- 

thrown, which  was  also  indicated  by  the  brass: 
in  the  image.  And  in  saying  that  the  1 

"  had  four  wings  of  a  fowl,  and  four  heads,"  he 
showed  most  clearly  how  the  kingdom  of  Alex- 

ander was  parted  into  four  divisions.  For  in 
speaking  of  four  heads,  he  meant  the  four  king; 
that  arose  out  of  it.  For  Alexander,  when  dving, 
divided  his  kingdom  into  four  parts.  Then  he 

says,  "The  fourth  beast  (was)  dreadful 
terrible:  it  had  iron  teeth,  and  claws  of  brass." 
Who,  then,  are  meant  by  this  but  the  Romans, 
whose  kingdom,  the  kingdom  that  still  stands, 

is  expressed  by  the  iron?  "for,"  says  he,  "its 

legs  are  of  iron." 2.  After  this,  then,  what  remains,  beloved,  but 

the  toes  of  the  feet  of  the  image,  in  which  "  part 
shall  be  of  iron  and  part  of  clay  mixed  together?  " 
By  the  toes  of  the  feet  he  meant,  mystically,  the 
ten  kings  that  rise  out  of  that  kingdom.  As 

I  )aniel  says,  "  I  considered  the  beast ;  and,  lo, 
(there  were)  ten  horns  behind,  among  which 
shall  come  up  another  little  horn  springing  from 

them  ;  "  by  which  none  other  is  meant  than  the 
antichrist  that  is  to  rise  ;  and  he  shall  set  up  the 

kingdom  of  Judah.  And  in  saying  that  "  three 
horns  "  were  "  plucked  up  by  the  roots  "  by  this 
one,  he  indicates  the  three  kings  of  Egypt,  Libya, 
and  Ethiopia,  whom  this  one  will  slay  in  the 
array  of  war.  And  when  he  has  conquered  all, 
he  will  prove  himself  a  terrible  and  savage  tyrant, 
and  will  cause  tribulation  and  persecution  to  the 
saints,  exalting  himself  against  them.  And  after 

him,  it  remains  that  "the  stone"  shall  come 
from  heaven  which  "  smote  the  image "  and 
shivered  it,  and  subverted  all  the  kingdoms,  and 

gave  the  kingdom  to  the  saints  of  the   Most 
High. This 

XXII 
»4.  etc. ti. 

3    J  he  same  method  of  explaining  the  two  visions  is  also  adopted  hy nus,  serm.  v.,  and  by  his  illustrious  disciple  Ephraem 
vii.  4.     (Let  me  again  refer  to   I  >r.  Pusey's  work  on Daniel,  as  invaluable  in  this  connection.     The  comments  of  our  an- 
.It  and  on  "the  Antichrist,"  infra,  deserve  special a,lcn!  "  a  disciple  of  the  disciples  of  St.  John  himself.  J 

*  I 

became  a  great  mountain,   and 

filled  the  whole  earth." 
3.  As  these  things,  then,  are  destined  to  come 

to  pass,  and  as  the  toes  of  the  image  turn  out 
to  be  democracies,5  and  the  ten  horns  of  the 
beast  are  distributed  among  ten  kings,  let  us 
look  at  what  is  before  us  more  carefully,  and 

scan  it,  as  it  were,  with  open  eye.  The  "  golden 
head  of  the  image"  is  identical  with  the  "lion- 

ess," by  which  the  Babylonians  were  represented. 
"The  golden  shoulders  and  the  arms  of  silver" 
are  the  same  with  the  "  bear,"  by  which  the 
Persians  and  Medes  are  meant.     "  The  belly  anc 

5   [True  in  A. D.  1885.   Avery  pregnant  testimony  to  our  own  times. 
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thighs  of  brass"  arc  the  "leopard,"  by  which 
the  Greeks  who  ruled  from  Alexander  onwards 

are  intended.  The  "legs  of  iron"  are  the 
"dreadful  and  terrible  beast,"  by  which  the 
Romans  who  hold  the  empire  now  are  meant. 

The  "  toes  of  clay  and  iron  "  are  the  "  ten  horns  " 
which  are  to  be.  The  "  one  other  little  horn 

springing  up  in  their  midst"  is  the  "antichrist." 
The  stone  that  "  smites  the  image  and  breaks 
it  in  pieces,"  and  that  filled  the  whole  earth,  is 
Christ,  who  comes  from  heaven  and  brings 
judgment  on  the  world. 

4.  But  that  we  may  not  leave  our  subject  at 
this  point  undemonstrated,  we  are  obliged  to 
discuss  the  matter  of  the  times,  of  which  a  man 
should  not  speak  hastily,  because  they  are  a 
light  to  him.  For  as  the  times  are  noted  from 
the  foundation  of  the  world,  and  reckoned  from 
Adam,  they  set  clearly  before  us  the  matter  with 

which  our  inquiry  deals.  For  the  first  appear- 
ance of  our  Lord  in  the  flesh  took  place  in  Beth- 

lehem, under  Augustus,  in  the  year  5500  ;  and 

He  suffered  in  the  thirty-third  year.  And  6,000 
years  must  needs  be  accomplished,  in  order  that 
the  Sabbath  may  come,  the  rest,  the  holy  day 

"on  which  God  rested  from  all  His  works."' 
For  the  Sabbath  is  the  type  and  emblem  of  the 

future  kingdom  of  the  saints,  when  they  "shall 
reign  with  Christ,"  when  He  comes  from  heaven, 
as  John  says  in  his  Apocalypse  :  for  "  a  day  with 
the  Lord  is  as  a  thousand  years."  2  Since,  then, 
in  six  days  God  made  all  things,  it  follows  that 
6,000  years  must  be  fulfilled.  And  they  are  not 

yet  fulfilled,  as  John  says  :  "  five  are  fallen  ;  one 
is,"  that  is,  the  sixth ;  "  the  other  is  not  yet 
come." 3 

5.  In  mentioning  the  "other,"  moreover,  he 
Specifies  the  seventh,  in  which  there  is  rest,  but 
some  one  may  be  ready  to  say,  I  low  will  you 
prove   to   Hie   that  the  Saviour  was  born  in  the 

r  5500?  Learn  that  easily,  ()  man  ;  for  the 
things  that  took  place  of  old  in  the  wilderness, 
under  Moses,  in  the  case  of  the  tabernacle,  were 

itituted  types  and  emblems  of  spiritual  mys- 
teries, in  order  that,  when  the  truth  came  in 

Christ  in  these  last  days,  you  might  be  able  to 
perceive  that  these  things  were  fulfilled.  For 

He  says  to  him,  "And  thou  shalt  male  the  ark 
of  imperishable  wood,  and  shalt  overlay  it  with 
purr  gold  within  and  without;  and  thou  shalt 
make  the  length  i>(  it  tWO  CubitS  and  a  half,  and 
the  breadth  thereof  one  cubit  and  a  half,  and  a 

cubit  and  a  half  tin-  height  ;  "  '  which  measures, 
when  summed  up  together, make  five  cubits  and 

1  This  11  wli.it  Photiui  condemned  in  Hippolytui  [miaul,  how- 
cvi-i,  held  the  same  opinion  ( book  v.  c.  18  and  ao) ■  The  same  vievt 
is  expn  (he  I  of  Barnabas  (sec  15).     It  was 

inion  adopt<  d  from  the  rabbi  1. 
' !      c.  4 . 
\l"H    .     \\  II.     IO. 

1     I      t,    \\v.    IO. 

a  half,  so  that  the  5500  years  might  be  signified thereby. 

6.  At  that  time,  then,  the  Saviour  appeared 
and  showed  His  own  body  to  the  world,  (born) 

of  the  Virgin,  who  was  the   "ark  overlaid  with 
pure  gold,"  with  the  Word  within  and  the  Holy 
Spirit  without ;  so  that  the  truth  is  demonstrated, 

and  the  "ark"  made  manifest.     From  the  birth 
of  Christ,  then,  we  must  reckon  the  500  y 
that  remain  to  make  up  the  6000,  and  thus  the 
end  shall  be.     And  that  the  Saviour  appeared  in 
the  world,  bearing  the  imperishable  ark,  His  own 
body,  at  a   time  which  was   the  fifth  and  half, 

John  declares:   "Now  it  was  the  sixth  hour," 
he  says,  intimating  by  that,  onedialf  of  the  d 
But  a  day  with  the  Lord  is  1000  years  ;  and  the 
half  of  that,  therefore,  is  500  years.     For  it  \ 
not  meet  that  He  should  appear  earlier,  for  the 
burden  of  the  law  still  endured,  nor  yet  when 
the   sixth   day  was  fulfilled   (for  the   baptism   is 
changed),  but  on  the  fifth  and  half,  in  order  I 
in  the  remaining  half  time  the  gospel  might  be 
preached  to  the  whole  world,  and  that  when  the 
sixth   day   was    completed    He    might    end 

present  life. 
7.  Since,  then,  the  Persians  held  the  mast 

for  330  years,6  and  after  them   the  Greeks,  ■ 
were  yet  more  glorious,  held  it  for  300  years,  ol 
necessity  the   fourth  beast,  as  being  strong 
mightier  than  all  that  were  before  it,  will  p. 

500  years.     When  the    times  are   fulfilled. 
the  ten  horns   spring   from   the  beast  in  the 

[  (times),    then     Antichrist    will     appear    an 
them.      When   he   makes  war  against   the 
and   persecutes   them,   then   may  we  ex] 
manifestation  of  the  Lord  from  heaven. 

s.  The  prophet  having  thus  insti  us  with 

all  exactness  as  to  tin-  certainty  of  the  ti 

that  are  to  be,  broke  oil"  from  h 
je<  t.  and  passed  again  to  the  kin-'  the 
Persians  ami  Greeks,  recounting  to  us 

vision  which  took  place,  and  was  fulfill.- 
proper  tun-'  ;  in  order  that,  bj  establisl 
belief  in  this,  he  might  be  able  to  present 

idier  believers  in  the  things  that 

to  be.      A.  1  ordingl) .   what   he  had   ;  .    in 
the  first  vision,  he  again  recounts  in  detail 
the  edification  of  the  faithful.     I  • 

pushing  westward,  and   northward,  and   south- 
ward,"  he   means    I  >arius,    the   king   of  the    I 

sians,   who   overcame   all    tin    oatii 

says  he.  ••  these  beasts  shall  not 
,  him."     An.!  !>\   the  ••  he  goal  tl 
the  we-,t,"  he  means  .W  xander  tl 

1     M\        I    I 

III         1 

An  in  tlic  duration  "t  tlir  1  ■ 
make  u  boi 

immenl  on  I 
m  Ins  .  in    .. 
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ind  in  that  he  M  came 
•    :     ;    ..  ■-,    ram,  and   was   moved   with 

I  smote  him  upon  the  face,  and  shiv- 
I  him,  and  <  ust  him  upon  the  -round,  and 

npcd  upon  him."  this  expresses  just  what  has 
happened. 

<i.  For  Alexander  waged  war  against  Darius, 
me  him,  and  made  himself  master  of 

the  whole  sovereignty,  after  routing  and  destroj 
ip.    Then,  after  the  exaltation  of  the 

'.  his    horn  —  the    great    one.  namely  — 
was  broken  ;   and   there   arose   four  horns   under 
it.  toward  the  four  winds  of  heaven.     For,  when 
Alexander  had  made  himself  master  of  all   the 

land  iA    Persia,  and  had  reduced  its  people   into 
jection,   he   thereupon   died,   after   dividing 

his  kingdom  into  four  principalities,  as  has  been 
wn  above.     And  from   that  time '"one  horn 
(  x.ilted.  and  waxed  great,  even  to  the  power 

of  heaven  ;  and  by  him  the  sacrifice,"  he  says, 
••was  disturbed,  and  righteousness  cast  down  to 

the  -round." 
for  Antiochus  arose,  surnamed  Epiphanes, 

i  was  of  the  line  of  Alexander.     And  after 

he  had  reigned  in  Syria,  and  brought  under  him 
all  Egypt,  he  went  up  to  Jerusalem,  and  entered 
the  sanctuary,  and  seized  all  the  treasures  in  the 
house  of  the  Lord,  and  the  golden  candlestick, 
and  the  table,  and  the  altar,  and  made  a  great 

r    in    the    land;    even    as  it  is  written: 

"  And    the    sanctuary    shall    be    trodden    under 
fool,  unto  evening  and  unto  morning,  a  thousand 

three   hundred    days."     For   it   happened 
the  sanctuary  remained  desolate  during  that 

period,  three  ye  1  a  half,  that  the  thousand 
tundred  tight  be  fulfilled  ;  until 

eus  arose  after  the  death  of  his 

er    Matthias,  and   withstood    him,    and    de- 
stroyed   the    encampment    of    Antiochus,   and 

delivered  the  city,  and  recovered  the  sanctuary, 
and  restored  it   in   strict   accordance  with   the 

1 1 .  Since,  then,  the    angel  Gabriel    also    re- 
counted these  things  to    the    prophet,  as    they 

have  been   understood   by  us,  as  they  have  also 
taken  place,  and  as  they  have  been  all   clearly 

ed  in  the  books  of  the  Maccabees,  let  us 
further  what  he   says  on  the    other  weeks. 
when  he  read  the  book   of  Jeremiah    the 

phet,  in  which  it  was  written  that  the  san 
be  desolate  seventy  years,  he  made 

sion  with  fastings  and  supplications,  and 
that  the  people  might  return  sooner  from 

r    captivity    to    the    city    Jerusalem.     Thus, 
-peaks  in  his  account:    "In  the  first 

I  i  rius  the  son  of  Ahasuerus,  of  the  seed 
M         .  who  was  king  over  the  realm  of 

the  Chaldean..  I  Daniel  understood  in  the  books 
the  number  of  the  years,  as   the  word  of  the 
Lord   had  come  to  Jeremiah  the  prophet,  for 

the  accomplishment  of  the  desolation  of  Jeru- 

salem in  seventy  years,"  etc. i  j.  After  his  confession  and  supplication,  the 

angel  says  to  him,  " Thou  art  a  man'  greatly 
beloved:"  for  thou  desirest  to  see  things  of 
which  thou  shalt  be  informed  by  me  ;  and  in 
their  own  time  these  things  will  be  fulfilled  ;  and 

he  touched  me,  saying,  "Seventy  weeks  are 
determined  upon  thy  people,  and  upon  the  holy 

city,  to  seal  up  sins  and  to  blot  out  transgres- 
sions, and  to  seal  up  vision  and  prophet,  and 

to  anoint  the  Most  Holy;  and  thou  shalt  know 
and  understand,  that  from  the  going  forth  of 
words  for  the  answer,  and  for  the  building  of 
Jerusalem,  unto  Christ  the  Prince,  shall  be  seven 

weeks,  and  threescore  and  two  weeks." 
13.  Having  mentioned  therefore  seventy 

weeks,  and  having  divided  them  into  two  parts, 
in  order  that  what  was  spoken  by  him  to  the 
prophet  might  be  better  understood,  he  proceeds 

thus,  "  Unto  Christ  the  Prince  shall  be  seven 

weeks,"  which  make  forty-nine  years.  It  was  in 
the  twenty-first  year  that  Daniel  saw  these  things 
in  Babylon.  Hence,  the  forty-nine  years  added 
to  the  twenty-one,  make  up  the  seventy  years,  of 

which  the  blessed  Jeremiah  spake  :  "The  sanc- 
tuary shall  be  desolate  seventy  years  from  the 

captivity  that  befell  them  under  Nebuchadnezzar  ; 
and  after  these  things  the  people  will  return,  and 
sacrifice  and  offering  will  be  presented,  when 

Christ  is  their  Prince."  2 
14.  Now  of  what  Christ  does  he  speak,  but  of 

Jesus  the  son  of  Josedech,  who  returned  at  that 
time  along  with  the  people,  and  offered  sacrifice 
according  to  the  law,  in  the  seventieth  year,  when 
the  sanctuary  was  built?  For  all  the  kings  and 
priests  were  styled  Christs,  because  they  were 

anointed  with  the  holy  oil,  which  Moses  of  old  pre- 
pared. These,  then,  bore  the  name  of  the  Lord 

in  their  own  persons,  showing  aforetime  the  type, 
and  presenting  the  image  until  the  perfect  King 
and  Priest  appeared  from  heaven,  who  alone  did 
the  will  of  the  Father ;  as  also  it  is  written  in 

Kings  :  "And  I  will  raise  me  up  a  faithful  priest, 

that  shall  do  all  things  according  to  my  heart."  ■ 
15.  In  order,  then,  to  show  the  time  when 

He  is  to  come  whom  the  blessed  Daniel  desired 

to  see,  he  says,  "And  after  seven  weeks  there 
are  other  threescore  and  two  weeks,"  which 
period  embraces  the  space  of  434  years.  For 
after  the  return  of  the  people  from  Babylon 

under  the  leadership  of  Jesus  the  son  of  Jose- 
dech, and  Ezra  the  scribe,  and  Zerubbabel  the 

son  of  Salathiel,  of  the  tribe  of  David,  there  were 

434  years  unto  the  coming  of  Christ,  in  order 
that  the  Priest  of  priests  might  be  manifested  in 

1  Literally,  "  a  man  of  desires."  [Our  author  plays  on  this 
word,  as  if  the  desire  of  knowledge  were  referred  to.  Our  Authorized 

Version  is  better,  and  the  rendering  might  be  "  a  man  of  loves."  J 2  Jcr.  xxv.  11. 3  1  Sam.  ii.  35. 
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the  world,  and  that  He  who  taketh  away  the  sins 
of  the  world  might  be  evidently  set  forth,  as 

John  speaks  concerning  Him  :  "  Behold  the 
Lamb  of  God,  that  taketh  away  the  sin  of  the 

world  !  "  '  And  in  like  manner  Gabriel  says  : 
"  To  blot  out  transgressions,  and  make  recon- 

ciliation for  sins."  But  who  has  blotted  out  our 
transgressions?  Paul  the  apostle  teaches  us,  say- 

ing, "  He  is  our  peace  who  made  both  one  ;  "  2 
and  then,  "  Blotting  out  the  handwriting  of  sins 

that  was  against  us."3 
16.  That  transgressions,  therefore,  are  blotted 

Dut,  and  that  reconciliation  is  made  for  sins,  is 

shown  by  this.  But  who  are  they  who  have  rec- 
onciliation made  for  their  sins,  but  they  who 

believe  on  His  name,  and  propitiate  His  coun- 
tenance by  good  works?  And  that  after  the  re- 

turn of  the  people  from  Babylon  there  was  a 
;pace  of  434  years,  until  the  time  of  the  birth 
Df  Christ,  may  be  easily  understood.  For,  since 
the  first  covenant  was  given  to  the  children  of 
Israel  after  a  period  of  434  years,  it  follows  that 
the  second  covenant  also  should  be  defined  by 
the  same  space  of  time,  in  order  that  it  might 
be  expected  by  the  people  and  easily  recognised 
by  the  faithful. 

17.  And  fortius  reason  Gabriel  says:  ".And 

to  anoint  the  Most  Holy."  And  the  Most  Holy 
is  none  else  but  the  Son  of  God  alone,  who, 
when  He  came  and  manifested  Himself,  said  to 

them,  "The  Spirit  of  the  Lord  is  upon  me,  be- 
cause lb'  has  anointed  me;"4  and  so  forth. 

Whosoever,  therefore,  believed  on  the  heavenly 
Priest,  were  cleansed  by  that  same  Priest,  and 
their  sins  were  blotted  out.  And  whosoever 

believed  not  on  Him.  despising  Him  as  a  man, 
bad  their  sins  sealed,  as  those  which  could  not 

be  taken  away;  whence  the  angel,  foreseeing 

that  not  all  should  believe  on  Him,  said,  "To 

finish   sins,  and    to   seal   up   sins."      For  as  many 
■  nt in1  icd  to  disbelieve  Him,  even  to  the  end, 

lad  their  sins  not  finished,  hut  sealed  to  he  kept 
for  judgment.  But  as  many  as  will  believe  on 
Him  as  One  able  to  remit  sins,  have  their  sins 

blotted  d'lL     Wherefore  he  says :  "And  to  seal 
jp  vision  and  prophet." 

is.  For  when  lie  came  who  is  the  fulfilling 
:>f  the  law  and  of  the  prophets  (tor  the  law  and 

the  prophets  wen'  till  John),  it  was  necessarj 
that  the  things  spoken   1>\    them   should    he   con 
firmed  (sealed),  in  order  that  at  the  coming  of 
the  Lord  all  things  loosed  should  he  brought  t<> 
light,  and  that  things  bound    of  old    should    now 
he  loosed  by  Him,  as  the  I  ord    .nd  Himself  t" 
the  rulers  of  the  people,  when    thev  were    ini 

nant  at  the  cure  on  the  Sabbath  day  :  "  Ye  hypo 

1  John  ' 
1  1  ih,  11   14, 

1   Col.  i,     14. 
4  U.i.  Lxi.  1 .   Luke  iv.  18. 

crites,  doth  not  each  one  of  you  loose  his  02 
his   ass    from   the   stall,  and   lead   him  away  to 
watering?  and  ought  not  this  woman,  being 
daughter  of  Abraham,  whom  Satan  hath  bound 
these  eighteen  years,  he  loosed  on  the  Sabbi 

day?"  5     Whomsoever,  therefore,  Satan   bound 
in  chains,  these   did  the    Lord  on    His    1 
loose  from  the   bonds  of  death,  having   bound 

our  strong  adversary  and   delivered   humanity. 

As  also  Isaiah  says  :  "Then  will  He  say  to  th 
in  chains,  Go  forth;  and  to  them   that  are   in 

darkness,  Show  yourselves."6 
19.  And  that  the  things  spoken  of  old 

law  and  the   prophets  were  all  sealed,  and   that 
they  were  unknown  to  men,  Isaiah  declares  when 

he  says:   "And   they  will   deliver  the   book   I 
is  sealed  to  one  that  is  learned,  and  will 
him,  Read  this;  and  he  will  say,  I   cannot  1 

it,  for  it  is  sealed."  7      It  was  meet  and  iv 
that  the  things  spoken  of  old  by  the   ]  n 
should  be  sealed  to   the   unbelieving  Pharis 
who  thought  that  they  understood  the  1 
the  law,  and  be  opened  to  the  believing.      1  he 

things,  therefore,  which  of  old  were  mm'.uI,  are 
now  by  the  grace  of  God  the    Lord  all  open 
the  saints. 

20.  Lor  He  was  Himself  the  perfe<  t  Seal,  and 

the  Church  is  the  key  :  "  He  who  openeth,  and 
no  man  shuttcth  ;  and  shutteth.  and  no  1 

openeth,"  8  as  John  says.  And  again,  the  same 
Says:  "And  I  saw,  on  the  right  hand  x^(  Him 
that  sat  on  the  throne,  a  book  written  within  and 

without,  sealed  with  seven  seals;  ami  I  saw 

angel    proclaiming   with  a   loud  \ 
worthy  to  open  the  hook,  and  I 

eof?  "  and  so  forth.     "  And  I  beheld  in 
midst   of  the   throne,  and   of  the    four   beasts,  a 
Lamb  standing  slain,  having  seven  I 
seven  eyes,  which  are  the  seven  Spirits 
sent  forth  into  all  the  earth.     And  He  came  and 

took    the    hook    out    of  the  right    hand    ol    \\i\n 
that  sat    upon   the    throne.      And  when    I 

11    the    hook,  the    four   beasts   and    foUJ  and- 

twent)  elders  tell  down  before  the  I  amb,  ha 
harps  and   golden  vials   lull   of  incense.  « 

the  prayers  of  the  saints.     And  t': son-,  saying,  Thou  aw  worth)  to  take  th. 
and    to   open   the   seals   iL  I 
slain,    and     hast    redeemed    US 

blood."  '    1 1  the  book,tl 
it.  in  order  that  the  things  spoken  con 
I  lim  of  old  in  might  n  nea 
with  boldness  upon  the  hi 

1 1 .  For  this  reason,  then,  the 

Daniel,  "  Seal  the  words,  for  the  \ 
1    I    1    »lb 

1    .   wi\    11. 

1.  7. 
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the  end  of  the  time."    But  to  Christ  it  was  not 

'.  "seal,"  bat  "loose"  the  things  bound  of 
der  that,  b)  His  grace,  we  might  know 

the  will  of  the  Father,  and  believe  upon  Him 
m  ll>--  has  sent  for  the  salvation  of  nun. 

rd.     He   says,  therefore,  "They 
II  return,  and  the  street  shall  be  built,  and  the 

wall :"  which  in  reality  took  place.    For  the  peo- 
ple returned  and  built  the  city,  and  the  temple, 

and   the   wall    round   about.     Then   he   says: 
"  After  threescore  and  two  weeks  the  times  will 
be  fulfilled,  and  one  week  will  make  a  covenant 
with  many  ;  and  in  the  midst  (half)  of  the  week 

•  and  oblation  will  be   removed,  and   in 

the    temple    will    be  the   abomination  of  deso- 

For  when  the  threescore  and  two  weeks 

fulfilled,  and  Christ  is  come,  and  the  Gospel 

is  preached  in  every  place,  the  times  being  then 
accomplished,  there  will  remain  only  one  week, 

.  in  which  Elias  will  appear,  and   Enoch, 
and  in  the  midst  of  it  the  abomination  of  deso- 

a  ill    be   manifested,1  viz.,  Antichrist,  an- 
nouncing desolation  to  the  world.     And  when 

he  i  the  sacrifice  and  oblation  will  be  re- 
moved, which  now  are  offered  to  God  in  every 

place  by  the  nations.     These  things  being  thus 
ted,  the  prophet  again  describes  another 

For  he  had  no  other  care  save  to 

irately  instructed  in  all  things  that  are  to 
!  to  prove  himself  an  instructor  in  such. 

j  s    then  :    "  In    the    third   year  of 
king  of  Persia,  a  word  wis  revealed  unto 

liel,  whose  name  was   Belshazzar;  and  the 

it  ] lower  and  understand- 
iven  him  in  the  vision.     In  those  days. 

I    Daniel  was  mourning  three  weeks  of  days.     I 
ate  no  pleasant  bread,  neither  came    flesh    nor 

wine  into  my  mouth,  neither  did  I  anoint  my- 
:   at  all,  till  three  weeks  of  days  were  fulfilled. 

<  m  the  fourth  day  of  the  first  month  I   humbled 

myself,"  says  he,  "one  and  twenty  days."  pray- 
>   to  the  living  Cod.  and  asking  of  Him  the 

of  the  mystery.     And  the  Father  in 
truth  heard  me,  and  sent  His  own  Word,  to  show 

what  should  happen  by  Him.     And  that   took 
.  by  the   great  river.     For  it  was 

t  that  the  Son  should  be  manifested  there, 
I  [e  was  to  remove  sins. 

24.  "And    I   lifted   up   mine   eyes,"  he  says, 
behold,  a  man  clothed  in  linen."2     In 

first  vision  he  says,  "  P.ehold,  the  angel  Ga- 
briel (was)  sent."     Here,  however,  it  is  not  so; 

but  he  sees  the  Lord,  not  yet  indeed  as  perfect 
n,  but  with  the  appearance  and  form  of  man. 

1:  "And,  behold,  a   man  clothed   in 

linen."     For  in  being  clothed  in  a  various-col- 

1  In  the  text,  the  word  «w?,  "  until,"  is  introduced,  which  seems 
spun a  pa 

oured  coat,  he  indicated  mystically3  the  vari 
of  the  graces  of  our  (ailing.     For  the  priestly 

COat  was  made  up  of  different  colours,  as  sari 

nations  waited  for  Christ's  coming,  in  order  that 
we   might   be   made   up  (as  one  body)  of  many 

colours.     "And   his  loins  were  girded  with  the 

gold  of  ( )pha/.." 25.  Now  the  word  "Ophaz."  which  is  a  word 
transferred  from  Hebrew  to  Greek,  denotes  pure 

gold.  With  a  pure  girdle,  therefore,  he  \ 
girded  round  the  loins.  For  the  Word  was  to 
bear  us  all,  binding  us  like  a  girdle  round  His 
body,  in  His  own  love.  The  complete  b 

was  His,4  but  we  are  members  in  His  bod;, 
united  together,  and  sustained  by  the  Word 

Himself.  "And  his  body  was  like  Tharses."  5 
Now  "Tharses,"  by  interpretation,  is  "  Ethiopi- 

ans." For  that  it  would  be  difficult  to  recogn 
Him,  the  prophet  had  thus  already  announced 

beforehand,  intimating  that  He  would  be  mani- 
fested in  the  flesh  in  the  world,  but  that  many 

would  find  it  difficult  to  recognise  Him.  "  And 
his  face  as  lightning,  and  his  eyes  as  lamps  of 

fire  ;  "  for  it  was  meet  that  the  fiery  and  judicial 
] mwer  of  the  Word  should  be  signified  aforetime, 
in  the  exercise  of  which  He  will  cause  the  fire 

(of  His  judgment)  to  light  with  justice  upon 
the  impious,  and  consume  them. 

26.  He  added  also  these  words  :  "  And  his 

arms  and  his  feet  like  polished  brass  ;  "  to  de- 
note the  first  calling  of  men,  and  the  second 

calling  like  unto  it,  viz.,  of  the  Centiles.  6"  For 
the  last  shall  be  as  the  first ;  for  I  will  set  thy 
rulers  as  at  the  beginning,  and  thy  leaders  as 
before.  And  His  voice  was  as  the  voice  of  a 

great  multitude."  7  For  all  we  who  believe  on 
Him  in  these  days  utter  things  oracular,  as 
s] leaking  by  Flis  mouth  the  things  appointed 

by  Him. 27.  And  after  a  little  He  says  to  him  :  "  Know- est  thou  wherefore  I  come  unto  thee?  And  now 

will  I  return  to  fight  with  the  prince  of  Persia. 
But  I  will  show  thee  that  which  is  noted  in  the 

Scripture  of  truth  :  and  there  is  none  that  hold- 
eth  with  me  in  these  things  but  Michael  your 
prince,  and  I  left  him  there.  For  from  the  day 

that  thou  didst  give  thy  countenance  to  be  af- 
flicted before  the  Lord  thy  Cod,  thy  prayer  was 

heard,  and  I  was  sent  to  fight  with  the  prince 

of  Persia  :  "  for  a  certain  counsel  was  formed 

not  to  send  the  people  away  :  "  that  therefore 
thy  prayer  might  be  speedily  granted,  I  with- 

stood him,  and  left  Michael  there." 

3     In  the  text,  ixvarrtpiuiv  (of"  mysteries"),  for  which  pvaTiipiw 
Su><!  or  nvoTtKux;,  "  mystically,"  is  proposed. 

*  The  Latin  translation  renders:   His  body  was  perfect. 
5  "Tharses"  (©apcreis)   in   Hippolytus.     The  Septuagint  gives 

©apo-i*  as  the  translation  of  the  Hebrew  \j'&iPi,  rendered  in  our 

version  as  "  beryl "  (Dan.  x.  6). 6  Isa.  i.  26. 

7  Apoc.  xix.  6. 
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28.  And  who  was  he  that  spake,  but  the  angel 
who  was  given  to  the  people,  as  he  says  in  the 

law  of  Moses  :  "  I  will  not  go  with  you,  because 
the  people  is  stiff-necked  ;  but  my  angel  shall  go 

before  along  with  you?"1  This  (angel)  with- 
stood Moses  at  the  inn,  when  he  was  bringing 

the  child  uncircumcised  into  Egypt  For  it  was 
not  allowed  Moses,  who  was  the  elder  (or  legate) 
and  mediator  of  the  law,  and  who  proclaimed 
the  covenant  of  the  fathers,  to  introduce  a  child 
uncircumcised,  lest  he  should  be  deemed  a  false 

prophet  and  deceiver  by  the  people.  "And 
now,"  says  he,  "  will  I  show  the  truth  to  thee." 
Could  the  Truth  have  shown  anything  else  but 
the  truth? 

29.  He  says  therefore  to  him  :  "  Behold,  there 
shall  stand  up  three  kings  in  Persia:  and  the 
fourth  shall  he  far  richer  than  they  all ;  and 

when  he  has  got  possession  of  his  riches,  he 
shall  stand  up  against  all  the  realms  of  Grecia. 
And  a  mighty  king  shall  stand  up,  and  shall  rule 
with  great  dominion,  and  do  according  to  his 
will  ;  and  when  his  kingdom  stands,  it  shall  lie 
broken,  and  shall  be  divided  toward  the  four 

winds  of  heaven."  These  things  we  have  already 
discussed  above,  when  we  discoursed  upon  the 
four  beasts.  But  since  Scripture  now  again  sets 
them  forth  explicitly,  we  must  also  discourse 
upon  them  a  second  time,  that  we  may  not 
leave  Scripture  unused  and  unexplained. 

30.  "There  shall  stand  up  yet  three  kings," 
he  says,  "  in  Persia;  and  the  fourth  shall  be  far 
richer  than  they  all."  This  has  been  fulfilled. 
For  after  Cyrus  arose  Darius,  and  then  Altax- 
erxes.  These  were  the  three  kings  j  (and)  the 

Scripture  is  fulfilled.  "And  the  fourth  shall  be 
far  richer  than  they  all."  Who  is  that  but 
Darius,  who  reigned  and  made  himself  glorious, 
—  who  was  rich,  and  assailed  all  the  realms  of 
Greece?  Against  him  rose  Alexander  of  Mace- 
don,  who  destroyed  his  kingdom;  and  after  he 
had  reduced  the  Persians,  his  own  kingdom  was 
divided  toward  the  lour  winds  of  heaven.  For 

Alexander  at  his  death  divided  his  kingdom  into 

four  principalities.  "And  a  kin.;  shall  stand  up. 
and  shall   enter  into  the   fortress   of  the   king   of 

Egypt." 31.  For  Antiochus  became  king  oi  Syria.  He 
held  the  sovereignty  in  the  107th  year  of  the 
kingdom  of  the  (becks.  And  in  those  same 
times  indeed  he  made  war  against  Ptolemj  king 
of    Egypt,   and    conquered    him,    and    won    the 

power.  On  returning  from  Egypt  he  went  up  to 
Jerusalem,  in   the   103d  year,  and  carrying  off 
with  him  all  the  treasures  of  the  Lord's  house, 
he  marched  to  Antioc  h.  And  after  two  years 

"i   days   the   king   sent   his   raiser  of  taxes'-'   into 
the  cities  of  Judea,  to  compel  the  Jew,  to  foi 

1  1  \.  nxxii,  4,  Kxniiii  j. 
3  !JJU|)oAuyur. 

sake  the  laws  of  their  fathers,  and  submit  to  the 
decrees  of  the  king.     And  he  came,  and  tried 

to  compel  them,   saying,  "  Come  forth,  and 
the  commandment  of  the  king,  and    ye    shall 

live." 

32.  But  they  said,  "  We  will  not  come  forth, 
neither  will  we  do  the  king's  commandim  I 
we  will  die  in  our  innocency  :  and  he  slew  of 

them  a  thousand  souls." J  The  things,  there- 
fore, which  were  spoken  to  the  blessed  Daniel 

are  fulfilled  :  "  And  my  servants  shall  be  afflicted, 
and  shall  fall  by  famine,  and  by  sword,  and  by 

captivity."  '  1  >aniel,  however,  adds  :  "And  I 
shall  be  holpen  with  a  little  help.'  I  at  that 
time  Matthias  arose,  and  Judas  Mac*  i  and 

helped  them,  and  delivered  them  from  the  h 
of  the  Creeks. 

33.  That  therefore  was  fulfilled  which  \ 
spoken  in  the  Scripture.  He  proceeds  then 

thus:  "And  the  (king's)  daughter  of  the  South 
shall  come  to  the  king  of  the  North  to  make  an 
agreement  with  him  :  and  the  arms  of  him  that 

bringeth  her  shall  not  stand  ;  and  she,  ti  0,  shall 
be  smitten,  and  shall  fall,  and  he  that  bring 

her."  For  this  was  a  certain  Ptolemai's,:  queen 
of  Egypt.  At  that  time  indeed  she  wenl  forth 

with  her  two   son-,,    Ptolemy  and    I'hilon 
make    an    agreement    with    Antiochus    k 
Syria;   and  when   she   came    to   Scytl 
was  slain  there,     for  he  who  brought  her  be- 

trayed her.     At  th.it  same  time,  the  two 

made   war  against   each   other,    and     l'hilom 
was  slain,  and  Ptolemy  gained  the  power. 

34.  War.  then,  \\.i>  again  made  b)  Ptolemy 
against   Antiochus,    (and)    Antiochus    met    him. 

for  thus  saith  the  Si  ripture  :   "And  the  '.     i 
the  South  shall  stand  up  against  the  k 

North,  and  her  seed  shall  stand  up  against  him." 
And  what  seed  but  Ptolemy,  who  made  war  « 
Antiochus?     And   Antiochus   ha\  e   forth 

11st  him,  and  having  failed  I  ie  him, 

had    to   flee,  and   returned   to   Antii  ■<  h.  and 
kc  led  a  larger  host.     Ptolem)  dingly  I 

his  v  [uipment,  and  c  arried  it  into  I 
And  the  Scripture  is  fulfilled,  as  I  >ani 
And    he-   shall    <  F    into   Egypt    tin 
and  their  c  ast  work  •.  and  all  thc.r  pn 
sels  of)  gold. 

35.  And    after    these    things    Antiochus   went 
forth   a   second   time   to   make-   w  . 

and  oven  ome  Ptolemy.     And  aft  1  1 
Antioc  hus  comment  ed  hostilities 
tin-    c  hildren    of 

N  ,   mor  with  a  large  .mnvto  sub 

tin-  time'  when  fudas, after!  Matthias, 
ruled  the  people  ;    and  I    ill 

*        lit         V  . 

I  II. 
.4.  r.u. 
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Tlv  having    taken 

p]a<  e,  the   Si  riptu  tin  :   "  And   there 
shall  stand  up  another  king,  and  he  shall  prevail 

id  the  king  of  the  South  shall 

st.iiul  up,  and  he  shall  obtain  hi^  daughter  to 

For  it  i  d  that  there  arose  a  certain 

Alexander,1  son  of  Philip.     He  withstood  An- 
that  time,  and  made  war  upon  him, 

ied  possession  of  the 
kingdom.     Then  he  sent   to   Ptolemy  king  of 

pt,  saying,  Give  me  thy  daughter  Cleopatra 
to  wife.  And  he  gave  her  to  Alexander  to  wife. 
And  thus  the  Scripture  is  fulfilled,  when  it  says  : 

••  And  he  shall  obtain  his  daughter  to  wife." 
And  it  says  further:  "And  he  shall  corrupt  her, 
and  she  shall  not  be  his  wife."  This  also  has 
been  truly  fulfilled.  For  after  Ptolemy  had  given 
him  his  daughter,  he  returned,  and  saw  the  mighty 

and  glorious  kingdom  of  Alexander.  And  covet- 
ing its  possession,  he  spoke  falsely  to  Alexander, 

the  Scripture  says :  "And  the  two  kings  shall 
ik    lies    at    (one)    table."      And,    in    sooth. 
lemy  betook  himself  to  Egypt,  and  collected 
eat  army,  and  attacked  the  city  at  the  time 

when  Alexander  had  marched  into  Cilicia. 

37.  Ptolemy  then   invaded    the   country,  and 
iblished  garrisons  throughout  the  cities;  and 

Dii  making  himself  master  of  Judea,  set  out  for 
_  ter,  and  sent  letters  to  Demetrius  in 

the  islands,  saying,  Come  and  meet  me  here, 
and  I  will  give  thee  my  daughter  Cleopatra  to 
wife,  for  Alexander  has  sought  to  kill  me.  De- 

metrius came  accordingly,  and  Ptolemy  received 
him,  and  gave  him  her  who  had  been  destined 

Alexander.  Thus  is  fulfilled  that  which  is 

written  :  "  And  he  shall 

shall  not  be  his  wife." 
Then  Ptolemy  wore  two 
and  that  of  Egypt,  and  died  the  third  day  after 
he   had  1   them.     Thus   is   fulfilled   that 

which  is  written  in  Scripture  :  "  And  they  shall 
not  give  him  the  glory  of  the  kingdom."  For 
he  died,  and  received  not  honour  from  all  as 
king. 

38.  The  prophet  then,  after  thus  recounting 
the  things  which  have  taken  place  already,  and 
been  ful  1  their  times,  declares  vet  another 

mysterj              while  he  points  out  the  last  times. 

:   "  And  there  shall  rise  up  another 
shameless  king  ;  and  he  shall  exalt  himself  ab 
evei  srnify  himself,  and  shall 

ik  mar  things,  and   shall   prosper  till 

1   He  refers  to  Alexander  I.  kin;;  of  Syria,  o(  whom  we  read  in 
c.  x.     H-  I  io  be  the  mm  nus  Epip;, 

and  '.  if  the  senate  of  Rome  in  his  favo 

^  e<  r  1  unknow  i  -  indeed  he  acknowledged 
himself  in  I  f  the  dc-  'tor.     Livy  call- 

"a  man  unknown,  and  of  uncertain  parentage"   (homo  ; 
•  :<r  stir/11.  ,11,  bin  here,  "  a  cert.un 

ander"  (rim).     He  had  also  other  surnames,  e.g.,  Euergetes,  Balas, 

us"  in  the  text,  read  "  Demetrius." 

corrupt  her,  and  she 
Alexander  was    slain. 

crowns,  that  of  Syria 

the  indignation  be  at  complished  ;  "  and  so  forth. 
•■  And  these  shall  escape  nut  of  his  hand,  Edom, 
and  Moab,  and  the  chief  (or  principality)  of  the 
children  of  Ammon.  And  he  shall  stretch  forth 

his  hand  upon  the  land  ;  and  the  land  of  Egypt 
shall  not  escape.  And  he  shall  have  power  over 
the  secret  treasures  of  gold  and  silver,  and  over 
all  the  precious  things  of  Egypt  and  o{  the 

Libyans,  and  the  Ethiopians  in  their  strong- 
hold 

39.  Thus,  then,  does  the  prophet  set  forth 
these  things  concerning  the  Antichrist,  who  shall 
be  shameless,  a  war-maker,  and  despot,  who, 
exalting  himself  above  all  kings  and  above  every 
god,  shall  build  the  city  of  Jerusalem,  and  restore 
the  sanctuary.  Him  the  impious  will  worship  as 
God,  and  will  bend  to  him  the  knee,  thinking 
him  to  be  the  Christ.  He  shall  cut  off  the  two 

witnesses  and  forerunners  of  Christ,  who  proclaim 
His  glorious  kingdom  from  heaven,  as  it  is  said  : 

'•  And  I  will  give  (power)  unto  my  two  witnesses, 
and  they  shall  prophesy  a  thousand  two  hundred 

and  threescore  days,  clothed  in  sackcloth."  3  As 
also  it  was  announced  to  Daniel:  '"And  one 
week  shall  confirm  a  covenant  with  many  ;  and 
in  the  midst  of  the  week  it  shall  be  that  the 

sacrifice  and  oblation  shall  be  removed  "  —  that 
the  one  week  might  be  shown  to  be  divided  into 
two.  The  two  witnesses,  then,  shall  preach  three 
years  and  a  half;  and  Antichrist  shall  make  war 
upon  the  saints  during  the  rest  of  the  week,  and 
desolate  the  world,  that  what  is  written  may  be 

fulfilled  :  "  And  they  .-shall  make  the  abomination 
ot  desolation  for  a  thousand  two  hundred  and 

ninety  days." 40.  Daniel  has  spoken,  therefore,  of  two 
abominations  ;  the  one  of  destruction,  and  the 
other  of  desolation.  What  is  that  of  destruction, 
but  that  which  Antiochus  established  there  at  the 
time  ?  And  what  is  that  of  desolation,  but  that 
which  shall  be  universal  when  Antichrist  comes? 

••  And  there  shall  escape  out  of  his  hand,  Kdom, 
and  Moab,  and  the  chief  of  the  children  of  Am- 

mon." For  these  are  they  who  ally  themselves 
with  him  on  account  of  their  kinship,  and  first 
address  him  as  king.  Those  of  Fdom  are  the 
sons  of  Fsau,  who  inhabit  Mount  Seir.  And 
Moab  and  Ammon  are  they  who  are  descended 
from  his  two  daughters,  as  Isaiah  also  says : 

'•  And  they  shall  fly  (extend  themselves)  in  the 
ships  of  strangers,  and  they  shall  also  plunder 
the  sea ;  ami  those  from  the  east,  and  from  the 
west,  and  the  north,  shall  give  them  honour : 
and  the  children  of  Ammon  shall  first  obey 

them."4  He  shall  be  proclaimed  king  by  them, 
and  shall  be  magnified  by  all,  and  shall  prove 
himself  an  abomination  of  desolation  to  the 

world,  and  shall  reign  for  a  thousand  two  hun- 
3  Apoc.  xi   3. 
4  lsa.  xi.  14. 
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dred  and  ninety  days.  "  Blessed  is  he  that 
waiteth,  and  cometh  to  the  thousand  three  hun- 

dred and  five  and  thirty  days;"  for  when  the 
abomination  cometh  and  makes  war  upon  the 
saints,  whosoever  shall  survive  his  days,  and 

reach  the  forty-five  days,  while  the  other  period 
of  fifty  days  advances,  to  him  the  kingdom  of 
heaven  comes.  Antichrist,  indeed,  enters  even 

into  part  of  the  fifty  days,  but  the  saints  shall 
inherit  the  kingdom  along  with  Christ. 

41.  These  things  being  thus  narrated,  Daniel 

proceeds:  "And,  behold,  there  stood  two  men, 
the  one  on  this  side  of  the  bank  of  the  river,  and 

the  other  on  that  side  ;  and  they  made  answer 
to  the  man  that  stood  upon  the  bank  of  the 
river,  and  said  to  him,  How  long  shall  it  be  to 
the  end  of  these  wonderful  words  which  thou 

hast  spoken?  And  I  heard  the  man  clothed  in 
linen,  who  was  upon  the  water  of  the  river  ;  and 
he  lifted  up  his  right  hand  and  his  left  hand 
unto  heaven,  and  sware  by  Him  that  liveth  for 
ever,  that  it  shall  be  for  a  time,  times,  and  an 

half;  and  they  shall  know  all  these  things  when 

the  dispersion  is  accomplished." 
42.  Who,  tinn,  were  the  two  men  who  stood 

on  the  bank  of  the  river,  but  the  law  and  the 

prophets?  And  who  was  he  who  stood  upon 

the  water,  but  He  concerning  whom  they  proph- 
esied of  old,  who  in  the  last  times  was  to  be 

borne  witness  to  by  the  Father  at  the  Jordan, 
aic!  to  be  declared  to  the  people  boldly  by 

John,  "  who  wore  the  casty  '  of  the  scribe  about 
his  loins,  and  wis  clothed  with  a  linen  coat  of 

various  colours?"  These,  therefore,  interrogate 
Him,  knowing  that  to  Him  were  given  all  gov- 

ernment and  power,  in  order  to  learn  accurately 
of  Him  when  He  will  bring  the  judgment  on  the 
WOrld,  ami  when  the    things  spoken  l>y  Him  will 
be  fulfilled.  And  tie,  desiring  by  all  means  to 
convince  them,  lifted  I  lis  right  hand  and  lbs 
left  hand  to  heaven,  and  sware  by  \\\u\  thai 
liveth  forever.  Who  is  lie  that  swore,  and  by 
whom    sware    He?      Manifestly    the    Son    by   the 
Father,  saving,  The  Father  liveth  for  ever,  but 
in  a  time,  and    times,  and   an  half,  when  the 

persion    is    accomplished,    they    shall    know    all 
these    things. 

43.  By  the  stretching  forth  of  llis  two  hands 
lie  signified    lbs  passion;   and  by  mentioning 

"a  time,  and    times,  and    an    halt',  when    the  dis 
persion  is  a<  1  omplished,"  1  le  indicated  the  three 

yi  us  and  a  hall  ol  Antichrist,    for  b)  "a  time  " 
He    mean,   a    year,  and    by    "tinier"    two   years, 
and  by  an  "half  time"  half  a  year.  These  are 
the  thousand  two  hundred  and  ninety  days  of 
which  Daniel  prophesied  tor  the  finishing  of  the 
passion,  and  the  accomplishment  of  die  dispel 
sion  when  Antichrist  <  onus.      In  those  days  they 

1  Girdle. 

shall  know  all  these  things.  And  from  the  time 

of  the  removal  of  the  continuous  sacrifice-  there- 
are  also  reckoned  one  thousand  two  hundred 

and  ninety  days.  (Then)  iniquity  shall  abound, 

as  the  Lord  also  says:  "Because  iniquity  shall 
abound,  the  love  of  many  shall  wax  cold."  - 

44.  And  that  divisions  will  arise  when  the  fall- 
ing away  takes  place,  is  without  doubt.  And 

when  divisions  arise,  love  is  chilled.  The  word-. 

"Blessed  is  he  that  waiteth  and  cometh  to  the 
thousand  three  hundred  and  five  and  thirty  da] 
have  also  their  value,  as  the  Lord  said  :  -'but  he 
that  shall  endure  unto  the  end,  the  -hall 

be  saved."  Wherefore  let  us  by  no  means  ad- 
mit the  falling  away,  lest  iniquity  abound,  and  the 

abomination  of  desolation  —  that  is,  the  adver- 

sary—overtake us.  And  He  said  to  him.  '-unto 
evening"  —  that  is,  unto  the  consummation  — 
"and  morning."     What   is   "mornirj  The 
day  of  resurrection.     For  that  is  tin  ning 
of  another  age,  as  the  morning  is  the  beginninj 

the  day.     And  the  thousand  and  four  : 
days  are  the  light  of  the  world.     For  on  the 
appearing  of  the  light  in  the  world  (as  He  s 

"I  am  the  light  of  the  world"),  the  sanctuary 
shall  be  purged,  as  he  said.'  (of)  the  adversary. 
For  it  cannot   by  any  means  be  purged   but 
his  destruction. 

111. 

SCHOLIA   <>N    D  \\Ii:i..< 

CHAP.  I.  i.      "In   the   third   year  of  the   n 

of   Jehoiakim."     The    &  ripture    narrates    ti 
things,  with  the  purpose  of  intimating  the  second 
captivity  of  the  people,  when  Jehoiakim  and  the 
three  youths  with  him,  t  r  with  Daniel,  were 

taken  captive  and  carried  ■ 
2.  ■■  And  the  I  1  ird  gave,"  etc.    Th 

"and  the  Lord  gave,"  are  written,  that  no  1 
in  reading  the   introduction  to  the  book,  1 

attribute   t!  lure   t<>  the   strength  o\ 
captors  and  the  slackness  of  their  chic 

it    is  well   --aid.  "with   part."  lor   the  deportation 
for  the  1  orre<  tion,  not  tin-  ruin,  of  th 

nation,  that  there  might  be  no  misap]  1  of 
the  cause. 

8.   "And  Daniel  purposed  in  his  heart." 
blessed  are  they  who   thus   kept    the  covenant  i>( 
the  fathers,  and  transgressed  not  the  lav 
b)  Moses,  but  feared  th<  1  proclain 
him.    These,  though  captives  in 
were  not  seduced  1>\  delicate  meats,  nor  w 

slaves  to  the  plea  >ure  1  of  wine, 

caught     by    the     bait    ol'    pi  ■ kept    their  mouth  holv  and    j 

spee<  h  might   j  ind 

praise  with  such  (mouths  1  : •'Mid    icxi* 

■ 

*  Mai,  -v~s*» 
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1 1,  ■•  Prow  nits."    They  tea*  h 
that  it  is  not  eartl  •  that  give  to  men  their 

beauty  and  the  gnu  e  of  God  be- 
the  Word.      "And   after  a   little." 

Thou  hast  seen  the  incorruptible  faith  of  the 
iths,  .md  the  unalterable  fear  of  God.    They 
.  il  .in  interval  of  ten  days,  to  prove  therein 

that  man  cannot  otherwise  find  grace  with  clod 
than  by  believing   the  word   preached   by  the 

rd. 

••  \ml  among  them  all,  was  found  none 
Daniel."  men,  who  were   proved 

hful  win  in   Babylon,  were  led  by  the 
v.  ird  in  all  wisdom,  thai   by  their  means  the 

Is  of  the  Babylonians  should  he  put  to  shame, 
and  that  Nebuchadnezzar  should  be  overcome 

by  three  youths,  and  that  by  their  faith  the  fire 
in  the  furnace  sh<  kept  at  bay,  and  the 
desire  of  the  wicked  elders  (or  chiefs)  proved 
vain. 

Cm  \;\  n.  3.  ,- 1  have  dreamed  a  dream."  The 
dream,  then,  which  was  Men  by  the  king  was  not 
an  earthly  dream,  so  that  it  might  be  interpreted 
by  the  wise  of  the  world  ;  but  it  was  a  heavenly 

am,  fulfilled  in  its  proper  times,  according  to 
ansel    and    foreknowledge  of  God.      And 

for  this  reason  it  was  kept  secret  from  men  who 
think  of  earthly  tl  at  to  those  who  seek 
after  heavenly  things  heavenly  mysteries  might 
be  revealed.  And,  indeed,  there  was  a  similar 

case  in  Egypt  in  the  time  of  Pharaoh  and 
1 

5.  ••The  thing  is  gone  from  me."  For  this 
purpose  wa  ded  from  the  king, 

that  he  \\'  isen  of  God.,  viz.,  Daniel, 
might  mi   to  be   a   prophet.     For  when 

thinj  1  from  some  are  revealed  by  an- 
other, he  who  tells  them  is  of  necessity  shown  to 

be  a  prophi 

10.  "And   they   say,   There   is  not    a    man." 
When  1-,  therefore,  they  declared  it  to  be  im- 

•  that  what  was  asked  by  the  king  should 
man  ;  God  showed  them,  that  what 

ith  man  is  possible  with  God. 

14.  -  Arioch,  the  captain  of  the  king's  guard" 
(lit  the  chi  Jiterer  or  cook  ") .    For 

he  cook  si  Lys  all  animals  and  cooks  them,  of 
milar  nature  was  his  occupation.     And  the 

rulers  of  the  world  slay  men,  butchering  them 
like  brute  1 

Thou  hast  given  me  wisdom 

and  might"     We  ought  the  to  mark  the 
go<»  how  He  straightway  reveals 
and  If)  to  the  worthy,  and  to  those 
that  fear  Him,  fulfilling  their  prayers  and  suppli- 
rat;  ■■  Who  is  wise,  and 
he  shall  understand  these  things?  and  prudent, 
and  he  shall  know  them  ?  "  ' 

xiv.  9. 

87.  •'Cannot  the  wise  men.  the  magicians." 
I  I.  instructs  the  king  not  to  seek  an  explanation 

of  heavenly  mysteries  from  earthly  men,  for  they 
shall  be  a<  c  omplished  in  their  due  time  by  God. 

29.   '•  As  for  thee,  ()  kin^,  thy  thoughts."      For 
the  king,  on  making  himself  master  of  the  land 
of  Egypt,  and  getting  hold  of  the  country  of 

Judea,  and  earning  oil'  the  people,  thought  upon Ned  what  should  be  after  these  things;  and 
lie  who  knows  the  secrets  of  all,  and  searcheth 

the  thoughts  of  the  hearts,  revealed  to  him  by 
means  of  the  image  the  tiling  that  were  to  be. 
And  He  hid  from  him  the  vision,  in  order  that 
the  counsels  of  God  might  not  be  interpreted  by 
tiie  wise  men  of  Babylon,  but  that  by  the  blessed 
Daniel,  as  a  prophet  of  God,  things  kept  secret 
from  all  might  be  made  manifest. 

31.  "Behold  a  great  image."  How,  then, 
should  we  not  mark  the  things  prophesied  of 
old  in  Babylon  by  Daniel,  and  now  yet  in  the 
course  of  fulfilment  in  the  world?  For  the  im- 

age shown  at  that  time  to  Nebuchadnezzar  fur- 
nished a  type  of  the  whole  world.  In  these 

times,  the  Babylonians  were  sovereign  over  all, 
and  these  were  the  golden  head  of  the  image. 
And  then,  after  them,  the  Persians  held  the 

supremacy  for  245  years,  and  they  were  repre- 
sented by  the  silver.  Then  the  ( Greeks  had  the 

supremacy,  beginning  with  Alexander  of  Mace- 
don,  for  300  years,  so  that  they  were  the  brass. 
After  them  came  the  Romans,  who  were  the  iron 

of  the  image,  for  they  were  strong  as  iron. 
Then  (we  have)  the  toes  of  clay  and  iron,  to 
signify  the  democracies  that  were  subsequently 
to  rise,  partitioned  among  the  ten  toes  of  the 
image,  in  which  shall  be  iron  mixed  with  clay. 

31.  "Thou  sawest,"  etc.  Apollinaris  on  this  : 
He  looked,  and  behold,  as  it  were,  an  image. 
For  it  did  not  appear  to  him  as  an  actual  object, 
presented  to  the  view  of  an  onlooker,  but  as  an 
image  or  semblance.  And  while  it  contains  in 

it  man\-  things  together,  that  is  in  such  a  way 
that  it  is  not  really  one,  but  manifold.  For  it 
comprised  a  summary  of  all  kingdoms  ;  and  its 
exceeding  splendour  was  on  account  of  the  glory 
of  the  kings,  and  its  terrible  appearance  on 
account  of  their  power.  Eusebius  Pamphili, 
and  Hippolytus  the  most  holy  bishop  of  Rome, 
compare  the  dream  of  Nebuchadnezzar  now  in 
question  with  the  vision  of  the  prophet  Daniel. 
Since  these  have  given  a  different  interpretation 
of  this  vision  now  before  us  in  their  expositions, 
I  deemed  it  necessary  to  transcribe  what  is  said 
by  Eusebius  of  Caesarea,  who  bears  the  surname 

Pamphili,  in  the  15th  book  of  his  Gospel  Dem- 
onstration ; 2  for  he  expounds  the  whole  vis- 

ion in  these  terms  :  "  I  think  that  this  (i.e.,  the 
vision  of  Nebuchadnezzar)    differs   in    nothing 

2  This  book  is  not  now  extant,  the  first  ten  alone  having  reached our  time. 
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from  the  vision  of  the  prophet.  For  as  the 

prophet  saw  a  great  sea,  so  the  king  saw  a  great 
image.  And  again,  as  the  prophet  saw  four 
beasts,  which  he  interpreted  as  four  kingdoms, 

so  the  king  was  given  to  understand  four  king- 
doms under  the  gold,  and  silver,  and  brass,  and 

iron.  And  again,  as  the  prophet  saw  the  divis- 
ion of  the  ten  horns  of  the  last  beast,  and  three- 

horn-,  broken  by  one;  so  the  king,  in  like  man- 
ner, saw  in  the  extremities  of  the  image  one  part 

iron  and  another  clay.  And  besides  this,  as  the 
prophet,  after  the  vision  of  the  four  kingdoms, 
saw  the  Son  of  man  receive  dominion,  and  power, 
and  a  kingdom;  so  also  the  king  thought  lie  saw 
a  stone  smite  the  whole  image,  and  become  a 
great  mountain  and  fill  the  sea.  And  rightly  so. 
For  it  was  quite  consistent  in  the  king,  whose 
view  of  the  spectacle  of  life  was  so  false,  aim 
who  admired  the  beauty  of  the  mere  sensibl 
colours,  so  to  speak,  in  the  picture  set  up  to 
view,  to  liken  the  life  of  all  men  to  a  great 

image;  but  (it  became)  the  prophet  to  com] 

the  great  and  might)-  tumult  of  life  to  a  mighty 
sea.  And  it  was  fitting  that  the  king,  who  prized 
the  substances  deemed  precious  among  men, 
gold,  and  silver,  and  brass,  and  iron,  should 
liken  to  these  substances  the  kingdoms  that  held 

the  sovereignty  at  different  times  in  the  life  of 
men  :  but  that  the  prophet  should  describe  these 
same  kingdoms  under  the  likeness  of  beasts,  in 
accordance  with  the  manner  of  their  rule.     And 

in,  the  king  —  who  was  puffed  up,  as  it  seems, 
in  his  own  conceit,  and  plumed  himself  on  the 

j tower  of  his  ancestors  —  is  show  n  th  ■  vicissitude 
to  which  affairs  are  subject,  and  the  end  destined 
for  all  the  kingdoms  of  earth,  with  the  view  of 

toai  hing  him  to  la  his  prid  ■  in  hims  :lf, 
and    understand    thai    there    is    nothing    stable 

ing  men,  but  onl)  that  which  is  the  appointed 
uid  of  all  things  —  the  kingdom  of  God.     For 
after  the  firsl   kingdom  of  the    Assyrians,  which 
was  d  inoted  by  the  gold,  there  will  be  the  sec 
ond  kingdom  of  the  Persians,  expressed  by  the 

silver  ;  and  then  the  third  kingdom  of  th"  M 
donians,   signified  by  the   brass;   and   alter  it. 
the  fourth  kingdom  of  the  Romans  will  sui  1 
more  powerful  than  those  that  went  before  it; 
for  which  reason  also  it  was  likened  to  iron.    For 

of  it  it  is  said  :  "And  the  fourth  kingdom  shall 
be  1 ,    iron  ;    as    iron    breaketh    and    sub- 

dueth  all  things,  so  shall  it  break  .\\\t\  subdue   all 

things."     And  after  all   these  kingdoms  which 
have    been    mentioned,    the    kingdom  of  God    is 
represented  bv  the    Uone    that    breaks    the  whole 

image.     And   the  prophet,  in  conformity   with 
this,  does  not  see  the    kingdom  whii  h    comes    at 

the  end  n\  all  the->e  things,  until  he  has  m  order 
described  the  four  dominions  mentioned  under 
the    lour    beasts.      And     I    think    that    the  visions 

shown,    both    to   the    king   and    tO    the    prophet. 

visions  of  these  four  kingdoms  alone,  and 
of  none  others,  because  by  these  the  nation  of 
the  Jews  was  held  in  bondage  from  the  times 

of  the  prophet." 
33.  "  His  feet,"  etc.  Hippolytus  :  In  the  vis- 

ion of  the  prophet,  the  ten  horns  arc  the  things 
that  are  yet  to  be. 

34.  "Thou  sawest  till  that  a  stone  was  cut." 
Thou  sawest,  as  it  were,  a  stone  <  ut  without 

hands,  and  smiting  the  image  upon  its  feet.  For 
the  human  kingdom  was  de<  isively  separated 
from  the  divine;  with  re;  -  which  it  is 

written.  '•  as  it  were  cut."  The  stroke,  however, 
smites  the  extremities,  and  in  the.se  it  broke  all 
dominion  that  is  upon  earth. 

45.  "And  the  dream  is  certain,"  That  no 
one.  therefore,  may  haw  any  doubt  whether  the 
things  announced  shall  turn  out  so  .  the 
prophet  has  confirmed  them  with  the  words, 

"And  the  dream  is  certain,  and  the  interpreta- 
tion thereof  sure;"  I  have  not  erred  in  the  in- 

terpretation of  the  vision. 

46.  "Then  king  Nebuchadnezzar  fell  upon  his 
face."     Nebuchadnezzar    he '.ring    these    thi 
and  being  put  in  remembrance  of  Ids  \i^ 
knew  that  what  was  spoken   by  1  laniel  was  true. 
How  great   is  the  power  of  :  God, 

beloved,  that  one  who  a  little  ' 
to   death   with   the   other  wise   nun   ^>\    Babylon, 
should   now   be  worshipped   by  the   kitw,  not 

man,  but  as  God  !     "lie  commanded  that  they 
ild  offer  manaa  "  '  (i.e..  in  Chaldee,  "obla- 

tion") "and   sweet  odours  unto  him."  old. .the    Lord   made  a  similar  announcement 

Mo^es,  saying,  "See.  I  have  made  th.  1  to 
Pharaoh;"3  in  order  that,  on  ac<  '".•1;  of  the 
si^ns  wrought  by  him  in  the  land  ol  Egypt, 

Moses  might  no  longer  be  re.  koned  a  man,  but 

In-  worshipped  as  a  god  by  the  I 
48.    "  Then    the     king    made     1  tin: 

man."       for   as    he    had    humbled    himself,   and 

ented    hinw  If  as   the   lea-'  "1   men, 
God  made  him  great,  and  the  k  shed 

him   as   ruler  over   the   whole    land    i  '.on. 
Just  as  also  Pharaoh  did  to  Joseph, 
him    then    to   be    inler  OVCI   the   whole    land. 

pj.  -  And    Daniel   requested,  '  etc.     1 
the)  h  id  united  with  Daniel  in  praj 
that    the    vision    might    be    ie\ 
I  laniel,  when  he  obtained  great  I 
king,  made   mention   ̂ '\   them. 

what  had  been  done  by  the-  . 
the)   also  should  be  deemed 
honour  as  fell.  >\\  and  Wi 
!      -   when    thev  a  -ked    he  r. 

1     d.  they   received   also the  king. 

•      I     V       Ml.     I. 
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w.  111.  i.    ••  In  the  eighteenth  year,"  etc. 
i t:  wanting  in  the  Vulgate,  etc) 
\  ,  »nsid  i  of  time  having  elapsed, 

therefore,  and  the  eighteenth  year  being  now  in 
its  i  the  km:;,  calling  to  mind  Ins  vision, 
"made  an   im  >1.  whose  height  was 
thn  and  the  breadth  thereof  six 

cub  For  a-  die  blessed  Daniel,  in  interpret- 
the  vision,  had  answered  the  king,  .saying. 

l'hou  art  this  head  of  gold  in  the  image,"  the 
king,  being  puffed  up  with  this  address,  and 
elated  in  heart,  made  a  copy  of  this  image,  in 
order  that  he  might  be  worshipped  by  all  as 
Cod. 

-.  "All  the  people  fell."  Some  (did  so)  be- 
cause they  feared  the  king  himself;  but  all  (or 

"most"),  because  they  were  idolaters,  obeyed 
the  word  i  ommanded  1>>  the  king. 

16.  "Shadrach,  Meshach,  and  Abednego  an- 
swered." etc.  These  three  youths  are  become 

an  example  to  all  faithful  men,  inasmuch  as  they 
did  not  fear  the  crowd  of  satraps,  neither  did 

they  tremble  when  they  heard  the  king's  words, 
nor  did  they  shrink  when  they  saw  the  flame  of 
the  blazing  furnace,  but  deemed  all  men  and  the 
whole  world  as  nought,  and  kept  the  fear  of  God 
alone  before  their  eyes.  Daniel,  though  he  stood 
at  a  distance  and  kept  silence,  encouraged  them 
to  be  oi  good  cheer  as  he  smiled  to  them.  And 
he  rejoi  o  himself  at  the  witness  they  bore, 
understanding,  as  he  did,  that  the  three  youths 
would  receive  a  crown  in  triumph  over  the 
devil. 

19.  '"And  commanded  that  they  should  heat 
the  furnace  one  seven  times  more."  He  bids 
the  vast  furnace  be  heated  one  seven  times  more, 
as  if  he  were  already  overcome  by  them.  In 
earthly  things,  then,  the  king  was  superior;  but 
in  faith  toward  God  the  three  youths  were  supe- 

rior. Tell  me.  Nebuchadnezzar,  with  what  pur- 
pose  you  order  them  to  be  cast  into  the  fire 
bound?  Is  it  lest  they  might  escape,  if  they 
should  have  their  feet  unbound,  and  thus  be  able 
to  extinguish  the  fire?  But  thou  doest  not  these 
things  of  thyself,  but  there  is  another  who  work- 
eth  these  things  by  thy  means. 

47.  the  flame  streamed  forth."     The 
fire,  he  means,  was  driven  from  within  by  the 
angel,  and  burst  forth  outwardly.  See  how  even 
the  fire  appears  intelligent,  as  if  it  recognised 

and  pu-  the  guilty.     For  it  did  not  touch 
the  servant  1.  but  it  consumed  the  unbe- 

lieving and  impii  ■  :>  (  haldeans.  Those  who  were 
within  v.  sprinkled  with  a  (cooling)  dew  by 
the  angel,  while  those  who  thought  they  stood  in 

ide  the  furnace  were  destroyed  by  the 
fire.  The  men  who  cast  in  the  youths  were 
burned  by  the  flame,  which  caught  them  on  all 

.'  The  numbered  according  to  the  Greek  translation, 
1  incorporates  the  apocrypha]  "  song  of  the  three  holy  children." 

sides,  as  I  suppose,  when  they  went  to   bind   the 

youths. ■  (i.e..  25).  "And  the  form  of  the  fourth  i-» 
like  the  Son  of  God."  Tell  me,  Nebuchadnez- 

zar, when  didst  thou  see  the  Son  of  God,  that 
thou  shouldst  confess  that  this  is  the  Son  of  God? 
Ami  who  pricked  thy  heart,  that  thou  shouldst 
utter  such  a  word?  And  with  what  eyes  wert 
thou  able  to  look  into  this  light?  And  why  was 
this  manifested  to  thee  alone,  and  to  none  of 
the  satraps  about  thee?  But,  as  it  is  written, 

''The  heart  of  a  king  is  in  the  hand  of  God  :  "  the 
hand  of  God  is  here,  whereby  the  Word  pricked 
his  heart,  so  that  he  might  recognise  Him  in  the 
furnace,  and  glorify  Him.  And  this  idea  of  ours 
is  not  without  good  ground.  For  as  the  children 
of  Israel  were  destined  to  see  God  in  the  world, 
and  yet  not  to  believe  on  Him,  the  Scripture 
showed  beforehand  that  the  Gentiles  would  rec- 

ognise Him  incarnate,  whom,  while  not  incar- 
nate, Nebuchadnezzar  saw  and  recognised  of  old 

in  the  furnace,  and  acknowledged  to  be  the  Son 
of  God. 

93  (i.e.,  26).  "And  he  said,  Shadrach,  Me- 
shach, and  Abednego."  The  three  youths  he 

thus  called  by  name.  But  he  found  no  name  by 
which  to  call  the  fourth.  For  He  was  not  yet 
that  Jesus  born  of  the  Virgin. 

97  (i.e.,  30).  "Then  the  king  promoted,"  etc. 
For  as  they  honoured  God  by  giving  themselves 

up  to  death,  so,  too,  they  were  themselves  hon- 
oured not  only  by  God,  but  also  by  the  king. 

And  they  taught  strange  and  foreign  nations  also 

to  worship  God.' Ghap.  vii.  1.  "And  he  wrote  the  dream." 
The  things,  therefore,  which  were  revealed  to  the 
blessed  prophet  by  the  Spirit  in  visions,  these  he 
also  recounted  fully  for  others,  that  he  might 
not  appear  to  prophesy  of  the  future  to  himself 
alone,  but  might  be  proved  a  prophet  to  others 
also,  who  wish  to  search  the  divine  Scriptures. 

2.  "And  behold  the  four  winds."  He  means 
created  existence  in  its  fourfold  division. 

3.  "And  four  great  beasts."  As  various  beasts 
then  were  shown  to  the  blessed  Daniel,  and  these 
different  from  each  other,  we  should  understand 
that  the  truth  of  the  narrative  deals  not  with  cer- 

tain beasts,  but,  under  the  type  and  image  of 
different  beasts,  exhibits  the  kingdoms  that  have 
risen  in  this  world  in  power  over  the  race  of 
man.  For  by  the  great  sea  he  means  the  whole 
world. 

4.  "Till  the  wings  thereof  were  plucked." 
For  this  happened  in  reality  in  the  time  of  Neb- 

uchadnezzar, as  has  been  shown  in  the  preced- 
ing book.  And  he  bears  witness  directly  that 

this  very  thing  was  fulfilled  in  himself;  for  he 
was  driven  out  of  the  kingdom,  and  stripped  of 
his  glory,  and  of  the  greatness  which  he  formerly 

possessed.    "And  after  a  little  :"  the  words,  "It 
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was  made  stand  upon  the  feet  as  a  man,  and  a 

man's  heart  was  given  to  it,"  signify  that  Nebu- 
chadnezzar, when  he  humbled  himself,  and  ac- 
knowledged that  he  was  but  a  man,  in  subjection 

under  the  power  of  God,  and  made  supplication 
to  the  Lord,  found  mercy  with  Him,  and  was 
restored  to  his  own  kingdom  and  honour. 

5.  "A  second  beast  like  to  a  bear."  To  rep- 
resent the  kingdom  of  the  Persians.  "And  it 

had  three  ribs."  The  three  nations  he  calls 
three  ribs.  The  meaning,  therefore,  is  this  :  that 
beast  had  the  dominion,  and  these  others  under 

it  were  the  Medes,  Assyrians,  and  Babylonians. 

"  And  they  said  thus  to  it,  Arise,  devour."  For 
the  Persians  arising  in  these  times,  devastated 
every  land,  and  made  many  men  subject  to 
them,  and  slew  them.  For  as  this  beast,  the 
bear,  is  a  foul  animal,  and  carnivorous,  tearing 
with  claws  and  teeth,  such  also  was  the  kingdom 
of  the  Persians,  who  held  the  supremacy  for  two 
hundred  and  thirty  years. 

6.  "And,  lo,  another  beast  like  a  leopard." 
In  mentioning  a  leopard,  he  means  the  kingdom 
of  the  Greeks,  over  whom  Alexander  of  Macedon 
was  king.  And  he  likened  them  to  a  leopard, 

because  they  were  quick  and  inventive  in  thought,  I 
and  bitter  in  heart,  just  as  that  animal  is  many- 
coloured  in  appearance,  and  quick  in  wounding 

and  in  drinking  man's  blood. 
"The  beast  had  also  four  heads."  When  the 

kingdom  of  Alexander  was  exalted,  and  grew, 
and  acquired  a  name  over  the  whole  world,  his 
kingdom  was  divided  into  four  principalities. 
For  Alexander,  when  near  his  end,  partitioned 
his  kingdom  among  his  four  comrades  of  the 

same  race,  viz.,  "  Seleucus,  Demetrius,  Ptolemy, 
and  Philip;"  and  ali  these  assumed  crowns,  as 
I  )aniel  prophesies,  and  as  it  is  written  in  the  first 

book  oi'  Maccabees. 
7.  "And  behold  a  fourth  beast."  Now,  that 

there  has  arisen  no  other  kingdom  after  that  of 
the  Greeks  except  thai  which  stand,  soverei  n 
at  present,  is  manifesl  to  all.  This  one  has  iron 
teeth,  because  it  subdues  and  reduces  all  by  its 
Strength,  just  as  iron  does.  And  the  resl  n  did 
tread  with  its  feet,  lor  there  is  no  other  kingdom 

taining  alter  this   one,  but    from  it  will  spring 
ten  horns. 

"And  it  had  ten  horns."      boras  the  prophet 
sad  already  of  the  leopard,  thai  the  beasl  had 

in  ads,  and  that  was  fulfilled,  and  Alexander's 
kingdom  was  divided  into  four  principalities,  so 

1  now  we  ought   to  look  tor  the  ten  horns 
which  are  to  spring  from  it,  when  the  time  of 
the  beast   shall   be   fulfilled,  and   the   little   horn. 
which   is   Antichrist,  shall   appear  suddenly  in 
their  midst,  and  righteousness  shall  be  banished 
from  the  earth,  and  the  whole  world  shall  re.x  h 

its   consummation.       So    that    we    OUghl    not    to 

anticipate  the  counsel  of  (\od,  but  exen  ise  pa- 

tience and  prayer,  that  we  fall  not  on  such 
times.  We  should  not,  however,  refuse  to  be- 

lieve that  these  things  will  come  For 
if  the  things  which  the  prophets  predicted  in 
former  times  have  not  been  realized,  then  we 
need  not  look  for  these  things,  but  if  those 
former  things  did  happen  in  their  proper  sea- 

sons, as  was  foretold,  these  things  also  shall  cer- 
tainly be  fulfilled. 

8.  "  I  considered  the  horn>."     That  is  to 
I  looked  intently  at  the  beast,  and  was  aston- 

ished at  everything  about  it,  but    espe<  [ally  at 
the  number  of  the  horns.     For  the  app 
of  this  beast  differed  from   that    of   the    other 
beasts  in  kind. 

13    "And    came    to    the    Ancient   of  da;. 
By  the  Ancient  of  days  he  1  none  other 
than  the    Lord   and   God  and    Ruler  of  all,  and 
even  of  Christ  Himself,  who  maketh  ti 

old,  and  yet  becometh  not  old  Himself  by  ti 
and  days. 

14.  "  His  dominion  is  an  everlasting  d.  -min- 
ion." The  Father,  having  put  all  things  in  sub- 
jection to  His  own  Son,  both  things  in  heaven 

and  things  on  earth,  showed  Him  forth  by  all  as 

the  first-begotten  of  God,  in  order  that,  a' 
with  the  bather,  lie  might  be  approved  die  £ 
of  God  before  angels,  and  be  manii  the 
Lord  also    of  angels :    (Hdsho  Him  forth 

also  as)  the  first-begotten  of  l,      11   He 

might    be    seen    to    be    in    I  [imself    t;: 
anew  of  the  first-formed  Adam,    1    rid)   as   the 

first-begotten     from    the   dead.    T     I    II       m 
line    Himself    the    first-fruits 

rection. 

■•  Which  shall  not  pass  away." 
all  the  dominion  giv<  a  b)   tl       Fathei 

own  Son,  who  is  manifested  ".  in hea\  en  and  on   earth.  Am\  un<  I 

a  •  Judge   "I'  all  :   of  all   in   lit was  burn   the  Word,  of  the  I    ither 

ire  ail  ;  and  of  .ill  in  earth,  H 
•  in  .  1.  and  <  i'  ■■;<  d  Adam  am  w  of  I ! 

ami  of  all  under  the  earth, 

numbered  among  the  iU\u\,  a: 
SOUls   of  the    saints,     {.\m\)     D) 
death. 

1  7.   "  Whil  h  shall  arise."      I :-.   have   finished   then 

moved,  and    tiie   one    still 
this  one.  to,.,  is  i,  moved,  I 

things  (shall )    end,  A\h\    In     i 
that  the  indissoluble  and  everl 
the  s. unts   ma)    be   brought 

heavenh     Km:;    manifested    !■• 

figure,  like  one    seen    m  \ :  ■ 
pillar  of  (loud  upon  the  tO] 

amid  the  p.  >\\    is   and   am 
ini  amate  and  man.  I 

iming  from  heaven  m  the  w 
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•  \.:  :  i  ii  [uired  about  the  fourth  beast." 
irth  kingdom,  of  which  we  have 

.  that  he  here  refers :  that  king 

i.  than  which  no  greater  kingdom  of  like 

oati  upon  the  earth  ;  from  which 

i  ten  horns  .ire  to  spring,  and  to  be  appor- 
ied   am  a   crowns.      And   amid  these 

horn   shall   rise,   which   is   that  of 

Ant  And  it  shall  pluck  by  the  roots  the 
three  othei  re  it;  that  is  to  say,  he  shall 

.  crt    the    three of  Egypt,   Libya,  and 
opia,  widi  the  view  of  acquiring  for  himself 

universal  dominion.    And  after  conquering  the 

remaining  seven  horns,  he  will  at  last  begin,  in- 
flated In  a  strange  and  wicked  Spirit,  to  stir  up 

war  the  saints,  and  to  persecute  all  every- 
where, with  the  aim  of  being  glorified  by  all,  and 

being  ipped  as  God. 

••  Until  the  Ancient  of  days  come."  That 
is.  when  at  length  the  Judge  of  judges  and  the 
Kin.;   of  ki  ue-.   from   heaven,  who    shall 

.crt  the  whole  dominion  and  power  of  the 

adversary,  and  shall  consume  all  with  the  eternal 
fire  of  punishment,  but  to  I  lis  servants,  and 
prophets,  .uvl  martyrs,  and  to  all  who  fear  Him, 
He  wi  give  .m  everlasting  kingdom  ;  that  is,  they 

■  the  endless  enjoyment  of  good. 

j;.  "  Until  a  time,  and  times,  and  the  dividing 
of  t;  This  denotes  three  years  and  a  half. 

C  "i  i  vi*.  ix..  21.  "And,  behold,  the  man  Ga- 
briel .  .  .  flyil  You  see  how  the  prophet 

like  1  of  the  angels  to  a  winged  bird, 
on  account  of  the  light  and  rapid  motion  with 

spirits  fly  so  quickly  in  discharge  of 
ord 

Chap.  x.  6.  "  And  the  voice  of  His  words." 
For  all  we  who  now  believe  on  Him  declare  the 

words  of  Christ,  as  if  we  spake  by  His  mouth 
the  tiling  enjoined  by  Him. 

;.  "And  1  saw,"  etc.  For  it  is  to  His  saints 
that  fear  Him,  and  to  thein  alone,  that  fie  re- 
veals  Himself.  For  if  any  one  seems  to  be  liv- 

now  in  the  Church,  and  yet  has  not  the  fear 
of  God,  his  companionship  with  the  saints  will 
avail  him  nothi 

i  j.  "  rhy  words  were  heard."  Behold  how 
much  tl  f  of  a  righteous  man  availeth,  that 
to  him  al  me,  as  to  one  worthy,  things  not  yet  to 

in  the  world  should  be  revealed. 

13.  "And  lo,  Michael."     Who  is  Michael  but 
the  an_  jv-i\  to  the  people?      As  (Cod) 

"I  will  not  go  with  you  in  the 
way,  1  the  people  are  stiff-necked;  but 

my  angel  shall  go  with  you." 
16.  "My  inwards  are  turned"  (A.  V.,  "my 

sorrows  are  turned  upon  me").  For  it  was 
meet  that,  at  the  appearing  of  the  Lord,  what 

above  should  be  turned  beneath,  in  order' 
that  also  what  was  beneath  might  come  above. 

—  I  require  time,  he  says,  to  recover  myself,  and 

to  be  able  to  endure  the  words  and  to  make 

reply  to  what  is  said.  —  but  while  I  was  in  this 
position,  he  continues,  I  was  strengthened  bc- 
yond  my  hope,  for  one  unseen  touched  me, 
and  straightway  my  weakness  was  removed,  and 
I  was  restored  to  my  former  strength,  for  when- 

ever all  the  strength  of  our  life  and  its  glory  | 
from  us,  then  are  we  strengthened  by  Christ,  who 
stretches  forth  His  hand  and  raises  the  living 
from  among  the  dead,  and  as  it  were  from  Hades 
itself,  to  the  resurrection  of  life. 

18.  "And  he  strengthened  me."  For  when- 
ever the  Word  has  made  us  of  good  hope  with 

regard  to  the  future,  we  are  able  also  readily  to 
hear  His  voice. 

20.  "To  fight  with  the  prince  of  Persia."  For 
from  the  day  that  thou  didst  humble  thyself  be- 

fore the  Lord  thy  God  thy  prayer  was  heard,  and 

I  was  sent  "  to  fight  with  the  prince  of  Persia." 
For  there  was  a  design  not  to  let  the  people  go. 
Therefore,  that  thy  prayer  might  be  speedily 

answered,  "  I  stood  up  against  him." 
Chap.  xii.  i.  "There  shall  be  a  time  of  trou- 

ble." For  at  that  time  there  shall  be  great 
trouble,  such  as  has  not  been  from  the  founda- 

tion of  the  world,  when  some  in  one  way,  and 
others  in  another,  shall  be  sent  through  every 

city  and  country  to  destroy  the  faithful  •  and  the saints  shall  travel  from  the  west  to  the  east,  and 

shall  be  driven  in  persecution  from  the  east  to 
the  south,  while  others  shall  conceal  themselves 

in  the  mountains  and  caves ;  and  the  abomina- 
nation  shall  war  against  them  everywhere,  and 
shall  cut  them  off  by  sea  and  by  land  by  his 
decree,  and  shall  endeavour  by  every  means  to 
destroy  them  out  of  the  world  ;  and  they  shall 
not  be  able  any  longer  to  sell  their  own  property, 
nor  to  buy  from  strangers,  unless  one  keeps  and 
carries  with  him  the  name  of  the  beast,  or  bears 
its  mark  upon  his  torehead.  For  then  they  shall 
all  be  driven  out  from  every  place,  and  dragged 
from  their  own  homes  and  haled  into  prison,  and 
punished  with  all  manner  of  punishment,  and 
cast  out  from  the  whole  world. 

2.  "These  shall  awake  to  everlasting  life." 
That  is,  those  who  have  believed  in  the  true  life, 
and  who  have  their  names  written  in  the  book 

of  life.  "  And  these  to  shame."  That  is,  those 
who  are  attached  to  Antichrist,  and  who  are  cast 
with  him  into  everlasting  punishment. 

3.  "And  they  that  be  wise  shall  shine."  And 
the  Lord  has  said  the  same  thing  in  the  Gospel : 

"Then  shall  the  righteous  shine  forth  as  the 

sun."  ■ 
7.  "  For  a  time,  times,  and  an  half."  By  this 

he  indicated  the  three  and  a  half  years  of  Anti- 
christ. For  by  a  time  he  means  a  year ;  and  by 

times,  two  years  ;  and  by  an  half  time,  half  a  year. 

1  Matt.  xiii.  43. 
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These  are  the  "one  thousand  two  hundred  and 

ninety  days"  of  which  Daniel  prophesied. 
9.  "The  words  are  closed  up  and  scaled." 

For  as  a  man  cannot  tell  what  God  has  prepared 
for  the  saints;  for  neither  has  eye  seen  nor  ear 
heard,  nor  has  it  entered  into  the  heart  of  man 
(to  conceive)  these  things,  into  which  even  the 
saints,  too,  shall  then  eagerly  desire  to  look  ;  so  | 

He  said  to  him,  "  For  the  words  are  sealed  until 
the  time  of  the  end ;  until  many  shall  be  chosen 

and  tried  with  fire."  And  who  are  they  who  are 
chosen,  but  those  who  believe  the  word  of  truth. 
so  as  to  be  made  white  thereby,  and  to  cast  off 
the  filth  of  sin,  and  put  on  the  heavenly,  pure, 
and  glorious  Holy  Spirit,  in  order  that,  when  the 
Bridegroom  comes,  they  may  go  in  straightway 
with  Him? 

11.  "  The  abomination  of  desolation  shall  be 

given  (set  up)."  Daniel  speaks,  therefore,  of j two  abominations:  the  one  of  destruction,  which 
Antiochus  set  up  in  its  appointed  time,  and 
which  bears  a  relation  to  that  of  desolation,  and 
the  other  universal,  when  Antichrist  shall  come.] 
For,  as  Daniel  says,  he  too  shall  be  set  up  for 

the  destruction  of  many.1 
IV. 

OTHER    FRAGMENTS   ON   DANIEL.8 

For  when  the  iron  legs  that  now  hold  the 
sovereignty  have  given  place  to  the  feet  and 
the  toes,  in  accordance  with  the  representation 
of  the  terrible  beast,  as  has  also  been  signified  in 
the  former  times,  then  from  heaven  will  come  the 
stone  that  smites  the  image,  and  breaks  it  ;  and 
it  will  subvert  all  the  kingdoms,  and  give  the 
kingdom  to  the  saints  of  the  Most  High.  This 
is  the  stone  which  becomes  a  great  mountain, 
and  (ills  the  earth,  and  of  which  it  is  written: 

'•  I  saw  in  the  night-visions,  and,  behold,  one 
like  the  Son  of  man  came  with  the  (Kinds  of 

heaven,  and  came  to  the  Ancient  of  d  iys.  And 
there  was  given  Him  dominion,  and  glory,  and 
a  kingdom;  and  all  peoples,  nation-,,  and  lan- 

guages shall  serve  Him:  His  power  is  an  ever- 
lasting power,  which  shall  ni  >t  pass  aw  ty,  and  1 1  is 

kingdom  shall  not  lie  destroyed.''  * v. 

ON  THE  SONG   OF  THE   THREE  CHI]  DREN.' 

"()  Ananias,  A/arias,  and  Misael,  bless  ve  the 
Lord;  <>  ye  apostles,  prophets,  and  martyi 
the    Ford,  bless   ye   the    Ford:    praise    Him,  and 

e\  ih  1  inn  above  all,  for  ever." 

1  "  By  ilir  most  holy  Hippolytua,  (biih 
act  Account   ol   the    Inn.-.,"  eti      From  Galfandi,  [mem Mmi  tn  Imc  I-  or  in  tun  to  tin 
ment.uv  of  1  li|  I  ' .nurl. 

1        I  '.m.'/.i,  .)U;c5l.  xlvui.  p,  j»7. 
1  I  Ian   \ ii 

*  From  the  Co/mm  Pmtmm  in  PmUmm  <•'  GmASm,  »ol<  111 
Cordcti.ui.c,  pp,  vji,  ad  v.  87. 

We  may  well  marvel  at  the  .  f  the  thl 
youths  in  the  funuu  e,  how  they  enumerated  all 
created  things,  so  that  not  one  of  them  might 
be  reckoned  free  and  independent  in  itself;  but, 
summing  up  and  naming  them  all  together,  both 
things  in  heaven,  and  things  in  earth,  and  things 
under  the  earth,  they  showed  them  to  be 
the  servants  of  God,  wh  id  all  things  by  the 
Word,  that  no   one   should    boast    that   any  of 
the  creatures  was  without  birth  and  beginning. VI. 

ON  SUSANNAH.* 

What   is   narrated   here,  happened  at  a  later 
time,  although  it  is  placed  before  the  first  1 

(at  the  beginning  of  the  book).     For  it  wa 

custom  with   the  writers   to   narrate  many*tlv 
in  an  inverted  order  in  their  writ  For  we 
find  also  in  the  prophi 
among  the  first  and  fulfilled  among  the  last  ; 
again,  on  the  other  hand,  somt  ded  am 
the   last  and   fulfilled   first.      \nd   this  was  d 

by  the  disposition  of  the  So:rit.  that  the  devil 
might  not  understand  the  things  spoken  in  | 
ables  by  the  prophets  and  might  not  a  second 
time  lay  his  snares  and  ruin  man. 

Ver.  i.    "  Called  Joacim."    Thisjoacim, 
a  stranger  in  Babylon,  obtains  Susannah  in  n 
riage.     And  she  was  the  -  r  of  Chel 
the  priest,6  who  found  the  1  the  law  in 
the  house  of  the  Ford,  when  Josiah  the  k 
commanded    him    to    purify   the    holy  o\    hoi 
His  brother  was  Jeremiah  the  prophet,  w 
carried,  with  th<  mt  that  was  lei  the 

deportation  of  the  peopl  to]        !  m,  into  Egypt, 
and  dwelt  in  Taphnse  ;    -im\.  while  prophesj 
there,  he  was  stoned  to  death  by  the  people. 

•■\  very  fair  woman,  and  owe  that  feared  the 
Lord,"  etc.  for  b)  the  fruit  produi  ed.  the  tree 
also  is  easily  known.    Formenwho  ind 
zealous  for  the  law.  brii  the  world  children 

worthy  of  (>o>\  ;   su<  h  as  he  was  ime 

a  propht  t  and  witness  of  <  'hrist,  an was  found  chaste  and  faithful  in  I 
honour  and  chastitj  wt  te  th  I   the 
manifestation  of  th  d  Daniel  as  a  prophet 

I.  ••  Now  foacim  m 
w  e  must  tl 
for  how  i  ould  those  who  w 

been    made    SUbjet  t     to    the     i 

ther  in  ' own  masters  '      I  i    I 
should  observe  that    \ 

I    . . ,>f  the  LX> 

ii.  8. 
"  Jcr.  xlm.  8. 
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1  them  kindly,  and  permitted 
1  do  all  things  accord- 

-  sannah  went  into    (her 
-  mnah  ])refignred  the 

in,  her  id,  Christ ;  and 
if  the  saints,  who  are 

like  fruitful  trees  in  the  Church.     And 
rid  ;   and  the  two  elders  are 

th  as  a  t  .  the  two  peoples  that  plot 
h  —  the  one,  namely,  of  the 

in,   and   the   other  of  the   Gentiles. 

For  th.  .   "were  appointed  rulers  of  the 
and  jud  mean)  that  in  this  world 

they  authority  and  rule,  judging   the 
righteous  unrighteously. 

the  two  elders  saw  her."  These 
things  the  rulers  of  the  Jews  wish  now  to  ex- 
pung  i   the   book,   and  assert   that   these 
things  did  not  happen  in  Babylon,  because  they 
are  ashamed  of  what  was  done  then  by  the 
eld<- 

9.  "  And  they  perverted  their  own  mind." 
For  how,  indeed,  can  those  who  have  been  the 
enemies  and  corruptors  of  the  Church  judge 
righteously,  or  look  up  to  heaven  with  pure 
heart,  when  they  have  become  the  slaves  of  the 
prince  of  this  worl 

10.  '"And  they  were  both  wounded  with  her 
(lov  This  word  is  to  be  taken  in  truth; 
for  always  the  two  peoples,  being  wounded  (in- 

stigate': Satan  working  in  them,  strive  to 
raise  persecutions  and  afflictions  against  the 
Church,  and  seek  how  they  may  corrupt  her, 
though  they  do  not  agree  with  each  other. 

12.  "And  they  watched  diligently."  And 
this,  too,  is  to  be  noted.  For  up  to  the  present 
time  both  the  Gentiles  and  the  Jews  of  the  cir- 

cumcision watch  and  busy  themselves  with  the 
dealings  of  the  Church,  desiring  to  suborn  false 

wita  3  gainst  us.  as  the  apostle  says:  "And 
that  because  of  false  brethren  unawares  brought 
in.  who  came  in  privily  to  spy  out  our  liberty 
which  we  have  in  Christ  Jesus."  « 

It  is  a  kind  of  sin  to  be  anxious  to  give  the 
mind  to  women. 

14.  •'And  when  they  were  gone  out,  they 
parted  the  one  from  the  other."  As  to  their 
parting  the  one  from  the  other  at  the  hour  of 
dinner  (luncheon),  this  signifies  that  in  the 
matter  of  earthly  meats  the  Jews  and  the  Gen- 

tiles are  not  at  one ;  but  in  their  views,  and  in 
all  worldly  matters,  they  are  of  one  mind,  and 
can  meet  each  other. 

14.  "And  asking  one  another,  they  acknowl- 
edged their  lust."  Thus,  in  revealing  themselves to  each  other,  they  foreshadow  the  time  when 

they  shall  be  proved  by  their  thoughts,  and  shall 

have  to  give  account  to  Cod  for  all  the  sin  which 

they  have  done,  as  Solomon  sa\  -  :  "  And  scrutiny 
shall  destroy  the  ungodly."  *  For  these  are  con- 

victed by  the  scrutiny. 

15.  "  As  they  watched  a  fit  time."  What  fit 
time  but  that  of  the  passover,  at  which  the  laver 
is  prepared  in  the  garden  for  those  who  burn, 
and  Susannah  washes  herself,  and  is  presented  as 
a  pure  bride  to  God  ? 

••  With  two  maids  only."  Forwhen  the  Church 
desires  to  take  the  laver  according  to  use,  she 
must  of  necessity  have  two  handmaids  to  accom- 

pany her.  For  it  is  by  faith  on  Christ  and  love 
to  God  that  the  Church  confesses  and  receives 
the  laver. 

18.  "And  she  said  to  her  maids,  Bring  me 
oil."  For  faith  and  love  prepare  oil  and  un- 

guents to  those  who  are  washed.  But  what  were 
these  unguents,  but  the  commandments  of  the 
holy  Word  ?  And  what  was  the  oil,  but  the  power 
of  the  Holy  Spirit,  with  which  believers  are 
anointed  as  with  ointment  after  the  laver  of 

washing?  All  these  things  were  figuratively  rep- 
resented in  the  blessed  Susannah,  for  our  sakes, 

that  we  who  now  believe  on  God  might  not 
regard  the  things  that  are  done  now  in  the  Church 
as  strange,  but  believe  them  all  to  have  been  set 
forth  in  figure  by  the  patriarchs  of  old,  as  the 

apostle  also  says  :  "  Now  these  things  happened 
unto  them  for  ensamples  :  and  they  were  written 
for  our  instruction,  on  whom  the  ends  of  the 

world  are  come."  3 
18.  "And  they  went  out  at  privy  doors;" 

showing  thus  by  anticipation,  that  he  who  desires 
to  partake  of  the  water  in  the  garden  must  re- 

nounce the  broad  gate,  and  enter  by  the  strait 

and  narrow.* 
'•  And  they  saw  not  the  elders."     For  as  of 

old  the  devil  was  concealed  in  the  serpent  in 
the  garden,  so  now  too,  concealed  in  the  eld 
he  fired  them  with  his  own  lust,  that  he  might 
again  a  second  time  corrupt  Eve. 

20.  "  Behold,  the  garden  doors  are  shut."  O 
wicked  rulers,  and  filled  with  the  workings  of  the 
devil,  did  Moses  deliver  these  things  to  you? 
And  while  ye  read  the  law  yourselves,  do  ye 

teach  others  thus?  Thou  that  sayest,  "Thou 
shalt  not  kill,"  dost  thou  kill?  Thou  that  sayest, 
"Thou  shall  not  covet,"  dost  thou  desire  to  cor- 

rupt the  wife  of  thy  neighbour? 

"And  we  are  in  love  with  thee."  Why.  ye 
lawless,  do  ye  strive  to  gain  over  a  chaste  and 
guileless  soul  by  deceitful  words,  in  order  to 
satisfy  your  own  lust  ? 

21.  "If  thou  wilt  not,  we  will  bear  witness 

1  Gad.  ii.  4. 

aQcuiiai    m<_-_.              ± 

v   ••'>•" 

2  Prov.  i.  32;  in  our 

shall  destroy  them." 3  1  Cor.  x.  11. 
*  Matt.  vii.  13,  14. 
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you  begin,  comes  of  the  deceitfulness  that  lurks 
in  you  from  the  beginning  And  there  was  in 

reality  a  yo'ing  man  with  hec^that  one  '  of  yours  ; 
one  from  heaven,  not  to  have  intercourse  with 
her,  but  to  bear  witness  to  her  truth. 

22.  "And    Susannah  sighed."      The  blessed 
nnah,  then,  when  she  heard  these  wor 

troubled  in  her  heart,  and  set  a  watch  upon  her 
mouth,  not  wishing  to  be  defiled  by  the  wicked 
elders.  Now  it  is  in  our  power  also  to  ap- 

prehend die  real  meaning  of  all  that  befell 
Susannah.  For  you  may  find  this  also  fulfilled 
in  the  present  condition  of  the  Church.  For 
when  the  two  peoples  conspire  to  destroy  any 
of  the  saints,  they  watch  for  a  fit  time,  and  enter 
the  house  of  (iod  while  all  there  are  praying  and 
praising  God,  and  seize  some  of  them,  and  carry 
them  off,  and  keep  hold  of  them,  saying,  Corned 
consent  with  us,  and  worship  our  Gods ;  and  if 
not,  we  will  bear  witness  against  you.  And  when 
they  refuse,  they  drag  them  before  the  court 
and  accuse  them  of  acting  contrary  to  the  de- 

crees of  Caesar,  and  condemn  them  to  death. 

'T  am  straitened  on  every  side."  Behold  the 
words  of  a  chaste  woman,  and  one  dear  to  God  : 

"  I  am  straitened  on  every  side."  For  the  Church 
is  afflicted  and  straitened,  not  only  by  the  Jews, 
but  also  by  the  Gentiles,  and  by  those  who  are 
called  Christians,  but  are  not  such  in  reality. 
For  they,  observing  her  chaste  and  happy  life, 
strive  to  ruin  her. 

"  For  if  I  do  this  thing,  it  is  death  to  me." 
For  to  be  disobedient  to  God,  and  obedient  to 
men,  works  eternal  death  and  punishment. 

"And  if  I  do  it  not,  I  cannot  escape  your 
hands."  And  this  indeed  is  said  with  truth. 

they  who  are  brought  into  judgment  for  the 

sake  of  God's  name,  if  they  do  what  is  com- 
manded them  by  men,  die  to  God,  and  shall  live 

in  the  world.  But  if  they  refuse  to  do  what  is 
commanded  them  by  men.  they  escape  not  the 
hands  of  their  judges,  but  are  condemned  by 
them. 

23.  "  It  is  better  for  me  not  to  do  it."  For 
it  is  better  to  die  by  the  hand  of  wicked  men 
and  live  with  God,  than,  by  consenting  to  them, 
to  be  delivered  from  them  and  fall  into  the  hands 
>f  God. 

24.  "And  Susannah  cried  with  a  loud  voi< 
Vnd  to  whom  did  Su  innah  cry  but  to  ( Jod  ?  as 

ill  say-  :   "  I'hen  shalt  thou  call,  and  the  Lord 
whilst  thou  art  yet  speaking, 

hall  say,  I.",  here  I  am."  - 
\nd   the   two  elder-,  <  ned  out   against   her." 

For  the  wicked  never  to  (  r\  out   against 

IS,  and   to   say:    Away  with   su<  h   from    oil"   the 
•arth,  for  it   is  not  lit  that  they  should   live.      In 
m  evangelical   sense,  Susannah  despised  them 

1,  present  in  the  ipiril  of 1  That  b,  Oaniel, 
1  Isa.  Ivni.  9. 

|>ii>|hciy.  — CoMDcr. 

who  kill  the  body,  in  order  that  she  might  save 
her  soul  from  death.  Now  sin  is  the  death  of 

the  soul,  and  especially  (the  sin  of)  adult 
For  when  the  soul  that  is  united  with  Christ 

sakes  its  faith,  it  is  given  over  to  perpetual  death, 

viz.,  eternal  punishment.  And  in  con'lrmation 
of  this,  in  the  case  of  the  tra:.  vio- 

lation of  marriage  unions  in  the  flesh,  the 
lecreed  the  penalty  of  death. 

25.  "Then  ran  the  one  and  opened  the 
pointing  to  the  broad  and  spacio'.:- 
they  who  follow  such  persons  perish. 

31.  "Now  Susannah  was  a  very  delicate  i 
man."     Not  that  she  had  meretricious  adorn- 

ments about  her  person,  as  Jezebel  had,  or  e 
painted  with  divers  colours  ;  but  that  she  had 
adornment  of  faith,  and  chastity,  and  sanctity. 

34.  "And  laid  their  hands  upon  her  head  ;" 
that  at  least  by  touching  her  they  might 
their  lust. 

35.  "And  she  was  weeping."  For  by  her 
tears  she  attracted  the  (regard  of)  the  Word 
from  heaven,  who  was  with  tears  to  raise  the 
dead  Lazarus. 

41.  "  Then  the  assembly  believed  them."     It 
becomes  us1,  then,  to  be  stedfast  in  ( 
and  to  give  no  heed  to  lies,  and  to  yield  no  ob- 

sequious  obedience   to    the    persons   of 
knowing  that  we  have  to  give  account  t 
but  if  we  follow  the  truth,  and  aim  at  tl. 

rule  of  faith,  we  shall  be  well-pleasing 

44.  "And  the   Lord   heard   her 
those  who  call  upon  Him  from  a  pure  heart,  < 
heareth.     But  from  those  who  (call  upon  Him)  in 
deceit  and  hypocrisy.  God  turneth  aw 

52.  "O  thou  that  art  »ld  inwi 
Now.  since  at  the  outset,  in  the  introdu<  I 
explained  that  the  two  elders  are  t..  be  I 
a  type  of  the  two  peoples,  that  of  I  nn- 

n  and  that  of  the  Gentiles,  which  an 
enemies  of  the  Church  ;  let  us  mark  th 
of   Daniel,  and    learn   that    the    S 

falsely  with  us  in  nothing.     For,  addi  the 
first  elder,  he  censures  him  as  one  in  I  in 
the  law  ;   while  he  the  other  as  a  1 

tile,  <  ailing  him  "th    i       of  Chai 
he  wis  then  anion.;  the  >n. 

55.  "Foreven  now  the  angel  ol  '  He 
show  .  th.u  when  Susannah  ] 
ami  was  heard,  the  an 

her.   just    as    u.is    the    •  1    the    i 

Tobias  '  and  Sara.     I'"-  when  th 
supplication  of  both   of  them  was  heard   in 

day   and    the    same    hour,   and    th' 
Raphael  was  sent  to  heal  them  both. 

61.  "And  they  arose  against  the  tw 
that  the  Baying  might  be  fulfilled,  "  Wh 
geth  a  pit  for  hi>  n  therein 

■  1 

*  l i  \    onri 
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To  .ill  these  things,  therefore,  we  ought  to 

give  heed,  beloved,  fearing  lest  any  one  be  over- 
u  in  any  transgression,  and  risk  the  loss 

his  soul,  km iwm-  as  w<  do  that  God  is  the  Ju< 
11  j  and  the  Word1  Himself  is  the  Eye  which 

done  in  the  world  escapes.  Thi 
fore,  always  watchful  in  heart  and  pure  in  life,  let 
us  imitate  Susannah. 

ON    MATTHEW.1 
Matt  vi.  11.1 

For  this  reason  we  are  enjoined  to  ask  what 
is  sufficient  for  the  preservation  of  the  substance 

of  the  hotly:  not  luxury,  but  food,  which  re- 
stoi  the  body  loses,  and  prevents  death 

bj  hunger;  not  tables  to  inflame  and  drive  on 
to  |  S,  nor  such   things  as   make  the  body 
wax  wanton  against  the  soul;  but  bread,  and 
that,  too,  not  for  a  great  number  of  years,  but 
what  is  sufficient  for  us  to-day. 

ON   LUKE.' 

Chap.  ii.  7.  And  if  you  please,  we  say  that 
the  Word  was  the  first-born  of  God,  who  came 
down  from  heaven  to  the  blessed  Mary,  and  was 
made  a  first-born  man  in  her  womb,  in  order 
that  the  first-born  of  God  might  be  manifested 
in  union  with  a  first-born  man. 

22.  When  they  brought  Him  to  the  temple  to 
sent  Him  to  the  Lord,  they  offered  the  obla- 

tions of  purification.     F'or  if  the  gifts  of  purifi- 
on  according  to  the  law  were  offered  for  Him, 

in  tins  indeed  He  was  made  under  the  law.     But 
the  Word  was  not  subject  to  the  law  in  such  wise 

ophants5  fancy,  since  He  is  the  law 
Hims  If;    neither  did   Clod   need   sacrifices   of 
purification,  for  He  purifieth  and  sanctifieth  all 
things  at  once  in  a  moment.     But  though  He 

t  to  1  [imself  the  frame  of  man  as  He  received 
it  from  the  Virgin,  and  was  made  under  the  law, 

I  was  thus   purified  after  the  manner  of  the 
horn,  it  was  not  because  He  needed  this 

remonial  that  He  underwent  its  services,  but 
only  for  the   purpose    of  redeeming    from    the 
boi.  »f  the  law  those  who  were  sold  under 

the  judgment  of  the  curse. 
Chap.  xxm.     For  this  reason  the  warders  of 

Had  -  trembled  when  they  saw  Him;  and  the 
if  brass  and  the  bolts  of  iron  were  broken. 

r,  l ),  the  Only-begotten  entered,  a  soul  among 
the  Word  with  a  (human)  soul.     For 

i  i  ̂  body  lay  in  the  tomb,  not  emptied  of  divinity  ; 
but   as,  while   in    Hades,  He  was   in   essential 
being  with  His  Father,  so  was  He  also  in  the 

•Icrius  reads  oKot  instead  of  o  Adyot,  and  so  =  and  He  is 
If  the  whole  or  universal  eye. 

rtyrum  Ostiens.,  p.  40^. 

3  He  is  giving  his  opinion  on  the   iniovaiov,  i.e.,  the  "daily 

bread." *  M  .1,  Script,  vet.  collectio  nova,  vol   ix.  p.  645,  Rome,  1837. 
5  01  <rt'«o<»ai'Tai, 

bod)  and  in  Hades.*  For  the  Son  is  not  con- 
tained in  space,  just  as  the  Father;  and  He 

comprehends  all  things  in  Himself.  l>ut  of  I! 
own  will  he  dwelt  in  a  bod)  .miniated  by  a  soul, 
in  order  that  with  His  soul  He  might  enter 
Hades,  and  not  with  His  pure  divinity. 

DOUBTFUL    FRAGMENTS  ON   THE   PENTA- 

TEUCH.' 
PREFAi 

In  the  name  of  the  Father,  and  the  Son,  and 
the  Holy  Spirit,  one  God.  This  is  a  transcript 
of  the  i'\(  client  law.  But  before  beginning  to 
give  the  transcript  of  the  book  of  the  law,  it  will 
he  worth  while  to  instruct  you,  O  brother,  as  to 
its  excellence,  and  the  dignity  of  its  disposition. 
Its  first  excellence  is,  that  God  delivered  it  by 
the  hand  of  our  most  blessed  ruler,  the  chief 
of  the  prophets,  and  first  of  the  apostles,  or  those 
who  were  sent  to  the  children  of  Israel,  viz., 
Moses  the  son  of  Amram,  the  son  of  Kohath, 
of  the  sons  of  Levi.  Now  he  was  adorned  with 
all  manner  of  wisdom,  and  endowed  with  the 
best  genius.  Illustrious  in  dignity,  remarkable 
for  the  integrity  of  his  disposition,  distinguished 
for  power  of  reason,  he  talked  with  God.  And 
He  chose  him  as  an  instrument  of  value.  By 
His  leader  and  prophet,  God  Most  High  sent  it 
down  to  us,  and  committed  it  to  us  (blessed  be 
His  name)  in  the  Syriac  tongue  of  the  Targum, 
which  the  Seventy  translated  into  the  Hebrew 
tongue,  to  wit,  into  the  tongue  of  the  nation, 
and  the  idiom  of  the  common  people.  Moses, 
therefore,  received  it  from  the  eternal  Lord,  and 
was  the  first  to  whom  it  was  entrusted,  and  who 

\  obeyed  its  rules  and  ordinances.  Then  he  taught 
it  to  the  children  of  Israel,  who  also  embraced 
it.  And  he  explained  to  them  its  profound 
mysteries  and  dark  places.  And  he  expounded 
to  them  those  things  which  were  less  eas\ 
God  permitted  him,  and  concealed  from  them 
those  secrets  of  the  law,  as  God  forbade  him  (to 
reveal  them).  Nor  did  there  rise  among  them 
one  who  was  better  practised  in  His  judgments 
and  decrees,  and  who  communicated  more  clearly 

the  mysteries  of  His  doctrine,  until  God  trans- 
lated him  to  Himself,  after  He  had  made  him 

perfect  by  forty  whole  years  in  the  wilderness. 
And  these  following  are  the  names  of  the 

teachers  who  handed  down  the  law  in  continuous 

succession  after  Moses  the  prophet,  until  the 
advent  of  Messiah  :  — 

Know,  then,  my  brother,  whom  may  God 
bless,  that  God  delivered  the  most  excellent  law 
into  the  hands  of  Moses  the  prophet,  the  son  of 
Amram. 

6  Pearson  On  the  Creed,  art.  iv.  p.  355. 

7  These  are  edited  in  Arabic  and  Latin  by  Fabricius,  Of>h.  ////•/•fll., 
ii.  33.  That  these  are  spurious  is  now  generally  agreed.  The  tr.inv 
latton  is  from  the  Latin  version,  which  alone  is  given  by  Migne. 

I 
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And  Moses  delivered  it  to  Joshua  the  son  of 
Nun. 

And  Joshua  the  son  of  Nun  delivered  it  to 
Anathal. 

And  Anathal  delivered  it  to  Jehud. 
And  Jehud  delivered  it  to  Samgar. 
And  Samgar  delivered  it  to  Baruk. 
And  Baruk  delivered  it  to  Gideon. 
And  Gideon  delivered  it  to  Abimelech. 

And  Abimelech  delivered  it  to  Taleg. 
And  Taleg  delivered  it  to  Babin  the  Gileadite. 
And  Babin  delivered  it  to  Jiphtach. 
And  Jiphtach  delivered  it  to  Ephran. 
And  Ephran  delivered  it  to  Elul  of  the  tribe 

Zebulon. 
And  Elul  delivered  it  to  Abdan. 
And  Abdan  delivered  it  to  Shimshon  the  brave. 

And  Shimshon  delivered  it  to  Helkanah,  the  ■ 
son  of  Jerachmu,  the  son  of  Jehud.     Moreover, 
he  was  the  father  of  Samuel  the  prophet.      Of 
this  Helkanah  mention  is  made  in  the  beginning 
of  the  first  hook  of  Kings  (Samuel). 

A  ill  Helkanah  delivered  it  to  Eli  the  priest. 
And  Eli  delivered  it  to  Samuel  the  prophet. 
And  Samuel  delivered  it  to  Nathan  the 

prophet. 
And  Nathan  delivered  it  to  Gad  the  prophet. 
And  Gad  the  prophet  delivered  it  to  Shemaiah 

the  teai 
And  Shemaiah  delivered  it  to  Iddo  the  teacher. 
And  Iddo  delivered  it  to  Achia. 
And  Adiia  delivered  it  to  Abihu. 

And  Abihu  delivered  it  to  Elias  the  prophet. 
And  Elias  delivered  it  to  his  disciple  Elisaeus. 
And  Elisaeus  delivered  it  to  Malachia  the 

prophet. 
And  Malachia  delivered  it  to  Abdiahu. 

And  Abdiahu  delivered  it  to  Jehuda. 
And  Jehuda  delivered  it  to  Zacharias  the 

teacher. 

In  those  days  came  Bachthansar  king  of  Babel, 
and  laid  waste  tin:  house  of  the  sanctuary,  and 
carried  the  children  of  Israel  into  captivity  to 
Babel. 

And  after  the  captivity  of  Babel,  Xacharia  the 
I  iier  delivered  it  to  Esaia  the  prophet,  the  son 
of  Amos. 

And  Esaia  delivered  it  to  Jeremia  the  prophet. 
And  [eremia  the  prophet  delivered  it  to  (  hi/.- 

kill. 

And  Chizkiel  the  prophet  delivered  it  t<>  II" 
prophet,  the  son  of  Bazi. 

And   Hosea  delivered  it  to  Joiel  the  prophet. 
And  Joiel  d  llivered  it  to  Amos  the  prophet. 
And  Amos  delivered  it  to  (  )badia. 

And  ( Ibadi  1  delivered  it  to  Jonan  the  prophet, 
tlv  son  of   Mathi,  the   son   of  Annelah,  who  was 
the  brother  of  Elias  the  prophet 

And   fonan  delivered  it    to    Micha    the    Moras 
thite.  who  delivered  it  to  N.uhum  the  Alcusite. 

And    Nachum  delivered  it  to    Chabakuk 

prophet. And  Chabakuk  delivered  it  to  Sophonia  I 

prophet. And  Sophonia  delivered  it  to  Chaggaeus  the 

prophet. And  Chaggaeus  delivered  it  to  Zecharia  the 

prophet,  the  son  of  Bershia. 
And  Zecharia,  when  in  captivity,  delivered  it 

to  Malachia. 
And  Malachia  delivered  it  to  Ezra  the  teacher. 

'And  Ezra  delivered  it  to  Shamai  the  chief 

priest,  and  Jadua  to  Samean,  (and)  Samean  de- 
livered it  to  Antigonus. 

And  Antigonus  delivered  it  to  Joseph  the  son 

of  Johezer,  (and)  Joseph  the  son  of  Gjuchanan. 
And  Joseph  delivered  it  to  Jehosua,  the  son  of 

Barachia. 

And  Jehosua  delivered  it  to  Nathan  the  Ar- 
belite. 

And  Nathan  delivered  it  to  Shimeon,  the  elder 
son  of  Shebach.  This  is  he  who  carried  the 
Messias  in  his  arms. 

Simeon  delivered  it  to  Jehuda. 
Jehuda  delivered  it  to  Zecharia  the  priest. 
And  Zecharia  the  priest,  the  father  of  John  the 

Baptist,  delivered  it  to  Joseph,  a  teacher  of  his 
own  tribe. 

And  Joseph  delivered  it  to  Hanan  anil  Caia- 
phas.  Moreover,  from  them  were  taken  away 
the  priestly,  and  kingly,  and  prophetic 

These  were  teai  hers  at  the  advent 

and  they  were  both  priests  of  the  children  of  Is- 
rael.    Therefore  the  whole  number  of  venera 

and  honourable  priests  put  in  trust    of  th 
excellent   law  was   fifty-six,  Hanan   (; 
and  ( laiaphas  being  ex<  epted. 

And  those  are  they  who  delivered,  it  in  the 
last  days  to  the  state  of  the  children  -el  ; 
nor  did  there  arise  any  prii  r  them. 

This  is  the  a<  count  of  what 
ird  to  the  most  ex<  client  law. 

Armius,  author  of  the  book  .  :   . 
In  the  nineteenth  year  of  the  1 

emv,    he   ordered    the   eld 
1  to  be  assembled,  in  on; 
into  his  hands  a  1  the  law,  and  1 

they  might  ea<  h  be  at  hand  to  explain  its  m ing. 

The  elders  a<  j   <    n 
them    the    mo  |  lent   law.       1 

manded  that  every  one  of  the  .. 
k  "f  the  law  to  him. 

But  In-  dissented  from  th 
Iders  h 

■  thrust  in- 
the    b.',,k    of  the    law.   he    thr 
dilt  h.  and    CASt    fire    and 

.  ,- 
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Then  afterwards  he  ordered  them 
A  the  Tilth  of  the  <  ity  into  that  ditch  in 

the  book  of  the  law.     And  the  ditch 
filled  to  the  very  top. 

The  law  remained  seventy  years  under  the  filth 
in  that  ditch,  yet  did  not  perish,  nor  was  there 

le  leaf  of  it  spoilt. 
In  the  twenty-first  year  of  the  reign  of  King 

nutus  they  took  the  book  of  the  law  out  oi 
lit.  h,  and  not  one  leaf  thereof  was  spoilt. 

An  I  afl  i  the  ascension  of  Christ  into  heaven, 

•    King  Titus,   son   of  Aspasianus  king  of 
ie,  to  Jerusalem,  and  besieged  and  took  it. 

And  he  destroyed  the  edifi*  e  of  the  second  house, 
which  the  children  o(  Israel  had   built.     Titus 

king  destroyed  the  house  of  the  sanctuary, 
and  slew  all   the  Jews  who  were   in   it,  and   built 

m  (sic)  in  their  blood.      And  after  that  depor- 
n  the  Jews  were  scattered  abroad  in  slavery. 

\   r  did  they  assemble  anymore  in  the  city  of 
Jerusalem,  nor  is  there  hope  anywhere  of  their 

After    Jerusalem   was    laid   waste,   therefore, 
maia  and  Antalia  (Abtalion)  delivered   the 

law,  —  kings  of  Baalbach,1  a  city  which  Soliman, 
of  King  David,  had  built  of  old,  and  which, 
restored  anew  in  the  days  of  King  Menasse, 

wlio  sawed  Esaia  the  prophet  asunder. 
King   Adrian,   of  the   children  of  Edom,  be- 

Baalbach,  and  took  it,  and  slew  all  the 
Jews  who  were  in   it,  (and)  as  many  as  were  of 

family  of  David  he  reduced  to  slavery.     And 
the  Jews  were  dispersed  over  the  whole  earth,  as 

I  Most  High  had  foretold  :  "And  I  will  scat- 
i  among  the  Gentiles,  and  disperse  you 

among  the  nations." I  these  are  the  things  which  have  reached 
is  to  the  history  of  that  most  excellent  book. 
Preface  is  ended. 

THE    LAW. 

In  the  name  of  God  eternal,  everlasting,  most 

'ity,  merciful,  compassionate. 
the  help  of  God  we  begin  to  describe  the 

book  of  the  law,  and  its  interpretation,  as  the 
holy,  learned,  and  most  excellent  fathers  have 
interpreted  it. 
The  following,  therefore,  is  the  interpretation 

of  the  first  book,  which  indeed  is  the  book  of  the 
creation  (and)  of  created  beings. 

SECTION    I. 

Of  the  creation  of  heaven  and  earth.     "  In  the  beginning  God 
created,"  etc. 

An  exposition  of  that  which  God  said. 
And  the  blessed  prophet,  indeed,  the  great 

Moses,  wrote  this  book,  and  designated  and 
marked  it  with  the  title,  The  Book  of  Beinj, 
i.e.,  "  of  created  beings,"  etc. 

1  Hcliopotis  of  Syria. 

SI  II.,     III. 

Ami  ili*-  Lord  said  i  "  Ami  1  will  bring  the  raters  oi  the 
l  upon  tin-  earth  t..  di  it  etc 

Hippolytus,   th'     rargumist   expositor,   sail: 
The  names  of  the  wives  of  the  son.-,  of  Noah 
aie  these  :  the  name  of  the  wife  of  Sem,  Naha- 
lath  Mahnuk  ;  and  the  name  of  the  wife  of 
(  ham,  Zedkat  Nairn  ;  and  the  name  of  the  wile 

of  Japheth,  Arathka.  These,  moreover,  are  their 
names  in  the  Syriac  Targum.2  The  name  of 
the  wife  of  Sem  was  Nahalath  Mahnuk;  the 
name  of  the  wife  of  (ham,  Zedkat  Nabu  ;  the 
name  of  the  wile  of  Japheth,  Arathka. 

Therefore  God  gave  intimation  to  Noah,  and 
informed  him  of  the  coming  of  the  tlood,  and 
of  the  destruction  of  the  ruined  (wicked). 

And  God  Most  High  ordered  him  to  descend 
from  the  holy  mount,  him  and  his  sons,  and  the 
wives  of  his  sons,  and  to  build  a  ship  of  three 
storeys.  The  lower  storey  was  for  fierce,  wild, 
and  dangerous  beasts.  Between  them  there 
were  stakes  or  wooden  beams,  to  separate  them 
from  each  other,  and  prevent  them  from  having 
intercourse  with  each  other.  The  middle  storey 
was  for  birds,  and  their  different  genera.  Then 
the  upper  storey  was  for  Noah  himself  and  his 
sons  —  for  his  own  wife  and  his  sons'  wives. 

Noah  also  made  a  door  in  the  ship,  on  the 
east  side.  He  also  constructed  tanks  of  water, 

and  store-rooms  of  provisions. 
When  he  had  made  an  end,  accordingly,  of 

building  the  ship,  Noah,  with  his  sons,  Sem, 

Cham,  and  Japheth,  entered  the  cave  of  depos- 

its.3 

And  on  their  first  approach,  indeed,  they  hap- 
pily found  the  bodies  of  the  fathers,  Adam, 

Seth,  Enosh,  Kainan,  Mahaliel,  Jared.  Mathusa- 
lach,  and  Lamech.  Those  eight  bodies  were  in 
the  place  of  deposits,  viz.,  those  of  Adam,  Seth, 
Enosh,  Kainan,  Mahaliel,  Jared,  Mathusalach, 
and  Lamech. 

Noah,  moreover,  took  the  body  of  Adam. 
And  his  sons  took  with  them  offerings.  Sem 

carried  gold,  Cham  myrrh,  and  Japheth  frankin- 
cense. Then,  leaving  the  cave  of  deposits, 

they  transferred  the  offerings  and  the  body  of 

Adam  to  the  holy  mount.3 
And  when  they  sat  down  by  the  body  of 

Adam,  over  against  paradise,  they  began  to 
lament  and  weep  for  the  loss  of  paradise. 

Then,  descending  from  the  holy  mount,  and 
lifting  up  their  eyes  towards  paradise,  they  re- 

newed their  weeping  and  wailing,  (and)  uttered 
an  eternal  farewell  in  these  terms  :  Farewell  ! 

peace  to  thee,  O  paradise  of  God  !  Farewell, 
O  habitation  of  religion  and  purity !  Fare- 

well, O  seat  of  pleasure  and  delight ! 

1  What  follows  was  thus  expressed  probably  in  Syriac  in  some 
Syriac  version. 

3  Cavernam  thesaurorum.     [Cant.  iv.  6,  i.e.,  Paradise] 
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Then  they  embraced  the  stones  and  trees  of 
the  holy  mount,  and  wept,  and  said  :  Farewell, 
(J  habitation  of  the  good  !  Farewell,  O  abode 
of  holy  bodies  ! 

Then,  after  three  days,  Noah,  with  his  sons 

and  his  sons'  wives,  came  down  from  the  holy 
mount  to  the  base  of  the  holy  mount,  to  the 

ship's  place.  For  the  (ark)  was  under  the  pro- 
jecting edge  of  the  holy  mount. 

And  Noah  entered  the  ship,  and  deposited 
the  body  of  Adam,  and  the  offerings,  in  the 
middle  of  the  ship,  upon  a  bier  of  wood,  which 
he  had  prepared  for  the  reception  of  the  body. 

And  God  charged   Xoah,  saying:    Make    for 

thyself  rattles'  of  boxwood  (or  cypress).     Now! 
iNiyoiy   is   the   wood   called   Sagh,  i.e.,   Indian 

plane. 
Make  also  the  hammer  (bell)  thereof  of  the 

same  wood.  And  the  length  of  the  rattle  shall 
be  three  whole  cubits,  and  its  breadth  one  and 
a  half  cubit. 

And  God  enjoined  him  to  strike  the  rattles 
three  times  every  day,  to  wit,  for  the  first  time 

at  early  dawn,  for  the  second  time  at  mid-day, 
and  for  the  third  time  at  sunset. 

And  it  happened  that,  as  soon  as  Noah  had 
struck  the  rattles,  the  sons  of  Cain  and  the 

sons  of  Vahim  ran  up  straightway  to  him,  and 
he  warned  and  alarmed  them  by  telling  of  the 
immediate  approach  of  the  flood,  and  of  the 

destruction  already  hasting  on  and  impend- 
ing. 

Thus,  moreover,  was  the  pity  of  Cod  toward 
them  displayed,  that  they  might  be  converted 
and  come  to  themselves  again.  But  the  sons 

of  Cain  did  not  comply  with  what  Noah  pro- 
claimed to  them.  And  Noah  brought  together 

pairs,  male  and  female,  of  all  birds  of  every 
kind  ;  and  thus  also  of  all  beasts,  tame  and  wild 
alike,  pair  and  pair. 

SECTION    IV. 

On  Gen.  viL  (>. 

HippolytUS,  the  Syrian  expositor  of  the  Tar- 
gum,  has  said:  We  find  in  an  ancient  Hebrew 

copy  that  God  commanded  Noah  to  range  the 
wild    beasts    in  order  in  the  lower  floor  or  storey, 

and    to   separate    the    males   from    the  females  In- 
putting wooden  stakes  between  them. 

And  thus,  too,  he  diil  with  all  the  cattle,  and 

also  with  the  birds  in  the  middle  storey.  And 
I  ordered  the  males  thus  to  be  separated 

from  the  female,  for  the  sake  of  do  en«  v  ami 

purity,  lest  they  should  pen  han<  e  get  unci 
mingled  with  each  other. 

Moreover,  ( iod  -aid  to  Mi  Piroi  ide  \  i<  t 
uals   for  yourself  and   your  children.     And   let 

1  I  repittu  ul.i. 

them  be  of  wheat,  ground,  pounded,  kneaded 
with  water,  and  dried.  And  Noah  there  and 

then  bade  his  wife,  and  his  sons'  wives,  diligently 
attend  to  kneading  dough  and  laying  it  in  the 
oven.  They  kneaded  dough  accordingly,  and 

prepared  just  about  as  much  as  might  be  suffi- 
cient for  them,  so  that  nothing  should  remain 

over  but  the  very  least. 

And     God     charged    Noah,    saying    to    him: 
Whosoever  shall  first  announce  to  you  the  ap- 

proach of  the  deluge,  him  you  shall  destroy  that 
very  moment.      In   the  meantime,  moreover,  the 
wife  of  Cham  was  standing  by,  about  to  put  a 
large  piece  of  bread   into  the  oven.     And  sud- 

denly, according  to  the  word  of  the  Lord,  water 
rushed    forth    from    the   oven,  and    the    flow   of 

water    penetrated    and     destroyed     the     br 
Therefore  the  wife  of  Cham  exclaimed,  a< 
ing  herself  to   Noah:   Oh,  sir,  the  word   of  God 

is    come    good:    "that    which    God    foretold    is 

come  to  pass  ;"  execute,  therefore,  that  which 
the  lx>rd  commanded.     And  when  Noah  heard 
the  words  of  the  wife  of  Cham,  he  said  to  her: 

Is  then  the  flood  already  come?     The  wife 
Cham    said    to   him:   Thou   hast  said   it.     ( 

however,   suddenly   charged    V  De- 
stroy not  the  wife  of  Cham  ;  for  from  thy  mouth  is 

the  beginning  of  destruction — -'-thou  d; 
say,  The  flood  is  come."     At  the  voi<  e  of  N 
the  flood  came,  and  suddenly  the  water  destroyed 
that  bread.      And  the  floodgates  of  heaven  w 
opened,    and    the    rains    broke    upon    the    earth. 
And   that   .same  voice,  m   sooth,  which   had   said 

of  old,    "bet    the    waters    be    gathered    together 
into   one   place,  and   let   the   dry  land  appeal 

gave  permission  to  the  fountain  ui  \  and 
the  floods  of  the  seas  to  break  forth  of  their 

Own  accord,  and  brought  out  the  wat 
Consider  what   Cod   said   about  the  world: 

bet   all   its  high  places  be  brought  low,  and  I 
were  brought  low  ;  and  let  its  low  pla.  es  I  K   I 
from  its  depths. 

And   the   earth  was   made   bare  and  emptj 
all  existence,  as  it  was  at  the  beginnin 

And   the   rain  descended  from  above,  Aud  the 

earth   burst   open   beneath.      And   tin-    frame 
the  earth  was  destroyed,  ami  u>  primith 
was   broken.      And    the  world    bet  am, 
was   when   desolated  at   the  beginnii  the 
waters  whii  h  flow<  d  ov<  r  ;t.     \   1 
Of  the  existences  upon  it  left  in  it 

lis    fol  inei    3tTU(  ture    went    to    w 

earth  was  disfigured  by  the  fli 
burst  upon  it.  and  b\  the  magnitui 
dations,  -\^<\    the    multitude   o\   si: 

eruption  from  its  depths,  as  the  v 
ally  broke  forth.     In  fine,  it  was  lefl was  formerlj . 
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TTON    v. 
()u  ( i,  n.  \  iii.  i. 

Hippolytus,  the  expositor  of  the  Targum,  and 
lnv  mi  obus  Rohaviensis,  have  said  :  i  >n 

seventh  day  of  the  month  Jiar,  which 
1^  the  second  Hebrew  month,  the  ark  rose  from 

the  base  ̂ (  the  holy  mount;  and  already  the 
waters  bore  it.  and  it  was  carried  upon  them 
round  about  towards  the  lour  cardinal  points  of 
the  world.    The  ark  accordingly  held  off  from 

the  holy  mount  towards  the  east,  then  returned 
towards  the  west,  then  turned  to  the  south,  and 

finally,  bearing  off  eastwards,  neared  Mount  Kar- 
du  on  the  first  day  of  the  tenth  month.  And 
that  is  the  second  month  Kanun. 

And  Noah  came  out  of  the  ark  on  the  twenty- 
seventh  day  o(  the  month  Jiar,  in  the  second 
year:  for  the  ark  continued  sailing  five  whole 
months,  and  moved  to  and  fro  upon  the  waters, 

and  in  a  period  of  fifty-one  days  neared  the 
land.  Nor  thereafter  did  it  float  about  any 

longer.  But  it  only  moved  successively  toward 
the  four  cardinal  points  of  the  earth,  and  again 

finally  stood  toward  the  east.  We  say,  more- 
over, that  that  was  a  sign  of  the  cross.  And  the 

ark  w.^  a  symbol  of  the  Christ  who  was  expected. 
For  that  ark  was  the  means  of  the  salvation  of 

Noah  .\nd  his  sons,  and  also  of  the  cattle,  the 
wild  beasts,  and  the  birds.  And  Christ,  too, 
when  He  suffered  on  the  cross,  delivered  us 
from  accusations  and  sins,  and  washed  us  in  His 
own  blood  most  pure. 

And  just  as  the  ark  returned  to  the  east,  and 
neared  Mount  Kardu,  so  also  Christ,  when  the 
work  was  accomplished  and  finished  which  He 
had  proposed  to  Himself,  returned  to  heaven 

he  bosom  of  His  Father,  and  sat  down  upon 

the  throne  of  His  glory  at  the  Father's  right hand. 

As  to  Mount  Kardu,  it  is  in  the  east,  in  the 
land  of  the  sons  of  Raban,  and  the  Orientals  call 

it  Mount  Godash;1  the  Arabians  and  Persians 
call  it  Ararat. - 

And  there  is  a  town  of  the  name  Kardu,  and 
that  hill  is  called  after  it,  which  is  indeed  very 
lofty  and  inaccessible,  whose  summit  no  one  has 

r  been  able  to  reach,  on  account  of  the  vio- 
lence of  the  winds  and  the  storms  which  always 

prevail  there.  And  if  any  one  attempts  to  as- 
<  end  it,  there  are  demons  that  rush  upon  him, 
and  cast  him  down  headlong  from  the  ridge  of 
the  mountain  into  the  plain,  so  that  he  dies.  No 
one,  moreover,  knows  what  there  is  on  the  top 
of  the  mountain,  except  that  certain  relics  of  the 
wood  of  the  ark  still  lie  there  on  the  surface  of 

the  top  of  the  mountain.3 

rdnenm. 

2  Sec  Fuller,  Misc.  Sacr.,  i.  4:  and  Bochart,  Phalcg.,  p.  22. 
3  [Sec  p.  149,  note  10,  tupra.\ 

[TON    X. 
( m  Deut.  xxxiiL  1 1. 

Hippolytus,  the  expositor  of  the  Targum,  has 
said  that  Moses,  when  he  had  finished  this 

prophecy,  also  pronounced  a  blessing  upon  all 
the  children  of  Israel,  by  their  several  tribes, 
and  prayed  for  them.  Then  God  charged  Moses, 
saying  to  him,  Go  up  to  Mount  Nebo,  whil  h  in- 

deed is  known  by  the  name  of  the  mount  of  the 
Hebrews,  which  is  in  the  land  of  Moab  over 

against  Jericho. 
And  lie  said  to  him:  View  the  land  of 

Chanaan,  which  I  am  to  give  to  the  children  of 
Israel  for  an  inheritance.  Thou,  however,  shalt 
never  enter  it ;  wherefore  view  it  well  from  afar 
off.  When  Moses  therefore  viewed  it.  he  saw 

that  land, — a  land  green,  and  abounding  with 
all  plenty  and  fertility,  planted  thickly  with  trees  ; 
and  Moses  was  greatly  moved,  and  wept. 

And  when  Moses  descended  from  Mount  Ne- 
bo, he  called  for  Joshua  the  son  of  Nun,  and 

said  to  him  before  the  children  of  Israel  :  Pre- 

vail, and  be  strong ;  for  thou  art  to  bring  the 
children  of  Israel  into  the  land  which  God 

promised  to  their  fathers  that  He  would  give 
them  for  an  inheritance.  Fear  not,  therefore, 

the  people,  neither  be  afraid  of  the  nations  :  for 
God  will  be  with  thee. 

And  Moses  wrote  that  Senna4  (Hebr.  rwa 

=  "secondary  law,"  or  "Deuteronomy"),  and 
gave  it  to  the  priests  the  sons  of  Levi,  and  com- 

manded them,  saying :  For  seven  years  keep 
this  Senna  hid,  and  show  it  not  within  the  entire 

course  of  seven  years.  ("And  then")  in  the 
feast  of  tabernacles,  the  priests  the  sons  of  Levi 
will  read  this  law  before  the  children  of  Israel, 

that  the  whole  people,  men  and  women  alike, 
may  observe  the  words  of  God  :  Command  them 
to  keep  the  wArd  of  God,  which  is  in  that  law. 
And  whosoever  shall  violate  one  of  its  precepts, 
let  him  be  accursed. 

Accordingly,  when  Moses  had  finished  the 
writing  of  the  law,  he  gave  it  to  Joshua  the  son 
of  Nun,  and  enjoined  him  to  give  it  to  the  sons 
of  Levi,  the  priests.  Moses  also  enjoined  and 
charged  them  to  place  the  book  of  the  law  again 
within  the  ark  of  the  covenant  of  the  Lord,  that 
it  might  remain  there  for  a  testimonv  for  ever. 

And  when  Moses  had  made  an  end  of  his 

injunctions,  God  bade  him  go  up  Mount  Nebo, 
which  is  over  against  Jericho.  The  Lord  showed 

him  the  whole  land  of  promise  in  its  four  quar- 
ters, from  the  wilderness  to  the  sea,  and  from 

sea  to  sea.  And  the  Lord  said  to  him,  Thou 

hast  seen  it  indeed  with  thine  eyes,  but  thou 
shalt  never  enter  it.  There  accordingly  Moses 
died,  the  servant  of  God,  by  the  command  of 

*   That  is  the  name  the  Mohammedans  give  to  their  Traditions. 
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God.  And  the  angels  buried  him  on  Mount 

Nebo,  which  is  over  against  Beth-Phegor.  And 
no  one  knows  of  his  sepulchre,  even  to  this  day. 
For  God  concealed  his  grave.  f 
And  Moses  lived  120  years;  nor  was  his  eye 

dim,  nor  was  the  skin  of  his  face  wrinkled. 
Moses  died  on  a  certain  day,  at  the  third  hour 

of  the  day,  on  the  seventh  day  of  the  second 
month,  which  is  the  month  Jiar. 

And  the  children  of  Israel  wept  for  him  in  the 
plains  of  Moab  three  days. 

And  Joshua  the  sun  of  Nun  was  filled  with  the 
spirit  of  wisdom  ;  for  Moses  had  laid  his  hand 
upon  him.  And  all  the  children  of  Israel  obeyed 
him.  And  God  charged  Joshua  the  son  of  Nun 

on  a  certain  day,  —  namely,  the  seventh  day  of 
the  month  Nisan. 

And  Joshua  the  son  of  Nun  lived  no  years, 
and  died  on  the  fourth  day,  which  was  the  first 
day  of  the  month  Elul.  And  they  buried  him 
in  the  city  Thamnatserach,  on  Mount  Ephraim. 

Praise  be  to  God  for  the  completion  of  the 
work. 

ON    THE   PSALMS.1 

The  argument  of  the  exposition  of  the  Psalms  by  Hippolytus, 
(bishop;  of  Rome. 

1.  The  book  of  Psalms  contains  new  doctrine 

after  the  law  which  was  given  by  Moses  ;  and 
thus  it  is  the  second  book  of  doctrine  after  the 

Scripture  of  Moses.  After  the  death,  then  of 
Moses  and  Joshua,  and  after  the  judges,  David 
arose,  one  deemed  worthy  to  be  called  the  father 
of  the  Saviour,  and  he  was  the  first  to  give  the 

Hebrews  a  new  style  of  psalmody,  by  which  he- 
did  away  with  the  ordinances  established  by 
Moses  with  respect  to  sacrifice,  and  introduced 
a  new  mode  of  the  worship  of  God  by  hymns 
and  acclamations  ;  and  many  other  things  also 

beyond  the  law  of  Moses  he  taught  through  his 
whole  ministry.  And  this  is  the  sacredness  of 
the  book,  and  its  utility.  And  the  account  to 
lie  given  of  its  inscription  is  this:  (for)  as  most 
of  the  brethren  who  believe  in  Christ  think  that 

this  book  is  David's,  and  inscribe  it  "  Psalms  of 
David,"  we  must  state  what  has  reached  us  with 
respect  to  it.  The  Hebrews  give  the  book  the 

title  "  Sep  lira  Thelim,"J  and  in  the  "Acts  of 

the  Apostles  "  it  is  called  the  "  Hook  of  Psalms  " 
(the  words    are    these,  "as    it    is  written    in    the 

Book  of  Psalms"  ),but  the  name  (of  the  author) 
in  the  inscription  of  the  book  is  not  found  there. 
And  the  reason  of  that  is,  that  the  words  written 
there   are   not   the  words  of  one   man,  but    those 

of  several   together ;    Esdra,  as   tradition   sa\s. 

1  Simon  d«  Magiatrii,  '     ••   Wartyrum  Ottittuium,  Append 
P-  439 

l  ii  11  ii  .m  tttsmpi  i"  wcpiw  i"  '  'K-ck  lotten  ihc  Hebrew  title, 

viz.,  W 7 nn     TDD        Hook  ol   1'i.u 

having  collected  in  one  volume,  after  the  cap- 
tivity, the  psalms  of  several,  or  rather  their 

words,  as  they  are  not  all  psalms.  Thus  the 
name  of  David  is  prefixed  in  the  case  of  so: 
and  that  of  Solomon  in  others,  and  that  of  Asaph 
in  others.  There  are  some  also  that  belong  to 

Idithum  (Jeduthun)  ;  and  besides  these  there- 
are  others  that  belong  to  the  sons  of  Gore  (  Ko- 

rah),and  even  to  '  As  they  are  therefore 
the  words  of  so   many  thus  collected    t' 
they  could  not  be  said  by  any  one  who  un 
stands  the  matter  to  be  by  David  alone. 

2.  As  regards  those  which  have  no  inscription, 
we  must  also  impure  to  whom  we  ought  to 

cribe  them.  For  why  is  it  that  even  the  simplest 
inscription  is  wanting  in  them  —  such  as  the  one 

which  runs  thus,  "A  psalm  of  David,"  or  "Of 
David,"  without  any  addition?  Now,  my  idea 
is,  that  wherever  this  inscription  occurs  alone, 
what  is  written  is  neither  a  psalm  nor  a  song, 
but  some  sort  of  utterance  under  guidance  of 
the  Holy  Spirit,  recorded  for  the  behoof  of  him 
who  is  able  to  understand  it.  Put  the  opinion 
of  a  certain   Hebrew  on  these   last    n  has 

reached    me,  who    held    that,  when    there  \\ 
many  without  any  inscription,  but  preceded  by 

one  with  the  inscription  "Of  David,"  all  these 
should  be  reckoned  also  to  be  by  David.     And 
if  this   be  the  case,  it  follows   that   those  without 

any  inscription   are    by  those  (writers)  who   are 

rightly  reckoned,  according  to   the   titles,   to   be 
the  authors  of  the  psalms  preceding  these, 
book  of  Psalms  before  us  has  also  been  called 

by  the  prophet  the  "  Psalter,"  because,  as  they 
say,  the  psaltery  alone  among  musical  instrum 
gives  back  the  sound  from  above  when  the  !■: 
is  struck,  and   not  from   beneath,  after  the  man- 

ner of  others.     In  order,  therefore,  thai   1. 
who   understand   it   may  be   zealo  irry  out 
the  analog]  of  such  an  appellation,  and  d 
look   above,  from  which   direction   its   melody 

comes  —  for  this   reason  he   has   styled   it   the 
Psalter,     for  ii  i^  entirely  the  voice  mu\  utl 
am  c  of  the  mosl   I  lolv  Spirit. 

;.  Let  us  inquire,  further,  why  there  are  one 
hundred    and    fifty    psalms.      That    the    number 
fifty  is  sacred,  is  manifest  from  the  days  ol  the 
celebrated  festival  of  Pentecost,  \\  hi<  h  i 
release    from    labours,   and    (the 

joy.     For  which  reason  neither  fa  nd- 
ing  the  knee-  is  de.  reed  tor  those  days 
this  is  a  symbol  ̂ \   tlu-  -rea;  ass<  n 
reserved  for  future  timi        1     whh  h  tun 
was  a  shadow  m  tlu-  land  of  Israel  in  1 

called  among  the-  lb  fobel"  (Jubilc 
whn  h  is  the  fiftieth  year  in  numl 
with  it  libertj   foi  I  ve,  am 
debt,  and  tlu-  like.      And  the  I 

J  (Scr  vol,  iii 
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.  of  the  numb  r  fifty,  and  of 
r  which  is  ■  with  it,  and  stands 

by  ive  nun  Ired  ;  '  for  it  is  not  without 
a  purpose  tint  we  have  given  the  remis- 

sion of  fifty  pence  and  of  five  hundred.    Tims, 
then,  it  was  also  mo  t  that  the  hymn    to  God  on 

•unt  of  the  destruction  of  enemies,  and  in 

thanks  >r  the  goodness  of  God,  should 
contain  not  simply  one  sel  of  fifty,  bul   three 

h,  tor  the  name  of  Father,  and  Son,  and  Holy 

Spirit. 
4.  The  number  fifty,  moreover,  contains 

sevens,  or  a  Sabbath  of  Sabbaths  ;  and  also  over 
and  above  these  full  Sabbaths,  a  new  beginning, 

in  the  eight,  of  a  really  new  rest  that  remains 
above  the  Sabbaths.  And  let  any  one  who  is 
able,  observe  this  (as  it  is  carried  out)  in  the 
E^alms  with  more,  indeed,  than  human  accuracy, 

S  to  find  out  the  reasons  in  each  case,  as  we 
shall  set  them  forth.  Thus,  for  instance,  it  is 

not  without  a  purpose  that  the  eighth  psalm  has 

the  inscription,  "  <  >n  the  wine-presses,"  as  it  com- 
prehends the  perfection  of  fruits  in  the  eight; 

for  the  time  for  the  enjoyment  of  the  fruits  of 
the  true  vine  could  not  be  before  the  eight.  And 

again,  the  second  psalm  inscribed  "  On  the  wine- 
presses," is  the  eightieth,  containing  another 

eighth  number,  viz.,  in  the  tenth  multiple.  The 

eighty-third,  again,  is  made  up  by  the  union  of 
two  holy  numbers,  viz.,  the  eight  in  the  tenth 
multiple,  and  the  three  in  the  first  multiple. 

And  the  fiftieth  psalm  is  a  prayer  for  the  remis- 
sion of  sins,  and  a  confession.  For  as,  accord- 

ing to  the  Gospel,  the  fiftieth  obtained  remission, 
confirming  thereby  that  understanding  of  the 
jubilee,  so  he  who  offers  up  such  petitions  in  full 
confession  hopes  to  gain  remission  in  no  other 
number  than  the  fiftieth.  And  again,  there  are 

also  certain  others  which  are  called  "Songs  of 
degrees,"  in  number  fifteen,  as  was  also  the 
number  of  the  steps  of  the  temple,  and  which 

show  thereby,  perhaps,  that  the  "steps"  (or 
"degrees")  are  comprehended  within  the  num- 

ber seven  and  the  number  eight.  And  these 
songs  of  degrees  begin  after  the  one  hundred 

and  twentieth  psalm,  which  is  called  simply  "  a 

psalm,"  as  the  more  accurate  copies  give  it. 
And  this  is  the  number2  of  the  perfection  of  the 
life  of  man.     And  the  hundredth3  psalm,  which 

n>  thus,  "  I  will  sing  of  mercy  and  judgment, 
-  the  life  of  the  saint  in  fellow- 

ship wit!i  (rod.  And  the  one  hundred  and  fifti- 

eth ends  with  these  words,  "  Let  every  thing  that 
hath  breath  praise  the  Lord." 

5.  bit  is  we  have  already  said,  to  do 
this  in  the  case  of  each,  and  to  find  out  the 

-ons,  is  very  difficult,  and  too  much  for  human 

41.     [Dan.  viii.  13,  {Margin,)  "  Palmoni,"  etc.] 11    vi.  3. 

-  i.e.,  in  our  version  the  loist. 

nature  to  accomplish,  we  shall  content  ourselves 
with    these   things   by  1  mi   outline.     Only 

let  us  add  this,  mat  th  psalms  whi<  h  deal  with 
historical  matter  are  not  found  in  regular  histori- 

cal order.  And  th  •  only  reason  for  this  is  to 
be  found  in  the  numbers  a<  cording  to  which  the 
psalms  are  arranged.  For  instance,  the  history 
in  the  fifty-first  is  antecedent  to  the  history  in 
the  fiftieth.  Lor  everybody  acknowledges  that 
the  matter  of  Doeg  the  [dumean  calumniating 
David  to  Saul  is  anl  .t  to  the  sin  with  the 

wile  of  Urias  ;  yet  it  is  not  without  good  r  ason 
that  the  history  which  should  be  second  is  placed 

first,  sinr^'.  as  we  have  before  said,  th  _■  place  re- 
garding remission  has  an  affinity  with  the  number 

fifty.  I  [e,  therefore,  who  is  not  worthy  of  remis- 
sion, passes  the  number  fifty,  as  Doeg  the  Idu- 

mean.  For  the  fifty-first  is  the  psalm  that  treats 
of  him.  And,  moreover,  the  third  is  in  the  same 
position,  since  it  was  written  when  David  tied 
from  the  face  of  Absalom  his  son  ;  and  thus,  as 
all  know  who  read  the  books  of  Kings,  it  should 

come  properly  after  the  fifty-first  and  the  fiftieth. 
And  if  any  one  desires  to  give  further  attention 
to  these  and  such  like  matters,  he  will  find  more 
exact  explanations  of  the  history  for  himself,  as 
well  as  of  the  inscriptions  and  the  order  of  the 

psalms. 6.  It  is  likely,  also,  that  a  similar  account  is 
to  be  given  of  the  fact,  that  David  alone  of  the 
prophets  prophesied  with  an  instrument,  called 

by  the  Greeks  the  "psaltery,"4  and  by  the 
Hebrews  the  "  nabla,"  which  is  the  only  musical 
instrument  that  is  quite  straight,  and  has  no 
curve.  And  the  sound  does  not  come  from  the 

lower  parts,  as  is  the  case  with  the  lute  and  cer- 
tain other  instruments,  but  from  the  upper.  For 

in  the  lute  and  the  lyre  the  brass  when  struck 
gives  back  the  sound  from  beneath.  But  this 
psaltery  has  the  source  of  its  musical  numbers 

above,  in  order  that  we,  too,  may  practise  seek- 
ing things  above,  and  not  suffer  ourselves  to  be 

borne  down  by  the  pleasure  of  melody  to  the 
passions  of  the  flesh.  And  I  think  that  this 
truth,  too,  was  signified  deeply  and  clearly  to  us 
in  a  prophetic  way  in  the  construction  of  the 
instrument,  viz.,  that  those  who  have  souls  well- 
ordered  and  trained,  have  the  way  ready  to 
things  above.  And  again,  an  instrument  having 
the  source  of  its  melodious  sound  in  its  upper 

parts,  may  be  taken  as  like  the  body  of  Christ 
and  His  saints  —  the  only  instrument  that  main- 

tains rectitude  ;  "  for  He  did  no  sin,  neither  was 
guile  found  in  his  mouth."  5  This  is  indeed  an 
instrument,  harmonious,  melodious,  well-ordered, 
that  took  in  no  human  discord,  and  did  nothing 
out  of  measure,  but  maintained  in  all  things,  as 

*  [See   learned    remarks  ol    Pusey,   p.    27   of  his   Lectures  on 
Danicl.\ 

5  Isa.  lni.  9.     [Vol.  i.  cap.  iv.  p   50.] 
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it  were,  harmony  towards  the  Father ;  for,  as 

He  says :  "  He  that  is  of  the  earth  is  earthly, 
and  speaketh  of  the  earth :  He  that  cometh 
from  heaven,  testifies  of  what  He  has  seen  and 

heard."  ' 

7.  As  there  are  "  psalms,"  and  "  songs,"  and 
"  psalms  of  song,"  and  "  songs  of  psalmody,"  2 it  remains  that  we  discuss  the  difference  between 

these.  We  think,  then,  that  the  "  psalms  "  are 
those  which  are  simply  played  to  an  instrument, 
without  the  accompaniment  of  the  voice,  and 
(which  are  composed)  for  the  musical  melody 
of  the  instrument ;  and  that  those  are  called 

"  songs "  which  are  rendered  by  the  voice  in 
concert  with  the  music  ;  and  that  they  are  called 

"  psalms  of  song  "  when  the  voice  takes  the  lead, 
while  the  appropriate  sound  is  also  made  to 
accompany  it,  rendered  harmoniously  by  the 

instruments;  and  "songs  of  psalmody,"  when 
the  instrument  takes  the  lead,  while  the  voice 

has  the  second  place,  and  accompanies  the  music 
of  the  strings.  And  thus  much  as  to  the  letter 
of  what  is  signified  by  these  terms.  But  as  to 

the  mystical  interpretation,  it  would  be  a  "psalm" 
when,  by  smiling  the  instrument,  viz.,  the  body, 
with  good  deeds  we  succeed  in  good  action, 
though  not  wholly  proficient  in  speculation;  ami 

a  "  song,"  when,  by  revolving  the  mysteries  of 
the  truth,  apart  from  the  practical,  anil  assenl 
fully  to  them,  we  have  the  noblest  thoughts  of 
God  and  His  oracles,  while  knowledge  enlighl 

ind  wisdom  shines  brightly  in  our  souls;  and 

a  "song  of  psalmody,"  when,  while  good  action 
takes  the  lead,  according  to  the  word,  "  If  thou 
desire  wisdom,  keep  the  commandments,  and 

the  Lord  shall  give  her  unto  thee,"  '  we  under- 
stand wisdom  at  the  same  time,  and  are  deemed 

worthy  by  God  to  know  the  truth  of  things,  till 

now  kept  hid  from  us  ;  and  a  "  psalm  of  song," 
when,  by  revolving  with  the  light  of  wisdom 
some  of  the  more  abstruse  questions  pertaining 
tO  morals,  we  first  become  prudent  in  action, 
and  then  also  able  to  tell  what,  and  when,  and 

how  action  is  to  be  taken.  And  perhaps  this  is 
the  reason  why  the  first  inscriptions  nowh 

contain  the  word  "  songs,"  but  only  "  psalm  "  or 
"psalms;"  for  the  saint  does  not  begin  with 

illation  ;  but  when  he  has  become  in  a  sim- 

ple way  a  believer,  according  to  orthodoxy,  he 
devotes  himself  to  the  actions  that  are  to  be 

done.  For  this  reason,  also,  are  there  many 

>ngs"  at  the  end  ;  and  wherever  there  is  the 
word  "  di  ."  there  we  do  not  find  the  word 

"psalm,"  whether  by  itself  alone  or  with  am- 
addition,  but  only  "  songs."  For  in  the  "  de- 

grees" (or  "ascents"),  the  sum,  will  be  en 

1    h>hn  iii.    11 . 

-        I'll.  ;  .')!    Toll'     l.'.lA. ...,(,      *'"     OV*XWV     UnS.'l    ,     »Ul      O'1^1"" 
.11'. 

I  ■  1  hi  ..  1.  .    . 

;  gaged  in  nothing  but  in  speculation  alone, 
let  the  account  which  we  have  offered,  following 
the  indications  given  in  the  interpretation  of  the 
Seventy,  suffice  for  this  subject  in  general. 

8.  But  again,  as  we  found  in  thi  ty,  and 
in  Theodotion,  and  in  Symmachus,  in  some 
psalms,  and  these  not  a  few,  the  word  Siaxf/aXfia 
inserted,4  we  endeavoured  to  make  out  whether 
those  who  placed  it  there  meant  to  mark  a 
change  at  those  places  in  rhythm  or  melody,  or 
any  alteration  in  the  mode  of  instruction,  or  in 
thought,  or  in  force  of  language.  It  is  found, 
however,  neither  in  Aquila  nor  in  the  I  [ebrew  ; 

but  there,  instead  of  hu'ui/aXfta  ( =  an  interven- 
ing musical  symphony),  we  find  the  word  ia. 

(=  ever).  And  further,  let  not  this  fact  escape 
thee,  O  man  of  learning,  that  the  1 1  el  rews 
divided  the  Psalter  into  five  boo!  that  it 

might  be  another  Pentateuch.  For  from  Ps.  i. 
to  xl.  they  reckoned  one  book  ;  and  from  \li.  to 
lxxi.  they  reckoned  a  second;  and  from  lwii. 
to  lxxxviii.  they  counted  a  third  book  ;  and  from 
lxxxix.  to  cv.  a  fourth  ;  and  from  cvi.  to  cl.  they 
made  up  the  fifth.  For  they  judged  that  each 

psalm  closing  with  the  words,  "  Blessed  be  the 
Lord,  Amen,  amen,"  formed  the  conch: 

a  book.     And  in  them  we  have  "prayer.''  \ 
supplication  offered  to  God  for  anything  requi- 

site ;  and  the  "vow,"  i.e..  1  ment  ;  and  the 
"hymn,"  which  is  the  song  of  blessing  to  I 
for  benefits  enjoyed:   and   "praise"   or  "exl 
ling,"  which  is  the  laudation  of  the  won 
Cod.     For  laudation  is  nothing  else  but  just  I 
superlative  of  praise. 

9.  However  it  may  be  with  the  "tim 
and  the  manner"  in  whi<  h  this  idea  of  tin 
was  hit  upon  by  the  inspired  David,  he  at  ! 
seems  to  have  been  the  first,  and  indeed  the 
one.  concerned  in  it.  and  that,  too,  at  the  earl 

period,  when  he  taught  his  1 

psalter) .     for  if  a  •  him 
the  use  of  the  p    Itery  and  lute,  it  was  at 
rate  in  a  very  different  waj  that  su<  h  an  1 

it.  only  putting  togethi  I  rude  and   1 
(  ontrivani  e,  1  u  simply  emplo)  ing  1 
without  singing  eithei  to  m 

only  amusing  If  with  a  ru 

But    all.  : 
affair  to  rhythm,  and  order,  and  art,  and 

wed  the  singing  of  tl  with  t' And.   what 

inspired  of  men  •■  ing  t     I 

ning  in  tin-,  wise  even  at  the  period  w 
among  the  shepherds  and 
and   humbler  style,  and 
came  a  man  and  . 

r  and  of  m-ie    pul 

said  to  have    mad..-    t!. 

1    ,  ■ 
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Ik-  had  brought  back  the  ark  into  the  city.  At 
tint  time  he  often  danced  before  the  ark,  and 
otun  -  of  thanksgiving,  and  songs  to 
celebrate  its  recovery.  And  then  by  and  by, 

allocating  the  whole  tribe  <>t"  the  Levites  to  the 
duty,  he  appointed  four  leaders  of  the  choirs, 

iph,  Am.tn  (  Heman ) .  Ethan,  and  Idithum 

(Jeduthun),  inasmuch  as  there  are  also  in  all 

thin  !'»>ur  primal  principles.     And  he 
then  formed  >  hoirs  of  men.  selected  from  the 

rest.  And  lie  fixed  their  number  at  seventy-two, 
having  resp  i  t.  1  think,  to  the  number  of  the 
tongues  that  were  confused,  or  rather  divided,  at 
the  time  of  the  building  of  the  tower.  And  what 
was  typified  by  this,  but  that  hereafter  all  tongues 
shall  again  unite  in  one  common  confession,  when 
the  Word  takes  possession  of  the  whole  world? 

OTHER   FRAGMENTS   ON   Till-    PSALMS." 

II. 

On  Psalm  xx\i.  22.     Of  the  triumph  of  the  Christian  faith. 

The  mercy  of  God  is  not  so  "marvellous" when  it  is  shown  in  humbler  cities  as  when  it  is 

shown  in  "a  strong  city,"2  and  for  this  reason 
"  God  is  to  be  blessed." 

in. 

On  Psalm  lv.  15. 

One  o(  old  used  to  say  that  those  only  descend 
alive  into  I  lades  who  are  instructed  in  the  knowl- 

ge  of  things  divine  ;  for  he  who  has  not  tasted 
of  the  words  of  life  is  dead. 

IV. 

On  Psalm  lviii.  n. 

But  since  there  is  a  time  when  the  righteous 
shall  rejoice,  and  sinners  shall  meet  the  end  fore- 

told for  them,  we  must  with  all  reason  fully  ac- 
knowledge and  declare  that  God  is  inspector  and 

overseer  of  all  that  is  done  among  men,  and 
judges  all  who  dwell  upon  earth.  It  is  proper 
further  to  inquire  whether  the  prophecy  in  hand, 
which  quite  corresponds  and  fits  in  with  those 
preceding  it.  may  describe  the  end. 

When  Hippolytus  dictated  these  'words*  the 
grammarian  asked  him  why  he  hesitated  about 
that  prophecy,  as  if  he  mistrusted  the  divine  power 
in  that  calamity  of  exile. 

The  learned  man  calls  attention  to  the  ques- 
tion why  the  word  6iaypd<f>ij  (=  may  describe) 

was  used  by  me  in  the  subjunctive  mood,  as  if 
silently  indicating  doubt. 

Hippolytus  accordingly  replied:  — 
know  indeed  quite  well,  that  words  of  that 

form  are  used  as  conveying  by  implication  a  re- 

1  De  > !)  >  utn  Oitiett.,  p.  256. 
1  The  a!!  .-  to  the  scat  of  imperial  power  itself. 
5  He  Mis  amanuensis,  a  man  not  without  learning, 

as  it  seen. ,  1 1  lidattt  these  words. 

buke  to  those  who  study  the  prophecies  about 
Christ,  and  talk  righteousness  with  the  mouth, 
while  tlu-y  do  not  admit  His  coming,  nor  listen 
to  His  voice  when  He  calls  to  them,  and  s 

••  He  that  hath  ears  to  hear,  let  him  hear;"  who 
who  have  made  themselves  like  the  serpent,  and 
have  made  their  ears  like  those  of  a  deaf  viper, 
and  so  forth.  God  then  docs,  in  truth,  take  care 

j  of  the  righteous,  and  judges  their  cause  when 
injured  on  the  earth;  and  He  punishes  those 
who  dare  to  injure  them. v. 

On  Psalm  lix.  11.     Concerning  the  Jews. 

For  this  reason,  even  up  to  our  day,  though 
they  see  the  boundaries  (of  their  country),  and 
go  round  about  them,  they  stand  afar  off.  And 
therefore  have  they  no  longer  king  or  high  priest 
or  prophet,  nor  even  scribes  and  Pharisees  and 
Sadducees  among  them.  He  does  not,  however, 
say  that  they  are  to  be  cut  off;  wherefore  their 
race  still  subsists,  and  the  succession  of  their 
children  is  continued.  For  they  have  not  been 
cut  off  nor  consumed  from  among  men  —  but 
they  are  and  exist  still  —  yet  only  as  those  who 
have  been  rejected  and  cast  down  from  the  hon- 

our of  which  of  old  they  were  deemed  worthy 

by  God.  But  again,  "  Scatter  them,"  he  says, 
"by  Thy  power ;  "  which  word  has  also  come  to 
pass.  For  they  are  scattered  throughout  the 
whole  earth,  in  servitude  everywhere,  and  enga- 

ging in  the  lowest  and  most  servile  occupations, 

and  doing  any  unseemly  work  for  hunger's  sake. 
For  if  they  were  destroyed  from  among  men, 

and  remained  nowhere  among  the  living,  they 
could  not  see  my  people,  he  means,  nor  know 

my  Church  in  its  prosperity.  Therefore  "  scat- 
ter" them  everywhere  on  earth,  where  my  Church 

is  to  be  established,  in  order  that  when  they  see 
the  Church  founded  by  me,  they  may  be  roused 
to  emulate  it  in  piety.  And  these  things  did  the 
Saviour  also  ask  on  their  behalf. VI. 

On  Psalm  lxii.  6. 

Aliens  (/xcravacrrat)  properly  so  called  are  those 
who  have  been  despoiled  by  some  enemies  or  ad- 

versaries, and  have  then  become  wanderers ;  a 
thing  which  we  indeed  also  endured  formerly  at 
the  hand  of  the  demons.  But  from  the  time 

that  Christ  took  us  up  by  faith  in  Him,  we  are 
no  longer  aliens  from  the  true  country  —  the 
Jerusalem  which  is  above  —  nor  have  we  to  bear 
alienation  in  error  from  the  truth. 

vn. 

On  Psalm  lxviii.  18.     Of  the  enlargement  of  the  Church. 

And  the  unbelieving,  too,  He  sometimes  draws 
by  means  of  sickness  and  outward  circumstances  ; 
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yea,  many  also  by  means  of  visions  have  come 
to  make  their  abode  with  Jesus. 

VIII. 

On  Psalm  lxxxix.  4.     Of  the  Gentiles. 

And  around  us  are  the  wise  men  of  the  Greeks, 
mocking  and  jeering  us,  as  those  who  believe 
without  inquiry,  and  foolishly. 

IX, 

On  the  v/ords  in    Psalm   xcvi.   11:    "  Let   the   sea  roar  (be 
moved),  and  the  fulness  thereof." 

By  these  words  it  is  signified  that  the  preach- 
ing of  the  Gospel  will  be  spread  abroad  over  the 

seas  and  the  islands  in  the  ocean,  and  among 
the  people  dwelling  therein,  who  are  here  called 
"the  fulness  thereof."  And  that  word  has  been 
made  good.  For  churches  of  Christ  fill  all  the 
islands,  and  are  being  multiplied  every  day,  and 
the  teaching  of  the  Word  of  salvation  is  gaining 
accessions. 

On  Psalm  cxix.  30-32. 

He  who  loves  truth,  and  never  utte  .  a  false 

word  with  his  mouth,  may  say,  "  I  have  chosen 
the  way  of  truth."  Moreover,  he  who  always 
sets  the  judgments  of  God  before  his  eyes,  and 

remembers  them  in  every  action,  will  say,  "Thy 
judgments  have  I  not  forgotten."  And  how  is 
our  heart  enlarged  by  trials  and  afflictions  !  For 
these  pluck  out  the  thorns  of  anxious  thoughts 

within  us,  and  enlarge  the  heart  for  the  recep- 
tion of  the  divine  laws.  For,  says  he,  "  in 

affliction  Thou  hast  enlarged  me."  Then  do  we 
walk  in  the  way  of  God's  commandments,  well 
prepared  for  it  by  the  endurance  of  trials. 

XI. 

On  the  words  in  Psalm  exxvii.  7 :  "On  the  wrath  of  mine 
enemies,"  etc. 

Hast  thou1  seen  that  the  power  (of  God)  is 
most  mighty  on  every  side?  For  (says  he) 
Thou  wilt  be  able  to  save  me  when  in  the  midst 
of  troubles,  and  to  keep  them  in  check  when 
they  rage,  and  rave,  and  breathe  fire. 

XII. 

On  the  words  in  Psalm  exxxix.  1 5  bstance  or  (bones) 
was  not  hid  from  Thee,  which  Thou  1 

It  is  said  also  by  those  who  treat  of  the  nature 

and  generation  of"  animals,  that  the  <  hange  of the  blood  into  bone  is  something  invisible  and 
intangible,  although  in  the  case  of  other  part-^.  I 
mean  the  flesh  and  nerves,  the  mode  of  their 
formation  may  be  seen.  And  the  Scripture  a 

in  Ecclesiastes,  adduces  this,  saying,  "As  thou 
knowest  not  the  bones  in  the  womb  of  her  that 
is  with  child,  so  thou  shalt  not  know  the  works 

of  God."a  But  from  Thee  was  not  hid  even  my 
sul istance,  as  it  was  originally  in  the  lowest  parts 
of  the  earth. 

1  'I'n  his  amanuensis. 
2  Eccles.  xi.  5. 



THE    EXTANT    WORKS    AND    FRAGMENTS 
OF 

HIPPOLYTUS. 

Part  II.  — dogmatical  and  historical. 

TREATISE   ON    CHRIST   AND   ANTICHRIST.1 

i .  As  it  was  your  desire,  my  beloved  brother 

Theophilus,1  to  be  thoroughly  informed  on  those 
topics  which  I  put  summarily  before  you,  I  have 
thought  it  right  to  set  these  matters  of  inquiry 
clearly  forth  to  your  view,  drawing  largely  from 
the  Holy  Scriptures  themselves  as  from  a  holy 
fountain,  in  order  that  you  may  not  only  have 
the  pleasure  of  hearing  them  on  the  testimony  of 

men.'  but  may  also  be  able,  by  surveying  them 
in  the  light  of  (divine)  authority,  to  glorify  God 
in  all.  For  this  will  be  as  a  sure  supply  furnished 

by  us  for  your  journey  in  this  present  life,  so 
that  by  ready  argument  applying  things  ill  under- 

stood and  apprehended  by  most,  you  may  sow 
them  in  the  ground  of  your  heart,  as  in  a  rich 
and  clean  soil.4  By  these,  too,  you  will  be  able 
to  silence  those  who  oppose  and  gainsay  the 
word  of  salvation.  Only  see  that  you  do  not 
give  these  things  over  to  unbelieving  and  blas- 

phemous tongues,  for  that  is  no  common  danger. 
But  impart  them  to  pious  and  faithful  men,  who 
desire  to  live  holily  and  righteously  with  fear. 
For  it  is  not  to  no  purpose  that  the  blessed  apos- 

tle exhorts  Timothy,  and  says,  "  O  Timothy,  keep 
that  which  is  committed  to  thy  trust,  avoiding 
profane  and  vain  babblings,  and  oppositions  of 

nee  falsely  so  called  ;  which  some  professing 

have  erred  concerning  the  faith."5  And  again,, 
'•  Thou  therefore,  my  son,  be  strong  in  the  grace 

1  Gallandi  I    Pntr.,  ii.  p.  417.  Venice,  1765. 
"  I'c  >«  Theophilus  whom  Methodius,  a  contemporary of  II  !     iphanius.     [Sec  vol.  vi.,  this  geries.] 
Fron  ,  too,  II  is  clear  that  they  are  in  error  who  take 
thi»  book  to  1*  a  homily.      (Fabri 

3  In  the  I-  j  ovTajy,  for  which  toii-  utqji'  =  of 

the  ears,  ii  '  by  some,  and  kvBpm-niav  =  of  men,  by  others. 
In  the  m.v                        abbreviation  om»i  is  often  found  for  nvBpwnw. 

4  In  the  text  wc  fin>I  uk  TTtoir  xaBapa.  yrj,  for  which  grammar  re- 
quires m?  rion  itafl  i^n  yrj.  Combefisius  proposes  wtrirtp  oiy  Ka.8a.pa 

>.'/  =  as  in  titan  ground.  Others  would  read  <u%  -nvpov,  etc.,  = like  grain  in  clean  ground. 
•*  I  Tim.  vi.  20,  2:. 
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that  is  in  Christ  Jesus.  And  the  things  that  thou 
hast  heard  of  me  in  many  exhortations,  the  same 

commit  thou  to  faithful  men,6  who  shall  be  able 
to  teach  others  also." 7  If,  then,  the  blessed 
(apostle)  delivered  these  things  with  a  pious 
caution,  which  could  be  easily  known  by  all,  as 

he  perceived  in  the  spirit  that  "all  men  have  not 
faith,"  8  how  much  greater  will  be  our  danger,  if, 
rashly  and  without  thought,  we  commit  the  rev- 

elations of  God  to  profane  and  unworthy  men  ? 
2.  For  as  the  blessed  prophets  were  made,  so 

to  speak,  eyes  for  us,  they  foresaw  through  faith 
the  mysteries  of  the  word,  and  became  ministers 
of  these  °  things  also  to  succeeding  generations, 
not  only  reporting  the  past,  but  also  announcing 
the  present  and  the  future,  so  that  the  prophet 
might  not  appear  to  be  one  only  for  the  time 
being,  but  might  also  predict  the  future  for  all 
generations,  and  so  be  reckoned  a  (true) 
prophet.  For  these  fathers  were  furnished  with 
the  Spirit,  and  largely  honoured  by  the  Word 
Himself;  and  just  as  it  is  with  instruments  of 
music,  so  had  they  the  Word  always,  like  the 

plectrum,10  in  union  with  them,  and  when  moved 
by  Him  the  prophets  announced  what  God 

willed.  For  they  spake  not  of  their  own  power  " 
(let  there  be  no  mistake  as  to  that12),  neither 
did  they  declare  what  pleased  themselves.  But 
first  of  all  they  were  endowed  with  wisdom  by 
the  Word,  and  then  again  were  rightly  instructed 

*  This  reading,  nn.po.K\r)<retov  for  ixaprvpuiv  (=  witnesses),  which 
is  peculiar  to  Hippolytus  alone,  is  all  the  more  remarkable  as  so 

thoroughly  suiting  Paul's  meaning  in  the  passage. 7  2  Tim.  ii.  1,  2. 
8  2  Thess.  iii.  2. 

9  The  text  reads  ariva  =  which.     Gudius  proposes  tii-o  =  some. 
10  The  plectrum  was  the  instrument  with  which  the  lyre  was  struck. 

The  text  is  in  confusion  here.  Combefisius  corrects  it,  as  we  render 

it,  noydvutv  SiKtjv  r)vmp.ivov  t\oi>TC<;  IP  eauroif. 11  2  Pet.  i.  21. 

12  The  text  reads  p.r)  n\avu>  (=  that  I  may  not  deceive).  Some 
propose  ius  irAavoi  =  as  deceivers. 
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in  the  future  by  means  of  visions.  And  then, 
when  thus  themselves  fully  convinced,  they  spake 
those  things  which  '  were  revealed  by  God  to 
them  alone,  and  concealed  from  all  others.  For 
with  what  reason  should  the  prophet  be  called  a 
prophet,  unless  he  in  spirit  foresaw  the  future? 
For  if  the  prophet  spake  of  any  chance  event, 
he  would  not  be  a  prophet  then  in  speaking  of 
things  which  were  under  the  eye  of  all.  But  one 
who  sets  forth  in  detail  things  yet  to  be,  was 
rightly  judged  a  prophet.  Wherefore  prophets 
were  with  good  reason  called  from  the  very  first 

"  seers." 2  And  hence  we,  too,  who  are  rightly 
instructed  in  what  was  declared  aforetime  by 
them,  speak  not  of  our  own  capacity.  For  we 
do  not  attempt  to  made  any  change  one  way  or 
another  among  ourselves  in  the  words  that  were 

spoken  of  old  by  them,  but  we  make  the  Scrip- 
tures in  which  these  are  written  public,  and  read 

them  to  those  who  can  believe  rightly ;  for  that 
is  a  common  benefit  for  both  parties  :  for  him 
who  speaks,  in  holding  in  memory  and  setting 
forth  correctly  things  uttered  of  old ; 3  and  for 
him  who  hears,  in  giving  attention  to  the  things 
spoken.  Since,  then,  in  this  there  is  a  work  as- 

signed to  both  parties  together,  viz.,  to  him  who 
speaks,  that  he  speak  forth  faithfully  without 
regard  to  risk,4  and  to  him  who  hears,  that  he 
hear  and  receive  in  faith  that  which  is  spoken,  I 
beseech  you  to  strive  together  with  me  in  prayer 
to  Cod. 

3.  Do  you  wish  then  to  know  in  what  manner 
the  Word  of  God,  who  was  again  the  Son  of 
God,5  as  He  was  of  old  the  Word,  communi- 

cated His  revelations  to  the  blessed  prophets  in 
former  times?  Well,  as  the  Word  shows  His 
compassion  and  His  denial  of  all  respect  of  per- 

sons by  all  the  saints.  He  enlightens  them6  and 
adapts  them  to  that  which  is  advantageous  for 
us,  like  a  skilful  physician,  understanding  the 
weakness  of  men.  And  the  ignorant  He  loves 
to  teach,  and  the  erring  He  turns  again  to  His 
own  true  way.  And  by  those  who  live  by  faith 
I  [e  is  easily  found  ;  and  to  those  of  pure  eye  and 
holy  heart,  who  desire  to  knock  at  the  door,  1  [e 
opens  immediately.  For  lie  cists  away  none  of 
His  servants  as  unworthy  of  the  divine  mystei 
He  does  not  esteem  the  rich  man  more  highl) 
than    the   poor,   nor  docs    He   despise   the    poor 
man  for  his  poverty.  He  does  not  disdain  the 
barbarian,  nor  does  He  set  the  eunuch  aside  as 
no  man.7      lie  docs  not    hate   the    female  on   ac- 

1  Tins  is   ling  to  the  •mi  ndation  ol  iua.    [  Vnd  n.>te 
ihis  primitive  theory  of  inspiration  ai  illustrating  the  words,  "  who 
■pake  by  the  prophet*,"  in  ih<-  Nil  ene  Symbol  | 

J     I    S.IIM.    1\       O, 

3  In  the  tc\l  it  i<  rtpOKnlfHva  (=  thingl  before  us  or  proposed,  to 
us),  fbrwhii  h  i  ombi  15  iu   pi  ip    1    .  uinoui  rendering,  wpotiprniitm, 

*  The  original  is  i«i  vt\  1  bi  . 
'  Is;i.  x  1 1 1   1.  M.ui   mi   18,    The  text  is  «wtoi  re^Ai*  i 

ir.ir?.    See  Macarius,  ''  vinittu  /'.  X.  S.  C,  book  iv.  th.  gill    p, 
460,  an. 1  Grabi  on  Bull's  Df/itnt,  Fid,  Xic,  p.  101. *  Renilin^  airoOi  for  avTOV. 

'  Lisa.  Ivi.  3,  4.] 

count  of  the  woman's  act  of  disobedience  in  the 
beginning,  nor  does  He  reject  the  male  on  ac- 

count of  the  man's  transgression.  But  He  seeks 
all,  and  desires  to  save  all,  wishing  to  make  all 
the  children  of  God,  and  calling  all  the  saints 
unto  one  perfect  man.     Forth.  1  Iso  one  Son 
(or  Servant)  of  God,  by  whom  we  too,  receiving 
the  regeneration  through  the  Holy  Spirit,  desire 
to  come  all  unto  one  perfet  t  and  heavenly 

man.8 

4.  For  whereas  the  Word  of  God  was  without 

flesh,9  He  took  upon  Himself  the  holy  flesh  by 
the  holy  Virgin,  and  prepared  a  robe  which  He 
wove  for  Himself,  like  a  bridegroom,  in  the  suf- 

ferings of  the  cross,  in  order  that  by  uniting  His 

own  power  with  our  motal  body,  and  by  mixing10 
the  incorruptible  with  the  corruptible,  and  the 
strong  with  the  weak,  He  might  save  perishing 
man.  The  web-beam,  therefore,  is  the  passion 
of  the  Lord  upon  the  cross,  and  the  warp  on  it 
is  the  power  of  the  Holy  Spirit,  and  the  woof  is 
the  holy  flesh  wrought  (woven)  by  the  Spirit, 
and  the  thread  is  the  grace  which  by  the  love  of 
Christ  binds  and  unites  the  two  in  one,  and  the 
combs  or  (rods)  are  the  Word  ;  and  the  workers 
are  the  patriarchs  and  proph  the 
fair,  long,  perfect  tunic  for  Christ  ;  and  the  Word 
passing  through  these,  like  th<  -  or  (rod-), 
completes  through  them  that  which  His  Father 

willeth.10 
5.  But  as  time  now  presses  for  the  considera- 

tion of  the  question  immediately  in  hand,  and  as 
what  has  been  already  said  in  the  introdui  tion 
with  regard  to  the  glory  of  God,  ma)  suffice,  it 
is  proper  that  we  take  the  Holy  Si  riptures  them- 

selves in  hand,  and  find  out  from  them  what,  and 
of  what  manner,  the  coming  of  Antichrist  is  ;  on 
what  occasion  and  .it  what  time  thai  im]  OUS  one 
shall  be  revealed;  and  whence  and  fl  ;n  what 

tribe  (he  shall  come)  ;  and  whit  his  nun 
which  is  indicated  by  the  number  in  the  Scrip- 

ture ;  and  how  he  shall  work  error  .  the 

people,  gathering  them  from  the  ends 
earth  ;  and  (how)  he  shall  stir  up  tribulation  and 

persecution  against  the  s.unis ;  and  shall 
glorify  himself  as  Cod  ;   and  what    his 

and  how  the  sudden  appear;' 
shall   he   revealed    from    heaven  . 

conflagration  o(  the  whole  world 
what  the  glorious  m\A  heavenly  k 
saints    i>    to    In-,    wh.11    thc\     : 

Clni-4  ;   and  what  the  punishment 

by  tire. 
*  Kiih.  i\ 10  , 

ni.>si  distinguish!  md  I  ■ 

thoi  iugh,  ..I  the  two  n 

the 

nglina 
igh,  of  1 

unity. 

■•  We  ivc  the  warp,  andwi 
The  Hard.) 
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rd  Jesus  Christ,  who  is  also 
under  the  figure  of  a 

lion,  mt  of  His  royalty  and  glory,  in  the 
the   S<  riptures   also  aforetime 

Uon,  on  a<  i  ount  of  his 
and  violence.     For  the  deceiver  seeks 

to  liken  himself  in  all  things  to  the  Son  of  God. 
.  lion,  so  Amii  hrist   is  also  a  lion  ; 

\mi(  hrist  is  also  a  king.  The 

-  manifested  as  a  lamb;3  so  he  too, 
in  like  manner,  will  appear  as  a  lamb,  though 
within  he  is  a  wolf.    The  Saviour  came  into  the 

rid  in  the  circumcision,  and  he  will  come  in 
the  same  manner.     The  Lord  sent  apostles  among 
all  the  nations,  and  he  in  like  manner  will  >cm\ 

The  Saviour  gathered  together 
the  sheep  that  were  mattered  abroad/  and  he  in 
like  manner  will  bring  together  a  people  that   is 
scatter  d.    The  Lord  gave  a  seal  to  those 
who  believed  on  Him,. and  he  will  give  one  in 
like  manner.  The  Saviour  appeared  in  the  form 
of  man.  and  he  too  will  come  in  the  form  of  a 

man.  The  Saviour  raised  up  and  showed  His 

holy  flesh  like  a  temple/  and  he  will  raise  a  tem- 
ple of  stone  in  Jerusalem.  And  his  seductive 

arts  we  shall  exhibit  in  what  follows.  But  for  the 

present  let  us  turn  to  the  question  in  hand. 

7.  Now  the  blessed  Jacob  speaks  to  the  fol- 
lowing effect  in  his  benedictions,  testifying  pro- 

phetically of  our  Lord  and  Saviour:  "Judah, 
let  thy  brethren  praise  thee  :  thy  hand  shall  be 

on  tiie  neck  of  thine  enemies  ;  thy  father's  chil- 
dren shall  bow  down  before  thee.  Judah  is  a 

lion's  whelp  :   from  the  shoot,  my  son,  thou  art 
•  up:  he  stooped  down,  he  couched  as  a 

lion,  and  as  a  lion's  whelp  ;  who  shall  rouse  him 
up  ?  A  rukr  shall  not  depart  from  Judah,  nor  a 

1  his  thighs,  until  he  come  for  whom 
it  is  reserved  ;  and  he  shall  be  the  expectation 
of  the  nations.  Binding  his  ass  to  a  vine,  and 
his  .It  to  the  vine  tendril;  he  shall  wash 
his  garment  in  wine,  and  his  clothes  in  the  blood 
of  t  lbs  eyes  shall  be  gladsome  as 
with  wine,  and  his  teeth  shall  be  whiter  than 
milk 

8.  Knowing,  then,  as  I  do,  how  to  explain 
these  things  in  detail,  I  deem  it  right  at  present 
to  quote  the  words  themselves.  But  since  the 

expressions  themselves  urge  us  to  speak  of 
them.  I  shall  not  omit  to  do  so.  For  these  are 

truly  divine  and  glorious  things,  and  things  well 
calcul.r  fit  the  soul.  The  prophet,  in 

using  tl  »n,  a  lion  's  whelp,  means  him 
who  sprang  from  Judah  and  David  according  to 
the  flesh,  v>  not  made  indeed  of  the  seed 

'  Rev.  v.  5;   [also  Gen.  xlix.  8.     Sec  below,  7,  8]. 
a  John  xvui.  37. 
J  John  i.  29. 
*  John  xi.  52. 
s  John  ii.  19. 
6  Gen.  xlix.  8-12. 

of  David,  but  was  conceived  by  the  (power  of 

the)  Holy  Ghost,  and  came  forth7  from  the  holy 
shoot  of  earth,     lor  [saiah  says,  "There  shall 
come  forth  a  r<  •< I  out  of  the  root  of  Jesse,  and  a 

tlower  shall  grow  up  out  of  it."  That  which  is 
called  by  [saiah  a  flower,  Jacob  calls  a  si; 
For  first  he  shot  forth,  and  then  he  flourished  in 

the  world.  Ami  the  expression,  "  he  stooped 
down,  he  couched  as  a  lion,  and  as  a  lion's 
wlulp,"  refers  to  the  three  days'  sleep  (death, 
couching)  of  Christ  ;  as  also  Isaiah  says,  "  How 
is  faithful  Sion  become  an  harlot  !  it  was  full 

of  judgment  ;  in  which  righteousness  lod 

(couched)  ;  but  now  murderers."  '  And  David 
says  to  the  same  effect,  "  I  laid  me  down 
(couched)  and  slept;  I  awaked:  for  the  Lord 

will  sustain  me  ;  "  '°  in  which  words  he  points  to 
the  fact  of  his  sleep  and  rising  again.  And 

Jacob  says,  "Who  shall  rouse  him  up?"  And 
that  is  just  what  David  and  Paul  both  refer  to,  as 

when  Paul  says,  "and  Cod  the  Lather,  who 

raised  Him  from  the  dead."" 
9.  And  in  saying,  "A  ruler  shall  not  depart 

from  Judah,  nor  a  leader  from  his  thighs,  until  he 
come  for  whom  it  is  reserved ;  and  he  shall  be 

the  expectation  of  the  nations,"  he  referred  the 
fulfilment  (of  that  prophecy)  to  Christ.  For 
He  is  our  expectation.  For  we  expect  Him, 

(and)  by  faith  we  behold  Him  as  He  comes 
from  heaven  with  power. 

10.  "  Binding  his  ass  to  a  vine  :  "  that  means 
that  He  unites  His  people  of  the  circumcision 
with  His  own  calling  (vocation).  For  He  was 

the  vine.12  "  And  his  ass's  colt  to  the  vine-ten- 

dril :  "  that  denotes  the  people  of  the  Centiles, 
as  He  calls  the  circumcision  and  the  uncircum- 
cision  unto  one  faith. 

11.  "He  shall  wash  his  garment  in  wine," 
that  is,  according  to  that  voice  of  His  Father 
which  came  down  by  the  Holy  Ghost  at  the 

Jordan.'3  "And  his  clothes  in  the  blood  of 
the  grape."  In  the  blood  of  what  grape,  then, 
but  just  His  own  flesh,  which  hung  upon  the  tree 

like  a  cluster  of  grapes?  —  from  whose  side  also 
flowed  two  streams,  of  blood  and  water,  in  which 

the  nations  are  washed  and  purified,  which  (na- 
tions) He  may  be  supposed  to  have  as  a  robe 

about  Him.'4 
7  The  text  has  toutou  —  npoip^ofievov,  for  which  we  read,  with 

Combefisius,  irpocpx^c  >'<»'• 8  Isa.  xi.  1. 

9  Isa.  i.  21. 10  Ps.  iii.  5. 

"  Gal.  i.  1. 

12  John  xv.  1. 

13  The  text  gives  simply,  Tijf  tov  aylov,  etc.,  =  the  paternal 
voice  &f  the  Holy  Ghost,  etc.  As  this  would  seem  to  represent  the 
Holy  Ghost  as  the  Father  of  Christ,  Combefisius  proposes,  as  in  our 
rendering,  Kara,  tiji*  61a  toO  ayiov,  etc.  The  ■wine,  therefore,  is 
taken  as  a  figure  of  His  deity,  and  the  garment  as  a  figure  of  His 
humanity;  and  the  sense  would  be,  that  He  has  the  latter  imbued 
with  the  former  in  a  way  peculiar  to  Himself — even  as  the  voice  at 
the  Jordan  declared  Him  to  be  the  Father's  Son,  not  His  Son 
adoption,  but  His  own  Son,  anointed  as  man  with  divinity  itself. 

14  The  nations  are  compared  to  a  robe  about  Christ,  as  somethin 
foreign  to  Himself,  and  deriving  all  their  gifts  from  Him. 
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12.  "His  eyes  gladsome  with  wine."  And 
what  are  the  eyes  of  Christ  but  the  blessed 

prophets,  who  foresaw  in  the  Spirit,  and  an- 
nounced beforehand,  the  sufferings  that  were  to 

befall  Him,  and  rejoiced  in  seeing  Him  in  power 
with  spiritual  eyes,  being  furnished  (for  their 
vocation)  by  the  word  Himself  and  His  grace? 

13.  And   in  saying,  "  And  his  teeth  (shall  be) 
whiter  than  milk,"  he  referred  to  the  command- 

ments  that  proceed    from   the   holy  mouth  of 
Christ,  and  which  are  pure  (purify)  as  milk. 

14.  Thus  did  the  Scriptures  preach  before- 

time  of  this  lion  and  lion's  whelp.  And  in  like 
manner  also  we  find  it  written  regarding  Anti- 

christ. For  Moses  speaks  thus:  "Dan  is  a 
lion's  whelp,  and  he  shall  leap  from  Bashan."  ' 
But  that  no  one  may  err  by  supposing  that  this 
is  said  of  the  Saviour,  let  him  attend  carefully 

to  the  matter.  "  Dan,"  he  says,  "  is  a  lion's 
whelp  ;  "  and  in  naming  the  tribe  of  Dan,  he 
declared  clearly  the  tribe  from  which  Antichrist 
is  destined  to  spring.  For  as  Christ  springs 
from  the  tribe  of  Judah,  so  Antichrist  is  to 

spring  from  the  tribe  of  Dan.2  And  that  the 
case  Stands  thus,  we  see  also  from  the  words  of 

Jacob:  "Let  Dan  be  a  serpent,  lying  upon  the 
ground,  biting  the  horse's  heel."  3  What,  then, 
is  meant  by  the  serpent  but  Antichrist,  that 
deceiver  who  is  mentioned  in  Genesis/  who 
deceived  Eve  and  supplanted  Adam  ( ;rre/ji'«ras, 

bruised  Adam's  heel)  ?  But  since  it  IS  necessary 
to  prove  this  assertion  by  sufficient  testimony, 
we  shall  not  shrink  from  the  task. 

15.  That  it  is  in  reality  out  of  the  tribe  of  Dan, 
then,  that  that  tyrant  and  king,  that  dread  judge, 
that  son  of  the  devil,  is  destined  to  spring  and 

arise,  the  prophet  testifies  when  he  says,  "  Dan 
shall  judge  his  people,  as  (he  is)  also  one  tribe 

in  Israel.""1  But  some  one  may  say  that  this 
refers  to  Samson,  who  sprang  from  the  tribe  of 

Dan.  and  judged  the  people  twenty  years.  Well, 
the  prophecy  had  its  partial  fulfilment  in  Sam- 

son, but  its  complete  fulfilment  is  reserved  for 
Antichrist.  For  Jeremiah  also  speaks  to  this 
effect  :   "  from   Dan  we  are  to  hear  the  sound  of 

the  swiftness  >>!'  ins  horses  :  the  whole  land  trem- 
bled at  tin-  sound  of  thr  neighing,  <>/  the  driving 

of  his    horses"6      And    another    prophet    savs  ; 
"  lie  shall  gather  together  all  his  strength,  from 
the  cast  even  to  the  west.    They  whom  he  1  alls, 
and  they  whom  he  calls  not,  shall  gO  with  him. 
lie  shall  make  the  sea  white  with  the  Bails  of 

his  ships,  and   the   plain   black   with   the   shields 

1  1  'fill.  \  will.  13, 

2  I  Sc<-  [reneui,  vol  i  \>  $50.    Dvt'i  bum  Ii  votptad  in  R*v, 
vii  ,  and  tin.  was  nlw  i\  -.  asaigm  d  u  the  reaion,  1  In  Ic  trnad  1  timet 
(sub  vtc*  Dan)  makei  1  prudent  reflection  on  thia  iJc.i.  I  lie  his- 

tory given  in  fudg,  itviii,  ii  nunc  to  the  purpose.] 
1 .    X  1 1  \  .    1  / . 

*  C.rn.  in     1. 

'  Ccn.  xlix.  16. 

6  Jcr.  via.  iG. 

of  his  armaments.     And  whosoever  shall  opp 

him  in  war  shall  fall  by  the  sword."  1     That  ti. 
things,   then,  are  said  of  no  one  else  but   that 

tyrant,  an  1  shameless  one,  and  adversary  of  God, 
we  shall  show  in  what  follows. 

16.  But    Isaiah   also   speaks  th  And    it 
shall  come  to  pass,  that  when  the  Lord  hath  ; 

ied   His  whole  work   upon   Mount   /.ion  and 
on  Jerusalem,   lie  will    punish    (visit)   the  stout 

mind,   the   king  of    Assyria,  and    the    greatness 
(height)  of  the  glory  of  his  eyes.     For  he  said, 
By  my  strength  will  I  do  it,  and  by  the  wisd 
of  my  understanding  I  will  remove  the  bounds 
the  peoples,  and  will  rob  them  of  their  strength  : 
and  I  will  make  the  inhibited  cities  tremble,  and 

will  gather  the  whole  world  in  my  hand  like  a 
nest,  and  I  will  lift  it  up  like   eggs   that   are   left. 
And  there  is  no  one  th  it  shall  cm  ape  or  gainsay 
me,  and  open    the  mouth   ami  chatter.     Shall 
the  axe    boast   itself  without  him    that  he:, 

therewith  ?  or  shall  the  saw  magnify  itself  -with- 
out him  that  shaketh  (draweth)  it)     As  if 

should  raise  a  rod  era  ftaff,  and  the  staff  should 
lift  itself  up :  and  not  thus.      But  the  Lord  shall 
send  dishonour  unto  thy  honour  ;  and   into  thy 
glory  a  burning  tire  shall   burn.     And   the   Ii 
of  Israel  shall  be  a  lire,  and  shall  s.m<  tify  him 
in   flame,   anil   shall   consume    the    forest    like 

grass." 
8 

17.  And    again    he    says    in    another   pla 

"How  hath  the  exactor  ceased,  and  how  hath 
the  oppressor  ceased  ! 9     God  hath  broken  the 
yoke   of  the    rulers   of    sinners.    He  who    sm 
the  people  in  wrath,  and  with  an  incur.:  ike  : 
He    that    strikes  the  people  with    an   incurable 
stroke,    which    He   did    not   spare.      He 
(rested)    confidently:    the    whole    earth 

with  rejoicing.    The  trees  of  Lebanon  i 
at    thee,   and    the    cedar  of    Lebanon,    (sayil 

Since  thou   art   laid   down.no   feller  is   come   up 

against   us.     1  [ell  from  b<  neath   is  mo\ 
meeting  thee  :  all  the  mighty  ones,  the  rul 
the    earth,    are    gathei  ether  —  the 
from  their  thrones.     \'i  th  of  the  nati 
all   they  shall   answei  r.    ind   -  all 
And    thou,    too,   ail    taken 

reckoned    .1111011-     US.        Hi) 
down    to    earth. 

spread  decay  under  thee;  and  the  worm  shall 

be  tin  (  overing.1 '     I  low   art  thou  t  Jlen  fi 
heaven,  <  >  I  .ucifer,  son  of  the  moi  II 
cast  down  to  the  ground  who 
nations.      And    thou    didst    s.iv    in    thj    mind.    I 
will  ascend  into  heaven,  [will 
above  the  stars  o\  heaven     I  w 
the  lofty  mountain 

t  Pwha.pt  fl    d  an  1 •  Ivi      I 

*  <iri<riroi'£a<rri)(. 

1  .  ,  •  1.  ,  m   .  .  .      .iScr  nailing.  »w»A«imm»  -  re«i 
"  1  11  ,  lli.il  ii»c»l  caily. 
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ve  the  <  lo  ids  :  I  will  be  like  the  Most 
High.     \   i  n  ■  shalt  be  brought  down  to 
hell,  and  t<>  the  foundations  of  the  earth  !  They 
that  ider  at  thee,  and  shall  say. 
This  i-  the  man  th  id  the  earth,  that  did 

made  the  whole  world  a  \\il- 
d  destroyed  the  cities,  that  released 

not  those  in  prison.1  All  the  kings  of  the  earth 
did  lie  in  honour,  every  one  in  his  own  house  ; 
but  thou  shalt  be  cast  out  on  the  mountains  like 
a  loath  rcase,  with  many  who  fall,  pierced 
through  with  the  sword,  and  going  down  to  hell. 
As  a  garment  stained  with  blood  is  not  pure, 
neither  shalt  thou  be  comely  (or  clean)  ;  because 
thou  hast  destroyed  my  land,  and  slain  my  peo- 

ple. Thou  shalt  not  abide,  enduring  for  ever,  a 
wicked  seed.  Prepare  thy  children  for  slaugh- 

ter, for  the  sins  of  thy  father,  that  they  rise  not, 

neither  |  my  land."  - 
Ezekiel  also  speaks  of  him  to  the  same 

ct,  thus :  "Thus  s.iith  the  Lord  God,  Because 
thine  heart  is  lifted  up.  and  thou  hast  said,  I  am 
God,  I  sit  in  the  seat  of  God,  in  the  midst  of 

sea  j  yet  art  thou  a  man,  and  not  God, 
(though)  thou  hast  set  thine  heart  as  the  heart 
of  God.  Art  thou  wiser  than  Daniel?  Have 
the  wise  not  instructed  thee  in  their  wisdom? 

With  thy  wisdom  or  with  thine  understanding 
hast  tk  n  thee  power,  anil  gold  and  silver 
in  thy  treasures?  By  thy  great  wisdom  and  by 
thy  traffic  i  hast  thou  increased  thy  power?  Thy 
heart  i>  lifted  up  in  thy  power.  Therefore  thus 
saith  the  Lord  God:  Because  thou  hast  set  thine 
heart  as  the  heart  of  God  :  behold,  therefore  I 

will  bring  strangers4  upon  thee,  plagues  from 
the  nations  :    and  they  shall  draw  their  swords 

inst  thee,  and  against  the  beauty  of  thy  wis- 
dom ;  and  they  shall  level  thy  beauty  to  destruc- 

tion ;  and  they  shall  bring  thee  down  ;  and  thou 
shalt  die  by  the  death  of  the  wounded  in  the 
midst  of  the  sea.  Wilt  thou  yet  say  before  them 
that  si a  I  am  God  1    But  thou  art  a  man, 
and  no   God,  in  the  hand  of  them  that  wound 

u  shalt  die  the  deaths  of  the  uncir- 
cutneised  by  the  h  strangers  :  for  I  have 

•ken  it.  saith  the  Lord."  s 
19.  These  words  then  being  thus  presented, 

let  us  observe  somewhat  in  detail  what  Daniel 

3  in  his  visions.  For  in  distinguishing  the 
king  mat  are  to  rise  after  these  things,  he 
showed  also  the  coming  of  Antichrist  in  the  last 
times,  and  the  consummation  of  the  whole  world. 
In  expounding  th  Q  of  Nebuchadnezzar, 

then,  he  S]  us:   '•Thou,  O  king,  sawest, 
and  behold  a  great  image  standing  before  thy 

1  The  text  gives  <Toyojy';.    Combcfisius  prefers  airayu>yjj  =  trial. >iv.  4-ai. 

5  i.e.,  according  to  the  reading,  cfiiropia.     The  text  is  «/iir«ipio  = 
txptrienct. 

*    There  is  another  reading,  Almoin  {^famines)  rutv  iOviuv. 
'  Lick,  xxviii.  2-10. 

face:  the  head  of  which  was  of  fine  gold,  its  arms 
and  shoulders  of  silver,  its  belly  and  its  thij 
of  brass,  and  its  legs  of  iron,  (and)  its  feet  ; 
of  iron  and  part  of  clay.  Thou  sawest,  then, 
till  that  a  stone  was  cut  out  without  hands,  and 
smote  the  image  upon  the  feet  that  were  of  iron 
and  clay,  and  brake  them  to  an  end.  Then 
were  the  (lay,  the  iron,  the  brass,  the  silver, 

(and)  the  gold  broken,  and  became  like  the 
chaff  from  the  summer  threshing-floor;  and 
the  strength  (fulness)  of  the  wind  carried  them 
away,  and  there  was  no  place  found  for  them. 
And  the  stone  that  smote  the  image  became  a 

great  mountain,  and  filled  the  whole  earth.'"' 
20.  Now  if  we  set  Daniel's  own  visions  also 

side  by  side  with  this,  we  shall  have  one  exposi- 
tion to  give  of  the  two  together,  and  shall  (be 

able  to)  show  how  concordant  with  each  other 
they  are,  and  how  true.  For  he  speaks  thus  : 
"  I  Daniel  saw,  and  behold  the  four  winds  of 
the  heaven  strove  upon  the  great  sea.  And  four 
great  beasts  came  up  from  the  sea,  diverse  one 
from  another.  The  first  (was)  like  a  lioness, 
and  had  wings  as  of  an  eagle.  I  beheld  till  the 
wings  thereof  were  plucked,  and  it  was  lifted  up 
from  the  earth,  and  made  stand  upon  the  feet  as 

a  man,  and  a  man's  heart  was  given  to  it.  And 
behold  a  second  beast  like  to  a  bear,  and  it  was 
made  stand  on  one  part,  and  it  had  three  ribs 
in  the  mouth  of  it.7  I  beheld,  and  lo  a  beast 
like  a  leopard,  and  it  had  upon  the  back  of  it 
four  wings  of  a  fowl,  and  the  beast  had  four 
heads.  After  this  I  saw.  and  behold  a  fourth 

beast,  dreadful  and  terrible,  and  strong  exceed- 
ingly ;  it  had  iron  teeth  and  daws  of  bra 

which  devoured  and  brake  in  pieces,  and  it 
stamped  the  residue  with  the  feet  of  it ;  and 
it  was  diverse  from  all  the  beasts  that  were  be- 

fore it,  and  it  had  ten  horns.  I  considered  its 
horns,  and  behold  there  came  up  among  them 
another  little  horn,  and  before  it  there  were  th 
of  the  first  horns  plucked  up  by  the  roots  ; 
behold  in  this  horn  were  eyes  like  the  eyes  of 

man,  and  a  mouth  speaking  great  things."  9 
21.  "I  beheld  till  the  thrones  were  set,  and 

the  Ancient  of  days  did  sit:  and  His  garment 
was  white  as  snow,  and  the  hair  of  His  head  like 
pure  wool :  His  throne  was  a  flame  of  fire,  His 
wheels  were  a  burning  fire.  A  stream  of  fire 
flowed  before  Him.  Thousand  thousands  min- 

istered unto  Him,  and  ten  thousand  times  ten 
thousand  stood  around  Him  :  the  judgment  was 
set,  and  the  books  were  opened,  f  beheld  then, 
because  of  the  voice  of  the  great  words  which 

the  horn  spake,  till  the  beast  was  slain  and  per- 
6  Dan.  ii.  31-35. 

7  Combcfisius  adds,  "between  the  teeth  of  it:  and  they  said  thus 

to  it,  Arise,  devour  much  flesh." 8  Combcfisius  inserted  these  words,  because  he  thought  that  they 
must  have  been  in  the  vision,  as  they  occur  subsequently  in  the  ex- 

planation of  the  vision  (v.  19). 
9  Dan.  vii.  2-8. 
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shed,  and  his  body  given  to  the  burning  of  fire. 
And  the  dominion  of  the  other  beasts  was  taken 

way."  ' 
22.  "  I  saw  in  the  night  vision,  and,  behold, 

)ne  like  the  Son  of  man  was  coming  with  the 
:louds  of  heaven,  and  came  to  the  Ancient  of 
lays,  and  was  brought  near  before  Him.  And 
here  was  given  Him  dominion,  and  honour, 
ind  the  kingdom  ;  and  all  peoples,  tribes,  and 
©ngues  shall  serve  Him:  His  dominion  is  an 
everlasting  dominion,  which  shall  not  pass  away, 

ind  His  kingdom  shall  not  be  destroyed."2 
23.  Now  since  these  things,  spoken  as  the) 

ire  with  a  mystical  meaning,  may  seem  to  some 
iard  to  understand,  we  shall  keep  back  nothing 
itted  to  impart  an  intelligent  apprehension  of 
hem  to  those  who  are  p  d  of  a  sound 

nind.  He  said,  then,  that  a  "  lioness  came  up 
rom  the  sea,"  and  by  that  he  meant  the  king- 
lom  of  the  Babylonians  in  the  world,  which  also 
vas  the  head  of  gold  on  the  image.  In  saying 

:hat  "  it  had  wings  as  of  an  eagle,"  he  meant  that 
Nebuchadnezzar  the  king  was  lifted  up  and  was 

ixalted  against  God.  Then  he  says,  "the  wings 
hereof  were  plucked,"  that  is  to  say,  his  glory 
vas  destroyed  ;  for  he  was  driven  out  of  his 

tingdom.  And  the  words,  "  a  man's  heart  was 
riven  to  it,  and  it  was  made  stand  upon  the  feel 

is  a  man,"  refer  to  the  fact  that  he  repented 
ind  recognised  himself  to  be  only  a  man,  and 
jave  the  glory  to  God. 

24.  Then,  after  the  lioness,  he  sees  a  "second 
)east  like  a  bear,"  and  that  denoted  the  Persians. 
For  after  the  Babylonians,  the  Persian-;  held  the 
overeign  power  And  in  saying  that  there  were 

'three  ribs  in  the  mouth  of  it,"  he  pointed  to 
hree  nations,  viz.,  the  Persians,  and  the  Medes, 

ind  the    Babylonians ;   which  were  also  repre- 
iented  on  the  image  by  the  silver  after  the  -old. 

1'hen   (then'  was)   "the  third    beast,  a    leopard," 
vhich  meant  the  (  hecks.     I'm  after  the  Persi 
Uexander  "f  Macedon  obtained  the  soven 

lower  on  subverting  Darius,  as  ̂   also  shown 

he  bra  is  on  the  image.     And  in  saj  ing   that   it 

lad  "  four  win  ;s  ol  a  foul,"  he  taught  us  mosl 
l«iil\   how  the  kingdom    of  Alexander  v. 

itioned.     for  in  speaking  of  "  four  heads,"  he 
nade   mention   of  four  kings,  \  iz.,  tho  1 1  who 
irose  out  of  that  (kingdom).3     F01  Alexander, 
vhen  dying,  partitioned  out  his  kingdom   into 
bur  divisions. 

25.  Then  he  says:  "A  fourth  beast,  dreadful 
ind    terrible;    it    had    iron    teeth    and    <  law-,   of 

i."  And  who  are  the »e  bul  the  Romans? 
vhich  (kingdom)  is  meant  bj  the  iron  the 
cingdom  which  is  now  established  ;  for  the  I 

1    I  '.Ml     VII     .,-11, 

3  Dan,  vn    1  1,  14. 

1  5m  ennuis,  \.  io,  Iii  .1  \i  \  m  Vi  1  'mi  '-if  divided  tn >.  king 
lorn  is  inserted  by  I"  cphu  i     and  ̂   >nl  .'I  Jtnitfihm 
Cat,-.  //.,  4,  Di  .s.i.  r.i  .v  1 :?:..!  .1  ,  and  othtn. 

of  that  (image)    were   of  iron.     And  after  this, 
what  remains,  beloved,  but  the    toes   of  the 

of  the  image,  in  whi<  h  part  is  iron  and  p  irt  <lay, 
mixed  together?     And    mystically  bj  tin 
the   feet   he   meant   the   kings  who  are   to  arise 
from   among  them;   as   Darnel  also  says  (in  the 
words),'- 1  considered  the  beast,  and  l< 
were  ten  horns  behind  it,  among  which  shall 

another  (horn),  an  offshoot,  and   shall  plui  k  up 

by  the  roots  the  three  (that  were)   before  it." 
And   under  this  was   signified   none   other   than 
Antichrist,  who  is  also  himself  to  raise  the  k 

dom  of  the  Jews.     He  says  that  three  ho 
plucked   up   by  the    root   by  him.  \;/..  tl 
kings  nf  Egypt,  and  Libya,  and  Ethi< 

nay  of  battle.      And  1.   . 

gaining  terrible  power  over  all,  being  1    . 
less  a  tyrant/  shall  stir  up  tribul  I 

don  against  men.  exalting   himself 

them.     For   Daniel    says:    "1    considered    the 
horn,  and   behold   that   horn   made  war  with  the 

saints,  and  prevailed  against  them,  till  the   1. 
was  slain  and  perished,  and  its!  ten 

to  the  burning  of  fire."  5 
26.  After  a  little  space  the  ne 

from  heaven  which  smites  the  image  and  br 
it  in  pieces,  and  subverts  all  the  kingdoms,  and 
gives  the  kingdom  to  the  saints  of  the  Most  1  i 
This  is  the  stone  whi<  h   become-  m- 

tain,  and   fills  the  whole  earth,  of  which    Daniel 

sa\  -,  :  "  I  saw  in  the  night  \  isions,  and  behold  1 
hk''    the   Son   of  man   came   with    the    cloud- 

In  m\  en,  and  came  t<  1  the  Am  f  da) s,  .uv\ 
was  brought   near  before  Hun.     And  thi 
given  Him  dominion,  and  glory,  and  a  kii 
and  all  |                              and  langua 
Him  :  and  His  dominion  is  an  everlasl 

ion,  which  shall  not  pa          ■    -■  .  and  lb-  1, 
shall  not  be  desti                  He  show    .  .     ,   iwer 

given  by  the  Father  to  the  Son."  who  isorda 
Lord  oi  things  in  heaven,  and  things  on  earth, 
and  things  under  the  earth,  and  Jud  II:' 

of  things   in    hea\  en,  1  !  '  -    bom,  the \\  uid  ..I  ( ;.nl,  b<  fore  all  |  .  and  ol 
on  earth,  because  He  became  man  in  th< 

oi  men,  to  j  1  \d.un  tin  I ' 
and  of  things   under  the   earth,  1"  'V.i> 
also  re<  koned  anion-    the  <Wm\,  \ 

Gospel  to  the  souls  of  the  saints,10  (and )  bj  <..  ath 
overa  iming  death. 

17,     \^    these    things,    then,   arc    in    the 
and  as  the  ten  I  the    1111 

to  1  10  main  )  demo.  ia.  us,"  and  the  ten  hoi: 
'  1  .1  ..,.,.., 
'     I'm      Ml         I,  II, 
I     I 

I  ' 

M  hi    «xviu 

PI  i| 1    1  Pel   1 

1  ■     1 

" 

I 
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tin-  fourth  beast  are  distributed  over  ten  king- 
doms, let  u>  look  .u  the  subject  a  little   more 

closelj .  .mil  i  onsider  these  matters  as  in  the  clear 

i  persona]  survey.' 
Iden  head  of  the  image  and  the 

1  the  Babylonians  ;  the  shoulders 
and  arms  of  silver,  and  the  bear,  represented  the 

s  and  Moles ;   the  belly  and   thighs  of 
rid  the  leopard,  meant  the  Greeks,  who 

held  the  sovereignty  from  Alexander's  time  ;  the of  iron,  and  the  beast  dreadful  and  terrible, 

expressed  the  Romans,  who  hold  the  sovereignty 

at  present  ;  the  toes  of  the  feet  which  were  part 

claj  and  part  iron,  and  the  ten  horns,  were  em- 
blems of  the  kingdoms  that  arc  yet  to  rise  ;  the 

other  little  horn  that  ijrows  up  among  them  meant 
the    Antichrist   in    their   midst  :    the    stone    that 

smites  the  earth  and  brings  judgment  upon  the 
Id  was  Christ. 

29.  These  things,  beloved,  we  impart  to  you 
with  fear,  and  vet  readily,  on  account  of  the  love 
of  Christ,  which  surpassed)  all.  For  if  the  blessed 

prophets  who  preceded  us  did  not  choose  to 

proclaim  these  things,  though  they  knew  them, 
openly  and  boldly,  lest  they  should  disquiet  the 
souls  >■>(  men,  but  recounted  them  mystically  in 

parables  and  dark  sayings,  speaking  thus,  "  Here 
is  the  mind  which  hath  wisdom,"2  how  much 

iter  risk  shall  we  run  in  venturing  to  declare 

nly  things  spoken  by  them  in  obscure  terms  ! 
Let  us  look,  therefore,  at  the  things  which  are  to 
befall  this  unclean  harlot  in  the  last  days  ;  and 

(let  us  consider)  what  and  what  manner  of  tribu- 
lation is  destined  to  visit  her  in  the  wrath  of  God 

before  the  judgment  as  an  earliest  of  her  doom. 
30.  Come, then,  0  blessed  Isaiah  ;  arise,  tell  us 
rly  what  thou  didst  prophesy  with  respect  to 

the  mighty  Babylon.  For  thou  didst  speak  also 
of  Jerusalem,  and  thy  word  is  accomplished. 

For  thou  didst  speak  boldly  and  openly  :  "  Your 
country  is  desolate,  your  cities  are  burned  with 

fire  ;  your  land,  strangers  devour  it  in  your  pres- 
ence, and  it  is  desolate  as  overthrown  by  many 
rs.3  The  daughter  of  Sion  shall  be  left  as 

a   (  in  a  vineyard,  and    as  a  lodge    in    a 

garden  of  cucumbers,  as  a  besieged  city."  4  What 
then?  Are  not  these  things  come  to  pass?  Are 
not  the  things  announced  by  thee  fulfilled?  Is 
not  their  country,  Judea,  desolate?  Is  not  the 
holy  place  burned  with  fire?  Are  not  their  walls 

I  down?  Are  not  their  cities  destroyed? 
Their  land,  do  not  strangers  devour  it?  Do  not 
the  Romans  rule  the  country?  And  indeed 
these  impious  people  hated  thee,  and  did  saw 
thee  asunder,  and  they  crucified  Christ.  Thou 
art  dead  in  the  world,  but  thou  livest  in  Christ. 

2  Rev.  xvii.  9. 
1   1  ■  r    wo  troAAiuv  Combefisius  has  iirb  \aaiv  =:  by  peoples. 
*  Isa.  i.  7,  8. 

31.  Which  of  you,  then,  shall  I  esteem  mow 
thin  thee?  Yel  Jeremiah,  too,  is  stoned.  Rut 
it  I  should  esteem  Jeremiah  most,  \et  Daniel 
too  has  his  testimony.  Daniel,  I  commend  t 

above  all;  yet  John  too  gives  no  falsi'  witu 
With  how  many  mouths  and  tongues  would  I 

praise  you  ;  or  rather  the  Word  who  spake  in 
you  I  Ye  died  with  Christ;  and  ye  will  live 
with  Christ.  Hear  ye,  and  rejoice;  behold  the 

things  announced  by  you  have  been  fulfilled  in 
their  time.  For  ye  saw  these  things  yourselves 

first,  and  then  ye  proclaimed  them  to  all  genera- 
tions. Ye  ministered  the  oracles  of  Cod  lo  all 

generations.  Ye  prophets  were  called,  that  ye 
might  be  able  to  save  all.  For  then  is  one  a 

prophet  indeed,  when,  having  announced  be- 
foretime  things  about  to  be,  he  can  afterwards 
show  that  they  have  actually  happened.  Ye 
were  the  disciples  of  a  good  Master.  These 
words  I  address  to  you  as  if  alive,  and  with 

propriety.  For  ye  hold  already  the  crown  of 
life  and  immortality  which  is  laid  up  for  you  in 

heaven.5 32.  Speak  with  me,  O  blessed  Daniel.  Give 
me  full  assurance,  I  beseech  thee.  Thou  dost 

prophesy  concerning  the  lioness  in  Rabylon  ; 6 
for  thou  wast  a  captive  there.  Thou  hast  un- 

folded the  future  regarding  the  bear ;  for  thou 
wast  still  in  the  world,  and  didst  see  the  things 

come  to  pass.  Then  thou  speakest  to  me  of 
the  leopard  ;  and  whence  canst  thou  know  this. 
for  thou  art  already  gone  to  thy  rest?  Who 
instructed  thee  to  announce  these  things,  hut 

He  who  formed7  thee  in  (from)  thy  mother's 
womb?8  That  is  God,  thou  sayest.  Thou  hast 
spoken  indeed,  and  that  not  falsely.  The  leop- 

ard has  arisen  ;  the  he-goat  is  come  ;  he  hath 
smitten  the  ram  ;  he  hath  broken  his  horns  in 
pieces  ;  he  hath  stamped  upon  him  with  his 
feet.  He  has  been  exalted  by  his  fall  ;  (the) 

four  horns  have  come  up  from  under  that  one.9 
Rejoice,  blessed  Daniel  !  thou  hast  not  been  in 
error :  all  these  things  have  come  to  pass. 

^^.  After  this  again  thou  hast  told  me  of  the 
beast  dreadful  and  terrible.  "  It  had  iron  teeth 
and  claws  of  brass  :  it  devoured  and  brake  in 

pieces,  and  stamped  the  residue  with  the  feet 
of  it."  IO  Already  the  iron  rules  ;  already  it  sub- 

dues and  breaks  all  in  pieces;  already  it  brings 
all  the  unwilling  into  subjection  ;  already  we  see 
these  things  ourselves.  Now  we  glorify  God, 
being  instructed  by  thee. 

34.  But  as  the  task  before  us  was  to  speak  of 
the  harlot,  be  thou  with  us,  O  blessed   Isaiah. 

s  2  Tim.  iv.  8. 6  Dan.  vii.  4. 

7  For  n\daas  Gudius  proposes  oviao-os  (sanctified)  or  KaXiaat 
(called). 

8  Jer'  '•  5;. 

9  Dan.  vin.  2-8. 10  Dan.  vii.  6. 
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Let  us  mark  what  thou  sayest  about  Babylon. 

"  Come  down,  sit  upon  the  ground,  O  virgin 
daughter  of  Babylon ;  sit,  O  daughter  of  the 
Chaldeans  ;  thou  shalt  no  longer  be  called  ten- 

der and  delicate.  Take  the  millstone,  grind 

meal,  draw  aside  thy  veil,'  shave  the  grey  hairs, 
make  bare  the  legs,  pass  over  the  rivers.  Thy 
shame  shall  be  uncovered,  thy  reproach  shall  be 
seen  :  I  will  take  justice  of  thee,  I  will  no  more 
give  thee  over  to  men.  As  for  thy  Redeemer, 
(He  is)  the  Lord  of  hosts,  the  Holy  One  of 
Israel  is  his  name.  Sit  thou  in  compunction, 

get  thee  into  darkness,  0  daughter  of  the  Chal- 
deans :  thou  shalt  no  longer  be  called  the 

strength  of  the  kingdom. 

35.  "  I  was  wroth  with  my  people  ;  I  have 
polluted  mine  inheritance,  I  have  given  them 
into  thine  hand  :  and  thou  didst  show  them  no 

mercy;  but  upon  the  ancient  (the  elders)  thou 
hast  very  heavily  laid  thy  yoke.  And  thou  saidst, 
I  shall  be  a  princess  for  ever  :  thou  didst  not 

lay  these  things  to  thy  heart,  neither  didst  re- 
member thy  latter  end.  Therefore  hear  now 

this,  thou  that  art  delicate  ;  that  sittest,  that  art 
confident,  that  sayest  in  thine  heart,  I  am,  and 
there  is  none  eLe  ;  I  shall  not  sit  as  a  widow, 
neither  shall  I  know  the  loss  of  children.  But 

now  these  two  things  shall  come  upon  thee  in 
one  day,  widowhood  and  the  loss  of  children  :  1 

they  shall  come  upon  thee  suddenly  in  thy 
son  cry,  in  the  strength  of  thine  enchantments 
mightily,  in  the  hope  of  thy  fornication.  For 
thou  hast  said,  I  am,  and  there  is  none  else. 

And  thy  fornication  shall  be  thy  shame,  because 
thou  hasl  said  in  thy  heart,  I  am.  And  destruc- 

tion shall  come  upon  thee,  and  thou  sh  ilt  nol 

know  it.  {An J  there  shall  be)  a  pit,  ami  thou 
shalt  fall  into  it;  and  misery  shall  fall  upon  thee, 
an  J  thou  shalt  not  be  able  to  be  made  clean ;  an./ 

destruction  shot/  come  upon  thee,  and  thou  shalt 
not  know  it.  Stand  now  with  thy  enc  hantments, 
and  with  the  multitude  of  tin  sorceries,  which 
thou  hast  learned  from  tin  youth  ;  if  so  be  thou 
shalt  be  able  to  be  profited.  Thou  ail  wearied 
in   thy   counsels.      Let    the   astrologers   of  the 
heavens  stand  and  save  thee  ;    let   the  star  gazers 
annomic  e  to  thee  what  shall  1  onie  upon  thee. 

I'.ehold,  they  shall  all  he  as  sinks  for  the  fire  j 
so  shall    they  be    bin  ned,  and    they  shall    not  de 
liver  their  soul  from  the  ilame.     Because  thou 

hast   coals   of  lire,  sit   upon  them  ;   so  shall  it  he 
for    thy    help.       Thou    art    wearied    with    cha 

from   thy  youth.     Man  has  gone  astray  (each 
one)    by   himself;   and    there   shall    be    no   salva 

tion  for  thee."'  These  things  docs  [saiah 
prophesy  for  thee.      Let   us  see  now  whether 

John  has  spoken  to  the  same  ell'ect. 

1  F01  11  oihai  1  rand  •  >    •  uni  over. 
•'     Is. I.    \lvil.    I-I5. 

36.  For  he  sees,  when  in  the  isle   Pat 
revelation  of  awful  mysteries,  which  he  recounts 
freely,   and   makes   known   to   others.     Tell 
blessed  John,  apostle  and  disciple  Of  the  Lord, 
what  didst  thou  see  and  hear  concerning  Baby- 

lon?     Arise,  and  speak;    for  it   sent    thee 

into    banishment.3     "And    there   came   one    of 
the  seven  angels  which  had  the  seven  vials,  and 
talked  with  me,  saying  unto  me,  Come  hither ; 
I  will  show  unto  thee  the  judgment  of  the   great 
whore    that    sitteth    upon     many    waters;     with 
whom  the  kings  of  the  earth   have    committed 
fornication,  and  the  inhabitants  of  the  earth  have 
been  made  drunk  with  the  wine  of  her  forn 

tion.     And  he  carried  me  away  in  the  spirit  into 
the  wilderness  :   and   I   saw  a  woman   sit   upon    1 
scarlet-coloured    beast,   full    of   names    of   blas- 

phemy, having  seven  heads  and  ten  horns.     And 
the  woman  was  arrayed    in    purple    and    si  arlet 
colour,   and   decked    with   gold,   and    pre 

stone,4  and  pearls,  having  a  golden  cup  in  her 
hand,  full  of  abominations  and  filthiness  ?  of  the 
fornication   of   the    earth.      Upon    her   forehead 
was  a  name  written.  Mystery,  Babylon  tin 
the  Mother  of  Harlots  and  Abominations  of  the 
Earth. 

37.  "And    I    saw   the   woman    drunken    with 
the  blood  of  the  saints,  and  with   the   blood  of 

the  martyrs  of  Jesus :    anil   when    1    saw    her,    1 
wondered  with  great  admiration.     And  the  ai 
said  unto  me.  Wherefore  didst  thou  marvel?     I 

will  tell  thee  the   myster)  of  the  woman,  ami   of 
the  beast  that  <  arrielh  her,  which  hath  the  - 
heads  and  the  ten    horns.      The    beast    that    t 

sawest  was,  m^\  is  not  ;   and  shall  ascend   011: 
the  bottomless  pit,  and  go  into  p.  rdition  . 
the\  that  dwell  on  tin-  earth  shall  wonder  (wi 
name  was   not  written    in   the   hook   of  life   fi 

the  foundation   o!    the  world)  when   the) 
the    beast    that    was,    and    is    not,    and    \ 

he." 

38.  "  And  here  is  the    mind   that    has  « 
The  seven  heads  are  seven  mountains,  on  wl 
the  woman  sitteth.      And  then    .  .      .    k 
live  are    fallen,  and    one    is,  and    the   otln  : 

yet  come ;  and  when  he  cometh,  he  must  • 
tinue  a  short  sp.ue     And  the  beast  that  w 

is  not,  (even  he  i>  the  eighth,)  and  1^  of  the 
seven,  and  goeth  into  perdition.     And  the 
hoi  ns   which    thou    s  iw  ten    k 

have  receiv  ed  no  kingdom  as  yet 

power  as  kings  one  hour  with  the  beast.      I 
have   one    mind,  and    -ii  ill 

strength  unto  the  b<  ast,     I  hese  shall  m 
with    the    I    imb,   and    the    I 
them  :   for  he   is  1    rd  of  lot     . 

v.ir  thit  toktn,   ii. . 
"  B  aby I  I       ■   | 

I  tin 

*  «... 
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and  th<  are  with  I [im  are  <  ailed, 
.1  faithful. 

•  \ml  he  saith  to  me,  The  miters  which 
.  where  the  whore  sitteth,  arc  peoples, 

multitudes,  and  nations,  and  tongues.     And 

the  ten  horns  which  thou  sawest,  and  '  the  beast, 
all  hate  the  whore,  and  shall  make  her 

1  naked,  and  shall  eat  her  flesh,  and 
i  her  with  fire.     For  God  hath  put  in  their 

ilfil   1  lis  will,  and  to  agree,  and  give 

their  kingdom  unto  the  beast,  until  the  words  of 
I   shall   he   fulfilled.      And   the   woman  which 

•  is  that  .ureat  city,  which  reigneth  over 
the  km_>  of  the  earth. 

40.  "  After  these  things   I  saw  another  angel 
ie   down   from   heaven,  having  great   power  ; 

and  the  earth  was  lightened  with  his  glory.     And 

}u-  cried  mightily3  with  a  strong  voice,  saying, 
ylon  the  great  is  fallen,  is  fallen,  and  is  be- 
ie  the  habitation  of  devils,  and  the  hold  of 

every  foul  spirit,  and  a  r<i^r  of  every  unclean  and 
hateful  bird.     For  all  nations  have  drunk  of  the 
wine  of   the  wrath  of  her  fornication,  and    the 

if  the  earth  have  committed   fornication 
1   her.  and  the  merchants   of   the   earth  are 

waxed  rich  through  the  abundance  of  her  delica- 
And  I  heard  another  voice  from  heaven, 

saying,  Come  out  of  her,  my  people,  that  ye  be 
not    partakers   of   her  sins,  and   that  ye   receive 
not  of  her  plague^  :   for  her  sins  did  cleave  even 

unto  heaven.'1  and  God    hath    remembered    her 

41.  "  Reward  her  even  as  she  rewarded  (you), 
and  double  unto  her  double,  according  to  her 

';>:   in  the  cup  which  she   hath  filled,  fill  to 
her  double.      How  much  she  hath  glorified  her- 

and  lived  deliciously,  so  much  torment  and 
her:   for  she  saith  in  her  heart,  I  sit 

teen,  and  am  no  widow,  and  shall  see  no  sor- 
row.    Therefore,  shall  her  plagues  come  in  one 
Lth,  and  mourning,  and  famine;  and  she 

shall  be  utterly  burned  with  fire  :  for  strong  is 

the  Lord  God  who  judgeth  her.     And  the  kings 
of  the  earth,  who  have  committed  fornication, 

and  lived   deliriously  with   her.  shall   bewail   her, 
and    lament    for   her.    when    they   shall   see    the 

ike  of  her  burning,  standing  afar  off  for  the 
her  torment,  saying,  Alas,  alas  !  that  great 

city  Babylon,  that  mighty  city  !  for  in  one  hour 
ry  judgment  come.     And  the  merchants  of 

;h  shall  weep  and   mourn  over  her;  for 
nan  shall  buy  their  merchandise  4  any  more. 

The  merchandise  of  gold,  and  silver,  and  pre- 
nd  of  pearls,  and  fine  linen,  and 

purple,  and  silk,  and  scarlet,  and  all  thyine  wood, 
and  all  manner  vessels  of  ivory,  and  all  manner 

1  «oi,  for  the  receive'! 
2  tcrvip  .    f ■ .  r  * .     -rx1''. 
-'  <«oAArfl.)mi ,  for  the  received  r)KoKov$T)<rav. 
*  ayopaati,  for  the  received  dyo/>d£ci. 

vessels  of  most  pre*  ious  wood,  and  of  brass,  and 
iron,  and  marble,  and  cinnamon,  and  spi<  1 
and  odours,  and  ointments,  and  frankim  c: 
and  wine,  and  oil,  and  fine  Hour,  and  wheat,  and 

beasts,  dnd  sheep,  and  goats,''  and  horses,  and 
chariots,  and  slaves  (bodies),  and  souls  of  men. 
And  the  fruits  that  thy  soul  lusted  after  are 

departed  from  thee,  and  all  things  which  w 
dainty  and  goodly  have  perished  '  from  thee,  and 
thou  shalt  find  them  no  more  at  all.  The  mer- 

chants of  these  things,  which  were  made  rich  a 
by  her,  shall  stand  afar  off  for  the  fear  of  h  r 
torment,  weeping  and  wailing,  and  saying,  Alas, 
alas  !  that  great  city,  that  was  clothed  in  fine 
linen,  and  purple,  and  scarlet,  and  decked  with 
gold,  and  precious  stones,  and  pearls  !  for  in  one 
hour  so  great  riches  is  come  to  nought.  And 
every  shipmaster,  and  all  the  company  in  ships, 
and  sailors,  and  as  many  as  trade  by  sea,  stood 
afar  off,  and  cried,  when  they  saw  the  smoke  of 

her  burning,  saying,  What  city  is  like  unto  this 
great  city?  And  they  cast  dust  on  their  heads, 
and  cried,  weeping  and  wailing,  saying,  Alas, 
alas  !  that  great  city,  wherein  were  made  rich 
all  that  had  ships  in  the  sea  by  reason  of  her 
fatness  ! 9  for  in  one  hour  is  she  made  desolate. 

42.  "  Rejoice  over  her,  thou  heaven,  and  ye 
angels,'"  and  apostles,  and  prophets  ;  for  God 
hath  avenged  you  on  her.  And  a  mighty  angel 

took  up  a  stone  like  a  great  millstone,  and  cast 
it  into  the  sea,  saying,  Thus  with  violence  shall 
that  great  city  Babylon  be  thrown  down,  and 
shall  be  found  no  more  at  all.  And  the  voice 

of  harpers  and  musicians,  and  of  pipers  and 
trumpeters,  shall  be  heard  no  more  at  all  in 
thee  ;  and  no  craftsman,  of  whatsoever  craft  he 
be,  shall  be  found  any  more  in  thee;  and  the 
sound  of  a  millstone  shall  be  heard  no  more  at 

all  in  thee  ;  and  the  light  of  a  candle  shall  shine 
no  more  at  all  in  thee  ;  and  the  voice  of  the 

bridegroom  and  of  the  bride  shall  be  heard  no 
nunc  at  all  in  thee  :  for  thy  merchants  were  the 
great  men  of  the  earth  ;  for  by  thy  sorceries  were 
all  nations  deceived.  And  in  her  was  found  the 

blood  of  prophets  and  of  saints,  and  of  all  that 

were  slain  upon  the  earth."" 
43.  With  respect,  then,  to  the  particular  judg- 

ment in  the  torments  that  are  to  come  upon  it 

in  the  last  times  by  the  hand  of  the  tyrants  who 
shall  arise  then,  the  clearest  statement  ha,  been 

given  in  these  passages.  Rut  it  becomes  us  fur- 
ther diligently  to  examine  and  set  forth  the  period 

at  which  these  things  shall  come  to  pass,  and  how 
the  little  horn  shall  spring  up  in  their  midst.     For 

5  anuinov,  omitted  in  the  received  text. 
6  <coi  Tpdyom,  omitted  in  the  received  text. 
7  airuiAfTO,  for  the  received  a7r>)A0<i\ 
8  rrAovTiaai'Tcs,  for  the  received  TrAouT^crovTes. 
9  iti6tt)to?,  for  the  received  ti^iottjto?. 
10  <cai  oi  dyytAoi,  which  the  received  omits. 11  Rev.  xvii.,  xviii. 
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when  the  legs  of  iron  have  issued  in  the  feet  and 
toes,  according  to  the  similitude  of  the  image 
and  that  of  the  terrible  beast,  as  has  been  shown 
in  the  above,  (then  shall  be  the  time)  when  the 
iron  and  the  clay  shall  be  mingled  together.  Now 
Daniel  will  set  forth  this  subject  to  us.  for  he 

says,  "And  one  week  will  make  '  a  covenant  with 
man)-,  and  it  shall  be  that  in  the  midst  (half)  of 
the  week  my  sacrifice  and  oblation  shall  cease."2 
By  one  week,  therefore,  he  meant  the  last  week 
which  is  to  be  at  the  end  of  the  whole  world  ; 

of  which  week  the  two  prophets  Enoch  and  Llias 
will  take  up  the  half.  For  they  will  preach  1,260 

days  clothed  in  sackcloth,  proclaiming  repent- 
ance to  the  people  and  to  all  the  nations. 

44.  for  as  two  advents  of  our  Lord  and  Sav- 
iour are  indicated  in  the  Scriptures,  the  one 

being  I  lis  first  advent  in  the  flesh,  which  took 
place  without  honour  by  reason  of  His  being 
set  at  nought,  as  Isaiah  spake  of  Him  aforetime, 

saving,  "We  saw  Him,  and  He  had  no  form  nor 
comeliness,  but  His  form  was  despised  (and) 
rejected  (lit.  =  deficient)  above  all  men  ;  a 
man  smitten  and  familiar  with  bearing  infirmity, 

(for  His  face  was  turned  away)  ;  He  was  de- 

spised, and  esteemed  not."'  but  His  second 
tdvent  is  announced  as  glorious,  when  He  shall 
Home  from  heaven  with  the  host  of  angels,  and 
the  glory  of  His  bather,  as  the  prophet  saith, 

"Ye  shall  see  the  King  in  glory  ;  "  *  and,  "  I  saw 
One  like  the  Son  of  man  coming  with  the  clouds 
Df  heaven  ;  and  he  came  to  the  Ancient  of  days, 
mil  he  was  brought  to  Him.  And  there  were 
given  Him  dominion,  and  honour,  and  glory, 
ttld  iln  kingdom  ;  all  tribes  and  languages  shall 
perve  Him:  His  dominion  is  an  everlasting 

iominion,  which  shall  not  pass  away."s     Thus 
llso  two  forerunners  were  indicated.  The  first 

Was  John  the  son  of  Zacharias,  who  appeared  in 
til  things  a  forerunner  and  herald  of  our  Saviour, 

preai  Inn;',  of  the  heavenly  light  that  had  appeared 
n  the  world.  He  first  fulfilled  the  course  of 

forerunner,  and  that  from  his  mother's  womb, 
being  conceived  by  Elisabeth,  in  order  that  to 

those,  too,  who  are  children  from  their  mother's 
.voinl)  he  might  declare  the  new  birth  that  was 
:o  take  place  lor  their  sakes  by  the  Hoi)  Ghost 
md  the  V  irgin. 
45.  He,  on  hearing  the  salutation  addressed 

to  Elisabeth,  leaped  with  jo)  in  his  mother's 
vomb,  recognising  God  the  Word  conceived  in 
the  womb  of  the  Virgin.  Thereafter  he  came 
forward  prea<  hing  in  the  wilderness,  proi  laiming 
the  bapti  ;m  of  repentani  e  to  the  pi  1  >ple,  ( and 
thus)  announcing  propheticall)  salvation  to  the 
nations  living  in  the  wilderness  ol   the  world. 

'  .s..ii>,, ,, ,     will  imil,  ,  .ii'i-upuiirii     will  ctufirm, 
'    i\.  37. 

I  lia,  liii,  .1-5. 
4  Is. 1.  xxxiii,  17. 
I  Dan,  \n.  1  |,  1 1. 

After  this,  at  the  Jordan,  seeing  the  Saviour 

his  own  eye,  he  points  I  lira  out,  and  says,  "Be 
hold  the  Lamb  of  God,  that  taketh  away  the  sin 

of  the  world  !  "  ''     He  also  first  preached  I 
111  Hades,7  becoming  a  forerunner  there  when  he 
was   put   to   death   by  Herod,  that   there   too   he 
might  intimate  that  the  Saviour  would  descend 
to  ransom  the  souls  of  the  saints  from  the  hand 
of  death. 

46.  liut  since  the  Saviour  was  the  begini 
of  the  resurrection  of  all  men,  it  was  meet  that 

the   Lord  alone  should  rise   from  the  ik\v\,   by 
whom  too  the  judgment  is  to  enter  for  the  whole 
world,  that  they  who  have  wrestled  worthily  may 
be  also  crowned  worthily  by  Him,  by  the  ill 
trious  Arbiter,  to  wit,  who   Himself  first  a<  1  om- 
plished  the  course,  and  was  iv<  eived  into 
heavens,  and  was  set  down  on  the  right  hand  of 
God  the  Lather,  and  is  to  be  manifested  again 
at  the  end  of  the  world  as  Judge.     It  is  a  matti  r 
of  course  that  His  forerunners  must  appear  first, 

as    He  says  by  Malachi  and  the  angel,'  "  I  will 
send  to  you  Elias  the  Tishbite  before  the 
of  the    Lord,  the  great  and  notable  day.  (  omes  ; 
and  he  shall  turn  the  hearts  of  the  father 

children,  and   the   disobedient  to  the  •  ■  1  of 

the  just,  lest    I   come   and  smite  the  earth  utl 

ly."9    These,  then,  shall   come   and   proclaim 
the    manifestation  of  Christ  that  is  to  be   ; 

heaven;  and  they  shall  also  perform 
wonders,  in  order  that  men  may  be  p  a  to  shame 
and    turned    to    repentance    for  their  SUT] 
wickedness  and  impiety. 

47.  for  John   says,  "And    I   will    give   power 
unto  ni)  two  witnesses,  and  the)  shall  pi 
a  thousand  two  hundred  and  thi  lys, 

( lothed  in  sackcloth."  '  That  1-  the  half  o\  the 

week  whereof  Daniel  spake.     ••  fir  the 
two  olive  trees  and  the  two  (  andlcslit  ks  standing 
before  the  Lord  of  the  earth.  And  if  any  man 

will    hurt    them,    lire   will    proceed   out    >.<l    : 
mouth,  and  devour  their  enemies;   and  if  . 
man  will  hurt  them,  he   must   in   this   man 

killed.     These  have  p  shut  heaven,  I 
il  11111   not    in    the   A.w  s   of  tin  it   prophe<  \  . 

power  over  watt  is,  io  turn    them    I 
and  to  smite  the  earth  with  all    pla 

as  they  will.     And  hed 
their  course  and  tlu  ir  testimoi 

prophet  ?  "  the  bea-t    that    a  II  I  no 
bottomless  pit  shall  make  v.  them. 

I   'I      II     III. IV 

.    M  ,1    i> 
1      I  . 
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shall  overcome  them,  and  kill  them,"  *  because  the   power  of  the   fii  him,  and 

they  will  11  rj  to  Anti<  hrist.     For  tins 

leant  by  the  little  horn  that  grows  up.     He, 

ow  elated  in  heart,  begins  to  exalt  him- 

F,  and  to  glorify  himself  as  God.  persecuting 

saints  and    blaspheming    Christ,   even   as 

Daniel  I  <  onsidered  the  horn,  and,  he- 

hold,  in  the  horn  were  eyes  like  the  eyes  of  man. 

and  a  mouth  speaking  #great  things;  and  he 

opened  his  mouth  to  blaspheme  Cod.    And  that 

caused  the  earth  and   them  which   dwell   therein 

to  worship  the  firsl  beast,  whose  deadly  wound 

was  healed,"  signify  that,  after  the  manner  of 
the  law  of  Augustus,  by  whom  the  empire  of 
Rome  was  established,  he  too  will  rule  and 

govern,  sanctioning  everything  by  it.  and  talcing 

greater  glory  to  himself.  For  this  is  the  fourth 
beast,  whose  head  was  wounded  and  healed 

again,  in  its  being  broken  up  or  even  dishonoured, 
horn  made  war  a-ainst  the  saints,  and  prevailed  and  partitioned  into  four  crowns;  and  he  then 

nst  them  until  the  beast  was  slam,  and  per-  (Antichrist)  shall  with  knavish  skill  heal  it.  as  it 

ished,  and  his  kulv  was  given  to  be  burned."8  were,  and  restore  it.      For  this  is  what   is  meant 

48.  But  as  it  is'  incumbent  on  us  to  discuss  by  the  prophet  when  he  says,  "  He  will  give  life this  matter  o\    the  beast   more    exactly,  and    in  unto  the  image,  and  the  image  of  the   beast  will 

particular  the  question  how  the  Holy  Spirit  has  speak."     For  he  will  act  with  vigour  again,  and 
also  mystically  indicated   his  name  by  means  of  prove  strong  by  reason  of  the  laws  established 

imber,  we  shall  proceed  to  state  more  clearly 

what  bears  upon  him.  John  then  speaks  thus: 

•■And  1  beheld  another  beast  coming   up  out  of 
the  earth  ;  and  he  had  two  horns,  like  a  lamb, 

and  he  spake  as  a  dragon.  And  he  exercised 

all  the  power  of  the  first  beast  before  him  :  and 

by  him  ;  and  he  will  cause  all  those  who  will  not 
worship  the  image  of  the  beast  to  be  put  to 
death.  Here  the  faith  and  the  patience  of  the 

saints  will  appear,  for  he  says  :  "  And  he  will 
cause  all.  both  small  and  great,  rich  and  poor, 
free  and  bond,  to  receive  a  mark  in  their  right 

he  made  the  earth  and  them  which  dwell  therein  hand  or  in  their  forehead  ;  that  no  man  might 

to  worship  the  first  beast,  whose  deadly  wound  buy  or  sell,  save  he  that  had  the  mark,  the  name 

was  healed.  And  he  did  great  wonders,  so  that '  of  the  beast,  or  the  number  of  his  name."  For, 

he  maketh  fire  come  down  from  heaven  on  the  '  being  full  of  guile,  and  exalting  himself  against 
earth  in  the  sight  of  men,  and  deceiveth  them  the  servants  of  Cod,  with  the  wish  to  a 

that  dwell  on  the  earth  by  means  of  those  mira-  them  and  persecute  them  out  of  the  world,  be- 

cles  which  he  had  power  to  do  in  the  sight  of  cause  they  give  not  glory  to  him.  he  will  oi 

the  beast,  saying  to  them  that  dwell  on  the  earth,  incense-pans  s  to  be  set  up  by  all  everywl 
that   they  should   make  an   image  to  the   beast 
which  had  the  wound  by  a  sword  and  did  live, 

that  no  man  among  the  saints  may  be  able  to 
buy  or  sell  without  first  sacrificing  ;   for  this  is 

And  he  had  power  to  give  life   unto  the   image  what  is  meant  by  the   mark  received  upon   the 

of  the  beast.  /',  .,/  the  image  of  the  beast  should  right  hand.    And  the  word  —  "  in  their  forehead  " 
'{•.  and    cause    that  as   many  as   would  —  indicates  that  all  are  crowned,  and    put  on  a 

not   worship  the  image  oi   the  beast  should  be  crown  of  fire,  and  not  of  life,  but  of  death.      Fof 

killed.     And  he  caused  all.  both  small  and  great,  in  this  wise,  too,  did  Antiochus  Epiphanes  the 

rich  and  poor,  free  and  bond,  to  receive  a  mark  king  of  Syria,  the  descendant  of  Alexander  of 

in  their  right  hand  or  in  their  forehead  ;  ami  that  Macedon.    devise    measures    against    the    Jews* 

no  man  might  buy  or  sell,  save  he  that  bad  the 
mirk,  the  name  o\  the  beast,  or  the  number  of 
his  name.  Here  is  wisdom.  Let  him  that  hat h 

understanding  count  the  number  of  the  beast  ; 
f>r  it  is  the  number  of  a  man,  and   his  number 

\  hundred  threescore  and  six."3 
By  the  beast,  then,  coming  up  out  of  the 

:i.  he  means  the  kingdom  of  Antichrist  ;  and 
b\  the  two  horns  he  means  him  and   the   false 

phet  after  him.'      And   in  speaking  of  "the 
is  being  like  a  lamb,"  he  means  that  he  will 

make  himself  like  the  Son  of  Cod,  and  set  him- 

forward  as  king.  And  the  terms,  "  he  spake 
like  a  dragon,"  mean  that  he  is  a  deceiver,  and 
not  truthful.     And  the  words,  "he  exercised  all 

1   Rev.  xi   4-6. 
1    mi.  8,  9. 

ij    0-18. 

•:iply  <ra'i  tok  fifr'  airrrir  =  the  false  prophet  after 
him.     Gudius  and  Combcfisius  propose  as  alxwe,  Ka  '•    kh 

.    r'  ai'Toi',  or  M«r'  auroi;  -  him  and  the  false  prophet  with  him. 

He,  too,  in  the  exaltation  of  his  heart,  issued  a 

decree  in  those  times,  that  "all  should  set  up 
shrines  before  their  doors,  and  sacrifice,  and  that 

they  should  march  in  procession  to  the  honour 

of  Dionysus,  waving  chaplets  of  ivy  ;  "  and  that those  who  refused  obedience  should  be  put  to 

death  by  strangulation  and  torture.  but  he 
also  met  his  due  recompense  at  the  hand  of 

the  Lord,  the  righteous  Judge  and  all-searching 
God  ;  for  he  died  eaten  up  of  worms.  And  if 
one  desires  to  inquire  into  that  more  accurately, 
he  will  find  it  recorded  in  the  books  of  the 

Maccabees.6 
50.  But  now  we  shall  speak  of  what  is  before 

us.  For  such  measures  will  he,  too,  devise, 

seeking  to  afflict  the  saints  in  every  way.     For 

5  itvpe'n  =  censers,    incense-pans,    or    sacrificial    I  this 
offering  of  incense  « ..-  a  test  very  commonly  proposed  by  the  pagans 

whose  religion  they  suspected. 
<■   [Not  refened  to  as  Scripture,  but  as  authentic  history.] 
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the  prophet  and  apostle  says  :  "  Here  is  wisdom, 
Let  him  that  hath  understanding  count  the  num- 

ber of  the  beast ;  for  it  is  the  number  of  a  man, 
and  his  number  is  six  hundred  threescore  and 

six."  With  respect  to  his  name,  it  is  not  in  our 
power  to  explain  it  exactly,  as  the  blessed  John 
understood  it  and  was  instructed  about  it,  but 

only  to  give  a  conjectural  account  of  it ;  '  tor  when 
he  appears,  the  blessed  one  will  show  us  what  we 
seek  to  know.  Vet  as  far  as  our  doubtful  ap- 

prehension of  the  matter  goes,  we  may  speak. 

Many  names  indeed  we  find,-  the  letters  of  which 
are  the  equivalent  of  this  number:  such  as,  for 
instance,  the  word  Titan,3  an  ancient  and  notable 
name;  or  Evanthas,4  for  it  too  makes  up  the 
same  number  ;  and  many  others  which  might 

be  found,  but,  as  we  have  already  said,5  the 
wound  of  the  first  beast  was  healed,  and  he  (the 

cond  beast)  was  to  make  the  image  speak/' 
that  is  to  say,  he  should  be  powerful  ;  ami  it  is 
manifest  to  all  that  those  who  at  present  still 
hold  the  power  are  Latins.  If,  then,  we  take  the 
name  as  the  name  of  a  single  man,  it  becomes 
Latinus.  Wherefore  we  ought  neither  to  give  it 
out  as  if  this  were  certainly  his  name,  nor  again 
ignore  the  fact  that  he  may  not  be  otherwise 
designated,  but  having  the  mystery  of  God  in 
our  heart,  we  ought  in  fear  to  keep  faithfully 
what  has  been  told  us  by  the  blessed  prophets, 
in  order  that  when  those  things  come  to  pass, 
we  may  be  prepared  for  them,  and  not  de<  eived, 
for  when  the  times  advance,  he  too,  of  whom 

these  thing  are  said,  will  be  manifested.7 

5  i .    but  not  to  confine  ourselves  to  these  word-; 
and  arguments  alone,  for  the  purpose  of  con- 

vincing those  who  love  to  study  the  oracles  of 
God,  we  shall  demonstrate  the  matter  b\  main 

other  proofs.  For  Daniel  says,  "And  these  shall 
escape  out  of  his  hand,  even  Kdom,  and  Moab, 

and  tlie  chief  of  the  children  of  Amnion." 
Amnion  and  Moab'1  are  the  children  born  to 
Lot  by  his  daughters,  and  their  race  survi 

even  now.  And  [saiah  says :  "And  thej  shall 
fly  in  the  boats  ol    strangers,  plundering  tiie  sea 
together,    and    (they    shall    spoil)     them    of    the 

:    and  the)   shall  lay  hands  upon   Moab  fi 
and  the   children   of  Amnion    shall    first  obej 

them."  '  ' 

1   on.r   fi.u'Oi'  urrofo>j<7ai. 

'  Tur.ir.    rlippotyl  •  1  ii->  mMtei  I  who  in  hii Contra  II  .  hai  the  word 

it  fid*  dig  mi  iii  ft  r.i;.i.'r  .  .  .  nouttn"       I  n  m      .  .  both   an 
  I  .in  I  roy  il      .  .  name      |  Set  thi 

*  BvacOac,  mentioned  also  by  [renasui  in  ii» 
fcrrcil  to. 

5  n(>i».  .;.i>i;/<.  v,  ili.  reading  proposed  bj  Fabriciusui  ti  id    i 
dnypi !-. 

<>   n-in  i/. i.  i.i,  ,,„',,  l     ,   ...it)(T». 

i  [Let  us  imitate  the  wisdom  of  our  author,  who 
mentary  upon  hit  maitei   [rename  i  innoi  be  too  much  appla 
The  mj  stei  v.  howi  ver,  to  turn  u]  <■*  ilic- 
Latin  rao    ind  itj  di    ;i>in   | 

1  I  i  hi      i 

•  Gen    nix     .,-,  j8. 
1     I  ..i.  m   14. 

52.  In  those  times,  then,  he  shall  arise  and 
meet  them.  And  when  he  has  overmastered 

three  horns  out  of  the  ten  in  the  array  of  war. 
and  has  rooted  these  out,  viz.,  Egypt,  and 

and  Ethiopia,  and  has  got  their  spoils  and   trap- 
pings,   and    has    brought    the    remaining    horns 

which  suffer  into  subjei  tion.  he  will  begin   to 
lifted   up   in   heart,  and   to   exalt   hims  inst 
God    as    master  of   the   whole   world.      And    hi! 

first  expedition  will  be  against  'lyre  and  Beryl 
and   the  ciri  nt   territory.      For  by  form- 

ing these  cities  fust  he  will  strike  terror  in',  >   the 
others,  as    Isaiah   siy-,.  "Be  thou  a-  ..  «» 
Sidon  ;    the  sea   hath   spoken,  even    the    Si 

of  the  sea  hath  spoken,  saying,  I   travail 
nor  brought  forth  t  hildren  ;  neither  did  I  nu 
up  young  men,  nor  bring   up  virgins.      But  when 
the  report  1  omes  to  Egypt,  pain  shall  seize  them 

for  Tyre."" 
53.  These  things,  then,  shall  be  in  the  future, 

beloved  ;   and  when  the  three  horns  are 

he  will  begin  to  show  himself  as  God,  as  i      kiel 

has  s  iid  aforetime  :  "  Because  thy  heart  h 

lifted  up.  and  thou  hast  said,  I  am  ( rod." 
to   the   like   effect    Isaiah   says:    "for   thou    hast 
said  in  thine   heart,  I  will   ascend   into  n,  I 

will  exalt  my  throne  above  the   stars   of  heaven: 
I   will    be  like   the    Mosl    High.     Yet  now  thou 
shall  be  brought  down  to  lull  (Hades),  to  the 

foundations  of  the  earth."'5     In  like  manner 

Ezekiel :  "Wilt  thou  yet  say  to  those  who 
.  I   am   Cod?      but  thou  (shalt   be)  a  man, 

and  no  C.oA."  '» 54.  As  his  tribe,  then,  and   his  manif 
and  his  destruc  tion,  have  been  set  forth  in   V 

words,    ind  as  his  name  lias   also   been   in 

tit  ally,  let  us  look  also  at  his  a.  tii  m. 
he  will   tall   together  all   the   people   to   himself, 
out   of  lUntTJ   of  the  dispersion,  mal 

them  hi.  own.  as  :;  they  were  his  own  chil- 
dren, and  promising  to  restore  their  coun 

iblish   again    their  kingdom   and   nation,  in 
order   that    he  worshipped    by    the::. 

( Jod,  as  the  prophi  t  says  :  "  1  te  « ill  coll     I 
whole  kingdom,  from  the  rising  ̂ (  the  sun  1 
to  its  setting  :  thej  whom  he  summons  and  1 
whom   he  does  not  summon  shall  mat 

him."  ,J     And  b  remiah  speaks  of  him  f 

parable  :  "  Hie  partrii 
what    he   did   not    hat<  h.   making 

without  judgment :  in  the  midst  . 
shall    leave   him.   and    at   his  end   he   shall   I 
tool, 

55.  It   will    not    be   detrimental,   t! 
the  1 

11   1    1    t  x  iii  i 

I         I       .  <  x  ■  ill 

1         I 

'  '      I     ■■  .   >  *     .1 
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the  art  of  that  <  reature,  and  show  that  the 

prophet  Ins  not  spoken1  without  a  purpose  in 
using  the  parable  (or  similitude)  of  the  creature. 
Foraa  the  partridge  is  a  vainglorious  creature, 
when  it  sees  near  .it  hand  the  nest  of  another 

partridge  \nth  young  in  it,  and  with  the  parent- 
bird  away  on  the  wing  in  quest  of  \o<.h\,  it  imitates 

the  cry  >>t"  the  other  bird,  and  calls  the  younj 
If;  .mi!  they,  taking  it  to  be  their  own  parent, 

run  to  it.  Ami  it  delights  itself  proudly  in  the 
alien  pullets  as  in  its  own.  But  when  the  real 
parent-bird  returns,  and  calls  them  with  its  own 
familiar  cry,  the  young  recognise  it,  and  forsake 
the  deceiver,  and  betake  themselves  to  the  real 

parent.  This  thing,  then,  the  prophet  has  adopted 
a>  a  simile,  applying  it  in  a  similar  manner  to 
Antichrist  For  he  will  allure  mankind  to  him- 

self, wishing  to  gain  possession  of  those  who  are 
not  his  own,  and  promising  deliverance  to  all, 
while  he  is  unable  to  save  himself. 

He  then,  having  gathered  to  himself  the 
unbelieving  everywhere  throughout  the  world, 
comes  at  their  call  to  persecute  the  saints,  their 
enemies  and  antagonists,  as  the  apostle  and 

evangelist  says:  "There  was  in  a  city  a  judge, 
which  feared  not  God,  neither  regarded  man: 
and  there  was  a  widow  in  that  city,  who  came 
unto  him,  saying.  Avenge  me  of  mine  adversary. 
And  he  would  not  for  a  while  :  but  afterward  he 

said  within  himself,  Though  I  fear  not  God,  nor 
regard  man  ;  yet  because  this  widow  troubleth 

me,  I  will  avenge  her."  2 
57.   By  the  unrighteous  judge,  who  fears  not 
1,  neither  regards    man,    he    means  without 

doubt  Antichrist,  as  he  is  a  son  of  the  devil  and 

a  vessel  of  Satan.      For  when  he  has  the   power, 
he    will    begin    to    exalt    himself    against    God, 
neither  in  truth  fearing  Clod,  nor  regarding  the 
S     i  of  Cod,  who  is  the  Judge  of  all.     And   in 
saying  that  there  was  a  widow  in  the  city,  he 
refers  to  Jerusalem    itself,  which   is  a  widow  in- 

ken  of  her  perfect,  heavenly  spouse, 
I.     She  calls  Him  her  adversary,  and  not  her 

-     iour;  forshe  does  not  understand  that  which 

was  said  by  the   prophet  Jeremiah  :   "  Because 
they  obeyed  not  the  truth,  a  spirit  of  error  shall 

k  then  to  this  people  and  to  Jerusalem."  3 
And  [saiah  also  to  the  like  effect :  "  Forasmuch 
a-   the   people    refuseth   to    drink    the  water  of 
Siloam  that  goeth  softly,  but  chooseth  to  have- 

in  anil    Romehah's  son  as  king    over  you  : 
therefore,  lo.   the   Lord   bringeth  up    upon    you 
the  water  of  the  river,  strong  and   full,  even   the 

king  of  Assyria."  *      By  the  king  he  means  meta- 
phorically  Antichrist,  as    also   another  prophet 

saith  :  "And  this  man  shall  be  the  peace  from  me, 

-I'dTO  for  aircxpivaTo. 
i    2-5. 

II. 

when  the  Assyrian  shall  come  up  into  your  land, 

and  when  he  shall  tread  in  your  mountains."  5 
58.  Ami  in  like  manner  Moses,  knowing  be- 

forehand that  the  people  would  reject  and  dis- 
own the  true  Saviour  of  the  world,  and  take  part 

with  error,  and  choose  an  earthly  king,  and  set 

the  heavenly  King  at  nought  says:  "  Is  not  this 
laid  up  in  store  with  me,  and  sealed  up  among 

my  treasures.-1  In  the  day  of  vengeance  1  will 
recompense  (them),  and  in  the  time  when  their 

foot  shall  slide."6  They  did  slide,  therefore, 
in  all  things,  as  they  were  found  to  be  in  har- 

mony with  the  truth  in  nothing :  neither  as 

concerns  the  law,  because  they  became  trans- 
gressors ;  nor  as  concerns  the  prophets,  because 

they  cut  off  even  the  prophets  themselves  ;  nor 
as  concerns  the  voice  of  the  Gospels,  because 

they  crucified  the  Saviour  Himself;  nor  in  be- 
lieving the  apostles,  because  they  persecuted 

them.  At  all  times  they  showed  themselves 
enemies  and  betrayers  of  the  truth,  and  were 
found  to  be  haters  of  Cod,  and  not  lovers  of 

Him  ;  and  such  they  shall  be  then  when  they 
find  opportunity  :  for,  rousing  themselves  against 
the  servants  of  Cod,  they  will  seek  to  obtain 
vengeance  by  the  hand  of  a  mortal  man.  And 

he,  being  puffed  up  with  pride  by  their  subser- 
viency, will  begin  to  despatch  missives  against 

the  saints,  commanding  to  cut  them  all  off 
everywhere,  on  the  ground  of  their  refusal  to 
reverence  and  worship  him  as  Cod,  according  to 

the  word  of  Esaias  :  "  Woe  to  the  wings  of  the 
vessels  of  the  land,7  beyond  the  rivers  of  Ethio- 

pia :  (woe  to  him)  who  sendeth  sureties  by  the 
sea,  and  letters  of  papyrus  (upon  the  water; 

for  nimble  messengers  will  go)  to  a  nation8  anx- 
ious and  expectant,  and  a  people  strange  and 

bitter  against  them  ;  a  nation  hopeless  and  trod- 

den down."  9 59.  lint  we  who  hope  for  the  Son  of  God  are 
persecuted  and  trodden  down  by  those  unbe- 

lievers. For  the  wings  of  the  vessels  are  the 
churches ;  and  the  sea  is  the  world,  in  which 
the  Church  is  set,  like  a  ship  tossed  in  the  deep, 
but  not  destroyed  ;  for  she  has  with  her  the 
skilled  Pilot,  Christ.  And  she  bears  in  her 

midst  also  the  trophy  (which  is  erected)  over 
death  ;  for  she  carries  with  her  the  cross  of  the 

Lord.10  For  her  prow  is  the  east,  and  her  stern 
is  the  west,  and  her  hold  "  is  the  south,  and  her 

5  Mic.  v.  5.  The  Septuagint  reads  avrtj  =  And  (he)  shall  be 
the  peace  to  it.  Hippolytus  follows  the  Hebrew,  but  makes  the  pro- 

noun feminine,  aurij  referring  to  the  peace.  Again  Hippolytus  reads 
oprj  =  mountains,  where  the  Septuagint  has  \iopav  =  land,  and  where 
the  Hebrew  word  =  fortresses  or  palaces.  [He  must  mean  that  "  the 
Assyrian"  Antichrist  "The  peace"  is  attributable  only  to  the 
"  Prince  of  peace."     So  the  Fathers  generally.] '    1  'cut   xxxii.  34,  35. 

7  ovai   "y^s    n-Acuioy  nrepvyes. 8  uerewoov. 

9  Isa.^cviii.  1.  2. 

10  Wordsworth,  reading  cot  itrroi'  for  u>?  Tor,  would  add,  like  a 
mast.     See  his  Commentary  on  Acts  xxvii.  40. 

11  kutos,  a  conjecture  of  Combefisius  for  kvk\ov. 
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tillers  are  the  two  Testaments  ;  and  the  ropes 
that  stretch  around  her  are  the  love  of  Christ, 

which  binds  the  Church  ;  and  the  net '  which 
she  bears  with  her  is  the  laver  of  the  regenera- 

tion which  renews  the  believing,  whence  too  are 
these  glories.  As  the  wind  the  Spirit  from 
heaven  is  present,  by  whom  those  who  believe 
are  sealed  :  she  has  also  anchors  of  iron  accom- 

panying her,  viz.,  the  holy  commandments  of 
Christ  Himself,  which  are  strong  as  iron.  She 
has  also  mariners  on  the  right  and  on  the  left, 
assessors  like  the  holy  angels,  by  whom  the 
Church  is  always  governed  and  defended.  The 
ladder  in  her  leading  up  to  the  sailyard  is  an 
emblem  of  the  passion  of  Christ,  which  brings 
the  faithful  to  the  ascent  of  heaven.  And  the 

top-sails2  aloft '  upon  the  yard  are  the  company 
of  prophets,  martyrs,  and  apostles,  who  have 
entered  into  their  rest  in  the  kingdom  of  Christ. 

60.  Now,  concerning  the  tribulation  of  the 
persecuti  >n  whi  h  is  to  fall  upon  the  Church  from 

the  adversary,  John  also  speaks  thus:  '"And  I 
saw  a  gnat  and  wondrous  sign  in  heaven  ;  a 
woman  clothed  with  the  sun,  and  the  moon  under 
her  feet,  and  upon  her  head  a  crown  of  tw 
stars.  And  she,  being  with  child,  cries,  travailing 
in  birth,  and  pained  to  be  delivered.  And  the 

dragon  stood  b  :fore  the  woman  which  was  ready 
to  be  delivered,  for  to  devour  her  child  a--  soon 
as  it  was  born.  And  she  brought  forth  a  man- 
child,  who  is  to  rule  all  the  nations  :  and  the 

child  was  caught  up  unto  (  rod  and  to  1 1  is  throne. 
And  the  woman  lied  into  the  wilderness,  where 
she  hath  the  place  prepared  of  God,  that  they 
should  feed  her  there  a  thousand  two  hundred 

and  threescore  d  lys.  And  then  when  the  dragi  in 
saw  it,  he  persecuted  the  woman  which  brought 
forth  the  man-child.  And  to  the  woman  wi 

given  two  wings  of  the  great  eagle,  that  she 
might  fly  into  the  wilderness,  where  she  is  nour 
ished  for  a  time,  and  times,  and  half  a  tune, 

from  the  I'm  e  of  the  serpent.      Ami    the   serpent (out  of  his  mouth  water  as  a  flood  after  the 

woman,  that    he    might    cause    her  to    be    carried 
away  of  the  flood.  And  the  earth  helped  the 
woman,  and  opened  her  mouth,  and  swallowed 

up  the  flood  which  tin1  dragon  cast)  out  of  his 
month.  And  the  dragon  u.i,  wn.th  with  the 
Woman,  and    went    to   in. ike  war   with    the   saints 

oi  her  seed,  which  keep  the  commandments  <>i 

God,  and  have  the  testimony  of  Je  su .."  ' 
61.  Bj   tli'-   "woman   then  clothed  with   the 

sun,"  he  meanl  mo  a  manife  tlj  the  ( 'len 
dued  wth  the  father's  word,3  whose  brightn 

1  kivov,  propo  led  by  il"-  ■  una  f"i  wKi 
8  i/i'r1,  |i  >  .    1    •  rm  "t  doubtful  meaning      M  iy  il    red  <   to  the 

Ropxwtat 

1   I  in-  text  ill.  hen  tupoiffMyoi,  (01  which 
.  hi  In  n.  ". . 

*  Rev,  kii 

5    Tor    An  J        I  l.i  i,iii'o|i. 

is  above  tiie  sun.     And  by  "  th  her 
feet  "    he    referred    to    her   being    adorned,    like 
the  moon,  with  heavenly  glory.     And  thi 

"upon  her  head  a  crown  of  t  Stars,"  refer 
to  the  twelve  apostles  by  whom  the  Chr.: 

founded.  And  those,  "she,  being  with  child, 
cries,  travailing  in  birth,  and  pained  to  be  deliv- 

ered," mean  that  the  Church  will  n  ■  to 
bear  from  her  heart6  the  Word  that  is  perse- 

cuted by  the  unbelieving  in  the  world.  '-And 
she  brought  forth,"  he  a  man-child,  v. 
is  to  rule  all  the  nations;"  by  which  is  meant 
that  the  Church,  always  bringing  forth  Christ,  the 
perfect  man-child  of  God,  who  1-  d  to  be 
God  and  man,  become-  the  instructor  of  all  the 

nations.  And  the  words,  "  her  c  hild 

up  unto  Cod  and  to  His  throne,"  signify  that  he 
who  is  always  born  of  her  is  a  heavenly  king,  and 

i  not  an  earthly ;  even  as  David  also  d  1  of 

old  when  he  said.  "  The  Lord  s  lid  unto  my  Lord, 

Sit  Thou  at  my  right  hand,  until  I  make  l'hine 
enemies  Thy  footstool."7  "And  t! 
he  says,  "saw  and  persecuted  die  worn  in  which 
brought  forth  the  man-child.  And  to  the  woman 
were  given  two  wings  of  tl  that  she 

might  fly  into  the  wild 
ished    for  a   lime,   and   times,   and   half  a   time, 

from  the  face  of  the  serpent."        That   ref  rs  to 
the  one  thousand   two  hundred  and   t!.; 

days    (the   half  of  the   week)   during  which   the 
tyrant  is  to  reign  and  p 
which  flees  from  city  to  <  ity.  and 
ment  in  the  wilderness  among   the   mountains, 

essed    of   no   other   1  than    the    two 

wings  of  the  great  eagl  .  that  is  1 
of  Jesus    Christ,    who,    in    Stretching    forth 
holy  hands  on  the  holy  tree,  unfolded  two 
the  right  and  the  left.  mv\  called  to  Him 
believed  upon  Him.  and  covered  them  as  a   hen 
her  chickens.     For  by  I  Malachi 

He  speaks  thus:   ••  \nl  1  1  that  fear  my 
name  shall  the  Sun  of  righti  with 

healing  in  I  lis  win..  5." 
I'he  Lord  V  shall 

the  abomination  ol  'I    olation  stand  in  the  ; 
th.  let  him  urn  ! ),  then 

let  them  which  be  in  Judea  fl( 
t  mis,  ,md  let  him  v.  1   the    hi 

•  down  t.i  take  In-  clothes  ;  nt  ither  let  him 
which  is  in  the  field  I  I  back  !■ 

out  of  his  house.     And  w  H-  unti  >  th     1  1 
with  child,  and  to  them  that  | 

da\s  !    I'm-  then  shall  b 
not  sin<  e  the  beginning  ̂ i  th  Vnd 

e\.  ept    tin'  should 
•  R< 

1 
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should  no  flesh  be  saved."1  And  Daniel  says, 
"And  they  shall  place  the  abomination  of  deso- 
lation  a  thousand  two  hundred  and  ninety  days. 
Blessed  is  he  thai  waiteth,  and  cometh  to  die 

thousand  two  hundred  and  ninety-five  days.'" 
<>;  \m\  the  blessed  Apostie  Paul,  writing  to 

the  Thessalonians,  says:  "  Now  we  beseech  you. 
brethren,  concerning  the  coming  of  our  Lord 

ts  Christ,  and  our  gathering  together  at  it,3 
th.it  ye  be  not  soon  shaken  in  mind,  or  be 
troubled,  neither  by  spirit,  nor  by  word,  nor  by 
letters  as  from  us,  .h  that  the  day  of  the  Lord  is 
at  hand.  Let  no  man  deceive  you  by  any  means ; 
for  (thai  day  shall  not  come)  except  there  come 

the  falling  away  first,  and  that  man  of  sin  be  re- 
vealed, the  son  of  perdition,  who  opposeth  and 

teth  himself  above  all  that  is  called  God,  or 

that  is  worshipped  :  so  that  he  sitteth  in  the 
temple  <)(  God,  showing  himself  that  he  is  God. 
Remember  ye  not.  that  when  I  was  yet  with  you, 
I  t  ild  you  these  things?  And  now  ye  know 
what  withholdeth,  that  he  might  be  revealed  in 
his  time.  For  the  mystery  of  iniquity  doth 
already  work  ;  only  he  who  now  lettcth  (will 
let),  until  he  be  taken  out  of  the  way.  And 
then  shall  that  wicked  be  revealed,  whom  the 
Lord  Jesus  shall  consume  with  the  Spirit  of  His 
mouth,  and  shall  destroy  with  the  brightness  of 
Hi-  i  Mini,  :  (even  him)  whose  coming  is  after 
the  working  of  Satan,  with  all  power,  and  signs, 
and  lying  wonders,  and  with  all  deceivableness 
of  unrighteousness  in  them  that  perish  ;  because 
they  received  not  the  love  of  the  truth.  And 
for  tins  cause  God  shall  send  them  strong  delu- 

sion, that  they  should  believe  a  lie:  that  they 
all  might  be  damned  who  b<  lieved  not  the  truth, 

but  had  pleasure  in  unrighteousness." 4  And 
-  lys,  '■  Let  the  wicked  be  cut  off,  that  he 

behold  not  the  -lory  of  the  Lord."  s 
64.  These  things,  then,  being  to  come  to  pass, 

I,  and  the  one  week  being  divided  into 
rts,   and   the  abomination  of  desolation 

ig  manifested  then,  and  the  two  prophets 
and  forerunners  of  the  Lord  having  finished 

md  the  whole  world  finally  ap- 
proaching the  consummation,  what  remains  but 

the  coming  of  our  Lord  and  Saviour  Jesus  Christ 
from  heaven,  for  whom  we  have  looked  in  hope? 
who  shall  bring  the  conflagration  and  just  judg- 

ment upon  all  who  have  refused  to  believe  on 

Him.  For  the  Lord  says.  -And  when  these 
thing-  begin  to  come  to  pass,  then  look  up,  and 
lift  up  your  heads  ;  for  your  redemption  draweth 

nigh."       "And  there  shall  not  a  hair  of  your 

1   M  ■:[    wiv.  i^-?z:   Mark  xiii.  14-20;   Luke  xxi.  20-23. 
:  Dan.  xi.  ;i .  \n.  1 1,  12.  The  Hebrew  has  1,335  as  the  number in  the 

3  Hippolytus  reads  here  iw'  (ivttj?  Instead  of  in'  ai/rov,  and  makes the  pronoun  therefore  refer  to  the  coming. 
*  2  Thess   11   1-11. ■ 
6  Luke  xxi.  28. 

head  perish."7  "  For  as  the  lightning  cometh 
OUt  ot  the  east,  and  shineth  even  unto  the  west, 
so  shall  also  the  coming  of  the  S.m  of  man  be. 
For  wheresoever  the  can  thi  re  will  the 

eagles  be  gathered  together."  H  Now  the  fall'' 
took  place  in  paradise ;  for  Adam  fell  there. 

And  He  says  again.  "Then  shall  the  Son  of  man 
send  His  angels,  and  they  shall  gather  together 

I  lis  elect  from  the  four  winds  of  heaven."  lo  And 
David  also,  in  announcing  prophetically  the  judg- 

ment and  coming  of  the  Lord,  says,  "  His  going 
forth  is  from  the  end  of  the  heaven,  and  His  cir- 

cuit unto  the  end  of  the  heaven  :  and  there  is 

no  one  hid  from  the  heat  thereof."  "  By  the 
heat  he  means  the  conflagration.  And  Lsaias 

speaks  thus :  "  Come,  my  people,  enter  thou 
into  thy  chamber,  (and)  shut  thy  door:  hide 
thyself  as  it  were  for  a  little  moment,  until  the 

indignation  of  the  Lord  be  overpast."  I2  And 
Paul  in  like  manner:  "For  the  wrath  of  God  is 
revealed  from  heaven  against  all  ungodliness 
and  unrighteousness  of  men,  who  hold  the  truth 

of  God  in  unrighteousness."  '3 
65.  Moreover,  concerning  the  resurrection  and 

the  kingdom  of  the  saints,  Daniel  says,  "  And 
many  of  them  that  sleep  in  the  dust  of  the  earth 
shall  arise,  some  to  everlasting  life,  (and  some 

to  shame  and  everlasting  contempt)."'4  Esaias 
says,  "The  dead  men  shall  arise,  and  they  that 
are  in  their  tombs  shall  awake  ;  for  the  dew 

from  thee  is  healing  to  them."  '5  The  Lord  says, 
"  Many  in  that  day  shall  hear  the  voice  of  the 

Son  of  God,  and  they  that  hear  shall  live."  '6 
And  the  prophet  says,  "  Awake,  thou  that  sleep- 
est,  and  arise  from  the  dead,  and  Christ  shall 

give  thee  light."  '7  And  John  says,  "  blessed  and 
holy  is  he  that  hath  part  in  the  first  resurrection  : 

on  such  the  second  death  hath  no  power."  ,8  For the  second  death  is  the  lake  of  fire  that  burneth. 

And  again  the  Lord  says,  "Then  shall  the  right- 
eous shine  forth  as  the  sun  shineth  in  his  glory."  '9 

And  to  the  saints  He  will  say,  "Come,  ye  blessed 
of  my  Father,  inherit  the  kingdom  prepared  for 

you  from  the  foundation  of  the  world."2"  But 
what  saith  He  to  the  wicked?  "Depart  from 
me,  ye  cursed,  into  everlasting  fire,  prepared  for 
the  devil  and  his  angels,  which  my  Father  hath 

7  Luke  xxi.  18. 

8  M.ut.  xxiv.  27,  28. 

9  The  word  Trrui^a,  used  in  the  Greek  as  =  carcase,  is  thus  inter- 
preted by  1  tippolytus  as  =  fall,  which  is  its  literal  sense. 10  Mate  xxiv.  31. 11  1's.  xix.  6. 

'-'   [sa.  xxvi.  20. 
13  Rom.  i    17. 

u   I)an.  xii.  2. 
■5   Isn.  xxvi.  19. 
16  John  v.  25. 

'"  Eph.  v.  14.    Epiphanius  and  others  suppose  that  the  words  thus 
cited  by  Paul  are  taken  from  the  apocryphal  writings  of  Jeremiah; 
others  that  they  are  a  free  version  of  Isa.  lx.  1.     |  But  ihcir  metrical 

le  criticism  that  they  are  a  quotation  from  a  hymn  of 
irch,  based,  very  likely,  on  the  passage  from  Isaiah,  j 1     Rev.  xx.  6. 

'9  Matt.  xiii.  43. 
20  Matt.  xxv.  34. 
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prepared."     And  John  says,  "  Without  are  d 
and  sorcerers,  and  whoremongers,  and  murderers, 
and  idolaters,  and  whosoever  maketh  and  loveth 

a  lie  ;  for  your  part  is  in  the  hell  of  fire."  '  And 
in  like  manner  also  Esaias  :  "And  they  shall  go 
forth  and  look  upon  the  carcases  of  the  men  that 
have  transgressed  against  me.  And  their  worm 
shall  not  die,  neither  shall  their  fire  he  quenched  ; 

and  they  shall  be  for  a  spectacle  to  all  flesh."  2 
66.  Concerning  the  resurrection  of  the  right- 

eous, Paul  also  speaks  thus  in  writing  to  the 

Thessalonians :  "We  would  not  have  you  to  be 
ignorant  concerning  them  which  are  asleep,  that 
ye  sorrow  not  even  as  others  which  have  n  i 
hope.  For  if  we  believe  that  Jesus  died  and 
rose  again,  even  so  them  also  which  sleep  in 
Jesus  will  God  bring  with  Him.  For  this  we 
say  unto  you  by  the  word  of  the  Lord,  that  we 
which  are  alive  (and)  remain  unto  the  coming 
of  the   Lord,  shall  not  prevent  them  which  are 

1  Kcv.  xxii.  15. 
2  Isa.  lxvi.  24. 

asleep,     for  the   Lord   Himself  -'..all  d from  heaven  with  a  shout,  with  and 
trump  of  ( rod,  and   the  dr. id  in  (  hr;-t  shall  1 
first.     Then  we  which   are   alive    (and)    remain 

shall    be   caught  up  together  with  them   in  the 
clouds  to  meet  the  Lord  in  the  air;  and  so  shall 

we  ever  be  with  the  Lord."3 
67.  These  things,  then,  I  have  rtly  be- 

fore   thee,  ()  Theophilus,  drawing   them  from 

Scripture  itself*  in  order  that,  ,-   in 
faith  what  is  written,  and  antii  ipating  th 
that  are  to  be,  thou  mayest  keep  thyself  void  of 
offence     both     toward    God    and    toward    men, 

"  looking   for  that   blessed    ho] 
of  our  Cod  and  Saviour,"  s  when, 
the  saints  anion-   us,  II     will  rej. 
glorifying  the  bather.     To   Hun  be  the  glory 
unto  the  endless  ages  of  the  ages.     Amen. 

3  1  Thcss.  iv.  12. 

*  [The   imm.  of  these  quotations,  authenticating   the 
Revelations  and  other  Scriptures,  musi 
treatise  a  voice  to  our  own  tune:,  of  \.. 5  Tit.  li.  13. 
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1.  Now,  then,  incline  thine  ear  to  me,  and 
hear  my  words,  and  give  heed,  thou  Jew.  Many 
a  time  dost  thou  boast  thyself,  in  that  thou  didst 
condemn  Jesus  of  Nazareth  to  death,  and  didst 
give  Him  vinegar  and  gall  to  drink;  and  thou 
dost  vaunt  thyself  because  of  this.  ( tome  there- 

fore, and  let  us  consider  tog  ther  whether  per 
chance  thou  dost  not  boa  4  uni  ighteously,  0 
Israel,  (jnd)  whether  that  small  portion  of  vine- 

gar and  gall  has  not  brought  down  this  fearful 
threatening  upon  thee,  (and)  whether  this  is 

not  th  •  1  ause  of  thy  present  condition  involved 
in  the  je  m\  ri ad  troubles. 

2.  Let  him  then  be  introduced  before  us  who 

speaketh  by  the  Holy  Spirit,  and  saith  truth  — 
David  the  son  of  Jesse.  He,  singing  a  certain 
strain  with  prophetic  reference  to  the  true  ( Ihrist, 

brated  our  God  by  the  Holy  Spirit,  (and) 
di  1  lared  cle  irly  all  that  befell  I  lira  bj  the  hands 
of  the  Jew  •  in  Mi,  pi  ision  ;  in  win.  h  (strain) 
the  Christ  who  humbled   Him  I  took  unto 

Himself    the    form    of    the    servant    Adam,    (alb 
upon  c.od  the  bather  in  heaven  as  it  were  m 
our   person,  and    speaks    thus    111    the    si\tv  ninth 

Psalm:   "Save  me,  0  God;   lor  the  waters  are 
come  in  unto  my  soul.      I  am   sunk    in   the   nine 

of  the  abyss,"  th. 11  is  to  say,  in  the  corruption 
of  Hides,  on  account  of  the  transgression   in 

paradise;  and" there  is  no  substance,"  thai 
help.     ••  M\  eyes  Tailed  while  1  hoped  (or.  from 

my  hoping)  upon  my  Cod  ;  when  will  He  come 

and  save  me  ?  "  ' 3.   Then,  in  what  next  foil 

it  were,  in  His  own  person:  "Then  I  restored 
that,"  saj  -  He,  "  which  I  took  ni  I  that is,  on  a<  1  ount  of  the  sin  of  Adam  I  <  ndured  the 

di  .nil  whii  ii  was  not  uni;  .     •■  i 
( )  (  \kA.  Thou  knowest  m\  fooli  ind  my 

sins  are  not  hid  from   Thee."  that  I   I    did 

not    sin."  as    1  le    means   it  ;    and    for    th 

(it  is  add  d),  "Let   not   them   be 
want  to  see  "  m\  resurrei  tion  on  the  tie 

to  wit,  the  apo itli  -     •  B th  :t    i-,  fol    the   sake   ol    1 

borne   rcpro a<  h,"  n  inieb   tin     1 

red  my  fa<  e  with  shame,"  th  the 
;     when    "  I    be.   line    a 

brethren  after  the  flesh,  and  an  alii  n 

mother's  1  hildren,"  me  u 

the  synago  jue.     "  F01  the  real  ol 
bather,  hath  eaten  me   up  .    .v.'A    I 
of  them  that  r.pi.M.  h(  d    fi.ee 
and  of  them  th 

••  the)   that    sit    in    tl 
>ut    th. 

the)  that  diink  san 
who    think    wine)  at    the    : 

"  Put    as    fol    me.    m    I 

•  V.     I    II. 
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]      id,  Father,  I  them,"  namely  the 
u  is  the  time  for  favour  with 

Gentiles.  "  I  et  not  then  the  hurricane  (of 
temptation  nrhelm  me,  neither  let  the  deep 
(that  is,  Hades)  swallow  me  up:  for  Thou  wilt 
not  leave  mj  soul  in  hell  (Hades)  ;  neither  let 

the  pit  shut  her  mouth  upon  me,"  '  that  is,  the 
ilchre.  "  Bj  reason  of  mine  enemies,  deliver 

me,"  that  the  Jews  may  not  boast,  saying.  Let 
us  consume  him. 

4.  Now  Christ  prayed  all  this  economically' 
.iv  man;  being, however,  true  God.  But,  as  I 
hav<  ail.  it  was  the  "  form  of  the  ser- 

vant ■  and  suffered  these  things. 
Wherefore  He  added,  "  My  soul  looked  for  re- 

proach and  trouble,"  that  is,  I  suffered  of  my 
own  will,  (and)  not  by  any  compulsion.  Vet 
"  I  waited  for  one  to  mourn  with  me,  and  there 

was  none,"  for  all  my  disciples  forsook  me  and 
tied  :    .md  for  a  "comforter,  and  I  found  none." 

5.  Listen  with  understanding,  0  Jew,  to  what 

the  Christ  says:  "They  gave  me  gall  for  my 
meat  ;  and  in  my  thirst  they  gave  me  vinegar  to 

drink."  And  these  things  He  did  indeed  en- 
dure ft  1  bar  the  Holy  Ghost  tell  you 

also  what  return  He  made  to  you  for  that  little 
portion  of  vinegar.  For  the  prophet  says,  as  in 

the  person  of  God,  "  bet  their  table  become  a 
snare  and  retribution."  Of  what  retribution  does 

lb-  speak?  Manifestly,  of  the  misery  which  has 
now  got  hold  of  thee. 

\nd  then  hear  what  follows  :  "  Let  their 

eyes  be  darkened,  that  they  see  not."  And 
surely  ye  have  been  darkened  in  the  eyes  of 
your  soul  with  a  darkness  utter  and  everlasting. 
For  now  that  the  true  light  has  arisen,  ye  wander 
as  in  the  night,  and  stumble  on  places  with  no 
roads,  and  fill  headlong,  as  having  forsaken  the 

way  tii  it  saith,  "  I  am  the  way."4  Furthermore, 
hear  this  yet  more  serious  word:  ''And  their 
back  do  thou  bend  always;"  that  means,  in 
order  that  they  may  be  slaves  to  the  nations,  not 
four  hundred  and  thirty  years  as  in  Egypt,  nor 

in  Babylon,  but  bend  them  to  servi- 

tude. 1  ''always."  In  fine,  then,  how 
do>t  thou  indulge  vain  hopes,  expecting  to  be 
delivered  from  the  misery  which  holdeth  thee? 

that  b  somewhat  strange.  And  not  unjustly 
has  he  imprecated  this  blindness  of  eyes  upon 
thee,  but  bi  1  ause  thou  didst  cover  the  eyes  of 

Chr  A'-)  thus  thou  didst  beat  Him,  for 
this  reason,  too.  bend  thou  thy  back  for  servitude 
always.  AnJ  whereas  thou  didst  pour  out  His 
blood  in  indignation,  hear  what  thy  recompense 
shall    be:    "  Pour  out  Thine    indignation    upon 

1   Ps.  xvi.  :o. 

[The  Fathers  find  Christ  everywhere  in   Scrip- 
ture, and  nftcn  understand  the  expressions  of  David  to  be  those  of 

our  l-nrd'-.  humanity,  by  economy  ] 

7- 

in  xiv.  6. 

'    The  text  is  oviius,  for  which  read  perhaps  ore  =  when. 

them,  and   let  Thy  wrathful   anger  take   hold   of 

them  ;  "   and,  "  1  .<  t  their  habitation  be  desolate," 
to  w  it,  their  celebrated  temple. 

7.  but  why,*)  prophet,  tell  us,  and  for  what 
reason,  was  die  temple   made  desolate?     Was  it 
on  account  of  that  ancient  fabrication  of  the 

tall"?  Was  it  on  account  of  the  idolatry  of  the 
people?  Was  it  for  the  blood  of  the  prophets? 
Was  it  for  the  adultery  and  fornication  of  Israel  ? 

By  no  means,  he  says;  for  in  all  these  trans- 
gressions they  always  found  pardon  open  to 

them,  and  benignity  ;  but  it  was  because  they 
killed  the  Son  of  their  benefactor,  for  He  is  co- 
eternal  with  the  Father.  Whence  He  saith, 

•■  lather,  let  their  temple  be  made  desolati 
for  they  have  persecuted  Him  whom  Thou  didst 
of  Thine  own  will  smite  for  the  salvation  of  the 

world  ; "  that  is,  they  have  persecuted  me  with 
a  violent  and  unjust  death,  "  and  they  have 

added  to  the  pain  of  my  wounds."  In  former 
time,  as  the  Lover  of  man,  I  had  pain  on  ac- 

count of  the  straying  of  the  Gentiles ;  but  to 
this  pain  they  have  added  another,  by  going  also 

themselves  astray.  Wherefore  "add  iniquity  to 
their  iniquity,  and  tribulation  to  tribulation,  and 

let  them  not  enter  into  Thy  righteousness.''  that 
is,  into  Thy  kingdom  ;  but  "let  them  be  blotted 
out  of  the  book  of  the  living,  and  not  be  written 

with  the  righteous,"  that  is,  with  their  holy  fathers 
and  patriarchs. 

8.  What  sayest  thou  to  this,  O  Jew?  It  is 
neither  Matthew  nor  Paul  that  saith  these  things, 
but  David,  thine  anointed,  who  awards  and 
declares  these  terrible  sentences  on  account 

of  Christ.  And  like  the  great  Job,  addressing 
you  who  speak  against  the  righteous  and  true, 

he  says,  "Thou  didst  barter  the  Christ  like  a 
slave,  thou  didst  go  to  Him  like  a  robber  in  the 

garden." 

9.  I  produce  now  the  prophecy  of  Solomon, 
which  speaketh  of  Christ,  and  announces  clearly 
and  perspicuously  things  concerning  the  Jews  ; 
and  those  which  not  only  are  befalling  them  at 

the  present  time,  but  those,  too,  which  shall  be- 
fall them  in  the  future  age,  on  account  of  the 

contumacy  and  audacity  which  they  exhibited 
toward  the  Prince  of  Life  ;  for  the  prophet  says, 

"Hie  ungodly  said,  reasoning  with  themselves, 

but  not  aright,"  that  is,  about  Christ,  "Let  us 
lie  in  wait  for  the  righteous,  because  he  is  not 
for  our  turn,  and  he  is  clean  contrary  to  our 

doings  and  words,  and  upbraideth  us  with  our 

offending  the  law,  and  professeth  to  have  knowl- 
edge of  God  ;  and  he  calleth  himself  the  Child 

of  God."  i  And  then  he  says,  "  He  is  grievous 
to  us  even  to  behold  ;  for  his  life  is  not  like 

other  men's,  and  his  ways  are  of  another  fashion. 
We  are  esteemed  of  him  as  counterfeits,  and  he 

6  Cf.  Matt,  xxiii.  38. 
?  Wisd.  ii.  i,  12,  13. 
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abstaineth  from  our  ways  as  from  filthiness,  and 

pronounceth  the  end  of  the  just  to  be  blessed."  ' 
And  again,  listen  to  this,  O  Jew  !  None  of  the 
righteous  or  prophets  called  himself  the  Son  of 
God.  And  therefore,  as  in  the  person  of  the 
Jews,  Solomon  speaks  again  of  this  right 

one,  who  is  Christ,  thus  :  "  He  was  made  to 
reprove  our  thoughts,  and  he  maketh  his  boast 
that  God  is  his  Father.  Let  us  see,  then,  if  his 

words  be  true,  and  let  us  prove  what  shall  hap- 
pen in  the  end  of  him  ;  for  if  the  just  man  be 

the  Son  of  God,  He  will  help  him,  and  deliver 
him  from  the  hand  of  his  enemies.  Let  us  con- 

demn him  with  a  shameful  death,  for  by  his  own 

saying  he  shall  be  respected."3 
10.  And  again  David,  in  the  Psalms,  says  with 

respect  to  the  future  age,  "  Then  shall  He  " 
(namely  (  hrist)  "  speak  unto  them  in  His  wrath, 
and  vex  them  in  His  sore  displeasure."  3  And 
again  Solomon  says  concerning  Christ  and  the 

»  Wisd.  ii.  i-,,  16. 

2  Wisd.  ii  14,  16,17,20.  [The  argument  is  ad  Imminent.  The 
Jews  valui  1  this  book,  bul  did  not  account  it  to  lie  Scripture;  yet 
this  quotation  is  :i  very  remarkable  comment  on  what  ancient  Jews 
understood   concerning   the  Just  One.     Comp.  Acts  iii.   14,  vii.   52, 
and  xxii.  14. J 

3  Ps.  ii.  5. 

Jews,  that  "  when  the  righteous  shall  stand  in 

great  boldness  before  the  t'a<  e  of  sin  h  as  have afflicted  Him,  and  made  no  account  of  His 

words,  when  they  see  it  they  shall  be  trou1 
with  terrible  fear,  and  shall  be  amazed  at  the 

strangeness  of  1 1 i-.  salvation;  and  they,  repent- 
ing and  groaning  for  anguish  of  spii 

within  themselves,  This  is  He  whom  we  had 
sometimes  in  derision  and  a  proverb  of  reproai  h  ; 
we   fools  accounted   His  life  mad  id    His 
end  to  be  without  honour.     How  U  He  num- 

d  among  the  children  of  Go  lot 
is  among  the  saints?    Therefore  ha\ 
from  the  way  of  truth,  and  the  light  of  rightei 
ness  hath  not  shined  unto  us,  and  the  sun  of 
righteousness  rose  not  on  us.     We  wear; 
selves  in  the  way  of  wickedness  and  i : 
we  have  gone   through  deserts  where  there  lay 
no  way  :  but  as  for  the  way  of  the  Lord,  we  1 
not  known  it.     What  hath  our  pride  ; 
all  those  things  are  passed  away  like  a 

THE    CONCLUSION    IS    W  \M  i 

*  Wisd.  v.  i-g. 

5   [Compare  Justin,  vol.  i.  p.    194;   Clement,  \ 
Terlulli.m,  vol.  in.  p.  151;   Origen,  vol.  iv.  p.   402,  eti  . .  .1.. 
vol   v.,  tins  series.] 

AGAINST    PLATO,    ON   Till".    CAUSE    of   Till'.    UNIVERSE.' 

1.  And  this  is  the  passage  regarding  demons.3 
Bul  now  we  must  speak  of  Hades,  in  which  the 
souls  both  of  the  righteous  and  the  unrighti 
are  detained.     Hades  is  a  place  in  the  created 
system,    rude/    a    locality    beneath    tli-'    (.nil),    in 
which  the  light  of  the  world  does  not  shine  ;   and 

as  tin-  .'in  d<  ies  nol  shine  in  this  I' «  alit) .  I 
must  necessarily  he    perpetual   darkness   there. 
This  lo<  ality  has  been  destined  to  he  as  ii  •,, 

Uard  house  tor  souls,  al   Which  the    angels    are 
stationed  as   guards,  distributing   a<  i  ordin 

a  one's  deed  >  the  temporal  j  '   punishments 
for  (different)  characters.     Ami  in  this  locality 
there   is  a  certain   pla<  e  1  set   ap.ut   bj    itself,  a 
lake  of  unquen<  liable  fire,  into  uhi.  h  we  supp 
do  ̂ ne  hi  -  ever  yel  been  cast ;  tor  it  is  prepared 

a  it  the  day  determined  bj   ( rod,  in  \\  hi<  h 
one    sentence    of    righteous    judgment    shall     be 

1  (.ill  nidi.  Vet.  Pair.,  ii    451,    Two  fragment*  of  1 
1. mi   ilso  in  the  Pa  rail    1    .' .  ...  pp, 

755,  7    1      [<    impart  fuitin,  vol.  i.  p  Parian,  ii  \\ 
"ii.  130    mil  1.  mi.  ni  ,•  vol.  iii.  *  ertullian,  1 
p    1 1         I  in    is  a  fragment  fi  >m  I  lippol     I 

1  In  reading  in  the  text  i  1 61  '•"   t6i  <n  . 
'■Tin  :=  thus  i.u  the  din  union  on  dam 

■  Oftl   ■*-  mm  1  ;i>s. 

*  Or  11  may  In-  ■'  te&ionable,"  ■'   uivmn, 
*  TpoiTiui'.     1  inn  is  tnothei  reading,  romur:=of  the  plaeaa, 

justly  applied  to  all.     And  the  ui  .\m\ 
those  who  1»  lieved  I,  who  h.n  ired 
■  is   God   the   vain   works   of   the   hand-  of    men. 
idols   fashioned    (by   themselv(  i 
tern  ed   to   this   endless   punishment.     I 
righteous  shall  obtain  the  incorruptible  and  un- 

fading kingdom,  who  in. lent  are  at    | 
tained  in  1 1  ales,  but  not  in  the  sam< 

the  unrighteous.     For  t"  this  localit)   I 
■  ent,  at  the  gate  w h<  ho;  we 

an  h  stationed  with  a  host.     And  w  I 
e  \\  !io   are  <  ndu<  ted  b)   I 

pointed  unto  the  SOUls  ha\ 
.  they  do  not  pi 

way ;  but  tl 
light    toward    the    right,    and    bcr 

the  ang<  \  -  !  tat.  :he  pla< 

*  Hadi    .1    •' 

ill 
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.   full  of  light     And  there  the  right 

11  the  beginning1  dwell,  not  ruled  by  ne< 
rays         i  mtemplation  of 

m  hii  h  are  in  their  view,  and  de- 
.  with  the  expectation  of  others 

and  deeming  those  ever  better  than 
thes  .     And  that  place  brings  no  toils  to  them. 

neither  fierce  heat,  nor  cold,  nor 
,i  the  face  of  the  fathers  ami  the  right- 
:i   to   he  always  smiling,  as  they  wait 

for  the  rest  and  eternal   revival   in   heaven  which 

\  cation.     And  we  call    it    by  the 

nai  i/tam's  bosom.     But  the  unrighteous 
1  toward  the  left  by  angels  who  are 

ministers  o\  punishment,  and  they  go  of  their 
own  accord  no  longer,  but  are  dragged  by  force 
as  |  -.     And  the  angels   appointed    over 

i   send   them   along.''  reproai  hing  them   and 
threatening  them  with  an  eye  of  terror,  forcing 
them    down    into    the  lower  parts.     Ami  when 
they  are  brought  there,  those  appointed  to  that 

them  on  to  the  confines  ot   hell.1 
And  those  who  are  so  near  hear  incessantly  the' 

ition,  and   feel  the  hot  smoke.      And  when 
that  vision  is  so  near,  as  they  see  the  terrible  and 

ssively  glowing5  spectacle  of  the  fire,  they 
shudder  in  horror  at  the  expectation  of  the  fu- 

ture judgment,  (as  if  they  were)  already  feeling 
the    power   of  their    punishment.     And    again, 
where  i  the  place  of  the  fathers  and  the 

they  are  also  punished  there.  For  a 
deep  and  vast  abyss  is  set  there  in  the  midst,  so 
that  neither  can  any  of  the  righteous  in  sympathy 
think  to  pass  it,  nor  any  of  the  unrighteous  dare 
to  .  r  ->  it. 

2.  Thus  far.  then,  on  the  subject  of  Hades,  in 
whii  h  the  souls  of  all  are  detained  until  the  time 

whi  I  has  determined  ;  and   then7  He  will 

implish  a  resurrection  of  all,  not  by  transfer- 

ring souls  into  other  bodies,8  but  by  raising  the 
themselves.  And  if,  ()  Greeks,  ye  refuse 

lit  to  this  because  ye  see  these  (bodies)  in 
their  dissolution,  learn  not  to  be  incredulous. 
For  if  ye  believe  that  the  soul  is  originated  and 

is  made  immortal  by  God,  according  to  the  opin- 
ion of  Plato,9  in  time,  ye  ought  not  to  refuse  to 

believe  that  God  is  able  also  to  raise  the  body, 
which  is  composed  of  the  same  elements,  and 

1  [They  do  not  pass  into  an  intermediate  purgatory,  nor  require 
prayers  for  "  the  repose  of  their  souls."] 

e  Pindaric  citation  in  my  note,  vol.  i.  74] 

5  In  the  I  ■  inserted  here  the  word  eiriyeAudrc;,  derid- 
ing them. 

*  y* . 1 1  a 

ording  to  the  reading  in  Parallela,  which  inserts  f *vOr\v  = 
red. 

6  The  text  reads  tat  ov,  and  where.  But  in  Parallela  it  is  ko'i 
oItoi  ■  and  these  sec,  etc.     In  the  same  we  find  cut  fir(Tt  for  xai  tou? 

'  [It  would  be  hard  to  frame  a  system  of  belief  concerning  the 
Hate  of  the  dea  1  more  err  •  ■  .  1  c  ,  a  place 

i/Ware  detained  till     by  Masses  and  the 
like)  they  are  relieved  an  J  admitted  to  glory,  before  the  resurrection. 
See  vol.  lii.  p.  706.] 

1  >i<t«i  c7u.ii  it-.ji  ,  in  opposition  to  the  dogma  of  metempsychosis. 9  In  the  Timaus. 

make  it  immortal."'    To  be  able  in  one  thing,  ami 
to  be  unable  in  another,  is  a  word  whi'  h  cannot 
be  said  of  God.  We  therefore  believe  that  the 

body  also  is  raised.     For  if  it  become  corrupt, 
it  is  not  at  least  destroyed.     For  the  earth 

ceiving  its  remains  preserves    them,  and    they, 
becoming  as  n  were  seed,  and  being  wrapped  up 

with  the  richer  part  of  earth,  spring  up  and 
bloom.  And  that  which  is  sown  is  sown  ind 

bare  grain;  but  at  the  command  ofGod  the  Ar- 
tificer it  buds,  and  is  raised  arrayed  and  glorious, 

but  not  until  it  has  lust  died,  and  been  dissolved, 

and  mingled  with  earth.  Not,  therefore,  with- 
out good  reason  do  we  believe  in  the  resurrec- 
tion of  the  body.  Moreover,  if  it  is  dissolved  in 

its  season  on  account  of  the  primeval  transgres- 
sion, and  is  committed  to  the  earth  as  to  a  fur- 

nace, to  be  moulded  again  anew,  it  is  not  raised 
the  same  thing  as  it  is  now,  but  pure  and  no 
longer  corruptible.  And  to  every  body  its  own 
proper  soul  will  be  given  again;  and  the  soul, 
being  endued  again  with  it,  shall  not  be  grieved, 
but  shall  rejoice  together  with  it,  abiding  itself 
pure  with  it  also  pure.  And  as  it  now  sojourns 
with  it  in  the  world  righteously,  and  finds  it  in 
nothing  now  a  traitor,  it  will  receive  it  again  (the 

body)  with  great  joy.  But  the  unrighteous  will 
receive  their  bodies  unchanged,  and  unransomed 
from  suffering  and  disease,  and  unglorified,  and 
still  with  all  the  ills  in  which  they  died.  And 
whatever  manner  of  persons  they  (were  when 

they)  lived  without  faith,  as  such  they  shall  be 

faithfully  judged." 
3.12  For  all,  the  righteous  and  the  unrighteous 

alike,  shall  be  brought  before  God  the  Word. 
For  the  Father  hath  committed  all  judgment  to 

Him  ;  and  in  fulfilment  of  the  Father's  counsel. 
He  cometh  as  Judge  whom  we  call  Christ.  For 
it  is  not  Minos  and  Rhadamanthys  that  are  to 

judge  (the  world),  as  ye  fancy,  O  Greeks,  but 
He  whom  God  the  Father  hath  glorified,  of 

whom  we  have  spoken  elsewhere  more  in  par- 
ticular, for  the  profit  of  those  who  seek  the  truth. 

He,  in  administering  the  righteous  judgment  of 
the  Father  to  all.  assigns  to  each  what  is  righteous 
according  to  his  works.  And  being  present  at 
His  judicial  decision,  all,  both  men  and  angels 

and  demons,  shall  utter  one  voice,  saying,  "  Right- 

eous is  Thy  judgment."  '3  Of  which  voice  the 
justification  will  be  seen  in  the  awarding  to  each 
that  which  is  just ;  since  to  those  who  have  done 
well  shall  be  assigned  righteously  eternal  bliss, 

and  to  the  lovers  of  iniquity  shall  be  given  eter- 
nal punishment.  And  the  fire  which  is  un- 

quenchable and  without  end  awaits  these  latter, 
and  a  certain  fiery  worm  which  dieth  not,  and 

10  The  first  of  the  two  fragments  in  the  Parallela  ends  here. 
11  [The  text  Kcclcs.  xi.  3  may  be  accommodated  to  this  truth,  but 

seems  to  have  no  force  as  proof.  ] 

11  The  second  fragment  extant  in  the  Parallela  begins  here. 13  Ps.  cxix.  137. 
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which  does  not  waste  the  body,  but  continues 
bursting  forth  from  the  body  with  unending  pain. 
No  sleep  will  give  them  rest ;  no  night  will  soothe 
them  ;  no  death  will  deliver  them  from  punish- 

ment; no  voice  of  interceding  friends  will  profit 

them.'  For  neither  are  the  righteous  seen  by 
them  any  longer,  nor  are  they  worthy  of  r  inein- 
brance.  But  the  righteous  will  remember  only 
the  righteous  deeds  by  which  they  reached  the 
heavenly  kingdom,  in  which  there  is  neither 

sleep,  nor  pain,  nor  corruption,  nor  (arc.-'  nor 
night,  nor  day  measured  by  time  ;  nor  sun  trav- 

ersing in  necessary  course  the  circle  of  heaven, 
which  marks  the  limits  of  seasons,  or  the  points 
measured  out  for  the  life  of  man  so  easily  read  ; 
nor  moon  waning  or  waxing,  or  inducing  the 
changes  of  seasons,  or  moistening  the  earth  ;  no 
burning  sun,  no  changeful  Hear,  no  Orion  coming 

forth,  no  numerous  wandering  of  stars,  no  pain- 

1  [It  is  not  the  unrighteous,  be  it  remembered,  who   .•"  1  i  "  ] 
tory,"    ai  I  'inline    to    t lie     Trent    theology,  but    only   true    (  'hristians, 
dying  in  full  communion  with  the  Chun  n.     Hippolyti 
ing  of  the  ultimatt  doom  of  the  wicked,  bul  bears  in  mind  the  im- 

agery of  I. uke  xvi.  ̂ 4  and  the  appeal  to  Abraham.  I 
2  The  second  fragment  in  the  Parallela  ends  here. 

fully-trodden  earth,  no  abode  ofp  . 
find;  no  furious  roaring  of  the  -  ling 
one  to  touch  or  traverse  it  ;  but  this  too  will 
readily  passable   for  the   righteous,  although  it 
lacks  no  water.     There  will  be  no  heaven  inac- 

cessible to  men,  nor  will  the  way  of  it  it  be 
one  impossible  to  find  ;  and  there  will  irth 
unwrought,  or  toilsome  for  men,  but  i            »du- 
<  ing   fnut  spontaneously  in  b                       lerj 
nor  will  there  be  g<            in  of  wild  b            \  tin, 
nor  the  bursting  ■>  substance  of  other  ci 
Neither  with  man  will  there  b                           gain, 
but  the  number  of  the  right  ous  r  mail 
fectible  with  the  righteo             Is  and  spirits.    Ye 
who  believe  these  words,  <  >  m  :n,  will  be  partak 
with  the  righteous,  and  will   have  p  irt  in  t! 

future  blessings,  which  "eye  hath  n<  nor 
ear  heard,  neither  have  entered  into  the  heart 

man  the  things  which  God  hath  prepared   for 
them  that  love  Him. "•     To  Him  b                    and 
the  power,  for  ever  and  ever.     Amen. 

3  ixfipaaiTOnivT). 
*  i  Cor.  ii.  9. 

AGAINST   THE    HERESY   OF   ONE    NOETUS.' 

1.  Some  others  are  secretly  introdu<  ing  an- 
other doctrine,  who  have  become  disciples  ol 

one  Noetus,  who  was  a  native  of  Smyrna,2  (and) 
lived  not  very  long  ago.3  This  person  was  greatlj 
puffed  up  and  inflated  with  pride,  being  inspired 
by  the  conceit  of  a  strange  spirit.  He  alii 
that  Christ  was  the  Father  Himself,  and  that  the 
bather  Himself  was  born,  and  suffered,  and  i\\<  <\. 
Ye  see  what  pride  of  heart  and  what  a  strange 
inflated  spirit  had  insinuated  themselves  into 
him.  From  his  other  actions,  then,  the  proof  is 
already  given  us  that  he  spoke  not  with  a  pure 
spirit;  for  he  who  blasphemes  against  the  Hob 
Ghost  is  cast  on  1  from  the  holy  inheritance.     He 
alleged    that    he    was    himself    Moses,    and    that 

Aaron  was  his  brother.1      When  the  blessed  pi 
byters    heard    this,   they  summoned    him    before 
th  ■  Chun  h.  ,\\u\  examined  him.      But  he  d<  nied 

1  Gallandi,  p.  414. 
2  Th. it    Noetus  was  a  native  of  Smyrna  ii  mentioned  al 

Theodoret,  bool    iii    //■>■/   Fab.,  c.  iii.,  and  I'  Ivii. 
(who  is  accustomed  to  follow  Epiphanius      and  yet  in  I  piphamus, 
II..  -                   re  id  thai  Noetus  wa 

('Acriai   ;.    I  I  ibi  i  i 
1  Epjph  ti  thai  Noetus  made  ins  hen 

before  his  nun-  fov  irpe  intv  rAtioi 
1 .  ..1   rpiojcovTa,  n.v.   |  <\Cr  t ..... i  .    . , 

wrote  in  Hi  i,  ih.it  would  make  tin-  date  ..i  v 
1 1.      >\  1  also  thai  ith  nil 
brothei      1 1  ibri 

4  So  also  Epiphanius  and  Damascenua,    I'm  Philastrius,  //  ■ 13,  puts  Elijah  (01    Varon:    hit    etiun  dicebal 
(r.iticm  siiiiui  l.li.iin  prophetain, 

at  first  that  he  held  sii<  h   opinions.     Afterwai 

however,  taking  shelter  among  siiiit'.  and  ha 
d  round  him  some  others  s  who    I  ad    1 

ed  the  same  error,  he  \\ i  lied  then 
uphold  his  dogma  openlj  as  i  irrect.      \iul  the 
Mi  ssed  presbj  ters  called  him  . 
and  examined  him.     But  he  stood  ■  tinst 

them,  saying,  "  What  evil,  then,  am   I 
glorifying  Christ?"     And  the  presbyters  replied 
to   hnn,  "  \\  e   tOO   know   in    truth   on. 
know  Christ;   we   know    that   the  Son 

even  as  He  suffered,  and  died  even  as  ii 
and  1  am  on  the  third  day,  and  is  at 
right  hand  of  the  Father,  mv\  cometh  to 

the    living    and    the    i\c.u\.       And    t 
whii  h  we   have  learned  we   all  I 

examining   him,   the)    expelli  d   h  n 
(  'hurch.      And    he   w 

of  pride,  that  he  established  a  si  hool. 
Now  the)  se<  k  t  i  exhibit  tl 

lor  then  dogma  by  citin 
■•  I  am  ■       1      I  of  your  fai 
no  other  pub  beside  m 

.  "  1    am   lie  1  i 
'    I  ;■':  h  I 

■    r '  •  llowi  1    - 

I 

i 

I  >    I  ■ 
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me   there   is   none   other." ' 
Thu  the)  prove  that  God  is  one.     And 
then  tin  \  answer  in  this  manner:  "If  therefore 
I    .n  kn  '  hrist   t<>   be   ( rod,  1  [e  is  the 
Father  H in  He  is  indeed  God ;  and  Christ 

I  limself  ( rod  ;  and  consequently 
the  Father  d,  for  He  was  the  Father  llim- 

stands  not  thus  ;  for  the 
do  not  set  forth  the  matter  in  this 

manner.  But  they  make  use  also  of  other  testi- 

monies, and  say,  Thus  it  is  written:  "This  is 
our  ( rod,  and  there  shall  none  other  he  accounted 
of  in  comparis  >n  of  Him.  He  hath  found  out 
all  the  way  of  knowledge,  and  hath  given  it  unto 
Jacob  His  servant  (son),  and  to  Israel  Hi^  be- 

loved. Afterward  did  He  show  Himself  upon 

earth,  and  conversed  with  men."-  You  see,  then, 
he  says,  that  this  is  God,  who  is  the  only  One, 
and  who  afterwards  did  show  Himself,  and  con- 

versed with  men."  And  in  another  place  he 
says,  "  Egypt  hath  laboured  ;  and  the  merchan- 

dise of  Ethiopia  and  the  Sabeans,  men  of  stature, 
shall  come  over  unto  thee,  (and  they  shall  be 
slaves  to  thee)  ;  and  they  shall  come  after  thee 
bound  with  manai  les,  and  they  shall  fall  down 
unto  thee,  because  Cod  is  in  thee;  and  they 
shall  make  supplication  unto  thee  :  and  there 
is  no  G  le  thee.     For  Thou  art  God,  and 

we  knew  not  ;  God  of  Israel,  the  Saviour."  3  Do 
you  see,  he  says,  how  the  Scriptures  proclaim 
one  God?  And  as  this  is  clearly  exhibited,  and 
these  p  are  testimonies  to  it,  I  am  under 

nei  essity,  he  says,  since  one  is  acknowledged, 
to  make  this  One  the  subject  of  suffering.     For 
Christ  was  Cod.  and  suffered  on  account  of  us, 
being  Himself  the  Father,  that  He  might  be  a 
also  to  sue    us.     And  we  cannot  express  our- 

selves otherwise,  he  says;    for  the  apostle  ; 
acknowledges  one  God,  when  he  says,  "  Wh 
are  the   Lw  :nd)    of  whom  as  concerning 
the  flesh  Christ  came,  who  is  over  all,  God 
blessed  for  ever. 

8.  In  this  way,  then,  they  choose  to  set  forth 
these  things,  and  they  make  use  only  of  one 
class  of  p.  :;  just  in  the  same  one-sided 
manner  that  Theodotus  employed  when  he 
sought  to  prove  that  Christ  was  a  mere  man. 
But    neither  Iras   the   one   party  nor  the   other 

1  Isa.  xliv.  6. 

ii     35-38.     [Based  on  Prov.  viii.,  but  so  remarkable 
BlMGroli  '  it  an  interpolation.     It  reflects 
canom  re,  but  has  no  canonical  value  otherwise.] 

14. 

4  Rom.  ix.  5. 
J  «ai     ai;»K     uoio*wA<i    y,*iun.oi,    etc.      The    word    fioi<OK<iAa 

appears  ton  1  of  MOMOituiAui?  and  (joi-OTiin-ut, 
li  are  the  terms  emp  Epiphanius  (p.  481).     The  mean- ;n  explaining  the  words  of  Scripture  con- 

cenii  '  the  question  —  namely,  to the  divine  nature;   iust  as  TrM  his  part  ;<>ing  to  the  oppo- 
site ex iremc,   kept   by  the  human  nature  exclusively,  and  held  that 

Christ  was  a  mere  man.      i  thers,  the  presbyter  Timotheus, 
in    Cotelc  -.,,:!  ,  vol,    m     p.   389,  mentions   Theodotus    in that    this   Theodotus  was  the   leader  and 
father  of  the  heresy  of  the  1,  having  first  alleged  that  Christ 
was  a  mere  man."     [See  vol.  in.  p.  654,  thu  scries.] 

understood    the   matter  rightly,  as  the  Si  riptures 
themselves  confute  theirs.  1  attest 
the  truth.    See,  brethren, what  a  i  I  auda- 

cious dogma  they  have  introdu)  <-d,  win  n  l 
s.i\  without  shame,  the  Father  is  Himself  Christ, 
Himself  the  Son,  Himself  was  horn.  ! 

suffered,  1  limself  raised  Himself.  Hut  it  is  not 
so.  The  Scriptures  speak  what  is  right  ;  hut 
\  .  ins  is  of  a  different  mind  from  them.  Yet, 
though  Noetus  does  not  understand  the  truth, 
the  Scriptures  are  not  at  once  to  he  repudiated. 
For  who  will  not  say  that  there  is  one  Cod? 

Yet  he  will  not  on  that  account  deny  the  econ- 
omy (i.e.,  the  number  and  disposition  of  persons 

in  the  Trinity).  The  proper  way,  therefore,  to 
deal  with  the  question  is  first  of  all  to  refute  the 

interpretation  put  upon  these  passages  by  these 
men,  and  then  to  explain  their  real  meaning. 
For  it  is  right,  in  the  first  place,  to  expound  the 

truth  that  the  Father  is  one  God,  "of  whom  is 
every  family,"6  "by  whom  are  all  things,  of 

whom  are  all  things,  and  we  in  Him."  7 
4.  Let  us,  as  I  said,  see  how  he  is  confuted, 

and  then  let  us  set  forth  the  truth.  Now  he 

quotes  the  words,  "  Egypt  has  laboured,  and  the 
merchandise  of  Ethiopia  and  the  Sabeans,"  and 
so  forth  on  to  the  words,  "  For  Thou  art  the 

Cod  of  Israel,  the  Saviour."  And  these  words 
he  cites  without  understanding  what  precedes 

them.  For  whenever  they  wish  to  attempt  any- 
thing underhand,  they  mutilate  the  Scriptures. 

But  let  him  quote  the  passage  as  a  whole,  and 

he  will  discover  the  reason  kept  in  view  in  writ- 
ing it.  For  we  have  the  beginning  of  the  sec- 

tion a  little  above  :  and  we  ought,  of  course,  to 
commence  there  in  showing  to  whom  and  about 

whom  the  passage  speaks.  For  above,  the  be- 

ing of  the  section  stands  thus:  "Ask  me 
'  oncerning  my  sons  and  my  daughters,  and  con- 

cerning the  work  of  my  hands  command  ye  me. 
I  have  made  the  earth,  and  man  upon  it  :  I 
with  my  hand  have  stablished  the  heaven  ;  I  have 
commanded  all  the  stars.  I  have  raised  him 

up,  and  all  his  ways  are  straight.  He  shall  build 
my  city,  and  he  shall  turn  back  the  captivity; 
not  for  price  nor  reward,  said  the  Lord  of  h< 

Thus  said  the  Lord  of  hosts.  I'.gv;  t  hath  la- 
boured, and  the  merchandise  of  Ethiopia  and 

the  Sabeans,  men  of  stature,  shall  come  over 
unto  thee,  and  they  shall  be  slaves  to  thee  :  and 
they  shall  come  after  thee  bound  with  manacles, 
and  they  shall  fall  down  unto  thee  ;  and  they 
shall  make  supplication  unto  thee,  because  Cod 
is  in  thee  ;  and  there  is  no  God  beside  thee. 
For  Thou  art  God,  and  we  knew  not  ;  the  Cod 

of  Israel,  the  Saviour."  8  "  In  thee,  therefore," 
says  he,  "  God  is."     But  in  whom  is  Cod  except 

6  Eph.  iii.  15. 
7  1  Cor.  viii.  6. 
8  Isa.  xlv.  11-15. 
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in  Christ  Jesus,  the  Father's  Word,  and  the  mys- 
tery of  the  economy  ?  '    And  again,  exhibiting  the 

truth  regarding    Him,  he  points  to  the  fact  of 

His  being  in  the   flesh  when   He  says,  "I  have 
raised  Him  up  in  righteousness,  and  all  His  ways 

are  straight."     For  what  is  this  ?     Of  whom  1 1 
the  Father  thus  testify  ?     It  is  of  the  Son  that  the 

Father  says.  "  I  have  raised  Him  up  in  righteous- 
ness."    And  that  the   Father  did  raise  up   His 

Son  in  righteousness,  the   Apostle    Paul    bears 

witness,  saying,  "  But  if  the  Spirit  of  Him  that 
raised  up  Christ  Jesus   from   the  dead  dwell  in 
you,    He   that  raised  up  Christ  Jesus    from   the 
dead  shall  also  quicken  your  mortal  bodies  by 

His  Spirit  that  dwelleth  in  you."2     Behold,  the 
word  spoken  by  the  prophet  is  thus  made  go 

"I  have  raised  Him  up  in  righteousness."     And 
in  saying,  "  God  is  in  thee,"  he  referred  to  the 
mystery  of  the  economy,  because  when  the  Word 
was  made  incarnate  and  became  man,  the  Father 
was  in  the  Son,  and  the  Son  in  the  Father,  while 
the  Son  was  living  among  men.     This,  therefore, 
was  signified,  brethren,  that  in  reality  the  mystery 
of  the  economy  by  the  Holy  Ghost  and  the  Vir- 

gin was  this  Word,  constituting  yet  one  Son  to 

God.3     And  it  is  not  simply  that  I  say  this,  but 
He    Himself  attests    it   who   came   down   from 

heaven;   for  He  spcakcth  thus:    "  \\>  man   hath 
ascended  up  to  heaven,  but  He  that  came  down 
from  heaven,  even  the  Son  of  man  which  is  in 

heaven."  '     What  then  can  he  seek  beside  what 
is  thus  written?     Will  he  say.  forsooth,  tint  flesh 
was  in  heaven?     Yet  there   is  the   flesh  which 

was  presented  by  the  Father's  Word  as  an  offer- 
ing,—  the   flesh   that  came  by  the  Spirit  and  the 

Virgin,  (and  was)  demonstrated  to  be  the  per- 
fect Sun  of  God.     It  is  evident,  therefore,  thai 

He  offered  Himself  to  the  Father.     And   before 

this  there  was  no  flesh  in  heaven.     Who,  then, 

was  in  heaven5  but  the  Word  unincarnate,  wh  i 
was  despatched  to  show  that   He  irth 

and  was  also  in  heaven?     For  lb-  was  Word, 
He  was  Spirit,  IK-  was  Power.     Th  •  same  I 
to  Himself  the  name  common  and  current  among 

men,  and  was  (    illed  from  the  beginning  tiie  S  >'i 
oi  man  on  accoun!  of  vvh  it    He  was  to  be,  al 

though  He  u.i,  not  yet  man,  as  Daniel  testifies 

wtien  he  says,"]  saw,  and  behold  one  like  the 
Son  of  111,111  .  ame  on  the  <  louds  of  heaven." 

Rightly,  then,  did  he  say  thai   ll<-  who  was  in 
he  urn  u.i ,  ( .ill,  1 1   fri mi  the  beginning  by  this 
li. line,  the  Wnnl  of  (  iod,  as  bein  j  tli.it   from    the 
beginnin 

1  [Bull,  .'-.'.    pp,  ■  ,6  ] 
■  Ron   *  in.  1 1 . 
I   I  in  1 1  hi  his  the  following  note:  "TheV  tituted 

(operatum  cm)  one  Son  lo  Ocxi     i.e.,  the  Word  ol  God  efl 
He  who  was  the  "in-  Son  ol  God  wai  .»!••> 

a.  Hi-,  hypostnsil  lie  Miumed  ilic  Beeh.     tor  llmi  wai  the  v. 
Bade  Rein." 

4    John  ni    i  : 
J  [John  ni.  i  i.J 
*  Dan.  vii.  ij. 

5.  But  what  is   meant,  says  he,  in  the  other 

passage:   "This  is  God,  and  there  shall  none 
other  be  accounted  of  in  <  omparison  of  Him  - 
That  said  he  rightly.      For  in  compai  the 
Father  who  shall  be  accounted  of?      But  hi 

"This  is  our  God;   there   shall   none   other 
accounted  of  in  comparison  of  Him.      He  hath 
found  out  all  the  way  of  knowledge,  and  hath 
given  it  unto  Jacob  His  servant,  and  to  Israel 

His    beloved."       He    saith    well.       For    .. 
Jacob  His  servant,  Israel  His  beloved,  but  11 

whom  He crieth, saying, "This ism)  beloi 
in  whom  I  am  well  pleased:  hear  ye  Him? 
Having  received,  then,  all  knowledge  from  the 
Fath<  1.  the  perfei  t  Israel,  the  true  Jacob,  after- 

ward did  show   Him>elf  upon    earth,  ami   (on- 
versed  with  men.      Aim  wl  11,  is  meant   by 

Israel9  but  a  man  r>//<'  1  <  ■' /  and  thei 
no  one  who  sees  God  ex<  ept  the  Son  alone. 
perfect   man  who  alone   d  die  will 

Father.      For  John  also  says,  "  No  man  hath  seen 
God  at  any  time  ;  the  only-begotten  -  rich 
is  in  the  bosom  of  the  bather,  I  le  hath  de<  lari 

Him.""      And   again:    ••lie    who   came    down 
from  heaven  testifieth  what  He  hath  heard  and 

seen."  '-     This,  then,  is  He  to  whom  the  bather 
hath  given  all  knowled{  \  did  show  Himself 
upon  earth,  and  conversed  with  men. 

6.  bet    us    look    next    at    the   apostle's   word: 
"  Whose  are  the  fathers,  of  wi  inc 
the    flesh    Christ    (ame.    who    is    over   all.    < 

blessed  for  ever."  **     This  word   declares   the 
mystery  of  the  truth   rightly  and  clearly. 
who  i  \  1  >\  er  all  is  Cod  ;  for  thus    I  le 

boldly.  "All  thil  delivered  unto  im 
Father."  '•     He  wh  r  all.  (  k)d  blessed, 
been  born;   and  having   been   made   man.  11 

I  God  for  ev<  r.    for  to  this  1 

said,  •■Which  is.  and  which  \\  I  which 

is  to  come,  the  Ah.  "  is     And  well  has  he 
named  Christ  the  Almighty.      For  m  this  he 

said  Only  what  Christ   testifies  of  Him 

Christ  gave  this  testimony,  and  said,  "All  thi 
are  delivered  unto  me  01   my  Father;"   '  and 
Christ  rules  all  things,  and  has  been  appoint 

■   1  •     ■ 
36,  etc 

■   \l  .11    \\  11. 

\  111     I  .     I 

I   I  ill, 

ll 
•  •         I  1  ilin   Mir '     II 

"    1 

1      1 

1  >     )<     •  IV 

M     Mill      y 

w  Ape  1 '*  Malt  < 

"  [Strict!)  inimAnuy  of  Mcuuh,  Hctx.  L  «.] 
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lighty  bj   the  Father.     And  in  like  manner 
truth  thai  .ill  things 

into  1 1 u n.  said,  "  Christ  the  lii-t 

afterwards  they  that  arc  Christ's  at  His 
i  (  ometh  the  end,  when  I  !<•  shall 

have  deliver*  >!  up  tin-  kingdom  in  God, even  the 
when  He  shall  have  put  down  all  rule, 

and  all  authority,  ami    power.     For   He   must 
till  1 1-  hath  put  all  enemies  under  I lis 
Phe  last  enemy  that  shall  be  destroyed  is 

th.     For  all  things  are  put  under  Hun.     But 
win  n  I  [e  saith,  All  things  are  put  under  1  tim,  it 

is  manifest  that  Ik'  is  excepted  which  did  put 
all  things  under  Him.    Then  shall  He  also  Him- 

je<  t  to  1  lim  who  put  all  things  under 

H    n.  that   Cod   may  be   all   in   all."'      If.  there - 
.  all  things  are  put  under  Him  with  tin 

i  of  Him  who  put  them  under  Wwn.  He 
is  Lord  i>\  all,  ami  the  Father  is  Lord  of  Him. 

that  in  all  there  might  he  manifested  one  God, 

to  whom  all  things  an-  made  subject  together 
with  Christ,  to  whom  the  Father  hath  made  all 

things  subject,  with   the   exception  of    Himself. 
And   this,  indeed,  is  said   by   Christ    Himself,  as 
when  in  the  Gospel   He  confessed   Him  to  he 
His  lather  and  His  Cod.     For  He  speaks  thus: 

••1  go  to  my  Father  and  your  Father,  and  to  my 
I  youi  God."2    [f,  then,  Noetus  ventures 

-ay  that  He  is  the  Father  Himself,  to  what 
er  will  he  say  Christ  goes  away  ai  cording  to 

the  word  of  the  Gospel?     Hat  if  he  will  have  US 
abandon  the  Gospel  and  give  credence  to  his 

;elessness,  he  expends  his  labour  in  vain;  for 

'•  w  •  to  obey  God  rather  than  men."3 
-.  If.  again,  in-   allege    His  own  word  when 

H.      .:  I.  "  1  and  the    Father  are  one,"  *  let   him 
attend  to  the  fat  t.  and  understand  that   He  did 

not    gay,  "1    and   the    Father  am   one,  hut   are 
For  the  word  are6  is  not  said  of  one 

.  '.hut  it   refers   to   two  prisons,  and   one 
power.'     He  has  Himself  made  this  clear,  when 
11    spake  to  His  Father  concerning  the  discip 

••  1  'he  glory  which  Thou  gavest  me  I  have  given them  ;    that   they  may  he  one.  even  as  we  are 
one  :    I  in  them,  and  Thou  in  me.  that  they  may 

made  perfei  t  in   one  ;    that    the  world    may 
know  that    Thou  hast  sent  me." b      What   have 
the  Noetians  to  say  to  these  things?    Are  all  one 

ly  in  respect  of  substani  e,  or  is  it  that  we  be- 
ne one  in  the  power  and  disposition  of  unity 

of  mind?''     In  the  same  manner  the  Son.  who 
was  sent  and  was  not  known  of  those  who  arc  in 
the  world,  confessed  that  He  was  in  the  Father 

•  I  Cor.  xv.  33-38. 
2  John  xx.  17. 

•  v.  29,  iv.  19. 
n  x.  30. 

'  tyut  «u  b  »ottjp  —  iv  ioniv,  not  iv  rifu. •  iaiiiv. 
luif. 

•  John  xvii.  22,  23. 
9  ij  TJj  4vwi«i  «ai  Tj7  4ia9<a«i  r»j?  oji<x£poi'i<i?  iv  yivb^cOa. 

And   if,   again,  they 

that   Philip  inquired 
Show  us  the  Father, 

in  power  and  disposition.    For  the  Son  is  the  one 
mind  of  the  Father.     We  who  have  the  Fath 
mind  believe  s()  (in  Him)  ;  but  they  who  ha\ 

not  have  denied  tin-  Son. 
10  allege  the  fa<  t 

I  11    1  ather,  saving,  " 
and  it  sufficeth  us,"  to  whom  the  l.onl  made 
answer  in  these  terms:  "Have'  1  been  so  long 
tune  with  you.  and  yet  hast  thou  not  known  me, 

Philip?  He-  that  hath  seen  me  hath  seen  the 
Father.  Believest  thou  not  that  I  am  in  the  Fa- 

ther, and  the  bather  in  me?"  '  and  if  they  cho 
to  maintain  that  their  dogma  is  ratified  by  this 
passage,  as  if  I  le  owned  Himself  to  be  the  Father, 
let  them  know  that  it  is  decidedly  against  them, 
and  that  they  are  confuted  by  this  very  word. 

For  though  Christ  had  spoken  of  Himself,  and 
showed  Himself  among  all  as  the  Son,  they  had 
not  vet  recognised  Him  to  be  such,  neither  had 

they  been  able  to  apprehend  or  contemplate  His 
real  power.  And  Philip,  not  having  been  able 
to  receive  this,  as  far  as  it  was  possible  to  see  it, 
requested  to  behold  the  Father.  To  whom  then 

the  Lord  said.  "  Philip,  have  I  been  so  long  time 
with  you,  and  yet  hast  thou  not  known  me?  He 

that  hath  seen  me  hath  seen  the  Father."  By 
which  He  means,  If  thou  hast  seen  me,  thou 

mayest  know  the  Father  through  me.  For 
through  the  image,  which  is  like  (the  original), 
the  Father  is  made  readily  known.  But  if  thou 
hast  not  known  the  image,  which  is  the  Son,  how 
dost  thou  seek  to  see  the  Father?  And  that  this 

is  the  case  is  made  clear  by  the  rest  of  the  chap- 

ter, which  signifies  that  the  Son  who  "has  been 
set  forth  "  was  sent  from  the  Father,'2  and  gouh 

to  the  Father."  *3 S.  Many  other  passages,  or  rather  all  of  them, 
attest  the  truth.  A  man,  therefore,  even  though 
he  will  it  not,  is  compelled  to  acknowledge  God 
the  Father  Almighty,  and  Christ  Jesus  the  Son 
of  God,  who.  being  Cod,  became  man,  to  whom 
also  the  Father  made  all  things  subject,  Himself 
excepted,  and  the  Holy  Spirit ;  and  that  these, 
therefore,  are  three.  But  if  he  desires  to  learn 
how  it  is  shown  still  that  there  is  one  God,  let 

him  know  that  His  power'4  is  one.  As  far  as 
regards  the  power,  therefore,  God  is  one.  But 

as  far  as  regards  the  economy  there  is  a  three- 
fold manifestation,  as  shall  be  proved  afterwards 

when  we  give  account  of  the  true  doctrine.  In 
these  things,  however,  which  are  thus  set  forth 
by  us.  we  are  at  one.  For  there  is  one  God  in 

whom  we  must  believe,  but  unoriginated,  impass- 
ible, immortal,  doing  all  things  as  He  wills,  in 

the  way  He  wills,  and  when  He  wills.     What, 

10  John  xiv.  8,  9. 
"   Rom.  iii.  25. 

12  John  v.  30,  vi.  29,  viii.  16,  18,  etc. 
11  John  xiii.  1,  xiv.  12. 
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then,  will  this  Noetus,  who  knows  '  nothing  of 
the  truth,  dare  to  say  to  these  things?  And 
now,  as  Noetus  has  been  confuted,  let  us  turn 
to  the  exhibition  of  the  truth  itself,  that  we  may 
establish  the  truth,  against  which  all  these  mighty 

heresies 2  have  arisen  without  being  able  to  state 
anything  to  the  purpose. 

9.  There  is,  brethren,  one  God,  the  knowl- 
edge of  whom  we  gain  from  the  Holy  Scriptures, 

and  from  no  other  source.  For  just  as  a  man, 
if  he  wishes  to  be  skilled  in  the  wisdom  of  this 

world,  will  find  himself  unable  to  get  at  it  in  any 
Other  way  than  by  mastering  the  dogmas  of 
philosophers,  so  all  of  us  who  wish  to  practise 
piety  will  be  unable  to  learn  its  practice  from 

any  other  quarter  than  the  oracles  of  God.3 
Whatever  things,  then,  the  Holy  Scriptures  de- 

clare, at  these  let  us  look;  and  whatsoever 
things  they  teach,  these  let  us  learn;  and  as  the 
I  ather  wills  our  belief  to  be,  let  us  believe;  and 
as  He  wills  the  Son  to  be  glorified,  let  us  glorify 
Him  ;  and  as  He  wills  the  Holy  Spirit  to  be 
bestowed,  let  us  receive  Him.  Not  according 
to  our  own  will,  nor  according  to  our  own  mind, 
nor  yet  as  using  violently  those  things  which  are 
given  by  God,  but  even  as  He  has  chosen  to 
teach  them  by  the  Holy  Scriptures,  so  let  us 
discern  them. 

10.  God,  subsisting  alone,  and  having  nothing 
contemporaneous  with  Himself,  determined  to 
create  the  world.  And  conceiving  the  world  in 
mind,  and  willing  and  uttering  the  word,  He 
made  it  ;  and  straightway  it  appeared,  formed 

as  it  had  pleased  Him.  for  us,  then,  it  is  suf- 
ficient simply  to  know  that  there  was  nothing 

contemporaneous  with  God.      beside  Him  there 

nothing  ;  but  '  He,  while  existing  alone,  ye! 
existed  in  plurality.5  for  He  was  neither  with- 

out reason,  nor  wisdom,  nor  power,  nor  counsel.6 
And  all  things  were  in  Him,  and  He  was  the  All. 
When  He  willed,  and  as  He  willed,-  He  mani- 

fested III,  word  in  the  times  determined  by 
Him,  and  by  linn  lie  made  all  things.  W 
He  wills,  IK'  does;  and  when  He  thinks.  He 

exei  utes ;  and  when  He  speaks,  He  manifests; 
when  He  fashions,  lie  contrives  in  wisdom. 

For  all  things  that  are  made  He  forms  by  reason 

and  wisdom  —  creating  them  in  reason,  and  ai 
ranging  them  in  wisdom.      He  made  them,  then, 
as  He  pleased,  for  He  was  God.     And  as  the 

I         '••  1 .  perh  ■!'•  1  play  on  th 
i  .  whii  h  Hippolytui  had  already 

attacl  I        1  1  In-  — ■  word*  ii  t  alto  that  thit  treatise  wai 
the  ■  lo  in  ■  poi  lion  ol   1  boi  ■■.    1  ;ain  .1  the  hi 

•  [Thi    emphati    ti   timony  ol   >ur  author  to  the  sufficiency  of  the 
w  ith  the  entire  lyi  ti  Vnti 

Nti  ene  I  ntl  1  1        Note  '><n  teeming  indexei  ol  Si  ripture  ti 

*'  i    |i.\ss:«nc,  Hull's  /v/.-m.  ft  ■    iii   cap.  viii, 
•19. 

'  ireAvc.  
JJi'. 

7  ( )n  these  wordi  lee  Boasuet'i  explanation  and  ilrfcn.  < . 
vi.  §  c.a,  tur  U*  Uttrti  ./<-  IH.  Jut  .■ 

Author,  and  fellow-Counsellor,  and  Framer8  of 
the  things  that  are  in  formation,  He  begat  '  the 
Word  ;  and  as  He  bears  this  Word  in  Him 

and  that,  too,  as  (yet)  invisible  to  the  world 
which  is  created,  He  makes  Him  visible  ;  (and) 
uttering  the  voice  first,  and  begetting  Him  as 

Light  of  Light,10  He  set  Him  forth  to  the  world 
as  its  Lord,  (and)  His  Own  mind  ;  "  and  whereas 
He  was  visible  formerly  to  Himself  alone,  and 
invisible  to  the  world  which  is  made,  He  makes 
Him  visible  in  order  that  the  world  might  see 
Him  in  His  manifestation,  and  be  capable  of 

being  saved. 
11.  And  thus  there  appeared  another  beside 

Himself.  But  when  I  say  another,"  I  do  not 
mean  that  there  are  two  Gods,  but  that  it  is  only 
as  light  of  light,  or  as  water  from  a  fountain,  or 
as  a  ray  from  the  sun.  For  there  is  but  one 

power,  which  is  from  the  All;  l3  and  the  Father 
is  the  All,  from  whom  cometh  this  bower,  the 

Word.  And  this  is  the  mind  '4  which  came  forth 

into  the  world,  and  was  manifested  as  the  Son'5 
of  God.  All  things,  then,  are  by  Him,  and  He 
alone  is  of  the  Father.  Who  then  adduces  a 

multitude  of  gods  brought  in,  time  after  time? 

Lor  all  are  shut  up,  however  unwillingly,  to  ad- 
mit this  fact,  that  the  All  runs  up  into  one.  If, 

then,  all  things  run  up  into  one,  even  ling 
to  Valentinus,  and  Marcion,  and  Cerinthus,  and 
all   their  fooleries,   they  are   also   reduced,   how- 

ever unwillingly,  to  this   position,  that   they  ; 
acknowledge  that  the  One  is  the  causi 
things.     Thus,  then,  these  too,  though  they  n  sh 
11   not,  fill  in  with  the  truth,  and  admit   that   one 
God    made  all  things   according    to    II 
pleasure.      And  He  gave  the  law  and  the  proph- 

ets; and  in  giving  them,  lie  made  them  speak 
by  the   Holy   Ghost,  in   order  that.  1  ted 

with  the  inspiration  of  the    bather's   \  they 
might  dei  lare  the  Father's  counsel  and  will. 

i-     '       ig  then  in  these  (prophets),  the  Word 
spoke  of  Himself,     for  already  He  becami    ; 
own  herald,  and  showed  that  the  Word  would 

crvufiovXov,  r«i  ipfi 

9  TI  Hippolj  • 
i        erl)   10  1  ill   I,  but  '     '.  1 lorih  "i  the  Word  cc    ci 

1  .11  of  the  '••■ MaranuSi 

10  ,  \ 

re  tlicir  11 

I  .in  in,  ''"!   Vthi  n  is  iras, 
n   ■     win      Mel  -.  in  hia the  expn 

..1     «<    A     1  I 

\        '    ::        \  .111    llir    11 ■ 

1 '    1 

1     [us  til    ' cthtr,  from  the  I  I  crtulli.m 
•    lit    .IN     I  I  I', .  the  diatini  lion 

vol.  in   p   1     1 

11. 

u  Oi  " ■■■ 
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men.    And  for  this  rea 
i  made  manifest  t<>  them 

a  found  of  them  that 

me."  ■     And  who  is   He  that  i> 
lanifest  but  the  Word  of  the  Father?  — 
the  Father  sent,  and  in  whom  He  showed 

power  proceeding  from  Him.     Tl 
1  in.uk'  manifest,  even  as  the 

i  says.     For  he  sums  up  the  things 

by  the  prophets,  and  show-,  that 
the  Word,  by  whom  all  things  were  made. 

iks  to  tins  effect  :  "In  the  beginning 
the  Word,  and  the  Word  was  with  God,  and 
w  ird  was  Cod.     All  things  were  made  by 

1 1  m,  and  without  Him  was  not  anything  made 

.  beneath   He  says,  "The  world  was  made 
Him,  and  the  world  knew   Him  not;    He 

lli>  own,  an  1  Hi>  own  received  Him 

If,  then,  said  he,   the  world  was  made 
Him,  according  to  the  word  of  the   prophet, 

••  By   the   Word   of  the    Lord   were   the    heavens 
1   then   tin-   is    the   Word    that    was   also 

vam\v  manifest.     We  accordingly  see  the  Word 
.  and  we  know  the  Father  by  Him,  and 

in  the   Son,    (and)    we   worship   the 
Hoi)  Spirit.      Let  us  then  look  at  the   testimony 

pture  with  respect  to  the  announcement 
le  future  manifestation  of  the  Word. 

i  3.  \  iw  Jeremiah  says,  '  Who  hath  stood  ii 
insel5  of  the   Lord,  and  hath  perceived 

His  Word?"       But  the  Word  of  God  alone  is 
.  while  the  word  o(  man  is  audible.     When 

bespeaks  of  seeing  the  Word,  I  must  believe 
that   this  visible    (Word)    has   been   sent.      And 

vas  none  other  (sent)  but  the  Word.     And 

that    lie   was  sent    1'eter   testifies,  when   he  says 
the   centurion  Cornelius:    "God  sent   His 

W  >rd  unto  the  children  of  [sra  A  by  the  preach- 
is   Christ.     This  is   the   God    who  is 

■f  all."  ̂      If,  then,  the  Word   is  sent  by 

'nrist,  the   will s  of  the   Father   is  Jcsih 
Chi 
14.  tilings  then,  brethren,  are  declared 

by  the  S>  riptures.     And  the  blessed  John,  in  the 
oy  of  his  G  3  us  an  account  of 
onomy   (dis  in)    and  acknowledges 

>nl  as  God,  when  lie  says,  "  In  the  begin- 
•  1 . 

Hippolytus  evidently  puts  the   full  stop  at  the 
■lie  o  ytyoytf  to  the  following.     So  also  Ireiueus, 

.•■n,  Theophilus  of  Aniioch,  and    Eusebius,   in 
-  1,  too,  of  the  Ijtin  Fathers  —  Tertullian.  Lactantius, 

fter   these,   Honoring 
ii.    This  punctuation  was  also 

,  the   heretics  Valcntinus,   Hcraclcon,  Theodotus,  and   the 
.  by  Epiphanius, 

1  (Kabricius.) 
1  John  i.  10,  11. 

*  1' 5  viroarrjuari,  fi.un  1  ilion.  Vi.  tor  reads  iv  ti)  i'Troo-raffri,  in  the 
Substance,  nature:   >yiiun.ichus  has  iv  T/j  b/iiAioi,  in  the  fellowship. 

6  Jer.  xxiii.  18. 
7  Acts  x.  36. 

•  to  H<Ai)Ua.  Many  of  the  patristic  theologians  called  the  Son 
the  Father's  flovAi)<7n  or  8<A>juo.  Sec  the  passages  in  I'ctavius,  De 
S.  S.  Trinilatt,  lib.  vi.  c.  8,  §  ai,  and  vn.  12,  §  12.     [Dubious.] 

tling  was  the  Word,  and  the  Word  wis  with  God, 

and  the  Word  was  God."  If,  then,  the  Word 
was  with  God,  and  was  also  God,  what  follows? 
Would    one    say  that   he   speaks   of  two   God 
I  shall    not    indeed   speak   of  two   Gods,   but   of 
one  ;   of    two    I  however,   and   of  a   third 

riomy  (disposition),  viz.,  the  grace   of  the 
Holy  Ghost     For  the   Father  indeed  is  0 
but  there  are  two  Persons,  because  there  is  aba 
the  Son  ;  and  then  there  is  the  third,  the  Holy 
Spirit.  The  Father  decrees,  the  Word  exe<  utes, 
and  the  Son  is  manifested,  through  whom  the 

lather  is  believed  on.  The  economy'"  of  har- 
mony is  led  back  to  one  God ;  for  God  is  One. 

It  is  the  Father  who  commands,"  and  the  Son 
who  obeys,  and  the  Holy  Spirit  who  gives  un- 

derstanding :  "  the  Father  who  is  above  all,1!>  and 
the  Son  who  is  through  all,  and  the  Holy  Spirit 
who  is  in  all.  And  we  cannot  otherwise  think 

of  one  God,'4  but  by  believing  in  truth  in  Father1 
and  Son  and  Holy  Spirit.  For  the  Jews  glorified 

(or  gloried  in)  the  Father,  but  gave  Him  not 
thanks,  for  they  did  not  recognise  the  Son.  The 
disciples  recognised  the  Son,  but  not  in  the  Holy 

( ihost ;  wherefore  they  also  denied  Him.'5  The 
Father's  Word,  therefore,  knowing  the  economy 
(disposition)  ami  the  will  of  the  Father,  to  wit, 
that  the  Father  seeks  to  be  worshipped  in  none 

other  way  than  this,  gave  this  charge  to  the  dis- 

ciples after  He  rose  from  the  dead:  "Go  ye 
and  teach  all  nations,  baptizing  them  in  the 
name  of  the  Father,  and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the 

Holy  Ghost.'"6  And  by  this  He  showed,  that 
whosoever  omitted  any  one  of  these,  failed  in 

glorifying  God  perfectly.  For  it  is  through  this 
Trinity17  that  the  Father  is  glorified.  For  the 
bather  willed,  the  Son  did,  the  Spirit  manifested. 
The  whole  Scriptures,  then,  proclaim  this  truth. 

9  From  this  passage  it  is  clear  that  Hippolytus  taught  the  doc- 
trine of  one  God  alone  and  three  Persons.     A  little   before,   in  the 
li  chapter,  lie  said  th.it  there  is  one  God,  according  to  substance 

or  divine  essence,  which  one  substance  is  in  three  Persons;   and  that, 
nlinc  to  disposition  or  economy,  there  arc  three  Persons  mani- 

fested.    By  the  term  economy,  therefore,  he  understands,  with    Icr- 
ii.  aaversus  Praxeam,  ch.  iii.,  the  number  and  disposition  of 

the  Trinity   (nnmerum  ct  dispositional/    Trinitatis).     Here   he 
ills  the  grace  of  the  Holy  Spirit  the  third  economy,  hut  in   the 
way  as  Tertullian.  who  <  alls  the   Holy  Spirit  the  third  grade 

{tcrtinm  graduni).     For  the  terms  gradns,  forma,  species,  dis* 
Ho,  and  eeconomia   mean   the   same    in    Tertullian.    (Maranus.) 

snother  proof  that  the  Nicene  Creed  was  a  compilation  Irom  Ante. N  ii  'lie  theologians.] 

10  oifCOPOMaa  ffvy.<i>uivia%  avvdyerat  eis  iva  €>(6r,  perhaps  -  the 
economy  as  being  one  of  harmony,  leads  to  one  God. 

"  This  mode  of  speaking  of  the  Father's  commanding  and  the 
s .iii's  obeying,  was  used  without  any  offence,  not  only  by  Irenzus, 
Hippolytus,  Origen,  and  others  before  the  Council  of  Nicaea,  but  also 

ih.it  council  by  the  keenest  opponents  of  the  Arian  heresy  — 
Athanasius,  Basil,  Slarius  Victorinus,  Hilary,  Prosper,  and  others. 

i  Vtavius,  De  Trin  ,  i.  7,  §  7;  and  Bull,  De/ens  Fid.  Nic,  pp. 
138,  164,  167,  170.    (Fabricius.) 

12  av i'f  ti^ov. 

13  Referring  probably  to  Eph.  iv.  6. 
14  The  Christian  doctrine,  Maranus  remarks, could  not  be  set  forth 

more  accurately:  for  he  contends  not  only  that  the  number  of  Per- 
sons in  no  manner  detracts  from  the  unity  of  God,  but  that  the  unity 

of  God  itself  can  neither  consist  nor  be  adored  without  this  number 

of  Per 
"  This  is  said  probably  with  reference  to  Peter's  denial. 
''■  Matt  xxviii.  19. 

'•"    ifjcuocn.     [See  Theophilus,  vol.  ii.  p.  ioi,  note.] 
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15.  Dut  some  one  will  say  to  me,  You  adduce 
thing  strange  to  me,  when  you  call  the  Son  the 

rord.  For  John  indeed  speaks  of  the  Word, 
.it  it  is  by  a  figure  of  speech.  Nay,  it  is  by  no 

«ure  of  speech.1  For  while  thus  presenting 
lis  Word  that  was  from  the  beginning,  and  has 

)\v  been  sent  forth,  he  said  below  in  the  Apoca- 

pse,  "  And  I  saw  heaven  opened,  and  behold 
white  horse  ;  and  He  that  sat  upon  him  (was) 
lithful  and  True  ;  and  in  righteousness  He  doth 
idge  and  make  war.  And  His  eyes  (were)  as 
une  of  fire,  and  on  His  head  were  many  crowns  ; 
id  He  had  a  name  written  that  no  man  knew 

it  He  Himself.  And  He  (was)  clothed  in  a 
isture  dipped  in  blood  :  and  His  name  is  called 

e  Word  of  God." 2  See  then,  brethren,  how 
e  vesture  sprinkled  with  blood  denoted  in  sym- 
A  the  flesh,  through  which  the  impassible  Word 

"  God  came  under  suffering,  as  also  the  proph- 
s  testify  to  me.  For  thus  speaks  the  blessed 

icah  :  "The  house  of  Jacob  provoked  the  Spirit 
the  Lord  to  anger.  These  are  their  pursuits. 

re  not  His  words  good  with  them,  and  do  they 
ilk  rightly?  And  they  have  risen  up  in  enmity 
gainst  His  countenance  of  peace,  and  they  have 

ripped  off  1  lis  glory."  3  That  means  1  lis  suflfer- 
g  in  the  flesh.  And  in  like  manner  also  the 

essed  Paul  says,  "  For  what  the  law  could  not 
),  in  that  it  was  weak,  God,  sending  His  own 
m  in  the  likeness  of  sinful  flesh,  condemned 
1  in  the  flesh,  that  the  righteousness  of  the  law 
ight  be  si. own  in  us,  who  walk  not  after  the 

•sh,  but  alter  the  Spirit."  '  What  Son  of  His 
vn,  then,  did  God  send  through  the  flesh  but 

E  Word,5  whom  He  addressed  as  Son  because 
e  was  to  become  such  (or  be  begotten)  in  the 
hire?  And  He  takes  the  common  name  for 

nder  affection  among  men  in  being  Called  the 
)ii.  for  neither  was  the  Word,  prior  to  in<  ur- 

ition  and  when  by  Himself,6  yel  perfect  Son, 
plough  He  was  perfect  Won!,  only-begotten. 
or  could  the  llesh  subsist  by  itself  apart  from 
e  Word,  because  it  has  its  subsistence7  111  the 

brd.8  Thus,  then,  one  perfect  Son  of  God 
is   manifested. 

•  <i\\'  aAAcut  liAAiiynpn.  The  wordi  in  Italii  -.  are  given  only  in 
:  I  .inn.  They  may  have  droppi  1  from  the  Greek  text.  \t  any 
c,  some  mi.  h  addition  Menu  nei  euary  fbi  I 

10c.  xix    11 

1  Mi.  .  ii.  7,  R.    to(av:  In  ill.-  present  text  "f  il"-  Septuaginl  it  1^ 
1  if,  skin. 

•  Hippolytus  omits  thi  ri}«  rapxof  and  xai  "<i>i  apap- 
k,  ;ni.l  reads  4>avpu}8j)  for  rrAijpfutfj), 
$  ..I-   Vtoy   tr,ntt  tjyi>tn  i.<    Aid    t.i   |i.AA»ir  ...  r0a 
I  Hippolytus  thua  gives  mon    definite  expreaaion  t.>  thii  I 
ity  1.1  the  Sonihip,  •■  Domei  remarks,  than  even  rertullian     See. 

Dot  !>  tin  .7  tkl  !',  ■  I      1       1     1   I  nl.    .  .In     1 
I  11  p  ;;■'.  ri.  .  I  !'■'.  11.. .n  On  tht  <•.../,  art,  K  p  too  el  teq,q, 
•  patristii  citations  are  sufficient,  and  Hippolytui  ma)  be  barmo 
<  .1  «  nil  them,  I 
I     T.fr    .1  1.1  1  11. 1  1  r. 

•  "  ir.tM.,,Vi"  -..iv-  Domer,  "be  il  observed,  it  not  yel  equiva oualil]       thi  1     'i  had  its  iuI 
j  was  ili.'  .  onnei  live  and  vel  I'his  \  un [actionable.     He  does  not  thu  ince  the  humanity 
'  in  1  1  impel  inal;  illho  h  In  view  ot  what  1 1  <  -  preceded,  and 
mt  remains  to  be  adduced,  then  can  be  do  doubt  1 .'  1  thai  Hippol- 

16.  And  these  indeed  are  testimonies  bearing 
on  the  incarnation  of  the  Word  ;  and  there  are 
also  very  many  others.  But  let  us  also  look  at 

the  subject  in  hand,  —  namely,  the  question, 

brethren,  that  in  reality  the  Father's  power, 
which  is  the  Word,  came  down  from  heaven, 
and  not  the  Father  Himself.  For  thus  1 1  - 

speaks  :  "  I  came  forth  from  the  Father,  and 
am  come."9  Now  what  subject  i$  meant  in 
this  sentence,  "  I  came  forth  from  the  Father, 
but  just  the  Word?  And  what  is  it  that  is 

begotten  of  Him,  but  just  the  Spirit,"  that  is  to 
say,  the  Word?  But  you  will  say  to  me,  11  a 
is  He  begotten?  In  your  own  case  you  can 
give  no  explanation  of  the  way  in  which  you 

1  were  begotten,  although  you  see  every  day  the 
cause  according  to  man;  neither  can  you  tell 

with  accuracy  the  economy  in  His  case.'- 
you  have  it  not  in  your  power  to  acquaint  your- 

self with  the  practised  and  indescribable  art  '• 
(method)  of  the  Maker,  but  only  to  see.  and 

understand,  and  believe  that  man  is  God's  work. 
Moreover,  you  are  asking  an  account  of  the  \ 
eration  of  the  Word,  whom  God  the  bather  in 

His  good  pleasure  begat  as  He  willed.  Is  it 
not  enough  for  you  to  learn  that  Cod  made  the 
world,  but  do  you  also  venture  to  ask  whi 
He  made  it?  Is  it  not  enough  for  you  to  learn 
that  the  Son  of  God  has  been  manifested  to 

for  salvation  if  you  believe,  but  do  you  also 

inquire  curiously  how  He  was  begotten  after  the 

Spirit?  No  more  than  two,'4  in  sooth,  have 
been  put  in  trust  to  give  the  account  of  His 
generation  after  the  flesh ;  and  are  you  then  so 
bold  as  to  seek  the  account  (oi  His  general 

1  the  Spirit,  which  the  Father  keeps  with 
Himself,  intending  to  reveal  it  then  to  the  holv 
ones    and    those    worthy    of     seeing     His    lace? 

Rest  satisfied  with  the  word  spoken  1>\  Christ, 

viz.,  '•  'Hi. a  wlni  h  is  born  of  the  Spirit  is  spirit 
ju-4  as,  speaking  by  the  prophet  of  the  genera- 

tion Of  the  Wool,  He  shows  the  fact   that  lie   is 

begotten,  but  reserves  the  question  ol   the   man- 
ner  and    means,   to    reveal    it    only    in    the    tune 

determined  by  Himself,     for  He  speak 
■•  From  the  womb,  before  the  morning  star,  1 

have  begotten  Hue."  ' 

ytui  would agitati  .1  .11  1I1.    period  ai  « in.  h 
i,  05.    [But  compare  B 

etc.,  pp.  1  when     I  ertullian    i 
themselvi  ■  ..1  the  latti ..1  expn  ision.  p 

1 
10  K.  idi 

wll.lt    is    l  111-,    ill  il    ,    .1..     'Illl H    n        Thi 

Nil  .in-  1  11 history  .'i   i!.<-  i'  rrn  in  this  uw ,  Dot ..... 

■ 
"  lt«  in  ilicu  Gospels. 
"   lohn  in  (.. 
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1 7.  'Il»  for  the 
bcl  who  study  truth,  and  the  unbelieving 

no  testimony.'     For  the  Holy  Spirit,  in- 
1  the  person  of  the  apostles,  has  testified 

to   this,   saying,   "And   who  has  believed   our 
I  hi  it  fore  let  us  not  prove  ourselves 

unl  ;.  lest  the  word  spoken  be  fulfilled  in 

u>.     Let   us  believe   thru,  dear3  brethren,  ac- 

■  tlu-   tradition   of  the  aposdes,  that 
!  the  Word  came  down  from  heaven,  (and 

!)  into  the  holy  Virgin    Mary,  in   order 
that,  talcing  the  flesh  from  her,  and  assuming 

■  .1  human,  by  which  I   mean  a  rational  soul. 
!  becoming  thus  all  that  man  is  with  the  ex- 

ception of  sin,  Hi.'   might  save  fallen  man,  and 
tfer  immortality  on  men  who  believe  on  His 

nam.'.      In   all,   therefore,   the   word   of    truth   is 
nonstrated  to  us,  to  wit,  that  the  Father  is 

One,  whose  word   is   present  (with    Him),  by 
whom    He   made   all   things;   whom  also,   as  we 
have   said   above,  the    lather  sent   forth   in   later 
time-,  for  the  salvation  of  men.     This    (Word) 

hed  by  the  law  and  the  prophets 
tined  to  come  into  the  world.     And  even  as 

-  prea<  hed  then,  in  the  same  manner  also 
I  He  come  and  manifest  Himself,  being  by 
Virgin  and  the  Holy  Spirit  made  a  new  man  : 
in  that  He  had  the  heavenly  (nature)  of 

Fal  the  Word  and  the  earthly  (nature), 
to   Himself  the    flesh    from    the   old 

Adam  by  the  medium  of  the  Virgin,  He  now. 
ling  forth  into  the  world,  was  manifested  as 
1  in  a  body,  coming  forth  too  as  a  perfect 

man.     For  it  was  not  in  mere  appearance  or  by 
conversion,*  hut  in  truth,  that  He  became  man. 

i.s.   5Thus  then,  too,  though  demonstrated  as 

'..  He  does  not  refuse  the  conditions  proper 
to  Him  as  man."  since  He  hungers  and  toils  and 
thir^N  in  weariness,  and  flees  in  fear,  and   prays 
in  trouble.     And  He  who  as  God  has  a  sleepless 
nature,  slui  »n  a  pillow.     And  He  who  for 
this  end  came  into  the  world,  begs  off  from  the 

Fering.     And  in  an  agony  He  sweats 
blood,  and   is    strengthened    by  an    angel,  who 

gthens  those  who  believe  on  Him, 

and  •  men  to  despise  death  by  His  work. 7 
I   He  who  knew  what   manner  of  man  Judas 

d   by  Judas.      And  He.   who 
mei  honoured   by    him  as    God,    is    con- 

M,  Hist,  of  TkeoL,  i.  pp.  300,  y>i, 

with  profit  in  his  Divine 

■  1,  Clark's  cd.,  1867. J 1.  Iiii.  1. 

3  fiaxapiot. 

*  M  '  n'af  rf  Tpoirrjv. 
*  ['I  he  sublimity  of  this  concluding  chapter  marks  our  author's 

!   fir  word  with  what 
(trerium  of  Hi • 

'•     P-    7°4-  mi     p.    A ;  for  the  crucial  point  (ytynjTos  «cai  avti-njTos)  sec  Jacob- 
ion,  11.  p.  278.] 

1  by  deed,  • 

temned  by  Caiaphas.8     \ml  !!■  tat  nought 
by  Herod,  wIki  i>  Himself  to  judge  the  whole 

•ii.     And  He  is  scourged  by  Pilate,  who  took 
upon  Himself  our  infirmities.  Ami  by  the  sol- 

diers He  is  mocked,  at  whose  behest  stand  thou- 
sands of  thousands  and  myriads  of  myriads  of 

angels  and  archangels.  And  He  who  fixed  the 
heavens  like  a  vault  is  fastened  to  the  cross  by 
the  Jews.  And  He  who  is  inseparable  from  the 
bather  cries  to  the  Father,  and  commends  to 
Him  His  spirit  ;  and  bowing  His  head.  He  gives 

up  the  ghost,  who  said,  "  I  have  power  to  lav- 
down    my   life,    and    1    have    power   to    take    it 

in  ;  " 9  and  because  I  Ie  was  not  o\  ermastered 
by  death,  as  being  Himself  Life,  He  said  this: 

••  I  lay  it  down  of  myself."9  And  He  who  gives 
life  bountifully  to  all,  has  His  side  pierced  with 
a  spear.  And  He  who  raises  the  dead  is  wrapped 
in  linen  and  laid  in  a  sepulchre,  and  on  the  third 
day  He  is  raised  again  by  the  Father,  though 
Himself  the  Resurrection  and  the  Life.  For 

all  these  things  has  He  finished  for  us,  who  for 

our  sakes  was  made  as  we  are.  For  "Himself 
hath  borne  our  infirmities,  and  carried  our  dis- 

eases ;  and  for  our  sakes  He  was  afflicted.''  "'  as 
[saiah  the  prophet  has  said.  This  is  He  who 
was  hymned  by  the  angels,  and  seen  by  the 

shepherds,  and  waited  for  by  Simeon,  and  wit- 
nessed to  by  Anna.  This  is  He  who  was  in- 
quired after  by  the  wise  men,  and  indicated  by 

the  star ;  He  who  was  engaged  in  His  Fatl 
house,  and  pointed  to  by  John,  and  witnessed  to 

by  the  Father  from  above  in  the  voice,  "This 

is  my  beloved  Son;  hear  ye  Him.""  H 
crowned  victor  against  the  devil.'2  This  is  J 
of  Nazareth,  who  was  invited  to  the  marriage- 

t  in  ('ana.  and  turned  the  water  into  wine, 
and  rebuked  the  sea  when  agitated  by  the  vio- 

lence of  the  winds,  and  walked  on  the  deep  as 
on  dryland,  and  caused  the  blind  man  from  birth 
to  see.  and  raised  Lazarus  to  life  after  he  1 

been  dead  four  days,  and  did  many  mighty  works, 
and  forgave  sins,  and  conferred  power  on  the 
disciples,  and  had  blood  and  water  flowing  from 
His  sacred  side  when  pierced  with  the  spear. 
For  His  sake  the  sun  is  darkened,  the  day  has 

no  light,  the  rocks  are  shattered,  the  veil  is  rent, 
the  foundations  of  the  earth  are  shaken,  the 

graves  are  opened,  and  the  dead  are  raised, 

and  the  rulers  are  ashamed  when  the)'  see  the 
Director  of  the  universe  upon  the  cross  (losing 
Hi>  eye  and  giving  up  the  ghost.  Creation  saw, 
and  was  troubled  ;  and,  unable  to  bear  the  sight 

of  His  exceeding  glory,  shrouded  itself  in  dark- 

8  icpaT(v6/j.evo^,  referring  to  John  xi.  51,  52. 
9  John  x.  18. 
1  '  I -a.  Iiii.  4. 

"   Matt,  xvii.  5.     fit  may  he  convenient  for  some  to  turn  to  the 
nslation  01  Bishop  Bull's  Dejfiensio,  part  i.  pp.  195-216. 

where  Tertullian  and  Hippolytus  are  nobly  vindicated  on  Nii_em 
grounds.     The  notes  arc  also  valuable.]      ' 

'-  Matt,  xxvii.  29,    artCWovTai  Kara  <5ia/3dAov,  [i.e.,  with  thorns] 
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ness.'  This  (is  He  who)  breathes  upon  the 
disciples,  and  gives  them  the  Spirit,  and  comes 
in  among  them  when  the  doors  are  shut,  and  is 
taken  up  by  a  (.loud  into  the  heavens  while  the 
disciples  gaze  at  Him,  and  is  set  down  on  the 

1  [Hippolytus  confirms  Tertullian's  testimony.    Compare  vol.  iii. 
pp.  35  and  58.  J 

right  hand  of  the  Father,  and  comes  again  as 

the  Judge  of  the  living  and  the  dead.  '1  hi-  i- the  God  who  for  our  sakes  became  man,  to 

whom  also  the  Father  hath  put  all  things  in  sub- 
jection. To  Him  be  the  glory  and  the  power. 

with  the  Father  and  the  Hoi)-  Spirit,  in  the  holy 
Church  both  now  and  ever,  and  even  for  ever- 

more.    Amen. 

AGAINST   BERON   AND    HELIX. 

FRAGMENTS  OF  A  DISCOURSE,  ALPHABETICALLY  DIVIDED,'  ON  THE  DIVINE  NATURE*  AND 
THE  INCARNATION,  AGAINST  THE  HERETICS  BERON  AND  HELIX,3  THE  BEGINNING  OF 
WHICH  w.\s  i\  THESE  WORDS,  "HOLY,  HOLY,  HOLY,  LORD  GOD  OF  SABAOTH,  WITH 
VOICE    NEVER    SILENT    THE   SERAPHIM    EXCLAIM    AND   GLORIFY    GOD." 

FRAGMENT   I. 

By  the  omnipotent  will  of  God  all  things  are 
made,  and  the  things  that  are  made  are  also 

preserved,  being  maintained  according  to  their 
several  principles  in  perfect  harmony  by  Him 
who  is  in  His  nature  the  omnipotent  God  and 

maker  of  all  things,4  His  divine  will  remaining 
unalterable  by  which  He  has  made  and  moves 
all  things,  sustained  as  they  severally  are  by  their 
own  natural  laws. 5  For  the  infinite  cannot  in 

any  manner  or  by  any  account  be  susceptible  of 
movement,  inasmuch  as  it  has  nothing  towards 
which  and  nothing  around  which  it  shall  be 
moved.  For  in  the  case  of  that  which  is  in  its 

nature  infinite,  and  so  incapable  of  being  moved, 

movement  would  be  conversion."  Wherefore 
also  the  Won!  of  God  being  made  truly  man  in 
our  manner,  yet  without  sin,  and  acting  and 

enduring  in  man's  way  sm  h  sinless  things  as  are 
proper  to  our  nature,  and  assuming  the  <  ircum- 
scription  of  the  flesh  of  our  nature  on  our  behalf, 
sustained  no  conversion  in  that  aspei  I  in  whit  h 
lie  is  one  with  the  Father,  being  made  in  no 

respei  I  one  with  the  flesh  through  the  exinani 

tion.?    Butas  He  was  without  flesh,'  He  remained 

1  «   ((toy,    The  Latin  title  in  the  version  ol    \ 
t. ml  iic  //m ■  at  pt-r  tlementum." 

Foi    KAucot  the  Cod  i    A'  ;•',  .  tt  Colbtrti  '       phorui prefers    HAucioiFOfi      Pabricius    conjectures   thai    we    ihould    n  id 
>(Atxi  ■!  the  titli    would  be,  Vgainsl  Beron  and 
his  fellow  heretii  ..     [N.li.  Heron 

4   ,ii'i  <;•   r ..-    .    .    .    '-'■ 
5t-><s     SkCUXTO    ̂ VCTiKOlf     I '  '  | .   >'i  ""'  l''»     »""           \ll  ivl  ism,     I: 

it  naturalibm  /•>   ./•<.  A;  Ufibusi  Capperonnier,  mi 
itmptrata  .  <ti  ordinata. 

6  Tjjon  i)    y.i,i  •  <»TO<;, 

r|  nirifin  :  or  may  thi  ,"  for  a  change  in  that  which  is  in  iti 
nature  infinite  would  |usl  be  ili<-  moving  "i  thai  whii  '>  is  is 
movement  I " 

7  Hi/o    ,i'i     it.iit«Amis    6    T.ii'i-.r    ..in     :..    fJaTpl     ',   I  >  "s     r.ir7.>i 

Tij    (f.i.iM    <v".i     i./.-    ..iu.. 1. 1  1  lius    in    rti<  i.iii.,  com 

tin   1  it.  i  Baunius  adopts  il"  ■>>  il"- 

Greek  Codex  Nicephori,  vi  for  mfwacrti'.  and  renders  it,  "  In 
nothing  was  i!i<   Woi  I,  who  is  the  same  with  il»'  I  ither,  made  ili>- 
sum-  with  il"  il'   ii  thi    i  'i  the  union;  "  nulla  re  Vei 

i  Patn  factum  est  idem  cum  earns  proptai  unio 

*  iSi^.i  irapjfbc,  i  e.,  whai  Hi  «.is  before  assuming  il"'  flesh,  that 
lie  continued  to  be  in  Himself,  via.,  independent  ol  limitation, 

without  any  circumscription.     And  through  the 

flesh  He  wrought  divinely9  those  things  which 
are  proper  to  divinity,  showing  Himself  to  have 
both  those  natures  in  both  of  which  He  wrought, 
1  mean  the  divine  and  the  human,  accor. 
that  veritable  and  real  and  natural   subsist 

(showing  Himself  thus)  as  both  being  in   reality 
and  as  being  understood   to   lie  at  one  and  the 
same  time  infinite  God  and   finite  man,  ha\ 

the  nature"  of  each  in  perfection,  with  the  same 
activity,"  that  is  to  say,  the  same  natural  pro; 
ties;'3    whence  we    know   that   their  distinction 
abides  always  according  to  the   nature  of  each, 
and  without  conversion.      But  it    is  not  (i.e.,  the 

distinction    between     deity    and    human:' 
Mime   say,  a    merely  comparative  (or   relal 

matter, H  thai  we  maj   not  speak  in  an  unv 
ran  table  manner  of  a  greater  anil  a  les>   in   • 

i  is  ever  the  same  in  I  [imself.,s      h  ari- 
sons  i  an  be  instituted  only  between  objects 
like  nature,  and  not  between  objects  "\  unlike 
nature.  But  between  (\^<\  the  Maker  i^\  all 

things  and  that  which  is  made,  between  the  in- 
finite and  the  finite,  between  infinitude  and  fini- 

tude,  there  (  an  be  no  kind  of  COmpai 
these  differ  from  each  other  not  in  mere  com- 

parison tor  relatively ),  but  absolute!)  in  i 

And  yet  at  the  same  time  there  has  been  • 
a  i  ertain  inexpressible  and  in  I  •  union 
the  two  mi,,  one  substani  e.'    which  entire!'. 
the   understanding  of  anything   that    is   m 

9    fl.    • I  •  >  > i  exuteni  ••,  i  -•■,  fw,    An  i  1 1 

1 

I I 

14     .  '  follow*    I 

in.  »lni  H  «  > 

ii  iiu- 

lulliai 

than  Him 
,0    lltoji 
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For  die  divine  is  just  the  same  .hut  the  incarna- 
tion that  it  *  re  the  in<  arnation  ;  in  its 

nee  infinite,  illimitable,  impassible,  incom- 

parable, unchangeable,  inconvertable,  self-po- 
tent.1 and,  in  >ln -i t.  subsisting  in  essence  alone 

the  infinitely  worthy  good. 

FRAGMENT    II. 

The  ('.<"!  of  all  things  therefore  became  truly, 
ording  t.>  the  Scriptures,  without  conversion, 

sinless  man,  and  that  in  a  manner  known  to 
Himself  alone,  as  He  is  the  natural  Artificer 

of  things  which  are  above  our  comprehension. 

Ami  by  that  same  saving  act  Of  the  incarnation-' He  introduced  into  the  flesh  the  activity  of  His 

proper  divinity,  yet  without  having  it  (that  ac- 
tivity) either  circumscribed  by  the  flesh  through 

the  cxinanition.  or  growing  naturally  out  of  the 

flesh  as  it  grew  out  of  His  divinity,3  hut  mani- 
fested through  it  in  the  things  which  He  wrought 

in  a  divine  manner  in  His  incarnate  state.  For 

the  flesh  diil  not  become  divinity  in  nature  by 
a  transmutation  of  nature,  as  though  it  became 

ntially  flesh  of  divinity.  Hut  what  it  was 
before,  that  also  it  continued  to  he  in  nature 
and  activity  when  united  with  divinity,  even  as 

the  Saviour  said,  "  The  spirit  indeed  is  willing, 
hut  the  flesh  is  weak."4  And  working  and  en- 

during in  the  flesh  things  which  were  proper  to 
sinless  flesh.  He  proved  the  evacuation  of  divin- 

ity (to  he)  for  our  sakes,  confirmed  as  it  was  hy 
wonders  and  hy  sufferings  of  the  flesh  naturally. 
For  with  this  purpose  did  the  God  of  all  things 

ome  man.  viz.,  in  order  that  hy  suffering  1:1 
the  flesh,  which  is  susceptible  of  suffering,  He 
might  redeem  our  whole  race,  which  was  sold 

to  death  :  and  that  by  working  wondrous  things 

hy  His  divinity,  which  is  unsusceptible  of  suffer- 
gh  the  medium  of  the  flesh  He  might 

restore  it  to  that  ineorruptihle  and  blessed  life 
from  which  it  fell  away  by  yielding  to  the 
devil;  and  that  He  might  establish  the  holy 
orders  of  intelligent  existences  in  the  heavens 
in  immutability  by  the  mystery  of  His  incarna- 

tion,5  the  doing  of  which  is  the  recapitulation 

of  all  things  in  himself.6  He  remained  t'h 
fore,  also,  after  His  incarnation,  according  to 
nature.  God  infinite,  and  more.7  having  the 
activity  proper  and  suitable  to  Himself,  —  an 
activity  growing  out  of  His  divinity  essentially, 
and  manifested  through  His  perfectly  holy  flesh 

wondrous  acts  economically,  to  the  intent 
that    He    might   he    believed    in   as   God,  while 

working  out  of  Himself'  by  the  flesh,  which  by 
nature  is  weak,  the  salvation  of  the  universe. 

1  KM. Ml  VI     ill. 

Now,  with  the  view  of  explaining,  hy  means 
of  an  illustration,  what  has  been  said  concern- 

ing the  Saviour,  (I  may  say  that)  the  power  of 
thought "  which  I  have  by  nature  is  proper  and 
suitable  to  me,  as  being  possessed  of  a  rational 
and  intelligent  soul  ;  and  to  this  soul  there  per- 

tains, according  to  nature,  a  self-moved  energy 

and  first  power,  ever-moving,  to  wit,  the  thought 
that  streams  from  it  naturally.  This  thought  I 
utter,  when  there  is  occasion,  hy  fitting  it  to 
words,  and  expressing  it  rightly  in  si^ns.  using 
the  tongue  as  an  organ,  or  artificial  characters. 

i  showing  that  it  is  heard,  though  it  comes  into 
actuality  hy  means  of  objects  foreign  to  itself, 
and  yet  is  not  changed  itself  hy  those  foreign 

objects.10  For  my  natural  thought  does  not 
belong  to  the  tongue  or  the  letters,  although  I 
effect  its  utterance  by  means  of  these  ;  but  it 
belongs  to  me,  who  speak  according  to  my 
nature,  and  by  means  of  both  these  express  it 
as  my  own,  streaming  as  it  does  always  from 
my  intelligent  soul  according  to  its  nature,  and 

uttered  by  means  of  my  bodily  tongue  organ- 
ically, as  I  have  said,  when  there  is  occasion. 

Nowr,  to  institute  a  comparison  with  that  which 
is  utterly  beyond  comparison,  just  as  in  us  the 
power  of  thought  that  belongs  by  nature  to  the 
soul  is  brought  to  utterance  by  means  of  our 
bodily  tongue  without  any  change  in  itself,  so, 

too,  in  the  wondrous  incarnation  "  of  God  is  the 
omnipotent  and  all-creating  energy  of  the  entire 
deity  ,2  manifested  without  mutation  in  itself,  by 
means  of  His  perfectly  holy  flesh,  and  in  the 

works  which  He  wrought  after  a  divine  man- 
ner, (that  energy  of  the  deity)  remaining  in  its 

essence  free  from  all  circumscription,  although 

it  shone  through  the  flesh,  which  is  itself  essen- 
tially limited.  For  that  which  is  in  its  nature 

unoriginated  cannot  be  circumscribed  by  an 
originated  nature,  although  this  latter  may  have 

grown  into  one  with  it  '3  by  a  conception  which 
circumscribes  all  understanding  :  '4  nor  can  this 
be  ever  brought  into  the  same  nature  and  natural 
activity  with  that,  so  long  as  they  remain  each 

within  its  own  proper  and  inconvertible  nature. lS 
lor  it  is  only  in  objects  of  the  same  nature  that 
there  is  the  motion  that  works  the  same  works, 

3    VVtTffpiOV     <7npKI*>tJ\V. 

3  oW  uivntp  rifi  aurou  ̂ cottjtos  outui  «ai  avTrjc  ̂ vaiKwf  ck$vo- 
-.•1  11  . 

«  Matt.  xxvi.  41. 
5   ffu>ufir-uu*w(. 

*  Referring  probably  to  Eph.  L.  10. 
7   vvtpawntju\. 

"  avrovpyiav. 
9  A070?. 

10  The  text  is,  Sia.  Tutv  avop.oiuiv  p.iv  vno.px.oma..  Anastasius 
reads  mi  for  p.ti>. 

1       TTJ?    bAj)5    01OT7JTOS.  „ 
13  ffuW^v. 

H   Kara  avAAijij/iy  wai'Ta  ir<piypd<povo~av  vovv. 

15  oure  hjjv  «is  t'  olvtuv  aurw  tiitpttrBai  </>uir*uJ«  irore  xai  <1>v<tik>is 
ivtpytias,  cut  av  inaTtpoi'  T)j?  iSiat  tcros  (itKi  </n/<ri<cijs  aTpei/zia?. 
To  <j>ept<r8a.i  we  supply  again  jrt^uic*. 
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showing  that  the  being  '  whose  power  is  natural 
is  incapable  in  any  manner  of  being  or  becoming 
the  possession  of  a  being  of  a  different  nature 
without  mutation.2 

FRAGMENT    IV. 

For,  in  the  view  of  apostles  and  prophets  and 
teachers,  the  mystery  of  the  divine  incarnation 
has  been  distinguished  as  having  two  points  of 

contemplation  natural  to  it,3  distinct  in  all  things, 
inasmuch  as  on  the  one  hand  it  is  the  subsistence 

of  perfect  deity,  and  on  the  other  is  demonstra- 
tive of  full  humanity.  As  long,  therefore,4  as  the 

Word  is  acknowledged  to  be  in  substance  one, 
of  one  energy,  there  shall  never  in  any  way  be 
known  a  movement5  in  the  two.  For  while 

God,  who  is  essentially  ever-existent,  became 
by  His  infinite  power,  according  to  His  will, 
sinless  man,  He  is  what  He  was,  in  all  wherein 
God  is  known  ;  and  what  He  became,  He  is  in 
all  wherein  man  is  known  and  can  be  recognised. 
In  both  aspects  of  Himself  He  never  falls  out 

of  Himself,''  in  His  divine  activities  and  in  His 
human  alike,  preserving  in  both  relations  His 
own  essentially  unchangeable  perfection. 

FRAGMENT   V. 

For  lately  a  certain  person,  Beron,  along  with 
some  others,  forsook  the  delusion  of  Valentinus, 

only  to  involve  themselves  in  deeper  error,  af- 
firming that  the  flesh  assumed  to  Himself  by  the 

Word  bei  ame  capable  of  working  like  works  with 

the  deity7  by  virtue  of  its  assumption,  and  that 
the  deity  became  susceptible  of  suffering  in  the 

same  way  with  the  flesh8  by  virtue  of  the  cxin- 
anition  ;  '  and  thus  they  assert  the  doctrine  that 
there  was  at  the  same  time  a  conversion  and  a 

mixing  and  a  fusing10  of  the  two  aspects  one  with 
the  other.  For  if  the  flesh  that  was  assumed 

lid  ,ime  capable  of  working  like  works  with  the 
deity,  it  is  evident  that  it  also  became  God  in 
essence  in  all  wherein  God  is  essentially  known. 
And  if  the  deity  by  the  exinanition  became  sus- 

ceptible of  the  same  sufferings  with  the  flesh,  it 
is  evident  that  it  also  became  in  essence  flesh 

ill   all    wherein    flesh    essentially   <   m    be    known. 

Mill'. 

2  'I  'i.  in  in.  ly    doubtful    In  i  •  Mi.     1.  \l    imi  .    UtU  •: 
I'Uf     '/     :  '  «<TT1     imii/ims     iM,   i  .la     Tiji- 

o»'<7  hi',   'i\  thvaiKij  KaOtffTijKi   iSiru^is ,  '  i  <  |i"vi'<"s   uSiorijTix   ovffiaf 
  ,  '/  ■)  ■  i  •  <i0  11  Si  \-i   rpoii  ,  ■  \n  i 

rcixlci     ii :    t 'nun  iiiM.iliiini  enim  i.mumi  per  le  operant  •  .1 
■  I in. M 1 1.  cujus  n.iiiii .linn  constat  «'••■■  virtu 

I'"'     di     '  proprictmii  substantia  nulla  natun 
i  ci  mvi  i  libilitate  \  all 

3  6iTi>|i'  mii    <iiu./iiifj,ii'    c\o»"    Siiyi-utorai    7i|i-    <r    ira<rt    tftvaixiiy 
Btutpiav. 

*  The  texi  i   o«Xi  "'",!|  >•  adopted  by  Combefi 
Bui  <  apperoitnici  and  Migne  read  aw*  Gai  ui\,aj»c  nave  reo it. 

I  i  lhange,  *i  vrf&it, 
•  r '  •  ■  i   aWxii  rwTOf. 

7  yirnil'.ii    ravTOVpyOV    ffl  tfcoTijn. 
8  T.ii'Tim.il'i;    i  a    imi^iki, 
'>  a  .  t'utaiv. 

i/i'>\i'air. 

For  objects  that  act  in  like  manner,"  and  work 
like  works,  and  are  altogether  of  like  kind,  and 
are  susceptible  of  like  suffering  with  ea<  h  other, 
admit  of  no  difference  of  nature  ;  and  if  the 

natures  are  fused  together,12  Christ  will  be  a 
duality;'3  and  if  the  persons'4  are  separated, 
there  will  be  a  quaternity/s  —  a  thing  which  is 
altogether  to  be  avoided.  And  how  will  they 
conceive  of  the  one  and  the  same  Christ,  who 
is  at  once  God  and  man  by  nature?  Ami  what 
manner  of  existence  will  He  have  according  to 
them,  if  He  has  become  man  by  a  (.inversion 
of  the  deity,  and  if  he  has  become  God  by  a 

change  of  the  flesh?  For  the  mutation'0  of 
these,  the  one  into  the  other,  is  a  complete 
subversion  of  both.  Let  the  discussion,  then, 
be  considered  by  us  again  in  a  different  w 

FRAGMENT   VI. 

Among  Christians  it  is  settled  as  the  doctrine 
of  piety,  that,  according  to  nature  itself,  and  to 

the  activity  and  to  whatever  else  pertains  there- 

unto, God  is  equal  and  the  same  with  Himself,'7 
having  nothing  that  is  His  unequal  to  Himself  at 

all  and  heterogeneous. ,s  [f,  then,  according  to 
Beron,  the  flesh  that  He  assumed  to  Himself 

became  possessed  of  the  like  natural  energy  with 
them,  it  is  evident  that  it  also  becam  ised 
of  the  like  nature  with    Him   in   all  wherein   that 

nature  consists.  —  to  wit.  non-origi nation,  non- 
generation,   infinitude,  eternity,  incomprehensi- 

bility,   and    whatever    else    in    tii.     u  i\    of   the 
transcendent    the    theological    mind    discerns   in 

deity  j    and    thus    they   both  underwent   conver- 
sion,  neither  the  one  nor  the  other  preserving 
any    more    the    substantial    relation    of    its    own 

proper    nature.''       for    he    who     recognises    an 

identical  op  ration  -'    in  things  of  unlike  i 
introduces  at  the  same  time  a  fusion  of  nati 

and  a   separation  of  persons.-1  their  natural  ex 
istence   'being  made  entirely  undistinguishable 
b\  the  transference  ol  proper! 

FRAGMl  \i    vil. 

But  if  it  (the  flesh)  did  not  become  o(  like 
nature  with  that  (the  deit) ).  neith  i  -hall  it  i 

>me  of'  like  natuial  ener-\  with  that  ;  that 
lb-  may  not  be  shown  to  have  His  energ)  un- 

equal with    1 1  is  nature,  and   1;  ml. 
Ugh    all    that    pertains    to    I  limself,   I 

11    i'^oi,i)ij. 

i  ..  ̂ i ,..  i  ...1 .      Vol.  iii.  i 

n  rawMffw  . 

i 
,  toi . 

.  '  »J    Au-yoi  . 

..ii  . 

■ 
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entered  on  an  >ide  of  His  natural 

.  .uul  identity,1  which  is  an  impious  sup 
Lion. 

.\!i  NT   VIII. 

[nto  this  error,  then,  have  they  been  carried, 

by  beli  \iii-:.  unhappily,  th.it  that  divine  em 

made  the  propert)  ol  tin-  flesh  which  was 
onl)  manifested  through  the  flesh  in  His  miracu- 

tionsj  by  which  energy  Christ,  in  so  far 
,i.  ii  iprehended  as  God,  gave  existence  to 
the  universe,  and  now  maintains  and  governs  it. 

j  did  not  p  rceive  that  it  is  impossible 
tin-  energy  o(  the  divine  nature  to  become 

the  propert)  ■  of  a  being  of  a  different  nature3 
;t  from  conversion  :  nor  did  they  under- 

stand that  that  is  not  by  any  means  the  prop*  rtj 
of  I  h  which  is  only  manifested  through  it. 
and  does  not  spring  out  of  u  according  to  nature  ; 
and  yet  the  proof  thereof  was  <  1  :ar  and  evident 
to  them.  For  I.  by  speaking  with  the  tongue 
and  writing  with  the  hand,  reveal  through  both 

ind  the  same  thought  of  my  intelligent 
.  (or  operation)  being  natural  ;  in 

no  way  showing  it  as  springing  naturally  out  of 
tongue  or  hand;    nor  yet   (showing)   even   the 

cen  thought  as  made  to  belong  to  them  in 
virtue  ^\  its  revelation  by  their  means.  For  no 
intelligent  person  ever  recognised  tongue  or 
hand  as  capable  of  thought,  just  as  also  no  one 
ever  rei  I  tie-  perfectly  holy  flesh  of  God, 
m  virtue  ̂ i  it>  assumption,  and  in  virtue  of  the 
rev(  of  the  divine  energy  through  its  me- 

dium, as  becoming  in  nature  creative.4  But  the 
pious  confession  of  the  believer  is  that,  with  a 
view  to  our  salvation,  and  in  order  to  connect 

1  <Ji»o-i«rrj?  i(ut  ytyovuti  iaonjTO?  xai  TavTOTrjTOS. 

*  Orj^ioiyyol'. 

the  universe  with  unchangeableness,  the  Creator 

ill  things  incorporated  with  Himself  *  a 
rational  soul  and  a  sensible6  bod}'  from  the  all- 
hob  Mary,  ever-virgin,  by  an  undefined  concep- 

tion, without  conversion,  and  was  made  man  in 
nature,  but  separate  from  wickedness  :  the  same 
was  perfect  God,  and  the  same  was  perfect  man  ; 
the  same  was  in  nature  at  onee  perfect  God  and 
man.  In  His  (Kit)  He  wrought  divine  things 

Igh  His  all  holy  tlesh.  —  such  things,  namely, 
as  did  not  pertain  to  the  flesh  by  nature  ;  and 
in  His  humanity  He  suffered  human  things, — 
SU<  h  things,  namely,  as  did  not  pertain  to  deity 

bj  nature,  by  the  upbearing  of  the  deity.7  He 
wrought  nothing  divine  without  the  body;8  nor 
did  the  same  do  anything  human  without  the 

participation  of  deity.'  Thus  He  preserved  for 
Himself  a  new  and  fitting  method10  by  which 
He  wrought  (according  to  the  manner  of)  both, 
while  that  which  was  natural  to  both  remained 

unchanged  ;  "  to  the  accrediting'2  of  His  perfect 
incarnation,'3  which  is  really  genuine,  and  has 
nothing  lacking  in  it.'4  Beron,  therefore,  since 
the  case  stands  with  him  as  I  have  already  stated, 
confounding  together  in  nature  the  deity  and  the 

humanity  of  Christ  in  a  single  energy.' ;  and  again 
separating  them  in  person,  subverts  the  life,  not 

knowing  that  identical  operation '''  is  indicative 
of  the  connatural  identity  only  of  connatural 

persons.17 
5  svovtTlwrras. 

6  Or  sensitive,  aio-07)Ti<coO. 
7  ayo^/)    Tra.(j\i>ov  #*:6TT}T0y. 
8  yvixvbv  ou>ixa.TO<;. 
9  ajLiotpoy  Spdaas  fleoTijTOS. 
10  KaiVOTTpSTTT)    TpQTTOV. 

11  to  kolt'  a>i(i>uj  (i>L'criKuK  avaWoitoTOv. l~  ti?   ttL<jtumtlv. 

'3  ei'ar8pu>n-7Jo-cio?.     [See  Athanasian  Creed,  in  Dutch  Hymnal.] 
'*  ij-riSif  i\ovar)<;  <pai/Ab>>)Tos. 
C:  (Ytp-yetas   poeabi. 
Ife  TavTOupytai*. 

'"  /ionjs  T>)S  Tuft-  6fiO<j>viav  TtpoouiituiV  6/oio<puou!  toutottjto?. 

THE    DISCOURSE   ON   THE    HOLY   THEOPHAXV. 

i.  Good,  y  good,  are  all  the  works  of 
our   God    and   Saviour  —  all   of  them    that    eye 

th  and  mind  perceiveth,  all  that  reason  inter- 
pret- and  hand  handles,  all  that  intellect  com- 

pre  nd  human  nature  understands.     For 
what  ri<  her  beaut)  i  an  there  be  than  that  of  the 
circl  heaven?     And  what    form    of   more 

blooming  fairness  than  that  of  earth's  surface? 
And  what  i-,  th  ter  in  the  course  than   the 
chariot  of  the  sun?  And  what  more  graceful 
car  than  the  lunar  orb?-     And  what  work  more 

1  AtVicot'. 

2  <r<Ar)i-iaxuu  <rroi\ciov. 

wi  mderful  than  the  compact  mosaic  of  the  stars  ? 3 
And  what  more  productive  of  supplies  than  the 
-  .Honable  winds?  And  what  more  spotless 

mirror  than  the  light  of  day?  And  what  crea- 
ture  more  excellent  than  man?  Very  good, 
then,  are  all  the  works  of  our  God  and  Saviour. 
And  what  more  requisite  gift,  again,  is  there  than 
the  element 4  of  water?  For  with  water  all  things 
are  washed  and  nourished,  and  cleansed  and 
bedewed.  Water  bears  the  earth,  water  prodw 

the  dew,  water  exhilarates  the  vine  ;  water  ma- 

3  ?roAu7ri)yi)T0U  riiir  darpujc  /movviov. 
*  <£uo"tu>s. 
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tures  the  corn  in  the  ear,  water  ripens  the  ̂ rape- 
cluster,  water  softens  the  olive,  water  sweetens 

the  palm-date,  water  reddens  the  rose  and  decks 
the  violet,  water  makes  the  lily  bloom  with  its 
brilliant  cups.  And  why  should  I  speak  at 
length?  Without  the  element  of  water,  none  of 
the  present  order  of  things  can  subsist.  So 
necessary  is  the  element  of  water ;  for  the  other 

elements  '  took  their  places  beneath  the  highest 
vault  of  the  heavens,  but  the  nature  of  water 
obtained  a  seat  also  above  the  heavens.  And  to 

this  the  prophet  himself  is  a  witness,  when  he 

exclaims,  ••  Praise  the  Lord,  ye  heavens  of  heav- 
ens, and  the  water  that  is  above  the  heavens."2 

2.  Nor  is  this  the  only  thing  that  proves  the 

dignity  J  of  the  water.  But  there  is  also  that ' which  is  more  honourable  than  all  —  the  fact 
that  Christ,  the  Maker  of  all,  came  down  as  the 

rain,4  and  was  known  as  a  spring,5  and  diffused 

Himself  as  a  river/'  and  was  baptized  in  the 
Jordan.7  For  you  have  just  heard  how  Jesus 
came  to  John,  ami  was  baptized  by  him  in  the 
Jordan.  Oh  things  strange  beyond  compare  ! 
How  should  the  boundless  River8  that  makes 
glad  the  city  of  God  have  been  dipped  in  a  little 
water  !  The  illimitable  Spring  that  bears  life  to 
all  men,  and  has  no  end,  was  covered  by  poor 
and  temporary  waters  !  He  who  is  present 
everywhere,  and  absent  nowhere  —  who  is  in- 
<  omprehensible  to  angels  and  invisible  to  men  — 
comes  to  the  baptism  according  to  His  own 
good  pleasure.  When  you  hear  these  things, 
beloved,  take  them  not  as  if  spoken  literally,  but 

a<  i  epl  them  as  presented  in  a  figure.'  Whence 
also  the  Lord  was  not  unnoticed  by  the  watery 
element  in  what  lie  did  in  secret,  in  the  kind- 

ness  of  His  condescension  to  man.     "For  the 

waters  .saw  Him,  and  were  afraid."  '  '     The)  wi  II 
nigh  broke  from   their  pine,  and   burst   away 
from  their  boundary.     Heine  the  prophet,  hav- 

ing tins  in  his  view  many  generations  ago,  puts 
m.  '•  What  aileth  thee.  <  )  sea,  that 

thou  Reddest  ;  ami  thou,  Jordan,  th.it  thou  wast 

driven  back?""     Ami  they  in  reply  said,   We 
have  seen  the  (  'reator  of  all  things  in  the  "  form D 

"i  a  servant,"  "  ami  being  ignoranl  of  the  m 
tcry  of  the  economy,  we  were  lashed  with  fe    r. 

3.    but    we,    who    know    the    o  ononis,    adore 

His  mercy,  because  He  hath  come  to  sua-  and 
not  to  judge  the  world.  Wherefore  John,  the 
i"i  lunm  i  of  the  Lord,  who  before  knew  not 

■'  Pg,  cxlviii.  4.     I  I'inil.ir  f.\, I...  -..r  /i  ■;  J"'A,  >■  0.  i* here  expounded  »nd  then  transcended.  ] 

*    I  Ids    vi.    \. 
I  John  i\    1  1. 
'   1.  ihn  \  ii 

M  HI    111     1  i. 

8  Pi,  \K  1    1 
9  1  1  onomii  .illy. 

'     Pi  Iuhi    1 ■>   l\   ,  Kl\ 
1J  Phil.  U.  7. 

this  mystery,  on  learning  that   He  is    Lord   in 
truth,  cried  out,  and  spake  to  those  who  came 

to  be  baptized  of  him,  "O  generation  of  vipers,"  «3 
why  look  ye  so  earnestly  at  me?  "  I  am  not 
the  Christ;''14  I  am  the  servant,  and  not  the 
lord  ;  I  am  the  subject,  and  not  the  king  ;  I  am 
the  sheep,  and  not  the  shepherd  ;  I  am  a  man, 

and  not  God.  By  my  birth  I  loosed  the  bar- 
renness of  my  mother;  I  did  not  make  virginity 

barren. '5  I  was  brought  up  from  beneath;  I 
did  not  come  down  from  above.  I  bound  the 

tongue  of  my  father;'6  I  did  not  unfold  divine 
grace.  I  was  known  by  my  mother,  and  I  was 

not  announced  by  a  star.'7  I  am  worthless,  and 
the  least ;  but  "  after  me  there  comes  ( >ne  who 
is  before  me  "  ,s  —  after  me,  indeed,  in  time,  but 
before  me  by  reason  of  the  in  le  and  un- 

utterable light  of  divinity.  "There  comes  ( 
mightier  than  I,  whose  shoes  I  am  not  worthy 
to  bear:  He  shall  baptize  you  with  the  Holy 

Ghost,  and  with  fire."  "'  I  am  subject  to  author- 
it}-,  but  He  has  authority  in  Himself.  I  am 
bound  by  sins,  but  He  is  the  Remover  of  s 

1  apply20  the  law,  but  He  brin  ce  to  light. 
I  teach  as  a  slave,  but  He  judgeth  as  the  Mas- 

ter. I  have  the  earth  as  my  <  ouch,  but  He 
possesses  heaven.  I  baptize  with  the  baptism 
of  repentance,  but  \lc  confers  the  gift  of  adop- 

tion: "He  shall  baptize  you  with  the  Holy 

Ghost,  and  with  fire."  Wh)  give  ye  attention 
to  me?     I  am  not  the  Christ. 

(.  As  John  says  these  things  to  the  multitu 

and  as  the  people  watch  in  e.i,  •ion  of 
seeing  .some  strange  spectacle  with  their  bodily 

eyes,  and  the  de\  il  ''  is  struck  with  amazement  at 
such  a  testimony  from  John,  lo,  the  Lord  ap- 

pears, plain,  solitary,  uncovered,*3  witho 
having  on  Him  the  bod)  of  man  like  a  garment, 
and  hi  ling  the  dignit)  *>(  the  Divinity,  that  He 
may  elude  the  snares  ^(  the  di  ig  >n.  \nd  not 

onlj  did  He  approach  John  as  Lord  without  royal 
retinue  ;  but  even  like  a  mi  re  man.  and  1 

involved  in  sin,  He  bent  His  head  to  be  bap- 
tized b\  John.     When  fl  n  ■   fohn,  on  j  so 

it    a   humbling   of   Himself,    was   struck   with 
astonishment  at  the  affair,  and  began  to   pre 

I I  in).   s.i\  in  have   just    heard.   "  1    ! 
need  to  be  baptized  of  Thee,  and  .  1 

1  '   M  nt.  lii.  7. 
'  •  John  1 

ik  «'<rr«i'p.. \ 
M     ■   didst  ii"i 

.1  w  nil  the  ii.uuc  oi  in. iil 

1     1 

1-  M 

'i 

1  ■  \i  in   m    it, 1    1 

Mil    11    |1   1 
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to  me?"  '     WH.it  doest  Thou,  < »  I  ord  ?    Thou 

teat  best  t;  I  a<  i  ording  to  rule."     I  have 
preai  hi  rding  Thee ).  and  Thou 
performesl  another;    the  devil  has  heard  one 
thing,  and  mother.     Baptize  me  with 
the  oity;  why  waitest  Thou  for  water? 
Enl  me  with  the  Spirit;  why  dost   Thou 
attend  iture?     baptize  me,  the  Bap- 

tist, that  Tin  pre-eminence  may  be  known.     I, 
()  I  e  with  the  baptism  of  repentance, 
and  I  cannot  baptize  those  who  come  to  me 
unless  they  first  confess  fully  their  sins.  Be  it 

I  I  baptize  Thee,  what  hast  Thou  to 
confess?  Thou  art  the  Remover  of  sins,  and 

wilt  Thou  be  baptized  with  the  baptism  of  re- 
pentance? Though  1  should  venture  to  baptize 

Thee,  the  Jordan  dares  not  to  come  near  Thee. 

•'  I  have  need  to  be  baptized  of  Thee,  and 
comest  Thou  to  me?  " 

5.  And  what  saith  the  Lord  to  him?  "Suffer 
it  to  be  so  now,  for  thus  it  becometh  us  to  ful- 

fil all  righteousness."3  "Suffer  it  to  be  so  now," 
John  :   thou   art  not  wiser  than  I.     Thou  seest 

.nap.;    I    foreknow  as  Cod.      It  becomes   me 

do  this  first,  and  thus  to  teach.     I  engage  in 
nothing   unbecoming,   for   I   am    invested  with 
honour.     Dost  thou  marvel,  0  John,  that  I  am 

come  in  my  dignity?     The  purple  robe  of 
kings  suits  not  one  in  private  station,  but  military 
splendour  suits  a  king  :  am  I  come  to  a  prince, 

and  not   to  a  friend?     "  Suffer  it  to  be  so  now, 
for  thus  it  becometh  us  to  fulfil   all   righteous- 

ness :  '*  I  am  the  FulfiUer  of  the  law  ;  I  seek  to 
leave    nothing  wanting   to   its  whole    fulfilment, 

that  so  after  me   Paul   may  exclaim,  "Christ  is 
the  fulfilling  of  the  law  for  righteousness  to  every 

one  that  believeth."  4     "Suffer  it  to  be  so  now, 
becometh  us  to  fulfil  all  righteous- 

Baptize  me,  John,  in  order  that  no  one 

may  despise  baptism.     I  am  baptized  by  thee, 
the  servant,  that  no  one  among  kings  or  digni- 

taries ma)  scorn  to  be  baptized  by  the  hand  of 
a  poor  pn  ffer  me  to  go  down  into  the 

Jordan,  in  order  that  they  may  hear  my  Father's 
testimony,  and  recognise  the  power  of  the  Son. 

iffer  it  to  be  so  now,  for  thus  it  becometh  us 

ilfil  all  righteousness."     Then  at  length  John 
rs   Him.     ••And  Jesus,  when  He  was  bap- 

tized, went  up  straightway  out  of  the  water  :  and 
the  heavens  were  opened  unto  Him;  and,  lo, 
the  Spirit  of  God  descended  like  a  dove,  and 

Him.     And  a  voice   (came)   from 
heaven,  saying,  This  is  my  beloved  Son,  in  whom 

I  am  well  pleased." s 
6.  Do  you  see.  beloved,  how  many  and  how 

great  1  we  would  have  lost,  if  the  Lord 

1   II  .tt.  iii.  14. 
i    5oyfiaTi£ci{. 

'  M  ut.  iii.  15. *   1 

5  Matt.  in.  16, 17. 

had    yielded    to    the    exhortation    of  John,    and 
declined  baptism?  For  the  heavens  were  shut 
before  this;  the  region  above  was  inaccessible. 
We  would  in  that  case  descend  to  the  lower 

parts,  but  we  would  not  ascend  to  the  upper. 
Hut  was  it  only  that  the  Lord  was  baptized?  He 
also   renewed    the    old   man,  and   committed   to 

him  again  the  sceptre  of  adoption.  For  straight- 

way "the  heavens  were  opened  to  Him."  A 
reconciliation  took  place  of  the  visible  with  the 
invisible;  the  celestial  orders  were  filled  with 
joy;  the  diseases  of  earth  were  healed;  secret 
things  were  made  known  ;  those  at  enmity  were 
restored  to  amity.  For  you  have  heard  the  word 

of  the  evangelist,  saying,  "The  heavens  were 
opened  to  Him,"  on  account  of  three  wonders. 
For  when  Christ  the  Bridegroom  was  baptized, 
it  was  meet  that  the  bridal-chamber  of  heaven 

should  open  its  brilliant  gates.  And  in  like 
manner  also,  when  the  Holy  Spirit  descended  in 

the  form  of  a  dove,  and  the  Father's  voice  spread 
everywhere,  it  was  meet  that  "  the  gates  of 
heaven  should  be  lifted  up."6  "And,  lo,  the 
heavens  were  opened  to  Him  ;  and  a  voice  was 
heard,  saying,  This  is  my  beloved  Son,  in  whom 

I  am  well  pleased." 7.  The  beloved  generates  love,  and  the  light 

immaterial  the  light  inaccessible.7  "  This  is  my 
beloved  Son,"  He  who,  being  manifested  on 

earth  and  yet  unseparated  from  the  Father's 
bosom,  was  manifested,  and  yet  did  not  appear.8 
For  the  appearing  is  a  different  thing,  since  in 
appearance  the  baptizer  here  is  superior  to  the 
baptized.  For  this  reason  did  the  Father  send 
down  the  Holy  Spirit  from  heaven  upon  Him 
who  was  baptized.  For  as  in  the  ark  of  Noah 
the  love  of  Cod  toward  man  is  signified  by  the 
dove,  so  also  now  the  Spirit,  descending  in  the 
form  of  a  dove,  bearing  as  it  were  the  fruit  of 
the  olive,  rested  on  Him  to  whom  the  witness 
was  borne.  For  what  reason?  That  the  faith- 

fulness of  the  Father's  voice  might  be  made 
known,  and  that  the  prophetic  utterance  of  a 

long  time  past  might  be  ratified.  And  what  ut- 
terance is  this?  "The  voice  of  the  Lord  (is) 

on  the  waters,  the  God  of  glory  thundered  ;  the 

Lord  (is)  upon  many  waters."9  And  what 
voice  ?  "  This  is  my  beloved  Son,  in  whom  I 
am  well  pleased."  This  is  He  who  is  named 
the  son  of  Joseph,  and  (who  is)  according  to 

the  divine  essence  my  Only-begotten.  "  This 
is  my  beloved  Son"  —  He  who  is  hungry,  and 

maintains  myriads;  who  is  weary,  and  yet 

gives  rest  to  the  weary  ;  who  has  not  where  to 

6  Ps.  xxiv.  7. 

7  4>uis  avKiv  yn  r  1  (j«J)?  aTzp6<TiTov.  The  Son  is  called  "  Light 
of  Light"  in  the  Discourse  against  Noetus,  ch.  x.  [See  p.  227 
tu/ra.]     In  $ut  anpoairov  the  reference  is  to  1  Tim.  vi.  16. 

8  int<b&VTi  ovk  t'<iac)j.  See  Dorner's  Doctrine  of  the  Person  0/ Christ,  div.  i.  vol.  ii.  p.  97  (Clark). 9  Ps.  xxix.  3. 
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lay  His  head,'  and  yet  bears  up  all  things  in  His 
hand  ;  who  suffers,  and  yet  heals  sufferings  ;  who 

is  smitten,2  and  yet  confers  liberty  on  the  world  ;  3 
who  is  pierced  in  the  side,4  and  yet  repairs  the 
side  of  Adam.5 

8.  But  give  me  now  your  best  attention,  I 

pray  you,  for  I  wish  to  go  back  to  the  fountain 
of  life,  and  to  view  the  fountain  that  gushes  with 
healing.  The  Father  of  immortality  sent  the 
immortal  Son  and  Word  into  the  world,  who 
came  to  man  in  order  to  wasli  him  with  water 

and  the  Spirit ;  and  He,  begetting  us  again  to 
incorruption  of  soul  and  body,  breathed  into  us 
the  breath  (spirit)  of  life,  and  endued  us  with 
an  incorruptible  panoply.  If,  therefore,  man 

has  become  immortal,  he  will  also  be  God.6 
And  if  he  is  made  God  by  water  and  the  Holy 

Spirit  after  the  regeneration  of  the  laver7  he  is 
found  to  be  also  joint-heir  with  Christ8  after  the 
resurrection  from  the  dead.  Wherefore  I  preach 

to  this  effect  :  Come,  all  ye  kindreds  of  the  na- 
tions, to  the  immortality  of  the  baptism.  I 

bring  good  tidings  of  life  to  you  who  tarry  in 
the  darkness  of  ignorance.  Come  into  liberty 
from  slavery,  into  a  kingdom  from  tyranny,  into 
incorruption  from  corruption.  And  how,  saith 
one,  shall  we  come?  How?  By  water  and  the 
Holy  (Ihost.  This  is  the  water  in  conjunction 
with  the  Spirit,  by  which  paradise  is  watered, 
by  which  the  earth  is  enriched,  by  which  plants 
grow,  by  which  animals  multiply,  and  (to  Mini 
up  the  whole  in  a  single  word)  by  which  man  is 
begotten  again  and  endued  with  life,  in  which 
also  Christ  was  baptized,  and  in  which  the 
Spirit  descended  in  the  form  of  a  dove. 

9.  This  is  the  Spirit  that  at  the  beginning 

"moved  upon  the  face  of  the  water-,;"'  by 
whom  the  world  moves  ;  by  whom  <  reation  con 
sists,  and  all  things  have  hie  ;  who  also  wrought 

mightily  in  the  prophets,10  and  descended  in 
flight  upon  Christ."     This  is  the  Spirit  that  was 

1  Luke  be,  ■;.    [Compare  tin-  Paradoxes,  attributed  to  I' 
in  his  Works,  vol.  xiv   p,  143;  alio  the  Apptndix,w  i..-mj1 

2  ̂airiftf/Mvot,  referring  to  the  -•lip  in  the  |>i,»'ss  ,.1  mauumit- 
tint;  si 

1  II. I,  i.  3. 
*  M.111    \.wi.  ('7.     [From  which  pt   sds  His  Church  I 

!  Thai  is,  the  tin  introdu  ed  bj  Eve,  who  was  1   ted  by  ( '< of  AiLiin  s  tide.     ( I  abrii  iu 

<>  icjicM  Mil  <->i .1 . .  n  ferriri  ly  to  ■  Pel   i.  4,  '<■•  81A  tovtoiv 
>•  i-ij'i "•   8«i'o(  Koivaya'i  4>v<rttot,  "11  it  be  partak- 

i|  the  divine  nature."    [Sei  vol   iii   p    iy   te  it,    Tertullian 
antii  ipates  the  I  ;  >  the  "   Vthanasian  '  onfession,"  —  "taking 
the  manhood  into  1  lod] "  applii  able,  through  *  hriit,  t"  mir  redeemed 
humanity.     Eph,  n.  6.;  Rev.  iii.  it.j 

"     MlAl'll  /Sl/l',|.ls  . 

8  Rom.  viii.  17. 
9  Gen.  i.  a. 
10  Ai  Is  \  win    35. 
11  Malt.  111.  16. 

given  to  the  apostles  in  the  form  of  fiery  tongui 

This  is  the  Spirit  that  David  sought  when  he- 
said,  "  Create  in  me  a  clean  heart.  ( )  (  k>d,  and 

renew  a  right  spirit  within  me."  '3  Of  this  Spirit 
Gabriel  also  spoke  to  the  Virgin,  "The  Holy 
Ghost  shall  come  upon  thee,  and  the  power  of 

the  Highest  shall  overshadow  thee."  l4  By  this 
Spirit  Peter  spake  that  blessed  word,  "Thou 
art  the  Christ,  the  Son  of  the  living  ( lod."  :5  1  la- 

this Spirit  the  rock  of  the  Chun  h  was  stab- 
lished.'6  This  is  the  Spirit,  the  Comforter,  that 
is  sent  because  of  thee,'7  that  He  ma\  thee 
to  be  the  Son  lS  of  God. 

10.  Come  then,  be  begotten   again.  O   man, 
into  the  adoption  of  God.     And  how  >ne. 

If  thou  practisest  adultery  no  more,  and  <  ommit- 
test  not  murder,  and  servest  not  idols  ;  if  thou 

art  not  overmastered  by  pleasure;  if  thou  dost 
not  suffer  the  feeling  of  pride  to  rule  thee  ;  if 
thou  cleanest  off  the  filthincss  of  impurity,  and 

puttest  off  the  burden  of  sin  ;  if  thou  1  I  it  off 
the  armour  of  the  devil,  and  puttest  on  the 

breastplate  of  faith,  even  as  Isaiah  saith.  "Wash 
you,  and  seek  judgment,  relieve  the  ssed, 
judge  the  fatherless,  and  plead  for  the  widow. 
And  come  and  let  us  reason   together,  saith  the 
Lord.     Though  your  sins  be  as  scarlet,  I   shall 
make  them  white  as  snow  ;  and   though   the) 
like  crimson,  I  shall  make   them  wh 

And  if  ye  be  willing,  and  hear  ne.  ye  shall 

eat  the  good  of  the  land."1'     Do  \ 
loved,  how  the  prophet  spake  time  of  the 
purifying  power  of  baptism  ?     For  he  who  comes 
down  in  faith  to  the  laver  of  r<  generation,  and 

renounces  the  devil,  and  joins  himself  to  Chi 
who  denies  the  enemy,  and  makes  thl 
that  ( Ihrist  is  ( rod  ;  who  puts  off  tl 
and  puts  on  the  adoption,  —  he  comes  up  fi 
the  baptism  brilliant  as  the  sun.  forth  the 

beams  of  righteousness,  and,  which  is  indeed  the 
.  he  returns  a  son  of  ii  id  and  joint- 

heir  with   ( 'hrist.       to  Him  b     I  and  the 
power,  together  with  His  most  holy,  and  go 
and  quickening  spirit,  now  and  ever,  and  t 

the  ages  of  the  ages.      Amen. 

1  V    Is    II       1 

»  Pi  I. ii  1        , 

:     Matt,  ar 

Mail    rvi 

1    John  xi 
!•    T.  • 
1  ■  1    1   1 

I  ttir   jwrtv 
.mi  of  the  wav<       I  [N 
mi,  h  as  Simon  Magus,  bin 

1  orruptioa,    « lui  aui 
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i.'
 

H    poll  tos,  Bishop  <>f  Rome,  "n  the' Inoorruption. 

ys,  •■  in  the  resurrection  will  be  like 
the  God,"J  to  wit.  in  incorruption, and 
immortality,  and  incapacity  of  loss.'  For  the 
incorruptible  nature  i^  not  the  subject  of  genera- 

tion :  •*  it  grows  not,  sleeps  not,  hungers  not,  thirsts 
not.  wearied,  suffers  not,  dies  not,  is  not 
piei  nails  and  spear,  sweats   not,  drops 
not  with  blo  >d.    I  If  such  kind  are  the  natures  of 

and  o\  souls  released  from  the  body. 
For  both  these  arc  of  another  kind,  and  differ- 

ent from  these  creatures  of  our  world,  which  arc 
ble  and  perishing. 

II.5 

From  the  Discours     of  St.  Hippolytus,  Bishop  and  Martyr, 
ie  Divine  Nature.6 

ible  of  willing,  but  not  of  not  will- 
r  that  pertains  only  to  one  that  changes 

and   makes  choice;8   for  things  that  are  being 
made  follow  the  eternal  will  of  God,  by  which 

that  are  made  abide  sustained. 

in.9 -,  Bishop  and    Martyr,  in  his   Homily  on   the 
Paschal  Supper. 

He  wis  altogether10  in  all,  and  everywhere; 
and  though  He  fillcth  the  universe  up  to  all  the 
principalities  of  the  air,  He  stripped   Himself 

).     And  for  a  brief  space  He  cries  that  the 
pass  from  Him,  with  a  view  to  show 

truly  th  Iso  man."     But  remembering, 
too,  the  purpose  for  which  He  was  sent,  He  ful- 

fils the  dispensation  (economy)  for  which  He 

was  sent,  and  ex<  laims,  "  Father,  not  my  will."  '- 
and,   "The    spirit    is  willing,    but    the   flesh    is 

1  Pros  i  the  Resurrection,  in  Anastasius  Sinaita, 
I  his  treatise  is  mentioned  in  the  list  of  his  works 

■.uuc,  and  also  by  Jerome,  Sophronius,  Niccphorus, etc. 

2  Matt.  xxii.  30. uia. 

*  • 
1  the  Discourse  on  the  Theology  or  the  Doctrine  of  Christ's are,  extant  in  the  Acts  of  the  Latcran  Council,  under 
:  ,  ann.  649,  secret,  v.  p.  287,  vol.  vii.  edit.  Veneto-Labb. 

b  ir<pi    (PcoAoyiat. 
1  ov   to    (jij   0.  Am-. 

'  Totvrov  Ka'i  npoatptrov. 
9  From  a  Homily  on  the  Lord's  Paschal  Supper,  ibid.,  p.  293. 10  oAo*. 

"  «ai  a»'0p«>iro<,  also  man.     See  Grabe,  Bull's  Dtfcns.  Fid.  Nic, p.  103. 
11  l.uke  xxii.  42. 
13  Matt.  xxvi.  41. 

IV. 

'  t 

i.  'Rake  me,  <)  Samuel,  the  heifer  brought  to 
Bethlehem,  in  order  to  show  the  king  begotten 
of  David,  and  him  who  is  anointed  to  be  king 
and  priest  by  the  Father. 

2.  Tell  me,  ()  blessed  Mary,  what  that  was 
that  was  conceived  by  thee  in  the  womb,  and 
what  that  was  that  was  born  by  thee  in  thy  virgin 
matrix.  For  it  was  the  first-born  Word  of  God 
that  descended  to  thee  from  heaven,  and  was 
formed  as  a  firstd)orn  man  in  the  womb,  in  order 

that  the  first-born  Word  of  God  might  be  shown 
to  be  united  with  a  first-born  man. 

3.  And  in  the  second  (form),  —  to  wit,  by 
the  prophets,  as  by  Samuel,  calling  bark  and 
delivering  the  people  from  the  slavery  of  the 
aliens.  And  in  the  third  (form),  that  in  which 
He  was  incarnate,  taking  to  Himself  humanity 
from  the  Virgin,  in  which  character  also  He  saw 

the  city,  and  wept  over  it. 

V.'S 

And  for  this  reason  three  seasons  of  the  year 

prefigured  the  Saviour  Himself,  so  that  He  should 
fulfil  the  mysteries  prophesied  of  Him.  In  the 
Passover  season,  so  as  to  exhibit  Himself  as  one 
destined  to  be  sacrificed  like  a  sheep,  and  to 

prove  Himself  the  true  Paschal-lamb,  even  as 

the  apostle  says,  "  Kven  Christ,"  who  is  God, 
"  our  passover  was  sacrificed  for  us."  ,6  And  at 
Pentecost  so  as  to  presignify  the  kingdom  of 
heaven,  as  He  Himself  first  ascended  to  heaven 

and  brought  man  as  a  gift  to  God.17 

vi.'° 

And  an  ark  of  imperishable  wood  was  the 
Saviour  Himself.  For  by  this  was  signified  the 

imperishable  and  incorruptible  tabernacle  (of 
His  body),  which  engendered  no  corruption 
of  sin.  For  the  man  who  has  sinned  also  has 

this  confession  to  make  :  "  My  wounds  stank, 

and  were  corrupt,  because  of  my  foolishness."  l9 
But  the  Lord  was  without  sin,  being  of  imperish- 

able wood  in  respect  of  His  humanity,  —  that  is 

'*  From  a  Discourse  on  F.lkanah  and  Hannah.  In  Thcodoret, 

Dial.  I.,  bearing  the  title  "Unchangeable"  (arptn-ro?) ;  Works, vol.  iv.  p.  36. 

■5  From  the  same  Discourse.  From  Theodoret's  Second  Dialogue, 
bearing  the  title  "  Unmixed,"  a<rvy\vrot ;    Works,  vol.  iv.  p.  88. 

16  1  Cor.  v.  7. 

was  never  before  in  heaven.     John  iii.  13;  Acts 17  [Man's  nature  v 
"•  34-1 

18  rrom  an  Oratio 
ration  on  "  The  Lord  is  my  Shepherd."    In  Thcod- oret, Dial.  I.  p.  36. 

'9  Ps.  xxxviii.  5. 



FRAGMENTS    OF    DISCOURSES    OR    HOMILIES. 

to  say,  being  of  the  Virgin  and  the  Holy  Spirit, 
covered,  as  it  were,  within  and  without  with  the 

purest  gold  of  the  Word  of  God. 

VII.' 
i.  He  who  rescued  from  the  lowest  hell  the 

first- formed  man  of  earth  when  he  was  lost  and 
bound  with  the  chains  of  death;  He  who  came 
down  from  above,  and  raised  the  earthy  on 

high;2  He  who  became  the  evangelist  of  the 
dead,  and  the  redeemer  of  the  souls,  and  the 
resurrection  of  the  buried,  —  He  was  constituted 
the  helper  of  vanquished  man,  being  made  like 

him  Himself,  (so  that)  the  first-born  Word  ac- 
quainted Himself  with  the  first-formed  Adam  in 

the  Virgin  ;  He  who  is  spiritual  sought  out  the 

earthy  in  the  womb  ;  He  who  is  the  ever-living 
One  sought  out  him  who,  through  disobedience, 
is  subjeel  to  death;  He  who  is  heavenly  called 
the  terrene  to  the  things  that  are  above  ;  He  who 

is  the  nobly-born  sought,  by  means  of  His  own 
subjection,  to  dec  lire  the  slave  free;  He  trans- 

formed the  man  into  adamant  who  was  dissolved 

into  dust  and  made  the  food  of  the  serpent,  and 
declared  Him  who  hung  on  the  tree  to  be  Lord 
over  the  conqueror,  and  thus  through  the  tree 
1  le  is  found  victor. 

2.  For  they  who  know  not  now  the  Son  of  God 
incarnate,  shall  know  in  Him  who  comes  as  Judge 
in  glory,  Him  who  is  now  despised  in  the  body 
of  His  humiliation. 

3.  And  the  apostles,  when  they  came  to  the 
sepulchre  on  the  third  day,  did  not  find  the  body 
of  Jesus ;  just  as  the  children  of  Israel  went  up 
the  mount  and  sou-lit  lor  the  tomb  of  Moses,  but 
did  not  find  it. 

VIII.3 

Under  the  figure  of  Egypt  he  described  ; 
world  ;  and  under  things  made  with  hands,  id 
try;  and  under  the  earthquake,  the  subversion 
and  dissolution  of  the  earth  itself.  And  lie  1 

sented  the  Lord  the  Word  as  a  light  cloud,  the 
purest  tabemai  le,  enthroned  on  whi<  h  our  Lord 
Jesus  Christ  entered  into  this  life  in  order  to 
subvert  error. 

i\.4 Now   HippolytU
S,    

the   martyr  and    bishop   of 

[the  Province 
 
of  |  Rome,  in  his  second  dis<  ourse 

on  Daniel,  speaks  thus :  — 

1  From    1  Discount  on  the  "Gnat  w  Pi.  xc, 
liun-.cn,  i   p.  185,     Some  tuppoM  n  Pi   •  m\.]     In    I  ,  1  ii  il 
II.  pp,  B 

I    Tor    »..:...    ri'c    T<i    dlu>.       |  Srr  p.   I«8,  DOt*   I  7,  Jm/>-,i.  ] 
3  From  .<  Discourse  on  the  beginning  of  Isaiah.  In  Theodore! , 

Dial,  I  p.  36. 
*  Froi  md  Oration  on  Daniel,    In  the  tractata  of  Eustratius, 

a  presbyter  of  the  Clmrch  of  Constantinople,  "  Against  iiu<sc  who 

Then  indeed  Azarias,  standing  along  v. ith  the 
others,    made   their   acknowledgments   to    < 
with  song  and  prayer  in  the  midst  of  the  furn 

inning  thus  with  His  holy  and  glorious  and 
honourable  name,  they  came  to  the  works  of  the 
Lord  themselves,  and  named  first  of  all  those  of 

heaven,  and  glorified  Him,  saying,  "bless  the 
lord,  all  ye  works  of  the  Lord."  Then  they 
passed  to  the  sons  of  men,  and  taking  up  their 
hymn  in  order,  they  then  named  the  spirits  [that 

people  Tartarus5  beneath  the  earth,]  and  the 
souls  of  the  righteous,  m  order  that  they  might 
praise  God  together  with  them. 

x.6 

Now  a  person  might  say  that  these  men,  and 
those  who  hold  a  different  opinion,  are  yet  near 
neighbours,  being  involved   in    like  error.      For 
those    men,  indeed,  either    profess    that    Christ 
came  into  our  life  a  mere  man,  and  d  n\    the 

talent  of   His   divinity,  or   els  .        mowledging 
Him  to  be  God,  they  deny,  on  the  other  hand, 
His  humanity,  and  teach  that  His  appearai 
to  those  who  saw   Him    as    man  were    illusory, 
inasmuch   as  He  did  not  bear  with    Him    true 

manhood,  but    was    rather  a  kind   of   phantom 
manifestation.     Of   this  class  are.   for  exam 

Marcion  and  Valentinus,  and  the  Gno     i  s,  who 
sunder  the   Word   from   the   flesh,  and   thus 
aside  the  one  talent,  viz.,  the  incarnation. 

XI."
 

1.  Thebodyofthe  Lord  presented  both  these 
to  the  world,  the  sacred  Mood  and  the  holy 
water. 

2.  And  His  body,  though  di  r  the  man- 
ner of  man,  possess)  •  in  it  great  power  of  life. 

For  streams  which  flow  nol  from  Aca<\  bodies 
flowed  forth  from  Him,  viz.,  blood  and  water; 
in  order  that  we  might  know  what  pow<  r  for  life 
is   held   by  the  virtue  that  dwelt    in    His  1 

as  that  it  appears  Dot  to  be  *\^.u\  like  otl 
and  is  able   to   shed    forth   for  US   the   spi 
life. 

3.  And    not    a    bone    of    the    1  [oly    1   iml 
broken,    this    figure    showing    us    th   I 
toucheth  not   His  strength.     Forth  are 

the  strength  of  the  body. 

.illegc  I 
ch    \iv  .  .1  •  ■    '■'■   I         I 

•   is  in  the  hyrnn     he 

Dial   II   p 

»  Froi    a  Di        raa  on  "The   ;  > 
Third  Dialogue,  bearing  the  title  "  L  •>&• 



i     FRAGMENTS    FROM    OTHER  WRITINGS  OF  HIPPOLYTUS. 

FRAGMENTS   FROM   OTIir.R   WRITINGS  OF   HIl'I'i  MAI'lTS.' 

i. 

\    i  Hippolytus,  ;i  martyr  tor  piety,  who  was 

bishop  of  the   place   called    PortUS,  near    Rome. 
in  his  book  xst  all  Heresies t  wrote  in  these 

terms  :  — 
ive,  then,  that  the  matter  is  one  of 

contention.  For  he*  speaks  thus:  Christ  kept 
the  supper,  then,  on  that  day,  and  then  suffered  ; 
whence  it  is  needful  that  1,  too,  should  keep  it 
in  the  same  manner  as  the  Lord  did.  But  he 

has  fallen  into  error  by  not  perceiving  that  at 
the  time  when  Christ  suffered  He  did  not  eat 

the  passover  of  the  law.3  for  He  was  the  pass- 
over  that  had  been  of  old  proclaimed,  and  that 

fulfilled  on  that  determinate  day. 

n. 

From  the  same. 

fain  the  same  (authority),  in  the  first 
book  of  his  treatise  on  the  Holy  Supper,  speaks 

thus : — 
\  a  that  neither  in  the  first  nor  in  the  last 

there  was  anything  false  is  evident ;  for  he  who 

!.  "  I  will  not  any  more  eat  the  pass- 
over,"4  probably  partook  of  supper  before  the 
passover.  But  the  passover  He  did  not  eat,  but 

fered  ;  for  it  was  not  the  time  for  Him  to 
eat 

III.5 Hippolytus,  Bishi  p  and  Martyr,  in  a  letter  to  a  certain  queen.6 

i.  He  <alls  Him,  then,  "the  first-fruit's  of: 
them  that  sleep,"7  as  the  " first-begotten  of  the 
dead."  For  He,  having  risen,  and  being  de- 

sirous to  show  that  that  same  (body)  had  been1 
id  which  had  also  died,  wii  n  His  disciples 

were  in  doubt,  called  Thomas  to  Him,  and  said, 

'•  Reai  ii  hither  :  handle  me,  and  see  :  for  a  spirit 
hath  not  bone  and  flesh,  as  ye  see  me  have."' 

2.  In  calling  Him  the  fust-fruits,  he  testified 
to  that  which  we  have  said,  viz.,  that  the  Saviour, 
taking  to  Himself  the  flesh  out  of  the  same 

lump,  rawed  this  same  flesh,  and   made  it  the 

-rved  by  the  author  of  the  Chronicon  Paschale,  ex  ed. Cangii,  p   6. 
.  the  opponent  of  Hippolytus,  one  of  the  forerunners  of  the 

Quart  rxict  i 

»  [1  ran  see  Speaker's  Com.,  note  to  Matt,  xxvi.] 

■n  a  Letter  of  Hippolytus  to  a  certain  queen.     In  Thcod- 
oret's  Dial  II.,  bearing  the  title"   Unmixed"   (aavy^uTo?). 
and  Dial    III  ,  entitled  "  Impassible"  (airaflijs)  [pp.  238-239  supra]. 6  Ontheq  "icon  was,  see  Stephen  fe  Moyne, 

aria  Surra,  pp.  1103,  mi.  In  the  marble  monu- 

ment me-  •  1  letter  of  Hippolytus  to  Sevenna.  [Bun- sen  1  only  a  princess,  a  daughter  of  Alexander 
i>everus      Sec  his  H if  poly  tut,  1.  p.  276.] 

1  1  Cor.  xv.  20. 
•  Col.  i.  18. 
9  John  xx.  27;   Luke  xxiv.  39. 

first-fruits  of  the  flesh  Of  the  righteous,  in  order 
that  all  we  who  have  believed  in  the  hope  of 
the  Risen  One  may  have  the  resurrection  in  ex- 

pectation. 

THE   STORY    OF   A    MAIDEN    OF   CORINTH,    AND 
A    CERTAIN    MAc-IM  RIANI 

The  account  given  by  Hippolytus,  the  friend  of  the  apostles  10 

In  another  little  book  bearing  the  name  of 

Hippolytus,  the  friend  of  the  apostles,  I  found  a 

story  of  the  following  nature  :  — 
There  lived  a  certain  most  noble  and  beauti- 

ful maiden  "  in  the  city  of  Corinth,  in  the  careful 
exercise  of  a  virtuous  life.  At  that  time  some 

persons  falsely  charged  her  before  the  judge 
there,  who  was  a  Greek,  with  cursing  the  times, 
and  the  princes,  and  the  images.  Now  those 
who  trafficked  in  such  things,  brought  her  beauty 
under  the  notice  of  the  impious  judge,  who  lusted 

after  women.  And  he  gladly  received  the  ac- 
cusation with  his  equine  ears  and  lascivious 

thoughts.  And  when  she  was  brought  before  the 
bloodstained  (judge),  he  was  driven  still  more 
frantic  with  profligate  passion.  But  when,  after 

bringing  every  device  to  bear  upon  her,  the  pro- 
fane man  could  not  gain  over  this  woman  of 

God,  he  subjected  the  noble  maiden  to  various 
outrages.  And  when  he  failed  in  these  too,  and 
was  unable  to  seduce  her  from  her  confession 

of  Christ,  the  cruel  judge  became  furious  against 
her,  and  gave  her  over  to  a  punishment  of  the 
following  nature  :  Placing  the  chaste  maiden  in 
a  brothel,  he  charged  the  manager,  saying.  Take 
this  woman,  and  bring  me  three  minimi  by  her 
every  day.  And  the  man,  exacting  the  money 
from  her  by  her  dishonour,  gave  her  up  to  any 
who  sought  her  in  the  brothel.  And  when  the 

women-hunters  knew  that,  they  came  to  the 
brothel,  and,  paying  the  price  put  upon  their 
iniquity,  sought  to  seduce  her.  But  this  most 
honourable  maiden,  taking  counsel  with  herself 
to  deceive  them,  called  them  to  her.  and  ear- 

nestly besought  them,  saying :  I  have  a  certain 

ulceration  of  the  pudenda,  which  has  an  ex- 
tremely hateful  stench  ;  and  I  am  afraid  that  ye 

might  come  to  hate  me  on  account  of  the  abomi- 
nable sore.  Grant  me  therefore  a  few  days, 

and  then  ye  may  have  me  even  for  nothing. 
With  these  words  the  blessed  maiden  gained 
over  the  profligates,  and  dismissed  them  for  a 

time.12    And  with  most  fitting  prayers  she  impor- 

10  Extract  in  Palladius,  Historia  La usiaca,  chap,  cxlviii.;  Gal- landi,  Biblioth.,  ii.  513. 

11  Nicephorus  also  mentions  her  in  his  Hist.  Eccl.,  vii.  13. 
,a  [On  the  morality  of  this,  see  vol.  ii.  pp.  538,  556.] 
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:uned  God,  and  with  contrite  supplications  she 
sought  to  turn  Him  to  compassion.  God,  there- 

"ore,  who  knew  her  thoughts,  and  understood low  the  chaste  maiden  was  distressed  in  heart 

"or  her  purity,  gave  ear  to  her  ;  and  the  Guardian 
)f  the  safety  of  all  men  in  those  days  inter- 

posed with  His  arrangements  in  the  following 
nanner : — 

Of  a  certain  person  Magistrianus.1 

There  was  a  certain  young  man,  Magistrianus,2 
:omeIy  in  his  personal  appearance,  and  of  a 

)ious  mind,  whom  God  had  inspired  with  such  ' 
1  burning  spiritual  zeal,  that  he  despised  even  I 
leath  itself.  He,  coming  under  the  guise  of 
)rofiigacy,  goes  in,  when  the  evening  was  far 
;one,  to  the  fellow  who  kept  the  women,  and 
)ays  him  five  nummi,  and  says  to  him,  Permit 
ne  to  spend  this  night  with  this  damsel.  Knter- 
ng  then  with  her  into  the  private  apartment,  he 
ays  to  her,  Rise,  save  thyself.  And  taking  off 
ler  garments,  and  dressing  her  in  his  own  attire, 

1  From  the  same,  chap,  cxlix. 
2  Nicephorus  gives  this  story  also,  Hist.  Eccl.,  vii.  13. 

his  night-gown,  his  cloak,  and  all  the  habiliments 
of  a  man,  he  says  to  her,  Wrap  yourself  up  with 
the  top  of  your  cloak,  and  go  out ;  and  doing  so, 
and  signing  herself  entirely  with  the  mystery  of 
the  cross,  she  went  forth  uncorrupted  from  that 
place,  and  was  preserved  perfe<  tly  by 
the  grace  of  Christ,  and  by  the  instrumentality 
of  the  young  man,  who  by  his  own  blood  deliv- 

ered her  from  dishonour.  And  on  the  following 
day  the  matter  became  known,  and  Magistrianus 
was  brought  before  the  infuriated  judge.  And 
when  the  cruel  tyrant  had  examined  the  noble 
champion  of  Christ,  and  had  learned  all,  he 
ordered  him  to  be  thrown  to  ti.e  wild  beasts, — 
that  in  this,  too,  the  honour-hating  demon  might 
be  put  to  shame.  For,  whereas  he  th<  i 
involve  the  noble  youth  in  an  unhallowed  pun- 

ishment, he  exhibited  him  as  a  double  martyr 
for  Christ,  inasmuch  as  he  had  both  striven  nobly 
for  his  own  immortal  soul,  and  persevered  man- 

fully in  labours  also  in  behalf  of  that  noble  and 
blessed  maiden.  Wherefore  also  he  was  deemed 

worthy  of  double  honour  with  Christ,  and  of  the 
illustrious  and  blessed  crowns  by  His  goodness. 

ELUCIDATION 

The  conduct  of  Father  Abraham,  although  not  approved  of  by  Inspiration,  but  simply 

ecorded  (Gen.  xxvi.  7),  gave  early  Christians  an  opinion  that  the  wicked  may  be  justl)  foiled, 
>y  equivocation  and  deception,  for  the  preservation  of  innocence  or  the  life  of  the  innocent  In 

uch  case  the  person  deceived,  they  might  argue,  is  not  injured,  but  benefited  (Gen.  xxvi.  io), 
>eing  saved  from  committing  violence  and  murder.  The  Corinthian  maiden  was  accustomed  to 

>e  veiled  (as  Tertullian  intimates),  and  was  taught  alike  to  cherish  her  own  purity  and  to  have 
to  share  in  affording  occasion  of  sin  to  others.  See  vol.  iv.  pp.  32,  n.  Let  us  call  \\\\>  nana 

ive  "  The  Story  of  Corinthia  and  Magistrianus." 



APPENDIX    TO   THE    WORKS    OF    HIPPOLYTUS. 

CONTAINING    IH15IOUS    AM)   SPURIOUS   PIECES. 

A  DISCOURSE'  n\r  THE  MOST  BLESSED  HIPPOLYTUS,  RISHOP  AND  MARTYR,  ON  THE  ENI 
OF  THE  WORLD,  AND  ON  ANTICHRIST,  AND  ON  THE  SECOND  COMING  OF  OUR  LOKI 
JESUS   CHRIST. 

1. 

Since,  then,  the  blessed  prophets  have  been 
3  to  us,  setting  forth  for  our  behoof  the  clear 

declaration  of  things  secret,  both  through  life, 

and  through  declaration, and  through  inspiration3 
of  the  1  [oly  Spirit,  and  discoursing,  too,  of  things 

not  yet  come  to  pass,3  in  this  way  also4  to  all 
generations  they  have  pictured  forth  the  grandest 
subjects  for  contemplation  and  for  action.  Thus, 

too,  they  preached  of  the  advent  of  God s  in  the 
flesh  to  the  world.  His  advent  by  the  spotless 

and  God-bearing6  Mary  in  the  way  o[  birth  and 
vth.  and  the  manner  of  His  life  and  conver- 

sation with  men,  and  His  manifestation  by  bap- 
tism, and  the  new  birth  that  was  to  be  to  all 

men.  and  the  regeneration  by  the  laver  ;  and  the 

multitude  of  His  miracles,  and  His  blessed   pas- 
i  on  the  cross,  and  the  insults  which  He  bore 

at  the  hands  of  the  Jews,  and  His  burial,  and  His 

descent  to  Hades,  and  His  ascent  again,  and  re- 
demption of  the  spirits  that  were  of  old,7  and 

the  destruction  of  death,  and  His  life-giving 
awaking  from  the  dead,  and  His  re-creation  of 
the  whole  world,  and  His  assumption  and  return 
to  heaven,  and  His  reception  of  the  Spirit,  of 
whii  h   the  apostles  were   deemed   worthy,   and 

m  the  second  coming,  that  is  destined  to  de- 
<  lare  all  things.  For  as  being  designated  seers? 
they  of  necessity  signified  and  spake  of  these 
things  beforetime. 

1  This  discourse  seems  to  have  been  a  homily  addressed  to  the 
le.      Kabriiius,  Works  of  Hippolytus,  yo\.\\. 

'  v«vofoTa.     Codex  Baroccianus  gives  eupijicoTa. 
i    *<n,  etc. 

5  Others,  roi>  icou  toO  ©*ou,  of  the  Son  of  God. 

to«'7i.      [The  epithet  applied  to  the  Blessed  Virgin  by  the 
I  phetus,"  ■gains!  Nestorius,  a.d.  411.      Elucidation, 

Thil  if  one  of  those  terms  whn:h  some  allege  not  to  have  been 
use  in  the  time  of  Hippolylus.     But,  U  Migne  observes,  if  there 

were  no  other  argument  than  this  against  the  genuineness  of  this  dis- 
M  n.jt  avail  much,  as  the  term  is  certainly  used  by 

•  1.   Methodius,  and  Dionysms    Alex.,  who  were  nearly  coeval 
lytus. 

1  0A<irofr<(. 
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II. 

Hence,  too,  they  indicated  the  day  of  the  con 
summation  to  us,  and  signified  beforehand  th< 
day  of  the  apostate  that  is  to  appear  and  deceivj 
men  at  the  last  times,  and  the  beginning  and  eni 
of  his  kingdom,  and  the  advent  of  the  Judge 
and  the  life  of  the  righteous,  and  the  punish 
ment  of  the  sinners,  in  order  that  we  all,  bearinj 
these  things  in  mind  day  by  day  and  hour  b] 
hour,  as  children  of  the  Church,  might  know  tha 

"  not  one  jot  nor  one  tittle  of  these  things  shal 
fail,"9  as  the  Saviour's  own  word  announced 
Let  all  of  you,  then,  of  necessity,  open  the  eye: 
of  your  hearts  and  the  ears  of  your  soul,  anc 
receive  the  word  which  we  are  about  to  speak 

For  I  shall  unfold  to  you  to-day  a  narration  ful 
of  horror  and  fear,  to  wit.  the  account  of  th< 

consummation,  and  in  particular,  of  the  seduc 
tion  of  the  whole  world  by  the  enemy  and  devil 
and  after  these  things,  the  second  coming  of  ou; 
Lord  Jesus  Christ. 

111. 

Where,  then,  ye  friends  of  Christ,  shall  I  be 
gin  ?  and  with  what  shall  I  make  my  commence 
ment,  or  what  shall  I  expound  ?  and  what  witnes: 
shall  I  adduce  for  the  things  spoken  ?  But  le 
us  take  those  (viz.,  the  prophets)  with  whom  w« 
began  this  discourse,  and  adduce  them  as  credi 
ble  witnesses,  to  confirm  our  exposition  of  tht 
matters  discussed  ;  and  after  them  the  teaching 
or  rather  the  prophecy,  of  the  apostles,  (so  a 
to  see)  how  throughout  the  whole  world  the 
herald  the  day  of  the  consummation.  Sine 
these,  then,  have  also  shown  beforetime  thing 
not  yet  come  to  pass,  and  have  declared  th 
devices  and  deceits  of  wicked  men,  who  ai 
destined  to  be  made  manifest,  come  and  let  1 

bring  forward  Isaiah  as  our  first  witness,  ina: 
much  as  he  instructs  us  in  the  times  of  the  cor 

9  Matt.  v.  18. 
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summation.  What,  then,  does  he  say?  "Your 
country  is  desolate,  your  cities  are  burned  with 
fire  :  your  land,  strangers  devour  it  in  your  pres- 

ence :  the  daughter  of  Zion  shall  be  left  as  a 
cottage  in  a  vineyard,  and  as  a  lodge  in  a  garden 

of  cucumbers,  as  a  besieged  city."  '  You  see, 
beloved,  the  prophet's  illumination,  whereby  he 
announced  that  time  so  many  generations  before,  i 
For  it  is  not  of  the  Jews  that  he  spake  this  word 
of  old,  nor  of  the  city  of  Zion,  but  of  the  Church.  ! 
For  all  the  prophets  have  declared  Sion  to  be 
the  bride  brought  from  the  nations. 

IV. 

Wherefore  let  us  direct  our  discourse  to  a 
second  witness.  And  of  what  sort  is  this  one? 

Listen  to  Osea,  as  he  speaks  thus  grandly  :  "  In 
those  days  the  Lord  shall  bring  on  a  burning 
wind  from  the  desert  against  them,  and  shall 
make  their  vein-,  dry,  and  shall  make  their  spring 
desolate  ;  and  all  their  goodly  vessels  shall  be 
spoiled.  Because  they  rose  up  against  God, 
they  shall  fall  by  the  sword,  and  their  women 

with  child  shall  be  ripped  up."2  And  what  else 
is  this  burning  wind  from  the  east,  than  the  Anti- 

christ that  is  to  destroy  and  dry  up  the  veins  of 
the  waters  and  the  fruits  of  the  trees  in  his  times, 
bei  luse  men  set  their  hearts  on  his  works?  For 

which  reason  he  shall  indeed  destroy  them,  and 
they  shall  serve  him  in  his  pollution. 

Mark  the  agreement  of  prophet  with  prophet. 
Acquaint  yourself  also  with  another  prophet  who 
expresses  himself  in  like  manner.  For  Amos 
prophesied  of  the  same  things  in  a  manner  quite 
in  accordance:  "Thus  saith  the  Lord.  Foras 
much  therefore  as  ye  have  beaten  the  poor  with 

the  list,'  and  taken  choice  gifts  from  him:  ye 
have  built  houses,  but  ye  shall  not  dwell  in 
them  :  ye  have  planted  pie  1  i  ml  \  in  .  but 
ye  shall  not  drink  wine  of  them.  for  I  know 
your  manifold  transgressions,  in  trampling  justi<  e 
beneath  your  foot,  and  taking  a  bribe,  and  turn- 

ing  aside    the    poor  in   the   gate  from  their  right. 
Therefore  the  prudent  shall  keep  silence  in  that 

time,  lor  it  is  an  evil  time."*     Learn,  beloved, 
the  wickedness  of  the  men  of  that  time,  how 

they  spoil  houses  and  lipids,  and  take  even  jus- 
tice from  the  just;  for  when  these  things  come 

to  pass,  ye  may  know  th.it  it  is  the  end.  I  'oi 
tin-   reason   ait  thou  instructed  in  the  wisdom  of 

the  prophet,  and  the  revelation  that  is  to  be  in 
those  days.  Ami  all  the  prophets,  as  we  have 
already  said,  have   clearly  signified  the  things 

i.  7. 

I  I"  ..  KU1.  15. 

1  urn  irtTt  in  tha  tut,  for  which  reed  ««TMo*6\iAte"«T», 
*  Ainu-,  v.  ii,  ia,  ij. 

that  are  to  come  to  pass  in  the  last  times,  just 
as  they  also  have  declared  things  of  old. VI. 

But  not  to  expend  our  argument  entirely  in 
going  over  the  words  of  all  the  prophets,*  after 
citing  one  other,  let  us  revert  to  the  matter  in 
hand.     What  is  it,  then,  that   Micah  says  in  his 

prophecy?     "Thus  saith  the    Lord   concen. 
the  prophets  that  make  my  people  err,  that  bite 
with  their  teeth,  and  cry  to  him.  Peace  ;  and  if  it 

was  not  put  into  their  mouth,'  they  prepared r  war 
against  him.     Therefore  night  shall  be  unl 

that  ye  shall  not  have  a  vision  ; '  and  it  shall  be 
dark  unto  you,  that  ye  shall  not  divine  ;  and  the 
sun  shall  not  go  down  over  the   prophets,  and 
the  day  shall  be  dark  over  them.     And  the  - 
shall  be  ashamed,  and  the  diviners  c  onfounded. 
These  things  we  have  recounted  beforehand,  in 

order  that  ye  may  know  the   pun   that   is  to  be 
in  the   last  times,  and  the  perturbation,  and  the 
manner  of  life  on  the  part  of  all   men  toward 

ea<  h  other,'"  and  their  envy,  and  hate,  and  strife. 
and  the  negligence  of  the  shepherds  toward  the 
sheep,  and   the  unruly  disposition  of  the 

toward  the  priests." vn. 

Wherefore  all  shall  walk  after  their  own  will. 

And  the  children  will  lay  hands  on  their  • 
The  wife  will  give  up  her  own  husband  to  death, 

and  the  husband  will  bring  lis  own  wife  to  j 
ment  like  a  criminal.     Masters  will  lord  it  ■ 

their  servants  savagely,"  and  servants  will 
an  unruly  demeanour  toward  their  masters.     None 
will  reverence  the  grej  hairs  ol  tl  e  elderly. 

11  me  will  have  pity  upon    the   come!;' 
youthful.       The    temples    of    Cod    wall    be    like 
houses,   and    there   will    be    overturn  ;  the 

chun  lies  ever)  where.    The  S<  riptures  will  Ik 

spised,  and  everywhere  t'"  j  will  smur  th of  the  adversary.1 ;     fornications,  and  adultc  1 
and  perjuries  will  (111  the  land  ;   sorcer 
meant. n  Old    divinations    wall    fi 

these   with   all    for  il.     And, 

whole,  from   amon ;   those  wh  1    | 
ins  will    rise    up    then   fals<    |  I 

I  M  .::-i         -I  •      better  1 

rts."
 

<>  r  >••.    Muni 

"iili 

' 

'  Mi     iii,  s-7. 

10  1 

"  1 

1 

1  thcii  1  irenti." 

'1 

01  ,  Codex  B  wwtet  <f|MA»w(  the  drrfl 
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i  i.hI)  other,  adulterers,  fornicators, 

ng,  perjured,  mendai  ious,  hating 
i       shepherds  will  be  like  wolves  ; 

will  em  ilsehood  ;  the  monks  ' 
will  lust  after  the  things  of  the  world  ;  the  rich 
will  assume  hardness  of  heart  ;  the  rulers  will 

help  the  poor ;  the  powerful  will  <ast  off  all 
the  judges  will  remove  justice  from  the 

.  and,  blinded  with  bribes,  they  will  call  in 
unrighteousness 

VIII. 

I  what  am  I  to  say  with  respect  to  men,2 
when  the  very  elements  themselves  will  disown 
their  order?    There  will  be  earthquakes  in  every 

city,  ami  plagues  in  every  country;  and  mon- 
thunderings  and  frightful  lightnings  will 

burn    up    both    houses    and    fields.      Storms    of 
winds  will  disturb  both  sea  and  land  excessively  ; 
and   there  will   be   unfruitfulness  on   the   earth, 

an  1  a  roaring  in  the  sea,  and  an  intolerable  agi- 
tation on  account  of  souls  and  the  destruction 

men.4    'There  will  be  signs  in  the  sun,  and 
s  in  the  moon,  deflections  in  the  stars,  dis- 

tresses ^(  nations,  intemperateness  in  the  atmos- 
phere, discharges  of  hail  upon  the  fare  of  the 

earth,    winters   of   excessive   severity,    different  5 
inexorable    scorching   winds,    unexpected 

s,  unlooked-for  conflagrations  ;  and  in 
general,  lamentation  and  mourning  in  the  whole 
earth,  without  consolation.     For,  "  because  in- 

t)  shall  abound,  the  love  of  many  shall  wax 
By  reason  of  the  agitation  and  confu- 

i  of  all  these,  the  Lord  of  the  universe  cries 

in  the  Gospel,  saying,  "  Take  heed  that  ye  be 
not  deceived  ;  for  many  shall  come  in  my  name, 

I  am  Christ,  and  the  time  draweth  near: 
not   therefore  after  them.     But  when  ye 

II  hear  of  wars  and  commotions,  be  not  ter- 
rified :   for  these  things  must  first  come  to  pass  ; 

but  the  end  is  not  yi  t  b)  and  by."       Let  us  ob- 
e  the   word  of  the  Saviour,  how  He  always 

admonished   us  with   a  view  to   our  security: 

"Take  heed  that  ye  be  not  deceived  :   for  many 
shall  come  in  my  name,  saying,  I  am  Christ." 

IX. 

v  after  He  was  taken   up    again    to    the 

ler,  there  arose  some,  saying,  "  I  am  Christ," 
like  Simon  Magus  and  the  rest,  whose  names  we 
have  not  time  at  present  to  mention.     Where- 

1    I  his  docs  not  agree  with  the  a^c  of  1 1  i;>[x)l ytus. 
n   ai'V-""',  which  is  ihe  reading  of  Codex  B,  instead  of TWf, 

J  au«rpoi,  the  reading  of  Codex  B  instead  of  ar<MOi. 

*  The  text  is,  airo    v  \^»'    I  u    air.uA<iaf    ar#pu>;rujr.     We    may 

h  correction  U  -u»i>  «or'  an-iuAoaf  at-flpiu- 
11  concerning  the  destruction." 

'Opoi.     Better  with   B,  iiia^opoi  m promitcuout,  without 
dittinctien,  and  so  perhaps  continuous  or  uiucasonable. 

b  Mali.  xxiv.  ij. 
7  LulkC  xxl  8,  9. 

fore  also  in  the  last  day  of  the  <  onsumm  ition,  it 
must  needs  be  that  false  Christs  will  a  gain, 

saying,    "I    am    Christ,"   and    they   will    d 
many.      And    multitudes   of   nun   will    run    fj 
the  cast   even   to   the  west,  and    from    the    north 

even  to  the  sea,  saying,  Where  is  Christ  h< 
where  is  Christ  there?  But  being  possessed  of 
a  vain  conceit,  and  failing  to  read  the  Scriptures 
(  arefully,  and  not  being  of  an  upright  mind,  they 
will  seek  for  a  name  which  they  shall  be  unable 
to  find.  Lor  these  things  must  first  be  ;  and 
thus  the  son  of  perdition  —  that  is  to  say,  the 
devil  —  must  be  seen. 

And  the  apostles,  who  speak  of  God,R  in  es- 
tablishing the  truth  of  the  advent  of  the  Lord 

Jesus  Christ,  have  each  of  them  indicated  the 

appearing  of  these  abominable  and  ruin-working 
men,  and  have  openly  announced  their  law! 
deeds.  First  of  all  Peter,  the  rock  of  the  faith, 
whom  Christ  our  God  called  blessed,  the  teacher 
of  the  Church,  the  first  disciple,  he  who  has  the 
keys  of  the  kingdom,  has  instructed  us  to  this 
effect  :  "  Know  this  first,  children,  that  there 
shall  come  in  the  last  days  scoffers,  walking  after 
their  own  lusts.9  And  there  shall  be  false 
teachers  among  you,  who  privily  shall  bring  in 

damnable  heresies."  IO  After  him,  John  the  theo- 
logian," and  the  beloved  of  Christ,  in  harmony 

with  him,  cries,  "The  children  of  the  devil  are 
manifest  ;  >2  and  even  now  are  there  many  anti- 

christs ;  '3  but  go  not  after  them.'4  Believe  not 
every  spirit,  because  many  false  prophets  are 

gone  out  into  the  world."  '5  And  then  Jude,  the 
brother  of  James,  speaks  in  like  manner:  "In 
the  last  times  there  shall  be  mockers,  walking 
after  their  own  ungodly  lusts.  There  be  they 

who,  without  fear,  feed  ">  themselves."  l?  You 
have  observed  the  concord  of  the  theologians 
and  apostles,  and  the  harmony  of  their  doctrine. 

XI. 

Finally,  hear  Paul  as  he  speaks  boldly,  and 

mark  how  clearly  he  discovers  these  :  "  Beware 
of  evil  workers,  beware  of  the  concision.' %  Be- 

ware lest  any  man  spoil  you  through  philosophy 

and  vain  deceit.'9  See  that  ye  walk  circumspect- 

ly, because  the  days  are  evil."  2°  In  fine,  then, 
what  man  shall  have  any  excuse  who  hears  these 

8  Striyopoi.     Codex  B  gives  9eo\6yoi. 9  2  Pet.  iii.  3. 10  2  Pet,  ii.  1. 

11  flfoAoyos". 
■-  i  John  iii.  10. 

11  1  John  ii.  18. 14  Luke  x\i.  8. 
■s   1  John  iv.  1. 

16  oi   i(J>6j3u)?   iavTov?   Troi/iaiVovTtt,  instead  of  the   received   ot 
aJTo5iopiCoi'T<  <i  tai/TOU9. 17  Jude  18,  19. ,3  1'hil.  iii.  2. 

'9  Col.  ii.  8. 
-°  Eph.  v.  15,  16. 
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things  in  the  Church  from  prophets  and  apostles, 
and  from  the  Lord  Himself,  and  yet  will  give  no 
heed  to  the  care  of  his  soul,  and  to  the  time  of 

the  consummation,  and  to  that  approaching  hour 

when  we  shall  have  to  stand  at  the  judgment- 
seat  of  Christ? 

XII. 

But  having  now  done  with  this  account  of  the 
consummation,  we  shall  turn  our  exposition  to 
those  matters  which  fall  to  be  stated  by  us  next 

in  order.  I  adduce,  therefore,  a  witness  alto- 

gether worthy  of  credit,  —  namely,  the  prophet 
Daniel,  who  interpreted  the  vision  of  Nabucho- 
donosor,  and  from  the  beginning  c.f  the  kings 

down  to  their  end  indicated  the  right'  way  to 
those  who  seek  to  walk  therein  —  to  wit,  the 
manifestation  of  the  truth.  For  what  saith  the 

prophet?  He  presignified  the  matter  clearly  to 

Nabuchodonosor  in  the  following  terms  :  "Thou, 
O  king,  sawest,  and  behold  a  great  image  stand- 

ing before  thee,  whose  head  was  of  gold,  its  arms 
and  shoulders  of  silver,  its  belly  and  thighs  of 
brass,  its  legs  of  iron,  its  feet  part  of  iron  and  part 
of  clay.  Thou  sawest  till  that  a  stone  was  cut  out 
without  hand;  and  it  smote  the  image  upon  its 
feet,  which  were  part  of  iron  and  part  of  clay, 
and  brake  them  to  pieces.  Then  was  the  clay, 
and  the  iron,  and  the  brass,  and  the  silver,  and 
the  gold  broken  to  pieces  together,  and  became 
like  the  chaff  of  the  summer  threshing-floor  ;  and 
the  stone  that  smote  the  image  became  a  great 

mountain,  and  filled  the  whole  earth."2 

XIII. 

Wherefore,  bringing  the  vinous  of  Daniel  into 

conjunction  with  these,  we  shall  make  one  narra- 
tive of  the  two.  and  show  how  true  and  consistent 

were  the  tilings  seen  in  vision  by  the  prophet 
with  those  which  Nabuchodonosor  saw  before- 

hand. For  the  prophet  speaks  thus:  "I  Dan- 
iel saw,  and,  behold,  the  four  winds  of  the  heaven 

strove  upon  the  great  sea.  And  four  great  beasts 
came  up  from  the  sea,  diverse  one  from  another. 

The  first  was  like  a  lioness,  and  hid  eagle's 
wings:  I  beheld  till  the  wings  thereof  were 
plucked,  and  it  was  lifted  up  from  the  earth,  and 

made  stand  upon  the  fi  |  man,  and  a  man's 
heart  wa  i  given  it.     And  behold  a  second  beast, 
like  to  i  hear,  and  it   raised  up  itself  On  one  side, 
and  it  had  three  ribs  in  the  mouth  of  it  between 

the  teeth  oi  it  :  and  they  said  thus  unto  it,  \i i >e, 
devour  much  flesh.  After  this  I  beheld,  and  lo 
a  third  beast,  like  a  leopard,  which  had  upon  the 
back  of  it  lour  wings  of  .1  fowl  :  the  heist  had 
also  lour  heads.      Alter  this  1  saw,  and    behold  a 

fourth  bi  ist,  dreadful  and  terrible,  and   st; 

1  t'n  poirov. 
-'  I '. in.  ii. 

exceedingly  ;  its  great  iron  teeth  and  its  claws 
of  brass3  devoured  and  brake  in  pieces,  and  it 
stamped  the  residue  with  the  feet  of  it  :  and 
it  was  diverse  exceedingly  from  all  the  beast,  that 
were  before  it ;  and  it  had  ten  horns.  I  (  on- 
sidered  its  horns,  and,  behold,  there  came  up 
among  them  a  little  horn,  and  before  it  there 
were  three  of  the  first  horns  plucked  up  by  the 
roots  :  and,  behold,  in  this  horn  were  eves  like 

the  eyes  of  man,  and  a  mouth  speaking  great 

things."4 
xrv. 

Xow,  since  these  things  which  are  thus  spoken 
mystically  by  the  prophet  seem  to  all  to  be  hard 
to  understand,  we  shall  conceal  none  of  them 
from  those  who  are  possessed  of  sound  mind. 

By  mentioning  the  first  heist,  namely  tin 
that  comes  up  out  of  the  sea,  Daniel  means  the 

kingdom  of  the  Babylonians  which  was 

in  the  world  ;  and  that  same  is  also  the  "golden 
head"  of  this  image.     And   by  speaking  of  its 
"wings  like  an  eagle,"  he  shows  that  king  Nab- 

uchodonosor was  elevated  and  exalted   himself 

against  God.     Then  he  says  thai  its  "wings  were 
plucked  out,"  and  means  by  this  that  his  glory  was 
subverted  :    tor  he  was  driven  from  his  ki 

And  in  stating  that  a  "  man's  heart  \\  i  -  _        i   it, 
and  it  was  made  stand  upon  the  feet  like  a  man," 
he  means  that  he  repented,  and  acknowled 

that  he  was  himself  bu1  a  man,  and  gave  t'n    glory 
to  God.     Lo,  I  have  thus  unfolded  the  similil 
of  the  first  beast. 

xv. 

Then  after  the  lioness,  the  prophet  sees  a  - 
ond  beast    like   a    hear,  which    denoted    the    Per- 

sians ;  tor  after  the  Babylonians  the  Persians  had 

the   sovereignty.      And   in   saying.  '•  I    saw    t 
ribs    in   the    mouth   o\    it,"   he   referred   to   f 
nations,  the  Persians,  Medes,  and  Babylonians, 
whi<  h  were  also  expressed  b)  the  silver  that  i  ame 
aftei  the  gold  in  the  image.     Behold,  we 
explained  the  sc<  ̂ \x\  \  I       n  the  t 

was  tin-  leopard,  bj  whi<  h  were  meant  the  I 
For  after  the   Persians,    Uexander  king  of  the 
Macedonians  held  the  sovereignty,  when  he  had 
destroyed  Darius;  ami  this  is  expressed  b)  the 

-  in  the  mi  ige.     And  in  speakin 

wings  of  a   fowl,  ami    tour  heads   m   the   he 
he  showed  most   clearl)   how  the  kingdom 
AJexandei  was  divided  into  tour  part 
had    four   heads,        namely,   the   t 

out  n\  it.     for  on  his  death  1 

divided  his  kingdom  into  foui   I 
we  have  disc  uSS<  d  the  third  a! 

1    i 

icl, 

i   I  '  .n    vii ■  fr*. 
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.tuih  beast,  dreadful 
ts  teeth  were  of  iron,  and  its  claws 

of  \:ul  wh.u  is  meant  by  these  but  the 
m  oi  the  Romans,  which  also  is  meant 

bj  the  iron,  by  which  it  will  crush  all  the  seats 
ih.it  were  before  it.  and  will  lord  it 

i  the  whole  earth?    After  this,  then,  what  is 
us  to  interpret  of  all  that  the  prophet 

saw.  but  the  "toes  of  the  image,  in  which  part 
iron  and  part  of  clay,  mingled  together 

in  ,  i  by  the  ten  toes  of  the  image  he 
iratively  the  ten  kings  who  sprang  out 

of  it.a>  Daniel  also  interpreted  the  matter.     For 

he  says,  "I   considered  the  beast,  namely  the 
th  ;   d\^\   behold   ten   horns  after  it,  among 

mother  horn  arose  like  an  offshoot  ;  and 

it  will  pluck  u]i  by  the  root  three  of  those  before 

it."      And  by  this  offshoot  horn  none  other  is lifted  than  the  Antichrist  that   is   to   restore 

m  of  the  Jews.      And  the  three  horns 
whi  to  be  rooted  out  by  it  signify  three 

kind's,  namely  those  of  Egypt,  Libya,  and  Ethio- 
p:  i.  whom  he  will  destroy  in  the  array  of  war  : 

when  he   has  vanquished  them  all,  being  a 
tyrant,  he  will  raise  tribulation  and  pel 
against  the  saints,  exalting  himself  against 

n. 

XVII. 

You  see  how  Daniel  interpreted  to  Nabucho- 
donosor the  dominion  of  the  kingdoms  ;  you  see  ■ 
how  he  explained  the  form  of  the  image  in  all 

it-  parts  ;  i  you  have  observed  how  he  indicated 
prophetically  the  meaning  of  the  coming  up  of 
the  four  beasts  out  of  the  sea.  It  remains  tint 

we  open  up  to  you  the  things  (\onc  by  the  Anti- 
christ in  particular;  and.  as  far  as  in  our  power, 

lare  to  you  by  means  of  the  Scriptures  and 
the  prophets,  his  wandering  over  the  whole  earth, 
and  his  lawless  advent. 

XVIII. 

As  the  Lord  Jesus  Christ  made  His  sojourn 
with  us  in  the  flesh  (which  lie  received)  from 
the  holy,  immaculate  Virgin,  and  took  to  Him- 

self the  tribe  of  Judah,  and  came  forth  from  it, 

the  Scriptui  red    1 1 i-,  royal  lineage  in  the 
word  of  Jacob,  when  in  his  benediction  he 
addressed  himself  to  his  son  in  these  terms: 

"Judah,  thou  art  he  whom  thy  brethren  shall 
thy  hands  shall  be  on  the  neck  of  thine 

enemies  ;  thy  father's  children  shall  bow  down 
before  thee.  Judah  is  a  lion's  whelp  ;  from  a 
sprout,*  my  son,  thou  art  gone  up:  he  stooped 

•  n,  he  couched  as  a   lion,  and    as   a   lion's 

a    0A<UTTOV. 

whelp:1  who  shall  rouse  him  up?  A  ruler  ■ 
shall  not  depart  from  Judah,  nor  a  leader5  from 

his  thighs,6  until  what  is   in   store   for  him'  shall 
come,  and  he  is  the  expectation8  of  the  na- 

tions." '  Mark  these  words  of  Jacob  which  were 
spoken  to  Judah,  and  are  fulfilled  in  the  Lord. 
lo  the  same  effect,  moreover,  does  the  patria 

express  himself  regarding  Antichrist.  Wherefore, 
as  he  prophesied  with  respect  to  Judah,  so  did 
he  also  with  respect  to  his  son  Dan.  For  Judah 
was  his  fourth  son;  and  Dan,  again,  was  his 

seventh  son.  And  what,  then,  did  he  say  of 

him?  "  Let  Dan  be  a  serpent  sitting  by  the  way, 
that  biteth  the  horse's  heel?  "  10  And  what  ser- 

pent was  there  but  the  deceiver  from  the  begin- 
ning, he  who  is  named  in  Genesis,  he  who 

deceived  Eve,  and  bruised  Adam  in  the  heel?" 

XIX. 

But  seeing  now  that  we  must  make  proof  of 
what  is  alleged  at  greater  length,  we  shall  not 
shrink  from  the  task.  For  it  is  certain  that  he 

is  destined  to  spring  from  the  tribe  of  I  )an.'~  and 
to  range  himself  in  opposition  like  a  princely 

tyrant,  a  terrible  judge  and  accuser,1  as  the 
prophet  testifies  when  he  says,  "  Dan  shall  judge 

his  people,  as  one  tribe  in  Israel."  '4  But  some 
one  may  say  that  this  was  meant  of  Samson, 
who  sprang  from  the  tribe  of  Dan,  and  judged 
his  people  for  twenty  years.  That,  however,  was 
only  partially  made  good  in  the  case  o\  Samson  ; 
but  this  shall  be  fulfilled  completely  in  the  case 
of  Antichrist.  For  Jeremiah,  too,  speaks  in  this 

manner:  "From  Dan  we  shall  hear  the  sound 

of  the  sharpness  1?  of  his  horses  ;  at  the  sound  of 
the  neighing  "'  of  his  horses  the  whole  land  trem- 

bled."'7  And  again,  Moses  says  :  "Dan  is  a 

lion's  whelp,  and  he  shall  leap  from  Bashan."  ,s 
And  that  no  one  may  fall  into  the  mistake  of 
thinking  that  this  is  spoken  of  the  Saviour,  let 

him  attend  to  this.  "  Dan."  says  he,  "  is  a  lion's 
whelp  :"  and  by  thus  naming  the  tribe  of  Dan as  the  one  whence  the  accuser  is  destined  to 

spring,  he  made  the  matter  in  hand  quite  clear. 
For  as  Christ  is  born  of  the  tribe  of  Judah,  so 
Antichrist  shall  be  born  of  the  tribe  of  Dan. 

And  as  our  Lord  and  Saviour  Jesus  Christ,  the 

3    <TKVfJLVOS. *  ap^wv. 

5  rfyoufAfl'OC. 
6  IK   TttfV  nr)p£)V. 

7  TdftiloKfififi'a. 

8  teat  avTos  7rpn<T&orcia. 

9  Gen.  xlix.  8-io. 10  2  Gen.  xlix.  17. 

"     TTTtpi':  Ta<I. 

'  After  Ircnscus,  book  v.  ch.  xxx.  [vol.  i.  p.  550,  this  series], 
many  of  the  ancients  express  this  opinion.  See  too  Bellarmine,  De 

Pontifici  Rom.,  iii.  12. 
13  6iaj3oAo?. 

"  Gen.  xlix.  16. 

'     .jurr/i/  if  TfiTO.     There  is  another  reading,  vnovitjv=  haste. 
16  vpenfTurjiou.     [Conf.  p.  207,  supra.\ 17  Jer.  viii.  16. 
18  Deut.  xxxiii.  22. 
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Son  of  God,  was  spoken  of  in  prophecy  as  a  lion 
on  account  of  His  royalty  and  glory,  in  the  same 

manner  also  has  the  Scripture  prophetically  de- 
scribed the  accuser  as  a  lion,  on  account  of  his 

tyranny  and  violence. 

xx. 

For  in  every  respect  that  deceiver  seeks  to 
make  himself  appear  like  the  Son  of  God. 
Christ  is  a  lion,  and  Antichrist  is  a  lion.  Christ 

is  King  of  things  celestial  and  things  terrestrial, 
and  Antichrist  will  be  king  upon  earth.  The 
Saviour  was  manifested  as  a  lamb;  and  he,  too, 
will  appear  as  a  lamb,  while  he  is  a  wolf  within. 
Tie  Saviour  was  circumcised,  and  he  in  like 

manner  will  appear  in  circumcision.  The  Sav- 
iour sent  the  apostles  unto  all  the  nations,  and  he 

in  like  manner  will  send  false  apostles.  Christ 
gathered  together  the  dispersed  sheep,  and  he 
in  like  in  inner  will  gather  together  the  dispersed 
people  of  the  Hebrews.  Christ  gave  .to  those 
who  believed  on  Him  the  honourable  and  life- 
giving  cross,  and  he  in  like  manner  will  give  his 
own  sign.  Christ  appeared  in  the  form  of 
man,  and  he  in  like  manner  will  come  forth  in 

the  form  of  in, in.  Christ  arose  from  among  the 
Hebrews,  and  he  will  spring  from  among  the 
Jews.  Christ  displayed  His  flesh  like  a  temple, 
and  raised  it  up  on  the  third  day  ;  and  he  too 

will  raise  up  again  the  temple  of  stone  in  Jerusa- 
lem. And  these  deceits  fabric  ated  by  him  will 

become  quite  intelligible  to  those  who  listen  to 
us  attentively,  from  what  shall  be  set  forth  next 
in  order. 

XXI. 

For  through  the  Scriptures  we  are  instructed 
in  two  advents  of  the  Christ  and  Saviour.  And 

the  fust  after  the  flesh  was  in  humiliation,  be- 
cause He  was  manifested  in  lowly  estate.  S> » 

then  His  second  advent  is  declared  to  be  in 

glory;  for  He  conies  from  heaven  with  power. 
and  angels,  and  the  -lory  of  His  bather.  His 
first  advent  had  John  the  baptist  as  its  lorerun- 
ner  :   and  His   second,  in  which    He   is   to  come 
in  glory,  will  exhibit  Enoch,  and  Elias,  and  fohn 

the  Divine.1     Behold,  too,  the  Lord's  kindness 
toman;    how  even   in    the    last    times    He   shows 

His  care  for  mortals,  and  pities  them.     For  Hi 
will  not  leave  US  even  then  without  prophets, 
but  wall  send  them  to  us  for  our  instrui  tion  and 

assurance,   and    to    make    us    give    heed    to    the 

1  Or,  the  theologian.  The  Apocalypse  >vi  1)  mentions  only  two witnesses,  m  ho  sre  und<  1  1  "»1  by  tl"  n<  ral  ■>■•  1 
ud  Elias      rhi    lulhorol  the  Chromicmt  Patckmh.  p   n,  on  Enoch, 

rhis  is  he  wl  is  to  withstand  Antichrist 
in  the  last  days,  ind  1  1     infill    nil  di     it,  1   rding  <•■  the  tradition 

1  huri  li  "     I  In  ■  addition  ai  i"  il»-  return  "i   fohn  the  I  » 
1st  is  somewhat  more  un   imon,     Ana  yel  Ephraem  ■  ■!    tntioch,  in 
rhotius,  1  od    ccxxix  ,  11  tti  1  thai  tl  itipporti  a  oj   , 

iasli<  il  tradition,  (  hrist's  saj  ing  in   [ohn   sxi 
stood  i"  1I1 .11  1  it'->  1.    See  .as,.  Hippol 
?i  ;,  ■.  .  Mu.m  .    [Enoch  and  Elias  an  hi  dead.    i; 
tcb.  IX,  ij.\ 

advent  of  the  adversary,  as  He  intimated   . 

of  old   in  this  Daniel.     For  he  says,   "  I   shall 
make    a    covenant    of    one    week,    and    in    the 
midst  of  the  week  my  sacrifice  and  libation  will 

be  removed."      For  by  one  week  he  indicates 
the  showing  forth  of  the  seven  years  whi<  h  shall 
be  in  the  last  times.2     And  the  half  of  the  week 
the  two  prophets,  along  with  John,  will  take  for 
the  purpose  of  proclaiming  to  all  the  world   the 

advent  of  Antichrist,  that  is  to  say,  tor  a  "  th 
sand    two    hundred    and    sixty   days  clothed 

sackcloth  ;  "  3  and  they  will  work  signs  and  won- 
ders with  the  object  of   making  men  ashai 

and  repentant,  even  by  these  means,  on  a<  1  ount 
of    their    surpassing     lawlessness    and     imp: 

"And  if  any  man  will  hurt  them,  fire  will   j 
ceed  out  of  their  mouth,  and  devour  their  ene- 

mies.    These  have  power  to  shut  heaven,  that  it 
rain  not  in  the  days  of  the  advent  of  Antic!. 
and  to  turn  waters  into  blood,  and  to  smite  the 

earth  with  all  plagues  as   often  as  they  will."4 
And  when  they  have  proclaimed  all  these  tl, 
they  will  fall  on  the  sword,  cut  off  by  the  a<  cu 
And   they  will   fulfil   their  testimony,  as    Daniel 
also  says;    for  he    foresaw   that   the   b    tst    that 
came  up  out  of  the  abyss  would  make  war  with 
them,  namely  with  Enoch,  Elias,  and  John,  and 
would  overcome  them,  and  kill  them,  because 

of   their  refusal  to    give    glory  to    the    accuser. 

that  is  the  little  horn  that  sprang  up."     And  he, 
being  lifted  up  in  heart,  begins  in  the  end  to, 
exalt  himself  and  glorify  himself  as   God,  perse- 

cuting the  saints  and  blaspheming  Christ. 

XXII. 

Put  as,  in  accordance  with  the  train  of  our 
discussion,  we  have  been  constrained  to  conic 

to  tin-  matter  of  the  days  of  the  dominion  ^l 
the  adversary,  it  is  necessary  to  state  in  the  I 
[•late  what  concerns  his  nativitj  and  growth  J 
and  then  we  must  turn  our  disi  OUTSe,  a-  we  have 
said  before,  to  the  expounding  ̂ i  this  matter, 
viz.,  that  in  all    respects   the   aci  user  mu\  SOI1 
lawlessn  to  make  himself  like  <       3       ur. 
Thus  abo  the  demonstration  makes  the  matter 

Clear  to  US.  Since  the  Saviour  o\  the  world, 

with  the  purpose  of  saving  the  ■  of  men. 
born  of  the  immaculate  .\\v\  virgin  Maryland 
in  the  form    ol    the    llesh    trod    the   enemv  under 

loot,  in    the    exercise    of  the    power  ol'   Ills   own 
proper  divinitj  ;   in  the  same  manner  also  will 
the  accuser  tome  forth  from  an  impure  woman 

Upon    the    earth,    but    shall    be    bom   t>t    a   v:' 

•  I  '.III      IV  ■  \    .!.  ::      , 
.     I 

Rev    ■>  i    I *  Rev.  ai.  6;     I  Kings  xvii.  i ;  I  «l> (■;    |  i   Kmi^n  Mil    t  .    1  ■  .  Ins.  \. 

•        I 
b    ill  .i.,Vii  .  i  ,        I'll  I 

• 'Ati  — 

is   I".    II 

*      s    1*1         li     glVM     U..   I 
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spuriously.1  Foi  our  God  sojourned  with  us  in 
flesh,  after  that  very  flesh  of  ours  which  He 

made  foi  Adam  and  all  Adam's  posterity,  yet 
without  sin.  But  the  accuser,  though  he  take 

up  the  flesh,  will  do  it  only  in  appearance  ;  for 
how  sho  ild  we  wear  that  flesh  which  he  did  not 

make  himself,  but  against  which  he  warreth 

daily?  And  it  is  ray  opinion,  beloved,  that  he 

will  assume  thi>  phenomenal  kind  of  flesh*  as 
.in  instrument.3  For  this  reason  also  is  he  to  be 

born  of  a  virgin,  as  if  a  spirit,  and  thru  to  the 
r^t  he  will  be  manifested  as  flesh.  For  as  to  a 

n  bearing,  this  we  have  known  only  in  the 

.  ase  of  the  all-holy  Virgin,  who  bore  the  Saviour 

|y  clothed  in  flesh.*  For  Moses  says,  "  Every 
male  that  openeth  the  womb  shall  be  called  holy 

unto  the  Lord."  5  Tins  is  by  no  means  the  case 
with  him;  hut  as  the  adversary  will  not  open 

the  womb,  so  neither  will  he  take  to  himself  real 

flesh,  and  he  circumcised  as  Christ  was  circum- 
cised. And  even  as  Christ  chose  His  apostles, 

mi  will  he  too  assume  a  whole  people  of  disci- 
ples like  himself  in  wickedness. 

win. 

Above  all.  moreover,  he  will  love  the  nation 

of  the  Jews.  And  with  all  these  he  will  work 
>  and  terrible  wonders,  false  wonders  and 

true,  m  order  to  deceive  his  impious  equals. 

For  if  it  were  possible,  he  would  seduce  even 
the  elect'  from  the  love  of  Christ,  but  in  his 

first  steps  he  will  be  gentle,  loveable,  quiet, 
pious,  pacific,  hating  injustice,  detesting  gifts, 

not  allowing  idolatry  ;  loving, says  he.  the  Scrip- 
tures, reverencing  priests,  honouring  his  elders, 

repudiating  fornication,  detesting  adulter}-,  giving 
no  heed  to  slanders,  not  admitting  oaths,  kind 

to  strangers,  kind  to  the  poor,  compassionate. 
And  then  he  will  work  wonders,  cleansing  lepers, 
raising  paralytics,  expelling  demons,  proclaiming 
things  remote  just  as  things  present,  raising  the 
(\i\v\,  helping  widows,  defending  orphans,  loving 
all,  reconciling  in  love  men  who  contend,  and 

saying  to  s-,.  h,  "  Let  not  the  sun  go  down  upon 
r  wrath  :  "  '  and  he  will  not  acquire  gold, 

nor  love  silver,  nor  seek  riches. 

XXIV. 

And  all  this  he  will  do  corruptly  and  deceit- 
fully, and    with   the  purpose  of  deluding  all  to 

1  '•    -  reads  axpiSwf,  exactly.     Many  of  the  an- 
:  will  be  a  demon   in  human  figure.     Sit- 

in  Dialogue  II.,  and  Philippus  Diop- 
ir...  in    ii,  etc. 

-'cqv   Tij?   aafut'of   avrov   oidiai. 
.     pyai-ov. 

read*  tt|i»  ffoTOKOV    {yy»fit*    nop«i«»(   ki\    nnkavun; 
•'ie  tcxt,<7ao«o<?>0(>m'  n»A<M  i  Conf.  vol.  iii.  p.  523. J Nuin    \m.  10.    Luke  11.  23. 

14. *  r  i 

make  him  king.  For  when  the  peoples  and 
tribes  see  so  great  virtues  and  so  great  pow 
in  him,  they  will  all  with  one  mind  meet  together 
It)  make  him  king.  And  above  all  others  shall 
the  nation  of  the  Hebrews  be  dear  to  the  tyrant 
himself,  while  they  say  one  to  another.  Is  there 
found  indeed  in  our  generation  such  a  man,  so 

good  and  just?  That  shall  be  the  way  with  the 
race  of  the  Jews  pre-eminently,  as  I  said  before, 
who.  thinking,  as  they  do,  that  they  shall  behold 
the  king  himself  in  such  power,  will  approach 

him  to  say,  We  all  confide  in  thee,  and  a<  knowl- 
edge thee  to  be  just  upon  the  whole  earth  ;  we 

all  hope  to  be  saved  by  thee  ;  and  by  thy  mouth 

we  have  received  just  and  incorruptible  judg- 
ment. 

xxv. 

And  at  first,  indeed,  that  deceitful  and  lawless 

one,  with  crafty  deceitfulncss,  will  refuse.'  such 
glory  ;  but  the  men  persisting,  and  holding  by 
him,  will  declare  him  king.  And  thereafter  he 

will  be  lifted  up  in  heart,  and  he  who  was  for- 

merly gentle  will  become  violent,  and  he  who  pur- 
sued love  will  become  pitiless,  and  the  humble 

in  heart  will  become  haughty  and  inhuman,  and 
the  hater  of  unrighteousness  will  persecute  the 
righteous.  Then,  when  he  is  elevated  to  ids 
kingdom,  he  will  marshal  war;  and  in  his  wrath 
he  will  smite  three  mighty  kings,  —  those,  namely, 

of  Egypt,  Libya,  and  Ethiopia.  And  after  that 
he  will  build  the  temple  in  Jerusalem,  and  will 
restore  it  again  speedily,  and  give  it  over  to  the 
Jews.  And  then  he  will  be  lifted  up  in  heart 

against  every  man  ;  yea,  he  will  speak  blasphemy 
also  against  God,  thinking  in  his  deceit  that  he 
shall  be  king  upon  the  earth  hereafter  for  ever; 
not  knowing,  miserable  wretch,  that  his  kingdom 
is  to  be  quickly  brought  to  nought,  and  that  he 

will  quickly  have  to  meet  the  fire  which  is  pre- 
pared for  him,  along  with  all  who  trust  him  and 

serve  him.  For  when  Daniel  said,  "  I  shall  make 

my  covenant  for  one  week,"9  he  indicated  seven 
years  ;  and  the  one  half  of  the  week  is  for  the 
preaching  of  the  prophets,  and  for  the  other  half 
of  the  week  —  that  is  to  say,  for  three  years  and 
a  half — Antichrist  will  reign  upon  the  earth. 
And  after  this  his  kingdom  and  his  glory  shall 
be  taken  away.  Behold,  ye  who  love  God,  what 
manner  of  tribulation  there  shall  rise  in  those 

days,  such  as  has  not  been  from  the  foundation 
of  the  world,  no,  nor  ever  shall  be,  except  in 
those  days  alone.  Then  the  lawless  one,  being 

lifted  up  in  heart,  will  gather  together  his  de- 
mons in  man's  form,  and  will  abominate  those 

who  call  him  to  the  kingdom,  and  will  pollute 
many  souls. 

9  Dan.  ix.  27.      [The  avout'n  which  more  and  more  prevails  in  our 
•  11  cations,  makes  all  this  very  significant  to  us,  of  "the  last 

days."] 
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xxvr. Happy  are  ye,  in  that  ye  have  not  seen  our  days. 

For  he  will  appoint  princes  over  then    from   Happy  are  ye,  in  that  ye  have  not  had  to  wit- 

among  the  demons.    And  he  will  no  longer  seem   «*».«»«  PaiIlfl11  'f'  oi  ours,  nor  this  irremediable 

to  be  pious,  but  altogether  and  in  all  things  he    Pe*£f,nce'   nor    these    straits    that    POS:>css   our 
will  be  harsh,  severe,  passionate,  wrathful,  ter-   souls- 
rible,  inconstant,  dread,  morose,  hateful,  abomi-  xxvm. 

nable,  savage,  vengeful,  iniquitous.  And,  bent  Then  that  abominable  one  will  send  his  corn- 
on  casting  the  whole  race  of  men  into  the  pit  |  man(is  throughout  every  government  by  the of  perdition,  he  will  multiply  false  signs.     For  han(j  at  once  of  demon,  and  of  visible  men  who 
when  all  the  people  greet  him  with  their  accla- 

mations at  his  displays,  he  will  shout  with  a  strong 
shall  say,  "  A  mighty  king  has  arisen  upon  the 
earth  ;  come  ye  all  to  worship  him  ;  come  ye  all 

voice,  so  that  the  place  shall  be  shaken  in  which   t0  see  the  strength  of  his  kingdom  :  for  behold 
the  multitudes  stand  by  him  :  "Ye  peoples,  and  '  he  will  give  you  corn  ;  and  he  will  bestow  upon tfbes,  and  nations,  acquaint  yourselves  with  my   vou  w;ne,  and  great  riches,  and  loft)    hon< 
mighty  authority  and  power,  and  the  strength  oi    For  the  whole  earth  and  sea  obeys  his  <  ommand. 

Come  ye  all  to  him."  And  by  reason  of  the 
scarcity  of  food,  all  will  go  to  him  and  worship 
him  ;    and  he  will  put  his  mark  on  their  1 

my  kingdom.  What  prince  is  there  so  great  as 
I  am?  What  great  (iod  is  there  but  I?  Who 

will  stand   up  against   my  authority?"      Under 
the  eye  of  the  spectators  he  will  remove  moun-  ]iarKi  ami  on  their  forehead,  that  no  one   may 
tains  from  their  places,  he  will  walk  on  the  sea  put  the  sign  of  the  honourable  cro-  upon  his 
with    dry    feet,   he    will    bring    down    fire    from  forehead  with  his  right  hand  ;  but   hi.  hand  is 
heaven,  he  will  turn  the  day  into  darkness  and  DOUn(}.     And  from  that  time  he  shall  not  have 
the  night  into  day,  he  will   turn   the  sun  about power  to  seal  anyone  of  his  members,  but  he 
wh<  resoever  he  pleases  ;  and,  in  short,  in  pres-    shaU  be  attached  to  the  deceiver,  and  shall 
bpee  of  those  who  behold  him,  he  will  show  ail    hinl  .  an(1  in   him  there   ;s  n,,  ,v,K.MLm, the  elements  of  earth  and  sea  to  be  subject  to    su,h  an  one  is  losl  at  on.  e  to  Cod  and   to  men 
bit  11  in  the  power  of  his  spe<  ions  manifestation 
For  if,  while  as  yet  he  does  not  exhibit  himself 

and  the  deceiver  will  give  them  scanty  food  by 

reason  of  his  abominable  seal.     And'   his is   the    son   of   perdition,  he    raises   and    excites  upon  the   forehead  and   upon   ti  hand   is 
kgamst  us  open  war  even  to  battles  and  slaugh-  the  number,  "Six  hundred  threes.  nd  >>\  -  ' 
ters,  at  that  time  when  he  shall  come  m  his  own  \m\  r  have  an  opinion  a.  to  this  number.  th< 
proper  person,  and  men  shall  see  him  as  he  is  in  I  do  not  know  the   matter  for  1  ertain  ;    I 
reality,  whit  machinations  and  deceits  and  de-  name,  have  been  found  in  this  number  wh 
lusions  will  he  not  bring  mto  play,  with  the  pur-  is  expressed  in  writing.      Still  we  say  that  per- of  seducing  all  men,  and  leading  them  oil  haps  the  scription  of  this  same  seal  will  use  ui from  the  way  of  truth,  and  from  the  gate  of  the 
kingdom? 

xxvn. 

Then,  after  all   these   things,  the  heavens  will 
lot  give  their  dew,  the  clouds  will  not  give  their 
rain,  the  earth  will  refuse    to   yield    its   fruits,  the 
tea  shall  be  filled  with  stench,  the  rivers  shall  be 
hied  up,  the  fish  of  the  sea  shall  die,  men  shall 
perish  of  hunger  and  thirst;  and  father  emb 

:ing  son,  and  mother  embracing  daughter,  will 
lie  together,  and  there  will  be  none  to  bury 
them.  But  the  whole  earth  will  be  filled  with  the 

jtench  arising  from  the  dead  bodies  cast  forth. 
\nd  the  sea,  not  receiving  the  floods  of  the 
rivers,  will  become  like  mire,  and  will  be  filled 
.villi  an  unlimited  smell  and  stent  h.  Then  there 

\\\\  be  a  mighty  pestilence  upon  the  whole 
5arth,  and  then,  too,  inconsolable  lamentation, 
ind  measureless  weeping,  and  unceasing  mourn 

11  ■•       Then  men  will  (Inan  those  happ\    who  ate 
lead  before  them,  and  will   vu    t0    them,  "Open 
^our  sepulchres,   and    take   US    miserable   beii 
n;   open    your   receptacles    for   the   reception 
jf  your  wretched  kinsmen  and  acquaintances. 

the  woid  /  deny.*     for  even  in  r<  1  ent  1 
means  n\  his  ministers  —that  is  to  sa\.  t; 

ters-that  bitter  adversar)    I  >ok  up  the  word 
deny,  when  the  lawless  pressed  upon  the  wit- 

nesses of  Christ,  with  the  adjuration,  "  Deny  thy 
( lod,  the  <  rucified  ( >ne."  ' 

wi\. 

Of  Such  kind,  in  the  time  "i  that    hater  of  all 

good,  w  ill  be  the  seal,  the  tenor  of  which  will  be 
this:  I  deny  the  Makei  ol  heai   n  and  earth.  I 
deny  the  baptism.  I  denj   mj 
and  attach  mysell  to  th<  1  .  and  I  believe  in  tl 
for  this  is  what    the   prophets    Enoch  .\nA    1 
will  preach:   Believe  not  the  enem)   wl 
( ome  and  be  seen  ;  for  he  is  an  ,u\\  md 

<  orrupter  and  son  oi    perdition,  m\<\  < 

1    Ri  \     \iii.  18. 

1  .,  II 

.    ll   \   ll'ir   W  ill    I      ' 

See  1 1  >\  i"  >  i\ 1    I'ne  text  i 
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you;'  .mil  for  this  reason  he  will  kill  you,  and 
smite  them  with  the  sword.  Behold  the  deceit 

oi"  tlu'  enemy,  know  the  machinations  of  the  be- 
guiler,  how  he  seeks  to  darken  the  mind  of  men 

utterly.  For  he  will  show  forth  his  demons 
brilliant  lilc  Is,  and  he  will  bring  in  hosts 

of  the  in<  orporeal  without  number.  And  in  the 
:  all  he  exhibits  himself  as  taken  up 

into  heaven  with  trumpets  and  sounds,  and  the 

mighty  shouting  o\  those  who  hail  him  with  in- 

des<  '  hymns;  the  heir  of  darkness  him- 
self shining  like  light,  ~\nd  at  one  time  soaring  to 

the  heavens,  and  at  another  descending  to  the 

earth  with  great  glory,  and  again  charging  the 

demon-,  like  angels,  to  execute  his  behests  with 

much  fear  auA  trembling.  Then  will  he  send 
the  cohorts  o\  the  demons  among  mountains 
and  caves  and  dens  of  the  earth,  to  track  out 

those  who  have  been  concealed  from  his  eyes, 
and  to  bring  them  forward  to  worship  him.  And 
those  who  yield  to  him  he  will  sea!  with  his  seal  ; 
but  those  who  refuse  to  submit  to  him  he  will 

consume  with  incomparable  pains  and  bitterest 
torments  and  machinations,  such  as  never  have 
been,  nor  have  reached  the  ear  of  man,  nor  have 

been  seen  by  the  eye  of  mortals. 

XXX. 

Blessed  shall  they  be  who  overcome  the  tyrant 

then.  For  they  shall  be  set  forth  as  more  illus- 
trious and  loftier  than  the  first  witnesses;  for 

the  former  witnesses  overcame  his  minions  only, 
but  these  overthrow  and  conquer  the  accuser 

himself,  the  son  of  perdition.     With  what  eulo- 
-  and  crowns,  therefore,  will  they  not  be 

adorned  by  our  King,  Jesus  Christ  ! 

xxxt. 

But  let  us  revert  to  the  matter  in  hand.  When 
men  have  received  the  seal.  then,  and  find  neither 

food  nor  water,  they  will  approach  him  with  a 
voice  of  anguish,  saying,  (live  us  to  eat  and 
drink,  for  we  all  faint  with  hunger  and  all  manner 

of-  and  bid  the  heavens  yield  us  water, 
and  drive  off  from  us  the  beasts  that  devour 

men.  Then  will  that  crafty  one  make  answer, 
mocking  them  with  absolute  inhumanity,  and 

ng,  Lie  heavens  refuse  to  give  rain,  the 
earth  yields  not  again  its  fruits;  whence  then 
can  I  :  ?     Then,  on  hearing  the 
words  of  this  deceiver,  these  miserable  men  will 

pen  at  this  is  the  wicked  accuser,  and  will 
mourn  in  anguish,  and  weep  vehemently,  and 
beat  their  (m^  with  their  hands,  and  tear  their 

hair,  and  lacerate  their  cheeks  with  their  nails, 

while  they  say  to  each  other  :  Woe  for  the  ca- 

lamity !  woe  for  the  bitter  (  ontrai  t  '.  woe  for  the 
deceitful  covenant  I  woe   for   the   mighty  mis- 

'I'  i  .  the  worlJ. 
5  1>  >in. 

chancel  How  have  we  been  beguiled  by  the 
deceiver  I  how  have  we  been  joined  to  him! 
how  have  we  been  caught  in  his  toils  !  how  have 
we  been  taken  in  his  abominable  net  !  how  have 

we  heard  the  Scripture-,  and  understood  them 
not  !  For  truly  those  who  are  engrossed  with 
the  affairs  of  life,  and  with  the  lust  of  this  world, 
will  be  easily  brought  over  to  the  ac<  user  then, 
and  sealed  by  him. 

XXXII. 

but  many  who  are  hearers  of  the  divine  Scrip- 
tures,' and  have  them  in  their  hand,  and  k 

them  in  mind  with  understanding,  will  escape 
his  imposture.  For  they  will  see  clearly  through 

his  insidious  appearance  and  his  dec  eitful  impos- 
ture, and  will  llee  from  his  hands,  and  betake 

themselves  to  the  mountains,  and  hide  them- 
selves in  the  caves  of  the  earth  ;  and  they  will 

seek  after  the  Friend  of  man  with  tears  and  a 

contrite  heart ;  and  He  will  deliver  them  out  of 
his  toils,  and  with  His  right  hand  He  will  save 
those  from  his  snares  who  in  a  worthy  and 
righteous  manner  make  their  supplication  to 
Him. 

XXXIII. 

You  see  in  what  manner  of  fasting  and  prayer 
the  saints  will  exercise  themselves  at  that  time. 

Observe,  also,  how  hard  the  season  and  the 
times  will  be  that  are  to  come  upon  those  in 

city  and  country  alike.  At  that  time  they  will 
be  brought  from  the  east  even  unto  the  west; 
and  they  will  come  up  from  the  west  even  unto 
the  east,  and  will  weep  greatly  and  wail  vehe- 

mently. And  when  the  day  begins  to  dawn 
they  will  long  for  the  night,  in  order  that  they 
may  find  rest  from  their  labours  ;  and  when  the 

night  descends  upon  them,  by  reason  of  the  con- 
tinuous earthquakes  and  the  tempests  in  the  air, 

they  will  desire  even  to  behold  the  light  of  the 
dav.  and  will  seek  how  they  may  hereafter  meet 
a  bitter  death.4  At  that  time  the  whole  earth 
will  bewail  the  life  of  anguish,  and  the  sea  and 
air  in  like  manner  will  bewail  it ;  and  the  sun, 
too,  will  wail  ;  and  the  wild  beasts,  together  with 
the  fowls,  will  wail  ;  mountains  and  hills,  and 

the  trees  of  the  plain,  will  wail  on  account  of  the 
race  of  man,  because  all  have  turned  aside  from 

the  holy  God,  and  obeyed  the  deceiver,  and  re- 
ceived the  mark  of  that  abominable  one,  the 

enemy  of  God,  instead  of  the  quickening  cross 
of  the  Saviour. 

xxxiv. 

And  the  churches,  too,  will  wail  with  a  mighty 

lamentation,  because   neither  "  oblation  nor  hi- 

re this.    The  faithful  arc  to  have  ihe  Holy  Scriptures  :'' hniid.     Hut  this  has  been  condemned  by  repeated  bulls  and  anath 
of  Roman  pontiffs;  e.g., by  Clement  XI..  \  r>   1713:  and  no  Bible  in 
the  vulgai  1  .red  in  Rome  till  A.l).  1870,  on  the  over- 

throw of  the  papal  km. 
*  [Ucut.  xxviii.  Oo,  67.] 
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cense  "  is  attended  to,  nor  a  service  acceptable 
to  God  ; '  but  the  sanctuaries  of  the  churches  will 

ome  like  a  garden-watcher's  hut,2  and  the 
holy  body  and  blood  of  Christ  will  not  be  shown 
in  those  days.  The  public  service  of  God  shall 

be  extinguished,  psalmody  shall  cease,  the  read- 

ing of  the  Scriptures  shall  not  be  heard;3  but 
for  men  there  shall  be  darkness,  and  lamenta- 

tion on  lamentation,  and  woe  on  woe.  At  that 
time  silver  and  gold  shall  be  cast  out  in  the 
streets,  and  none  shall  gather  them  ;  but  all 
things  shall  be  held  an  offence.  For  all  shall  be 
eager  to  escape  and  to  hide  themselves,  and 

they  shall  not  be  able  anywhere  to  find  conceal- 
ment from  the  woes4  of  the  adversary;  but  as 

they  carry  his  mark  about  them,  they  shall  be 
readily  recognised  and  declared  to  be  his. 
Without  there  shall  be  fear,  and  within  trem- 

bling, both  by  night  and  by  day.  In  the  street 
and  in  the  houses  there  shall  be  the  dead  ;  in 
the  streets  and  in  the  houses  there  shall  be  hunger 
and  thirst  ;  in  the  streets  there  shall  be  tumults, 
and  in  the  houses  lamentations.  And  beauty  of 
countenance  shall  be  withered,  for  their  forms 
shall  be  like  those  of  the  dead  ;  and  the  beauty 
of  women  shall  fade,  and  the  desire  of  all  men 
shall  vanish. 

XXXV. 

Notwithstanding,  not  even  then  will  the  mer- 
ciful and  benignant  God  leave  the  race  of  men 

without  all  comfort;  but  Me  will  shorten  even 

those  days  and  the  period  of  three  years  and  a 
half,  and  He  will  curtail  those  times  on  account 
of  the  remnant  of  those  who  hide  themselves 

in  the  mountains  and  caves,  that  the  phalanx  of 
all  those  saints  fail  not  utterly,  but  these  days 
shall  run  their  course  rapidly;  and  die  kingdom 
Df  the  deceiver  and  Antichrist  shall  he  speedily 
removed.      And  then,  in  line,  in  the  glani  e  of  an 
eye  shall  the  fashion  of  this  world  p.:^  awaj .  and 

the  power  of  men  s  shall  be  brought  to  nought, 
and  all  these  visible  things  shall  be  destroyed. 

XXXVI. 

As  these  things,  therefore,  of  ulm  h  we  have 

Spoken  before  are  in  the  future,  beloved,  when 
the  one  week  i,  di\  ided  into  parts,  and  the 
abomination  of  desolation  has  arisen  then,  and 

tin-  forerunners  of  the  Lord  have  finished  their 
proper  course,  and  the  whole  world,  iii  fine, 
conies  to  tin-  consummation,  what  remains  but 
tin-  manifestation6  of  our  Lord  and  Saviour  fesus 
Christ,  the  Son    of  Cud,  from    lie.nen.  tor  whom 

1  [  I  he  H  ferem  e  ii   la   Ma    I.    ix,  and 
ipirituall)    bj    ihi     Vnte  Nicem    I  n  rally       See    In 

Vol.  i.  p      •  i .  I  ■  1 1 ii Hi. in,  in.  i>    u6  and /atsi'm. J ■  if  .    i 
1  I  i !,  Si  ripture  '  tela  w 

ax,    See  Hool  ,  book  v.  i  ap.  wv  | 
..i .     i '.  i.  ..  in  ,. 

I  I :  i  o  vm v ,  den 
6    i  ..  I  v-  1  .  <  .1. 

we  have  hoped  ;  who  shall  bring  forth  fire  and 
all  just  judgment  against  tl  >  have  refused 
to  believe  in  Him?     For  the   Lord  for 

as  the  lightning  cometh  out  of  the  east,  and 
shineth  even  unto  the  west,  so   shall    also   the 

j  coming  of  the  Son  of  man  be  ;  for  wheresoever 
the  carcase  is,  there  will  the  eagles  be  gathered 

ther."?  For  the  sign  of  the  cross s  shall 
arise  from  the  east  even  unto  the  west,  in  bright- 

ness exceeding  that  of  the  sun.  and  shall  an- 
nounce the  advent  and  manifestation  of  the 

Judge,  to  give  to  every  one  according  to  his 
works.  For  concerning  the  general  resurre*  tion 
and    the    kingdom    of  the    saints,   Daniel  s  ivs : 

'"And  many  of  them  that  sleep  in  the  dust  of 
the  earth  shall  awake,  some  to  i  life, 

and  some  to  shame  and  everlasting  contempt."9 
And  Isaiah  says:  '"The  dead  shall  rise,  and 
those  in  the  tombs  shall  aw  nd  those  in  the 

earth  shall  rejoice."  lo  And  our  Lord  says : 
"  Many"  in  that  day  shall  hear  th  e  of  the 

Son  of  God,  and  they  that  hear  shall  live."  ll 
xxxvn. 

For  at  that  time  the  trumpet  ind 
awake  those  that  sleep  from  the  lowest  parts  of 

the  earth,  righteous  and  sinner-,  alike.    And    very 
kindred,  and  tongue,  and  nation,  and   tribe  shall 

be  raised  in  the  twinkling  of  an  eye  ;  "   and  they 
shall  stand   upon   the   face  of  the   earth,  wail 
for  the  coming  ^\   the  righteous   and   ten 

Judge,  in   tear  and    trembling   unutterable.      For 
the  river  of  fire  shall  (nine  forth  in  fury  like  an 

angry  sea.  and  shall  burn  up  mountains  .md  hills, 
and  shall  make  the  sea  vanish, and  shall  dissolve 

the   atmosphere   with    its   heat    like   wax.'*     The 
sin,  of  heaven  shall  fall,1"  the  sun  shall  be  turned 
into  darkness,  and  the  moon  into  blood. 

heaven  shall  be  rolled  together  like  a  s,  roll :  ,s 
the  whole  earth  shall   In'   burnt   up   1  n   of 
the  deeds  done  in  it.  whi<  h  men  did  corrupt! 

in  fornications,  in  adulteries,  .\\v\  in  lies  .uu\  un- 
( leanness,  d\\<\  in  idolatries,  and  in  murders,  and 
in  battles.     For  there  shall  be  the  new  heaven 
and  the  new  earth. 

xxxvnx 

Then  --hall  the  hob   ai  in   on    their   i  om- 

ion  to  gather  together  all  the  nat  rhom 
M  ,u     wi\ 

■  S, ,     |  ,    \ 

i\    i  h.H.. 

the  lima  ralumi 
■'  I '  m.  \  i 

WW      i    , 

rivcj  01     I  •  ■ 
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tint  ten.!'1  of  the  trumpet  shall  awake  out 
of  sleep.  And  before  the  judgment  sr.it  of 
Christ  shall  stand  those  who  once  were  kin^s 

aii.l  ruli-.  cl  ts  and  priests;  and  they 
shall  give  an  account  of  their  administration,  and 

of  the  fold,  whoever  of  them  through  their  negli- 
gence  have  lost   one  sheep  out   of  the   flock. 
And  then  shall  be  brought  forward  soldiers  who 

wen- not  content  with  their  provision,1  but  op- 
pressed wi  lows  and  orphans  and  beggars.  Then 

shall  b  ■  d  the  collectors  of  tribute,  who 
despoil  the  poor  man  of  more  than  is  ordered. 
and  who  make  real  gold  like  adulterate,  in  order 
to  mulct  the  needy,  in  fields  and  in  houses  and 
in  the  churches.  Then  shall  rise  up  the  lewd 
with  shame,  who  have  not  kept  their  bed  unde- 

nted, but  have  been  ensnared  by  all  manner  of 
fleshly  beauty,  and  have  gone  in  the  way  of  their 
own  lusts.  Then  shall  rise  up  those  who  have 
not  kept  the  love  of  the  Lord,  mute  and  gloomy, 
because  they  contemned  the  light  commandment 
of  the  Saviour,  which  says,  Thou  shalt  love  thy 
neighbour  as  thyself.  Then  they,  too,  shall  weep 

who  have  possessed  the  unjust  balance,  and  un- 
just weights  and  measures,  and  dry  measures,  as 

they  wait  for  the  righteous  Judge. 

xxxix. 

And  why  should  we  add  many  words  concern- 
ing those  who  are  sisted  before  the  bar?  Then 

the  righteous  shall  shine  forth  like  the  sun,  while 
the  wicked  shall  be  shown  to  be  mute  and 

gloomy.  For  both  the  righteous  and  the  wicked 
shall  be  raised  incorruptible  :  the  righteous,  to  be 
honoured  eternally,  and  to  taste  immortal  joys; 
and  the  wicked,  to  be  punished  in  judgment 
eternally.  Each  ponders2  the  question  as  to 
what  answer  he  shall  give  to  the  righteous  fudge 
for  his  deeds,  whether  good  or  bad.  With  all 
men  each  i  tons  shall  environ  him.  whether 

he  be  good  or  evil.  For  the  powers  of  the  heav- 
ens shall  be  shaken,3  and  fear  and  trembling 

shall  consume  all  things,  both  heaven  and  earth 
and  things  under  the  earth.  And  every  tongue 
shall  confess  Him  openly,*  and  shall  confess  Him 
who  comes  to  judge  righteous  judgment,  the 
mighty  ( Sod  and  Maker  of  all  things.  Then  with 
fear  and  astonishment  shall  come  angels,  thrones, 
powers,  principalities,  dominions,?  and  the  cheru- 

bim and  seraphim  with  their  many  eyes  and  six 
aloud  with  a  mighty  voice. 

"  Holy,  holy,  holy  i-,  the  Lord  of  hosts,  omnipo- tent ;  the  heaven  and  the  earth  are  full  of  Tin 

gloi  ;   the    King  of  kings  and   Lord  of 

lords,  the  Judge  who  accepts  no  man's  person, 
I.ukc  iii.  14. 

The  i'  1  Ovp-qBtl  rt,  for  which  B  reads  ivOxjinlran. 
Matt.  KJtiv.  29. 

ii.  11. 
Col.  1.  16. 
IsJ.    VI.  3. 

and    the   Jurist   who  distributes  justii 
man,  shall  be  revealed  upon  His  dread  and  lofty 
throne;  and  all  the  flesh  of  mortals  shall  see 
111.  lac  e  with  great  fear  and  trembling,  both  the 

righteous  and  the  sinner. 

XL. 

Then  shall  the  son  of  perdition  be  brought  for- 
ward, to  wit,  the  accuser,  with  his  demons  and 

with  his  servants,  by  angels  stern  and  inexorable. 
And  they  shall  be  given  over  to  the  fire  that  is 
never  quenched,  and  to  the  worm  that  never 
sleepeth,  and  to  the  outer  darkness.  For  the 

people  of  the  Hebrews  shall  see  Him  in  human 
form,  as  He  appeared  to  them  when  He  came  by 
the  holy  Virgin  in  the  flesh,  and  as  they  cru<  ified 
Him.  And  He  will  show  them  the  prints  of  the 
nails  in  His  hands  and  feet,  and  His  side  pierced 
with  the  spear,  and  His  head  crowned  with  thorns, 
and  His  honourable  cross.  And  once  for  all  shall 

the  people  of  the  Hebrews  see  all  these  things, 
and  they  shall  mourn  and  wee]),  as  the  prophet 

exclaims,  "They  shall  look  on  Him  whom  they 

have  pierced  ;  "  ;  and  there  shall  be  none  to  help 
them  or  to  pity  them,  because  they  repented  not, 
neither  turned  aside  from  the  wicked  way.  And 
these  shall  go  away  into  everlasting  punishment 
with  the  demons  and  the  accuser. 

xu. 

Then  He  shall  gather  together  all  nations,  as 
the  holy  Gospel  so  strikingly  declares.  For  what 
says  Matthew  the  evangelist,  or  rather  the  Lord 

Himself,  in  the  Gospel?  "  When  the  Son  of 
man  shall  come  in  His  glory,  and  all  the  holy 
angels  with  Him,  then  shall  He  sit  upon  the 
throne  of  His  glory :  and  before  Him  shall  be 
gathered  all  nations  ;  and  He  shall  separate  them 
one  from  another,  as  a  shepherd  divideth  his 
sheep  from  the  goats :  and  He  shall  set  the 
sheep  on  His  right  hand,  but  the  goats  on  the 
left.  Then  shall  the  King  say  unto  them  on 
His  right  hand.  Come,  ye  blessed  of  my  Father, 
inherit  the  kingdom  prepared  for  you  from  the 

foundation  of  the  world."  s  Come,  ye  prophets, 

who  were  cast  out  for  my  name's  sake.  Come, 
ye  patriarchs,  who  before  my  advent  were  obe- 

dient to  me,  and  longed  for  my  kingdom.  Come, 
ye  apostles,  who  were  my  fellows  in  my  sufferings 
in  my  incarnation,  and  suffered  with  me  in  the 

Gospel.  Come,  ye  martyrs,  who  confessed  me 
before  despots,  and  endured  many  torments  and 
pains.  Come,  ye  hierarchs,  who  did  me  sacred 
service  blamelessly  day  and  night,  and  made  the 
oblation  of  my  honourable  body  and  blood 

daily.' 
7  Zech.  xii.  10;  John  xix.  37. 
8  Matt.  xxv.  31-34. 

9  [All  ihis  is  m  the  manner  of  Hippolytus:  and  here  is  a  striking 
testimony  to  a  daily  Eucharist,  if  this  be  genuine.] 
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xr.u. 

Come,  ye  saints,  who  disciplined  yourselves 
in  mountains  and  caves  and  dens  of  the  earth, 
who  honoured  my  name  by  continence  and 
prayer  and  virginity.  Come,  ye  maidens,  who 
desired  my  bride-chamber,  and  loved  no  other 
bridegroom  than  me,  who  by  your  testimony 
and  habit  of  life  were  wedded  to  me,  the  im- 

mortal and  incorruptible  Bridegroom.  Come, 
ye  friends  of  the  poor  and  the  stranger.  Come, 
ye  who  kept  my  love,  as  I  am  love.  Come,  ye 
who  possess  peace,  for  I  own  that  peace.  Come, 
ye  blessed  of  my  Father,  inherit  the  kingdom 
prepared  for  you,  ye  who  esteemed  not  riches, 
ye  who  had  compassion  on  the  poor,  who  aided 
the  orphans,  who  helped  the  widows,  who  gave 
drink  to  the  thirsty,  who  fed  the  hungry,  who  re- 

ceived strangers,  who  clothed  the  naked,  who 
visited  the  sick,  who  comforted  those  in  prison, 
who  helped  the  blind,  who  kept  the  seal  of  the 
faith  inviolate,  who  assembled  yourselves  together 
in  the  churches,  who  listened  to  my  Scripture-,, 
who  longed  for  my  words,  who  observed  my  law 
da)  and  night,  who  endured  hardness  with  me 
like  good  soldiers,  seeking  to  please  me,  your 
heavenly  King.  Come,  inherit  the  kingdom 
prepared  for  you  from  the  foundation  of  the 
world,  behold,  my  kingdom  is  made  ready  : 
behold,  paradise  is  opened  ;  behold,  my  immor- 

tality is  shown  in  its  beauty.1  Come  all,  inherit 
the  kingdom  prepared  for  you  from  the  founda- 

tion of  the  world. 
xi.in. 

Then  shall  the  righteous  answer,  astonished  at 
the  mighty  and  wondrous  fact  that  He,  whom 
the  hosts  of  angels  cannot  look  upon  openly,  ad- 

dresses them  as  friends,  and  shall  cry  out  to  I  lim. 
Lord,  when  saw  we  Thee  an  hungered,  and  fed 

Iliee?  Ma  ;ter,J  when  saw  we  Thee  thirsty,  and 
gave  Thee  drink?  Thou  Terrible  One,'  when 
saw  we  Thee  naked,  and  clothed  Thee?  Im- 

mortal,1 when  saw  we  Thee  a  stranger,  and  took 
Thee  in?  Thou  Friend  of  man,*  when  saw  we 
Fhee  sick  or  in  prison,  and  came  unto  Thei 
rhoti  art  the  ever  living  One.  Thou  ait  withoul 
beginning,  like  the  Father/  and  co-eternal  with 
the  Spirit.  Thou  art  He  who  made  all  things 
DUt  of  nothing.  Thou  art  the  prince  of  the  ail 
gels.  Thou  art  1  Ie  at  whom  the  depths  tremble/ 

I'hou  art  He  who  is  covered  with  light  as  with 
X  garment.''  Thou  art  He  who  made  US,  and 
fashioned  ll ;  of  earth.    'I'hou  art  1  Ie  who  formed  '  • 

things  invisible."     From  Thy  ;  •  the  whole 
earth  fleeth  away,1-  and  how  have  we  received 
hospitably  Thy  kingly  power  and  lordshij 

1  KcxaAAuJirivTai.      [I»a.  xxxiii.  17. J 
a  fif'airora. '   </.<>(!• 
*    iiflulMfr. 

i    '/>iAai'flt>,,jTrr . 

*  Matt  \  w.  17,  etc. 
7  ffvpapapvoi 

10  6i)/iioi>pyijvat. 

t'.vlr.  111.  8. 
V    1  IV.    3. 

XLTV. 

Then  shall  the  King  of  kind's  make  answer 
again,  and  say  to  them,  Inasmuch  as  ye  have 

done  it  unto  one  of  the  least  of  these  m'\  breth- 
ren, ye  have  done  it  unto  me.  Inasmuch  as  ye 

have  received  those  of  whom  I  have  already 
spoken  to  you,  and  clothed  them,  and  fed  th 
and  gave  them  to  drink,  I   mean  the  poor  who 
are  my  members,  ye  have  done  it  unt<       But 
come   ye  into  the  kingdom   prepared   for  you 
from  the  foundation  of  the  world  ;  forever 
and  ever  that  which  is  given  you  by  my  Father 
in  heaven,  and  the  holy  and  quickening  Spirit. 
And  what  mouth  then  will  be  able  to  tell  out 

those  blessings  which  eye  hath  not  seen,  nor 
heard,  neither  have  entered  into  the  heart  of 

man,  the  things  which  Cod  hath  prepared  for 

them  that  love  Him  ?  '3 
xi.v. 

Ve  have  heard  of  the  ceaseless  joy,  ye  have 
heard  of  the  immoveable  kingdom,  ye  have 
heard  of  the  feast  of  blessings  without  end. 
Learn  now,  then,  also  the  address  ol  anguish 
with  which  the  just    I  i  nd   the  benignant 
Cod   shall    speak    to    those   on    the    left    hand    in 
unmeasured   anger  and  wrath,  Depart    from   me, 
ye  cursed,  into  everlasting  fire,  prepared  for 
devil  and  his  angels.     Ye  have  prepared  tl 
things   for  yourselves;    take   to  yourselves  also 
the  enjoyment  of  them.     Depart  from  me. 
cursed,    into    the    outer   darkn.  ss,   and    into    the 
unquenchable  tire,  prepared   foi   the  devil  ami 
his  angels.      I  made  you,  and  j  Ives 
to  another.      I   am    I  Ie   who  b  t  )        :. >rth 

from   your  mother's  womb,  and   •  d  inc. 
I  am  I  Ie  who  fashioned  you  of  <     th 

ot'  comm  md.  and  ye  gave  j  ier. 
I  am  I  Ie  who  nurtured  you,  and 
other.     I   ordaint  d   the  ( arth     'id  tin- 

s' >mi-  maintenance  and  the  bound 
and  ve  listened  not  to  m\  commandments.     I 

made  the  u'ghl  for  you,  th  it  ye  n     ht  ei 
day,  and  the  night  also,  tint  ye  m 
and  ye  \  exed  me,  and  set  me  at  i 
your  w  H  ked  words,  and  opened  the  i 
passions.     Depart  from  me,  j  in- 

iquity.    1  know  you  not,  1  I   • 
made  yourselves  the  workmen  of  an  I  1  — 
namely,  the  devil.    With  him  inherit  ark- 
ncss,  and   the  fire  that  is  not  >;!:'  I 

worm  that  sleep*  th  not.  and  the  I      :h. 
"  i  ol    , 

1 1  k.i.  Ui\   4.i  Cm  ii.  9. 
14    OK  n  T«^ai7>..i. 
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d,  ;m<l  vc  gave  me  no 
gave  me  no  drink  : 

1  u  took  me  not  in  ;  naked, 
me  not  ;  sick,  and  ye  visited  me 

m,  and  ye  came  not  unto  me. 

I  m  ir  ears  that  ye  might  heat  the  Scrip- 
prepared  them  for  the  songs  of 

.  and  jesting.     I  made  your 

the  fight  of  my  com- 
ma   Iments,  and  keep  them;  and  ye  called  in 

and  wantonness,  and  opened  them  to 
all  other  manner  of  uncleanness.      I   prepared 

;   the   Utterance   Of  adoration,  and 

llms,  and   spiritual  odes,   and   for 
the  inuous  reading  :  and  ye  fitted 
it  t  i  rail  I  swearing,  and  blasphemies,  while 

evil  of  your  neighbours.     1 
ma  hands  that  ye  might  stretch  diem 

id  supplications,  and  ye  put 
them   forth  to  robberies,  and   murders,  and  the 
killing  ̂ (  each  other.      I  ordained  your  feet  to 

.  in  the  preparation  of  the  Gospel  of  peace, 

i    in    the   ('.lurches    and    the    houses   of   my 
taught  them  to  run  to  adulteries, 

and  fornications,  and  theatres,  and  dancings,  and 
elevations.1 

XLVII. 

At  last  the  assembly  is  dissolved,  the  spectacle 
of  this  life  ceaseth  :  its  deceit  and  its  semblance 

are  \\  :v.     (leave  to  me,  to  whom  every 
iweth,  of  thirigs  in  heaven,  and  things  on 

under  the  earth.      For  all  who 

have  been  ,it,  and  have  not  shown  pity 

in  well-d  >ing  there,  have  nothing  else  due  them 
than  th  nchable  fire.    For  I  am  the  friend 

of  mm,  but  j  a  righteous  Judge  to  all. 

1  --hall  award  the  recompense  according  to 
1  sh  ill  give  the  reward  to  all,  according 

to  each  man's   labour  j   1  shall  make  return  to 
all.  a<  cord  ich  man's  conflict.     I  wish  to 
has  ■  pity,  hut  I  see  no  oil  in  your  vessels.     I 
desire  I  n<  rcy,  hut  ye  have  passed  through 
life  entirely  without  mercy.     I  long  to  have  com- 

,.  hut  your  lamps  are  dark  by  reason  of 
r  hardness  of  heart.     Depart  from  me.     For 

judgment   is  without   mercy  to   him  that  hath 
showed  no  mercy.2 

XLVIII. 

Then  shall  they  also  make  answer  to  the  dread 

Judge,  who  accepteth  no  man's  person:   Lord, 
1'hee  an  hungered,  or  athirst,  or  a 

str.;  r   naked,  or  sick,  or   in   prison,  and 
mi:  I    unto  Thee?     Lord,  dost  Thou 
know  us  not?     Thou  didst  form  us,  Thou  didst 

.  Thou  didst  make  us  of  four  elements, 

'■«"«"'(.    ["  Tossings,"  etc.    Does  it  refer  to  the 
some  .rlc  juins?] 

2  J  as.  ii.  13. 

Thou   didst   give    Us   spirit   and   soil.      <  )n  Thee 
we  believed  ;  Hi)  seal  we  received,  Thy  baptism 
we  obtained  ;  we  acknowledged  Thee  to  he  ( hid, 

we  knew  Thee  to  he  ( 'reator  ;  in  Thee  we  wrought 
signs,  through  Thee  we  cast  out  demons,  tor 

Thee   we    mortified    the    flesh,  for  Th  pre- 
served virginity,  for  Thee  we  practised  (hastily, 

for  Thee  we  became  strangers  on  the  earth  ; 
and  Thou  sayest,  I  know  you  not,  depart  from 
me  !  Then  shall  He  make  answer  to  them,  and 

say,  \'e  acknowledged  me  as  Lord,  hut  ye  kept 
not  my  words.  Ye  were  marked  with  the  seal 
of  my  cross,  hut  ye  deleted  it  by  your  hardi 
of  lu  art.  Ve  obtained  my  baptism,  hut  ye  ob- 

served not  my  commandments.  Ye  subdued 
your  body  to  virginity,  hut  ye  kept  not  men  y, 
but  ye  did  not  cast  the  hatred  of  your  brother 
out  of  your  souls.  For  not  every  one  that  saith 
to  me.  Lord,  Lord,  shall  be  saved,  hut  he  that 

doeth  my  will.3  And  these  shall  go  away  into 
everlasting  punishment,  but  the  righteous  into 

life  eternal.4 xux. 

"  Be  thou  faithful  unto  death,  and  I  will  give 

thee  the  crown  of  life." 
Ye  have  heard,  beloved,  the  answer  of  the 

Lord ;  ye  have  learned  the  sentence  of  the 
Judge  ;  ye  have  been  given  to  understand  what 
kind  of  awful  scrutiny  awaits  us,  and  what  day 
ami  what  hour  are  before  us.  Let  us  therefore 

ponder  this  everyday;  let  us  meditate  on  this 
both  day  and  night,  both  in  the  house,  and  by 
the  way,  and  in  the  churches,  that  we  may  not 
Stand  firth  at  that  dread  and  impartial  judgment 
condemned,  abased,  and  sad,  but  with  purity  of 
action,  life,  conversation,  and  confession  ;  so  that 
to  us  also  the  merciful  and  benignant  God  may 

say,  '•  Thy  faith  hath  saved  thee,  go  in  peace  ;  "  5 
and  again.  "Well  done,  good  and  faithful  ser- 

vant ;  thou  hast  been  faithful  over  a  few  thii 
I  will  make  thee  ruler  over  many  things  :  enter 

thou  into  the  joy  of  thy  Lord."6  Which  joy 
may  it  be  ours  to  reach,  by  the  grace  and  kind- 

ness of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  to  whom  pertain 

glory,  honour,  and  adoration,  with  His  Lather, 

who  is  without  beginning,  and  His  hoi)-,  and 
good,  and  quickening  Spirit,  now  and  ever,  and 

to  the  ages  of  the  ages.     Amen.7 

HIPPOLYTUS   OX    THE   TWELVE   APOSTLES- 

WHERE   EACH    OF   THEM    PREACHED,   AND   WHERE    HE    MET 
HIS   END. 

i.  Peter  preached  the  Gospel  in  Pontus,  and 
( ralatia,  and  Cappadocia,  and  Betania.  and  Italy, 
and  Asia,  and  was  afterwards  crucified  by  Nero 

3  Matt.  vii.  23. 

*   Matt.  xxv.  46. 
'   I. like  vii.  50. 
6  Matt.  xxv.  23. 

7  I  Here  follows  the  text,  Apoc.  ii.  10,  transposed  above.] 
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in  Rome  with  his  head  downward,  as  he  had 
himself  desired  to  suffer  in  that  manner. 

2.  Andrew  preached  to  the  Scythians  and 
Thracians,  and  was  crucified,  suspended  on  an 
olive  tree,  at  Patrae,  a  town  of  Achaia ;  and 
there  too  he  was  buried. 

3.  John,  again,  in  Asia,  was  banished  by  Do- 
mitian  the  king  to  the  isle  of  Patmos,  in  which 

also  he  wrote  his  Gospel  and  saw  the  apocalyp- 

tic vision  ;  and  in  Trajan's  time  he  fell  asleep  at 
Ephesus,  where  his  remains  were  sought  for,  but 
could  not  be  found. 

4.  James,  his  brother,  when  preaching  in 
Judea,  was  cut  off  with  the  sword  by  Herod  the 
tetrarch,  and  was  buried  there. 

5.  Philip  preached  in  Phrygia,  and  was  cruci- 
fied in  Hierapolis  with  his  head  downward  in 

the  time  of  Domitian,  and  was  buried  there. 

6.  Bartholomew,  again,  preached  to  the  In- 

dians, to  whom  In-  also  gave  the  Gospel  accord- 
ing to  Matthew,  <?////  was  crucified  with  his  head 

downward,  and  was  buried  in  Alianum,'  a  town 
of  the  great  Armenia.2 

7.  And  Matthew  wrote  the  Gospel  in  the 

Hebrew  tongue,3  and  published  it  at  Jerusalem, 
and  fell  asleep  at  Ilierees,  a  town  of  Parthia. 

8.  And  Thomas  preached  to  the  Parthians, 
Medes,  Persians,  I  lyreanians,  Bactrians,  and 
Margians/  and  was  thrust  through  in  the  four 

members  of  his  body  with  a  pine  spear s  at 

Calamene,6  the  city  of  India,  and  was  buried 
there. 

9.  And  James  the  son  of  Alphreus,  when 
preaching  in  Jerusalem,  was  stoned  to  death  by 
the  Jews,  and  was  buried  there  beside  the  temple. 

10.  Jude,  who  is  also  called  Lebbaeus,  prea<  hed 
to  the  people  of  Edessa,7  and  to  all  Mesopo- 

tamia, and  fell  asleep  at  lierytus,  and  was  buried 
there. 

1 1.  Simon  the  Zealot,8  the  son  of  ( !lopa ^.  who 
Is  also  called  Jude,  became  bishop  of  Jerusalem 
after  James  the  Just,  and  fell  asleep  and  was 

buried  there  at  the  age  of   120  years. 
1  2.   And  Matthias,  who  was  one  of  the  se\  ent  v. 

was  numbered  along  with  the  eleven  apostles, 
and  preached  in  Jerusalem,  and  fell  asleep  and 
was  buried  there. 

[3.    And   Paul    entered    into    the   apOStleship   a 
year  after  the  assumption  of  Christ  ;  and  begin 
ning  at  Jerusalem,  he  advanced  as  far  as  iiKn 

CUm,  and  Itab.and  Spain,  preaching  the  Gospel 
for   live  and  thirty   years.       And    in    the    lime    «>t 

1  1 1.  All.  mum. 
'[Tti   1  tradition  ia,  1l1.1t  ha  wai  Rayed  iii\<-,  and  then 

crin  ihed  ] 

1  1  Sit  Scrivener.   Introduction,  i>.   jSj,  sola   1.  and   I 
CrttttS..  ii,  194,  etc.] 

*  tiapyon    1  omoefiaiua propo  Bit.    feromeha* "M 
I  The  text  ii  MojeijJij  ■•*..>  ̂ ....n,,,  i\at 

6  KiiAupitji ■);.    Ittiph.  la  Moyne  raadi  lfapaji^ip. 7  AuS.  .1  ( 101  v . 

*  6    Kanii'injt. 

Nero  he  was  beheaded  at  Rome,  and  was  buried 
there. 

THE  SAME    HIPPOLYTUS    ON    THE   SEVENTY 
AP< '-  1  I  ES.« 

1.  James  the  Lord's  brother,'''  bishop  of 

Jerusalem. 
2.  Cleopas,  bishop  of  Jerusalem. 
3.  Matthias,  who  supplied  the  vacant  place 

in  the  number  of  the  twelve  aposl 
4.  Thaddeus,  who  conveyed  the  epistle  to 

Augarus. 
5.  Ananias,  who  baptized  Paul,  and  was 

bishop  of  Damascus. 
6.  Stephen,  the  first  martyr. 

7.  Philip,  who  baptized  the  eunu<  h. 
8.  Prochorus,  bishop  ol  Nicomedia,  who  also 

was  the  first  that  departed,"  believing  together 
with  his  daughters. 

9.  Nicanor  died  when  Stephen  was  martyred. 
10.  Timon,  bishop  of  Bostra. 
11.  Parmenas,  bishop  of  Soli. 
12.  Nicolaus,  bishop  of  Samaria. 
13.  Barnabas,  bishop  of  Milan. 
14.  Mark  the  evangelist,  bishop  of  Alexandria. 
15.  Luke  the  evangelist. 
These  two  belonged  to  the  seventy  disciples 

who  were  scattered  '-'  by  the  offence  ol  the  word 
which  Christ  spake.  "Except  a  man  eat  mv 
flesh,  and  drink  nn  blond,  he  i^  not  worthy  of 
me."  '3  But  the  ..ii'-  being  induced  to  return  to 

the  Lord  by  Peter's  instrumentality,  and  the 

other  by  Paul's,  the}-  were  honoured  to  preach 
that  Gospel*4  on  account  of  which  the)  also 
suffered  martyrdom,  tin-  one  being  burned,  and 
the  other  being  Crucified  ̂ >n  an  ou\c  tree. 

16.  Silas,  bishop  ol   t  onnth. 
1  7.   Silvanus,  bishop  of  Tl 
r.8.  Crisces  (Crescens),  bishop  of  Carchedon 

in  ( iaul. 

n;.  Epa  ii'  t  is.  bishop  of  ( '.1:  th.' jo.  Andronit  us,  bishop  of  Panm 

j  1 .  Amplias,  bishop  "t  0»  Ij  ssus. 
_' 2.  I  rl>an.  bisl  -;      donia. 

23.  Stachys,  bishop  ol   B)    tntium. 
t  \.  Barnabas,  bishop  ol   Herat 

25.  Phygellus,   bishop    of    Epht  -  -is.      He    wis of  the  part)  I  Simon 

26.  1  [ermogem  s.     if.:  'me 
mind  with  the  former. 

9  In  tin-  1   idea  1'  11 

lion  "i  ilir  1  In  <-v  manuai  1 
third  •  odea  ol   1 1  ipi  olytut,  On 
sj .ui  K.iis,  inn  yet  antique.  | 

ia  The  text  ia,  el 

Ii  ma; 

I  •  John  » i 

II  , 

1  But  vi    M  ark 
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ne  a  priest  of  idols. 

■■Li. 

ibulus,  '  i   Britain. Uhens. 

;i.   1 1  bishop  ol    1  arsus. 

bishop  of  Thebes, 
ritus,  bishop  of  Hyrcania. 

of  Marathon, 

p  of  1  >almatia. 
37.  Patrobulus,1  bishop  of  Puteoli. 
38.  I  Ut  mas.  bishop  of  Philippi. 

bishop  of  Rome. 
5,  bishop  of  Ephesus. 

41.  Philolo  .op  of  Sinope. 

4  j,  43.  1  )!\; rtp  is  and  Rhodion  were  martyred 
in  Rome. 

44.  Lu<  ius,  bishop  of  Laodicea  in  Syria. 
4;.  [ason,  bishop  of  Tars 
40.  Sosi pater,  I  ishop  of  [conium. 
47.  Tertius,  bishop  of  [<  onium. 
45.  Erastus,  bishop  of  Panellas. 
M).  Quartus,  bishop  of  Berytus. 
50.  Apollo,  bishop  of  Csesarea. 

51.  Cephas.3 
;  1,  S  ithenes,  bishop  of  Colophonia. 

Tychicus,  bishop  of  Colophonia. 
54.  Epaphroditus,  bishop  of  Andriace. 

r,  bishop  of  Dyrrachiura. 
56.  Mark,  cousin  to  Barnabas,  bishop  of  Apol- 

lonia. 
bishop  of  Eleutheropolis. 

58.  Artemas,  bishop  of  Lystra. 
59.  Clement,  bishop  of  Sardinia. 
60.  Onesiphorus,  bishop  of  Corone. 
61.  Tychicus,  bishop  of  Chalcedon. 
62.  Carpi-,,  bishop  of  Berytus  in  Thrace. 
63.  Iv-  ishop  of  Antioch. 
64.  Aristarchu  p  of  Apamea. 
65.  Mark,  who   is  also  John,  bishop  of  Bib- 

loupolis. 
66.  Zenas,  bishop  ispolis. 
67.  Philemon,  bishop  of  Gaza. 
68.  69.  Aristarchus  and  Pud 
70.  Trophimus,  who  was  martyred  along  with 

1'aul. 

HEADS     OF    THE    CANONS     OF     ABULIDES     OR 
HIPPOLYTUS, 

WHICH    ARE    DSHD    tn    THB    .1  Til  mil  AN    CHRISTIANS.3 

i.  Of  the  holy  faith  of  Jesus  Christ.4 
2.  Of  bishops.^ 

1    Rom    xvi.  14,  llarpoSnc. 
3  In  the  manusciipt  then  •/  <in  here. 
>  These  were  In  h  by  Jo.  Michael  Wanslebius 

in  (.is  booh  Dt  ■■'■ .',  Pant,  1677,  p.  12;  then  in 
far.  ad  historiam  sKthio- 

<>:,  Frankf  liy  William  Whiston,  in  vol.  111. 
of  his   Primitive   Cnrutiantty  Revtvtd,  published  in  English  at 
London,  1711.  p.  541      lie  bat  also  noted  the  passages  in  the  Con- 
ttitutionts  Af  eating  the  same  matter*. 

*  '  ttutit.  Af-oitol.,  lib.  vi.  ch.  11,  etc. 
*  Lib.  vii.  ch.  41. 

t.  Of  prayers  spoken  on  the  ordination  of 
bishop-,,  and  of  the  order  of  the  MU 

I    (  11  the  ordination  of  presbyti 
(  >f  tin-  ordination  of  ̂ -^  ons. 
Of  those  who  suiier  persecution  for  the 

5- 

6. 
faith.  » 

8. 

( )|"  the  election  of  reader  and  sub-deacon.8 
Of  the  gift  of  healing.9 

o.  Of  the  presbyter  who  abides  in  a  place 
inconvenient  for  his  office.10 

10.  Of  those  who  are  converted  to  the  Chris- 
tian religion. 

11.  Of  him  who  makes  idols."5 
12.  Various  pursuits  "  are  enumerated,  the  fol- 

lowers of  which  are  not  to  be  admitted  to  the 

Christian  religion  until  repentance  is  exhibited 
13.  Of  the  place  which  the  highest  kings  or 

princes  shall  occupy  in  the  temple." 
14.  That  it  is  not  meet  for  Christians  to  bear 

arms.'3 
15.  Of  works  which  are  unlawful  to  Chris- 

tians.'3 
16.  Of  the  Christian  who  marries  a  slave- 

woman.'3 17.  Of  the  free  woman.'3 18.  Of  the  midwife  ;  and  that  the  women  ought 

to  be  separate  from  the  men  in  prayer.'4 
19.  Of  the  catechumen  who  suffers  martyrdom 

before  baptism. '5 20.  Of  the  fast  of  the  fourth  and  sixth  holiday  ; 

and  of  Lent.'6 2 1 .  That  presbyters  should  assemble  daily  with 

the  people  in  church.'7 22.  Of  the  week  of  the  Jews'  passover ;  and 
of  him  who  knows  not  passover  (Easter).'8 

23.  That  every  one  be  held  to  learn  doctrine.'9 
24.  Of  the  care  of  the  bishop  over  the  sick.20 
25.  Of  him  on  whom  the  care  of  the  sick  is 

enjoined  ;  and  of  the  time  at  which  prayers  are 

to  be  made.2' 26.  Of  the  time  at  which  exhortations  are  to 

be  heard.'3 27.  Of  him  who  frequents  the  temple  every- 

day.22 

28.  That  the  faithful  ought  to  eat  nothing 

before  the  holy  communion.23 

6  Lib.  vii.  ch.  4,  5,  10.  [The  service  of  the  faithful,  Missa  Fi- 
delium  not  the  modern  .Mass.     See  liingh.nm,  book  xv.     The  Missit 

1  innocent  word  for  {.he  dismission  of  those  not  about  to  receive 

the  Communion.     See  Guettc*e,  Exposition,  etc.,  p.  433.] 7  Lib.  viii.  ch.  17,  18,  19,  20,  23,  45. 
8  Lib.  viii.  ch.  21,  22. 
9  Lib.  viii.  ch.  i,  2. 10  Lib.  viii.  ch.  46,  32. 11  Studia. 

1     Wanting. 

'  I  Lib.  viii.  ch.  32. 14  Lib.  ii.  ch.  57. 

«   Lib.  v.  ch.  6. 
16  Lib.  v.  ch.  13,  15. 
17  Lib.  ii.  ch.  36. 
18  Lib.  v.  ch.  15,  etc. 
'9  Lib.  vii.  ch.  39,  40,  41. 
20  Lib.  iv.  ch.  2. 

21  Lib.  iii.  ch.  19,  viii.  ch.  34. 22  Lib.  ii.  ch.  59. •3  Wanting. 
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29.  That  care  is  to  be  well  taken  that  nothing 

fall  from  the  chalice  to  the  ground.' 
30.  Of  catechumens.2 
31.  That  a  deacon  may  dispense  the  Eucha- 

rist to  the  people  with  permission  of  a  bishop 

or  presbyter.3 
32.  That  widows  and  virgins  ought  to  pray 

constantly.4 
^^.  That  commemoration  should  be  made  of 

the  faithful  dead  every  day,  with  the  exception 

of  the  Lord's  day. 5 
34.  Of  the  sober  behaviour  of  the  secular6  in 

church.7 

35.  That  deacons  may  pronounce  the  benedic- 
tion and  thanksgiving  at  the  love-feasts  when  a 

bishop  is  not  present.8 
36.  Of  the  first-fruits  of  the  earth,  and  of 

vows.'' 
37.  When  a  bishop  celebrates  the  holy  com- 

munion (Synaxis),10  the  presbyters  who  stand  by 
him  should  be  clothed  in  white." 

38.  That  no  one  ought  to  sleep  on  the  night 

of  the  resurrection  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ.12 

CANONS  OF  THE  CHURCH  OF  ALEXANDRIA. 

WRONGLY    ASCRIBED   TO    HIPPOLYTUS.13 

In  the  name  of  the  Father,  and  the  Son,  and 
the  Holy  Spirit,  Amen.  Those  are  the  canons 
of  the  Church,  ordinances  which  Hippolytus 
wrote,  by  whom  tlie  Church  speaketh  ;  and  the 

number  of  them  is  thirty-eight  canons.  Greet- 
ing from  the  Lord. 

Canon  First.  Of  the  Catholic  faith.  Before 

all  things  should  we  speak  of  the  faith,  holy  and 
right,  regarding  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  the  Son 
of  the  living  God;  and  we  have  consequently 
placed  that  canon  in  the  faith  (the  symbol)  J  | 
and  we  agree  in  this  with  all  reasonable  certi- 
tude,  that  the  Trinity  is  equal  perfectly  in  honour, 
and  equal  in  glory,  and  has  neither  beginning 
nor  cud.  The  Word  is  the  Son  of  God.  and  is 

Himself  the  Creator  of  every  creature,  of  things 
Wsible  and  invisible.      This  we  lay  down  with  one 

accord,  in  opposition  to  those  who  have  said 
boldly,  dial  it  is  not  right  /<>  s^eak  of  the  Word 
of   God   as   our    I. uid   JeSUS   Christ    .spake.      W  c 

ne  together  chiefly  to  bring  out  the  holy 

truth'1  regarding  God  ;  and  we  have  separated 

'    Win' 

III)    mi    •  li      -  1.  rlc. 
1    I. ill.   \  111.  .  li 

4  I  1I1    111    1  h 

5  I. ili    iv    .  li    1  1.  \  111    ■  h    .11-44. 
*  i.e.,  la) 
7    I. ili    1 

'     W.lllll 

II 

I 

•  Or  0 

.'?  ls.v"  '*'  ■      '  '''  "' ,l""1  "  I 
LID    vii.     li     ■  ,,  mm      .  ■,      1        I  vr   tlir  wholi   In  Itory  of  «CI  k   i 
I  intiouii  *     .iiri    point    in  thi    li  imed  worl  1 

Harriott,  I  ■   ttianum,  London,  Riving) 
"  I  .ili.  viii   ch.  ta,  v.  ch.  >  i 
''/'■''  '■  tyrum  ad  *«,  Rome, ■  I  ,  p.  47H.     ;  Bun  en,  vol.  ii   p 

"    I    I  ''  •  '•'  MMl  .'.'.       \  \-  i\   1   iuvi    b  I 

them,  because  they  do  not  agree  with  the  Church 

in  theology,  nor  with  us  the  sons  of  the  Scrip- 
tures. On  this  account  we  have  sundered  them 

from  the  Church,  and  have  left  what  concerns 

them  to  God,  who  will  judge  His  creatures  with 

justice.^  To  those,  moreover,  who  are  not  cogni- 
sant of  them,  we  make  this  known  without  ill-will, 

in  order  that  they  may  not  rush  into  an  evil  death, 
like  heretics,  but  may  gain  eternal  life,  and  teach 
their  sons  and  their  posterity  this  one  true  faith. 

Canon  Second.  Of  bishops.  A  bishop  should 
be  elected  by  all  the  people,  and  he  should  be 
unimpeachable,  as  it  is  written  of  him  in  the 
apostle  ;  in  the  week  in  which  he  is  ordained, 
the  whole  people  should  also  say,  We  desire 
him ;  and  there  should  be  silence  in  the  whole 

hall,  and  they  should  all  pray  in  his  behalf,  and 

say,  O  God,  stablish  him  whom  Thou  hast  pre- 
pared for  us,  etc. 

Canon  Third.  Prayer  in  behalf  of  him  who 

is  made  bishop,  and  the  ordinance  of  the  Missa.'6 
O  God,  the  Father  of  our  Lord  Jesus  ( Ihrist,  the 
Father  of  mercies,  and  the  God  of  all  consola- 

tion, etc. 

Canon  Fourth.  Of  the  ordination  of  a  pres- 

byter. Canon  Fifth.     Of  the  constituting  a  deacon. 
Canon  Sixth.  Of  those  who  have  suffered  for 

the  faith. 
Canon  Seventh.  Of  him  who  is  elected  reader 

and  sub-deacon. 

Canon  Eighth.     Of  the  gift  of  healii 
Canon  Ninth.     That  a  presbyter  should  not 

dwell  in  unbefitting  places;  and  of  the  hoB 
of  widows. 

(anon  Tenth.  Of  those  who  wish  to  become 
Na/.arenes  (Christians). 

Canon  Eleventh.  Of  him  who  makes  idols 

and  images,  or  the  artificer. 
Canon  Twelfth.  Of  the  prohibition  of  those 

works,  the  authors  of  which  are  not  to  be  re- 

ceived but  on  the  exhibition  o\   repent. m 

Canon  Thirteenth.  Of  a  prince  or  a  soldier, 
that  they  be  not  received  indiscriminately. 

('anon    Fourteenth.    That    a    Nazarene  n 
HOI  become  a  soldier  unless  by  order. 

( 'anon  Fifteenth.   1  'numeration  of  works  whi<  h 
are  unlawful. 

('anon  Sixteenth.  Of  him  who  has  a  lawful 
wife,  and  takes  another  beside  her. 

Canon  Seventeenth.    Of  a  free-born  woman, 
and  her  duties.     Of  midwives,  and  oft! 
aration  of  men  from  wom<  n.     (  H  \ 

they  should  cover  their  fai  es  and  then 
Canon  Eighteenth.     Of  «   men  in  ch 

and  o\    midu  tin. 

1      non   Nineteenth.      I  I  the 

ordinani  e  of  Baptism  and  the  M 

1 
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>n  Twentieth.    Of  the  fast  the  six  days, 

and  of  that  <>t'  I  ent in  rwent]  first    Of  the  daily  assembling 
of  I  nd  people  in  the  church. 

in   rwenrj  second.    Of  the  week  of  the 

lews'  j  issover,  wherein  joy  shall  be  put  away, 
and  oi  what  is  eaten  therein  ;  and  of  him  who, 

being   brought   up  abroad,  is  ignorant  of  the 

r.1 

I  Twenty-third.     Of  doctrine,   thai    it 
ild  be  continuous,  greater  than  the  sea,  and 
its  words  ought  to  be  fulfilled  by  deeds, 

m  rwenty-fourth.     Of  the  bishop's  visita- 
tion of  the  sick  ;  and  that  if  an  infirm  man  has 

prayed  in  the  church,  and  has  a  house,  he  should 
to  him. 

Canon  Twenty-fifth.  Of  the  procurator  ap- 
pointed for  the  sick,  and  of  the  bishop,  and  the 

times  ot  prayer. 

(.'anon  rwenty-sixth.  Of  the  hearing  of  the 
I  in  church,  and  o(  praying  in  it. 
on  Twenty-seventh.  Of  him  who  does 

not  com.-  to  church  daily,  —  let  him  read  hooks  ; 
and  of  prayer  at  midnight  and  cock-crowing, 
and  oi  ihe  washing  of  hands  at  the  time  of  any 
praj 

on  Twenty-eighth.  That  none  of  the  be- 
lievers should  taste  anything,  but  after  he  has 

taken  the  sacred  mysteries,  especially  in  the  days 
of  fastii 

in  Twenty-ninth.  Of  the  keeping  of  ob- 
lations which  are  laid  upon  the  altar,  —  that 

nothing  fall  into  the  sacred  chalice,  and  that  noth- 
ing fall  from  the  priests,  nor  from  the  boys  when 

they  take  communion  ;  that  an  evil  spirit  rule 
them  not,  and  that  no  one  speak  in  the  protec- 

o  :pt  in  prayer  j  and  when  the  oblations 
of  the  people  cease,  let  psalms  be  read  with  all 
attention,  even  to  the  signal  of  the  bell;  and  of 

i  of  the  cross,  and  the  casting  of  the  dust 
of  the  altar  into  the  pool.3 

ton  Thirtieth.  Of  catechumens  and  the 
like. 

lion,  text u  ni 
icitce,  p.  424      Within  the  chancel-miK] 

3  lliclU  tiibt  used  in  the  fourth  century  by  Paulinus  in  Campania.  J 

inon  Thirty-first,  of  the  bishop  and  pres- 
1  bidding  the  deacons  present  the  commu- nion. 

Canon  Thirty-second.  Ofvirgins  and  widows, 
that  they  should  pray  and  fast  in  the  church. 
Let  those  who  are  given  to  the  clerical  order 

pray  according  to  their  judgment.  Let  not  a 
bishop  be  bound  to  fasting  but  with  the  clergy. 
And  on  account  of  a  feast  or  supper,  let  him 

prepare  for  the  poor.4 Canon  Thirty-third.  Of  the  Atalmsas  (the 
oblation),  which  they  shall  present  for  those  who 

are  dead,  that  it  be  not  done  on  the  Lord's  day. 
1  anon  Thirty-fourth.  That  no  one  speak 

much,  nor  make  a  clamour  ;  and  of  the  entrance 
of  the  saints  into  the  mansions  of  the  faithful. 

Canon  Thirty-fifth.  Of  a  deacon  present  at 
a  feast  at  which  there  is  a  presbyter  present, — 
let  him  do  his  part  in  prayer  and  the  breaking 
of  bread  for  a  blessing,  and  not  for  the  body ; 
and  of  the  discharge  of  widows. 

Canon  Thirty-sixth.  Of  the  first-fruits  of  the 
earth,  and  the  first  dedication  of  them  ;  and  of 
presses,  oil,  honey,  milk,  wool,  and  the  like,  which 
may  be  offered  to  the  bishop  for  his  blessing. 

Canon  Thirty-seventh.  As  often  as  a  bishop 
takes  of  the  sacred  mysteries,  let  the  deacons 
and  presbyters  be  gathered  together,  clothed  in 
white  robes,  brilliant  in  the  view  of  all  the  peo- 

ple ;  and  in  like  manner  with  a  reader. 
Canon  Thirty-eighth.  Of  the  night  on  which 

our  Lord  Jesus  Christ  rose.  That  no  one  shall 
sleep  on  that  night,  and  wash  himself  with  water  ; 
and  a  declaration  concerning  such  a  one  ;  and 
a  declaration  concerning  him  who  sins  after 
baptism,  and  of  things  lawful  and  unlawful. 

The  sacred  canons  of  the  holy  patriarch  Hip- 
polytus,  the  first  patriarch  of  the  great  city  of 
Rome,5  which  he  composed,  are  ended ;  and 
the  number  of  them  is  thirty-eight  canons.  May 
the  Lord  help  us  to  keep  them.  And  to  God 
be  glory  for  ever,  and  on  us  be  His  mercy  for 
ever.     Amen. 

4  And  of  the  preparing  a  table  for  the  poor. 
5  [A  very  strange  title  in  many  respects.     But  see  p.  239,  su/>ra.] 
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ELUCIDATIONS. 
I. 

(The  God-bearing  Mary,  p.  242.) 

"This  name  "  (deoroKo*;),  says  Pearson,  "  was  first  in  use  in  the  Greek  Church,  which,  delight- 
ing in  the  happy  compositions  of  that  language,  so  called  the  Blessed  Virgin ;  from  which  the 

Latins,  in  imitation,  styled  her  Virginem  Deiparam,"  etc.  .  .  .  Yet  those  ancient  Greeks  which  call 

the  Virgin  OeoroKos,  did  not  call  her  y^ripa.  toO  &eov,  "  Mother  of  God."  This  was  very  different 
to  a  pious  ear,  and  rests  on  no  synodical  authority.  The  very  learned  notes  of  Pearson,  On  the 

Creed,  pp.  297,  299,  should  by  all  means  be  consulted.  Leo  of  Rome,  called  "the  Great,"  seems 
to  have  coined  the  less  orthodox  expression,  relying  on  Holy  Scripture,  indeed,  in  the  salutation 

of  Elisabeth  (Luke  i.  43).     This  term  has  been  sadly  abused  for  Mariolatry. 

II. 

(Synaxis,  p.  257.) 

It  seems  to  me  worth  while  to  quote  a  few  words  from  the  new  and  critical  edition  of  Leighton's 
Works,  which  should  be  consulted  for  fuller  information.1  The  editor  says  :  "  Leighton  uses  a 
word  for  the  Holy  Communion  which  is  worth  noting,  because  it  is  rarely  used  by  Western  theo- 

logians." The  word  Synaxis  is  but  a  Christianized  form  of  the  word  Synagogue ;  but,  like  the 

word  Koivuivia,  it  points  to  Christ's  mystical  body,  —  "  gathering  together  in  one  the  children  of 

God."  Synaxis  =  crwdyet  eh  lv.  It  sums  up  the  idea,  "We,  being  many,  are  one  Bread  and 

one  Body,  for  we  are  all  partakers  of  that  one  Bread."     Compare  John  xi.  52  and  1  Cor.  x.  15. 
St.  Chrysostom  calls  the  Synaxis  rppi/cwSeo-TaT?;,  which  is  a  very  different  thing  from  maxinu 

tremenda,  as  applied  to  the  modern  "  Mass,"  in  behalf  of  which  it  is  quoted.  For  Chrysostom 

applies  it  to  the  participation  of  the  "Synaxis,"  and  not  to  the  "oblation."  much  less  to  the 

"  Host  "  as  an  object  of  adoration,  of  which  he  never  heard  or  dreamed.  He  calls  "  the  Synaxis  " 
Shudderful  (to  borrow  a  word  from  the  Germans),  because  the  unworthy  recipient,  in  the  Synaxis, 

eats  and  drinks  his  own  condemnation.2  One  must  ever  be  on  his  guard  against  the  subtlety 
which  reads  into  the  Fathers  modern  ideas  under  ancient  phrases.-'  Precisely  SO  1  Ioly  Scripture 
11  ;elf  is  paraphrased  into  Trent  doctrine,  as  in  Acts  xiii.  2  the  Louvain  versionists  rendered  the 

text,  "  And  while  they  offered  the  sacrifice  of  the  Mass  and  fasted." 

1  Leighton,  //  In  it,  edited  \>y  West,  of  Nairn,  vol.  vi.  p.  14  \.  note.     London,  Longmani,  1870. 
2  :  Cor.  xi.  29-34.     Chrysostom  evidently  h.is  in  view  the  apostle'd  argument,  baaed  on  tin-  Communion   as  a  Syna.tis,  .111, 1  not  00   it* 

hitmrgu  as|>cct». 

J  Moiulli.un's  Littrary  Policy  of  the  Church  of  Routt  {passim),  and  also  the  olJ  work  of  James,  On  the  Corrupt:.-.  ture. 
Councils,  and FathtTt,  a  new  edition.      London:    I'.irkcr,  1843. 
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INTRODUCTORY  NOTICE  TO  CYPRIAN. 

[a.d.  200-258.]  If  Hippolytus  reflects  the  spirit  of  Irenseus  in  all  his  writings,  it  is  not 
remarkable.  He  was  the  spiritual  son  of  the  great  Bishop  of  Lyons,  and  deeply  imbued  with  the 

family  character  imparted  to  his  disciples  by  the  blessed  presbyter  of  Patmos  and  Ephesus.  But 
while  Cyprian  is  the  spiritual  son  and  pupil  of  Tertullian,  we  must  seek  his  characteristics  and  the 

key  to  his  whole  ministry  in  the  far-off  See  and  city  where  the  disciples  were  first  called  Christians. 

Cyprian  is  the  Ignatius  of  the  West.  We  see  in  his  works  how  truly  historical  are  the  writings  of 
Ignatius,  and  how  diffused  was  his  simple  and  elementary  system  of  organic  unity.  It  embodies 

no  hierarchical  assumption,  no  "lordship  over  God's  heritage,"  but  is  conceived  in  the  spirit  of 
St.  Peter  when  he  disclaimed  all  this,  and  said,  "The  presbyters  who  are  among  you  I  exhort,  who 

air  also  a  presbyter"  Cyprian  was  indeed  a  strenuous  asserter  of  the  responsibilities  of  his 
office  ;  but  he  built  upon  that  system  universally  recognised  by  the  Great  Councils,  which  the  popes 
anc  their  adherents  have  ever  laboured  to  destroy.  Nothing  can  be  more  delusive  than  the  idea 

that  the  mediaeval  system  derives  any  support  from  Cyprian's  theory  of  the  episcopate  or  of 
Church  organization.  His  was  the  system  of  the  universal  parity  and  community  of  bishops.  In 

his  scheme  the  apostolate  was  perpetuated  in  the  episcopate,  and  the  presbyierate  was  an  apos- 

tolic institution,  by  which  others  were  associated  with  bishops  in  all  their  functions  as  co-presbyterst 

but  not  in  those  reserved  to  the  presidency  of  the  churches.  Feudal  ideas  imposed  a  very  dif- 
ferent system  upon  the  simple  framework  of  original  Catholicity.  But  a  careful  study  of  that 

primitive  framework,  and  of  the  history  of  papal  development,  makes  evident  the  following 

propositions  :  — 

1.  That  Cyprian's  maxim,  Ecclcsia  in  F.piscopo,  whatever  else  he  may  have  meant  by  it,  is  an 
aphoristic  statement  of  the  Nicene  Constitutions.  These  were  embedded  in  the  [gnatian  theory 

of  an  episcopate  without  a  trace  of  a  papacy;  and  Cyprian's  maxims  had  to  be  practically 
destroyed  in  the  West  before  it  was  possible  to  raise  the  portentous  figure  of  a  supreme  pontiff, 

ami  to  subject  the  Latin  churches  to  the  entirely  novel  principle  of  Ecclesia  in  Papa.  To  this 

novelty  Cyprian's  system  is  essentially  antagonistic. 
2.  It  will  be  seen  that  Cyprian,  far  from  being  the  patron  of  ecclesiastical  despotism,  is  the 

expounder  of  early  canons  and  constitutions,  in  the  spirit  of  order  and  discipline,  indeed,  but 

with  the  largest  exemplification  of  that  "liberty"  which  is  manifested  wherever  "  the  Spirit  o(  the 

Lord"  is  operative.  Cyprian  is  the  patron  and  defender  of  the  presbytery  and  o\  lay  CO  opera- 
tion, as  well  as  of  the  regimen  of  the  episcopate.  His  letters  illustrate  the  Catholic  System  .is  it 

was  known  to  the  \'i<  ene  Fathers;  but,  of  all  the  Christian  Fathers,  he  i^  the  most  clear  and 
comprehensive  in  his  conception  of  the  body  of  Christ  as  an  organic  whole,  in  which  every 

member  has  an  honourable  function.'  Popular  government  and  representative  government,  the 

legitimate  power  and  place  of  the  laity,  the  organization  of  the  Christian  /•'<    -    into  their  faculty 
as  the  fur(A>/t/'fi5  of  St.  Paul,1  the  development  of  svnods,  cmni  pUl<<  adstanfe,  —  all  this 
embodied  in  the  Catholic  system  as  Cyprian  understood  it. 

1   Eph.  iv.  ISi  '(>:   1  Cor.  xii.  u-jo.     I  have  little  doubt  that  our  Author's  theory  was  guiJcJ  by  1  of  this  lussagc.  anj 
Sy  [gnatian  traditional 

3  1  Cor.  xii.  38. 
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ree,  even  under  their  yoke  of  bondage  and  the  Buperstil 

i  \rr  adhered  to  this  [gnatian  theory,  of  which  Cyprian  was  the 

r  in  the  West;  while  the  terrible  schism  of  the  ninth  century,  which  removed 

the  We  •  Nicene  basis,  and  placed  the  Latin  churches  upon  the  foundation  of  the  foi 

:  by  ignoring  the  Cyprianic  maxims,  and  then  by  a  practical  pulverizing  of 

their  fundament  pie  of  unity.    This  change  involved  a  subversion  of  the  primitive  episco- 

pate, an  annihilation  of  the  rights  of  the  presbytery,  and  a  total  abasement  of  the  laity;  in  a 

li  tion  of  synodical  constitutions  and  of  <  (institutional  freedom. 

4.  The  constitutional  primacy,  of  which  Cyprian  was  an  early  promoter,  had  to  be  entirely 

talism  before  the  papacy  could  exist.      Gregory  the  Great  stood  upon  the 

I  Lse  when  he  pronounced  the  author  of  a  scheme  for  a  "universal  bishopric"  to  be  a 
forerunner  of  Antichrist  It  was  the  spirit  of  the  Decretals  to  substitute  the  fictitious  idea  of  a 

divine  supremacy  in  one  bishop  and  one  See,  for  the  canonical  presidency  of  a  bishop  who  was 

only  primus  inter  parts. 

5.  Heine  the  Cyprianic  system  has  ever  been  the  great  resource  of  the  "Gallicans  against 
the  Ultramontanes  "  in  the  cruel  but  most  interesting  history  of  the  West.  From  the  Council  of 

Frankfort  to  our  own  times  Cyprian's  spirit  is  reflected  in  Hincmar,  in  Gerbert,  in  the  Gallican 
canoni>ts,  in  De  Man  a,  in  Bossuet,  in  Launoy,  in  Dupin,  in  Pascal,  in  the  Jansenists  (Augus- 

tinians),  and  by  the  Old  Catholics  in  their  late  uprising  against  the  dogmatic  triumph  of  Ultra- 
montanism.     Nobody  can  understand  the  history  of  Latin  Christianity  without  mastering  che 

m   of   Cyprian,    and   comprehending   the   entirely   hostile   and   uncatholic   system   of  the 
Decretals. 

C.  1  am  not  anxious  to  conceal  the  fact  that  I  profoundly  sympathize  with  the  free  spirit,  the 

true  benignity,  and  the  moral  purity  which  are  everywhere  reflected  in  the  writings  of  Cyprian.  If 
ever  American  Romanism  becomes  sufficiently  enlightened  and  purified  to  comprehend  this  great 

Carthagini  in  father,  and  to  speak  in  his  tones  to  the  Bishop  of  Rome,  a  glorious  reformation  of 
this  alien  religion  will  be  the  result ;  and  then  we  may  comprehend  the  mysterious  Providence 

which  has  transferred  to  these  shores  so  many  subjects  of  the  despotism  of  the  Vatican.  Mean- 
while the  student  of  the  Ante-Nicene  Fathers  will  not  be  slow  to  perceive  that  he  has,  in  the 

3  iries,  all  that  is  needful  to  disarm  Romanism,  to  refute  its  pretensions,  and 

■  and  truth-loving  spirits  in  the  Roman  Obedience  to  the  door  of  escape  opened 

by   1  r  and  his  associates  in  the  "Old  Catholic"  effort  for  the  restoration   of  the  Latin 

church  :s.  Let  us  "  speak  the  truth  in  love,"  and  pray  the  Lord  to  bless  this  and  every  endeavour 

to  promote  and  to  sanctify  the  spirit  of  enlightened  research  after  the  "pattern  in  the  mount." 

For  "thus  saith  the  Lord,  Stand  ye  in  the  ways,  and  see  and  ask  for  the  old  paths  :  "  ra  ap^ala 

«'"'/.  The  following  Introduction,  from  the  Edinburgh  editor,  supplies  further  answers  to  in- 
quiry, and  suffices  to  elucidate  the  subjoined  narrative  of  Pontius. 

Lrrri  r  i>  known  of  the  early  history  of  Thascius  Cyprian  (born  probably  about  200  a.d.)  until 
the  ]  >f  his  intimacy  with  the  Carthaginian  presbyter  Csecilius,  which  led  to  his  conversion 

a.d  246.  That  he  was  born  of  respectable  parentage,  and  highly  educated  for  the  profession  of 

a  rhetorician,  is  all  that  can  be  said  with  any  degree  of  certainty.  At  his  baptism  he  assumed  the 

DAi  ie  of  his  friend  Csecilius,  and  devoted  himself,  with  all  the  energies  of  an  ardent  and  vigorous 

mind,  to  t!  and  practice  of  Christianity. 
1 1  ordination  and  his  elevation  to  the  episcopate  rapidly  followed  his  conversion.  With  some 

•  tance  on  his  own  part,  and  not  without  great  objections  on  the  part  of  older  presbyters,  who 
saw  the  ded  by  his  promotion,  the  popular  urgency  constrained  him  to  accept  the 
office  of  Bishop  of  Carthage  (a.d.  248),  which  he  held  until  his  martyrdom  (a.d.  258). 

'  Sec  Guettcc's  Exposition,  p.  93.  »  Of  which,  hereafter,  in  an  elucidation.     See  Guettee,  p.  383. 
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The  writings  of  Cyprian,  apart  from  their  intrinsic  worth,  have  a  very  considerable  historical 

interest  and  value,  as  illustrating  the  social  and  religious  feelings  and  usages  that  then  prevailed 

among  the  members  of  the  Christian  community.  Nothing  can  enable  us  more  vividly  to  realize 

the  intense  conv  actions  —  the  high-strained  enthusiasm  —  which  formed  the  common  level  of  the 

Christian  experience,  than  does  the  indignation  with  which  the  prelate  denounces  the  evasions  of 

those  who  dared  not  confess,  or  the  lapses  of  those  who  shrank  from  martyrdom.  Living  in  the 

atmosphere  of  persecution,  and  often  in  the  immediate  presence  of  a  lingering  death,  the  professors 

of  Christianity  were  nerved  up  to  a  wonderful  contempt  of  suffering  and  of  worldly  enjoyment,  and 

saw  every  event  that  occurred  around  them  in  the  glow  of  their  excited  imagination  ;  so  that  many 

circumstances  were  sincerely  believed  and  honestly  recorded,  which  will  not  be  for  a  m  iment 

received  as  true  by  the  calm  and  critical  reader.  The  account  given  by  Cyprian  in  his  treatise  00 

the  Lapsed  '  may  serve  as  an  illustration.  Of  this  Dean  Milman  observes  :  "  In  what  a  high- 
wrought  state  of  enthusiasm  must  men  have  been,  who  could  relate  and  believe  such  statements 

as  miraculous  !  "  2 

Before  being  advanced  to  the  episcopate,  Cyprian  had  written  his  Epistle  to  Donatus  shortly 

after  his  baptism  (a.d.  246)  ;  his  treatise,  or  fragment  of  a  treatise,  on  the  Vanity  of  Idols;  and 

his  three  books  of  Testimonies  against  the  Jews.  In  the  following  translation  the  order  of  Migne 

has  been  adopted,  which  places  the  letter  to  Donatus,  as  seems  most  natural,  first  among  the 

Epistles,  instead  of  with  the  Treatises. 

The  breaking  out  of  the  Decian  persecution  (a.d.  250)  induced  Cyprian  to  retire  into  con- 

cealment for  a  time  ;  and  his  retreat  gave  occasion  to  a  sharp  attack  upon  his  conduct,  in  a  letter 

from  the  Roman  to  the  Carthaginian  clergy. *  During  this  year  he  wrote  many  letters  from  his 

place  of  concealment  to  the  clergy  and  others  at  Rome  and  at  Carthage,  controlling,  warn 

directing,  and  exhorting,  and  in  every  way  maintaining  his  episcopal  superintendence  in  his 

absence,  in  all  matters  connected  with  the  well-being  of  the  Church. 

The  first  39  of  the  epistles,  excepting  the  one  to  Donatus,  were  probably  written  during  the 

period  of  Cyprian's  retirement.  He  appears  to  have  returned  to  his  public-  duties  early  m  June, 
251.  Then  follow  many  letters  beween  himself  and  Cornelius  bishop  of  Rome,  and  Others,  00 

subjects  connected  with  the  schisms  of  Novatian,  Novatus,  and  Felicissimus,  and  with  the  con- 

dition of  those  who  had  been  perverted  by  them.  The  question  proposed  in  Epistle  5-'  was 
settled  in  the  Council  that  was  held  in  May,  252;  and  the  reference  to  that  anticipated  decision 

limits  the  date  of  the  letter  to  about  April  in  the  same  year.  In  the  53d  Epistle,  Cyprian  is 

alluding  to  the  impending  persecution  of  Callus,  under  which  Cornelius  was  banished  in  July,  252. 

The  56th  Epistle  was  a  letter  of  congratulation  to  Cornelius  on  his  banishment  ;  and  therefore  it 

must  have  been  written  before  September  1.1th  in  that  year,  the  date  of  the  death  o(  Cornel 

Lucius,  his  successor,  was  also  banished,  and  was  congratulated  on  his  return  by  Cyprian  in  E] 

tie  57,  which  therefore  must  have  been  written  about  the  end  of  November,  25a.    The  59th  1 '. 
tie  is  referred  by  bishop  Pearson  to  the  beginning  of  the  year  253. 

There  seems  nothing  to  suggest  the  date-  of  Epistles  60  and  61,  except  the  probability  that 
they  were  written  during  a  time  of  peace  ;  and  for  this  reason  they  are  referred  to  the  begino 

of  Cyprian's  episcopate,  before  the  outbreak  of  the  Decian  persecution,  ld.  249.     It  is  u 

assign  Epistle  64  to  the  sum-  year,  or  at  least  to  a  very  early  period  of  Cyprian's  official  life  ;  but 
it  seems  s<  arccly  likely  that  his  episi  opal  counsel  should  have  been  SOUght  by  a   brother  bishop 

a  matter  of  prac  t i «  e,  until  he-  had  had  some  experience  ;   and  as  it  w.is  prob.il. h 
of  peace,  when  disi  ipline  had  become  relaxed,  the  dal         ;  teems  preferable.    The  68tli  I 

is  easily  dated  by  the  reference,  on  p  \6,  to  .\n  episcopate  ̂ (  six  years1  duration  ;  .md  it  n 
therefore  have  been  written  m  \.i>.  254.    <  >n  tlu-  1  .iih  September,  Cyprian  was  banished  I 

by  the  Emperor  Valerian.     From  his  pi. ue  of  exile  he  wrote-  Epistle  -<>.  which  was  replied  to  in 

1  P.  368,  vol.  i  lion.  lAUmMa'tffiiUryifCArtitt  n.ic  ,\ 
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Epistles  77.  78,  and  70.     Doubts  are  entertained  as  to  the  date  of  Epistle  8o,  whether  it  should 

be  referred  to  id,  250  or  t$j.     Pamelius  prefers  the  latter  date,  on  the  ground  that  the   1 

tianus  to  whom  it  is  inscribed  was  one  who  survived  the  Decian  persecution,  and  a  younger  man 

than  the  one  who.  as  lie  supposes,  was  declared  to  have  suffered  martyrdom  at  the  date  of  this 

Epistle.1  This,  however,  seems  very  unsatisfactory  j  and  the  weight  of  authority  is  in  favour  of 

the  earlier  date.  The  remaining  Epistles  arc  easily  limited  by  their  contents  to  the  period  immc- 

diatelv  preceding  Cyprian's  martyrdom. 
For  the  sake  of  uniformity,  it  has  been  thought  well  to  adhere  to  the  arrangement  of  Migne, 

in  the  order  of  the  Epistles  as  well  as  in  their  divisions.  For  the  convenience  of  reference,  how- 

ever, the  number  of  each  Epistle  in  the  Oxford  edition  is  appended  in  a  note.  For  a  similar 

I  in,  the  general  form  of  Migne's  text  has  been  used  in  the  following  translation;  but  the  use 

of  odier  texts  and  of  preceding  translations  has  not  been  rejected  in  the  endeavour  to  approxi- 
mate to  the  sense  of  the  author.  Moreover,  such  various  readings  as  might  suggest  different 

Shades  of  meaning  in  doubtful  passages  have  been  given. 

The  Translator  has  only  to  add,  that,  as  a  rule,  an  exact  rendering  has  been  sought  after, 

sometimes  in  preference  to  a  version  in  fluent  English.  But,  except  in  cas.es  where  the  corruption 

or  obscurity  of  the  text  seems  insurmountable,  the  meaning  of  the  writer  is  believed  to  be  given 

fairly  ami  intelligibly.  The  style  of  Cyprian,  like  that  of  his  master  Tertullian,  is  marked  much 

more  by  vehemence  than  perspicuity,  and  it  is  often  no  easy  matter  to  give  exact  expression  in 

another  language  to  the  idea  contained  in  the  original  text.  Cyprian's  Life,  as  written  by  his  own 
deacon  Pontius,  is  subjoined. 

NOTE   BY  THE   AMERICAN    EDITOR.2 

It  is  easy  to  speak  with  ridicule  of  such  instances  as  Dean  Milman  here  treats  so  philosoph- 
ically. But,  lest  believers  should  be  charged  with  exceptional  credulity,  let  us  recall  what  the 

father  of  English  Deism  relates  of  his  own  experiences,  in  the  conclusion  of  his  Autobiography : 

"  I  had  no  sooner  spoken  these  words  (of  prayer  to  the  Deist's  deity)  but  a  loud  though  yet  a 
gentle  noise  came  from  the  heavens,  for  it  was  like  nothing  on  earth,  which  did  so  comfort  and 

cheer  me,  that  I  took  my  petition  as  granted,  and  that  I  had  the  sign  I  demanded.  .  .  .  This, 

how  strange  soever  it  may  seem,  I  protest,  before  the  eternal  God,  is  true,"  etc.  Life  of  Herbert, 

p.  52,  Popular  Authors  (no  date).     London.     From  Horace  Walpole's  edition. 

1  P.  328,  Ed.  Edinburgh.  *  See  p.  265. 



THE    LIFE    AND    PASSION 
OF 

CYPRIAN,    BISHOP    AND    MARTYR. 

BY    PONTIUS    THE   DEACON. 

I.  Although  Cyprian,  the  devout  priest1  and 
glorious  witness  of  God,  composed  many  writ- 

ings whereby  the  memory  of  his  worthy  name 
survives  ;  and  although  the  profuse  fertility  of 

his  eloquence  and  of  God's  grace  so  expands 
itself  in  the  exuberance  and  richness  of  his  dis- 

course, that  he  will  probably  never  cease  to 
speak  even  to  the  end  of  the  world  ;  yet,  since 
to  his  works  and  deserts  it  is  justly  due  that  his 
example  should  be  recorded  in  writing,  I  have 

thought  it  well  to  prepare  this  brief  and  com- 
pendious narrative.  Not  that  the  life  of  so  great 

a  man  can  be  unknown  to  any  even  of  the 
heathen  nations,  but  that  to  our  posterity  also 

this  incomparable  and  lofty  pattern  may  be  pro- 
longed into  immortal  remembrance.  It  would 

assuredly  be  hard  that,  when  our  fathers  have 

given  such  honour  even  to  lay-people  and  cate- 
chumens who  have  obtained  martyrdom,  for 

reverence  of  their  very  martyrdom,  as  to  record 
many,  or  I  had  nearly  said,  well  nigh  all,  of  the 
circumstances  of  their  sufferings,  so  that  they 
might  be  brought  to  our  knowledge  also  who  as 
yet  were  not  born,  the  passion  of  such  a  priest 
and  such  a  martyr  as  Cyprian  should  be  passed 
over,  who,  independently  of  his  martyrdom,  had 

much  to  teach,  and  that  what  he-  did  while  he 
lived  should  he  hidden  from  the  world.  And, 

indeed,  these  doings  of  his  were  such,  and  so 

it,  and  so  admirable,  that  I  am  deterred  by 
the  COntempl  Ltion  of  their  greatness,  and  confess 
myself  incompetent  to  discourse  in  a  way  that 
shall  be  worthy  ofthe  honour  of  his  deserts,  and 
Unable  to  relate  such  noble  deeds  in  such   a  way 

that  thej  in  i\  appearas  great  as  in  fact  they  are, 

except  that  tlu'  multitude  of  his  glories  is  itself 
Sufficient  lor  itself,  and  needs  no  other  heraldry. 

It  enhances  my  difficulty,  that  vou  also  arc  ,in\- 
10US  to    hear  very  much,  or    if   it   be    possible 

1    1 1  ll-IC  pill  for  tllCillicf  in  llu-  Srr  p.    |68t  ttl/r.i.] 

every  thing,  about  him,  longing  with  eager 
warmth  at  least  to  become  acquainted  with  his 
deeds,  although  now  his  living  words  are  silent. 

And  in  this  behalf,  if  I  should  say  that  the  pow- 
ers of  eloquence  fail  me,  I  should  say  too  little. 

For  eloquence  itself  fails  of  suitable  powers  fully 
to  satisfy  your  desire.  And  thus  I  am  sorely 
pressed  on  both  sides,  since  he  burdens  me  with 
his  virtues,  and  you  press  me  hard  with  your 
entreaties. 

2.  At  what  point,  then,  shall  I  begin,  —  from 
what  direction  shall  I  approach  the  description 
of  his  goodness,  except  from  the  beginning  of 
his  faith  and  from  his  heavenly  birth?  inasmuch 
as  the  doings  of  a  man  of  God  should  not  be 
reckoned  from  any  point  except  from  the  time 
that  he  was  born  of  God.  He  may  have  had 
pursuits  previously,  and  liberal  arts  may  have 
imbued  his  mind  while  engaged  therein  ;  but 
these  things  I  pass  over  ;  for  as  yet  they  had 

nothing  to  do  with  anything  but  his  se<  ular  ad- 
vantage. But  when  he  had  learned  sa<  I 

knowledge,  and  breaking  through  the   clouds  o\ 
this  world  had  emerged  into  the  light  of  spiritual 
wisdom,  if  1  was  with  him  in  any  o(  his  doings, 
if  1  have  discerned  anv  of  his  more  illustrious 

labours,  I  will  speak  of  them  ;  only  asking  mean- 
while  for  this   indulgence,  that   whatever    1    shall 

say  too  little  (for  too  little  I  must  needs  saj  ) 
may  rather  he  attributed  to  m\  ignorance  than 

subtracted  from  his  glory.     While  his  faith 
in  its  first  rudiments,  he  believed  that  before  *  ->'d 

nothing  was  worthy  in  comparison  ofthe 
an.  e   of  continency.       for   he   thought    thai    the 
heart  might    then    become  what    it   OUght    tO 
and  the  muni  attain  to  the  full  <  apa.  it)   of  truth, 
if  he  trod  under  foot  the-  lust  ol  the  flesh  w 
the  robust  and  healthy  vigour  of  holiness.     V\ 
has  ever  recorded  such  a  marvel?     lb-  second 
birth  had  not  vet  enlightened  the  new  man  with 
the  entire  splendour  of  th(    divine  1  I  ho 
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ig  the  ancient  and  pristine 
v   the   mere  dawning  of  the  light. 

Th<  it  is  even  greater  —  when   he   had 
Bed  from  the  reading   of  Scripture   certain 

tiling  is"',  ai  >  ording  to  the  condition  of  his  do 
■  in  proportion  to  the  earliness  of  liis 

faith,  he  immediately  laid  hold  of  what  he  had 
discovered,  for  his  own  advantage  in  deserving 

well  of  God.'     By  distributing  his  means  lor  the 
:  the  indigence  of  the  poor,  by  dispensing 

purchase- money  of  entire  estates,  he  at  once 
realized   two   benefits,  —  the   contempt  of  this 

Id's  ambition,  than  Which  nothing  is   more 
pernicious,  and  the  observance  of  that   mercy 
which  God  has  preferred  even  to  His  sacrifices, 
and  which  even  he  did  not  maintain  who  said 
that  he  had  kept  all  the  commandments  of  the 
law  j  whereby  with  premature  swiftness  of  piety 

began   to   be   perfect  before  he  had 
learnt  the  way  to  be  perfect.      Who  of  the  an- 

cients. I  pray,  has  done  this?     Who  of  the  most 
brated  veterans  in  the  faith,  whose  hearts  and 

-  have  throbbed  to  the  divine  words  for  many 
rs,  has  attempted  any  such  thing,  as  this  man 

—  of  faith  yet  unskilled,  and  whom,  perhaps,  as 
yet  nobody  trusted  —  surpassing  the  age  of  an- 

accomplished  by  his  glorious  and  admira- 
ble labours?     No  one  reaps  immediately  upon 

his  sowing  ;  no  one  presses  out  the  vintage  har- 
:n  the  trenches  just  formed  ;  no  one  ever 

-In  for  ripened  fruit  from  newly  planted 
Hut  in  him  all  incredible  things  concurred. 

In  him  the   threshing  preceded    (if  it  may  be 
!.  for  the  thing  is  beyond  belief)  — preceded 

ring,  the  vintage  the  shoots,  the  fruit  the 
root. 

3.  The   apostle's    epistle    says  2  that   novices 
should   be   passed   over,   lest  by  the   stupor  of 

thenism  that  yet  clings  to  their  unconfirmed 
minds,    their   untaught    inexperience    should    in 
an;.  t  sin  against   God.      He   first,  and  I 
think   he    alone,   furnished    an    illustration    that 

iter  progress  is  made  by  faith  than  by  time. 
m   the  Acts  of  the   Apostles3  the 

eunu<  h  is  described  as  at  once  baptized  by  Philip, 
•  In-  believed  with  his  whole  heart,  this  is 

1     •  a  fair  parallel.     For  he  was  a  Jew,4  and  as 
he  came  from  the  temple  of  the   Lord  he  was 

»   the   prophet   Isaiah,  and   he   hoped  in 
although  as  yet  he  did  not  believe  that 

I!      had   come;    while   the  other,  coming  from 
ignorant  heathens,  began  with  a  faith  as  ma- 
ture as  that  with  which  few  perhaps  have  finished 

urse.     In  short,  in  respect  of  Cod's  grace, 
10  delay,  no  postponement,  —  I  have 

but   little,  —  he   immediately  received   the 

1      St  I.uke  x. 
grace,  the  desert  (if  Mate  xxv.  3 

Crcature-««-rv7  is  not  implied,  but,  through .  xxv.  ■!.] 

'   t    1  im.  lii.  6. 

37. 4  (.A  proselyte  rather,  known  in  legends  as  Indich.    Vol.  L  p.  433.] 

byterate  and  the  priesthood.'  For  who  is 
there  that  would  not  entrust  every  grade  of  hon- 

our to  one  who  believed  with  such  a  disposition? 
There  are  many  things  which  he  did  while  still 

a  layman,  and  man)'  things  which  now  as  a  ],< 
byter  he  did  —  many  things  which,  after  the  ex- 

amples of  righteous  nun  of  old,  and  following 
them  with  a  close  imitation,  he  accomplished 
with  the  obedience  of  entire  consecration  —  that 

deserved  well  of  the  Lord.''  For  his  discourse 
concerning  this  was  usually,  that  if  he  had  read 
of  any  one  being  set  forth  with  the  praise  of  God, 
he  would  persuade  us  to  inquire  on  account  of 
what  doings  he  had  pleased  God.  If  Job,  glo- 

rious by  God's  testimony,  was  called  a  true  wor- 
shipper of  God,  and  one  to  whom  there  was 

none  upon  earth  to  be  compared,  he  taught  that 
we  should  do  whatever  Job  had  previously  done, 
so  that  while  we  are  doing  like  things  we  may 
call  forth  a  similar  testimony  of  God  for  our- 

selves. He,  contemning  the  loss  of  his  estate, 
gained  such  advantage  by  his  virtue  thus  tried, 
that  he  had  no  perception  of  the  temporal  losses 
even  of  his  affection.  Neither  poverty  nor  pain 
broke  him  down ;  the  persuasion  of  his  wife  did 
not  influence  him  ;  the  dreadful  suffering  of  his 
own  body  did  not  shake  his  firmness.  His  vir- 

tue remained  established  in  its  own  home,  and 
his  devotion,  founded  upon  deep  roots,  gave  way 
under  no  onset  of  the  devil  tempting  him  to  ab- 

stain from  blessing  his  God  with  a  grateful  faith 
even  in  his  adversity.  His  house  was  open  to 
every  comer.  No  widow  returned  from  him 
with  an  empty  lap ;  no  blind  man  was  unguided 
by  him  as  a  companion  ;  none  faltering  in  step  was 
unsupported  by  him  for  a  staff;  none  stripped 
of  help  by  the  hand  of  the  mighty  was  not  pro- 

tected by  him  as  a  defender.  Such  things  ought 

they  to  do,  he  was  accustomed  to  say,  who  de- 
sire to  please  God.  And  thus  running  through 

the  examples  of  all  good  men,  by  always  imitat- 
ing those  who  were  better  than  others  he  made 

himself  also  worthy  of  imitation. 
4.  He  had  a  close  association  among  us  with 

a  just  man,  and  of  praiseworthy  memory,  by 
name  Crccilius,  and  in  age  as  well  as  in  honour 
a  presbyter,  who  had  converted  him  from  his 
worldly  errors  to  the  acknowledgment  of  the 
true  divinity.  This  man  he  loved  with  entire 
honour  and  all  observance,  regarding  him  with 
an  obedient  veneration,  not  only  as  the  friend 
and  comrade  of  his  soul,  but  as  the  parent  of 
his  new  life.  And  at  length  he,  influenced  by 
his  attentions,  was,  as  well  he  might  be,  stimu- 

lated to  such  a  pitch  of  excessive  love,  that  when 

he  was  departing  from  this  world,  and  his  sum- 
mons was  at  hand,  he  commended  to  him  his 

wife  and  children;   so  that  him  whom  he  had 

5  [Elucidation  I  ] 
*  [Sec  above  note  i,  this  page.] 
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made  a  partner  in  the  fellowship  of  his  way  of 
life,  he  afterwards  made  the  heir  of  his  affection. 

5.  It  would  be  tedious  to  go  through  individ- 
ual circumstances,  it  would  be  laborious  to  enu- 

merate all  his  doings.  For  the  proof  of  his  good 
works  I  think  that  this  one  thing  is  enough,  that 
by  the  judgment  of  God  and  the  favour  of  the 
people,  he  was  chosen  to  the  office  of  the  priest- 

hood and  the  degree  of  the  episcopate  while  still 
a  neophyte,  and,  as  it  was  considered,  a  novice. 
Although  still  in  the  early  days  of  his  faith,  and 
in  the  untaught  season  of  his  spiritual  life,  a 
generous  disposition  so  shone  forth  in  him,  that 
although  not  yet  resplendent  with  the  glitter  of 

office,  but  only  of  hope,  he  gave  promise  of  en- 
tire trustworthiness  for  the  priesthood  that  was 

coming  upon  him.  Moreover,  I  will  not  pass 
over  that  remarkable  fact,  of  the  way  in  which, 

when  the  entire  people  by  God's  inspiration 
leapt  forward  in  his  love  and  honour,  he  humbly 
withdrew,  giving  place  to  men  of  older  standing, 
and  thinking  himself  unworthy  of  a  claim  to  so 
great  honour,  so  that  he  thus  became  more 
worthy.  For  he  is  made  more  worthy  who  dis- 

penses with  what  he  deserves.  And  with  this 
excitement  were  the  eager  people  at  that  time 
inflamed,  desiring  with  a  spiritual  longing,  as  the 
event  proved,  not  only  a  bishop,  —  for  in  him 
whom  then  with  a  latent  foreboding  of  divinity 
they  were  in  such  wise  demanding,  they  were 
seeking  not  only  a  priest,  —  but  moreover  a 
future  martyr.  A  crowded  fraternity  was  be- 

sieging the  doors  of  the  house,  and  throughout 
all  the  avenues  of  access  an  anxious  love  was 

circulating.  Possibly  that  apostolic  expericm  e 
might  then  have  happened  to  him,  as  he  desired, 
of  being  let  down  through  a  window,  had  he 
also  been  equal  to  the  apostle  in  the  honour  of 

ordination.1  It  was  plain  to  be  seen  that  all 
the  rest  wen-  expecting  his  coming  with  an  anx- 

ious spirit  of  suspense,  and  received  him  when 
he  came  with  excessive  joy.  I  speak  unwillingly, 
but  I  must  needs  speak.  Some  resisted  him, 
even    that   he   might    Overcome    them  ;    yet    with 
what  gentleness,  how  patiently,  how  benevolently 
he  gave  them  indulgence!  how  mercifully  he 
forgave  them,  reckoning  them  afterwards,  to  the 
astonishment  of  many,  anion-  his  closest  and 
most  intimate  friends!  for  who  would  not  be 

amazed  at  the  forgetfulness  of  a  mind  so  reten 
five? 

6.  Henceforth  who  is  sufficient  to  relate  the 

manner  in  which  he  bore  himself?  —  what  pity 
was  his?  what  vigour?  how  great  his  mercy? 
how  great  hi,  strii  tness?  So  much  san<  titj  and 
grace  beamed  from  Ins  face  that  it  confounded 
the  minds  of  the  beholders.     His  countenance 

grave  and  joyous.     Neithei  was  his  severity 

1  (i        iaritmata  of  •  higher  miniaUy.] 

gloomy,  nor  his  affability  excessive,  but  a  min- 
gled tempering  of  both  ;  so  that  it  might  be 

doubted  whether  he  most  deserved  to  be  revered 

or  to  be  loved,  except  that  he  deserved  both  to 
be  revered  and  to  be  loved.  And  his  dress  was 
not  out  of  harmony  with  his  countenance,  being 
itself  also  subdued  to  a  fitting  mean.  The  pride 
of  the  world  did  not  inflame  him,  nor  yet 
an  excessively  affected  penury  make  him  sordid, 
because  this  latter  kind  of  attire  arises  no 
from  boa.stfulness,  than  does  such  an  ambitious 
frugality  from  ostentation.  But  what  did  he  as 
bishop  in  respect  of  the  poor,  whom  as  a  cate- 

chumen he  had  loved?  Let  the  priests  of  piety 
consider,  or  those  whom  the  teaching  of  their 
very  rank  has  trained  to  the  duty  of  good  works, 
or  those  whom  the  common  obligation  of  the 
Sacrament  has  bound  to  the  duty  of  manifesting 

love.  Cyprian  the  bishop's  cathedra  received 
such  as  he  had  been  before,  —  it  did  not  make 

him  so.2 7.  And  therefore  for  such  merits  he  at  once 
obtained  the  glory  of  proscription  also.  For 
nothing  else  was  proper  than  that  he  who  in  the 
secret  recesses  of  his  conscience  was  rich  in 

the  full  honour  of  religion  anil  faith,  should  more- 
over be  renowned  in  the  publicly  diffused  report 

of  the  Gentiles.  He  might,  indeed,  at  that 
time,  in  accordance  with  the  rapidity  wherewith 
he  always  attained  everything,  have  hastened  to 
the  crown  of  martyrdom  appointed  for  him, 
especially  when  with  repeated  calls  he  was  fre- 

quently demanded  for  the  lions,  had  it  not  been 
needful  for  him  to  pass  through  all  the 
of  glory,  and  thus  to  arrive  at  the  highest,  and 
had  not  the  impending  desolation  needed  the 
aid  of  so  fertile  a  mind,  for  conceive  of  him 

as  being  at  that  time  taken  away  by  the  dignity 
of  martyrdom.  Who  was  there  to  show  the 

advantage  of  grace,  advancing  by  faith?    Who 
there  to  restrain  virgins  to  the  fittii 

<  ipline  of  modesty  and  a  dress  worthy  ol  holi- 
ness, as  if  with  a  kind  of  bridle  of  the  less,,;. 

the    Lord?      Who  was   there   to   teach   penit, 
to  the  lapsed,  truth  to  heretics,  unity  to 

matics,  peacefulness  and  the  law  1 
prayer  to  the  sons  of  Clod?      By  whom  were  the 

blaspheming  ('.entiles  to  W  overcome  b)  retort- 
in-  upon   themselves  the  accusations  which  I 

heap  upon  us '.'    By  whom  were  Christians tender  an  affe<  tion,  or,  what  is  ol  moi 
tance,  of  a  too  feeble  faith  in  1 
of  their  friends,  to  be  eoiwled  with  the  I 

futurity?      W  hen.  e    should  lean)    me: 
when,  e  patient  e ?    Who  was  th<  re  to 
the  ill  Mood  arising  from  the  envenonu 
mtv  of  em  \ .  w  :th  the  swe>  tness  •  :  ■■ 

remed)  1  was  th.  re  !••  1 
•    I  \  Pill    ll>c   I  'v»v« 

though!  II  iiujc  ̂ .kjJ  men  m.'ir  hum. 
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martyrs  by  the  exhortation  of  his  divine  dis 
■    Who  was  there,  in  short,  to  animati 

many  (  onfi  aled  with  a  second  inscription 
their  distinguished  brows,  and  reserved  alive 
.in   example   of  martyrdom,  kindling   their 

ardour  with  a  heavenly  trumpet?     Fortunately, 
it  occurred   then,  and  truly  by  the 

Spirit's  dirw  tion.  that  the  man  who  was  needed 
nany  and  so  excellent  purposes  was  with- 

held from  the  consummation  of  martyrdom.    Do 
wish  to  be  assured  that  the  cause  of  his 

withdrawal  was  not  fear5  to  allege  nothing  else, 
he  did  suff  iquently,  and  this  suffering  he 

.redly  would  have  evaded  as  usual,  if  he  had 
evaded   it   before.       It   was    indeed    that    fear  — 

and    rightly  so  —  that    fear  which  would  dread 
to  offend  the   Lord  —  that  fear  which  prefers  to 

commands  rather  than  to  be  crowned 
in  disobedience.     For  a  mind  dedicated  in  all 

things  to  God,  and  thus  enslaved  to  the  divine 
admonitions,  believed  that  even  in  suffering  itself 
it  would  sin,  unless  it  had  obeyed  the  Lord,  who 
then  bade  him  seek  the  place  of  concealment. 

Moreover,  I  think  that  something  may  here 
out  the  benefit  of  the  delay,  although 

I   have  already  tombed  sli^htlv  on  the  matter. 

By  what  appears  subsequently  to  have  occurred, 
it  follows  that  we  may  prove  that  that  withdrawal 

not  conceived  by  human  pusillanimity,  but, 

in  leed    i->  the  case,  was  truly  divine.      The 
unusual  and  violent  rage  of  a  cruel  persecution 

had  laid  waste  God's  people;  and  since  the  art- 
enemy  could  not  deceive  all  by  one  fraud, 

wh  xever  the    incautious    soldier   laid    bare    his 

in  various  manifestations  of  rage  he 
had  destroyed  individuals  with  different  kinds  of 

There  needed  some  one  who  could, 
a  in  n  were  wounded  and  hurt  by  the  various 
of  the  attacking  enemy,  use  the  remedy  of 

the  il  medicine  according  to  the  nature 
of  the  wound,  either  for  cutting  or  for  cherishing 
them.  Thus  was  preserved  a  man  of  an  intelli- 
gen  other  excellences,  also  spiritually 

led.  who   between  the  resounding  waves  of 
the  j    schisms    could    steer  the   middle 

of  the  Church  in  a  steady  path.  Are  not 
i  plans,  I  ask,  divine?  Could  this  have  been 

done  without  God?  Let  them  consider  who 

think  that  such  things  as  these  can  happen  by 
chance.  To  them  the  Church  replies  with  clear 

I  do  not  allow  and  do  not  be- 
lieve that  sui  h  needful  men  are  reserved  without 

the  de<  ree  of  ( "iod." 
9.  Still,  if  it  seem  well,  let  me  glance  at  the 

r  •.  Afterwards  there  broke  out  a  dreadful 
.  and  excessive  destruction  of  a  hateful 

disease  invack-d  every  house  in  succession  of  the 
trembling  populace,  carrying  off  day  by  day  with 
abrupt  attack  numberless  people,  every  one  from 
his    own    hou.se.     All  were   shuddering,   fleeing, 

shunning  the  contagion,  impiously  exposing  their 

own  friends,  as  if  with  the-  exclusion  of  the  | 
son  who  was  sure  to  die  of  the-  plague,  one  could 
ex<  lude  death  itself  also.  There  lay  about  the 
meanwhile,  over  the  whole  city,  no  longer  bodies, 

but  the  can  f  many,  and,  by  the  contem- 
plation of  a  lot  which  in  their  turn  would  be 

theirs,  demanded  the  pity  of  the  passers-by  for 
themselves.  No  one  regarded  anything  besides 

his  cruel  gains.  No  one  trembled  at  the  re- 
membrance of  a  similar  event.  No  one  did  to 

another  what  he  himself  wished  to  experience. 
In  these  circumstances,  it  would  be  a  wrong  to 

pass  over  what  the  pontiff'  of  Christ  did,  who 
excelled  the  pontiffs  of  the  world  as  much  in 
kindly  affection  as  he  did  in  truth  of  religion. 
On  the  people  assembled  together  in  one  place 

he  first  of  all  urged  the  benefits  of  mercy,  teach- 
ing by  examples  from  divine  lessons,  how  greatly 

the  duties  of  benevolence  avail  to  deserve  well 

of  God.  Then  afterwards  he  subjoined,  that 
there  was  nothing  wonderful  in  our  cherishing 
our  own  people  only  with  the  needed  attentions 
of  love,  but  that  he  might  become  perfect  who 
would  do  something  more  than  the  publican  or 
the  heathen,  who,  overcoming  evil  with  good, 
and  practising  a  clemency  which  was  like  the 
divine  clemency,  loved  even  his  enemies,  who 

would  pray  for  the  salvation  of  those  that  per- 
secute him,  as  the  Lord  admonishes  and  exhorts. 

God  continually  makes  His  sun  to  rise,  and  from 
time  to  time  gives  showers  to  nourish  the  seed, 
exhibiting  all  these  kindnesses  not  only  to  His 

people,  but  to  aliens  also.  And  if  a  man  pro- 
fesses to  be  a  son  of  God,  why  does  not  he 

imitate  the  example  of  his  Father?  "  It  becomes 
us,"  said  he,  "  to  answer  to  our  birth  ;  and  it  is 
not  fitting  that  those  who  are  evidently  born  of 
Cod  should  be  degenerate,  but  rather  that  the 

propagation  of  a  good  Father  should  be  proved 
in  His  offspring  by  the  emulation  of  His  good- 

ness." 

10.  I  omit  many  other  matters,  and,  indeed, 
many  important  ones,  which  the  necessity  of  a 
limited  space  does  not  permit  to  be  detailed  in 
more  lengthened  discourse,  and  concerning  which 
this  much  is  sufficient  to  have  been  said.  But 

if  the  Gentiles  could  have  heard  these  things  as 

they  stood  before  the  rostrum,  they  would  prob- 
ably at  once  have  believed.  What,  then,  should 

a  Christian  people  do,  whose  very  name  pro- 
ceeds from  faith  ?  Thus  the  ministrations  are 

constantly  distributed  according  to  the  quality 
of  the  men  and  their  degrees.  Many  who,  by 

the  straitness  of  poverty,  were  unable  to  mani- 
fest the  kindness  of  wealth,  manifested  more 

than  wealth,  making  up  by  their  own  labour  a 
service  dearer  than  all  riches.     And  under  such 

1   [This  heathen  word  thus  comes   into   use  as  applicable  to  all 
bishops.     It  was  used  derisively  by  Tertullian,  vol.  iv.  p.  74.] 
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a  teacher,  who  would  not  press  forward  to  be 
found  in  some  part  of  such  a  warfare,  whereby 
he  might  please  both  God  the  Father,  and  Christ 
the  Judge,  and  for  the  present  so  excellent  a 
priest?  Thus  what  is  good  was  done  in  the 
liberality  of  overflowing  works  to  all  men,  not 
to  those  only  who  are  of  the  household  of  faith. 
Something  more  was  done  than  is  recorded  of 
the  incomparable  benevolence  of  Tobias.  He 
must  forgive,  and  forgive  again,  and  frequently 
forgive  ;  or,  to  speak  more  truly,  he  must  of 
right  concede  that,  although  very  much  might 
be  done  before  Christ,  yet  that  something  more 
might  be  done  after  Christ,  since  to  His  times 
all  fulness  is  attributed.  Tobias  collected  together 
those  who  were  slain  by  the  king  and  cast  out, 
of  his  own  race  only. 

11.  Banishment  followed  these  actions,  so 

good  and  so  benevolent.  For  impiety  always 
makes  this  return,  that  it  repays  the  better  with 

the  worse.  And  what  God's  priest  replied  to 
the  interrogation  of  the  proconsul,  there  are 
Ails  which  relate.  In  the  meantime,  he  is  ex- 

cluded from  the  city  who  had  done  some  good 

for  the  city's  safety  ;  he  who  had  striven  that  the 
eyes  of  the  living  should  not  suffer  the  horrors 
of  the  infernal  abode  ;  he,  I  say,  who,  vigilant 

in  the  watches  of  benevolence,  had  provided  — 
oh  wickedness  !  with  unacknowledged  goodness 

—  that  when  all  were  forsaking  the  desolate 
appearance  of  the  city,  a  destitute  state  and  a 
deserted  country  should  not  perceive  its  many 
exiles,  but  let  the  world  look  to  this,  which 
accounts  banishment  a  penalty.  To  them,  their 
country  is  too  dear,  and  they  have  the  same 
name  as  their  parents  ;  but  we  abhor  even  our 

parents  themselves  if  they  would  persuade  us 
against  God.  To  them,  it  is  a  severe  punish- 

ment to  live  outside  their  own  (  ity  ;  to  the 
Christian,  the  whole  of  this  world  is  one  home. 

Wherefore,  though  he  were  banished  into  a 

hidden  and  sei  ret  place,  yet, associated  with  the 
affairs  <>l  his  ( rod,  he  cannot  regard  it  as  an  exile. 
Iii  addition,  while  honestly  serving  God,  he 
Stranger  even  in  his  own  city.  for  while  the 

continent  \  "I  the  Holy  Spirit  restrains  him  from 
carnal  desires,  he  lays  aside  the  conversation  of 
the  former  man,  and  even  among  his  fellow- 
citizens,    or,    1    might    almost    say,   among    the 
parents  themselves  of  his  earthly  life,  he  is  a 

stranger.  Besides,  although  this  might  other- 
wise appear  to  be  a  punishment,  yet  in  causes 

and  sentences  of  this  kind,  which  we  suffer  lor 
the  trial  of  the  proof  of  our  virtue,  it  is  nut  .1 

punishment,  because  it  is  a  glory.      But,  indeed, 

suppose  banishment  not  to  be  a  punishment  to 
us,  yet  the  witness  of  their  own  couscicnc  e  ina\ 
still  attribute  the  last  and  worst  wukedness  to 

those  who  (  an  lav  upon  the  innoi  eni  what  thev 
think  to  be  a    punishment.      1    will   not    now   de 

scribe  a  charming  place  ;  and,  for  the  present.  I 
pass  over  the  addition  of  all  possible  delights. 
Let  us  conceive  of  the  place,  filthy  in  situation. 
squalid  in  appearance,  having  no  wholesome 

water,  no  pleasantness  of  verdure,  no  neighbour- 
ing shore,  but  vast  wooded  rocks  between  the 

inhospitable  jaws  of  a  totally  deserted  solitu 
far  removed  in  the  pathless  regions  of  the  world. 
Such  a  place  might  have  borne  the  name  of 
exile,  if  Cyprian,  the  priest  of  God.  had  come 
thither;  although  to  him,  if  the  ministrati  ins  of 
men  had  been  wanting,  either  birds,  as  in  the 

case  of  Elias,  or  angels,  as  in  that  of  Dai 
would  have  ministered.  Away,  away  with  the 
belief  that  anything  would  be  wanting  to  the 
least  of  us,  so  long  as  he  stands  for  the  <  onfes- 

sion  of  the  name.  So  far  was  God's  pontiff, 
who  had  always  been  urgent  in  merciful  works, 
from  needing  the  assistance  of  all  these  things. 

12.  And   now  let  us  return  with  thankfulrt 

to  what  I   had   suggested  in  the   second   pi, 
that  for  the  soul  of  such  a  man  there  was  divinely 

provided  a  sunny  and   suitable   spot,  a   dwelling, 
secret  as  he  wished,  and  all  that  has  before  Ik  en 

promised  to  be  added  to  those  who  seek  the 
kingdom  and  righteousness  of  God.     And,  not 
to    mention  the   number    of    the    brethren    who 

\isited  him,  and  then  the  kindness  of  the  citizens 

themselves,    which    supplied    to    him    everytl 
whereof  he  appeared  to  be  deprived,  I  will   not 

pass  over  God's  wonderful  visitation,  whereb)  I  le 
wished  His  priest  in  exile  to  be  so  certain  of  his 

passion  that  was  to   follow,  that  in   his   full  con- 
fident e   of  the   threatening   martyrdom.   I 

possessed    not   only   an   exile,  but   a   martyr   tot). 
For  on  that   day  whereon  we   first   abode   m   the 
place  of  banishment  (for  the  condescension 
his  love  had  chosen  me  among  his  household 
companions  to  a  voluntary  exile  ;  would  that  he 

could  also  have  chosen  me  to  share  hi--  passion  ! ).' 

"  there  appeared  to  me,"  said  he,  "ere  yet  I  was 

sunk  in  the  repose  of  --lumber,  a  young  man  yA' unusual  Stature,  who,  as  it  were,  led  me  to  the 

praetOrium,  where   1  seemed   to    niw  If  to  be    led 
before  the  tribunal  of  the  proconsul,  then  sit: 
When  he  looked  upon  me,  he  began  at    I 
note  down    a  sentence  on   his   tablet,  which   I 

knew  not.  for  he  had  asked  nothing  ̂ (  me  with 
the  accustomed   interrogation.     But  the  youth, 
who  was  standing  at  his  back,  verj 
read  what  had  been  noted  down.      And 

he  <  ould  not  then  dct  lare  it  in  words,  he  shov 

me  by  an  intelligible  sign  what  was  contained  in 

the  wilting   ̂ l    that    tablet.      I'oi.  with    hand 
panded  ami    flattened    like   a    blade,  he    mutated 
the   siioke   of  tin-   a.  .  UStOmed    punishment,  and 

expressed  what  he  wished  to  be  und 
.  learlj  as  bj  spe<  1  h,      1  und 

1  l  Poniiui  1-  aid  i"  )>■'• 

dying  ••  mu 
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1  i  to  ask  and   to 

delay  ol  at  least  one  day 
orded   me,  until  I   should   have 

aged  mj  property  in  some  reasonable  order. 
i  when  I  had  urgently  repeated  my  entreaty, 

he  began  again  to  note  down,  I  know  not  what, 

on  his  tab!  I  1  perceived  from  the  calm- 

i  intenan*  e  that  the  judge's  mind 
was  moved  by  ray  petition,  as  being  a  just  one. 

er,  that  youth,  who  already  had  disclosed 
ne  the  intelligence  of  my  passion  by  gesture 

rather  than  by  word-,,  hastened  to  signify  repeat- 
edly by  se<  ret  signal  that  the  delay  was  granted 

which  had  been  asked  for  until  the  morrow, 

twisting  his  ringers  one  behind  the  other.  And 

J.  although  the  sentence  had  not  been  read, 

although  I  rejoiced  with  very  glad  heart  with  joy 
at  the  delay  accorded,  yet  trembled  so  with  fear 
of  the  uncertainty  of  the  interpretation,  that  the 

remains  of  fear  still  set  my  exulting  heart  beat- 

ing with  excessive  agitation." 
13.  What  could  be  more  plain  than  this  reve- 

lation?  What  could  be  more  blessed  than  this 

condescension  ?  Everything  was  foretold  to  him 

beforehand  which  subsequently  followed.  Noth- 
ing was  diminished  of  the  words  of  God,  nothing 

was  mutilated  of  so  sacred  a  promise.  Carefully 
consider  each  particular  in  accordance  with  its 

announcement.  He  asks  for  delay  till  the  mor- 
row, when  the  sentence  of  his  passion  was  under 

deliberation,  begging  that  he  might  arrange  his 
affairs  on  the  day  which  he  had  thus  obtained. 
This  one  day  signified  a  year,  which  he  was 
al>out  to  pass  in  the  world  after  his  vision.  For, 
to  speak  more  plainly,  after  the  year  was  expired, 
he  was  crowned,  on  that  day  on  which,  at  the 

mmencement  of  the  year,  the  fact  had  been 
announced  to  him.  For  although  we  do  not 

1  of  the  day  of  the  Lord  as  a  year  in  sacred 
Scripture,  yet  we  regard  that  space  of  time  as  due 

in  making  promise  of  future  things.'  Whence 
•  of  no  consequence  if,  in  this  case,  under  the 

ordinary  expression  of  a  day,  it  is  only  a  year 
that  in  this  place  is  implied,  because  that  which 
is  the  greater  ought  to  be  fuller  in  meaning. 
Moreover,  that  it  was  explained  rather  by  signs 
than  by  speech,  was  because  the  utterance  of 
speech  was  reserved  for  the  manifestation  of  the 
time  itself.  For  anything  is  usually  set  forth  in 
words,  whenever  what  is  set  forth  is  accom- 

plished. For,  indeed,  no  one  knew  why  this  had 
been  shown  to  him,  until  afterwards,  when,  on 
the  very  day  on  which  he  had  seen  it,  he  was 
crowned.  Nevertheless,  in  the  meantime,  his 
impending  suffering  was  certainly  known  by  all, 
but  the  exad  day  of  his  passion  was  not  spoken 

of  by  any  of  the  same,  just  as  if  they  win-  igno- 
rant of  it.     And,  indeed,  I  find  something  simi- 

1  [See  Origen,  "  weeks  of  yc  .  . .  p.  353] 

lar  in  the  Scriptures,     for  Zai  hariaa  the  pri< 
because  he  did  not  believe  the  promise  of  a  son, 
made  to  him  by  the  angel,  became  dumb;  so 
that  he  asked  lor  tablets  by  a  sign,  being  about 

to  write  hi>  son's  name  rather  than  utter  it. 
With  reason,  also  in  this  case,  where  God's  mes- 

senger declared  the  impending  passion  of  His 

priest  rather  by  signs,  he  both  admonished  his 
faith  and  fortified  His  priest.  Moreover,  the 

ground  of  asking  for  delay  arose  out  of  his  wish 
to  arrange  his  affairs  and  settle  his  will.  Vet 
what  affairs  or  what  will  had  he  to  arrange,  ex- 
cept  ecclesiastical  concerns?  And  thus  that  last 
delay  was  received,  in  order  that  whatever  had 

to  be  disposed  of  by  his  final  decision  concern- 
ing the  care  of  cherishing  the  poor  might  be 

arranged.  And  I  think  that  for  no  other  reason, 
and  indeed  for  this  reason  only,  indulgence  was 
granted  to  him  even  by  those  very  persons  who 
had  ejected  and  were  about  to  slay  him,  that, 
being  at  hand,  he  might  relieve  the  poor  also 
who  were  before  him  with  the  final  or,  to  speak 
more  accurately,  with  the  entire  outlay  of  his  last 

stewardship.  And  therefore,  having  so  benevo- 
lently ordered  matters,  and  so  arranged  them 

according  to  his  will,  the  morrow  drew  near. 
14.  Now  also  a  messenger  came  to  him  from 

the  city  from  Xistus,  the  good  and  peace-making 
priest,  and  on  that  account  most  blessed  martyr. 
The  coming  executioner  was  instantly  looked 
for  who  should  strike  through  that  devoted  neck 
of  the  most  sacred  victim  ;  and  thus,  in  the  daily 

expectation  of  dying,  every  day  was  to  him  as 
if  the  crown  might  be  attributed  to  each.  In 
the  meantime,  there  assembled  to  him  many 

eminent  people,  and  people  of  most  illustrious 

rank  and  family,  and  noble  with  the  world's  dis- 
tinctions, who,  on  account  of  ancient  friendship 

with  him,  repeatedly  urged  his  withdrawal ;  and, 
that  their  urgency  might  not  be  in  some  sort 
hollow,  they  also  offered  places  to  which  he 
might  retire.  But  he  had  now  set  the  world 
aside,  having  his  mind  suspended  upon  heaven, 

and  did  not  consent  to  their  tempting  persua- 
sions. He  would  perhaps  even  then  have  done 

what  was  asked  for  by  so  many  and  faithful 
friends,  if  it  had  been  bidden  him  by  divine 
command.  But  that  lofty  glory  of  so  great  a 

man  must  not  be  passed  over  without  announce- 
ment, that  now,  when  the  world  was  swelling, 

and  of  its  trust  in  its  princes  breathing  out  hatred 

of  the  name,  he  was  instructing  God's  servants, 
as  opportunity  was  given,  in  the  exhortations  of 
the  Lord,  and  was  animating  them  to  tread 
under  foot  the  sufferings  of  this  present  time  by 

the  contemplation  of  a  glory  to  come  hereafter. 
Indeed,  such  was  his  love  of  sacred  discourse,  that 

he  wished  that  his  prayers  in  regard  to  his  suffer- 
ing might  be  so  answered,  that  he  would  be  put 

to  death  in  the  very  act  of  speaking  about  God. 
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15.  And  these  were  the  daily  acts  of  a  priest 
destined  for  a  pleasing  sacrifice  to  God,  when, 

behold,  at  the  bidding  of  the  proconsul,  the  offi- 
cer with  his  soldiers  on  a  sudden  came  unex- 

pectedly on  him,  —  or  rather,  to  speak  more 
truly,  thought  that  he  had  come  unexpectedly 

on  him,  at  his  gardens,  —  at  his  gardens,  I  say. 
which  at  the  beginning  of  his  faith  he  had  sold, 

and  which,  being  restored  by  God's  mercy,  he 
would  assuredly  have  sold  again  for  the  use  of 

the  poor,  if  he  hid  not  wished  to  avoid  ill-will 
from  the  persecutors,  but  when  could  a  mind 
ever  prepared  be  taken  unawares,  as  if  by  an 
unforeseen  attack?  Therefore  now  he  went  for- 

ward, certain  that  what  had  been  long  delayed 
Would  be  settled.  lie  went  forward  with  a  lofty 
and  elevated  mien,  manifesting  cheerfulness  in 
his  look  and  courage  in  his  heart,  but  being 
delayed  to  the  morrow,  he  returned  from  the 

pnctorium  to  the  officer's  house,  when  on  a  sud- 
den a  scattered  rumour  prevailed  throughout  all 

Carthage,  that  now  Thascius  was  brought  for- 
ward, whom  there  was  nobody  who  did  not  know 

as  well  for  his  illustrious  fame  in  the  honourable 

opinion  of  all,  as  on  account  of  the  recollection 
of  his  most  renowned  work.  On  all  sides  all 

men  were  flocking  together  to  a  spectacle,  to  us 
glorious  from  the  devotion  of  faith,  and  to  be 
mourned  over  even  by  the  Gentiles.  A  gentle 
Custody,  however,  had  him  in  charge  when  taken 

and  placed  for  one  night  in  the  officer's  house; 
so  that  we,  his  associates  and  friends,  were  as 

usual  in  his  company.  The  whole  people  in  the 
meantime,  in  anxiety  that  nothing  should  be 

dour  throughout  the  night  without  their  knowl- 

edge, kept  watch  before  the  officer's  door.     The 
idness  of  (rod  granted  him  at  that  time,  SO 

truly  worthy  of  it.  that  even  God's  people  should 
watch  on  the  passion  of  the  priest.  Yet,  per- 

haps, some  one  may  ask  what  was  the  reason  of 
his  returning  from  the  prsetorium  to  the  officer. 
And  some  think  that  this  arose  from  the  fact, 

that  for  his  own  part  the  proconsul  was  then  un- 
willing, bar  be  it  from  me  to  complain,  in  mal 

divinely  ordered,  of  sloth  fulness  or  aversion 
in  the  proconsul.  bar  be  it  from  me  to  admit 

sik  li  an  e\  il  into  the  (  onsciousness  of  a  religious 
mind,  as    that    the    lain  v    of  man    should    del  ide 

the  fate  of  so  blessed  a  martyr,     but  the  mor 
row,  which  a  year  before  the  divine  condescen 
sion    had    foretold,  required  to  be  literall)   the 
morrow.1 

16.  At  list  that  Other  day  dawned        that  des 

lined,  that  promised,  that  divine  daj  —which,  if 

even  the  tyrant  himself  had  wished  to  put  oil', 
lie  would  not  have  had  am    power  to  do  so  ;    the 
da)  rejoicing  at  the  consciousness  of  the  future 
martyi  ;  and,  the  clouds  being  scattered  through 

1  That  is,  I'liivutriuc  eiiMiiad  llic  ics|utc,  10  fullil  (lie  promise. 

out  the  circuit  of  the  world,  the  day  shone  upon 
them  with  a  brilliant  sun.  He  went  out  from 

the  house  of  the  officer,  though  he  was  the  offi- 
cer of  Christ  and  God,  and  was  walled  in  on  all 

sides  by  the  ranks  of  a  mingled  multit  I  .  \nd 
su<  h  a  numberless  army  hung  upon  hi  my, 
as  if  they  had  come  with  an  assembled  troop  to 
assault  death  itself.  Now,  as  he  wen',  he  had 

to  pass  by  the  ra<  e-course.  And  rightly,  and  as 
if  it  had  been  contrived  on  purpo  !  to 
pass  by  the  place  of  a  corresponds 
who.  having  finished  his  contest, 

the  crown  of  righte  But  when  he 
come  to  the    p  im,  as  the  proconsul 
not  yet  come  forth,  a  place  of  retirement  was 
accorded  him.    There,  as  lie  sat  moist  t   r 

his  long  journey  with  excessive  p<  rspiration  (the 
wis  by  chance  covered  with  linen. 
1  in  the  very  moment  of  his  passion  h 

enjoy  the  honour  of  the  episcopate )  ,J  on 

officers  ("Tesserarius"),  who  had  formerly  been 
a  Christian,   offered    him    his    clothes  I    he 

might  wish    to   change   his   moistened   garments 

for  drier  ones ;  and  he  doubtless  coveted  noth- 
ing further  in  respect  of  his  proffered  kind 

than  to  possess   the  now  blood  stained   sue.;; 
the  martyr  going  to  God.     lie  made  reply  to 

him,  and  said,  "We  apply  medicines  to  am 

ances  which  probably  to-day  will  n<  1 1  >nger  exist." 
Is   it   any  wonder   that   he   despised   suffering   m 
body  who  had   despised    death  in  soul?     Why 
should    we    say    more?      He   was    suddenly    an- 

nounced to  the  proconsul;    he  is  brought  for- 
ward ;  he  is  placed  before  him  ;  he  is  inter 

as    to   his   name.      He   answers   who   he    1-,   and 

nothing  more. 
17.  And  thus,  therefore,  the  judge  reads  ft 

his  tablet  the  sentence  which  lately  in  th 

he    had    not    read. —  a    spiritual    st -tin  n>  e,    not 
rashly    to    be    spoken.  —  a    sentence 
Such  a  bishop  anil  SU(  h   1  witness  ; 
tence,  win  rein    he  was   called   a    Si 
of  the  sei  t.  and  an  enemy  o\    the  gods,  and 
who  was  to  be   an   cvinipl      to   his   people  ;   and 
that  with  his  blood  dis<  ipli 
established.     Nothing  could  be  more  com | 

nothing  more  true,  than  this  senl  1  all 
the  things  w  hi(  h  wei 
heathen,  are  divine.     Nor  is  it   indeed    1 
wondered  at,    sin<  e  pi 

prophesy  Of  the  passion,      lie  had  been    1     • .ml  bearer,  « ho  was  a,  (  ustomed 

cerning  the  bearing  of  <.  Christ's  st  mdard  ,  he  had 
been  an  enem)  of  the  unman 
the  idols  to  be  destroyed.     M  1 
example    to    his    ti  lends,  since,  u  In  n 
about  to  follow  m   a   similar  111. inner,  he  u  ,i>   the 

fust  m  the  proi  in<  e  to  « onse<  rat< 

*  [Sec  noic  j(  and  oi  tin* 
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i  utyrdom.     Ami  by  his  blood  dis<  ipline  be- 
.  to  be  established  ;  but  it  w.is  the  dis,  ipline 

.  who,  emulating  their  teacher,  in  the 
imitation  of  a  glory  like  his  own.  themselves  also 

•  .1  confirmation  to  discipline  by  the  very 
id  of  their  own  example. 

18.  And  when  he  left  the  doors  of  the  prae- 
torium,  a  crowd  of  soldiery  accompanied  him  ; 

that  nothing  might  be  wanting  in  his  passion, 
and  tribunes  guarded  ins  side.     Now 

the  place  itself  where  he  was  about  to  suffer  is 
>  that  it  affords  a  noble  spectacle,  with  its 

trees  thu  klv  planted  on  all  sides.    But  as,  by  the 
u  of  the  space  beyond,  the  view  was  not 

attainable  to  the  confused  crowd,  persons  who 
favoured  him  had  climbed  up  into  the  branches 
of  the  trees,  that  there  might  not  even  be  want- 

ing  to   him    (what    happened    in    the    case  of 
h),  that  he  was  gazed  upon  from  the 

trees.      And    now,   having   with    his   own   hands 
bound  his  eyes,  he  tried  to  hasten  the  slowness 
of  the  executioner,  whose  office  was  to  wield  the 

sword,  and  who  with  difficulty  clasped  the  blade 
in  his  failing  right  hand  with  trembling  fingers, 
.until  the  mature  hour  of  glorification  strength- 

ened   the    hand   of  the    centurion   with    power 
ited  from  above  to  accomplish  the  death  of 

the  excellent  man,  and  at  length  supplied  him 
with  the  permitted  strength.  O  blessed  people 
of  the  Church,  who  as  well  in  sight  as  in  feeling, 
and,  what  is  more,  in  outspoken  words,  suffered 
with  such  a  bishop  as  theirs;  and,  as  they  had 
ever  heard  him  in  his  own  discourses,  were 
crowned  by  God  the  Judge  !  For  although  that 
which  the  general  wish  desired  could  not  occur, 
viz.,  that  the  entire  congregation  should  suffer  at 
once  in  the  fellowship  of  a  like  glory,  yet  who- 

ever under  the  eyes  of  Christ  beholding,  and  in 

the   hearing   of  the   prie  I  !    to 
sutler,  by  the  sufficient  testimony  of  dial  d< 
did  in  some  sort   send   a   missive   to  Cod,  as   his 
ambassador. 

IQ,  ills  passion  being  thus  accomplished,  it 
resulted  that  Cyprian,  who  had  been  an  example 
to  all  good  men,  was  also  the  first  who  in  Africa 

imbued  his  priestly  crown  '  with  bleu,!  of  mar 
tyrdom,  bei  ause  he  was  the  first  who  began  to 
be  such  after  the  apostles.  For  from  the  tunc 
at  which  the  episcopal  order  is  enumerated  at 
Carthage,  not  one  is  ever  recorded,  even  of  good 
nun  and  priests,  to  have  come  to  suffering. 
Although  devotion  surrendered  to  Cod  is  always 
in  consecrated  men  reckoned  instead  of  martyr- 

dom ;  yet  Cyprian  attained  even  to  the  perfect 
crown  by  the  consummation  of  the  Lord  ;  so 
that  in  that  very  city  in  which  he  had  in  such 
wise  lived,  and  in  which  he  had  been  tiie  first 
to  do  many  noble  deeds,  he  also  was  the  first  to 

decorate  the  insignia2  of  his  heavenly  priest- 
hood with  glorious  gore  What  shall  I  do  now? 

Between  joy  at  his  passion,  and  grief  at  still 
remaining,  my  mind  is  divided  in  different  direc- 

tions, and  twofold  affections  are  burdening  a 
heart  too  limited  for  them.  Shall  I  grieve  that 
I  was  not  his  associate?  But  yet  I  must  triumph 
in  his  victory.  Shall  I  triumph  at  his  victory? 
Still  I  grieve  that  I  am  not  his  companion.  Vet 
still  to  you  I  must  in  simplicity  confess,  what  you 
also  are  aware  of,  that  it  was  my  intention  to  be 
his  companion.  Much  and  excessively  I  exult 
at  his  glory  ;  but  still  more  do  I  grieve  that  I 
remained  behind. 

1  [He  was  the  first  of  the  troviitce,  that  is.     Seep   273,  suf>ra.\ 
2  The  simple  attire  of  Hippolytus,  as  seen  in  his  statue,  was 

doubt  ess  what  is  here  meant  by  insignia.  But  see  Hermas,  vol  11 p.  ia.] 
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EPISTLE    I.1 
TO   DONATUS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  HAD  PROMISED  DONATUS 
THAT  HE  WOULD  HAVE  A  DISCOURSE  WITH  HIM 

CONCERNING  THINGS  DIVINE,  AND  NOW  BEING 

REMINDED  of  HIS  PROMISE,  UK  FULFILS  IT. 
COMMENDING  AT  LENGTH  THE  GRACE  OF  GOD 

CONFERRED  IN  BAPTISM,  UK  DECLARES  H<  >W 

HE  HAD  BEEN  CHANGED  THEREBY  J  AND,  FI- 
NALLY, POINTING  OUT  THE  ERRORS  OF  THE 

WORLD,  HE  EXHORTS  TO  CONTEMPT  OF  IT, 

A.NIi   TO    READING   AND   PRAYER. 

i.  C/Ecilius  Cyprian  to  Donatus  sends,  greet- 
ing.    You  rightly  remind  me,  dearest  Donatus ; 

for  [  not  only  remember  my  promise,  but  I  con- 
fess that  this  is  the  appropriate  time  for  its  fulfil- 

ment, when  the  vintage  festival  invites  the  mind 
to  unbend  in  repose,  and  to  enjoy  the  annual 

and  appointed  respite  of  the  declining  year.2 
Moreover,  the  place  is  in  accord  with  the  season, 
and  the  pleasant  aspect  of  the  gardens  harmo- 

nizes with  the  gentle  breezes  of  a  mild  autumn 
in  soothing  and  cheering  the  senses.  In  such 
a  place  as  this  it  is  delightful  to  pass  the  day  in 
discourse,  and,  by  the  (study  of  the  sacred) 

parables,3  to  train  the  conscience  of  the  breast 
to  the  apprehension  of  the  divine  precepts.  And 
that  no  profane  intruder  may  interrupt  our  COD 
verse,  nor  any  unrestrained  clatter  of  a  nois) 
household    disturb    it,    let    us    seek    this    bower.1 
The  neighbouring  thickets  ensure  us  solitude, 
and  the  vagrant  trailings  of  the  vine  branches 

ping  in  pendent  mazes  among  the  reeds 
that  support  them  have  made  for  US  a  pole  h  of 
vines  and  a  leafy  shelter,  Pleasantly  here  we 
Clothe    our    thoughts    in    words  ;    and    while    we 

gratify  our  eyes  with  the  agreeable  outlook  upon 
trees  and  vines,  the  mind  is  at  once  instructed 

by  whit  we  hear,  and  nourished  b)  what  we  see, 
although  at  the  present  tunc  your  onl)  pleasure 
and    your  only  interest   is  in  our  discourse.      1  >e 

Bpising  the  pleasures  o\'  sight,  your  eye  is  now 

1  In  the  Oxford  edition  thit  epiitle  it  given  imong  the  treat!***, 

'  "  Fabulu. '     [Our  "  Lhankagiving  Day  "     the  "  Vindemia."] 
*  [A  lovei  em  and  of  nature      the  religion  of  Chritl  gave 

a  new  and  loft ic i  impulse  In  mkIi  i.iMcs  iiiuvcrtally,      Vol    n.  p    ,t  I 

fixed  on  me.     With  your  mind  as  well  as  your 
ears  you  are  altogether  a  listener  ;  and  a  listener, 
too,  with    an    eagerness    proportioned    to    j 
affection. 

2.  And  yet,  of  what  kind  or  of  what  amount 

is  anything  that  my  mind  is  likely  to  communi- 
cate   to   yours?     The    poor    mediocrity   of   my 

shallow  understanding    produces  a  very  limited 
harvest,  and   enriches   the   soil  with   no  fruitful 
deposits.     Nevertheless,  with  such  powers  as   I 
have,  I  will  set  about  the  matter  ;  for  the  subject 
itself  on  which    I   am  about  to  speak  will  a 
me.     In  courts  of  justice,  in  the  public  assembly, 
in  political  debate,  a  copious  eloquence  ma] 

the  glory  of  a  voluble  ambition  ;   but   in  speak- 
ing  of  the    Lord    God,  a   chaste    simplicity   of 

expression    strives    for   the    conviction    of    faith 
rather  with  the  substance,  than  with  the  powers, 

of  eloquence.    Therefore  accept  from  me  thii 
not  (lever  but   weighty,   words,   not   decked    up 
to  charm  a   popular  audience  with    cultivated 
rhetoric,  but  simple  and  fitted  by  their  urn  ur 
nished  truthfulness  for  the  proclamation  of  the 
divine  mercy.     Accept  what  is  felt  before 
spoken,  what  has  not   been  accumulated  v 

tardy  painstaking  during  the  lapse  ol  j    .'-.but 
has  been  inhaled  in  one  breath  of  ripening  gra<  e. 

3.  While     I    was    still    lying    in    darkness    and 

gloomy  night,  wavering  hither  and  thither,  tossed 
about  on  the  foam  of  this  boastful  age,  and 

1  ertain  ̂ (  mj  wandering  steps,  know 
of  my  real  hie.  juA  leniote  Irom  truth  .uv\  1: 
I    used    to    regard    it    as   a   difficult    matter. 

especiall)  as  diffit  ult  in  respei  t  of  w  i 
at    that    tune,  thai    a    man    should    be  capabl 

being  born  again5  — a  truth  whiih  the  divine 
mens   had  announced  tor  mv  salvation,      ami 

that    a    man    quit  kened  to  a  new   hie  il 

i\  ing  walei   should    be    a':  lie    t 

he  had  pre\  iousl)   been  .     ind,  alt' 
all  his  bodilj  structure,  should  be  himsell  <  h  11 

in    heart    and    soul.      •'  I  low."  si    ;    1.  n  .1 
conversion  possible,  ihat  there  should 
«len  and  rapid  divestment  ^(  all  whi<  h, 
innate  m  us  has  hardened  m  th 

our  material  nature,  01  a<  quirt  I  '  \  •■■  • 
\n    t!;.  .    N 
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rate  by  long  accustomed  use?    Thes<    let   fear  be  the  keeper  of  innocence,  that  the 

become  deeply  and  radically  en-    Lord,  who  of  His  mercy  has  flowed'  into tin  us.     Winn  -lots  he  learn  thrift  hearts  in  the  access  of  celestial  be 

1  to  liberal  banquets  and  sump- 
;?    And  he  who  has  been  glittering 

kept  bj  righteous  submissiveness  in  the  hostelry 
of  a  grateful  mind,  that  the  assurance  we  have 

and  purple,  and  has  been  celebrated  for  gained  may  not  begel  carelessness,  and  so 

I)  attire,  when  docs  he  reduce  himself  old  enemy  creep  upon  us  again. 

t                         simple  clothing?    One  who  has  5.  But  if  you  keep  the  way  of  innocence,  the 

•  the  fasces  and  of  civil  honours  way  of  righteousness,  if  you  walk  with  a  firm  and 
shrii;                       ning  a  mere  private  and  in-  steady  step,  if,  depending  on  God  with   your 

rhe  man  who  is  attended  by  whole  strength  and  with  your  whole  heart,  you 

Of  clients,  and  dignified  by  the  numerous  only  be  what  you   have   begun  to  be,  liberty  and 

•   m  of  an  officious  train,  regards  it  as  a  power  to  do  is  given  you  in  proportion  to  the 
!      lishmentwhen   he   is  alone.      It  is  inevitable. 

I  ever  has  been,  that  the  love  Of  wine  should 

pride  inflate,  anger  inflame,  covetousness 
uiet,  <  ruelty  stimulate,  ambition  delight,  lust 

1  to   rum,  with  allurements  that  will  not  let 

hold.-' 

increase  of  your  spiritual  grace.  For  there  is 
not,  as  is  the  case  with  earthly  benefits,  any 

measure  or  stint  in  the  dispensing  of  the  heav- 

enly gift.  The  Spirit  freely  flowing  forth  is  re- 
strained by  no  limits,  is  checked  by  no  closed 

barriers  within  certain  bounded  spaces;   it  flows 

These  were  my  frequent  thoughts.      For  as    perpetually,  it  is  exuberant  in  its  affluence.      Let 

I  myself  was  held  in  bonds  by  the  innumerable    our  heart  only  be  athirst,  and  be  ready  to  re- 
s  of  my  previous  life,  from  which  1  did  not    ceive  :   in  the  degree  in  which  we  bring  to  it  a 

believe  that   I  could  by  possibility  be  delivered,    capacious  faith,  in  that  measure  we  draw  from  it 

•  disposed  to  acquiesce  in  my  clinging   an  overflowing  grace.     Thence  is  given  power, 
.  and  because  I  despaired  of  better  things,    with  modest  chastity,  with  a  sound  mind,  with  a 

1  » indulge  my  sins  as  if  they  were  actually   simple  voice,  with    unblemished  virtue,  that  is 

parts  of  me,  and  indigenous  to  me.     But  after   able  to  quench  the  virus  of  poisons  for  the  heal- 
that,  by  the  help  of  the  water  of  new  birth,  the    ing  of  the  sick,  to  purge  out  the  stains  of  foolish 
stain  of  former  years  had  been  washed  away,  and    souls  by  restored  health,  to  bid  peace  to  those 

!  above,  serene  and  pure,  had  been    that  are  at  enmity,  repose  to  the  violent,  gentle- 
into  my  reconciled   heart. — after  that,   ness  to  the  unruly, —  by  startling  threats  to  force 
gency  of  the  Spirit  breathed  from  heav-    to    avow    themselves    the    impure    and    vagrant 

en.  a  second  birth  had  restored  me  to  a  new   spirits   that    have   betaken   themselves   into   the 
man;  —  then,  in  a  wondrous  manner,  doubtful    bodies  of  men  whom  they  purpose  to  destroy, 
things  at  once  began  to  assure  themselves  to  me,    to  drive  them  with  heavy  blows  to  come  out  of 
!       len  things  to  be  revealed,  dark  things  to  be    them,  to  stretch  them  out   struggling,  howling, 

aed.  what   before   had   seemed   difficult   groaning  with   increase   of  constantly  renewing 

j  ist  a  means  of  accomplishment,    pain,  to  beat  them  with  scourges,  to  roast  them 

•  hid  been  thought  impossible,  to  be  capable    with  fire:   the  matter  is  carried  on  there,  but  is 
of  being   achieved;   so   that   1  was   enabled   to   not  seen;  the  strokes  inflicted  are  hidden,  but 

acki  ■    that  what    previously,  being   born    the   penalty  is    manifest.      Thus,  in   respect  of 
of  the   flesh,  had  been  living  in  the  practice  of  what  we  have  already  begun   to  be,  the  Spirit 

of  the  earth  earthly,  but  had  now  begun    that  we  have  received  possesses  its  own  liberty 
;  I  .  id,  and  was  animated  by  the  Spirit  of  of  action  ;  while  in  that  we  have  not  yet  chan 

:  You  yourself  assuredly  know  and  recol-    our  body  and  members,  the  carnal  view  is  still 
I  I   do  what  was  taken  away  from    darkened   by  the   clouds   of  this  world.       I  low 

rid  what  was  given   to  us  by   that  death  of  great  is  this  empire   of  the   mind,  and  what  a 
I  that  life  of  virtue.     You  yourself  know   power  it  has.  not  alone  that  itself  is  withdrawn 

this    without    my    information.      Anything    like    from  the  mischievous  associations  of  the  world, 
iwn  praise  is  hateful,  although    as  one  who  is  purged  and  pure  can  suffer  no  slain 

in  reality  boast  but  only  be  grateful '  of  a  hostile  irruption,  but  that  it  becomes  still 
for  whatever  we  do  not  ascribe   to  man's  virtue   greater  and  stronger  in  its  might,  so  that  it  can 

to  be  the  gift  of  God  ;  so  that  now   rule  over  all  the  imperious  host  of  the  attacking 
sin  not  is  the  beginning  of  the  work  of  faith,   adversary  with  its  sway  ! 

whereas  that  we  sinned  before  was  the  result  of      6.   But  in  order  that  the  characteristics  of  the 

human  error.     All  our  pow<  r  is  of  God  ;    1  say,    divine  may  shine  more  brightly  by  the  develop- 
ed.    From  Him  we  have  life,  from  Him  we   ment  of  the  truth,  I  will  give  you  light  to  appre- 

have  strength,  by  power  derived  and  conceived   bend  it,  the  obscurity  caused  by  sin  being  wiped 
from   Him  we  do,  while  yet  in  this  world,  fore-   
know  the  indications  of  things  to  come.     Only        1  0r, "  shone,"  ••  infuls.t." 
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.way.  I  will  draw  away  the  veil  from  the  dark- 
less of  this  hidden  world.  For  a  brief  space 

©nceive  yourself  to  be  transported  to  one  of 
he  loftiest  peaks  of  some  inaccessible  mountain, 

hi'iue  gaze  on  the  appearances  of  things  lying 
>elow  you,  and  with  eyes  turned  in  various  ej- 

ections look  upon  the  eddies  of  the  billowy 
/odd,  while  you  yourself  are  removed  from 

arthly  contacts,  —  you  will  at  once  begin  to 
eel  compassion  for  the  world,  aud  with  self- 
bcollection  and  increasing  gratitude  to  God,  you 
/ill  rejoice  with  all  the  greater  joy  that  you  have 
leaped  it.  Consider  the  roads  blocked  up  by 

obbers,  the  seas  beset  with  pirates,  wars  scat- 
ered  all  over  the  earth  with  the  bloody  horror 
if  camps.  The  whole  world  is  wet  with  mutual 
ilood  ;  and  murder,  which  in  the  case  of  an 
■dividual  is  admitted  to  be  a  crime,  is  called 
virtue  when  it  is  committed  wholesale.  Im- 

Hinity  is  claimed  for  the  wicked  deeds,  not  on 
lie  plea  that  they  are  guiltless,  but  because  the 
ruelty  is  perpetrated  on  a  grand  scale. 
7.  And  now,  if  you  turn  your  eyes  and  your 

egards  to  the  cities  themselves,  you  will  behold 
concourse  more  fraught  with  sadness  than  any 
olitude.  The  gladiatorial  games  are  prepared, 
hat  blood  may  gladden  the  lust  of  cruel  eyes. 
ne  body  is  fed  up  with  stronger  food,  and  the 
igorous  mass  of  limbs  is  enriched  with  brawn 

nd  muscle,  that  the  wretch  fattened  for  punish- 
nent  may  die  a  harder  death.  Man  is  slaugh- 

tered that  man  may  be  gratified,  and  the  skill 
hat  is  best  able  to  kill  is  an  exercise  and  an  art. 

'rime  is  not  only  committed,  but  it  is  taught. 
Vh  it  can  be  said  more  inhuman,  —  what  more 
epulsive?  Training  is  undergone  to  acquire  the 
lower  to  murder,  and  the  achievement  of  mur- 
ler  is  its  glory.  What  state  of  things,  I  pray 
ou,  can  that  be,  and  what  can  it  be  like,  in 

■rich  men,  whom  none  have  condemned,  offer 

bcin  sel\  es  to  the  wild  beasts  —  men  of  ripe  age, 
I  sullu  iently  beautiful  person,  clad  in  COStly 
armenls?  Living  men,  the)  are  adorned  for  a 
oluntarj  death  ;  wretched  men.  they  boast  of 
heir  own  miseries.  They  fight  with  beasts,  not 
>r  their  c  rime,  but  for  their  madness.  bathers 

)ok  on  their  own  sons  ;  a  brother  is  in  the  arena, 

m\  his  sister  is  hard  by  ;  and  although  a  grand- 
r  display  of  pomp  increases  the  price  of  the 
ihibition,  yet,  oh  shame  !   even  the    mother  will 

ay  the  increase  in  order  that  she  maj  be  pres 
hi   it  her  own  miseries.     And  in  looking  upon 

so  frightful  and  so  impious  and  so  deadly, 
hey  do  not  seem  to  be  aware  that  they  are  pai 
cides  with  their  eyes. 
■S.    I  bin  e  turn  your  looks  to  the  abominations, 

Ot  less  to  be  deplored,  of  another  kind  ol  spec 
tele.1      In  the  theatres  also  \..u  will  beheld  what 

1   [  \l.is,  1l1.1t  111  ili<-  modi  in  the  iiu    in  l  ,•!■,  1.1  .ill  tin.  !  1 
produced,  and  c  liruliun*  upplaudl  j 

may  well  cause  you  grief  and  shame.     It  is 
tragic  buskin  which   relates   in   verse   the 

of  ancient  days.     The  old  horrors2  of  p 
and  incest  are  unfolded   in  action  calculated 

express  the  image  of  the  truth,  so  that,  as  the 

ages  pass  by,  any  crime  that  was  formerly  com- 
mitted may  not  be  forgotten.     Each  generation 

is  reminded   by  what   it   hears,  that  whatever  has 
once   been    done   may   be   done   again.      Cr; 
never  die  out  by  the   lapse  of  ages;   wickedness 
is  never  abolished   by  pro<  ess  of  time;   impiety 
is  never  buried  in  oblivion.     Things  which   hd\c 
now  ceased  to  be   actual   deeds  of  vice   become 

examples.      In    the    mimes,    moreover,    by    the 
teaching  of  infamies,  the  spectator  is  attrat  ted 
either  to  reconsider  what  he  may  have  done  in 
secret,  or  to  hear  what  he  may  do.     Adultei 
learnt  while   it  is  seen  ;  and  while  the  mist  hief 

having    public    authority  panders    to    vices,   the 
matron,  who  perchance  had  gone  to  the  spet  ta- 
cle  a  modest  woman,  returns   from   it   immodest. 

Still  further,  what  a  degradation  of  morals  it  is, 
what  a  stimulus  to  abominable  deeds,  what  fo  id 

for  vice,   to    be   polluted    by   histrionic   gestures, 

against  the  covenant  and   law  of  one's  birth,  I  1 
ga/.e  in  detail  upon  the  endurance   of  hie 
abominations  !      Men   are    emasculated,  dm\  all 

the  pride  and  vigour  of  their  sex   is  ellemin 
in  the  disgrat  e  of  their  enervated  bed)  ;  and  he 
is  most  pleasing  there  who  has   most   1  ompletely 
broken    down    the   man    into    the  woman.      He 

grOWS   into    praise   by  virtue    of  his  crime  ;   and 
the  more  he  is  degraded,  the   more   skilful   he   is 
considered  to  be.     Such  a  one  is  looked  upon  — 
oh    shame  !     and    looked     upon    with    pleasure. 
And  what  cannot  such  a  creature   suggest  f      lie 
inflames  the  senses,  he  Ratters  the  affet  tions,  he 
drives  out  the   more  vigorous  conscience   of  a 

virtUOUS   breast;    nor    is   there  wanting   .mt'.i for  the   clitic  in_;   abomination,  that   the  mischief 

may  creep   upon   people  with   a   less   perceptible 
approach.    They  picture  Venus  immodest, 
adulterous  ;   and  that  Jupiter  o\   theirs   not   11. 
supreme  in  dominion  than  in  vice,  inflamed  with 

earthl)  love  in  tin-  midst  o(  his  own  thund 
now  growing  white-  in  the   leathers  ol  .1   swan, 
now   pouring  down   in   a   golden   si 
breaking  forth  b)   the  help  of  birds  to   violate 

the  purit)   ot'  bo)  >.       Vnd  now   put    the  «| 
(  '.111  Ih-  who  luuks  upon  SUCh  thin 
minded    or    modes!  J       \b  11    mi 
whom  the)  adore,  .u^l  t"  such  miserable 
their  1  runes  i.e.  .-me  their  religion.^ 

c).    (  Ih,    if    pla«  ed    oil    di.u    loft)    « 
you  could  gaze  into  the  set  ret  plat  1 
could  open  the  .  losed  doors  <  ham 
bets,  and    re.  all    then   d.nk   1.  I 

c  eption   ̂ '(  sight,       \  10M    tl 
1 

rtuUioa,  »••!  ui   , 
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done  by  immodest  persons  which  no  chaste  eye 
upon  ;  you  would  see  what  even  to 

i  would  see  what  people  em 

bruted  with  the  madness  <>f  vice  deny  that  they 
have  done,  and  yet  hasten  to  do,      nun  with 

!  lusts  rushing  upon  men,  doing  things 
wlr.  ■  itification  even  to  those  who 

do  them.  I  .iin  deceived  it'  the  man  who  is 
ich  things  as  these  does  not  accuse 

others  ol  them.  The  depraved  maligns  the 

depraved,  and  thinks  that  he  himself,  though 

con  of  tin.-  guilt,  has  escaped,  as  if  con- 
were  not  a  sufficient  condemnation. 

The  same  people  who  arc  accusers  in  public  arc 
criminals  in  private,  condemning  themselves  at 
the  same  time  as  they  condemn  the  culprits  ; 
they  denounce  abroad  what  they  commit  at 
home,  willingly  doing  what,  when  they  have 

done,  they  accuse,  —  a  daring  which  assuredly 
is  fitly  mated  with  vice,  and  mi  impudence  quite 
in  accordance  with  shameless  people.  And  I 

i  not  to  wonder  at  the  things  that  persons 
this  kind  speak  :  the  offence  of  their  mouths 

in  uonb  is  the  least  of  which  they  are  guilty.' 
io.   bit  after  considering  the  public  roads  full 

of  pitfalls,  after  battles  of  many  kinds   scattered 
abroad   over  the   whole   world,  after  exhibitions 

either    bloody  or  infamous,  after  the  abomina- 
tion- o{  hist,  whether  exposed  for  sale  in  broth- 

or     hidden    within    the    domestic    walls  — 

ins,  the  audacity  of  which  is  greater 

in    proportion    to  the  secrecy  of  the    crime, — 
possibly  you  may  think  that  the  Forum  at  least 
is  free  from  such  things,  that  it  is  neither  exposed 

to  exasperating  wrongs,  nor  polluted  by  the  as- 
iation  of  criminals.     Then  turn  your  gaze  in 

that    direction  :    there  you  will    discover  things 
lious  than  ever,  so  that  thence  you  will 

more    desirous    of  turning  away  your  eyes, 
although  the  laws  are  carved  on  twelve  tables, 

re  publicly  prescribed  on  bra- 
zen tablets.     Yet  wrong  is  done  in  the  midst  of 
laws  themselves  ;  wickedness  is  committed 

in  the    very  (mc  of  the  statutes  ;  innocence  is 
not  preserved  even  in  the  place  where  it  is  de- 
fern  led.      By    turns    the    rancour   of  disputants 

and  when    peace    is  broken  among    the 
the   Forum  echoes  with  the   madness  of 

e.     There  i  lose  at  hand  is  the  spear  and  the 
rd.  and  the  executioner  also;    there  is    the 
i.  that  tears,  the  rack  that  stretches,  the  fire 

that  burns   up,  —  more    tortures    for   one    poor 
human    body  than    it  has  limbs.     And  in  such 

rho  is  there  to  help?    «  ttron?     He 
makes  a  feint,  and  ;        j  idge?     but 
he  sells  his  sentence.     He  who  sits  to  avenge 
crimes  commits  them,  ami   the  judge  becomes 

1   |  Rom.  i    id,  27.     The  eno  itenl  of  this  diabolical  form 
of  lull  1-  implied  in  all  th<  rebukes.] 

*  The  drcucs  of  peace . 

1  ulprit,  in  order  that  the  m  i\  p 
innocently.     Crimes   are   everywhere  comm 
and  everywhere  in  the  multiform  charactei 
sin.  the  pernicious  poison  a<  is  by  means  of  de- 

graded minds.     <  )ne  man  forges  a  will,  another 
by   a   capita]    fraud  makes  a  false    deposition  ; 
on  the  one   hand,  children   are   cheated   of  thi  ir 

inheritances,  on  the  other,  strangers  are  endowed 
with    their    estates.     The    opponent   makes    his 

charge,  the  false  accuser  attai  ks,  the  witness  de# 
fames,  on  all  sides  the  venal  impudence  of  1 
voices    sets    about    the    falsification   of  (  hai 

while   in   the   meantime   the  guilty  do   not   1 
perish  with  the  iniKx  ent.     There  is  no  fear  about 
the  laws;  no  concern    for   either   inquisitor   or 
judge  ;  when  the  sentence  can  be  bought  off  for 
money,  it  is  not  cared  for.     It  is  a  crime  now 

among  the  guilty  to  be  innocent  ;  whoever  d 
not    imitate   the  wicked  is  an  offence  to   them. 
The  laws  have  come  to  terms  with  crimes,  and 

whatever    is    public    has    begun  to  be   allowed. 

What  can  be  the  modesty,  what  can  be  the  in- 

1  tegrity,  that  prevails  there,  when  there  are  none 
to  condemn  the  wicked,  and  one  only  meets  with 
those  who  ought  themselves  to  be  condemned? 

11.  But  that  we  may  not  perchance  a; 

as  if  we  were  picking   out   extreme   cases,  and 
with  the  view  of  disparagement  were  seeking  to 

I  attract  your  attention  to  those  things  whereof  the 
sad  and  revolting  view  may  offend  the  gaze  of  a 

1  better  conscience,  I  will  now  direct  you  to  sucH 
things  as  the   world   in   its   ignorance  accounts 

1  good.  Among  these  also  you  will  behold  things 
that  will  shock  you.  In  respect  of  what  you  re- 

gard as  honours,  of  what  you  consider  the  fa- 
what  you  count  affluence  in  riches,  what  you 
think  power  in  the  camp,  the  glory  of  the  purple 
in  the  magisterial  office,  the  power  of  licence  in 
the  chief  command.  —  there  is  hidden  the  viral 

\  of  ensnaring  mischief,  and  an  appearance  of 
smiling  wickedness,  joyous  indeed,  but  the 
treacherous  deception  of  hidden  calamity.  Just 
as  some  poison,  in  which  the  flavour  having  1 
medicated  with  sweetness,  craftily  mingled  in 
its  deadly  juices,  seems,  when  taken,  to  be  an 
ordinary  draught,  but  when  it  is  drunk  up,  the 
destruction  that  you  have  swallowed  assails 
You  see,  forsooth,  that  man  distinguished  by  his 
brilliant  dress,  glittering,  as  he  thinks,  in  his  pur- 

ple. Yet  with  what  baseness  has  he  purchased 
this  glitter  !  What  contempts  of  the  proud 

he  had  first  to  submit  to  !  what  haughty  thresh- 
olds has  he,  as  an  early  courtier,  besieged  !  1  low 

many  scornful  footsteps  of  arrogant  great  men 
has  he  had  to  precede,  thronged  in  the  crowd 
of  clients,  that  by  and  by  a  similar  procession 
might  attend  and  precede  him  with  salutations, 
—  a  train  waiting  not  upon  his  person,  but  upon 
his  power  !  for  he  has  no  claim  to   be   regarded 

I  for  his  (  haracter,  but  for  his  fasces.     Of  these, 
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finally,  you  may  see  the  degrading  cud,  when 

the  time-serving  sycophant  lias  departed,  and 
the  hanger-on,  deserting  them,  has  defiled  the 
exposed  side  of  the  man  who  has  retired  into  a 

private  condition.'  It  is  then  that  the  mischiefs 
done  to  the  squandered  family-estate  smite  upon 
the  conscience,  then  the  losses  that  have  ex- 

hausted the  fortune  are  known,  —  expenses  by 
which  the  favour  of  the  populace  was  bought, 

and  the  people's  breath  asked  for  with  fickle  and 
empty  entreaties.  Assuredly,  it  was  a  vain  and 
foolish  boastfulness  to  have  desired  to  set  forth 

in  the  gratification  of  a  disappointing  spectacle, 
what  the  people  would  not  receive,  and  what 
would  ruin  the  magistrates. 

12.  But  those,  moreover,  whom  you  consider 
rich,  who  add  forests  to  forests,  and  who,  exclud- 

ing the  poor  from  their  neighbourhood,  stretch 
out  their  fields  far  and  wide  into  space  without 
any  limits,  who  possess  immense  heaps  of  silver 
and  gold  and  mighty  sums  of  money,  either  in 

built-up  heap-,  or  in  buried  stores,  —  even  in  the 

midst  of  their  riches  those  are  torn  to  pieces  1))' 
the  anxiety  of  vague  thought,  lest  the  robber 
should  spoil,  lest  the  murderer  should  attack, 
lest  the  envy  of  some  wealthier  neighbour  should 
become  hostile,  and  harass  them  with  malicious 
lawsuits.  Such  a  one  enjoys  no  security  either 
in  his  food  or  in  his  sleep.  In  the  midst  of  the 
banquet  he  sighs,  although  he  drinks  from  a 
jewelled  goblet  \  and  when  his  luxurious  bed 

has  enfolded  his  bod)-,  languid  with  feasting,  in 
its  yielding  bosom,  he  lies  wakeful  in  the  midst 
of  the  down  ;  nor  does  he  perceive,  poor  wretch, 
that  these  things  are  merely  gilded  torments, 
that  he  is  held  in  bondage  by  his  gold,  and  that 
he  is  the  slave  of  his  luxury  and  wealth  rather 
than  their  master.  And  oh,  the  odious  blind- 

ness of  perception,  and  the  deep  darkness  of 
senseless  greed!  although  he  might  disburden 
himsell  and  net  rid  of  the  load,  he  rather  (  onlin- 

Ues  to  brood  over  his   vexing    wealth,  —  he   goes 
on  obstinately  clinging  to  his  tormenting  hoards. 
From  him  there   is   no   liberality    to   dependents, 
no  communication  to  the  poor.  And  yet  such 
people  'ill  that  their  own  money,  which  the) 
guard  with  jealous  labour,  shut  up  at   home  as    if 

it  were  another's,  and  from  whii  h  the)  derive  no 
benefit  either  for  their  friends,  for  their  children, 
or,  in  fine,  for  themselves.  Their  po  session 
amounts  t<>  this  only,  that  the)  <  an  k  1  p  others 
from  possessing  11  .  and  oh,  what  a  marvellous 
perversion  of  names  :  the)  (  all  those  thin) 

which  they  absolutely   put  to  none  but    /'./,/ 1. 
13.  Or  think  you  that  even  those  are  secure, 

—  that  those  at  least  are  safe  with  some  stable 
permanence  among  the  chaplets  oi  honour  and 

vasl  wealth,  whom,  in  tin-  glittei  "I  royal  pal  1.  es, 

1  [Confirmed   b\  ill  the   Roman  latimii,  ai  will 
the  readei      I  on!    Horace,  S*t.,  w.  Uk>L  1.] 

the  safeguard  of  watchful  arms  surrounds  ?  They 
have  greater  fear  than  others.  A  man  is  con- 

strained to  dread  no  less  than  he  is  dreaded. 

Exaltation  exacts  its  penalties  equally  from  the 
more  powerful,  although  he  may  be  hedged  in 
with  bands  of  satellites,  and  may  guard  his 
son  with  the  en<  losure  and  prote<  tion  of  a  nui 
ous  retinue.     Even  as   he  does    no:  his 

inferior,  |  >  feel  security,  it  is  inevitable  that  he 
himself  should  want  the  sense  of  securit) 

power  of  those  whom  po\\  r  makes  t<;. 
others,  is,  first  of  all.  terrible  to  themselves.  It 

smiles  to  rage,  it  cajoles  to  deceive,  it  entices  to 
slay,  it  lifts  up  to  cast  down.  With  a  certain 

usury  of  mischief,  the  greater  the  height  of  dig- 
nity and  honours  attuned,  the  greater  is  the 

interest  of  penalty  required. 

14.   Hence,  then,  the  one  peaceful  and  tr 
worthy  tranquillity,  the  one  solid  and  firm  and 

constant  securit)-,  is  this,  for  a  man  to  withdraw 
from   these   eddies   of  a   distracting   woi! 
anchored  on  the  ground  of  the  harbour  ol  S  ilva- 
tion,  to  lift  his  eyes  from  earth   to  heaven  ;    a\\>.\ 
having  been   admitted   to   the   gift   of  God,  and 

being  already  vers-  near  to  his   God   in   mind,  he 
may  boast,  that  whatever  in  human  affair- 
esteem  lofty  ,\\u\  grand,  lies  altogether  beneath 
his  consciousness.      He  who   is   actually  greater 
than  the  world  can   crave  nothing,  cm  d< 
nothing,  from    the  world.      How  stable,  how  tree 
from  all  shocks  is  that  id  ;    how  heavenly 
the  protei  tion  in  its  perennial  blessings, 
loosed  from  the  snares  ^t   this  entangling  world, 
and  to  be  purged  from   earthly  dregs,  and    fitl 
for  the  light  of  eternal  immortalit)  !     He  will 

see  what  crafty  mischief  of  the   \\k-   that   : 
viously  atta<  ked  us  has  been  in  1  n  inst 
us.     We  are  constrained  to  have  more  I 

what  we  shall  be,  b)  bei  wed  to  know  and  to 

condemn  what  we  wee       N    thei   for  this  pur- 
is  it  necessar)  i<>  pay  a  price  either  in  the 

way   of  bribery  or  of  labour;    s,>   that   m 
elevation  or  dignity  or  power  should  be  b 
in  him  with  elaborate  effort  ;  but  it  is  .1 

tous  gift  from  God,  and  it  1,  accessible  to  all. 
As  the  sun  shmes   spontaneously,  as   th< 

gives  light,  as  the  fountain  flow  s, 
yields  moisture,  so  does  the  heavenl) 
fuse  itself   nit"    US.      When    the   soul,  m    i 

into  heaven,  ha  uised  its  Author. 
higher  than  the  sun,  and  far  transcends  all  1 

earthly  power,  .\^\  begins  to  be  that  w 

believes  itself  :• 
1  :,.    Do    v.  iu,    h(  whom     th< 

warfare  ha  -  <.  nli  t  :d  in  the  spiritual  ■  inly 
observe  a  dis<  ipline  uncorruptcd  and 

in  tl  in.     1' 
'  . v 

hr  till. 
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in  pray<  i  .is  in  n  :  with  God, 
iii.w  Kt  God  speak  with  you,  let   Him  instinct 

in  H  i  |Ti  i  epts,  let  1  lira  din  i  t  you.    Whom 
He  has  made  rich,  none  shall  make  poor;  for, 
in  bet,  there  can  be  no  to  him  whose 

tsl  has  on<  e  I  with   heavenly 
.  enri<  lied  w  ith  gold,  and  hi  >u 

!  w  id)  ■  ostly  marble,  will  seem 
mean  to  you,  n  >\v  when  you  know  tint  it  is  you 

•  ithei  to  <  ted,  you  who 
!  irn<  (I.  .nid  in  it  that  dwelling 

:n  u         i  rod  has  dwelt  as  ui  a  temple,  in  whi<  h 

the  Holy  Spirit  has  begun  to  make  His  abode, 
i  more  importance  than  all  others.  Let  us 

embellish  this  house  with  the  colours  of  inno- 

k  e,  It  us  enlighten  it  with  the  light  of  jus- 
tice :  this  will  never  fall  into  decay  with  the  wear 

ol  age,  nor  shall  it  be  defiled  by  the  tarnishing 
(it  the  colours  of  its  walls,  nor  of  its  gold.    What- 

r  is  artificially  beautified   is  perishing  ;   and 

h  things  as  contain  not  the  reality  o(  posses- 
sum  afford  no  abiding  assurance  to  their  possess- 

But  this  remains  in  a  beauty  perpetually 
vivid,  in  perfect  honour,  in  permanent  splendour. 
It  can  neither  decay  nor  be  destroyed  ;  it  can 
only  be  fashioned  into  greater  perfection  when 
the   body  returns  to  it. 

1 6.  These  things,  dearest  Donatus,  briefly  for 
the  present.  For  although  what  you  profitably 
hear  delights  your  patience,  indulgent  in  its  good- 

ness, your  well-balanced  mind,  and  your  assured 
faith  —  and  nothing  is  so  pleasant  to  your  ears 
as  what  is  pleasant  to  you  in  God,  —  yet,  as  we 
are  ass  ><  iuteU  as  neighbours,  and  are  likely  to 
talk  together  frequently,  we  ought  to  have  some 

:  ration  in  our  conversation  ;  and  since  this 
holiday  rest,  and  a  time  of  leisure,  whatever 

remains  of  the  day,  now  that  the  sun  is  sloping 

rds  the  evening,1  let  us  spend  it  in  gladness,  i 
nor    let    even    the    hour    of   repast    be    without 

heaven!.  Ix't    the    temperate    meal    re- 

sound with  psalms  ;-  and  as  your  memory  is  tena-  | 
IS  and  your  voice  musical,  undertake  this 

office,  as  is  youi  wont.  You  will  provide  a  better 
entertainment  loi  voir  dearest  friends,  if,  while 
we  have  something   spiritual    to   listen   to,  the  | 

nusi<   c  harm  our  ears. 

EPISTLE   II.s 

FROM   T!1F.   ROMAN   CLERGY    TO   THE  CARTHA 
GINIAN  IV,    VBOUT   THE    RETIREMENT 
OF   THE    BLESS!  I)  CYPRIAN 

ARGUMENT. — THE  Ri  >M  \\  (  LERGY    HAD    LEARNT 

r,  THAI     IN 
'I  HI    TIME  ni     p|  [ON  (  YPRIAN    HAD   WITH- 

DRAWN   HIMSELF.       ill  ,  WITH    THEIR  AC- 

1   (See  Cowper,  fin  "  the   5  r.        I 
fare  even  the  !>•- 

•cum.'  cii        W 
 

iety '  J 
-  [  i  ii    p.  298. J 
-  Oxlorii  cd  :    1  ;■    \iu 

CUSTOMED  /I  \l  !•  IR  iHl  FAITH,  I  III  V  1:1  MIND 

Jill  CARTHAGINIAN  CLERGY  OF  THEIR  D1  l\. 
AND    1  1      1 111  M    un  \r    TO     DO     IN     THE 
t  \   1     OP      mi     LAPSED,   Dl  RING     1  III      INTERVAL 

Of    IHl.  bishop's  ai 

1.  We  have  been  informed  by  Crementius  the 
sub-deacon,  who  came  to  us  from  yon,  that  the 

blessed  fuller'  Cyprian  has  for  a  certain  reason 
withdrawn;  "in  doing  which  he  acted  quite 
rightly,  because  he  is  a  person  of  eminence,  and 

because  a  conflict  is  impending,"  which  God 
has  allowed  in  the  world,  lor  the  sake  of  co-op- 

erating with  His  servants  in  their  struj  linst 
the  adversary,  and  was,  moreover,  willing  that 
this  conflict  should  show  to  angels  and  to  men 
that  the  vie  tor  shall  be  crowned,  while  the  van- 

quished shall  in  himself  receive  the  doom  which 
has  been  made  manifest  to  us.  Since,  moreover, 

it  devolves  upon  us  who  appear  to  be  placed  on 

high,  in  the  place  of  a  shepherd,5  to  keep  watc  h 
over  the  (lock  ;  if  we  be  found  neglectful,  it  will 
be  said  to  us,  as  it  was  said  to  our  predecessors 
also,  who  in  such  wise  negligent  had  been  placed 

in  charge,  that  "  we  have  not  sought  for  that 
which  was  lost,  and  have  not  corrected  the  wan- 

derer, and  have  not  bound  up  that  which  was 
broken,  but  have  eaten  their  milk,  and  been 

clothed  with  their  wool;"6  and  then  also  the 
Lord  Himself,  fulfilling  what  had  been  written 

in  the  law  and  the  prophets,  teaches,  saying,  "  I 
am  the  good  shepherd,  who  lay  down  my  life  for 
the  sheep.  But  the  hireling,  whose  own  the 

sheep  are  not,  seeth  the  wolf  coming,  and  leav- 
eth  the  sheep,  and  fleeth,  and  the  wolf  scatter- 

ed! them."  7  To  Simon,  too,  He  speaks  thus  : 
"  Lovest  thou  me  ?  He  answered,  I  do  love 

Thee.  He  saith  to  him,  Feed  my  sheep."8  We 
know  that  this  saying  arose  out  of  the  very  cir- 

cumstance of  his  withdrawal,  and  the  rest  of  the 

disciples  did  likewise.9 
2.  We  are  unwilling,  therefore,  beloved  breth- 

ren, that  you  should  be  found  hirelings,  but  we 
desire  you  to  be  good  shepherds,  since  you  are 
aware  that  no  slight  danger  threatens  you  if  you 
do  not  exhort  our  brethren  to  stand  stedfast  in 

the  faith,  so  that  the  brotherhood  be  not  abso- 
lutely rooted  out,  as  being  of  those  who  rush 

headlong  into  idolatry.  Neither  is  it  in  words 
only  that  we  exhort  you  to  this  ;  but  you  will  be 

*  Papam.     |The  Roman  clergy  give  ihis  title  to  Cyprian.] 
I  This  exercise  of  turisdictiou,  vice  cpiscopi,  is  10  be  noted.] '    Ezelc.  xxx iv    3,  4. 

7  John  x    11,  i2. 
8  John  xxi.  17. 

9  This  is  a  very  obscure  passage,  and  is  variously  understood.  It 
seems  mosl  probable  that  the  allusion  is  to  Peter's  denial  of  his  Ixird. 
and  following  Him  af.ir  off;   and  is  intended  to  Ix-ar  upon  Cyprian's 

•  iu       1  here  seems  no  meaning  in  interpreting  the  passage  as  a 
reference  to  Peu  r's  death.     (It  seems,  111  a  slight  degree,  to  reflect 

:  M.in's  withdrawal.     Bui  note,  it  asserts  that  the  pane  ovet 
meat*  Si    Peter,  and  was  understood  to  be  so  by  his 

des      In  other  «  1   .1,1,  so  the  e  clergy  argue, 
■  forsake  the  brethren  whom    he   should 

strengthen.      Luke  xxu.  32.] 
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able  to  ascertain  from  very  many  who  come  to 
you  from  us,  that,  God  blessing  us,  we  both  have 
done  and  still  do  all  these  things  ourselves  with 
all  anxiety  and  worldly  risk,  having  before  our 

eyes  rather  the  fear  of  (Jod  and  eternal  suffer- 
ings than  the  fear  of  men  and  a  short-lived  dis- 

comfort, not  forsaking  the  brethren,  but  exhorting 
them  to  stand  firm  in  the  faith,  and  to  be  ready 
to  go  with  the  Lord.  And  we  have  even  recalled 

those  who  were  ascending  '  to  do  that  to  which 
they  were  constrained.  The  Church  stands  in 
faith,  notwithstanding  that  some  have  been  driven 

to  fall  by  very  terror,  whether  that  they  were  per- 
sons of  eminence,  or  that  they  were  afraid,  when 

seized,  with  the  fear  of  man  :  these,  however,  we 
did  not  abandon,  although  they  were  separated 
from  us,  but  exhorted  them,  and  do  exhort  them, 

to  repent,  if  in  any  way  they  may  receive  pardon 
from  Him  who  is  able  to  grant  it;  lest,  haply,  if 

they  should  be  deserted  by  us,  they  should  be- 
come worse. 

3.  You  see,  then,  brethren,  that  you  also  ought 
to  do  the  like,  so  that  even  those  who  have  fallen 

may  amend  their  minds  by  your  exhortation; 
and  if  they  should  be  seized  once  more,  may 

confess,  and  may  so  make  amends  for  their  pre- 
vious sin.  And  there  are  other  matters  which 

are  incumbent  on  you,  which  also  we  have  here 
added,  as  that  if  any  who  may  have  fallen  into 
this  temptation  begin  to  be  taken  with  sickness, 
and  repenl  of  what  they  have  done,  and  desire 
communion,  it  should  in  any  wise  be  granted 
them.  Or  if  you  have  widows  or  bedridden 

iple 2  who  are  unable  to  maintain  themselves, 
or  those  who  are  in  prisons  or  are  excluded  from 
their  own  dwellings,  these  ought  in  all  cases  to 
have  some  to  minister  to  them.  Moreover,  1  ate- 
chumens  when  seized  with  sickness  ought  not  to 

he  deceived,'  but  help  is  to  be  afforded  them. 
And,  as  in  liter  of  the  greatest  importance,  if  the 
bodies  of  the  martyrs  and  others  be  not  buried, 
a  considerable  risk  is  incurred  by  those  whose 
duty  it  is  to  do  this  office.  By  whomsoever  of 
you,  then,  and  on  whatever  occasion  this  dut) 
nia\  have  been  performed,  we  are  sure  that  he 

is  regarded  as  a  good  servant,  —  as  line  who  has 
been  faithful  in  the   least,  and  will    be   appointed 
ruler  over  ten  cities.  May  God,  however,  who 
gives  all  things  to  them  thai  hope  in  1 1 itii.  grant 
to  us  that  we  may  all  be  found  in  these  works. 
The  brethren  who  are  in  bond,  greet  you.  a-  do 

the  elders,  and  tin-  whole  Church,  which  itself 
also  with  the  deepest  anxiety  keeps  watch  over 
all  who  call  on  the  name  of  the  I  old.  And  we 

hkew  ise  beg  j   ill   in  your  Hun    to    ha\  e    u>    in    ie 
membram  e.  Know,  moreover,  that  Bassianus 

has  come   to   us;    and   we    request    of   you   who 

1    1 1 1. 1  (  1 .  io  v.lv.  •■  i.>  ill.- 1  . 1  !•  1  im l  1.'  mi  riltoa 

1   Cliimmi  in 

J  i.e.,  as  (o  the  implied  promit*  ol  thtii  preparation  foi  bapli 

have  a  zeal  for  God,  to  send  a  copy  of  this  letter 

to  whomsoever  you  are  able,  as  o<  c  asions  may 
serve,  or   make   your  own   opportunit:  end 
a  message,  that  they  may  stand  firm  and  stedfast 
in  the  faith.     We  bid  you,  beloved  brethren,  ever 
heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    III.' 
TO   THE   PRESBYTERS    AND   DEACONS   ABIDING 

AT    KOMI-;.      \a>.  250. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THIS  Is  A  FAMILIAR  AND  FRIENDLY 
EPISTLE  J  SO  THAT  II  REQUIRES  NO  FORMAL 

ARGUM1  NT,     1  Ml  ■  [ALLY     \>     IT    CAN  PI  I- 
CIENTLY  GATHERED  FROM  THE  Hill  ITSELF. 

Till'.  LETTER  OF  THE  ROMAN  <  I  i  RGY,  I"  Willi  H 
CYPRIAN   is   REPLYING,    Is   :.;i-- 

1.  Cyprian  to  the  elders  and  deacons,  breth- 
ren abiding  at    Rome,  sends,  greeting.     When 

I  the  report  of  the  departure  of  the  excellent  man. 
my  colleague,5  was  still  uncertain  among  us,  my 
beloved  brethren,  and  I  was  wavering  doubtfully 
in  my  opinion  on  the  matter.  I  re<  eived  a  letter 
sent  to  me  from  you  by  Crementius  the  sub- 
deacon,  in  which  1  was  most  abundantly  in- 

formed of  his  glorious  end;  and  I  1 
greatly  that,  in  harmony  with  the  integrit) 
his  administration,  an  honourable  consumma- 

tion also  attended  him.  \\  herein,  moreover.  I 

greatly  congratulate  you,  that  you  honour  his 
memory  with  a  testimony  so  public  and  so  illus- 

trious, so  that  by  your  means  is  made  know 

me,  not  only  what  is  glorious  to  \"'i  in  connei  - 
tion  with  the  memory  ol  your  bishop,  but  what 
Ought  to  afford  to  me   also  an   example   of  faith 
and  virtue.     For  in  proportion  as  the  fall  of  a 
bishop  is  an  event  which    tends   ruinouslj 
fall  of  his  followers,  SO  on  the  other  hand  it 

useful  and  helpful  thing  when  a  bishop,  by  the 
firmness  n\    his   faith.   s,.-t>  himself    I  his 
brethren  as  an  object  of  imitation. 

2.  1  have,  moreover,  read  another  epistle,6  in 
which  neither  the  person  who  wrote  nor  the  per- 

sons to  whom  it  was  written  were    plain)) 
clared  ;  and  inasmuch  as  in  the  same  lei, 

tlu-  writing  and  the  mailer,  and   even   the   p 
its. -if,  gave  me  the  idea  that  something  had  b 
I  iken  away,  or  had  been  (  h  1:  in   the 

I,  I  have  sent  \  011  h.u  k 

all)  1  .mil'  to  hand,  that  you  ma)  examine  w 
it  is  the  \  1  r\  same  whi< 

the  sub  dea.  on,  to  cat  1  \ .     For  il 

ous  thing  if  the  truth  ol  .1  • 
rupted  b)  an)   falsehood 
then,  that  we  ma)  know  this, 

4  O  I       i\ 

ImnIum-  I 

1 
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the  writing  and  subsi  riptii  yours,  and  write 

me  again  what  is  tl  of  the  muter.     1  bid 
I  brethren,  ever  heartil)  farewell. 

EPISTLE    IV.1 
TO    l  HI     PR!  SB^  I  I  KS    \M>   DEACOl 

Ah  '  PRIAN     I  XHORTS     HIS     CI  ERGV 

\  ROM   HI  Rl    UK!  Ml  NT.    I1IAI    IN    ll!>    VI'- 
M!  \   SHOU1  I'  BE  I  Mil  1>  :   THAT  NOTHING 

SHO  WANTING    TO    PRISONERS   OR  TO   THE 

Ki  -I  "i  THE  PO  >:<  :  VND  FURTH1  R,  THAT  I  HI  v 

i  KEEP  I  ill  PI  OP1  i  l\  Ql  11  r.  I  i  ST,  ll 

llll  \  SHOULD  RUSH  IN  CROWDS  I"  VISIT  THE 

MARTYRS  in  PRISON,  THIS  PRIVILEGE  SHOULD  AT 

1  in..:  :i    Bl     FORBIDD1  N    THEM.      A.D.   250. 

1.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
beloved  brethren,  greeting.  Being  by  the  grace 
of  God  in  safety,  dearest  brethren,  I  salute  you, 

it  I  am  informed  of  the  prosperity  of 
t  of  your  safety  also  ;  and  as 

the  condition  of  the  place1  does  not  permit  me 
to  l»e  with  you  now,  I  beg  you,  by  your  faith  and 

in,  to  discharge  there  both  your  own 

•id  nine,  that  there  maybe  nothing  want- 
ing either  to  disi  ipline  or  diligence.  In  respect 

of  means,  moreover,  for  meeting  the  expenses, 
whether  for  those  who,  having  confessed  their 

1  with   a  glorious  voice,  have  been  put  in 
m.  or  for  those  who  are  labouring  in  poverty 

and  want,  and  still  stand  fast  in  the  Lord,  I  en- 
I  that  nothing  be  wanting,  since  the  whole 

of  the  small  sum  which  was  collet  ted  there  was 

distributed  among  the  clergy  for  eases  of  that 
kind,  that  many  might  have  means  whence  they 

1  a>M>t  the  necessities  and  burthens  of  in- 
dividuals. 

2.  1   b  that  there  maybe  no  lack,  on 
of  wisdom  and  carefulness  to  preserve 

peat  For  although   from   their  affection   the 
thren  ai  r  to  approach  and  to  visit  those 

»n  whom  by  their  glorious  be- 
divine   consideration   has  already 

I  think  that  this  eagerness 
tutiously  ini  and  not  in  crowds, 

—  not  in  numbers  collected  together  at  once, 
lest  from  this  very  thing  ill-will  be  aroused,  and 

the   m  I  'ined.  and  thus,  while 
we  insatiably  wish  for  all,  we  lose  all.  Take- 
counsel,  therefore,  and  see  that  this  may  be- 
more  safely  managed  with  moderation,  so  that 

the  -ers   also,   who    there    offer  *   with   the 
ne   take   turns  with  the 

dea  individually  ;    b<  by  thus  ( i 
ging  the  ,  and  varying  the  people  that 
come  together,  suspicion  is  diminished.      For, 

■ 

c,  where  the  populace  had  already  demanded  Cyp- 

rian' 
oflcnint,"  scil.   "  the  oblation  " 

(irpoa^u^a,  kom.  xv.  16),  i.e.,  "  who  celebrate  the  Eucharist." 

1;  and  humble  in  all  things,  as  befits  the  ser- 
vants  of  God,  we  ought  to  accommodate  our- 

selves to  the  times,  and  to  provide  for  quiet!)- 
.u, d  to  have  regard  to  the  people.     I  bid  you, 

brethren,  beloved  and  dearly  longed-for,  always 
heartily  farewell  ;   and  have  me  in  reineinbrai, 
Greet  all  the  brotherhood.     Victor  the  deacon, 

and   those  who  are  with   me,  greet  you.      Fare- well ! 

EPISTLE   Y.< TO    lilt.    PRESBYTERS   AM)    DEACONS. 

ARGUMENT. — THE  ARGUMENT  OF  THIS  LETT!  R  tS 

NEARLY  THE  SAME  As  THAT  OF  THE  PRECED- 
ING ONI.  EXCEPT  THAT  THE  WRITER  DIRECTS 

TI1K  CONFESSORS  ALSO  TO  UK  ADMONISHED  BY 

THE  CLERGY  of  THEIR  DUTY,  TO  GIVE  ATTEN- 

TION TO  HUMILITY,  AND  OBEY  THE  PRESBYTERS 

AND  DEACONS.  HIS  OWN'  RETIREMENT  INCI- 
DENTALLY   FURNISHES   AN    OCCASION    FOR  THIS. 

1.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  I  had  wished  indeed,  be- 

loved brethren,  with  this  my  letter  to  greet  the 
whole  of  my  clergy  in  health  and  safety,  but 
since  the  stormy  time  which  has  in  a  great 
measure  overwhelmed  my  people,  has,  moreover, 
added  this  enhancement  to  my  sorrows,  that  it 
has  touched  with  its  desolation  even  a  portion 

of  the  clergy,  I  pray  the  Lord  that,  by  the  divine 
mercy,  I  may  hereafter  greet  you  at  all  events  as 
safe,  who,  as  I  have  learned,  stand  fast  both  in 
faith  and  virtue.  And  although  some  reasons 
might  appear  to  urge  me  to  the  duty  of  myself 
hastening  to  come  to  you,  firstly,  for  instance, 
because  of  my  eagerness  and  desire  for  you, 
which  is  the  chief  consideration  in  my  prayers. 

and  then,  that  we  might  be  able  to  consult  to- 
gether on  those  matters  which  are  required  by 

the  general  advantage,  in  respect  of  the  govern- 
ment of  the  Church,  and  having  carefully  ex- 

amined them  with  abundant  counsel,  might 

wisely  arrange  them;  —  yet  it  seemed  to  me 
better,  still  to  preserve  my  retreat  and  my  quiet 

for  a  while,  with  a  view  to  other  advantages  con- 
nected with  the  peace  and  safety  of  us  all  :  — of 

which  advantages  an  account  will  be  given  you 
by  our  beloved  brother  Tertullus,  who,  besides 
his  other  care  which  he  zealously  bestows  on 
divine  labours,  was.  moreover,  the  author  of  this 

counsel ;  that  I  should  be  cautious  and  moder- 
ate, and  not  rashly  trust  myself  into  the  sight  of 

the  public  ;  and  especially  that  I  should  beware 
of  that  place  where  I  had  been  so  often  inquired 
for  and  sought  after. 

2.  Reiving,  therefore,  upon  your  love  and  your 
piety,  which  I  have  abundantly  known,  in  this 
letter  1  both  exhort  and  command  you,  that 

those  of  you  whose  presence  there  is  least  sus- 
pi<  ious  and  least  perilous,  should  in  my  stead 

*  Oxford  ed. :  Ep.  xiv.     a  d,  250. 
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discharge  my  duty,  in  respect  of  doing  ti 

things  which  arc  required  for  the  religious  ad- 
ministration. In  the  meantime  Let  the  poor  be 

taken  care  of  as  much  and  as  well  as  possible  ; 

but  especially  those  who  have  stood  with  un- 
shaken faith  and  have  not  forsaken  Christ's  floi  k, 

thai,  by  your  diligence,  means  be  supplied  to 
them  to  enable  them  to  bear  their  poverty,  si; 
that  what  the  troublous  time  has  not  effected  in 

respect  of  their  faith,  may  not  be  accomplished 
by  want  in  respect  of  their  afflictions.  Let  a 
more  earnest  care,  moreover,  be  bestowed  upon 
the  glorious  confessors.  And  although  I  know 
that  very  many  of  those  have  been  maintained 

by  the  vow  '  and  by  the  love  of  the  brethren, 
yet  if  there  be  any  who  are  in  want  either  of 
clothing  or  maintenance,  let  them  be  supplied 
with  whatever  things  are  necessary,as  1  formerly 
wrote  to  yon,  while  they  were  still  kept  in  prison, 

—  only  let  them  know  from  you  and  be  in- 
structed, and  learn  what,  according  to  the  au- 

thority of  Scripture,  the  discipline  of  the  Church 
requires  of  them,  that  they  ought  to  be  humble 
and  modest  and  peaceable,  that  they  should 
maintain  the  honour  of  their  name,  so  that  those 

who  have  achieved  glory  by  what  they  have 

testified,  may  achieve  glory  also  by  their  char- 

acter--, and  in  all  things  seeking  the  Lord's 
approval,  may  show  themselves  worth}-,  in  con- 

summation of  their  praise,  to  attain  a  heavenly 
crown,  lor  there  remains  more  than  what  is 

yet  seen  to  be  accomplished,  since  it  is  written, 

"Praise  not  any  man  before  his  death;"3  and 
in,  "  be  thou  faithful  unto  death,  and  I  will 

give  thee  a  crown  of  life."  1  And  the  Lord  also 
says,  "  lie  that  endureth  to  the  end.  the  same 
shall  be  saved."4  Let  them  imitate  the  Lord, 
who  a!  the  very  time  of  His  passion  was  not 

proud,  but   more   humble.      For  then    lie 

washed  Ili.  disciples'  feet,  saying,  "If  I.  your 
Lord  and  Master,  have  washed  your  feet,  ye 

ought  also  to  wash  one  another's  feet.  For  I 
given  you  an  example,  that  ye  should  do 

as  I  have  done  to  you."1'  Let  them  also  follow 
the  example  of  the  \ | ,. ,  ale  Paul,  « ho,  after 

11  peated  imprisonment,  after  si  ourging, 
after  exposures  to  wild  beasts,  in  everything  con 
tinned  meek  and  humble  j  and  even  alter  his 

raptui  ■  i  '  the  third  heaven  and  paradise,  he  did 
not  proudlj  ;ate  anj thin 4  t<  1  himself  when 
he    sai  1,  '•  Neither   did   we    e  it    ,m\    m  in*S    bread 
for  nought,  but  wrought  with  labour  and  travail 
in  hi  an  I  day,  that  we  might  not  be  <  hargeable 

to  any  <A~  you. 

'hi.  i'i  hi  [hi  i'i  11  I  'ypri  in  hei "i' 

iikI  pool    ind  impri  [  Act!  i\ 
•l.i.       ,  .  1         ] 
1    \ ■■  11    ii    io 
*  M  ill.  \    11. 

1    Mil      I   I.   \  [I 
•  iTh 

3.  These  several   matters.  I  pray  you, 

to  our  brethren.  And  as  "  he  who  humbleth 

himself  shall  be  exalted,"7  now  is  the  time  when 
they  should  rather  fear  the  ensnaring  ad', 
who  m  ne  eagerly  attacks  the  man  that  is  stro 
est,  and  becoming  more  virulent,  for  the  very 

reason  that  he  is  conquered,  strives  t  1  overcome 
onqueror.  The  Lord  grant  that  I  may  soon 

both  .see  them  again,  and  b)  salutary  exhortation 

may  establish  their  minds  t  rve  their  J<>ry. 
For  I  am  grieved  when  I  he  ir  that  some  of  them 

run  about  wickedly  and  pr  them- 
selves up  to  follies  or  to  discords  ;  tint  mi 

of  Christ,  and  even  members  that  I  ssed 
(  hrist.  are  defiled  by  unlawful  1  ind 
cannot  be  ruled  either  by  deacons  or  by 

ters,    but   cause    that,    by    the    wicked    and    evil 

characters  of  a  few,8  the  hen  >urabl<  s  of 

many  and  good  tarnished  ;  '  whom 
they  ought  to  fear,  lest,  being  lemned  by 

testimony  and  judgment,  they  be  excluded 
from  their  fellowship.     That,  finally,  is  the  ill 

trious  and  true  confessor,  concerning  whom  after- 
wards the  Church  does  not  blush,  but  boasts. 

4.  In  respect  of  that  whii  h  our  fellow-presby- 
ters. Donates  and  Fortunatus,  Novatus  and  Gor- 

.  wrote  to  me.  I  have  not  been  able  to  reply 

by  myself,  since,  from  the  first  commencement 
of  my  episcopacy,  I    made  up  my   mind  to  do 
nothing  on   my  own   private   opinion,  with 

your  advii  e  and  without  the  consent  of  the  1 
pie.'  '      liut  as  soon  as,  by  thi  I,  I 
shall   have   nun  1.  then  vve  will  dis<  USS  in 

common,  as  our  respective  dignity  requires,  th 

things  which  either  have  b<  ne. 

1  bid  you,  brethren  beloved  anddeailv  longed- 
for,  ever  heartily  farewell,  and  be  mindful  of  me. 
(licet  the  1  rotherhood  that  i>  with  you  earnestly 

from  me,  and  tell  them  to  remember  me.  Fare- 
well. 

EPISTLE    VI." 
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had  both  I  .  dearly  beloved  and  bravest 

brethren,  sent  you  a  letter,  in  whi<  h  I  congratu- 
lated your  faith  and  virt  le  with  exulting  words, 

and  m>  has  no  other  obje<  t.  first  of 
all,  than  iyous  mind,  repeatedly  and  always 
to  announce  the  glor)  ol  yo  ir  name.  For  what 
(.m  I  wish  or  better  in  my  prayers  than 

to  see  the  fl  I  Ihrist  enlightened  by  the  hon- 
our of  •  ssion?     For  although  all  the 

brethren  ought  to  rejoice  in  this,  yet,  in  the  com- 
mon gladness,  tin-  share  of  the  bishop  is  the 

test.  For  the  glory  of  the  Church  is  the  glory 

of  the  bishop.'  In  proportion  as  we  grieve  over 
those  whom  a  hostile  persecution  has  cast  down, 
in  the  same  proportion  we  rejoice  over  you 
whom  the  devil  has  not  been  able  to  over- 
come. 

j.  Vet  I  exhort  you  by  our  common  faith,  by 
the  true  and  simple  love  of  my  heart  towards 

.  that,  having  overcome  the  adversary  in  this 
first  encounter,  you  should  hold  fast  your  glory 
with  a  brave  and  persevering  virtue.  We  are 

still  in  the  world  ;  we  are  still  placed  in  the  bat- 
tle field  :  we  fight  daily  for  our  lives.  Care 

must  be  taken,  that  after  such  beginnings  as 
these  tl  ould   also  come  an   increase,  and 

that  what    you    have   begun   to  be  with   such  a 
blessed  i  ommencement  should  be  consummated 

in  you.      It  is  a  slight  thing  to  have   been  able 
to  attain  anything  ;  it  is  more  to  be  able  to  keep  | 
what  you  have  attained  ;   even  as  faith  itself  and 
saving  birth  makes  alive,  not  by  being  received. 
but  by  being  preserved.     Nor  is  it  actually  the 
attainment,  but  the  perfecting,  that  keeps  a  man 
for  God.     The  Lord  taught  this  in   His  instruc- 

tion when    lie  said,  "Behold,  thou  art  made 
whole  ;  sin  no  more,  lest  a  worse  thing  come  unto  ' 

thee."'-     Com  eive  of  Him  as  saying  this  also  to 
1 1  -  (  onfess  »r,  "  Lo  thou  art  made  a  confessor  ; ! 

sin  no  more,  lest  a  worse  thing  come  unto  thee."  j 
imon     tlso,   and    Saul,   and    many  others,  so 

long  as  they  walked  in  the  Lord's  ways,  were 
able  to  keep  the  grace  given  to  them.     When 
the  discipline  of  the  Lord  was  forsaken  by  them, 

them. 

3.  W  •  persevere  in  the  straight  and  nar- 
row  •  and  glory  ;   and  since   peace- 

fuln<  1    humility  and    the    tranquillity  of  a 
fitting  for  all  Christians,  according  to  \ 

the  word  of  the  Lord,  who  looks  to  none  other 

man  than  "  to  him  that  is  poor  and  of  a  (  ontrite 
spirit,  and  that  trembleth   at"3  His  word,  it   the 
more  behi  1  confessors,  who  have  been 
made  an  1  to  the  re>t  of  the  brethren,  to 
oh-   I  rid    fulfil    this,    as    being    those    whose 
chara<  •  ild  provoke  to  imitation  the  life 

beautiful  aphorism.     Sec  below,  note  8,  this  page.] 1  [A  beautifu 
*  John  v  14. 
5  lsa.  l\\  1.  1. 

and  (  ondi  11  t  of  all.  Foi  is  the  Jews  were  alien- 

ated from  God,  as  those  on  whose  account  "  the 
name   of   God    is   blasphemed    among    th(     I 

tiles,"  '  so  on  the  other  hand  those  are  dear  to 
God  through  whose  conformity  to  discipline  the 
name  of  God  is  declared  with  a  testimony  of 

praise,  as  it  is  written,  the  Lord  Himself  fore- 

warning and  saying,  "  Let  your  light  so  shine 
before  men  that  they  may  see  your  good  works 

and  glorify  your  Father  which  is  in  heaven." ' 
And  Paul  the  apostle  says,  "Shine  as  lights  in 
the  world.""  And  similarly  Peter  exhorts  .  "As 

strangers," says  he,  "and  pilgrims,  abstain  from 
fleshly  lusts,  which  war  against  the  soul,  having 
your  conversation  honest  among  the  Gentile 

that  whereas  they  speak  against  you  as  evil-do 
they  may  by  your  good  works,  which  they  shall 

behold,  glorify  the  Lord."  ~>  This,  indeed,  the 
greatest  part  of  you.  I  rejoice  to  say,  are  careful 
for  ;  and,  made  better  by  the  honour  of  your 
confession  itself,  guard  and  preserve  its  glory  by 

tranquil  and  virtuous  lives. 
4.  But  I  hear  that  some  infect  your  number, 

and  destroy  the  praise  of  a  distinguished  name 

by  their  corrupt  conversation  ;  whom  you  your- 
selves, even  as  being  lovers  and  guardians  of 

your  own  praise,  should  rebuke  and  check  and 
correct.  For  what  a  disgrace  is  suffered  by  your 
name,  when  one  spends  his  days  in  intoxication 

and  debauchery,8  another  returns  to  that  country 
whence  he  was  banished,  to  perish  when  arrested, 
not  now  as  being  a  Christian,  but  as  being  a 
criminal  !  9  I  hear  that  some  are  puffed  up  and 

are  arrogant,  although  it  is  written,  "  Be  not  high- 
minded,  but  fear :  for  if  God  spared  not  the 
natural  branches,  take  heed  lest  He  also  spare 

not  thee."  '°  Our  Lord  "  was  led  as  a  sheep  to 
the  slaughter  ;  and  as  a  lamb  before  her  shearers 

is  dumb,  so  He  opened  not  His  mouth."  "  "I 
am  not  rebellious,"  says  He,  "  neither  do  I  gain- 

say. I  gave  my  back  to  the  smiters.  and  my 
cheeks  to  the  palms  of  their  hands.  I  hid  not 

my  face  from  the  filthiness  of  spitting."  ,2  And 
dares  any  one  now.  who  lives  by  and  in  this  very 
One,  lift  up  himself  and  be  haughty,  forgetful, 
as  well  of  the  deeds  which  He  did,  as  of  the 

commands  which  He  left  to  us  either  by  Himself 

or  by  His  apostles?  But  if  "  the  servant  is  not 
greater  than  his  Lord."  '3  let  those  who  follow 

*  Rom.  ii.  24. 

S    M  .ii    v.  16. *  Phil    ii.  15. 

ii.  1 1,  12. 

8  [The  shame  of  the  Church  is  the  shame  of  the  bishop  See 
above,  note  i :  also  i  Tim.  v.  22.] 

H  Eithei  as  criminals  having  returned  from  banishment  without 
authority,  or  as  having  committed  some  crime  for  which  they  became 
amenable  to  punishment.  Sec  1  I'd.  iv.  15:  "Bui  let  none  of  you 
suffer  as  a  murderer,  or  as  a  thief,  or  as  an  evil-doer." 

10  Rom.  xi.  20,  21.     [How  significant  this  warning  to  Rome!] 
,!   lsa.  iui.  7. 

13  John  xiii.  16. 
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the    Lord    humbly  and    peacefully  and  silently 
tread  in  His  steps,  since  the  lower  one  is,  the 
more  exalted  he  may  become  ;  as  says  the  Lord, 
"  He  that  is  least  among  you,  the  same  shall  1, 
great."  ' 

5.  What,  then,  is  that  —  how  execrable  should 
it  appear  to  you— which  I  have  learnt  with  ex- 

treme anguish  and   grief  of  mind,  to  wit,  that 
there  arc  not  wanting  those  who  defile  the  tem- 

ples of  God,  and  the  members  sanctified  after 
confession  and  made  glorious,2  with  a  disgraceful 
and  infamous  concubinage,  associating  their  beds 
promiscuously  with   women's  !     In  which,  even 
if   there    be    no   pollution   of  their  conscience, 
there   is  a  great  guilt  in  this  very  thing,  that  by 
their  offence  originate  examples  'for  the  ruin  of others  J     There  ought  al  ,0  to  be  no  contentions 
and  emulations  among  yon,  since  the   Lord  left 
to  us  His  peace,  and   it   is  written,  "Thou  shalt 
love   thy  neighbour  as   thyself." *     "But  if  ye bite  and   find   fault  with  one  another,  take  hi 
that   ye    be    not    consumed    one    of  another."  5 
From  abuse  and  revilings  also    I   entreat  you  to 
abstain,  for  "  revilers  do  not  attain  the  kingdom 
Of  Cod  ;  '"'  and  the  tongue  which  has  confessed 
Christ  should  be  preserved  sound  and  pure  with 
its  honour.      Lor  he  who,  according  to  Christ's 
precept,  speak,  things  peaceable  and  good  and just,  daily  confesses  Christ.      We  had  renounced 
the  world  when  we  were  baptized  ;  but  we   have 
now  indeed  renounced  the  world  when  tried  and 
approved    by   Cod,  we  leave   all    that  we    have, 
and   have  followed  the  Lord,  and  stand  and  live in  IL,  faith  and  fear. 

6.  Let  us  confirm  one  another  by  mutual  ex- 
hortations, and  let  us  more  and  more  go  forward 

in  the  Lord  ;  so  that  when  of  His  mer<  y  He 
shall  haw  made  that  peace  which  He  promises ive,  we  may  return  to  the  Chun  h  new  and 
almost  .hanged  men.  and  maj  he  received 

•toethei  by  our  brethren  or  by  the  heathen.' m  all  things  corrected  and  renewed  for  the 
better ;  and  thus-  who  formerly  admired  our 
glory  in  our  courage  may  now  admire  the  1 
ciplme  m  our  lives.?     I  bid  you,  beloved   breth 
pen,   ever    heartily   farewell  ;   and    be    mindful    of me. 

EPISTLE    VII. 

TO  THE  CLERGY,  CONCERNING  PRAYER  TO 
GOD. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THE   ARGUMENT    OF  THE    PRESENT 
l  PISn  1     I  i    NEARLY  THE   SAM!  .     \\\\. 
nv"    PRE  EDING,    1  *  I  I'l    THAI    lit.    1  XHORTS   IN 
THIS   TO    DILIGENT    PRAYER. 

1   Luke  i\-.  ̂ R 

I  "  '""  ""'"    The    1  inflation  h 
',"  '■'■'•-■  >'•>,     '    1   1  mally   itti  I  :!,,,„ Hives,  yet,  eti  •         i]    ,, 

'  Le\    <i> 
;    M  hi    s 

7  Vv'  '  •■■  1 ,"'""1   v,    v..     togonuiiwrn 

",'"  lately  when  you  were  Mill  kepi  in  priion,  .,„ 
:     ,'         "'I'1}   whalevr.   wa,   »e,   Iful.  cil 

»'N  own  which      had  with  me,  I    ,,„, \i   mi  ..lv>.  who  from  .. 

:''■.■""''    ""'"";■    V"  N""  '■      Bul  '   "i"'"-  when  I  kne* 
'',;  '""'>■, "'     brethren  ..l  then  love    in  wilh  each "ui  arc  aiding  y,,,ir  necuutiei  with  ill.,,  contribution*  " 

1.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  dea<  ons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  Although  I  know,  brethren 
beloved,  that  from  the  fear  which  we  all  of  us 
owe  to  Cud.  you  also  are  instantly  urgent  in 
continual  petitions  and  earnest  prayers  to  Him, 
still  I  myself  remind  your  relig  tv,  that 
in  order  to  appease  and  entreat  the  I   ird,  we 
must    lament    not    only   in   words,   but    also   with 
fastings  and  with  tears,  and  with  every  kind 
urgency.      For  we  must  perceive  and  conl 
that    the   so   disordered    ruin   arising    from    that 
affliction,   which    has   in   a    great    measure    laid 
waste,  and   is  even  still  laying  v. 
has  visited  us  according  to  our  sins,  in  that  we 
do  not  keep  the  way  of  tl,,-  Lord,  1  erve 
the  heavenly  commandments  given    to  us  for  our 
salvation.     Our  Lord  did  the  will  of  His  bather. 
and  we  do  not  do  the  will  of  our  I 
about   our  patrimony  and   our  gain, 
satisfy  our  pride,  yielding  Ives  whollj 
emulation  and  to  strife,  can  less  of  simplii  ilv.iml 
faith,  renouncing  the  world  in  words  .  and 
not  in  deeds,  every  one  of  us  pleasing  him 
and  displeasing  all  others,'  — therefore  we  are 
smitten  as  we  deserve,  since  it  i>  written  :  ••  And 
that  servant,  which   knoweth   his  master's  will. 
and  has  not  obeyed  his  will,  shall  he  i  with 
many  stripes."  "     but  what  stripes,  what  blows, do  we  not  deserve,  when  even  com 
OUght  to  be  an  example  iA  virtUOll    lifl    to  Oth 
do  not  maintain  discipline?    Th<  n  fore,  H inflated  and  immodest 

own  confession  excessivel)  elates  some,  tortures 
«  ome  upon  them,  ami  1 
Hon  oi  the  tormentor,  witl 
demnation,  without   am    cornforl 
tortures  which  do  not  easilj   let  them 
-  rown,  hut  wien.  h  them  >m  the  ra<  k  until  1 
cause  them  t,,  abandon  their  faith,  unless 
"lie  taken    ih.u   l>\  the  di\  in<    1 
depart   111  the  \ei\   midst  of  the  tormi 

..  imt  bj  the  « essation  of  his  1 
the  qui<  kness  of   hi-  death. flies, •  things  we  s 

our  own  desen  it  n  as  th 

has  ion-warned  us,  saying,  ••  I 

I         I      ...      X 
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I.,w  and  u  n  my  judgments,  if  they  pro- 
md  keep  nol  my  command- 

then  will  I  visit  tin  ir  trar  »ns  with 

.  and  their  iniquities  with  stripes."  '     It 
■i  that  we  feel  the  rods  and  the 

mse  we  neither  please  God  with  good 

deeds  nor  aton         •  our  sins.     Let  us  of  our 
hear!  and  of  our  (.'nun-  mind  ask  for 

He   Himself  also  adds, 

.  my  loving  kindness  will  I  ] 

j  from  them."  3     Let  us  ask,  and 
eive  :  and  if  there  be  delay  and  tardi- 
r  receiving,  since  we  have  grievously 

1.  let  us  knock,  because  "  to  him  that 
kno            Iso  it  shall  be  opened,"*  if  only  our 
prayers,  our  groanings,  and  our  tears,  knock  at 
the  door;  and  with  these  we  must  be  urgeni 
and                       ven  although  prayer  be  offered 

with  one  mind.' 

3.   For,  —  which  the  more  induced  and  con- 
ned  me   to   write   this   letter  to   you,  — you 

it  to  know  (sin<  e  the  Lord  has  condescended 
to  show  and  to  reveal  it)  that  it  was  said  in  a 

;].  ••  Ask,  and  ye  shall  obtain."    Then,  after- 
wards, that  the  attending  people  were  hidden  to 

pray  for  certa  sons  pointed  out  to  them, 
but  that  in  their  petitions  there  were  dissonant 
voices,  and  wills  disagreeing,  and   that  this  ex- 

ly  displeased   Him  who  had  said,  "Ask, 
and  ye  shall  obtain,"  because  the  disagreement 
of  the  people  was   out  of  harmony,  and  there 

nsent  of  the  brethren  one  and  sim- 
.  and  a  united  concord  ;  since  it  is  written, 

"God  who  raaketh  men  to  be  of  one  mind  in  a 
6  and  we  read  in  the  Acts  of  the  Apos- 

tles. ■•  And  the  multitude  of  them  that  believed 
were  of  one  heart  and  of  one  soul."7     And  the 
Lord  has  bidden  us  with  His  own  voice,  saying, 

•    rhis   is  my  command,  that  ye  love  one  an- 
oth  And  again,  "  I  say  unto  you,  that  if 
two  il  agree  on  earth  as  touching  any- 

thing that  you  shall  ask,  it  shall  be  done  for  you 

of  my  Father  which  is  in  heaven."9  But  if  two 
of  one  mind  can  do  so  much,  what  might  be 
effected  if  the  unanimity  prevailed  among  all? 
But  if,  accord  the  peace  which  our  I 

e  us.  there  were  agreement  among  all  brethren, 
we  should  this  have  obtained  from  the 

;:ie  mercy  what  we  seek ;  nor  should  we  be 
wavering  so  long  in  this  peril  of  our  salvation 
and  our  faith.  Yes,  truly,  and  these  evils  would 
not  ha.  upon  the  brethren,  if  the  brother- 

hood had  been  animated  with  one  spirit. 

1  Pi  -32. inus. 

3  I  53. 
*        ske  xi.  10. 

i      \  comment  on  Luke  xviii.   i,  compared  with  Matt,  xviii.  19. 

Importunity  necessary,  even  in  the  I.-.tter  case  1 
6  IV  lx\ tii.  6.     [Vulgate  and  Anglican  Psalter  version.] 
'  A  t*  hr.  3». 
'  loha  xv.  1 1. 
9  Slatt.  rriii.  10. 

4.  For   there   also  was   shown   that   there    | 
the  father  of  a  family,  a  young  man  also  being 
seated  at  his  nghl  hand,  who,  anxious  and  BOD 
what  sad  with  a  kind  of  indignation,  holding  his 
chin  in  Ins  right  hand,  occupied  his  place  with 
a  sorrowful  look.  Hut  another  standing  on  the 
left  hand,  bur  a  net,  which  he  threatened 
throw,  in  order  to  catch  the  people  stand 
round.'"  And  when  he  who  saw  marvelled  what 
this  could  be,  it  was  told  him  that  the  youth 
who  was  thus  sitting  on  the  right  hand  was  sad- 

dened and  grieved  because  his  commandments 
were  not  observed  ;  but  that  he  on  the  left  was 
exultant  because  an  opportunity  was  afforded 
him  of  receiving  from  the  father  of  the  family 
the  power  of  destroying.  This  was  shown  long 
before  the  tempest  of  this  devastation  an 
And  we  have  seen  that  which  had  been  shown 

fulfilled  :  that  while  we  despise  the  command- 
ments of  the  Lord,  while  we  do  not  keep  the 

salutary  ordinances  of  the  law  that  He  has  given, 
the  enemy  was  receiving  a  power  of  doing  mis- 

chief, and  was  overwhelming,  by  the  cast  of  his 
net,  those  who  were  imperfectly  armed  and  too 
careless  to  resist. 

5.  Let  us  urgently  pray  and  groan  with  con- 
tinual petitions.  For  know,  beloved  brethren, 

that  I  was  not  long  ago  reproached  with  this  also 
in  a  vision,  that  we  were  sleepy  in  our  prayers, 

and  did  not  pray  with  watchfulness  ;  and  un- 

doubtedly God, who  "rebukes  whom  He  loves,"  " 
when  He  rebukes,  rebukes  that  He  may  amend, 
amends  that  He  may  preserve.  Let  us  therefore 
strike  off  and  break  away  from  the  bonds  of  sleep, 
and  pray  with  urgency  and  watchfulness,  as  the 

Apostle  Paul  bids  us,  saying,  "Continue  in  prayer, 
and  watch  in  the  same."  '2  For  the  apostles  also 
ceased  not  to  pray  day  and  night ;  anil  the  Lord 
also  Himself,  the  teacher  of  our  discipline,  and 

the  way  of  our  example,  frequently  and  watch- 

fully prayed,  as  we  read  in  the  (iospcl  :  "  He went  out  into  a  mountain  to  pray,  and  continued 

all  night  in  prayer  to  God."  '3  And  assuredly 
what  He  prayed  for,  He  prayed  for  on  our  be- 

half, since  He  was  not  a  sinner,  but  bore  the 
sins  of  others.  Hut  He  so  prayed  for  us,  that  in 

another  place  we  read,  "  And  the  Lord  said  to 
Peter,  Behold,  Satan  has  desired  to  sift  you  as 
wheat :  but  I  have  prayed  for  thee,  that  thy  faith 
fail  not."  '4  But  if  for  us  and  for  our  sins  He 
both  laboured  and  watched  and  prayed,  how 
much  more  ought  we  to  be  instant  in  prayers ; 
and,  first  of  all,  to  pray  and  to  entreat  the  Lord 
Himself,  and  then  through  Him,  to  make  satis- 

faction to  God  the  Father  !  We  have  an  advo- 
cate and  an  intercessor  for  our  sins,  Jesus  Christ 

10  [After  the  manner  of  Hennas. 11  Heb.xii.  6. 
'-  Col.  iv.  2. 
IJ  Luke  vi.  12. 
14  Luke  xxii.  31,  32. 

Vol.  ii.  p.  24,  note  2.] 
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the  Lord  and  our  God,  if  only  we  repent  of  our 
sins  past,  and  confess  and  acknowledge  our  sins, 
whereby  we  now  offend  the  Lord,  and  for  the 
time  to  come  engage  to  walk  in  His  ways,  and 
to  fear  His  commandments.  The  Father  corrects 

and  protects  us,  if  we  still  stand  fast  in  the  faith 
both  in  afflictions  and  perplexities,  that  is  to  say, 

cling  closely  to  I  lis  ( Ihrist  ;  as  it  is  written,  "  Who 
shall  separate  us  from  the  love  of  Christ?  Shall 
tribulation,  or  distress,  or  persecution,  or  famine, 

or  nakedness,  or  peril,  or  sword?"'  None  of 
these  things  ran  separate  believers,  nothing  can 
tear  away  those  who  are  clinging  to  His  body  and 
blood.  Persecution  of  that  kind  is  an  examina- 

tion and  searching  out  of  the  heart.  God  wills 

us  to  be  sifted  and  proved,  as  He  has  always 
proved  His  people  ;  and  yet  in  His  trials  help 
has  never  at  any  time  been  wanting  to  believers. 

6.  Finally,  to  the  very  least  of  His  servants, 
although  placed  among  very  many  sins,  and 

unworthy  of  His  condescension,  yet  He  has  con- 1 
descended  of  His  goodness  towards  us  to  com- 

mand:- "fell  him,"  said  He,  ''to  be  safe, 
because  peace  is  coming  ;  but  that,  in  the  mean- 
tune,  there  is  a  little  delay,  that  some  who  still 

p  mam  may  be  proved."  Hut  we  are  admonished 
by  these  divine  condescensions  both  concerning  a 
spare  diet  and  a  temperate  use  of  drink  ;  to  wit, 
lest  worldly  enticement  should  enervate  the 
breast  now  elevated  with  celestial  vigour,  or  lest 
the  mind,  weighed  down  by  too  abundant  feast 
ing,  should  be  less  watchful  unto  prayers  and 
supplication. 

7.  It  was  my  duty  not  to  conceal  these  special ! 

matters,  nor  to  hide  them  alone  in  my  own  con- 
sciousness,—  matters  by  which  each  one  of  us 

may  be  both  instructed  and  guided.  And  do 
not  you  for  your  part  keep  this  letter  com  c.ilcd 

among  yourselves,  but  let  the  brethren  have  it  to1 
For  it  is  the  part  of  one  who  desires  that 

his  brother  should  not  be  warned  and  instructed, 
to  intercept  those  words  with  which  the  Lord 
condescends  to  admonish  and  instruct  us.  Let 

them  know  that  we  art-  proved  by  our  Ford,  and 
let  them  never  fail  of  that  faith  whereby  we  have 
once  believed  in  Him,  under  the  conflii  t  of  this 

present  affliction.  Let  each  one,  acknowledj 
his  own  sms,  even  now  put  off  the  conversation 
o!    the  old  man.      "  For  no  man  who  looks   back 

ie  putteth    his   hand    to   the    plough    is    lit    lor 

the  kingdom  of  (  lod."  1      And,  finally,  Lot's  ' 
who,   when   she   was   delivered,   looked    ba<  k    in 
defiance  ol  the  commandment,  lost  the  benefit 

of  her  est  ape.1      Fet  us  look  not  to  things  wl,i<  h 

1  Rom   viii 
2  ( A  vision  n  mini  to  the  putoi  in  behalf  of  nil  Ita  ̂      See  Vul- 

gate version  ol   IV  Ixxxix    19,  which  Cyprian's,  doubtleaa,  tntici- 
I      1  'h  1  prcdicti  * M  publifl 
.in.l  n  u.is  fulfilled  by  the  ludden  and  unexpected  death  of 

Deciut,  in  his  expedition  againit  ilic  Ooiht. 
'    I  like  in 

4    I  .1  II.    MX.   j6. 

are  behind,  whither  the  devil  calls  us  back,  but  to 

things  whit  h  are  before,  whither  (  hrist  (  alls  us. 
Fet  us  lift  up  our  eyes  to  heaven,  lest  the  earth 
with  its  delights  and  enticements  deceive 
Let  each  one  of  US  pray  God  not  for  him 
only,  but  for  all  the  brethren,  even  as  the  Ford 
has  taught  us  to  pray,  when  He  bids  to  each  one, 
not  private  prayer,  but  enjoined  them,  when  they 
prayed,  to  pray  for  all  in  common  prayer  and 
concordant  supplication.*  If  the  Lord  shall  be- 

hold us  humble  and  ible ;  if  He  shall  see 

us  joined  one  with  another;  if  He  shall  see  us 
fearful  concerning  His  anger;  if  corrected  and 

amended  by  the  pi  nt  tribulation.  I!  •  will 
maintain  us  safe  from  the  disturbam  es  of  the 

1  nemy.  Discipline  hath  preceded  ;  pardon  also 
shall  follow. 

8.   Let  us  only,  without  ceasing  to  ask,  raid 
with  full  faith  that  we  shall  receive,  in  simpli 
and  unanimity  i  the  Lord,  entreating  not 
only  with  groaning  but  with   tears,  as   it   beh 
those  to  entreat  who  are  situ  ited  between  the 
ruins  of  those  who  wail,  and   the  remnants  of 
those  who  fear;   between  the  manifold  slaughter 

of  the  yielding,  and  the  little   firmness  of  ti 

who  still  stand.      Fet  us  a^k  that   :  may  be- 
soon  restored  ;   that   we   may  be  quit  kly  he! 
in  our  conceal  men;-,  and  our  d 
things  may  be  fulfilled  which  the  Lord  d 

show  to  his  servants,  —  the  restoration   o(  the 
Church,  the  security  of  our  salvation  ;  after  the 
rains,  serenity  ;  alter  the  darkness,  ifter 
the  storms  and  whirlwinds,  a  \  Im  ;  the 
affectionate   aids   of  paternal   love,  the 
tomed  grandeurs  of  the  divine  majesty  whet 

both  the  blasphemy  of  pers(  re- 
strained, the  repentant  e  ̂ \  the  lapsed  renew 

and  the  stedfast  faith  of  the  p<  rs<  \  1 

glory.     I  bid  you.  beloved  brethren,  ever  heartily 

farewell  ;  and  have  me  in  uniembrai'.  ~~   lute 
the  brotherhood  in  my  name  ;  and  remind  them 
to  remember  me.     Farewell. 

EPIST1  1:    V  III.' TO   •nil".    MAR  I  YK-    \M>   I  i'\l  l 

ARGUMENT. — CYPRIAN,  COMMENDING    lilt    11 
i   \\    M  \ls  1 N  l:-    MARV1  LLOUSLV     1  OR    nil  II 

si  \\i  Y.  1  RCI  -HUM  51  \  l  k\n    '     l  \ 
win  1     OF    l  HI  IK   COLLI  IG1  1     M 

( lyprian  to  the  mart]  rs  and  coi 
our    Ford    and    m    t  k)d    the    1 

salvation.     1    gladl)    1  and   am   thanl 
most  brave  and  blessed  brethren,  at 

\our  faith  and  virtue,  when  n  the  t 
Mother,  glories.     Lately,  i i 
when,  in  i  onsequent  e  ol  an  endui 

i<.  Oe.J 
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thai  hment  was  undergone  which  drov< 
nto  exile  ;  yet  the  present 

mull  the  more  illustrious  and 

iter  iii  honour  as  it   i^  braver  in  suffering. 
t  has  in<  reased,  and  the  glory  of  the 

v  ir  were  you 

e  ir  of  tortures, 

bui  themselves  you  were 
more  and  more  stimulated  to  the  conflict; 

bravely  and  firmly  you  have  returned  with  read) 
devotion,  to  contend  in  the  extremest  contest. 
•  i  I   find  that  some  are  already  crowned, 

are  even  now  within  reach  of  the 

:\  :  but  all  whom  the  danger  has 
I  up  in  a  glorious  company  are  animated  to 

carry  on  t;  gle  with  an  equal  and  common 
warmth   o(  virtue,  as   it   behoves  the  soldiers   of 

st  in  the  divine  camp  :  that  no  allurements 
may  deceive  the  in<  orruptible  stedfastness  of  your 

i,  no  threats  terrify  you,  no  sufferings  or  tor- 

tures oven  ome  you,  bei  tuse  "  greater  is  He  that 
•a  us,  than  he  that  is  in  the  world  ;  "  '  nor  is 

the  earthly  punishment  able  to  do  more  towards 
down,    than     is    the    divine    protection 

towards  lifting  up.      This  truth  is  proved  by  the 
jle  of  the  brethren,  who,  having 

become  leaders  to  the  rest  in  overcoming  their 
tortures,  afforded  an  example  of  virtue  and  faith, 

.   in   the  strife,  until  the  strife  yielded, 

With  what  praises  can  I  com- 
.    most    courageous    brethren?     With 

what  vo<  al  proclamation  can  I  extol  the  strength 
o(  your   heart    and    the    perseverance   of  your 

i  have  home  the  sharpest  examina- 
by  torture,  even  unto  the  glorious  consum- 

mation,  and  have  not  yielded  to  sufferings,  but 
er  the  sufferings  have  given  way  to  you.     The 

end  of  torments,  which  the  tortures  themselves 

did  not  give,  the  crown  has  given.     The  exami- 
by  torture  waxing  severer,  continued  for 

a  long  time  to  this  result,  not  to  overthrow  the 
th,  but  to  send  the  men  of  God  more 

Lord.     The  multitude   of  those 

•  were  present  saw  with  admiration  the  heav- 

enly it,  —  the  content  of  God,  the  spiritual 
1  hrist.  —  ->aw  that  His  ser- 

with  fr<  .  with  unyielding  mind. 
with  divine  virtue  —  bare,  indeed,  of  weapon 
this  world,  but   believing   and   armed   with   the 

th.       rhe    tortured    stood    more 
.   and  the  limbs,  be, 

and  torn  as  th  ime  the  hooks  that 
bent    and    I  tee    them.       The    -  .    often    re- 

peated   widi    all  ould    not    conquer 
invincible    faith,   even    although    the    membrane 
which  enclosed   the  entrails  were  broken,  and  it 

no   longer  the   limbs   but  the  wounds  of  the 
servants  d  that  were  tortured.      Blood  was 

1  John  iv.  4. 

flowing  which  might  quench  the  blaze  of  pi 
cution,  which  might  subdue  the  flames  of  Ge- 
hi  nil  i  with  its  gloriou  <  >h.  what  a  s; 
tai  le  was  that  to  the  Lord,  —  how  sublime,  how 
great,  how  acceptable  to  the  eyes  of  God  in  the 
allegiance  and  devotion  of  I  lis  soldiers  :  As  it 
is  written  in  the  Psalms,  when  the  Holy  Spirit  at 

ome  speaks  to  us  and  warns  us:  "  Precious  in 

the  sight  of  the  Lord  is  the  death  of  I  li^  saints."' 
Precious  is  the  death  which  has  bought  immor- 

tality at  the  cost  of  its  blood,  which  ha-,  received 
the  (  rown  from  the  consummation  of  its  virtues. 

I  low  did  Christ  rejoice  therein  !      How  willingly 
did  He  both  fight  and  conquer  in  sui  h  servants 
ol  His,  as  the  protector  of  their  faith,  and  giving 
to  believers  as  much  as  he  who  taketh  believes 

that  he  receives!  He  was  present  at  His  own 
contest  :  He  lifted  up,  strengthened,  animated 
the  champions  and  assertors  of  His  name.  And 
He  who  once  conquered  death  on  our  behalf, 

always  conquers  it  in  us.  "When  they,"  says 
He.  "deliver  you  up,  take  no  thought  what  ye 
shall  speak  :  for  it  shall  be  given  you  in  that 
hour  what  ye  shall  speak.  For  it  is  not  ye  that 

speak,  but  the  Spirit  of  your  Father  which  speak - 

eth  in  you."1  The  present  struggle  has  afforded 
a  proof  of  this  saying.  A  voice  filled  with  the 

Holy  Spirit  broke  forth  from  the  martyr's  mouth 
when  the  most  blessed  Mappalicus  said  to  the 

proconsul  in  the  midst  of  his  torments,  "  You 
shall  see  a  contest  to-morrow."  And  that  which 
he  said  with  the  testimony  of  virtue  and  faith, 

the  Lord  fulfilled.  A  heavenly  contest  was  ex- 
hibited, and  the  servant  of  God  was  crowned  in 

the  struggle  of  the  promised  fight.  This  is  the 

contest  which  the  prophet  Isaiah  of  old  pre- 
dicted, saying,  "  It  shall  be  no  light  contest  for 

you  with  men,  since  ( rod  appoints  the  struggle."  s And  in  order  to  show  what  this  struggle  would 

be,  he  added  the  words,  "  behold,  a  virgin  shall 
conceive  and  bear  a  son,  and  ye  shall  call  His 

name  Emmanuel."  6  This  is  the  struggle  of  our 
faith  in  which  we  engage,  in  which  we  conquer, 
in  which  we  are  crowned.  This  is  the  struggle 
which  the  blessed  Apostle  Paul  has  shown  to  us, 
in  which  it  behoves  us  to  run  and  to  attain  the 

crown  of  glory.  "  Do  ye  not  know."  savs  he, 
•'  that  they  which  run  in  a  race,  run  all  indeed, 
but  one  receiveth  the  prize?  So  run  that  ye 

may  obtain."  "  Now  they  do  it  that  they  may 
receive  a  corruptible  crown,  but  we  an  incor- 

ruptible."7 Moreover,  setting  forth  his  own 
struggle,  and  declaring  that  he   himself  should 

2  [There  is  in  the  church  of  S.  Stcfano  Rotondo  at  Rome  a  scries 
of  delineations  of  the  sufferings  of  the  early  martyrs,  poorly  executed, 
and  too  horrible  to  contemplate ;  but  it  all  answers  to  these  words  of 
our  author.     See  Ep.  xxxiv.  in/ra.\ '   l'v  cxvi.  15. 

4  Matt.  x.  19,  20. 

!   Isa.  vii.  13;  vide  Lam.  iii.  26. 6  Isa.  vii.  14. 

7  1  Cor.  ix.  24,  25. 
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oon  be  a  sacrifice  for  the  Lord's  sake,  he  says, 
'I  am  now  ready  to  be  offered,  and  the  time 
if  my  assumption  is  at  hand.  I  have  fought  a 
pod  fight,  I  have  finished  my  course,  I  have 
;ept  the  faith  :  henceforth  there  is  laid  up  for 
ne  a  crown  of  righteousness,  which  the  Lord, 
he  righteous  judge,  shall  give  me  at  that  day; 
,nd  not  to  me  only,  but  unto  all  them  also  that 

ave  Mis  appearing." '  This  fight,  therefore, 
Iredicted  of  old  by  the  prophets,  begun  by  the 

x>rd,  waged  by  the  apostl  :s,  Mappalicus  prom- 
sed  again  to  the  proconsul  in  his  own  name 
nd  that  of  his  colleagues.  Nor  did  the  faithful 
pice  deceive  in  his  promise  ;  he  exhibited  the 
ight  to  which  he  had  pledged  himself,  and  he 
eceived  the  reward  whi<  h  he  deserved.  I  not 

ply  beseech  but  exhort  the  rest  of  you,  that  you 
11  should  follow  that  martyr  now  most  blessed, 

nd  the  other  partners  of  that  engagement, — 
oldiers  and  comrades,  stedfast  in  faith,  patient 
n  suffering,  victors  in  tortures,  —  that  those 
mo  are  united  at  once  by  the  bond  of  confes- 
ion,  and  the  entertainment  of  a  dungeon,  may 
lso  be  united  in  the  consummation  of  their  vir- 

ile and  a  <  elestial  crown  ;  that  you  by  your  joy 
nay  dry  the  tears  of  our  Mother,  the  Church, 
mo  mourns  over  the  wreck  and  death  of  very 

nany  ;  and  that  you  may  confirm,  by  the  prov- 
cation  of  your  example,  the  stedfastness  of 
•tilers  who  stand  also.  If  the  battle  shall  call 

011  out,  if  the  day  of  your  contest  shall  come, 
■gage  bravely,  fight  with  constancy,  as  knowing 

iii  are  righting  under  the  eyes  of  a  pn 
Ird,  that  you  are  attaining  by  the  confession 
if  1  lis  name  to  1 1  is  own  glory  ;  who  is  not  such 
one  as  thai  I  le  only  looks  on  I  lis  servants,  but 
le  Himself  also  wrestles  in  us,  Himself  is  en- 

Iged,  —  Himself  also  in  the  struggles  of  our 
Inflict  not  only  crowns,  but  is  crowned,  lint 

ire  the  day  of  your  contest,  of  tin-  men  y 
■  God,  peace  shall  supervene,  lei  there  still 
emain  to  you  the  sound  will  and  the  glorious 

onscience.'      Nor   let    any    on.-    of  you    be   s  id 
■Bed  as  if  he  were  inferior  to  those  who  before 

ou  have  suffered  tortures,  have  overcome  the 

wrld  and  trodden  1:  un  I  1  foot,  and  so  ha\  - 
■ne  to  the  1  ,oid  1>\  a  glorious  road,  for  the 
,ord  is  the  "  searcher  oul  of  the  reins  and  the 

.carts." 3  lie  looks  through  secret  things,  and ■holds  thai  which  is  concealed.  In  order  to 

afrit  the  1  row  11  from  Him,  His  own  testimony 
lone  is  sufficient,  who  will  judge  us.  Therefore, 
■loved  brethren,  either  case  is  equallj  loft)  -^^\ 
llustrious,'  the  former  more  secure,  to  wit,  to 
listen  to  the  Lord  with  the  consummation  of 

iur  victory, —  the  latter  more  joyous;    1  leave 

1  1  Tim.  iv   <■  "■. 
[He  contemplate)  the  peace  promised  in  Ep   mm    tutrt      Bui 
tin-  111. loiiHi.il.il-  spirit  Willi  v. hull,  I. >i  .  ilic  Umi.  Ii 

hci  martyrs,      Hcb    ici     |6,  J7.  J 
■*  Kcv.  ii.  13, 

of  absence,  after  glory,  being  received  to  flourish 
in  the  praises  of  the  Church.     0  blessed  Church 
of  ours,  which  the  honour  of  the  divine  conde- 
s<  ension  illuminates,  which  in  our  own  times  the 
glorious    blood    of   martyrs    renders    ilh 
She  was  white  before  in  the  works  of  the  breth- 

ren ;   now  she   has   become   purple   in   the  blood 
of  the  martyrs.     Among  her  flowers  are  wanting 
neither  roses  nor  lilies.      Now  let  eat  h  on 

for   the    largest    dignity   of  either  honour.      I 
them  receive  <  row  i.-,  either  wl 

or  of  purple,  as  of  suffering.      In  the  h 
camp  both  peace  and  strife  have  their  own  1 
eis,  with  which   the   soldier  of  Christ   may  be 
crowned   for  glory.     I   bid  you,  most  hi 
beloved  brethren,  always  heartily  farewell  in 
Lord;  and  have  me  in  remembrance.     1 
well. 

EPISTLE  IX.' 
TO  THE  CLERGY,  CONCERNING  CERTAIN    PI 

BVTERS  WHO  HAD   RASHLY   GRANTED  I'l 
TO  THE  LAPSED  BEFORE  THE    PERSEI  I    [TON 
HAD    BEEN    APPEASED,    AND    WITH01    I      I  HI. 
PRIVITY  OF  THE  BISHOPS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  Till'.   ARGUMENT   or   THIS    EPK 
IS  CONTAINED  IN  THE  FOLLOWING  WORDS   "i    ; 

XIVIll     EPISTLE:  —  '"lo     1111      PR]     BYTERS     WO 

DEACONS,"  HE    SAYS,    "WAS    V'l     WANTING     I 
VIGOUR  OF    THE     I'KII  5THO0D,    SO     III  \i 
TOO  LITTLE  MINDFUL  OF    DISCIPLINE,    wo    HASTY 
Willi  A  RASH  PRECIPITATION,  WHO  HAD   ALREADY 
BEGUN    rO    COMMUNICATE     WITH      11(1       I 

WERE   (  ill  (  Ml>." 
i.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacon-,  his 

brethren,  greeting.     I   have  Ion-  been  pal 
beloved   brethren,   hoping    that    m\    forbeai 
silence  would  avail  to  quietness,     but  sin 
unreasonable  and  reckless  presumption  o 
is  seeking  by  its  boldness  to  disturb  both  the 
honour  of  the  martyrs,  and  the  modi  the 
confessors,  and   the    tranquillity  o(  the   whole 

people,  it  behoves  me  no  longer  to  keep  sile 
lest  ioo  much  reticent  i  Id  issue  in  A.r 

both  to  the  people  and  to  ourselvi  -      lor  what 

danger  ought  we  not  to  fear  from  the  I  ord's  dis- 
ure.  when  some   i<\    the    pi 

neither  the  t fospel  nor  theii  own  pi 
and,    moreo\  er,   <  onsid<  I  ng    neither   the    I 
future  judgmenl  nor  the  bishop  now  placed  over 
them,  claim  to  themselves  entire  aul 

thing  whit  h  was   never  in  any  wi 
our  predci  i  w  ith  di  ■•  redit  and  opt 
of  the  bishop ? 

\nd  1  wish,  if  it   could   ! 

i.  l  Mi.  e  of  our  brethren's  safety,  thai  ' 
make  good  their  «  1  aim  to  .ill  thinj  ■  .   I  I 

I     {111   1.  Ilrt    II 

llir    ,  .III.  .lis    irr'i. 
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the  dia  redil  of  my  episcopal 
:  'lu.i\>  have  dissembled  and  borne 

it.  is  not  now  asion  for  dissimu- 

lating  w ht-n   our  brotherhood    is   deceived   by 
in,  who.  while  without  the  means  of 

dvation  they  desire  to  please,  become 
iter  stumbling  bl  x  k  to  the  Lapsed. 

For  that  it  is  .1  very  great  crime  which  perse<  u- 
mpelled  to  be  committed,  they  them- 

know  who  have  committed  it;  since  our 

id  Judge  h.is  said,  "  Whosoever  shall  con- 
fess me  before  men,  him  will  I  also  confess 

before  my  Father  which  is  in  heaven  ;  but  who- 

er  shall  deny  me,  him  will  I  also  deny."1 
And  again  He  has  said,  "All  sins  shall  be  for- 

given unto  the  sons  of  men,  and  blasphemies; 
but  he  that  shall  blaspheme  against  the  Holy 
Ghost  shall  not  have  forgiveness,  hut  is  guilty  of 

etem  il  sin." 2  Also  the  blessed  apostle  has 
said,  "  Ye  cannot  drink  the  cup  of  the  Lord  and 
the  cup  of  devils  ;  ye  cannot  he  partakers  of  the 

1  •  l's  table  and  of  the  table  of  devils."3  He 
who  withholds  these  words  from  our  brethren 

deceives  them,  wretched  that  they  are  ;  so  that 
they  who  truly  repenting  might  satisfy  God,  both 
as  the  Father  and  as  merciful,  with  their  prayers 
and  works,  are  seduced  more  deeply  to  perish  ; 
and  they  who  might  raise  themselves  up  fall  the 

more  deeply.  For  although  in  smaller  sins  sin- 
ner- may  do  penance  for  a  set  time,  and  accord- 

ing to  the  rules  of  discipline  come  to  public 

on,4  and  by  imposition  of  the  hand  of 
the  in-hop  and  clergy  receive  the  right  of  com- 

munion :  now  with  their  time  still  unfulfilled, 
while  persecution  is  still  raging,  while  the  peace 
of  the  Church  itself  is  not  yet  restored,  they  are 
admitted  to  communion,  and  their  name  is  pre- 

sented ;  and  while  the  penitence  is  not  yet  per- 
formed, confession  is  not  yet  made,  the  hands 

of  the  bishop  and  clergy  are  not  yet  laid  upon 
them,  the  eucharist  is  given  to  them  ;  although 
it  is  written.  "  Whosoever  shall  eat  the  bread  and 
drink  the  cup  of  the  Lord  unworthily,  shall  be 

guilty  of  the  body  and  blood  of  the  Lord."  5 
3.  but  now  they  are  not  guilty  who  so  little 

observe  the  law  of  Scripture  ;  but  they  will  be 
guilty  who  are  in  office  and  do  not  suggest  these 
things  to  brethren,  so  that,  being  instructed  by 
those  placed  above  them,  they  may  do  all  things 
with  the  fear  of  God,  and  with  the  observance 

n  and  prescribed  by  Him.  Then,  moreover, 

.  lay  the  blessed  martyrs  open  to  ill-will,  and 
involve  the  glorious  servants  of  God  with  the 

priest  of  God  ;  so  that  although  they,  mindful 
of  my  place,  have  directed  letters  to  me,  and 
have  asked  that  their  wishes  should  then  be  ex- 

'  Malt,  x.  32,  33. 
2  M.irk  in.  28,  29. 
J  1  (or.  x    31. 

*  "  Exomologeds." 
'  1  Cor.  xi.  27. 

amined,  and  peace  granted  them,  —  when  our 
Mother,   the   Church    herself,   should    first    ! 

received  peace  for  the  Lord's  mercy,  and 
divine  protection  have  brought  me   back   to   lbs 

Church, — yet   these,  disregarding   the    honour 
which   the   blessed    martyrs   with    the   COnfes 

maintain   for   me,  despising   the    Lord's   law  and 
that  observance,  which    the    same   martyrs  and 
confessors  bid  to  be  maintained,  before  the    I 

of   persecution   is  quenched,   before   my   return, 
almost  even  before  the  departure  of  the  martyrs, 
communicate  with  the  lapsed,  and  offer  and  give 
them  the  eucharist  :   when   even   if  the   mail 

in  the  heat  of  their  glory,  were  to  consider  icss 
carefully  the   Scriptures,  and   to   desire  ami 
more,  they  should  be  admonished  by  the   pi 

byters'  and  deacons' suggestions,  as  was  ahvavs 
done  in  time  past.6 

4.  For  this  reason  the  divine  rebuke  do<>s  not 
cease  to  chastise  us  night  nor  day.  For  besides 

the  visions  of  the  night,  by  day  also,  the  inno- 
cent age  of  boys  is  among  us  filled  with  the 

Holy  Spirit,  seeing  in  an  ecstasy  with  their  eyes, 
and  hearing  and  speaking  those  things  wh<  1 
the  Lord  condescends  to  warn  and  instruct  us.7 
And  you  shall  hear  all  things  when  the  Lord, 
who  bade  me  withdraw,  shall  bring  me  back 

again  to  you.  In  the  meanwhile,  let  those  cer- 
tain ones  among  you  who  are  rash  and  incau- 
tious and  boastful,  and  who  do  not  regard  n 

at  least  fear  God.  knowing  that,  if  they  shall 
persevere  still  in  the  same  course,  I  shall  use 
that  power  of  admonition  which  the  Lord  bids 

me  use  ;  so  that  they  may  meanwhile  be  with- 
held from  offering,8  and  have  to  plead  their 

cause  both  before  me  and  before  the  confessors 

themselves  and  before  the  whole  people,  when, 

with  God's  permission,  we  begin  to  be  gathered 
together  once  more  into  the  bosom  of  the  Church, 
our  Mother.  Concerning  this  matter,  I  have 
written  to  the  martyrs  and  confessors,  and  to  the 

people,  letters;  both  of  which  I  have  bidden  to 
be  read  to  you.  I  wish  you,  dearly  beloved 

brethren  and  earnestly  longed-for,  ever  heartily 
farewell  in  the  Lord  ;  and  have  me  in  remem- 

brance.    Fare  ye  well. 

EPISTLE   X.9 
TO  THE  MARTYRS  AND  CONFESSORS  WHO 

SOUGHT  THAT  PEACE  SHOULD  BE  GRANTED 

TO   THE   LAPSED. 

ARGUMENT. — THE  OCCASION  OF  THIS  LETTER  IS 

GIVEN  BELOW  IN  EPISTLE  XIV.  AS  FOLLOWS:  — 

"WHEN    I    FOUND    THAT   THOSE    WHO   HAD     POL- 

6  I  Compare  Tcrtullian,  Ad  Martyras,  vol.  iii.  p.  693.] 
7  [Note  this  persuasion  of  Cyprian,  and  compare  St.  Malt.  xxi. 

15,  16;   Luke  xix.  40.] 

8  [Celebrating  the  Lord's  Supper:  Rom.  xv.  16  (Creek)  com- pared with  Mai.  x.  11,  texts  which  seem  greatly  to  have  influenced 
the  language  of  the  early  Church.] 

9  Oxford  ed.:   Ep.  xv.     ad.  250. 
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LUTED  THEIR  HANDS  AND  MOUTHS  WITH  SACRI- 

LEGIOUS CONTACT,  OR  HAD  NO  LESS  INFi:<  II  I- 

THEIR  CONSCIENCE  WITH  WICKED  CERTIFICATES," 

ETC.1 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  martyrs  and  confessors,  his 
beloved  brethren,  greeting.  The  anxiety  of  my 
situation  and  the  fear  of  the  Lord  constrain  me, 

my  brave  and  beloved  brethren,  to  admonish 
you  in  my  letters,  that  those  who  so  devotedly 
and  bravely  maintain  the  faith  of  the  Lord  should 
also  maintain  the  law  and  discipline  of  the  Lord. 

For  while  it  behoves  all  Christ's  soldiers  to  keep 
the  precepts  of  their  commander  ;  to  you  it  is 
moie  especially  fitting  that  you  should  obey  His 
precepts,  inasmuch  as  you  have  been  made  an 
example  to  others,  both  of  valour  and  of  the 
fear  of  God.  And  I  had  indeed  believed  that 

the  presbyters  and  deacons  who  are  there  present 
with  you  would  admonish  and  instruct  you  more 
fully  concerning  the  law  of  the  Gospel,  as  was 

the  case  always  in  time  past  under  my  prede- 
cessors ;  so  that  the  deacons  passing  in  and  out 

ftf  the  prison  controlled  the  wishes  of  the  martyrs 
by  their  counsels,  and  by  the  Scripture  precepts. 
But  now,  with  great  sorrow  of  mind,  I  gather 

that  not  only  the  divine  precepts  are  not  sug- 
gested to  you  by  them,  but  that  they  are  even 

rather  restrained,  so  that  those  things  which  are 

done  by  you  yourselves,  both  in  respect  of  God 

with  caution,  and  in  respect  of  Cod's  priest3 
with  honour,  are  relaxed  by  certain  presbyters, 
who  consider  neither  the  fear  of  Cod  nor  the 

honour  of  the  bishop.  Although  you  sent  letters 
to  me  in  which  you  ask  that  your  wishes  should 
he  examined,  and  that  peace  should  l»e  granted 
to  certain  of  the  lapsed  as  soon  as  with  the  end 
of  the  persecution  we  should  have  begun  to  meet 
with  our  clergy,  and  to  be  gathered  together  oik  e 
more;  those  presbyters,  contrary  to  the  Gospel 
law,  contrary  also  to  your  respectful  petition. 

-re  penitence  was  fulfilled,  before  confession 
n  of  the  gravest  and  hum  heinous  sin  was 

made,  before    hands    were    placed    upon    the    te 

pent  nit  bj  the  bishops  and  clergy,  dare  to  offer 
on  their  behalf,  and  to  give  them  the  em  harist, 
th.it  is,  to  profane  the  sacred  body  of  the    l.onl, 

although  it  is  written,  "  Whosoever  shall  eat  the 
bread  and  drink  the  <  up  of  the  Lord  unworthily, 
shall  l.e  guilty  of  the  l.odv  anil  blood  of  the 

Lord."  1 

2.    And  to  the    lasped    indeed    pardon    uiav  be 
granted  in  respet  t  of  this  thing.     For  what  dead 

m  would   not   hasten    to   l.e   made   alive? 

'I'lir  koIii  iting  iiir  mart]  1 
■  1 1 11 ) ii  1 1 1  ■  1 '                  m  with  importunate  indoxcei  i\  •  enli 

so  ill. it.  without:    inv  1I1. mi' 11   >i   examination  "i  the  individual*, 
imU  ol  in  nil.  in  .  v. .  1  1   ., ,  1  «  rote 

in  which   I    recalled    !>y   mv  advice    1-   much  ai  poattble  il»- 
iiuun  1  .  .111.I  .  1  1  iIh    I  in  nulv 

'  [Anoi  dI  iIhs  word  .1-  applied  n  the  btxhop,  «■>' 
0  in  Si    Chryioilom,  D*  Sa^tra  mi.] 

■>  1  1.  or,  xi.  -v. 

Who  would  not  be  eager  to  attain  to  his  own 
salvation?     But  it  is  the  duty  of  those  pla 
over  them  to  keep  the  ordinance,  and  to  instrut  t 
those  that  are  either  hurrying  or  ignorant,  t 
those  who  ought  to  be  shepherds  of  the  sh 
may  not  become  their  butchers.     For  t->  con- 

cede those  things  which  tend  to  destruction  1 

deceive.      Nor  is  the  lapsed  raised   in  this  man- 
ner, but,  by  offending  God,  he  is  more  ur. 

to  ruin.      Let  them   learn,   therefore,  even   fi 

you,  what  they  ought  to  have  taught ;  let  them 
reserve  your  petitions  and  wishes  for  the  bi 
and  let  them  wait  for  ripe  and   peaceable   times 
to  give  peace  at  your  requests.     The  first   ti 

is,   that  the   Mother  should   ("irst    receive    p from  the  Lord,  and  then,  in    accordance    with 

your  wishes,    that   the   peace   of  her   children 
should  be  considered. 

3.  And  since  I  hear,  most  brave  and  beloved 
brethren,  that  you  are  pressed  by  the  shame! 

ness  of  some,  and  that  your  modesty  suffer-  vio- 
lence ;  I  beg  you  with   what   entreaties   I   may, 

that,  as  mindful  of  the  Gospel,  and  considei 
what  and  what  sort  of  things  in   past  time  j 
predecessors  the  martyrs  conceded,  how 

they  were  in  all  respects,  you  also  should  anx- 
iously and  cautiously  weigh  the  wishes  of  tl 

who  petition  you,  since,  as  friends  of  the    Lord, 
and  hereafter  to  exercise  judgment  with    Him, 

you  must  inspect  both  the  conduct  and   the  do- 
ings   and  the  deserts  of  each  one.     You    1 

consider  also  the  kinds  and  qualities   of  their 
sins,  lest,  in  the  event  of  anything  being  abruptly 

and  unworthily  either  promised  by  you  ore 

by  me,  our  Church  s  should  begin  to  blush,  even 
before  the  very  Gentiles,     for  we   are   visited 
and  chastened  frequently,  and  we  are  admon- 

ished, that  the  commandments  of  the  Lord 

be  kept  without  corruption  or  violation,  which  I 
find  does  not  < case  to  be  the   case    there   an: 

you  so  as  to  prevent  the  divine  judgment  fl 

instructing  very  many  <<(  you  also  in  the 
pline  of  the  Church.     Now  this  can  all  be  d< 
ii  you  w ill  regulate  those  things  th  it  ai 
of  you  with  a  careful  consideration  o(  i 
perceiving  and  restraining  those  who, 

ing  persons,  either   make 
your  benefits,  or  seek  to  make  a  profit  of  an 
law  ful  trade. 

.(.  Concerning  this  I  have  written  both  • 
,v  and  to  the  people,  1"  -th  o\  which  I 

have  directed  to  l.e  re  id  to  you. 

also  to  bring  back    and   amend   that    mattei 
<  ording  to  \* iur  diligence,  in  sin  h  a  w  . 
designate  those  bj    name  t"  whom  \ 
th  it  peace  should  be  granted      Foi  I  I 
1  ettilii  .ites  .ue  30  given  to  SOmC  as  that  it 

«    f  llr   irVi,  rO  In  - 
Hi 

I    [  1  lir    \li  1     in  I        Hi  Ii   I 
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•  |  oik-   be  re<  eived  tt>  <  ommunion 

ith  his  friends,"  whi<  h  was  never  in  any 
m  irtyrs  so  thai  .1  vague  and 
ild  by  .iikI  by  heap  reproach 

n  us.    For  it  opens  .1  wide  door  to  say,  "  Such 
friends  :  "  and  twenty  or  thirty  or 

be  presented  to  us,  who  may  be  as 

■   .1   in    be   neighbours  and    connections,   and 
Imen  and  servants,  of  the  man  who  receives 

the  certificate.     \nA  tor  this  reason  I  beg  you 
nate  by  name  in  the  certificate 

wh  'in  you  yourselves  see.  whom  you  have 
,vn.  whose  penitence  you  see  to  be  very  near 
.11  satisfaction,  and  so  direct  to  us  letters  in 

with  faith  and  discipline.     I  bid  you, 
and   beloved   brethren,  ever  heartily 

in  t  1   farewell  ;  and  have  me  in  remem- 
bran*  e.     Fare  ye  well. 

EPISTLE   XI. « 
TO    THE    PEOPLE. 

WMENT. — THE  SUBSTANCE  OF  THIS  LETTER  IS 

3TED  IN    EPISTLE  XIV.      "AMONG  THE 

II  "II  1     ALSO,"    HE   SAYS,    "I    HAVE    DONE   WHAT 
ill)   TO   QUIET    I  III  IK  MINI'S,  AM)  HAVE    IN- 

STRUCTED   THEM   TO    BE    RETAINED     IN    I  i'CLESI- 

ICAL    DISCIPLINE. " 

1.  Cyprian  to  his  breUiren  among  the  people 

who  stand  fast.-'  greeting.     That  you  bewail  and 
•  the  downfall  of  our  brethren  I  know 

from  myself,  beloved  brethren,  who  also  bewail 
with  you  and  grieve  for  each  one,  and  suffer  and 

what    the    blessed    apostle    said  :   "  Who  is 
k,"  siid  he,  "  and   I  am  not  weak?  who  is 
tided,  and  I  burn  not?"3     And  again  he  has 
it  down  in  his  epistle,  saying,  "Whether  one 

member  suffer,  all   the  members  suffer  with  it ; 
or  one  member  rejoice,  all  the  members  rejoice 

with  it."  '     I  sympathize  with  you  in  your  suffer- 
rief,  therefore,  for  our  brethren,  who, 

and  fallen  prostrate  under  the  se- 
rsecution,  have  indicted  a  like  pain 

by  their  wounds,   inasmuch  as  they  tear 
v  part  of  our  bowels  with  them.  —  to  these 

the  divine  mercy  is  able  to  bring  healing.     Y<  t 
\  think  that  there  must  be  any  haste,  nor 

•    anything    must    be   done  incautiously  and 
vhile  peace  is  grasped  at,  the 

□    be  more  seriously  incurred. 
The  blessed   martyrs   have   written   to   me  about 

'  lin  per  questing  that  their  wishes  may 
imined  into.     When,  as  soon  as  peace  is 

D  to  us  all  by  the  Lord,  we  shall  begin  to 

■r>M  e<\ .:  Ep.  xvii.     a.d.  150. 

I  be  faithful  laity.     A  technical  expression,  in  the  original.] ■  1    *q. 
I     xil.  26. 

return  to  the  Church,  then  the  wishes  of  each 
on.-  shall  be   looked   into   in   your  pn  .  and 

with  your  judgment.5 
2.  Vet  I  hear  that  certain  of  the  presbyter,, 

neither  mindful  of  the  Gospel  nor  considering 

what  the  martyrs  have  written  to  me,  nor  re- 
serving  to  the  bishop  the  honour  of  his  pri 
hood  and  of  his  dignity,  have  already  begun  to 
communicate  with  the  lapsed,  and  to  offer  on 
their  behalf,  and  to  give  them  the  eucharist, 
when  it  was  fitting  that  they  should  attain  to 

these  things  in  due  course.  For,  as  in  smaller 
sins  which  are  not  committed  against  God,  peni- 

tence may  be  fulfilled  in  a  set  time,  and  confes- 
sion may  be  made  with  investigation  of  the  life 

of  him  who  fulfils  the  penitence,  and  no  one- 
can  come  to  communion  unless  the  hands  of  the 

bishop  and  clergy  be  first  imposed  upon  him  ; 
how  much  more  ought  all  such  matters  as  tl 
to  be  observed  with  caution  and  moderation,  ac- 

cording to  the  discipline  of  the  Lord,  in  these 

gravest  and  extremest  sins  !  This  warning,  in- 
deed, our  presbyters  and  deacons  ought  to  have 

given  you,  that  they  might  cherish  the  sheep 
committed  to  their  care,  and  by  the  divine  au- 

thority might  instruct  them  in  the  way  of  obtain- 
ing salvation  by  prayer.  I  am  aware  of  the 

peacefulness  as  well  as  the  fear  of  our  people, 
who  would  be  watchful  in  the  satisfaction  and 

the  deprecation  of  God's  anger,  unless  some  of 
the  presbyters,  by  way  of  gratifying  them,  had 
deceived  them. 

3.  Even  you,  therefore,  yourselves,  guide  them 
each  one,  and  control  the  minds  of  the  lapsed 

by  counsel  and  by  your  own  moderation,  accord- 
ing to  the  divine  precepts.  Let  no  one  pluck 

the  unripe  fruit  at  a  time  as  yet  premature.  Let 
no  one  commit  his  ship,  shattered  and  broken 
with  the  waves,  anew  to  the  deep,  before  he  has 
carefully  repaired  it.  Let  none  be  in  haste  to 
accept  and  to  put  on  a  rent  tunic,  unless  he  lias 
seen  it  mended  by  a  skilful  workman,  and  ha; 
received  it  arranged  by  the  fuller.  Let  them 
bear  with  patience  my  advice,  I  beg.  Let  them 

look  for  my  return,  that  when  by  God's  mercy  I 
come  to  you,  I,  with  many  of  my  co-bishops, 

being  called  together   according  to  the  Lord's 
.pline/'  and  in  the  presence  of  the  confessors, 

and  with  your  opinion  also,  may  be  able  to  ex- 
amine the  letters  and  the  wishes  of  the  blessed 

martyrs.  Concerning  this  matter  I  have  written 

both  to  the  clergy  and  to  the  martyrs  and  Con- 
ors, both  of  which  letters  I  have  directed  to 

be  read  to  you.  I  bid  you,  brethren  beloved 

and  most  longed-for,  ever  heartily  farewell  in  the 
Lord ;  and  have  me  in  remembrance.  Fare  ye 
well. 

5  [Here   is  a  recognition  of  the  laity  as  contributing  to  the   de» cisive  action.     1  Cor.  v.  4] 
6  [Elucidation  111.;  also  Ignatius,  vol.  i.  p.  69.] 
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EPISTLE  XII.' 
O  THE  CLERGY,  CONCERNING  THE  LAPSED 
AND  CATECHUMENS,  THAT  THEY  SHOULD 
NOT   BE   LEFT  WITHOUT   SUPERINTENDENCE. 

IRGUMENT.   THE   BURDEN   OK  THIS   LETTER,  AS 
OF  THE  SUCCEEDING  ONE,  IS  FOUND  BELOW 

IN  THE  XIVTH  EPISTLE.  "  HUT  AFTERWARDS," 

HE  SAYS,  "  WHEN  SOME  OF  THE  LAPSED, 
WHETHER  OF  THEIR  OWN  ACCORD,  OR  BY  THE 

SUGGESTION  OF  ANY  OTHER,  BROKE  FORTH 

WITH  A  DARING  DEMAND,  AS  THOUGH  THEY 

Won. |)  ENDEAVOUR,  BY  A  VIOLENT  EFFORT, 

TO  EXTORT  THE  PEACE  THAI-  HAD  BEEN  PROM- 
ISED TO  THEM  BY  THE  MARTYRS  AND  CON- 

FESSORS,"   ETC.2 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
rethren,  greeting.  I  marvel,  beloved  brethren, 
iat  you  have  answered  nothing  to  me  in  reply 

)  my  many  letters  which  I  have  frequently  writ- 
Mi  to  you,  although  as  well  the  advantage  as 
le  need  of  our  brotherhood  would  certainly  be 
est  provided  for  if,  receiving  information  from 
Ml,  I  could  accurately  investigate  and  advise 
|)ou  the  management  of  affairs.  Since,  how- 

ler, I  see  that  there  is  not  yet  any  opportunity 
f  coming  to  you,  and  that  the  summer  has 

read}'  begun — a  season  that  is  disturbed  with 
■Qtinual  and  heavy  sicknesses,  —  I  think,  that 

nr  brethren  must  be  dealt  with; — that  they 
ho  have  received  certificates  from  the  martyrs, 
id  may  be  assisted  by  their  privilege  with  God, 
they  should  he  seized  with  any  misfortune  and 
eril  of  sickness,  should,  without  waiting  for  my 
reseni c,  before  any  presbyter  who  might  be 
resent,  or  if  a  presbyter  should  not  be  found 
id  death  begins  to  be  imminent,  before  even 
deacon,  he  able  to  make  confession  of  their 

n,  thai,  with  the  imposition  of  hands  upon  them 
ir  repentance,  they  should  come  to  the  Lord 
ith  the  peace  which  the  martyrs  have  desired, 
y  their  letters  to  us,  to  be  granted  to  them.' 
2.  Cherish  also  by  your  presence  the  rest  of 

le  people  who  are  lapsed,  and  cheer  iheni  by 
)iir  con  iOlation,  that    they    may  not    fail    of  the 

itli  and  ol  God's  mercy.  For  those  shall  not 
•  i"i  laken  by  the  aid  and  a  isistance  of  the  Lord, 
ho  meekly,  humbly,  and  with  true  penitence 
Ire  persevered  in  good  works;  hut  the  divine 
'ini'dv  will    be    -rallied    to    them    also.      To    the 

.•arers  •  also,  if  there  are  any  overtaken  by 
Biger,  and  pla<  ed  near  to  death,  lei   youi 
nee  not   |.e  wanting  ;    let   not    the    men  \    of   the 

J  Oxli  >rd  ed.:    I  p.  w  iii.     \.n.  350. 
Concerning   ihii  also  I   wrote  twice  to  the  cleray,  and 

mded  ii  1  to  tin  m,  thai  foi  the  mitigation  •  ■!  tl"  11  • 
   foi  the  meantime,  m  an)  who  had  n  rlifii  He 

mi  the  martyrs  were  departing  from   this  life,  having    • 
■11  .111.I  received  1 1  •>  xd  upon  them  i"i 
mid  be  remitted  to  the  Lord  with  thi  peace  promiaed  them  t>y  tlic 

•  [a  C01    ii    to.] 
4  "  Audit  ntibut,"  j.  ii.  <  atei  humans, 

Lord  be  denied  to  those  that  are  imploring  the 
divine  favour.5  I  bid  you,  beloved  brethren, 
ever  heartily  farewell ;  and  remember  me.  ( ireet 
the  whole  brotherhood  in  my  name,  and  remind 
them  and  ask  them  to  be  mindful  of  me.  Fare 

ye  well. 
EPISTLE    XIII.6 

TO    THE.    CLERGY,    CONCERNING    THOSE     WHO 

ARE  IN   HASTE  TO  RECEIVE  PEACE    a.d.  250. 

ARGUMENT.— VEM  I.  MUST  BE  OTAINED  1  HR< 

PENITENCE,    AND    PENITENCE     Is     REALIZED     BY 
KEEPING     THE      COMMANDMENTS.        THEY      WHO 

ARE    OPPRESSED  WITH     SICKNESS,    IF     THEY     ARE 
RELIEVED  BY  Till .  SUFFRAGES    OF   THE    MART, 

MAY     BE    ADMITTED    TO     PI  ACE  ;     BUT     0TH1 

ARE   TO    BE    REIT    BACK    UNTIL    THE     PEA 

THE    CHURCH    IS   SECURED. 

i.  Cyprian   to   the   presbyters    and    d< 
his  brethren,  greeting.     I  have  read  your  let! 
beloved  brethren,  wherein    you   wrote   that   your 
wholesome  counsel  was  not  wanting  to  our  breth- 

ren, that,  laving  aside  all  rash  haste,  they  should 
manifest  a  religious   patience  to  God,  so   that 

when  by  His  mercy  we  (nine  together,  we  may 
debate  upon   all    kinds   of  things,   according   to 
the  discipline  of  the  Church,  espei  iall)  sin<  e  .t 

is  written,  "  Remember  from  whence  thou  I 

fallen,  and  repent." '      Now    he    repents,  who, 
remembering  the  divine  precept,  with  meekness 
and  patience,  and  obeying  the  priests  i,(  God, 
deserves  well  of  the  Lord  by  his  obedience  and 
his  righteous  works. 

2.  Since,  however,  you  intimate  that  some  are 
petulant,  and  eagerly  urge  their  being  received 
to  i  ommunion,  and  have  desired  in  this  matter 
that  some  rule  should  he  given  by  me    to  J  1 
think  I  have  sufficiently  written  on  this  sul 
in  the  last  letter  that  was  sent    to   you,  that    I 
who  have  received  a  certificate  from  the  mart; 
and  can  be  assisted  by  their  help  with    the    I 

in  respectof  their  sins,  it  they  begin  to  be  op- 
pressed  with   any   sickness  or   risk  ;    when   they 

have  made  confession,  and  have  received  the 

imposition  of  hands  on  them  bj  you  in  acknowl- 
edgment of  their  penitence,  should  be  remit 

to  the  Lord  with  the  peace  promised  to  them 
the  martyrs.     But  others  who,  without   ha\ 
received   am   <  ertifii  ate  from  the   mart} 

envious8  (since  this  is  the  cause  no: 
nor  of  one  <  hurt  h.  nor  of  one   provini  e,  I  :'.:   of 
the  whole  world),  must  wan.  in  depend) 
the  prote.  Hon  ol    the  Lord,  l"'   tl 

R<  %    11 

*  I 

■ 

ihould  wail  until  the  1  nun  l>  in  • 
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that  I  could  afford  my  brethren  by  i 

,   to  the   Lord's  prei  i  anything 
that  my  poor  abilities  enabled  me. 

a.   Anil  what  I  did,  these  thirteen  let- forth  ̂ t  various  times  declar  h  I 

have  transmitted  to  you  ;  in  which  neither  i  oun- 
sel  to  the  clergy,  nor  exhortation  to   the   con- 

nor  rebuke,  when  it  was 

the1  exiles,  nor  my  appeals  and  per  the 
whole  brotherhood,  that  they  should  entreat 

the  mercy  of  God,  were  wanting  to  the  full  ex- 
tent that,  according  to  the  law  of  ind  the 

fear  ofGod,  with  the  Lord's  help,  mj  ibil- 3  could  endeavour.  But  afterwards,  when 

tortures  came,  my  words  reached  both 
tortured  brethren  and  to  those  who  as  yet  were 

only  imprisoned  with  a  view  to  torture,  to 
strengthen  and  console  them.  Moreover,  when 
I  found  that  those  who  had  polluted  their  hands 
and  mouths  with  sacrilegious  contact,  or  had  no 
less  infected  their  consciences  with  wicked  cer- 

tificates, were  everywhere  soliciting  the  marl 

and  were  also  corrupting  the  confessors  with  im- 
tunate  and  excessive  entreaties,  so  that,  with- 
out any  discrimination  or  examination  of  the 

individuals  themselves,  thousands  of  certificates 

were   daily  given,   contrary   to   the    law  of  the 

spel,  I  wrote  letters  in  which  I  recalled  '.  y  my 
advice,  as  much  as  possible,  the   martyrs  and 

confessors  to  the  Lord's   commands.     To    the 
presbyters  and  deacons  also  was  not  wanting  the 

AK  '  T.  —  he   or.  oorr   of    his    vigour  of  the  priesthood  ; 5    so  tha;  too 

of  t  the 
the  life 

all  -  meetin  "her 

shown  for  their  faith  and 

le  to  order  all  things  with  the 
But 

t.  and  mis  rven  to 
that  while  such 

■id  driven  from  their  country,  and 

all   their  property,  have   not   yet   re- 
iiureh,  -  lapsed  should 

ite  ever.  themse 
an<:  ter  into  the  Church  before  them:     If 

.  they  have  what  they 
in  their  own  power,  the  times  themselves 

g  them  freely  more  than  they  ask.     The 
itill  g     ag  fon     rd,  and  the  strife  is 

dai  rated.     If  they  truly  and   with  con- 
_-nt  of  what  they  have  done,  and  the 

fervour  of"  their  faith  prevails,  he  who  cannot  be 
delayed  may  be  crowned.2     I  bid  you,  beloved 

i.  ever  heartily  farewell  j    and  have   me 
in  remembrance.     Greet  all  the  brotherhood  in 

my  name,  and  tell  them  to  be   mindful  of  me. 
well. 

EPISTLE    XIV.3 
THE    PRESBYTERS    AND    DEACON-    ASSEM- 

BLED AT  ROME. 

UDRAWAL    AN  I  HE    THINGS     WHICH     HE 

THEREIN,    HAV:  TO    ROME    FOR    HIS 

[ES    OF   THE    LETTERS    V. 

HAD    WRITTEN    TO     HIS     PEOPLE  J     NAY,     HE 

iF  THE  SAME  WORDS  WHICH    HE    HAD 

,  ED    IN    THEM.4 

i.  i  \;rian  to  his  brethren  the  presbyters  and 
dea       -    ssembled  at  Rome,  greeting.     Having 

ruined,  beloved  brethren,  that  what  I  have 
e  and  am  doing  has  been  told  to  you  in  a 

_arbled  and  untruthful  manner,  I  have 

:   it  necessary  to  write  this  letter  to  you, 
ve  an  account  to  you  of  my 

ipiine.  and  my  diligence  ;   for, 
the  5   commands   teach,   immediately  the 

if  the  disturbance  arose,  and  the  peo- 
ple it  clamour  repeatedly  demanded 

me,  I.  taking  into  consideration  not  so  much  my 
he  public  peace  of  the  brethren, 

.  by  my  over-bold  \ 
ie  tumult  which  had  begun  might  be  still 

further  provoked.     Nevertheless,  although  absent 
in  body,  I  «  is  r    I  w  nting  either  in  spirit,  or  in 

.  or  in  my  advice,  so  as  to  fail  in  any  benefit 

Tie  martyrs,  if  they  will.] 

4  ...  clergy. 

little  mindful  of  discipline,  and  hasty,  with  a  rash 

precipitation,  who  had  already  begun  to  com- 
municate with  the  lapsed,  were  restrained  I  y  my 

interposition.  Among  the  people,  mor  r,  I 
have  done  what  I  could  to  quiet  their  mi 
and  have  instructed  them  to  maintain  e< 
tical  discipline. 

3.  But  afterwards,  when  some  of  the  lapsed, 
whether  of  their  own  accord,  or  by  the 

tion  of  any  other,  broke  forth  with  a  daring  de- 
mand, as  though  they  would  endeavour  by  a 

violent  effort  to  extort  the  peace  that  had  been 

promised  to  them  by  the  martyrs  and  ~ors ; 
concerning  this  also  I  wrote  twice  to  the  clc 
and  commanded  it  to  be  read  to  them  ; 

for  the  mitigation  of  their  violence  in  anv  man- 
ner  for  the  meantime,  if  any  who  had  r  1  eived 

a  certificate   from   the   martyrs  were   ck ;  -rung 
from  this  life,  having  made  confession,  and  re- 

ved  the  imposition  of  hands  on  them  for  re- 
pentance, they  should  be  remitted  to  the  Lord 

with  the  peace  promised  them  by  the  martyrs. 
\  r  in  this  did  I  give  them  a  law,  or  rashly  con- 

stitute myself  the  author  of  the  din  but 
as  it  seemed  fit  both  that  honour  should  1  e  paid 

to  the  martyrs,  and  that  the  vehemence  of  those 

-lother  instance  of  this  usage  («ot-  tfojjijr),  of  »:.Kh  see  p. 291,  iupra.\ 
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who  were  anxious  to  disturb  everything  should 
be  restrained  ;  and  when,  besides,  I  had  read 
your  letter  which  you  lately  wrote  hither  to  my  j 
clergy  by  Crementius  the  sub-deacon,  to  the  : 
effect  that  assistance  should  be  given  to  those 

who  might,  after  their  lapse,  be  seized  with  sick-  . 
ness,  and  might  penitently  desire  communion; 
I  judged  it  well  to  stand  by  your  judgment,  lest 
our  proceedings,  which  ought  to  be  united  and 
to  agree  in  all  things,  should  in  any  respect  be 

different.1  The  cases  of  the  rest,  even  although 
they  might  have  received  certificates  from  the 
martyrs,  I  ordered  altogether  to  be  put  off,  and 
to  be  reserved  till  I  should  be  present,  that  so, 
when  the  Lord  has  given  to  us  peace,  and  sev- 

eral bishops  shall  have  begun  to  assemble  into 
one  place,  we  may  be  able  to  arrange  and  re- 

form everything,  having  the  advantage  also  of 
your  counsel.  I  bid  you,  beloved  brethren,  ever 
heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XV.2 
TO    MOYSES    AND     MA  XI  MIS,    AND    THE     REST 

OF   THE   CONFESSORS. 

ARGUMENT* — THE  BURDEN  OF  THIS  LETTER  IS 

GIVEN  IN  EPISTLE  XXXI.  BELOW,  WHERE  THE 

ROMAN  CLERGY  SAY:  ''ON  WHICH  SUBJECT  WE 
OWE  YOU,  AND  GIVE  YOU  OUR  DEEPEST  AND 

ABUNDANT  THANKS,  THAT  YOU  THREW  LIGHT 
INTO  THE  GLOOM  OF  THEIR  PRISON  BY  YOUR 

l.i  11  ERS."3 

i.  Cyprian  to  Moyscs  and  Maximus,  the  pres- 
byters and  the  other  confessors,  his  brethren, 

greeting.  Celerinus,  a  companion  both  of  your 

faith  and  virtue,  and  God's  soldier  in  glorious 
engagements,  has  come  to  me,  beloved  brethren, 
and  represented  all  of  you,  as  well  as  each  in- 

dividual, forcibly  to  my  affection.     1  beheld  in 
him,  when  he  came,  the  whole  of  \oii;  and 
when  he  Spoke  sweellv  and  often  ofyOUT  love  to 
me,  in    In,   words    1    heard    \ou.      1    rejon  e    \ 

greatly  when  su<  h  things  are  brought  to  me  from 
you  bj  such  men  as  he.  In  a  ( ertain  mann  ;i  1 
am  also  there  with  you  in  prison.  1  think  thai 
I  who  am  thus  bound  to  your  hearts,  enjo)  with 
you  the  delights  oi  the  divine  approval.  Your 
individual  love  assoi  iates  me  with  your  honour ; 
the  Spiril  doe-,  not  allow  our  love  to  be  separated. 
Confession4  shuts  you  up  in  prison;  affection 

1  |  Noli  the  modem  i 
11        I ed.:  Ep.  xxxvii.     In  the  autumn   .t  \  o 

1  "Further,  th»i  \   ne  >•>  then  in  iuch  way  ai  \  wi  could 
later;  thai  you  refreshed  theii  mindi,  robuil  in  theii  own  i  uth  and ■ 

theii  happuv       vitri  .  you  mil  mi-  .1  i 
pore  ii. I.  in  desire  for  heaven!)  tlory;  that  you  urged  them  01 
In  the  '  oui  '  .  that  you  animated,  a*  we  believe  and  > > -  ■  i  e,  futui 
tort  by  the  power  of  youi   i  i  that,  although  all  thii  mn 

le  from  the  faitn  "t  the  confesion  and  the  divine  indulgence,  yel 
in  theii  martyi  lorn  they  may  teem  in  tome  mannei  i 

■ii 

4    [i  Otahip       At  10  llic  tunc,  Ml    I  u.iu.c  >i.  it 

shuts  me  up  there.     And  I  indeed,  remembering 
you  day  and  night,  both  when  in  the  sac: 
offer  prayer  with  many,  and  when  in  retirement 
I  pray  with  private  petition,  beseech  of  the  Lord, 
a  full  acknowledgment  to  your  crowns  and  your 
praises.     Hut  my  poor  ability  is  too  weak  to  t 
ompi  nse  you  ;  you  give  more  when  you  rem' 
ber   me   in   prayer,  since,  already  breathi; 
celestial     things,    and     meditating    only    divine 
things,  you  ascend  to  loftier  heights,  c  en  by  the 
delay  of  your  suffering  ;   and   by  the   I 
of  time,   are    not    wasting,    but    im  re 
glory.     A    first    and     single     confession 
blessed  ;  you  confess  as  often  as,  wh< 
retire    from    prison,  you    prefer  the   prison  with 

faith  and  virtue  ;  your  praises  ari- 
as the  days;    as  the  months  roll  onward,  ever 

your  merits  increase.     He   conquers  once  who 

suffers  at  once;    but   he  who   continues    . '•■ 
battling  with  punishments,  and   is  not  nu; 
with  suffering,  is  daily  crowned. 

2.   Now.  therefore,  let  magistrates  and  D  nsuls 
or  proconsuls  go  by;  let  them  glory  in   the  en- 

signs of  their  yearly  dignity,  and  in   their  twelve 
fasces,     behold,  the  heavenly  dignit)  in  yo 

sealed  by  the  brightness  of  a  year's  honour, 
already,    in    the   continuance    of    its   victorious 
glory,  has  passed  over  the   rolling  circle  of  the 
returning  year.     The  rising  sun   and   the  waning 
moon  enlightened  the  world:    but  to  you,   lie 
who  made  the  sun  and  moon  was  a  greater  ! 
in  your  dungeon,  and  the  brightness  of  ( 
glowing  in  your  hearts  and  minds,  irradiated  with 
that  eternal  and  brilliant  light  the  gloom   of  the 
plate    of    punishment,    which    to    otl  ■    -<■ 
horrible   and   deadly.     The  winter  has   passed 
through  the  vi(  issitudes  of  the  months  ;  I 
shut  up  in  prison,  were  undergoing,  instead  of 
the  inclemencies  of  winter,  the  winter  of  perse- 

cution.    To  the  winter  succeeded  the  mild 

oi  spring,  rejoii  ing  with  r<  i  ed  with 
flowers  j    but    to    you    were    present  w.y\ 
flowers  from  the  delights  o\  paradise,  an. 
tial  garlands  wreathed   your  brows.      Behold,  the 
summer  is  fruitful  with  the  fertility  of  the  han 

and  the  threshing  floor  is  filled  with  -r.un  ;  but 
you  who  have  sown  glory,  reap  the  fruii  ■ 
and,  placed  in  the  Lord's  threshin  told 
the  (half  burnt  up  with  unquenchable  fil 

yourselves   as   grains  of  wheat,  wini  and 
i  m .  <  urn.  novi  purg<  d  and  garn 

the  dwelling-plai  e  of  a  pri  ••  >n  a  -  \ 
Nor  i-  there  wanting  to  the  autumn  s 
grace  for  dis<  h  the  dui 
The  vintage  is  pressed  oul 
-lap'-  wlu<  h  shall  hereafter  ll 

trodden  in  the  press*  j.     \ 

oi  the   I  ord's  vineyard,  and 
alread)    rip  den    by    the 
worldlj  pressure,  fill  j  i  the  I 
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I  shed  your  blood  instead  of 

1  willingly  drink 

the  cup  ol  martyrdom.      I      1  the  year  rolls  on 
rated  the 

ide  >>t"  the  s  h  spiritual  d< and  with  1  elestial  rewards. 

Abundantly  blessed   are   they   who,   from 
it  number,  passing  through  these   footprints 

idj  departed  from  the  world  ; 
and.  h  1  journey  of  virtue  and 
faith,  hav<  attained  to  the  embrace  and  the  kiss 

of  the   Lord,  t>  the  joy  ol'  the  Lord   Him 
IS  not  less,  who  are  still  en- 

ed  in  (  ont  st.  and.  about  to  follow  the  glories 
.>n  comrades,  are  long  waging  the  battle, 

and  with  an  unmoved  and  unshaken  faith  stand- 

.  dl)  exhibiting  in  your  virtues  a 
ta<  le  in  the  sight  of  God.  The  longer  is 

your  strife,  the  loftier  will  be  your  crown.  The 

Struggle  is  one,  but  it  is  crowded  with  a  mani- 
fold multitude  of  contests  \  you  conquer  hunger, 

and  despise  thirst,  and  tread  under  foot  the 
squalor  ol  the  dungeon,  and  the  horror  of  the 
very  abode  of  punishment,  by  the  vigour  of  your 
courage.  Punishment  is  there  subdued  ;  torture 
is  worn  out  ;  death  is  not  feared  but  desired, 
being  overcome  by  the  reward  of  immortality, 
so  that  he  who  has  conquered  is  crowned  with 
eternity  of  life.  What  now  must  be  the  mind  in 
you,  how  elevated,  how  large  the  heart,  when 
such  and  so  great  things  are  resolved,  when 

nothing  bit  the  precepts  of  God  and  the  re- 
wards of  Christ  are  considered  !  The  will  is 

then  only  God's  will  ;  and  although  you  are  still 
placed  in  the  flesh,  it  is  the  life  not  of  the 
present  world,  but  of  the  future,  that  you  now 
live. 

4.   It  now  remains,  beloved  brethren,  that  you 
lid    be   mindful   of   me;    that,   among    your 
t  an  1  divine  considerations,  you  should  also 

think  ot   me  in  your  mind  and  spirit;  and   that 

I  should  !>••   in  your  prayers  and   supplications, 
when  that  vow  e,  which  is  illustrious  by  the  puri- 

fication of  ton,  and  praiseworthy  for  the 

continual  tenor  of  its  honour,  penetrates  to  (rod's 
ears,  and  heaven  being  open  to  it,  passes  from 
these  r  -  irld  subdued,  to  the  realms 

:  tins    bom   the    I,ord's    goodness 
even  what   it   asks.      For  whit  1    ask  from 

the  Lord's  mercy  which  you  do  not  deserve  to 
in?  —  you    who    have     thus     observed     the 

b.rd\    commands,    who    have    maintained    the 

pel  discipline  with  the  simple  vigour  of  your 
faith,  who,  with  the  glory  of  your  virtue  uncor- 

rupted,  hai            1  bravely  by  the  Lord's  com- 
I  by  His  apostles,  and  have  confirmed 

the  wavering  faith  of  many  by  the  truth  of  your 
martyrdom?    Truly,  Gospel  witne  nd  truly. 
(*h:  founded 

>n  the  Rock,  you  have 

joined  discipline  with  virtue,  you  have  brought 
others  to  the  fear  of  God,  you   have   made   your 
martyrdoms,   examples.     I    bid   you,   brethren, 
very   brave    and    beloved,  ever   hearth)    farewell  ; 
and  remember  me. 

EPISTLE    XVI.' 
THE  CONFESSORS   TO   CYPRIAN. 

ARGUMENT.  —  A    CERTIFN  \n    WRITTEN    IN   THB 
NAME   OK   THE    MARTYRS    i:\     U  -  [ANUS. 

All  the  confessors  to  father-  Cyprian,  erect- 
ing. Know  that,  to  all.  concerning  whom  the 

account  of  what  they  have  done  since  the  com- 
mission of  their  sin  has  been,  in  your  estimatii  -\. 

satisfactory,  we  have  granted  peace  ;  and  we  have 
desired  that  this  rescript  should  be  made  known 

by  you  to  the  other  bishops  also.  We  bid  you 
to  have  peace  with  the  holy  martyrs.  Lucianus 
wrote  this,  there  being  present  of  the  clergy, 
both  an  exorcist  and  a  reader. 

EPISTLE  XVII.3 
TO  THE  PRESBYTERS  AND  DEACONS  ABOUT 

THE  FOREGOING  AND  THE  FOLLOWING  LET- 
TERS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  NO  ACCOUNT  IS  TO  UK  MADE  OK 
CERTIFICATES  FROM  THE  MARTYRS  liKFORE  THE 

PEACE    OF   THE    CHURCH    IS    RESTORED. 

Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  The  Lord  speaketh  and 

saith,  "  Upon  whom  shall  I  look,  but  upon  him 
that  is  humble  and  quiet,  and  that  trembleth  at 

my  words?  "  4  Although  we  ought  all  to  be  this, 
yet  especially  those  ought  to  be  so  who  must 
labour,  that,  after  their  grave  lapse,  they  may,  by 
true  penitence  and  absolute  humility,  deserve 
well  of  the  Lord.  Now  I  have  read  the  letter 

of  the  whole  body  of  confessors,  which  they  wish 
to  be  made  known  by  me  to  all  my  colleagues, 
and  in  which  they  requested  that  the  peace  given 

by  themselves  should  be  assured  to  those  con- 
cerning whom  the  account  of  what  they  have 

done  since  their  crime  has  been,  in  our  estima- 
tion, satisfactory ;  which  matter,  as  it  waits  for 

the  counsel  and  judgment  of  all  of  us,5  I  do  not 
dare  to  prejudge,  and  so  to  assume  a  common 
<  ause  for  my  own  decision.  And  therefore,  in 
the  meantime,  let  us  abide  by  the  letters  which 
I  lately  wrote  to  you,  of  which  I  have  now  sent 

a  copy  to  many  of  my  colleagues,6  who  wrote  in 

1  Oxford  ed.:   Ep.  xxiii.     a.d.  250. 

2  "  Cvpriano  Papa:,"  to  "Pope"  Cyprian.  [An  instance  illus- 
trative < >f  what  i-,  to  be  found  on  p.  54,  supra.  See  also  Elucidation III    p    1  >4,  supra] 

3  Oxford  ed.:    Ep.  xxvi.     a.d.  250. 4  Da   Ixvi.  1. 

5  I '  '  v-l 
6  [The  affectionate  and  general  usage  of  primitive  bishops  to  seek 

the  consensus fratrum,  is  noteworthy. j 
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reply,  that  they  were  pleased  with  what  I  had 
decided,  and  that  there  must  be  no  departure 
therefrom,  until,  peace  being  granted  to  us  by 
the  Lord,  we  shall  be  able  to  assemble  together 
into  one  place,  and  to  examine  into  the  cases  of 
individuals.  But  that  you  may  know  both  what 
my  colleague  Caldonius  wrote  to  me,  and  what 
I  replied  to  him,  I  have  enclosed  with  my  letter 
ft  copy  of  each  letter,  the  whole  of  which  I  beg 
you  to  read  to  our  brethren,  that  they  may  be 
more  and  more  settled  down  to  patience,  and 
not  add  another  fault  to  what  had  hitherto  been 

their  former  fault,  not  being  willing  to  obey 
either  me  or  the  ( rospel,  nor  allowing  their  cases 
to  be  examined  in  accordance  with  the  letters 

3f  all  the  confessors.  I  bid  you,  beloved  breth- 
ren, ever  heartily  farewell  ;  and  have  me  in  re- 

membrance. Salute  all  the  brotherhood.  Fare 
^e  well  ! 

EPISTLE   XVIII.' 
CALDONIUS    TO   CYPRIAN. 

ARGUMENT.  —  WHEN,  IX  THE  URGENCY  OF  A  NEW 
PERSECUTION,  CERTAIN  OF  THE  LAPSED  HAD 

CONFESSED  CHRIST,  AND  SO,  BEFORE  THEY  Wi  \i 

AWAY  INTO  EXILE,  SOUGHT  FOR  PEACE,  CALDO- 
NIUS CONSULTS  CYPRIAN  AS  TO  WHETHER  PEACE 

SHOULD    BE   GRANTED   THEM. 

Caldonius  to  Cyprian  and  his  fellow-presby- 

crs-*  abiding  at  Carthage,  greeting.  The  neces- 
;ity  of  the  times  induces  us  not  hastily  to  grant 
leace.  But  it  was  well  to  write  to  you,  that 

hey'  who,  after  having  sacrificed,4  were  again 
ried,  became  exiles.  And  thus  they  seem  to 
ne  to  have  atoned  for  their  former  crime,  in 
hat  they  now  let  go  their  possessions  and  homes, 
tnd,  repenting,  follow  Christ.  Thus  Felix,  who 
■sisted  in  the  office  of  presbyter*  under  Deci- 
lius,  and  was  very  near  to  me  in  bonds  (I  knew 

'in  ;ame  Felix  very  thoroughly),  Victoria,  his 
ind  I.ik  iu  i,  being  faithful,  were  banished, 

kd  have  left  th<  ii  po  ns,  whi<  h  the  treasury 
iow  has  in  keeping.  Moreover,  a  woman,  Bona 
nr  name,  who  was  dragged  bj  her  husband  to 
icrifice,  and  (with  no  conscience  guilt)  of  the 
firm  .  but  be<  .\\\ >e  those  who  held  her  hand }, 

a<  rificed )  beg  in  to  cr)  again  ;1  them,  "  I  did  not 
lo  it  :  you  it  w  1  ■  who  did  ii  '  "  wa  -  also  \<.\\\ 
shed."  Since,  therefore,  all  these  were  asking 
or  peace,  "  We  have  ret  overed  the  faith 
vhich  we  had  lost,  we  have  repented,  and  have 

'Oxford  P.p        p.       \  1 1 
J  I  Th(  ily  of  this  I 

.  wi/*/  ./.  I 

1  "  Somi  "  woi 
uthorily, 

*  fi.o.,  to  the  imp  ri  >I  im  ira  | 
5  "  Pretbyii  rium  tubmini Urate 

'  [  \  \<  rj  tou  ent,  dram  iiii  ally  nari  1 

publicly  confessed  Christ" — although  it  seems 
to  me  that  they  ought  to  receive  peace,  —  vet 
I  have  referred  them  to  your  judgment,  that  I 
might  not  appear  to  presume  anything  rashly. 
If,  therefore,  you  should  wish  me  to  do  anything 
by  the  common  decision,  write  to  me.  Greet 
our  brethren;  our  brethren  greet  you.  I  bid 
you,  beloved  brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    XIX.7 
CYPRIAN    REPLIES    TO  CALDON1     - 

ARGUMENT. — CYPRIAN TR1  ITSOl  NOTHING  PECU- 

LIAR IN'  tills  EPISTLE,  BEYOND  '.  \\<\  IN 
THE  OPINION  01  CALDONIUS,  TO  WTT,  THAI  I'l 
SHOULD  NOT  BE  REFUSED  TO  i  VPS]  D 

BY  A  TRUE  REPENTANCE  AND  CON!  OF 

THE  NAME  OF  (  HRIST,  HAVE  Dl  3ERV1  D  II,  AND 
HAVE  THEREFORE    RETURNED    M    HIM. 

Cyprian  to  Caldonius,  his  brother,   greet 
We  have  received  your  letter,  bi  irother, 
which  is  abundantly  sensible,  and  full  of  hoi, 
and  faith.      Nor  do  we  wonder  that,  skilled  and 
exercised  as  you  are  in  the  S<  riptures  of  the 
Lord,  you   do   ever)  thing  discreetly   and   wisely. 
You  have  judged  quite  correctlj  about  granting 
peace  to  our  brethren,  whi<  h  they,  by  true  peni- 

tence and  by  the  glorj   of  a  confession  of  the 
Lord,  have  restored  to  themselves,  being  justified 
by  their  words,  by  which  before  the) 
demned    themselves.      Since,    then,   they   have 
washed  away  all  their  sin.  and  their  former  stain, 
by  the  help  of  the  Lord,  has  been  done  awa) 
a  more  powerful  virtue,  they  Ought  not  to  lie 
longer  under  the  power  of  the  devil,  as  it  w 
prostrate  j  when,  being  banished  and  deprived 
of  all  their  property,  they  have  luted  themselves 
up  and  have  begun  to  Stand  with  Christ.      And  I 
wish  that  the  others  also  would  repent  alter  their 
fall,  and  be  transferred  into  their  former  condi- 

tion ;  and  that  you  maj  know  how  we  ha> 
with  these,  in  their  urgent  mv\  ■  and 
importunit)  ti  i  extort  pi       .1 
ti  i  you,  w  ith  lettei  numb  that 
1  wrote  to  the  <  lergj  and  to  the  .  and  to 
the  martyrs  also  and   i 
have  alread)  b<  en  sent  to  main 
and  have  satisfied    them  ;   and    th  that 

the)  also  agri  e  with  me  in  the 
irding  to  the  i  !atholic  faith  ;  whi<  h 

do  you  also  (  ommunii  ate  to  as  man) 

1        i     as  you  i  in,  that  among  all  I •'served  one  mod< 

ment,  ai  i  ordin  \  to  I 
.  beloved  brother,  ever  heartil; 
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is n  E    XX.' 
till   MM  -     rO    LUC  IAN. 

,111  KIM   S.     ON      I'l  II  M  1'     <>K     HIS 

i  I  RS      A  I       R(  'Ml  .      Bl  -1  I  I  111  -      n   V   I 

I    i,ii    CARTHAGINIAN    CONI  l  SSORS. 

i.  Cclerim  n,  greeting.     In  writing 
m\  lord  ami  brother,  I  have 

!.    -  rejoi<  ing  in  that 
en  tried  on  behalf 

he  name  r  1   »rd  Je  .us  ( !hrist  our  Saviour, 
an<!  I  His  name  in  the  presence  of 

of  the  world  ;  but  sorrowful,  in 
that  from  the  time  when  1  was  in  your  company 
I  have  never  been  able  to  receive  your  letters. 
And  now  lately  a  twofold  sorrow  has  fallen  upon 
me  ;  that  altho  i  knew  that  Montanus,  our 

imon  brother,  was  coming  to  me  from  you 

out  of  the  dungeon,  you  did  not  intimate  any- 
nceming  your  wellbeing,  nor  about 

anything  that  is  done  in  connection  with  you. 
1  ontinually  happens  to  the  ser- 

.  especially  to  those  who  are  ap- 
I  for  the  i  onfession  of  Christ.  For  I  know 

that  every  one  looks  not  now  to  the  things  that 

are  of  the  world,  but  that  he  is  hoping  for  a  heav- 
enly crown.  Moreover,  I  said  that  perhaps  you 

had  forgotten  to  write  to  me.  For  if  from  the 
lowest  !   may  be  called  by  you  yours,  or 

,  if  I   should    be  worthy  to  hear  myself 
nan  yet,  when  1  also  was  in  such 
a  purpl  on,   I   remembered  my  oldest 
brethren,  and  I  took  notice  of  them  in  my  letters, 
that  th  r  love  was  still  around  me  and 
mine.  Yet  I  beseech,  beloved  of  the  Lord,  that 
if.  first  of  all,  you  are  washed  in  that  sacred  blood, 
and  have  suffered  for  the  name  of  our  Lord  J, 
Christ  before  my  letters  find  you  in  this  world, 
or  should  they  now  reach  you,  that  you  would 

them  to  me.  So  may  He  crown  you 
whose  name  you  have  confessed.  For  I  believe, 
that  although  in  this  world  we  do  not  see  each 
oth  in  the  future  we  shall  embrace  one 

in  the  presence  of  Christ.     Entreat  that 
I  m  thy,  even  I,  to  be  crowned  along 
with  impany. 

2.  Know,  nevertheless,  that  I  am  placed  in 
at  tribulation  ;  and,  as  if  you 

were  present  with  me,  I  remember  your  former 
love   day  and    night,  Cod   only  knows.      And 
the:  1  ask  that   you  will  grant  my  desire, 
and  that  you  will  with  me  at  the  (spirit- 

r,  who  in  this  time  of  dev- 
l    from    Christ  ;    for   she 

md   provoked   our    Lord,   as   seems 
manill  And  for  her  deeds  1  in  this  day 

AD.  350. 

purpled." 

I,  with  blood.     Sec 
of  Lp.    via.      lhc   Oxford   translator  has  "em- 

of  paschal  rejoicing,3  weeping  day  and  night, 
have  spent  the  days  in  tears,  in  sackcloth,  and 
ashes,  and  I  am  still  spending  them  so  to  this 

day,  until  '  the  aid  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  and 
affection  manifested  through  you,  or  through 
those  my  lords  who  have  been  (  rowned,  from 
whom  you  are  about  to  ask  it,  shall  come  to 

the  help  of  so  terrible  a  shipwreck.  For  I  re- 
member your  former  love,  thai  you  will  grieve 

with  all  the  rest  for  our  sisters  whom  you  also 
knew  well  —  that  is,  Numeria  and  Candida, — 
for  whose  sin,  because  they  have  us  as  brethren, 

we  ought  to  keep  watch.  For  I  believe  that 
Christ,  according  to  their  repentance  and  the 
works  which  they  have  done  towards  our  ban- 

ished colleagues  who  came  from  you  —  by  whom 
themselves  you  will  hear  of  their  good  works,  — 
that  Christ,  I  say,  will  have  mercy  upon  them, 
when  you,  His  martyrs,  beseech  Him. 

3.  For  I  have  heard  that  you  have  received 
the  ministry  of  the  purpled  ones.  Oh,  happy 
are  you,  even  sleeping  on  the  ground,  to  obtain 
your  wishes  which  you  have  always  desired! 
You  have  desired  to  be  sent  into  prison  for  His 

name's  sake,  which  now  has  come  to  pass  ;  as  it 
is  written,  "The  Lord  grant  thee  according  to 
thine  own  heart;"5  and  now  made  a  priest  of 
God  over  them,  and  the  same  their  minister  has 

acknowledged  it.6  I  ask,  therefore  my  lord,  and 
I  entreat  by  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  that  you  will 
refer  the  case  to  the  rest  of  your  colleagues, 
your  brethren,  my  lords,  and  ask  from  them, 
that  whichever  of  you  is  first  crowned,  should 

remit  such  a  great  sin  to  those  our  sisters,  Nu- 
meria and  Candida.  For  this  latter  I  have 

always  called  Etecusa 7  —  God  is  my  witness,  — 
because  she  gave  gifts  for  herself  that  she  might 
not  sacrifice ;  but  she  appears  only  to  have 

ax  ended  to  the  Tria  Fata,s  and  thence  to  have 
descended.  I  know,  therefore,  that  she  has  not 
sacrificed.  Their  cause  having  been  lately  heard, 
the  chief  rulers9  commanded  them  in  the  mean- 

time to  remain  as  they  are,  until  a  bishop  should 

be  appointed.10  But,  as  far  as  possible,  by  your 
holy  prayers  and  petitions,  in  which  we  trust, 
since  you  are  friends  as  well  as  witnesses  of 

3  [Written  at  Easter,  like  the  first  Epistle  to  the  Corinthians,  as 
implied  in  cap.  v.  7. 

*  The  Oxford  edition  has  a  variation  here,  :,s  follows:  "  Until  our 
Lord  Jesus  Christ  afford  help,  and  pity  be  manifested  through  you, 

or  through  those  my  lords  who  may  '  rowned,  from  whom 
you  will  entreat  that  these  dreadful  shipwrecks  may  be  pardoned." s    Ps.  XX.  4. 

b  This  seems  altogether  unintelligible:  the  original  is  probably 
corrupt.      [It   seems   to   relate   to   the   sort  of  /"  which  was 
conceded  to  all  martyrs,  in  view  of  (Rev.  i.  6  and  v.  10!  the  message 

sent  by  the  angel  "  to  His  servants,"  and  by  their  servant  or  min- ister, John.] 

7  Dodwell  conjectures  this  name  to  be  from  <\Tv\ov<Ta  (unhappy) 
or  atxoiiaa  (unwilling),  and  applies  it  to  < 

8  A  spot  in  the  Roman  Forum  which  must  of  necessity  be  passed 
t>v  in  the  ascent  to  the  Capitol.  It  would  appear  that  Candida  there- 

fore repented  of  her  purpose  of  sacrificing,  when  she  was  actually  on 
her  way  to  effect  it. 

9  [i.e.,  the  clergy  administering  jurisdiction.] 
10  i.e.,  in  the  room  of  Fabian. 
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Christ,  (we  pray)  that  you  would  be  indulgent  ened  back  the  great  serpent  himself,  the  pioneer 
in  all  these  matters.  of  Antichrist,3    (but)    have  conquered  him,  by 

4.   I  entreat,  therefore,  beloved  lord  Lucian,  that    voice  and  those  divine  words,  whereby  I 
be  mindful  of  me,  and  acquiesce  in  my  petition  :  know  how  you  love  the  faith,  and  how  zealous 

so  may  Christ  yrant  you  that  sacred  crown  whi<  h  you  are  for  Christ's  discipline,  in  which  I   know 
he  has  given  you  not  only  in  confession  but  also  and   rejoice   that   you   are    .                      pied.* 
in  holiness,  in  which  you   have   always  walked  Now  beloved,  already  to  b            med  among  the 

and  have  always  been  an  example  to  the  samt-.,  martyrs,  you   have  wished   to  overload   me  with 
as  well  as  a  witness,  that  you  will  relate  to  all  my  your  letter,  in  which  you  told  us  con*  erning  our 
lords,  your  brethren  the  confessors,  all  about  this 
matter,  that  they  may  receive  help  from  you. 
For  this,  my  lord  and  brother,  you  ought  to  know, 
that  it  is  not  I  alone  who  ask  this  on  their  be- 

half, but  also  Statius  and  Severianus,  and  all  the 
confessors  who  have  come  thence  hither  from 

you;  to  whom  these  very  sisters  went  down  to 

sifters,  on  whose  behalf  I  wish  that  we  could  by 
possibility  mention  them  without  remembering 
also  so  great  a  crime  committ  :d.     A  suredly  we 
should  not  then  think  of  them  with  so  many 
tears  as  we  do  now. 

2.  You  ought  to  know  what   h  1  done 
concerning  us. When  the  blessed  martyr  Paulus 

the  harbour '   and  took   them  up  into  the  city,  was  still  in  the  body,  he  (ailed   m<                    I    to 
and  they  have  ministered  to  sixty-five,  and  even  me:  "  Lucian,  in  the  pi               if  Chris!   I 
to  this  day  have  tended  them  in  all  things.     For  to  you,  If  any  one.  after  my  being  <  ailed    iway, 
all  are  with  them.     But  I  ought  not  to  burden  shall   ask   for  peace  from                 mt    it   in    my 

that  sacred    heart    of  yours    any  more,  since   I  name."      Moreover,  all  of   us  whom    the    Lord 
know  that  you  will    labour  with    a    ready    will,  has    condescended    in    such  tribulation    to    call 

Macharius,  with  his  sisters  Cornelia  and  Emerita,  away,  by  our  letters,  by  mutual  agreement,  have 
salute  you,  rejoicing  in  your  sanguinary  conies-  given  peace  to  all.     You  see,  then,  brother,  how 
sion,  as  well  as  in  that  of  all  the  brethren,  and  (I  have  done  this)  in  part  of  what   Paulus  bade 
Saturninus,  who  himself  also  wrestled   with   the  me,  as  what  we   in  all   cases                I  when  we 

devil,   who  also   bravely   confessed  the   name   of  were  in  this  tribulation,  w  her-  m  by  the  command 
Christ,  who  moreover,  under  the  torture  of  the  of  the  emperor  we  were  ordered   to  be  put  to 
grappling  claws,  bravely  confessed,  and  who  also  death  by  hunger  and  thirst,  and  were  shut   up  in 

Strongly  begs  and   entreats   this.      Your  brethren  two  cells,  that  so  they  might  weak                v  hun- 
Calphurnius  and  Maria,  and  all  the  holy  breth-  ger  and   thirst.     Moreover,  the    fire    from   the 
ren,  salute  you.    For  you  ought  to  know  this  too,  effect  of  our  torture  was  so  inl                     I  no- 
that  I  have  written  also  to  my  lords  your  breth-  body  could  bear  it.     But  now  we  have  attained 
ren  letters,  which  I  request  that  you  will  deign  the   brightness   itself.     And    th  t  I  11               ed 
to  read  to  them. 

EPISTLE   XXI.2 
LUCIAN    REPLIES    TO   (  ELERINUS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  LUCIAN    ISSENTS  TO  TIB    PETITION 
01     (Ml  RINUS. 

i.  Lucian  to  Celerinus,  his  lord,  and  ( if  I  shall 
be  worthy  to  be  called  so)  colleague  in  Christ, 
greeting.  I  have  received  your  letter,  most 
dearlj  beloved  lord  and  brother,  in  which  you 
have  so  laden  me  with  expressions  of  kindn 
that  1>\  reason  of  your  so  burdening  me  1  was 
aim  ri  ome  with   such   ex<  essive   i"\ 

that    I  exulted  in  reading,  by  the  benefit    o|    \.hii 
so  great  humility,  the  letter,  which  I  also  earnest!) 
desired  after  so  ion-  .1  tune  to  read,  in  which 
J   lei  nd  to  call  me  t"  remembrance,  sa)  ing 

to  me  in  your  writing,  "  il   1  maj  be  worth)  to 
1»-  1  ailed  your  brother."  ol    .1  in. in   such   as  I  am 
who  con    ised  the  name  of  God  with  trembling 
before   the    inferior   m  tes.     Foi    you,  b) 

Cod's  will,  when  you  confessed,  not  only  n 

1    P01  u 

•  Oxford  ed, :   E  p,  \  v  ii 

brother,  greet  Num.  ria  and  Candida,  who  (shall 

have  peace6)  according  to  the  precept  of  Pau- 
lus, and  the  rest  of  the  martyrs  whose  names  1 

subjoin:   vi/.,  Bassus  in  th(    •  of  the  per- 

jured/'  Mappalicus   at  the  t.  mio  in 
prison.  Paulus   after   tortUl 
nus,  Vi<  tor,  l  [erennius,  Juli  1,  Martial,  and 

by  ( rod's  will  were  put  to  .1.  ath  in  the  pi 
■  if  whom    in  a  I   w  da)  i  you  w  ill  ; 

of  ni''  a  i  a  companion.     I  01  now  tin  1  ight 
days,  from  the  day  in  whi<  h  I  was  shut  up  again, 
to  the  das  in  which  I  wrote  mj 

ight  days,  foi  I 
days,  1  ret  eived  a  morsel  "\  bn  id  and  v. 
measure.     And  therefore,  brothei . 

the  Lord  has  begun  to 
itself,  a. .  ording  to  thi  i't  of  1 
our  tractate,  the  .  ase  bein 
bishop,  and  confession  bein  ;  mi 

I  The  1 

•    1 

\ 

1 

"  111  ihr   1111  |l 
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not  only  th  iy  have  peace,  but  also  (all  > 
th,..  know  to  be  very  near  to  our 
bean 

•     \"  ■  n  you.     Doyou  greet 
tin-  con  l   'nl  who  are  there  with  you, 
whose  nami  -  you  have  intimated,  among  whom 

with  his  companions,  hut  who 
also  is  my  colleague,  ami  Maris.  Collecta,  and 
Emerita,  i  lalphurnius  ami  Maria,  Sabina,  Spesina, 
and  tin  .  I. muaria.  Dativa,  Donata.     We 

greet  Saturus  with  his  family,  Bassianus  and  all 

the  clergy,  (Jranius,  Alexius,  Quintianus,  Colon- 
it  a.  and  all  whose  names  I  have  not  written, 
because  I  am  already  weary.  Therefore  they 

must  pardon  inc.  I  hid  you  heartily  farewell, 
and   Ai  ml   Getulicus,   and   the   money- 

changers, and  the  sifters.     My  sisters  Januaria 
and  Sophia,  whom  I    commend    to    you,  greet  | 

you." 

FPISTLE   XXII.2 

TO  THE  CLERGY  ABIDING  AT  ROME,  CONCERN- 

ING MANY  OF  1111.  I  "\FESSORS,  AND  CON- 

CERNING Mil-:  FORWARDNESS  OF  LUCIAN 
AND  I  HE  MODES  IV  OF  CELERINUS  THE  CON- 
PESS1  K. 

ARGUMENT.  —  [N  tiii-  i  in  ER  cyprian  informs 

THE  ROMAN  CLERGY  OF  THE  SEDITIOUS  DE- 

MAN!'  OF  llll  LAPSED  TO  BE  RESTORED  TO 
l!ll.  FORWARDNESS  OF  LUCIAN. 

IN  OH  »ER  1H\I'  THEY  MAY  BETTER  INDER- 

STAN"I>     ;  MATTERS,    CYPRIAN    TAKES    CARE 
THAT    N ■■:    ONLY    HIS    OWN    LETTERS,    BUT    ALSO 

TH'  ELERINUS   AND    LUCIAN,    SHOULD    BE 
:     PO    [HEM. 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  preshyters  and  deacons 
abiding  at  Rome,  his  brethren,  greeting.  After 
the  letters  that  I  wrote  to  you,  beloved  brethren, 
in  which  what  I  had  done  was  explained,  and 
soni  nt  was  given  of  my  discipline 
and  dil  line  another  matter  which, 
any  more  than  the  others,  ought  not  to  he  con- 

i  you.     For  our  brother  Lucian,  who 
hirasell  one  of  the  confessors,  earnest  in- 

deed in  faith,  and  robust  in  virtue,  but  little  es- 

tablished in  tiie  reading  of  the  Lord's  word,  has 
attempt  tain    things,    constituting    himself 
for  a  time  an  authority  for  unskilled  people,  so 
that   rerun  ritten  by  his  hand  were  given 
indiscrimii  many  persons  in  the  name  of 

[appalicus  the  martyr,  cautious 
and  modest,  mindful  of  the  law  and  discipline, 

wrote  no  letter*-,  contrary  to  the  Gospel,  but  only, 

1  TV-  a  well  .is  the  precedinc,  seems  to  be  very  impcr- 
.    Wn  "written,"  says   the    Oxl 

I*  little  versed  in  w\  i  robably,  of  the 
istmcted  sort."     The  meaning  in  many  places  is  very  in: 

\ii.     A.D.  350. 

moved  with  domestic  affection  for  his  mother,1 
who  had  fallen,  commanded  peace  to  be  given 
to  her.      Satuminus,  moreover,   after  his   torture, 
still  remaining  in  prison,  sent  out  no  Utters  of 

this   kind.      But    Lucian,    not   only   while    I'aulus 
was  still  in  prison,  gave  everywhere  in  hi-,  name 
certificates  written  with  his  own  hand,  but  even 

alter  his  decease  persisted  in  doing  the  same 
things  under  his  name,  saying  that  this  had  been 

commanded  him  by  I'aulus.  ignorant  that  he 
must  obey  the  Lord  rather  than  his  fellow-ser- 

vant. In  the  name  also  of  Aurelius,  a  young 
man  who  had  undergone  the  torture,  many  1 

til'icates  were  given,  written  by  the  hand  of  the same  Lucian.  because  Aurelius  did  not  know 
how  to  write  himself. 

2.  In  order,  in  some  measure,  to  put  a  stop  to 
this  practice,  I  wrote  letters  to  them,  which  I 
have  sent  to  you  under  the  enclosure  of  the 
former  letter,  in  which  I  did  not  fail  to  ask  and 

persuade  them  that  consideration  might  be  had 
for  the  law  of  the  Lord  and  the  Gospel.  But 
after  I  sent  my  letters  to  them,  that,  as  it  were, 
something  might  be  done  more  moderately  and 

temperately  ;  the  same  Lucian  wrote  a  letter  in 
the  name  of  all  the  confessors,  in  which  well  nigh 
every  bond  of  faith,  and  fear  of  God,  and  the 

Lord's  command,  and  the  sacredness  and  sin- 
cerity of  the  Gospel  were  dissolved.  For  he 

wrote  in  the  name  of  all,  that  they  had  given 
peace  to  all,  and  that  he  wished  that  this  decree 
should  be  communicated  through  me  to  the 
other  bishops,  of  which  letter  I  transmitted  a 

copy  to  you.  It  was  added  indeed,  "  of  whom 
the  account  of  what  they  have  done  since  their 

crime  has  been  satisfactory  ;  "  —  a  thing  this 
which  excites  a  greater  odium  against  me,  be- 

cause I,  when  I  have  begun  to  hear  the  cases  of 
each  one  and  to  examine  into  them,  seem  to 

deny  to  many  what  they  now  are  all  boasting 
that  they  have  received  from  the  martyrs  and 
confessors. 

3.  Finally,  this  seditious  practice  has  already 
begun  to  appear ;  for  in  our  province,  through 
some  of  its  cities,  an  attack  has  been  made  by 
the  multitude  upon  their  rulers,  and  they  have 

compelled  that  peace  to  be  given  to  them  im- 
mediately which  they  all  cried  out  had  been  once 

given  to  them  by  the  martyrs  and  confessors. 
Their  rulers,  being  frightened  and  subdued,  were 
of  little  avail  to  resist  them,  either  by  vigour  of 
mind  or  by  strength  of  faith.  With  us,  moreover, 
some  turbulent  spirits,  who  in  time  past  were 
with  difficulty  governed  by  me,  and  were  delayed 
till  my  coming,  were  inflamed  by  this  letter  as  if 
by  .i  firebrand,  and  began  to  be  more  violent,  and 
to  extort  the  peace  granted  to  them.  I  have 
sent  a  copy  to  you  of  the  letters  that  I  wrote  to 

3  Some  read,  "  his  mother  and  sisters,  who  had  fallen." 
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my  clergy  about  these  matters,  and,  moreover, 
what  Caldonius,  my  colleague,  of  his  integrity 
and  faithfulness  wrote,  and  what  I  replied  to  him. 
I  have  sent  both  to  you  to  read.  Copies  also  of 

the  letter  of  Celerinus,  the  good  and  stout  con- 
fessor, which  he  wrote  to  Lucian  the  same  con- 

fessor—  also  what  Lucian  replied  to  him,  —  I 
have  sent  to  you;  that  you  may  know  both  my 
labour  in  respect  of  everything,  and  my  diligence, 
and  might  learn  the  truth  itself,  how  moderate 
and  cautious  is  Celerinus  the  confessor,  and  how 
reverent  both  in  his  humility  and  fear  for  our 

faith  ;  while  Lucian,  as  I  have  said,  is  less  skil- 

ful concerning  the  understanding  of  the  Lord's 
word,  and  by  his  facility,  is  mischievous  on  ac- 

count of  the  dislike  that  he  causes  for  my  rever- 
ential dealing.  For  while  the  Lord  has  said  that 

the  nations  are  to  be  baptized  in  the  name  of  the 
Father,  and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the  Holy  Ghost, 

and  their  past  sins  are  to  be  done  away  in  bap- 
tism ;  this  man,  ignorant  of  the  precept  and  of 

the  law,  commands  peace  to  be  granted  and  sins 
to  be  done  away  in  the  name  of  Paulus  ;  and  he 

says  that  this  was  commanded  him  by  I'aulus,  as 
you  will  obs  :rve  in  the  letter  sent  by  the  same 

Lucian  to  Celerinus,  in  which  he  very  little  con- 
sidered that  it  is  not  martyrs  that  make  the  Gos- 

p  I,  but  that  martyrs  are  made  by  the  Gospel;1 
since  Paul  also,  the  apostle  whom  the  Lord  called 

a  chosen  vessel  unto  Him,  laid  down  in  his  epis- 

tle :  "  I  marvel  that  ye  are  so  soon  removed  from 
Him  that  called  you  into  the  grace  of  Christ, 
unto  another  gospel  :  which  is  not  another  ;  but 

there  be  some  that  trouble  you,  and  would  per- 
vert the  Gospel  of  Christ.  But  though  we,  or  an 

angel  from  heaven,  preach  any  other  gospel  unto 
you  than  that  which  we  have  preached  unto  ydu, 
let  him  be  accursed.  As  we  said  before,  so  say  I 
now  again,  If  any  man  preach  any  other  gospel 
unto  you  than  that  ye  have  received,  let  him  be 

accurs  :d."J 
4.  but  your  letter,  which  I  received,  written 

to  my  •  came  opportunely;   as  also   did 

those-  which  tin-  blessed  confessors,  Moyses  and 
Maximus,  Nicostratus,  and  the  rest,  sent   to  S  I 
Uiminus  ami  Aurelius,  and  the  Others,  in  whi<  h  are 
contained  the  full  vigour  of  the  Gospel  and  the 
robust  discipline  of  the  law  of  the   Lord.     Your 
words  much  assisted  me  a,  I   laboured   here,  and 

withstood  with  the  whole  strength  of  faith  the 
onset  of  ill  will,  so  that  my  work  was  shortened 
from  above,  and  that  before  the  letters  which  1 

last  sent  you  reached  you,  VOU  de<  land  to  me, 

that  according  to  the  Gospel  law,  your  judgment 
also  stronglj  and  unanimously  concurred  with 

nunc.  1  bid  you,  brethren,  beloved  m\A  longed- 
for,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

MACvpn 
*  Cil    1 iphorUin  tpplii  nble  la  llw  "  Tlw  FmI 

6-9,    [Applicable  to  tho  n«w  Mtriui  dogmiuj 

EPISTLE    XXIII. < 
TO   THE  CLERGY,  ON    THE    LETTERS    SENT  TO 

ROME,  AND    ABOUT     till:    APPOINTMEN1 
SATURUS     AS     READER,    AND    OPTATUS     AS 
SUB-DEACON,    a.d.  250. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THE    CLERGY 
THIS    LETTER   OF    THE   ORDINATIO 

AND  OPTATUS,  AND  WHAT  CYPRIAN  HAH  Wkini  N 
TO    ROME. 

Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  That  nothing  may  be  un- 

known to  your  consciousness,  bi  lovt  d  brethren, 
of  what  was  written  to  me  and  what  I  replied,  I 
have  sent  you  a  copy  of  each  letter,  and  1  believe 
that  my  rejoinder  will  not  di  you.     But 
I  ought  to  acquaint  you  in  my  letter  i  on<  erning 
this,  that  for  a  very  urgent  reason  I  have  .sent  a 
letter  to  the  clergy  who  abide  in  the  1  .  And 
since  it  behoved  me  to  write  by  <  lergy,  while  I 
know  that  very  many  of  ours  are  absent,  and  the 
few  that  are  there  are  hardly  sufficient  for  the 
ministry  of  the  daily  duty,  it  was  necessary  to 
appoint  some  new  ones,  who  might  be  sent. 
Know,  then,  that  I  have  made  Saturus  a  reader. 

and  Optatus,  the  confessor.  .1  sub-dea<  on  ;  whom 
already,  by  the  general  advi<  e,  we  had  m; 
next  to  the  clergy,  in  having  entrusted  to  Saturus 

on  Easter-day,  once  and  again,  the  readii 
and  when  with  the  tcacher-pn  sbyters  '  we  were 
carefully  trying  readers  —  in  appointing  Optatus 
from  among  the  readers   to  1  I  of  the 
hearers;  —  examining,    first   of   all,    whether   all 
things  were  found   fitting  in   them.  whi<  h   ou 
to  be  found  in  such  as  were  in  preparation  for 
the  clerical  office.     Nothing  new.  th 
been   done   by   me   in   youi  .   but   what. 

on  the  general  advice  of  all  of  us  had  I 

begun,  has,  upon  urgent  m 
plished.     I    bid    you,   beloved 

heartily  farewell  ;  and  rem<  n      r  me.     l well. 

EPISTl  1:   xxn 

["0    MOYSES     ^ND    MAXIM 
OF    nil.  CONFI 

ARGUMENT.  —  ["HIS    iin 
GRATULATTON    i"    1  hi     i     MA! 

1.  Cyprian  to  Mi 
byters,  and  to   the   othi  i    • 

1  1  Ixford  ed      I  p   ui]       I  hi  ■■■>    ■ erto  1 

- 

M 

•  N 

lint  "  ■ 
I 

to  C)  prian'«   il" 
I   ,  1 

■ 
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re<  ting.    I  had  already  known 
and  blessed  brethren, 

the  i    faith   and   \  irtue,   rejou  ing 
i  indantlj  i  ongratulating  you,  that 

the  •'  ension  of  our   Lord  Jesus 
Chri  ild  have  prepared  you  for  the  crown 

name.     For  you,  who  have 
ind  leaders  in  the  battle  o(  our 
irward  the  standard  of  the  celes- 

tial .  you  have  made  a  beginning  of  the 
I  which  God  has  purposed  to  be 

now  waged  bj  your  valour;  you,  with  unshaken 
h  and  u  Firmness,  have  broken 

the  first  ons  t  of  the  rising  war.     Thence  have 
n  happy  openings  of  the  fight  :  thence  have 

of  \  ictory.      It   happened 
that   here   martyrdoms   were   consummated  by 
tortures.     But  he  who,  preceding  in  the  struggle, 
has  been   ma  I           example  of  virtue   to   the 
brethren,  is  on  common  ground  with  the  martyrs 
in    honour.      I  Knee   you    have   delivered    to    us 

i  by  your  hand,  and  have  pledged 
your  brethren  from  the  cup  of  salvation. 

2.    [*0  tl  irious  beginnings  of  confession and  the  omens  of  a  victorious  warfare,  has  been 
added  the  maintenance  of  discipline,  which  I 
observed  from  the  vigour  of  your  letter  that  you 
lately  sent  to  your  colleagues  joined  with  you  to 
the  Lord  in  confession,  with  anxious  admonition, 
that  the  sacred  precepts  of  the  Gospel  and  the 
commandments  of  life  once  delivered  to  us 

ild  be  kept  with  firm  and  rigid  observance. 
Behold  another  lofty  degree  of  your  glory  ;  be- 

hold, with  sion,  a  double  title  to  deserv- 
ing well  of  (loci,  —  to  stand  with  a  firm  step, 

and  to  drive  away  in  this  struggle,  by  the  strength 
of  your  faith,  those  who  endeavour  to  make  a 
breach  in  the  Gospel,  and  bring  impious  hands 

to  the  work  of  undermining  the  Lord's  precepts  : 
-to    have   before   afforded  the    indications   of The 

sent 
courage,  and  now  to  afford  lessons  of  life. 
I  i.    after    His    resurrection,    He 

forth    His  :  les,  (barges  them,   saying,  "All 
power  :  unto  me  in  heaven  and  in  earth. 

and  teach  all  nations,  baptiz- 
ing them  in  the  name  of  the  Father,  and  of  the 
.  and  of  the  Holy  Ghost :  teaching  them  to 

observe  all  things  whatsoever  I  have  commanded 

you."  '  And  the  Apostle  John,  remembering 
this  charge,  subsequently  lays  it  down  in  his 

epistle  :  "  Hereby,"  says  he,  "we  do  know  that 
know  Him,  if  we  keep  His  commandments. 

He  that  saith  he  knoweth  Him,  and  keepeth 
not  His  commandments,  is  a  liar,  and  the  truth 

is  not  in  him."  2  You  prompt  the  keeping  of 
these  precepts ;  you  observe  the  divine  and 
heavenly  commands.     This  is  to  be  a  confessor 

1  Mitt,  xxviii.  18-30. 

*  I  John  ii.  3,  4. 

of  the  Lord;  this  is  to  be  a  martyr  of  Christ, — 

to  keep  the  firmness  of  one's  profession  invio- 
late among  all  evils,  and  secure.  •  For  to  wish 

to  become  a  marts  r  for  the    Lord,  and   to   trv  to 

overthrow  the  Lord's  precepts;  to  use  against 
Him  the  condescension  that   He  has   granted 
von  ;  — to  become,  as  it  were,  a  rebel  with  arms 
that  you  have  received  from  Him;  —  this  is  to 
wish  to  confess  Christ,  and  to  deny  Christ's  Gos- 
pel.  I  rejoice,  therefore,  on  your  behalf,  most 
brave  and  faithful  brethren;  and  as  much  as  1 
congratulate  the  martyrs  there  honoured  for  the 
glory  of  their  strength,  so  much  do  I  also  equally 

congratulate  you  for  the  crown  of  the  Lord's 
discipline.  The  Lord  has  shed  forth  His  con- 

descension in  manifold  kinds  of  liberality,  lb- 
has  distributed  the  praises  of  good  soldiers  and 
their  spiritual  glories  in  plentiful  variety.  We 
also  are  sharers  in  your  honour  ;  we  count  your 
glory  our  glory,  whose  times  have  been  brightened 
by  such  a  felicity,  that  it  should  be  the  fortune 
of  our  day  to  see  the  proved  servants  of  God 

and  Christ's  soldiers  crowned.  1  bid  you,  most 
brave  and  blessed  brethren,  ever  heartily  fare- 

well ;  and  remember  me. 

EPISTLE   XXV  .« 
MOYSES,  MAXIMUS,  NICOSTRATUS,  AND  THE 

OTHER  CONFESSORS  ANSWER  THE  FOREGO- 

ING   LETTER.     A.D.  250. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THEY  GRATEFULLY  ACKNOWLEDGE 

THE  CONSOLATION-  WHICH  THE  ROMAN  CON- 

FESSORS HAD  RECEIVED  FROM  CYPRIAN'S  LET- 
TER. MARTYRDOM  IS  NOT  A  PUNISHMENT, 

BUT  A  HAPPINESS.  THE  WORDS  OF  THE  GOSPEL 

ARE  BRANDS  TO  INFLAME  FAITH.  IN  THE  CASE 

OF  THE  LAPSED,  THE  JUDGMENT  OF  CYPRIAN- 
IS    ACQUIESCED    IN. 

1.  To  Cascilius  Cyprian,  bishop  of  the  church 
of  the  Carthaginians,  Moyses  and  Maximus, 

presbyters,  and  Nicostratus  and  Rufinus,  dea- 
cons, and  the  other  confessors  persevering  in 

the  faith  of  the  truth,  in  God  the  Father,  and 
in  1 1  is  Son  Jesus  Christ  our  Lord,  and  in  the 
Holy  Spirit,  greeting.  Placed,  brother,  as  we 
are  among  various  and  manifold  sorrows,  on  ac- 

count of  the  present  desolations  of  many  breth- 
ren throughout  almost  the  whole  world,5  this 

chief  consolation  has  reached  us,  that  we  have 
been  lifted  up  by  the  receipt  of  your  letter,  and 
have  gathered  some  alleviation  for  the  griefs  of 
our  saddened  spirit.     From  which  we   can  al- 

3  "  And  not  to  become  a  martyr  for  the  Lord's  sake  "  (or,  "  by 
the  Lord's  help"),  "  and  to  endeavour  to  overthrow  the  Lord's  pre- 

cepts." Baluz.  reads  " prtrter"  but  in  notes,  "propter,"  while 
most  mss.  read  "per  Dominum." 

«  Oxford  ed. :  Ep.  xxxi.  [This  epistle  shows  that  Cyprian's gentle  reproof  of  their  former  implied  regret  at  his  retreat  (sec  p.  2S0, 
supra)  had   been  effective.] 

5  [Note  this  testimony  to  the  universality  of  the  persecution.  VoL 
iv.  p.  125,  this  series.] 
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ready  perceive  that  the  grace  of  divine  provi- 
dence  wished  to  keep  us  so  long  shut  up  in  the 
prison  chains,  perhaps  for  no  other  reason  than 
that,  instructed  and  more  vigorously  animated 
by  your  letter,  we  might  with  a  more  earnest 

will  attain  to  the  destined  crown.  For  your  let- 
ter has  shone  upon  us  as  a  (aim  in  the  midst  of 

a  tempest,  and  as  the  longed-for  tranquillity  in 
the  midst  of  a  troubled  sea,  and  as  repose  in 
labours,  as  health  in  dangers  and  pains,  as  in  the 
densest  darkness,  the  bright  and  glowing  light. 
Thus  we  drank  it  up  with  a  thirsty  spirit,  and 
received  it  with  a  hungry  desire  ;  so  that  we 
rejoice  to  find  ourselves  by  it  sufficiently  fed  and 
strengthened  for  encounter  with  the  Uk\  The 
Lord  will  reward  you  for  that  love  of  yours,  and 
will  restore  you  the  fruit  due  to  thin  so  good 
work  ;  for  he  who  exhorts  is  not  less  worthy  of 
the  reward  of  the  crown  than  he  who  suffers; 

not  less  worthy  of  praise  is  he  who  has  taught, 
than  he  who  has  acted  also;  he  is  not  li  is  to  be 
honoured  who  has  warned,  than  he  who  has 

fought  ;  except  that  sometimes  the  weight  of 
glory  more  redounds  to  him  who  trains,  than  to 
him  who  ha,  shown  himself  a  teachable  learner; 

forthc  1  itter,  pen  hance,  would  not  have  had  what 
he  has  practised,  unless  the  former  had  taught  him. 

2.  Therefore,  again,  we  say,  brother  Cyprian, 
we  have  received  great  joy,  great  comfort,  great 
refreshment,  especially  in  tint  you  have  described, 

with  glorious  and  deserve  1  praises,  tin-  glorious, 
I  will  not  say,  deaths,  but  immortalities  of  mar- 

tyrs, for  su<  h  departures  should  have  been 
proclaimed  with  such  words,  that  the  things 
which  were  related  might  be  told  in  su<  h  111  inner 

as  they  were  done.  Thus,  from  your  letter,  we 
saw  those  glorious  triumphs  of  the  mart)  in;  and 
with  our  eyes  in  some  sort  have  followed  them 
as  the_\  went  to  heaven,  and  have  contempl 
them  seated  among  angels,  and  the  powers  and 
dominions   of    heaven.      Moreover,    we    have    in 

some  manner  perceived  with  our  ears  the  Lord 
giving  them  the  promised  testimony  m  the  i 
ence  of  tlie  bather.      It  is  this,  then,  which    also 

raises  our  spirit  day  b)  day,  and  inflames  us  to 

the  following  of  the  track  of  such  dignity. 
3.  for    what    more    glorious,    or    what    more 

blessed,  can  happen  to  any  man  from  the  divine 
condi  cension,  than  to  confess  the  Lord  God, 
in    death     itself,    before    his    vcrv    e\e<  utioi: 

Than  anion  ;  tl  ig  and  varied  and  exquisite 
tortures  of  worldlj  power,  even  when  the  body 
is  r.K  ked  and  torn  and  cut  to  pie<  es,  to  confess 
Christ  the  Son  of  Cod  with  a  spirit  still  free, 
although  departing?  Than  to  have  mounted  to 
heaven  with  the  world  left  behind?  Than,  having 

forsaken  men,  to  stand  among  the  angeb  ?  I'han, 
•ill  worldly  impediments   being   broken   thp 

already  to  stand  free  m  tin-  sight  of  God?    Than 
to  enjoy  the  heavenly  kingdom  without  any  dela\  ? 

Than  to  have  become  an  associate  of  Chr 

ion  in  Christ's  name?    Than  t^  ome 

by  the  divine  condest  ension  the  judge  of  one's 
own  judge?     Than   to  have   b  an  un- 

stained conscience  from  the  con  of  His 
name?     Than  to  have  human 

and  sacrilegious  laws  against  the  faith?  'i'han 
to  have  borne  witness  to  the  truth  with  a  public- 
testimony?  Than,  by  dying,  to  has  lued 
death  itself,  whic  h  is  dreaded  by  all  ?  Than. 
death  itself,  to  have  attained  immortality?  Than. 
when  torn  to  pieces,  and  tortured  by  all  the  in- 

struments of  cruelty,  to  h  ne  the  tor- 
ture by  the  tortures  themselves?  Than  by 

strength  of  mind  to  have  wrestled  with  all  the 
agonies  of  a  mangled  body?  Than  not  to  have 

shuddered  at  the  flow  of  one's  own  bio 
Than  to  have  begun  to  love  1  mishments, 

after  having  faith  to  bear  them?  '  Than  to  think 

it  an  injury  to  one's  life  not  to  have  '.eft  it? 
4.  For  to  this*  battle  our  Lord,  as  with  the 

trumpet  of  His  Gospel,  stimulates  us  when  He 

says,  "He  that  loveth  father  or  mother  more 
than  me  is  not  worthy  of  me  :  and  he  that  loveth 
his  own  soul  more  than  me  is  not  worths  of  me. 

And  he  that  taketh  not  his  cross,  and  followeth 

after  me,  is  not  worth}-  of  me."-'  And  again, 
"  Blessed  are  they  which  are  | 

righteousness'  sake:  for  theirs  is  the  kingdom 
of  heaven.  blessed  -hall  ye  be,  when  men  shall 
persecute  you.  and  hate  you.  R  and  be 

exceeding  glad:  for  so  did  their  fathers  perse- 
cute   the    prophets  which    were    before 

And  again,  "  Because  ye  shall  stand  before  k 
and  powers,  and  tin  brother  shall  deliver  up  the 
brother  to  death,  and  the  father  the  son.  and  he 
that  endureth  to   the   1  ad   shall   be 

and  "  To  him  that  neth  will  1 
on  my  throne,  even  as  1  also  over  am  !  and  am 

set  down  on  the  throne  of  my  bather."        \| 
o\  er  the  apostle  :  "  w  ho  shall  from 
the  love  of  Christ?  shall  tribulation,  or  disti 

or  persecution,  or  famine,  or  nakedn. 
or  sword  ?     (As  u  is  written,  lor  tl  \   s  k< 
we  killed  all  the  day   long  :    we  .in 
sheep   tor   the   slaughter.)     Nay,   in    ill    1 
things  we   are   more   than    1  onqu  I  lun 

Who  h  ith  loved  u-  " 5.  When  we  read  tl    ;e  thii        and  the 
the   like   kind,   brought  er   in   the   I 
and  feel,  as  it  wm  hes  plai  id   III 
w ith  the  I  ord's  «.  inflami 
not  only  do  not  dread,  bul 

■ 
'   M  in     , 

t   M  iii    \    1  >,  wi    . '    K.  \     111    11 

the  powai     f  Holy  So     mi 

*  1  -' '  ' 
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the  truth  ;  .ind  we  have  already  i 

quered  l  >od,  by  the  very  fact 
m,  and  have  subdued 

tlu-ir  ii  >l    the   truth.      And   al- 
ied  our  Mood,  we  are 

d  t«>  shed  it.     Let  no  one  think  that  this 

delaj  ir  departure  '  is  any  clemency  ;  tor  it 
a  hindrance  to  our  glory, 

it  p  fen,  it  withholds  the  glorious  sight 
oi  God.     For  mtesl  of  this  kind,  and  in 
the  kind  of  <  ontest  when  faith  is  struggling  in  the 
encounter,  it  is  not  true  clemency  to  put  off 

martyrs  by  delay.  Entreat  therefore,  beloved 

Cyprian,  thai  of  His  mercy  the  Lord  will  every 

day  more  and  more  arm  and  adorn  every  one 
of  us  with  greater  abundance  and  readiness,  and 
will  confirm  and  strengthen  us  by  the  strength 
of  His  power;  and.  as  a  good  captain,  will  at 
length  bring  forth  His  soldiers,  whom  He  has 
hitherto  trained  and  prosed  in  the  camp  of  our 

prison,  to  the  field  of  the  battle  set  before  them. 
May  He  hold  forth  to  us  the  divine  arms,  those 

weapons  that  know  not  how  to  be  conquered, — 
the  breastplate  of  righteousness,  which  is  never 
accustomed  to  be  broken.  —  the  shield  of  faith, 

which  cannot  be  pierced  through,  —  the  helmet 
of  salvation,  which  cannot  be  shattered,  —  and 
the  sword  of  the  Spirit,  which  has  never  been 
wont  to  be  injured.  For  to  whom  should  we 

rather  commit  these  things  for  him  to  ask  for 

us,  than  to  our  so  reverend  bishop,3  as  destined 
victims  asking  help  of  the  priest? 

6.  Behold  another  joy  of  ours,  that,  in  the 

duty  of  your  episcopate,  although  in  the  mean- 
time you  have  been,  owing  to  the  condition  of 

the  times,  divided  from  your  brethren,  you  have 
frequently  confirmed  the  confessors  by  your 
letters  ;  that   you   have  ever  afforded  necessary 

plies  from  your  own  just  acquisitions;  that 
in  all  things  you  hue  always  shown  yourself  in 

■  present;  th  it  in  no  part  of  your 
duty  have  you  hung  behind  as  a  deserter.3  But 
what  more  strongly  stimulated  us  to  a  greater 
joy  we  cannot  be  silent  up  >n,  but  must  describe 
with  all  the  testimony  of  our  voice.  For  we 

ii  you  have  both  rebuked  with  fitting 
-ure,  and  worthily,  those  who,  unmindful  of 

their  sins,  had.  with  hasty  and  eager  desire,  ex- 
torted pen  e  from  the  presbyters  in  your  absence, 

and   tli  i,  without  respect  for  the  Gospel, 
ha«l  with  profane  facility  granted  the  holiness* 
of  the  Lord  unto  <  id  pearls  to  swine  ;  al- 

though ie,  and  one  which  has  extended 
with  incredible  destructiveness  almost  over  the 

whole  earth,  ought  only,  as  you  yourself  write, 
to  be  o  ated  ca  itiously  and  with   moderation, 

'   Lit.  "  of  nur  |*'Mponcment." 
2  [I  have  amended  the  translation  here  from  the  Oxford  trans.] 
1  [Al  ■   testimony  to  Cyprian's  judicious  retirement,  in 

the  spirit  of  St    Paul,  I'hil.  i.  24  1 
*  "Sanctum."     [Note  what  follows:   a  rule  for  our  times.] 

with  the  advice  of  all  the  bishops,  presbyters, 

deacons,  confessors,  and  even  the  laymen  who 
abide  fast,5  as  in  your  letters  you  yourself  also 
testify  ;  so  that,  while  wishing  unseasonably  to 
bring  repairs  to  the  ruins,  we  maj  not  appear  to 
be  bringing  about  other  and  greater  destruction, 
tor  where  is  the  divine  word  left,  if  pardon  be 

so  easily  granted  to  sinners?  Certainly  their 
spirits  are  to  In-  cheered  and  to  be  nourished  up 
to  the  season  of  their  maturity,  and  they  are  to 
be  instructed  from  the  Holy  Scriptures  how 
great  and  surpassing  a  sin  they  have  committed. 
Nor  let  them  be  animated  by  the  fact  that  they 
are  many,  but  rather  let  them  be  checked  by  the 

fact  that  they  are  not  i\;\v.('  An  unblushing 
number  has  never  been  accustomed  to  have 

weight  in  extenuation  of  a  crime  ;  but  sha 

modesty,  patience,  discipline,  humility,  and  sub- 
jection, waiting  for  the  judgment  of  others  upon 

itself,  and  bearing  the  sentence  of  others  upon 

its  own  judgment,  —  this  it  is  which  proves  peni- 
tence ;  this  it  is  which  skins  over  a  deep  wound  ; 

this  it  is  which  raises  up  the  ruins  of  the  fallen 

spirit  and  restores  them,  which  quells  and  re- 
strains the  burning  vapour  of  their  raging  sins. 

For  the  physician  will  not  give  to  the  sick  the 
food  of  healthy  bodies,  lest  the  unseasonable 

nourishment,  instead  of  repressing,  should  stimu- 
late the  power  of  the  raging  disease,  —  that  is  to 

say,  lest  what  might  have  been  sooner  diminished 
by  abstinence,  should,  through  impatience,  be 

prolonged  by  growing  indigestion. 
7.  Hands,  therefore,  polluted  with  impious 

sacrifices  7  must  be  purified  with  good  works, 
and  wretched  mouths  defiled  with  accursed  food8 
must  be  purged  with  words  of  true  penitence, 
and  the  spirit  must  be  renewed  and  consecrated 
in  the  recesses  of  the  faithful  heart.  Let  the 

frequent  groanings  of  the  penitents  be  heard; 
let  faithful  tears  be  shed  from  the  eyes  not  once 

only,  but  again  and  again,  so  that  those  very 
■  eyes  which  wickedly  looked  upon  idols  may 

wash  away,  with  tears  that  satisfy  God,  the  un- 
lawful things  that  they  had  done.  Nothing  is 

necessary  for  diseases  but  patience  :  they  who 
are  weary  and  weak  wrestle  with  their  pain  ; 

and  so  at  length  hope  for  health,  if.  by  toler- 
ating it,  they  can  overcome  their  suffering ;  for 

unfaithful  is  the  scar  which  the  physician  has 

too  quickly  produced  ;  and  the  healing  is  un- 
done by  any  little  casualty,  if  the  remedies  l>e 

not  used  faithfully  from  their  very  slowness.  The 

flame  is  quickly  recalled  again  to  a  conflagra- 
tion, unless  the  material  of  the  whole  fire  be  ex- 

tinguished even  to  the  extremest  spark  ;   so  that 

5  [An  important  testimony  to  the  Cyprianic  theory  from  members of  the  Roman  presbytery.] 

6  [The  extent  of  the  lapses  which  Cyprian  strove  to  check  by 
due  austerity  must  be  noted.] 

7  [The  casting  of  a  grain  of  incense  upon  the  coals  before  an 
image,  to  escape  death.] 

*  [Meats  offered  to  idols.] 
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men  of  this  kind  should  justly  know  that  even 
they  themselves  are  more  advantaged  by  the 
very  delay,  and  that  more  trusty  remedies  are 

applied  by  the  necessary  postponement.  Be- 
sides, where  shall  it  be  said  that  they  who  con- 

fess Christ  are  shut  up  in  the  keeping  of  a  squalid 
prison,  if  they  who  have  denied  Him  are  in  no 
peril  of  their  faith?  Where,  that  they  are  bound 

in  the  cincture  of  chains  in  God's  name,  if  they 
who  have  not  kept  the  confession  of  Cod  arc- 
not  deprived  of  communion?  Where,  that  the 
imprisoned  martyrs  lay  down  their  glorious  lives, 
if  those  who  have  forsaken  the  faith  do  not  feel 

the  magnitude  of  their  dangers  and  their  sins? 
But  if  they  betray  too  much  impatience,  and  de- 

mand communion  with  intolerable  eagerness, 
they  vainly  utter  with  petulant  and  unbridled 

;ues  those  querulous  and  invidious  reproai  lies 
jrilich  avail  nothing  against  the  truth,  since  they 
might  have  retained  by  their  own  right  what 
now  by  a  necessity,  which  they  of  their  own  free 

will  have  sought,  they  are  compelled  to  sue  for.1 
For  the  faith  which  could  confess  Christ,  could 
also  have  been  kept  by  Christ  in  communion. 
We  bid  you,  blessed  and  most  glorious  father, 
ever  heartily  farewell  in  the  Lord;  and  have  us 
in  remembrani  e. 

EPISTLE  XXVI.2 
CYPRIAN    TO   THE    LAPSED. 

ARGUMENT. —  111!'.  ARGUMENT  OF  THIS  LETTER  is 

FOUND  BELOW  IN  LETTER  XXVII.      "THEY  WROT] 
TO    ME,       SANS     UK V  IT   ASKING     THAI'    1M  V  1 
SHOULD  1:1  GRANTED  HUM,  1:1  1  1  I  AIMING  IT 

FOR  THEMSELVES  AS  ALREADY  GRANTED,  BE- 

CAUSE THE^  s\\  THAT  PAULUS  HAS  GIVEN  I'l  v  1 

TO  ALL;  AS  YOU  WILL  READ  IN  THEIR  LI  ITER 

OK  WHICH  I  HAVE  SENT  YOU  A  COPY,  TOGETHER 

Willi  WHAT  I  BRIEFLY  REPLIED  TO  THEM."  nil 
THE  LETTER  OF  THE  LAPSED  TO  WHICH  HE  RE- 

PLIES   Is   WANTING. 

i.  Our  Lord,  whose  precepts  and  admonitions 
we  ought  to  observe,  describing  the  honour  <>i  a 
bishop  '  and  die  order  of  I  Ii>  Church,  speaks  in 
the  (  lospi  I,  and  s  iys  to  Peter :  "  1  s  IJi  unto  th 

I'hai  thou  art  Peter,  and  upon  tin  \  rock  will  1 
build  my  ( 'Ivun  h  ;  and  the  gates  of  hell  shall  not 
revail  a  ;ain  >i  it.  Vnd  1  w  ill  give  unto  thee  the 

keys  oi  the  kingdom  of  heaven:  and  whatso- 
iver  thou  shall  land  on  earth  shall  be  hound 
in  heaven:  and  whatsoever  thou  shall  loose  on 

sarth  shall  be  loosed  in  heavi  n."  i  Them  e, 
through  tlu-  changes  of  times  and  successions, 
the  ordering  ol    la -hop',  and  the   plan   ol    the 

1  [  N..ir  ihe  i'l.  it  .'in  1  1  <  in  ii  1 1. in-,  m  ill.-  imlh 
n  the  Gospel  and  1    1  >f  full  communion  with  Chrid  ] 

ford  ed  :    Kp    xxxiii,     A.u 

'  |'l  Ins  is  the  <  'yprianii  idea      I  Re  idea  thai  this  in my  one  bishop  U  id  ncvci  enti  red  Ins  muiJ.     Sec  voli  h    p, 
'  Man    k\  1    '  i,  iy. 

Church   flow  onwards;    so   that  the   Church   is 
founded    upon    the    bishops,    and    every   act   of 
the  Church  is  controlled  by  these  same  rul 
Since   this,  then,  is   founded   on   the   divine   law, 
I  marvel  that  some,  with  da:  oerity,  ! 
chosen  to  write  to  me  as  if  they  wrote  in  the 
name   of  the   Chun  h  ;   when   the   Church    IS 

tablished  in  the  bishop  and  th  •  <  lergy,  and  all 
who  stand  fast  in  the  faith,     for  far  be  it  from 
the  mercy  of  Cod  and  His  uncontrolled  m 

t  the  number  of  the  lapsed  t 
the  Church;   since  it  is  written.  "  God  is  i:  )t  the 
Cod  of  the  dead,  but  of  the   live  |     :  «,■ 
indeed  desire  that  all  may  be  made  alive  :  and 
we   pray  that,  by  our  supplications  and 
they  may  be  restored  to  their  original  stat  . 
if  certain  lapsed  ones  claim  to  be  the  Church, 
and  if  the  Church  be  among  them  and  in  tl 
what  is  left  but  for  us  to  ask  of  these  very  ; 

i   that   they  would   deign    to   admit   us   into 
the  Church?    Therefore  it  beho>  n  to  be 
submissive  and  quiet  and  modest,  as  those  who 
ought  to  appease  God,  in  remembrance  1 
sin.  and  not  to  write  letters   in   the   name   >.<(  the 

Church,  when  they  should   rather  be   aware   that 
they  are  writing  to  the  Church. 

2.    But  some  who  are  of  the  1  ipsed  have  lati  Iv 
written   to   me,  and   are   humble   and   meek 
trembling  and  fearing  I  lod,  and  who  have  alw 
laboured  in  the  Church  gloriouslj  and  liberally, 
and  who  h a\  e  never  made    1  1. 

to  the  Lord,  knowing  that  He  has  said,  "  V< 
ye  shall  have  done  all  these  things,  say,  We 
unprofitable  servants :  we  have  done  thai 

was  our  duty  to  do." 7   Thinking  of  which  thi 
and  although  thej  had  r» 
the  martyrs,  nevertheless,  that  their  sati 
might  be  admitti  d  by  the  Lord,  th< 

e<  hing   have  written  to  me  that  tl 
knowledge    their   sin,    and    are    truly     re] 
and   do  not   hurrj    rashlj   or  importunatelj    to 
secure  peace  j  but  that  the)  are  waiting  for  my 
pn-si  in  1  .  sa) ing  that  even  pea< 
should  receive  it  when  I  was  present,  would  be 
sweeter  to  them.     I  [1  )\\  greatly   1   1 

these,  the  Lord  is  my  witness,  u, 
•led    to   tell  what  SUCh,  and  such 

vants  deserve  of  I  Its  km  u 
as  I  latel)  rec<  ived,  and  now  read  that  you 
written  vei  y  differently,  I  beg  that 
•  riminate  betw  een  your  wi  you 
are  who  have  sent  tin  -  lett<  r,    idd 

the  (  eitit'a  ate,  .w\<\  transmit  t 
with  your  se^  eral  name       For  1  mu  si 
to  whom  I  have  to  replj  ;  then  I  will  i 
ea<  h  ̂\  the  matters  that  you  i 

ird  to  the  medio,  rftj  ̂ \  mj  plai  e  and 

■  i  Hi  I  arorkad  ool  ia  it><-  . 
1     \l  ill     \  v. 

I 
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[1  I  you,  beloved  brethren,  ever  heartily 
i.u.  v.  II,  id  live  quietly  and  tranquilly  according 

i,,  the  I  ord's  discipline.     Fare  yc  w<  11. 

EPISTLE    XXVII.' 
I  0    nil'    PRSSB^  i  l  RS   AND   DEA(  ONS. 

M      iRGUMI  NT  01     I  HIS    1  1  ITER 

II  \ll  V  l\    AGR1  l  Ml  \  I    w  1 1 11   THE    PRE- 

.    \\i-    IT   APPEARS   THAT    II    IS    I  HE    ONE 

viii    ii    hi     SPEAKS    l\    nil'.    FOLLOWING    LET- 
>K  ill     PRAISl  S    HIS   ̂   l  I  RGY    KiK    HAVING 

.     l  ROM    COMMUNION    GAIUS   OF    DIDDA, 

A     I  R,    AND    III-    DEACON,    WHO    RASHLY 

COMMUNICATED    WITH    THE     LAPSED  J    AND     EX- 

HORTS    HUM    TO    DO    1111".   SAME   Willi    CERTAIN 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  You  have  done  uprightly 
and  with  discipline,  beloved  brethren,  that,  by 

advice  of  my  colleagues  who  were  present, 
you  have  decided  not  to  communicate  with  ( iaius 
the  presbyter  of  Didda,  and  his  deacon  ;  who, 
by  communicating  with  the  lapsed,  and  offering 
their  oblations,3  have  been  frequently  taken  in 
their  wicked  errors  ;  and  who  once  and  again, 

as  you  wrote  to  me,  when  warned  by  my  col- 
leagues  nut  to  do  this,  have  persisted  obstinately 
in  their  presumption  and  audacity,  deceiving 
certain  brethren  also  from  among  our  people, 

whose  benefit  we  desire  with  all  humility  to  con- 
suit,  and  whose  salvation  we  take  care  for,  not 
with  affected  adulation,  but  with  sincere  faith, 
that  they  may  supplicate  the  Lord  with  true 
penitence  and  groaning  and  sorrow,  since  it  is 

written,  "  Remember  from  whence  thou  art 

fallen,  and  repent."  '  And  again,  the  divine 
Scripture  says,  "Thus  saith  the  Lord,  When 
thou  shalt  be  converted  and  lament,  then  thou 
shah  be  saved,  and  shalt  know  where  thou  hast 

been." * 
2.  Vet  how  can  those  mourn  and  repent, 

whose  groanings  and  tears  some  of  the  presby- 
ter- obstruct  when  they  rashly  think  that  they 

may  be  communicated  with,  not  knowing  that 

it  is  written,  "They  who  call  you  happy  5  cause 
you  to  err,  and  destroy  the  path  of  your  feet?  "  6 
Nun:. illy,  our  wholesome  and  true  counsels  have 
no  s  .  whilst  the  salutary  truth  is  hindered 
by  hum  hievous  blandishments  and  (latteries,  and 

wounded  and  unhealthy  mind  of  the  lapsed 
suffers  what  those  also  who  are  bodily  diseased 
and  sick  often  suffer ;  that  while  they  refuse 
wholesome  food  and  beneficial  drink  as  bitter 

>rd  ed.  :    F.p.  xxxiv.     A.D.  250. 
\i  the  Eucharist  the  alms  and  oblations  were  regarded  in  the 

light  of  Matt.  v.  33,  24.] 
3   Rev    11.  5. 
*  I- 1    xxx.  !>;,  LXX. 

I  hey  which  lead  thee."  —  E.  V. 
o  1  a.  111.  13,  LXX. 

and  distasteful,  and  <  rave  those  things  which 

seem    to   please    them    and    to    be    swet  t    I  >r  th< 
present,  they  are  inviting  to  themselves  mi  i  hief 
and  death  by  their  recklessness  and  intemper- 

ance. Nor  does  the  true  remedy  of  the  skilfu 
physician  avail  to  their  safety,  whilst  the  sweel 
enticement  is  de<  eivmg  with  its  (harms. 

3.  Do  you,  therefore,  a<  i  ording  to  my  letters 
take  counsel  about  this  faithfully  and  whole- 

somely, and  do  not  recede  from  better  counsels 
and  be  careful  to  read  these  same  letters  to  in) 
colleagues  also,  if  there  are  any  present,  or  il 
any  should  come  to  you  ;  that,  with  unanimitj 
and  concord,  we  may  maintain  a  healthful  plan  foi 
SOOthing  and  healing  the  wounds  of  the  lapsed 
intending  to  deal  very  fully  with  all  when,  by  tin. 

Lord's  mercy,  we  shall  begin  to  assemble  tOgetheH 
In  the  meantime,  if  any  unrestrained  and  i..i 
petuous  person,  whether  of  our  presbyters  i  i 
deacons  or  of  strangers,  should  dare,  before  oui 
decree,  to  communicate  with  the  lapsed,  let  hid 
be  expelled  from  our  communion,  and  plead  the 
cause  of  his  rashness  before  all  of  us  when,  bj 

the  Lord's  permission,  we  shall  assemble  togethd 
again. 7  Moreover,  you  wished  me  to  reply  whfl 
I  thought  concerning  Philumenus  and  Lortuna 

tus,  sub-deacons,  and  Favorinus,  an  acolyte,  whe 
retired  in  the  midst  of  the  time  of  trial,  anc 

have  now  returned.  Of  which  thing  I  canno' 
make  myself  sole  judge,  since  many  of  the  clerJ 
are  still  absent,  and  have  not  considered,  ever 

thus  late,  that  they  should  return  to  their  place 
and  this  case  of  each  one  must  be  considerec 

separately  and  fully  investigated,  not  only  witl 
my  colleagues,  but  also  with  the  whole  of  the 

people  themselves.7  For  a  matter  which  here 
after  may  constitute  an  example  as  regards  th< 
ministers  of  the  Church  must  be  weighed  anc 

adjudged  with  careful  deliberation.  In  the  mean 
while,  let  them  only  abstain  from  the  monthly 

division,8  not  so  as  to  seem  to  be  deprived  oi 
the  ministry  of  the  Church,  but  that  all  matter 
being  in  a  sound  state,  they  may  be  reserved  til 
my  coming.  I  bid  you,  beloved  brethren,  eve: 
heartily  farewell.  Greet  all  the  brotherhood 
and  fare  ye  well. 

EPISTLE  XXVI II.9 
TO   THE   PRESBYTERS    AND  DEACONS   ABIDINC 

AT   ROME. 

ARGUMENT. — THE  ROMAN  CLERCA'  ARE  INFORM* 
OF  THE  TEMERITY  OF  THE  LAPSED  WHO  WER1 

DEMANDING  PEACE. 

Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons  abid 
ing  at  Rome,  his  brethren,  greeting.     Both  ou 

7  [Thus  Cyprian  Veep*  in  view  "  the  whole  Church,"  and  adhere to  his  principle  in  letter  xiii.  p.  294,  note  1,  supra.\ 

b  Seme  read  this,  "  dictione,"  preaching. 
9  Oxford  eu. :    Ep    xxxv.     A.D.  250. 
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:ommon  love  and  the  reason  of  the  thing  de- 
mand, beloved  brethren,  that  I  should  keep  back 

"rom  your  knowledge  nothing  of  those  matters 
irhich  are  transacted  among  us,  that  so  we  may 
lave  a  common  plan  for  the  advantage  of  the 
tdministration  of  the  Church,  for  after  I  wrote 

;o  you  the  letter  which  I  sent  by  Saturus  the 
leader,  and  Optatus  the  sub-deacon,  the  com- 

bined temerity  of  certain  of  the  lapsed,  who 
efuse  to  repent  and  to  make  satisfaction  to  God, 

vi'i/ic  to  me,  not  asking  that  peace  might  be 
riven  to  them,  but  claiming  it  as  already  given  ; 
jecause  they  say  that  Paulus  has  given  peace  to 
l11,  as  you  will  read  in  their  letter  of  which  I 
lave  sent  you  a  copy,  as  well  as  what  I  briefly 
eplied  to  them  in  the  meantime.  But  that  you 
nay  also  know  what  sort  of  a  letter  I  afterwards 
vrote  to  the  clergy,  I  have,  moreover,  sent  you 
l  copy  of  this.  But  if,  after  all,  their  temerity 
hould  not  be  repressed  either  by  my  letters  or 
>y  yours,  and  should  not  yield  to  wholesome 
:ounsels,  I  shall  take  such  proceedings  as  the 
jOrd,  according  to  His  Gospel,  has  enjoined  to 
>e  taken.  I  bid  you,  beloved  brethren,  ever 
leartily  farewell. 

FPISTLE   XXIX.- 
nir:  presbyters  and  deacons  abiding  at 

ROME,   TO  CYPRIAN. 

IRGUMENT.  —  nil'  ROMAN  CHURCH  DECLARES 
JUDGMENT    CONCERNING    THE    LAPSED     I"    BE    l\ 
AGREEMENT   WITH   THE   CARTHAGINIAN    DECR1 

ANY  INDULGENCE  SHOWN'   To  THE   LAPSED    I--    RE- 
IRF.D   TO    BE    IN    ACCORDANCE   Willi    THE    LAW 

OF    THE    GOSPEL.      THAT    THE     I'l  V  K    GRAN  I  I  l> 
BY     THE      CONFESSORS      DEPENDS      ONLY      UPON 

OkVT.    AND   GOOD-WILL,  is   M.Wli:  3T    FROM    Till 
1  \  T     Til  \T    THE     I  IPS1  D      IRE     R]  FERRED     D  I 

THE      BISHOPS.      THE     sl  I'll  [I  IUS      Dl  M  \M>      FOR 

PEACE    M  VDE    BY    FELICIS  1  Mi   3   IS  TO  Bl      \  I  I  RIB- 

Ul  ED   TO    FACI  ION'. 

1.  The    presbyters  and   deacons   abiding    at 

■ionic,  to  Father  '  <  !j  prian,  greeting.    \\  h  n,  be- 
I  brother,  we  (  arefully  read  your  letter  which 

mi  had  sent  by  Fortunatus  the  sub-deacon,  we 
smiti   n  with  a   di >uble    sorrow,   am  1    dis- 

>rdered  with  a  twofold  grief,  that  there  was  not 
my  re, t  given  to  you  in  siu  h  ne<  essities  of  the 

i  ution,  and  that  the  unreasonable  petulant  e 
)f  the  laps  d  brethren  was  dei  lared  to  !"•  «  ai 
ied  even  to  a  dangerous  boldness  of  expression. 
lul  although  those  things  which  we  have  spoken 
>f  severely  afflicted  us  and  our  spirit,  yet   your 

ur  and  the  severity  that   you  have  used,  ai 
wording  to  the  proper  discipline,  moderates  the 
to  heavy  load  of  our  grief,  in  thai  you  rightly 

1  i  >\l  ird    '1      Ep,  \\  wi.     \  d 
'"Papa"     ,*<■/*>•.   [It  may  thua  tit  noted  what  thia  word  rmmI  >t 

n  ire  ill. in  the  i  ithcrly  addioai  ,,i  all  biabopi  ] 

restrain  the  wickedness  of  some,  and,  by  your 
exhortation  to  repentance,  show  the   legitimate 
way  of  salvation.     That  they  should  have  wis 
to  hurry  to  sui  h  an  extreme  as  this,  we  are  in- 

deed considerably  surprised ;  as  that  with 
urgency,   and   at    so    unseasonable   and   bitt 
time,  being  in  so  great  and  excessive  a  sin,  they 

|  should  not  so  much  ask  for.  as  i  laim,  pea       f  r 
themselves;   nay,  should  say  that  they  already 
have  it  in  heaven.      U  they  have  it,  why  do  they 

ask  for  what  they  po         5     But  if,  by  the  very 
fact  that  they  are  asking  for  it,  it  is  proved   I 
they  have   it  not,  wherefore  do  they  not  accept 
the   judgment   of  those   from    whom    they   I 
thought  lit  to  ask  for  the   peace,  whi<  h  they  • 
tainly  have  not  got?    But  if  they  think  that  I 
have  from  any  other  source  the  prerogative  of 
communion,  let  them  try  to  compare  it  with  the 
Gospel,  that  so  at  length  it  may  abundant! 
them,  if  it  is  not  out  of  harmony  with  the  G        1 
law.     But  on  what  principle  can  that  give  < 
pel  communion  which   seems  to  be  ed 
contrary  to  Gospel  truth?     For  since  ever)  pre- 

rogative contemplates   the   privilege  of  i 
tion,  precisely  on  the  assumption  of  its  not  b 
out  of  harmony  with  the  will  of  Him  with  wl 
it  seeks  to  be  associated;  then,  because  th 
alien  from   His  will  with  whom   it  si 

asso<  iated,  it  must  of  necessity  lose  the  indul- 
gence and  privilege  of  the  assO<  iation. 

2.    Let   them,  then,  see  what  it  is  they  are  try- 
ing  to  do   iu   this  matter.      For  if  they  saj  that 

the  Gospel  has  established  one  decree,  but  the 
martyrs    have    established    another;    then    t 
setting  the  martyrs  at  variance  with  the  i 
will   be   ill   d  on   both   sides.      For.  0  I   the 

one  hand,  the  majesty  of  the  Gospel  will  . 
appear  shattered    and    cast    down,   if  it    tan 
i >\ ,  I.  ome   bj    the   novelty  o\   anoth<  t  i 
and.  on   the  other,  the  glorious  crown 
sion  will  be  t  iken  fn 'in  th    heads  of  the  n 

if  they  !»•  not  found  to  h  the 
nation  of  that  I  I 

martyrsj  so  that,  reasonably,  n  •  one  should 
more   i  .ireful    to   determine    nothing   COntrai 

the   ( rOSpel,  than   he  who   situ  (  >   to    | 
name   of  martyr   from   tin  I.     We  1 

like,  besides,  t>>  be  informed  of  this:    if  mart 

•ne  martyrs  for  no  oth<  i  i  than  i 
h\  not  sa<  rifi<  m  j  they  maj  keep  th 
the  t  irip  h  -  \  :n  ;•>  the  sl    ddinj   ol  I 
blood,  lest,  oven  ■ 
torturt .  b\  I 
tion  ;  ̂ n  what  pun,  :;  I    >l>  the)  think  that  I 

mi.  whu  h  if  they  had  s  l 

that  the)   should  not  !i  n 
those  who  are  said  to  h.n 

they  ought  to  maintain  that  law  i 
they  thems<  I 
own  eye*  '     In  which  thin 
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have  put  forward  against  their  own  cause  the 
thing  which  they  thought  made  for  them. 

I    •  it"  the  martyrs  thought  that  peace  was  to  be 
:  to  them,  why  did  not  they  themselves 

•it   it?    Why  did  they  think  that,  as   they 
themselves  saw  they  were  to  be  referred  to  the 

lops?     For  he   who   orders   a  thing   to   be 
done,  can  assuredly  do  th.u  which  he  ord 
be  done.     But,  as  we  understand,  nay,  as  the 

itself  speaks  and  proclaims,  the  most  holy 

martyrs  thought  that  a  proper  measure  of  mod- 
est3  and  of  truth  must  be  observed  on  both  sides. 
For  as  they  were  urged  by  many,  in  remitting 
them  to  the  bishop  they  conceived  that  they 
would  consult  their  own  modesty  so  as  to  be  no 

further  disquieted  ;  and  in  themselves  not  hold-  , 
ing  communion  with  them,  they  judged  that  the 

p  '.tv  of  the  Gospel  law  ought  to  be  maintained 
unimpaired. 

3.  But  of  your  charity,  brother,  never  desist 
from  soothing  the  spirits  of  the  lapsed  and 
affording  to  the  erring  the  medicine  of  truth, 
although  the  temper  of  the  sick  is  wont  to  reject 
the  kind  offices  o\  those  who  would  heal  them. 

This  wound  of  the  lapsed  is  as  yet  fresh,  and 

the  sore  is  still  rising  into  a  tumour  ;  and  there- 
fore we  are  certain,  that  when,  in  the  course  of 

more  protracted  time,  that  urgency  of  theirs 
shall  have  worn  out,  they  will  love  that  \  ry 
delay  which  refers  them  to  a  faithful  medicine ; 
if  only  there  be  not  those  who  arm  them  for 

their  own  danger,  and,  instructing  them  per- 
versely, demand  on  their  behalf,  instead  of  the 

salutary  remedies  of  delay,  the  fatal  poisons  of 

a  premature  communion.  For  we  i\o  not  be- 
lieve, that  without  the  instigation  of  certain 

persons  they  would  all  have  dared  so  petulantly 
to  claim  peace  for  themselves.  We  know  the 

faith  of  the  Carthaginian  church,"  we  know  her 
training,  we  know  her  humility  ;  whence  also  we 
have  marvelled  that  we  should  observe  certain 

things  somewhat  rudely  suggested  against  you 
by  letter,  although  we  have  often  become  aware 

of  your  mutual  love  and  charity,  in  many  illus- 
trations of  reciprocal  affection  of  one  another. 

It  is  time,  therefore,  that  they  should  repent  of  | 
their  fault,  that  they  should  prove  their  grief  fori 
their  lapse,  that  they  should  show  modesty,  that 
they  sh  >uld  manifest  humility,  that  they  should 
exhibit  some  shame,  that,  by  their  submission, 

should  appeal  to  God's  clemency  for  them- 
selves, and  by  due  honour  for2  God's  priest 

ild  draw  forth  upon  themselves  the  divine 
mercy.  How  vastly  better  would  have  been  the 
letters  of  these  men  themselves,  if  the  prayers 
of  those  who  stood  fast  had  been  aided  by  their 

1  [The  church  at  Rome  recognUes  national  churches  as  sisters. 

The  Roman  Catholic  "  theory  was  not  known,  even  under  the  Pa- 
pacy, till  the  Trent  Council,  which  destroyed  "  sister  churches."] ■  Or,  wc  may  read  in. 

own  humility  !  since  that  which 
more  easily  obtained,  when  he  for  whom  i 
asked   is   worthy,   that  what   is  asked   should   lie 
obtained. 

4.  In  respect,  however,  of  Privatus  of  Lam- 
besa,  you  have  a<  ted  as  you  usually  do,  in  de- 

siring to   inform   us  of  the   matter,  as   being   an 

object  of  anxiety  ;  for  it  bet  omes  us  all  to  wati  h 
for  the  body  of  the  whole  Church,  whose   in 
bers  are  scattered  through  every  various  p: 
ince.3     But  the  deceitfulness  of  that  <  raftv  man 
could  not  be  hid   from  us  even   before  we   !      1 

your  letters;   for  previously,  when  from  the  com- 
pany of  that  very  wickedness  a   <  1  rtain    but,, 

came,  a  standard-bearer  of  Privatus,  and  was 
desirous  of  fraudulently  obtaining  letters  from 
us,  we  were   neither  ignorant  who  hi  .   nor 

did    he   get  the  letters  which    he  wanted.     We 
bid  you  heartily  farewell  in  the  Lord. 

EPISTLE   XXX.* 
THE    ROMAN    CLERGY   TO   CYPRIAN. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THE  ROMAN  CLERGY  ENTER  INTO 
THE  MATTERS  WHICH  THEY  HAD  SPOKEN  OF  IN 

THE  FOREGOING  LETTER,  MORE  FULLY  AND  SUB- 
STANTIALLY IN  THE  PRESENT  ONE;  REPLYING, 

MOREOVER,  TO  ANOTHER  LETTER  OF  CVPR1 

WHICH  IS  THOUGHT  NOT  TO  BE  EXTANT,  AND 

FROM  WHICH  THEY  QUOTE  A  FEW  WORDS.  THEY 
THANK  CYPRIAN  FOR  His  LETTERS  SENT  TO  THE 

ROMAN   CONFESSORS   AND    MARTYRS.5 

i.  To  Father6  Cyprian,  the  presbyters  and 
deacons  abiding  at  Rome,  greeting.  Although 
a  mind  conscious  to  itself  of  uprightness,  and 
relying  on  the  vigour  of  evangelical  discipline, 
and  made  a  true  witness  to  itself  in  the  heavenly 
decrees,  is  accustomed  to  be  satisfied  with  God 

for  its  only  judge,  and  neither  to  seek  the  praises 
nor  to  dread  the  charges  of  any  other,  yet  those 

are  worthy  of  double  praise,  who,  knowing  that 
they  owe  their  conscience  to  God  alone  as  the 

judge,  yet  desire  that  their  doings  should  be  ap- 
proved also  by  their  brethren  themselves.  It  is 

no  ponder,  brother  Cyprian,  that  you  should  do 
this,  who,  with  your  usual  modesty  and  inborn 
industry,  have  wished  that  we  should  be  found 

not  so  much  judges  of,  as  sharers  in,  voir  coun- 
sels, so  that  we  might  find  praise  with  you  in 

your  doings  while  we  approve  them  ;  and  might 
be  able  to  be  fellow-heirs  with  you  in  your  good 
counsels,  because  we  entirely  accord  with  them. 
In  the  same  way  we  are  all  thought  to  have 
laboured  in  that  in  which  we  are  all  regarded  as 

3  [On  the  principles  we  shall  find  laid  down  in  Cyprian's  Treatist on  Unity.     Also  see  vol.  iv.  p.  113] 
*  Oxford  ed.:   Ep.  xxx.     a.d.  250. 
5  This  letter  was  written,  as  were  also  the  others  of  the  Roman 

clergy,  during  the  vacancy  of  the  See,  after  the  death  of  Fabian. 
6  "  Pope  Cyprian." 
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r..ed  in  the  same  agreement  of  censure  and  dis- 
ipline. 
2.  For  what  is  there  either  in  peace  so  suit- 

able, or  in  a  war  of  persecution  so  necessary,  as 
0  maintain  the  due  severity  of  the  divine  vigour? 
Vhich  he  who  resists,  will  of  necessity  wander 
n  the  unsteady  course  of  affairs,  and  will  be 

Dssed  hither  and  thither  by  the  various  and  un- 
ertain  storms  of  things  ;  and  the  helm  of  coun- 

ting, as   it  were,  wrenched  from   his   hands, 

e  will  drive  the  ship  of  the  Church's  safety 
tnong  the  rocks ;    so  that  it  would  appear  that 

hurch's  safety  can  be  no  otherwise  secured, 
dan  by  repelling  any  who  set  themselves  against 

:  as  adverse  waves,  and  by  maintaining  the  ever- 
uarded  rule  of  discipline  itself  as  if  it  were  the 
udder  of  safety  in  the  tempest.  Ni>r  is  it  now 
tit  lately  that  this  counsel  has  been  considered 
y  us,  nor  have  these  sudden  appliances  against 
lie  wi<  ked  but  re<  ently  occurred  to  us;  but  this 
;  read  of  among  us  as  the  ancient  severity,  the 

lit   faith,  the  ancient  discipline,'  since  the 
tie  would  not  have  published  such  praise 

oncernim'  us,  when  he  said  "that  your  faith  is 

i!  of  throughout  the  whole  world,"2  unless 
Iready  from  them  e  that  vigour  had  borrowed 

roots  of  faith  from  those  times  ;  from  which 

iraise  and  glory  it  is  a  very  great  crime  to  have 

Income  degenerate.3  For  it  is  less  disgrace 
ever  to  have  attained  to  the  heraldry  of  praise, 
han  to  have  fallen  from  the  height  of  praise  ;  it 
;  a  smaller  1  rime  not  to  have  been  honoured 

nth  a  good  testimony,  than  to  have  lost  the 
lOiiour  of  good  testimonies  ;  it  is  less  discredit 
0  have  lain  without  the  announcement  of  vir- 

ignoble  without  praise,  than,  disinherited 

if  the  faith,4  to  have  lost  our  proper  praises. 

'or  those  things  which  are  proclaimed  to  the 
lory  of  any  one,  unless  the}'  are  maintained  by 
oxious  and  careful  pains,  swell  up  into  the 
idium  of  the  greatest  crime/ 
3.  That  we  are  not  saying  this  dishonestly, 

1 1  r  former  letters  have  proved,  wherein  we  have 
d  our  opinion  to  you  with  a  very  plain 

tatement,  both  a  ;ainsl  those  who  had  berj 
unfaithful  by  the  unlawful  pri 

uion  of  wi<  ked  certificates,  as  if  they  thought 
hat  they  would  escape  those  ensnaring  nets  of 
lie  devil;  whereas,  nol  less  than  if  they  had 

d  to  the  wii  ked  altars,6  they  were-  held 
1st  by  the  very  facl  thai  the)  had  testified  to 
mi  ;  and   ■  ■  linsl  thi tse  who  had  used  <! 

:  when  made,  although  tin  j  had  nol 
iresenl  when  they  were  made,  since  the)   had 
eri  linlj  a   .1  rted  their  present  e  by  0  th  it 

■  ■  Br),  .<■.  in  St.  Paul,  16  I . 

iir   ] 

•n  .'i  Roman  infallibility  hen    | 
\  >  11  illustrate!  1I1.    pi   1  nl  rm  fill 

"  [1  t  .  1    \.  .■!,  .■  .  .is  tynon] 

they  should  be  so  written.    For  he  is  not  guilt! 
of  wickedness  who  has  bidden  it  to  be  done; 
nor  is  he  unconcerned  in  the  crime  with  whose 

consent  it  is  publicly  spoken  of,  although  it 
not  committed  by  him.     And  since   the  whole 

mystery7  of  faith   is  understood  to  be  contained 
in  the  confession  of  the  name  of  Christ,  he  .. 
seeks  for  deceitful  tricks  to  excuse  himself,  has 
denied  Christ;  ami  he  who  wants  to  appear  to 
have    satisfied    either   edicts    or   laws    put    forth 
against  the  Gospel,  has  obeyed  those  ed 
the  very  fact  by  which  he  wished  to  appear  to 
have  obeyed  them.     Moreover,  also,  we  have 
clared  our  faith  and  consent  against  those,  I 
who  had  polluted  their  hands  and  their  mouths 
with  unlawful  sacrifices,  whose  own  minds  w 

before  polluted  ;   whence  also  their  very  h. 

and  mouths  were  polluted  also.s     Far  be  it  ! 
the  Roman  Church  to  slacken  her  vigour  with 
profane  a  facility,  and  to  loosen  the  m  1 
her  severity  by  overthrowing  the  majesty  of  fi 
so  that,  when  the  wrecks  of  your  ruined  brethren 
are  still  not  only  lying,  but  are  falling  . 
remedies  of  a  too  hasty  kind,  and  certainly  not 

likely  to  avail,  should  be  afforded  fi  >r  <  oinmunion  ; 

and  by  a  false  mercy,  new  wounds  should  be  im- 
pressed on  the  old  wounds  of  their  transgression  ; 

so  that  even  repentance  should  be  snatched  from 
these  wretched  beings,  to  their  greater  overthrow. 
For  where  can  the  medicine  oi  indulgence  profit, 
if  even  the  physician  himself,  by  intercepting 
repentance,  makes   easy  way  for  new  dai 
he   only   hides   the   wound,   and   does   not   suffer 
the   necessary  remedy  of  time  to  (lose  the  scar? 
This  is  not  to  cure,  but,  if  we  wish  to  speak  the 
truth,  to  slay.' 

4.  Nevertheless,  you  have  letters  svith 
our  letters  from  the  1  onfessors,  whom  the  dignity 
1  if  their  confession  has  still  shut  up  here  in  prison. 
and  whom,  for  the  Gospel  contest,  their  faith  has 
once  already  crowned  in  a  glorious  confession; 
letters  wherein  they  have  maintained  the  severity 
of  the  Gospel  dis<  ipline,  and  have  revoked  the 
unlawful  petitions,  ;o  that  they  might  not  1 

to  the  ( 'lunch.  Unless  they  had  >. 
this,  the  ruins  of  Gospel  discipline '  would  not 

easil)  be  restored,  <  >pe<  iall)  since  it  «  hu- 
so fitting  to  m  tint  tin  the  tenor  of  e\  a 
lur  unimpaired,  and  its  dignit) .  as  I 

who  had  gi\  en  the:  up  to  be  tOrtUl 
(  ut    to    pie<  es    1 1)    :  men   on   behal: 

( '.1  ispel,  that  they  might  nol  desen  the 
ur  of  11  'in.  if,  on  th 

t)  id'  mi,  liny  had  wished  to    be   l> 

( iospel.     For  he  who 

'  S  1.  ramentum. 

".1  1 
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tion  whereon  he  possesses  it, 
iting  the  condition  whereon  he  poss< 

'  he  possessed. 
I  i  n hi<  h  mattei  ht  to  e;\<  you  also, 

we  di ■  ndant  thanks,  that  you 
have  bi  d  the  darkness  of  ilnir  prison  !>y 

:  th  H  you  came  to  them  in  what< 
ould  enti  r ;  th  I  freshed  their 
ust  in  their  own  faith  and  confession, 

by  your  addresses  and  letters  ;  that,  following  up 

■   felicities  with  worthy  praises,  you  have  in- 
flamed them  to  a  much  more  ardent  desire  of 

I     venly  glory;  that  you  urged  them  forward; 

that  you  animated,  by  the  power  of  your  dis- 
those  who,  as  we  believe  and  hope,  will 

be  victors  l>v  and  by  ;  so  that  although  all  may 
i  to  come  from  the  faith  of  those  who  con- 
fess, and  from  the  divine  mercy,  yet  they  seem 

in  their  martyrdom  to  have  become  in  some  sort 
you.      But   once   more,   to  return  to 

point  whence  our  discourse  appears  to  have 
I.   you   shall   find   subjoined   the  sort  of 

we  also  sent  to  Sicily  ;  although  upon 
ncumbent  a  greater  necessity  of  delaying 
air;  having,  since  the  departure  of  Fabian 
i  noble  memory,  had  no  bishop  appointed 

t,  on  account  of  the  difficulties  of  affairs 
tunes,  who  can  arrange   all    things   of  this 

kind,  and  who  can  take  account  of  those  who 

lapsed,  with  authority  and  wisdom.     How- 
r.  what  you  also  have  yourself  declared  in  so 

important  a  matter,  is  satisfactory  to  us.  that  the 

peace   of  the   Church   must  first  he  maintain -(1  ; 
t  h  •  i.  that  an  assembly  for  counsel  being  gathered 

th  -r,  with  bishops,  presbyters,  deacons,  and 
as   well   as  with   the  laity  who   stand 

we  should  deal  with  the  case  of  the  laps  d. 
il  s  :ems  extremely  invidious  and  burdensome 
v r.nine  into  what  seems  to  have  been  coin- 

by  many,  except  by  the  advice  of  many  ; 

•  one  should  e  when  so  great 
is  known  to  have  gone  forth,  and  to  be 

I  so  many  ;  since  tint  cannot  be  a 
firm  decree  which  shall  not  appear  to  have  had 
the  :t  of  very  man]         I  i  almost 

world  devastated,  and  observe  thai 
remains  and  the  ruins  of  the  fallen  are  lying  about 
on  r  that  therefore  an  ex- 

1  ii'  ■•  in  proportion 
to  be  widely  propagated. 

1  il  the  medicine  be  le>>  than  the  wound,  let 
th  •   r  1:1  dies  be  fewer  than  the  •  that 

in   the   same   manner  as   those   who   fell,  fell   for 

reason   that   they  were   too   incautious  with 
lind  rashness,  so  those  who  strive  to  set  in 

order  this  mis<  hief  should  use  every  moderation 
in  Is,  lest  any  tiling  done  as  it  ought  not 

'      \  '  i  npon  ii  '  io  ihe 

2S3.J 

to  be,  should,  as  it  were,  be   judged  by  all   ol 
effect 

<>.  Thus,  with  one  anil  the  same  counsel,  with 

the  same  prayers  and  tears,  let  us,  who  up  to  the 

present  tune  seem  to  hive  escaped  the  destruc- 
tion of  these  times  of  ours,  as  well  as  tin 

appear  to  have  fallen  into  those  calamities  of  the 
time,  entreat  the  divine  majesty,  and  ask  p 

for  tin'  Church's  name.  With  mutual  ; 
let  us  by  turns  (  herish,  guard,  arm  one  anot 
let  us  pray  for  the  lapsed,3  that  they  in  ly  be 
raised  up  ;  let  us  pray  for  those  who  stand,  that 

they  may  not  be  tempted  to  such  a  d 
be  destroyed;  let  us  pray  that  those  who  are 
said  to  have  fallen  may  acknowledge  th 
ncss  of  their  sin.  and  may  perceive  that 

no  momentary  nor  over-hasty  cure  ;  let  us  pray 
that  penitence  may  follow  also  the  effects  of  the 
pardon  of  the  lapsed  ;  that  so,  when  they  have 
understood  their  own  crime,  they  may  be  willing 
to  have  patience  with  us  for  a  while,  and  no 
longer  disturb  the  fluctuating  condition  of  the 
Church,  lest  they  may  seem  themselves  to  have 
inflamed  an  internal  persecution  for  us,  and  the 
fact  of  their  unquietness  be  added  to  the  1 
of  their  sins.  For  modesty  is  very  greatly  fit- 

ting for  them  in  whose  sins  it  is  an  immodest 
mind  that  is  condemned.  Let  them  indeed 

knock  at  the  doors,  but  assuredly  let  them  not 
break  them  down  ;  let  them  present  themselves 
at  the  threshold  of  the  church,  but  certainly  let 

them  not  leap  over  it  ;  let  them  watch  at  the 
gates  of  the  heavenly  camp,  but  let  them  be 
armed  with  modesty,  by  which  they  peri 
that  they  have  been  deserters  ;  let  them  resume 
the  trumpet  of  their  prayers,  but  let  them  not 
therewith  sound  a  point  of  war  ;  let  them  arm 
themselves  indeed  with  the  weapons  of  modesty, 
and  let  them  resume  the  shield  of  faith,  which 

they  had  put  off  by  their  denial  through  the  fear 
of  death,  but  let  those  that  are  even  now  armed 
believe  that  they  are  armed  against  their  (k>c,  the 
devil,  not  against  the  Church,  which  grieves  over 
their  fall.  A  modest  petition  will  much  avail 
them  ;  a  bashful  entreaty,  a  necessary  humility, 
a  patience  which  is  not  careless.  I,  t  them  send 
tears  as  their  ambassadors  for  their  sufferings; 

let  groanings.  brought  forth  from  their  deepest 
heart,  discharge  the  office  of  advocate,  and  prove 

their  grief  and  shame  for  the  crime  they  have 
committed. 

7.  Nay,  if  they  shudder  at  the  magnitud 
the   guilt    incurred  ;    if  with   a   truly    mei 
hand  they  deal  with  the  deadly  wound  of  their 
heart  and  conscience  and  the  deep  reces 
the  subtle  mischief,  let  them  blush  even  to  ask; 

(  xcept,  again,  that  it  is  a  matter  of  greater  risk 

3  f  Probably  a  quotation  from  a  "  bidding  prayer  "  in  use  at  Rome in  those  times.     Elucidation  VI. J 
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and  shame  not  to  have  besought  the  aid  of  peace. 
But  let  all  this  be  in  the  sacrament ;  ■  in  the  law 
of  their  very  entreaty  let  consideration  he  had 

for  the  tiin  •  ;  let  it  he  with  downcast  entreaty, 
with  subdued  petition,  since  he  also  who  is  be- 

sought ought  to  he  bent,  not  provoked  ;  and  as 
the  divine  (leniency  ought  to  be  looked  to,  so 
also  ought  the  divine  censure  ;  and  as  it  is  writ- 
t  ii,  "  1  forgave  thee  all  that  debt,  because  thou 
desiredst  me,"-  so  it  is  written,  "Whosoever 
shall  deny  me  before  men,  him  will  I  also  deny 

before  my  Father  and  before  His  angels."3  For 
God,  as  He  is  mer<  iful,  so  He  exacts  obedience 
to  His  precepts,  and  indeed  carefully  exacts  it; 

and  as  I!  ■  unites  to  the  banquet,  so  the  man 
that  hath  not  a  wedding  garment  He  hinds  hand-, 
and  feet,  and  casts  him  out  beyond  the  assembly 
of  the  saints.  He  has  prepared  heaven,  but  He, 
ha  i  .1!  »o  prep  tred  hell.1  He  has  prepared  places 
of  refres  it,  but  He  has  also  prepared  eter- 

nal punishment.  He  has  prepared  the  light  that 

none  can  approach  unto,  but  He  has  also  pre- j 
pared  the  vast  and  eternal  gloom  of  perpetual 
night. 

8.  I  )esinng  to  maintain  the  moderation  of  this 
mid, lie  course  in  these  matters,  we  for  a  long 
time,  and  indeed  many  of  us,  and,  moreover, 
with  some  of  the  bishops  who  are  near  to  us  and 
within  reach,  and  some  whom,  placed  afar  off,; 
the  heat  of  the  persecution  had  driven  (jut  from 
other  provinces,5  have  thought  that  nothing  new 
was  to  be  done  before  the  appointment  of  .1 
bishop  ;  but  we  believe  that  the  care  of  the 
lapsed  must  he  moderately  dealt  with,  so  tl 
in  the  m  antime,  whilst  the  grant  of  a  bishop  is 

withheld  from  us''  by  God,  the  cause  of  su<  h  as 
are  able  to  heir  the  delays  of  postponement 
should  he  kept  in  suspense  ;  hut  ol  sui  h  .1-  im- 

pending death  docs  not  Buffer  to  bear  the  delay, 
having  repented  ami  professed  a  detestation  of 
their  deeds  with  frequency;  if  with  tears,  if  with 
groans,  if  with  weeping  they  have  betrayed  the 
signs  of  a  grieY  ing  and  truly  penitent  spun,  when 
there  remains,  as  far  as  man  (  an  tell,  no  hope  "1 
living;  to  them,  finally,  such  cautious  and  <  ire 
ful  help  should  he  ministered,  God  Himsell 
knowing  what  I  te  will  do  w  ith  sui  h,  and  in  what 
way  He  will  examine  the  balance  of  His  judg 
meni  ;   while  we,  however,  lake  anxious  I  are  thai 

neither  ungodly  men  should  praise  our  smooth 
facility,  not   trul)   penitent  nun  accuse  our  se 
verity  as  cruel.     VVe  hid  you,  mosl  blessed  and 

'     In     "    I.1CI   mi,  'il    .,  '      .  1      "     |k  ill. If.     Ill     .1     w   ,\      111 
liiiinv    «  it!i    lii'  11     i.l'  ill    .ml    with    .  .1    ill- 

1  iplim 
M  .111.  w  in 

'Mm.  I  . 

*  [  Note  this  faithful  a tatement  o(  icriptural  doctrine,  tad  no  hint 
Of  /•'!  •         ■  '  ■■ 

I  [A 
llit-  lie  1I1  11   hi  1 

'  [How  .  .  .11.l111.il  »ii  ..!.  now  .  «!..  11  In 
Will.     .. 

glorious  father,  ever  heartily  farewell  in  the 
Lord  ;  and  have  us  in  memory.7 

EPISTLE    XXXI.8 
TO   THE  CARTHAGINIAN   CLERGY",  ABOUT   THE 

LETTERS    M-:.\  1     TO    ROME,    AM)    RECEIV] 
THENCE. 

ARGUMENT.  — THE    CARTHAGINIAN    CLERGY   ARE 
REQUESTED   TO    I  \KI     CARE   THAT   THE    LETTERS 
OV    llll.    ROMAN    '  I.I  ROY  AND  CYPRIAN  Ik 
ARE   COMMUNIl    \i  1  D. 

Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  That  you,  my  bclowd  breth- 

ren, might  know  what  letters  I  have  sent  to  the 

clergy  acting  '  at  Rome,  and  what  they  have 
replied  to  me,  and.  moreover,  what  Mo}  3  and 
Maximus,  the  presbyters,  and  Rufinus  and  Ni- 
COStratUS,  the  deacons,  and  the  rest  of  the  con- 

fessors that  with  them  are  kept  in  prison,  replied 
likewise  to  my  letters,  I  have  sent  you  copies  to 
read.  Do  you  take  care,  with  as  much  dili- 

gence as  you  can,  that  what  I  have  written,  and 
what  they  have  replied,  he  made  known  to  our 
brethren.  And,  moreover,  if  any  bishops  from 

foreign  places,10  my  colleagues,  or  presbyters,  or 
deacons,  should  he  present,  or  should  arrive 
among  you,  let  them  hear  all  these  matters  from 
you  ;  and  if  they  wish  to  transi  nhe  copies  of  the 
letters  and  to  take  them  to  their  own  .  let 

them  have  the  opportunity  of  transcribing  them  ; 
although   I   have,  moreover,  hidden  S  the 
reader,  our  brother,  to  give  liberty  of  cop) 
them  to  am  individuals  who  wish  it  ;  SO  that, 
ordering,  for  the  present,  the  condition  of  the 
Church  in  any  manner,  an  agreement,  one  and 

faithful,  may  he  observed  by  all.  1'.  it  out  the other  matters  which  were  to  he  dealt  with,  .:>  1 
have  also  written  to  >  tveral  of  my  <-oV  .  we 
will  more  fully  consider  them  in  a  common 

council,  when,  by  the  Lord's  permi  sion,  we 
shall  begin  to  le  into  on<.-  place.     1  hid 
you,  brethren,  beloved  and  longed-for,  ever 
heartilj  farewell.    Salute  the  broth  fare 
\  e  well. 

EPIS1  1  I'   XXXII." 
le    1  ill     <i  ERGV     AND    11  "ii  1  .    IBi      r     l  ill". 
ORDINA  1  in\    OF    M  kii  II  -   AS   A    ki  mm 

.  IRGUMEN  /.--.  YPRIAN    rELLS    llll     CLFJ 

PI  OPI  I     111  \1     U   KM  11   -    I  III    >  ■  IN 
ORDAIN]  I'     \    Ki  U'l  K    BY     1 11 M.    \\I>   1  ■  iMMl  N 

UN       I  III       WW,     1  111       .  .>\-l  \V   \      .  'i       111-     VIK 

wo    in  -    MIND,  WHEREBY    III    WAS  EVEN  I 
ING  <>:     \    ill  an  K    i>i  oKi  1     ix 

1.  (  yprian  to  the  elders  and  deacons,  and 
the  whole  people,  greeting,     la 

ll.lll  I..  ■ 
I 
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I  brethren,  we  usually  consult 
hand,  and  weigh   the  i  haracter  and 

of  individuals,  with  the  general  advi< 
tiraonies  must  not  be  waited  tor 

u  ■  .    ,      pproval  pre<  edes.    Aurelius, 
n   illustrious  youth,  already  ap- 

.1,  and  dear  to  God,  in  y< 

.  but,  in  the  praise  of  virtue  and 
ir  in  the  natural  abili- 

but  superior  in  the  honour  A;  has 
itended  here  in  a  double  < 

■.  having   twice   confessed   and   twice   been 
-  in  the  victory  of  his  confession,  both 

mquered  in  the  course  and  was  ban- 
and  when  at  length  he  fought  in  a  severer 

ifiict,  he  was  triumphant  and  victorious  in  the 
\>  often  as  the  adversary 

ill  tbnh  the  servants  of  God,  so  often 

»mpt  and   brave   soldier  both  fought  and 
red.      It   had   been  a   slight   matter,   ]»rc- 
to  h  tve  engaged  under  the  eyes  of  a  few, 

wh  is  banished ;  he  deserved  also  in  the 
with   a  more   illustrious  virtue  ; 
:rcoming   the    magistrates,  he 

•    triumph    over  the    pro<  dnsul,   and, 

aftei  •  vanquish  tortures  also.     Nor 
iver  what  I  ought  to  speak  most  of  in 

him,  —  the  glory  of  his  wounds  or  the  modesty 
of  his  charai  ter  ;  that  he  is  distinguished  by  the 

honour  of  his  virtue,  or  praiseworthy  for  the  ad- 
mirableness  of  his  modesty.     He  is  both  so  ex- 

nt  in  dignity  and   SO  lowly  in  humility,  that 
it  seems  that  he  is  divinely  reserved  as  one  who  ! 

in  example  to  the  rest  for  e<  i  lesiasti- 
dis<  ipline,  of  the  way  in  which  the  sen  ants 

of  <  1  in  confession  conquer  by  their 
.  and.  after  confession,    be   conspicuous 

for  their  <  ham  ter. 

.  to   be   estimated    not   by  his 
it  by  his  deserts,  merited  higher  degrees 

of  clei  Mid  larger  increase,     but, 
in  the  meantime,  I  judged  it  well,  that  he  should 

in  with  the  of  readr  ause    noth- 
r  the  voice  which  has  con- 
glorious  utt  than  to 

.  forth  in  the  solemn  repetition  of  the 
divine                  ;    than,   after  the    sublime    words 

whi<  h                 ut  the  wit;              Christ,  to  read 
the                 of  Christ  whence  martyrs  are   made  ; 

>k  after  the                I  ;   there  to 
•  the  multitude  of  the 

beheld   by   the    brethren  ; 

th<  •                             n    heard   with   the  wonder  of 
ird  with  the 

d.      Know,  then,  most  be- 
.  that  this  man  has  been  ordained 

who  were  then  pres- 

I  "•■  •  will  both  gladly  wel<  o 
:uc  freedom  and 

•7-] 

e  tidings,  and  that  you  desire  that  as  many 

such  as  possible  maj   be  ordained  in  our  chun  h. 
And  sime  joy  i^  always  hasty,  and  gladni 

bear  no  delay,  he  reads  on  the  Lord's  day,  in 
the  meantime,  for  me  ;  that  is,  he  has  made  a 

beginning  of  peace,  by  solemnly  entering  on  his 
offi<  e  <>f  a  reader.'  Doyou  frequently  be  urgent 
in  supplications,  and  a^si>t  my  prayers  by  yours, 

that  the  Lord's  mercy  favouring  us  may  soon  re- 
store both  the  priest  '  safe  to  his  people,  and  the 

martyr  for  a  reader  with  the  priest.  I  bid  you, 
beloved  brethren  in  Cod  the  Father,  and  in 

Jesus  Christ,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XXXIII.-* TO    THE    CLERGY    AM)    PEOPLE,    ABOUT    THE 
ORDINATION    OF  CELERINUS   AS    READER. 

ARGUMENT. —  this  LETTER  is  ABOUT  THE  SAME 
IN  PURPORT  WITH  THE  PRECEDING,  EXCEPT  THAT 

HE  LARGELY  COMMENDS  THE  CONSTANCY  OP 

CELERINUS  IX  HIS  CONFESSION  OF  THE  FAITH. 

MOREOVER,  THAT  BOTH  OF  THESE  LETTERS 

WERE  WRITTEN  DURMG  HIS  RETREAT,  IS  SUF- 
FICIENTLY  INI 'RATED  BY  THE  ORCUMSTANl 
OF   THE    CONTEXT. 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  and 
to  the  whole  people,  his  brethren  in  the  Lord, 
greeting.  The  divine  benefits,  beloved  brethren, 

should  be  acknowledged  and  embraced,  where- 
with the  Lord  has  condescended  to  embellish 

and  illustrate  His  Church  in  our  times  by  grant- 
ing a  respite  to  His  good  confessors  and  His 

glorious  martyrs,  that  they  who  had  grandly  con- 
fessed  Christ  should  afterwards  adorn  Christ's 
clergy  in  ecclesiastical  ministries.  Exult,  there- 

fore, and  rejoice  with  me  on  receiving  my  letter, 
wherein  I  and  my  colleagues  who  were  then 
present  mention  to  you  Celerinus,  our  brother, 
glorious  alike  for  his  courage  and  his  character, 

as  added  to  our  clergy,  not  by  human  recom- 
mendation, but  by  divine  condescension  ;  who, 

when  he  hesitated  to  yield  to  the  Church,  was 

constrained  by  her  own  admonition  and  exhor- 
tation, in  a  vision  by  night,  not  to  refuse  our 

pi  rsuasions  ;  and  she  had  more  power,  and  con- 
strained him,  because  it  was  not  right,  nor  was 

it  becoming,  that  he  should  lie  without  ccclesi- 
asti<  al  honour,  whom  the  Lord  honoured  with 

the  dignity  of  heavenly  glory.5 
2.  This  man  was  the  first  in  the  struggle  of 

our  days  ;  he  was  the  leader  among  Christ's 
soldiers;  he,  in  the  midst  of  the  burning  begin- 

nings of  the  persecution,  engaged  with  the  very 
chief  and  author  of  the  disturbance,  in  conquer- 

2  Aurelius  not  being  able  in  discharge  the  functions  of  his  office  in 
publi  i.  in  the  meantime  rem)  fir  Cyprian; 
which  is  said  lo  bean  augury  or  beginning  offutu Phil   i.  26.] 

*  <  Ixford  ed, :   Ep   xxxix 

liu>,  in  Euseb.,  //.  /.'.,  vi.  43.] 
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ing  with  invincible  firmness  the  adversary  of  his 

own  conflict.'  He  made  a  way  for  others  to 
conquer ;  a  victor  with  no  small  amount  of 
wounds,  but  triumphant  by  a  miracle,  with  the 

long-abiding  and  permanent  penalties  of  a  te- 
dious conflict.  For  nineteen  days,  shut  up  in 

the  close  guard  of  a  dungeon,  he  was  racked 
and  in  irons  ;  but  although  his  body  was  laid  in 
chains,  his  spirit  remained  free  and  at  liberty. 
His  flesh  wasted  away  by  the  long  endurance  of 
hunger  and  thirst ;  but  God  fed  his  soul,  that 

lived  in  faith  and  virtue,  with  spiritual  nourish- 
ments. He  lay  in  punishments,  the  stronger  for 

his  punishments  ;  imprisoned,  greater  than  those 
that  imprisoned  him  ;  lying  prostrate,  but  loftier 
than  those  who  stood  ;  as  bound,  and  firmer 
than  the  links  which  bound  him  ;  judged,  and 
more  subhme  than  those  who  judged  him  ;  and 
although  his  feet  were  bound  on  the  rack,  yet 
the  serpent  was  trodden  on  and  ground  down 
and  vanquished.  In  his  glorious  body  shine  the 
bright  evidences  of  his  wounds;  their  mani- 

fest traces  show  forth,  and  appear  on  the  man's 
sinews  and  limbs,  worn  out  with  tedious  wast- 

ing away.2  Great  things  are  they  —  marvellous 
things  are  they  —  which  the  brotherhood  may 
hear  of  his  virtues  and  of  his  praises.  And  sh<  >uld 
any  one  appear  like  Thomas,  who  has  little  faith 
in  what  he  hears,  the  faith  of  the  eyes  is  not 
wanting,  so  that  what  one  hears  he  may  also  see. 

In  the  servant  of  God,  the  -lory  of  the  wounds 
made  the  victory;  the  memory  of  the  scars  pre- 

serves that  -lory. 
3.  Nor  is  that  kind  of  title  to  glories  in  the 

case  of  Celerinus,  our  beloved,  an  unfamiliar  and 
novel  thing.  He  is  advancing  in  the  footsteps 
of  his  kindred  ;  he  rivals  his  parents  and  relu 
tions  in  equal  honours  of  divine  condescension. 

Ill-  grandmother,  Celerina,  was  some  time  since 
\ned  with  martyrdom.  Moreover,  h^  pater- 
nal and  maternal  uncles,  Laurentius  and  Egna 

tius,  who  themselves  also  were  once  warring  in 
the  camps  of  the  world,  but  were  true  and  spirit- 

ual soldiers  of  God,  casting  down  the  devil  by 
the  confession  of  Christ,  merited  palms  and 
crowns  from  the  Lord  by  their  ilium  ion. 

W 1    al<  r  sacrifii    -  Foi  thi  m,    is  you  re- 
mernb  1  n  as  we  celebrate  the  passions 
and  da}  i  ol  the  m  irt)  rs  in  the  annual  <  ommem- 
oration.  Nor  <  ould  he,  therefon  .  be  d<  g  merate 
and  int  :rior  whom  this  family  dignity  and  a  gen- 

is  nobility  provoked,  bj  domesti<    examples 
of  virtue  and  faith.     But  if  in  a  worldly  family 

1  itter  of  hi  raldr)  and  of  praise  to  be  .1 
patrician,  of  how  much  gr<  ater  praise  and  honour 

■  1 1 1. 

[Gal 1   'n.  I 

ui  .ill  1  11, 

B&i  e  to  bli  L'crtull.,  vi     iv.  p  67.  | 

is  it  to  become  of  noble  rank  in  the  celestial 

heraldry  !  I  cannot  tell  whom  I  should  call 
more  blessed.  —  whether  those  ancestors,  for  a 
posterity  so  illustrious,  or  him,  for  an  origin  so 
glorious.  So  equally  between  them  does  the 
divine  condescension  flow,  and  pass  to  and  fro, 
that,  just  as  the  dignity  of  their  offspring  brightens 

!  their  crown,  so   the   sublimity  of  his   ancestry 
[  illuminates  his  glory. 

4.  When  this  man,  beloved  brethren,  came  to 
us  with  such  condescension  of  the   Lord,  illus- 

trious by  the  testimony  and  wonder  of  the  \ 
man  who  had  persecuted  him,  what  else  behoved 
to  be  done  except  that  he  should  be  placed  on 

j  the  pulpit,'  that  is,  on  the  tribunal  of  the  ( 'hun  h  ; that,  resting  on  the  loftiness  of  a  higher 
and    conspicuous  to  the    whole    |  tor  the 
brightness  of  his  honour,  he  should  read  the 
precepts  and  Gospel  of  the  Lord,  which  he  so 
bravely  and  faithfully  follows?  I.  I  the  v 
that  has  confessed  the  Lord  daily  be  heard  in 
those  things  which  the  Lord  spoke.  Let  it  1  e 
seen  whether  there  is  any  further  degree  to  which 
he  can  be  advanced  in  the  Church.  There  is 

nothing  in  which  a  confessor  can  do  more  good 
to  the  brethren  than  that,  while  the  reading  of 
the  Gospel  is  heard  from  his  lips,  ever)  one  who 
hears  should  imitate  the  faith  of  the  leader.  He 
should  have  been  associated  with  Aurelius  in 

reading;  with  whom,  moreover,  he  was  associ- 
ated in  the  alliance  of  divine  honour;  with 

whom,  in  all  the  insignia  of  virtue  and 
he  had  been  united.  Equal  both,  ami  eax  h  like 

to  the  other,  in  proportion  as  they  were  sublime 
in  glory,  in  that  proportion  they  were  humble  in 
modesty.  As  they  were  lifted  up  by  divr 

descension,  so  they  were  lowly  in  their  own 
peacefulness  and  tranquillity,  ami  equall) 

ing  examples  to  everyone  of  virtues  and  char- 
.11  ter,  and  fitted  both  tor  (  oni'ii  t  and  for  ]•>■  . 
praiseworthy  in  the  former  tor  strength,  in  the 
latter  for  modest)  . 

5.  In  such  servants  the  Lord  rejoices ;  in  con- 
fessors of  this  kind  He    ''ties,  —  who  and 

conversation  is  so  advanl                the  announ 
ment  of  their  glory,  that  it  a 

teaching  of  dis<  ij  I  ne.     I   »r  this  pui  p  >se  ( ". 
has  w  illed  them   to   rem  tin    lonj    here    in   the 
Church  :   for  this  purpose  I  le  has  kept  th( 
snatched  from  the  midst  o\  death,  —  a  k 
resurre*  tion,     1  I     -peak. !  In  on  tl 
behalf;   so  that,  while  nothin 
brethren  f  >ftier  in  honour,  n  1 

in  humility,  the  w  n. 
m  '\    j'  1  omp  in; 

then,   that    t  r   the   ] 

readers,  because  it  was  fitting    t) <   1 1 
*  "  1 

■ 
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HeStH  k,   wlu-n.  e    il 
thai    their  glorious 
lish<  d  m  .1  higher 

ling 

an   iin  itenu  nt   ol 
But  know  that  I  have 

the  honour  <>f  the  presbyterj 
hono  ired  with  the 

md  maj  share 
in  equalled  quantities,  to 
in    their  advanced   and 

I  though  in  nothing  can  he 
r  m  the  qualities  of  age  who 

■  by  the  dignity  of  his 
ren,  beloved  ami   i 

:  heartily  farewell 

EPISTLE   XXXIV.-' I      l  Hi:    ORDINATION    OF 

MIDH  l  S    AS    PRESB\  1  ER, 

".  —.  vprian  111  ls  i  hi   q  ergy  and 
i  h  \  1   numidicus    has   bl  i  n   ordained 

in    him  presbyter;    \m>   briefly  commends 
Hl>   WORTH. 

i  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  and 
rcthren,  very  dear  and 

Ih.it  which  belongs,  dear- 
n,  both  to  the  common  joy  and  to  the 

if  our  (  'hun  h  ought  to  be  told  to 
it   know  that   I   have  been  ad- 

■d  and  instructed  by  divine  condescen- 
.,  that  Numidicus   the  presbyter  should  be 

apj  in  the*  number  of  Carthaginian  pres- 
with  us  among  the  clergy, 

—  a  man  illustrious  by  the  brightest  light  of  con- 
ked in  the  honour  both  of  virtue  and 

faith  ;  '.\  ho  by  his  exhortation  sent  before  him- 
I  nit  number  of  martyrs,  slain  by 
the   flames,  and  who  beheld  with 

I     .  his  side,  burned  (I  should 
rat!  rved)    together  with  the   rest. 
II  If,  I  ] whelmed   with 

r  dead,  —  when  afterwards  his 
•  ith  the  anx  i>idcration  of  af 
t  for  th  se  of  her  father,  — was 

Irawn  out  and  revived,  and 

from  among  the  compan- 
he  himself  had  sent  bi  But  the 

his  remaining  behind,  as  we  see. 
i  our  cl< 

irn  with  glorious  pri  ists  the  n 
had  been  desolated  1>\ 

the  \:id    when   God    permits. .ion. 

3d 

• hare  his  m 
.-.l  of  presbyter*  at  t:.: 

when,  b)   the  Lord's  protection,  we  have  come 
into  your  presence  once  more.     In  the  mean 
time,  Ui  what  is  revealed  be  don.-,  that  we  re<  eive 
this  God  with  thanksgiving,  hoping  from 

tlu-  Lord's  mercy  more  ornaments  of  the  same 
kind,  that  so  the  strength  of  His  Church  being 

wed,  He  may  make  men  so  meek  and  lowly 
to  flourish  in  the  honour  of  our  assembly.  I  1ml 

you,  brethren,  very  dear  ami  longed-for,  ever lieai til\  farewell. 

EPISTLE    XXXV.s 
TO  THE  CLERGY,  CONCERNING  THE  CARE  OF 

i  in.  POOR  AM)  STRANGERS. 

ARGl  WENT.  —  HE  CAUTIONS  THEM  AGAINST  NEC* 

LECTING  ["HE  WIDOWS,  THE  SICK,  OR  THE  POOR, 
OR  STRANG]  » 

Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
beloved  brethren,  greeting.  In  safety,  by  God's 
grace,  I  greet  you,  beloved  brethren,  desiring 
soon  to  come  to  you,  ami  to  satisfy  the  wish  as 
well  of  myself  and  you,  as  of  all  the  brethren. 
It  behoves  me  also,  however,  to  have  regard  to 

the  common  peace,  and,  in  the  meantime,  al- 
though with  weariness  of  spirit,  to  be  absent 

from  you,  lest  my  presence  should  provoke  the 
jealou>y  and  violence  of  the  heathens,  and  I 
should  be  the  cause  of  breaking  the  peace,  who 
ought  rather  to  be  careful  for  the  quiet  of  all. 

When,  therefore,  you  write  that  matters  are  ar- 
ranged, and  that  I  ought  to  come,  or  if  the  Lord 

should  condescend  to  intimate  it  to  me  before, 
then  I  will  come  to  you.  For  where  could  I  be 
belter  or  more  joyful  than  there  where  the  Lord 
willed  me  both  to  believe  and  to  grow  up?  I 

request  that  you  will  diligently  take  care  of  the 
widows,  and  of  the  sick,  and  of  all  the  poor. 
Moreover,  you  may  supply  the  expenses  for 
strangers,  if  any  should  be  indigent,  from  my 
own  portion,  which  I  have  left  with  Rogatianus, 

our  fellow-presbyter;6  which  portion,  lest  it 
should  be  all  appropriated,  I  have  supplemented 
by  sending  to  the  same  by  Xaricus  the  acolyte 
another  share,  so  that  the  sufferers  may  be  more 
largely  and  promptly  dealt  with.  I  bid  you, 
beloved  brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell  ;  and 

have  me  in  remembrance,  (beet  your  brother- 
hood in  my  name,  and  tell  them  to  be  mindful of  me. 

EPISTLE   XXXVI.? 
TO  THE  CLERGY,  BIDDING  THEM  SHOW  EVERY 
KINDNESS   TO    THE   CONFESSORS    IN    PRISON. 

ARGUMENT.  —  HE  EXHORTS  HIS  CLERGY  THAT 

EVERY  KINDNESS  AM)  (ARE  SHOULD  BE  EXER- 

CISED  TOWARDS   THE    CONFESSORS,  AS    WELL   TO- 

Ixford  ed. :   Ep.  vii.     a.D.  circa  acz. 

6   [  Here,  .is  elsewhere,  spoken  of  in  this  way,  in  imitation  of  i  Pet 

v.  i.] 

cd.:   Ep.  xii.     a.D.  circa  251. 
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WARDS  THOSE  WHO  WERE  ALIVE,  AS  THOSE  WHO 

UIKI),  IX  prison;  that  THE  DANS  of  their 
DEATH  SHOULD  BE  CAREFULLY  NOTED,  FOR  THE 

PURPOSE  01  I  ELEBRATING  THEIR  MEMORY  ANNU- 

ALLY; AND,  FINALLY,  THAI'  THEY  SHOULD  NOT 
FORGEr  THE   POOR   ALSO. 

1.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons,  his 
brethren,  greeting.  Although  I  know,  dearest 

brethren,  that  you  have  frequently  been  admon- 
ished in  my  letters  to  manifest  all  rare  for  those 

who  with  a  glorious  voice  have  confessed  the 
Lord,  and  are  confined  in  prison  ;  yet,  again  and 

in  I  M  ;e  il  upon  you,  that  no  consideration 

be  wanting  to  them  to  whose  glory  there  is  noth- 
ing wanting.  And  I  wish  that  the  circumstan 

of  the  place  and  of  my  station  would  permit 
me  to  present  myself  at  this  time  with  them; 
promptly  and  gladly  would  I  fulfil  all  the  duties 
of  love  t  wards  our  most  courageous  brethren 
in  my  appoint  :d  ministry.  But  I  beseech  you, 
It  your  diligence  be  the  representative  of  my 
duty,  an  1  do  all  those  things  which  behove  to  lie 
done  in  respect  of  those  whom  the  divine  con- 

descension has  rendered  illustrious  in  such  merits 
of  their  faith  and  virtue.  Let  there  be  also  a 
more  zealous  watchfulness  and  care  bestowed 

upon  the  bodies  of  all  those  who.  although  they 
were  not  tortured  in  prison,  yet  depart  thence 
by  the  glori  sis  exit  of  death.  For  neither  is 
their  virtue  nor  their  honour  too  little  for  them 

also  to  be  allied  with  the  blessed  martyrs.  As 
far  as  they  could,  they  bore  whatever  they  were 
prepared  and  equipped  to  bear,  lie  who  under 
the  eyes  of  Cod  has  offered  himself  to  tortures 
and  to  death,  has  suffered  whatever  he  was 

willing  t>  suffer;  for  it  was  not  he  that  was 

wanti  1 ;  to  tin-  tortures,  but  the  tortures  that  were 
wanting  to  him.  "  Whosoever  shall  confess  me 
before  men,  him  will  I  also  confess  before  my 

Father  which  is  in  heaven,"1  saith  the  l 
They  have  confessed  1  rim.  "  I  [e  th  it  endu 

to  the  end,  th  •  s  ime  shall  be  saved,"  '  saith  the 
I    1  d.      Th    \  hav  '  endured  and  have  carried  the 

mi'  orrupt  :d  and  unstained  merits  of  their 
tucs  through,  even  unto  the  end.     And.  again,  it 
is  written,  "  Be    thou    faithful    unto   death,  and    1 

will  give  the  ■  a  1  rown  of  life."  1    They  h  ive  per 
red    in    the  r  faithfulness,  and    sted 

and  im in-  :  .  even  unto  death.     When  to 

th  ■  willin  ;w      and  the  1  onfi  ision  of  the  name 
in  pris  > a  an  1  in  chains  is  added  also  the  (din  lu 

Sion  of  dying,  the  glory  of  the  martyr  is  con 
sinirii  ated. 

2.    Finally,   also,    take   note   of   their   divs   on 
which  they  depart,  that  we  ma)  celebrate  their 
commemoration  among   the    memorials  of  the 

1   M  hi 
'Mm     v 

•'  Rev.  11    1  >. 

martyrs,'  although  Tcrtullus,  our  most  faithful 
and  devoted  brother,  who,  in  addition  to  the 
other  solicitude  and  care  which  he  shows  to  the 

brethren  in  all  service  of  labour,  is  not  wanting 
besides  in  that  respect  in  any  <  are  of  their 
bodies,  has  written,  and  does  write  and  intimate 

to  me  the  days,  in  which  our  blessed  brethren 
in  prison  pass  by  the  gate  of  a  glorious  death  to 
their  immortality  ;  and  there  are  celebrated  here 
by  us  oblations  and  sacrifices  for  their  commemo- 

rations, which  things,  with  the  Lord's  protection, 
we  shall  soon  1  elebrate  with  you.  1/ 1  your  care 
also  (as  I  have  already  often  written)  and  your 

diligence  not  be  wanting  to  the  poor,  —  to  such, 
I  mean,  as  stand  fast  in  the  faith  and  bravely 
fight  with  us,  and  have  not  left  the  <  amp  of 
Christ;  to  whom,  indeed,  we  should  now  show 

a  greater  love  and  care,  in  that  they  ar  neither 
constrained  by  poverty  nor  prostrated  by  the 
tempest  of  persecution,  but  faithfully  serve  with 
the  Lord,  and  have  given  an  example  of  faith  to 
the  other  poor.  I  bid  you,  brethren  beloved, 

and  greatly  longed-for,  ever  heartily  farewell  ; 
and  remember  me.  Greet  the  brotherhood  in 

my  name.     Fare  ye  well. 

EPISTLE   XXXV 1 1.5 

TO  CALDONIIS,  HERCULANUS,  AND  OTHERS, 
ABOUT  THE  EXCOMMUNICATION  OF  FEU- 
CISSIMUS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  FELICISSIMUS,  TOGETHER  WITH  His 
COMPANIONS    IN  SEDITION,  IS    I"    Bl     RESTRAINED 

FROM    '1  III'.   COMMUNION    OF    Al  I  . 

i.  Cyprian  to  Caldonius  and  Herculanus,  his 

colleagues,  also  to   Rogatianus  and   Numidii 

Ins   fellow-presbyters,    greetii  I    have   been 
greatly  grieved,  dearest  brethren,  at  the  receipt 
of  your  letter,  that  although  I  have  always  pro- 

posed to  myself  and  wished  t>  keep  all  our 
brotherhood  safe,  and  to  preserve  the  flock  un- 

harmed, as  charity  requires,  you  tell  me  now  that 

I'elu  issimus  has  Seen  attempting  many  thi 
with  wickedness  and   (raft;   so   that.  .   his 

old  frauds  and  plundering,  of  which  I  had  for- 
merl)  known  a  good  deal,  he  has  now,  in 
tried  t  >  divide  with  the  bishop  a  portion  o\  the 

people  ;   that  1^,  1 1  separate  the   shet  ;  the 
shepherd,  and  suns  from  their  parents,  ancL^to 
scatter  the  members  o(  Christ.     \m\  altl 

sent  you  as  im   substitutes    t,.   dischai 
cessities  of  our  brethren,  w  ilh  I 

moreover,   wished   to   exi  • 
asM^t    their    wishes    with    such    an    addil 

might  be  sufficient,  and  al   I 
to    lake    QOte    o\    tluar  and 

deserts,  —  that    1  ipon   \\ 

4  [1  r  Ai 
1  voL 

i    1     1 

J  ( 'vloi  I  ed   :    I  i'.  v'a       \  D    jja. 
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them  thi  .  might 

nth)  and  humble  and 
lesiastii  al  admin- 

i  d,  .ind  dire<  ted  th.it 
vnl.  .ind  th.it  those  tin 

rtaiiiid 

.  ;  Ik-  has  also  threatened 
1  first  approached  to 

i.  wiili  '1  exen  and 
that  those  who  desired  to 

:.     ite  with  him   in 

:i.' ifter  all  these   thin--,  neither 

•iic  honour  of  my  station,  nor  shaken 
ind  presence,  but  of  his  own 

e  of  the  brethren, 

he   hath   i  forth   with    many   more,   and 
as  a  leader  of  a   faction  and 

n  with  a  hasty  madness — in 
whi  grarulate  several  of 

brethren  that  they  have  withdrawn  from  this 
:\u\    have    rather   chosen    to    consent 

that    the)     may    remain  with   the 
ir  mother,  and  receive  their  stipends 

who  dispenses   them,  which, 

indeed.  I    '  rtain.  that  others  also  will 
.  and  will  quickly  withdraw  from 

in  the  meantime,  since   1'eli- 
Ltened    that    they   should    not 

with    him     in     death-    who     had 
.  that  is.  who  communicated  with  us, 

nee    which   he    first   of 

all  1.  that  he  may  know  that  he  is  cx- 
;  inasmuch  as  he  adds  to 

.  which  we  have  known  by 
the  clearest  truth,  the  crime  also    of  adultery. 
wh.  ..en.  have   declared 
that  tli  red,  and  have  asseverated 

that  they  will  all  which  things  we  shall 
when,  with  the  Le- 

ttable in  one  place  with 
But    Augendus  also, 

neither    hi  ip     nor    his 
If  with  him 

in    '  if   he    should 
ith  him,  let  him  bear  the  -ni- 

ind  imp  nan  has 
M  \  er  shall 

• 

him  in  the 
(  »rd  he  has I  "hurch. 

■    ■    ■ 
.  tin-  nai 
i  \u-d  them- 

I   bid   you,  beloved 

■Mi 

',"  "  in  monte:  " 

mu»,  on  an 

brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell;   and   remember 

me.     Fare  ye  well. 

episi  i.i:  xxxviii.3 
Tin-.    I  I  Ti  BR    OF    <   \l  DONIl  S,    HERCU1   w 

\\l»    OTHERS,    ON     I  Mi-   EXCOMMUNICATION 
OF    l  I  I  [<  ISSIM1  S   \M  l  H    HIS   PEOPLE. 

UMENT.  — CALDONIUS,      HERCULANUS,      AND 
(Mill  Kn    (  ARR\    INTO     EFFECT   WHAT    THE    PR]  - 
(  i  DING    I  l  II  I  R    HAD    BIDD1  N    THEM. 

i  aldonius,  with  Herculanus  and  Victor,  his 
colleagues,  also  with  Rogatianus  and  Numidicus, 

presbyters.4  We  have  rejet  ted  Felicissimus  and 
Augendus  from  communion  ;  also  Repostus  from 

among  the  exiles, and  Irene  of  the  Blood-stained 
ones;5  and  Paula  the  sempstress;  which  you 

it  to  know  from  my  subscription;  also  we 

have  rejected  Sophronius  and  Soliassus  (budina- 

rius),6  —  himself  also  one  of  the  exiles. 

EPISTLE   XXXIX.? 

TO  THE  PEOPLE,  CONCERNING  FIVE  SCHIS- 
MATIC PRESBYTERS  OF  THE  FACTION  OF 

FELICISSIMUS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  IN  LIKE  MANNER,  AS  IN  THE  EPIS- 
TL1  Bl  I  ONI  BEFORE  THIS,  CYPRIAN  TOLD  THE 
CLERGY,  SO  NOW  HE  TELLS  THE  PEOPLE,  THAT 
FELICISSIMUS  IS  TO  HE  AVOIDED,  TOGETHER 
WITH  FIVE  PRESBYTERS  OK  HIS  FACTION,  WHO 
Nol'  ONLY  GRANTED  PEACE  TO  THE  LAPSED 
WITHOUT  ANY  DISCRIMINATION,  BUT  STIRRED  UP 
SEDITION    AND    SCHISM    AGAINST    HIMSELF. 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  whole  people,  greeting. 

Although,  dearest  brethren,  Virtius,^  a  most 
faithful  and  upright  presbyter,  and  also  Rogatia- 

nus and  Numidicus.  presbyters,  confessors,  and 

illustrious  by  the  glory  of  the  divine  condescen- 
sion, and  also  the  deacons,  good  men  and  de- 

voted to  the  ecclesiastical  administration  in  all 

its  duties,  with  the  other  ministers,  afford  you 
the  full  attention  of  their  presence,  and  do  not 
cease  to  confirm  individuals  by  their  assiduous 
exhortations,  and,  moreover,  to  govern  and 

reform  the  minds  of  the  lapsed  by  their  whole- 
some counsels,  yet,  as  much  as  I  can,  I  admon- 

ish,  and  as  I  can.  I  visit  you  with  my  letters. 
By  my  letters   I   say,  dearest  brethren;  for  the 

3  Oxford  ed.:  Ep.  xlii.     a.d.  251. *  I'.  1.  "  to  Cyprian. 

"  Rutili,"  vho  had  spilt  their  blood. 
I  \  of  ibis  word  is  unknown. 

j   it   as  another  1  id  Budinarius "     The 
I  editor  changes  u  into  Burdonarius,  meaning  a  "carrier  on 

  passage  in  the  life  of  Aurelian 
(Hist.  Aug.,  p.  40S  butinaritu,  which  he  derives  from 

i),  a  cruet   ;  1,  etc.,  and  which  he  identities 
with  ̂ ovTTcc,  the  original  of  ou  Butinarius  would   then 
mean  a  maker  .  le  for  containing  vini  See :nc.     [Probably 

Spanish,  budin.\ iiii.     a.d   251. 

•  Some  read  "  l'.iitius"  or  "  Briccius." 



ing  compared,  should  de<  ide  upon  a  moderate 
sentence,  tempered  alike  with  discipline  and  with 
mercy;  —  against  this  our  counsel  they  have 
rebelled,  and  all  priestly  authority  and  power  is 
destroyed  by  factious  conspinu 
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malignity  and  treachery  of  certain  of  the  pres-  and    that    the    Lord    should    not    be    apj 

byters  has  accomplished  this,  that  I  should  not  through  bishops  and  priests,  but  that  the  Lord's 
be  allowed  to  come  to  you  before  Easter-day;  priests  being  forsaken,  a  new tradil               sacri- 
since  mindful  of  their  conspiracy,  and  retaining  legious  appointment  should  arise,  <  ontrary  to  the 
that  ancient  venom  against  my  episcopate,  that  evangelical  discipline.    And  although  it  was  once 

is,  against    your  suffrage   and    (rod's  judgment,  arranged  as  well   by  us  as  by  the  1                 -  and 
they  renew  their  old  attack  upon  me,  and  once  the  city1  ( lergy,  and  moreover  by  all  the  bishops 
more  begin  their  sacrilegious  machinations  with  appointed  either  in  our  province  or  beyond  the 

their  accustomed  craft.     And,  indeed,  of  God's  sea,2  that  no   novelty  should   be   introdui    d   in 
providence,  neither  by  our  wish   nor  desire,  nay,  1  respect  of  the  case  of  the  lapsed  unless  we  all 
although  we  were  forgiving  and  silent,  they  have  assembled  into  one  pla<  e.  and  our  <  ounsels  be- 
suffcred  the  punishment  which  they  had  de- 

served ;  so  that,  not  cast  out  by  us,  they  of  their 
own  accord  have  cast  themselves  out.  They 
themselves,  before  their  own  conscience,  have 
passed   sentence   on   themselves   in   accordance 
with  your  suffrages  and  the  divine.     These  con- 1      4.  What  sufferings  do   I   now  endure,  dearest 
spirators  and  evil  men  of  their  own  accord  have  brethren,  that  I   myself  am  not  able  t"  <  ome  to 
driven  themselves  from  the  Church.  you  at  the  present  juncture,  that  I  m              nnot 

2.  Now  it  has  appeared  whence  came  the  fac-  approach  you  each  one,  that  I  myj  mot 
tion  of  Felicissimus  ;  on  what  root  and  by  what  exhort  you  according  to  the  teai  hing  of  the  Lord 
strength  it  stood.  These  men  supplied  in  former  and  of  His  Gospel  !  An  exile  of,  now.  two 
times  encouragements  and  exhortations  to  cer-  was  not  sufficient,  and  a  mournful  separation 
tain  confessors,  not  to  agree  with  their  bishop,  from  you,  from  your  countenance,  and  from  \ 
not  to  maintain  the  ecclesiastical  discipline  with  sight,  —  continual  grief  and  lamentation,  which, 

faith  and  quietness  according  to  the  Lord's  pre-  in  my  loneliness  without  you,  breaks  me  to 
cepts,  not  to  keep  the  glory  of  their  confession  pieces  with  my  constant  mourning,  nor  r  ; 
with  an  uncorrupt  and  unspotted  conversation,  (lowing  day  and  night,  that  there  is  not  even  an 
And  l-i  it  should  be  too  little  to  have  corrupted  opportunity  for  the  priest,  whom  j              le  with 
the    minds   of   certain   confessors,    and   to   have  so  much   love  and  cagcrn.                                  nor 
wished  to  arm  a  portion  of  our  broken  fraternity  to  be  enfolded  in  your  embra<  1  s.     This  greater 

against  God's  priesthood,  they  have  now  turned  grief  is   added    to    my  worn    spirit,   that    in  the 
their  attention  with  their  envenomed  deceitful-  midst  of  so  much  solicitude  and  necessity  I  am 
ness  to  the  ruin  of  the  lapsed,  to  turn  away  from  not  able  myself  to  hasten  to  \  >u,  sii             the 
the    healing   of   their   wound    the   sick   and    the  threats  and  by  the  snares  of  pel                       .  we 
wounded,  and   those  who,   by  the  misfortune  of  are  anxious  that  on  our  coming  ter  tumult 
their    fall,    are    less    fit    and    less   sturdy   to   take  may  not  arise  there  ;  and  SO,  altho                bishop 
stronger  counsel  ;  and  invite  them,  by  the  false-  ought  to  be  careful   for  p                  tranquillity 
hood  of  a  fallacious  peace,  to  a  fatal  rashness,  in  all  things,  he  himself  should  seem  to  have 
Leaving  off  prayers  ami  supplications,  whereby,  afforded  material  tor  sedition,  and  to  have  em- 
with  long  and  continual  satisfaction,  the  Lord  is  bittered    persecution   anew.      11                vever, 
to  be  appeased.  beloved  brethren,]  not  onlj  ..  Im 

3.  lint  I  pray  you,  brethren,  watch  against  the  sel  you,  nol  rashly  to  trust  to  mis<  hi(  \ 
snares  of  the  devil,  and,  taking  care  tor  your  nor  to  yield  an  easy  consent  to  1 
own  salvation,  be  diligently  on  your  guard  against  ings,  nor  to  tike  dark 
this  death  bearing  fallacy.    This  is  another  per-  <\.w,  hunger  foi  t  •  -1,  thirst  for  di 
sedition  and  another  temptation.     Those  five  medicine,  death  foi  safety,     I 
presbyters  are  none  other  than  the  five  leaders  the  auth 
who  were  lately  associated  with  the  magistrates  ing  to  the  ancient  wickedn 
in  an  edict,  that  they  might  overthrow  our  faith,  as  they  attempted  to  corrupt 
that  thej  mi  ;!n  turn  aw  iv  the  feeble  h  arts  of  I  chasl 
the  brethren  to  their  d<  idly  nets  by  the  prevari 
cation  of  th  !  truth.      Now  the  same  s.  heme,  the 

same  uv  Tturning,  is  again  brought  about  by  the 

their  adulterous  <l«  in: 

1  ■■ , 
ve  presbyters,  linked  with  Felicissimus,  to  the  dc-   „ 

Btruction  ol  salvation,  that  God  should  not  be 
besought,   and    that    he   who    has    denied   Christ 
should  not  appeal  for  mercy  to  the  same  Christ 
whom  he  had  denied  ;    that  after  the  fault  ̂ (  the 

crime,  repentance  also  should  be  taken  awaj  .  *{,,.  ̂  suMuwh. 

"  Romi 

J  I ' 
«  ["  I  hi 

ihil  name 
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h   and   violate   the   truth  of  the 
i 

)  ing,  •"  I ! 
lets,  for  the 

ive  them.     They 
:  the  mouth  of  the  Lord. 

th.it  despise  the  word  <>t'  the 
I  I   have  '     They  are  now 

ive  not  peat  e  themsel 
I  r  to  bring  ba<  k  and  recall  the 

c     irch,  who  themselves  have 

:  the  ( 'hurch.     There  is  one  God, 
ami  there  is  oik-  ( Ihurch,  and 

ded  upon  tin-  ro<  k  by  the  word 
i  Another  altar  <  annot  be  consti- 

new  priesthood  be  m  ept  the 
one  priesthood.     Whosoever 

els    vhere,  scattereth.     Whatsoever  is 
by  human  madness,  so  that  the  divine 

ited,  is  adulterous,  is  impi< 
1  tepart    far  from   the   conta_ 

-   kind,  and  flee  from  their  words, 

i  :iu  er  and  a  plague,  as  the 

and    says,    "They    are    blind 
die   Mind,      lint  if  the  blind  lead  the 

bli:  >th  fall  into  the  ditch."*    They 
>,  whi(  h  yon  pour  forth  with 

\  night,  to  appease  Him  with  a 
on.    They  intercept  your  tears 

:  wash  away  the  guilt  of  the  sin 

:,«'.:  d  ;  they  intercept  the  peace 
1  faithfully  ask  from  the  mercy 

I  ;  and  they  do  not  know  that   it  h 
\n  1  that  prophet,  or  that  dreamer  of 
it  hath  spoken  to  turn  you  away  from 

1  '•  >d.  sh  ill    he   put    to  death."  * 
•d  brethren,  make  you  to  err 
the   Lord  ;  let  no  one  snatch 

.  from  the  ( '.  isp  1  of  Christ ;  let 
the  Church  away  from  the 

lem  perish  alone  for  themselves 
to  perish  ;    let   them   remain 
h  alone  who   have  departed 

i;   let    them    alone    be   without 
rebelled  against  bishops  :  1  I 

s  of  their  con- 
to  your  votes, 

[inent,  have  de- 
the   sentence   of  their   own 
.iv. 

m  I  fig  ( rospel,  saying, 

"  ̂ i  Iment  of  ( iod,  that  ye ■    own  tradition."  5     TjCt  them 
mmandment  of  God  and  en- 

■ 
r".  I'kc  "  ,i"  in  the  Church  of 

:ic  choir  he  calls  "  I'eter's  criair  " 

J  M ... 

r»   the   universal 

tli 
J 

deavour  to  keep  their  own  tradition  be  bravely 

and  firmly  rejected  by  yOU  ;  let  one  downfall  In- 
sulin icnt  for  the  lapsed  ;  let  no  one  by  his  fraud 

hurl  down  those  who  wish  to  n  ••  ;  lei  no  one 

cast  down  more  deeply  and  depress  those  who 
are  down,  on  whose  behalf  we  pray  that  they 

may  be  raised  up  by  <  rod's  hand  and  arm  :  let  no 
one  turn  away  from  all  ho]  ifety  those  who 

are  half  alive  and  entreating  that  they  may  re- 
ceive their  former  health  ;  let  no  one  extinguish 

every  light  of  the  way  of  salvation  to  those  that 
an-  wavering  in  the  darkness  of  their  lapse.  The 

apostl  ■  instructs  us.  saying,  "If  any  man  teach 
otherwise,  and  consent  not  to  the  wholesome 

words  of  our  Lord  Jesus  ( 'hrist  and  I  lis  doctrine, 
he  is  lifted  up  with  foolishness:  from  such  with- 

draw thyself."  6  And  again  he  says,  "  Let  no 
man  deceive  you  with  vain  words  ;  for  because 
of  these  things  cometh  the  wrath  of  God  upon 

the  children  of  disobedience.  Be  not  ye  there- 

fore partakers  with  them."  7  There  is  no  reason 
that  you  should  be  deceived  with  vain  words, 
and  begin  to  be  partakers  of  their  depravity. 
Depart  from  such.  I  entreat  you,  and  acquiesce 

in  our  counsels,  who  daily  pour  out  for  you  con- 
tinual prayers  to  the  Lord,  who  desire  that  you 

should  be  recalled  to  the  Church  by  the  clemency 
of  the  Lord,  who  pray  for  the  fullest  peace  from 

God,  first  for  the  mother,  and  then  for  her  chil- 
dren. Join  also  your  petitions  and  prayers  with 

our  prayers  and  petitions  ;  mingle  your  tears  with 
our  wailings.  Avoid  the  wolves  who  separate 

the  sheep  from  the  shepherd  ;  avoid  the  enven- 
omed tongue  of  the  devil,  who  from  the  begin- 

ning of  the  world,  always  deceitful  and  lying,  lies 
that  lie  may  deceive,  cajoles  that  he  may  injure, 
promises  good  that  he  may  give  evil,  promises 
life  that  he  may  put  to  death.  Now  also  his 
words  are  evident,  and  his  poisons  are  plain. 
He  promises  peace,  in  order  that  peace  may  not 

'  possibly  be  attained  ;  he  promises  salvation,  that 
he  who  has  sinned  may  not  come  to  salvation  :  he 
promises  a  Church,  when  he  so  contrives  that  he 
who  believes  him  may  utterly  perish  apart  from 
the  Church. 

7.  It  is  now  the  occasion,  dearly  beloved 

brethren,  both  for  you  who  stand  fast  to  perse- 
vere bravely,  and  to  maintain  your  glorious 

stability,  which  you  kept  in  persecution  with  a 
continual  firmness  ;  and  if  any  of  you  by  the  cir- 

cumvention of  the  adversary  have  fallen,  that  in 
this  second  temptation  you  should  faithfully  take 
counsel  for  your  hope  and  your  peace;  and  in 
order  that  the  Lord  may  pardon  you,  that  you 
should  not  depart  from  the  priests  of  the  Lord, 
since  it  is  written,  "  And  the  man  that  will  do 
presumptuously,  and  will  not  hearken  unto  the 

6  1  Tim.  vi.  3-5. 7  Eph.  v.  6,  7. 
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priest  or  unto  the  judge  that  shall  be  in  those 

days,  even  that  man  shall  die."  '  Of  this  perse- 
cution this  is  the  latest  and  final  temptation, 

which  itself  also,  by  the  Lord's  protection,  shall 
quickly  pass  away;  so  that  I  shall  he  again  pre- 

sented to  you  after  Laster-day  with  my  col- 
leagues, who,  being  present,  we  shall  be  able  as 

well  to  arrange  as  to  complete  the  matters  which 
require  to  be  done  according  to  your  judgment 
and  to  the  general  advice  of  all  of  us  as  it  has 

been  decided  before.2  But  if  anybody,  refusing 
to  repent  and  to  make  satisfaction  to  God,  shall 

yield  to  the  party  of  Felicissimus  and  his  satel- 
lites, and  shall  join  himself  to  the  heretical  fac- 
tion, let  him  know  that  he  cannot  afterwards 

return  to  the  Church  and  communicate  with  the 

bishops  and  the  people  of  Christ.  I  bid  you, 
dearest  brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell,  and  that 
you  plead  with  me  in  continual  prayer  that  the 
mercy  of  God  may  be  entreated. 

EPISTLE  XL.3 

TO  CORNELIUS,  ON   HIS   REFUSAL  TO   RECEIVE 
NOVATIAN'S  ORDINATION.* 

ARGUMENT. — TIIF.  MESSENGERS  SENT  BY  NO- 
VATIAN  TO  INTIMATE  HIS  ORDINATION  TO  THE 

CHURCH  OF  CARTHAGE  ARE  REJECTED  BY  CYPRIAN. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Cornelius,  his  brother,  greeting. 
There  have  come  to  us,  beloved  brother,  sent 

by  Novation,  Maximus  the  presbyter,  and  Augen- 
dus  the  deacon,  and  a  certain  Machaeus  and 
Longinus.  But,  as  we  discovered,  as  well  from 
the  letters  which  they  brought  with  them,  as  from 
their  discourse  and  declaration,  that  Novatian 

had  ben  made  bishop  ;  disturbed  by  the  wick- 
edness of  an  unlawful  ordination  made  in  oppo- 

sition to  the  Catholic  Church,  we  considered  at 

Once  thai  they  must  be  restrained  from  commun- 
ion with  us  ;  and  having,  in  the  meanwhile, 

refuted  and  repelled  the  things  which  they  per 
tinaciously  and  obstinately  endeavoured  to  assert, 
I  and   several   Of  my  colleagues,  who   had   come 

ther  to  me,  were  awaiting  the   arrival   of  our 
colleagues  Caldonius  and  Fortunatus,  whom  we 
had  lately  sent  to  you  as  ambassador^,  and  tO 

our  fellow-bishops,  who  were  present  at  your 
ordination,!  in  order  that,  when  they  came  and 
reported  the  truth  of  the  matter,  the  wickedness 

of  the  adverse  party  might  be  quelled  throi 
them,  bj  greater  authority  and  manifest  proof. 
But   there   came,   in   addition,    Pompeius   and 
Stephanu3,  our  colleagues,  who  themselves  also, 

1  Deut   xvii    1 

3  I  I'Im  '  I  tone  will>  which  Cyprian  upholdl  hit  OWII  au- thority 1.  ilwnys  balanced  bye^ual  real  ior  ihr  pmbytari  and  the 
lata      On  which  Compan   Hooker,  Polity,  book  viii,  cap,  vi.  8.] 

I  '    '  "  ;      !       Ep,  JlliVi       \  D    I    1 
4  [Corncliui  hai  lucceeded  to  tin-  tGthntm  in  Roma  llrrr 

opens  a  new  chapter  in  the  hiitory  of<  jrpiH  the  Roman  Sea  ] 
'  [CrJit.-.itit'u  to  the  episcopate  wai  tha  inm 

Hon  ii  ih      il  11 01  terra  now  uiual  ha  Western  Chriitandom,    Eluci- 
dation VIII  ) 

by  way  of  instructing  us  thereon,  put  forward 
manifest  proofs  and  testimonies  in  conformity 
with  their  gravity  and  faithfuln  that  it  was 
not  even  necessary  that  those  who  had  come,  as 
sent  by  Novatian,  should  be  heard  any  further. 

And  when  in  our  solemn  assembly6  they  burst 
in  with  invidious  abuse  and  turbulent  clam 

demanding  that  the  a<  <  usations,  which  they  said 
that  they  brought  and  would  prove,  should  be 
publicly  investigated  by  us  and  by  the  people, 
we  said  that  it  was  not  consistent  with  our  grav- 

ity to  suffer  the  honour  of  our  colleague,  who 

had  already  been  chosen  and  ordained  and  ap- 
proved by  the  laudable  sentence  of  many,  to  be 

called  into  question  any  further  by  the  abusive 
voice  of  rivals.     And  b  it  would  be  a  long 
business  to  collect  into  a  letter  the  matters  in 

which  they  have  been  refuted  and  repressed, 

and  in  which  they  have  been  l  ted  as  hav- 
ing caused  heresy  by  their  unlawful  attempts, 

you  shall  hear  everything  most  fully  from  Primi- 
tivus  our  co-presbyter,  when  he  shall  come  to 

you. 

2.  And  lest  their  raging  boldness  should  ever 
cease,  they  are  striving  here  also  to  distract  the 
members  of  Christ  into  schismatical  parties,  and 
to  cut  and  tear  the  one  1  idy  of  the  Catholic 
Church,  so  that,  running  about  from  door  to  door, 
through  the  houses  of  many,  or  from  city  to  city, 

through  certain  districts,  they  seek  for  1  ompan- 

ions  in  their  obstinacy  and  error  to  join  to  them- 
selves in  their  schism.  To  whom  we  have  once 

given  this  reply,  nor  shall  we  (ease  to  <  ommand 
them  to  lay  aside  their  pernicious  dissensions  and 
disputes,  and  to  be  aware  that  it  is  an  impii  ly 
to  forsake  their  Mother  ;  and  to  ackn 

and  understand  that  when  a  bishop8  is  ̂ \v\-  11: 
and  approved  by  the  testimony  and  judgment  y( 
his  colleagues  and  the  people,  another  can  by  no 

means    be    appointed.'      Thus,    il     ' 
their  own   interest    peaceably  and    faithfully 

they  confess  themselves  to  b  -  maintaii 
(  rOSpel  Of  Christ,  they  must  return  to  the  t  !hui 
I  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    XII." 
CO  CORNELIUS,  ABOUT  CYPRIAN'S  APPROVAL 
OF  HIS  ORDINATION,  AND  CON<  1  RNING  1  l.l  I- 
I  [SSIMI 

r.— CYPRIAN  I  F  FOR  I 

HAVINO  WITHOUT    HESITATION    BELIEVED   in    nil" 
ORDINATION  OF   CORN!  NTtl     HI 
THE     LETT]  RS    OP    HIS    COLLI 

6  "  In  M.iti, me,"  "  itatio    ■ 
in  ea  h  wei  ■.    M No*  ti,.  In  ■  iiae  0!  thii  p 

MllC.J 

•  [Nothing  ''i  ■  "univeraal  biah  ip" The  el<   tion  11  that  of  1  biahop  UVr  an  . 
I  ll'IC   11.   It-. 

lated  "i  regaided  I 
'    Oxford  ed.     I  |    d> 
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l\    ves\   
:  \     R]  PI  H"S, 

,N  riON    01 

IAN     PARTY,    IHAI'    111      DID    NOI     in 
GIVJ     HIS    ADH1 

,  EVEN    ro 
.  .    TO    RECJ  i\ "l-     v 

r   KIM. 

i.  Cyprian  lelius  his  brother,  greeting. 
\.  ..  nts,  and  especially 

ile  priests,  dearest  brother, 
m  it  our  <  oil  ( laldonius  and 

.  that  th  it,  not  only  by  the  per- 
.  their  presence  and 

the  trive  and  labour  with  all 

their  p  le  members  ol  the  divided 
bod  Catholic  Church,  and 

••  them  into  the  bond  of  Christian  charity. 
■  since  i  nate  mv\  inflexible  pertinacity 

of  the  adverse  party  has  not  only  rejected  the 
bosom  and  the  embrace  of  its  root  and  Mother, 

but  even,  with  a  discord  spreading  and  reviving 

■  and  worse,  has  appointed  a  bishop 
If,  and.  contrary  to  the  sacrament  once 

delivered  of  the  divine  appointment  and  of  Cath- 
has  made  an  adulterous  and  opposed 

hea  le  the  Church  j  having  received  your 
letters  as  well  as  those  of  our  colleagues,  at  the 

ring  also  o\   our  i  Pompeius  and 
id  men  and  very  dear  to  us,  by 

>m  all  these  things  were   undoubtedly  alleged 

ived  to  us  v.  eral  gladness,1  in  con- 
aity  with  the  requirements  alike  o\  the  sanc- 
tity and  the  truth  of  the  divine  tradition    and 

il  institution,  we  have   directed    our 

letters  to  you.     M  r,  bringing  these  same 
things  under  the  notice  of  our  several  colleagues 
throughout  the  province,  we  have  bidden  also 
that  our  brethren,  with  letters  from  them,  be 
directed 

.  although  our  mind  and 
intention  h  already  plainly  declared  to  the 

thren,  and  to  the  whole  of  the  people  in  this 
when,  having  ved   letters  lately  from 

-.  we  n  letters,  and  intimated 
r  ordin  .in  the   ear-  of 

ry  one.     V  ring  the   com- 
mon honour,  and  havi  ct  for  the  sacerdo- 

tal   gravity  ai,  we    repudiated    those 
things   which   from   the    other   I 'arty   had    been 

r    witii    bitter    virulence    into    a 

ument  transm  ;  alike  considering 
and  weighing,  that  in  it  and  so  religious 

an  assembi.  thren,  in  which  (iod's  priests 
were  sitting  nd  Hia  altar  was  set,  they 
ought  neitl  ad  nor  to  be  heard.     For 
those  t.  )uld  not  easily  be  put  forward,  nor 

'  TV  follows   some   authorities   in   reading   this 
"  rather  than  "  gladiic- 

le  sly  and  rudely  published,  which  may  move 
a  bi  and  il  by  means  of  a  quarrelsome  pen  in  the 
minds  of  the  hearers,  and  I  onfuse  brethren,  who 

are  placed  far  apart  and  dwelling  across  the 
with  uncertain  opinions.  Let  those  beware,  who, 

obeying  either  their  own  rage  or  lu^t,  and  unmind- 
ful of  the  divine  law  Ami  holiness,  rejoice  to  throw 

abroad  in  the  meantime  things  which  they  can- 
not prow  ;  and  although  they  may  not  be  suc- 

cessful in  destroying  and  ruining  innocence,  are 
satisfied  with  scattering  stains  upon  it  with  lying 

irts  and  false  rumours.  Assuredly,  we  should 
exert  ourselves,  as  it  is  fitting  for  prelates  and 

priests  to  do,  that  such  things,  when  tiny  are 
written  by  any,  should  be  repudiated  as  far  as 
we  are  concerned.  For  otherwise,  what  will 
become  of  that  which  we  learn  and  which  we 

declare  to  be  laid  down  in  Scripture  :  "  Keep 
thy  tongue  from  evil,  and  thy  lips  from  speak- 

ing guile?"2  And  elsewhere:  "Thy  mouth 
abounded  in  malice,  and  thy  tongue  embraced 
deceit.  Thou  satest  and  spakest  against  thy 

brother,  and  slanderedst  thine  own  mother's 
son."3  Also  what  the  apostle  says:  "Let  no 
corrupt  communication  proceed  from  thy  mouth, 
but  that  which  is  good  to  the  edifying  of  faith, 

that  it  may  minister  grace  unto  the  hearers."4 
Further,  we  show  what  the  right  course  of  con- 

duct to  pursue  is,5  if,  when  such  things  are  writ- 
ten by  the  calumnious  temerity  of  some,  we  do 

not  allow  them  to  be  read  among  us  ;  and  there- 
fore,  dearest  brother,  when  such  letters  came  to 

me  against  you,  even  though  they  were  the  let- 

ters of  your  co-presbyter  sitting  with  you/'  as 
they  breathed  a  tone  of  religious  simplicity,  and 

did  not  echo  with  any  barkings  of  curses  and  re- 
vilings,  I  ordered  them  to  be  read  to  the  clergy 
and  the  people. 

3.  But  in  desiring  letters  from  our  colleagues,7 
who  were  present  at  your  ordination  at  that  place, 
we  did  not  forget  the  ancient  usage,  nor  did  we 
seek  for  any  novelty.  For  it  was  sufficient  for 

you  to  announce  yourself  by  letters  s  to  have  been 
made  bishop,  unless  there  had  been  a  dissenting 

faction  on  the  other  side,  who  by  their  slander- 
ous and  calumnious  fabrications  disturbed  the 

minds  and  perplexed  the  hearts  of  our  colleagues, 
as  well  as  of  several  of  the  brethren.  To  set  this 

matter  at  rest,  we  judged  it  necessary  to  obtain 
thence  the  strong  and  decided  authority  of  our 
colleagues  who  wrote  to  us ;  and  they,  declaring 

2  Ps.  xxxiv.  13. 
3  Ps.  1    19,  20. 

4  Kph.  iv.  29. 

5  Lit. :  "  that  these  things  ought  to  be  done." 
6  The  co-presbyter  here  spoken  of  is  Novation.  The  Oxford  text 

reads,  "  When  such  writings  came  to  me  concerning  yon  nnd  your 
co-presbytcrs  sitiim;  with  you,  as  had  the  true  ring  of  religious  sim- 

plicity in  them."  There  is  a  variety  of  readings.  [But  think  of  a 
modern  "  Pope  "  thus  addressed  about  a  "  co-presbvter."] 

7  [Cyprian,  however,  respectfully  demands  the  canonical  evi- 
dences from  his  brother  Cornelius] 

8  [Every  bishop  thus  announced  his  ordination.] 
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the  testimony  of  their  letters  to  be  fully  deserved 
by  your  character,  and  life,  and  teaching,  have 
deprived  even  your  rivals,  and  those  who  delight 
either  in  novelty  or  evil,  of  every  scruple  of  doubt 
or  of  different  e  ;  and,  according  to  our  advice 
weighed  in  wholesome  reason,  the  minds  of  the 
brethren  tossing  about  in  this  sea  have  sincerely 
and  decidedly  approved  your  priesthood.  For 
this,  my  brother,  we  especially  both  labour  after, 
and  ought  to  labour  after,  to  be  careful  to  main- 

tain as  much  as  we  can  the  unity  delivered  by 
the  Lord,  and  through  His  apostles  to  us  their 
successors,  and,  as  far  as  in  us  lies,  to  gather  into 
the  Church  the  dispersed  and  wandering  sheep 
which  the  wilful  faction  and  heretical  temptation 
of  some  is  separating  from  their  Mother;  those 
only  being  left  outside,  who  by  their  obstinacy 
and  madness  have  persisted,  and  have  been  un- 

willing to  return  to  us  ;  who  themselves  will  have 
to  give  an  account  to  the  Lord  of  the  dissension 
and  separation  made  by  them,  and  of  the  Church 
that  they  have  forsaken. 

4.  l!ut.  so  far  as  pertains  to  the  cause  of  cer- 
tain presbyters  here,  and  of  Felicissimus,  that  you 

may  know  what  has  been  done  here,  our  col- 
leagues have  sent  you  letters  subscribed  by  their 

own  hand,  that  you  may  learn,  when  you  have- 
heard  the  parties,  from  their  letters  what  they 
have  thought  and  what  tluy  have  pronounced. 
Bui  you  will  do  better,1  brother,  if  von  will  also 
bid  copies  of  the  letters  which  I  had  sent  lately 
by  our  colleagues  Caldonius  and  Fortunatus  to 

you,  to  1)  ■  read  for  the  common  satisfaction. 
which  1  had  written  concerning  the  same  Felicis- 

simus and  his  presbytery  to  the  clergy  there,  and 
also  to  the  people,  to  be  read  to  the  brethren 
there  ;  declaring  your  ordination,  and  the  course 
of  the  whole  transaction,  that  so  as  well  there  as 
here  the  brotherhood  may  be  informed  of  all 
things  by  us.     Moreover,  I  have  here  transmitted 
also  copies  of  the  same  by  Mettius  the   SUD-dea 
con,  sent  by  me,  and  by  Xieephorus  the  acolyte. 
I  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XIJI. 

TO  Till'.  SAME,  ON  Ills  HAVING  SENT  I  ETTERS 
'to  THE  (  ONB  ESSORS  WHOM  VA  \  I  I  \  N  HAD 
SEDUCED. 

ARGUMENT. — THE    ARGUMENT  <>c    this    LETTER 
SUFFH  11  \  11  \    \iti  \i:  |   1  ROM    1111:    mi  r.      11    1  ■ 

M  INIFEST     1 11  \r     rHIS    1  I  1  11  R     wo     1  m      1  <  >i 

LOWING   wi  ki     SI  NT    B\    I  INI     mi  -i  Ma  R. 

Cyprian  to  Comelius  his  brother,  greeting.      I 

hue   thought    it    both   obligator)   on  me.  .\m\ 
necessary    for    you,   dearest    brother,   to   write    a 

'  [Had  such  instruct!  Prom  the  Roman  See  to  Cyi 
ri  in,  w  h  1  i'  1.  in-    would  li  ive  been  manuuu  unci  mu  ..1  them  by 
tin-  medieval  wi  item  j 

I   '  I    ;.     \K  ii,        A    1',    ijl. 

short  letter  to  the  confessors  who  are  there  with 

you,  and,  seduced  by  the  obstinacy  and  de- 
pravity of  Novatian  and  Novatus,3  have  departed 

from  the  Church  ;  in  which  letter  I  might  induce 
them,  for  the  sake  of  our  mutual  affection,  to 
return  to  their  Mother,  that  is.  to  the  Catholic 
Church.  This  letter  I  have  first  of  all  entrusted 

to  you  by  Mettius  the  sub-deacon  for  your  perusal, 
lest  any  one  should  pretend  that  I  had  written 
otherwise  than  according  to  the  contents  of  my 
letter.  I  have,  moreover,  charged  the  same 
Mettius  sent  by  me  to  you,  that  he  should  be 
guided  by  your  decision;  and  if  you  should 
think  that  this  letter  should  be  given  to  the 
confessors,  then  that  he  should  deliver  it.  I  bid 
you,  dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XL11L' 
TO     THE     ROMAN     CONFESSORS,     THAT     THEY 

SHOULD    RETURN    TO    UNITY. 

ARGUMENT.  —  HE  EXHORTS  THE  ROMAN  CON- 
FESSORS WHO  HAD  BEEN  SKI  >l  VI  I .  BY  THE  FA(  !  [( >N 

OF  NOVATIAN  AND  NOVATUS, TO  RETURN  TO  I'MIV. 

Cyprian  to  Maximus  and  Nicostratus,  and  the 
other  confessors,  greeting.  As  you  have  fre- 

quently gathered  from  my  letters,  beloved,  what 
honour  I  have  ever  observed  in  my  mode  of 
speaking  for  your  confession,  and  what  love  for 
the  associated  brotherhood;  believe,  I  entreat 
you,  and  acquiesce  in  these  my  letters,  wherein 
1  both  write  and  with  simplicity  and  fid. 
consult  for  you,  and  for  your  doings,  and  for 

your  praise.  For  it  weighs  me  down  and  mad- 
dens me,  and  the  intolerable  grief  of  a  smil 

almost  prostrate,  spirit  sei/es  me,  when  I  find 
that  you  th  itrary  to  ecclesiastical  order, 
contrary  to  evangelical  law.  <  ontrar}  to  the  1 
of  the  Catholic  institution,  had  consented  that 
another  bishop  should  be  made/    That  is  what 
is  neither  right  nor  allowable  to  be  done  j  that 

another  church  should  be  set  up;  that  Christ's 
members  should  be  torn   asunder;   that   the   one 

mind  and  body  of  the  I    rd's  flock  should  be 
I  i'  erated  by  a  divided  emulation.      I  entreat  that 
in  you,  at  all  events,  that  unlawful  rending  oi 
brotherhood  may  not  continue  ;  but  remembe' 
both  your  confession  and  the  divine  tradition. 

may  return  to  the  Moilna-  whem  e  you  have  gone 
forth  ;  \\  hence  you<  aim  to  th.  .;!  iryof  c<  ■ 
with  the  rejoicing  of  the  same   Mother.     \n<.\ 
think  not  that  you  are  thus  maint  lining  the  <  i 
pel  of  Christ  when  you  separate  yourselvi 
the  flock  oi  Christ,  ami   from   His  peace  and 

1  [01,  itic  frequent  confusion  <>'  the  e 

1  Oxford  1        1      itlvi,     vi' 
1   ["  Another  bishop  ihould  I*-  m  id mill  iv  of  ilic  » !i 

.iiiv    idea  nilnn!    il-nr    iiiin.U   l'    II    I 
'  hris tciulom,  the  Vi  erof  Christ,  1  I  oity,  the Infallible,  eu  ) 
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is  more  fittii  ous 
down  within  their  own • 

ill  with 
1  <   mi  ord 

■  i  be  dh  idi  d,  and  be<  ause -  outside 

k-  to  you,  we  beg  and  entreat  you 
tions  we  can,  rather  to  return 

r  Mother,  and  to  our  brother- 
,  dearest  brethren,  ever  heartily 

■ 

1  PISTLE   XI. IV.' 
MM.    POLYCARP    l  HE 

A  DM    Ml    I  IN  I  . 

i  r.  —  HI    I  N    i  51  S  HTMSE1  F  I\  THIS  I 
.  WHA1    HAD  0<  I  URRED,  IN    ill  VT,  DURING 

THE    MMi     IHW    HI    WAS   AT   ADRUMETUM,    LET- 
-  HAD  NT    nil  MCE    BY    I  HI.   (  U  RGY 

,     .  \.«i    ro  (  ornei  lus,  but  ro  mi; 
.     .  frWITHSTANDING    THAT    PRE- 

\KI'      HIMSELF      HAD      WRT1  I  in 
RATHER   TO   CORNELIUS.      II   APPEARS  rOLERABLi 

\    i  ko\|    m>     CONTEXT    [TSE]  r     III  \  l'    THIS 
v  IS   WRT1  I  R   THE   PR1  (  I  DING   ONI  S. 

i.  Cyprian  to  (  is  his  brother,  greeting. 

I  h  ■  letters,  dearest  brother,  which 
nt  by  Priraitivus  our  co-presbyter,  in  which 
ived  that  you  were  annoyed  that,  whereas 

.  the  Adrumetine  colony  in  the  name 

p  were  directed  to  you,  yet  after  Lib- 
nd  I  came  to  that  place,  letters  began  to 

be  directed  thence  to  the  presbyters  and  to  the 

•ct  of  which  I  wish  you  to  know, 
and  certainly  to  believe,  that  it  was  done  from 

r  contempt.      But  when  several  of  our 
who    h  mbled  into  one  place 

lined  that,  while  our  co-bishops  Cal- 
l  Fi   were  sent  as  ambassadors 

.  all  things  should  be  in  the  meantime  sus- 
they  were,  until  the  same  colleagues 

g  reduced  matters  there  to  peace, 
overed   their  truth,  should   return 

the  pn  ind  deacons  abiding  in  the 
rumetine  colony;  in  the  absence  of  our  co- 

rp,  wen  t  of  what  had  been 
union  by  us.     But  when  we  came 

•  >od, 

selves  
al;  

n  to  observe  
what  the 

that  the  tent  of  the  churches 

g  there  was  in  no  respect  broken. 

-  le  persons,  however,  sometimes  disturb 

l's  minds  and  by  their  words,  in  that 
they  relate   things   otherwise   than  is   the    truth. 

t  we,  who  furnish  even'  person  who  sails  hence 
with  a  plan  that  the\  ,il  without  any  of- 

fer, m  that  ive   exhorted   them   to 
A.D.  351. 

acknowledge  and  hold  th<  nd  matrix  of 

the  <  Catholic  ( !hur<  h.-*  But  since  our  province  is 
wide-spread,  and  has  Numidia  and  Mauritania 
attached  to  it;  lest  a  schism  made  in  the  city 
should  ((infuse  the  minds  of  the  absent  with   un- 

1 1  1  tain  opinions,  ue  decided  —  having  obtained 
b)   means  of  the  bishops  the  truth  of  the  matter, 
and  having  .  reater  authority  for  the  proof 

^>(  your  ordination,  and  so  at  length  every  s(  ru- 
ple  being  got  rid  of  from  the  breast  of  every 
one  —  that  letters  should  be  sent  you  by  all  who 
were  placed  anywhere  in  the  province  ;  as  in 
fact  is  done,  that  so  the  whole  of  our  colleagues 

might  decidedly  approve  of  and  maintain  both 
you  and  your  communion,  that  is  as  well  to  the 
unity  of  the  Catholic  Church  as  to  its  charity. 

I  hat  all  which  has  by  Cod's  direction  come  to 
pass,  and  that  our  design  has  under  Providence 
been  forwarded,  we  rejoice. 

4.  For  thus  as  well  the  truth  as  the  dignity  of 

your  episcopate  has  been  established  in  the  most 

open  light,  and  with  the  most  manifest  and  sub- 
stantial approval  ;  so  that  from  the  replies  of  our 

colleagues,  who  have  thence  written  to  us,  and 
from  the  account  and  from  the  testimonies  of 

our  co-bishops  Pompeius,  and  Stephanus.  and 
Caldonius,  and  Fortunatus,  both  the  needful 
cause  and  the  right  order,  and  moreover  the 
glorious  innocence,  of  your  ordination  might  be 

known  by  all.  That  we,  with  the  rest  of  our  col- 
leagues, may  steadily  and  firmly  administer  this 

:  office,  and  keep  it  in  the  concordant  unanimity  of 
the  Catholic  Church,  the  divine  condescension 

will  accomplish  ;  so  that  the  Lord  who  conde- 
scends to  elect  and  appoint  for  Himself  priests 

in  His  Church,  may  protect  them  also  when 

elected  and  appointed  by  His  good-will  and 
help,  inspiring  them  to  govern,  and  supplying 
both  vigour  for  restraining  the  contumacy  of  the 

wicked,  and  gentleness  for  cherishing  the  peni- 
tence of  the  lapsed.  I  bid  you,  dearest  brother, 

ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XLV.* 
CORNELIUS   TO  CYPRIAN,  ON  THE  RETURN   OF 

THE  CONFESSORS   TO   UNITY. 

ARGrA/F.Xr.  —  CORNELIUS  INFORMS  CYPRIAN  OF 
THE  SOLEMN  RETURN  OF  THE  CONFESSORS  TO 

THE   CHURCH,    AND   DESCRIBES    11. 

1.  Cornelius  to  Cyprian  his  brother,  greeting. 
In  proportion  to  the  solicitude  and  anxiety  that 
we  sustained  in  respect  of  those  confessors  who 
had  been  circumvented  and  almost  deceived 

and  alienated  from  the  Church  by  the  craft  and 

malice  of  that  wily  and  subtle  man.4  was  the  joy 
1 

3  ("This  refers  to  the  episcopate.     They  had  taken  letters  only  to 
"  presbyters  and  deacons."     Or  to  Christ  the  root,  and  the  Church  the womb  or  matrix.     See  infra,  letter  xlviii.  p.  325. 

.forded.:    Ep.  xlix      a.d.  251. 
I         *  Novatian. 
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with  which  we  were  affected,  and  the  thanks 
which  we  gave  to  Almighty  God  and  to  our  Lord 
Christ,  when  they,  acknowledging  their  error, 

and  perceiving  the  poisoned  cunning  of  the  ma- 
lignant man,  as  if  of  a  serpent,  came  back,  as 

they  with  one  heart  profess,  with  singleness  of 
will  to  the  Church  from  which  they  had  gone 

forth.  And  first,  indeed,  our  brethren  of  ap- 
proved faith,  loving  peace  and  desiring  unity, 

announced  that  the  swelling  pride  of  these  men 

was  already  soothed  ;  '  yet  there  was  no  fitting 
assurance  to  induce  us  easily  to  believe  that  they 

were  thoroughly  changed.  But  afterwards,  Ur- 
banus  and  Sidonius  the  confessors  came  to  our 

presbyters,  affirming  that  Maximus  the  confessor 
and  presbyter,  equally  with  themselves,  desired 
to  return  into  the  Church  ;  but  since  many  things 
had  preceded  this  which  they  had  contrived,  of  i 
which  you  also  have  been  made  aware  from  our 

co-bishops  and  from  my  letters,  so  that  faith 
could  not  hastily  be  reposed  in  them,  we  deter- 

mined to  hear  from  their  own  mouth  and  con- 
fession those  things  which  they  had  sent  by  the 

messengers.  And  when  they  came,  and  were 
required  by  the  presbyters  to  give  an  account  of 
what  they  had  done,  and  were  charged  with  bas- 

ing very  lately  repeatedly  sent  letters  full  of 
calumnies  and  reproaches,  in  their  name,  through 
all  the  churches,  and  had  disturbed  nearly  all 
the  churches  ;  they  affirmed  that  they  had  been 
deceived,  and  that  they  had  not  known  what  was 
in  those  letters  ;  that  only  through  being  misled 
they  had  also  committed  schismatic  al  acts,  and 
been  the  authors  of  heresy,  so  that  they  suffered 
hands  to  be  imposed  on  him  as  if  upon  a 

bishop.2  And  when  these  and  other  matters 
had  been  charged  upon  them,  they  entreated 
that  they  might  be  done  away  and  altogether 
discharged  from  memory. 

2.  The  whole  of  this  transaction  therefore 

being  brought  before  me,  I  decided  that  the 

presbytery3  should  be  brought  together;  (for 
there  were  present  five  bishops,  who  were  also 

presenl  to  day  ;)  so  that  by  well-grounded  coun- 
sel ii  might  be  determined  with  the  consent  pf 

all  what  ought  to  be  observed  in  respet  1  oi  their 

persons.     \nd  thai  you  may  know-  the  feeling 
Ol  all,  and  the  advice  of  each  one-,  I  decided 

also  to  bring  to  your  knowledge  our  various 
Opinions,  which  you  will  read  subjoined.  When 

things  were  done,  Maximus,  I'rbanus,  Sido 
nius,  and  several  brethren  who  had  joined  them- 

selves to  them,  c  inn-  to  the  presbytery,  desiring 
with  earnest  prayers  that  what  had  been  done 
before  might  fall  into  oblivion,  and  no  mention 

mi  lit  be  made  of  it  ;  and  promising  that  hem  e 

'  BbIui     "  Announced  the  swelling  pride  of  torn*,  the 
ithei  ■- 

1 i  •-.,  1  .i  episcopal  ordination  and  t  onset  ration.] 
J  [See  tip.  x\  11.  i'.  .'.,<•,  .w.//-,i  I 

forth,  as  though  nothing  had  been  either  done 
or  said,  all  things  on  both  sides  being  forgiven, 
they  would  now  exhibit  to  Cod  a  heart  clean 
and  pure,  following  the  evangelical  word  which 

says,  "  blessed  are  the  pure  in  heart,  for  they 
shall  see  Cod."  '  What  remained  was,  that 
people  should  be  informed  of  all  this  proceeding, 
that  they  might  see  those  very  men  established 
in  the  Church  whom  they  had  long  seen  and 
mourned  as  wanderers  and  scattered.  Their 

will  being  known,  a  great  concourse  of  the  broth- 
erhood was  assembled.  There  was  one  voice 

from  all,  giving  thanks  to  Cod  ;  all  were  express- 
ing the  joy  of  their  heart  by  tears,  embracing 

them  as  if  they  had  this  day  been  set  free  from 
the  penalty  of  the  dungeon.  And  to  quote  their 

very  own  words,  —  "  We,"  they  say,  "  know  that 
Cornelius  is  bishop  of  the  most  holy  Catholic 
Church  elected  by  Almighty  God,  and  by  Christ 

our  Lord.  We  confess  our  error  ;  we  have  suf- 
fered imposture  ;  we  were  deceived  by  capl 

perfidy  and  loquacity.  For  although  we  seemed, 
as  it  were,  to  have  held  a  kind  of  communion 
with  a  man  who  was  a  schismatic  and  a  heretic, 

yet  our  mind  was  always  sincere  in  the  Church. 
For  we  are  not  ignorant  that  there  is  one  God  ; 
that  there  is  one  Christ  the  Lord  whom  we  have 

confessed,  and  one  Holy  Spirit;  and  that  in  the 

( latholic  Church  there  ought  to  be  one  bishop."  5 
Were  we  not  rightly  induced  by  that  confession 

of  theirs,6  to  allow  that  what  they  had  confessed 
before  the  power  of  the  world  they  might  approve 
when  established  in  the  Church?  Wherefore  we 

bade  Maximus  the  presbyter  to  take  his  own 

place  ;  the  rest  we  received  with  great  approba- 
tion of  the  people,  but  we  remitted  all  tl, 

to  Almighty  Cod,  in  whose  power  all  things  are 
reserved. 

3.  These  things  therefore,  brother,  written  to 
you  in  the  same  hour,  at  the  same  moment,  we 
have  transmitted  ;  and  1  have  sent  awa)  at  once 

Nicephorus  the  acolyte,  hastening  to  descend  to 
embarkation,  that  so.  no  delay  being  made,  you 

might,  as  if  you  had  been  present  among  that 
clerg)  and  in  that  assembl)  of  people,  give  th 

to  Umighty  God  and  to  Christ  our  Lord, 
we  believe  —  nay,  we  confide  in  it  for  c<  nam  — 
that  the  others  also  who  have  been  ranged  ill 

this  error  w  ill  shortly  return  into  the  ( 'hiu<  h  when 
they  see  their  leaders  acting  with  us.  1  think, 
brother,  that  you  ought  to  send  these  l<  tl 
to   the   other   churches,    that    all    max    know    that 

the  craft  and  prevarication  of  this  s<  hismai 
heretic  are  from  daj  to  da)   be 

nothing.      farewell,  dearest  brotl 

'  Mall   v.  8. 

1  I 

the  n  I    translation   of  thi  i 

theon    .ill.-... 

"  1 

by  
1I1. 11 
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-I  !  I      Xl.VI.' 

».  \  PR]  w  -    \w\  BR    rO  <  0RNE1  IUS,  (  ONGR  \  l 
l  i  \  i  in..  HIM  ON    l  m    Ki  1  URN  OF    l  HE  <  ON 

>M    S<  HISM. 

'.  /'.  —  in         •     R  Mil  W'l  3    HIM    ON    I  ill 
INI  I  SSORS    TO    Mil     <  Ml  K    II. 

HIM     HOW    MUCH     IIIM     Kl  ll  KN 

.  >    mi    i  \  I  ll.  >i  [(    (  HU»  ll. 

i.  i  Cornelius  his  brother,  greeting. 
is  tli.u  I  both  have  rendered  and  do  rni- 

atest  thanks  without  ceasing,  dearest 
id  the  Father  Almighty,  and  to 

His  Christ  the  Lord  and  our  God  and  Saviour, 
Kirch  is  thus  divinely  protected,  and 

its     •  tj    and   holiness   i>   not    constantly   nor 
ler  corrupted  by  the  obstina<  y  of  perfidy 

heretical  wickedness.     For  we  have  read 

r  letter,  and  have   exultingly  received    the 
test  joy  from  the  fulfilment  oj  our  common 

to  wit,  that  Maximus  the  presbyter,  and 

ie  confessors,  with  Sidonius  and  Ma- 
entered  into  the  Catholic  Church. 

'  is,  that  they  hive  laid  aside   their  error,  and 
.]>  their  schiMiiatic.il,  nay,  their  heretical 

ma  id  have  sought  again  in   the  sound- 
faith  the  home  of  unity  and   truth  ;    that 
they  had  gone  forth  to  ,L;lory.  thither  they 

-  \  return  ;    and  tint  they  who   had 
should    not   afterwards    desert 

the  of  Christ,  and  that   they  might  not' 

the  faith  of  tlvir  charity  and  unity.-'  who 
•  Seen  overcome  in  Strength  and  courage. 

t  unspotted  integrity  of  their 
hold  the  uncorrupted  and  substantial 

rs,  that  they  have  de- 
from  the  md  fugitives,  that  they 

:'t  the  b  of  the  faith,  and  the  im- 
Ltholic  Church.     With  reason 

did  both  tl'  .1  the  brotherhood  receive 
rhen  they  returned,  write,  with  the 

e   m   the  glory  of  confessors 
1  maintained  their  glory,  and  returned  to 

ies  not  reckon  himself 

,-  and  a  sharer. 

mate  the  j  >y  of  tint  day  3  from 
•  if.  m  this  place,  the  whole 

brethren  i  I   .it  your  letter 
rning  their  <  onfession,  and 
of  <  ommon  rejoicing  with 
■hat   must   have   been   the 

hen  the  matter  itself,  and  the  general 
aider  the    eves   of  all? 

I  in  His  <  rospel  says  tint  there 
the   higl  n   over  one  sinner 

>e  read,  "  might  not  be  tried  by  the  faith  of  their  charity  and 

'  Some  old  edition*  read,  "  of  that  thing." 

that  repenteth,"  '  how  mu<  h  greater  is  the  joy  in 
earth,  no  Icns  than  in  heaven,  over  (  01 
who  return  with  their  ,^l.>ry  and  with  praise  to 
the  Church  ol  Cud.  and  make  a  way  ol  return- 

ing for  others  by  the  faith  and  approval  ol  th<  Ii 
example?  For  this  error  had  led  away  certain 
of  our  brethren,  so  that  they  thought  they  w 
following  the  communion  of  confessors.  When 
this  error  was  removed,  light  was  infused  into 
the  breasts  of  all,  and  the  Catholic  Church  has 
been  shown  to  be  one,  and  to  be  able  neither 
to  be  cut  nor  divided.  Nor  can  any  one  now 
be  easily  deceived  by  the  talkative  words  of  a 
raging  schismatic,  since  it  has  been  proved  that 
good  and  glorious  soldiers  of  Christ  could  not 
long  be  detained  without  the  Church  by  the  de- 

ceit fulness  and  perfidy  of  others.  I  bid  you, 
dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XLVII.s 

CORNELIUS    TO    CYPRIAN,    CONCERNING      THE 
TACTION    OF    NOVATIAN    WITH    HIS    PARTY. 

ARGUMENT. — CORNELIUS   GIVES    CYPRIAN  AN  AC- 

COUNT   OF    THE    FACTION    OF   NOVATIAN.6 

Cornelius  to  Cyprian  his  brother,  greeting. 
That  nothing  might  be  wanting  to  the  future 
punishment  of  this  wretched  man,  when  cast 
down  by  the  powers  of  Cod,  (on  the  expulsion  by 
you  of  Maximus,  and  Longinus,  and  Machaius ;) 
he  has  risen  again  ;  and,  as  I  intimated  in  my 
former  letter  which  I  sent  to  you  by  Augendus 
the  confessor,  I  think  that  Nicostratus,  and  Xo- 
vatus,  and  Evaristus,  and  Primus,  and  Diony- 
sius,  have  already  come  thither.  Therefore  let 
care  be  taken  that  it  be  made  known  to  all 

our  co-bishops  and  brethren,  that  Nicostratus  is 
accused  of  many  crimes,  and  that  not  only  has 

he  committed  frauds  and  plunders  on  his  secu- 
lar patroness,  whose  affairs  he  managed  ;  but, 

moreover  (which  is  reserved  to  him  for  a  per- 
petual punishment),  he  has  abstracted  no  small 

deposits  of  the  Church;  that  Evaristus  has  been 
the  author  of  a  schism  ;  and  that  Zctus  has  been 

appointed  bishop  in  his  room,  and  his  successor 
to  the  people  over  whom  he  had  previously  pre- 

sided. Put  he  contrived  greater  and  worse  things 
by  his  malice  and  insatiable  wickedness  than 
those  which  he  was  then  always  practising  among 
his  own  people  ;  so  that  you  may  know  w 
kind  of  leaders  and  protectors  that  schismatic 
and  heretic  constantly  had  joined  to  his  side. 

I  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  fare- well. 

1  I  nke  xv.  7. 

ird  ed.:  Ep.  1.    ad.  ajt. 
6  [Oxford  trans.,  p.  in.     Elucidation  VIII.  and  p.  319,  suj>ra\ 
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EPISTLE   XLVIII.' 
CYPRIAN'S  ANSWER  TO  CORNELIUS,   CONCERN- 

ING  THE  CRIMES   OF   NOVATUS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  HE  PRAISES  CORNEUUS,  THAT  HE 
HAD  GIVEN  HIM  TIMELY  WARNING,  SEEING  THAT 
THE  DAY  AFTER  THE  GUILTY  FACTION  HAD 

COMIC  TO  HIM  HE  HAD  RECEIVED  CORNELTUS' 
LETTER.  THEN  HK  DESCRIBES  AT  LENGTH 

NOVATUS'  CRIMES,  AND  THE  SCHISM  THAT  HAD 
BEFORE    BEEN    STIRRED    UP   BY    HIM    IX   AFRICA. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Cornelius  his  brother,  greeting. 
You  have  acted,  dearest  brother,  both  with  dili- 

gence and  love,  in  sending  us  in  haste  Nicephorus 

the  acolyte,  who  both  told  us  the  glorious  glad- 
ness concerning  the  return  of  the  confessors,  and 

most  fully  instructed  us  against  the  new  and 
mischievous  devices  of  Novatian  and  Novatus 

for  attacking  the  Church  of  Christ.  For  whereas 
on  the  day  before,  that  mischievous  faction  of 
heretical  wickedness  had  arrived  here,  itself  al- 

ready lost  and  ready  to  ruin  others  who  should 
join  it,  on  the  day  after,  Nicephorus  arrived  with 
your  letter.  From  which  we  both  learnt  our- 

selves, and  have  begun  to  teach  and  to  instruct 
others,  that  Evaristus  from  being  a  bishop  has 
now  not  remained  even  a  layman  ;  but,  banished 
from  the  see  and  from  the  people,  and  an  exile 
from  the  Church  of  Christ,  he  rows  about  far 
and  wide  through  other  provinces,  and,  himself 

having  made  shipwreck  of  truth  and  faith,  is  pre- 
paring for  some  who  are  like  him,  as  fearful 

shipwrecks.  Moreover,  that  Nicostratus,  having 
lost  the  diaconate  of  sacred  administrations,  be- 

cause he  had  abstracted  the  Church's  money  by 
i  sacrilegious  fraud,  and  disowned  the  deposits 
of  the  widows  and  orphans,  did  not  wish  so  much 
to  come  into  Africa  as  to  im  ape  thither  from  the 
city,  from  the  consciousness  of  his  rapines  and 
his  frightful  crimes.  And  now  a  deserter  and  a 

fugitive  from  the  Church,  as  if  to  have  changed 
the  clime  were  to  change  the  man,  he  goes  on 
to  boast  and  announce  himself  a  confessor,  al- 

though he  (  an  no  longer  either  be  or  Ik'  called  a 
confessor  of  Christ  who  has  denied  Christ's 

Church,  for  when  the  Aposde  Paul  says,  "  For 
this  cause  shall  a  man  leave  his  lather  and 

mother,  and  shall  <  lease  unto  his  wife  ;   and  they 
two  shall  in-  one  tlesli.     This  is  a  great  myster)  . 
hut  1  speak  concerning  ( Ihrist  and  the  ( !hur<  h 

—  when,  I   »ay,  the  blessed  apostle  says  this,  and 
with    his    sailed    \  oiee    testifies    to    the    unity    Ol 
Christ  with  the  ( !hur<  h,  cleaving  to  one  another 
with  indivisible  links,  how  can  he  be  with  Christ 

who  is  not  with  the  spouse  of  Christ,  and  in   His 
Church?3     Or  how  does  he  assume  to  himself 
Ihe  charge  ol   ruling  or  governing  the  Church, 

'  0  '  m.i  .  a     Ep  in.     \. 1  . 
11   . 

r  xm    1 1.  ,.-..  .    ■..  I 

who  has  spoiled  and   wronged  the   Church  of 

Christ:-1 

2.   For  about  Novatus  there  need  have  been 

nothing  told  by  you  to  us,  since  Novatus  01 
rather  to  have  been  shown  by  us  to  you.  as  alw  a\  s 
greedy  of  novelty,  raging  with  the  rapacity  of 
an  insatiable  avarice,  inflated  with  the  arrogance 
and  stupidity  of  swelling  pride  ;  always  known 
with   bad    repute    to   the   bishops  there  ;   always 

condemned  by  the  voice  of  all  the  priest-,  as  a 
heretic  and  a  perfidious  man  ;  always  inquisitive, 
that  he  may  betray  :  he  flatters  for  the  purp 
of  deceiving,  never  faithful  that  he  may  love  ;  a 
torch  and  fire  to  blow  up  the  flames  of  sedition  ; 
a  whirlwind  and  tempest  to  make  shipwrecks 

the  faith  ;  the  foe  of  quiet,  the  adversary  of  tran- 
quillity,   the   enemy  of  peace.      Finally,    when 

Novatus  withdrew  thence  from  among  you,  that 

is,  when  the  storm* and  the  whirlwind  departed, 
calm  arose   there   in  part,  and   the  glorious  and 

good  confessors  who  by  his  instigation  had  tie- 
parted  from  the  Church,  after  he  retired    from 
the  city,  returned  to  the  Church.     This  is  the 
same    Novatus  who    first    sowed    among  us  the 
flames  of  discord    and   schism  ;    who   separated 
some    of   the   brethren    here    from    the    bishop ; 

who,  in  the  persecution  itself,  was  to  our  peo- 
ple, as  it  were,  another  p(  rsecution,  to  overthrow 

the  minds  of  the  brethren.      He  it  is  who,  with- 

out   my  leave    or   knowledge,  of   his   own    fac- 
tiousness and  ambition  appointed  his  attendant 

Felicissimus  a  deacon,  and  with  his  own  tempest 
sailing  also  to  Rome  to  overthrow  the  Church, 
endeavoured  to  do  similar  and  equal  things  there, 
for<  ibly  separating  a  part  of  the  people  from  the 
clergy,  and  dividing  the  con<  ord  of  the  fraternity 
that  was  firmly  knit  together  and  mutually  loving 

one   another.      Since    Rome    from   her  great' 
plainly  ought  to  take  precedence  o(  Carth 
he   there   committed   still    greater    and    graver 

(limes.1      lie  who  in  the  one  place  had   made   a 
deacon    contrary  to    the    Church,  in  the  other 
made   a   bishop.      \or  let   any  one   be   SUipi 
at    this    in    such    men.      The   wicked   are   alw 

madly  carried  awaj  bj  their  own  furious  ; 
sions  ;    and   after   they   have   committed    err 

thej  ait  agitated  1>\  the  ver)  consciousm 
depraved  mind.     Neither  <  an  those  remain  in 

Cud's   Church,   who   have   not    maintait 
divine  and  ecclesiastical  disc  ipline,  either  in 

conversation   ^\   their  lite  or  the   1  •  f  their 
character.     Orphans  despoiled  by  him,  wid 

defrauded,  moneys  moreov<  1  of  the  Church  with- 
held, evic  t  from  him  those  penal 

behold  mllii  ted  in  his  madiie-       I  !    - 

died  of  hunger  in  the  street,  and  .. 

♦  |"  From  hi  i 

■ 
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v  him.    The  womb 

n  b)  a  blow  of  his  heel  ;  and 
followed,  the 

rth,  the  fruit  of  a  father's \    ;  does  he  dare  to  <  ondemn 

ii  e,  when  he  hira- 
ilty  in  his  feet,  by  which  the  son, 

•  bom,  was  slain? 
•    h  'ared  this  <  onsciousness  of 

i  i  nt  of  this  he  regarded  it 
that  he  would  not  only  be  turned  out  of 

but  restrained  from  communion  ; 
the  urgency  ̂   the  brethren,  the  day  of 

in\  'i  was  >  oming  on,  on  which  his  cause 
dealt  with  before  us.  if  the  persecution 

it<  d.     He,  well  oming  this,  with  a 

desire  of  escaping  and  evading  condem- 
n.r.  imitted  all  these  crimes,  and  wrought 
all  this  stir  ;   so  that   he   who  was   to   be   ejected 

led  from  the  Church,  anticipated  the 

nt  of  the  priests  by  a  voluntary  departure, 
i  have  anticipated  the  sentence  were  to 

1  the  punishment. 
4.  But  in  respe<  t  to  the  other  brethren,  over 

.  c    that    they  were    circumvented 
him,  we  r  that  they  may  avoid  the  mis- 

chievous n  rhood  of  the  crafty  impostor. 
that   they   may   escape   the   deadly   nets   of  his 

-.  that  they  may  once  more  seek  the 
Church  from  which  he  deserved  by  divine  author- 

ity! -  Such  indeed,  with  the  Lord's 
may  return  by  His  mercy,  for  one 

•    perish    unless    it    is   plain   that  he   must 
I  ord  in  His  <  iospel  says,  "  Every 

•  ag   which   my   heavenly    Father  hath    not 
.  ;ll  be  rooted  up."  '      He  alone  who 

•  been  planted  in  the  precepts  and  warn- 
1    id   the   Father,  can  depart  from  the 

I                     done  <\\n  forsake  the  bishops2  and 
.    i'i  >>  with  schismatics  and  hi 

the  mercy  of  God  the  Father,  and  the 
Christ  our    Lord,   and   our   own 

•  ill  unite  the  rest  with  us.      I   bid  you, 
brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   XLIX.3 
D    THE    OTHER    CONFESSORS    TO 

111KIR     RETURN      FROM 
HISM. 

ARGUMENT, — THEY  INFORM  CYPRIAN  THAI    iin-.Y 
HAD    Rl  !'  KM  D    l"    1  in    I  Hi  R<  n. 

and  Macharius, 
1    their   brothel  We    are 

• 

r  with  us  wit]  thai 

having  taken  advice,  and  iidering 

'■'cpounded  in  h,  :n/ra.] 

the  interests  and  the  peace  of  the  Church,  having 
sed  b)  all  other  in  nd  reserved  diem 

to  God's  judgment,  have  made  peace  with  Cor- 
nelius our  bishop,  as  well  as  with  the  whole 

clergy.4  You  ought  most  certainly  to  know  from 
these  our  Utters  that  this  was  done  with  the  joy 
of  the  whole  Church,  and  even  with  the  forward 

affection  of  the  brethren.  We  pray,  dearest 
brother,  that  for  many  years  you  may  fare  well. 

EPISTLE    L.5 
FROM  CYPRIAN  1 1  I  THE  CONFESSORS,  CON- 

GRATULATING THEM  ON  THEIR  RETURN 

FROM   SCHISM. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  CONGRATULATES  THE  RO- 
MAN  CONFESSORS  ON  THEIR  RETURN  INTO  THE 

CHURCH,    AND    REPLIES   TO   THEIR    LETTERS. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Maximus  the  presbyter,  also  to 

Urbanus,  and  Sidonius,  and  Macharius,  his  breth- 
ren, greeting.  When  I  read  your  letters,  dearest 

brethren,  that  you  wrote  to  me  about  your  re- 
turn, and  about  the  peace  of  the  Church,  and 

the  brotherly  restoration,  I  confess  that  I  was  as 
greatly  overjoyed  as  I  had  before  been  overjoyed 
when  I  learnt  the  glory  of  your  confession,  and 
thankfully  received  tidings  of  the  heavenly  and 

spiritual  renown  of  your  warfare.  For  this,  more- 
over, is  another  confession  of  your  faith  and 

praise  ;  to  confess  that  the  Church  is  one,  and 

not  to  become  a  sharer  in  other  men's  error,  or 
rather  wickedness  ;  to  seek  anew  the  same  camp 
whence  you  went  forth,  whence  with  the  most 
vigorous  strength  you  leapt  forth  to  wage  the 
battle  and  to  subdue  the  adversary.  For  the 

trophies  from  the  battle-field  ought  to  be  brought 
back  thither  whence  the  arms  for  the  field  had 

been  received,  lest  the  Church  of  Christ  should 
not  retain  those  same  glorious  warriors  whom 
Christ  had  furnished  for  glory.  Now.  however, 

you  have  kept  in  the  peace  of  the  Lord  the  fit- 
ting tenor  of  your  faith  and  the  law  of  undivided 

charity  and  concord,  and  have  given  by  your 
walk  an  example  of  love  and  peace  to  others  ; 
so  that  the  truth  of  the  Church,  and  the  unity  of 
the  Gospel  mystery  which  is  held  by  us,  are  also 
linked  together  by  your  consent  and  bond  ;  and 
confessors  of  Christ  do  not  become  the  leaders 
of  error,  after  having  stood  forth  as  praiseworthy 
originators  of  virtue  and  honour. 

2.  Let  others  consider  how  much  they  may 
congratulate  you,  or  how  much  each  one  may 
glory  for  himself:  I  confess  that  I  congratulate 
you  more,  and  I  more  boast  of  you  to  others,  in 
respei  t  of  this  your  peaceful  return  and  charity. 
For  you  ought  in  simplicity  to   hear  what  was 

*  [The  language  of  this  letter  clearly  demonstrates  the  primitive 
condition  of  tin   I  bishop,  and  their  entire  nn- 

il  position  in  their  estate  or  relations 
thcr  churches,     "  1  »ur  bishop  "  —  not  Urbis  et  Orbis  fa/a.] 
5  Oxford  ed.:   Kp.  liv.     a.d.  252. 
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in  my  heart.  I  grieved  vehemently,  and  I  was 

greatly  afflicted,  that  I  could  not  hold  commun- 
ion with  those  whom  once  I  had  begun  to  love. 

After  the  schismatical  and  heretical  error  laid 

hold  of  you,  on  your  going  forth  from  prison, 
it  seemed  as  if  your  glory  had  been  left  in  the 
dungeon.  For  there  the  dignity  of  your  name 
seemed  to  have  stayed  behind  when  the  soldiers 
of  Christ  did  not  return  from  the  prison  to  the 

Church,  although  they  had  gone  into  the  prison 
with  the  praise  and  congratulations  of  the  Church. 

3.  For  although  there  seem  to  be  tares  in 
the  Church,  yet  neither  our  faith  nor  our  charity 
ought  to  be  hindered,  so  that  because  we  see 
that  there  are  tares  in  the  Church  we  ourselves 

should  withdraw  from  the  Church  :  we  ought 
only  to  labour  that  we  may  be  wheat,  that  when 
the  wheat  shall  begin  to  be  gathered  into  the 

Lord's  barns,  we  may  receive  fruit  for  our  labour 
and  work.  The  apostle  in  his  epistle  says,  "  In 
a  great  house  there  are  not  only  vessels  of  gold 
and  silver,  but  also  of  wood  and  of  earth,  and 

some  to  honour  and  some  to  dishonour."  '  Let 
us  strive,  dearest  brethren,  and  labour  as  much 

as  we  possibly  can,  that  we  may  be  vessels  of 
gold  or  silver.  But  to  the  Lord  alone  it  is  granted 
to  break  the  vessels  of  earth,  to  whom  also  is 
given  the  rod  of  iron.  The  servant  cannot  be 
greater  than  his  lord,  nor  may  any  one  claim  to 
himself  what  the  Father  has  given  to  the  Son 
alone,  so  as  to  think  that  he  can  take  the  fan  for 

winnowing  and  purging  the  threshing-floor,  or 
can  separate  by  human  judgment  all  the  tares 
from  the  wheat.  That  is  a  proud  obstinacy  and 
a  sacrilegious  presumption  which  a  depraved 
madness  assumes  to  itself.  And  while  some  are 

always  assuming  to  themselves  more  dominion 
than  meek  justice  demands,  they  perish  from  the 
Chun  h  ;  and  while  they  insolently  extol  them- 

selves, blinded  by  their  own  swelling,  they  lose 
the  light  of  truth,  for  which  reason  we  also, 

keeping  moderation,  and  considering  the  Lord's 
balances,  and  thinking  of  the  love  and  men  y  of 
( tod  the  Father,  have  long  and  1  arefully  pond 
with  ourselves,  and  have  weighed  what  was  I  1 
done  with  due  moderation. 

4.  All  whii  h  matters  you  can  look  into  thor- 
oughly, if  you  will  read  the  tr.i<  tSa  whi(  h  1  have 

lately  read    here,  and    have,  lor   the   >.ike   of  our 

mutual  love,  transmitted  to  you  also  for  you  to 

1  iad  ;  wherein  then-  is  neither  wanting  tor  the 
la]  ied,  <  ensure  which  mas  rebuke,  nor  medi<  ine 
which  maj  heal.  Moreover,  mj  feeble  abilitj 
has  expres  ied  as  well  as  it  could  the  unity  of  the 
( !ath(  'In-  (  lnu<  h.;     Whi<  h  treatise  1   now  m 

1   1  Tim 

7    I  1  ■  •      •  /  .iflirrs.] 

..i  (  itholii   unit)  ,  wi 

icy  1  'ill  in  1  .1; 

and  more  trust  will  be  pleasing  ;,  since  ; 
now  read  it  in  su<  h  a  way  as  both  to  approve 
and  love  it  ;  inasmuch  as  what  we  have  written 
in  words  you  fulfil  in  deeds,  when  you  return  to 
the  Church  in  the  unity  of  charity  and  peace. 

I  bid  you,  dearest  brethren,  and  greatly  longed- 
for,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   LI.-* TO  ANTONIANUS  ABOUT  CORNELIUS  AND 
NOVATIAN. 

ARGUMENT.  —  WHEN  ANTONIANUS,  HAVING  RE- 
CEIVED  LETTERS  FROM  NOVATIAN,  MAD  BEGUN  TO 

BE  DISPOSED  IN  HIS  MIND  TOWARDS  III-  PARTY, 
CYPRIAN  CONFIRMS  HIM  IN  III-  FORMER  OPIN1 

NAMELY,  THAT  OF  CONTINUING  TO  HOLD  O 
MUNION  WITH  His  BISHOP  AND  SO  WITH  WW. 

CATHOLIC  CHURCH.  HE  EXCUSES  HIMSELF  FOR 

HIS  OWN  CHANGE  OF  OPINION  IN  RESPECT  OF 

THE  LAPSED,  AND  AT  THE  END  111  EXPLAINS 

WHEREIN    CONSISTS   THE    NOVATIAN    HERESY.5 

i.  Cyprian  to  Antonianus  his  brother,  greet- 
ing. I  received  your  first  letters,  dearest  broth- 

er, firmly  maintaining  the  concord  of  the  priestly 
college,  and  adhering  to  the  Catholic  Church,  in 
which  you  intimated  that  you  did  not  hold  com- 

munion with  Novatian,  but  followed  my  advice, 
and  held  one  common  agreement  with  Cornelius 

our  co-bishop.6  You  wrote,  moreover,  for  me 
to  transmit  a  copy  of  those  same  letters  to  Cor- 

nelius our  colleague,  so  that  he  might  lay  aside 

all  anxiety,  and  know  at  once  that  you  held  com- 
munion with  him,  that  is,  with  the  Catholic 

Church.  7 
2.  But  subsequently  there  arrived  other  Utters 

of  yours  sent  by  Quintus  our  co-presbyter,  in 
which  I  observed  that  your  mind,  influence 
the  letters  of  Novatian,  had  begun  to  waver. 
fur  although  previously  you  had  settled  j 
opinion  and  consent  firmly,  you  desired  in  ti 
letters  thai  1  should  write  to  you  once  more  what 

heresy  Novatian  had  introduced,  or  on  what 
-rounds  (  ornclms  holds  communion  with  Trophi- 
mus  and  the  sacrificers.  In  which  matters,  in- 

deed, if  you  are  anxiously  careful,  from  solicitude 

for  tin-  faith,  and  are  diligentl)  se<  k  the 
truth  of  a  doubtful  matter,  the  hesitating  an> 
of  a  mind  undecided  in  the  fear 
to  be  blamed. 

3.  Vet,  as  I  see  that   after  the  first  opin 
d  in  your  letter.  yOU  haw  been  d 

I  Oxford  ed      1 

whole 

u  u,  «  !>  guilty  "i  in  .    .    • 

Ml! 
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Hers  ol  Novatian,  I  assert  this 
i  brother,  tluit  grave  men,  and 

tablished  upon  the  strong 
^  mii!i  solid  firmness,  are  Dot  moved.  I  say 

it  even  with  a  wind  or  a 

tempest,  lest  their  mind,  changeable  and  uncer- 
tain, 1  ■<  ntl)  agitated  hither  and  thither  by 

nions,  .b  by  gusts  of  wind  rushing  on 
them,  and  so  be  turned  from  its  purpose  with 

levity.     That   the   letters  of 
v  ration  may  not  do  tins  with  you.  nor  with  an) 

.  I  will  set  before  you,  as  you  have  desired, 
nn             :.  an   account    of  die  matter  in   few 

ds.    And  first  of  all  indeed,  as  you  also  seem 
Med  about  what  1  too  have  done,  I  must 

u  nn  own  person  and  cause  in  your  eyes,  lest 
any  should  think  that  I  have  lightly  withdrawn 

from  my  purpose,  and  while  at  first  and  at  the 
imencement  I  maintained  evangelical  vigour, 

lently  I  seem  to  have  turned  my  mind 
•line  and   from   its   former  severity  of 

judgment,  so  as  to  think  that  those  who  have 
ience  with  certificates,  or  have 

iminable  sacrifices,  are  to  have  peace 
made  easy  t  i  them.      Both  of  which  things  have 

n  done  not  without  long-balanced  and 
pondered  reasons. 

4.   For  when  the  battle  was  still  going  on,  and 
the  contest  was  raging  in 

the  persecution,  the  courage  of  the  soldiers  had 
excited  with  every  exhortation,  and  with 

fill   urg  md  especially  the  minds  of  the 
lapsed  had  to  be  roused  with  the  trumpet  call, 

I  were,  of  my  voice,  that  they  might  pursue 
the  way  of  repentant  e,  not  only  with  prayers  and 

stations ;   but,   since    an   opportunity   was 
n  of  n  l  the  struggle  and  of  regaining 

salvation,  that    they  might  he  reproved  by  my 
and  stimulated    rather  to    the  ardour  of 

ion  and  the  glory  of  martyrdom.     Finally, 
when  the  presbyters  and  deacons  had  written  to 
me  qs,  that   they  were  without 

ition  and  were  eagerly  pressing  forward 
to  r  imunion  ;  replying  to  them  in  my 
letter  which  is  -.nil  in  then  I  added 

ger,  they 
■  hat  the  re  in  their  own  power,  the 

tin.  for  them  more  than  they 
-till  being  c  arri  and  the 

if  they   truly  and 
»ne,  and 

; lis,  he  who  cannot 
."     I',  it  I   put 

out  the  < 
of  tl  md  tranquillity 

the    divine   indi 

thered  from  the  com- 

parison  of  all  opinions  being  communicated  anil 
weighed,  we  might  determine  what  was  ne<  cssary 
to  be  done.  Hut  if  any  one,  before  our  <  01111- 

i  il,-'  and  before  the  opinion  dei  ided  upon  by  the 
advii  e  of  all.  should  rashly  wish  to  <  ommuni< 
with  the  lapsed,  he  himself  should  be  withheld 
from  communion. 

5.  And  this  also  I  wrote  very  fully  to  Rome, 
to  the  (  lergy  who  were  then  still  acting  without 
a  bishop,  and  to  the  confessors,  Maximus  the 

presbyter,  and  the  rest  who  were  then  shut  up 
in  prison,  but  are  now  in  the  Church,  joined  with 
Cornelius.  You  may  know  that  I  wrote  this 

from  their  reply,  for  in  their  letter  they  wrote 
thus:  "However,  what  you  have  yourself  also 
declared  in  so  important  a  matter  is  satisfactory 
to  us,  that  the  peace  of  the  Church  must  first 

be  maintained  ;  then,  that  an  assembly  for  coun- 
sel being  gathered  together,  with  bishop,  pres- 

byters, deacons,  and  confessors,  as  well  as  with 
the  laity  who  stand  fast,  we  should  deal  with  the 

case  of  the  lapsed."3  It  was  added  also  — 
Novatian  then  writing,  and  reciting  with  his  own 
voice  what  he  had  written,  and  the  presbytei 
Movses.  then  still  a  confessor,  but  now  a  martyr, 

subscribing  —  that  peace  ought  to  be  granted  to 
the  lapsed  who  were  sick  and  at  the  point  of 
departure.  Which  letter  was  sent  throughout 
the  whole  world,  and  was  brought  to  the  knowl- 

edge of  all  the  churches  and  all  the  brethren.4 
6.  According,  however,  to  what  had  been 

before  decided,  when  the  persecution  was  qui- 
eted, and  opportunity  of  meeting  was  afforded  ; 

a  large  number  of  bishops,  whom  their  faith  and 

the  divine  protection  had  preserved  in  sound- 
ness and  safety,  we  met  together ;  and  the 

divine  Scriptures  being  brought  forward5  on  both 
sides,  we  balanced  the  decision  with  wholesome 

moderation,  so  that  neither  should  hope  of  com- 
munion and  peace  be  wholly  denied  to  the 

lapsed,  lest  they  should  fail  still  more  through 
desperation,  and.  because  the  Church  was  closed 
to  them,  should,  like  the  world,  live  as  heathens  ; 
nor  yet,  on  the  other  hand,  should  the  censure 
of  the  Gospel  be  relaxed,  so  that  they  might 
rashly  rush  to  communion,  but  that  repentance 
should  be  long  protracted,  and  the  paternal 
clemency  be  sorrowfully  besought,  and  the  c  ,ms, 
and  the  wishes,  and  the  necessities  of  individu- 

als be  examined  into,  according  to  what  is  con- 
tained in  a  little  book,  which  1  trust  has  come 

to  you,  in  which  the  several  heads  of  our  decis- 
are  collected.  And  lest  perchance  the 

number  of  bishops  in  Africa  should  seem  un- 
satisfactory, we  also  wrote  to  Rome,  to  Cornelius 

our  colli         .    oncerning  this  thing,  who  himself 

:   [The  provincial  council,  clearly.] 
3  fcp.  xxx.  j>.   no. 

4  I'  »i  prii  1  icpounded  in  his  Tre.itise.] 
'   [N  ithroned  injalli- 

inturing  ihe  presence  of  the  Spirit  ol  counsel.] 
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also  holding  a  council  with  very  many  bishops, 
concurred  in  the  same  opinion  as  we  had  held, 

with  equal  gravity  and  wholesome  moderation.1 
7.  Concerning  which  it  has  now  become 

necessary  to  write  to  you,  that  you  may  know 
that  I  have  done  nothing  lightly,  but,  according 
to  what  I  had  before  comprised  in  my  letters, 

had  put  off  everything  to  the  common  determi- 
nation of  our  council,  and  indeed  communicated 

with  no  one  of  the  lapsed  as  yet,  so  long  as 
there  still  was  an  opening  by  which  the  lapsed 
might  receive  not  only  pardon,  but  also  a  crown. 
Yet  afterwards,  as  the  agreement  of  our  college, 
and  the  advantage  of  gathering  the  fraternity 
together  and  of  healing  their  wound  required,  I 
submitted  to  the  necessity  of  the  times,  and 

thought  that  the  safety  of  the  many  must  be  pro- 
vided fur;  and  I  do  not  now  recede  from  these 

things  which  have  once  been  determined  in  our 
council  by  common  agreement,  although  many 
things  are  ventilated  by  the  voices  of  many, 

and  lies  against  God's  priests  uttered  from  the 
devil's  mouth,  and  tossed  about  everywhere,  to  [ 
the  rupture  of  the  concord  of  Catholic  unity, 
but  it  behows  you,  as  a  good  brother  and  a 

fellow-priest  like-minded,  not  easily  to  receive 
what  malignants  and  apostates  may  say,  but  care- 

fully to  weigh  what  your  colleagues,  modest  and 
grave   men,    may   do,   from    an    investigation   of 

■  life  and  teaching. 
8.  I  come  now,  dearest  brother,  to  the  char- 

acter of  Cornelius  our  colleague,  that  with  us 
you  may  more  justly  know  Cornelius,  not  from 
the  lies  of  malignants  and  detractors,  but  from 
file  judgment  of  the  Lord  Cod.  who  made  him 

a  bishop,  and  from  the  testimony  of  his  fellow- ' 
bishops,  the  whole  number  of  whom  has  agreed 
with  an  absolute  unanimity  throughout  the  whole 
world.  For,— a  thing  which  with  laudable  an- 

nouncement 1  ommends  our  dearest  ( 'o melius  to 
Cod  and  Christ,  and  to  His  Church,  and  also 

to  all  hi  -  priests,  —  he  was  not  one  who  on 

a  sudden  attained  to  the  episcopate  ;  but,  pro- 
moted through  all  the  ecclesiastical  offices,  and 

having  often  deserv<  d  well  of  the  Lord  in  di\  ine 
administrations,  he  .1,.  ended  by  all  the  grades 
of  religious  service  to  the  lofty  summit  of  the 
Priesthood.    Then,  moreover,  he  did  not  either 
ask  for  the  episcopate  itself,  nor  did    he  wish    it  ; 
nor,    as    others    do    when    the    swelling    of    then 

;ance  and  pride  inflates  them,  did  he  sci/e 

upon    it  ;  '    Iml    quid    Otherwise,  and    meek,  and 
such  as  those  are  accustomed  to  be  who  are 

en  ol  Cod  to  this  office,  having  regard  to 
the  mode  i\  of  his  \  irgin  1 ' mtinem  j .  and  the 
humilitj  ol  his  inborn  and  guarded  veneration, 
he  did  not,  as  some  do,  use  fori  e  to  be  made  a 

1  [A  most  i         1  i'ii  n ■■■  H  m  .  to  tin-  iiur  position  •■!  the  Roman 
Sic     1  1  \  l 

[  N  o  v  a  l  i .  1 11 

bishop,  but  he  himself  suffered  compulsion,  so 
0  be  forced  to  receive  the  episcopal  office. 

And  he  was  made  bishop  by  very  many  of  our 
colleagues  who  were  then  present  in  the  city  of 
Rome,  who  sent  to  us  letters  concerning  his  or- 

dination, honourable  and  laudator)-,  and  remark- 
able for  their  testimony  in  announcement  of  him. 

Moreover,  Cornelius  was  made  bishop  by  the 

judgment  of  Cod  and  of  His  Christ,  by  the  tes- 
timony of  almost  all  the  clergy,  by  the  suffrage 

of  the  people  who  were  then  present,  and  by  the 
assembly  of  ancient  priests  and  good  men.  when 
no  one  had  been  made  so  before  him,  when  the 

place  of  Fabian,  that  is,  when  the  place  of  Peter  '• 
and  the  degree  of  the  sacerdotal  throne  was 
vacant \  which  being  occupied  by  the  will  of 
God,  and  established  by  the  consent  of  all  of 
us,  whosoever  now  wishes  to  become  a  bishop, 
must  needs  be  made  from  without  ;  and  he  can- 

not have  the  ordination  of  the  Church  who  does 

not  hold  the  unity  of  the  Church.  Whoever  he 

may  be,  although  greatly  boa-ting  about  himself, 
and  claiming  very  much  for  himself,  he  is  pro- 

fane, he  is  an  alien,  he  is  without.  And  as  after 
the  first  there  cannot  be  a  second,  whosoev 

made  after  one  who  ought  to  be  alone,  is  not 
second  to  him,  but  is  in  fact  none  at  all. 

9.  Then  afterwards,  when  he   had  undertaken 
the  episcopate,  not  obtained  by  solicitation  nor 
by  extortion,  but  by  the  will  of  Cod  who  makes 
priests;    what    a   virtue    there   was    in    the   very 
undertaking  of    his   episcopate,   what   stren 

of  mind,  what  firmness  oi  faith,  —  a  thing  I 
we  ought  with  simple  heart  both  thoroughly  to 

look  into  and  to  praise.  —  that  he  intrepidly  sate 
at    Rome  in  the  sacerdotal  chair  at  that  time 

when    a    tyrant,   odious    to    Cod's    priests, 
threatening  things  that  can,  and  cannot  ken, 
inasmuch  as  he  would  much  more  patiently  and 

tolerantly  hear  that  a  rival  prince  was  raised  up 
against  himself,  than  that  a  priest  of  God  was 
established  at  koine.  C  not  this  man,  dearest 
brother,  to  be  commended  with  the  highest 

testimony  of  virtue  and  faith?  Is  not  he  to  be 
esteemed    anion.;    the  IS    '  onl  and 

martyrs,  who  for  so  lone  a  time  sate  awaiting  the 
manglers  of  his  body  and  the  avei 
cious  tyrant,  who,  when  Cornelius  I  d  their 
deadlj  edicts,  and  trampled  on  their  threats 
and  sufferings  .\^u\  tortures  b)  the  vij  his 
faith,  would  either  rush  upon  him  with  thl 
or  (  rucify  him.  or  si  on  h  him  w  ;;h  1 
his  bowels  and  his  limbs  with  some  unheard  o\ 

kind  of  punishment5      Even  though  the  m.r 

and    goodness   ot'   the    pro' 
when    made,  the    priest    whom    He    willed    !■■ 

made  ;    yet    I  '■  imelius,   in   what    | devotion  and  fear, 

: 
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•  ml  first  <>!'  .ill  by 
i  afterwards  conquered 

t  to  <  ertain   discreditable 
t   arc  bandied  about 

•  have  you  wonder, 
is   always   the  work   of 

ts  with  lies,  and 

■  pinion^,  so 
arc   bright   in  the  light  of  their 

•  rnished  by  the  reports 
ire  to  know  that  our 

ind  have  certainly 
ro«l  that  he  en  blemished  with  no 

•  intimate  ;  neither 

-  he  mingled  in  immunion  with 
t  u  d,  but  has  merely 

led  with  u>  those  «  ause  had  been 

heard,  innocence  was  approved. 

II.    lor  with   :  1'rophimus   also,  of 
whom  J  ieil  tidings  to  be  written  to  you, 

t  as  the  report  and  the  falsehood 
at   people  had  conveyed  it  to  you. 

ir  predecessors  often  did,  our  dearest 
•,  inbrn  ether  the  brethren,  yielded 

very  large  part  of  the 
had    withdrawn    with    Trophimus,    now 

returned   to  the  Church,  and 

id  with  the  penitence  of  prayer 
r,  and  with   perfect 

Inn  >n    recalled    the   brother- 

d  whom  he  had  lately  taken  away,  his  prayers 

■  I  ;    and    not    only  Trophimus,  but  a 
r  ot    brethren  who   had    been 

with  Trophimus,  \s\re  admitted  into  the  Church 

of  '  I,  who  would  not  all  have  returned  to 
th<  they  had  come  in  Trophimus* 

ny.     Therefore  the  matter  being  consid- 
with  several  colleagues,1  Trophimus 

whom  the  return  of  the  breth- 

vation  '  !  to  many  made  atone- 
Yet  TrO]       nus  was  admitted  in  such  a 

-   only  to   communicate   as  a  layman, 
t>>  the  information  given  to  you 

the  letters  of  the  malignants,  in  such  a  way ■  ■ 

r,    in    rcs;..-(  t    of   what    has 
1    'melius   communicates 
who  have  sacrificed,  this 

n  from  the  false  reports 
of  the  r  neither  can  they  praise 

'  we   to   expect 
.  while  they  displease  us, 

1   hurch,  violentb 

m   the  '('In.: 

ility 

tever  is  <  urrently  
ru- 

13.  For  if  any  arc  seized  with  sic  knesscs,  help 
■  them  in  danger,  as  it  has  been  de- 

cided. Yet  alter  the)  have  been  assisted,  and 

peace  has  been  granted  to  them  in  their  dan, 
they  cannot  be  suffocated  by  us,  or  destroyed,1 
or  by  our  force  or  hands  urged  on  to  the  result 
of  death  ;  as  if,  because  pe.u  e  is  granted  to  the 
<l\ing.   it  were    necessary  that    those  who   have 
received  peace  should   die 

although 
the  token 

of  divine  love  and  paternal  lenity  appears  more 
in  this  way,  that  they,  who  in  peace  given  to 
them  receive  the  pledge  of  life,  are  moreover 
here  bound  to  life  by  the  peace  they  have  re- 

ceived. And  therefore,  if  with  peace  received, 
a  reprieve  is  given  by  Cod,  no  one  ought  to 
1  omplain  of  the  priests  for  this,  when  once  it 
has  been  decided  that  brethren  are  to  be  aided 

in  peril.  Neither  must  you  think,  dearest 
brother,  as  some  do,  that  those  who  receive  cer- 
tificates  are  to  be  put  on  a  par  with  those  who 
have  sacrificed  ;  since  even  among  those  who 
have  sacrificed,  the  condition  and  the  case  are 

frequently  different.  For  we  must  not  place 
on  a  level  one  who  has  at  once  leapt  forward 

with  good-will  to  the  abominable  sacrifice,  and 
one  who,  after  long  struggle  and  resistance,  has 
reached  that  fatal  result  under  compulsion  ;  one 

who  has  betrayed  both  himself  and  all  his  con- 
nections, and  one  who,  himself  approaching  the 

trial  in  behalf  of  all,  has  protected  his  wife  and 
his  children,  and  his  whole  family,  by  himself 
undergoing  the  danger;  one  who  has  compelled 
his  inmates  or  friends  to  the  crime,  and  one  who 

has  spared  inmates  and  servants,  and  has  even 

received  man)-  brethren  who  were  departing  tc 
banishment  and  flight,  into  his  house  and  hospi- 

tality ;  showing  and  offering  to  the  Lord  many 
souls  living  and  safe  to  entreat  for  a 
wounded  one. 

14.  Since,  then,  there  is  much  difference3  be- 
tween those  who  have  sacrificed,  what  a  want  of 

mercy  it  is,  and  how  bitter  is  the  hardship,  to 
associate  those  who  have  received  certificates, 
with  those  who  have  sacrificed,  when  he  by  whom 

the  certificate  has  been  received  may  say,  "  I 
had  previously  read,  and  had  been  made  aware 

by  the  discourse  of  the  bishop,4  that  we  must 
not  sacrifice  to  idols,  that  the  servant  of  Cod 

ht  not  to  worship  images;  and  therefore,  in 
order  that  I  might  not  do  this  which  was  net 

lawful,  when  the  opportunity  of  receiving  a  cer- 
tificate was  offered,  which  itself  also  I  should 

not  have  received,  unless  the  opportunity  had 
been  put  before  me,  I  either  went  or  charged 
si  niie  other  person  going  to  the  magistrate,  to 
say  that  I  am  a  Christian,  that  I  am  not  allowed 

single 

2  Opprimi. 
3  (Jiide  22.] 

*  \Episcopo  tractante.     ?ce  Oxford  trans.,  a  valuable  note,  p. ■  :icent,  Common.,  cap.  28.] 
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to  sacrifice,  that  I  cannot  come  to  the  devil's 
altars,  and  that  I  pay  a  price  for  this  purpose, 
that  I  may  not  do  what  is  not  lawful  for  me  to 

do."  Now,  however,  even  he  who  is  stained 
with  having  received  a  certificate,  —  after  he  has 
learnt  from  our  admonitions  that  he  ought  not 
even  to  hue  done  this,  and  that  although  his 
hand  is  pure,  and  no  contact  of  deadly  food  has 

polluted  his  lips,  yet  his  conscience  is  neverthe- 
less polluted,  weeps  when  he  hears  us,  and  la- 

ments, and  is  now  admonished  of  the  thing 
wherein  he  has  sinned,  and  having  been  deceived, 
not  so  much  by  guilt  as  by  error,  bears  witness 
that  for  another  time  he  is  instructed  and  pre- 
pared. 

15.  If  we  reject  the  repentance  of  those  who 
have  some  confidence  in  a  conscience  that  may 
be  tolerated  ;  at  once  with  their  wife,  with  their 

children,  whom  the}'  had  kept  safe,  they  are 
hurried  by  the  devil's  invitation  into  heresy  or 
Schism  ;  and  it  will  be  attributed  to  us  in  the 
day  of  judgment,  that  we  have  not  cared  for  the 

wounded  sheep,1  and  that  on  account  of  a  single 
wounded  one  we  have  lost  many  sound  ones. 
And  whereas  the  Lord  left  the  ninety  and  nine 

that  were  whole,  and  sought  after  the  one  wan- 
dering and  weary,  and  Himself  carried  it,  when 

found,  upon  His  shoulders,  we  not  only  do  not 
Seek  thr  lapsed,  but  even  drive  them  away  when 
they  come  to  us;  and  while  false  prophets  are 

not  ceasing  to  lay  waste  and  tear  Christ's  tlock, 
w  '  give  .111  opportunity  to  dogs  and  wolves,  so 
that  those  whom  a  hateful  persecution  has  not 

destroyed,  we  ruin  by  our  hardness  and  inhu- 
manity. And  what  will  become,  dearest  brother, 

of  whit  the  apostle  says :  ''I  please  all  men  in 
all  th  :  it  seeking  mine   own   profit,  but    the 
profit  of  many,  thai  they  ma)  be  saved.     Be  ye 

followers  of  me,  as  I  also  am  of  (  'hrbt."  -      And 
again:    "To  the  weak  I  became  as  weak,  thai 
1  mighl  gain  the  weak."  !     And  again  :  '•  Whether 
one  member  suffer,  all  the  members  suffer  with 

it ;  or  one  member  rejoice,  all  the  members  re- 

j      W  ill)  it."  ' 

i(>.  Tin-  principle  of  the  philosophers  and 
stoics  is  different,  dearest  brother,  who  say  that 
all  mil  are  equal,  and  thai  a  grave  man  ought 

not  e  i'\  to  be  moved.  Bui  there  is  a  wide 
difference  between  Christians  and  philosoph 

And  when  the  apostli  "  Beware,  lest  any 
man  spoil  you  through  philosophy  and  vain  1 

ceit,"    we  are  to  avoid  those  things  which  do 
not  come  from  God's  clemency,  but  are 
t '■11  of  the  presumption  of  a  too  rigid  philosophy. 
Concerning  Moses,  moreover,  we  find  it  said  in 

the   S   liptures,  "  Now  the    man    Moses  was   \ti\ 

'  »  wiv.  4. 1 
M.     I. 

1   I  I    ■ 
*   I  Col      KJi 

k  ; '"'  and  the  Lord  in  His  Gospel  says,  "Be 
ye  merciful,  as  your  bather  also  had  men  y  upon 

you;"7  and  again,  "They  that  be  whole  need 
not  a  physician,  but  they  that  are  sick."  What 
medical  skill  can  he  exercise  who  says,  '"  I  cure 
the  sound  only,  who  have  no  need  of  a  physi- 

cian?" We  ought  to  give  our  assistance,  our 
healing  art,  to  those  who  are  wounded;  neither 
let  us  think  them  dead,  but  rather  let  US  regard 
them  as  lying  half  alive,  whom  we  see  to  have 
been  wounded  in  the  fatal  persecution,  and  who, 
if  they  had  been  altogether  dead,  would  never 
from  the  same  men  become  afterwards  both  con- 

fessors and  martyrs. 

17.  But  since  in  them  there  is  that,  which,  by 
subsequent  repentance,  may  be  thened  into 
faith;  and  by  repentance  strength  is  armed  to 
virtue,  which  could  not  be  armed  if  one  should 
fall  away  through  despair :  if,  hardly  and  cruelly 
separated  from  the  Church,  he  should  turn  him- 

self to  Gentile  ways  and  to  worldly  works,  or,  if 
rejected  by  the  Church,  he  should  pas,  over  to 
heretics  and  schismatics ;  where,  although  he 
should  afterwards  be  put  to  death  on  account  of 
the  name,  still,  being  placed  outside  the  Church, 
and  divided  from  unity  and  from  charity,  he 
could  not  in  his  death  be  crowned.  And  there- 

fore it  was  decided,  dearest  brother,  the  case  of 

each  individual  having  been  examined  into,  that 
the  receivers  of  certificates  should  in  the  mean- 

time be  admitted,  that  those  who  had  sacrificed 
should  be  assisted  at  death,  because  there  is 

no  confession  in  the  place  of  tin-  departed,10  nor 
can  any  one  be  constrained  by  US  itance, 
if  the  fruit  of  repentance  be  taken  away.  If  the 
battle  should  come  first,  strengthened  by  us,  he 
will  be  found  ready  armed  for  the  battle  ;  but  if 
sickness  should  press  hard  upon  him  before  the 
battle,  he   departs  with  the  COnsol  |    peace 
and  communion. 

18.  Moreover,  we  do  not  prejudge  when  the 
tx>rd  is  to  be  the  judge;  save  that  if  He  shall 
find  the  repentan<  e  Ol  the  sinners  lull  AU'\  sound, 
lie  will  then  ratif)  what  shall  have  been  here 

determined  b)  us.  [f,  however,  any  one  should 
delude  us  with  the  pretenc  e  of  repent. 111.       I 

who  is  not  mocked,  and  who  into  man's 
heart,  will  judge   o\    those   things  which  we   have 
imperfei  th  looked  into,  and  the  I  ord  w  ill  am 
the  sentence  o\  lbs  servants  ;  while  yet,  dei 

brother, we  oughl  u>  remember  that  it  is  written. 
'•   \  brother  that    helpeth   a   brother  shall 

alted  ;"  "  and  that  the  apostle  also  ha. 
all  of  you  severally  have   1 

lest  ye  also  be  tempted.       ' 
'    \  im   mi    i. 
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Ifi]  the  law  of  Chrisl  ;  "  '  also 
ty,  and  breaking  down 

his  epistle,  "  Lei  him ,.  take   heed   lest   he 

e  he  says,  "  w  ho  art 
iher  in.ni'->  servant?    To 

:  indeth  or  falleth  :  yea,  he 

ble  i"  make  him  stand." 
■    !       ;  I  hrist  the  Lord  is 

sor  for  our  sins,  saying, 

Idren,  these  things  write    I   unto 
.  not     And  if  any  man  sin,  we 

with  the  Father,  Jesus  Christ 
the  Supporter:  and  He  is  the  propitiation  for 

And  Paul  also,  the  apostle,  in  his 
"If,  while  we  were  yet  sin- 

.1  lor  us  ;   much  more,  being  now 
II  s  blo  id,  we  shall  be  saved  from 

wrath  tl 

g  His  love  and  mercy,  we  ought 
r,  nor  cruel,  nor  inhuman  in 

irethren,  but  to  mourn  with  those 
.  and  to  weep  with  them  that  weep, 

m  up  a-<  much  as  we  caw  by  the 
help  >rt  of  our  love  ;   neither  being  too 

•   in  repelling  their  re- 
in, being  too  lax  and  eas)  in 

mmunion.      Lo  !   a  wounded 
ther  lies  stricken  by  the  enemy  in  the  held 

re  the  devil  is  striving  to  slay  him 
indedj   here  Christ  is  exhort- 
i  He  has  redeemed  may  not 

Whether  of  the  two  do  we  assist  ? 
Stand?     Whether  do  we 

the  devil,  that  he  >troy,  and  pass 
js  brother,  as  in  the  ( rospel 

1    \  ite  ;  or  rather,  as  priests  of 
imitate  what  Christ  both 

'.   snatch   the  wounded  man 
•he  enemy,  that  we  may  pre- 
r  G  id  the  judgi 
think,  dearest  brother,  that 
of  the  brethren  will   be   ] 

5  will  fail  for  this  cause, 

thai  :  to  the  lapsed,  and  that 
i   offered   to    the    penitent. 

e  truly  believing  remains  un- 
;  love  ( lod 

t,  their  inte. 
For  I  ilti  ;«  rs   even  a 

.ted   by  us,  and   p< 
not  therefore  deficient 

•n  l  i  of 
i  through   the  sins  of  others. 

1    with    so    many 

ie  often   up- 

tlourishes  ;  and  chastity  and  modesty  preserve 
the    tenor  Of  their  -lory.      Nor  is    the   vigour  of 
<  ontinence  broken  down  be<  ause  repentance  and 
pardon  are  facilitated  to  the  adulterer.    It  is  one 
thing  to  stand  for  p  irdon,  another  thing  to  attain 
to  glory:  it  is  one  thing,  when  cast  into  prison, 
not  to  go  out  thence  until  one  has  paid  the 
uttermost  farthing  :  another  thing  at  once  to  re- 

ceive the  wages  of  faith  anil  <  ourage.  It  i-  one 
thing,  tortured  by  long  suffering  for  sins,  to  be 
cleansed  and  long  purged  by  fire;7  another  to 
have  purged  all  sins  by  suffering.  It  is  one 
thing,  in  line,  to  be  in  suspense  till  the  sentence 
of  C-o<\  at  the  day  of  judgment ;  another  to  be 
at  once  crowned  by  the  Lord. 

21.  And,  indeed,  among  our  predecessors, 
some  of  the  bishops  here  in  our  province  thoUj 
that  peace  was  not  to  be  granted  to  adulterers. 
and  wholly  closed  the  gate  of  repentance  against 

adultery.  Still  they  did  not  withdraw  from  the 

assembly  of  their  co-bishops,  nor  break  the  unity 
of  the  Catholic  Church8  by  the  persistency  of 
their  severity  or  censure  ;  so  that,  bee  ause  by 
some  peace  was  granted  to  adulterers,  he  who  did 
not  grant  it  should  be  separated  from  the  Church. 
While  the  bond  of  concord  remains,  and  the  un- 

divided sacrament  of  the  Catholic  Church  en- 
dures, every  bishop  disposes  and  directs  his  own 

acts,  and  will  have  to  give  an  account  of  his  pur- 

poses to  the  Lord.,J 22.  But  I  wonder  that  some  are  so  obstinate 

as  to  think  that  repentance  is  not  to  be  granted 
to  the  lapsed,  or  to  suppose  that  pardon  is  to  be 

denied  to  the  penitent,  when  it  is  written,  "  Re- 
member whence  thou  art  fallen,  and  repent,  and 

do  the  first  works,"  '°  which  certainly  is  said  to 
him  who  evidently  has  fallen,  and  whom  the  Lord 
exhorts  to  rise  up  again  by  his  works,  because  it 

is  written,  "  Alms  do  deliver  from  death,"  "  and 
not,  assuredly,  from  that  death  which  once  the 

id  of  Christ  extinguished,  and  from  which 

the  saving  grace  of  baptism  and  of  our  Re- 
deemer has  delivered  us,  but  from  that  which 

subsequently  creeps  in  through  sins.  Moreover, 
in  another  place  time  is  granted  for  repentance; 
and  the  Lord  threatens  him  that  does  not  repent : 

"  I  ha\e,"  saith  He,  "  many  things  against  thee, 
because  thou  sufferest  thy  wife  Jezebel,  which  call- 
eth  herself  a  prophetess,  to  teach  and  to  seduce 
my  servants  to  commit  fornication,  and  to  eat 
things  sa<  rifi<  ed  to  idols  ;  and  I  gave  her  a  space 

to  repent,  and  she  will   not  repent  of  her  forni- 

7  Th<  tsly  rend,  "to  be  purged  divinely,"  ( 
"to  be  i  long  while,'  .v.  it   "  purgari  divine,"  or  "  purga 
dint ine.  '     [Candid  Romish  writers  concede  that  this  does  not  refer  i 

i.r 

ptlrgari 
refer  lo 

tbeir   ;  but,  the  idea  once  accepted,  we  can  read  it  into 
■  •  ■  i  '  See  Oxford  tr.uis.,  p.  128.] 

of  the  Catholic  Church,  in  his  view,  consist*  in  this 
unity  "I*  1 'i-bishops  in  out  -.-,    with  which    every    Christian should  minion  through  his  own  bishop.] 

9  (I  he  independence  of  bishops,  and  their  intercommunion  as  one 
1*  his  theory  of  the  undivided  sacrament  of  Catholicity.] 1      \poi     ii.  5, 

"    1  ob.  iv.  10. 
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cation.  Behold,  I  will  cast  her  into  a  bed,  and 
them  that  commit  adultery  with  her  into  great 

tribulation,  except  they  repent  of  their  deeds  ;  "  ' 
whom  certainly  the  Lord  would  not  exhort  to 
repentance,  if  it  were  not  that  He  promises  mercy 
to  them  that  repent.  And  in  the  ( lospel  He  says, 

"  I  say  unto  you,  that  likewise  joy  shall  be  in 
heaven  over  one  sinner  that  repenteth,  more  than 
over  ninety  and  nine  just  persons  that  need  no 

repentance."2  For  since  it  is  written,  "God  did 
not  make  death,  neither  hath  He  pleasure  in  the 

destruction  of  the  living," i  assuredly  He  who 
wills  that  none  should  perish,  desires  that  sinners 
should  repent,  and  by  repentance  should  return 
again  to  life.  Thus  also  He  cries  by  Joel  the 

prophet,  and  says,  ''And  now,  thus  saith  the 
Lord  your  God,  Turn  ye  even  to  me  with  all' 
your  heart,  and  with  fasting,  and  with  weeping, 
and  with  mourning  ;  and  rend  your  heart,  and 
not  your  garments,  and  return  unto  the  Lord 
your  God  ;  for  He  is  gracious  and  merciful,  slow 
to  anger,  and  of  great  kindness,  and  repenteth 

Him  of  the  evil  appointed."4  In  the  Psalms, 
also,  we  read  as  well  the  rebuke  as  the  clemem  y 
of  God,  threatening  at  the  same  time  as  He 
spires,  punishing  that  He  may  correct ;  and 

when  He  has  corrected,  preserving.  '"I  will 
visit,"  He  says,  "their  transgressions  with  the 
rod,  and  their  iniquity  with  stripes.  Neverthe- 

less, my  loving-kindness  will  I  not  utterly  take 
from  them."  5 

23.  The  Lord  also  in  His  Gospel,  setting  forth 

the  love  of  God  the  Father,  says,  "What  man  is 
there  of  you,  whom,  if  his  son  ask  bread,  will  he 

him  a  stone?  or  if  he  ask  a  fish,  will  he  give 
him  a  serpen!  ?  If  ye  then,  being  evil,  know  how 
to  give  good  gifts  unto  your  children,  how  much 
more  shall  your  heavenly  Father  give  good  things 
to  them  that  ask  Him?"6  The  Lord  is  lure 
comparing  the  father  after  the  flesh,  and  the 

eternal  and  liberal  love  of  God  the  Lather,      l'.ut 
if  that  evil  father  upon  earth,  deeply  offended  by 
a  sinful  and  evil  son,  yet  if  he  should  see  the 
game  son  afterwards  reformed,  and,  the  sins  of 

his    former  lite    being   put    away,  restored    to   SO- 
briety  and  morality  and  to  the  discipline  of  in- 

nocence by  the  sorrow  of  his  repentance,  both 

rejoices  and  gives  thanks,  anil  with  the  eagerness 

Of  a    lather's   exultation,  embraces    the    restored 
one,  whom  before  he  had  cast  out;  how  much 

more  dors  thai  one  and  tine  father,  good,  mer- 
ciful, and  loving  — yea,  Himself  Goodness  and 

Merc)   and  Love  —  rejoice  in  the  repentance  of 
Mi  own  sons  !  nor  threatens  punishment  to  those 
Who  are  now  repenting,  or  mourning  and  lament 

'    \,        ii,  .'o-ia. 
•  1  . 1  k>-  xv.  7 
I  Wind   1    ,  1. 

4  [pel  n.  1  a,  it. 
ixxxix,  \j,  33. 
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ing,  but  rather  promises  pardon  and  clemency. 
Whence  the  Lord  in  the  Gospel  calls  those  that 
mourn,  blessed  :  because  he  who  mourns  calls 

forth  mercy.7  He  who  is  stubborn  and  haughty 

heaps  up  wrath  against  himself,  and  the  punish- 
ment of  the  coming  judgment.  And  therefore, 

dearest  brother,  we  have  decided  that  those  who 

do  not  repent,  nor  give  evidence  of  sorrow  for 
their  sins  with  their  whole  heart,  and  with  mani- 

fest profession  of  their  lamentation,  are  to  be 

absolutely  restrained  from  the  ho]  mmun- 
ion  and  peace  if  they  begin  to  beg  for  them  in 
the  midst  of  sickness  and  peril  ;  be<  ause  it  is  not 
repentance  for  sin,  but  the  warning  of  urgent 
death,  that  drives  them  to  ask  ;  and  he  is  not 
worthy  to  receive  consolation  in  death  who  has 
not  reflected  that  he  was  about  to  die. 

24.  In  reference,  however,  to  the  character  of 
Novatian,  dearest  brother,  of  whom  you  desired 
that    intelligence    should    be  written    you    what O  J 

heresy  he  had  introduced  ;  know  that,  in  the 
first  place,  we  ought  not  even  to  lie  inquisitive 
as  to  what  he  teaches,  so  long  a-  he  te  i<  lies  out 
of  the  pale  of  unity.  Whoever  he  may  be,  anil 
whatever  he  may  be,  he  who  is  not  in  the  Church 
of  Christ  is  not  a  Christian.  Although  he  may 

boast  himself,  and  announce  his  philosophy  or 

eloquence  with  lofty  words,  yet  he  who  has  not 
maintained  brotherly  love  or  <  al  unity 

has  lost  even  what  he  previously  had  been.  Un- 

less he  seems  to  you  to  be  a  bishop,  who — when 
a  bishop  has  been  made  in  the  Church  by  »i\- 
teeiC  co-bishops — strives  by  briber)  to  be  made 
an  adulterous  and  extraneous  bishop  by  the 
hands  of  deserters  ;  and  although  there  is  one 
Church,  divided  by  Christ  throughout  the  whole 
world  into  many  members,  and  also  "lie  episco- 

pate diffused  through  a  harmonious  multitude  of 

many  bishops ; '  in  spue  ̂ <(  God's  tradition,  in 
spite  of  the  combined  and  everywhere  com- 

pacted unity  of  the  Catholic  Church,  is  endeav- 
ouring to  make  a  human  chun  h,  and 

Ins  new  apostles  through  very  man) 

he  may  establish  some  new  foundations  of  his 
Own    appointment.      And    although    there     h 
already  been  ordained  in  each 
all  the  provinces,  bishop's  old  in    )  and    in 
faith,  proved  in  trial,  pioM  ribed  in  ; 

( this  one  )  dares  to  (  reatc   o\er  t' 
false  bishops :  as  it  he  1  ould  eithi  i  « 
the  whole  world  with  the  per-  new 

endeavour,  or  break  asunder  the 
ci  ( lesiastii  al  body,  by  the  pi 
own  discord,  not  knowing  ti 

always  fervid  at  the   beginnin  .  but   that   ; 

1  [Mm    \     j        V   ■  ■■ . 
lined/1  ni *  [  the  primitive  1 

pt.'V  IK'  illl,  .11   lr.nl   | 9  many  R| 

llic  >l\         1 
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:  add  to  wli.it  they  have  un- 
i  that   they  immediately  fail 

emulation.     But    he 
■  ven  if  he  had 

.  mil  e  he  has  cut  him- 
fellow-bishops,  and 

I  :hurch  ;  sin<  e  tin-  apostle 
I  mutually  mm. un  one 

i  from  the  unity  whi<  h 

, ,  .  ••  Bearing  with  one 
j  to  keep  the  unity 

id  of  |v.i.  e."  '     Ik-  then 
Lins  the  unity  <>f  the  Spirit  nor 
.  and  separates  himself  from 

id  of  th  h.  ami  from  the  assembly 
neither  have  the  power  nor  the 

mix  e  he   has   refused   to 

s    the   unity  or  the   peace   of   the 

r.  what  a  swelling  of  arro- 
,.\;<>n  of  humility  and  gentle- 

if  his  own  arrogance,  that 
ther  dare,  or  think  that  he   is 

1.  >rd  did  not  even  grant  to 
that  he  should  think  that  he  can 

.  the  wheat,  or,  as  if  it  were 

.ted  to  him  to  bear  the  L\n  and  to  purge   the 
ild  endeavour  to  separate  the 

die   wheat  ;    and   since   the   apostle 
house  there  are  not  only 

!   of  >ilver.  but  also  of  wood 

1  think  to  choose  the  ves- 

silver,  to  despise,  to  cast 
mdemn  the  vessels  of  wood  and 

:  while  the  vessels  of  wood  are  not  burnt 

up  except  in  th  I  I   by  the   Same 
.md  the  vessels  of  clay  are 

onb  i  1  i  whom  is  given  the  rod 
of  i: 

if  he  a;  -  himself  a  searcher  and 
if  the  heart  dw\  reins,  let  him  in  all  cases 

And  as  he  knows  that  it  is  writ- 
art    made    whole  ;    sin    no 

g   happen  unto  thee,"4 idulent  and  adulterers 

:n  his  i  ompany,  since  the 

■  r     "th  graver  and 
than   th  '.'no  has  taken  a  <  ertili- 

the  latter  has  sinned  by  nc<  essity, 
free  will  :   the  latter,  thinking  that 

•  >r  him  that  he  has  not  sacrificed, 
i   by  an  error;  the  former,  a 
itrimonial   tie   of  another,  or 

►thel,  into  the  sink  and  filthy  gulf 
of  I  iled  by  detesta- 

ble .  (  k)d's  temple. 

fcilow-bishopt,"  ai  above.] 

*  J     -u  >.  14. 

the  apostl<  "  Every  sin  that  a  man 
doeth  is  without  the  body,  but  he  that  commit- 

teth  forni<  ation  sinneth  against  his  own  body."' 
And  vet  to  these  persons  themselves  repentance 

iiited,  and  the  hope  of  lamenting  and  aton- 

ing is  left,  according  to  the-  saving  of  the  s 
aposde  :  "  1  fear  lest,  when  I  come  to  you,  I 
shall  bewail  many  of  those  who  have  sinned 

already,  and  have  not  repented  of  the  nnclean- 
ness,  and  fornication,  and  lasciviousness  which 

they  have  committed." 6 27.  Neither  let  the  new  heretics  flatter  them- 
selves in  t!iis,  that  they  say  that  they  do  not 

communicate  with  idolaters;  although  among 
them  there  are  both  adulterers  and  fraudulent 

persons,  who  are  held  guilty  of  the  crime  of 
idolatry,  according  to  the  saying  of  the  apostle  : 

"  For  know  this  with  understanding,  that  no 
whoremonger,  nor  unclean  person,  nor  covetous 
man.  whose  guilt  is  that  of  idolatry,  hath  any 
inheritance  in  the  kingdom  of  Christ  and  of 

God."7  And  again:  "Mortify  therefore  your 
members  which  are  upon  the  earth;  putting  off 
fornication,  uncleanness,  and  evil  concupiscence, 
and  covetousness,  which  are  the  service  of  idols  : 

for  which  things'  sake  cometh  the  wrath  of 
(iod."s  For  as  our  bodies  are  members  of 

Christ,  and  we  are  each  a  temple  of  (kid,  who- 
soever violates  the  temple  of  God  by  adultery, 

\  iolates  God  ;  and  he  who,  in  committing  sins, 
does  the  will  of  the  devil,  serves  demons  and 
idols.  For  evil  deeds  do  not  come  from  the 

Holy  Spirit,  but  from  the  prompting  of  the 
adversary,  and  lusts  born  of  the  unclean  spirit 
constrain  men  to  act  against  God  and  to  obey 
the  devil.  Thus  it  happens  that  if  they  say  that 

one  is  polluted  by  another's  sin,  and  if  they  con- 
tend, by  their  own  asseveration,  that  the  idolatry 

of  the  delinquent  passes  over  to  one  who  is  not 

guilty  according  to  their  own  word  ;  they  can- 
not be  excused  from  the  crime  of  idolatry,  since 

from  the  apostolic  proof  it  is  evident  that  the 

adulterers  and  defrauders  with  whom  they  com- 
municate are  idolaters.  Rut  with  us,  according 

to  our  faith  and  the  given  rule  of  divine  preach- 
ing, agrees  the  principle  of  truth,  that  every  one 

is  himself  held  fast  in  his  own  sin  ;  nor  can  one 

become  guilty  for  another,  since  the  Lord  fore- 

warns us,  saying,  "The  righteousness  of  the 
righteous  shall  be  upon  him,  and  the  wickedness 

of  the  wicked  shall  be  upon  him."9  And  again  : 
"The  fathers  shall  not  die  for  the  children,  and 
the  children  shall  not  die  for  the  fathers.  Fvery 

one  shall  die  in  his  own  sin."  IO  Reading  and 
observing  this,  we  certainly  think  that  no  one  is 

5  1  Cor.  vi.  18. 
*  2  Cor.  xii.  21. 

v.  5 

8  Col.  iii.  5,  6. 

k.  xviii.  20. 
10  Dcut.  xxiv.  26. 
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  ~1   asked  for  it,  ought  to  be  received  within  the 
Church,  and  to  be  kept  in  it  for  the  Lord,  who 
will  of  a  surety  judge,  when  He  comes  to  His 
Church,  those  whom  He  shall  find  within  it. 

But  apostates  ami  deserters,  01  adversirics  and 
enemies,  and  those  who  lay  «  iste  the  Church  of 
Christ,  cannot,  even  if  outside  the  Church  they 
have  been  slain  for  His  name,  according  to  the 

apostle,  he  admitted  to  tin-  peace  of  the  Church, 
since  they  have  neither  kept  the  unity  of  the 
spirit  nor  of  the  Church. 

30.  These  few  things  for  the  present,  out  of 
many,  dearest  brother.  I  have  run  over  as  briefly 
as  I  could,  that  I  might  thereby  both  satisfy  j 
desire,  and  might  link  you  more  and  more 

closely  to  the  society  of  our  college  and  body.' 
but  if  there  should  arise  to  you  an  opportunity 
and  power  of  coming  to  us,  we  shall  be  able  to 
confer  more  fully  together,  and  to  consider  more 
fruitfully  and  more  at  large  the  things  which 
make  for  a  salutary  agreement.  I  bid  you, 
dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

epistlp:  li id         t 
TOFORTUNATUS  AND  III-  OTHER  COLLEAGTJ 
CONCERNING  THOSE  WHO   II\I>    BEEN    OVER- 

COME BY  TORTUES. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  Bl  !\  !  1  0NSU1  11  D  BY  Ills 

COLLEAGUES,  WHETHER  CERTAIN  LAPSED  PER- 
SONS WHO  HAD  BEEN  OVERPOWERED  BY  It)R- 

TURE  SHOULD  I!F.  ADMITTED  TO  COMMUN] 

REPLIES,  cHAT  INASMUCH  VS  ["HEY  HAD  ALREADY 
REPFNTED  FOR  THE  SPACE  or  THREE  YEARS, 

HI  I  ll<  >UGHT  THEY  SH<  lULD  Bl  Rl  CI  ivi  D;  1 
AS  AFTER  THE  ll-:i\\l  OF  EASTER  THERE 
WOULD    BE   A   COUN(  II.    1  l      I  WD  II    HIM. 

HE   WOULD   THEN    CONSIDER    nil     MATTER    Willi 
THEM. 

1.  Cyprian  to  Fortunatus,  Ahymnu 
Privatianus,  Donatulus,  and  Felix,  his  brethren, 

greeting,       You    have    written    t.i     me. 
1  I-  thren,  that  when  you   were  in  tl  .    of 
Capsa  tor  the  purpose  of  ordaining  a  bishop, 

Superius,  our  1 1]  and  colleague  I  be- 
fore you,  that  Ninus,  ( 

our  brethren,  who  had  been  1  •    ■        ly  laid  hold 
of  in  the  persecution,  am  I  co 
ol  the  1  ord,  had  oven  ome  the  \  the 
magi  itrac) .  and  the  attai  k  ol  ..  popul 
afterwards,  when  the)   were  tortui 

proconsul    with    seven  van- 
quished by  the  acuteness  ol  the  torments,  and 

fell,  through  their  lengthened  agoni<  the 

degree-  of  glor)   to   which    in    the    full   virtue 

1  for,  if 

•  1..  unity  with  <■ 

1  ,      V  . 

to  be  restrained  from  the  fruit  of  satisfaction, 

and  the  hope  of  peace,  since  we  know,  accord- 
ing to  the  faith  of  the  divine  Scriptures,  Cod 

Himself  being  their  author,  and  exhorting  in 
them,  both  that  sinners  are  brought  bai  k  to 
repentance,  and  that  pardon  and  mercy  are  not 

denied  to  penitents.' 
28.  And  oh,  mockery  of  a  deceived  fraternity  ! 

Oh,  vain  deception  of  miserable  and  senseless 

mourners!  Oh,  ineffectual  and  profitless  tradi- 
tion of  heretical  institution  !  to  exhort  to  the 

repentance  of  atonement,  and  to  take  away  the 
healing  from  the  atonement ;  to  say  to  our 

brethren,  "  .Mourn  and  shed  tears,  and  groan 
day  and  night,  and  labour  largely  and  frequently 
for  the  washing  away  and  cleansing  of  your  sin  ; 
but,  after  all  these  things,  you  shall  die  without 
the  pale  of  the  Church.  Whatsoever  things  are 
necessary  to  peace,  you  shall  do,  but  none  of 

that  peace  which  you  seek  shall  you  receive  !  " 
Who  would  not  perish  at  once?  Who  would  not 
fall  away,  from  very  desperation?  Who  would 

not  turn  away  his  mind  from  all  design  of  lamen- 
tation ?  Do  you  think  that  the  husbandman 

could  labour  if  you  should  say,  "Till  the  field 
with  all  the  skill  of  husbandry,  diligently  perse- 

vere in  its  cultivation  ;  but  you  shall  reap  no 
harvest,  you  shall  press  no  vintage,  you  shall 

receive  no  fruits  of  your  olive-yard,  you  shall 

gather  no  apples  from  the  trees;"  or  if,  urging 
upon  any  one  the  poss  ssion  and  use  of  ships, 

you  wei^'  to  say,  "  Purchase,  my  brother,  material 
from  excellent  woods  ;  inweave  your  keel  with 
the  strongesl  and  chosen  oak;  labour  on  the 
rudder,  the  ropes,  the  sails,  that  the  ship  may  be 
constructed  and  lilted  ;  but  when  you  have  done 
this,  you  shall  never  behold  the  result  from  its 

doings  and  its  voyages?  " 
29.  This  is  to  shut  up  and  to  cut  off  the  way 

of  grief  and  of  repentance;  so  that  while  in  all 
Scripture  the  Lord  Cod  sooths  those  who  re 
turn  to  Him  and  repent,  repent. 11,  If  is 
taken  away  by  our  hardness  and  cruelty,  whi<  h 
Intercepts  the  fruits  of  repentant  e.     But   if  we 
find  that  none   ought    to    be   restrained    from    re 

penting,  and  thai  peace  may  be  granted  by  His 
priests  to  those  who  entreat  and  beseech  tin- 

Lord's   mercy,  inasmuch   as    lie    is   merciful  and 
loving,  the  groaning  of  those  who  mourn  is  to  be 
admitted,  and  the  fruit    of  repentant  e  is    not    to 

be  denied  to  those  who  grieve.  And  because  in 
the  place  of  the  departed  there  is  no  1  onfession, 

neither  can  confession  be  made  there,'  they  who 
have  repented  from  their  whole  heart,  and  have 

1  [ "  Fool  1  moi  t.   1!  ■  in  "    Bui  wh  11  icrioui  refl 
i  line  of  primitive  (  hrutianityl    Merc] 

1  -mil!  I .  nidi  ■  1,  !nii  pnrd  m  and  peai  1  ire  m  ide  n 
after     Ri  :  ility ,  and  we  hear  not  ham- ma  ] 

*  [He  has  1  encei  and  maiaae  for  the  dead,  mm 
1  f  .1  I  '  1  ■  i  c  7 ,  ] 
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md  after  this  grave  council  of  many  pi  m  the  subject  on  which 
ii,, i    h         lj   but   "i  necessity,   you   have  consulted   me,   may   he    established 

tance  for  the  space  among  us,  and  may  be  written  to  you.     1  hid 

thought  it  right  to 
-ult  whether  it  re<  eive  them  now 

• 

.  in  r.-spr.  t  of  my  own  opinion, 

I  ■  :   ird's  mercy  will  not  be  want- 
mown  to  have  stood  in  the 

to  have  i  onfessed  the  name,'  to 
bav<  ome  the  violence  of  the  magistrates 

ng  populace  with   the 
pen  of  unshaken  faith,  to  haw  suffered 

imprisonment,  to  have  long  resisted,  amidst  the 
threats  of  the  pro,  md   the  warring  of  the 
surrounding  people,  torments  that  wrenched  and 
tore  them  with  protracted  repetition;  so  that  in 
the  last  moment  to  have  been  vanquished  by  the 
infirmity  of  the  flesh,  may  he  extenuated  by  the 

plea  of  preceding  deserts.  And  it  may  he  suffi- 
cient for  such  to  have  lost  their  glory,  hut  that 

we  ought  not.  moreover,  to  close  the  place  of 
ion  to  them,  and  deprive  them  of  their 

t  ive  am\  of  our  communion ;  to  whom 
we  think  it  ma)  he  sufficient  for  entreating  the 

men  y  .  that  lor  three  years  continu- 
ally and  sorrowfully,  as  you  write,  they  have 

lamented  with  cm  essive  penitential  mourning. 
Assuredlj  I  do  not  think  that  peace  is  incau- 

r-hastily  granted  to  those,  who  by 
the  bra  their  warfare,  have  not,  we  see, 

been  previ  iusly  wanting  to  the  battle ;  and  who, 
if  t  ne  on  anew,  might  he 

iv .     For  when  it  was  de- 

d   in  t'  ii  il   that   penitents  in  peril  of .  and   have    p< 

.rely  those  ought  to  precede 
in   receiving  e  whom  we  see  not  to  have 

fallen    '  f   mind,  hut  who,   having 
1  in  the  conflict,  and  being  wounded,  ha\  e 

been  a  nmn  of  their  con- 

ion  thr<  of  the  flesh  ;  especially 

•i  their  desire  I  they  were  not  per- 
i.  hut   the  tortures  wrenched 

their  wi  :   enough,  not  to  con- 
r  their  faith,  wl  un<  onquerable,  hut  to 

!ii<  h  is  weak. 

3-  Sin<  have  written  for  me  to 
io  this  matter  with  many 

5ubje<  t   claim's 
isel   from  the  con- 

now  almost  all,  during 

the  fir--  ixe  dwelling  at 
home  with  their  brethren  :  when  they  shall  have 

mnity ;■  ited  among 
t  own  h.ne  begun  to  come  to 

me,  I  will  r  it  more  at  large  with  each 
I  opinion,  weighed  in  the 

1  Ace  me  readings,  "  it.c  name  of  the  Lord." 

you,  de.u est  brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell.'' 

EPISTLE    LIII.3 

TO  CORNELIUS,  CON(  ERNING  GRANTING  PEACE 
ic    l  in.   LAPSED. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  ANNOUN(  ES  mis  DECREE 

ok  nil'.  BISHOPS  l\  THE  NAME  OF  THE  WHOLE 

SYNOD  TO  FATHER  CORNELIUS  J  AND  I  III  kl  I  I 

lllis  LETTER  Is  NOT  SO  MUCH  THE  LETTER  OF 

CYPRIAN  HIMSELF,  AS  THAT  OF  THE  ENTIRE 

AFRICAN    SYNOD.4 

Cyprian,  Liheralis,  Caldonius,  Nicomedes, 
(  ai alius,  Junius,  Marrutius,  Felix,  Successus, 
Faustinus,  Fortunatus,  Victor,  Saturninus,  another 
Saturninus,  Rogatianus,  Tertullus,  Lucianus, 

Eutyches,  Amplus,  Sattius,  Secundinus,  another 
Saturninus,  Aurelius,  Priscus,  Herculanus,  Victo- 

ricus,  Quintus,  Honoratus,  Montanus,  Horten- 
sianus,  Verianus,  Iambus,  Donatus,  Pompeius, 

Polycarpus,  Demetrius,  another  Donatus,  Priva- 
tianus,  another  Fortunatus,  Rogatus  and  Monu- 

lus,  to  Cornelius  their  brother,5  greeting/' 
i.  We  had  indeed  decided  some  time  ago, 

clearest  brother,  having  mutually  taken  counsel 

one  with  another,  that  they  who,  in  the  fierce- 
ness of  persecution,  had  been  overthrown  by  the 

adversary,  and  had  lapsed,  and  had  polluted 
themselves  with  unlawful  sacrifices,  should  un- 

dergo a  long  and  full  repentance  ;  and  if  the  risk 
of  sickness  should  he  urgent,  should  receive 
peace  on  the  very  point  of  death.  For  it  was 
not  right,  neither  did  the  love  of  the  Father  nor 
divine  mercy  allow,  that  the  Church  should  be 
closed  to  those  that  knock,  or  the  help  of  the 
hope  of  salvation  he  denied  to  those  who  mourn 
and  entreat,  so  that  when  they  pass  from  this 
world,  they  should  be  dismissed  to  their  Lord 

without  communion  and  peace  ;  since  He  Him- 
self who  gave  the  law,  that  things  which  were 

hound  on  earth  should  also  be  hound  in  heaven, 

allowed,  moreover,  that  things  might  he  loosed 

2  [The  sweetness,  moderation,  and  prudence  of  this  letter  arc  alike 
commendable.  But  let  us  reflect  what  it  meant  to  confess  Christ  in those  days.] 

3  Oxford  ed.:  Ep.  Ivii. 

*  As  the  African  bishops  had  previously  decided  in  a  certain  coun- 
cil, that  the  lapsed,  except  after  long  penitence,  should  not  Le  received 

to  peace,  unless  perchance  peril  of  sickness  was  urgent:  now  on  the 
appearance  of  a  new  persecution  they  decided  that  peace  was  to  be 
granted  to  all  those  who  had  repented,  so  that  they  might  be  the  n 
courageous  for  the  contest  of  suffering. 

5  ["To  Cornelius  their  brother."     Now  compare  this  with   the 
I  conduct  of  Latin  bishops  at  the  late  council  of  the  Vatican. 

See  Doilinger  {On  Unity)  etc.),  Janus,  and  Quirinus. 
'The  superscription  in  other  texts  is  as  follows:  "  Cyprian.  T.i- 

beralis,  Caldonius,  Nicomedes,  Cxcilius,  Junius,  Marrutius,  Felix, 
Successus,  Faustinus,  Fortunatus,  Victor,  Saturninus,  another  Sa- 

turninus, Ro^atian,  Tertullus,  Lucianus,  Sattius,  Secundinus,  another 
Saturninus,  Eutyches.  Amplus,  another  Saturninus,  Aurelius,  Pris- 

cus, Herculaneus,  Victorious,  Quintus,  Honoratus.  Manthaneus, 
rlortensianus,  Verianus,  Iambus,  Donatus,  Pomponius,  Polycarp, 
Demetrius,  another  Donatus,  Privatianus,  another  Fortunatus,  Roga 
tus  and  Munnulus,  to  Cornelius  their  brother,  greeting." 
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there  which  were  here  first  loosed  in  the  Church. 

But  now,  when  we  see  that  the  day  of  another 
trouble  is  again  beginning  to  draw  near,  and  are 

admonished  by  frequent  and  repeated  intima- 
tions that  we  should  be  prepared  and  armed  for 

the  struggle  which  the  enemy  announces  to  us, 

that  we  should  also  prepare  the  people  com- 
mitted to  us  by  divine  condescension,  by  our 

exhortations,  and  gather  together  from  all  parts 
jll  the  soldiers  of  Christ  who  desire  arms,  and 

are  anxious  for  the  battle  within  the  Lord's 
camp  :  under  the  compulsion  of  this  necessity. 
we  have  decided  that  peace  is  to  be  given  to 
those  who  have  not  withdrawn  from  the  Church 

of  the  Lord,  but  have  not  ceased  from  the  first 

flay  of  their  lapse  to  repent,  and  to  lament,  and 
to  beseech  the  Lord  ;  and  we  have  decide,/  that 
they  ought  to  be  armed  and  equipped  for  the 
battle  which  is  at  hand. 

2.  For  we  must  comply  with  fitting  intima- 
tions and  admonitions,  that  the  sheep  may  not 

be  deserted  in  danger  by  the  shepherds,  but  that 
the  whole  flock  may  be  gathered  together  into 

one  place,  and  the  Lord's  army  may  be  armed 
for  the  contest  of  the  heavenly  warfare.  For  the 

repentance  of  the  mourners  was  reasonably  pro- 
d  for  a  more  protracted  time,  help  only 

being  afforded  to  the  sick  in  their  departure,  so 
long  as  peace  and  tranquillity  prevailed,  which 
;  nitted  die  long  postponement  of  the  tears 
j»f  the  mourners,  and  late  assistance  in  sickness 

to  the  dying.  but  now  indeed  peace  is  neces- 
sary, n  il  for  the  sick,  but  for  the  strong  ;  nor  is 

communion  to  be  granted  by  us  to  the  dying, 
but  to  IK"  I  .:n  \  that  we  may  not  leave  those 
Whom  we  stir  up  and  exhort  to  die  battle  un- 
Irmed  and  naked,  but  may  fortify  them  with  the 

protection  of  Christ's  body  and  blood.  And. 
the  Luc  harist  is  appointed  for  this  very  purpose 
that  it  ma)  be  u  ird  to  the  r  c<  ivers,  it  is 
needful  thai  we  may  arm  those  whom  we  wish 

to  be  iafe  against  the  adversary  with  the  pro- 
tection of  the  Lord's  abundance.  Foi  how  do 

we  teach  or  provoke  them  to  shed  their  blood 
In  confession  of  I  lis  name,  if  we  denj  to  those 
i\lio  are  about  to  enter  on  the  warfare  the  blood 

;it  <  "h list  ?      Or  how   do  we  make  them  til   for  the 

cup  ..I  martyrdom,  il'  we  do  nol  li;  >l  admit 
them  to   drink,    in    the    Church,  the    cup   of  the 

Lord  '  by  the  righl  of  <  ommunion  ~J 
t,.   We     should     make     a     difference,    dearest 

brother,  between  those  who  either  have  apos 
tati/ed,  and,  having  returned  to  the  world  which 
thej  have  renounc  ed,  are  living  heathenish  lives, 
or,  having  become  deserters  to  the  heretics,  are 
daily  taking  up  parricidal  amis  against  the 
Church  ;  and  those  who  do  not  depart  from  the 

Church's   threshold,  and,  constantly  and  sorrow 

'  I     imn  "<  Luk«  Kxii,  i ,,  it,  ami  1\.  cxvi.  13.] 

fully  imploring  divine  and  paternal  consolation, 

profess  that  they  are  now  prepared  for  the  bat- 
tle, and  ready  to  stand  and  fight  bravely  for  the 

name  of  their  Lord  and  for  their  own  salvation. 

In  these  times  we  grant  peace,  not  to  those  who 
sleep,  but  to  those  who  watch.  We  grant  peace, 
not    amid    indulgences,    but   amid    an  We 
grant  peace,  not  for  rest,  but  for  the  field  of 
battle.  If,  according  to  what  we  hear,  and 

desire,  and  believe  of  them,  they  shall  -uand 
bravely,  and  shall  overthrow  the  adversary  with 
us  in  the  encounter,  we  shall  not  repent  of  hav- 

ing granted  peace  to  men  so  brave.  Yea,  it  is 
the  great  honour  and  glory  of  our  episcopate  to 
have  granted  peace  to  martyrs,  so  that  we,  as 
priests,  who  daily  celebrate  the  sacrifices  of 

God,  ma)-  prepare  offerings  and  victims  for  God. 
But  if — which  may  the  Lord  avert  from  our 
brethren  —  any  one  of  the  lapsed  should  de- 

ceive, seeking  peace  by  guile,  and  at  the  time 
of  the  impending  struggle  receiving  peace  with- 

out any  purpose  of  doing  battle,  he  betrays  and 
deceives  himself,  hiding  one  thing  in  his  ! 

and  pronouncing  another  with  his  voi<  We, 
so  far  as  it  is  allowed  to  us  to  see  and  to  ju 
look  upon  the  face  of  each  one  ;  we  are  not 
able  to  scrutinize  the  heart  and  to  inspect 
mind.  Concerning  these  the  Discemer  and 

Searcher  of  hidden  things  judges,  and  lie  will 
kly  come  and  judge  of  the  secrets  and 

hidden  things  of  the  heart,  but  the  evil  0  Jit 
not  to  stand  in  the  way  of  the  good,  but 
the  evil  ought  to  be  assisted  by  the  good. 
Neither  is  peace,  therefore,  to  be  denied  to 
those  who  are  about  to  endure  martyrdom,  be- 

cause there  are  some  who  will  refuse  it.  s 

for  this  purpose  peace  she  granted  to  all 
are   about    to   enter   upon    the   w  that 

through  our  ignorance  he  may  not  be  the  first 
one  to  be  passed  over,  who  in  the  struggle  is  to 
be  (  row  ned. 

4.  Nor  let  am  one  >ay,  "  that  he  who.  accepts 
martyrdom  is  baptized  in  his  own  blood, 
peace  is  nol  necessar)  to  him  from  the  bis 
since  he  is  about  to  have  the  peace  of  his  own 
glory,  and  about   to  receive  a   greater  rev 
from  the  <  ondest  ension  of  the  1  ord." 
all,  he  cannot  be  fitted  for  martyrdom  who  is 

not  armed    for  the   contest    by  the   ("hutch; 
his  spirit  is  deficient  which  the  Eu< 
does    not    raise    and    stimulate.      Lot    the    I 

s  i\  9    in    I  lis    (  lospel  :     "  but    when    thev    d> 
you    up.  take   no   thought   what    \e   shall 
tor  it   shall   be   given   VOU    in   that   hour  what    \e 
shall  spe.ik.      Foi  il  1-  not  ve  that  speak,  bul  the 
spirit  of  \our  Father  which  speaketh  in 
Now.  smce  lles.nsthat  the  Spirit  ol  tht   I  ither 
speaks  in  those  who  ate  delivered  up  and  set '1  ill    K.  19, 
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•   His  na 

on   who 
on  of  i  ived 

l    :  strength  to 
[confesses  in 

—  if,  havii  iken  every- 
shall  flee,  and  dwelling 

ind  in  solitude,  shall  fall  by 
s,  or  shall  die  in  fever  and 

ill  it  not  be  charged  upon  us  that 
who  has  forsaken  all  that  he 

.  ind  his  parents, 

hildren,  has  preferred   to   follow  his 
without  peace  and  without  coramun- 

\\         t  either  inactive  negligence  or  cruel 
h.u  ribed  to  us  in  the  day  of  judg- 

,t,  that,  rs   though   we    ire,   we   h 
been  willing  to  take  care  of  the  .sheep 

mrmitted  to  us  in  peace,  nor  to 
.  them  in  battle?    Would  not  the  charge  be 

•  us  by  the  Lord,  which  by  1  lis 
l  He  utters  and  says?  "  Behold,  ye  con- 

ic milk,  and  ye  clothe  you  with  the  wool, 
m  that  I  ;  but  ye  iced  not 

k.     The  weak  have  ye  not  strengthened, 
ye   healed    that    which    was    sick, 

imforted  that  which  was  bro- 
ther have  ye  >  un  that  which 

ther  have  j           ;ht  that  whit  h  was 
•  tat  which  was  e  wore  out  with 
And  my  sheep  were  Mattered,  because 

Is  :    and    they   became 
II   the  !              f  the  field;   and  there 

i  sought   aft  i.  nor  brought 
thus    saith    the    L  ird, 

.  I  am  against  the  shepherds;  and  I  will 
ineir  hand,  and  cause  t! 

;  my  sheep  ;  neither  shall 
my  more  :   and   I   will  deliver 

a  their  mouth,  and  I  will  feed  them 

.  then,  the  sheep  committed  to  u 
rd  be  demanded  back  from  our  mouth, 
vith  we  den)  with  we  oppose 
i  rather  the  in  cruelty  than 

xnal  love  ;  we 

by  the  .f  the  1 ' 
■  mil  the  admonition  of  the  1  mveyed 

■  manifest  use  the  enemy 
■  be  at  hand,  to  gather 

thin  the  camp  the  soldiers  of  Christ,  to  examine 
one.  and  to  grant  peace  to  the 
furnish  who 

And  this,  we  tr  ist.will  please 
i    of   the    paternal  mere  v. 

it    if  th<  ;   (  olleag 

who,  now  that  the  contest  is  urgent,  thinks  that 
pi  ai  c  should  not  be  granted  to  our  brethren  and 
sisters,  he  shall  give  an  account  to  the  Lord  in 
the  i\.\\  of  judgment,  either  of  his  grievoi 
.■r  of  his  inhuman  hardness.  We,  as  befitted  our 
faith  and  charity  and  solicitude,  have  laid  before 
you  what  was  in  our  own  mind,  namely,  that  the 
day  of  contest  has  approached,  that  a  violent 
enemy  will  soon  rise  up  against  us,  that  a  slru 
is  coming  on,  not  su<  h  as  it  has  been,  but  mm  h 
more  serious  and  fierce.  This  is  frequently  shown 
to  us  from  above  ;  concerning  this  we  are  often 
admonished  by  the  providence  and  mercy  of  the 
Lord,  of  whose  help  and  love  we  who  trust  in 
Him  may  be  secure,  because  lie  who  in  peace 
foretells  to  Hi^  soldiers  that  the  battle  will  come, 
will  give  to  them  when  they  are  warring  \  i<  tory 
in  the  encounter.  We  bid  you,  dearest  brother, 
ever  heartily  farewell. 

TO 
EITSTLE   LIV.3 

CORNELIUS,     CONCERNING      FORTUNATUS 

' 

to  any  revising  power 
•  lied  from  I  ,■,  a  brother, .  juid  do.] 

AND  FELICISSIMUS,  OR  AGAINST  THE  HEKE- 

TI( .'  WENT.  —  CYPRIAN  CHIEFLY  WARXS  CORNELIUS 
IN  THIS  LETTER  NOT  1<>  HEAR  1HE  CALUMNIES 

OF  FELICISSIMUS  AND  FORTUNATUS  AGAINST  HIM, 
AND  NOTTO  BE  FRIGHTENED  BY  THEIR  THREATS 

BUT  TO  P.E  OF  A  BRAVE  SPIRIT,  AS  BECOME! 

<;"I)'S  PRIESTS  IN  OPPOSITION  TO  HERETICS  J 

NAM  F.I. V,  THOSE  WHO.  AFTER  THE  CUSTOM  PRBj 
VAILING  AMONG  HERETICS,  BEGAN  THEIR  HERESY 
AND  SCHISMS  WITH  THE  CONTEMPT  OF  ONE 

BISHOP   IN    THE   CHURCH.4 

i.  I  have  read  your  letter,  dearest  brother, 

which  you  sent  by  Saturus  our  brother  the  aco- 
lyte, abundantly  full  of  fraternal  love  anil  eccle- 

siastical discipline  and  priestly  reproof;  in  which 
-  gnified  that  Felicissimus.5  no  new  enemy 

of  Christ,  but  long  ago  excommunicated  for  his 
very  many  and  grave  crimes,  and  condemned 
not  only  by  my  judgment,  but  also  by  that  of 
very  many  of  my  fellow-bishops,  has  been  re- 

ted  by  you  there,  and  that  when  he  came 
attended  by  a  band  and  faction  of  desperadoes, 
he   was  driven    from   the  Church  with   the  full 

our  with  which  it  behoves  a  bishop  to  act. 
in  which  Church  long  ago  he  was  driven,  with 

others  like  himself,  by  the  majesty  of  Cod  and 
the  severity  of  Christ  our  Lord  and  Judge  ;  that 
the  author  of  schism  and  disagreement,  the 
fraudulent  user  of  money  entrusted  to  him.  the 
violator  of  virgins,  the  destroyer  and  corrupter 
of  many  marriages,  should  not,  by  the  dishonour 

I  cd.:  Ep.  lix.     A.t>   i\i. 

*  l"'1  so  by  ih«  way  whence  heresy  and  schisms  art  wo  i 
to  take  iheii  rise,  so  that  the  letter  is  wilh  good  reason  inscribed  by 
Morell  "  Contra  Harrti 

!  [He  was  a  purse-proud  layman.  But  see  Elucidation  XIII 
infrn.\ 
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of  his  presence  and  his  immodest  and  incestuous 
contact,  violate  further  the  spouse  of  Christ, 
hitherto  (incorrupt,  holy,  modest. 

2.  But  yet,  when  I  read  your  other  letter, 
brother,  which  you  subjoined  to  your  first  one,  I 
was  considerably  surprised  at  observing  that  you 
were  in  some  degree  disturbed  by  the  threats 
and  tenors  of  those  who  had  come,  when,  ac- 

cording to  what  you  wrote,  they  had  attacked 

and  threatened  you  with  the  greatest  despera- 
tion, that  if  you  would  not  receive  the  letters 

which  they  had  brought,  they  would  read  them 

publicly,  and  would  utter  many  base  and  dis- 
graceful things,  and  such  as  were  worthy  of  their 

mouth.  But  if  the  matter  is  thus,  dearest  broth- 
er, that  the  audacity  of  the  most  wricked  men 

is  to  be  dreaded,  and  that  what  evil  men  cannot 

do  rightly  and  equitably,  they  may  accomplish 
by  daring  and  desperation,  there  is  an  end  of 

the  vigour  of  the  episcopacy,  and  of  the  sub- 
lime and  divine  power  of  governing  the  Church  ; 

nor  can  we  continue  any  longer,  or  in  fact  now 
be  Christians,  if  it  is  come  to  this,  that  we  are 
to  be  afraid  of  the  threats  or  the  snares  of  OUt- 

For  both  Gentiles  and  Jews  threaten, 
and  heretics  and  all  those,  of  whose  hearts  and 

minds  the  devil  has  taken  possession,  daily  attest 
their  venom  »us  madness  with  furious  voice.  We 

are  not.  ther  'tore,  to  yield  because  they  threaten  ; 
nor  is  the  adversary  and  enemy  on  that  account 

greater  than  ( 'hrist,  because  he  claims  for  him- self and  assumes  so  much  in  the  world.  There 

ought  to  abide  with  us,  dearest  brother,  an  im 
moveable  strength  of  faith;  and  against  all  the 
irruptions  and  onsets  of  the  waves  that  roar 

nst  us.  a  steady  and  unshaken  courage  should 
planl  it, ell  as  with  the  fortitude  and  mass  of  a 
resisting  rock.    Nor  does  il  matterwhence  comes 
the    terror  or  the   danger  to   a    bishop,  who   lives 

subject  to  terrors  and  dangers,  and  is  neverthe- 
less made  glorious  by  those  very  terrors  and 

dangers.  for  we  ought  not  to  consider  and  re- 

gard the  mere    threats   of  the  ('.entiles    or  of  the 
Jews,  when  we  see  that  the  Lord  Himself  was 
deserted  b\  His  brethren,  and  was  betrayed  b) 
him  whom  ||e  Himself  had  chosen  among  His 

api  istles  ;  that  also  in  the  beginning  of  the  world 
it  was  none  other  than  a  brother  who  slew  n 

Abel,  and  an  angry  brother  pursued  the 
ob,  and  the  youthful  Joseph  was  sold 

the  at  t  of  his  brethren.  In  the  ( rospel  also 
we  read  that  it  was  foretold  that  our  foes  should 

rather  be  of  our  own  household,  and  that  they  who 
ha\e  first  been  associated  in  the  sacrament  ol 

unit)  '  shall  be  they  who  shall  betray  one  another. 
It  makes  no  difference  who  delivers  up  or  who 
rages,  since  (lod  permits  those  to  be  delivered 
up  whom  He  appoints  to  be  crowned.     For  it  is 

1  ["The  sacramental  host  of  God's  elect"-  .  >   •«i>cr  J 

no   ignominy  to  us  to  suffer  from  our  bretl 
what  Christ  suffered,  nor  is  it  glory  to  them  to 
do  what  Judas  did.     But  what  insolent     it 
them,  what  swelling  and  inflated  and  vail 
ing  on   the  part  of  these  threateners,  . 
threaten  me  in  my  absence,  when  here  th 
me  present  in  their  power  I     I  do  not  fear  their 
reproaches  with  which  they  daily  wound  th 
selves  and   their  Own   life  :    I   do   not   tremble   at 

their  clubs   and   stones   and    swords,  which   they 
brandish  with  parricidal  words :  as  lies  in 
their  power  such  men  are  homi<  id(  I  I  >d. 

Yet  the}-  are  not  able  to  slay  unless  the  Lord 
have  allowed  them  to  slay  ;  and  although  I  must 
die  but  once,  yet  they  daily  slay  me  by  their 
hatred,  their  words,  and  their  villanies. 

3.  Hut,  dearest   brother,  eo  tical   dis 
pline  is  not  on  that  account  to  be  for  aken,  nor 

priestly  censure  to  be  relaxed,  because 
disturbed   with    reproaches    Or   are    shaken   with 
terrors;    since    Hoi)  Scripture   meets  and  warns 

ns,  saying,  "  But  he  who  presumes  and  is  haughty, 
the  man  who  boasts  of  himself,  who  hath  enlai 

his   soul    as    hell,  shall    accomplish    nothing 

And  again  :  "  And  fear  not  the  words  of  a  sinful 
man.   for   his    glory  shall   be   dung   and 

To-day  he  is  lift  :d  up,  and  to-morrow  h  :  shall 
not  be  found,  because  he  is  turned  into  his  earth, 

and  his  thought  shall  perish."  ;     And  again  :  "  I 
have  seen  the  wicked  exalted,  and  ra  -  d  above 

the  cedars  of  Libanus :   I  went  by,  and,  lo,  he 
was  not;  yea.  I    sought  him,  and   his  pi 

not  found."  1     Exaltation,  and  puffing  up, 
arrogant   and    haughty  boastfulness,  spring  not 
from  the  teaching  of  Christ  wl   1  I    iches  humility, 
but  from  the  spirit  of  Antichrist,  whom  tl 

rebukes  by  His  prophet,  saying,  "  F01  I         hast 
said  in  thine  heart.  I  will   ascend    into   h  aven,  I 

will  place  my  throne  above  the  stai  »d : 
I  will  sit  on  a  loft)  mountain,  above  the  I 
mountains  to  the  north  :    I  will  as,  end  abovt 

clouds  ;  I  will  be  like  the  Most   Huh."  - 

he  added,  saying,  "Yet  thou  shah  descend 
hell,  to  the  foundations  of  the  earth  ;  and  1 

that    see  thee   shall  w  on.  ler  at    thee."        Wh< 
also  divine  s.  ripture  threatens  a  like  punishment 

to  such  in  another  place,  and  says, "  i    1  tl 
Of   the    Lord    of  hosts   shall    be    upoi 
that  is  injurious  and  proud,  and   upon 

that  is  lifted  up,  and  lofty."  his  m- 
therefore,  and  bj  his  words,  is  e\  erj 

betrayed  ;   and   wheth<  1    he   has  1 
heart,  or  Antichrist,  is  discerned  in  h 
a. ,  ording  to  what  the  1  ord  says  in   1 

■•  ( )  generation  ol  \  ipers,  how  .  an  j 
•  II  ih   u 

•  1  Mai    ii <  r     kx> 

■    1    .    v  >. 'iii" 
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of  the  abundant  e 

th  speaketh.     \  good  man •li    forth  gi 

i  in.iii  out  of  the  evil  treasure 
■•  ■     \\  hen<  e  also  that 

who  implores  help  from  I  .  arus,  then 
n's  bosom,  and  established  in  a 
it,  while  he,  writhing  in  torments, 

imed   by  the   heat-,   of  burning  dame, 
:  punishment  of  all  parts  of  his  body 

is  mouth  .ind  his  tongue,  be<  ause  doubtless  in 

I.  s        ith  and  his  tongue  he  had  most  sinned.' 
.;    i  e  u  is  written,  "  Neither  shall  re- 

iherit  the  kingdom  of  God,"  ;  and  again 
ihe  .  tys  in  1 1  pel,  "  W  hosoi  ver  sh  ill 

brother,  Thou  fool  ;  and  ver 
ill  be  in  danger  of  the  ( rehenna 

fire,"<  !  they  evade  the  rebuke  of  the 
I  rd  the  avenger,  who  heap  up  such  expressions, 

mlj  on  their  brethren,  but  also  on  the  priests, 
i  >  wh  ira  i-  granted  such  honour  of  the  conde- 

!  i  d.  that  whosoever  should  not  obey 
tnd  him  that  judgeth  here  for  the  time, 

immediatel)  to  be  slain?     In  Deuteronomy 

rd  Cod  speaks,  saying,  "And  the  man  that 
will    do    presumptuously,   and    will    not    hearken 

.1  or  to  the  judge,  whosoever  he 
II  be  in  those  days,  that  man  shall  die  ;  and  all 

pie,  when  they  hear,  shall   fear,  raid  shall 

more  wickedly."  ;      Moreov<  r,  to  Samuel, 
when  he  was  despised  by  the  Jews,  God  says, 

••  1.     \    have    not  1    thee,   but   they   have 
1  me."       And  the  Lord  also  in  the  Gos- 
.  "  I  te  that  heareth  you,  heareth  me,  and 

a  that  sent  me  ;  and  he  that  rejecteth  you, 
th  me  ;  and  he  that  rejecteth  me,  rejecteth 

II  it]  t  sent  me."  And  when  he  had  cleansed 

the  leprous  man.  he  said,  "(io,  show  thyself  to 
the  pri  And  when  afterwards,  in  the  time 

.1  Ie  had  re<  eived  a  buffet  from  a 

•  of  the  priest,  and  the  servant  said  to  1  lim, 
"At  die  high  priest  so?"    the  Lord 

I  nothing  reproachfully  against  the  high  priest, 

inything  from  the  priest's  honour; 
erting    llis    own    innocence,   and 

.  ••  If  I   have  spoken  evil, 
I  ;   hut  if  well,  why  smitest 

Also  subsequently,  in  the  Acts  of 
th-  Aposde  Paul,  when  it 

'  i  him.  "Revilest  thou  Cod's  priest?"" 
—  although  they  had  begun  to  be  sacrilegious, 

35. 
'mbedded  in  the  minds  of  Western  Christians. 

■    7».     The   Fal  <(micle 
:  length  is  a  curious  study  of  this  subject.] 

4    M  HI      V.    33. 
ii    u,  13. •il.    7. 

*  I 

•  Matt.  \.       » 
•J  •"• j  3. 

II  mil.  4. 

and  impio  1-,  and  bloody,  the  Lord  having  already 
a  (rut  ified,  and  I). id  no  longer  retained  any- 

thin,;  of  the  priestl)  honour  and  authority  - 
Paul,  <  onsidering  the  name  itself,  however  em] 

and  the  shad(  M  ,  as  it  were,  of  the  priest,  said,  "  I 
wist  not,  brethren,  that  he  was  the  high  pri< 
for  it  i-^  written,    I  hou  shalt  not  speak  evil  of  the 

ruler  of  thy  people."  '- 5.  When,  then,  such  and  so  great  exampl 
and   many  others,  are  precedents  whereby  the 

priestly  authority  and  power  by  the  divine  con- 
descension i>  established,  what  kind  of  peopl  •, 

think  you,  are  they  who,  being  enemies  of  the 
priests,  and  rebels  against  the  Catholic  Church, 
are  frightened  neither  by  the  threatening  of  a  fore- 

warning Lord,  nor  by  the  vengeance  of  coming 
judgment  ?  For  neither  have  heresies  arisen,  nor 
have  schisms  originated,  from  any  other  source 

than  from  this,  that  Cod's  priest  is  not  obeyed  ; 
nor  do  they  consider  that  there  is  one  person 
for  the  time  priest  in  the  Church,  and  for  the 

time  judge  in  the  stead  of  Christ  ; '^  whom,  if, 
according  to  divine  teaching,  the  whole  frater- 

nity should  obey,  no  one  would  stir  up  anything 
against  the  college  of  priests  ;  no  one,  after  the 
divine  judgment,  after  the  suffrage  of  the  people, 
after  the  consent  of  the  CO-bishops,  would  make 
himself  a  judge,  not  now  of  the  bishop,  but  of 

( ',(  d.  No  one  would  rend  the  Church  by  a  divis- 
ion of  the  unity  of  Christ.'4  No  one,  pleasing 

himself,  and  swelling  with  arrogance,  would  found 
a  new  heresy,  separate  and  without,  unless  any 
one  be  of  such  sacrilegious  daring  and  abandoned 
mind,  as  to  think  that  a  priest  is  made  without 

Cod's  judgment,  when  the  Lord  says  in  His  Cos- 
pel,  "Are  not  two  sparrows  sold  for  a  farthing? 
and  one  of  them  does  not  fall  to  the  ground  with- 

out the  will  of  your  Father."  '5  When  He  says 
that  not  even  the  least  things  are  done  without 

God's  will,  does  any  one  think  that  the  highest 
and  greatest  things  are  done  in  God's  Church 
either  without  God's  knowledge  or  permission, 
and  that  priests  —  that  is,  His  stewards  —  are 
not  ordained  by  His  decree?  This  is  not  to 
have  faith,  whereby  we  live  ;  this  is  not  to  give 
honour  to  God,  by  whose  direction  and  decision 
we  know  and  believe  that  all  things  are  ruled  and 
governed.  Undoubtedly  there  are  bishops  made, 
not  by  the  will  of  God,  but  they  are  such  as  are 
made  outside  of  the  Church — such  as  are  made 
contrary  to  the  ordinance  and  tradition  of  the 

Gospel,  as  the  Lord  Himself  in  the  twelve  proph- 
ets asserts,  saying,  "  They  have  set  up  a  king 

for  themselves,  and  not  by  me."  ,6     And  again  : 
12  Acts  xxiii.  5. 

13  [i.e.,  in  each  Church  the  one  episcopate  —  "the  college  of 
priests "  —  is  represented  by  the  one  bishop.  See  note,  Oxford trans.,  p.   155. 1 

M  [An  illnstiation  again  of  the  Cyprianic  theory.    See  {he  Treatise 
oh  Unity.     These  notes  will  aid  when  we  reach  that  Treatise.] 1     Matt,  x    39. 

16  Hos.  viii.  4. 
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"  Their  sacrifices  are  as  the  bread  of  mourning  j 
all  that  eat  thereof  shall  be  polluted."  '  And 
the  Holy  Spirit  also  cries  by  Isaiah,  and  says, 

"  Woe  unto  you,  children  that  are  deserters. 
Thus  saith  the  Lord,  Ye  have  taken  counsel,  but 

not  of  me  ;  and  ye  have  made  a  covenant,  but 

not  of  my  Spirit,  that  ye  may  add  sin  to  sin."2 
6.  But  —  I  speak  to  you  as  being  provoked ; 

I  speak  as  grieving ;  I  speak  as  constrained  — 
when  a  bishop  is  appointed  into  the  place  of 
one  deceased,  when  he  is  chosen  in  time  of 
peace  by  the  suffrage  of  an  entire  people,  when 
he  is  protected  by  the  help  of  God  in  persecu- 

tion, faithfully  linked  with  all  his  colleagues, 

approved  to  his  people  by  now  four  years'  ex- 
perience in  his  episcopate ;  observant  of  disci- 

pline in  time  of  peace  ;  in  time  of  disturbance, 

proscribed  with  the  name  of  his  episcopate  ap- 
plied and  attached  to  him  ;  so  often  asked  for 

in  the  circus  "for  the  lions;"  in  the  amphi- 
theatre, honoured  with  the  testimony  of  the 

divine  condescension;  even  in  these  very  days 
bn  which  I  have  written  this  letter  to  you,  on 
Lccount  of  the  sacrifices  which,  by  proclaimed 
jdict,  the  people  were  commanded  to  celebrate, 

lemanded  anew  in  the  circus  ''for  the  lions" 
by  the  (  lamour  of  the  populace  ;  —  when  such  a 
Dne,  dearest  brother,  is  seen  to  be  assailed  by 
jome  desperate  and  reckless  men,  and  by  those 
vho  have  their  place  outside  the  Church,  it  is 

nanifest  wh  ils  him:  not  assuredly  Christ, 
yho  either  appoints  or  protects  his  priests  j  but 
le  who,  as  the  a  Iversary  of  Christ  and  the  foe 

jo  I  lis  Church,  for  this  purpose  persecutes  with 
lis  malice  the  ruler  of  the  Church,  that  when 

:he  pil  >t  is  removed,  he  may  rage  more  atro- 
ciously and  more  violently  with  a  view  to  the 

Bhurch's  dispersion. 
7.  Nor  ought  it,  my  clearest  brother,  to  dis- 

.urb  any  one  who  is  faithful  and  mindful  of  the 
Sospel,  and  retairfs  the  1  ommands  of  the  apostle 
Itrho  forewarns  us;  if  in  the  lasl  days  certain 
>ersons,  proud,  contumacious,  and  en  mies  of 

foil's  priests,  either  depart  from  the  Church  or 
i'  t  igainst  the  Church,  since  both  the  Lord  and 
His  apostles  have  previously  foretold  that  there 
ihoulcl  be  such.  Nor  let  any  one  wonder  that 

;he  servant  placed  over  them  should  1"-  for 
iaken  Ijj  iome,  when  His  own  dis<  iples  forsook 
he  Lord  Himself,  who  performed  such  great 
iml  wonderful  works,  and  illustrated  tin-  aim 

ol    Cod  the   Father  l>v  the  testimony   of 
1 1.  -  doin    ..     And  yel   I  le  did  nol  rebuke  them 

1  they  went  away,  nor  ev<  n  severel)  threaten 
them  ;    but   rather,  turning  to   1 1 1  s  apostl  9,    He 

■  ill.  ••Will  ye  also  go  away?"'  manifest!)  ob 
Serving    the    law  wherein   a    man    left    to    his  OWn 

mi. 
I  (XX.  I. 
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liberty,  and  established  in  his  own  choice,  him- 
self desires  for  himself  either  death  or  salvation. 

Nevertheless,  Peter,4  upon  whom  by  the  same 
Lord  the  Church  had  been  built,  speaking  one 
for  all,  and  answering  with  the  voice  of  the 

Church,  says,  "  Lord,  to  whom  shall  we  go  ? 
Thou  hast  the  words  of  eternal  life  ;  and  we  be- 

lieve, and  are  sure  that  Thou  art  the  Christ,  the 

Son  of  the  living  God :" s  signifying,  doubt 
and  showing  that  those  who  departed  from  (  hrist 
perished  by  their  own  fault,  yet  that  the  Church 
which  believes  on  Christ,  and  holds  that  which 
it  has  once  learned,  never  departs  from  Him  at 
all,  and  that  those  are  the  Church  who  remain  in 
the  house  of  God  ;  but  that,  on  the  other  hand, 
they  are  not  the  plantation  planted  by  God  the 
Father,  whom  we  see  not  to  he  established  with 
the  stability  of  wheat,  but  blown  about  like  c 
by  the  breath  of  the  enemy  scattering  them,  of 

whom  John  also  in  his  epistle  says,  "  They  went 
out  from  us,  but  they  were  not  of  us  ;  for  if  they 
had  been  of  us,  no  doubt  they  would  have  con- 

tinued with  us."6  Paul  also  warns  us,  when  evil 
men  perish  out  of  the  Church,  not  to  be  dis- 

turbed, nor  to  let  our  faith  be  lessened  by  the 

llture  of  the  faithless.  '■  Lor  what,"  he  says, 
"if  some  of  them  have  departed  from  the  faith? 
Hath  their  unbelief  made  the  faith  of  Cod  of 

none  effect?  Cod  forbid!  Lor  Cod  is  true, 

but  every  man  a  liar."  7 8.  For  our  own  part,  it  befits  our  conscience, 

dearest  brother,  to  strive  that  none  should  | 
ish  going  out  of  the  Church  by  our  fault ;  but  if 
any  one,  of  his  own  accord  and  by  his  own  sin, 
should  perish,  and  should  be  unwilling  to  repent 
and  to  return  to  the  Church,  that  we  who  are 

anxious  for  their  well-being  should  be  blameless 
in  the  day  of  judgment,  and  that  they  alone 
should  remain  in  punishment  who  refused  to  be 
healed  by  the  wholesomeness  o(  our  ad> 

Nor  ought  the  reproaches  of  the  lost  to  move 
us  in  any  degree  to  depart  from  the  right 
and  from  the  sure  rule,  since  also  the  apostle 

instructs  us,  saying,  "  If  I  should  please  men,  I 
should  not  be  the  servant  of  Christ."  There 

is  a  great  difference  whether  one  desires  to  de- 
serve well  of  men  or  of  Cod.  It  we  seek 

phase    men.    the    Lord    is    offended.      But    if   we 
strive   and    labour   that   we    ma)    please    I 
we   ought   to  c  ontemn  human  repn  . 
abu 

9.  but  that  I  did  not   immediate!)   « 

you,    dearest     brother,    about     L0rtun.1t:>.    that 
pseudo  bishop,  constituted  b)  a  few,  and  th 

*  p  vi'ii  111  .  .Mil.!  11. •(  li  ive  «  ritten  th  ■  li  ■■•  • ■ 
«  hi.  !i 

I '■  1  fohn  ii   '  1 
:  Rom   ui       ( *  Gal   1 
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i  was  not  su<  h 

!  hastil)  to  be  brought  under 
i  or  ti>  be  feared  ; 

m  already  know  well  enough 
is  one  of  the  five 

time  ba<  k  deserted  from 

:  tti  I)  ex<  ommunicated  by 

■  ir  fellow-bishops,"  nun  both 
md  entitled  to  the  greatest  respect, 

.  this  matterwrote  to  you  last  year.     Also 
se  IV 1  ii  issimus,  the  standard- 

•  on,  who  himself  also  is  comprised 
in  i  me  letters  long  ago  written  to  you  by 

S,1   and  who   not   on!y  was  excom- 
them  here,  but  moreover  was  lately 

from  the  Church  by  you  there.    Since  1 
ifii lent    that    thee    things  were    in   your 

.  and  knew  for  certain  thai  they  abode 
in  your  memory  and  discipline,  I   did  not  think 
it  i,  )  that  the  follies  of  heretics  should  he 

|td(  kly  and  urgently.      For   indeed  it 
tin  to  the  majesty  or  the  dignity 

ilii    Church,  to  concern  itself  with 
u  ity  of  heretics  and  schismatics 

nong  themselves.     For  Novatian's \   i>  also  said   to  have   now   made   Maximus 

•   r  —  who  was  lately  sent  to   us  as  an 
r    for    Novatian.    and    rejected     from 

i  with  us  —  their  false  bishop  in  that 
yet  1    had   no;  written  to  you  about 

all  these  things  are  slighted  by  us; 
i  lately  the   names  of  the 

:t   d    there,   who   with   wholesome 
rn  the  1  trethren  in  the 

lurch.3      And  this  certainly,  therefore. 

'.    by   the    advice    of   all    of  us  to :.  that  there  m  found  a  short 

itroying  error  and  of  finding  out 
h,  that  you  and  our  colleagues  might  know 

a  to  write,  and  reciprocally,  from  whom 

it  '  to  receive  letters ;   but  if  any 
whom  we  have  comprised   in 

should  dare  to  writ-  .  you  would 
ither  that  1  ited  by  sacrifice,  or 

,  or  that  he  was  one  of 
perverted  and  profane. 

x  ted  an  opportunity,  by od  anal  a  clerk.  I  have 

•lyte,  whom 
:it  with  !  league,  among 

whii  h  «  rought  under 
'in  their  party,  about  that    FortU- 

l'.it  while  our  brother  Felicianus  is 
eit  iy  the  wind,  or  is  detained 

m  us,  he  has  been 
hastening  to    you. 

*. is  held  on  the  return 

For  thus  wi<  kedness  always  hastens,  as  if  by  its 

speed  it  could  prevail  against  innocence. 
id.    But    I    intimated   to   yon,   my   brother,   by 

Felicianus,  that   there  had  come  to  Carth 
Privatus,  an  old  heretii    in  the  colony  of  Lam- 
besa,  many  years  ago  condemned  for  many  and 
grave  crimes  by  the  judgment  of  ninety  bishops, 
and  severely  remarked  upon  in  the  letters  of 
Fabian  and  Donatus,  also  our  predecessors,  as  is 

not  hidden  from  your  knowledge  ;  ;  who,  when 
he  said  that  he  wished  to  plead  his  cause  before 
us  in  the  council  which  we  held  on  the  Ides  of 

May  then  past,  and  was  not  permitted,  made  for 
himself  that  FortunatUS  a  pretended  bishop, 
worthy  of  his  college.  And  there  had  also  come 
with  him  a  certain  Felix,  whom  he  himself 

had  formerly  appointed  a  pseudo-bishop  outside 
the  Church,  in  heresy.  But  Jovinus  also,  and 
Maximus,  were  present  as  companions  with  the 

proved  heretic,'  condemned  for  wicked  sacrifices, 
and  crimes  prosed  against  them  by  the  judg- 

ment of  nine  bishops,  our  colleagues,  and  again 
excommunicated  also  by  many  of  us  last  year  in 
a  council.  And  with  these  four  was  also  joined 
Repostus  of  Suturnica,  who  not  only  fell  himself 

in  the  persecution,  but  cast  down  by  sacrile- 
gious persuasion  the  greatest  part  of  his  people. 

These  five,  with  a  few  who  either  had  sacrificed^ 
or  had  evil  consciences,  concurred  in  desiring 
Fortunatus  as  a  false  bishop  for  themselves,  that 
so.  their  crimes  agreeing,  the  ruler  should  be 
such  as  those  who  are  ruled. 

i  t  .  Hence  also,  dearest  brother,  you  may  now 
know  the  other  falsehoods  which  desperate  and 
abandoned  men  have  there  spread  about,  that 
although,  of  the  sacrificers,  or  of  the  heretics, 
there  were  not  more  than  five  false  bishops  who 
came  to  Carthage,  and  appointed  Fortunatus  as 

the  associate  of  their  madness  ;  yet  they,  as  chil- 
dren of  the  devil,  and  full  of  lies,  dared,  as  you 

write,  to  boast  that  there  were  present  twenty- 
live  bishops;  which  falsehood  they  boasted  here 
also  before  among  our  brethren,  saying  that  twen- 

ty-five bishops  would  come  from  Numidia  to 
make  a  bishop  for  them.  After  they  were  de- 

tected and  confounded  in  this  their  lie  (only 
live  who  had  made  shipwreck  coming  together, 
and  these  being  excommunicated  by  us),  they 
sailed  to  Rome  with  the  reward  of  their  lies,  as 

if  the  truth  could  not  sail  after  them,  and  con- 
vict their  lying  tongues  by  proof  of  the  certainty. 

And  this,  my  brother,  is  real  madness,  not  to 
think  nor  to  know  that  lies  do  not  long  deceive, 
that  the  night  only  lasts  so  long  as  until  the  day 
brightens  :  but  that  when  the  day  is  clear 
the  sun  has  arisen,  the  darkness  and  gloom  g 

place  to  light,  and  the  robberies  which  were  go- 

■ 1  [i  XI.  | 

"  with  Privatus,  the  proved  heretic:  "  or,  according  to  the 
Oxford  translation,  "  a  proud  heretic."    [$cc  p.  308.] 
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ing  on  through  the  night  cease.  In  fine,  if  you 
were  to  seek  the  names  from  them,  they  would 
have  none  which  they  could  even  falsely  give. 
For  such  among  them  is  the  penury  even  of 
wicked  nun,  that  neither  of  sacrificers  nor  of 

heretics  can  there  be  collected  twenty-five  for 
them  ;  and  yet,  for  the  sake  of  deceiving  the  ears 
of  the  simple  and  the  absent,  the  number  is 
exaggerated  by  a  lie,  as  if,  even  if  this  number 
were  true,  either  the  Church  would  be  overcome 

by  heretics,  or  righteousness  by  the  unrighteous. 
12.  Nor  does  it  behove  me,  dearest  brother, 

to  do  like  things  to  them,  and  to  go  through  in 

my  discourse  those  things  which  they  have  com- 
mitte  1.  and  still  commit,  since  we  have  to  con- 

sider wiiat  it  becomes  God's  priests  to  utter  and 
to  write.  Nor  ought  grief  to  speak  among  us  so 

mu<  ii  as  shame.  an«  1   I  ought  not  to  seem   pro- 
1  rather  to  heap  together  reproaches  than 

crimes  and  sins.  Therefore  I  am  silent  upon  the 

deceits  practised  in  the  Church.  I  pass  over  the 
conspiracies  and  adulteries,  and  the  various  kinds 
of  crimes.  Tint  circumstance  alone,  however, 
of  their  wickedness,  in  which  the  cause  is  not 

mini',  nor  m  in's,  but  ( rod's,  I  do  not  think  must 
be  withheld  ;  tint  from  the  very  fust  day  of  the 
pel  ii.  while  the  recent  crimes  of  the  guilty 

were  still  hot,  and  not  only  the  devil's  altars,  but 
the  very  hands  and  the  mouths  of  the  lapsed, 
were  still  sm  with  the  abominable  sacrifices, 
they  did  not  cease  to  communicate  with  the 
lapsed,  and  to  interfere  with  their  repentance. 

God  cries,  "  He  that  sacrificeth  unto  any  gods, 

sue  unto  the  Lord  only,  shall  be  rooted  out.'"' 
And  in  the  Gospel  the  Lord  says,  "  Whosoever 
shall  deny  me,  him  will  I  deny."-  And  in  an- 

other plai  e  the  divine  indignati  >n  and  anger  are 

not  sile  il .  saj  in  ,  "  Vo  them  hast  tho  i 
out  a  drink-offering,  and  to  them  hast  tl  i  red 
a  ni'  ring.    Shall  I  n  >t  be  angry  with  thes : 

things?  saith  the  Lord."3  \nd  they  interfere 
that  God  maj  n  >t  be  entreated,  who  I  [imself  de 
clare  -  th  it  I  [e  is  angry  ;  they  interp  »se  thai 
Christ  may  nol  be  besought  with  prayers  and 
satisfactions,  who  professes  that  him  who  denies 
1 1  nn  He  will  deny. 

13.  In  the  very  time  of  persecution  we  wrote 
letter,  mi  this  matter,  but  we  were  not  attended 
to.      A  lull    council    being  held,  we    decreed,  not 

only  with  our  consent,  but  also  with  0urthre.1t 

ig,  that  the  brethren  should  repent.1  an  1  tint 
none  should  rashly  grant  peace  to  those  who  did 
not  repent.  And  those  sacrilegious  persons  rush 

with  impious  madness  against  God's  .  de- 
parting from  the  (  huo  h  ;  and  raising  theii  par 

ricidal  arms  against  the  Church,  in  order  that 

1   F.»    \\ii.  ao. 
'     \l   ill      v 

I  1m.  Ivii.  e 
*  Strictly ,  the  phrase  here  as  elsewhere  is, "  should  do  pens 

mi<  attain  sgi  u  tit." 

the  malice  of  the  devil  may  consummate  their 

work,5  take  pains  that  the  divine  clemency  may 
not  heal   the  wounded   in    His   Church.     They 
corrupt  the  repentance  of  the  wretched   men   by 
the  deceitfulness  of  their  lies,  that   it  may  not 

satisfy  an  offended  Cod  —  that  he  who  has  either 
blushed  or  feared  to  be  a  Christian  before,  may 
not  afterwards  seek  Christ  his  Lord,  nor  he  re- 

turn to  the  Church  who  had   departed   from   the 
Church.      Efforts  are  used  that  the   sins  may  not 
be  atoned  for  with  just  satisfactions  and  lamenta- 

tions, that  the  wounds  may  not  be  washed  away 
with    tears.     True   peace   is   done   away  by  the 
falsehood  of  a  fabe  peace  ;  the  healthful  bo 
of  a  mother  is  closed  by  the  interference  of  the 
stepmother,  that  weeping  and  groaning  may  not 
be  heard  from  the  breast  and  from  the  lips  of 

the   lapsed.     And   beyond  this,  the   lapsed   are 
compelled   with    their  tongues  and    lips,   in    the 

Capitol6  wherein   before   they  had  sinned,  to  re- 
proach  the  priests  —  to  assail  with  contum 

and  with  abusive  words  the  confessors  and  vir- 

gins,   and    those    righteous   men   who    are    1 
eminent    for  the    praise   of  the   faith,  and   n 
glorious  in  the  Church.     By  which  things,  in  1 
it  is  not  so  much  the   modesty  and   the  humility 
and  the  shame  of  our  people   that  are  smitten, 

as  their  own   hop"  and   life   that    are    lacen 
For  neither  is  it  lie  who  hears,  but  he  who  utl 

the  reproach,  that  is  wretched  ;   nor  is  it  he  who 
is  smitten  by  his  brother,  but   he  who  smite-  a 
brother,  that  is  a  sinner  under  the  law  ;  and  when 

the   guilty   do   a   wrong   to    the    innocent,   they 
suffer  the  injury  who  think  that  they  are  doing  it. 
Finally,  their  mind  is  smitl  n  by  these  thii 
and  their  spirit    is   dull,  and   their  sense   of  : 

is  estranged  :  it  is  Cod's  wrath  that  they  ̂\o 
perceive  their  sins,  lest  repentance  should  foil 

as  it  is  written.  "And  Cod  gave   them   the  spirit 
of  torpor,"7  that  is.  that  they  may  not  return  and 
be  healed,  and  be  made  whole  after  their  sins 

just  pr  ryers  and  satisfactions.    Paul  the  apostl 

his  epistle  laj s  it  dow n,  and  jays,  "Th 
not    th''  i    the    truth,   that    they   11: 

saved.      And  for  this  i    tuse  ̂ '-'^l  shall  s(  iid   them 
strong  delusion,  that  the)  should  believe  a 
that  they  all  might   be  judged  who  believed 
the   truth,   but    had    pleasure    in    unrightei 
ness."  B    The  highest  degree  ofhapp 
to  sin  ;  the  ie<  ond.  to  acknowledg  In 
the  former,  innocence  flows  pun    -\^\  ui 
to  preserve  us;   in  the  latter,  there   conn 

medicine  to  heal  us.     Both  ̂ (  thee  t' 

lost  b)  offending  ( '•^A.  both  b< lost  whi(  hi  the 

1  "  rii.it  by  the  n 

■ 
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.1  repentant  ot  to  tin  ir  help, 
.  the  sin  is  healed.     Think  you,  brother, 

thai  trii  kedn  ■:  '  iod  are  trifl 
i  and  modi  since  by  their 

means  the  in.  I  Jod  is  not  be- nd the  day 

e,  when  Anti- 
hand,  the  faith  <>f  the  militant  people 

awa)  "i"  the  power  of 
the  laitj  s<  e  to  it  h  >w 

\  h  ivi<  r  labour  is  in- 

>ts  in  asserting  and  main- 
God,  that  we  seem  not  to 

le<  t  anj  in  this  resp  i  t.  when  God  ad- 
id  -  iys,  ••  And  now,  ( >  ye  priests, 

for  you.     If  ye  will  not 
i  will  not  lay  it  to  heart,  to  give 

my  name,  saith  the  Lord,  I  will  even 
i  you,  and   I  will  <  urse  your 

[s  honour,  then,  given  to  God  when 

the  majesty  auA   decree   of  God  are  so  con- 
temned, that  when   He  d  that  He  is  in- 

•  ami  angry  with  those  who  sacrifice,  and 
i  terna]   penalties  and  per- 

pei                                    roposed  by  the  sacri- 
the  wrath  of  (lod  be 

.  let  not  the  judgment  of  the   Lord 
ock  at  the  Church  of 

Christ;  but  repentance  being  done  away  with, 
.  made,  the  bishops 

-Id  -n  under  foot,  let  peace 
raed  by  the   presbyters   in   deceitful 

I  lest  the  lap*  Id  rise  up,  or 
tho  without    should     return     to     the 

Church,  1  ;  >n  be  offered  to  those  who 

.  inii  'ii 5 it    was  not  sufficient    that 

withdrawn  from  the  Gospel,  that  they 
>m  the  lapsed  the  hope  of  sat- 

.   that   they   had    taken 
ed    in  frauds  or  stained  with 

olluted  with  the  deadly  contagion 
1    entreat    God,  or 

mal  ai  the  Chun  h, 

Q  all   f<  .ad    fruit  ■  ;   that 
for  themselves  —  out- 

!  to  the  Church,  a 
:ion,  when 

hires 

id   unwilling   to  entreat ■ ■  having 

tics  —  to 
matic  and  i 

.  the  throm  ter,  and  to  the 
tly    unity    takes    its 

■m  and  frai 

h  to  the  whole  I 
ere] 

.  «t  up,  "  v  I 

soun  e  ;  '  and  not  to  <  onsider  t 
the  Romans  whose  faith  was  praised  in  the 

pre.h  hing  of  the  apostle,  to  whom  faithlessn 
could  have  no  acc<  .  But  what  was  the  rea- 

son of  their  coming  and  announ<  ing  the  making 

of  the  pseudo-bishop  in  opposition  to  the  bish- 
ops? For  either  they  are  pleased  with  what  they 

have  done,  and  persist  in  their  wickedness  j  or, 
if  they  are  displeased  and  retreat,  they  know 
whither  they  may  return.  For,  as  it  has  been 

dei  reed  by  all  of  us''  —  and  is  equally  fair  and 
just  —  that  the  case  of  every  One  should  be 
heard  there  where  the  crime  has  been  com- 

mitted ;  and  a  portion  of  the  flock  has  been 
assigned  to  each  individual  pastor,  which  he  is 
to  rule  and  govern,  having  to  give  account  of  his 
doing  to  the  Lord  ;  it  certainly  behoves  those 
over  whom  we  are  placed  not  to  run  about  nor 
to  break  up  the  harmonious  agreement  of  the 
bishops  with  their  crafty  and  deceitful  rashness, 
but  there  to  plead  their  cause,  where  they  may 
be  able  to  have  both  accusers  and  witnesses  of 

their  crime  ;  unless  perchance  the  authority  of 
the  bishops  constituted  in  Africa  seems  to  a  few 

desperate  and  abandoned  men  to  be  too  little,7 
who  have  already  judged  concerning  them,  and 
have  lately  condemned,  by  the  gravity  of  their 
judgment,  their  conscience  bound  in  many  bonds 
of  sins.  Already  their  case  has  been  examined, 

already  sentence  concerning  them  has  been  pro- 
nounced ;  nor  is  it  fitting  for  the  dignity  of  priests 

to  be  blamed  for  the  levity  of  a  changeable  and 
inconstant  mind,  when  the  Lord  teaches  and 

says,  "  Let  your  communication  be,  Yea,  yea ; 

Nay,  nay."  s 
15.  If  the  number  of  those  who  judged  con 

cerning  them  last  year  be  reckoned  with  the 
presbyters  and  deacons,  then  there  were  more 
present  to  the  judgment  and  hearing  than  are 
those  very  same  persons  who  now  seem  to  be 

dated  with  Fortunatus.  For  you  ought  to 
know,  dearest  brother,  that  after  he  was  made  a 

pseudo-bishop  by  the  heretics,  he  was  at  once 
deserted  by  almost  all.  For  those  to  whom  in 
past  time  delusions  were  offered,  and  deceitful 
words  were  given,  to  the  effect  that  they  were  to 
return  to  the  Church  together ;  after  they  saw 
that  a  false  bishop  was  made  there,  learned  that 
they  had  been  fooled  and  deceived,  and  are 
daily  returning  and  knocking  at  the  door  of  the 

*  [The  Apostolic  See  of  the  West  was  necessarily  all  this  in  the 
eyes  of  an  unambitious  faithful  Western  co-bishop;  but  the  letter  it- 

self proves  that  it  was  not  the  See  of  one  who  had  any  authority  over 
or  apart  from  his  CO-bishops.  Let  us  not  read  into  his  expressions 

.11  after-thought,  and  which  conflict  with  the  life  and all  the  testimony  of  Cyprian  ] 

[To  be  interpreted  by  Epistle  xxx.  p.  308,  supra.     Elucidation 

rcrce,  "  by  all  of  us,"  and  what  follows.] 
[Onlj  ied  men"  could  make  light  of 

•  im  their  own  province  to  Rome 
•    I  lot  the  mother  See 

lat  felt  by  Anglo-Americans  fur  <    interbury,  involving  no 
in  the  least.  et  Elucidation  Xlll.J 

■  it   v.  37. 
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Church  ;  while  we,  meanwhile,  by  whom  account 

is  to  be  given  to  the  Lord,  are  anxiously  weigh- 
ing and  carefully  examining  who  ought  to  be  re- 

ceived and  admitted  into  the  Church.  For  some 

are  either  hindered  by  their  crimes  to  such  a 

degree,  or  they  are  so  obstinately  and  firmly  op- 
posed by  their  brethren,  that  they  cannot  be  re- 
ceived at  all  except  with  offence  and  risk  to  a 

great  many.  For  neither  must  some  putridities 
be  so  collected  and  brought  together,  that  the 

parts  which  are  sound  and  whole  should  be  in- 
jured ;  nor  is  that  pastor  serviceable  or  wise  who 

so  mingles  the  diseased  and  affected  sheep  with 
his  flock  as  to  contaminate  the  whole  flock  with 

the  infection  of  the  clinging  evil.  (Do  not  pay 
attention  to  their  number.'  For  one  who  fears 
Cod  is  better  than  a  thousand  impious  sons,  as 

the  Lord  spoke  by  the  prophet,  saying,  "  O  son, 

do  not  delight  in  ungodly  sons,  though  they' 
multiply  to  thee,  except  the  fear  of  the  Lord  he 

with  them."2)  Oh,  if  you  could,  dearest  broth- 
er, be  with  us  here  when  those  evil  and  perverse 

men  return  from  schism,  you  would  see  what 

1  ibouris  mine  to  persuade  patience  to  our  breth- 
ren, that  they  should  calm  their  grief  of  mind, 

an  I  consenl  to  receive  and  heal  the  wicked.  For 

as  they  rejoii  e  and  are  glad  when  those  who  are 
endurable  and  less  guilty  return,  so,  on  the  other 
band,  they  murmur  and  are  dissatisfied  as  often 
as  the  incorrigible  and  viol  :nt,  and  those  who 
are  contaminated  either  by  adulteries  or  by  3 
rili  es,  and  who,  in  addition  to  this  are  proud 
besid:s,  so  return  to  the  Church,  as  to  corrupt 
the  good  dispositions  within  it.  Scarcely  do  I 
p  Tsiride  th  le  ;   naj  .  I  extort  it  from  them, 

thai  they  should  suffer  su<  h  to  l>  •  admitted.  And 
the  '.Mie!  ol  th  h aternity  h  made  the  more  just, 

-  the  inn!  it  one  and  .mother  wln>.  notwith- 

pl  i  ii  I  in  ;  the  opposition  ami  contradiction  of  the 
people,  have  been  received  by  my  facility,  have 
prose. 1  v\  irse  than  they  had  heen  before,  and 

h  i\  ii  'i  been  able  to  keep  tin-  faith  of  their 
rep  nt  mee,  because  they  had  not  come  with  true 

e  ■ 

[6.  Bui  whal  am  1  to  say  of  those  who  have 
now  sailed  to  you  with  Felicissimus,  guilty  of 
e\   i  v  crime,  a  >  .mil.  i  ;s  tdor  i  sent   by  I  itus 
the   ps  udo  bishop,   bringing   to   you    lett<  i  i  as 
fal  ie  as  he  him  i  -If  is  ivhose  letters  tl 
bring,  as  In  full  ol  sin  s,  a  ■  In,  life 
is  execi  ;  it  is  di  1  ;  so  that,  even  if 

they  were  in  the  (  'hm.h,  SUI  h    people    OU  [hi    to 
spelled  from  the  ( 'hun  h.  In  addition,  sin<  e 

they  have  known  their  own  conscience,  the)  do 
not  dare  to  <  t):uc  to  n .  oi  t"  approach  to  the 

1   |  F.xo  I.  xxi  I 
I    I     ..  |         |  :       : 

faith uholics.] 

m.    ...     I  .■    wordi  in  pan  iuh<  1  in . ... .. 

threshold  of  the  Church,  but  wander  about,  with- 

out her,  through  the  province,  for  the  -vike  of 
circumventing  and  defrauding  the  brethren  ;  and 

now,  being  sufficiently  known  to  all,  and  even- 
where  excluded  for  their  crimes,  they  sail  thither 
also  to  you.  For  they  cannot  have  the  face  to 
approach  to  us,  or  to  stand  before  us,  since  the 
crimes  which  are  charged  upon  them  by  the 
brethren  are  most  grievous  and  grave.  If  they 
wish  to  undergo  our  judgment,  let  them  come. 
Finally,  if  they  can  find  any  excuse  or  defence, 
let  us  see  what  thought  they  have  of  making 
satisfaction,  what  fruit  of  repentance  they  bring 
forward.  The  Church  is  neither  i  1  ised  here 

to  any  one,  nor  is  the  bishop  denied  to  any. 
Our  patience,  and  facility,  and  humanity  are 
ready  for  those  who  come.  I  entreat  all  to  re- 

turn into  the  Church.  I  beg  all  our  fellow 
diers  to  be  included  within  the  camp  of  Christ, 

and  the  dwelling-place  of  God  the  Father.  I 
remit  everything.  I  shut  my  eyes  to  many  the 
with  the  desire  and  the  wish  to  gather  together 
the  brotherhood.  Even  those  things  which  are 

committed  against  God  I  do  not  investigate  with 

the  full  judgment  of  religion.  I  almost  sin  my- 
self, in  remitting  --ins5  more  than  I  ought  I 

embrace  with  prompt  and  full  lose  those  who 
return  with  repent  mce,  confessing  their  sin  with 

lowly  and  unaffect<  i  ment.* 
17.    But  if  then-  are  some  who  think  that  th 

can  return  to  the  Church  not  with  prayers  but 
with  threats,  or  suppose  that  they  can  mak 
way  for  themselves,  not   with  lamentati 
atonements,    but   with    terrors,  let    them    take   it 

for  certain  that    igainst  such   the   Church   of  the 
1  .old  stands  closed  ;  nor  does  the  camp  of  Christ, 

unconquered  and  firm  with  the  Lord's  pre- 
tion.  yield  to  threats.      The  priest  ̂ \   God    hold- 

111.;  fast  the  Gospel  and  keeping  <  hrist's  pi  i 
may  he  si  tin  :  he  cannot  i  [uered.     / 

arias,  God's  priest,  su  nd  furnishe 
examples  of  courage  and  faith,  who,  when  he 
could  not  he  terrified  with  tin 

slain  m  the  temple  .  .it  the  -  tme  time 
cryin  ;  OUl  an. I  what  we  a!  lUl   and 
say  against  the  hei  Phus  saith  the  Lord, 
Ye  have  forsaken  the  w  the  Lot      ind  the 

Lord    will   forsake    J  For    he. 
and  wicked    men    forsake    th  'il\  and 

wholesome  ways  of  the  I  ord, an  I  n  »l 
things  are  deserted    1>\    the    II  Spiril 

Ought  not  therefore  to  be  unmindful  i^(  th 
tradition,  s,.  .is  to  think  that  the  crim 

men  an-  greater  than   the    j 
or  con.  eive    that    hum 

<  [See  vol.  ii 

1    w     . 
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more  to  ait.uk.  than  divine  protection  avail 
defend. 

18.  [s  the  dignity  of  the  Catholic  Church, 
dearest  brother,  to  be  laid  aside,  is  the  faithful 
and  uncorrupted  majesty  of  the  people  placed 

within  it.'  .mil  the  priestly  authority  and  power 
also,  all  to  be  laid  aside  tor  this,  that  those  who 
are  set  without  the  Church  may  say  that  they 

to  judge  concerning  a  prelate  in  the  ( Ihurch  ? 
hei  I    -  concerning  a  Christian?  wounded  men 

:t  a  whole  man?  maimed  concerning  a  sound 
man?  lapsed  concerning  one  who  stands  fast? 

.   their  judge?  sacrilegious  men 
ting  a  priest?    What  is  left  but  that  the 

Church  should  yield  to  the  Capitol,  and  that, 

while  the  priests  depart  and  remove  the  Lord's 
altar,  the  images  and  idols  should  pass  over  with 
their  altars  into  the  sacred  and  venerable  assem- 

bly of  our  clergy,  and  a  larger  and  fuller  material 
for  declaiming  against  us  and  abusing  us  be  af- 

forded to  Novatian  ;  if  they  who  have  sacrificed 
and   have   publicly  denied  Christ  should  begin 

■  i  be  entreated  and  admitted  without 
1  ■  done,  but,   moreover,   in   addition,  to 
domineer  by  the  power  of  thfeir  terror? 

19.  It"  they  desire  peace,  let  them  lay  aside 
their  arms.  It"  they  make  atonement,  why  do the}  threaten?  or  if  they  threaten,  let  them 

know  that  they  are  not  feared  by  God's  priests. 
1 '  n  Antichrist,  when  he  shall  begin  to  come, shall  n  »t  en  the  Church  because  he  threat- 

1  ill  we  yield  to  his  arms  and  vio- 
len  .-.  beca  tse  he  declares  that  he  will  destroy 
us  if  we  resist.  I  [eretics  arm  us  when  they  think 
that  we  are  terrified  by  their  threatenings  j  nor 
do    I  LSt   us  down  on  our  face,  but    rather 

they  lift  us  up  and  inflame  us,  when  they  make 

]>  :ac  •  itself  worse  to  the  brethren  than  persecu- 
And  we  desire,  indeed,  that  they  may  not 

fill  up  with  crime  what  they  speak  in  madness, 
that  they  who  sin  with  perfidious  and  cruel  words 
may  not  also  sin  in  deeds.  We  pray  and  be- 

•  1  !.  whom  they  do  not  cease  to  provoke 
and  rate,  that  He  will  soften  their  hearts, 

■  they  may  lay  aside  their  madness,  and  re- 
turn to  soundness  of  mind  ;  that  their  breasts, 

covered  over  with  the  darkness  of  sins,  may 
ackn  iwledge  the  light  of  repentance,  and  that 
they  may  rather  seek  that  the  prayers  and  sup- 

plications of  the  priest  may  be  poured  out  on 
their  behalf,  than  themselves  pour  out  the  blood 
of  the  priest.  But  if  they  continue  in  their  mad- 
n  :ss,  an  I  1  ruelly  persevere  in  these  their  parrici- 

dal deceits  and  threats,  no  priest  of  Cod  is  so 
50  prostrate,  and  so  abject,  so  inefficient 

by  th  ■  w<  akness  of  human  infirmity,  as  not  to 
be  aroused  against  the  enemies  and  impugners 

■-c  for  the  always  thus 
Here  nity  of  the  Catholic  Church  is  identified  with 
all  estates  of  men  therein.] 

of  Cod  by  strength  from  abovi  not  to  find 
his  humility  and  weakness  animated  l>y  the  i 
our  and  strength  of  the  Lord  who  protii  <  ts  him. 
It  matters  nothing  to  us  by  whom,  01  when  we 
are  slain,  since  we  shall  receive  from  the  Ix)rd 
the  reward  of  our  death  ami  ofourblood.  Their 

concision'  is  to  be  mourned  and  lamented,  whom 
the  devil  so  blinds,  that,  without  considering  the 
eternal  punishments  of  <  rehenna,  thej  endeavour 
to  imitate  the  coming  of  Antichrist,  who  is  now 

approaching. 
20.  And  although  I  know,  dearest  brother, 

from  the  mutual  love  which  we  owe  and  mani- 
fest one  towards  another,  that  you  always  I 

my  letters  to  the  very  distinguished  clergy  who 

preside  with  you  there,'1  and  to  your  very  holy 
and  large  congregation/  yet  now  I  Loth  warn 
and  ask  you  to  do  by  my  request  what  at  other 
times  you  do  of  your  own  accord  and  courtesy.; 
that  so,  by  the  reading  of  this  my  letter,  if  any 
contagion  of  envenomed  speech  and  of  pestilent 
propagation  has  crept  in  there,  it  may  be  all 
purged  out  of  the  ears  and  of  the  hearts  of  the 
brethren,  and  the  sound  and  sincere  affection  of 
the  good  may  be  cleansed  anew  from  all  the 
filth  of  heretical  disparagement. 

2i.  But  for  the  rest,  let  our  most  beloved 
brethren  firmly  decline,  and  avoid  the  words  and 
conversations  of  those  whose  word  creeps  on- 

wards like  a  cancer  ;  as  the  apostle  says,  "  Evil 
communications  corrupt  good  manners."5  And 
again  :  "  A  man  that  is  an  heretic,  after  one 
admonition,  reject  :  knowing  that  he  that  is  such 
is  subverted,  and  sinneth,  being  condemned  of 
himself.'"'  And  the  Holy  Spirit  speaks  by  Sol- 

omon, saying,  "A  perverse  man  carrieth  perdition 
in  his  mouth  ;  and  in  his  lips  he  hideth  a  fire."7 
Also  again,  he  warneth  us,  and  says,  "  Hedge  in 
thy  ears  with  thorns,  and  hearken  not  to  a 

wicked  tongue."  B  And  again  :  "  A  wicked  doer 
giveth  heed  to  the  tongue  of  the  unjust  ;  but  a 

righteous  man  does  not  listen  to  lying  lips."' 
And  although  I  know  that  our  brotherhood 
there.'"  assuredly  fortified  by  your  foresight,  and 
besides  sufficiently  cautious  by  their  own  vigi- 

lance, cannot  be  taken  nor  deceived  by  the 
poisons  of  heretics,  and  that  the  teachings  and 

precepts  of  God  prevail  with  them  only  in  pro- 
portion as  the  fear  of  God  is  in  them  ;  yet,  even 

although  needlessly,  either  my  solicitude  or  my 

[Phil.  iii.  2.     The  apostle  calls  the  Judaizers  a  concision,  the 
!e  cut  off  and  thrown  away  in   the  rite  of  circumcision :    i  re- 
srhism.     Sec  Joel  iii.  14,  l'.ng.,  margin.     Elucidation  XII  ] 

ite  this  significant  language.     Our  author  has  no  con 
of  a  pontifical  system  excluding  the  presbytery  from  its  part  and  place 
in  the  councils  and  regimen  of  the  Church.] 

■>   [Elucidation  XV.;  also  Elucidation  XIII.] 5  1  I  nr.  xv.  33. 

6  Tit.  iii.  io,  11. iv.  xvi.  27. 

'■    I  ■  ■  Ins.  xwiii.  24  (Vulg.  28). 
iv.  vvii.  4 

10  jit  must  be  seen  what  all  this  implies  as  to  the  position  of  Cor- 
nelius and   ("our  brotherhood    there")  his   comprovincial   bishops, 

i.e.,  in  their  relations  to  Cyprian.] 
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love  persuaded  me  to  write  these  things  to  you, 
that  no  commerce  should  be  entered  into  with 

SU(  h  ;  that  no  banquets  nor  conferences  he  en- 
tertained with  the  wicked;  but  that  we  should 

he  as  much  separated  from  them,  as  they  arc 
deserters  from  the  Church  ;  be<  ause  it  is  written, 

"If  he  shall  neglect  to  hear  the  Church,  let  him 

he  unto  thee  as  a  heathen  man  ami  a  publican."1 
And  the  blessed  apostle  not  only  warns,  hut  also 
commands  us  to  withdraw  from  such.  "We 

command  you,"  he  says,  "in  the  name  of  Jesus 
Christ  our  Lord,  that  ye  withdraw  yourselves 
from  every  brother  that  walketh  disorderly,  and 

not  after  the  tradition  which  he  received  of  us."  -' 
There  can  he  no  fellowship  between  faith  and 
faithlessness.  He  who  is  not  with  Christ,  who 

is  an  adversary  of  Christ,  who  is  hostile  to  His 

unit}-  and  peace,  cannot  he  associated  with  us. 
If  they  come  with  prayers  and  atonements,  let 
them  he  heard  ;  if  they  heap  together  curses 
and  threats,  let  them  he  rejei  V  d.  1  hid  you, 

dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell.3 

EPISTLE    IAV 

TO    THE     PEOPLE    OF    THIBARIS,    EXHORTING 

To    MAK'I  VRDOM. 

ARGUMENT.- — CYPRIAN  FIRST  of  ALL  EXCUSES 

HIMS1  !  I  lo  Mil'.  THIBARI1  INS  tHAl  III:  HAD  NOT 
DKEN  TO  VISIT  THEM,  AND  GIVES  HUM  WARN- 

ING OF  I  III'.  PERS1  CUTION  AT  HAND  :  HI  I  HEN 
FURNISHES  INDUCEMENTS  READIU  lo  UNDERGO 

M  i:;n  RDOM.s 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  p  opl    abiding  at  Thibaris, 

gr     ti  ig.      I  had  indeed  thou;  d  hreth- 

i  n,  and  prayerfully  desired  —  if  the  state  of 
i  md  the  condition  of  Lie  tim   3  permitted, 
in  conformity  with  what   \<.  ;  itlj  d    iired 

—  mys  If  to  (inn'  to  yon;  and  bring  pre,  nt 

u.i'a  you,  then  to  strength  n  the  broth  rho  id 
with  iui  ii  mo  I  rate  pow  ;rs  ol  in  as  ] 
p     iess.     II  it  since  1  am  detained  b)  su<  li  m 
affairs,  thai    I   ha>  e  not   the  power  to  travt  I  far 

from  tin-.  pla<  ■,  and  to  Ik-  Ion-  absent   from  the 
people  over  whom  by  divine  nun  \  I  am  placed, 
1  have  w ritten  in  the  meantime  this  letti  r,  to  bi 

to  you  in  mj  itead.     For  as,  b)  the  1  ondesi  en 
sion  of  the  Lord  instructing  me,  I  am  \  ery  often 
instigated  .md   warned,    1   ought   t<>  bring   unto 
your  <  onsi  i<  in  e  also  die  anxii  ;\  of  mj  warn 

1  .nil     17. 

'  1  I  1  virtu  ill)  1  .mi  ■  liui,  through 
tin    Vi  ■  1  1  .  .  whal  11  1.1  ition  \  1 1 1 

'  [Had   iui  h  1  lei 
111  I  evi  n  dii  -v  I1.1i  would  nol   ! 

mad.  I  lei  retal "  f     \  1  1 
'Oxford  <  '      1    -    l>  in 
I  Hence  a  illustration*  o 

world  vt  ho  hm  ■  thai  \\  hii  It 
1    .        w ■  iilnt 

,  111  >m  OVI  i 

For  you  ought  to  know  and  to  believe,  and  I 
it  for  certain,  that  the  day  of  affliction  has  be 

to  hang  over  our  heads,  and  the  end6  of  the 
world  and  the  time  of  Antichrist  to  draw  near, 
so  that  we  must  all  stand  prepared  for  the  battle  ; 
nor  consider  anything  but  the  glory  of  life  1 
nal,  and  the  crown  of  the  (  onfession  of  the  Lord  ; 
and  not  regard  those  things  which  are  coming 
as  being  su<  h  as  were  those  which  have  pa 

away.  A  severer  and  a  fiercer  fight  i-  now  threat- 
ening, for  which  the  soldiers  of  Christ  ought  to 

prepare  themselves  with  uncorrupted  faith  and 
robust  courage,  considering  that  they  drink  the 

cup  of  Christ's  blood  daily."  for  ion  that 
they  themselves  also  may  he  able  to  shed  their 
blood  for  Christ,  fortius  is  to  wish  to  he  found 
with  Christ,  to  imitate  that  which  Christ  both 
taught  and  did,  according  to  th< 

who  said.  "lie  that  saith  he  abideth  in  (  hrist, 
ought  himself  also  so  to  walk  even  as  II- 
walked."8  Moreover,  the  blessed  Apostle  I 
exhorts  and  teaches,  saving.  "We  are  Cod's 
children  ;  hut  if  children,  then  heirs  of  Cod.  and 

joint-heirs  with  Christ ;  if  so  he  that  we  suffer 
with    Him,    that   we    may   also   1»  ied    to- 

gether."''' 

2.  Which  things  must  all  now  he  considered 

by  us,  that  no  one  may  desire  anything  from 

the   world   that    is    now  dying,   hut     ■  'How 
ist,  who  both  lives   for  ever,  and   quickens 

His  servants,  who  are  established  in  the  faith  of 
His  name.      For  there   (onus   the   tune.  hel. 

brethren,  which  our  Lord  long  ago  foretold  and 

taught  us  was  approaching,  sayi  >.e  time 
neth,  that  whosoever  killeth  you   will   think 

that  he  doeth  God  service.     And  these  tl. 

they   will   do   unto   you,   b  not 
known   the     father   nor  me.      But    these    tl. 

have  I  told  you,  thai  when  the  time  shall  CO 
ia\   remember  that  I  told  you  <■>(  them. 

Nor   let   any   one   wonder  that   we   are    harassed 
with  constant  persecut  d  continually  tried 
with  mi  reasing  afflii  tions,  when  the  Lor  . 
predii  ted  that  these  things  would  happt  n  in  the 

S,  ami  has   instructed   us   tor  the  wai  I 
by  the  teaching  and  exhortation  ol   His  w< 
Peter  ah.  1,  His  apostle,  has  taught  tl 

the  sake  ol'  our  being  pro>  ed,  and 
that  we  also  sh<  mid.  h\    the  exam: 

men  who  have  gone  1"  fl >r<  us,  to  the 
love  "i  God  by  death  and  sufferings,  lor  he 

wrote  m  his  epistle,  and  said,  "  1  I,  think 
it  not  strange  <  on<  eraing  the  I 

to  try  you,  nor  do  ye  fall  away,  le  new 

1  ii  ii . 
■ 

1  1 1    John  xvi   .--4. 
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v 
nallthii 

..     Ii    ye    be 

f  i        •   ;  tppj  are  ve  ■ 
and  power  of  the 

■  I  on  their  part 

ur  pari  i  •  I."  ' 
\    i  •  :ht  us  those  things  which 

•m  the  Lord's  i 
avenly  <  ommands,  the   I  ord 

thening    as,   and    saying, 
that  hath  left  house,  or  land, 

or  brethren,  or  sisters,  or   wife,  or 

chil  dom  of  <  rod's  sake,  who 
ifold  more  in  this  present 

time,  and  in  the  world  to  come  life  everlasting."' 
v  '  .     Bl  ssed  arc  ye  when  men 

ill  separate  you  from  their 
!!  cast  v  iu  out,  and  shall   re- 

tor  the   Son   of  man's 
day,  and  leap  for  joy  ; 

for.  b  \ard  is  great  in  heaven."3 
that   we   should    rejoice 

tuse,  when 
r,  then  are  given  the   crowns 

of   God   are   proved. 
I  to  martyrs.     For 

\  ly  giv(  n  our  name  to 
think  about  peace. 

an  ':  se  war,  when  in  this 

I  walked  first  — the  d'each- 
!  trance,  and  suffering — so 

•  to  be  <lmc,  I [e  first  of  all 
r,  i  le  I  [imself 

Let  it  be  tx  ir  eyes, 
■  1 1    wh  >  done  rei  eived  all 
I  ither,  and  who  will  c< 

'  red  the  decree  of  His 
nition,  foretell- 

!  !      will    confess    those 
!i.  and  will 

I!     i.      If  we  could  escape 
r   to   die.     Hut 

r  hand,  it   i  ssary  that  a 
lould  embrace  the 

e  and  i  on- 
nplish  the  ending  pro 
vard  of  immortality  ;    nor are 

d. 
brethren,  when 

:  away  and  - 
irbed  at 

not  tered  together. 
DS  di  |  .'     All   are 

i 
I   duty  of  true   buhops.     Sec  letter   li 

not  able  to  be  there  together,  who  may  not  kill, 
but   who  must   be  killed.     Wherever,  in   th< 

days,  each  one  of  the  brethren  shall  be  sepa- 
1  from  the  flock  for  a  time,  by  the  necessity 

Ol  tiie  season,  in  body,  not  in  spirit,  let  him  not 
be  moved  at  the  terror  of  that  (light;  nor.  if  he- 
withdraw  and  be  concealed,  let  him  be  alarmed 
at  the  solitude  of  the  desert  place.  He  is  not 

alone,  whose  companion  in  flight  Christ  is;  he 

is  not  alone  who.  keeping  Cod's  temple  where- 
soever he  is.  is  not  without  God.  And  if  a 

robber  should  fall  upon  you,  a  fugitive  in  the 
solitude  or  in  the  mountains;  if  a  wild  beast 

should  attack  you;  if  hunger,  or  thirst,  or  cold 
sh  >uld  distress  you.  or  the  tempest  and  the 
storm  should  overwhelm  you  hastening  in  a 

rapid  voyage  over  the  seas.  Christ  everywhere 
is  upon  His  soldier  fighting;  and  for  the 

sake  of  persecution,  for  the  honour  of  His  name, 
gives  a  reward  to  him  when  he  dies,  as  He  has 
promised  that  He  will  give  in  the  resurrection. 
Nor  is  the  glory  of  martyrdom  less  that  he  has 
not  perished  publicly  and  before  many,  since 
the  cause  of  perishing  is  to  perish  for  Christ. 
That  Witness  who  proves  martyrs,  and  crowns 
them,  suffices  for  a  testimony  of  his  martyrdom. 

5.    Let  us,  beloved  brethren,  imitate  righteous 
1.  who  initiated  martyrdoms,  he  first  being 

slain  for  righteousness'  sake.  Let  us  imitate 
Abraham,  the  friend  of  Cod.  who  did  not  delay 
to  offer  his  son  as  a  victim  with  his  own  hands, 

ping  God  with  a  faith  of  devotion.  Let  us 
imitate  the  three  children  Ananias,  Azarias,  and 

Misael,  who,  neither  frightened  by  their  youth- 
ful age  nor  broken  down  by  captivity,  Judea 

being  conquered  and  Jerusalem  taken,  over- 
came the  king  by  the  power  of  faith  in  his 

own  kingdom  :  who.  when  bidden  to  worship 
the  image  which  Nebuchadnezzar  the  king  had 

I  forth  stronger  both  than  the  king's 
threats  and  the  flames,  calling  out  and  attest- 
111-  their  faith  by  these  words:  "O  king  Nebu- 

chadnezzar, we  are  not  careful  to  answer  thee 
in  this  matter.  For  the  Cod  whom  we  serve 

is  able  to  deliver  us  from  the  burning  fiery 
furnace;  and  He  will  deliver  us  out  of  thine 
hands.  ()  king.  But  if  not,  be  it  known  unto 

thee,  that  we  do  not  serve  thy  gods,  nor  wor- 

ship the  golden  image  which  thou  hast  set  up."  5 
They  believed  that  they  might  escape  according 

to  their  faith,  but  they  added,  ''and  if  not," 
that  the  king  might  know  that  they  could  also 

die  for  the  Cod  the_\-  worshipped.  Fortius  is 
the  strength  of  courage  and  of  faith,  to  believe 
and  to  know  that  God  can  deliver  from  present 

h.  and  yet  not  to  fear  death  nor  to  give  way, 
that  faith  may  be  the  more  mightily  proved. 

The    uncorrupted   and    unconquered    might  of 

5  Dan.  iii.  16-18. 
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the  Holy  Spirit  broke  forth  by  their  mouth,  so 
that  the  words  which  the  Lord  in  His  Gospel 

spoke  are  seen  to  be  true  :  "  But  when  they 
shall  seize  you,  take  no  thought  what  ye  shall 
speak  ;  for  it  shall  be  given  you  in  that  hour 
what  ye  shall  speak.  For  it  is  not  ye  that  speak, 
but  the  Spirit  of  your  Father  which  speaketh  in 

you."  '  He  said  that  what  we  are  able  to  speak 
and  to  answer  is  given  to  us  in  that  hour  from 
heaven,  and  supplied  ;  and  that  it  is  not  then 
we  who  speak,  but  the  Spirit  of  God  our  Father, 
who,  as  lie  does  not  depart  nor  is  separated 
from  those  who  confess  Him,  Himself  both 
speaks  and  is  crowned  in  us.  So  Daniel,  too, 
when  he  was  required  to  worship  the  idol  Del, 
which  the  people  and  the  king  then  worshipped, 
in  asserting  the  honour  of  his  God,  broke  forth 

with  full  faith  and  freedom,  saying,  "  I  worship 
nothing  but  the  Lord  my  God,  who  created  the 

heaven  and  the  earth."  2 
6.  What  shall  we  say  of  the  cruel  tortures  of 

the  blessed  martyrs  in  the  Maccabees,'  and  the 
multiform  sufferings  of  the  seven  brethren,  and 
the  mother  comforting  her  children  in  their 

agonies,  and  herself  dying  also  with  her  chil- 

dren'J  Do  UOl  they  witness  the  proofs  of  great 
courage  and  faith,  and  exhort  us  by  their  suffer- 

to   the   triumphs  of  martyrdom?     What  of  I 
prophets  whom  the    Holy   Spirit  quickened 

to  the  foreknowledge  of  future  events?     What 
of  the   apostles   whom   the    bird   chose?     Since 

the-,c  righl  -oils  men  were  slain  forrighteou  n 
sik  ,  have  the)-  not  taught  us  ilso  to  die?    The 
nativity  of  Christ  witnessed  at  on<  •  the  martyr- 

dom of  infants,  so  that  they  who  were  two  j 

old  and  under  were  slain  for  His  name's  sake. 
An  age  nol  yet  fitted  for  the  battle  appeared  lit 
for  the  crown.     That  it  miffht  be  manifest  thai 

who   are   slain    for   Christ's   sake   are    inno 
cent,  innocenl  infancy  was  put  to  death  for  His 
nanp  [t  is  shown  that  none  is  free  from 

the   peril  of  pers  •<  ution,  when  e\  en  th 
plished  martyrdoms.  But  how  grave  is  the 

case  of  a  Christian  man,  if  he,  a  servant,  is  un- 
willing to  suffer,  when  his  Master  In  I  red  ; 

and  thai  we  should  be  unwilling  to  -ill  i  i  'i 
our  own  sin ,.  when  I  [e  who  had  ni  i  sin 
ow  n  sufl  red  foi  u  i  !  The  S  in  of  God  suffered 

He  might  make  us  Si  ms  ol  <  rod,  and  the 
s  m  of  man  w  ill  nol  iuffei  thai  he  maj  1 1  ml 
to  be  a  son  of  Cod'  If  we  suffer  from  the 

World's    hatred,  Christ    first    endured    the  world's 
hatrei  I.  If  we  suffer  repn  >a<  he  i  in  this  world, 
it  exil ',  if  tortures,  the  M  iker  and  Lord  of  the 
world  experiem  ed  harder  things  than  these,  and 

II      also    warn,    us,    saying,    "If  the   woild    hate 

Bel  m,  <;. 

'  [Referred  to  by  Si    Paul,  Heb   \>    13,     lutrSt,  /'.m.- 
•dl)      Se     to  i!u-  1  ontrary,  Farrar,  St,  Paul,  p 

you,  remember  that  it  hated  me  before  you.  If 
ye  were  of  the  world,  the  world  would  love  its 
own  :  but  because  ye  are  not  of  the  world,  but 
I  have  chosen  you  out  of  the  world,  therefore 
the  world  hateth  you.  Remember  the  word 
that  I  said  unto  you,  The  servant  is  not  greater 
than    His    lord.      If    they    have    per-  me, 

they  will  also  persecute  you."  *  Whatever  our 
Lord  and  Cod  taught,  He  also  did,  that  the  dis- 

ciple might  not  be  excused  if  he  learns  and 
does  not. 

7.  Nor  let  any  one  of  you,  beloved  brethren, 
be  so  terrified  by  the  fear  of  future  persecution, 
or  the  coming  of  the  threatening  Antichrist,  as 
not  to  be  found  armed  for  all  things  by  the 
evangelical  exhortations  and  precepts,  and  by 
the  heavenly  warnings.  Antichrist  is  coming, 

but  above  him  comes  Christ  also.5  The  enemy 
goeth  about  and  rageth,  but  immediately  the 
Lord  follows  to  avenge  our  sufferings  and  our 

wounds.     The  adversary  is  en  ind  threat- 
ens, but  there  is  One  who  can  deliver  us  from 

his  hands.     He  is  to  be  feared  who  r  no 

one  can  escape,  as  He  Himself  forewarns,  and 

says  :   "  Fear  not  them  which  kill  tin  .  but 
are  not  able  to  kill  the  soul  ;  but  rather  fear 

Him  which   is   able    to   destroy  and 

soul  in  hell."'  And  again:  "He  that  loveth 
his  life,  shall  lose  it;  and  he  that  hateth  his  life 

in  this  world,  shall  keep  it  unto  life  eternal."  ; 
And   in   the   Apocalypse    lie   instl  id   fore- 

warns, saying,  "  If  any  man  worship  the  1 
and  his  image,  and  receive  his  mark  in  his  fi 

1   or  in   Ins  hand,  the   -  !  drink 

of  the  wane   ol"  the  wrath   of  God,  mix   '1    in  the 
cup  of   His   indignation,  ami  he  shall  be  I 
mented  with   lire   and  brimstone  in  the  pi    sence 
of  the   holy  angels,  ami    m   the   pi  the 

lb  j    and    the    smoke   of   then    torments   shall 
nd    up    foi    e>  er  and    i  v<  r  ;    ami  shall 

have  no  lay  nor  night,  who  \. 
in  a  -[  and  his  in. 

s.  For  the  secular  contest  men  are  trained 

and   prepared,  and  re<  ki  n  it  a 
their  honour  if  it  should  hap]  them  to  be 
i  rowned  in  the  sight  ol  the 

n.  e  '>i   the  emp<  tor.     I'..  ',,   '.  1 
i  (  ontest,  glorii  ius  also  witl    I 

.    i.!\   mow  n,  inasmin  h  ,i>  G 

a-<   we    Struggle,   and,  extendi: 
those  whom  I  le  has  i  ondes<  (  ndi 

.  I  [e  enjoj  -  the  spe<  tai  ' God  looks  upon  us  in  th    w 
in  the  em  ounter  o\  faith  .11 

us,  and   Chi  '  I 

dignity,    and    how     Meat    the    ha| 

'•  \l  ill    > 

\j"     \l\    J  - 1 1 . 
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of  <  rod,  and  to 

I  hrisl  for  a  judge  I     Let  us  be 
i),  with  our  whole  strength, 

prepared  for  the  struggle  with  an 
I  mind,  with  a  sound  faith,  with  a 

the  camp  of  Cod  go  forth 
h  is  appointed  to  us.    1  it 

be  armed,  lest  he  that  is  sound 
advantage  of  having  lately  stood  ; 

the  lapsed   also   be  armed,  that  even  the 
.  what  he  has  lost :  let  honour 

ile  ;    let    sorrow   provoke   the 

tie.     The  Apostle  Paul  teaches 

and   prepared,   saying,  "  We 
it  flesh  and  Mood,  but  against 

I  the  princes  of  this  world  and  of  this 
ist  spirits  of  wi<  kedness  in  high 

re  put  on  the  whole  armour, 
that  ye  may  l>e  able  to  withstand  in  the  most 
evil  day,  that  when  ye  have   done   all   ye   may 

.1  ;  ha\  ir  loins  ̂ irt  about  with  truth, 

and  having  put  on  the  breastplate  of  righteous- 
ness; and  your  feet  shod  with  the  preparation 

•    ;    a<  e  ;    taking    the  shield  of 
..    shall  be  able  to  quench  all 

the  fiery  darts  of  the  wicked  one  ;  and  the  helmet 
id  the  sword  ol  the  Spirit,  which 

ird  of  God." ' 
these  arms,  let  us  fortify  our- 
spiritual    and    heavenly  safe- 

.  that  in  the  most  evil  day  we  maybe  able 
1,  and    to  resist    the   threats    of  the 

u  the  breastplate  of  righteous- 
ness, tint  our  breast  may  be  fortified  and  safe 

the  darts  of  the  enemy  :   let  our  feet   be 
1  with  i   lical  teaching,  and  armed,  so 

rpent  shall  begin  to  be  trodden 
-.  he   may  not   be  able   to   bite 

up:   let  us  bravely  bear  the  shield  of 
m  of  which,  whatever  the 

may  be  extinguished  :  let  us 
i  of  our  head   the  helmet 

our  <  its  may  be  guarded  from 
idly  edicts  ;  that  our  eyes  may  be 

may  not  see  the  odious  images  ; 
nay  i>e  fortified,  so  as  to  k 

that  our  mouth  may  be  forti- 
aquering  tongue  may  con 

:   let  us  inn   the   right   hand 
i  >rd  of  the  Spirit,  that  it  may  bravely mindful  of  the 

hand  which  has  received  the  Lord's 
the  Lord  Himself,  hereafter 

die  reward  of  h 

1 

■  sm 

i*  time  received 
nth  by  the 

:il  of  Jcrui^ki..,  ,,.  ,  u6,  inline.  J 

'. 

IO.   Oh,  what  ami   how  great  will   that   day  be 
at  its  coming,  beloved  brethren,  when    the    Lord 
shall  begin  u>  count  up  1 1  is  people,  and  to  recog- 

nise the  deservingS  of  each   one   by  the   insp 
tion  of   His  divine  knowledge,  to  send  the  guilty 
to  Gehenna,  and  to  sit  on  lire  our  persecutors 
with  the  perpetual  burning  of  a  penal  fire,  but  to 
pay  to  us  the  reward  of  our  faith  and  devotion  ! 
What  will  be  the  glory  and  how  great  the  joy  to 

be  admitted  to  see  God,  to  be  honoured  to  re- 
ceive  with  Christ,  thy  Lord  Cod,  the  joy  of  eter- 

nal salvation  and  light  —  to  greet  Abraham,  and 
Isaac,  and  Jacob,  and  all  the  patriarchs,  and 

prophets,  and  apostles,  and  martyrs  —  to  rejoice 
with  the  righteous  and  the  friends  of  Cod  in  the 
kingdom  of  heaven,  with  the  pleasure  of  immor- 

tality given  to  us  —  to  receive  there  what  neither 
hath  seen,  nor  ear  heard,  neither  hath  en- 

tered into  the  heart  of  man  !  For  the  apostle 
announces  that  we  shall  receive  greater  things 

than  anything  that  we  here  either  do  or  suffer, 

saying,  "The  sufferings  of  this  present  time  are 
not  worthy  to  be  compared  with  the  glory  to 

come  hereafter  which  shall  be  revealed  in  us."4 
When  that  revelation  shall  come,  when  that  glory 
of  Cod  shall  shine  upon  us,  we  shall  be  as  happy 
and  joyful,  honoured  with  the  condescension  of 
Cod.  as  they  will  remain  guilty  and  wretched, 
who,  either  as  deserters  from  God  or  rebels 

against  Him.  have  done  the  will  of  the  devil,  so 
that  it  is  necessary  for  them  to  be  tormented 
with  the  devil  himself  in  unquenchable  fire. 

ii.  Let  these  things,  beloved  brethren,  take 
hold  of  our  hearts  ;  let  this  be  the  preparation 

of  our  arms,  this  our  daily  and  nightly  medita- 
tion, to  have  before  our  eyes  and  ever  to  revolve 

in  our  thoughts  and  feelings  the  punishments  of 
the  wicked  and  the  rewards  and  the  deservings 
of  the  righteous  :  what  the  Lord  threatens  by  way 
df  punishment  against  those  that  deny  Him  ; 
what,  on  the  other  hand.  He  promises  by  way 

jlory  to  those  that  confess  Him.  If.  while 
we  think  and  meditate  on  these  things,  there 
should  come  to  us  a  day  of  persecution,  the 
soldier  of  Christ  instructed  in  His  precepts  and 
warnings  i-,  not  fearful  for  the  battle,  but  is  pre- 

pared for  the  crown.  I  bid  you,  dearest  breth- 
ren, ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LVI.s 
TO     CORNELIUS     IX     EXILE,    COXCERXIXG     HIS 

NFESSION. 

ARGl  'MF.XT.  —  CYPRIAN  PRAISES  IN  CORNELIUS  AND 
His  PEOPLE  1111  Ik  CONFESSION  <>K  THE  NAME 

OF  CHRIST  IAIN  TO  BANISHMENT  j  AND  EX- 
HORTS   THEM    TO    CONSTANCY    AND    TO    MUTUAL 

*   Rum.  viii.  18. 

s  Oxford  cd. :   Ep.  be.     a.d.  252. 
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PRAYER  FOR  ONE  ANOTHER,  AS  WELL  IN'  RK- 
SPE(  l  01  ["HE  APPROACHING  DAY  OF  STRUGGLE 

IN   THIS    i  []  E,    AS   AFTER    DEATH.' 

i.  Cyprian  to  Cornelius  his  brother,  greeting. 
We  have  been  made  acquainted,  dearest  brother, 
with  the  glorious  testimonies  of  your  faith  and 
courage,  and  have  received  with  such  exultation 
the  honour  of  your  confession,  that  we  count 
ourselve  sharers  and  companions  in  your 
merits  and  praises.  For  as  we  have  one  Church, 
a  mind  united,  and  a  concord  undivided,  what 
priest  does  not  congratulate  himself  on  the 
praises  of  his  fellow-priest-  as  if  on  his  own  ;  or 
what  brotherhood  would  not  rejoice  in  the  joy 
of  its  brethren?  It  cannot  be  sufficiently  de- 

clared how  great  was  the  exultation  and  how 
great  the  joy  here,  when  we  had  heard  of  your 
success  and  bravery,  that  you  had  stood  forth  as 
a  leader  of  confession  to  the  brethren  there  ; 
and.  moreover,  that  the  confession  of  the  leader 
had  in.  re  is  d  by  the  consent  of  the  brethren  ;  so 
that,  while  you  precede  them  to  glory,  you  have 
made  m  my  your  companions  in  glory,  and  have 

p  irsuaded  the  people"  to  become  a  confessor  by being  first  prepared  to  confess  on  behalf  of  all ; 
s  )  that  we  are  at  a  loss  what  we  ought  first  of 
all  to  commend  in  you,  whether  your  prompt 
and  decided  faith,  or  the  inseparable  love  of  the 
brethren.  Among  you  the  courage  of  the  bishop 
going  before  has  been  publicly  proved,  and  the 
uniti  'f  the  brotherhood  following  has  been 
shown.  As  with  you  In  ae  is  one  mind  and  one 
voice,  th  •  whole  Roman  Church  has  confessed.3 

2.  'l'h  ■  faith,  dearest  brethren,  which  the blessed  apostle  commended  in  you  has  shone 
brightly,  lie  even  then  in  the  spirit  foresaw 
this  praise  of  courage  and  firmness  of  strength  ; 
and,  ail  ling  your  merits  by  the  commendation 

of  your  futur    doings,  in  praising  the  parents  he 
provokes  the  children.  While  you  are  thus 
Unanimous,  while    you   are    thus    brave,  \,,u  have 
given  great  examples  both  of  unanimity  and  of 
bravi  rj  to  the  rest  of  the  brethren.     N  -m  have 
taught    them   deeply  to   fear  Cod,  firmly  to  cling 

to  <  'hi;  1  ;  thai  the  people  should  be  as^oi  iated 
with  l!i  •  priests  in  peril  ;  that  the  brethren  should 
not  l.  ■  it<l  from  brethren  in  persecution  ; 
th  it  a  concord,  once  established,  <  an  bj  no 
m  ans  1  r<  ome  ;  that  whatsoevei  is  at  the 
same  time  sou  bj  all,  the  ( lod  of  pea.  e 
will  grant  to  the  pe  k  eful.  The  adversarj  had 
leapt  forth  to  disturb  the  camp  of  ( Ihrist  with 
violent  tenor;   but,  with  the  same  impetuosity 
with    which    he    had    conic,   he   was   beaten    ba<  k 

1  l '-""  1  11  this  epi  itle  in  the  life  ol  I  orni  li  i 
1  «  hi.  l.  1  1  ilumny  trote,  m  hen. 

BK.  Use  ■    ■  t  J « 

I  V,  ,      t  11  ,  ility    ..f    ;' Rome  .,  \   I 

■, 

With  

him      

.    
i  upnn   

I    
• 

and  conquered  ;  and  as  mu<  h  fear  and  terror  as 
he  had  brought,  so  much  bravery  and  strength 
he  also  found.  He  had  thought  that  he  could 
again  overthrow  the  servants  of  God,  and  agitate 
them  in  his  accustomed  manner,  as  if  they  were 
novices  and  inexperienced  —  as  if  little  p 
and  little  cautious.  He  attacked  one  first, 
wolf  had  tried  to  separate  tl  p  from  the 
flock,  as  a  hawk  to  separate  the  dove  from  the 
flying  troop;  for  he  who  has  not  sufficient 
strength  against  all,  seeks  to  gain  advantage  from 
the  solitude  of  individuals.  But  when  beaten 

back  as  well  by  the  faith  as  by  the  vigour  of  the 
combined  army,  he  perceived  that  the  soldiers 
of  Christ  are  now  watching,  and  stand  sober  and 
armed  for  the  battle;  that  they  cannot  be  con- 

quered, but  that  they  <  .u\  die  ;  and  that  by  this 
very  fact  they  are  invincible,  that  they  do  not 
fear  death;  that  they  do  not  in  turn  assail  their 
assailants,  since  it  is  not  lawful  for  the  innocent 

even  to  kill  the  guilty  ;  but  that  they  readily  de- 
liver up  both  their  lives  and  their  blood;  that 

since  such  malice  and  cruelty  rages  in  the  world, 
they  may  the  more  quickly  withdraw  from  the 
evil  and  cruel.     What  a  gloriou;  was 
that  under  the  eyes  of  God!  what  a  j.>\  of  His 
Church   in   the   sight   of  Christ,   that    no; 
soldiers,  but  the  whole  (amp,  at  once  went  forth 
to  the  battle  which  the  enemy  had  tried  to  be- 

gin!    For  it  is  plain  that  all  would  have  come 
if  they  could  h  ivc   heard,  since  whoever  h 
ran  hastily  and  1  ime.     How  man)  laps  d  w 
there  restored   by  a   glorious  confession!       1 
bravely  stood,   and    1  j   the   very   -  >>(  re- 

pentance were  in  de  bi   ver  for  the  .  that 
it  might  appear  th  t  !  it  I)  they  h 
at  unawares,  and  had   tr   n     '     I     "    the   fear  01   a 
new  and  una<  customed  thing,  but  that   they  had 
afterwards   returned    to  that    true 
faith  and   their  stn  ngth,  m   the   I 
Of  Cod,  had  consl  mtly  and    firml 
them  to  all  endurance  ;  and 
not  stand  for  pardi  n  of  theii  crime, 
crown  of  their  suffi  ring. 

3.  What  do       Novatian  -  y  to  ih  se  thii 
dearest    brother2      1 loes    h 
error?      (  )r.  mde   d.  as    is   die    , 
men,  is   he    moi  :   dri\ 

b  inefits  and   prosp  i it\  ;    ..  ■' 
the  glorj    of   [o\       eid  faith 

more,  d  les  th    i 
1.  I    it  anew 

un  w  aunl,  but  w  .aid  '     :h   him- 
ind  his  friends  still  mi 

ing  with  his  tongu  •  to  th  ■  ruii 
and  hurling  darts  of  poison 
-   \    re    in    ae.  .»id  in.  .    with    th 

isoph)    than  p 
tl  n   ;s  of  th<   I 

rch,  a  foe  to 
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i   corrupter  of 

Does  he  now 
of  God  ;  win.  h  is 

Of  Christ  ;   who   an- 
vil  molests  ;   who 

i  Antichrist  attacks?     For 

whom  Ik-  has  already 
h.imI.Ic  to  over- 

ady  made  his  own. 
I  i  hurch  despises  and 

:  Ik-  has  alienated  from  the 
1  1  -.1  without  lives  ami  con- 

n  to  harass  those  in  whom  he 
11. 

j^    I  if   such    should 
have  been  seized,  there  is  no  reason  for  his  flat- 

tering rums  if  in  the  confession  of  the 
name;  since  n  is  manifest  that,  if  people  of  this 

I  be  put  to  death  outside  the  Chun  h. 
it  l-  faith,  hut  is  rather  a  punish- 

ment of  treachery.  Nor  will  th  ise  dwell  in  the 
nong  thos :  th  it  are  of  one 

mind,  whom  we  see  to  have  withdrawn  by  the 
mad  I  from  the  peaceful  and  divine 
household. 

5.  We  3  much   as  we  can. 
ke  of  the  mutual  love 

by  which  we    are    joined   one   to   another,  that 
i  by  the  providence  of  the 

I  ms  us,  and  are  admonished  by 
divine  mercy,  that 

the  day  of  our  contest   a;id  struggle  is  already 
approaching,  we  should  not  cease  to  be  instant 

all  ti  1  fastings,  in  watchings,  in 

prayers.     1    I  us  b  '.  with  constant  groan- 
-  and  frequent   pi  For  these  are  our 

heavenl;  make  us  to  stand  fast  and 
bravelj  re.      1  hese  are   the   spiritual 

id   divine  w  s  which  defend   us. 
r  in  concord  and 

unanimity.     1  -  alwa)  3  pray 
relieve    burdens   and 

affl:  j  mutual  love,  that  if  any  one  of 
condesi  ension,  shall 

our  love  may  continue  in  the 
if  the    Lord,  and   our  prayers  for  our 

brethren  an  rs  not  cease  in  the  presence 
I    bid    you,    dearest 

brot.  r  heartly  farewell. 

[STLE    I.VII.' 
TO  LU<  :  Ml.  BISHOP  OF  ROME,  RETURNED 

1:  INISHMEN  I. 

Ah         ■'         /    — CYPRIAN,    Willi     HIS    COLLEAGUES, 
■     HIS    RETURN    FROM 

KM'  !1IM    THAT    MARTYRDOM    DE- 

xi.     a  r>.  . 
.x  months.     See  Eusebius,  H.  £., 

-to  have  suffered  martyrdom  by  the  sword.] 

I  I  RR]  Ii      l»>l  s     MOT      MAKE      I  Mi 

THEN,  POINTING    "i   l     rHAT'THE  MARTYRDOM  OF 
IRNI  I  II  -  \NH  UN.  l:\NI  IIMI  M  '  If  II 

HAD  HAPP1  M  I)  BY  DIVINE  DIRECT  ION,  I '  >k  mi: 
CONFUSION  >>i  mi  NOVATIANS,  ill.  FORETELLS 
TO  HIM  Ills  own  IMPENDING  MARTYRDOM,  '.on 
so  ORDAINING  IT  m\l  IT  SHOULD  BE  CON- 

SUMMATED NOT  AWAY  FROM  HOME,  BUI  AMONG 
Ills  (A\\    PI  1  »PLE. 

t.  Cyprian,  with  his  colleagues,  to  Lucius  his 
brother,  greeting.  We  had  lately  also  congratu- 

lated you  indeed,  dearest  brother,  when  the 

divine  condescension,  by  a  double  honour,  ap- 
pointed you  in  the  administration  of  Cods 

Church,  as  \n>11  a  confessor  as  a  priest.  Hut 
now  also  we  no  less  congratulate  you  and  your 

i,  and  the  whole  fraternity,  that  the 

benignant  and  liberal  protection  of  the  Lord  has 
brought  you  back  again  to  His  own  with  the 
Mine  glory,  and  with  praises  to  you  ;  that  so  the 
shepherd  might  be  restored  to  feed  his  flock,  and 
the  pilot  to  manage  the  ship,  and  the  ruler  to 
g  ivern  the  people  ;  and  that  it  might  appear 
that  your  banishment  was  so  divinely  arranged, 
not  that  the  bishop  banished  and  driven  away 
should  be  wanting  to  the  Church,  but  that  he 
should  return  to  the  Church  greater  than  he  had 
left  it. 

2.  For  the  dignity  of  martyrdom  was  not  the 
less  in  the  case  of  the  three  youths,  because,  their 
death  being  frustrated,  they  came  forth  safe  from 
the  fiery  furnace ;  nor  did  Daniel  stand  forth 
uncompleted  in  the  praise  he  deserved,  because, 
when  he  had  been  sent  to  the  lions  for  a  prey,  he 

was  protected  by  the  Lord,  and  lived  to  glory. 
Among  confessors  of  Christ,  martyrdoms  deferred 
do  not  diminish  the  merits  of  confession,  but 

.  firth  the  greatness  of  divine  protection. 

We  see  represented  in  you  what  the  brave  and 
illustrious  youths  announced  before  the  king, 
that  they  indeed  were  prepared  to  be  burnt  in 
the  ilames,  that  they  might  not  serve  his  gods, 
nor  worship  the  image  which  he  had  made;  but 
that  the  Cod  whom  they  worshipped,  and  whom 
we  also  worship,  was  able  even  to  rescue  them 
from  the  fiery  furnace,  and  to  deliver  them  from 

hands  of  the  king,  and  from  imminent  suffer- 
This  we  now  find  carried  out  in  the  faith 

of  your  confession,  and  in  the  Lord's  protection 
over  you  ;  so  that  while  you  were  prepared  and 
ready  to  undergo  all  punishment,  yet  the  Lord 
withdrew  you  from  punishment,  and  preserved 
you  for  the  Church.  In  your  return  the  dignity 
of  his  confession  has  not  been  abridged  in  the 

bishop,  but  the  priestly  authority  has  rather  in- 
ised  ;  so  that  a  priest  is  assisting  at  the  altar 

of  God,  who  exhorts  the  people  to  take  up  the 
arms  of  confession,  and  to  submit  to  martyrdom. 

not  by  his  words,  but  by  his  deeds ;  and,  now 
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that  Antichrist  is  near,  prepares  the  soldiers  for  from  home.  For  the  victim  which  affords  an 

the  battle,  not  only  by  the  urgency  of  his  speech  example  to  the  brotherhood  both  of  courage  and 
and  his  words,  but  by  the  example  of  his  faith    of  faith,  ought  to  be  offered  up  when  the  breth- 
and  courage. 

3.  We  understand,  dearest  brother,  and  we 
perceive  with  the  whole  light  of  our  heart,  the 
salutary  and  holy  plans  of  the  divine  majesty, 
whence  the  sudden  persecution  lately  arose  there 

—  whence  the  secular  power  suddenly  broke 
forth  against  the  Church  of  Christ  and  the  bishop 
Cornelius,  the  blessed  martyr,  and  all  of  you;  so 
that,  for  the  confusion  and  beating  down  of  here- 

tics, the  Lord  might  show'  which  was  the  Church 
—  which  is  its  one  bishop  chosen  by  divine  ap- 

pointment —  which  presbyters  are  associated 
with  the  bishop  in  priestly  honour  —  which  is 
the  united  and  true  people  of  Christ,  linked  to- 

gether in  the  love  of  the  Lord's  flock  —  who 
they  were  whom  the  enemy  would  harass  ;  whom, 
on  the  other  hand,  the  devil  would  spare  as  being 

his  own.  For  Christ's  adversary  does  not  perse- 
cute and  attack  any  except  Christ's  camp  and 

soldiers  ;  heretics,  once  prostrated  and  made  his 
own,  he  despises  and  passes  by.  He  seeks  to 
cast  down  those  whom  he  sees  to  stand. 

ren  are  present.     We  bid  you,  dearest  brother, 
ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LVIII.2 
TO    FIDUS,    ON    THE    BAPTISM    OF    INFANTS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  IN  THIS  LETTER  CYPRIAN  IS  NOT 
ESTABLISHING  ANY  NEW  DECREE;  Bl  r  KEEPING 
MOST  FIRMLY  THE  FAITH  OF  THE  CHURCH,  FOR 

THE  CORRECTION  OF  THOSE  WHO  I'll'):  .,:n  rHAT 
AN    INFANT   MUST   NOT  BE  BAPTIZl  IRE  THE 
EIGHTH  DAY  AFTER  IIS  BIRTH,  III:  DECRJ 
WITH  SOME  OF  HIS  FELLOW-BISHOPS,  THAT  AS 
soon  AS  IT  WAS  BORN  IT  MIGHT  PROPERLY  BE 
BAPTIZED.  HE  TAKES  OCCASION,  HOWEVER,  TO 
REFUSE  TO  RECALL  Till;  PEACE  THAT  HAD  Bl  N 

GRANTED  TO  ONE  VICTOR,  ALTHOUGH  IF  HAD 

DEEN  GRANTED  AGAINST  Till'.  l.l.i  REES  (  'I 

CONCERNING  •Fill'.  LAPSED  j  BUT  FORBIDS  [HERA- 
PIUS   THE    BISHOP   TO    DO   IT   IN   OTHER    (   \-:s.3 

i.  Cyprian,  and  others  his  colleagues  who  were 

present  in  council,  in  number  sixty  six,  to   1'idus 
.  4.   And  I  wish,  dearest  brother,  that  the  power!  their  brother,  greeting.     We  have  rea  1  your  let- 

were    now   given  us  to   be   with  you  there  on   ter,  dearest  brother,  in  which  you  intimated  < 

pour  return,  that  we  ourselves,  who  love  you  with  cerning  Victor,  formerly  a  presbyter,  that  our 

mutual  love,  might,  being  present  with  the  rest,   colleague  Therapius,  rashly  at  a  too  early  -> 

also  receive  the  very  joyous  fruit  of  your  coming,   and  with  over-eager  haste,  granted  peace  to  him 
What  exultation  among  all  the  brethren  there;    before  he  had   fully  repented,  and   had   5 

what  running  together  and  embracing  of  each   the   Lord   God,  against  whom   he  had  sin 

on- , is  the\- arrive  !    Scarcely  can  you  be  satisfied   which   thing  rather  di  .  that  it  v. 
with  the  kisses  of  those  who  cling  to  you  ;  scarce-    departure  from  the  authorit)  .;  that 
lv  <  an  the  very  faces  and  eyes  of  the  people  be   pea<  e  should  be  granted  t..  him  before  tl 
satiated  with  seeing.     At  the  joy  of  your  coming    mate  an  1   fill   time  of  satisfaction,  and  wil 

the  brotherhood  there  has  begun  to  recognise   the  request  and  consciousness  ^\  the  people  — 

what  and  how  gr  'at  a  joy  will  follow  when  ( !hrist   no  ̂ i<  kness  rendering  it  in  rent  and  no  1 
shall  come.     Lor  because  His  advent  will  quickly  compelling  it.      But   the  judgment  being  long 
approach,  a  kind  of  representation  has  now  gone  weighed  among  us,  it  was  considered  s 

before  in  you  ;  that  just  as  John,  His  forerunner  to  rebuke  Therapius  our  colleague  for  having 

ami  preparer  of  His  way,  came  and  preach    1   done  this  rashly,  and  to  have  instructed  him  that 
that  Christ  had  come,  so,  now  that   a   bishop  re  he  should  QOl   do   the   like  with   any  other.      \    : 
turns  as  a  confessor  of  the  Lord,  and  ILs  priest,  we  did  not  think  that  th                             ranted  in 

R  appears  thai  the  Lord  also  is  now  returning,  anywise  by  a  priest5  of  God  was  to  be  taken 
But  I  and  my  colleagues,  and  all  the  broth  r  away,  and  fortius  reason  have  allowed  \ 

iood,  semi  this  letter  to  you  in  the  stead  of  us,  avail  himself  of  the  communion  granted  to  him. 

Bearest  brother;  and  setting  forth  to  you  bj  our  2.  But  in  respect  of  the  case  <■'(  the  info 
fetter  our  joy,  we  expr?ss  the  faithful  inclination  which  you  say  ought  not  to  be  baptized  within 
if  Our  love   here   also   in   our  sacrifices  and   our    the    second    or   thud    day   after   their  birth. 

irayers,  not  ceasing  to  give  thanks  to  God  the  that  the  lawof  ancient  circumcision  should  be 

Father,  and  to  Christ  His  Son  our  Lord  ;  ami  as  regarded,  so  that  you  think  that  one  who 
well  to  pray  as  to  entreat,  that  He  who  is  perfe<  1. 

ami  makes  perfect,  will  keep  and  perfei  1  in  you 

the  glorious  <  rown  of  your  confession,  who  per- 

born  should  not  in-  baptized  ami  <1  with- 

Ixlbrd  <  >i  :   I  p  laiv     I  It  »  ml  1  b«  1 

t  my  "« 11  "11  thii  loin     Su  '1 
Chance  has  called  you  back  for  this  purpose,  thai   ■,"',,,"r  >uhext 

1  1         1  j  '        ii-ii  -    1  1  y  Taylor  in  nn 
your  glory  should  not  be  hidden,  il  the  mailvidoin  1. 1   evidently  writt 

of  your  confession  should  be  consummate  d  .1w.1v    '','  ',"■'';  '"'  "hicn  ": '  ulniliri  along  unif  .>i  .<  inorl  lime    ■ 
context  jndii  atei  that  il  «rai  nrritten  dunn 

*      I  1    •  ■     .    iVr    ,lr,    irr    ,  .|     \'-r       j  11U  ||    ] 
I       '  [Sec  latter  Uv.  \>.  540,  tuy 

1  [Not  Nov. in. in.    The  organization  .11  Rome  il  here  glanced  at, 
a»  answering  to  ilic  Cyprianit  theory  in  .ill  ioik.  la.] 
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very  differently 

i„  irse  which  j 
11.  no  01        reed;  but  we 

a  the  in  r.  y  and  grace  of  Cod 
horn  of  man.     For 

in  His  i  .  "  rhe  Son  of 

ne  to  destroy  men's  lives,  but  to 
as  far  as  we  i  an,  we  must  strive 

.ml  be  lost.     For  what  is 
*  inm  who  has  once  been  formed  in 

the  hand  of  Cod?    'To  us,  indeed, 
s,  a<  cording  to  the  worldly  course 
a  ho  arc  born  appear  to  receive  an 

in,  ;  •  whatever  things  arc  made  by  God, 

ted  by  the  majesty  and  work  of  Cod 
tin  ir  M  iker. 

Moreover,  belief  in   divine  Scripture  de- 
I  >  us  that  among  all,  whether  infants  or 
irho  are  older,  there  is  the  same  equality 

i>\  th  ■  divine  gift.     Elisha,  beseeching  Cod.  so 
If  upon  the  infant  son  of  the  widow, 

■  was  lying  dead,  that   his   head  was  applied 
t  i  1.  and  his    face  to   his   face,  and   the 

lira  i  were  spread  over  and  joined  to 
h  of  the  limbs  of  the   child,  and   his  feet  to 

:.     If  this  thing  b  dered  with  re- 
t  to  the  inequality  of  our  birth  and  our  body, 

made  equal  with  a  person 
tm  up  and  mature,  nor  could  its  little  limbs 

fit  ,.•!  1  be  equal  to  the  larger  limbs  of  a  man. 

■  in  that  is  expressed  the  divin  •  and  spiritual 
ihtv,  that  all  men  are  like  and  equal,  since 

they  have  once  been    made   by  God ;  and  our 
v  have  a  difference  in  the  increase  of  our 

iccording  to  the  world,  but  not  accord- 
I  ;  unless  that  very  gra<  e  also  which  is 

■  the  bapti/.ed  is  given  either  less  or  more, 

to  the  ag  •  of  the  receivers,  whereas 
spirit   is   not   given  with   measure,  but 

by   the   love  and   mercy  of  the   bather  alike   to 

all.     For  God,  as  11  ■  does  n  >t  accept  the  per- 
s  not  accept  th<  -nice  I  le  shows 

I!    .    Ifa  Father  to  all  with  well- «  dequality 
for  the  attainment  of  heavenly  grace. 

4.   For,  with  respect  to  what  you  say,  that  the 

•  of  an  infant  in  the  first  days  after  its  birth 
is   not    pure,   so  that  any  one   of  us  would    still 

shudder  at  kissing  it,;  we  do  not  think  that  this 
■  t  to  be  all.  my  impediment  to  heaven- 

•    it   is   written,  "To  the  pure  all 

things  are   pure."  »      Nor  ought  any  of  us    to shudder  at  that  which  God  hath  condescended 

to  m. ike.     For  although  the  infant  is  still  fresh 
from  its  birth,  yet  it  is  not  such  that  any  one 

aid  shudder  at  kissing  it  in  giving  grace  and 
in  making  peace  ;  since  in  the  kiss  of  an  infant 

•  llou*  relic  of  pagan  idea*.     A  new-born  babe,  after  its 
both,  make*  no  such  impression  upon  civilized  minds.  1 

i  Tit.  i.  15. 

every  one  of  us  ought,  for  his  very  religion's isider  the  still  recent  hands  of  God 

themselves,  which  in  some  -  »rt  we  are  kissing,  in 
the  man  lately  formed  and  freshly  born,  when  we 
are  embracing  that  which  Cod  has  made.  For 
in  respect  of  the  observance  of  the  eighth  day  in 
the  Jewish  circumcision  of  the  flesh,  a  sacrament 

given  beforehand  in  shadow  and  in  usage; 
but  when  Christ  came,  it  was  fulfilled  in  truth. 

For  because  the  eighth  day,  that  is,  the  first  day 
after  the  Sabbath,  was  to  be  that  on  which  the 

Lord  should  rise  again,  and  should  quicken  us, 
ami  give  us  circumcision  of  the  spirit,  the  eighth 
day.  that  is,  the  first  day  after  the  Sabbath,  and 

Lord's  day,  went  before  in  the  figure  ;  which 
figure  ceased  when  by  and  by  the  truth  came, 
and  spiritual  circumcision  was  given  to  us. 

5.  For  which  reason  we  think  that  no  one  is 
to  be  hindered  from  obtaining  grace  by  that  law 
which  was  already  ordained,  and  that  spiritual 
circumcision  ought  not  to  be  hindered  by  carnal 
circumcision,  but  that  absolutely  every  man  is  to 

idmitted  to  the  grace  of  Christ,  since  Peter 
also  in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles  speaks,  and  says, 
"  The  Lord  hath  said  to  me  that  I  should  call  no 

man  common  or  unclean."4  But  if  anything 
could  hinder  men  from  obtaining  grace,  their 
more  heinous  sins  might  rather  hinder  those  who 
arc  mature  and  grown  up  and  older.  But  again, 
if  even  to  the  greatest  sinners,  and  to  those  who 

had  sinned  much  against  Cod,  when  they  sub- 
sequently believed,  remission  of  sins  is  granted 

—  and  nobody  is  hindered  from  baptism  and 
from  grace  —  how  much  rather  ought  we  to 
shrink  from  hindering  an  infant,  who,  being 
lately  born,  has  not  sinned,  except  in  that,  being 

born  after  the  flesh  according  to  Adam,5  he  has 
contracted  the  contagion  of  the  ancient  death 
at  its  earliest  birth,  who  approaches  the  more 

ly  on  this  very  account  to  the  reception  of 

the  forgiveness  of  sins  —  that  to  him  are  re- 
mitted, not  his  own  sins,  but  the  sins  of  another. 

6.  And  therefore,  clearest  brother,  this  was  our 

opinion  in  council,  that  by  us  no  one  ought  to 
be  hindered  from  baptism  and  from  the  grace  of 
Cod,  who  is  merciful  and  kind  and  loving  to  all. 
Which,  since  it  is  to  be  observed  and  maintained 

in  respect  of  all,  we  think  is  to  be  even  more 

observed  in  respect  of  infants  and  newly-born 
persons,  who  on  this  very  account  deserve  more 
from  our  help  and  from  the  divine  mercy,  that 
immediately,  on  the  very  beginning  of  their  birth, 
lamenting  and  weeping,  they  do  nothing  else  but 
entreat.  We  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever 
heartily  farewell. 

*  Acts  x.  a8. 

5  [I  cannot  refrain  from  quoting  a  layman's  beautiful  lines  on  the death  of  his  son:  — 

"  Pure  from  all  stnin  save  that  of  human  clay, 

Which  Christ's  atoning  blood  had  washed  away." 
George  Canning,  a.d.  1770-1827.] 
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EPISTLE   LIX.' 
TO  THE  NUMIDIAN  BISHOPS,  ON  THE  REDEMP- 

TION OF  THEIR  BRETHREN  FROM  CAPTIVITY 
AMONG   THE   BARBARIANS. 

ARGUMENT. — CYPRIAN  BEGINS  BY  DEPLORING 

THE  CAPTIVITY  OF  THE  BRETHREN,  OF  WHICH  HE 

HAD  HEARD  FROM  THE  NUMIDIAN  BISHOPS,  AND 

SANS  THAI'  HE  is  SENDING  THEM  A  HUNDRED 
THOUSAND  SESTERCES,  CONTRIBUTED  BY  BRETH- 

REN  AND   SISTERS   AND   COLLEAGUES.2 

i.  Cyprian  to  Januarius,  Maximus,  Proculus, 
Victor,  Modianus,  Nemesianus,  Nampulus,  and 

Honoratus,  his  brethren,  greeting.  With  exces- 
sive grief  of  mind,  and  not  without  tears,  dearest 

brethren,  I  have  read  your  letter  which  you  wrote 
to  me  from  the  solicitude  of  your  love,  concern- 

ing the  captivity  of  our  brethren  and  sisters. 
For  who  would  not  grieve  at  misfortunes  of  that 

kind,  or  who  would  not  consider  his  brother's 
grief  his  own,  since  the  Apostle  Paul  speaks, 

saying,  "Whether  one  member  suffer,  all  the 
members  suffer  with  it;  or  one  member  rejoice, 

all  the  members  rejoice  with  it ;  " 3  and  in  an- 
other place  he  says,  "Who  is  weak,  and  I  am  not 

weak?"*  Wherefore  now  also  the  captivity  of 
our  brethren  must  be  reckoned  as  our  captivity, 
and  the  grief  of  those  who  are  endangered  is  to 
be  esteemed  as  our  grief,  since  indeed  there  is 
one  body  of  our  union  ;  and  not  love  only,  but 
also  religion,  ought  to  instigate  and  strengthen 
us  to  redeem  the  members  of  the  brethren. 

2.   For  inasmuch    as   the  Apostle    Paul    says 

in,  "  Know  ye  not  that  ye  arc'  the  temple  of 
God,  and  that  the  Spirit  of  Cod  dwelleth  in 

you?"5 —  even  although  love  urged  us  less  to 
bring  help  to  the  brethren,  yet  in  thi^  place  we 
must  have  considered  that  it  was  the  temples  of 

Cod  which  were'  taken  captive,  and  that  we 
ought  not  by  long  inactivity  and  neglect  of  their 
suffering  to  allow  the  temples  of  Cod  to  be  long 
captive,  but  to  strive  with  what  powers  we  i 
and  t0  act   quickly  by  our  obedience,  to    de- 
well   of   Christ   our  Judge   and    Lord    and    God. 

Foi  as  the  Apostle    I'aul   says,  "  As   many  of  you 
as  have  been  baptized  into  Christ  have  put  on 

Christ,"6  Christ  is  to  be  contemplated  in  our 
captive  brethren,  and  I  [e  is  to  be  redeemed 

from  the  peril  of  captivity  who  redeemed  us 

from  the  peril  of  death j  so  that   lb' who  took 
us  out  Of  the  jaws  Of  the  devil,  who  abide,  and 
dwells   in   us,  may  now  Himself  be   rescued   and 
redeemed   from  the  hands  of  barbarians  bj   a 
sum  of  money    -who  redeemed  us  by  Hi-  CI 
and  blood  —who  suffers  these  things   to   happen 

1  Oxford  rd. :    Ep,  Km.     *  D 
3  li  r.  probable  thai  ihii  captivity  wai  tin-  work  >>f  ilu^c  lurba- 

ri.uis  Bg  linil  whom  1  ><i  his  won  to  w.h  and  mi  killed. 
'   i  I  <>r.  xii.  36. 
<   1 C01    kI 
I  1  ( lor.  ni.  10. 

6  Gal.  iii.  2j. 

for  this  reason,,  that  our  faith  may  be  tried, 
whether  each  one  of  us  will  do  for  another  what 

he  would  wish  to  be  done  for  himself,  if  he  him- 
self were  held  captive  among  barbarians.  For 

who  that  is  mindful  of  humanity,  and  remin 
of  mutual  love,  if  he  be  a  father,  will  not  now 
consider  that  his  sons  are  there  ;  if  he  be  a 
husband,  will  not  think  that  his  wife  is  there  kept 
captive,  with  as  much  grief  as  shame  for  the 
marriage  tie?  But  how  great  is  the  genera] 
grief  among  all  of  us,  and  suffering  concerning 
the  peril  of  virgins  who  are  kept  there,  on  wi, 
behalf  we  must  bewail  not  only  the  loss  of  liberty. 
but  of  modesty  ;  and  must  lament  the  bonds  of 
barbarians  less  than  the  violence  of  seducers  and 

abominable  places,  lest  the  members  dedicated 
to  Christ,  and  devoted  for  ever  in  honour  of 
continence  by  modest  virtue,  should  be  sullied 
by  the  lust  and  contagion  of  the  insultcr. 

3.  Our  brotherhood,  considering  all  these 
things  according  to  your  letter,  and  sorrowfully 
examining,  have  all  promptly  and  willingly  and 
liberally  gathered  together  supplies  of  money  for 
the  brethren,  being  always  indeed,  according  to 
the  strength  of  their  faith,  prone  to  the  work  of 
God,  but  now  even  more  stimulated  to  salutary 
works  by  the  consideration  of  so  great  a 

ing.  For  since  the  Lord  in  His  Gospel  says,  "  I 

was  sick,  and  ye  visited  me,"  7  with  how  11 
greater  reward  for  our  work  will  He  say  now. 

"  I  was  captive,  and  ye  redeemed  me  !  "  And 
since  again  He  says,  "  I  was  in  prison,  and  ve 
came  unto  me,"  how  much  more  will  it  be  when 

I  Ie  begins  to  say,  "  I  was  in  the  dungeon  ̂ \  1  ap- 
tivity,  and  I  lay  shut  up  and  bound  among  bar- 

barians, and   from    that    prison  of  slavery 

delivered  in    .'  it  to    receive   a   ic 
from  the   Lord  when  the  day  of  judgment  shall 
i  ome  !     Finally,  we  give  you  the  warmest  th 
that    you  have  wished  US   to   be    sh.uers    in   v     r 

anxiety,8  and  in  so  and  necessary  a  work 
—  that  you  have  offered  us  fruitful  fields  in  w 

we  might  casl  tin-  seeds  uf  our  hope,  with  the 
expei  tation  of  a  harvest  oi  the  most  abundant 
fruits  which  will  proceed  from  this  heavenlj 

saving  operation.     We  have  then  senl 
of  one  hundred  thousand  sesterces,    which   ! 
been   collected   here   in   the   Chun  h   1  ich 

bj   the   Lord's  mercy  we  preside,  by  tl 
tributions  of  the  <  lergy  and  people  est 

with  us,  whii  h  v< iu  w ,11  there  dispt  nse  w ith  •• 
diligence  you  may. 

4.  And  we  wi>h.  ind  t  nothii 

a  kind  mav  happen  again,  and  thai 
protected  bv  the  majesty  o\  the  I  ord,  maj 

\t    ,1!      IV. 

■  [Primitive  Cnrittiana  were  grateful  I  • K.ICII        \ll 

9  (Aii  unman •  •nra     In    I 

be  $4,194       Lite  text 
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i  perils  of  this  kind.     If.  ho* 
•    of  tin-    love   Of  our 

I  .nid  for  the  i  th  <>t"  our  heart, 
should  happen,  <lo  not  delay  to 

I  ounting  it  for  certain 
that  our  church  and  the  whole  fraternity  here 

h  by  their  prayers  that  these  things  may 
in  ;  but  if  they  happen,  that  they 

„  dly  render  help.      But  that 

j       may  have  in  mind  in  your  prayers  our  breth- ters  who   have   laboured   so   promptly 

liberally  tor  this  needful  work,  that  they  may 
ur  ;    and  that  in  return  for  their  good 

;  ij  present  them  in  your  sacrifices  and 
.  I  h  ive  sul  joined  the  names  of  each  one  ; 

iver  also  I   have  added   the  names  of 

ies  and  fellow-priests,  who  themselves 
they  were  present,  contributed  some  little 

10  their  power,   in   their  own   name. 
the  name  of  their  people.     And  besides  our 

■it.    I    have   intimated    and    sent   their 
II  sums,  all  of  whom,  in  conformity  with  the 

claims  of  faith  and  charity,  you  ought  to  re- 

member in  your  supplications  and  prayers.1  We 
bid  you.  dearest  brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell, 
and  remember  us. 

EPISTLE   LXr 

TO   EUCHRATIUS,    ABOUT   AN   ACTOR. 

AF  VT.  —  HE  FORBIDS  AN  ACTOR,  IF  HE  CON- 
TINUE I\  His  DBGRAI  ITU.   (All. IXC  FROM    COM- 

;    l\    ill!-    CHURCH.        NEITHER   DOES 
■I  l  o-.v  ill.    BE    \N    l  \  <!-:    HIM,  THAT 

III'    III'-!  \or    PRACTICE    THE    HBTRI- 
\RI\     SO     LONG     \>     HE     TEACHES     IT    TO 

OTHERS;    NEITHER  DOES  HE    EXCI   JE    IT  BECAUSE 
MIK    WANT    of    MEANS,     SINCE    NECESSARIES 

PPI  1!  I)     TO     HIM     FROM     THE     RE- 
HUR(  H  ;    AND   THEREFORE,  IF 

THE    mi  \ns   ,>r   THE    CHURCH    THERE   ART.    NOT 

ENT,  III.    RECOMMENDS   HIM   TO   COME   TO 
CARIIT 

i.  Cyprian  1  hratius  his  brother, greeting. 
•  :n  our  mutual  love  and  your  reverence  forme 

thought   that    I    should   be   consulted. 
dea  ther,  as  to  m\  m  concerning  a 

imong  you.  still 
1  -  in  the  discredit  of  the   same  art  of  his  ; 

.  not  for  the  instruc- 
;t  for  ti.  ion  of  boys,  that  which 

inately  learnt  he  also  imparts  to 

■  a  a.-,k  whether  such  a  one  ought  to 
nmunicate   with    us.     This,   I   think,   neither 

•he  divine  majesty  nor  the  discipline  of  the 
I,  that  the  modesty  and  credit  of  the  Church 

'i-  ilifitycht  are   here   rrfrrrc'I    tn ;    th.il  n,  lifts     rend   at  the 
•s,  living  or  dead,  were  gratefully  re- 

me:  <-,  "  bcadrolt."] 
*  Oxlord  ed. :    Kp.  n.     Cir.a  a.d.  949. 

should  be  polluted  by  so  disgraceful  and  infa- 
mous a  contagion.  For  since,  in  the  law,  men 

are  forbidden  to  put  on  a  woman's  garment,  and 
those  that  offend  in  this  manner  are  judged  ac- 

cursed, how  much  greater  is  the  crime,  not  only 

to  take  women's  garments,  but  also  to  express 
base  and  effeminate  and  luxurious  gestures,  by 

the  teaching  of  an  immodest  art. 
2.  Nor  let  any  one  excuse  himself  that  he 

himself  has  given  up  the  theatre,  while  he  is  still 

teaching  the  art  to  others.  For  he  cannot  ap- 
pear to  have  given  it  up  who  substitutes  others 

in  his  place,  and  who,  instead  of  himself  alone, 

supplies  many  in  his  stead;  against  God's  ap- 
pointment, instructing  and  teaching  in  what  way 

a  man  may  be  broken  down  into  a  woman,  and 

his  sex  changed  by  art,3  and  how  the  devil  who 
pollutes  the  divine  image  may  be  gratified  by  the 
sins  of  a  corrupted  and  enervated  body.  But  if 
such  a  one  alleges  poverty  and  the  necessity  of 
small  means,  his  necessity  also  can  be  assisted 

among  the  rest  who  arc  maintained  by  the  sup- 
port of  the  Church  ;  if  he  be  content,  that  is, 

with  very  frugal  but  innocent  food.  And  let 

him  not  think  that  he  is  redeemed  by  an  allow- 
ance to  cease  from  sinning,  since  this  is  an  ad- 

vantage not  to  us,  but  to  himself.  What  more 
he  may  wish  he  must  seek  thence,  from  such 
gain  as  takes  men  away  from  the  banquet  of 
Abraham,  and  Isaac,  and  Jacob,  and  leads  them 
down,  sadly  and  perniciously  fattened  in  this 
world,  to  the  eternal  torments  of  hunger  and 
thirst ;  and  therefore,  as  far  as  you  can,  recall 
him  from  this  depravity  and  disgrace  to  the  way 
of  innocence,  and  to  the  hope  of  eternal  life, 
that  he  may  be  content  with  the  maintenance  of 
the  Church,  sparing  indeed,  but  wholesome.  But 
if  the  Church  with  you  is  not  sufficient  for  this, 

to  afford  support  for  those  in  need,  he  may  trans- 
fer himself  to  us,  and  here  receive  what  may  be 

necessary  to  him  for  food  and  clothing,  and  not 
teach  deadly  things  to  others  without  the  Church, 
but  himself  learn  wholesome  things  in  the  Church. 

I  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   LXI.« 

TO   POMPONIUS,  CONCERNING   SOME   VIRGINS. 

ARGUMENT.   CYPRIAN,  WITH  SOME  OF    HIS    COL- 

LEAOUES,  REPLIES  TO  HIS  COLLEAGUE  POMPO- 
NIUS, THAT  YIRiilNS  WHO  HAD  DETERMINED  TO 

MAINTAIN  THEIR  STATE  WITH  CO.NHN1NCV  AND 

IIKMNESS,  BUT  WHO  HAD  YET  SUBSEQUENTLY 

BEEN  FOUNT)  IN  THE  SAME  BED  WITH  MEN,  IK 

THEY  WERE  STILL  FOUND  TO  BE  VIRGINS,  SHOULD 

3  [In  the  Si  Mine  Chapel  of  the  Vatican,  to  the  disgrace  of  the  pon- 
tifical court,  the  fine  music  is  obtained  by  recourse  to  this  expedient, 

inflicted  upon  children. J 

*  Oxford  ed.:  Ep.  iv.  He  suggests  the  kind  of  discipline  by 
which  virgins  may  be  kept  in  their  duty,  and  some  matters  concern- 

ing the  power  of  excommunication  in  the  Church.     Circa  a.d.  249. 
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BE  RECEIVED  ixto  com.mun'ion  and  admitted  I  places,  that  it  may  not  be  broken  among    I 
TO   THE    church.     BUT   IF   OTHERWISE,    sixce   rocks  and  cliffs;    the  baggage  must    swiftly  be 
THEY  ARK  ADULTEROl  S    TOWARDS  CHRIST,  THEY    taken   out   of  the   fire,  before    it   is   burnt  up  by 
should  be  compelled  to  full   repentance,   the  flames  reaching  it.     No  one  who  is  near  to 
AND  THOSE  WHO    SHOULD    OBSTINATELY   PERSE-    danger  is  lung   safe,  nor  will  the  servant   of  G 

be  able  to  escape  the  devil  if  he  has  entangl 
himself  in  the  devil's  nets.     We  must  interfere 
at  once  with   such   as   these,  that  they  ma\ 
separated  while  yet  they  can  be  separated  in 
innocence;  because  by  and  by  they  will  not  be 
able  to  be  separated  by  our  interferes 
they   have    become    joined    together   by   a    \ 
guilty  conscience.     Moreover,  what   a   nun 

VERE    SHOULD    BE    EJECTED    FROM    THE   CHURCH. 

i.  Cyprian,  Caecilius,  Victor,  Sedatus,  Tertul- 
lus,  with  the  presbyters  who  were  present  with 
them,  to  Pomponius  their  brother,  greeting. 
We  have  read,  dearest  brother,  your  letter  which 
you  sent  by  Paconius  our  brother,  asking  and 
desiring  us  to  write  again  to  you,  and  say  what 
we  thought  of  those   virgins  who,  after  having 

once  determined  to  continue  in  their  condition,    of  * nous  mischiefs  we  see  to  have  arisen  hi  I 

and  firmly  to    maintain    their  cont.nency,  have   and  what  a  multitude  of  virgins  we
  behoM 

afterwards  been  found  to  have  remained  in  the   ™P*=?  ̂   u!llawful  and  dangerous  conjuw  I 

same  bed  side  by  side  with  men;  of  whom  you   ?/  t,h,s  ,md>  {P.  our  great  gnef  of  mmd!     B  I if  they  have   faithfully  dedicated  themselw 
Christ,  let  them  persevere  in  modesty  and  1 1 

wit     men  declare  they  are  chaste.'     Con.  j  tity,  without  incurring  any  evil  
repor't,  ami 

berning  which  matters,  since  you  have  desired   coura«e  aml  steadiness  await  the  rewar
d  of  vir- 

our  advice,  know  that  we  do  not  depart  from    -m,t-v-     1,ut  ll  '  u'v  ̂   unwilling  or  unable   t< 

say  that  one  is  a  deacon  ;  and  yet  that  the  same    "   l" CJ  ,ndyf   uuiniu 

Virgins  who  have  confessed  that  they  have  sleot   Christ"  !et  *?m  Pe.rsevere  in  modesty  and  «  h 
-Pt 

Con- 
persevere,  it  is  better  that  they  should  marry, 

but  with  constancy  and' firmness "  take "  counsel  t|ian.  tl,at  fy  th.ei,r  f™"  *ey  should  fall  into 

for  our  brethren  and  sisters,  and  maintain  the  the  ufire'  (,  c,'tunl-v  .let  lhe,n  not  '  au  ie  "  *  mdaJ 

discipline  of  the  Church  by  all  the  ways  of  use-  t0  the  brethren  °J  51?ers'  5m<Le  »t  is  written,  "  It- 
fulness  and  safety,  since  the  Lord  speaks,  say-  ?«*  ̂   ,ln-v  1"\,t  KT  ̂   offend,  I  will  c. 

ing,  "And  I  will  give  you  pastors  according  to  JeshuwhlIe  the- world  standeth,  lest  I  make  
my 

mine  heart,  and  they  shall  feed  you  with  disci- 

pline."2    And  again   it   is  written,  "Whoso  de- 
spiscth  discipline  is  miserable;"3  and  in  the 
Psalms  also  the  Holy  Spirit  admonishes  and  in- 

structs us,  saying,  "  Keep  discipline,  lest  ha]  ly  the 
Lord  be  angry,and  ye  perish  from  the  right  way, 

when  I  lis  anger  shall  quickly  burn  against  you."  < 
2.  In  the  first  place,  therefore,  dearest  brother, 

both  by  overseers  and  people  nothing  is  to  be 
more  eagerly  sought  after,  than  that  we  who  fear 
God  should  keep  the  divine  precepts  with  c\ 
observation  of  discipline,  and  should  not  suffer 

3.   Nor    let   any  one   think    that    she   can    be 

defended   by   this   excuse,   thai    she   ma)    be   ex- 
amined and  proved   whether  sh  :  be  a 

since  both  the  hands  and   the  f  the   1 

wives  are  often  deceived  j  and  if  ind 
to  be  a  virgin   in   that    particular   in   which   a 

woman  may  be  so,  yet  she  maj  hav<  '.  in 
sonn-  other  part  of  her  body,  which  may  be  1    1 
rupted  and  yet  cannot  be  examined.     Assuredly 
the  mere  lying  together,  the  mere  eml 
the  very  talking  I        hi  r,  mu\  the  act  o(  ]. 

Er  brethren  to  stray,  and  to  live  according  to  '"li!  '!"'  di  id  foul  slum 
then  own  fancy  and  lust;*  but  that  we  should 
faithfully  consult  for  the  life  of  each  one,  and 

not  suffer  \  irgins  to  dwell  with  men,  —  1  do  not 

ta)   to  sleep  together,  but  to  live  together,6  — 
since  both  their  weak  se\  and  their  age,  still 
critical,  ought  to  be  bridled  in  all  things  and 
ruled  by  us,  lesl  an  occasion  should  be  given  to 
the  devil  who  ensnares  us,  and  desires  to  rage 
over  us,  to  luut  them,  since  the  apostle  also 

lays,  "  Do  not  give  place  to  the-  devil."'  The 
ship  is  waic  h fully  to  be  delivered  from  peril 

1   I         vol    ii.  p.  57,  E 
1  5- 

'  wise]   iii,  1 1 

1'liK  1,1  iii.ni  1 1  1 

.1 

*  IV  ii    ,  ■  1  I  \\   >, 

'    Some  1 "   f,.r  "  nil  In  Ihoni 
s  lli. 11   i     imil  ir  collocation  of  «  with  error  i*  found 

ill  I  li>i  1  ■  .  .  .'  (1,  n,t  fit.,  4H7. 
I  How  coa  11.  urn,  1  .,  which  even    the 

■I  ,  oujd  ii,, 1 
Eph.  1 

mild  ii.  ,1  imil.,  diau  ly  rcfi 
'    l'.nli.  iv.  j-i. 

lying  tog  ill-  r.  hi  >w  much  of  dishon 
1  nine   does   it  ( onfi  ss  I     If  a    husband   < 

upon  his  wife,  and  sec  her  lying  with  an  other 
man,  is  he  not  angry  and  raging,  and  bj  the 
passion  of  his  1  ge  does  he  not  perh  ; 
his    sword     into     his     hind?        And    what    shall 

( 'hi  ist  and  our  Lord  .md  Judge  think,  wl     .  He 
sees  His  virgin,  dedicated  to  Him,  and  d   >i  d 

lor  lli>  holin<   >,  lying  with  another?     How  in- 
1  mt  and   angr)   is    I  Ie.  and  what  ] 

I  Ie    threaten    against    such    nn 

net  tions  !  whose  spiritual  sword  and  the  • 
day  of  judgment,  1  ry  one 

may  be'    able    to    escape,  we    OUghl    with   all 

nsel  to  pro\  ide  and  to  strive.     And  ■ 
behoves    all    by   all    means    tO   keep   disi 

»      1     l       ■?       Mil       l| 

'  nong  the  1 Till.    I  J.    l4.| 
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.  that  they  may  afford 
I  iiiMn:> 

::.u  ter.     For  how  I 

the  inti  ■■  others, 
of  sin  begin  to 

m  themselves 5 
\inl  therefore  you  have  acted   advisedly 

ami  wir  >t  brother,  in  excommuni- 
i  who  h.is  often  abode  with  a 

\  r,  the  others  who  had  1 
ep  with  virgins.     But  if  they  h 
f  this  their  unlawful   lying  together, 

and  have  mutually  withdrawn  from  one  another. 
let  meantime  be  carefully  inspected 

by  midwives  ;  and  if  they  should  be  found  vir- 
.  let  them  be  received  to  communion,  and 

1  to  the  Church;  yet  with  tin's  threaten- 
ing, that  if  subsequently  they  should  return  to 

the  same  men,  or  if  they  should  dwell  together 
tie   men    in   one    house   or  under  the 

•.»f.  they  should  be  ejected  with  a  severer 
.   nor  should   such  be  afterwards    easily 
1  into  the  Church.     But    if  any  one  of 

them  be  found  to  be  corrupted,  let  her  abun- 
■  who  has  been  guilty 

of  this   crime    is    an    adulteress,    not    (indei 
ind,  but  against  Christ  ;  and  there- 

eing  appointed,  let  her  after- 
\\  n  confession  has  been  made,  return 
t"   the   Church.      Hut  if  they   obstinately   pel 

mutually  separate  themselvi  s, 
let    them   know  that,  with   this   their  immodest 

tinacy,   they   <  ,\n  never  be  admitted    by   us 
the  Church,  lest  tl  .Id  begin  to  set  an 

to  go  to  ruin  by  their  crin 
let  them  think  that  the  way   of  life  or  of 

•i  is  still  open  to  them,  if  they  ha\ .     r 
1  to  obey  the  bishops  and   priests,  since  in 

■  momy  the  Lord    I  ys,  "  .\\-,d   the 
man   that  will  do  presumptuously,  and  will  not 

•        tl       pi     st   or  judge,  whi  r  he 
1  be  in  those    days,  that  man   shall  die,  and 

all    the  le    shall    hear  and    fear,  and    do 

isly."  '     (  rod  (  ommand  :d 
'  lio  did  ts   to  l>e   shin, 

and  th.  did  not  1  to   His  jud 
the  time.     And   tl 

slain  with  the  sword,  when  the 
yet   in   force  ;   but 

n  to  be  of  • 
ithful   servants,  the   pr< 

:in  with  the  sword  of 
rit.    in    that    tl  the 

they  cannot  live   out  of  it,  sin<  e 
house  of  (  ,  and    there  can   be  no 

•  in  the  Chun  h.      But  the 
divine  Scripture  t  that  the  undisciplined 

•  Deut.  xvii.  ij,  13. 

perish,  because  tiny  do  not  listen  to,  n 

wholesome  precepts \  for  il  says,  "An  undi 
plined  man  loveth  not  him  that  correcteth  him. 
But  they  who  hate  reproof  shall  be  coi with  disgi 

5.  Therefore,  dearest  brother,  endeavoui 
the  undisciplined  should  not  be  consumed  and 
perish,  that  as  much  as  you  can,  by  your  salu- 

tary counsels,  you  should  rule  the  brotherhood, 
and  take  counsel  of  c.<  h  one  with  a  vi  w  1  1  his 

salvation.      Strait  and  narrow  is  the  u  ugh 
whii  h  we  enter  into  life,  but  excellent  and  great 
is  the  reward  when  we  enter  into  glory.  Let 
those  who  have  once  made  themselves  eunuchs 

for  the  kingdom  of  heaven3  please  Cud  in  all 

things,  and  not  offend  Cod's  pri  sts  nor  the 
Lord's  Church  by  the  scandal  of  their  wicked- 

ness. And  if,  for  the  present,  certain  of  our 
brethren  seem  to  be  made  sorry  by  us,  let  us 
nevertheless  remain  in  our  wholesome  persua- 

sion, knowing  that  an  apostle  also  has  said,  "  Am 
I  therefore  become  your  enemy  because  I  tell 

you  the  truth? "*  But  if  they  shall  obey  us,  we 
have  gained  our  brethren,  and  have  formed 
them  as  well  to  salvation  as  to  dignity  by  our 
address.  But  if  some  of  the  perverse  p  irsong 
refuse  to  obey,  let  us  follow  the  same  apos 

who  says,  "  If  I  please  men,  I  should  not  be  the 
servant  of  Christ."5  If  we  cannot  please  some, 
so  as  to  make  them  please  Christ,  let  us  assur- 

edly, as  far  as  we  can,  please  Christ  our  Lord 
and  Cod.  by  observing  I  lis  precepts.  I  bid  you, 
brother  beloved  and  much  longed-for.  heartily 
farewell  in  the  Lord.6 

EPISTLE    LXII.7 

TO  C/ECILIUS,  on   the  sacrament  of  the 
CUP   OF   THE    I.OKD. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  Ti  v  II!  s.  IN  OPPOSITION 

TO  THOSE  Wlio  USED  WATER  IN  THE  LORD'S 
.  THAT  Nor  WATER  ALONE,  BUT  WINE 

MIXED  Willi  WATER,  WAS  TO  BE  OFFERED^ 
THAI  BY  WATER  WAS  DESIGNATED  IN  SCRIPTUrJ 

BAPTISM,  BUI  CERTAINLY  NOT  THE  EUCHARISM 
BY   TYPES    DRAWN    FROM    THE    OLD    TESTAMENlj 
1  ill.  USE  OF  WINE  IV  'I  111  SACRAMENT  OF  THE 

Fork's  BODY  Is  ILLUSTRATED;  AND  II  IS  DE- 
(  l.ARI  D  THAT  BY  THE  SYMBOL  OF  WATER  IS 
UNDFRSTOOD   THE   CHRISTIAN    CONGREGAT1      I. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Csecilius  his  brother,  greeting. 
Although  I  know,  clearest  brother,  that  very  many 

2  Prov.  xv    12,  10. 

3  [The  frightful  condition  of  heathen  society  inspind  the  effort 
to  maintain  celibacy,  but  all  this  suggests  the  divine  wisdom  and 
clemency  in  restricting  it  to  the  lew.    Matt  xix.  n.J *  ( >al.  iv    16. 

I  ( lal.  i.  to. 

6  [The  horrible  subject  of  this  letter  is  treated  in  a  valuable  note 
(k)   in  the  Oxford  trans.,  p    7       It   began   earlier   (see    /imnat) 

that    leant'  .    hut   the   s.lenn-  if  Mini 
.  and  the  ;  ■-  t  ■  t!u^  -  i.ich, Vol.  ii.  p.  235.] 

\lorded.:    Ep.  l.\ui       A.u.  253. 
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of  the  bishops  who  arc  set  over  the  churches  of 
the  Lord  by  divine  condescension,  throughout 
the  whole  world,  maintain  the  plan  of  evangelical 
truth,  and  of  the  tradition  of  the  Lord,  and  do 
not  by  human  and  novel  institution  depart  from 
that  which  ( !hrist  our  Master  both  prescribed  and 

did  ;  yet  since  some,  either  by  ignorance  or  sim- 

plicity '  in  sanctifying  the  cup  of  the  Lord,  and 
in  ministering  to  the  people,  do  not  do  that  which 
Jesus  Christ,  our  Lord  and  God,  the  founder  and 
teacher  of  this  sacrifice,  did  and  taught,  I  have 

thought  it  as  well  a  religion.-,  as  a  necessary  thing 
to  write  to  you  this  letter,  that,  if  any  one  is 
still  kept  in  this  error,  he  may  behold  the  light 
of  truth,  and  return  to  the  root  and  origin  of 

the  tradition  of  the  Lord.2  Nor  must  you  think, 
dearest  brother,  that  I  am  writing  my  own  thoughts 

or  man's ;  or  that  I  am  boldly  assuming  this  to 
myself  of  my  own  voluntary  will,  since  I  always 

hold  my  mediocrity  with  lowly  and  modest  mod- 
eration. But  when  anything  is  prescribed  by  the 

inspiration  and  command  of  God,  it  is  necessary 

that  a  faithful  servant  should  obey  the  Lord,  ac- 
quitted by  all  of  assuming  anything  arrogantly 

to  himself,  seeing  that  he  is  constrained  to  fear 
offending  the  Lord  unless  he  does  what  he  is 
comin  mded. 

2.  Know  then  that  I  have  been  admonished 

that,  in  offering  the  cup,  the  tradition  of  the 

Lord  '  must  be  observed,  and  that  nothing  must 
be  done  by  us  but  what  the  Lord  first  did  on  our 

behalf,  as  that  the  cup  which  is  offered  in  remem- 
brance of  Him  should  be  offered  mingled  with 

wine.  For  when  Christ  says,  "I  am  the  true 

vine,"  !  the  blood  of  (  'hrist  is  assuredly  not  wat(  r. 
but  wine;  neitl  n  1 1  i  >.  blood  by  which  we 
are  redeemed  and  quickened  appear  to  be  in  the 
cup,  when  in  the  cup  there  is  no  wine  whereby 
the  blood  of  Christ  is  shown  forth,  which  is  de- 

clared by  the  sacrament  and  testimony  of  all  the 
Scriptures. 

3.  For  we  find  in  Genesis  also,  in  respect  of 
the    sacrament    in    Noe,   this   same    thin;    was   to 

them  a  precursor  and  figure  of  the   Lord's  pas 
sion  ;  that  he  drank  wine  ;   that  he  was  drunk 
that  he  was  made  naked  in  his  household  ;  that 

he    was   lying   down   with    his    thighs    Hiked    and 
exposed  j    that    the    nakedness  of  the    father  was 

rved  by  his  second  son,  and  was  told  ibroad, 

but  was  covered  by  two,  the  eldest  ami  the  \>  nin- 
es! ;   and   other  mallei-,  whi<  h  it  i-  not  n 

to    follow  out,  since    this   i^  enough  tor  US  to  1 
Li.H  e  alone,  th  it  Noe,  setting  forth  a  type  of  the 
future   truth,  did    not   drink  water,  but  wine,  and 
thus  expressed  the  figure  of  the  passion  ol  the 
Lord. 

1  |\  kindly  rebuke  o(  ihote  Encrntitei  who 
f.l>\i\!,i!  r .       1   )»i|  h  in    ,   in    |>      1.  r.l     OrMci  .  ] 

1  i  ,.i    m   1     1  'in    mthoi  evidently  hai  ihii  in  win  '      I 
'..>  in. uni. un  tpottolii  trmdii 

I  JhIih  \v.  1. 

4.  Also  in  the  priest  Melchizedek  ■■•■  |  re- 
figured  the  sa<  r  iment  of  the  s  icrifice  of  the  Lord. 

irding  to  what  divine  Scripture  ti  and 

says,  "And  Melchizedek,  king  of  Salem,  brought 
forth  bread  and  wine."'      Now  he  was  a  pi 
of  the    most    high   God,  and   blessed  Abraham. 
And  that  Mel<  hizedek  bore  a  type  of  Chi 
I  loly  Spirit  de<  1.  res  in  the  Psalms,  saj  1 

the  person  of  the  Father  to  the  Son :  •  the 
morning  star  I  begat  Thee  ;  Thou  art  a  pi 

ever,  after  the  order  of  Mcl<  hizedek  ;  "  5  whi<  h 
order  is  assuredly  this  coming  from  th   I  fice 
and  tip  nee  descending;  that  Melchi 
a  priest  of  the  most  high  God  ;  that  he  offered 
wine  and  bread  ;  that  he  blessed  Abraham.  For 

who  is  more  a  priest  of  the  most  high  God  than 

our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  who  offered  a  s  •..  rifice  to 
(iod  the  bather,  and  offered  that  very  same  thing 
which  Melchizedek  had  offered,  that  is,  1  read 
and  wine,  to  wit,  His  body  and  blood?  And 

with  respect  to  Abraham,  that  blessing  going  be- 

fore belonged  to  our  people.  Lor  if  A'  raham 
believed  in  (lod,  and  it  was  accounted  unto  him 

for  righteousness,  assuredly  whosoever  1  1  lieves 
in  (iod  and  lives  in  faith  is  found  rig;  md 
already  is  blessed  in  faithful  Abraham,  and  is  set 
forth   as  justified;    as   the   blessed   Apostle    Paul 

proves,  when  he  says,  "Abraham  believed  God, 
and   it  was   accounted   to   him   for  rights 

Ye  know,  then,  that  they  which  are  of  faith,  t' 
are  the  children  of  Abraham.     But  the  Scrip- 

seeing  that  God  would  justify  t' through    faith,   pronounced    before    to    Abraham 

1l1.1t  all  nations  should  be  '  in  him  ;   th 
fore  they  who  are  of  faith  are  blessed  with  faithful 

Abraham.""  Whence  in  the  <  rOSp<  1  W(  find  that 
"children  of   Abraham  are  raised  t:  nes, 
that  h,  are  gathered  from  the  Gentili  \nd 

when  the  Lord  pi  used  Zai  chaeus,  1 1- 
and  said,  "This  dav  1^  salvation  come  to  this 
house,  forasmuch   as   he   also    i>   a    son   of  Abra- 

ham." N      In  (  '.en,  lis,  I.  .  that  the  1 
tion,  in  resped  of  Abraham  by  Melchizedek  the 

priest,  might  be  duly  celebrated,  thi  ^( 

Christ's  sacrifice  precei           imely,  a            ned 
in  bread  and  wine  ;  whu  h  thing  the  I  ord,  1 

pie  ting  and  fulfilling,  offered  bread  and  the  1 
mixed  w  ith  wine,  .n\A  so  lieu  ho  i 
truth  fulfilled  the  truth  o(  the  una.                      d. 

;;.  Moreover  the  Holy  Spirit  by  Sol  monsh 

»re  the  t\  pe  of  the  Lord' mention    of   the    immolated    \  i<  tun.    and. 

id  and  w  me,  and.  moi 

of  the  apostles,  and  sa]  n  hath 
he  hath  underlaid  hei 

she  hath    killed    her  Victims  :    she    hath    1 
1  l 

Mm •  Luke  v  • 
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her  trine  in  the  <  halu  e  ;  the  hath  also  furnished 
her  table  :  and  she  hath  sent  forth  her  Bervants, 

th<  r  with  a  lofty  announcement  to 
.  VVhoso  is  simple,  let  him  turn 

and  to  those  that  want  understanding 
she  hath  said,  Come,  eat  of  my  bread,  and  drink 

the  wine  which  1  have  mingled  for  you."' 
11..  lares  the  wine  mingled,  that  is,  he  fore- 

tells with  prophetic  voice  the  cup  of  the  Lord 

mingled  with  water  and  wine,  that  it  may  appear 

that  that  was  done  in  our  Lord's  passion  which h.nl  been  before  predicted. 
(..  In  the  blessing  of  Judah  also  this  same 

thii  nlied,  where  there  also   is  expressed 

a  figure  of  Christ,  that  He  should  have  praise 
and  worship  from  his  brethren  ;  that  He  should 

press  down  the  back  of  His  enemies  yielding 

and  fleeing,  with  the  hands  with  which  He  bore 
the   cro-s  and   conquered    death;    and   that   He 

nself  is  the  Lion  of  the  tribe  of  Judah,  and 

should  com  h  sk-eping  in  His  passion,  and  should 
rise  up.  and  should  Himself  be  the  hope  of  the 
Gentiles.  To  which  things  div  ine  Srripture  adds, 

and  says,  ••  He  shall  wash  His  garment  in  wine, 

and  His  clothing  in  the  blood  of  the  grape."3 
Hut  when  the  blood  of  the  grape  is  mentioned, 
what  ebe  is  s'  t  forth  than  the  wine  of  the  cup 
of  the  Mood  of  the  Lord  ? 

7.  In  Isaiah  also  the  Holy  Spirit  testifies  this 

same  thing  concerning  the  Lord's  passion,  say- 
ing, "  Wherefore  are  Thy  garments  red,  and  Thy 

apparel  as  from  the  treading  of  the  wine-]' 
full  and  well  trodden?"3  Can  water  make  gar- 

ments red:*  or  is  it  water  in  the  wine-press  which 

is  trodden  by  the  feet,  or  pressed  out  by  de- 
press;* Assuredly,  therefore,  mention  is  made  of 

wine,  that  the  lord's  blood  may  be  understood, and  that  which  was  afterwards  manifested  in 

the  cup  of  the  Lord  might  be  foretold  by  the 
prophets  who  announced  it.  The  treading  also, 

and  pre-sure  of  the  wine-press,  is  repeatedly 
dwelt  on  ;  be*  ause  just  as  the  drinking  of  wine 

attained  to  unless  the  bunch  of  grapes 
be  first  trodden  and  pressed,  so  neither  could 
we  drink  the  blood  of  Christ  unless  Christ  had 

first  been  trampled  upon  and  pressed,  and  had 
first  drunk  the  cup  of  which  He  should  also  give 
believers  to  drink. 

:i  as  water  is  named  alone  in 

the  Holy  Scriptures,  baptism  is  referred  to.  as 

we  see  intimated  in  Isaiah :  "  Remember  not," 
the  former  things,  and  consider  not 

the  things  of  old.  behold.  1  will  do  a  new  thing, 
which  shall  now  spring  forth  ;  and  ye  shall  know 
it.      I   will   even   mak  .   in   the   wilder' 
and  rivers  in  the  dry  phv  ive  drink  to  my 

elected  people,  my  people  whom  I  have  pur- 
1-5. 

.     1 1. 

•>  Iu.  1*11. 

chased,  that  they  might  show  forth  mj  praise."* 
There   Cod  foretold  by  the  prophet,  that  among 

the  nations,  in  places  whi<  h  previously  had  b< 
dry,  rivers  should  afterwards  flow  plenteou&ly, 
and  should  provide  water  for  the  elected  people 
of  Cod.  that   is.  for  those  who  were   made  sons 

of  Cod   by  the  generation   of  baptism.3      More- 
1 .  it   is  again   predicted   and   foretold  before, 

that  the  lews,  if  they  should  thirst  and  seek  after 
Christ,  should  drink  with  us,  that  is,  should  attain 

the  grace  of  baptism.      "  If  they  shall  thirst,"  he- 
says,  "  He  shall  lead  them  through  the  deserts, 
shall  bring  forth  water  for  them  out  of  the  ro<  k  ; 
the    rock    shall    be    cloven,   and   the  water  shall 

tlow,  and  my   people   shall   drink;'"'    which  is fulfilled  in  the  Gospel,  when  Christ,  who  is  the 
Rock,  is  cloven  by  a  stroke  of  the  spear  in  His 
passion  ;  who  also,  admonishing  what  was  before 

announced  by  the  prophet,  cries  and  says,  "  If 
any  man  thirst,  let  him  come  and  drink.      He 
that  believeth  on  me,  as  the  Scripture  saith,  out 

of  his   belly  shall   flow  rivers  of  living  water." 
And  that  it  might  be  more  evident  that  the  Lord 
is  speaking  there,  not  of  the  cup,  but  of  baptism, 

the   Scripture   adds,  saying,  "  But  this  spake  He 
of  the  Spirit,  which  they  that  believe  on    Him 

should    receive."7     For   by   baptism    the    Holy 
Spirit   is  received  ;  and   thus  by  those  who  are 
baptized,  and   have  attained   to  the  bloly  Spirit, 

is  attained  the  drinking  of  the  Lord's  cup.     And 
let  it  disturb  no  one.  that  when  the  divine  Scrip- 

ture speaks  of  baptism,  it  says  that  we  thirst  and 
drink,  since  the   Lord  also  in  the  Gospel  says, 

"  blessed  are   they  which  do  hunger  and   thirst 

after  righteousness  ;  "  s  because  what  is  received 
with  a  greedy  and  thirsting  desire  is  drunk  more 
fully  and   plentifully.     As  also,  in  another  place, 
the  Lord  speaks  to  the  Samaritan  woman,  saying, 
"  Whosoever  drinketh  of  this  water  shall  thirst 
again  ;  but  whosoever  drinketh  of  the  water  that 

I  shall  give  him,  shall  not  thirst  for  ever."  9     By 
which  is  also  signified  the  very  baptism  of  saving 
water,  which  indeed  is  once  received,  and  is  not 

again  repeated,     lint  the  cup  of  the  Lord  is  al- 
ways both  thirsted  for  and  drunk  in  the  Church. 

9.  Nor  is  there  need  of  very  many  arguments, 
dearest  brother,  to  prove  that  baptism  is  always 
indicated  by  the  appellation  of  water,  and  that 
thus  we  ought  to  understand  it,  since  the  Lord, 
when  He  came,  manifested  the  truth  of  baptism 

and  the  cup  in  commanding  that  that  faithful 
water,  the  water  of  life  eternal,  should   be  given 

to   believers    in    baptism,  but,    teaching   by   the 
imple  of    His    own    authority,   that    the    cup 

should  be  mingled  with   a   union  of  wine  and 

4  Isa.  vliii.  18-21. 

5  [I    >r  ..  lull    view  of  all  theories  of  tie.  lion,  see   Fabcr,  On  the 
Primitive  Poctrinc  of  Election,  New  York,  ed.  1840.J 

6  Isa.  xlviii.  21. 
7  John  vii.  37-39. 
8  Mate  v.  6. 

9  John  iv.  13,  14. 
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water.1      For,  taking  the  cup  on  the  eve  of  His  man  preach  any  other  gospel  unto  you  than  that 

passion,  He  blessed  it,  and  gave  it  to  His  dis-  ye  have  received,  let  him  be  anathema."4 
ciples,  saying,  "  Drink  ye  all  of  this ;  for  this  is  n.  Since,  then,   neither  the  apostle  himself 

my  blood  of  the  New  Testament,  which  shall  be  nor  an  angel  from  heaven  can  preach   or  tea  '.1 
shed  for  many,  for  the  remission  of  sins.     I  say  any  otherwise  than  Christ  has  once  taught  ami 
unto   you,  I  will  not  drink  henceforth  of  this  His  apostles  have   announced,   I  wonder  very 
fruit  of  the  vine,  until  that  day  in  which  I  shall  much  whence  has  originated  this  pnu  dee,  that, 
drink  new  wine  with   you  in  the  kingdom   of  contrary  to  evangelical  and  apostolical  discipline, 

my  Father."2     In  which  portion  we    find  that  water  is  offered  in  some  places  in  the  Lord's  cup, 
the  cup  which  the  Lord  offered  was  mixed,  and  which  water  by  itself  cannot  express  the  blood 
that  that  was  wine  which  He  called  His  blood,  of  Christ.     The  Holy  Spirit  also  is  not  silent  in 
Whence  it  appears  that  the  blood  of  Christ  is  the  Psalms  on  the  sacrament  of  this  thing,  when 

not  offered  if  there  be  no  wine  in  the  cup,  nor  He  makes  mention  of  the  Lord's  cup,  and 
the  Lord's  sacrifice  celebrated  with  a  legitimate  "Thy  inebriating   cup,   how  excellent  it  is  !  "  ; 
consecration   unless   our  oblation   and   sacrifice  Now    the    cup    which     inebriates    i             redly 
respond  to  His  passion.     liut  how  shall  we  drink  mingled  with  wine,   for  water  cannot    inebriate 
the  new  wine  of  the  fruit  of  the  vine  with  Christ  anybody.     And  the  cup  of  the  Lord  in  su<  h  wise 
in  the  kingdom  of  His  Father,  if  in  the  sacrifice  inebriates,  as  Noe  also  was  intoxi<  ated  drinking 
of  God    the    Father  and  of  Christ  we  do  not  wine,  in  Genesis.     But  because  the  intoxication 

offer  wine,  nor  mix  the  cup  of  the  Lord  by  the  of  the  Lord's  cup  and  blood  is  not  such  as  is  the 
Lord's  own  tradition?                                                  |  intoxication  of  the  world's  wine,  since  the    Holy 

10.  Moreover,    the    blessed     Apostle     Paul,  Spirit  said  in  the  Psalm,  "  Thy  inebriating  cup," 
chosen  and  sent  by  the  Lord,  and  appointed  a  He  added,  "  how  excellent  it  is,"  bei            oubt- 

prcacher  of  the  Gospel  truth,  lays  down  these  less  the  Lord's  cup  so  inebriates  them  that  drink, 
very  things    in    his  epistle,  saying,  "The    Lord  that  it  makes  them  sober  ;   that   it   restores  their 
Jesus,  the  same  night  in  which  He  was  betrayed,  minds  to  spiritual  wisdom  ;  that  each  one  r 
took  bread;   and  when    He  had  given  thanks,  ers  from  that  flavour  of  the  world  to  the  under- 
He  brake   it,  and  said,  This   is  my  body,  which  Standing  of  God  \  and  in  the  sa:ne  way,  that  by 
shall  be  given  for  you  :  do  this  in  remembrance  that  common  wine  the  mind  is  diss  >lved,  .\.\d  the 
of  me.     After  the  same  manner  also  He  took  soul  relaxed,  and  all  sadness  is  laid  aside,  so,  when 
the  cup,  when  he  had  supped,  saying,  This  cup  the  blood  of  the  Lord  and  the  cup  of  salv; 
is  the  new  testament   in  my  blood:   this  do,  as  have  been  drunk,  the  memory  ot  the  ■  Id  man  is 
oft  as  ye  drink  it,  in  remembrance  of  me.      for  laid  aside,  and   there  arises  an   oblivion   o(  the 
as  often  as  ye  eat  this  bread  and  drink  this  cup,  former  worldly  conversation,  and  tl 

ye  shall  show  forth  the   Lord's  death  until    He  and  sad  breast  which  before   was  0]  |  ress  d  by 
come."  1     But  if  it  is  both  enjoined  by  the  Lord,  tormenting  sin--  is  eased  by  the  joy  of  the  divine 
and  the  same  thing  is  confirmed  and  delivered  mercy  j  because  that  on!\  is  abh                       him 
by  His  ap  istle,  thai  as  often  as  we  drink,  we  do  who  drinks  in  the  Church,  which,  when  it  is  drunk, 

in  remembrance  of  the    Lord   the  same  thing  retains  the  Lord's  truth, 
which  the  Lord  also  did,  we  find  that  what  wis  1 .-.  But  how  perverse  and  how  contrarj  it 
commanded  is  not  observed  by  us,  unless  we  that  although  the  Lord    it  the  mat 
also  do   what    the    Lord   did;    and    that    mixing  win.     of  water,  we   should    make   water  o\   wine, 

the  Lord's  cup  in  like  manner  we  do   not  depart  when  even  the  sacrament  of  that  thi               it  to 
from  the  divine  teaching  ;  but  that  we  must  not  admonish  and  instruct  us  rather  to  off  1  w  lie  1:1 

ill   depart    from  the   evangelical  precepts,  and 
thai  disciples  ought  also  to  observe  and  to  do 
the  same  things  which  the  Master  both  taught 
and  did.       The  blessed  apostle   in   another  place 

the  sacrifices  ot  the  1  Ord.      for  ! 

the  lews  there  was  a  want  i>\  spiritual 
also  was  wanting,     for  the  vineyard  of  the  1 
of  hosts  was  the  house  of  Israel :  but  Christ,  when 

more  earn  >tly  and  strongly  teaches,  saying,  "  1  teaching  and  showing  that  the  people  of  the  < 
wonder  that  ye  are  so  soon  removed  from  Him  tiles  should  succeed  them,  and  th  I  b)  the 

that  called  you  into  grace,  unto  another  gospel,  of  faith  we  should  subsequentl 

which  i,  not  another;  bul  there  are  sum-  that  which  the  lews  had  lost,  ol  made  w 
trouble    you,    and  would   pervert    the    Gospel    of  that  is,  lie  showed  that  at  them 
Christ.     But  though  we,  or  an  angel  from  hea>  and  the  Church,  as  the  | 
en,    prea    h    any    otherwise    than    that    which    we  of  the  nations  should  rath 
have  preached  to  you,  let  him  be  anathema,  scmble :  for  the  divine  Scriptui 
As   we    said    before.  I    t,,  >u    a     tin.  If  am 

1  Is.     i  vol.  i.  p.  i  •   ■  1 '.Ml 

.   ■ 

\ 

drink 
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ie  people, 

..  |  st,  upon  win.  h 
t|u.  g  .ind  multitud 

and  .andtoi 

:  also  in  the  sac- 
rum up. 

re  us  all,  in  that  II- ■   that  in  the  water  is 

„Mll  in  the  wine  is  showed 

',t.      But  when  the  water  is 
with  wine,  the  people  is  made 

uMv  of  believers  is 

ted  ami  conjoined  with  Him  on  whom  it 
i  ui  >n  and  conjunction  of 

•  r  ainl  w  jled  in  the  Lord's  cup, 
that  that  mixture  cannot  any  more  he  separated. 

Wh«  ing   caw   separate   the 

Church  —  that  is,  the  people  established  in  the 

Church,  faithfully  and  firmly  persevering  in  that 

which  they  have  believed  —  from  Christ,  in  such 
awn   as  I  nt  their  undivided  love  from 

:.      Thus,  therefore. 

in  .  .'.ing  the  cup  of  the  Lord,  water  alone 
i  ami. it  be  offered,  even  as  wine  alone  cannot  be 

For  if  any  one  offer  wine  only,  the 
blood  of  Christ  is  dissociated  from  us  ;  but  if  the 

water  be  alone,  the  people  are  dissociated  from 
Christ  ;  but  when  both  are  mingled,  and  are 

joined  with  one  another  by  a  (lose  union,  there 
is  completed  a  spiritual  and  heavenly  sacrament. 
Thus  the  cup  of  the  Lord  is  not  indeed  water 
alone,  nor  wine  alone,  unless  each  be  mingled 
with  the  other  ;  just  as,  on  the  other  hand,  the 

ly  o(  the  Lord  cannot  be  flour  alone  or 
water  alone,  unless  both  should  be  united  and 

joined  together  and  compacted  in  the  mass  of 
one  ;    in  which  v.  ry  sacrament  our  people 
are  shown  to  lie  made  one,  so  that  in  like  man- 

1.  and  ground,  and 
mi*  ither  into  one  m.bs.  make  one  bread  ; 

ho  is  th  nly  bread,  we  may 
know   that  the  ly,  with   which   our 

number  i>  joined  and  unit- 
14.  There  is  then  no  reason,  dearest  brother, 
my  one  to  think  that  the  custom  of  certain 

.  who  have  thought  in 
tiin  hat  wal  diould  be  offered  in 

the  :.      For  we  must   inquire 
wh<  ved.     For  if  in 
tlv  rist  offered  none  is  to  be 

foil  '  redly  it  behoves  us  to 
hrist  did,  and  what  I  Ie 

mmanded  t  III  bmself  s  tys 
in  the  1  do  whatsoever  I  command 

forth    I    call  I    servants,    but 

friends."  :     And  thai  (  hrist  alone  ought  to  be 

'   A  1  5. 
v.   p.    1247,  e<l. 

the  liturgy  of  the  Reformed  Dutch  communion.] 15. 

heard*,  the  Father  also  testifies  from  heaven, 
ing,  "This  is  my  well-beloved  Son,  in  whom  I 

am  well  pleased;  hear  ye  Him."4  Wherefore, 
if  Christ  alone  must  be  heard,  we  ought  not  to 

give  heed  to  what  another  before  us  may  have 
thought  was  to  be  done,  but  what  Christ,  who  is 

re  all,  first  did.  Neither  is  it  becoming  to 
follow  the  practice  of  man,  but  the  truth  of 
God;  since  God  speaks  by  Isaiah  the  prophet, 

and  says,  "  In  vain  do  they  worship  me.  teach- 

ing the  commandments  and  doctrines  of  men."' And  again  the  Lord  in  the  Gospel  repeats  this 

same  saying,  and  says,  "  Ye  reject  the  com- 
mandment of  God,  that  ye  may  keep  your  own 

tradition."0  Moreover,  in  another  place  He 

establishes  it,  saying,  "Whosoever  shall  break 
one  of  these  least  commandments,  and  shall 
teach  men  so,  he  shall  be  called  the  least  in  the 

kingdom  of  heaven."  ?  But  if  we  may  not  break 
even  the  least  of  the  Lord's  commandments,  how 
much  rather  is  it  forbidden  to  infringe  such  im- 

portant ones,  so  great,  so  pertaining  to  the  very 

sat  rament  of  our  Lord's  passion  and  our  own 
redemption,  or  to  change  it  by  human  tradition 

into  anything  else  than  what  was  divinely  ap- 
pointed !  For  if  Jesus  Christ,  our  Lord  and 
God,  is  Himself  the  chief  priest  of  Cod  the 
Father,  and  has  first  offered  Himself  a  sacrifice 
to  the  Father,  and  has  commanded  this  to  be 

done  in  commemoration  of  Himself,  certainly 

that  priest  truly  discharges  the  office  of  Christ, 
who  imitates  that  which  Christ  did  ;  and  he  then 
offers  a  true  and  full  sacrifice  in  the  Church  to 

Cod  the  Father,  when  he  proceeds  to  offer  it 
according  to  what  he  sees  Christ  Himself  to 
have  offered! 

15.  But  the  discipline  of  all  religion  and  truth 
is  overturned,  unless  what  is  spiritually  prescribed 
be  faithfully  observed  ;  unless  indeed  any  one 

should  fear  in  the  morning  sacrifice's^  lest  by  the 
of  wine  he  should  be  redolent  of  the  blood 

of  Christ.  Therefore  thus  the  brotherhood  is 

beginning  even  to  be  kept  back  from  the  passion 
of  Christ  in  persecutions,  by  learning  in  the 
offerings  to  be  disturbed  concerning  His  blood 
and  His  blood-shedding.  Moreover,  however, 

the  Lord  says  in  the  Cospel,  "  Whosoever  shall 
be  ashamed  of  me,  of  him  shall  the  Son  of  man 

ishamed. "9  And  the  apostle  also  speaks, 

saying.  "If  I  pleased  men,  I  should  not  be  the 
servant  of  Christ."  '°     But  how  can  we  shed  our 

4   Matt.  xvii.  5. .  xxix.  13. 
irk  vii.  13. 

1  Matt  v   19. 

8  According  to  some  texts  is  read  here,  "to  offer  wine,  lest  in  the 
morning  hours,  through  the  flavour  of  the  wine,  its  smell  should  be 

by  its  fragrant  odour  by  the  perception  of  unbelievers,  and 
mid  be  known  to  he  .1  Christian,  mii.c  we  commemorate  the 

I  hrisl   in   the  oblation  of  wine.".     [The  heathen    detected 
v  '.las  token  when  scan  bin:;  vi<  ii:u->fir  die  persecutor.] 

ik  viii.  38.     [Bingham,  book  xv.  cap.  ii.  sec.  7  ] 
«°  Gal.  i.  10. 
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blood  for  Christ,  who  blush   to  drink  the  blood 
of  Christ? 

16.  Docs  any  one  perchance  flatter  himself 
with  this  notion,  that  although  in  the  morning, 
water  alone  is  seen  to  be  offered,  yet  when  we 
(  one  to  supper  we  offer  the  mingled  cup?  But 
when  we  sup,  we  cannot  call  the  people  together 
to  our  ban  |  t,  so  as  to  celebrate  the  truth  of 
the  sa  ra  .1  .it  in  the  presence  of  all  the  brotl 
hood.'  But  still  it  was  not  in  the  morning,  but 
after  supper,  that  the  Lord  offered  the  mingled 

cup.  ' )  1  jht  we  then  to  1  elebrate  the  Lord's  cup 
after  supp  x,  that  so  by  continual  repetition  of 

the  Lord's  supper2  we  may  offer  the  mingled 
cup?  Ii  behoved  Chris',  to  offer  about  the  even- 

ing of  the  day,  that  the  very  hour  of  sacrifice 
might  sh  )w  the  setting  and  the  evening  of  the 

world  ;  as  it  is  written  in  Exodus,  "And  all 
people  of  th  -  synagogue  of  the  children  of  [srael 
shall  kill  it  in  the  evening."3  And  again  in  the 
Psalms,  ''  Let  the  lifting  up  of  my  han  Is  !. 
evening  si  rifice."  '  But  we  (elebrate  the  resur- 

rection of  the  Lord  in  the  morning. 
17.  And  b  we  make  mention  of  His 

passion  in  all  sacrifices  (for  the  Lord's  pas 
is  the  sacrifice  which  we  offer),  we  ought  to  do 
nothing  else  than  what  He  did.     For  Scripture 

says,  "  for  as  often  as  ye  eat  this  bread  and 
drink  this  cup,  ye  do  show  forth  the  Lord's  death 
till  He  (    mi.'."5     As  often,  therefore,  as 
the  cup  in  commemoration  of  the  Lord  and  of 
His  passion,  let  us  do  what  it  in  known  the  I 
did.     And  let  this  conclusion  I         iched,  dear- 

brother:  if  from  among  our  pi  >rs  any 
have  either  by  ignorance  or  simplit  ity  notob 
and  kept  this  which  the  Lord  by  His  example 
and  teai  hi  ig  has  in  ;tru<  t<  d  us  to  do,  he  maj 
the  mercy  of  the  Lord,  have  pardon  granted  to 
In  i  iimpli  ity.     But  we  1  mnot  be  pardon  d 
are  n  >v.   id              d  and  instructed  by  the  Lord 
to  0             1  up  of  the  Lord  mingled  with  w  ine 
according  to  what  the  Lord  ofl  t  1 1,  and  to  dire*  1 
lettei  .  to  our  colleagui            .1!)  "it  this,     1  that 

the             lical  law  and  th  •  Lord's  tra  lition  m  ty 
be  e                  kept,  and  there  1         1  departure 

from  v.  fiat  Ch            'it  tught  an  I  did. 
1  Ion;!  ■(  t  th  :se  thin  p  an)  fui  ther,  and 

to  P  ■  in  the  1  error,  wh  ii  is  it  else 
than  to  fall  under  th  •  Lord's  rebuke,  who  in  the 

11  \  eth,  an  I  saj  s,  "  V\  hat  h  1  >t  th.  ■ 
do  to  declai  •  my  statute  -.  01  that  thou  should  .1 
take  my  co  'Hint  into  thv  mouth,  seeing  thou 
hatesi  instruction  and  (.1  test  my  words  behind 
thee  .J  When  thou  >awe  1  .1  thief,  thou  1  onsent- 
edsl    with   him,  and    hast    been   partaker  with 

1  [Much 
man,  On 

1 

'  I  .    , *  r 
1  1  Cor.  xi,  16, 

adulterers."6     For  toe  the  righteousn 
and  the  covenant  of  the  bird,  and  not  to 
the  same  that  the  Lord  did,  wl  is  it  than 

ISt  away  His  words  and  to  I. 
instru<  tion,  to  commit  not  <  urthl;  piritual 
thefts  and  adulteries?     While  anyone  is  steal- 

ing from  evangelical  truth  the  woi  ngs 
of  our  Lord,  he  is  corrupting  and  adultera; 
the  divine  precepts,  as  it  is  written  in  Jeremiah. 

He   says,  '"What   is   the   chaff  to   the  wheat? 
Therefore,  behold,   I    am  against  the  pr 
saith  the  Lord,  who  si                  >;(L  every  one 
from  his  neighbour,  and  1  ause  m)  p  ople  to  err 
by  their  lies  and  by  their  lightn               Also  in 
the   same  prophet,  in  another  place,  H 

"  She  committed  adultery  with              :  1  i 
and  yet  for  all  this  she  turned  not  unto  me."8 
That  this  theft  and  adulter)   ma)  I                into  us 
also,  we  ought  to  be  anxiousl; 
fully  and   religiously  to  watch.      For  if  we    are 
priests  of  Cod  and  of  Christ,  I              I  i.u  >w  any 
one  whom  we  ought  rather  to  follow  than  (. 
and  Christ,  since   I  le    1  Ir.i. 

in  the  Gospel,  "  I  am  the  light  of  th  !  world  ;   he 
that  followeth  me  shall  not  walk  in  darkness,  but 

11  have  the  light  of  life."  '    Lest  1  we 
hould  walk  in  darkness,   we  to   fol 

Christ,  and  to  observe  his  He 
Himself  told  His  apostles  in  another  plai  e,  as  He 

sent  them  forth,  "All  power  i  unto  me  in 
heaven  and  earth.     Go,  therefore,  and  teach  all 
nation-,,  baptizil  1  in  the  name  of  the    ba- 

ther, and   of  the   Son,  and   of  the    Holy   Ch 
hing  thein  to  ol  >en    all  things  w  ..rl 

have  commanded  \  Wherefore,  if 
to  walk  in  the  light  of  Christ,  let  us  not  depart 
from  I  lis  pi  and  monii  .nks 
that,  while  lie  instructs  for  the  .  ivhat  we 

bt  to  do,  He  pardo  1st  wherein 

we  in  our  simplii  it)  h  ■         ed.     And  '. idy  lb-  near  to 
1 1      bi  nign  and   liberal  <  ond 
and  more   illumina:  :  hearts  with   the   I 

of  truth." 
:    )       I 

f  .11,  and  the  pla<  !  its  our tli'  tod,  1 

the  <  up  of  the   I  ord,  to  I 

Lord  'i.  and.  •  -  the 
I,  to  correct  th  t  wl 

h  i\  •  been  erron<  ous  hall •  me  in  His 

maj    ty,  He  may  find  I 
moni  »h(  d  us  j  th  it 
  \. 

■ 

11 
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th.it  r         what  He  did.'     I  bid  jrou,  dearest 
irewelL 

'  I  l     LXIII.» 
HO  Tl      inri  ONGREGA  HON 

,  .  CON(  ERN1NG   PORTUNATIANUS, 
,     niKIK   BISHOP. 

AH  in     WARNS    i  P1C1 1  rtJS    wi>    THE 

\     OF     l  HI'     ASSURJl  INS     MOT     TO 
At  !<>u  \  riANUS,     \     I  IPSER,    BUT    THEIR 

.  TO  RETURN  id  HIS  I  PISCOPATE, 
\^  Will  FOR  "Mil  R  R]  IS  INS  US  Bl  I  WJSE  IT 

HAD  BEEN  DECREED  THAT  LAPSED  BISHOPS 

SHOULD  N-"l  II  Al 'Ml  rill)  TO  THEIR  FORMER 
KINK. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Epictetus  his  brother,  and  to 
the  »hed  at  Assure,  greeting.     I 

)   and  grievously  disturbed,  dearest 
brel  rning  that  Fortunatianus,  formerly 
bisl  .  after  the  sad  lapse  of  his  fall, 

•  a<  t  as  if  he  were  sound,  and 
a    for  himself  the  episcopate. 

d  me  ;  in  the  first  place, 
on  his  ..  who,  wretched  man  that  he 

.  tolly  blinded  in  the  darkness 

of  the  i  eived  by  the  sacrilegious  per- 
:  when  he  ought  to  be 

mak    g  t,  and  to  give  himself  to  the 
I.  >rd  night  and  day.  by 

tears,  and  aid  prayers,  dares  still 
to  i  the  priesthood  which  he  has 

beti  ■  right,  from  the  altars  of 
the  devil,  i  to  the  altar  of  God.     Or 

provoke    a   greater  wrath 
and  in  i  of  the  I.  ird  against  himself  in 
the  'it.  who.  qi  ■  able  to  be 
ag  .  iren  in  faith  and  virtue,  stands 
forth  as  in  perfidy,  in  boldness,  and  in 

temerit  i  has  not  taught  the  breth- 
ren ly  in  the  battle,  teaches  those 

wh  1  and  prostrate  not  even  to 

.'  ,■  although  the   1  s,  "To 
!  a  drink-offering,  and  to 

them  have  ye  offered  -     11  I 

nor  igs?  saith  the  Lord."3 
.     11-  that  sacrificed!  to 

am  the   Lord  only,  shall  be  de- 
.  the   Lord  again  speaks, 

■  whom 

tin  .  de:  and  the  mean  man 
at  man  humbleth  him- 

I   will  '5     jn    the 
r  of  the  Lord 

threatening,  and  saying,  "  If  any  man  worship 
the  beast  and  his  image,  and  receive  his  mark  in 
his  forehead  or  in  his  hand,  the  same  shall  drink 

of  the  wine  of  the  wrath  of  God  mixed  in  the 

Cup  of  His  anger;  and  he  shall  be  tormented 
with  lire  and  brim-tone  in  the  presence  of  the 
holy  angels,  anil  in  the  presence  of  the  Limb: 
and  the  smoke  of  their  torments  shall  ascend  up 
forever  and  ever;  neither  shall  they  have  rest 

day  nor  night,  who   worship  the   beast  and   his mage 

,  >>  6 

2.  Since,  therefore,  the  Lord  threatens  these 

torments,  these  punishments  in  the  day  of  judg- 
ment, to  those  who  obey  the  devil  and  sai  rifice 

to  idols,  how  does  he  think  that  he  can  act  as  a 
priest  of  God  who  has  obeyed  and  served  the 
priests  of  the  devil  ;  or  how  does  he  think  that 
his  hand  can  be  transferred  to  the  sacrifice  of 

Cod  and  the  prayer  of  the  Lord  which  has  been 
captive  to  sacrilege  and  to  crime,  when  in  the 

sai  red  Scriptures  God  forbids  the  priests  to  ap- 
proach to  sacrifice  even  if  they  have  been  in 

lighter  guilt ;  and  says  in  Leviticus :  "The  man 
in  whom  there  shall  be  any  blemish  or  stain  shall 

not  approach  to  offer  gifts  to  God?"7  Also  in 
Exodus  :  "  And  let  the  priests  which  come  near 
to  the  Lord  God  sanctify  themselves,  lest  per- 

chance the  Lord  forsake  them."8  And  again: 
"And  when  they  come  near  to  minister  at  the 
altar  of  the  Holy  One,  they  shall  not  bring  sin 

upon  them,  lest  they  die."9  Those,  therefore, 
who  have  brought  grievous  sins  upon  themselves, 
that  is.  who.  by  sacrificing  to  idols,  have  offered 
sai  rilegious  sacrifices,  cannot  claim  to  themselves 
the  priesthood  of  God,  nor  make  any  prayer  for 
their  brethren  in  His  sight;  since  it  is  written  in 

the  Gospel,  "God  heareth  not  a  sinner;  but  if 
any  man  be  a  worshipper  of  God,  and  doeth  His 

will,  him  He  heareth."  ro  Nevertheless  the  pro- 
found gloom  of  the  falling  darkness  has  so 

blinded  the  hearts  of  some,  that  they  receive  no 
light  from  the  wholesome  precepts,  but,  once 
turned  away  from  the  direct  path  of  the  true 
way,  they  are  hurried  headlong  and  suddenly  by 

the  night  and  error  of  their  sins." 
3.  Nor  is  it  wonderful  if  now  those  reject  our 

counsels,  or  the  Lord's  precepts,  who  have  de- 
nied the  Lord.  They  desire  gifts,  and  offerings, 

and  gain,  for  which  formerly  they  watched  in- 
satiably. Th<  j  still  long  also  for  suppers  and 

banquets,  whose  debauch  they  belched  forth  in 
the  indigestion  lately  left  to  the  day,  most  mani- 

festly proving  now  that  they  did  not  before  serve 
religion,  but  rather  their  belly  and  gain,  with 

profane  cupidity.     Whence  also  we  perceive  and 
1    1 

giv .    ,  .  Ixv.      A.D.  253. 

JO. 

'    lu.  II. 

w  thnt  the  spirit  of  the   third 

■  .ilioiii  \kcrc  admitted.] 

6  Apoc.  xiv.  9-11. 
Ley.  xxL  17. 

8  Kx.  xix.  11. 
9  Ex    ucviiL  43. 

'      I  >hn  ix    31. 

11  [2  Thess.  ii.  11. 
known  truth.] Judicial  blindness  the  result  of  revolt  from 
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believe  that  this  rebuke  has  come  from  God's 
searching  out,  that  they  might  not  continue  to  | 
stand  at  the  altar ;  and  any  further,  as  unchaste 

persons,  to  have  to  do  with  modesty;  as  per- 
fidious, to  have  to  do  with  faith  ;  as  profane, 

with  religion  ;  as  earthly,  with  things  divine  ;  as 

sacrilegious,  with  things  sacred.  That  such  per- 
sons may  not  return  again  to  the  profanation  of 

the  altar,  and  to  the  contagion  of  the  brethren, 
we  must  keep  watch  with  all  our  powers,  and 
strive  with  all  our  strength,  that,  as  far  as  in  us 
lies,  we  may  keep  them  back  from  this  audacity 
of  their  wickedness,  that  they  attempt  not  any 
longer  to  act  in  the  character  of  priest ;  who, 
cast  down  to  the  lowest  pit  of  death,  have  gone 
headlong  with  the  weight  of  a  greater  destruc- 

tion beyond  the  lapses  of  the  laity. 
4.  But  if,  among  these  insane  persons,  their 

incurable  madness  shall  continue,  and,  with 
the  withdrawal  of  the  Holy  Spirit,  the  blindness 
which  has  begun  shall  remain  in  its  deep  night, 
our  counsel  will  be  to  separate  individual  breth- 

ren from  their  deceitfulness  ;  and,  kst  any  one 
should  run  into  the  toils  of  their  error,  to  sep- 

arate them  from  their  contagion.  Since  neither 
can  the  oblation  be  consecrated  where  the  Holy 
Spirit  is  not ;  nor  can  the  Lord  avail  to  any  one 
by  the  prayers  and  supplications  of  one  who 
himself  has  done  despite  to  the  Lord.  But  if 
Fortunatianus,  either  by  the  blindness  induced 
by  the  devil  forgetful  of  his  crime,  or  become  a 
minister  and  servant  of  the  devil  for  deceh 

the  brotherhood,  shall  persevere  in  this  liis  mad- 
ness, do  you.  as  far  as  in  you  lies,  strive,  and  in 

this  darkness  of  the  rage  of  the  devil,  re<  all  the 
minds  of  the  brethren  from  error,  that  they  maj 
not  easily  consent  to  the  madness  of  another ; 

that  th  'v  may  not  make  themselves  partakers  in 
the  crimes  of  abandoned  men  ;  but  being  sound, 
let  them  maintain  the  constant  tenor  of  their 

salvation,  and   of  the   integrity  preserved  and 
guarded  bv  them.' 

5.  Let  the  lapsed,  however,  who  acknowled 
the  greatness  of  their  sin.  not  depart  from  en 
treating   the    Lord,   nor   forsake    the    Catholii 
Church,   which    has   been   appointed   one 
alone    by  the    Lord;   but,  continuing    in   their 
atonements  and  entreating  the  I  01  ;<  \.  I-  t 
them  Knock  at  the  door  of  the  Church,  that  I 
m  iv    be    received    there    where    o: 

and    may  return    to  Chri -1   from  whom  the)   have 
departed,  and  not  listen  to  those  who  deceive 
them  with  a  fallacious  and  deadly  seduction; 

Since    it    is   written.   "Lei    no   man   deceive   you 
with    vain    wOrds,    lor    because    of    these    tl 

COmeth   the  wrath   Of   Cod   upon  the  children  of 

disobedience  ;    be    nol    ye    therefore    partakers 

1   Othorwj  c,  "  the  enduring  vigQUI  of  llul  »ouiuliie»»  whuh  tticy 
lii'.  1  pn  ei ved  and  guarded." 

with    them."2     Therefore    let    no  :ate 
himself  with  the  contumai 

do  not  fear  God,  and  those  who  entirel)  with- 
draw from  the  Church.     But  if  any  1  >uld 

be    impatient   of  entreating   the    Lord 
offended,  and  should  be  unwilling  I 
but    should    follow    desperate     and     ab 
men,  he  must  take  the  blame  to  himself  wl 

the  day  of  judgment  shall  come.     For  how  shall 
he  be  able  in  that  day  to  entreat  the  Lord,  who 
has  both  before  this  denied  Christ,  and  now  also 

the  Church  of  Christ,  and  not  ol  ops 
sound  and  wholesome  and  living,  has  made  him- 

self an  associate  and  a  partaker  with  the  dyii 
I  bid  you,  dearest  brethren  and  longed-for,  ever 
heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LXIV.3 
TO    ROGATIANUS,   CONCERNING    THE    I 

WHO   CONTENDED   AGAINS1    THE    BISHOP. 

ARGUMENT.  —  <  VPRIAN  WARNS  TH 
TIANUS  TO  RESTRAIN  THE  PRID1    01     H 

WHO  HAD  PROVOKED  HIM  WITH  HI  .    VND 

TO  COMPEL   HIM   TO    REP1  M    OF    Ills  £  ; 
TAKING  Ol  CASH  IN  TO  R]  PEA]    ■  WH  \l- 
EVER    HE    H.\s   SAID    IN    THE     I 

ABOUT    I  HE    SAi  1  RD<  ITAL   OR    I  PISi  ( >PAL  '■ 

i.  Cyprian  to  his  brother  Rog  tianu 
I  and  my  colleagues  who  were  present  with  me 
were  deeply  and 

brother,  on  reading    your  letter   in   win- 
complained  of  your  dea<  on,  of 

v our  pi i.  >tl)  - 1  '  ;ul  unmind 

insults  and  injui  ies.    And  j  ted 
worthily,  and    with    yo  1    hun 

us,  in  i  .  to  us ; 

you  ha      power,  to  the  > 

ol  the  i 
,  wherel  i  at 

oik  e,  d  that  all  w< 
rd  it  as  a  matter  of  sat  • 

should  do  by  your  priestl) 
an  in  solent  <  you  havt 
men  of  this  kind  div  in.  ! 

as  thi'  Lord  God  saj  >  in  Di 
man  that  vvill  do 

•i   unto   the   j  i 

;  he  Bhall  be  in  those  d 
die  ;  and  all  the  \ 

.  and   shall   no   mon    d 

that  we  mav   know   that   th:     \  I 
.  w  ith  His  ti  le  m\A  hi 

Our  and 

I  0  iii 
<      V-    a)    .:    t. 

.  tlir    Mini 
■ 

I   I  'i  hi   Kvii   w,  i  j. 
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i,    .in.!    Abiram  — 
i  \.ilt  their  neck 

qua]  themst  Ives 
them  ;  the)  were  swal- 

1  bj  the  opening  of  the 
lediately  suffered  the  penalty 

,  Ity.     Nor  they  al 
.  and  fifty  others,  who  were 

in  boldness,  w<  re   <  onsumed 
],\  th  from  the  Lord,  that  it 

l's  priests  are  av(  nged 
i  who  :  |  riests.     In   the   book  of 

imuel  the  priest  was  despised 
u  i  ount  of  his  age,  as 

I  in  wrath  exclaimed,  and 
not  rejected  thee,  but   they 

ha\  \ml  that  He  might  av< 
t  over  them  Saul  as  a  king,  who  af- 
.1  with  {  -   injuries,  and   trod  on 

the  1  down  their  pride  with  all 
.  that  the   despised   priest 

I    by  divine  vengeance    on    a 

mon,  established  in  the 
and    teaches  what    is    the 

pri  id  power,  saying.  "  Fear  the 

ll,and  reverence  His  priest-,;" and  God  with  all  thy  soul,  and 

-."  i      Mindful  of  which    p 
tie   Paul,  according  i  i 
of  the  Apostl<  s,  when 

it  \  .  ■■  Re>  ilest  thou  thus  ( '•■ 
I  d  and    said,  "  I   wist   not, 
the  high  priest ;   for  it   is 
»pi    k  evil  o(  the  ruler  of 

!  Lord  Jesus  <  Ihnst 
H  ...      1  idge,  and  God,  even  to 

rved  the  hon- 
and  high   priests,  although    they 

if  God  nor  the  acknowl- 
rist.     For  when  He  had  cleansed 

to  him,  "  i  Jo,  show  thyself  to 
the  gift"      With  that  humil- 

ity whii  it  us  also  to  be  humble,  He  still 
I  Ie  knew  t<  i  rile- 

the  very  sting  of  11  is  passion, 
1  a  blow,  and  it  was  said 

iou  the  high  priest  so?  " 
ill .   gainst  the  p  rson 

rather  maintained  His  own 

inn  ••Ifl  have   spoken   evil,  bear 
wit-  :  but  if  well,  why  smitest  thou All   which   things  were   therefore   done 

who  %t 

4.5- *  Matt,  mii   4. 
1  John  »%.. 

But  Korah    and  the  Invites   (Num. 
apart   from   the    Kcubcnitcs  (laics) 

'  ] 

Him  humbly  and  patiently,  that  we  might 
have  an  example  of  humility  and  patience  ;  foi 
He  taught  that  true  priests  were  lawfully  and 
fully  to  be  honoured,  in  showing  Himself  Such 
OS  He  was  in  respect  of  false  priests. 

3.  Hut  deacons  ought  to  remember  that  the 
I  rd  chose  apostles,  that  is.  bishops  and  o. 
seers ;  while  apostles  appointed  for  themselves 
deacons8  after  the  ascent  of  the  Lord  into  heaven, 
as  ministers  of  their  epis<  opacy  and  of  the  Church. 
Hut  if  we  may  dare  anything  against  God  who 
makes  bishops,  deacons  may  also  dare  against 
us  by  whom  they  are  made;  and  therefore  it 
behoves  the  deacon  of  whom  you  write  to  re- 

pent of  his  audacity,  and  to  acknowledge  the 
honour  of  the  priest,  and  to  satisfy  the  bishop 
set  over  him  with  full  humility.  For  these  things 
are  the  beginnings  of  heretics,  and  the  origins 
and  endeavours  of  evil-minded  schismatics  ;  — 
to  please  themselves,  and  with  swelling  haughti- 

ness 10  despise  him  who  is  set  over  them.  Thus 
they  depart  from  the  Church  —  thus  a  profane 
altar  is  set  up  outside  —  thus  they  rebel  against 
the  peace  of  Christ,  and  the  appointment  and 
the  unity  of  Cod.  But  if,  further,  he  shall  har- 

ass and  provoke  you  with  his  insnlts,  you  must 
exercise  against  him  the  power  of  your  dignity, 

ither  deposing  him  or  excommunicating  him. 
For  if  the  Apostle  Paul,  writing  to  Timothy,  said, 

'•  Let  no  man  despise  thy  youth,"  '>  how  much 
1  r  must  it  be  said  by  your  colleagues  to  you, 

" Let  no  man  despise  thy  age?  And  since  you 
have  written,  that  one  has  associated  himself  with 
that  same  deacon  of  yours,  and  is  a  partaker  of 
his  pride  and  boldness,  you  may  either  restrain 

xcommunicate  him  also,  and  any  others  that 
may  appear  of  a  like  disposition,  and  act  against 

Cod's  priest.  Unless,  as  we  exhort  and  advise, 
they  should  rather  perceive  that  they  have  sinned 
and  make  satisfaction,  and  suffer  us  to  keep  our 
own  purpose  ;  for  we  rather  ask  and  desire  to 

rcome  the  reproaches  and  injuries  of  individ- 
uals by  (leniency  and  patience,  than  to  punish 

them  by  our  priestly  power.10  I  bid  you,  dearest 
brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   LXV." TO  THE  CLERGY  AND  PEOPLE  ABIDING  AT 

FURNI,  ABOUT  VICTOR,  WHO  HAD  MADE  THE 
PRESBYTER    FAUSTINUS   A   GUARDIAN. 

ARGUMENT. — SINCE,  AGAINST  THF.  DECISION  OF 
A  COUNCIL  OF  BISHOPS,  GF.MINIUS  VICTOR  HAD 

NAMED  IN'  His  WILL  GF.MINIUS  FAUSTINUS  THE 
PR]  3BYTER  AS  HIS  GUARDIAN  OR  CURATOR,  HE 
FORBIDS  THAT    OFFERING    SHOULD    BE   MADE   FOR 

*  [This  is  the  Cyprianic  theory] 
9  1  Tim.  iv.  :2. 
10  [See  letter  liv.  sec.  i6,  p.  345,  supra.] 
11  Oxford  eJ. :   Ep.  i.     a.d.  249. 
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HIM,  OK  THAT  THK  SACRIFICE  SHOULD  BE  1  II. K- 
BRATED  FOR  HIS  REPOSE,  INFERRING  BY  THE 
WAV,  FROM  THE  EXAMPLE  OF  THE  J.I  ATI  ICAI. 

TRIBE,  THAT  CLERICS  OUGHT  NOT  TO  MIX  THEM- 
SELVES  UP   IX   SECULAR   CARES. 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters,  and  deacons, 
and  people  abiding  at  Furni,  greeting.  I  and 
my  colleagues  who  were  present  with  me  were 
greatly  disturbed,  dearest  brethren,  as  were  also 
our  fellow-presbyters  who  sate  with  us,  when  we 
were  made  aware  that  Geminius  Victor,  our 
brother,  when  departing  this  life,  had  named 
Geminius  Faustinus  the  presbyter  executor  to 
his  will,  although  long  since  it  was  decreed,  in 
a  council  of  the  bishops,  that  no  one  should 
appoint  any  of  the  clergy  and  the  ministers  of 

God  executor  or  guardian1  by  his  will,  since 
every  one  honoured  by  the  divine  priesthood, 
and  ordained  in  the  clerical  service,  ought  to 
serve  only  the  altar  and  sacrifices,  and  to  ha\e 
leisure  for  prayers  and  supplications.  For  it  is 
written  :  "  No  man  that  warreth  for  God  en- 
tangleth  himself  with  the  affairs  of  this  life,  that 
he  may  please  Him  to  whom  he  has  pledged 
himself."  ■  As  this  is  said  of  all  men,  how  much 
rather  ought  those  not  to  be  bound  by  worldly 
anxieties  and  involvements,  who,  being  bu 
with  divine  and  spiritual  things,  are  not  able  to 
withdraw  from  the  Church,  and  to  have  leisure 
for  earthly  and  secular  doings!  The  form  ol 
which  ordination  and  engagement  the  Levi!  - 
formerly  observed  under  the  law,  so  th  it  when 
the  eleven  tribes  divided  the  land  and  sh 
the  possessions,  the  Levitical  tribe,  which  was 
left  free  for  the  temple  and  the  altar,  and  for 
the  divine  ministries,  received  nothing  from  thai 
portion  of  the  division;  but  while  others  culti- 

vated the  soil,  that  portion  only  cultivated  the 
favour  of  God,  and  received  the  tithes  from 
the  eleven  tribes,  for  their  food  and  mainl 
nance,  from  the  fruits  which  grew.  All  « 
was  done  by  divine  authority  and  arrangement, 
so  that  they  who  waited  on  divine  sei 
in  no  respe<  t  be  <  ailed  away,  nor  be  i  ompelled 
to  consider  or  to  transact  secular  business. 
Which  plan  and  rule  is  now  maintained  in 
respect  of  the  clergy,  that  they  who  are  pro 
moted  by  clerical  ordination  in  the  Church  of 
the  Lord  may  be  called  oil  in  no  respect  fi 
the  divine  administration,  nor  be  tied  down  by 
nrorldlj  anxieties  and  matters;  but  in  the  hon 
our  ol   the  brethren  who   contribute,  receiving 
as  it    were    tenths    of    the   fruits,    they    mav   not 
withdraw  from  the  altars  and  sa<  rifices,  but  ma) 
Serve   day   and    night    in   hcauim    and    spiritual 
things. 

1  The  Oxford  tran  latoi  not**  hen  that  ilir  Roman  tew  did  nol 
pcrmil 

■  -•   1  hi   11    1     I  \ic  not  tltoc  primitlvt  ulc»*  .\  needed  admoni- 
tion 10  "111    llllH         I 

2.  The   bishops  our 
considering  this,  and  « 
it,  decided  that  no   !  departing 
name  a  cleric  for  1  irdian  ;  and  if 
any  one  should  do  this,  no  o  I  be 
made  for  him,  nor 

for  his  repose.'     For  h  to  be 
named  at  the  altar  of  ( iod  in  the  prayer  of  the 
priests,  who  has  wi  hed  I  i  i  all  ... 
and    ministers    from    the    altar.     And    therefore, 
since  Victor,  contrary  to  the  rule  lately  made  in 
council   by  the   priests,  has  dared   to  app 
Geminius   Faustinus,  a  pi 
it  is  not  allowed  that  an;.  e  made 
you  for  his  repose,  r  be  made  in 
the  church  in  his  nun-,  that  so  the  of 
the  priests,  religiously  and  needfullj  made,  i 
be  kept   by   us;   d\i<\,  at   the   same   time,  an   ex- 

ample be  given  to  I  I  of  the  br  that 
no  one  should  call  awaj  t  i  -  icular  anxieties 
priests  and  ministers  of  God  who  ai            pied 
with  the  service  of  His  altar  and  i 

care  will    probably  be  taken  in    time   to  come 
that  this  happen  not  «  ith                    the  p<  i 
of  clerics  any  more                                   n  done 
has  been  punished.    1  bid  you,  dearest  bi 
ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LXVI.« 
TO    FATHER    S  I  EPH  \  MING    MAR- 

CIAN1  S   OF   ARLES,   WHO    HAD    JOINED    Ill.M- 
se]  i    ro  M'\  a  1 1  \x. 

UMENT. 
WHEN    HE    FOLLO 

HAD   SEDU    ED    MANY,  H  U> 
s.  PARA!  I  D    111  JSEL1 

THE     Rl  ST    OF      rl  IAN     w  \ 
Sl  I   !',l  \M    >.      Ill  M       HI 

Til 
M  [Kl      r.     i    iME     VNI 

(  HI  Ri  H    \i     \\<\  is.    ro  1  IN    m> 

PLACE  ;  AND  THAT  SO 

WELL    I'O    l  :  1 1     LAP 

BY    HIM,    I  i'<  IN     l  in  IR 
N    I'O    I  HI     CHURCH   CON 

i.  Cyprian  to  hi 
ts  our  i 

once  and  a  ;ain  w 

Informing  me  of  tl  ! 
t.iiulv  know  to  h  i\e  b  en  tol  I 
him   a>   by  i 

,  thai  ii  » ->N  unl 

■ 
Mm  lly  lu<  h.  th 

•  0«  Ep.  Ixviii. ■ 

point 

jic  among  • 
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jj,  t|  M  n  '    o  abides 
-If  with  Novatian, 

and  parted  from  the  unity  of  the  Catholic 
imut  of  our  body  and 

holding  that  most  extreme  depravity 
that  the  comforts  and 

aids  ne  love  and  paternal  tenderness  are 
.  of  God  who  repent,  and 

im,  and  knock  at  the  gate  of  the  Church 
and  grief  j  and  that  those 

are  wounded  are  not  admitted  for  the  sooth- 

ing of  their  wounds,  but  that,  forsaken  without 

hope  of  p  imunion,  they  must  be 

ome  the  prey  of  wolves  and  the 
if  the  devil  ;   which  matter,  dearest  broth- 

er, it  is  our  business  to  advise  for  and  to  aid  in, 
e  ue  who  consider  the  divine  clemency,  and 

hold  the  balance  in  governing  the  Church,  do 
thus  exhibit  the  n  of  vigour  to  sinners  in 

h  a  waj  as  that,  nevertheless,  we  do  not  re- 
fuse the  medicine  o(  divine  goodness  and  mercy 

in  raising  the  lapsed  and  healing  the  wounded. 

j.  Wherefore  it  behoves  you  '  to  write  a  very 
ir  fellow-bishops  appointed  in 

iffer  any  longer  that  Marcian,  fro- 
1   and    haughty,  and    hostile    to    the   divine 

merry  and  to  the  i  of  the  brotherhood. 
should  insult  our  assembly,  because  he  does  not 

municated  by  us ;-  in  that 
he  i  time  boasts  and  announces 
that,  adhering  to    Novatian,  and   following   his 

trardness,  he  ha  rated  himself  from  our 
omunion ;  although  Novatian  himself,  whom 

he  •  has  formerly  been  excommunicated, 
and  judged  an  enemy  to  the  Church  ;  and  when 
he  -  »rs  to  us  into  Africa,  asking  to 
be  re<  eived   into  our  communion,  he   recei 

bai  k  word  from  a  council  of  several  priests  who 
..resent,  that  he  himself  had  excluded 

himself,  ar.  I  not  by  any  of  us  be  received 
into  communion,  as  he  had  attempted  to  erect  a 

fane  altar,  and  to  set  up  an  adulterous  throne, 
and  to  .s  sacrifices  opposed  to 
true  priest  ;  while  the  Bishop  Cornelius  was  or- 

ined  in  the  Catholic-  Church  by  the  judgment 
of  <  the  suffrages  of  the  clergy  and 

; ■'•■.      I  .•  :   he  were  willing  to  return a  right  mind,  and  to  come  to  himself,  he 
sh<>  and    return    to   the  Church   as  a 

pliant  1  low  vain  it  is.  dearest  brother,  when 
\  ivatian  has  lately  been  repulsed  and  rejected, 

and  excommu  '  by  God's  priests  throu 
out  the  whole  world,  I  -ill  to  suffer  his  flat- 

terers now  with  us,  and  to  judge  of  the 
"■  and  d  the  Church  ! 

jilitv  and  reverence  for  the  mother  See, 
c<l  its  origin,  he  yet,  as  an 

olde-  hal  he  ought  to  do  to  succour  the Church  of 

,  Rome  and  Carthage,  provinces  in  communion 
with  Faustinvu.J 

3.  Let    letters   be    directed    by    you    into    the 
mi  e  and   to  the  people  abiding  at  Aries,  by 

which,  Manian  being  excommunicated,  another 

may   be   substituted    in    Ins    place,   and    Christ's 
..which   even   to   this   clay  is  contemned   as 

scattered  and  wounded  by  him,  may  be  gathered 
:mi.  Let  it  suffice  that  many  of  our  breth- 
ren have  departed  in  these  late  years  in  th< 

parts  without  peace  ;  and  certainly  let  the  rest 
who  remain  be  helped,  who  groan  both  day  and 
night,  and  beseeching  the  divine  and  fatherly 
mercy,  entreat  the  comfort  of  our  succour.  For, 
lor  tiiat  reason,  dearest  brother,  the  body  of 
priests  is  abundantly  large,  joined  together  by 
the  bond  of  mutual  concord,  and  the  link  of 

unity  ;  so  that  if  any  one  of  our  college  should 
try  to  originate  heresy,  and  to  lacerate  and  lay 

waste  Christ's  flock,  others  may  help,  and  as  it 
were,  as  useful  and  merciful  shepherds,  gather 

together  the  Lord's  sheep  into  the  tlock.  For 
what  if  any  harbour  in  the  sea  shall  begin  to  be 
mischievous  and  dangerous  to  ships,  by  the 
breach  of  its  defences;  do  not  the  navigators 
direct  their  ships  to  other  neighbouring  ports 
where  there  is  a  safe  *  and  practicable  entrance, 
and  a  secure  station  ?  Or  if,  on  the  road,  any 
inn  should  begin  to  be  beset  and  occupied  by 
robbers,  so  that  whoever  should  enter  would  be 

caught  by  the  attack  of  those  who  lie  in  wait 
there  ;  do  not  the  travellers,  as  soon  as  this  its 
character  is  discovered,  seek  other  houses  of 

entertainment  on  the  road,  which  shall  be  "safer, 
where  the  lodging  is  trustworthy,  and  the  inns 
safe  for  the  travellers?  And  this  ought  now  to 

be  the  case  with  us,  dearest  brother,'  that  we 
should  receive  to  us  with  ready  and  kindly 

humanity  our  brethren,  who,  tos.-ed  on  the  rocks 
of  Martian,*  are  seeking  the  secure  harbours  of 
the  Church  ;  and  that  we  afford  such  a  place  of 
entertainment  for  the  travellers  as  is  that  in  the 

Gospel,  in  which  those  who  are  wounded  and 

maimed  by  robbers  may  be  received  and  cher- 
ished, and  protected  by  the  host. 

4.  For  what   is   a  greater  or  a  more  worthy 
c  are    of  overseers,  than    to   provide  by  diligent 

itude  and  wholesome  medicine  for  cherish- 

ing and  preserving  the  sheep?  since  the  Lord 

speaks,  and  says,  '•The  diseased  have  ye  not 
Strengthened,  neither  have  ye  healed  that  which 
was  sick,  neither  have  ye  bound  up  that  which 
was  broken,  neither  have  ye  brought  again  that 
which  was  driven  away,  neither  have  ye  sought 

that  which  was  lost.  And  my  sheep  were  scat- 
tered because  there  is  no  shepherd  ;  and  they 

became  meat  to  all  the  beasts  of  the  field,  and 
none  did  search  or  seek  after  them.     Therefore 

3  Suppl.  "  access,"  according  to  Baluzius. 
*  [Note  the  language,  "  with  us,  dearest  brother;  "  not  a  thought save  that  of  equal  and  joint  authority.] 

me  old  editions  read,  "  who,  having  avoided  the   rocks  of 

Marcian." 
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thus  saith  the  Lord,  Behold,  I  am  against  the 

shepherds,  and  I  will  require  my  flock  at  their 
hands,  and  cause  them  to  cease  from  feeding 
the  flock  ;  neither  shall  they  feed  them  any  more  : 
for  I  will  deliver  them  from  their  mouth,  and  I 

will  feed  them  with  judgment."  '  .Since  there- 
fore the  Lord  thus  threatens  such  shepherds  by 

whom  the  Lord's  sheep  are  neglected  and  perish, 
what  else  ought  we  to  do,  dearest  brother,  than 
to  exhibit  full  diligence  in  gathering  together 
and  restoring  the  sheep  of  Christ,  and  to  apply 
the  medicine  of  paternal  affection  to  cure  the 
wounds  of  the  lapsed,  since  the  Lord  also  in 

the  Gospel  warns,  and  says,  "They  that  be  whole 
need  not  a  physician,  but  they  that  are  sick?"2 
For  although  we  are  many  shepherds,  yet  we 
feed  one  flock,3  and  ought  to  collect  and  cherish 
all  the  sheep  which  Christ  by  His  blood  and 
passion  sought  for ;  nor  ought  we  to  suffer  our 
suppliant  and  mourning  brethren  to  be  cruelly 

despised  and  trodden  down  by  the  haughty  pre- 

sumption of  some,  since  it  is  written,  "  Put  the 
man  that  is  proud  and  boastful  shall  bring  noth- 

ing at  all  to  perfection,  who  has  enlarged  his 

soul  as  hell."4  And  the  Lord,  in  His  Gospel, 
blames  and  condemns  men  of  that  kind,  saying, 

"Ye  are  they  which  justify  yourselves  before 
men,  but  God  knoweth  your  hearts:  for  that 

which  is  highly  esteemed  among  men  is  abomina- 

tion in  the  sight  of  God."5  He  says  that  those 
an-  execrable  and  detestable  who  please  them- 

selves, who,  swelling  and  inflated,  arrogantly 
ime  anything  to  themselves.  Since  then 

Marcian  has  begun  to  be  of  these,  and,  allying 
himself  with  Novatian,  has  stood  forth  as  the 

opponent  of  mercy  and  love,  let  him  not  pro- 
nounce sentence,  but  receive  it;  and  let  him 

not  so  act  as  if  he  himself  were  to  judge  of  the 
college  of  priests,  since  he  himself  is  judged  by 
all  the  priests. 

5.  For  the  glorious  honour  of  our  pre  ' 
i,  the  blessed  martyrs  Cornelius  and   Lucius, 
i  be  maintained,  whose  memorj  a.  we  hold 

in  honour,  much  more  ought  you,  dearesl  brot 
tO    honour  and    cherish   with    your   weight    and 
authority,  sin<  e  you  have  b  n  ii  ar  and 

su<  1  e  or.6  I  01  thi  . .  full  ̂ (  the  Spiril  ol  <  rod, 
and  established  in  a  glorious  martyrdom,  judged 
that  peace  should  be  -ranted  to  the  lapsed,  .^h\ 
that  when  penitence  was  undergone,  the  reward 
Of  pea.  e  and  1  oininunion  was  not  to  be  denied  ; 

and  this  thej  atte  ted  bj  their  letters,  and 
we  all  everywhere  and  entirely  have  judged  the 

'   I    ek.  xxxiv.  1  6,  io,  16, 
1   M.Ht     LX.    1   I, 

'  ["We,  many   ihepherdi   i>»\r  epiicopati 
1  vi"  1  11  illy 

4  II1I1.  11.  s. 

>  Luke  xvl.  15, 
'["You  ougnt,"  fii       Doe    my  modern  bl 

ik  thus  lu  ilie  "infallible"  oracle  <•<  the 
N  Itii  .in?] 

same  thing.     For  there  could  not  be  among  us 
a  diverse  feeling  in  whom   there  was  :rit ; 
and  therefore  it  is  manifest  that  he  does  not 

hold  the  truth  of  the  Holy  Spirit  with  the  1 

whom  we  observe  to  think  different!}-.  Intimate 

plainly  to  us  who  has  been  substituted  at  .'. 
in  the  place  of  Marcian,  that  we  may  know  to 
whom  to  direct  our  brethren,  and  to  whom  we 

ought  to  write.  I  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever 
heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LXVII.7 

TO  THE  CLERGY  A^D  PEOPLE  ABIDING  IN' 
SPAIN,  CONCERNING  BASILIDES  AND  MAR- 
TIAL, 

ARGUMENT,—  BASTLTDES    Wl>    MARTIAL,    I 
HAVING  LAPSED  AND  BECOM1  CONTAMINATED  BY 

THE  CERTIFICATES  OF  IDOLATRY,  CYPRIAN  WITH 
Ills    FELLOW-BISHOPS    PRAISl  -     I  HI 

I'l  '  H'l.K   OF   SPAIN'    1  HAT    I  HEY  1 1 A I  >    -  rED 

IN"     THEIR    PLACE    BY     A     I  loliiM  \i  1  [ON 
SABIXUS    AND     1  I  I  IX  ;     ESPECIALLY     *S,     V-      l:i>- 
ING   TO  THE    DECISION     OF    CORNELIUS    AND    His 
COLLEAGUES,  LAPSED    BISHOPS  MIGHT    INDEED 

RJ  1  1  [VED   TO    Rl  I'l  NTANl  1  .    BUI    W]  ki      li.  •' II K- 
ITED    FROM  THE  PRIESTLY  HONOUR.      MOREOVER, 
in.   ALLUDl  S    v.\    1 111     WAY  I"  CI  Rl  UN    M  \r:  I 
U301  r  THE   ANVii  NT    RITE    01     EPISCOPA1 

II'  IN.      THE  C0NTEX1    Inm    \  |         1  HAT  THIS    W  IS 
WKII  I  EN    DURING    1  HE    I  PIS  1  IPA1  I     OF    SI  I  PHI  V 

i.  Cyprian,  Csecilius,  Primus,  Polycarp,  \ 
m.  1  i    ..  I  .ucilianus,  Succi  -  ma- 

fanuarii      -  mponiu  .  I ; 
Vi<  tor,   Aureli  is,    ~~  ttius,    Peti 

Januarius,  Saturnin  ther  Aui  an- 
tius,  Quietus,  Rog  itianus.T  nax,  1 

.  another  Saturuu:  IS,   I 
I  i  icminius.  Mart  1  llus,  I  imbus,  Adelpl 

Vict  in d  I'    ilus,  to  Felix  the  -  and 
to  the  peoples  abid  I 

als<  1  to  I .  elius  the  de  ■<  <>n.  and  the  1 
•    I    nerita,10  brethren  in  the    I dearly  I 

•1.  we  read  yi iui  I  ••  rs,  \vhi(  h 
to  the  integrity  of  yi  iui  faith  an  I  j 

God  you  wrote  to  us  !  \  Felix  and  .v 
fellow  bishops,  signif)  ing  tli  it  I 
tial,  being  stained  with  the  certificate 

aid  w  ilh  llu 

( rim  lit  not    to  hold  tl 

administer  the  pi  iesthood 
I  an  answi  i  to  be  writti  n  I    ; 

i  erning  these  tl 
a  needful,  to  be  reliei 

fort  or  by  the  helpofoui  judgment.    \ 

btvil      \  o.  oj;. 

I  • 

1      Mend... 
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theless  t.i  tl  lire  nol  bo  much  our  coun- 
the  divine  pre*  epts  reply,  in  which  it  is 

bidden  by  the  voi<  e  of  I  leaven  and 

by  the  law  of  God,  who   and  what 

jght  to  serve  the  altar  and  to 
te  the  divine  sacrifices.     For  in  Exodus 

1  speaks  to   Moses,  and   warns   him,   savin-. 
•■  I    i  the  priests  which  come  near  to  the  Lord 

mctify  themselves,  lest  the  Lord  forsake 

tlu'in."  '     And   again:    "And  when  they  come 
r  to  the  altar  of  the  Holy  One  to  minister, 

they   shall   not   bring   sin    upon    them,    lest    they 
die."-*    Also  in  Leviticus  the  Lord  commands, 

■  Whosoever  hath  any  spot  or  blemish 
upon  him,  shall  not  approach  to  offer  gifts  to 
God 

Since  these  things  are  announced  and  are 

made  plain  to  us.  it  is  necessary  that  our  obedi- 
.  mid  wait  upon  the  divine  precepts  ;  nor 

in  matters  of  this  kind  can  human  indulgence 

j  man's  person,  or  yield  anything  to 
any  one,  when  the  divine  prescription  has  inter- 

fered, and  establishes  a  law.  For  we  ought  not 
to  I  tful  what  the  Lord  spoke  to  the  Jews 
by   Isaiah  the  prophet,  rebuking,  and  indignant 
that  they  had  despised  the  divine  precepts  and 

followed  human  doctrines.     "This  people,"  he 
moureth  me  with  their  lips,  but  their  heart 

ved  from  me  :   but  in  vain  do  they 

p    me,  teaching    the  doctrines  and  com- 
mandments of  men."4     This  also  the  Lord  re- 

:i  the  Gospel,  and  says,  "  Ye  reject  the 
nmandment   of  God,  that  ye  may  establish 

r   own    tradition."5       Having    which    things 
before  our  eyes,  and  solicitously  and  religiously 

nsidering  them,  we  ought  in  the  ordinations 

of  pri>  hoose  none  but  unstained  and  up- 

.t  ministers.'1  who,  holily  and  worthily  offering 
I  .')il.  may  be   heard   in   the   prayers 

which  they  make    for  the  safety  of  the    Lord's 
ice  it  is  written,  "  God  heareth  not  a 

sinner;  but  if  any  man  be  a  worshipper  of  God, 

and  doeth  I  lis  will,  him  He  heareth."  ?    On  which 
a<  i  ount  it  is  fitting,  that  with  full  diligence  and 

investigation  those  should  be  chosen  for 
priesthood  whom  it  is  manifest  God  will 

hear. 

.V   Nor  let  the  people  flatter  themselves  that 
they  can  be  free  from  the  contagion  of  sin,  while 

amunicating  with  a  priest  who  is  a  sinner,  and 
eir  consent  to  the  unjust  and  unlawful 

epi  .    of  their  overseer,  when  the    divine 
reproof  by  Hosea  the   prophet   threatens,  and 

urifices  shall  be  as  the  bread  of 

mourning;   all   that    eat    thereof  shall    be    pol- 
1    I   «     \i«     ;i 

*  El     >>\lil    43. 
1   I.cv.  xxi.  17. 

x  in.  13. 

rk  mi.  13. 

*  -  Ann-- 

'  John  ix.  31. 

luted  i<  lung  manifestly  and   showing   th.i 
all   are   absolutely    bound    to    the    sin    who 
been  contaminated  by  the  S  U  rifil  e  of  a   ]  1 

and  unrighteous  priest  Which,  moreover,  w< 
find  to  be  manifested  also  in  Numbers,  whci 

Koran,  and  Dathan,  and  Abirara  claimed  foi 
themselves  the  power  of  sacrificing  in  oppositioi 
to  Aaron  the  priest.  There  also  the  Lord 

manded  by  Moses  that  the  people  should  b( 
separated  from  them,  lest,  being  associated  witl 
the  wicked,  themselves  also  should  be  bonne 

ly  in  the  same  wickedness.  "Separat* 

yourselves,"  said  He,  "from  the  tents  of  these wicked  and  hardened  men,  and  touch  not  those 

things  which  belong  to  them,  lest  ye  perish  to- 

gether in  their  sins."  '  On  which  account  a  peo- 

ple obedient  to  the  Lord's  precepts,  and  fearinf 
God,  ought  to  separate  themselves  from  a  sinfu 
prelate,  and  not  to  associate  themselves  with  the 
sacrifices  of  a  sacrilegious  priest,  especially  since 

they  themselves  have  the  power  either  of  choos- 
ing worthy  priests,  or  of  rejecting  un worth) ones. 

4.  Which  very  thing,  too,  we  observe  to  come 
from  divine  authority,  that  the  priest  should  be 
chosen  in  the  presence  of  the  people  under  the 
eyes  of  all,  and  should  be  approved  worthy  anc 

suitable  by  public  judgment  and  testimony  ;  a< 
in  the  book  of  Numbers  the  Lord  commanded 

Moses,  saying,  "  Take  Aaron  thy  brother,  anc 
Llea/ar  his  son,  and  place  them  in  the  mount 
in  the  presence  of  all  the  assembly,  and  strir. 
Aaron  of  his  garments,  and  put  them  upon  EleJ 
zar  his  son;  and  let  Aaron  die  there,  and  be 

added  to  his  people."  IO  God  commands  a  priei 
to  be  appointed  in  the  presence  of  all  the  as- 

sembly ;  that  is,  He  instructs  and  shows  that  the 
ordination  of  priests  ought  not  to  be  solemnizee 

except  with  the  knowledge  of  the  people  stand- 
ing  near,  that  in  the  presence  of  the  people 

either  the  crimes  of  the  wicked  may  be  elis- 
1  losed,  or  the  merits  of  the  good  may  be  de- 

clared, and  the  ordination,  which  shall  have 

been  examined  by  the  suffrage  and  judgment  of 

all,  may  be  just  and  legitimate."  And  this  i; 
subsequently  observed,  according  to  divine  in- 

struction, in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles,  whei 
Peter  speaks  to  the  people  of  ordaining  an  apos 

tie  in  the  place  of  Judas.  "  Peter,"  it  says 
"  stood  up  in  the  midst  of  the  disciples,  and  tlv 

multitude  were  in  one  place."  I2  Neither  do  w 
observe  that  this  was  regarded  by  the  apostle 
only  in  the  ordinations  of  bishops  and  priesB 
but  also  in  those  of  deacons,  of  which  matter  it 

self  also  it  is  written  in  their  Acts  :   "  And  the 8  Hos.  ix.  4 

9  Num.  xvi.  26. IO  Num.  xx.  25,  26. 

"   !  Sec  sec.  5,  infra.] 

12  Acts  i.  15.     From  some  authorities,  Baluzius  here  interpolaM 
"  the  number  of  men  was  about  a  hundred  and  twenty."     But  th 
says  a  modern  editor,  smacks  of"  emendation." 
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twelve  called  together,"  it  says,  "  the  whole  con- 
gregation of  the  disciples,  and  said  to  them  ;  "  ' 

which  was  done  so  diligently  and  carefully,  with 
the  calling  together  of  the  whole  of  the  people, 
surely  for  this  reason,  that  no  unworthy  person 
might  creep  into  the  ministry  of  the  altar,  or  to 

the  office  of  a  priest.  For  that  unworthy  per- 
sons are  sometimes  ordained,  not  according  to 

who  also  is  involved  in  great  (rimes  should  hold 
his   bishopri)  .  sin<  e   the   apostle   also  warns, 

says,  "A  bishop  must  be   blameless,  as  the  si 

ard  of  God."? 6.   Wherefore,  since  as  ye  have  written,  dearly 
beloved  brethren,  and  a-,    Felix  and   Sain:. 
colleagues  affirm,  ami  as  another  Felb 

Augusta,8  a  maintainer  of  the  faith  and  a  de- 
the  will  o(  God,  but  according  to  human  pre-  fender  of  the  truth,  signifies  in  his  letter,  1. 
sumption,  and  that  those  things  which  do  not  des  and  Martialis  have  been  contaminated  by  the 
come  of  a  legitimate  and  righteous  ordination  abominable  certificate  of  idolatry  ;  and  1; 
are  displeasing  to  God,  God  Himself  manifests  moreover,  besides  the  stain    of   the    certificate, 

by  Hosea  the  prophet,  saying,  "They  have  set 
up  for  themselves  a  king,  but  not  by  me."2 

5.  For  which  reason  you  must  diligently  ob- 
serve and  keep  the  practice  delivered  from  di- 

vine tradition  and  apostolic  observance,  which  is 

also  maintained  among  us,  and  almost  through- 
out all  the  provinces  ; 3  that  for  the  proper  cele- 

bration of  ordinations  all  the  neighbouring  bishops 
of  the  same  province  should  assemble  with  that 
people  for  which  a  prelate  is  ordained.  And  the 
bishop  should  be  chosen  in  the  presence  of  the 
people,  who  have  most  fully  known  the  life  of 
each  one,  and  have  looked  into  the  doings  of 
each  one  as  respects  his  habitual  conduct.  And 

this  also,  we  see,  was  done  by  you  in  the  ordina- 
tion of  our  colleague  Sabinus  ;  so  that,  by  the 

suffrage  of  the  whole  brotherhood,'  and  by  the 
Sentence  of  the  bishops  who  had  assembled  in 
their  presence,  and  who  had  written  letters  to 

you  concerning  him,  the  episcopate  was  con- 
ferred upon  him,  and  hands  were  imposed  on 

him  in  the  place  of  Basilides.  Neither  can  it 

rescind  an  ordination  rightly  perfected,  that    I'.a- 

when  he  was  prostrate  in  sickness,  blasphemed 
against  God,  and  confessed  that  he  blasphen 
and  because  of  the  wound  to  his  own  consi 

voluntarily  laying    down    his  episcopate,   tui 
himself  to  repentance,  entreating  God,  and  con- 

sidering himself  sufficiently  happy  if  it  mi 
permitted  him  to  communicate  even  as  a  layman  : 
Martialis  also,  besides  the  long  frequenting  of  the 

raceful  and  filthy  banquets  of  the  Gei 
their  college,  and  placing  his  sons  in   the  ̂   ime 
college,    after    the    manner    of   foreign    nations, 
among  profane    sepulchres,  and    burying   them 
together  with   strangers,  has   also   affirmed,  by 
acts  which  are    publicly  taken   before   a   du< 

rian  procurator,9  that  he   had  yielded   hi': 
idolatry,  and   had  denied  Christ;  and  ... 
are   many  other  and  grave  crimes  in  which    ba- 

silides and  Martialis  are  held   to   be   imp 

such    persons  attempt  to  el  urn   for   th<  1 
the  episcopate  in  vain;  since  it  is  evident  that 
men    of    that    kind    may   neither    rule   over    the 
Church  of  Christ,  nor  ought  to  offer  - 
( k>d,  especially  sin<  e    ( lornelius 

Bilides,  after  the  detection  of  his  crimes,  and  the   league,  a   peai     ible  and    righteous   priest,  and 
baring  of  his  conscience  even  by  his  own  conf       pi  ireover  lion  mred  1>_\  the  condescension  of  the 

(don,  went   to    Rome   and  deceived   Stephen   our  '  I.ord    with    martyrdom,   In-    loll 
colleague,  placed  at  a  distance,  and  ignorant  ol   with  us.'    and  with  all  the  bishops  '. 
what  had  been  done,  and  of  the  truth,  to  canvass 

that  he  might  be  replaced unjustl)  in  tin'  epi 
from  which  he  hid  been  righteously  de- 

d.  'The  result  of  this  is,  that  the  sins  ̂ ( 
1: 1  ilides  are  not  so  much  abolished  as  enham 
in  1, iiuk  h  as  to  his  former  sins  he  has  also  added 
the  (rime  of  deceit  and  circumvention,  lor  he 
is  not  so  much  to  be  blamed  who  has  been 

through  heedlessness  surprised  by  fraud,  as  he 
is  to  lie  execrated  who  has  fraudulently  taken 
him  by  surprise.  But  if  basilides  could  deceive 
men,  he  .  annot  (\c<  eive  ( rod,  sin<  e  it  is  written, 
"God  is  not  mocked."6  but  neither  can  deceit 
advantage   Martialis,  in  such  a  way  a.  that  he 

1    V  ti  iv.  a. 

1    kl.  p     IJO.  v  ;pra.} 

  lation  \l  \    I 
'  "  Oui  colleague  Stephen,"  placed  >i  ■>  distance,  ignorant  ol 

net*  and  truth,. ind,  in  nhort,  incompetent  to  meddle  with  the  African 

provtna  in  its  own  businc**:  *u<  1i  waa  ( 'yprian'i  idea  ol  the  Unit  •  t  i which  even  tins  apoatolu  See  «.>»  rettti 
ll,  vi.  ;. 

throughout   the  whole   world,   tint   men 
sort  might  indeed    he  admitted  to  rep 
but  were  prohibited    from   the   ordination   of  the 

(  lergy,  mv\  from  the  priestly  honour. 
7.  Nor  let  it  disturb  you,  (barest  brethren 

with  some,  in    these   last    tunes,  either  an   111 
tain    faith    is  \\a\  ei  in-,  or   a    te  u  of  G 

religion    is  vacillating,  or  a  p   iceable   concord 
does   not   t  ontinue.      rh<  »e   things   I 

foretold  as  about  to  happen  in  the  end  <•(  the 
world  ;  and  it  w  as  predii  ted  I  j 
Lord,  and  by  the  testimony  of  the  .1; 
now  tli.it  the  world   1-  I 

: .  draw  ing  near.  c\  er)  thin  I  shall  i 
e\  il  and  adverse  things  shall  pi 

S.    Yet  although,  in  these  last    ti 
\  igour  has  11  led  in  the  Church r  Tit.  1. 1 

»   s  , 

\ 
1     IFJucidai        K\ 

"   
1 
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th  of  Christian  virtue  or  {kith  so  Ian- 
I,  thai  there  is  not  li  fl  a  portion  of  the 
win.  h  in   no   respect   gives  way  under 

and  wiv<  ks  of  l".;ith  ;   but, 
they  maintain  the  honour  of 

.  the  priestly  dignity,  with 

■H  e  of  fear.    We  remember  and  keep 
in  view  that,  although   others  succumbed   ami 

•    thias  boldly  vindicated  Cud's  law  ; 
when  tin-  Jews  gave  way  and  departed 
divine  religion,  stood  and  nobly  con- 

.   that   Daniel,  deterred   neither  by  the 

:"  a  foreign  country  nor  by  the  har- 
tinual  persecution,  frequently  and 
red    martyrdoms  ;    also    that    the 

ths,   subdued    neither  by   their  tender 
\  nor  by  threats,  stood  up  faithfully  against 

■  man  fires,  and  conquered   the  victor 
en  in  their  very  captivity  itself.      Let   the 

■  either  of  prevaricators  or  of  traitors  see 
rilo  have  now  begun  to  rise  in  the  Church 

•   the  Church,  and  to  corrupt  as  well  the 
the  truth.      Among  very  many  there  still 

sincere  mind  and  a  substantial  religion, 
;>irit  devoted  to  nothing  but  the  Lord  and 

its  God.1     Nor  does  the  perfidy  of  others  press 
en  the  Christian  faith  into    ruin,  but    rather 

ulates  and  exalts  it  to  glory,  according   to 
I  the  bl(  ss<  d  Apostle  Paul  exhorts,  and  say>  : 

''For  what  if  some  of  these   have   fallen    from 
r  faith  :  hath  their  unbelief  made  the  faith  of 

none  effect?    Cod  forbid.     For  Cod  is' 

•  cry  man  a  liar."  •<      but  if  every  man' 
i-  a  bar,  and  Cod  only  true,  what  else  ought  we, 

mts,  ami  espe<  ially  the  priests,  of  Cod,  to 
than  forsake  human  errors  and  lies,  and  con- 

tinue in  the  truth  of  God,  keeping  the  Loi 
ts? 

•re,  although  there  have  been  found 

a    "'ir  col'  t    brethren. 
who  think  that  the  godly  discipline  may  be  neg- 

and  who    rashly  hold    communion  with 

B  A  Man  i  h  a  thing  as  this  ou{ 
ible  our  faith,  since  the  Holy  Spirit 

ah  in  the  Psalms,  saying,  "  Hut  thou 
■>n,  and  si  nti)  words  behind 

•i  thou  a  thief,  thou  consent- 
t  unto  him,  and  hast  been  partaker  with  adul- 

1 1  that   they  become   shai 

of  other  men's  Mns  who  are  asso- 
with  the  delinquents.     And  besides,  Paul 

writes,    a-  i me    thing  : 
"^  i<  kbiters. !  f  God,  injurious, 

rs  of  th'  s,  inventors  of  evil 
who,  although  they  knew  the  judgment  of 

:.  did  not  understand  that  they  which  com- 

ne  read.  "  by  the  furnaces;  "  some  "  by  arms." 
in  period,  when  to  be  a  Chris- 

'..  was  to  be  a  confessor  or  martyr.  Soc.,//.  £.,bV.  iv.  c.  a8.1  ! in    3.  4. 

1    17.  18. 

mit   such   things  are  worthy  of  death,   not   only 

they  which   commit   those   things,   but   they  . 
which  consent  unto  those  who  do  these  thing 
Since    they,    says    he,    who   do    such    things    are 
worthy  of  death,  he  makes  manifest  and  proves 

that  not  only  the\-  are  worthy  of  death,  and  come 
into  punishment  who  do  evil  things,  but  . 
those  w  ho  (  onsent  unto  those  who  do  such  thil 

—  who,  while  they  are  mingled  in  unlawful  com- 
munion with  the  evil  and  sinners,  and  the  unre- 

penting,  are  polluted  by  the  contact  of  the  guilt}-, 
and,  being  joined  in  the  fault,  are  thus  not  sepa- 

rated in  its  penalty.  For  which  reason  we  not 

only  approve,  but  applaud,  dearly  beloved  breth- 
ren, the  religious  solicitude  of  your  integrity  and 

faith,  and  exhort  you  as  much  as  we  can  by  our 
letters,  not  to  mingle  in  sacrilegious  communion 

with  profane  and  polluted  priests,  but  maintain 
the  sound  and  sincere  constancy  of  your  faith 
with  religious  fear.  I  bid  you,  dearest  brethren, 
ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LXVIII.6 
TOFLORF.NTUS   I'lIM  AX  IS.  ON  CALUMNIATORS. 

ARCA'MF.XT.  —  CYPRIAN  CLEARS  HIMSELF  IN  THE 
EYES  OF  FLORENTIUS  PUPIANUS  FROM  VARIOUS 

CRIMES  OF  WHICH  HE  IS  ACCUSED  BY  HIM  ; 

AM)  ARGUES  THE  LIGHTNESS  OF  HIS  MIND,  EN 

THAT  HE  HAS  SO  HASTILY  TRUSTED  CALUMNI- 
A  1 1  )RS. 

1 .  Cyprian,  who  is  also  called  Thascius,7  to 
Llorentius,  who  is  also  Pupianus,  his  brother, 
greeting.  I  had  believed,  brother,  that  you  were 
now  at  length  turned  to  repentance  for  having 
either  rashly  heard  or  believed  in  time  past 
things  so  wicked,  so  disgraceful,  so  execrable 
even  among  Gentiles,  concerning  me.  but  even 
now  in  your  letter  I  perceive  that  you  are  still 
the  same  as  you  were  before  —  that  you  believe 
the  same  things  concerning  me,  and  that  you 
persist  in  what  you  did  believe,  and,  lest  by 
chance  the  dignity  of  your  eminence  and  your 
martyrdom  should  be  stained  by  communion 
with  me,  that  you  are  inquiring  carefully  into 
my  character;  and  after  God  the  Judge  who 

makes  priests,  that  you  wish  to  judge — I  will 
not  say  of  me,  for  what  am  I  ?  —  but  of  the  judg- 

ment of  Cod  and  of  Christ.  This  is  not  to  be- 
lieve in  God  —  this  is  to  stand  forth  as  a  rebel 

against  Christ  and  His  Cospel ;  so  that  although 

He  says,  ''Are  not  two  sparrows  sold  for  a  far- 
thing? and  neither  of  them  falls  to  the  ground 

s  Rom.  i.  30-32. 

6  Oxford  ed. :  Ep.  Ixvi.  From  his  saying,  that  he  has  now  dis- 
charged his  episcopal  office  for  six  years  (sec.  5),  it  is  plainly  evident 

that  he-  is  writing  this  letter  in  the  time  of  Stephen,     a.d.  254. 
7  It  is  suggested  with  some  probability,  that  this  form  of  super- 

scription was  intended  to  rebuke  the  rudeness  of  Florentius,  who,  in 
addressing  Cyprian,  had  used  his  heathen  name  of  Thascius  insl 
of  his  baptismal  name  of  Csecilius,  which  he  had  adopted  from  the 
presbyter  who  had  been  the  means  of  his  conversion. 
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without  the  will  of  my  Father," '  and  His  majesty 
and  truth  prove  that  even  things  of  little  conse- 

quence are  not  done  without  the  consciousness 

and  permission  of  God,  you  think  that  God's 
priests  are  ordained  in  the  Church  without  His 
knowledge.  For  to  believe  that  they  who  are 
ordained  are  unworthy  and  unchaste,  what  else 
is  it  than  to  believe  that  his  priests  are  not 
appointed  in  the  Church  by  God,  nor  through 
God? 

2.  Think  you  that  my  testimony  of  myself  is 
better  than  that  of  God?  when  the  Lord  Him- 

self teaches,  and  says  that  testimony  is  not  true, 

if  any  one  himself  appears  as  a  witness  concern- 
ing himself,  for  the  reason  that  every  one  would 

assuredly  favour  himself.  Nor  would  any  one 
put  forward  mischievous  and  adverse  things 

against  himself,  but  there  may  be  a  simple  con- 
fidence of  truth  if,  in  what  was  announced  of  us, 

another  is  the  announcer  and  witness.  "  If," 
He  says,  "  I  bear  witness  of  myself,  my  testimony 
is  not  true;  but  there  is  another  who  beareth 

witness  of  me."2  But  if  the  Lord  Himself,  who 
will  by  and  by  judge  all  things,  was  unwilling  to 
be  believed  on  His  own  testimony,  but  preferred 
to  be  approved  by  the  judgment  and  testimony 

of  God  the  Father,  how  much  more  does  it  be- 
hove His  servants  to  observe  this,  who  are  not 

only  approved  by,  but  even  glory  in  the  judg- 
ment and  testimony  of  God  !  Hut  with  you  the 

fabrication  of  hostile  and  malignant  men  has 
prevailed  against  the  divine  decree,  and  against 
our  conscience  resting  upon  the  strength  of  its 
faith,  as  if  among  lapsed  and  profane  persons 
placed  outside  the  Church,  from  whose  breasts 
the  Holy  Spirit  has  departed,  there  could  be 
anything  else  than  a  depraved  mind  and  a  de<  eil 
ful  tongue,  and  venomous  hatred,  and  sacrilegious 
lies,  which  whosoever  believes,  must  of  necessity 
be  found  with  them  when  the  day  of  judgment 
shall  come. 

3,  but   with   respect  to  what  you    have    said, 
that    priests  should    be    lowly,    because    both    the 
Lord  and  His  apostles  were  lowly  \  both  all  the 
brethren  and  Gentiles  also  well  know  and  love 

my  humility  ;  and  you  also  knew  and  loved  it 
while  you  were  still  in  the  Church,  and  were  in 
communion  with  inc.  But  which  of  us  is  far 

from  humility:  I,  who  dailj  serve  the  brethi 
and  kindly  receive  with  good  will  ami  gladness 
every  one  that  comes  to  the  Church ;  or  j 
who  appoint  yourself  bishop  of  a  bishop,  and 
judge   of  a   judge,3  given    tor  the    time    1>\   God? 
Although  the  Lord  God  says  in  Deuteronomy, 

"And  the  man  that  will  do  presumptuously,  and 
will  not  hearken  unto  the  priests  or  unto  the  judge 

1  Matt.  \      , 
3  John  v.  ;i .  1  •. 
1  1  \  mild  remon  unit  the  0!  Itephen, 

who  shall  be  in  those  days,  even  that  man  shall 
die  ;  and  all  the  people,  when  they  hear,  shall 

fear,  and  do  no  more  presumptuously."  ;  And 
again  He  speaks  to  Samuel,  and  says,  "They 
have  not  despised  thee,  but  they  have  despi 
me."5  And  moreover  the  Lord,  in  the  Gospel, 
when  it  was  said  to  Him,  "  Answerest  thou  the 

high  priest  so?"  guarding  the  priestly  dignity, 
and  teaching  that  it  ought  to  be  maintained, 
would  say  nothing  against  the  high  priest,  but 
only  clearing  His  own  innocence,  answered,  say- 

ing, "  If  I  have  spoken  evil,  bear  witness  of  the 

evil;  but  if  well,  why  smitest  thou  me?"  The 
blessed  apostle  also,  when  it  was  said  to  him, 

"  Revilest  thou  God's  high  priest?"  .spoke-  noth- 
ing reproachfully  against  the  priest,  when  he 

might  have  lifted  up  himself  boldly  against  th 
who  had  crucified  the  Lord,  and  who  had  already 
sacrificed  God  and  Christ,  and  the  temple  and 

the  priesthood  ;  but  even  although  in  false  and 

degraded  priests, 'considering  still  the  mere  empty 
shadow  of  the  priestly  name,  he  said,  "I  wist 
not,  brethren,  that  he  was  the  high  pii 
it  is  written,  Thou  shalt  not  speak  evil  of  the 

ruler  of  thy  people."  7 
4.  Unless  perchance  I  was  a  priest  t>>  you  be- 

fore the  persecution,  when  you  held  communion 
with  me,  and  ceased  to  be  a  priest  after  die  | 
sedition  !      for   the   persecution,  when   it 
lifted  you  to  the  highest  sublimity  of  martyrdom. 

but  it  depressed  me  with  the  burden  of  pros<  rip- 
tic iii.  since  it  was  public  K  di  <  lared,  "  If  an) 
holds  or  possesses  anj  of  the  propert)  ol 

litis  Cyprian,  bishop  of  the  Christians  ;"  s, ,  that 
even  they  who  did  not  believe  in  God  appoint- 

ing a  bishop,  could  still  believe  in  the  devil  pro- 
scribing  a   bishop.     Nor  do   I    !  :    these 
things,  but  with  grief  I  bring  them  forward,  sii 

you  constitute  yourself  a  ju  >f  C>oA  and  ̂ \ 
Christ,  who  says  t<>  the  apostles,  ami  thereb)  to 
all  chief  rulers,  who  b)  vicarious  ordin 

ceed    to   the   apostles;    ••  He    that    heareti:    J 
heareth  me  ;  and  he  that  heareth  me.  he. 
Him  that  sent  me;  and  he  that  despiseth  j 

despiseth  me,  and  Him  that  sent  me." 
5.  I'm   from  this  have  arisen,  and  still  ai 

schisms  and  heresies,  in  that  the  bishop  wh 
one  '   and    rules   over  the   Church    is   1  ued 

b)   the  haught)   presumption  <■'(  some  ; 
and  the  man  who  is    honOI 

s.  ension,  i-  judged  unworthj  by  m<  n,    I  01  what 
swelling  of  pride  is  this,  w hat  i 
what  inflation  ̂ (  mind.  I.'  1  all  I 

to  one's  own  recognition,  and  unless  1  i 

(  i '.  mi  \i n  i 
I  i  Sam   < 

I   'hn  \\  ill 

Vet*  xxiii 

»  I 

'  I 

'    llCIC  =  I 
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ir  sight  and  absolved  1>\ 
Id   now   foi  its  the 

!  has  in  ither  had  a  bishop,  nor  the 

a  prelate,1  nor  the  tl<>.  k  a  pastor,  nor 
rnor,  nor  Christ  a  representa 

-  ,.d  a  priest  I     Pupianus  must  come 

judgment,  and  declare if  C....1  and  Christ  accepted,  that 
I  a  number  of  the  faithful  who  have  been 

■U-. I  away,  under  my  rule,  may  not  apj 
departed  without  hope  of  salvation  and 

that  the  new  crowd  of  believers  may 
sidered  to  have  failed  of  attaining  any 
iptism  and  the  Holy  Spirit  by  my 
that  the  peace   conferred  upon  so 

\  lapsed  and  penitent  persons,  and  the  com- 
i  vouchsafed  by  my  examination,  may  not 

be  d  by  the  authority  of  your  judgment. 
>r  once,  and  deign  to  pronounce 

s,  and  to  establish  our  episcopate  by 
luthority  of  your  recognition,  that  God  and 

1!     I    irisl  may  thank  you.  in  that  by  your  means 
-  ntativc  and   ruler  has  been  restored   as 

.  to  their  altar  as  to  their  people. 
S  have  a  king,  and  cattle  a  leader,  and 

keep    faith   to   him.     Robbers   obey  their 
th  an  obedience  full  of  humility.      How 

'  h  more  simple  and  better  than  you  are  the 
i  attle    and   dumb   animals,   and    robbers. 

igh  bloody,  and  raging  among  swords  and 
The  chief  among  them   is  acknowl- 

and  feared,  whom  no  divine  judgment  has 
I,  but   on  whom   an   abandoned   faction 

g  tilty  band  have  agreed. 
;.   \  .  indeed,  that  the  scruple  into  which 

fallen  ought   to   be   taken    from    your 
\   >u   have   fallen   into   it.   but    it   was    by 

■   irreligious  credulity.      You   have  fallen  into 
your  own  sacrilegious  disposition 

I  will  in  easily  hearkening  to  unchaste,  to  im- 
ospeakable  things  against  your  brother. 

nst  a  priest,  and  in  willingly  believing  them  : 

in  defending  other  men's  falseho  >ds,  as  if  they 
n  and  your  private  property ;. and 

in  not  remembering  that  it  is  written.  "  Hedge 
thi:  with    thorns,  and    hearken    not    to   a 

;  "  *  and  again  :  "  A  wicked  do<  r 
1  to  th  te  of  the  unjust  :  but  a 

•  lying  lips."  s     Where- 
the  martyrs  fallen  into  this  scruple, 

full  of  the  I  lost,  au>\  already  by  their  pas- 
preseni  e  of  God  and  of  His 

martyrs    who,   from    their   d  .   di- 
rian  the  bishop,  acknowl- 

the  priest  of  (  k>d,  and  bearing  witness  to 

thus  translated] 

ours  in  Tertullian,  /V  Fngn.\ a. lined 

»  Pi 

him?  Wherefore  have  not  so  many  bishops,  my 
colleagues,  fallen  into  this  scruple,  who  either, 

when  they  departed  from  the  midst  of  us,  v\ 
proscribed,  or  being  taken  were  .  asi  into  prison 
ami  were  in  chains  :  or  who,  sent  aw.iy  into 

ile.  base  gone  by  an  illustrious  road  to  the  Lord  ; 
or  who  in  some  places,  condemned  to  death, 

have  received  heavenly  crowns  from  the  glorifi- 
cation of  the  Lord?  Wherefore  have  not  they 

fallen  into  this  scruple,  from  among  that  people 

of  ours  which  is  with  us.  and  is  by  God's  con 
des.  elision  committed  to  us  —  so  many  confess- 

ors who  have  been  put  to  the  question  and 

tortured,  and  glorious  by  the  memory  of  illustri- 
ous wounds  and  scars  ;  so  many  chaste  virgins, 

so  many  praiseworthy  widows ;  finally,  nil  the 
churches  throughout  the  whole  world  who  are 
associated  with  us  in  the  bond  of  unity?  I  nless 
all  these,  who  are  in  communion  with  me,  as 

you  have  written,  are  polluted  with  the  pollution 
of  my  lips,  and  have  lost  the  hope  of  eternal  life 

by  the  contagion  of  my  communion/'  Pupianus 
alone,  sound,  inviolate,  holy,  modest,  who  would 
not  associate  himself  with  us,  shall  dwell  alone 

in  paradise  and  in  the  kingdom  of  heaven. 
S.  Von  have  written  also,  that  on  my  account 

the  Church  has  now  a  portion  of  herself  in  a 
state  of  dispersion,  although  the  whole  people 
of  the  Church  are  collected,  and  united,  and 

joined  to  itself  in  an  undivided  concord  :  they 
alone  have  remained  without,  who  even,  if  they 
had  been  within,  would  have  had  to  be  cast  out. 

Nor  does  the  Lord,  the  protector  of  His  people, 
and  their  guardian,  suffer  the  wheat  to  be  snatched 
from  His  floor;  but  the  chaff  alone  can  be  sep- 

d  from  the  Church,  since  also  the  apostle 

says,  "■  for  what  if  some  of  them  have  departed 
from  the  faith?  shall  their  unbelief  make  the 

faith  of  Cod  of  none  effect?  God  forbid  ;  for 

1  is  true,  but  every  man  a  liar."7  And  the 
Lord  also  in  the  Gospel,  when  disciples  forsook 
Him  as  He  spoke,  turning  to  the  twelve,  said, 

"Will  ye  also  go  away?"  then  Peter  answered 
Him.  "  Lord,  to  whom  shall  we  go?  Thou  hast 
the  word  of  eternal  life  ;  and  we  believe,  and  are 

sure,  that  Thou  art  the  Son  of  the  living  God."* 
Peter  speaks  there,  on  whom  the  Church  was  to 

be  built,9  teaching  and  showing  in  the  name  of 
the  Church,  that  although  a  rebellious  and  arro- 

gant multitude  of  those  who  will  not  hear  and 

obey  may  depart,  yet  the  Church  does  not  depart 
from  Christ  ;  and  they  are  the  Church  who  are 
a  people  united  to  the  priest,  and  the  flock  which 
adheres  to  its  pastor.'  Whence  you  ought  to 
know  that  the  bishop  is  in  the  Church,  and  the 

*  [See  sec.  6,  note  3,  su/ra.] 
'  Rom.  iii.  3,  4. 

8   John  vi.  67-69. 

\  it  any  of  his  successors,  but  Peter  personally,  is  thus  hon- 
oured on  the  strength  of  Eph.  ii.  20.     All  the  apostles  were  in  this  foun- 

R<  >     \\i.  14:  but  the  figure  excludes  successors,  who 
arc  of  the  superstructure,  necessarily.] 
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Church  in  the  bishop  ; '  and  if  any  one  be  not 
with  the  bishop,  that  he  is  not  in  the  Church, 
and  that  those  flatter  themselves  in  vain  who 

creep  in,  not  having  peace  with  God's  priests, 
and  think  that  they  communicate  secretly  with 
some;  while  the  Church,  which  is  Catholic  and 

one,  is  not  cut  nor  divided,  but  is  indeed  con- 
nected and  bound  together  by  the  cement  of 

priests  who  cohere  with  one  another. 

9.  Wherefore,  brother,  if  you  consider  Cod's 
majesty  who  ordains  priests,  if  you  will  for  once 
have  respect  to  Christ,  who  by  His  decree  and 
word,  and  by  His  presence,  both  rules  prelates 
themselves,  and  rules  the  Church  by  prelates  ; 
if  you  will  trust,  in  respect  of  the  innocence  of 

bishops,  not  human  hatred,  but  the  divine  judg- 
ment ;  if  you  will  begin  even  a  late  repentance 

for  your  temerity,  and  pride,  and  insolence;  if 
you  will  most  abundantly  make  satisfaction  to 
God  and  His  Christ  whom  I  serve,  and  to  whom 

with  pure  and  unstained  lips  I  ceaselessly  offer 
sacrifices,  not  only  in  peace,  but  in  persecution ; 
we  may  have  some  ground  for  communion  with 
you,  even  although  there  still  remain  among  us 
respect  and  fear  for  the  divine  censure  ;  so  that 
first  I  should  consult  my  Lord  whether  He 
would  permit  peace  to  be  granted  to  you,  and 
you  to  be  received  to  the  communion  of  His 
Church  by  His  own  showing  and  admonition. 

10.  For  I  remember  what  has  already  been 
manifested  to  me,  nay,  what  has  been  prescribed 
by  the  authority  of  our  Lord  and  God  to  an 
obedient  and  fearing  servant  ;  and  among  other 
things  which  He  condescended  to  show  and  to 

reveal,  He  also  added  this:  "Whoso  therefore 
d  "  5  not  believe  Christ,  who  maketh  the  priest, 
shall  hereafter  begin  to  believe  1  Iim  who  a\  engeth 

the  priest."  Although  I  know  that  to  some  men 
dreams  seem  ridiculous  and  visions  foolish,  yel 
assuredly  it  is  to  such  as  would  rather  believe  in 

opposition  to  the  priest,  than  believe  tin'  prie  t. 
But  it  is  no  wonder,  since  his  brethren  said  of 

Joseph.  "Behold,  this  dreamer  cometh ;  come 

now    therefore,    let    us    slay    him."-'      And    alter wards    the    dreamer    attained    to   what    he    had 

dreamed;  and  his  slayers  and  sellers  were  put 
to  contusion,  so  that  they,  who  at  first  did  not 
believe  the  words,  afterwards  believed  the  deeds. 

l!ut  of  those  things  that  you  have  done,  either 
in  persecution  or  in  peace,  it  is  foolish  lor  me  to 

pretend  to  judge  you,  since  \"'i  rather  appoint 
yourself  a  judge  over  us.  These  things,  "i  the 
pure  1  ons<  ien<  e  <>i  my  mind,  and  of  mj  1  onfi- 
dence  in  my  Lord  and  m)  God,  1  have  written 
at  length.     You  have  my  letter,  and  1  yours.     In 

1  [Sr<-  mi    •,,  tup>  ■<      I  hit  '  •  ihe  I 

I  in-  «  Role  1  11. 1. 11  -..-a  in  what  foil 
1  wvvn     1.,.  It  tecmt  ■  bcaulil 

.in. .(In  1    foseph  wai    i  "  dre  imi  >  "     M  ill    ii 
whi  n  prophet!  and  propl 

nuit  doI  100  reaail)  i  -ill  thii  i  redidity.    Pi  buuux    i  ,.  \  ul 

the    day   of  judgment,   before    the    tribunal    of 
Christ,  both  will  be  read. 

EPISTLE    LXIX.3 

TO  JANUARIUS    AND   OTHER    NUMIDIAN    BISH- 
OPS, ON    BAPTIZING    HERE!  V  S 

ARGUMENT. — THE  ARGUMENT  OF   Tills    LETTER 
AND  THE   NI.X1   1-  FOUND  IN  A  SUBSEQI  EN 

TLE  TO   STEPHEN  :  *  "  I  HA  I    UHAI    HER]  II    3 
IS  NOT  baptism;  and  that  noni 
CAN  RECEIVE    BENE1  IT  BY   I  HE  GR  I 

who   OPPOSE   CHRIS!   ;    HAS    Bl  I  N    LATELY 
FULLY     EXPR1  ESI  D     IN    A     1.1. II I  R    WHI    II 

WRli  n. x    ON     IHAT    SUBJECT      TO    Ql  I  '■  . 
COLLEAGUE,    ESTABLISHED    IN     MAURITANIA  \ 
ALSO     IN     A     LETTER      WHICH     OUR    COLLEAI 

PREVIOUSLY    WROTE    hi    1 1 1 1.    BISHOPS    PRESIDING 

IN    NVMIDIA  ;    OF    BOTH    OF    WHICH    LETTERS    1 

HAVE   SUBJOINED   COPIES."  5 

i.  Cyprian.  Liberalis,  Caldonius,  Junius.  Pri- 
mus, Cfficilius,  Polycarp,  Nicomedes,  Felix,  Mar- 

rutius,  Successus,  Lucianus,  Honoratus,  Fortu- 
natus,  Victor,  Donatus,  Lucius,  Herculanus, 
Pomponius,  Demetrius,  Quintus,  Saturninus, 
Januarius,  Marcus,  another  Saturninus,  another 
Donatus,  Rogatianus,  Sedatus,  Tertullus,  Hor- 
tensianus,  still  another  Saturninus,  Sattius,  to 
their  brethren  Januarius,  Saturninus.  Maximus, 

Victor,  another  Victor,  Cassius,  Proculus,  Modi- 
anus,  Cittinus,  Gargilius,  Eutycianus,  anoi 
Gargilius,  another  Saturninus,  Nemesianus, 
Nampulus,  Antonianus,  Rogatianus,  Honoratus, 
greeting.      When    we   were    together   in    council, 
dearest  brethren,  we  read  your  letter  which 

wrote  to  us  concerning  those  who  seem  to  be 
baptized  by  heretics  and  schismatics,  (aski 

whether,  when  the)  come  to  the  ( 'atholic  Chi: 
which  is  one,6  the)  ought  to  be  baptized.     On 
which   matter,   although    you    yours  hold 
thereupon  the  truth  andcertaint)  of  the  Catholic 
rule,  yet   Mine  you  have  thought  that  of 
mutual  love  we  ought  to  be  consulted,  we 

forward  Our  Opinion,  not   as   a    new   one.'  but  we 
join  with  you  in  equal  agreement,  in  .\\\  o|  nion 
long  sun  e  decreed   b)   0U1    prede. 

served  b)  us, —  judging,  namely,  and  holdii 
ertain  that  no  one  <  an  be  I    pi 

outside  the   (  'linn  h.  sun  i 
appointed  in  the  holy  <  )hun  h.      \ 
in  the  wools  ol  the  I  ord,  "Tl    y  hav< 
me.    the    fount. tin    of    livin  ml    he  i 
them   OUt    brok<  n    I 

I  Oxford  <-a  :  Ep.  Lxa      < »  l       I  x  x  i 
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Ami  again,   sacred   Scripture  wai 

.iii.l  says,  "Keep  thee  from  the  strange  water, 
and  drink  no!  from  .1  fountain  of  strange  watei 

It  ;  red,  then,  that  the  water  should  first 

be  i  leansed  and  sanctified  by  the  priest,1  that  it 

may  wash  away  by  its  baptism  the  sins  of  tin- 
man who  is  baptized  ;  because  the  Lord  says  by 

I  kill  the  prophet :  "  Then  will  I  sprinkle  clean 
water  upon  you,  and  ye  shall  be  cleansed  from 
all  your  filthiness  ;  and  from  all  your  idols  will  I 

i:  a  new  heart  also  will  I  give  you, 

a  new  spirit  will  I  put  within  you."  4  But 
how  can  he  cleanse  and  sanctify  the  water  who 
is  himself  unclean,  and  in  whom  the  Holy  Spirit 
i>  not?  since  the  Lord  says  in  the  book  of 

\  "  And  whatsoever  the  unclean  person 
heth  shall  be  unclean."  S  Or  how  can  he 

who  baptizes  give  to  another  remission  of  sins, 
who  himself,  being  outside  the  Church,  cannot 
put  away  his  own  sins? 

2.   But,  moreover,  the  very  interrogation  which 
is  put  in  baptism  is  a  witness  of  the  truth.     For 

when  we  say,  "  Post  thou  believe  in  eternal  life 
and  remission  of  sins  through  the  holy  Church?" 

mean  that  remission  of  sins  is  not  granted 

ept  in  the  Church,  and  that  among  heretics, 
where  there  is  no  Church,  sins  cannot  be  put 
away.  Therefore  they  who  assert  that  heretics 

(.in  baptize,  must  either  change  the  interroga- 
tion or  maintain  the  truth;  unless  indeed  they 

attribute  a  i  Iran  h  also  to  those  who,  they  con- 
tend, have  baptism.  It  is  also  necessary  that 

he  should  be  anointed  who  is  baptized  ;  so  that, 

having  received  the  chrism.''  that  is,  the  anoint- 
ing, he  may  be  anointed  of  Cod.  and  have  in 

him  the  grace  of  Christ.  Further,  it  is  the 
■  hence  the  baptized  are  anointed  with 

the  oil  sanctified  on  the  altar.7  But  he  cannot 

sanctify  the  creature  of  oil,8  who  has  neither  an 
altar  nor  a  church  ;  whence  also  there  can  be  no 
spiritual  anointing  among  heretics,  since  it  is 
manifest  that  the  oil  cannot  be  sanctified  nor 

the  Fan  harist  celebrated  at  all  among  them. 
Hut  we  ought  to  know  and  remember  that  it  is 

written.  "  Let  not  the  oil  of  a  sinner  anoint  my 
he..  ah  the  Holy  Spirit  before  forewarned 

in  I  any  one  going  out  of  the  way 
and  w  a  from  the  path  of  truth  should  be 

inted  by  h  anil  adversaries  of  Christ. 

Bes  .  n  prayer  can  a  priest  who  is  impious 
■  |. 

X 
-  regarded  as   mine,  not  his 
■od,  and  as  simplv  supplying 

;■.  366,  note  8,  supra.\ 

5,  a6. 
tiott,  called  chrism,  or  unction,  from  1  John  ii.  27 

"  But  further,  the  Euchanst  and 
inted.  are  sane  tified  on  the  altar." 

in  baptism  or  confirmation, 
livers   rites,   .it  an  early  |>eriod. 

,  //;//»<>.'.,  vol.  11.  p.  322,  note  i.J 

*  [i.e. 

an'!  •■:». <-t 

the  oil,  w 

and  a  sinner  oiler  for  a  baptized  person?  si: 

it  is  written,  "  ( rod  heaivth  not  a  sinner  ;  but  if 
am  man  be  a  worshipper  of  ( lod,  and  doeth  I  lis 

will,  him  He  hcarcth."  '"  Who,  moreover,  I 
give  what  he  himself  has  not?  or  how  tan  he 
disc  harge  spiritual  functions  who  himself  has  lost 
the  Holy  Spirit?  And  therefore  he  must  be 
baptized  and  renewed  who  <  onies  untrained  to 
the  Church,  that  he  may  be  sanctified  within  by 

those  who  are  hoi)',  since  it  is  written,  u  be  ye 

holy,  for  I  am  holy,  saith  the  Lord."  "  So  that 
he  who  lias  been  seduced  into  error,  and  bap- 

tized '-'  outside  of  the  Church,  should  lay  aside 
even  this  \ery  thing  in  the  true  and  ec<  lesiastical 

baptism,  viz.,  that  he  a  man  coming  to  God,  while- 
he  seeks  for  a  priest,  fell  by  the  deceit  of  error 

upon  a  profane  one. 
3.  But  it  is  to  approve  the  baptism  of  heretics 

and  schismatics,  to  admit  that  they  have  truly 

baptized.  For  therein  a  part  cannot  be  void, 
and  part  be  valid.  If  one  could  baptize,  he 

could  also  give  the  Holy  Spirit.  But  if  he  can- 
not give  the  Holy  Spirit,  because  he  that  is  ap- 

pointed without  is  not  endowed  with  the  Holy 
Spirit,  he  cannot  baptize  those  who  come  ;  since 
both  baptism  is  one  and  the  Holy  Spirit  is  one, 
and  the  Church  founded  by  Christ  the  Lord 

upon  Peter,  by  a  source  and  principle  of  unity,'3 
is  one  also.  Hence  it  results,  that  since  with 

them  all  things  are  futile  and  false,  nothing  of 

that  which  the}-  have  done  ought  to  be  approved 
by  us.  For  what  can  be  ratified  and  established 
by  Cod  which  is  done  by  them  whom  the  Lord 
calls  His  enemies  and  adversaries?  setting  forth 

in  I  lis  Gospel,  "  He  that  is  not  with  me  is  against 
me  ;  and  he  that  gathereth  not  with  me,  scatter- 
eth."  '•*  And  the  blessed  Apostle  John  also,  keep- 

ing the  commandments  and  precepts  of  the  Lord, 

has  laid  it  down  in  his  epistle,  and  said,  "  Ye 
have  heard  that  antichrist  shall  come  :  even  now 

there  are  many  Antichrists  ;  whereby  we  know- 
that  it  is  the  last  time.  They  went  out  from  us. 
but  they  were  not  of  us  ;  for  if  they  had  been 
of  us,  no  doubt  they  would  have  continued  with 

us."  '5  Whence  we  also  ought  to  gather  and  con- 

sider whether  they  who  are  the  Lord's  adver- 
saries, and  are  called  antichrists,  can  give  the 

grace  of  Christ.  Wherefore  we  who  are  with  the 
Lord,  and  maintain  the  unity  of  the  Lord,  and 
according  to  His  condescension  administer  lis 
priesthood  in  the  Church,  ought  to  repudiate  and 

reject  and  regard  as  profane  whatever  His  ad- 
versaries and  the  antichrists  do;  and  to  those 

who.  coming  out  of  error  and  wickedness,  ac- 
knowledge the  true  faith  of  the  one  Church,  we 

10  John  ix. 
"   l.i 

V- 

ictus. 

Cave,  Prim.  Christiatiity,  p.  365.] l*    I  ukc  xi    23. 

15  1  John  ii.  iS,  1  j. 
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should  give  the  truth  both  of  unity  and  faith,  by 

means  of  all  the  sacraments  of  divine  grace.1 
We  bid  you,  dearest  brethren,  ever  heartily  fare- 
well. 

EPISTLE   LXX.2 
TO   QUINTUS,   CONCERNING    THE    BAPTISM    OF 

HERETICS. 

ARGUMENT.  —  AN  ANSWER  IS  GIVEN  TO  QUINTUS, 
A  BISHOP  IN  MAURITANIA,  WHO  HAS  ASKED  AD- 

VICE  CONCERNING    HIE   BAPTISM   OF   HERETICS. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Quintus  his  brother,  greeting. 

Lucian,  our  co-presbyter,  has  reported  to  me, 
dearest  brother,  that  you  have  wished  me  to  de- 

clare to  you  what  I  think  concerning  those  who 

seem  to  have  been  baptized  by  heretics  and  schis- 
matics ;  of  which  matter,  that  you  may  know  what 

several  of  us  fellow-bishops,  with  the  brother 
presbyters  who  were  present,  lately  determined 
in  council,  I  have  sent  you  a  copy  of  the  same 
epistle.  Por  I  know  not  by  what  presumption 

some  of  our  colleagues3  are  led  to  think  that  they 
who  have  been  dipped  by  heretics  ought  not  to 
be  baptized  when  they  come  to  us,  for  the  rea- 

son that  they  say  that  there  is  one  baptism  ; 
which  indeed  is  therefore  one,  because  the 

Church  is  one,  and  there  cannot  be  any  baptism 
out  of  the  Church/  For  since  there  cannot  be 

two  baptisms,  if  heretics  truly  baptize,  they  them- 
selves have  this  baptism.  And  he  who  of  his 

own  authority  grants  this  advantage  to  them. 
yields  and  consents  to  them,  that  the  enemj  and 
adversary  of  Christ  should  seem  to  have  the 

power  of  washing,  and  purifying,  and  sanctifying 
a  man.  But  we  say  that  those  who  come  thence 

are  not  re-baptized  among  us,  but  are  baptized. 
for  indeed  they  do  not  receive  anything  there, 
where  there  is  nothing  \  but  they  come  to  us, 
that  here  they  may  receive  where  there  is  both 
grace  and  all  truth,  because  both  grace  and  truth 
are  one.  But  again  some  of  our  colleagues  ' 
would  rather  give  honour  to  heretics  than  agree 
with  us;   and  while  by  the  assertion  of  one  b 

tism    they  are    unwilling    to  baptize    those   tli.n 
COme,    they    thus    either    themselves    nuke    two 

baptisms  m  saying  that  there  is  a  baptism  among 
h<  nil'  . ;  or  c  ertainly,  which  is  a  matter  of  more 
importance,  they  strive  to  set  before  ami  prefer 
the  sordid  and  profane  washing  of  heretics  to 
the  true  and  only  and  legitimate  baptism  of  the 

holic  (  hun  h,  not  <  onsidering  that   n  is  win 

ten,    "He    who    is    baptized    by    one    Ar.u\,    wh.n 

.    '  [Th«  A    iui  pi  Cj  I'm  mi'  ilogi'  rn!  .1  I-- .  ,,,,i ,  ,i.  i      i  >,.■ t  ill  show  .  ,i  .  il    !   |»    on  Win  i    inn 

vci     il  support         III.  ,   qui  si, ..n.   \..|     i     p 
•Oxl  i  i  ■ .  I  \  \  i      \  i . 

_    I  |  Note    l     .  ,ii  il»-  oui  .  •■•   - 
Stephen  to  n.  i  othi  .uis.-  ill  in  a*  .i  ...  net  >l  i  intent  .-l  th< 

iii  rule  | 

*  [Othei  *  hii  'i  doul 

■""'  il  'his  CI   I.  I'.    ■,  .  moi  .  xiit  ••in  1. 1.-  Hi.-  i  hu 

Hi .  theory  of  unit}  undeiiict  nil  our  author1!  oonducuj 

availeth  his  washing?"5  Now- it  is  manifest  that 
they  who  are  not  in  the  Church  of  Christ  are 
reckoned  among  the  dead  ;  and  another  cannot 
be  made  alive  by  him  who  himself  is  not  alive, 
since  there  is  one  Church  which,  having  attained 
the  grace  of  eternal  life,  both  lives  for  ever  and 

quickens  the  people  of  Cod. 
2.  And  they  say  that  in  this  matter  they  follow 

ancient  custom  ;''  although  among  the  ancients 
these  were  as  yet  the  first  beginnings  of  heresy 
and  schisms,  so  that  those  were  involved  in  them 

who  departed  from  the  Church,  having  first  been 
baptized  therein;  and  these,  therefore,  when 
they  returned  to  the  Church  and  n  pented,  it 
was  not  necessary  to  baptize.  Which  also  we 
observe  in  the  present  day,  that  it  is  t  to 

lay  hands  for  repentance  upon  those  who  are- 
known  to  have  been  baptized  in  the  Church,  and 
have  gone  over  from  us  to  the  heretics,  if,  sub- 

sequently acknowledging  their  sin  and  putting 
away  their  error,  they  return  to  the  truth  and 
their  parent;  so  that,  because  it  had  been  i 
sheep,  the  Shepherd  may  receive  into  lbs  fold 
the  estranged  and  vagranl  sheep.  But  if  he 
who  comes  from  the  heretic  s  has  nol  previously 
been  baptized  in  the  Church,  but  conn-  as  a 
stranger  and  entirel)  profane,  he  must  be  bap- 

tized, that  he  may  become  a  sheep,  bee  a  ise  in 
the  holy  Church  is  the  one  water  which  makes 
sheep.      And    therefore,    I 
nothing  common  to  falsehood  and  truth,  to  dark- 

ness .md  light,  to  death  and  immortality,  to  Anti- 
christ and  Christ,  we  ought  by  all  m 

maintain  the  unity  of  the  Catholic  <  h  in  .  and 
not  to  give  way  to  the  enemies  of  faith  and  truth 
in  any  respect. 

3.  Wither  must  we  prescribe  I 
loin,  but  own  .//,•  custom  by  reason. 
I  1  ir  neither  did  Pel  m  first  the  1   ird  cl 

and  upon  whom  He  built  lli>  Church,  when 

Paul  disputed  with  him  afterwards  about  circum- 
cision, claim  anything  to  himself  insolently,  nor 

arrogantly  assume  anything;   so  as  1  that 
he  held  the  primacy,'  and  that  he  ought  1 
to  be  obeyed  b\    nO\  i<  es  and  tho 
Nor  did  he  despise  Paul  because  he  had  [ 

\  iously  been  a  per-,  c  utor  ol  the  <  hun  h, 
mitted  the  1  ounsel  of  truth,  and  1  asilj 
the  lawful  reason  wluc  h  Paul 

thus  an  illustration  to  us  both  • 

patience,  that  we  should  not  obstinate!)  1 
own   opinions,    but    should    rather   .\<l 
own   tho^e   whit  h   at   .un    1  and 

'     I        III—    wvi-. t     1    ; 

Ml  ill    I 
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wholesomel)  ir  brethren  and  col 
id  lawful.     Paul,  in 

\  (i >  1   to  this,  and   consulting 

ird  and  peace,  has  laid  down 

in  1  ile  :  ••  Moreover,  let  the  proph- 
,k  two  or  three,  and  let  the  rc*t  judge. 

■  n"  anythin  d  to  another  that 
tetl  ■  the  first  hold  his  peace."  '    In  which 
place  he  has  t  d  shown  that  many  things 

revealed  to  individuals  for  the  better,  and 

that  each  <>n<'  ought  not  obstinately  to  contend 
ibr  that  which  he  had  once  imbibed  and  held  ; 

but  it'  anything  has  appeared  better  and  more 
should  gladly  embrace  it     For  we  are 

not  me  when  better  things  arc  presented 
to  as,  but  we  arc  instructed,  especially  in  those 
matters  which  pertain  to  the  unity  of  the  Church 
and  the  truth  of  our  hope  and  faith  ;  so  that  we, 

priests  of  Cod  and  prelates  of  His  Church,  by 
His  condescension,  should  know  that  remission 

o\  mu>  cannot  be  given  save  in  the  Church,  nor 
the  adversaries  of  Christ  claim  to  themselves 

anything  belonging  to  I  lis  grace. 
4.  Which  thing,  indeed.  Agrippinus  also,  a 

man  of  worthy  memory,  with  his  other  fellow- 

bishops,  who  at  that  time  governed  the  Lord's 
Chun  h  in  the  province  of  Africa  and  Numidia, 

decree  1,  and  by  the  well-weighed  examination 
of  the  common  council  established  :  whose  opin- 

ion, as  being  both  religious  and  lawful  and  salu- 
tary, and  in  harmony  with  the  Catholic  faith  and 

Church,  we  also  have  followed.-  And  that  you 
may  know  what  kind  of  letters  we  have  written 

ject,  I  have  transmitted  for  our  mutual 

love  a  «  opy  of  them,  as  well  for  your  own  infor- 
mation as  for  that  of  our  fellow-bishops  who  arc- 

in  t  rts.  I  bid  you,  dearest  brother,  ever 
heartily  farewell. 

I  1'ISTLE    LXXI.3 

TO  STEPHEN,  CONCERNING   A  COUNCIL. 

/',  —  CYPRIAN  WITH  HIS  COLLEAGUES   IX 
II  LLS  Ml  CHI  X.   II1K    RoM  \X 

I    rt    HAD    BEEN   DECREI.O    BY   HUM. 
I  THAT  rHOSl   who  RETURNED  FROM  HERESY 

ri.D    BE    BAPTIZED,   AND 

'"<\  HXi;     FROM    THE 
IN    XO    OTHER 

IHAX   THAI     nil  •>    should    COMMU- A.li.    255. 

i.  Cyprian    and    others,    to    Stephen     their 
brother,  greeting.     We  have  thought  it  ne< 

f  for  the  ar:  ;n  matters,  dearest 

P       -       nnte  4.  /«-'. <-n  not  only  had 

con' e  council  (seventh  of 

Carthage),  »ce  ihc  Acts,  infra.     Elu  -.VI. J 

brother,  and  for  their  investigation  by  the  • 
animation  of  a  common  council,  to  gather  to- 

gether and  to  hold  a  council,  at  which  many 
priests  were  assembled  at  once  ;  at  whii  h,  more- 

over, many  things  were  brought  forward  and 
transacted.  But  the  subject  in  regard  to  which 
we  had  chiefly  to  write  to  you,  and  to  confer  with 

gravity  and  wisdom,  is  one  that  more  espe- 
v  pertains  both  to  the  priestly  authority  and 

to  the  unity,  as  well  as  the  dignity,  of  the 
Catholic  Church,  arising  as  these  do  from  die 
ordination  of  the  divine  appointment;  to  wit, 
that  those  who  have  been  dipped  abroad  outside 

the  Church,  and  have  been  stained  among  here- 
tics and  schismatics  with  the  taint  of  profane 

water,  when  they  come  to  us  and  to  the  Chun  h 

which  is  one,  ought  to  be  baptized,  for  the  rea- 

son that  it  is  a  small  matter'  to  "lay  hands  on 
them  that  they  may  receive  the  Holy  Chost," 
unless  they  receive  also  the  baptism  of  the 
Church.  For  then  finally  can  they  be  fully 

sanctified,  and  be  the  sons  of  God,  if  the}'  be 
born  of  each  sacrament ; 5  since  it  is  written, 

"  Except  a  man  be  born  again  of  water,  and  of 
the  Spirit,  he  cannot  enter  into  the  kingdom  of 

God." 6  For  we  find  also,  in  the  Acts  of  the 
Apostles,  that  this  is  maintained  by  the  apostles, 
and  kept  in  the  truth  of  the  saving  faith,  so  that 
when,  in  the  house  of  Cornelius  the  centurion, 

the  Holy  Ghost  had  descended  upon  the  Gen- 
tiles who  were  there,  fervent  in  the  warmth  of 

their  faith,  and  believing  in  the  Lord  with  their 
whole  heart  :  and  when,  filled  with  the  Spirit, 
they  blessed  Cod  in  clivers  tongues,  still  none 
tiie  less  the  blessed  Apostle  Peter,  mindful  of 
the  divine  precept  and  the  Gospel,  commanded 
that  those  same  men  should  lie  baptized  who 
had  already  been  filled  with  the  Holy  Spirit, 
that  nothing  might  seem  to  be  neglected  to  the 
observance  by  the  apostolic  instruction  in  all 

things  of  the  law  of  the  divine  precept  and  Gos- 
pel.7 But  that  that  is  not  baptism  which  the 

heretics  use  ;  and  that  none  of  those  who  op- 
<  hrist  can  profit  by  the  grace  of  Christ; 

has  lately  been  set  forth  with  care  in  the  letter 
which  was  written  on  that  subject  to  Quintus, 
our  colleague,  established  in  Mauritania  ;  as  also 
in  a  letter  which  our  colleagues  previously  wrote 

to  our  fellow-bishops  presiding  in  Numidia,  of 
both  which  letters  I  have  subjoined  copies. 

*  THe  quotes  Acts  viii.  17  ] 

5  The  sense  of  this  passage  has  been  doubted,  but  seems  to  be 

this:   "  The  rite  of  confirmation,  or  the  giving  of  the   Holy  C.host.  is of  no  avail  unless  baptism   have   first  been  conferred,     tor  only  by 
ach  sacrament,  sell,  confirmation  and  baptism,  can 

■   fully  sanctified  and  be  born  again :   since  it  is  written, 

cept  a  man  be  born  of  water  and  of  the  Spirit,'  etc  ;  which  quota- 
plainly  meant  to  convey,  that  the  birth  of  water  is  by  baptism. 

if  the  Spirit  by  confirmation.' 
iii-  5.     I  Bingham,  book  xii.  cap.  i.  sec.  4.] 

;o
hn
 

Thi
s 

t-  \.  ,\-    a.i~  governed  by  the  example  of  Christ, 

6 

Matt    ni    1^.     The  baptism  of  the  Spirit  had  preceded :   yet  as; 

t,  and  in  honour  of  His  example,  St.  Peter  "  ful- 
fils all  righteousness,"  even  to  the  letter.] 
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2.  We  add,  however,  and  connect  with  what 
we  have  said,  dearest  brother,  with  common 

consent  and  authority,  that  if,  again,  any  pres- 
byters or  deacons,  who  either  have  been  before 

ordained  in  the  Catholic  Church,  and  have  sub- 
sequently stood  forth  as  traitors  and  rebels 

against  the  Church,  or  who  have  been  promoted 

>ng  the  heretics  by  a  profane  ordination  by 
the  hands  of  false  bishops  and  antichrists  con- 

trary to  the  appointment  of  Christ,  and  have  ! 
attempted  to  offer,  in  opposition  to  the  one  and 
divine  altar,  false  and  sacrilegious  sacrifices 
without,  that  these  also  be  received  when  they 
return,  on  this  condition,  that  they  communicate 
as  laymen,  and  hold  it  to  be  enough  that  they 
should  be  received  to  peace,  after  having  stood 
forth  as  enemies  of  peace  ;  and  that  they  ought 
not,  on  returning,  to  retain  those  arms  of  ordina- 

tion and  honour  with  which  they  rebelled  against 
us.  For  it  behoves  priests  and  ministers,  who 
wait  upon  the  altar  and  sacrifices,  to  be  sound 
and  stainless;  since  the  Lord  Cod  speaks  in 

Leviticus,  and  says,  "No  man  that  hath  a  stain 
or  a  blemish  shall  come  nigh  to  offer  gifts  to  the 

Lord."'  Moreover,  in  Exodus,  lie  prescribes 
this  same  thing,  and  says,  "  And  let  the  priests 
which  come  near  to  the  Lord  Cod  sanctity  them- 

selves, lest  the  Lord  forsake  them."2  An  1 

again:  '' And  when  they  come  near  to  minister 
at  the  altar  of  the  holy  place,  they  shall  not 

bear  iniquity  upon  them,  lest  they  die."  <  Bui 
what  can  be  greater  iniquity,  or  what  stain  <\u\ 

be  more  odious,  than  to  have  stood  in  oppo  - 
tion  to  Christ;  than  to  have  scattered  lbs 

Church,  which  He  purchased  and  founded  with 
His  blood  ;  than,  unmindful  of  evangelical  pe 
and  love,  to  have  foughl  with  the  niadne 
hostile  discord  against  the  unanimous  and 
cordant  people  of  ( rod  ?  Sui  h  as  these,  altho 
they  themselves  return  to  the  Church,  still  . 
not  restore  and  recall  with  them  those  V 

seduced  by  them,  and  forestalled  by  death  with- 
out, have  perished  outside  the  Church  witl 

Communion  and  peace  ;  whose  souls  in  the  i\.\\  <<( 
judgment  sh  ill  lie  required  at  the  hand,  of  tl 
who  have  stood  forth  as  the  authors  and    lead-  i  > 
of  then  ruin.  And  therefore  to  such,  when  they 
return,  it  is  sufficient  that  pardon  should  be 
grant  d  ;  sin<  e  p  xfid)  i  >u  [ht  i  it  linlj  not  t  I 
receive  promotion    in    the    household    of  faith. 
For  what  do  we  reserve  lor  the  good  and  inno- 

cent, and  those  who  do  not  depart  from  the 

Church,  it'  we  honour  those  who    have   departed 
from  us,  and  stood  in  opposition  to  the  Church? 

3.  We   have   brought    these    things,   dearest 
brother,  to  vour  knowledge,  lor  the   s.ike   of  our 

mutual  honour  and  sincere  affection;  believing 

that,  a<  cording  to  the  truth  of  your  r 
faith,  those   things  which  are   no   le 
than  true  will  be  approved  by  yo  ..    Bui  •■ 
that  some  wall  not  lav  aside  they  have  on<  e 
imbibed,  and  do  not  easily  1  h  mge  their  purp< 

but,  keeping  fast  the  bond  of  |  •  ord 
among  their  colleagues,  retain  certain  things  pe- 

culiar to  them  whii  h  have  1  een 

adopted  among  them.  In  which  behalf  we 
neither  do  violence  to,  nor  impose  a  law  upon, 

any  one,  since  each  prelate  has  in  the  adminis- 
tration of  the  Church  the  of  his  will 

free,  as  he  shall  give  an  account  of  his  conduct 

to  the  Lord.'  We  bid  you,  dearest  brother, 
ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LXXII.s 

TO    JUBAIANUS,    CONCERNING      ["HE     BAPTISM OF   HERETH  5. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  1  \  EN- 
CLOSED TO  HIM  BY  JUBAIAN1  Willi  THE 

GRl  ATEST  CARE  COLLECTS  WHATEVER  HI  rHINKS 
WILL   AVAIL    FOR    nil.    DEFEN 

MOREOV]  R,  HE  SI  NDS   J1  BAIAN     5  A  O  Hit: 
11  III  R  TO  THE  NUMIDIANS  v.  .   \M> 

PROBABLY     till.    Dl  1  RE]  S   OF     III!     I  \  I  >D.6 

1.  Cyprian  to  Jubaianus  his  1  rother,  greet 
You  have  written  to  me,  dearest  brother,  wishing 

that  the  impression  "\  my  mind  should  be  signi- 
fied to  you.  as  to  what   I  think  concerning  the 

baptism  of  heretics;  who,  placed  without,  anil 
established    outside    the    Church,   arrogate    to 
themselves    a    matter   neither  within    their    right 
n<  >r  their  powi  r.     This  b  iptism  n  e  1 
sider  as  valid  or  1     it  mate.  sin<  e  it  is  m 

unlawful  anion-  tin  m  ;  and  sin<  e  we  havi   .ill  1 

expressed  in  our  letters  what  we  tho 
matt<  1 .  1  h  ive,  as  a  1  omp<  m lioi 

v.. a  a  <  op)   of  the  same  letters,  w 
in   COUn<  il    when   \cr\   in. Hi 

and  what,  moreover.  I    subsequent!1)   V 
to  QuintUS,  our  colleague,  when   1 
the  same  thii         And  now  when  we  had 

mi  t  together,  bishops  as  w<  11  ol  the 
Afri<  N  umidi  1,  to  the  num 
one,  we  <  >1  tblished  this  same 

I  \   our  judgment,  de<  iding   that   tl 
baptism   which    is    appointed    in   th     1 
(  hurch  ;    and    that     bv     th 

baptized,  but  baptized  bv  us,  • 
come  from  the  adulterous  and  un 

4  fo 

1 

1 
•    In    llir    vi . 

Mr,  (Xi 

XXV  III.    (J. 
the  > 
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to  and  sanctified  by  the  truth  oi  the 

.  wii.it  you  have  de»  ribed  in  your 
let!  lean  st  brother,  that  the  No 

those  whom  they  entice  from 
not  ni  any  wise  matter  to  us 

what  tl.  of  the  Church  do.  so  long 

old  .1  regard  for  our  power,  .'.ml 
tin  ason  and  truth.     For  No- 

r  the  manner  of  apes  —  which,  al- 
tho  re  not   nun,  yet   imitate   human 

>  to  tlaiin  to  himself  the  authority 

ami  truth  of  the  Catholic  Church,  while  he  him- 
in  the  Church ;   nay,  moreover,  has 

■d  forth  hitherto  as  a  rebel  ami  enemy  against 
the  Church.      For,  knowing   that    there   is    one 

baptism,  he  arrogates  to  himself  this  one,  so  that 
he  may  say  tint  the  Church  is  with  him,  ami 
make  us  h  reti<  >.      But  we  who  hold  the  head 

and  root  '  of  the  one  Church  know,  and  trust  for 
it  nothing  is  lawful  there  outside  the 

Church,  and  that  the  baptism  which  is  one2  is 
am  where  he  himself  also  was  formerly 
baptized,  when  he  maintained  both   the  wisdom 
and  truth  of  the  divine  unity.     But  if  Xovatian 
thinks  that  those  who  have  been  baptized  in  the 

rch  are  to  be  re-baptized  outside  —  without 
the  Church  —  he  ought  to  begin  by  himself,  that 
he  might  first  be  re  baptized  with  an  extraneous 

and  ln-r  tical  baptism,  since  he  thinks  that  after 
the  Church,  yea,  and  contrary   to  the  Church, 

■  be  baptized  without.     But  what 
a   thing   is  this,   that,   because    Xovatian 

dai  we  are  to  think  that  we 
must  not  do  it  !     What  then?     Because  Xovatian 

also  usurps  the  honour  of  the  priestly  throne, 

'it  wet'  i  to  renounce  our  throne  ?    Or 
i  i  igfully  to  set 

up  an  ;  r  sa<  rifices,  does  it  behove 
us  t  ir  altar  and   sacrifices,  lest  we 

lebrating  the  same  or  like- 
things  with  him?  Utterly  vain  and  foolish  is  it, 
mat  tian  arrogates  to  himself  out- 

i  the  image  of  the  truth,  we  should 1   'nurch. 

3-1  IS  it  i>  no  new  or  sudden  thing 
forus  t  ire  to  be  baptized  who 

from  among  the  heret 
sim  and  a  long  time  a 
tha\  ppinus  —  a    man    of    worthy 
memory-  -hops   assembling 

this  ;■'  and  thenceforward 
until  t:  : any  thousands  of  here- 

n  <  (inverted  to  the 

Church,  and  have  neither  despised  nor  delayed, 
nay,  th  bly  and  gladly  em- 

•  [Thi* ■ .  p.  322, note  2,  supra. } 

inine  a  ret  ad- 

JHd: 
need  to  be  revued  beyond  »cas.     Letter  but.  p.  37;},  nuic  2,  11,; , 

braced,  the   opportunity   to  attain   the  grace   of 
the  life-giving  Liver  and  of  saving  baptism.  For 
it  is  not  difficult  for  a  teacher  to  insinuate  true 
and  lawful  things  into  his  mind,  who,  having 

condemned  heretical  pravity, and  discovered  the 
truth  of  the  Church,  i  1  >mes  for  this  purpose,  that 
he  may  learn,  and  learns  for  the  purpose  that  he 
may  live.     We  ought  not  to  im  rease  the  stolidity 
of  heretics  by  the  patronage  of  our  consent,  when 

they  gladly  and  readily  obey  the  truth. 
4.  Certainly,  since  I  found  in  the  letter  the 

copy  of  which  you  transmitted  to  me, that  it  was 

written,  "That  it  should  not  be  asked  who  bap- 
tized, since  he  who  is  baptized  might  receive  re- 

mission of  sins  according  to  what  he  believed." 
I  thought  that  this  topic  was  not  to  be  passed 

by,  especially  since  I  observed  in  the  same  epis- 
tle that  mention  was  also  made  of  Marcion,  say- 

ing that  "even  those  that  came  from  him  did 
not  need  to  be  baptized,  because  they  seemed  to 
have  been  ahead)  baptized  in  the  name  of  Jesus 

Christ."  Therefore  we  ought  to  consider  their 
faith  who  believe  without,  whether  in  respect  of 
the  same  faith  they  can  obtain  any  grace.  For 
if  we  and  heretics  have  one  faith,  we  may  also 

have  one  grace.  If  the  Patripassians,  Anthro- 
pians,  Valentinian.-,.  Apelletians,  Ophites,  Mar- 
cionites.  and  other  pe>ts.  and  swords,  and  poisons 

of  heretics  for  subverting  the  truth,4  confess  the 
same  Father,  the  same  Son,  the  same  Holy  Chost, 
the  same  Church  with  us,  they  may  also  have 
one  baptism  if  they  have  also  one  faith. 

5.  And  lest  it  should  be  wearisome  to  go 
through  all  the  heresies,  and  to  enumerate  either 
the  follies  or  the  madness  of  each  of  them,  be- 

cause it  is  no  pleasure  to  speak  of  that  which 
one  either  dreads  or  is  ashamed  to  know,  let  us 
examine  in  the  meantime  about  Marcion  alone, 
the  mention  of  whom  has  been  made  in  the  let- 

ter transmitted  by  you  to  us,  whether  the  ground 
of  his  baptism  can  be  made  good.  For  the 

Lord  after  Mis  resurrection,  sending  His  disci- 
ples, instructed  and  taught  them  in  what  manner 

they  ought  to  baptize,  saying,  "  All  power  is 
given  unto  me  in  heaven  and  in  earth.  Co  ye, 
therefore,  and  teach  all  nations,  baptizing  them 
in  the  name  of  the  Father,  and  of  the  Son.  and  . 

of  the  Holy  Chost."  5  He  suggests  the  Trinity, 
in  whose  sacrament  the  nations  were  to  be  bap- 

tized. Does  Marcion  then  maintain  the  Trinity?  | 

Does  he  then  assert  the  same  Father,  the  Crea- 
tor, as  we  do?  Does  he  know  the  same  Son, 

(  hrist  born  of  the  Virgin  Mary,  who  as  the  Word 
was  made  flesh,  who  bare  our  sins,  who  con- 

quered death  by  dying,  who  by  Himself  first  of 
all  originated  the  resurrection  of  the  flesh,  and 
showed  to  His  disciples  that  He  had  risen  in  the 

<  '  'r  otherwise,   "  and  other  plagues  of  heretics  subverting  the truth  with  their  swords  am! 

5  Man.  xxviu.  18,  19.     [Elucidation  XVII. ] 
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same  flesh?  Widely  different  is  the  faith  with 
Marcion,  and,  moreover,  with  the  other  heretics  ; 

nay,  with  them  there  is  nothing  but  perfidy,  and 
blasphemy,  and  contention,  which  is  hostile  to 
holiness  and  truth.  How  then  can  one  who  is 

baptized  among  them  seem  to  have  obtained  re- 
mission of  sins,  and  the  grace  of  the  divine 

mercy,  by  his  faith,  when  he  has  not  the  truth 
of  the  faith  itself?  For  if,  as  some  suppose,  one 
could  receive  anything  abroad  out  of  the  Church 
according  to  his  faith,  certainly  he  has  received 
what  he  believed ;  but  if  he  believes  what  is 
false,  he  could  not  receive  what  is  true  ;  but 

rather  he  has  received  things  adulterous  and  pro- 
fane, according  to  what  he  believed. 

6.  This  matter  of  profane  and  adulterous  bap- 
tism Jeremiah  the  prophet  plainly  rebukes,  say- 

ing, "  Why  do  they  who  afflict  me  prevail?  My 
wound  is  hard  ;  whence  shall  I  be  healed?  while 
it  has  indeed  become  unto  me  as  deceitful  water 

which  has  no  faithfulness."  '  The  Holy  Spirit 
makes  mention  by  the  prophet  of  deceitful  water 
which  has  no  faithfulness.  What  is  this  deceit- 

ful and  faithless  water?  Certainly  that  which 
falsely  assumes  the  resemblance  of  baptism,  and 

frustrates  the  grace  of  faith  by  a  shadowy  pre- 
tence, but  if,  according  to  a  perverted  faith, 

one  could  be  baptized  without,  and  obtain  remis- 
sion of  sins,  according  to  the  same  faith  he  could 

also  attain  the  Holy  Spirit  ;  and  there  is  no  need 
that  hands  should  be  laid  on  him  when  he  comes, 

that  he  might  obtain  the  Holy  Ghost,  and  be 
sealed.  Either  he  could  obtain  both  privileges 
without  by  his  faith,  or  he  who  has  been  without 
has  received  neither. 

7.  But  it  is  manifest  where  and  by  whom  re- 
mission of  sins  can  be  given  ;  to  wit,  that  \\hi<  h 

is  given  in  baptism.  For  first  of  all  the  Lord 
gave  that  power  to  Peter,  upon  whom  He  buill 
the  Church,  and  whence  He  appointed  and 

showed  the  source  of  unity  —  the  power,  namely, 
that  whatsoever  he  loosed  on  earth  should  be 

loosed  in  heaven.     .And  after  the  resurrection, 

also,  lie  speaks  to  the  apostles,  saying,  "As  the 
father  hath  sent  me,  even  so  1  send  you.  And 
when  Me  had    said    this.  He    breathed    on    them. 

and  saith  unto  them.  Receive  ye  the  Holy  Ghost : 
whosesoever  sins    ye    remit,  they  are  rein 
unto  them  ;  and  whosesoever  sins  ye  retain,  the) 

are  retained."  2     Whence  we  perceive  that  only 
they  who  are  set  over  the  Church  and  established 
in  the  Gospel  law,  and  in  the  ordinance  of  the 

1  ird,  are  allowed  to  baptize  and  to  give  remis- 
sion of  sins  ;  but  that  without,  nothing  can  either 

be   bound    or  loosed,    where    there    is    none    who 

can  either  bind  or  loose  anything. 
8.  Nor   do   we    propose    this,  dearest    brother, 

without  the  authority  of  divine  Scripture,  when 

1  ki    xv  18  (I.XX.). 
2  John  xx.  ji-jj.      [Sec  note*  of  Oxf.  edition  on  this  letter. ) 

we  say  that  all  things  are  arranged  by  divine 
direction  by  a  certain  law  and   b  1  ordi- 

nance, and  that  none  can  usurp  to  himself,  in 
opposition  to  the  bishops  and   pi 
which  is  not  of  his  own  right  and  power. 
Korah,    Dathan,   and    Abiram     ei  red    to 

usurp,  in  opposition  to  Moses  and  the 
priest,  the   power  of  sacrificing;  and   ti 
not  do  without  punishment  what  they  unlawfully 
dared.      The   sons   of  Aaron   also,  who   plai 
strange  fire  upon  the  altar,  were  at    once   con- 

sumed in  the  sight  of  an  angry   Lord;  w 
punishment    remains    to    those    who     introduce 
strange  water  by  a  false  baptism,ithat  the  divine 
vengeance  may  avenge  and  chastise  when  b 
tics  do  that  in  opposition  to  the  Church,  which 
the  Church  alone  is  allowed  to  1 

9.  But  in  respect  of  the  assertion  of  some  con- 
cerning those  who  had  been  baptized  in  Sama- 

ria, that  when  the  Apostles  Peter  and  John  came, 
only  hands  were  imposed  on  them,  that  they 
might  receive  the  Holy  Ghost,  yet  that  they 

were  not  re-baptized  ;  we  si  e  that  that  place 
does  not,  dearest  brother,  touch  the  present  1 

For  they  who  had  believed    in   Samaria   had   be- 

1  lieved  with  a  true  faith  ;  and  w  ithin,  in  the  Church 
which  is  one,  and  to  which  alone  it  is  granted  to 

bestow  the  grace  of  baptism  and  to  remit  - 
had  been  baptized  by  Philip  the  n,  whom 

the  same  apostles  had  sent.      V.  .  be- 
cause they  had  obtained  a  legitimate  and  e< 

siastical   baptism,  there  was  n  I    that   • 
should  be  baptized  any  more,  but  only  that  which 

;.     i\-.(\  was  performed   by  Peter  |    hn  ; 

viz.,  thai  prayer  being  made  for  them,  and  hands 

the  I  [oly  Spirit  should  be 
and    poured   out   upon    them,  which    now 

done  anion-    us,  so    that    they  who   are   hapt 
in  the  Church  are  brought  to  the  pre!  the 
t  !hun  h,  and  b)  our  pra 

tion  of  hands  obtain  the  Holy  Spi 

fe<  ted  with  the  ford's  ! 
10.  I  here    is   no   ground,   the 

ther,  tor  thinking  that  we  should  . 
far  as  to  contem] 

to  them  of  that    baptism,  win.  h 

to   the   one   and  onl)  (  Ihutf  h.     It 

dier's  duty  to  defend  the  «  amp 
11st  rebels  and  enemies.     I' 

an  illustrious  leader  to  keep  th< 
tin. ted  to   him.'      It    is  written.  " 

( ;o,!  i.  ,1  1  ralous  t  k)d."  •   We  i 
the   Spirit   of  <  ri  id   OUght    I  1 

the  divine  faith  •„  with  su<  h 
wherewith  Phineas  both  pi 

allayed  lbs  wrath  when  He  w  the 

people  were  perishing.     Win 

1  I  '  <.<nui  himattT,  .. 1  r  <    1 

•     1  <C\.\      l\  .     J4. 
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ind  alien  church,  a  foe  to  God.     [  ask,  of  what  God?     If  of  the  Creator ; 

ien  we  know  only  one  Christ  he  could  not  be,  because  he  has  not  believed  in 
and  ,                            rhe  Church, setting  forth  Him.     [f  of  Christ;  he  could  not  become  II 

i                  .   of  paradise,  includes   within   her  temple,  since  he  denies  that  Christ  is  God.     If 
trees,   whereof   that   which  of  the   Holy  Spirit;   since  the   three   are  on  . 

forth  good  fruit  is  cut  off  and  is  how  can  the  Holy  Spirit  be  at  peace  with  him 
fhese   trees  she  waters  with  who   is   the   enemy  either  of  the   Son   or  of  the 

with  the  four  Gospels,  where  - 
1   inundation,  she  bestows  the 

father? 

13.   Hence   it   is   in  vain  that  some  who  are 

baptism.     Can   any  one  water  overcome   by  reason  oppose  to  us  custom,  as  if 
I   fountains  who  is  not  within  custom  were  greater  than  truth  ;  3  or  as  if  that 

'     Can  one  impart  those  wholesome  were  not  to  be  sought  after  in  Spiritual   matters 
and             draughts  of  paradise  to  any  one  if  he  which  has  been  revealed  as  the  better  by  the 

I.  and  of   himself   condemned,  and  Holy   Spirit.      For   one    who   errs   by   simplicity 
i  outside  the  fountains  of  paradise,  and  may  be   pardoned,  as  the  blessed  Apostle    Paul 

has  dried  up  and  failed  with  the  dryness  of  an  says  of  himself,  '"I  who  at  first  was  a  blasphemer, 
lal  thirst?  and  a   persecutor,  and    injurious;    yet   obtained 

11.    The   Lord  cries    aloud,  that  "whosoever  mercy,  because  I  did  it  ignorantly."  4     But  after 
thir-                      une  and  drink  of  the  rivers  of  inspiration  and  revelation  made  to  him,  he  who 

t   Rowed   out  of   His  bosom."'  intelligently  and    knowingly  perseveres   in   that 
Whither  is  he  to  come  who  thirsts?     Shall  he course  in  which  he  had  erred,  sins  without  par- 

■  the  heretics,  where  there  is  no  fountain  don    for  his   ignorance.     For  he   resists  with   a 

and  river  of  living  water  at  all ;  or  to  the  Church  certain  presumption  and  obstinacy,  when  he  is 

1  1  is  founded  upon  one  who  has  overcome  by  reason.     Xor  let  any  one  say,  "We 
ved  the  keys  of  it  by  the  Lord's  voice ?     It  follow  that  which  we  have  received  from  the 

and   possesses    alone  all    the  apostles,"  when  the  apostles  only  delivered  one 
r    of   her   spouse    ami    Lord.      In    her   we  Church,  and  one  baptism,  which  is  not  ordained 

r  her   honour  and   unity  we  fight;  except  in  the  same  Church.    And  we  cannot  find 
her  grace,  as  well  as  her  glory,  we  defend  with  that  any  one,  when  he   had   been   baptized   by 
faithful   •  We   by  the   divine   per-  heretics,  was  received  by  the  apostles  in  the  same 

water  the  thirsting  people  of  Cod  ;  we  baptism,  and   communicated   in  such  a  way  as 
1  the  boundaries   of  the   living   fountains,  that  the  apostles  should  appear  to  have  approved 

If,  therefore,  we  hold  the  right  of  our  posses- 
1.  if  we  acknowledge  the  sacrament  of  unity, 
wh<  -teemed  prevaricators  against 

the  baptism  of  heretics. 
14.  For  as  to  what  some  say,  as  if  it  tended 

to  favour  heretics,  that  the  Apostle  Paul  declared, 

truth?     Wherefore  are  we    judged  betrayers  of  "  Only  every  way.  whether  in  pretence  or  in  truth, 
unit\  ?      Ih  ■  faithful,  and  saving,  and  holy  water  let  Christ  be  preached,"5  we  find  that  this  also 
of  the  Church  cannot  be  corrupted  and  adulter-  can  avail  nothing  to  their  benefit  who  support 
ated.  as  the  Chun  h  herself  also  is  uncorrupted.  and  applaud  heretics.     For  Paul,  in  his  epistle, 

and  .  ind  modest.     If  heretics  are  devoted  was  not  speaking  of  heretics,  nor  of  their  bap- 
irch  and  established  in  the  Church,  tisin,  so  that  anything  can  be  shown  to  have  been 

1   her  baptism  and  her  other  alleged  which  pertained  to  this  matter.     He  was 

But    if   they    are    not    in    the  speaking   of  brethren,  whether  as  walking  dis- 
Chun  h,  nay  more,  if  they  at  t  against  the  Church,  orderly  and  against  the  discipline  of  the  Church, 

iptize  with  the  Church's  baptism  ?  or  as  keeping  the  truth  of  the  Gospel  with  the 
12.    For  it  -  nail  and  insignificant  matter  fear  of  Cod.     And  he  said  that  certain  of  them 

I  d  to  heretics,  when  their  bap-  spoke  the  word  of  God  with  constancy  and  coup* 
byusj  since  thence  springs  age.  but  some  acted  in  envy  and  dissension  ;  that 

the  whole  01  faith  and  the  saving  aci  ne  maintained  towards  him  a  benevolent  love, 
>e  hope  of  life  eternal,  and  the  divine  con-  but  that  some  indulged  a  malevolent  spirit  of 

purifying    and   quickening   the  dissension;  but  yet  that  he  bore  all  patiently, 
L     For   if  any   one   could   be  long  only  as,  whether  in  truth  or  in  pretence,  the 

1    anion-    heretics,    certainly    he    could  name  of  Christ  which  Paul  preached  might  come 
abo    obtain  remission  of  sins.     If   he  attained 
rem  he  was  also  sanctified.     If  he 

was  sani  titk-d,  he  also  was  made  the  temple  of 

37,  38.     [This  quotation  is  amended  by  me,  in  ̂ tri.  t 
nj«  «oiAio<)   Greek,  which   refers  to  the 

net.   •  .  .,f  the  human  body. J 
1  Or,  "  with  the  courage  of  faith." 

to  the  knowledge  of  many ;  and  the  sowing  of 

the  word,  which  as  yet  had  been  new  and  irregu- 
lar, might  increase  through  the  preaching  of  the 

3  [It  would  seem,  then,  that  "  custom"  could  be  pleaded  on  both 
sides.  This  appeal  is  recognised  in  Scripture,  i  Cor.  xi.  16;  and 
see  sec.  23,  in/ra.     As  to  preceding  sentence,  Elucidation  XVII.] 4  1  Tim.  1.  13. 

s  Phil.  i.  18. 
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speakers.  Ik-sides,  it  is  one  thing  for  those  who 
are  within  the  Church  to  speak  concerning  file- 

name of  Christ;  it  is  another  for  those  who  are 
without,  and  act  in  opposition  to  the  Church,  to 
baptize  in  the  name  of  Christ.  Wherefore,  let 
not  those  who  favour  heretics  put  forward  what 
Paul  spoke  concerning  brethren,  but  let  them 
show  if  he  thought  anything  was  to  be  conceded 
to  the  heretic,  or  if  he  approved  of  their  faith 
or  baptism,  or  if  he  appointed  that  perfidious 
and  blasphemous  men  could  receive  remission 
of  their  sins  outside  the  Church. 

15.  Hut  if  we  consider  what  the  apostles 
thought  about  heretics,  we  shall  find  that  they, 
in  all  their  epistles,  execrated  and  detested  the 
sacrilegious  wickedness  of  heretics.  For  when 

they  say  that  "  their  word  creeps  as  a  canker,"  ■ 
how  is  such  a  word  as  that  able  to  give  remission 
of  sins,  which  creeps  like  a  canker  to  the  ears  of 
the  hearers?  And  when  they  say  that  there  can 

be  no  fellowship  between  righteousness  and  un- 
righteousness, no  communion  between  light  and 

darkness,2  how  can  either  darkness  illuminate,  or 
unrighteousness  justify?  And  when  they  say  that 

"they  are  not  of  Cod,  but  are  of  the  spirit  of 
Antii  hrist,"3  how  can  they  transact  spiritual  and 
divine  matters,  who  are  the  enemies  of  Cod.  and 

whose  hearts  the  spirit  of  Antichrist  has  pos- 
sessed? Wherefore,  if,  laying  aside  the  errors 

of  human  dispute,  we  return  with  a  sincere  and 
religious  faith  to  the  evangelical  authority  and  to 
the  apostolical  tradition,  we  shall  perceive  that 
they  may  do  nothing  towards  conferring  the 
ecclesiastical  and  saving  grate,  who,  v  ittering 
and  attacking  the  Church  of  Christ,  are  1  tiled 

adversaries  by  Christ  Himself,  but  by  His  apos- 
tles, Antichrists. 

16.  Again,  there  is  no  ground  for  any  on.',  for 
the  circumvention  of  Christian  truth,  opposing 

to  us  tin-  name  of  Christ,  and  saying,  "  All  who 
are  baptized  everywhere,  and  in  am-  manner,  in 
the  name  of  Jesus  Christ,  have  obtained  the  grace 

ofbaptism," — -when  Christ  Himself   p  and 
.  •'  \ot  ever)  one  that  saith    unto   me,  Lord, 

Lord,  shall  enter  into  the  kingdom  of  hea>   a."  ' 
And  again,  lie   forewarns   and    instructs,  thai    n  1 
one  should  be  easily  deceived  by  false  prophets 

and  false  ( 'hi  i  its  m  I  lis  name.  "  Man) ."  1  le 
Bays,  "shall  come  in  my  name,  saying,  I  am 
Christ,  and  shall  deceive  many."    And  afterwards 
Me  added  :  "  Hut  take  ye  heed  ;  behold,  I  haw- 

foretold  you  all  things."  *  Whence  it  appears 
that    all    things   are   not   at   onee   to   In-   received 
and  assumed  which  are  boasted  of  in  the  name 

of  Christ,  but  only  those  things  "hi-  h  an-  done 
in  the  truth  of  Christ. 

1      rim.  ii.  17. 
3  1  Cor.  vi.  14. 
'  I      I'll    I  v .      t . 
*  Matt,  >  ii 
I  M.m.  wiv.  s,  J5. 

17.    Lor  whereas  in   the  Gospels,  and   in  the 
epistles  of  the  apostles,  the  name  of  Christ 
alleged  for  the  remission  of  sins  ;  it  is  not  in 
such  a  way  as  that  the  Son  al<  n  .  with  rot  the 
Lather,  or  against  the  Fat!  advan- 

tage to  anybody;  but  that  it  might  be  shown  to 
the   Jews,  who   boasted  as  to  their  the 
Lather,  that  tlv  t  would  profit  them  noth- 

ing, unless  the}-  believed  on  the  Son  whom  He- 
had  sent.      Lor  they  who  know  God  the   Lather 
the  Creator,  ought  also  to  know  Christ   f: 
lest  they  should  flatter  and  applaud  themselves 
about   the    Lather  alone,  without    the  acknowl- 

edgment of  His  Son,  who  als  •     man 

cometh  to  the  Lather  but  by  mi  ."       But  He,  the same,  sets  forth,  tliat  it  is  the  kn  the 

tWO  which  saves,  when  He  5        .  "  life 
eternal,   that  they   might  know  Thee,   the    only 
true  Cod,  and   Jesus  Christ,  whom    thou    hast 

sent."7     Since,    therefore,  from    the    preaching 
and  testimony  of  Christ  Himself,  the  Father  n 
sent  must  be  first  known,  then  afterwards  Christ, 

who   was   sent,  and   there   <  ami    1   be   a   h  ipe   of 
salvation  except  by  knowing 
how,  when  Cod  the  1  ather  1-  QOt  known.  n.i\ 

even  blasphemed,  can  they  who  among  the  here- 

tics are  said  to  be  b  iptizi  d  in  the  name  of  ( 'hrist, 
be  judged  to  has  e  ol  lained  the 
Lor  the  case  of  the  J<  \vs  under  ti. 
one,  but  the  conditii  m  of  the  ( lei.;                    her. 

The    former.    1-                they    had   alread) 
the  most  ancient  baptism  of  the  law  and  Mi 
were  to  be  baptized  also  in  the  name  of  J 
Christ,  in  conformit)  with  whal   Peter  tells  ti 
in    the    .\(  ts    of  the   A]                                              ml. 

and  be  baptizi  d  e\                            :   in   the   name 

of  th     I      1  Jesus  ( '! 
sins,  and  ye  shall  1             -          ft  of  the  H 

a.     Lor  this    promise   is  unl  I  to 

your  children,  .uu\  to  ,i'l  that  an 
as  man)  as  the  I  11  1  all."      IVter 
makes  mention  of  Jesus  < 
the  Fatl  milted,  but    that    1 

also  might  be  joined  i  ither. 
i8.  Finally,  wh<  n, 

apostles  aie  s.  m  b)  the  1 
they  are  bidden  to 
name  of  the  Lath'  1 . 

I  1   .|\    (  HlOSt."       I  b'W,  the;:.  I  :t    .1 

•ik-   baptized  without. 
yea,  and  in  opp  to  the  I 
be  only  ill  the  nam  :  of  J  ' 
and   in  whatever  mam 
o\  sin,  when  Chri  ill 

then  to  be  baptized  m  tl      mil  and 
UnleSfl  while  one  who  den 
Christ,  he  who  denies  11      I 

I  ■■ 

I 
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1 1  nol  denied  ;  and  he 

blasphemes  against  Him  whom  Christ  <  ailed  I  lis 
warded  by  Christ,  and 
and  the  sanctification 

0f  •  by  what   power  can  he  who 
den  the  Father  of  Christ, 

in  baptism,  the  remission  of  sins,  sin<  e 
Christ  re<  eived  that  verj  power  by  which  we  are 

1  ami  sanctified,  from  the  same  Father, 

whom  He  called   "greater"  than    Himself,  bj 
whom  He  desired  :  lorified,  whose  will  He 
fulfilled  even  unto  the  obedience  of  drinking 

the  cup,  and  of  undergoing  death?  What  else 
is  it  then,  than  to  become  a  partaker  with  blas- 

pheming heretics,  to  wish  to  maintain  and  assert, 
that  one  who  blasphemes  and  gravely  sins  against 
the  Father  and  the  Lord  and  God  of  Christ,  ran 
rei  eive  remission  of  sins  in  the  name  of  Christ? 

What,  moreover,  is  that,  and  of  what  kind  is  it. 
that  lie  who  denies  the  Son  of  Cod  has  not  the 
Father,  and  he  who  denies  the  Father  should  be 

thought  to  have  the  Son.  although  the  Son  Him- 
testifies,  and  says,  "  No  man  can  come  unto 

meexc  ept  it  were  given  unto  him  of  my  Father?"  ' 
So  that  it  is  evident,  that  no  remission  of  sins 

can  be  received  in  baptism  from  the  Son,  which 

it  is  not  plain  that  t'  :  Father  has  granted.  Espe- 
ly,  since  He  furtner  repeats,  and  says,  "Even- 

plant  which  my  heavenly  Father  hath  not  planted 

shall  !>e  rooted  up.' 

19.   but  if  Christ's  disciples  are  unwilling  to learn  from  Christ  what  veneration  and  honour 

i>  due  to  the  name  of  the  Father,  still  let  them 
learn    from   earthly  anil    secular   examples,  and 
know  that  Christ  has  declared,  not  without  the 

strongest  rebuke,  "The  children  of  this  world  are 
t  in  their  generation   than   the    children  of 

it."3      In  this  world  of  ours,  if  any  one  have 
red  an  insult  to  the  father  of  any  ;  if  in  in- 
jury and  frowardness  he  have  wounded  his  repu- 

tation and  his  honour  by  a  malevolent  tongue, 
the  son  is  indignant,  and  wrathful,  and  with  what 

means    he    (an.    stnw-s    to    avenge    his    injured 

father's  wrong.     Think    you   that  Christ   grants 
impunity  to  the  impious  and  profane,  and  the 
blasphemers  of  His   Father,  and  that  He  puts 
away  their  sins  in   baptism,  who  it   is  evident, 
when  baptized,  still  heap  up  evil  words  on  the 

ther,  and  sin  with  the  unceas- 
i  of  a  blaspheming  tongue?     Can 

a  Christian,  can  a  servant  of  God,  either  con- 
in  his  mind,  or  believe  it  in  faith,  or 

put  it  f  And  what  will  be- 
come of  the  ]  of  the  divine  law,  which 

say.  '•  1 1    vmr  thy  father  and  thy  mother?  "  *    If 
the  name  of  father,  which  in  man  is  commanded 

1  John  ■ 
:  "St  tit.  xv    13. '  I.uke  xvi.  8. 
*   Ex.  XX.  12. 

to  be  honoured,  is  violated  with  impunity  in 
Cod.  what  will  become  of  whit  Christ  Himself 

lays  down  in  the  Gospel,  and  says,  "He  that 
CUrseth  father  or  mother,  let  him  die  the  death  ;  "5 

it'  1  [e  who  bids  that  those  who  curse  their  parents 
after  the  flesh  should  be  punished  and  slain, 

Himself  quickens  those  who  revile  their  heav- 
enly and  spiritual  Father,  and  are  hostile  to  the 

Church,  their  Mother?  An  execrable  and  de- 
testable thing  is  actually  asserted  by  some,  that 

He  who  threatens  the  man  who  blasphemes 
against  the  1  loly  Spirit,  that  he  shall  be  guilty  of 
eternal  sin.  1  Iimself  condescends  to  sanctify  those 
who  blaspheme  against  God  the  Father  with 
saving  baptism.  And  now,  those  who  think  that 
they  must  communicate  with  such  as  come  to 
the  Church  without  baptism,  do  not  consider 
that  they  are  becoming  partakers  with  other 

men's,  yea,  with  eternal  sins,  when  they  admit 
without  baptism  those  who  cannot,  except  in 
baptism,  put  off  the  sins  of  their  blasphemies. 

20.  Besides,  how  vain  and  perverse  a  thing  it 
is.  that  when  the  heretics  themselves,  having 
repudiated  and  forsaken  either  the  error  or  the 
wickedness  in  which  they  had  previously  been, 
a  (knowledge  the  truth  of  the  Church,  we  should 
mutilate  the  rights  and  sacrament  of  that  same 
truth,  and  say  to  those  who  come  to  us  and 
repent,  that  they  had  obtained  remission  of  sins 
when  they  confess  that  they  have  sinned,  and 
are  for  that  reason  come  to  seek  the  pardon  of 
the  Church  !  Wherefore,  dearest  brother,  we 

ought  both  firmly  to  maintain  the  faith  and  truth 
of  the  Catholic  Church,  and  to  teach,  and  by  ..il 
the  evangelical  and  apostolical  precepts  to  set 
forth,  the  plan  of  the  divine  dispensation  and 
unity. 

2 1 .  Can  the  power  of  baptism  be  greater  or 
of  more  avail  than  confession,  than  suffering, 
when  one  confesses  Christ  before  men  and  is 

baptized  in  his  own  blood?  And  yet  even  this 
baptism  does  not  benefit  a  heretic,  although  he 

has  confessed  Chri*t.  and  been  put  to  death  out- 
side the  Church,  unless  the  patrons  and  advo- 

cates of  heretics  declare  that  the  heretics  who 

are  slain  in  a  false  confession  of  Christ  are  mar- 

tyrs, and  assign  to  them  the  glory  and  the 
crown  of  martyrdom  contrary  to  the  testimony 
of  the  apostle,  who  says  that  it  will  profit  them 

nothing  although  they  were  burnt  and  slain.'' 
But  if  not  even  the  baptism  of  a  public  confes- 

sion and  blood  can  profit  a  heretic  to  salvation, 
because  there  is  no  salvation  out  of  the  Church,7 
how  much  less  shall  it  be  of  advantage  to  him, 

if  in  a  hiding-place  and  a  cave  of  robbers,  stained 
with  the  contagion  of  adulterous  water,  he  has 

'  Matt.  xv.  4. 
6  1  Cor    xiii.  3. 

7  [One  of  the  Catholic  maxims  which  has  been  terribly  misundcr 
stood  and  cruelly  abused.     See  below,  p.  385,  notes  2  and  3.] 
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not  only  not  put  off  his  old  sins,  but  rather , 

heaped  up  still  newer  and  greater  ones  !  Where- 
fore baptism  cannot  be  common  to  us  and  to 

heretics,  to  whom  neither  God  the  Father,  nor 
Christ  the  Son,  nor  the  Holy  Ghost,  nor  the 
faith,  nor  the  Church  itself,  is  common.  And 
therefore  it  behoves  those  to  be  baptized  who 
come  from  heresy  to  the  Church,  that  so  they 
who  are  prepared,  in  the  lawful,  and  true,  and 

only  baptism  of  the  holy  Church,  by  divine  re- 
generation, for  the  kingdom  of  God,  may  be 

bom  of  both  sacraments,  because  it  is  written, 

"  Except  a  man  be  born  of  water  and  of  the 
Spirit,   he  cannot   enter   into    the   kingdom    of 

Cud.'" 
22.  On  which  place  some,  as  if  by  human 

reasoning  they  were  able  to  make  void  the 
truth  of  the  Gospel  declaration,  object  to  us 
the  case  of  catechumens  ;  asking  if  any  one 
of  these,  before  he  is  baptized  in  the  Church, 
should  be  apprehended  and  slain  on  confession 
of  the  name,  whether  he  would  lose  the  hope  of 
salvation  and  the  reward  of  confession,  because 

he  had  not  previously  been  born  again  of  water? 
Let  men  of  this  kind,  who  are  aiders  and  favour- 

ers of  heretics,  know  therefore,  first,  that  those 
chumens  hold  the  sound  faith  and  truth  of 

the  Church,  and  advance  from  the  divine  camp 
to  do  battle  with  the  devil,  with  a  full  and  sin- 

cere acknowledgment  of  God  the  Father,  and  of 
Christ,  and  of  the  Holy  Ghost  ;  then,  that  they 
certainly  are  not  deprived  of  the  sacrament  of 

ism  who  are  baptized  with  the  most  glorious 
and  greatesl  baptism  of  blood,  concerning  which 

the  Lord  also  said,  thai  He  had  " another  bap- 
tism to  be  baptized  with."8  l!ut  the  same  Lord 

lares  in  the  Gospel,  that  those  who  are  bap 
ti/.ed  in  their  own  blood,  and  sanctified  l>\  suf 

fcring,  are  perfected,  and  obtain  the  gra<  e  of 
the  divine  promise,  when  He  speaks  to  the  thief 

believing  and  confessing  in  His  very  passion, 
and  promises  that  he  should  be  with    Himself  in 

idise.      Wherefore  we   who  are   s.  t   over   the 

faith  and  truth  ought  not  to  deceive  and  mis! 
those  who  come  to  the  faith   and   truth,   and 

pent,  and  beg  that  their  sins  should  be  remitted 
to  them;  but  to  instruct  them  when  corrected 

by  us,  ami  reformed  for  the  kingdom  of  heaven 
elestial  discipline. 

But    some    one    says,    "What,    then,   shall 
become  of  those  who  in  past  times,  coming 
from  heresy  to  the  Church,  were  received  with- 

out baptism?"  The  Lord  is  able  by  His  men  j 
i  i  give  indulgence,'  and  not  to  separate   | 
the  gifts  of   His  Church  those  who   by  simph.  nv 

1  J"Imi  iii.  >;.     |  Hi-  exposition  of  tin- 
I  M   W  In.  'i  '  '    '    1 

I  uke  mi      i         .  line.] 
■[Here  i*  the  qualifying  maxim  to  that  oil 

Dominus  iniscrironli.i  Mia,  tncliil   entiam  dnre.     Mm     i 
now  emphatic  this  repeated  maxim  of  Christ  I     And  m  Jaa,  u 

were    admitted    into    the    Church,    and    in    the 
Church  have  fallen  asleep.     Nevertheless  it  does 
not  follow  that,  because  there  was  error  at  one 

time,  there  must  always  be  error  ;  sini  c  it  is  m 

fitting  for  wise  and  God-fearing  men.  gladly 
without  delay  to  obey  the  truth  when  laid  open 
and  perceived,  than  pertinaciously  and  ob 

ly  to  struggle  against  brethren  and  fellow-pri 
on  behalf  of  heret: 

24.  Nor  let  anyone  think  that,  be<  ap- 
is proposed  to  them,  heretics  will  b 

back  from  coming  to  the  Church,  as  if  offended 
at  the  name  of  a  second  baptism  ;   nay,  but  on 
this  very  account   they  are   rather  driven   to   the 

necessity  of  coming  by  the  testimony  of  truth 
shown  and   proved  to  them,      lor  if  they  shall 
see  that  it  is  determined  and  de<  reed  by  our 
judgment  and  sentence,  that  the  baptism  whi 
with  they  are  there  baptized  is  considei 
and    legitimate,    they   will    think    that    they   are 
justly   and    legitimately   in    possession    oi    the 
Church  also,  and  the  other  gifts  of  the  Church  ; 
nor  will  there  be  any  reason   for  their  coi 
us,  when,  as  they  have   baptism,  the) 
to  have  the  rest,     but  further,  when   they  k 
that  there  is  no  baptism  without,  and  that  DO  re- 

mission of  sins  can  be  given  outside  the  Che. 

they  more  eagerly  and  readil)  :  us,  and 
implore  the  gifts  and  benefits  of  die  Church 
Mot]  1   that    :  1   111  no  w  - 
to  the  true  promise  of  divine 
first  come  to  the  truth  of  the  Church.     x- 

refuse  1  ipti/ed  among  us  with 
law  fill    and    true    baptism   k>\    the    Church,    \- 

they  sh  '11  have  1-  mo  us  that   th 
w   1  ■  baj  »l  ized  b)    I  iul,  who  alr<    dj   had   been 
baptized  \\  ith  the  1  apt  ism  of  J       . 
in  the  At  ts  of  the  Apostles. 

25.  And  now  b\  certain  of  us  t' hen  lies  is  asserted  to  1  the  (Uk 

and,  as  if  by  a  1            dislike  of  re  I 
OUllted   unlaw.;.!   to   I   ipti 

mies.    And  this,  alth 

baptized  whom  John   ha  I  bapt  1 
teemed  the  greatest  among  th  .  John, 

filled  with  1  gr  u  e  ev<  n   in    his   n 
ib ;  who  w  lined  with  the 

p.  .-a    r   of   1  'lias  ;    who   was   n.  | 

the   I  'i  I.  but   lbs  1  • 
.  not  01  told  out    I    rd  in 

d  1  Imi  to  the  ej 

( !hrist   1  limself  by  whom 
But  if  on  that  account  a  h 

t  n(  baptism,  be.  au-c  he  fil   I 
baptism  will  not  belong  to  the  ; 

but  to  the  person  that 

turn  and  the  Chun  h  t  .in  ' 
lated  from  o\w  another,  and  d 

*     1 
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iold  "-1  baptism  has  equally 

m  the  <  'h'ir.  h  ;  and  you  begin  to 
.  being  an- 

gun  to  be  I  ist,  and  by  yielding 
.\.i\  have  relinquished  the  right  which 

,i  .1.     But  how  dangerous  it  is  in 
iters,  that  any  one  should  depart  from 

it  and   power,   Holy  Scripture   declares 
:  thence  lost  his  birthright, 

nor  was  fterwards  to  regain  that  which  he 
tren  up. 

.   dearest   brother,   I    have 

written  to  you,  according  to  my  abilities, 

pres  to  none,  and  prejudging  none,  so  as 
to  ;  my  one  of  the  bishops  doing  what  he  j 
thinks  well,  and  having  the  free  exercise  of  his 

judgment.1     We,  as  far  as  in  us  lies,  do  not  con- 
tend on  behalf  of  heretics  with  our  colleagues 

and   fellow-bishops,  with  whom  we   maintain   a 

concord  and  the  peace  of  the  Lord;1 

illy  since  the  apostle  says,  "  If  any  man. 
however,  is   thought   to   be  contentious,  we  have 

h  custom,  neither  the  Church  of  God."  2 
rity  of  spirit,  the   honour  o\  our  college,  the 

Don  1   of  faith,  and   priestly  concord,  are   main- 
tained by  us  with  patience  and  gentleness.     For 

tlii-.  reason,  moreover,  we  have  with  the  best  of 

our  ibilities,  with  the  permission  and  in- 
spiration of  the  Lord,  written  a  treatise3  on  the 

■    I         it  of  Patience."  which  for  the  sake  of  our 
,  love  we  have  transmitted  to  you.     I  bid 

:.  dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE    LXXIIH 

TO    POMPEY,   AGAINST   THE    EPISTLE    OF    STE- 
PHEN   ABOUT   THE   BAPTISM   OF   HERETICS. 

WENT. — THE   PURPORT  OF  THIS   EPISTLE    is 

GIVEN     IN    ST.   AUGUSTINE'S    "  CONTRA    DONATIS- 
HE     SAYS     THERE: V.       CAP.       23. 

"CYPRIAN,    MOREOVER,    WRI  POMPEY    ON 
THK    SAME    SUBJECT,    WHEN     UK    PLAINLY    SIGNI- 

lli\r    STEPHEN,   who.    AS   WE    LEARN,   was 

THEN   A    BISHOP    OF    THE    ROMAN"    CHURl  1 1.    NO! 

V     DID    Nol'    AGREE     WITH     HIM     ON     THOSE! 
.  N   HAD  win  1  11.N  AND  CHARGED 

IN    OPPOSITION   TO   HIM."  ̂  

i.  Cyprian  to  his  brother  Pompeius,  greeting. 
I   have  fully  comprised  what  is  to  be 

'   f^ee  Ep.  Ixxi.  sec.  3,  p.  379,x«/rn.     Here  is  the  spirit,  not  of 
•f  Irenius  h  seems  to  have  pre- 

ttlement,  between   East  and   West,  of  one 
of  canonical  consent  and  of  iiresisti- 

<uing  tht  (■rtmist,  Cyprian  appears  to  me  justified] •  1    t6. 

itne,  infra  ]      A.D.  156. 

.  in  chap.  35:   "I  will  not  now  recon- 
wder  what  he  angrily  uttered  >|  ;>hen,  because  there  is  no  ' 
nece-  The  very  same  things  are  indeed  said  which  have 
already  been  sufficiently  d  is  better  10  pass  by  what 
»ugge»tci  the  ml  Stephen,  for  his  part, 
had  thought  that  they  who  endeavoured  to  annul  the  old  custom  about 

.    .crctics  were  to  be  excommunicated;  but  the  other,  moved  I 

said  concerning  tin-  baptism  of  heretics  in  the 
letters  df  which  I  Sent  you  topics,  dearest 

brother,  yet,  since  you  have  desired  that  what 
Stephen  our  brother  replied  to  my  letters  should 
be  brought  to  your  knowledge,  I  have  sent  you 

ipy  of  his  reply;  on  the  reading  of  which, 
you  will  more  and  more  observe  his  error  in 
endeavouring  to  maintain  the  cause  of  heretics 
against  Christians,  and  against  the  Church  of 

God.6  For  among  other  matters,  which  were 
cither  haughtily  assumed,  or  were  not  pertaining 
to  the  matter,  or  contradictory  to  his  own  view, 
which  he  unskilfully  and  without  foresight  wr  I 

he  moreover  added  this  saying:  ''If  any  one, 
therefore,  come  to  you  from  any  heresy  whatever, 
let  nothing  be  innovated  (or  done)  which  has 
not  been  handed  down,  to  wit,  that  hands  be 

imposed  on  him  for  repentance  ;7  since  the  1, 
tics  themselves,  in  their  own  proper  character. 
do  not  baptize  such  as  come  to  them  from  one 

another,  but  only  admit  them  to  communion." 
2.  He  forbade  one  coming  from  any  heresy 

to  be  baptized  in  the  Church  ;  that  is,  he  judged 
the  baptism  of  all  heretics  to  be  just  and  lawful. 

And  although  special  heresies  have  special  bap- 
tisms and  different  sins,  he,  holding  communion 

with  the  baptism  of  all.  gathered  up  the  sins  of 

all,  heaped  together  into  his  own  bosom.  And 
he  charged  that  nothing  should  be  innovated 
except  what  had  been  handed  down;  as  if  hi 
were  an  innovator,  who,  holding  the  unity,  claims 

for  the  one  Church  one  baptism  ;  and  not  mani- 

festly he  who,  forgetful  of  unit)',  adopts  the  lies 
and  the  contagions  of  a  profane  washing.  Let 

nothing  be  innovated,  says  he,  nothing  main' 
tained,  except  what  has  been  handed  down. 
Whence  is  that  tradition?  Whether  does  it 

descend  from  the  authority  of  the  Lord  and  of 

the  Gospel,  or  does  it  come  from  the  commands 
and  the  epistles  of  the  apostles?  For  that  those 
things  which  are  written  must  be  done.  God  wit- 

nesses and  admonishes,  saying  to  Joshua  the  s  n 

of  Nun  :  "  The  book  of  this  law  shall  not  depart 
out  of  thy  mouth  ;  but  thou  shalt  meditate  in  it 
day  and  night,  that  thou  mayest  observe  to  do 

according  to  all  that  is  written  therein."8  Alsj 
the  Lord,  sending  His  apostles,  commands  that 
the  nations  should  be  baptized,  and  taught   to 

with  the  difficulty  of  that  very  question,  and  very  largely  endowed 
with  a  sacred  charity,  thought  that  unity  might  be  maintained  with 
them  who  thought  differently.  Thus,  although  there  was  a  great  ileal 
of  keenness,  yet  it  was  always  in  a  spirit  of  brotherhood;  and  at 
length  the  ]  llrist  conquered  in  their  hearts,  so  that  in  such  a 

dispute  none  of  the  mischief  of  schism  arose  between  them"  Miqne). 
[Ed.  Migne  adds,  assuming  the  medieval  system  to  have  been  known 
to  Cyprian,  as  follows] :  "Thus  far  Augustine,  whom  we  have  quoted 
at  length,  because  the  passage  is  opposed  to  those  who  strive  from 

this  to  assert  his  schism  from  the  Roman  pontiff." 
6  [It  will  be  seen,  more  and  more,  that  this  entire  conviction  of 

Cyprian  as  to  Stephen's  absolute  equality  with  himself,  results  from  the 
Ante-Nicenc  system,  and  accords  with  his  theory  of  the  divine  organi- 

zation of  the  Church.     So  Augustine,  as  quoted  in  the  "  Argument."J 
:  Meaning,  probably,  heretics  with  regard  to  the  doctrine  of  the 

Ttinity,  Stephen  not  regarding  the  Novatians  as"  properly  "  heretics. [See  Oxford  translator,  note  m,  p.  261.] 
8  Josh.  i.  8. 
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observe  all  things  which  He  commanded.  If, 
therefore,  it  is  either  prescribed  in  the  Gospel, 

or  contained  in  the  epistles  or  Acts  of  the  Apos- 
tles, that  those  who  come  from  any  heresy  should 

not  be  baptized,  but  only  hands  laid  upon  them 
to  repentance,  let  this  divine  and  holy  tradition 

be  observed.  But  if  everywhere  heretics  are  j 
called  nothing  else  than  adversaries  and  anti-  I 
christs,  if  they  are  pronounced  to  be  people  to 
be  avoided,  and  to  be  perverted  and  condemned 
of  their  own  selves,  wherefore  is  it  that  they 

should  not  be  thought  worthy  of  being  con- 
demned by  us,  since  it  is  evident  from  the 

apostolic  testimony'  that  they  are  of  their  own 
selves  condemned?  So  that  no  one  ought  to 
defame  the  apostles  as  if  they  had  approved  of 
the  baptisms  of  heretics,  or  had  communicated 

with  them  without  the  Church's  baptism,  when 
they,  the  apostles,  wrote  such  things  of  the 

hcretu  s.  And  this,  too,  while  as  yet  the  more- 
terrible  plagues  of  heresy  had  not  broken  forth  ; 
while  Marcion  of  Pontus  had  not  yet  emerged 
from  Pontus,  whose  master  Cerdon  came  to 

Rome,  —  while  Hyginus  was  still  bishop,  who 
was  the  ninth  bishop  in  that  city,  —  whom  Mar- 

cion followed,  and  with  greater  impudence'  add- 
in:;  other  enhancements  to  his  crime,  and  more 
daringly  set  himself  to  blaspheme  against  God 
the  bather,  the  Creator,  and  armed  with  sacri- 

legious arms  the  heretical  madness  that  rebelled 
against  the  Church  with  greater  wickedness  and 
determination. 

3.  but  if  it  is  evident  that  subsequently  here- 
sies  became    more    numerous   and   worse  ;    and 

if,  in   time  past,   it  was  never  at  all   prescribed 
Dm  written  that  only  hands  should  be  laid    u] 
a  heretic  for  repentance,  and  that  so  he  mighl 
be  communicated  with  ;   and  if  there  is  onl)  0 
baptism,  which   is  with    us,  and    is  within,  and 
is  granted  of  the  divine  condescension   to 
Church   alone,  what  obstinacy    is  that,  or  what 
pp   iumption,  to  prefer  human  tradition  to  dr 
ordinam  e,  and  not  to  observe  that  God  is  in 
dignant  and  angry  as  often  as  human  tradition 
relaxes  and  passes  by  the  divine  prei  epl  >,  as  He 

cries  out,  and  says  by  Isaiah  the  prophet,  "  rhis 
people   honoured]    me   with    their   lips,  hut    their 
heart  is  far  from  me.     Bui  in  vain  do  they  w 
ship  me,  teaching  the  doctrines  and  command 

ments  of  men."'      Also  tin'  I  .ord  in  the  Gospel, 
similarK  rebuking  and  reproving,  utters  and  says, 

"Ye    reject    the   <  oininandmeiit    of  God,  tha 

may   keep  your  own   tradition."1      Mindful  of 
which  precept,  the  blessed  Apostle  Paul  himself 

al  0   warns  and    instructs,   saying,   "It    anv   man 
teach   otherwise,  and    consent    not    to  the  whole 

some   words    of  our    Lord    JeSUS   Christ,   and   to 

it  in.  11  ] 

3  M.uk  vii,  ij. 

His   doctrine,   he   is   proud,   knowing    nothing: 

from  such  withdraw  thyself."4 4.  Certainly  an  excellent  and  lawful  tradition 
t  before  us  by  the  teaching  of  our  brother 

Stephen,  which  may  afford  us  a  suitable  authori- 
ty !  for  in  the  same  place  of  his  epistle  he 

added  and  continued:  "Since  those  who  are 
specially  heretics  do  not  baptize  those  who  come 
to  them  from  one  another,  but  only  receive  them 

to  communion."  To  this  point  of  evil  has  the 
Church  of  God  and  spouse  of  Christ  been  de- 

veloped, that  she  follows  the  examples  of  here- 
tics ;  that  for  the  purpose  of  celebrating  the 

celestial  sacraments,  light  should  borrow  her 
cipline  from  darkness,  and  Christians  should  do 
that  whii  h  antichrists  do.  But  what  is  that 

blindness  of  soul,  what  is  that  degradation  of 

faith,  to  refuse  to  recognise  the  unity5  which 
comes  from  God  the  bather,  and  from  the  tradi- 

tion of  Jesus  Christ  the  Lord  and  our  God  ! 
For  if  the  Church  is  not  with  heretics,  therefore, 
because  it  is  one,  and  cannot  be  divided  ;  and 

if  thus  the  Holy  Spirit  is  not  there,  because  lie 
is  one,  and  cannot  be  among  profane  persons, 
and  those  who  are  without  ;  certainly  also  bap- 

tism, which  consists  in  the  same  ui 
be  among  heretics,  because  it  can  neither 

separated  from  the  Church  nor  from  the  Holy 

Spirit. 5.  Or   if  they  attribute   the   effect   1 
to  the  majesty  ̂ i  the  name,  so  that  th  are 
baptized  anywhere  and  anyhow,  in  the  nam 
Jesus   Christ,  are  judged   to   be  renewed   and 
sanctified  ;   wherefore,  in  the  name  iA   the  same 

Christ,    are    not    hands    laid    upon    the    bap' 
person-,  .uiuniu  them,  for  the  recepl 
1  [oh  Spn  it  ?     Wh; 

of    tl  ie    name   avail    in    the    im] 

hands,  which,  thej  I         n>-- 
tification  of  baptism?     for  if  any  one  born 
of  tip-  Church  can  become  God's  temple,  why 
c  tnnol  tin-  I  Iolv  Spirit  als< 
the  temple  ?     For  he  who  has  1 
his  siu^  bein  iway  in  baptism,  and  ! 

spiritU  ilb  ie  formed  into  a  new  man.  I 
titled  for  re<  ei\  ing  the   1 1  il)   Spirit  . 

apostle  s  ij  s,  "  \>  man) 
baptized  into  Christ  ha  on  <  He 

who.  ha\  in_;  hi  'tl   bapti  -ed    r.ii'  m  j    • 
is  able  to  put  on  Christ,  may  mm  h  11 

the  I  lol\   Spirit  whoi  1  1 

I  Ie  who  1  will  '  ''^^^  Him  m 
sends  ;    so  that  one    b  I 
indeed  to  put  on    (  Ihrist,  I 

ive  tin-  I  lolj  Spirit,  .1-  if  Chi:  • 
he    put    on    without    the   Spun,  or   t! 

'  I  1  In*  "  ii" orains  1 
...I.  in 
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i  Christ.     Moreover,  it  is  silly  to 

it  although  the  second  birth  is  spiritual. 
h  we  are  born  in  Christ  through  the  laver 

ii,  one  may   be   born   spiritually 
the  h<  where   they  say  that   the 
s  not.     For  water  alone  is  not  able  to 

awaj  sins,  ami  to  sanctify  a  man,  unless 

also  the  Holj  Spirit.'     Wherefore  it  is 
r\  that  they  should  gram  the  Holy  Spirit 

.  where  they  say  that  baptism  is;  or 
is  no  baptism  where  the  Holy  Spirit 
luse  there  cannot  be  baptism  without 

:it. 

what  a  thing  it  is.  to  assert  and  contend 

■  thej  who  are  not  born  in  the  Church  <wn 
f  God  I     For  the  blessed  apostle 

forth  and  proves  that  baptism  is  that  wherein 
man  dies  and  the  new  man   is  born,  say- 

l  us  by  the  washing  of  regenera- 
But  if  regeneration  is  in  the  washing, 

I  is,  in  baptism,  how  ran  heresy,  which  is  not 
the  of  Christ,  generate  sons  to  God  by 

For  it  is  the  Church  alone  which,  con- 
joined and  united  with  Christ,  spiritually  bears 

is  the  same  apostle  again  says,  "Christ 
loved  the  Church,  and  gave  Himself  for  it.  that 

might  sanctity  it.  cleansing  it  with  the  wash- 
of  water."  !    If,  then,  she  is  the  beloved  and 

who  alone   is  sain  titled    by  Christ,  and 
ne  is  cleansed  by  His  washing,  it  is  manifest 

heresy,  which  is  not  the  spouse  of  Christ, 

<  m\  be  ck-anscd  nor  sanctified  by  His  wash- 
ins  to  ( lol.1 

7.    l'.ut  further,  one  is  not  born  by  the  imposi- 
.  of  hands  when  he  receives  the   Holy  Chost, 
in   baptism,  that   SO,  being  ahead)   born,  he 

the  II- »lj  Spii  1  as  it  happened 
in  the  first  man  Adam.  For  fir^t  God  formed 
him.  and  then  breathed  into  his  nostrils  the 

breath  of  life.  For  the  Spirit  cannot  be  received, 
unless  he  who  receives  first  have  an  existence. 

1'.  •  1-  the  birth  of  Christians  is  in  baptism,  while 
iteration  and  sanctification  of  baptism  are 

'  I  the  -]  '  (  Ihrist  alone,  who  is  able  spirit- 
n<  eive  and  to  b  >  to  Cod,  where 

I  of  whom  and  to  whom  is  lie  born,  who  is 
of  the  Church,  s<.  as  that  he  should 

hai  Father,  before   he   has  had   the 

Chun  h  for  his  Mother?     but  as  no  heresy  at  all, 
[Ually  no  schism,  being  without,  can   have 

ptism,  why  has  the 
Stephen  broken 

:h  to  such  .\n  extent,  as  to  contend  that  son-, 

'  c   in  ihe  mere  opus  cperatum  of  the n   in  this  matter  bore  its 

•:cr  in  thjt  t<rni..i.j!i%  dogma  of  the  schoolmen.] 

1    5 

•.  »6. 

*  [Allo»inK  the  premises  admitted  alike  by  Stephen  and  Cyprian 
;«ak),  the  logic  of  our  author  appears 

-  irresistible.     PratticaUy,  how  wise  the  inspired  maxim,  Rom. 

are  born  to  Cod  from  the  baptism  of  Man  ion  ; 

moreover, of  Valentinus  and  Apelli  s,  and  of  others 
who  blaspheme  against  Cod  the  Father  J  and  to 
s.iv  that  remission  of  sins  is  granted  in  the  name 

of  Jesus  Christ  where  blasphemy  is  uttered  against 
the  Father  and  against  Christ  the  Lord  God? 

S.  In  which  plate,  dearest  brother,  we  must 

consider,  for  the  sake  of  the  faith  and  the  reli- 
gion of  the  sacerdotal  office  which  we  dischai 

whether  the  account  can  be  satisfactory  in  I 

day  of  judgment  for  a  priest  of  Cod,  who  main- 
tains, and  approves,  and  acquiesces  in  the  b 

tism  of  blasphemers,  when  the  Lord  threatens, 

and  says.  "And  now,  ()  ye  priests,  this  com- 
mandment is  for  you  :  if  ye  will  not  hear,  ;>.n<\  if 

ye  will  not  lay  it  to  heart  to  give  glory  unto  my 
name,  saith  the  Lord  Almighty,  I  will  even  send 

a  curse  upon  you,  and  I  will  curse  your  bless- 
ings." 5  Does  he  give  glory  to  Cod,  who  com- 

municates with  the  baptism  of  Marcion  ?  Does 

he  give  glory  to  Cod,  who  judges  that  remis 
of  sins  is  granted  among  those  who  blaspheme 
against  Cod?  Does  he  give  glory  to  Cod,  who 
affirms  that  sons  are  born  to  God  without,  of  an 
adulterer  and  a  harlot?  Docs  he  give  glory  to 
Cod.  who  does  not  hold  the  unity  and  truth  that 
arise  from  the  divine  law,  but  maintains  heresies 

against  the  Church  ?  Does  he  give  glory  to  God, 

who,  a  friend  of  heretics  and  an  enemy  to  Chris- 
tians, thinks  that  the  priests  of  Cod.  who  support 

the  truth  of  Christ  and  the  unity  of  the  Church, 

are  to  be  excommunicated?6  If  glory  is  thus 

given  to  God,  if  the  fear  and  the  discipline' of God  is  thus  preserved  by  His  worshippers  and 
His  priests,  let  us  cast  away  our  arms;  let  us 

give  ourselves  up  to  captivity  ;  let  us  deliver  to 
the  devil  the  ordination  of  the  Gospel,  the  ap- 

pointment of  Christ,  the  majesty  of  God;  let  the 
sacraments  of  the  divine  warfare  be  loosed;  let 
the  standards  of  the  heavenly  camp  be  betrayed  ; 

and  let  the  Church  succumb  and  yield  to  here- 
tic, light  to  darkness,  faith  to  perfidy,  hope  to 

despair,  reason  to  error,  immortality  to  death, 
love  to  hatred,  truth  to  falsehood,  Christ  to  Anti- 

christ !  Deservedly  thus  do  heresies  and  schisms 
arise  day  by  day,  more  frequently  and  more 

fruitfully  grow  up,  and  with  serpents'  locks  shoot 
forth  and  cast  out  against  the  Church  of  God 
with  greater  force  the  poison  of  their  venom  ; 
whilst,  by  the  .:  y  of  some,  both  authority 

and  support  are  afforded  them  ;  whilst  their  bap- 
tism is  defended,  whilst  faith,  whilst  truth,  is  be- 

trayed ; 7  whilst  that  which  is  done  without  again  t 
the  Church  is  defended  within  in  the  very  Church 

  :   : — :   5  Mai.  ii.  1,  2.     [Compare  Tertullian,  vol.  iv.  p.  122.] 
6  [A  terrible  indictment,  indeed,  of  his  brother  Stephen;  pro- 

voked, however,  by  conduct  less  warranted.     Sec  Ep.  Ixxiv.  /«/><?.] 

7  [Stephen's  presumption  in  this  step  is  the  dark  spot  in  his 
record.  It  was  a  brutum  fulmen,  however,  even  in  his  own  prov 

ince.     See  Augustine'i  testimony,  0.\f.  cd.  (note  1)  p.  258.] 
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9.  But  if  there  be  among  us,  most  beloved 

brother,  the  fear  of  God,  if  the  maintenance  of  j 
the  faith  prevail,  if  we  keep  the  precepts  of  Christ, 

if  we  guard  the  incorrupt  and  inviolate  sanctity  ' of  His  spouse,  if  the  words  of  the  Lord  abide  in 

our  thoughts  and  hearts,  when  he  says,  "Think- 
est  thou,  when  the  Son  of  man  cometh,  shall  He  | 

find  faith  Oil  the  earth?"  '  then,  because  we  are 
( tod's  faithful  soldiers,  who  war  for  the  faith  and 
sincere  religion  of  God,  let  us  keep  the  camp 
entrusted  to  us  by  God  with  faithful  valour.  Nor 
ought  custom,  which  had  crept  in  among  some, 

to  prevent  the  truth  from  prevailing  and  conquer- 
ing; for  custom  without  truth  is  the  antiquity  of 

error.2  On  which  account,  let  us  forsake  the 
error  and  follow  the  truth,  knowing  that  in  Ks- 
dras  also  the  truth  conquers,  as  it  is  written  : 

"Truth  endureth  and  grows  strong  to  eternity, 
and  lives  and  prevails  for  ever  and  ever.  With 

her  there  is  no  accepting  of  persons  or  distinc- 
tions ;  but  what  is  just  she  does  :  nor  in  her 

judgments  is  there  unrighteousness,  but  the 
strength,  and  the  kingdom,  and  the  majesty,  and 
the  power  of  all  ages.  Blessed  be  the  Lord  God 

of  truth  !"3  This  truth  Christ  showed  to  us  in 

His  Gospel,  and  said,  "  I  am  the  truth."4  Where- 
fore, if  we  are  in  Christ,  and  have  Christ  in  us, 

if  we  abide  in  the  truth,  and  the  truth  abides  in 

us,  let  us  keep  fast  those  things  which  are  true. 
10.  But  it  happens,  by  a  love  of  presumption 

and  of  obstinacy,  that  one  would  rather  maintain 
his  own  evil  and  false  position,  than  agree  in 
the  right  and  true  which  belongs  to  another. 
Looking  forward  to  which,  the  blessed  Apostle 
Paul  writes  to  Timothy,  and  warns  him  th  it  a 

bishop  must  not  be  "  litigious,  nor  contentious, 

but  gentle  and  teachable."5  Now  he  is  teach- 
able who  is  meek  and  gentle  to  the  patient  e  of 

learning.  For  it  behoves  a  bishop  nut  onl)  t<> 
teach,  but  also  to  learn  ;   because  he  also  teaches 

better  who  daily  increases  and  advani  es  bj  learn- 
ing better  ;  which  very  thing,  moreover,  the  same 

Apostle  Paul  teaches,  when  he  admonishes,  "  that 
if  anything  better  be  revealed  to  one  sitting  1>\. 

the  Inst  should  hold  his  peace."6  but  there  is 
a  brief  waj  for  religious  and  simple  minds,  both 
to  put  away  error,  and  to  find  aiu\  to  eli<  it  truth. 
for  if  we  return  to  the  head  and  source  of  divine 

tradition,  human  error  ceases  j  and  having  seen 
the  i  of  the  heavenly  sacraments,  whatever 

ind  in  obscuritj  under1  the  gloom  and  ( loud 
oi  darkn<  ■.  is  opened  into  the  light  of  the  truth. 
It  a  channel  supplying  water,  which  formerlj 
Bowed  plentifully  ami  freely,  suddenly  fail,  do 
we  not  go  io  the  fountain,  th.it  there  the  reason 

1     I   III..     V 

[Anothei  •  •'  •  lyprian'i  itrikin 
vitn.it.    vctusta  it."] I    I'     h 

1   lohn  xiv.  0 

*  <  >i  1  [in  '1.  "   ■  I  nn.  11.  .14. 
b  1  i lor.  vii,  jo. 

of  the  failure  may  be  ascertained,  whether  fi 
the  drying  up  of  the  springs  the  water  ha 
at  the  fountainhead,  or  whether,  flowing 
free  and  full,  it  has  failed  in  the    midst   1  I 
course  ;   that  so,  if  it  has  been  caused  by  the 
fault  of  an  interrupted  or  leaky  channel,  that  the 
constant  stream    does   not    flow  uninterrupti 

and    continuously,   then    the    channel    being    re- 
paired   and    strengthened,    the    water 

may  be  supplied  for  the  use  and  drink  of  the 
city,  with  the  same  fertility  and  plenty  with  w 
it  issues  from  the  spring?     And  this  it   ! 
the  priests  of  God  to  do  now,  if  they  would  k 
the  divine  precepts,  that  if  in  any   : 
truth  have    wavered    and    vacillated,   we 

return  to  our  original  and  Lord,  and  to  the  c  1 
gelical  and  apostolical  tradition  ;  and  then 
arise  the  ground  of  our  a<  tion,  whence  has  taken 

rise  both  our  order  and  our  origin.7 
11.   For  it  has  been  delivered  to  us.  that  tl. 

is  one  God,  and  one  Christ,  and  one  hope, 
one   faith,  and   one   Church,  and   one    baptism 
ordained  only  in   the  one  Church,   from    w] 
unity  whosoever  will  depart  must  needs  !  ( 
with  heretics  ;  and  while  he  upholds  them  against 
the   Church,   he   impugns   the   sacrament   of   the 
divine  tradition.     The  sacrament  of  whi<  h  u 

we   see   expressed   also   in   the   Canticles,   in 

person  of  Christ,  who  says,  "  A  g   :  . 
is  my  sister,  my  spouse,  a  fountain  1,  a 
well  of  living  water,  a  garden  with  the  fruil 

apples."8     But  if  His  (  hurch  is  a  garden  en- 
d.  and   a   fountain   sealed,  how  (.111   he  w 

is  not  in  the  Cl.ii  '  h  enter  into  th  en, 
or  dnnk   from   its   fountain?     Moreover,   Peter 

himself,  showing  and  vindicating  the  unit 
commanded  and  warned  us  that  w«  1  be 

saved,  except  by  the  one  only  baptism 

( :hur<  h.     "  In  the  ark,"  says  he,  "  of  N 
that  is.  1  tuls,  were  sa\ ed 

sh  ill   in   like    manner   save    J 

how    short   and   spiritual   a  suuini 
forth  the  sa<  rament  o(  unit)  I     1  in  that 

baptism  of  the  world   in  which 

iquity  was  purged  away,  he  who  u  in  the 

.uk  of  Noah  1  ould  n' ii  ived  bj   w 
neither  cm    he   appear   to   be    saved 
who  has  not  been  I  !  in  the   I 
is  established  in  the  unit) 

;e  ark. 

1 1.  Then  ther,   h 

plored  .\\\<\  seen  the  truth  ;  it  is 

held  by  us,  that  all  wh< 
1 1  •  res)  whatevt  1  to  the  Chun  h  m 
b)    tiie  uiil\   .\\u\    lawful    baptism   1 

win 

u>  11i.11 
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imo  had  previously 
i  hurt  h,  .mil  so  had  passed 

.   the  h  ■  For  il    behoves  th( 
irn.  having  repented,  to  be 

the  imposition  of  hands  only,  and  to 
I  by  the  Bhepherd  to  the  sheep  fold 

nl  strayed.     I  bid  you,  dearest 

her,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

EPISTLE   LXXIW 

PIRMILIAN,    BISHOP    OF    CjESAREA     IN    CAPPA- 
i  \.    in  CYPRIAN,  AGAINST   THE   I  1. 1  l  I.K 

OF   S  i  EPHEN.    A.D.  256. 

.  /■  —  rill-    ARGUMENT    or  THIS    LETTER 
I-   EXACTLY    nil.   SAME    AS   THAT   OF   THE    PREVI- 

ONE,    BUT   WRITTEN    WITH    A    LITTLE    MORE 
AND     iCERBITY    THAN     BECOMES    A 

•  IViHIIHY    FOR    1111     REASON,    AS   MAY    BE 

i  i>.    1  H\i'   >l  EPHEN    HAH    ALSO   WRITTEN 
ANOTHER     LETTER     TO    FTRMILIANUS,     HELENUS, 

AND   OTHER    BISHOPS   or    rHOSE    PARTS.4 

1.  Firmilianus  to  Cyprian,  his  brother  in  the 

rreeting.     We  have  received  by  Rogatian, 
beloved  deacon,  the  letter  sent  by  you  which 

ite  to  us,  well-beloved  brother;  and  we 
rreatest   thanks   to   the    Lord,  because 

iened  that  we  who  are  separated  from 

lOther  in   body  are    thus   united   in  spirit, 

f  we  were  not  only  occupying  one  country, 

'    ..ether  one   and  the  self-same 
Which  also  it  is  becoming  for  us  to  say, 

d.  the  spiritual  house  of  God   b 

'■  For  it   shall   come    to    pass    in    the    last 

:  the  prophet,  "that  the  mountain  of 
all  be  manifest,  and  the  house  of  God 

ve  the  tops  of  the  mountains."  5     Those  that tlier  into  this  house  are  united  with 

■cording  to  what   is  asked  from  the 

1  in  the  psalm,  to  dwell  in  the  hoi-'  of  the 

1    all    the  days  of  one's    life.     Whence   in 
•ther   p!  ;  so    it    is    made    manifest,    that 

:>  there  is  great  and  desirous  ! 

for  assembling   together.     "Behold,"   he   - 

"  li  I  and  how  t  a  thing  it  is  for 
brethren  to  dwell  together  in  unity  !  "b 

2.  1   11  ind  concord  afford 

are  not  only  to  men  who  be- 

iw  the  truth,  but  also  to  heavenly 
to  whom  the  divine  word  - 

it  'its  and  returns 

■  most  important  illus- 
X 

ihcn,  which  he 
and  his  v  conduct  towards  the 

pi)  with  them  so 

J?"    ,  ptism 
cn,//u/.  £V <:/«.,  book  vti   c   4 

.11.  1. 

to  the  bond  of  unity.  But  assuredly  this  would 

not  be  said  of  the  angels,  who  have  their  con- 
versation in  heaven,  unless  the)  themsi  Ives  also 

were  united  to  us,  who  rejoi<  e  at  our  unity  ;  even 

as,  on  the  other  hand,  they  are  assuredly  sad- 

dened when  they  see  the  diverse  minds  and  the 
divided  wills  of  some,  as  if  not  only  they  do 

not  together  invoke  one  and  the  same  God,  but 
as  ii.  separated  and  divided  from  one  another, 

they  can  neither  have  a  common  conversation 

nor  discourse.7  Except  that  we  may  in  this 
matter  give  thanks  to  Stephen,  that  it  has  now 

happened  through  his  unkindness  that  we  re<  eive 
the  proof  of  your  faith  and  wisdom.  But  although 
we  have  received  the  favour  of  this  benefit 

account  of  Stephen,  certainly  Stephen  has  not 
done  anything  deserving  of  kindness  and  thanks. 
For  neither  can  Judas  be  thought  worthy  by  his 

perfidy  and  treachery  wherewith  he  wickedly 
dealt  concerning  the  Saviour,  as  though  he  had 
been  the  cause  of  such  great  advantages,  that 

through  him  the  world  and  the  people  of  the 

Gentiles  were  delivered  by  the  Lord's  passion. 
3.  But  let  these  things  which  wen'  done  by 

Stephen  lie  passed  by  for  the  present,  lest,  while 
we  remember  his  audacity  and  pride,  we  bring 
a  more  lasting  sadness  on  ourselves  from  the 

things  that  he  has  wickedly  done.8  And  know- 
ing, concerning  you,  that  you  have  settled  this 

matter,  concerning  which  there  is  now  a  ques- 
tion, according  to  the  rule  of  truth  and  the 

wisdom  of  Christ:  we  have  exulted  with  great 

joy.  and  have  given  God  thanks  that  we  have 

\'o\m(\  in  brethren  placed  at  such  a  distance  such 
a  unanimity  of  faith  and  truth  with  us.  For  the 

grace  of  God  is  mighty  to  associate  and  join 
ther  in  the  bond  of  charity  and  unity  even 

those  things  which  seem  to  be  divided  by  a 

Considi  rable  space  of  earth,  according  to  the 

way  in  which  of  old  also  the  divine  power  asso- 
ciated in  the  bond  of  unanimity  K/ekiel  and 

Daniel,  though  later  in  their  age.  and  separated 

from  them  by  a  long  space  of  time,  to  Job  and 
Noah,  who  were  among  the  first  ;  so  tii.it  although 
they  were  separated  by  long  periods,  yet  by 

divine  inspiration  they  felt  the  same  truths.  And 
this  also  we  now  observe  in  you,  that  you  who 

separated  from  us  by  the  most  extensive 
regions,  approve  yourselves  to  be,  neverthel 

joined  with  us  in  mind  and  spirit.  All  which 
arises  from  the  divine  unity.  For  even  as  the 
Lord  who  dwells  in  us  is  one  and  the  same.  He 

everywhere  joins  and  couples  His  own  people  in 
the  bond  of  unity,  whence  their  sound  has  gone 
out  into  the  whole  earth,  who  are  sent  by  the 

Lord  swiftly  running  in  the  spirit  of  unity;  as, 

[This  is  a  sentence  to  be  admired,  apart  from  anything  in  the general  subject.] 

■   the  ignorance  of  these  Oriental  bishops  of  any  superior 
authority  in  the  Uishop  of  Rome.     Athanas.,  <>//.,  p.  470,  l'.iria.J 
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on  the  other  hand,  it  is  of  no  advantage  that 
some  are  very  near  and  joined  together  bodily, 

if  in  spirit  and  mind  they  differ,  since  souls  can- 
not at  all  be  united  which  divide  themselves 

from  God's  unity.  "For,  lo,"  it  says,  "they  that 
are  far  from  Thee  shall  perish."  '  But  such  shall 
undergo  the  judgment  of  God  according  to  their 
desert,  as  depart  from  His  words  who  prays  to 

the  father  for  unity,  and  says,  "  Father,  grant 
that,  as  Thou  and  I  are  one,  so  they  also  may 

be  one  in  us."  2 
4.  But  we  receive  those  things  which  you 

have  written  as  if  they  were  our  own  ;  nor  do 

we  read  them  cursorily,  but  by  frequent  repeti- 
tion have  committed  them  to  memory.  Nor 

does  it  hinder  saving  usefulness,  either  to  repeat 
the  same  things  for  the  confirmation  of  the 
truth,  or,  moreover,  to  add  some  things  for 

the  sake  of  accumulating  proof.  But  if  any- 
thing has  been  added  by  us,  it  is  not  added 

as  if  there  had  been  too  little  said  by  you ; 
but  since  the  divine  discourse  surpasses  human 
nature,  and  the  soul  cannot  conceive  or  grasp 
the  whole  and  perfect  word,  therefore  also  the 
number  of  prophets  is  so  great,  that  the  divine 
wisdom  in  its  multiplicity  may  be  distributed 

through  man)-.  Whence  also  he  who  first  speaks 
in  prophecy  is  bidden  to  be  silent  if  a  revela- 

tion be  made  to  a  second.  For  which  reason  it 

happens  of  necessity  among  us,  that  year  by 

year  we,  the  elders  and  prelates,  assemble  to- 
gether to  arrange  those  matters  whi<  h  are  1  om- 

niilted  to  our  care,  so  that  if  any  things  are 

more  serious  they  may  be  directed  by  the  com- 
mon counsel.  Moreover,  we  do  tins  that  some 

remedy  may  be  sought  for  by  repentance  for 
lapsed  brethren,  and  for  those  wounded  by  the 

devil  after  the  savin-  laver,  not  as  tl  they 
obtained  remission  of  sins  from  us,  but  that  by 
our  means  they  may  be  converted  to  the  under 
standing  of  their  sins,  and  may  be  compelled  to 
give  fullei  satisfaction  to  the  Lord. 

5.  But  since  that  messenger  sent  bj  von  was 
in  haste  to  return  to  you,  and  the  winter  season 
was  pressing,  we  replied  what  we  could  to  j 
letter.  And  indeed,  as  respec  ts  what  Stephen 
has  said,  as  though  the  apostles  forbade  those 
who  come  from  heresy  to  be  baptized,  and  de- 

livered tins  also  to  be  observed  by  their  succes 
.  you  have  replied  most  abundantly,  that  no 

one  is  so  foolish  as  to  believe  that  the  apostles 
delivered  this,  when    it    is   even  well    known    that 

these  hi  themselves,  exe<  rablc  and  d<  I 

able  as  they  are, arose  subsequentl)  ;  when  even 
Marcion  the  disc  iple  of  Cerdo  is  found  n>  have 
introduced  his  sacrilegious  tradition  against  God 
long  after  the  apostles,  and  altei  long  lapse  of 
time     from    them.      Apelles,   also    CO!  :    t>> 

1   Pi   Ixxiii 
-'  J .  •  1 1 1  >  HVli 

his  blasphemy,  added  many  other  new  and  m 
important   matters    hostile    to    faith   and   truth. 
Hut  also  the  time  of  Yalentinus  and   Basilide 

manifest,  that  they  too,  after  the  apostles,  and 
after  a  long  period,  rebelled  against   the  Church 
of  God  with  their  wicked  lies.      It   is   plain   that 
the   other  heretics,  also,  afterwards    inti 
their  evil  se<  I  perverse  inventions,  even 
everyone  was  led  by  error;  all  of  whom,  it  is 
evident,  were  self-condemned,  and  have  de<  lared 
against  themselves  an  inevitable  senten<  e 
the  day  of  judgment  ;  and  lie  who  confirms  the 
baptism  of  these,  what  else  does  lie  do 

adjudge  himself  with  them,  and  condemn  him- 
self, making  himself  a  partaker  with  such? 

6.  But  that  they  who  are  at  Rome  do  not  ob- 
serve those  things  in  all  cases  which  are  handed 

down  from  the  beginning,  and  vainly  pretend  the 

authority  of  the  apostles;3  anyone  may  know- 
also  from  the  fact,  that  concerning  the  celebra- 

tion of  Faster,  and  concerning  many  other  sacra- 
ments of  div  ine  matters,  he  may  see  that  there  are 

some  diversities  anion-  them,  and  that  all  th 
are  not  observed  anion-  them  alike,  which 
observed  at  Jerusalem,  just  as  in  verj  man)  other 

provinces   also   many   things   are  varied 
of  the  different  e  of  the  places  and  names.1     And 
vet  on  this  account  there  is   no   departure   at   all 
from  the  peace  and  unity  of  the  Catholic  (  hunh, 

such   as    Stephen    has     now    dared    to     • 
breaking  the  peace  against  you,  which  his  pred- 

ecessors have  always  kept   with  you  in    mutual 
love   and    honour,   even   herein    defaming    Peter 
and    Paul    the   blessed    apostles/    as    if  the 
men  delivered  this  who  in  their  epistles  e\ 
heretii  S,  and  warned  us  to  avoid  them.      V. 

it  appears  th.it  this  tradition  is  o\  men  wl 
maintains   heretics,   and   ass.n^    that    the-, 
baptism,  which  belongs  to  the  Church  alone. 

7.  but.  moreov<  1,  you  have  well  answen 
put  where  Stephen  said  in  his  Utter  that  h< 

iIh  niselves  al  .0  arc-  ̂ <\   one    mind    in    1    • 

oi  baptism  ;  and  that  thev  do  not  baptize  such 
as  (  01m  t<  1  tin  in   from  one  .  but   only 
1 1  immunii  ate  with  them  ;  a-  it  we  als 
do  tin v     In  wine  h  plat  e,  although  you  i 

ready  proi  ed  that  it  is  suftu  ientl)  1 

an)   one  lo  |.  illi  i\\   those  that  are  in    c ■: 
add  this  moreover,  over  and  above,  that   1 

derful  for  hen  I 
Iters    thev 

which  is  greatest  thev   hold  one  and  th< 
■mem  .heme    tin     I 

foi  themseh  ms  and  pi 

equal 
■ 

■ 
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an  unknown  God.      Assuredly  it  is  but  natural 

tlut  hould  agree  in  ha>  ing  a  baptism  wliic  h 

is  unreal,1  in  the  same  way  as  the)  agree  in  re- 
pudiate truth  of  the  divinity.     Of  whom, 
ius  to  repl)  to  their  several  state- 

ments, either  wicked  or  foolish,  it  is  sufficient 
iv  in  sum.  that  they  who  do  not  hold 

true  Lord  the  Father  cannot  hold  the  truth 

either  of  the  Son  or  o\  the  Holy  Spirit  ;  at  cord- 

to  which  also  they  who  arc  called  Cataphry- 
is,  and  endeavour  to  claim  to  themselves  new 

.  can  have  neither  the  Father,  nor  the 

<■  Holy  Spirit,1  of  whom,  if  we  ask 
.t  C  hri>t  tluv  announce,  they  will  reply  that 

!  Him  who  sent  the  Spirit  that  speaks 
MontanuS  and    Prise  a.      And   in   these,  when 

we  observe  that  there  has  been  not  the   spirit   of 

truth,  but  of  error,  we  know  that  they  who  main-  I 
tain  their  false  prophesying  against  the  faith  of  | 
Christ  cannot  have  Christ     Moreover,  all  other 
heretics,  if  they  have  separated  themselves  from 
the  Church  of  God,  can  have  nothing  of  power 

or  of  grai  e,  since  all  power  and  grace  are  estab- 
ied  in  the  Church  where  the  elders3  preside, 

who  possess  the  power  both  of  baptizing,  and  of 
imposition  o(  hands,  and  o\  ordaining.     For  as  a 
Heretic  may  not  lawfully  ordain  nor  lay  on  hands, 

neither  may  he  baptize,  nor  do  any  thing  holily 
or  spiritually,  since  he  is  an  alien  from  spiritual 
and  deifying  sanctity.     All  which  we  some  time 

k  confirmed  in  Iconium.  which  is  a  place  in 
Phrygia,  when  we  were  assembled  together  with 
those  who  had  gathered  from  Calatia  and  Cilicia, 
and  other  neighbouring  countries,  as  to  be  held 
and  firmly  vindicated  againsl  heretics,  when  there 
was  Mime  doubt  in  certain  minds  concerning  that 
matter.1 

8.  And  as  Stephen  and  those  who  agree  with 

him  contend  that  putting  away  of  sins  and  sec- 
ond birth  may  result  from  the  baptism  of  here- 

g  whom  they  themselves  confess  that 
the  Holy  Spirit  is  not;  let  them  consider  and 
understand  that  spiritual  birth  cannot  be  without 
the  Spirit;   in  rmity   with  which  also   the 
blessed  Apostle  Paul  baptized  anew  with  a  spirit- 

ual baptism  those  who  had  already  been  bap- 
d  by  John  before  the  Holy  Spirit  had  been 

Dt by  the  Lord,  ami  so  laid  hands  on  them  that 
they  might  receive  the  Holy  Ghost,  but  what 
kin  %  is  it,  that  when  we  see  that  Paul. 

after  John's  baptism,  baptized  his  disciph 
we  are  hesitati  :ptize  those  who  (Din 
th<  after  their  unhallowed 

and  pr  lipping-     Unless,  perchance,   Paul 
was  inferior  to  the  bishops  of  these  tii  that 
these  indeed   cm   by  imposition   of  hands  alone 

njectunlly  interpolated,  but  have 
no  3 

■  ■I  note,  in  '  .rope. J 

give  the  Holy  Spirit  to  those  heretics  who  come 
(to  the  Church),  while  Paul  was  not  fitted  to  give 
the  Holy  Spirit  by  imposition  of  hands  to  1 1 , 
who  had  been   baptized   by  John,  unless   he   I 
first  baptized  them  also  with  the  baptism   of  the 
Church. 

9.  That,  moreover,  is  absurd,  that  they  do  not 
think  it  is  to  be  inquired  who  was  the  person 

that  baptized,  for  the  reason  that  he  who  has 
been  baptized  may  have  obtained  grace  by  the 
invocation  of  the  Trinity,  of  the  names  of  the 
Father,  and  of  the  Son.  and  of  the  Holy  Ghost. 
Then  this  will  be  the  wisdom  which  Paul  writes 

is  in  those  who  are  perfected.  Hut  who  in  the 

Church  is  perfect  and  wise  who  can  either  de- 
fend or  believe  this,  that  this  bare  invocation  of 

names  is  sufficient  to  the  remission  of  sins  and 

the  sanctilic  ation  of  baptism  ;  since  these  things 
are  only  then  of  advantage,  when  both  he  who 
baptizes  has  the  Holy  Spirit,  and  the  baptism 
itself  also  is  not  ordained  without  the  Spirit? 
Hut,  say  they,  he  who  in  any  manner  whatever 
is  baptized  without,  may  obtain  the  grace  of 
baptism  by  his  disposition  and  faith,  which 
doubtless  is  ridiculous  in  itself,  as  if  either  a 
wicked  disposition  could  attract  to  itself  from 
heaven  the  sanctiheation  of  the  righteous,  or  a 
false  faith  the  truth  of  believers.  Hut  that  not 

all  who  call  on  the  name  of  Christ  are  heard, 
and  that  their  invocation  cannot  obtain  any  grace, 

the  Lord  Himself  manifests,  saying,  "Many  shall 
come  in  my  name,  saying,  I  am  Christ,  and  shall 

deceive  many."5  because  there  is  no  difference 
between  a  false  prophet  and  a  heretic.  For  as 
the  former  deceives  in  the  name  of  Cod  or 
Christ,  so  the  latter  deceives  in  the  sacrament  of 

baptism.  Both  strive  by  falsehood  to  deceive 
men's  wills. 

10.  lint  I  wish  to  relate  to  you  some  facts 
concerning  a  circumstance  which  occurred  among 

us,  pertaining  to  this  very  matter.  About  two- 
and-twenty  years  ago.  in  the  times  after  the 
Emperor  Alexander,  there  happened  in  these 
parts  many  struggles  and  difficulties,  either  in 
general  to  all  men,  or  privately  to  Christians. 
Moreover,  there  were  many  and  frequent  earth- 

quakes, so  that  many  places  were  overthrown 

throughout  Cappadocia  and  Pontus  ;  even  cer- 
tain cities,  dragged  into  the  abyss,  were  swal- 

lowed up  by  the  opening  of  the  gaping  earth. 
So  that  from  this  also  a  severe  persecution  arose 

nst  us  of  the  Christian  name;  and  this  after 

the  long  peace  of  the  previous  age  arose  sud- 
denly, ami  with  its  unusual  evils  was  made  m 

terrible  for  the  disturbance  of  our  people.  Se- 
renianus  was  then  governor  in  our  province,  1 
bitter  and  terrible  persecutor.  Hut  the  faithful 
being  set  in  this  state  of  disturbance,  and  fleeing 

>  Mark  xiii.  6. 
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hither  and  thither  for  fear  of  the  persecution, 
and  leaving  their  country  and  passing  over  into 
other  regions  —  for  there  was  an  opportunity  of 
passing  over,  for  the  reason  that  that  persecution 
was  not  over  the  whole  world,  but  was  local  — 
there  arose  among  us  on  a  sudden  a  certain 
woman,  who  in  a  state  of  ecstasy  announced  her- 

self as  a  prophetess,  and  acted  as  if  filled  with 
the  Holy  Ghost.  And  she  was  so  moved  by  the 
impetus  of  the  principal  demons,  that  for  a  long 
time  she  made  anxious  and  deceived  the  broth- 

erhood, accomplishing  certain  wonderful  and 
portentous  things,  and  promised  that  she  would 
cause  the  earth  to  be  shaken.  Not  that  the 

power  of  the  demon  was  so  great  that  he  could 
prevail  to  shake  the  earth,  or  to  disturb  the 
elements;  but  that  sometimes  a  wicked  spirit, 
prescient,  and  perceiving  that  there  will  be  an  i 
earthquake,  pretends  that  he  will  do  what  he 
sees  will  happen.  By  these  lies  and  boastings 
he  had  so  subdued  the  minds  of  individuals,  that 
they  obeyed  him  and  followed  whithersoever  he 
commanded  and  led.  He  would  also  make  that 
woman  walk  in  the  keen  winter  with  bare  feet 
over  fro/en  snow,  and  not  to  be  troubled  or  hurt 
in  any  degree  by  that  walking.  Moreover,  she 
would  say  that  she  was  hurrying  to  Judea  and 
to  Jerusalem,  feigning  as  if  she  had  come  thence. 
Here  also  she  deceived  one  of  the  presbyters,  a 
countryman,  and  another,  a  deacon,  so  thai  th  J 
had  intercourse  with  that  same  woman,  which 

Iras  shortly  afterwards  detected.  For  on  a  sud- 
den there  appeared  unto  her  one  of  the  exorcists, 

a  man  approved  and  always  of  good  conversa- 
tion   in   respect   of  religious   discipline  ;    who. 

stimulated  by  the  exhortation  also  of  verv  man) 
brethren  who  were  themselves  strong  and  praise- 

worthy in  the  faith,  raised  himself  up  against 
that  wicked  spirit  to  overcome  it  ;  which  mo 
over,  by  it-,  subtile  fallacy,  had  predicted  this  a 
little  while  before,  that  a  certain  adverse  anil 
unbelieving  tempter  would  come.  Yet  thai  ex- 

orcist, inspired  by  God's  grace,  bravely  resisl    ' 
and    showed    that    that  which  was  before  thought 
holy,  was  indeed  a  most  wicked  spirit.      but  that 

woman,  who  previously   by  wiles  and  deceitful 
in    -  of  the  demon  was  attempting  main  th 
for  the  deceiving  of  the   faithful,  anion',  other 
things  by  which   she   had  deceived  num. 
had  frequently  dared  this;  to  pretend  that  with 
an  in\  o<  ai  ii  m  not  to  be  i  ontemned  she  -  inctified 

bre  id   and    c  elebrated  '   the    I  !u<  harist,  and   to 
oiler  sacrifu  e  to  the  I  ord,  not  w  ithoul  th 
men!  of  the  a<  customed  utterani  e  ;  and  also 

baptize  many,  making  use  of  the  usual  and  law 
ful  words  of  interrogation,  that  nothing  m 
seem   m    be    different    from   the   ecclesiastical 
rule. 

ere,     1 1  vui.Mii.i.  s.  .  .  ill.  .1,  U  m\  j 

ii.  What,  then,  shall  we  say  about  the  bap- 
tism of  this  woman,  by  which  a  most  wicked 

demon  baptized  through  means  of  a  woman? 
Do  Stephen  and  they  who  a$  th  him  ap- 

prove of  this  also,  especially  when  neither 
symbol    of   the    Trinity  nor  the    legitimate  and 
ecclesiastical  interrogatory  were  wanting  to  her? 
Can  it  be  believed  that   either   remission   of 

was  given,  or  the  regeneration  of  the  -  I  iver 
duly  completed,  when  all  things,  alt!  after 

the  image  of  truth,  yet  were'  don< 
Unless,  perchance,  they  who  defend  the 
of  heretics    contend    that  the  demon  also  i  in- 

ferred the  grace  of  baptism  in  the  name  of  the 
father,  and  of  the  Son.  and  of  the    Holy  Spirit. 

Among  them,  no  doubt,  there   is  th'- 
—  it   is   the  very  deceitfulness   of  devils,  since 
among  them  the  Hols'  Spirit  is  not  at  all. 

12.  Moreover,  what    is    the   meaning   of  that 
which  Stephen  would  ;i-~-,ert,  that  th  nee 
and  holiness  of  Christ  is  with  those  who  are  bap- 

tized among  heretics?     For  if  the  apostle  i 

not  speak  falsely  when  he  says,  "As  man 

as  are  baptized  into  (  'hrist.  have  put  on  ( 'hn~- certainly  he  who  has  been  baptized  among  them 
into  Christ,  has  put  on  Christ.      Hut   if  he  has 
put  on  Christ,  he  might  also  receive  thi    H 
Ghost,  who  wa-,  sent  by  (  hrist,  ami  ha: 
vainly  laid  upon  him  who  comes  to  us  for  the 
reception  of  the  Spirit  ;  unless,  perhaps  be 
//c/put  on  the  Spirit  from  (  hrist.  so  that    Christ 

m  leed  may  be  widi  heretii  >.  but  the  Hoi)  Spirit 
not  be  with  them. 

13.  but  let  us  briefly  run  through  the  other 
matter,  al-o.  which  were  spoken  of  by  you  abun- 

dantly and   most   fully,  especiall) 
our  well-beloved   deacon,  is   hurryi 
for  it  follows  that  the)    hum   tx 
when  the)  defend  heretics, whether tl 

nil  il  or  spiritual.      For  if  it 
differ  in  no  respe<  1  from  the  baptism  1 
whi<  h  they  use  in  sue  h  a  mann<  r  that  in  it. 
in  a  common  and  \  ulg  ir  laver,  on 

is  washed  away.     But  if  it  is  spiritual,  how 
baptism  be  spiritual  amonj 
there  is  no  Holj   Spirit?     Vnd  thus  the  water 
w  herewith    the)  w      \ 

carnal  washing,  n  ■  iment  ol 
1  |.    But    if  the   baptism   of  her   I 

the  regeneration  of  ih  d  birth,  th 
are  b  ipti.ed  amon  [  them    must    be   COUnl 
heretii  s,  but  <  hildren  of  God.     1 
birth,  which  o.  1  urs  in  baptism. 
i  tod.     Bui  if  the  spou 
is  the  Catholil    (  bun  h.  it  is 
bears    sons    of  God        i 

-es  ol  < 'luist.  -in-  e  the  ape 
espoused  you,  that   I   ma\   | 

.1  »i.  17. 
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;•••  and,  "Hearken, O  daughter, 
:i.  line  thine  ear ;  forget  also 

thine  own  people,  for  the  King  hath  greatly  de- 

1  thj  md,  ••Com.'  wuli  me,  mj 
inon  ;   thou  shall  come,  and 

n  the  source  of  thy  faith ;" J 
and,  ••  I  .nil  come  into  mj  garden,  my  sister,  my 

e   that   one  person  is  every- 
forward,  because  also  the  spouse  is 

But  the  synagogue  o\  heretics  is  not  one 

pouse  is  not  an  adulter*  ss 
'..irl.it.    Whence  also   she  cannot   bear 

<  hildren  of  God  :  unless,  as  appears  to  Stephen, 

heresy  indeed  brings  them   forth   and   exposes 

them!  while  the  Church  takes  them  up  when  ex- 
•d.  and  nourishes  those  tor  her  own  whom 
has  not  born,  although  she  cannot  be  the 

mother  of  strange  children.    And  therefore  Christ 

our  Lord,  setting  forth  that  His  spouse  is  one, 
and  declaring  the  sacrament  of  His  unity,  says, 

••  He  that  is  not  with   me  is  against  me,  and  he 

that  gathereth  not  with  me  scattereth."  5     For  if Christ  i>  with  us,  but  the  heretics  are  not  with  us, 

certainly  the  heretics  are  in  opposition  to  Christ  ; 
and  if  we  gather  with  Christ,  but  the  heretics  do 

r  with  us,  doubtless  they  scatter. 

15.    bit  neither  must  we   pass  over  what  has 
been    necessarily    remarked    by    you,    that    the 
Church,  according  to  the  Song  of  Songs,  is  a 

garden  em  losed,  and  a  fountain  sealed,  a  para- 
dise with  the  fruit  of  apples.6     They  who  have 

never  entered   into  this  garden,   and   have   not 
q  the  paradise  planted  by  Cod  the  Creator, 

how  shall  they  be  able  to  afford  to  another  the  ! 

living  water  of  the  saving  lava  from  the  foun- 
tain which  i>  en<  losed  within,  and  sealed  with  a  I 

divine  seal?     And  as  the  ark  of  Noah  was  noth- 
else  than  the  sacrament  of   the  Church  of 

Christ,  which  then,  when  all  without  were  perish- 
lose  only  safe  who   were  within  the' 

ark.  manifestly  instructed  to  look  to  the 
unity  of  the  Church.     Kven  as  also  the  Apostle 

tying,  "Thus  also  shall  bap- 
i  in  like  manner  make  you  safe  ;  "  7  showin.; 

that  as  they  who  were  not  in  the  ark  with   Noah 

only  were   not   purged  and   saved   by  water, 
but  perished  in  that  deluge  ;  so  now  also, 

t  in  the  Church  with  Christ  will 

ire  converted  by  peni- 
tence to  the  only  and  saving  lava  of  the  Church. 

[6.  But  what  is  the  greatness  of  his   error, 
and  whit    the  depth   of  his  blindness,  who  says 
that  remission  of  sins  cm  be  granted   in    the 

3  of  hex  nd  does  not  abide  on 

i    2. II. 

u.  iv.  8. 
'  i 

' 

7  i  Pet.  m.  u. 

the  foundation  of  the  one  Church  which  wis 

once  based  by  Christ  upon  the  rock,  may  be 

perceived   bom    this,   that   Christ   said    to    1 
alone,  "  Whatsoever  thou  shah  bind  on  earth 
shall  be  bound  in  heaven,  and  whatsoever  thou 

shall  loose  on  earth  shall  be  loosed  in  heaven."8 
And  again,  in  the  Gospel,  when  Christ  breathed 

on  the  apostles  alone,  saying,  '•  Receive  ye  the 
Holy  Ghost:  whose  soever  sins  ye  remit  they 
are  remitted  unto  them,  and  whose  soever  sins 

ye  retain  they  are  retained.'"'  Therefore  the 
power  of  remitting  sins  was  given  to  the  apostles, 
and  to  the  churches  which  they,  sent  by  Christ, 
established,  and  to  the  bishops  who  succeeded 

to  them  by  vicarious  ordination.10  But  the  ene- mies of  the  one  Catholic  Church  in  which  we 

are,  and  the  adversaries  of  us  who  have  suc- 
ceeded the  apostles,  asserting  for  themselves,  in 

opposition  to  us,  unlawful  priesthoods,  and  set- 
ting up  profane  altars,  what  else  are  they  than 

Korah,  Dathan,  and  Abiram,  profane  with  a  like 
wickedness,  and  about  to  suffer  the  same  punish- 

ments which  they  did,  as  well  as  those  who  aurree 
with  them,  just  as  their  partners  and  abettors 

perished  with  a  like  death  to  theirs? 
17.  And  in  this  respect  I  am  justly  indignaal 

at  this  so  open  and  manifest  folly  of  Stephen, 

that  he  who  so  boasts  of  the  place  of  his  epis- 
copate, and  contends  that  he  holds  the  succes- 

sion from  Peter,"  on  whom  the  foundations  of 
the  Church  were  laid,  should  introduce  many 
other  rocks  and  establish  new  buildings  of  many 
churches;  maintaining  that  there  is  baptism  in 

them  by  his  authority.  For  they  who  are  bap- 
tized, doubtless,  fill  up  the  number  of  the  Church, 

But  he  who  approves  their  baptism  maintains, 
of  those  baptized,  that  the  Church  is  also  with 
them.  Nor  does  he  understand  that  the  truth 
of  the  Christian  Rock  is  overshadowed,  and  in 

some  measure  abolished,  by  him  when  he  thus 

betrays  and  deserts  unity.12  The  apostle  ac- 
knowledges that  the  Jews,  although  blinded  by 

ignorance,  and  bound  by  the  grossest  wicked- 
ness, have  yet  a  zeal  for  God.  Stephen,  who 

announces  that  he  holds  by  succession  the  throne 
of  Peter,  is  stirred  with  no  zeal  against  heretics, 
when  he  concedes  to  them,  not  a  moderate,  but 

the  very  greatest  power  of  grace  :  so  far  as  to 

say  and  assert  that,  by  the  sacrament  of  bap- 
tism, the  filth  of  the  old  man  is  washed  away 

by  them,  that  they  pardon    the    former  mortal 

8  Matt.  xvi.  19. 

9  John  xx.  22,  23.  [The  two  text?  here  quoted  lie  at  the  hase  of 

Cypri.ui's  own  theory:  (i)  lo  Peter  alone  this  gift  to  signify  its  sin- 
gleness, (2)  then  the  same  to  all  the  apostles  alone  to  signify  their 

common  and  undivided  partnership  \x\  the  use  of  this  gift.  Note 
the  two  alones  and  one  therefore.     And  see  Treatise  I.  in/ra.\ 

10  [Cyprian's  theory  is  thus  professed  by  the  Orient  ] 
11  [This  place  and  succession  are  conceded  in  the  argument;  but 

Stephen  himself  does  not  apt*  ar  t<>  have  claimed  to  !>c  the  Kock  01 
to  exercise  the  authority  of  Peter.     Vol.  iii    p.  266  ] 

'-   [Stephen  abolishes  the  Rock,  and  "  deserts  unity:  "  hei is  evidence  that  he  was  not  the  one,  nor  the  criterion  of  the  other.] 
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sins,  that  they  make  sons  of  God  by  heavenly 
regeneration,  and  renew  to  eternal  life  by  the 
sanctification  of  the  divine  laver.  He  who  con- 

cedes and  gives  up  to  heretics  in  this  way  the 
great  and  heavenly  gifts  of  the  Church,  what 
else  does  he  do  but  communicate  with  them  for 

whom  he  maintains  and  claims  so  much  grace? 
And  now  he  hesitates  in  vain  to  consent  to 

them,  and  to  be  a  partaker  with  them  in  other 
matters  also,  to  meet  together  with  them,  and 
equally  with  them  to  mingle  their  prayers,  and 
appoint  a  common  altar  and  sacrifice. 

18.  But,  says  he,  "the  name  of  Christ  is  of, 
great  advantage  to  faith  and  the  sanctification; 

of  baptism  ;  so  that  whosoever  is  anywhere  so- 
ever baptized  in  the  name  of  Christ,  immediately 

obtains  the  grace  of  Christ :  "  although  this  posi- 
tion may  be  briefly  met  and  answered,  that  if 

baptism  without  in  the  name  of  Christ  availed 
for  the  cleansing  of  man ;  in  the  name  of  the 
same  Christ,  the  imposition  of  hands  might 
avail  also  for  the  reception  of  the  Holy  Spirit  ; 
and  the  other  things  also  which  are  done  among 
heretics  will  begin  to  seem  just  and  lawful  when 
they  are  done  in  the  name  of  Christ  ;  as  you 
have  maintained  in  your  letter  that  the  name  of 
Christ  could  be  of  no  avail  except  in  the  Church 
alone,  to  which  alone  Christ  has  conceded  the 

power  of  heavenly  grace. 
19.  but  with  respect  to  the  refutation  of  cus 

torn  which  they  seem  to  oppose  to  the  truth, 
who  is  so  foolish  as  to  prefer  custom  to  truth, 
or  when  he  sees  the  light,  not  to  forsake  the 

darkness?  —  unless  most  ancient  custom  in  any 

respei  t  avail  the  Jews,  upon  the  advent  of  l  'hrist, 
that  is,  the  Truth,  in  remaining  in  their  old  us  Ige, 
and  forsaking  the  new  way  of  truth.  And  tin, 
indeed  you  Africans  are  able  to  say  against 
Stephen,  that  when  you  knew  the  truth  you  for 
sook  the  error  of  custom.     But  we  join  custom 

to   truth,  and  to  the  Roman-.'  CUStOm  we  Opp 
custom,  but    the   custom  of  truth  ;   holding  !i  >;n 
the    beginning    that    which    was    delivered 

Christ  and  the  apostles.1     Nor  do  we  rememl 
that  this  at  any  time  began  am  mg  11-,,  since  il 
has  always  been  observed   here,  dial  we  knew 

Hone    but    one    ( 'hun  h   of  God,   and    a.  counted 

no  baptism  holy  except  that  of  the  holy  ( 'hurch. 
Certainly,  since  some  doubted  about  the  bap 
ti>.ii>  of  those  who,  although  the)    receive  the 

new  prophets,'  yet  appear  to  recognise  the  same 
Father  and  Son  with  us  ;  ver)  man)  of  us  m 
Ing  together  in  [conium  ver)  carefull)  examined 
the  matter,  and  we  decided  that  ever)  baptism 

altogether  to  In-  reje<  ted  whi<  h  is  arran 
for  without  the  Church.3 

1  [lli.-  Roman  cuitotn  Kami  to  have  bMn  1 
h  m  ■  'Hi  a.    s, .  1  •  .1. 1 

-'  [1  c  .  Montaniiti.  I    Or,  "m  wi    lo  thaproj 
'  [Si  e    '      ;,  su/ra,  J 

20.  But    to    what     they    allege     and     say    on 
llf   of    the    heretics,    that    the    a; 

'•Whether   in    pret  r    in    truth,    Christ 
preached," 4  it  is  idle  for  us  to  reply;  when  it 
is  manifest  that  the  apostle,  in  hi-  where- 

in he  said  this,  made  mention  neither  of  heretics 

nor  of  baptism  of  heretics,  but  -poke  of  brethren 
only,  whether  as  perfidiously  speaking  in  agree- 

ment with  himself,  or  as  persevering  in  sincere 
faith  ;  nor  is  it  needful  to  di»  USS  this  in  a  long 
argument,  but  it  is  sufficient  to  read  the  epistle 
itself,  and  to  gather  from  the  apostle  himself 
what  the  apostle  said. 

21.  What  then,  say  they,  will  become  of  those 

who,  coming  from  the  heretics,  havi  i  re- 
ceived without  the  baptism  of  the  (  hurch?  If 

they  have  departed  this  hie,  they  ar  ined 
in  the  number  of  those  who  have  hu- 
mens    indeed   among   us,   but  have  dud 

they  wire  baptized,  —  no   I 
truth  and  faith,  to  which  they  had  attained 
forsaking  error,  although,  1»  ing   pr 
death,  they  had  not  gained   the   1  :ion 

of  grace.6      but  they  who  still  abide  in  life  should 
be  baptized  with  the  baptism  of  the  Church,  that 
they   may   obtain   remission   0 

presumption  of  others  they  remain  in  their  old 
error,  and    die  without    the  completion  of  grace. 
but  what   a  crime  b  theirs  on  the  one  hand  w 

receive,  or  on  the  other,  theirs  who  are  received, 

that  their  foulness  not  being  washed  ..•  the 
laver  of  the  i  hurch,  nor  tin  put  away, 
communion  being  rashly  seized,  they  touch  the 
body  am!   blood   of  the    Lord,  although    c 
written,  '•  W  tiall  eat  the  bread  or  d 
the  cup  of  the  lord  unworthily,  shall  be  guilty 
of  the  body  and  blood  of  the  I 

22.  w  ■  have  judged,  that  I  whom 
the) .  who  had  formerly  be<  n  m  the 
Catholii  Church,  and  afterwards  had  d  to 
themselves  the  pov  .  had 
baptizi  d.  are   to  be  reg  irded  a     1 
And  thi>  is  observed  ami 

dipped  b)   them  come  to  US  are  bapt: 
us  as  strangers  and  having  obtained  n 

onl)  and  true  baptism  ̂ \  tl. 
and  obtain  the  regenei  f  the   I 

And  yet  there  i>  a  gn    t  diflei  him 
who  unwiilingl)  and  1  onstrained 
of  persei  ution  h  tnd  hii 
a  profane  will  boldly  rebels 
or  with   impious  \,  .I.  e   blas|    1 
Father  and  Cod  of  *  hrisl  am 
whole  world.     And  Stephen  is  n 
asseit  and  1 

<  1 
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irho  are  themselves  set  fast  in 

all  km.'.  if  ni  the  house  of  death  there 
could  1"  of  salvation. 

then,  is  to  be  made  nfwh.it  is  writ- 

ten, "  V;   •    a      im  strange  water,  and  drink  not 
itain,"  '  if,  leaving  the  sealed 

ntain  ol  i  hun  h,  you   take   up   strange 

..  and  pollute  the  Church  with* 
unhallow  intains?     Forwhenyou  commu- 

nicate with  the  baptism  of  heretics,  what  eke  do 
do  than  drink  from  their  slough  and  mud  ; 

and  while  you  yourself  are  purged  with  the 

Church's  sanctification,  you  become  befouled 

with  the  t  of  the  filth  of  others  ?    And  <l-> 
•  the  judgment  of  Cod  when  you  are 

giving  i  ay  to  heretics  in  opposition  to  the 
Church.  it   is  written.  '•  A   false  witness 

shall  not  be  unpunished?"'  But  indeed  you 
are  worse  than  all  heretics.  For  when  many,  as 
soon  as  their  error  is  known,  come  over  to  you 
from  them  that  they  may  receive  the  true  light 
of  the  Church,  you  assist  the  errors  of  those  who 

come,  and,  ing  the  light  of  ecclesiastical 
truth,  you  heap  up  the  darkness  of  the  heretical 

night  ;  and  although  they  confess  that  they  arc- 
in  sins,  an  1  have  no  grace,  and  therefore  come 

to  the  Chun  h,  you  take  away  from  them  remis- 
sion o(  sins,  which  is  given  in  baptism,  by  saying 

that  they  ar  ly  baptized  and  have  obtained 

the  gra<  ■  of  the  i  Ihurch  outside  the  Church,  and 
ve  that  their  souls  will  be  re- 

quired at  your  hands  when  the  day  of  judgment 
shall  come,  for  having  denied  to  the  thirsting  the 
drink  oi  the  Church,  and  hiving  been  the  oc- 

iion  of  death  to  those  that  were  desirious  of 

living-       \id.  after  all  this,  you  are  indignant  ! 
'.  ith  what  want  of  judgment  you 

dare  to  blame  those  who   strive    for  the   truth 

For  who  ought  more  justly 

to  be  indignant  against  the  other?  —  whether  he 

who  its  God's  enemies,  or  he  who,  in  op- 
position to  him  who  supports  Cod's  enemies, 

unil  '/   us  on   behalf  of  the   truth  of   the 
Chunh?  —  •  that  it  is  plain  that  the  igno- 

rant are  als  d   and   angry,  because   by  the 
1  and  discourse  they  are    easily 

tun  tat  of  none   more  than  of 

Script  .       \  wrathful  man 

rreth  up  mil  a  furious  man  heapeth  up 
sins."  !     For  what  strifes  and  dissensions  have 

rred  up  throughout  the  churches  of  the 
whole  world!     Moreover,    how  great  sin  have 

If,  when  you  cut  your- 
nv  floe  ks  !     For  it  is  yourself 

thai  Do  not  deceive  your 
since  he  is  really  the  schismatic  who  has  made 
hm.  .m  the  communion  of 

I  XX.). 

■e  the  charge  of  schism  that  follows.] I.  22. 

clesiastical  unity.'      For  while  you   think  that   all 
may  be  ex<  ommunicated  by  you,  you  have  ex- 
oommunicated  yourself  alone  from  all  ;  and 
even  the  precepts  ol  an  apostle  have  been  able 
to  mould  you  to  the  rule  of  truth  and  peai  e,  al- 

though he  warned,  and  said,  "  I  there!- 
prisoner  of  the  Ford,  beseech  you  that  ye  walk 
worthy  of  the  vocation  wherewith  ye  are  called, 

with  all  lowliness  and  meekness,  with  long-Sllffer- 
ing,  forbearing  one  another  in  love  ;  endeavour- 

ing to  keep  the  unity  of  the  Spirit  in  the  bond 
of  peace.  There  is  one  body  and  one  Spirit, 
even  as  ye  are  called  in  one  hope  of  your  calling  ; 
one  Ford,  one  faith,  one  baptism;  one  God  and 
Father  of  all,  who  is  above  all,  and  through  all, 

and  in  us  all."  5 25.  How  carefully  has  Stephen  fulfilled  these 
salutary  commands  and  warnings  of  the  apostle, 

keeping  in  the  first  place  lowliness  of  mind  and 
meekness  !  For  what  is  more  lowly  or  meek 
than  to  have  disagreed  with  so  many  bishops 
throughout  the  whole  world,  breaking  peace  with 

each  one  of  them  in  various  kinds  of  discord  : 6 
at  one  time  with  the  eastern  churches,  as  we  are 

Mire  you  know  ;  at  another  time  with  you  who 
are  in  the  south,  from  whom  he  received  bidiops 
as  messengers  sufficiently  patiently  and  meekly 
not  to  receive  them  even  to  the  speech  of  an 
ordinary  conference  ;  and  even  more,  so  mindful 
of  love  and  charity  as  to  command  the  entire 
fraternity,  that  no  one  should  receive  them  into 

his  house,  so  that  not  only  peace  and  commun- 
ion, but  also  a  shelter  and  entertainment,  were 

denied  to  them  when  they  came  !  This  is  to 

have  kept  the  unity  of  the  Spirit  in  the  bond  of 
peace,  to  cut  himself  off  from  the  unity  of  love,7 
and  to  make  himself  a  stranger  in  all  respects 

from  his  brethren,  and  to  rebel  against  the  sicra- 
nient  and  the  faith  with  the  madness  of  contuma- 

cious discord  !  With  such  a  man  can  there  be 

one  Spirit  and  one  body,  in  whom  perchance 
there  is  not  even  one  mind,  so  slippery,  and 

shifting,  and  uncertain  is  it? 
26.  but  as  far  as  he  is  concerned,  let  us  leave 

him  ; '  let  us  rather  deal  with  that  concerning 
which  there  is  the  greatest  question.  They  who 
contend  that  persons  baptized  among  the  heretics 
ought  to  be  received  as  if  they  had  obtained  the 
grace  of  lawful  baptism,  say  that  baptism  is  one 
and  the  same  to  them  and  to  us,  and  differs  in 

no  respect,  lint  what  says  the  Apostle  Paul? 

"One  Ford,  one  faith,  one  baptism,  one  Cod." 
If  the  baptism  of  heretics  be  one  and  the  same 

*  [This,  by  the  structure  of  the  argument,  is  supposed  to  be 

Step)' 

1     n.  iv.  i,  6. 

I   n   XIX.  of  Nica:a  the  Paulianists  were  compelled  to 
obsct  rthaginian  discipline,  which  was  .1  Catholii   decision, 

so  far,  in  Cyprian's  favour.      His  position  was  not  condemned  ] 
[These  i>.i-.^i.;<  s  are  noted  here,  because  they  all  must  be  bo: 

in  mini  when  we  come  to  the  Treatise  on  O'uitji.] 8  Eph.  iv.  5,  6. 

I  to 

on, 
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with  ours,  without  doubt  their  faith  also  is  one  ; 
but  if  our  faith  is  one,  assuredly  also  we  have 
one  Lord  :  if  there  is  one  Lord,  it  follows  that 

we  say  that  He  is  one.1  But  if  this  unity  which 
cannot  be  separated  and  divided  at  all,  is  itself 
aiso  anions  heretics,  why  do  we  contend  any 
more?  Why  do  we  call  them  heretics  and  not 
Christians?  Moreover,  since  we  and  heretics 
have  not  one  God,  nor  one  Lord,  nor  one 

Church,  nor  one  faith,  nor  even  one'  Spirit,  nor 
one  body,  it  is  manifest  that  neither  can  baptism 
be  common  to  us  with  heretics,  since  between  us 

there  is  nothing  at  all  in  common.  And  yet  Ste- 
phen is  not  ashamed  to  afford  patronage  to  such 

in  opposition  to  the  Church,  and  for  the  sake  of 
maintaining  heretics  to  divide  the  brotherhood  ; 

and  in  addition,  to  call  Cyprian  "a  false  Christ, 
and  a  false  apostle,  and  a  deceitful  worker." 2 
And  he,  conscious  that  all  these  characters  are 

in  himself,  has  been  in  advance  of  you,  by  falsely 

objecting  to  another  those  things  which  he  him- 
self ought  deservedly  to  hear.  We  all  bid  you, 

for  all  our  sakes,  with  all  the  bishops  who  are  in 

Africa,  and  all  the  clergy,  and  all  the  brother- 
hood, farewell  ;  that,  constantly  of  one  mind, 

and  thinking  the  same  thing,  we  may  find  you 

united  with  us  even  though  afar  off.3 

EPISTLE   LXXV.< 

TO   MAGNUS,  ON   BAPTIZING    THE    NOVATIANS, 
AND     THOSE    WHO     OBTAIN     (.RACK     ON     A| 
SICK-BED. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THE  FORMER  PART  OF  THIS  U  I 

TER  Is  OF  nil'.  SAME  TENOR  WITH  THOSE  THAI 

PRECEDE,  EXCEPT  ["HAT  UK  [NCULCATES  CON- 
CERNING nil'.  NOVATIANS  what  in:  HAD  IN 

SUBSTANCE  SAID  CONCERNING  ALL  HERETICS  \ 
MOREOVER,  INSINUATING  BY  THE  WAY  THAT  mi 
LEGITIMATE  SUl  I  I  1  [ON  OF  CORN]  LIUS  w  ROME 

IS  KNOWN,  \s  nil'.  CHURCH  MAY  BE  KNOWN. 
IS  THE  SECOND  PART  (WHICH  HITHERTO,  IS 
nil.  [TILE  SUFFICIENTLY  INDICATES,  HAS  BEEN 
WRONGLY  PUBLISHED  VS  A  SI  PARA!  E  LETTER) 

IIP.  TEACHES  THAT  ["HAT  I-  \  ["RUE  BAPTISM 
WHEREIN  ONE  is  BAPTIZED  BV  SPRINKLING  ON 

A  SICK-BED,  AS  WED  AS  BV  IMMERSION  in  mi. 
CHURCH. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Magnus  his  son,  greeting.    With 
your  usual  religious  dilij  you  have  i  onsulted 
my  poor  intelligence,  dearest  son,  .1-  to  whether, 
among  other  heretics,  they  also  who  come  from 

Novatian  ought,  after  his  profane  washing,  to  be 

baptized,  and  sanctified  in  tin-  Catholic  Chun  h. 
with  the  lawful,  and  true,  and  only  baptism  of 

1  i  nil.  i»i..  •■  unity  "    Soma  i  ■»"" 
["  Pseudo-(  hriatum,  paeudo  apoatolum,  el  dolosum  opetmrium 

Compare  Cypmn's  mcckncai    p     (80    with  thi 
J  [Thin  lettei  may  in-  10,.  mui  !i  like  Stephen  a,  in  .»  ipiril  1 

meek  :>s  is  in-,  oming;  bui  ii  ii  noi  leaa  1  '"•  luahra  •>•>  ■>  taatimony  ] 
*  t  )xford  ..ii  p,  bds,    a.i>.  355. 

the  Church.  Respecting  which  matter,  as  much 
as  the  capacity  of  my  faith  and  the  sanctity  and 
truth  of  the  divine  Scriptures  \  I  answer, 
that  no  heretics  and  schismatics  at  all  have  any 
power  or  right.  For  which  reason  Novatian 
neither  ought  to  be  nor  can  be  expected,  ii 
much  as  he  also  is  without  the  Church  and  act- 

ing in  opposition  to  the  peace  and  love  of  <  1. 
from  being  counted  among  adversaries  and  anti- 

christs. For  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  when  He 

testified  in  His  Gospel  that  those  who  were  not 
with  Him  were  His  adversarii  .  did  not  point 
out  any  species  of  heresy,  but  showed  that  all 
whatsoever  who  were  not  with  Him.  and  « 

not  gathering  with  Him,  were  Si  ittering  His 

flock,  were  His  adversaries  j  saying,  "  He  that 
is  not  with  me  is  against  me,  and  he  that  gather- 

ed! not  with  me  scattereth." s  Moreover,  the 
blessed  Apostle  John  himself  distinguished  no 
heresy  or  schism,  neither  did  lie  fro  any 
as  specially  separated;  but  he  called  all  who 
had  gone  out  from  the  Church,  and  who  ai 
in  opposition  to  the  Church,  antichrists,  saving, 
"  Yc  have  heard  that  Antic  hrisl  1  imeth,  and 
even  now  are  come  many  antichrists  :  wl 
we  know  that  this  is  the  last  time.  They  went 
out  from  us,  but  they  were  not  .   for  if  they 
had  been  of  us,  they  would  have  <  ontinued  with 

us.'"'      Whence   it   appears,  that  all.;  rsa- 
ries  of  the   Lord  and  antic  hints.  .  known 

ive  departed  from  charity  and  from  t 

of  the  Catholic  ( 'hurc  h.     In  addition, 
the    Lord   establishes  it  in  I  Ii-  I  I 

"  But  if  he  negle<  t  to  hear  the   |  i,  in  .-.  let  him 
be  unto  thee  as  ,1  heathen  man  and  a  publi<  in." 
Now  if  they  who  despise  the  Chin 

heathens  and  public  uns,  mm  h  n 
it  net  e  isar)  that  rebels  and  i  i 
false  altars,  and  lawless  pi  rile- 
gious  sacrifii  es,  and  coi  1  be 

tlted  anion-   he  ith  ins  and   p 
thej  who  >in  less,  ind  are  only  d 

( Ihurch,  are  by  the  Lord1 
be  heathens  and  publicans. 

2.  But  that  the  ( Ihurch  i 
declares  in  the  S 

person  ol  Christ,  ••  \h   dove    mj 
one  ;   she    is   the   .>:il\  one 

..i  her  her." 

cerning  which  also  lie  s.ns  again,  "  \ cue  1ms  -d  is  mj  sister,  my  sp 

up,  a  wi  11  ̂ (  living  «  '•  ■ 

hrist,  whit  h    is   the   t  "hit.  :  . i  losed  ;  a  thing  that  is 
to  strangers  and  profane  | 

«    I  with  that 

1 

M  ill    win 

!.    IV.    I  J. 
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1.  he  who,  being  ph<  ed  without, 

•     the  spring,  can  neither  drink 
Jed.     And  the  well  also  of 
.  one  and  the  Barae  within,  he 

ed  without  cannot  be  quickened  and 
that  watei  of  which  it  is  only 

i  are  within  to  make  any 

Irink.     Peter  also,  showing  this,  sel 
rch  is  one,  and  that  only  they 
hurch  can  be  baptized  ;  and 

In   tlu-   ark   i4    Noah,   few,   that   is,   eight 

i  b)  water  ;  the  like  figure  wbere- 
,i  shall  save  you  ; "  ■    proving 

an.;  that   the   one   ark  of  Noah   was  a 

hurch.      If.  then,  in  that  bap- 
.  of  the  world  thus  expiated  and  purified,  he 
was  not  in  the  ark  of  Noah  could  be  saved 

r,  he  who  is  not  in  the  Church  to  which 

ie  baptism  is  granted,  can  also  now  he  quick- 
Moreover.  too.  the  Apostle 

nly  and  clearly  still  manifesting 
ne  thing,  writes  to  the  Ephesians,  and 

.  "Christ  loved  the  Church,  and  gave  Him- 
self for  it,  that    He  might  sanctify  and  cleanse  it 

with  the  washing  o(  water."  -      But  if  the  Church 
me  which  is   loved   by  Christ,  and  is  alone 

v    His  washing,  how  can    he   who  is 
not   in  the  Church  be  either  loved  by  Christ,  or 

.nd  cleansed  by  His  washing? 
;.   W  h(  since  the  Church  alone  has  the 

living  water,  and  the   power  of  baptizing  and 
lan,  he  who  says  that  any  one  can  be 

baptized  and  sanctified  by  Novatian  must  first 
.  that  Novatian  is  in  the  Church, 

or  ;  over  the  Church.     For  the  Church  is 
one.  and  as  she   is  one,  cannot  be  both  within 
and  without.     For  if  she  is  with   Novatian,  she 

t  with  Cornelius.3     But  if  she  was  with 
who  succeeded  the  bishop  Fabian  by 

lawful  ordination,  and  whom,  beside  the  honour 

of  the   priesthood,  the   Lord   glorified   also   with 
martyrdom.  N       tian  is  not  in   the  Church  ;  nor 

koned  as  a  bishop,  who,  succeed- 
:ie,  and  ing  the  evangelical  and 

ap  sprang  from  himself.     For  he 
who  has  n  lained   in  the  Church  can 

her  have  nor  hold  to  the  Church  in  any  way. 
th   of  the   sacred  Scripture   sets 
trch  is  not  without,  nor  can  be 

divided  against  itself,  but  main- 
te  unity  of  an  inseparable  and  undivided 

;t  is  written  of  the  sacrament  of 

the  •  the  lamb,  which  Lamb  des- I  house  shall  it  be  eaten  : 

shall  not  carry  forth  the  flesh  abroad  out  of 

the  bouse."  4    Which  also  we  see  expressed  con- 
t'd TO,  21. 

*6. 
i  hich  should  be  borne  in  mind  in  studying  the  sub- 

•e^ue-  '  :  the  Roman  See  and  its  rival  popes.] x.  xu.  46. 

cerning  Rahab,  who  lvrself  also  bore  a  type  of 
the  Church,  who  received  the  command  which 

said,  "Thou  shall  bring  thy  father,  and  thy 

mother,  and  thy  brethren,  and  all  rliy  father's 
household  unto  thee  into  thine  house  ;  and  who- 

7CT  shall  go  out  of  the  doors  of  thine  house 

into  the  street,  his  blood  shall  be  upon  him."  5 
In  which  mystery  is  declared,  that  they  who 
will  live,  and  escape  from  the  destruction  of 
the  world,  must  be  gathered  together  into  one 
house  alone,  that  is,  into  the  Church  ;  but  who- 

soever of  those  thus  collected  together  shall  go 
out  abroad,  that  is,  if  any  one,  although  he  may 
have  obtained  grace  in  the  Church,  shall  depart 
and  go  out  of  the  Church,  that  his  blood  shall 
be  upon  him  ;  that  is,  that  he  himself  must 
charge  it  upon  himself  that  he  perishes  ;  which 

the  Apostle  Paul  explains,  teaching  and  enjoin- 
ing that  a  heretic  must  be  avoided,  as  perverse, 

and  a  sinner,  and  as  condemned  of  himself. 
For  that  man  will  be  guilty  of  his  own  ruin, 
who,  not  being  cast  out  by  the  bishop,  but  of 
his  own  accord  deserting  from  the  Church  is  by 
heretical  presumption  condemned  of  himself. 

5.  And  therefore  the  Lord,  suggesting  to  us  a 
unity  that  comes  from  divine  authority,  lays  it 

down,  saying.  "  I  and  my  Father  are  one."6  To 
which  unity  reducing  His  Church,  He  says  again, 

'•And  there  shall  be  one  flock?  and  one  shep- 
herd." s  But  if  the  flock  is  one,  how  can  he  be 

numbered  among  the  flock  who  is  not  in  the 
number  of  the  flock?  Or  how  can  he  be  es- 

teemed a  pastor,  who.  —  while  the  true  shep- 
herd remains  and  presides  over  the  Church  of 

God  by  successive  ordination,  —  succeeding  to 
no  one,  and  beginning  from  himself,  becomes  a 
stranger  and  a  profane  person,  an  enemy  of  the 

Lord's  peace  and  of  the  divine  unity,  not  dwell- 
ing in  the  house  of  Cod,  that  is,  in  the  Church 

of  God,  in  which  none  dwell  except  they  are  of 
one  heart  and  one  mind,  since  the  Holy  Spirit 

speaks  in  the  Psalms,  and  says,  "  It  is  God  who 
maketh  men  to  dwell  of  one  mind  in  a  house."  9 

6.  Besides  even  the  Lord's  sacrifices  them- 
selves declare  that  Christian  unanimity  is  linked 

together  with  itself  by  a  firm  and  inseparable 
charity.  For  when  the  Lord  calls  bread,  which 
is  combined  by  the  union  of  many  grains,  His 
body,  He  indicates  our  people  whom  He  bore 
as  being  united  ;  and  when  He  calls  the  wine, 
which  is  pressed  from  many  grapes  and  clusters 

and  collected  together,  His  blood,  He  also  sig- 
nifies our  flock  linked  together  by  the  mingling 

of  a  united  multitude.10  If  Novatian  is  united  to 
this  bread  of  the  Lord,  if  he  also   is   mingled 

■    T'>sh.  ii.  18,  19. 
6    John  x.  30. 

•    -o'.rcx." 
8  !<>hn  x.  16. 

9  Ps.  lxviii.  6.     [Vulgate  and  Anglican  Psalter.] 

10  [See  p.  362,  supra,  and  Augus.,  torn.  v.  p.  1246,  ed.  Migrte.] 
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with  this  cup  of  Christ,  he  may  also  seem  to  be 
able  to  have  the  grace  of  the  one  baptism  of  the 
Church,  if  it  be  manifest  that  he  holds  the  unity 
of  the  Church.  In  fine,  how  inseparable  is  the 

sacrament  of  unity,  and  how  hope-less  arc  they, 
and  what  excessive  ruin  they  earn  for  themselves 
from  the  indignation  of  Cod,  who  make  a  schism, 

and,  forsaking  their  bishop,'  appoint  another  false 
bishop  for  themselves  without,  —  Holy  Scripture 
declares  in  the  books  of  Kings  ;  where  ten  tribes 

were  divided  from  the  tribe  of  Judah  and  ben- 
jamin, and,  forsaking  their  king,  appointed  tor 

themselves  another  one  without.  It  s  tys,  "  And 
the  Lord  was  very  angry  with  all  the  seed  of 
Israel,  and  removed  them  away,  and  delivi 
them  into  the  hand  of  spoilers,  until  lie  had 

cast  them  out  of  His  sight;  for  Israel  was  scat- 
tered from  the  house  of  David,  and  they  made 

themselves  a  king,  Jeroboam  the  son  of  \cbat."  J 
It  says  that  the  Lord  was  very  angry,  and  gave 

them  up  to  perdition,  because  they  were  scat- 
tered from  unity,  and  had  made  another  king 

for  themselves.  And  so  great  was  the  indigna- 
tion of  the  Lord  against  those  who  had  made 

the  schism,  that  even  when  the  man  of  Cod 
was  sent  to  Jeroboam,  to  charge  upon  him  his 
sins,  and  predict  the  future  vengeance,  he  was 
forbidden  to  eat  bread  or  to  drink  water  with 
them.  And  when  he  did  not  observe  this,  and 

took  meat  against  the  command  of  God,  he  was 
immediately  smitten  by  the  majesty  ol  ivine 
judgment,  SO  that  returning  thence   lie  was  si 

on  the  u  i\  by  the  jaws  of  a  lion  which  attacked 
him.      And  d  ires  any  one  to  say  that   tin 
water  of  baptism  and  heavenly  grace  can  b 

nmon   with  schismatics,  with  whom   neii 

earthly  loud   nor  worldly  drink  oughl    to   be   in 
Common?      Moreover,   the    Lord    satisfies    US    in 

His  Gospel,  and  shows  forth  a  still  greater  light 
Of  intelligence,  that  the  same  persons  wl 
then  divided  themselves  from  the  tribe  of  Judah 
and  Benjamin,  and    forsaking  Jerusalem  hid  se 
ceded  to  Samaria,  should  be  re<  Icon  among  pr  i 
fane  persons  and  Gentiles.     For  when  first   II- 
Bent  lbs  disciples  on  the  ministry  of  salvation, 

He   bade  them,   saying,    "Co    not    into    the    ua\ 

of  the  ('.entiles,  and  into  any  <  itv  of  the  Samari- 
tans enter  ye  net."  !     Sending  first  to  the  J 

If'     inlands   the   ( '.enlil.-s  as  yet  to  to    p 
over ;  but  1>\  adding  that  even  the  «  it)  "t  the 
Samaritans  was  to  be  omitted,  where  th<  re  « 
schismatics,  lie   shows    that    schismatii  I  Wei      I  • 
be  put  on  the  s  uue  level  as  (  lentilfs. 

7.  but  if  any  one  objects,  b\  wa)  ol   laying 
that    Novatian    holds    the    same    law    which    the 

'  I  Tliis  hingei  unity  f"r  the  Individual,  yprian; His  individual  must  1"  in  communion  with  his  lawl  md  the 

•  wnii  tin    univcmnl  episcopate      it  never  enters  hit  bead  thai 
Uy  mil'  Sec  i-  tli    t'    1  of  unity,     Vol    1.  4>3  ud  < 

.  JI 3  Matt,  k 

Catholic  Church  hold 

symbol  with  which  we  baptize,  knows  th  •  same 
Coil  and    bather,  the  mist  tl  .  the 
same    Holy  Spirit,   and    th  .    he 
may  claim  the  power  0  .  unely,  that 
he  seems  not  to  differ  from   us  in  -mal 

interrogatory  ;    let  any  one   that  thin  this 
may  be  objei  ted,  know  first  of  all.  tl  re   is 

not  one  law  of  the  (.'reed,  nor  ' 
tory  common  to  us  and   to  For 

when  they  say,  "  Dost  thou  believe  ti.  don 
of  sins  and  lite  eternal  thr  mgh  th  :i  ?" 
they  lie  in  their  int(  I 
the  Church.    Then,  5,  with  their  own  voice 
they  themselves  confess   that  remission 
cannot  be  given  ex<  epl       the  hoi 
not   having  this,  they  show   that  |   be 
remitted  among  them. 

8.  But  that   they  are  -  iid  to  have  the  same 
God  the  bather  as  we.  to  know  tl.  I    arist 

the  Son,  the  same  Hoi)  Spil  t,  (     n  be  of  no  avail 
uch  as  these,      for  evi  n  Korah.  Dathan,  and 

Abiram    knew   the   san       Cod   as   did   the    pi 
Aaron  and  Moses.     Living  under  the  same  law 
and  religion,  th  ke  the  one  and  tru     I  ! 
who  was  to  be  invoked  and  worshipped;    yet, 

tuse  they  transgressed  the  ministry  of  their 
office  in  opposition  :  a.  who  had 

received  the  legitimate  pi.  nde- 
scension  of  God    rid  th<  tion  of  tie    1   >rd, 
and  claimed  to  thei  1  rifi- 

cing,  divinely  stricken,  they  immediat  red 
for  their  unlawful  endeavours;    and 

I  oliered  irreh  nil  law  .  1  ou- 

tran to  the  right  ol'  ih\  1:  mill 
not    ,  d,  nor  profit  tl  I  -.    .1    t 

» in  whii  h  i 

lest  the]  should  am  more  be  •  j  the 
's,  but  that  me- 

morial of  the  divini 

tor  the   i'M    '  Hon  1^'  ; the  command  of  the  I   >rd  nu  It. 

bj  tire,  were  b  Hen  out  into  il  ?xible 

fast<  tied   t<  1    tin-    aha: 

ripture rial  to  the  childn 

which  is  not  of  the  - 
:  in  ens  tto    I   11 

ih."  ■      \    1  \   :  :  had  i 
:u,  nor  had 

tion  to  God's  pri<   I 
with  hostility  ;   but  ; 

who  divide  the  Chur<  h,  and, 

the  peace  and  unity  ol  ( 
lish  a  throne  foi  themsi  Ives, 

priin.u  \  ,s  Uld  to  (  l.iim  tin 
4    N 

What  * 

:   the  Unci  ' 

Ml 
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'  omplete  what  they 

■  im  anything  bj   lawless  endeavours 
are  endeavouring 

I  what  is  not  1  iwful  to  them?    Wh< 

Novatian  or  other  schis- 
mat  ntend  in  vain  that  any  one 

be  baptized  and  san<  tified  with  a  saving  bap- 
tism among  them,  when  it  is  plain  that  he  who 

bapl  wer  of  baptizing. 
,,.  And,  in  that  it  may  be  bettor  un- 

derstood what  is  the  divine  judgment  against 

•v  of  the  like  kind,  we  find  that  in  such 
.  not  only  the  leaders  and  originators, 

but  also  the  partakers,  arc  destined  to  punish- 
ment, unless  they  have  separated  themselves 

from  the  <  ommunion  ot  the  wicked  ;  as  the  Lord 

by  Mo>r-  commands,  and  says,  "Separate  your- 
selves from  the  tents  of  these  most  hardened 

men.  and  touch  nothing  oi  theirs,  lest  ye  be  con- 
sumed in  their  sins."  \n  1  what  the  Lord  had 

threatened  by  Moses  He  fulfilled,  that  whosoever 

had  not  separated  himself  from  KJorah,  and  Da- 
than,  and  Abiram,  immediately  suffered  punish- 

ment for  his  impious  communion.  By  which 
example  is  shown  and  proved,  that  all  will  be 
liable  to  guilt  as  well  as  its  punishment,  who  with 

irreligious  boldness  mingle  themselves  with  schis- 
matics in  opposition  to  prelates  and  priests  ;  even 

also  by  the  prophet  ( >sea  the  Holy  Spirit  wit- 
nesses,  and  says,  "Their  sacrifices  shall  be  unto 
them  as  the  bread  of  mourning;  all  that  eat 

thereof  shall  be  polluted  :  "  2  teaching,  doubtless, 
and  showing  that  all  are  absolutely  joined  with 

the  leader-  in  punishment,  who  have  been  con- 
taminated by  their  crime. 

io.  What,  then,  can  be  their  deservings  in  the 
sight  of  God,  on  whom  punishments  are  divinely 
denounced?  or  how  <  wn  sudi  persons  justify  and 
sanctify  the  baptized,  who,  being  enemies  of  the 
pri  irp  things  foreign  and  lawl 
and  by  no  right  them?     And  yet  we 
(\o  not  wonder  that,  in  accordance  with  their 
wicl  do  contend  for  them.      For  it 
is  D  one  of  them  should  main- 

tain what   the)  nor  when  vanquished  will 
thej  yield,  although   they  know  that  what 
they  do  is  not  lawful.  That  is  to  be  wondered 

at.  j  nantand  aggrieved  at. 
that  CI  pport  antichrists;  and 
that  pr  ie  faith,  and    betrayers  of 
the  Church,  should   stand  within  in  the  Church 

.  although  otherwise  obstinate 
and  unl  |  confess  this  — 

that  all,  whether  heretics  or  schismatics,  are  with- 
out the  H  ind  therefore  can  indeed 

baptize,  iter  the  Holy  Spirit ;  and 

at  this  very  point  they  are  held  fast  by  us,  inas- 

•  Num.  «vi.  26. »  li 

'  "  Within  ihc  very  barriers  of  the  Church;  "  v.  I. 

much  as  we  show  that  those  who  have  not  the 

Holy  ('.host  an-  not  able  to  baptize  at  all. 
ii.  For  since  in  baptism  every  one  has  his 

own  sin-  remitted,  the  Lord  proves  and  declares 
iii  III-  Gospel  that  sins  can  only  be  put  away  by 
those  who  have  the  Holy  spirit.  For  after  His 
resurrection,  sending  forth  His  disciples,  He 

speaks  to  them,  and  says,  "As  the  Father  hath 
sent  me.  even  so  ̂ .-wA  I  you.  And  when  He  had 
said  this.  He  breathed  on  them,  and  said  to  them, 

Receive  ye  the  Holy  Ghost.     Wh  vei  sins 
ye  remit,  they  shall  be  remitted  unto  them  ;  and 

whose  soever  sins  ye  retain,  they  shall  be  re- 

tained."4 In  which  place  He  shows,  that  he 
alone  can  baptize  and  give  remission  of  sins  who 

the  1  loly  Spirit.  Moreover,  John,  who  was  to 

baptize  Christ  our  Lord  Himself,  previously  re- 
ceived the  Holy  Chost  while  he  was  yet  in  his 

mother's  womb,  that  it  might  be  certain  and 
manifest  that  none  can  baptize  save  those  who 
have  the  Holy  Spirit.  Therefore  those  who 
patronize  heretics  or  schismatics  must  answer  us 
whether  they  have  or  have  not  the  Holy  Gh 

If  they  have,  why  are  hands  imposed  on  those 
who  are  baptized  among  them  when  they  come 
to  us,  that  they  may  receive  the  Holy  Gh 
since  He  must  surely  have  been  received  there, 
where  if  He  was  He  could  be  given?  But  if 
heretics  and  schismatics  baptized  without  have 

not  the  Holy  Spirit,  and  therefore  hands  are  im- 
posed on  them  among  us,  that  here  may  be  re- 
ceived what  there  neither  is  nor  can  be  given  ;  it 

is  plain,  also,  that  remission  of  sins  cannot  be 
given  by  those  who,  it  is  certain,  have  not  the 

Holy  Spirit.  And  therefore,  in  order  that,  ac- 
cording to  the  divine  arrangement  and  the  evan- 

gelical  truth,  they  may  be  able  to  obtain  remission 
of  sins,  and  to  be  sanctified,  and  to  become 

temples  of  God,  they  must  all  absolutely  be  bap- 
tized with  the  baptism  of  the  Church  who  come 

from  adversaries  and  antichrists  to  the  Church 

of  Christ. 
12.  Von  have  asked  also,  dearest  son,  what  I 

thought  of  those  who  obtain  God's  grace  in 
sickness  and  weakness,  whether  they  are  to  be 

accounted  legitimate  Christians,  for  that  they  are 
not  to  be  washed,  but  sprinkled,  with  the  saving 
water.  In  this  point,  my  diffidence  and  modesty 
prejudges  none,  so  as  to  prevent  any  from  feeling 
what  he  thinks  right,  and  from  doing  what  he 

feels  to  be  right.5  As  far  as  my  poor  under- 
standing conceives  it,  I  think  that  the  divin  : 

benefits  can  in  no  respect  be  mutilated  and 
weakened  ;  nor  can  anything  less  occur  in  that 
case,  where,  with  full  and  entire  faith  both  of 

the  giver  and  receiver,  is  accepted  what  is  drawn 

*  John  xx.  21-23. 
5  [Here  comes  into  view  the  question  of  clinic  baptism  and  of 

the  exceptional  mode  of  sprinkling  or  affusion.  On  which  let  the  ex- 
treme modesty  of  our  author  be  a  check  to  me.     Elucidation  XX. 
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from  the  divine  gifts.  For  in  the  sacrament  of 
salvation  the  contagion  of  sins  is  not  in  such 
wise  washed  away,  as  the  filth  of  the  skin  and  of 
the  body  is  washed  away  in  the  carnal  and  ordi- 

nary washing,  as  that  there  should  be  need  of 
saltpetre  and  other  appliances  also,  and  a  bath 
and  a  basin  wherewith  this  vile  body  must  be 
washed  and  purified.  Otherwise  is  the  breast 
of  the  believer  washed;  otherwise  is  the  mind 
of  man  purified  by  the  merit  of  faith.  In  the 
sacraments  of  salvation,  when  necessity  compels, 
and  God  bestows  His  mercy,  the  divine  methods 
confer  the  whole  benefit  on  believers  ;  nor  ought 
it  to  trouble  any  one  that  sick  people  seem  to 
be  sprinkled  or  affused,  when  they  obtain  the 

Lord's  grace,  when  Holy  Scripture  speaks  by  the 
mouth  of  the  prophet  Ezekiel,  and  says,  "  Then 
will  I  sprinkle  clean  water  upon  you,  and  ye 
shall  be  clean  :  from  all  your  filthiness  and  from 
all  your  idols  will  I  cleanse  you.  And  I  will 
give  you  a  new  heart,  and  a  new  spirit  will  I  put 

within  you."1  Also  in  Numbers:  ''And  the 
man  that  shall  be  unclean  until  the  evening  shall 
be  purified  on  the  third  day,  and  on  the  seventh 
day  shall  be  clean  :  but  if  he  shall  not  be  puri-  I 
fied  on  the  third  day,  on  the  seventh  day  he 
shall  not  be  clean.  And  that  soul  shall  be  cut 

off  from  Israel  :  because  the  water  of  sprinkling 

hath  not  been  sprinkled  upon  him."2  And 
again  :  "And  the  Lord  spake  unto  Moses,  say- 

ing, Take  the  Levites  from  among  the  children 
of  Israel,  and  cleanse  them.  And  thus  shalt 
thou  do  unto  them,  to  cleanse  them  :  thou  shalt 

sprinkle  them  with  the  water  of  purification."' 
And  again  :  "The  water  of  sprinkling  is  a  purifi- 

cation." *  Whence  it  appears  that  the  sprinklin » 
also  of  water  prevails  equally  with  the  washing 
of  alvation  ;  and  that  when  this  is  done  in 
Church,  where  the  faith  both  of  receiver  and 

giver  is  sound,  all  things  hold  and  may  be  con- 
summated and  perfected  by  the  majesty  of  the 

Lord  and  by  the  truth  of  faith. 
13.  But,  moreover,  in  respect  of  some  railing 

those  who  have  obtained  the  peace  of  Christ  by 
the  saving  water  and  by  legitimate  faith,  not 
Christians,  but  Clinics,  I  do  not  find  when*  e 
they  take  up  this  name,  unless  perhaps,  havi 
read  more,  and  of  a   more   recondite   kind,  1 
have  taken  these  Clinics  from  Hippocrates  oi 
Soranus.s  For  I,  who  know  of  a  Clinic  in  the 
Gospel,  know  that  to  that  paralytic  and  infirm 
nun,  who  lay  on  his  bed  dm  nig  the  long  <  OUrse 
of  his  life,  his  infirmity  presented  no  obstat  le  to 

1  F/rk    xxxvi.  15,  if). 
3  Num.  xi.v.  H,  1 1,  1  j. 
1  Num.  viii.  5-7. 
4  \ir.l      v. 

I  The  Oxford  translator  hat  given  thia  naini  riirv"  Kara, 
'"H,    11  11  nppenrs,  by  an  ovemghl  only;   i">   i!»'  original   lexl 
"SorAnus,"  who  i*  nocril  Iicmh,  un.lrr    I'rajan 
Adrian,  a  well-instructed  author  in  methodical  medicine,"  just  •>»  tlio 
UtnaUttor  describe*  Socrates,    [Elucidation  XX  | 

his  attainment  in  the  fullest  degree  of  heavenly 
strength.      Nor  was  he  only  raised  from  his  bed 
by  the  divine  indulgence,  but  he  also  took  up 
his  bed  itself  with   his  restored  and   increased 
strength.     And  therefore,  as  far  as  it   is  allowed 
me  by  faith  to  conceive  and  to  think,  this  is   my 
opinion,  that  any  one  should  be  esteemed  a  le- 

gitimate Christian,  who  by  the  law  and  right   of 
faith  shall  have  obtained  the  grace  of  Cod  in 
the   Church.     Or  if  any  one   think   that  C 
have  gained  nothing  by  having  only  been  sprin- 

kled with  the  saving  water,  but  that  they  are  stiil 
empty  and  void,  let  them  not  be  deceived, 
if  they  escape  the  evil  of  their  sickness,  and 

well,  they  should  seek  to  be  baptized.6      But   if 
they  cannot  be  baptized  who  have  already  1 
sanctified  by  ecclesiastical  baptism,  why  are  they 
offended  in  respect  of  their  faith  and  the   m< 
of  the  Lord?    ( )r  have  they  obtained    ind 
the  divine  favour,   but   in  a  shorter  and    more 
limited    measure   of  the   divine   gift   and   of  the 
Holy  Spirit,  so  as  indeed  to  be  esteemed  Chris- 

tians,  but   yet   not    to    be    counted    equal   with 
others? 

14.  Nay.  verily,  the  Holy  Spirit  i-;  not  L'iven 
by  measure,  but  is  poured  out  altogether  on  the 
believer.     For  if  the  day  rises  alike  to  all.  and 
if  the  sun  is  diffused  with  like  and  equal  light 
over  all.  how  much  more  doe-,  Christ,  who  is 
true  sun  and  the  true  day.  bestow  in  His  Church 
the  light  of  eternal  life  with  the  like  equality  ! 
Of  which  equality  we  see  the  sacrament  1 
brated  in  Exodus,  when  the  manna  flowe 
from  heaven,  and.  prefiguring  the  things  (• 
showed  forth  the  nourishment  of  the  h 

bread  and  the  food  ̂ (  the  1  oming  I  'hrUt. 
there,  without  di>tm<  tion  eithi 
an  omer  was  collected  equally  by  ea  h  1 

Whence    it   appeared    that   the   mercj      '   ( 
anil  the  heavenly  grace  that  would  subs< 
follow,  was  equally  divided  among  all;  without 
difference  of  sex,  without  distinction  ol 

with  ptin  ;  •■:  j  n  all    th 

pie  of  <  rod  the  ■  itual  gl  eel. 
\  suredly  the  same  spirit  which  is  equally 

ived  in  baptism  b)  beli<  \  ers, 
either  increased  or  diminished  in  our  com 

and  condui  t  ;  .in  in  the  ( ;.  ispel  the  1 
is  equally  sown,  but.  a< «  ording  to  the  vai 
the   soil,  some  is  wasted,  and   some    1 

into  a  large  variety  ol  plenty,  with  an  exuberant 
fruit  ̂ (  either  thirt)  01  sixty  or  a    hundred   t 

Once  more,  when  e.u  h  was  I  ailed  to  • 

a  penny,  wherefore  should  what  is 
equally  by  God  be  diminished  by  human  ini 

pretation  ? 
*  Tbr  n  1.  i  111. 

[  Wr  may  ihinl    I 
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•    it'  any  one   is   moved  by  this,  tli.u 
who  are  baptized  in  sickness  arc 

«    :  tempted  by  unclean  spirits,  let  him  know 
kedness  of  the  devil  pre- 

.m    up   to   tin-   saving   water,  hut   that   in 
baptism  it  loses  all  the-  poison  of  his  wickedness. 
An  this  we  see  in  the  kin.;  Pharaoh, 

..  h.ivin.  gied  long,  and  delayed  in  his 
it  ami  prevail  until  he  came  to 

the  .   hut  when  he   had   come   thither,   he 

was  both  conquered  and  destroyed.     Ami  that 
that  mm  was  a  sacrament  of  baptism,  the  blessed 

Paul  declares,  saying,  "  Brethren,  I  would 
not  have  you  ignorant  how  that  all  our  fathers 

B  under  the  cloud,  ami  all  passed  through 
the  &  a.  and  were  all  baptized  unto  Moses  in  the 

cloud  ami  in  the  sea  ;"  and  he  added,  saving, 
"Now  all  these  things  were  our  examples."1 
And  th:>  also  is  done  in  the  present  day.  in  that 
the  devil  is  scourged,  and  burned,  and  tortured 
by  exon  iM>.  by  the  human  voice,  and  by  divine 

power  ;  •  and  although  he  often  says  that  he  is 
and  will  leave  the  men  of  God,  yet 

iu  that  which  he  says  he  deceives,  and  puts  in 
practice  wii.it  was  before  done  by  Pharaoh  with 
the  same  obstinate  and  fraudulent  deceit.  When, 
however,  they  come  to  the  water  of  salvation 
and  to  the  sanctillcation  of  baptism,  we  ought 
to  know  and  to  trust  that  there  the  devil  is 

beat'  ;i  down,  and  the  man.  dedicated  to  God, 
is  s  t  free  by  the  divine  mercy.  F  »r  as  scorpions 
and  serpents,  which  prevail  on  the  dry  ground, 
when  (  ast  into  water,  cannot   prevail  nor  retain 

r  venom  :  so  also  the  wicked  spirits,  which 
are   <  ailed   scorpions  and   serpents,  and   vet  are 
trodden  under  foot  by  us,  by  the  power  given  by 
the  Lord,  cannot  remain  any  longer  in  the  body 
of  a  man  in  whom,  baptized  and  sanctified,  the 

-  '.rt  is  beginning  to  dwell, 
in.    This,  finally,  in  very  fact  also  we  experi- 

ence,  that    tho>e   who   are    baptized    by  urgent 
necessity  in  sickness,  and  obtain  grace,  are  free 
from   the   unclean   spirit  wherewith   they  were 
previously   moved,  and  live    in   the   Church    in 
praise  and  honour,  and  day  by  day  make  more 
and   more  advance  in  the  increase  of  heavenly 

ly  the  growth  of  their  faith.     And,  on  the 
r  hand,  some  of  those  who  are  baptized  in 

dth,  if  subsequently  they  begin  to  sin,  are 
by  the  return  of   the  unclean  spirit,  so 

'  it  is  manifest  that  the  devil  is  driven  out  in 
i  by  the  faith  of  the  believer,  and  returns 

if  the  faith  afterwards  shall  fail.  Unless,  indeed, 
it  seems  just  to  some,  that  they  who,  outside  the 
Chun  h  among  adversaries  and  antichrists,  are 
polluted  with  profane  water,  should  be  judged 
to  be  baptized  ;  while  they  who  are  baptized  in 

1  i  Cor.  x.  t,  i,  6. 
•  nd  xix.  15.     We  must  not  overlook  such  Scrip- 

ture* in  judging  the  exorcisms  of  the  primitive  Church  ] 

the  Church  are  thought  to  have  attained  less  of 

divine  mercy  and  grace  ;  and  so  great  'ra- tion be  had  for  heretics,  that  they  who  (> 
from  heresy  are  not  interrogated  whether  they 
air  washed  or  sprinkled,  whether  they  be  clinics 

or  peripatetics ;  but  among  us  the  sound  truth 
of  faith  is  disparaged,  and  in  ecclesiastical  bap- 

tism its  majesty  and  sanctity  suffer  derogation.3 
17.  I  have  replied,  dearest  son,  to  your  letter, 

!  so  far  as  my  poor  ability  prevailed  ;  and  I  have 
shown,  as  far  as  I  could,  what  I  think  ;  pre- 

scribing to  no  one,  so  as  to  prevent  any  prelate 
from  determining  what  he  thinks  right,  as  he 
shall  give  an  account  of  his  own  doings  to  the 
Lord,  according  to  what  the  blessed  Apostle 
Paul  in  his  Epistle  to  the  Romans  writes  and 

says  :  "  Every  one  of  us  shall  give  account  for 
himself:  let  us  not  therefore  judge  one  an- 

other." *  I  bid  you,  dearest  son,  ever  heartily 
farewell. 

EPISTLE  LXXVI.s 
CYPRIAN    TO    NEMESIANUS   AND   OTHER   MAR- 

TYRS  IN    THE   MINES.6 

ARGUMENT.  —  HE  EXTOLS  WITH  WONDERFUL  COM- 

MENDATIONS THE  MARTYRS  IX  THE  MINES, 

OPPOSING,  IN  A  BEAUTIFUL  ANTITHESIS,  TO  THE 

TORTURES  OF  EACH,  THE  CONSOLATIONS  OF  EACH. 

t.  Cyprian  to  Nemesianus,  Felix',  Lucius,  an- 
other Felix,  Litteus,  Polianus,  Victor,  Jader.  and 

Dativus,  his  fellow-bishops,  also  to  his  fellow- 
presbyters   and    deacons,   and    the    rest   of  the 

I  brethren  in  the  mines,  martyrs  of  God  the  Father 

Almighty,  and  of  Jesus  Christ  our  Lord,  and  of 
I  God  our  preserver,  everlasting  greeting.     Your 
glory,  indeed,  would  demand,  most  blessed  and 

!  beloved  brethren,  that  I  myself  should  come  to 
see  and  to  embrace  you,  if  the  limits  of  the  place 

appointed  me  did  not  restrain  me,  banished  as  I 
am  for  the  sake  of  the  confession  of  the  Name. 

But  in  what  way  I  can,  I  bring  myself  into  your 
presence  ;  and  even  though  it  is  not  permitted 
me  to  come  to  you  in  body  and  in  movement, 
yet  in  love  and  in  spirit  I  come  expressing  my 
mind  in  my  letter,  in  which  mind  I  joyfully  exult 
in  those  virtues  and  praises  of  yours,  count 
myself  a  partaker  with  you,  although  not  11: 
bodily  suffering,  yet  in  community  of  love.  Could 
I  be  silent  and  restrain  my  voice  in  stilln 
when  I  am  made  aware  of  so  many  and  such 
glorious  things  concerning  my  dearest  friends, 
things  with  which  the  divine  condescension  has 
honoured  you,  so  that  part  of  you  have  already 

3  [Clinics,  nevertheless,  were  treated  by  canonical  law  as  less  fit 
for  Holy  Orders.     See  Canon  XII.,  Neo-Caesarca.     Thomassin.j *  Rom.  xiv.  12,  13. 

5  ( txford  ed. :  Ep.  lxxvi.  We  gather  that  this  was  written  in 
exile  from  these  words,  "  If  the  limits  of  the  place  appointed  me  did 
not  restrain  me,  banished  as  I  am  on  account  of  the  confe;>sion  of  the Name."     a  d.  257. 

6  [Compare  vol.  iii.  p.  693.] 
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gone  before  by  the  consummation  of  their  mar- 
tyrdom to  receive  from  their  Lord  the  crown  of 

their  deserts?  Part  still  abide  in  the  dungeons 

of  the  prison,  or  in  the  mines  and  in  chains,  ex- 
hibiting by  the  very  delays  of  their  punishments, 

greater  examples  for  the  strengthening  and  arm- 
ing of  the  brethren,  advancing  by  the  tedious- 

ness  of  their  tortures  to  more  ample  titles  of 
merit,  to  receive  as  many  payments  in  heavenly 

rewards,  as  days  are  now  counted  in  their  pun- 
ishments. I  do  not  marvel,  most  brave  and 

blessed  brethren,  that  these  things  have  happened 
to  you  in  consideration  of  the  desert  of  your 

.  religion  and  your  faith  ;  that  the  Lord  should 
thus  have  lifted  you  to  the  lofty  height  of  glory 
by  the  honour  of  His  glorification,  seeing  that 

you  have  always  flourished  in  His  Church,  guard- 
ing the  tenor  of  the  faith,  keeping  firmly  the 

Lord's  commands;  in  simplicity,  innocence;  in 
charity,  concord  ;  modesty  in  humility,  diligence 
in  administration,  watchfulness  in  helping  those 

that  suffer,  mercy  in  cherishing  the  poor,  con- 
stancy in  defending  the  truth,  judgment  in  se- 

verity of  discipline.  And  that  nothing  should 
be  wanting  to  the  example  of  good  deeds  in  you, 
even  now,  in  the  confession  of  your  voice  and 
the  suffering  of  your  body,  you  provoke  the 
minds  of  your  brethren  to  divine  martyrdom,  by 
exhibiting  yourselves  as  leaders  of  virtue,  that 
while  the  flock  follows  its  pastors,  and  imitates 
what  it  sees  to  be  done  by  those  set  over  it,  it 

may  be  crowned  with  the  like  merits  of  obedi- 
ence by  the  Lord. 

2.  But  that,  being  first  severely  beaten  with 

clubs,  and  ill-used,  you  have  begun  by  sufferings 
of  that  kind,  the  glorious  firstlings  of  your  1  on 
fession,  is  not  a  matter  to  be  execrated  by  us. 
I  1  a  Christian  body  is  not  very  greatly  terrified 

at  clubs,  seeing  all  its  hope  is  in  the  Wood.' 
The  servant  of  Christ  acknowledges  the  sacra- 

ment of  his  salvation  :  redeemed  by  wood  to  life 
eternal,  he  is  advanced  by  wood  to  the  Mown. 
But  what  wonder  if,  as  -olden  and  silver  vessels, 
you  have  been  committed  to  the  mine  that  is 

the  home  of  gold  and  silver,  except  that  now  the 
nature  of  the  mines  is  changed,  and  the  pi 
which  previously  had  been  accustomed  to  yield 

gold  and  silver  have-  begun  to  receive  them? 
Moreover,  they  have  put  fetters  on  your  feet, 
and  have  bound  your  blessed  limbs,  and  the 
temples  of  ( rod  with  disgrai  eful  1  ham,,  as  if  the 
spirit  also  could  be  bound  with  the  body,  or  your 
gold  could  be  stained  by  the  contact  of  iron. 
To  men  who  are  dedicated  to  God,  and  attest 

their  faith  with  religious  1  outage,  sui  h  things 
are  ornaments,  not  chains  ;  nor  do  they  bind  the 

of  the  Christians  for  infamy,  but  glorify  them 
for  a  crown,    oh  feet  blessedly  bound,  which 

■  i,"    ir.un  iful  in  .'.'.<•/  .  bui  "in  tuthoi  nay 
be  indulged  in  lus  rkttorit .     li  m  itiitad  i>>  ihc  timet.] 

are  loosed,  not  by  the  smith  but  by  the   Lord  I 
Oh   feet   blessedly  bound,   which  are   guided   to 
paradise  in  the  way  of  salvation  I    ( )h  feet  bound 
for  the  present  time  in  the  world,  that  they  may 
be  always  free  with  the   Lord  !     Oh   feet,  lin. 
ing  for  a  while  among  the  fetters  and  1  ros 
but  to  run  quickly  to  Christ  on  a  gloriou.s  road  ! 
Let  cruelty,  either  envious    or  malignant,  hold 
you  here  in  its  bonds  and  chains  as   long 
will,  from  this  earth  and  from  these  sufferij 

shall  speedily  come  to  the  kingdom  of  heaven. 
The  body  is  not  cherished  in    the    mines  with 
couch  and  cushions,  but  it  is  cherished  with  the 
refreshment    and  solace  of  Christ.     The   fr 

wearied  with  labours  lies  prostrate  on  the  ground, 
but  it  is  no    penalty  to    lie    down  with    (1  1 
Your  limbs  unbathed,  are    foul   and   disfigured 
with   filth  and  dirt  ;  but  within  they  are  spirit- 

ually   cleansed,    although    without    the    flesh 
defiled.     There  the  bread  is  scarce;    but   man 
liveth  not  by  bread  alone,  but  by  the  word  of 
Cod.     Shivering,    you    want    clothing:     but    he 
who  puts  on  Christ  is  both  abundantly  clothed 
and  adorned.     The  hair  of  your  half-shorn  he 
seems  repulsive  ;  but  since  Christ  is  the  head  of 
the  man,  anything  whatever  mu>t  needs  be<  ome 
that    head   which  is    illustrious   on    account    ^<i 

Christ's  name.     All    that   deformity,  detestable 
and  foul   to   Gentiles,  with   what   splendour  shall 

it  be  recompensed  !     This  temporal   and   brief 
suffering,  how  shall  it   be   exchanged   for  the   re- 

ward of  a  1  right   and   eternal   honour,  when, 

cording  to  the  word  of  the  blessed  ..;  1       .  "the 
Lord  shall  <  h  ing     the  body  of  our  humiliati 

that  it  may  be  fashioned  like  to  the  body  <'(  II 

brightness  !  "  ' 3.  But  there  cannot  be  felt  any  loss  ler 
religion  or  faith,  most   beloved  brethren,  in  the 
lac  t  that  now  th  portunit 

to  « rod's  priest  nd  celebrating  the 
divine    sacrifices;    \     1.    you    celebrate   and    I 
a  sac  niice  to  God  equall)  s  pre<  i<  ius  ai 
and  that  will  greatly  profit  you  for  the  retribul 
of  hea\  enl)  n  wards,  sin<  t  th. 

speaks,   sa)  ing,   "  Hie   s.n  rifi«  e 
broken    spirit;    a    contrite    ,\\v\    humbled    h 
( tod  doth  not  desj 

lice  to  God;  you  celebrate  this  with- 
out   intermission    day    mu\    night,    being    in 

v  i<  tuns  to  '  tod,  and  exhibiting 
and  unspotted  offerinj 

and   says,  "  I  besee<  h  you    tl    1   I 

D)     the    nici bodies  a  li\  1  ifi«  c. 
Cod.      And  be  not  1  onformed  to  I 

'     [  I  r    . 

\ V 
I  I  I 

»  IV  li.  it. 
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be  ye  transformed  by  the  renewing  of  your  mind, 

in.i\   prove  what  is  that  good,  and  ai  - 

t  eptable,  and  perfa  t  will  of  c,oi\."  ' 4.  For  this  it  is  which  especially  pleases  God  ; 
.  tins  wherein  our  works  with  greater  deserts 

essful  in  earning  Cod's  good-will;  this which  alone  the  obedience  of  our  faith  and 

devotion  canrenderto  the  Lord  for  His  great 

and   savm.;   benefits,  as   the    Holy    Spirit   de- 

clares and   witnesses   in   the    Psalms :    "  What 

II  I  render,"  says  He,  "to  the  lord  for  all 
His  benefits  towards  me?     I  will  take  the  cup 

salvation,  and  I  will  call  upon  the  name  of 

the  Lord.  Precious  in  the  sight  of  the  Lord  is 

the    death    of    His    saints."-      Who    would    not 
lly  and  readily  receive  the  cup  of  salvation? 

Who  would  not  with  joy  ami  gladness  desire 
that  in  which  he  himself  also   may  render  some- 

it  unto  His  Lord?  Who  would  not  bravely 
and  unfalteringly  receive  a  death  precious  in  the 

i  of  the  Lord,  to  please  His  eyes,  who,  look- 
down  from  above  upon  us  who  are  placed  in 

the  conflict  for  His  name,  approves  the  willing, 
the  struggling,  crowns  the  conquering 

with  the  recompense  of  patience,  goodness,  and 
affection,  rewarding  in  us  whatever  He  Himself 

has  bestowed,  and  honouring  what  He  has  ac- 
complished? 

5.  For  that  it  is  His  doing  that  we  conquer, 

and  that  we  attain  by  the  subduing  of  the  ad- 
versary to  the  palm  o\  the  greatest  contest,  the 

Lord  declares  and  teaches  in  His  Gospel,  saying, 

••  but  when  they  deliver  you  up,  take  no  thought 
how  or  what  ye  shall  speak ;  for  it  shall  be 
given  you  in  that  same  hour  what  ye  shall  speak. 

it   is  not    ye  that  speak,  but  the  Spirit  of 

r    Father    which    speaketh    in    you."3     And 
in :  "•  Settle  it  therefore  in  your  hearts,  not  to 

meditate  before  what  ye  shall  answer;  for  I  will 

>u  a  mouth  and  wisdom,  which  your  ad- 
lri<  -  shall  not  be  able  to  resist."  ■»     In  which, 

indeed,  is  both  the  great  confidence  of  believers, 
and  the  gravest  fault  of  the  faithless,  that  they 

not  trust  Him  who  promises  to  give  His  help 
those  who  confess  Him.  and  do  not  on  the 

other  hand  fear  Him  who  threatens  eternal  pun- 
ishment to  those  who  deny  Him. 

6.  All  which  things,  most  brave  and  faithful 
liers  of  Christ,  you  have  suggested   to  your 

brethren,  fulfilling  in  deeds  what  ye  have  pre- 
taught  in  words,  hereafter  to  be  greatest 

in  the  kingdom  of  heaven,  as  the  Lord  promises 

and  says,  "Whosoever  shall  do  and  teach  so, 
11  be  called  the  greatest  in  the  kingdom  of 

heaven."  5  Moreover,  a  manifold  portion  of  the 
people,  following  your  example,  have  confessed 

!   Rom.  xii.  1,  a. 
XVI.    13,  13,  ij. 

I  Matt.  x.  19,  ao. 
*   I  uke  xxi.  14,  15. 
'    Matt.  v.  19. 

; 

alike  with  you,  and  alike  have  been  crowned, 
associated  with  you  in  the  bond  of  the  stronj 

charity, and  separated  from  their  prelates  neither 
by  the  prison  nor  by  the  mines;  in  the  number 
of  whom  neither  are  there  wanting  virgins  in 
whom  the  hundred-fold  are  added  to  the  fruit 

of  sixty-fold,  and  whom  a  double  glory  has  ad- 
vanced to  the  heavenly  crown.  In  boys  also  a 

courage  greater  than  their  age  has  surpassed 
their  years  in  the  praise  of  their  confession,  so 
that  every  sex  and  every  age  should  adorn  the 

blessed  flock  of  your  martyrdom.6 
7.  What  now  must  be  the  vigour,  beloved 

brethren,  of  your  victorious  consciousness,  what 
the  loftiness  of  your  mind,  what  exultation  in 
feeling,  what  triumph  in  your  breast,  that  every 
one  of  you  stands  near  to  the  promised  reward 
of  God,  are  secure  from  the  judgment  of  God, 
walk  in  the  mines  with  a  body  captive  ind< 
but  with  a  heart  reigning,  that  you  know  Christ 
is  present  with  you,  rejoicing  in  the  endurance 
of  His  servants,  who  are  ascending  by  His  foot- 

steps and  in  His  paths  to  the  eternal  kingdoms  ! 
You  daily  expect  with  joy  the  saving  day  of  your 
departure  ;  and  already  about  to  withdraw  from 
the  world,  you  are  hastening  to  the  rewards  of 
martyrdom,  and  to  the  divine  homes,  to  behold 
after  this  darkness  of  the  world  the  purest  light, 
and  to  receive  a  glory  greater  than  all  sufferings 
and  conflicts,  as  the  apostle  witnesses,  and  says, 

"The  sufferings  of  this  present  time  are  not 
worthy  to  be  compared  with  the  glory  that  shall 

be  revealed  in  us." 7  And  because  now  your 
word  is  more  effectual  in  prayers,  and  supplica- 

tion is  more  quick  to  obtain  what  is  sought  for 
in  afflictions,  seek  more  eagerly,  and  ask  that 
the  divine  condescension  would  consummate  the 

confession  of  all  of  us  ;  that  from  this  darkness 
and  these  snares  of  the  world  God  would  set  us 

also  free  with  you,  sound  and  glorious  ;  that  we 
who  here  are  united  in  the  bond  of  charity  and 
peace,  and  have  stood  together  against  the 
wrongs  of  heretics  and  the  oppressions  of  the 
heathens,  may  rejoice  together  in  the  heavenly 
kingdom.  I  bid  you,  most  blessed  and  most 
beloved  brethren,  ever  farewell  in  the  Lord,  and 

always  and  everywhere  remember  me.8 

EPISTLE   LXXVII.9 
THE  REPLY  OF  NEMESIANUS,  DAT1VUS,  FEI.IX, 

AND   VICTOR,   TO   CYPRIAN. 

ARGUMENT.  —  THIS  EPISTLE- AND  THE  TWO  FOL- 
LOWING CONTAIN  NOTHING  ELSE  THAN  REPLIES 

TO    THE     FOREGOING,    INASMUCH     AS    THEV    CON- 

6  [No  one  can  read  these  obiter  dicta  of  our  author  without 
assurance  that  the  martyrs  were  a  numerous  army,  beyond  what  ii 

generally  allowed.     "  A  noble  army,  men  and  boys"  (Heber).] 7  Rom.  viii.  18. 

1  [See  next  letter.  I  cannot  conceive  of  any  Christian  as  not 
profoundly  touched  and  edified  by  this  eloquent  and  scriptural  letter 
of  a  martyr  to  martyrs  in  a  period  of  fiery  trial.  They  truly  believed 
what  is  written,  "  to  die  is  gain."     Phil.  1.  21.] 9  Oxford  ed. :  Ep.  lxxvu.     a.d.  257, 
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TAIN  THE  THANKSGIVING  AS  WELL  FOR  THE 

COMFORT  CONVEYED  BY  THE  LETTER  AS  FOR 

THE  ASSISTANCE  SENT  THEREWITH.  BUT  FROM 

THE  FACT  THAT  THREE  DISTINCT  LETTERS  ARE 

SENT  IN  REPLY  TO  THE  SINGLE  ONE  OF  CYP- 

RIAN'S, WE  ARE  TO  GATHER  THAT  THE  BISHOPS 
WHO  WROTE  THEM  WERE  PLACED  IN  DIFFERENT 

DEPARTMENT   OF  THE   MINES.1 

i.  Nemesianus,  Dativus,  Felix,  and  Victor,  to 

their  brother  Cyprian,  in  the  Lord  eternal  salva- 
tion. You  speak,  dearly  beloved  Cyprian,  in 

your  letters  always  with  deep  meaning,  as  suits 
the  condition  of  the  time,  by  the  assiduous  read- 

ing of  which  letters  both  the  wicked  are  cor- 
rected and  men  of  good  faith  are  confirmed. 

For  while  you  do  not  cease  in  your  writings  to 
lay  bare  the  hidden  mysteries,  you  thus  make  us 
to  grow  in  faith,  and  men  from  the  world  to 
draw  near  to  belief.  For  by  whatever  good 
things  you  have  introduced  in  your  many  books, 
unconsciously  you  have  described  yourself  to  us. 
For  you  are  greater  than  all  men  in  discourse, 
in  speech  more  eloquent,  in  counsel  wiser,  in 
patience  more  simple,  in  works  more  abundant. 
in  abstinence  more  holy,  in  obedience  more 
humble,  and  in  good  deeds  more  innocent. 
And  you  yourself  know,  beloved,  that  our  eager 
wish  was,  that  we  might  see  you,  our  teacher 
and  our  lover,  attain  to  the  crown  of  a  great 
confession. 

2.  For,  in  the  proceedings  before  the  procon- 
sul, as  a  good  and  true  teacher  you  first  have 

pronounced  that  which  we  your  disciples,  follow- 
ing you,  ought  to  say  before  the  president. 

And,  as  a  sounding  trumpet,  you  have  stirred  up 

God's  soldiers,  furnished  with  heavenly  arms,  to 
the  close  encounter;  and  fighting  in  the  first 
rank,  you  have  slain  the  devil  with  a  spiritual 
sword  :  you  have  also  ordered  the  troops  of  the 
brethren,  on  the  one  hand  and  on  the  other,  with 
your  words,  so  that  snares  were  on  all  sides  laid 
for  the  enemy,  and  the  severed  sinews  of  the 
Very  carcase  of  the  public  foe  were  trodden 

under  toot.2  Believe  us,  dearest,  that  your  inno- 
cent spirit  is  not  far  from  the  hundred-told  re 

ward,  seeing  that  it  has  feared  neither  the  first 
onsets  of  the  world,  nor  shrunk  from  going  into 
exile,  nor  hesitated  to  leave  the  «  ity,  nor  dreaded 
to  dwell  in  a  desert  place  ;  and  since  it  fur 
Dished  many  with  an  example  of  confession, 
itself  first  spoke  the  martyr-witness.  For  it 
provoked  others  to  acts  of  martyrdom  by  its  own 
example;  and  not  only  began  to  lie  a  compan 
ion  of  the  martyrs  already  departing  from  the 
world,  l.ut  also  linked  a  heavenly  friendship  with 
tli'  •  ie  who  should  be  so. 

1  This  11  confirmed  in  Epistle  Ixxix.,  where  mention  if  hi 
OM  mine  in  particular, 

icrwite, "  the  linewi  of  the  common  ninny  cut  in  two,  oil 
wai  trodden  undei  foot."     [Rom.  vi 

3.  Therefore  they  who  were  condemned  v. 
us  give  you  before  Cod  the  greatest  ti.anks, 
beloved  Cyprian,  that  in  your  letter  you  have 
refreshed  their  suffering  breasts;  have  healed 
their  limbs  wounded  with  clubs;  have  loosened 
their  feet  bound  with  fetters;  have  smoothed 
the  hair  of  their  half-shorn  head  ;  have  illumi- 

nated the  darkness  of  the  dungeon  ;  have  brought 
down  the  mountains  of  the  mine  to  a  smooth 
surface;  have  even  placed  fragrant  flowers  to 
their  nostrils,  and  have  shut  out  the  foul  odour 

of  the  smoke.3  Moreover,  your  continued  g 
and  those  of  our  beloved  Quirinus,  which  you 
sent  to  be  distributed  by  Herennianus  the  sub- 
deacon,  and  Lucian,  and  Maximus,  and  Aman- 
tius  the  acolytes,  provided  a  supply  of  what 
had  been  wanting  for  the  necessities  of  their 
bodies.  Let  us,  then,  be  in  our  prayers  helpers 
of  one  another  :  and  let  us  ask,  as  you  have 
bidden  us,  that  we  may  have  God  and  (  hnst 
and  the  angels  as  supporters  in  all  our  actions. 
We  bid  you,  lord  and  brother,  ever  heartily  fare- 

well, and  have  us  in  mind.  Greet  all  who  are 
with  you.  All  ours  who  are  with  us  love  you, 
and  greet  you,  and  desire  to  see  you. 

EPISTLE    LXXVIII.« 
THE    REPLY    TO    THE    SAME    OF    LUCIUS    AND 

THE    RES  1    (»F   Till'.    MAIM  VRS. 

ARGUMENT. — THE  ARGUMENT  OF  1111  PRESENT 

LETTER  is,  IX  SUBSTANCE,  nil.  SAME  IS  THAT 

OF  THE  PRECEDING;  AND  THEREFORE  II  IS  NOT 

A  LETTER  OF  LUCIUS  I  ill  Roman  BISHOP,  BUT 
OF   LUCIUS    mi     AFRICAN    BISHOP    AND    MARTYR. 

1.  To  Cyprian   our   brother   and    colleague, 
Lucius,  and  all  the  brethren  who  are  with  me 
the    Lord,    greeting.       Vour    letter    came    to 
dearest  brother,  while  we  were  exulting  and  re- 
joicing  in  God  that  He  had  armed  us  for  the 
struggle,  and  had  made  us  bv  I  lis  c  ondes<  ension 
conquerors  in  the  battle  ;  the  letter,  namely,  which 

you  sent  to  us  by  Herennianus  tin-  sub-deacon, 
and  Lucian,  and  Maximus,  and  Amantius  the 

ai  olytes,'  which  when  we  read  w<  re<  <  \\> 
taxation  in  our  bonds,  a  solace  in  our  afflic  I 
and  a  support  m  our  necessity;  and  we  « 
aroused  and  more  stn muOUSly  animated    I 
whatever  more  of  punishment  might  be  . 
us.     For  before  our  suffering  »c  were  i  ailed  forth 

bj  you  to  glory,  who  first  afforded  us 
mfession  of  the-  name  of  Christ    We  indi 

w  ho  follow  the  foot  st<  p 
foi  an  equal  gra<  e  \\  ith  you.     For  he  wh 
in  tin-  ia<  e  is  111  t  also  i>'t  the  reward 
who  first  oc<  upied  the  course  thence  ha\ 

\ 
I    I'     \x*\  III 

only  1 
;i  llu»   muiiNliy  and  I 
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mu]  '  im  wh.it  you  began,  show 
the  undivided  love  wherewith  you 

e  always  loved  us,  bo  that  we  who  had  one 

-    nt  in  the  bond  of  peace  might  have  the  gra<  e 
:  '  prayers,  and  one  i  rown  of  confession. 
Bui  in  your  case,  dearest  brother,  to  the 

mfession  is  added  the  reward  of  your 
-  —an  abundant  measure  which  you  shall 

tive  from  the  lord  in   the  day  of  retribution, 

.  have  by  your  letter  presented  yourself  to  us, 
manifested  to  us  that  candid  and  blessed 

of  yours  which  we   have   ever  known,  and 
in  accordance  with  its  largeness  have   uttered 

to  Cod  with  us.  not  as  much  as  we  de- 
serve to  hear,  but  as  much  as  you  are  able  to 

utter.       For   with    your    words    you    have    both 

adorned  those  things  which  had  been  less  in- 
structed in  us.  and  have  strengthened  us  to  the 

of  those  sufferings  which  we  bear.2  as 
■rtain  of  the  heavenly  rewards,  and  of  the 

\n  o(  martyrdom,  and  of  the  kingdom  of 
..  from  tiie  prophecy  which,  being  filled  with 

-  lirit,  you  have  pledged  to  us  in  your 
r.     All  this  will  happen,  beloved,  if  you  will 

have  us  in  mind  in  your  prayers,  which   I   trust 
\     .  ..  •  even  as  we  certainly  do. 

\nd    thus,  ()  brother  most   longed-for.  we 
ha\  ed  what  you  sent  to  us  from  Quirinus 

i  yourself,  a  sacrifice  from  every  clean 
:i  as  Noah  offered  to  God,  and   God 

1  with  the  sweet  savour,  and  had  re- 
into  his  offering,  so  also  may  He  have  re- 

t   unto  yours,  and   may  He  be   pleased   to 
>>u  the  reward  of  this  so  good  work. 

' hat  you  will  command  the  letter  which 
l  ive  written  to  Ouirinus  to  be  sent   forward. 

learest  brother  and  earnestly  desired. 
r  heartily  farewell,  and  remember  us.3     Greet 
who  are  with  you.     Farewell. 

EPISTLE    I.XXIX.' 

THE  ANSWER  ok  FELIX,  fADER,  POLIANUS,  AM) 

Till.  ;,l  -l    ok  T1IL  MARTYRS,    lo  CYPRIAN. 

WENT.  —  THE   MARTYRS   ABOVE   SPOKEN   OF 

'■Mil  GRATTTUDE  THE   ASSIS1  W<  E 
It)   THEM    BY   CYPRIAN. 

I    and   best   beloved  Cyprian, 
r.  I'olia  ether  with  the  presby- 

1  all  who  are  abiding  with  us  at  the  mine 
temal  health  in  the  1  ord.     We  reply 

t    brother,   by   Heren- 
nianus    the    sub-deacon,    Lucian  and    Maximus 

thren,  Strong  and  safe  by  the  aid  of  your 
.   from   whom   we   have  received   a  sum 

under  the  name   of  an   offering,   together  with 

the, 

1  I  tr,  "tmitad  ' 

r.iyers  and  at  the   I.ord's  Supper, ,  p.  327. J A.D.  257. 

your  letter  which  you  wrote,  and  in  which  you 
have  condescended  to  comfort  us  as  if  we  were 

sons,  out  of  the  heavenly  words.    And  we  I 
II  and  do  give  thanks  to  God  the  Fal 

Almighty  through  His  Christ,  that  we  have  bi 
thus  comforted  and  strengthened  by  your  ad- 

dress, asking  from  the  candour  of  your  mind 
that  you  would  deign  to  have  us  in  mind  in  your 
constant  prayers,  that  the  Lord  would  supply 
what  is  wanting  in  your  confession  and  ours,  wiiic  h 
He  has  condescended  to  confer  on  us.  Greet 

all  who  abide  with  you.  We  bid  you,  dearest 
brother,  ever  heartily  farewell  in  God.  I  helix 
wrote  this;  I  Jader  subscribed  it;  I  Polianus 
read  it.     I  greet  my  lord  Kutychianus. 

EPISTLE   LXXX.s 
CYPRIAN   TO   SERGIUS,  ROGATIANUS,  AND  THE 

OTHER   CONKESSORS   IN    PRISON. 

ARGUMENT.  —  HE  CONSOLES  ROGATIANUS  AND 

HIS  COLLEAGUES,  THE  CONFESSORS  IN"  PRISON^ A\H  GIVES  THEM  COURAGE  BY  THE  EXAMPLE 

OF  THE  MARTYRS  ROGATIANUS  THE  ELDER  AND 

FELICISSIMUS.  THE  LETTER  ITSELF  INDICATE? 

THAI'   IT   WAS   WRITTEN    IX    EXILE. 

i.  Cyprian  to  Sergius  and  Rogatianus.  and 
the  rest  of  the  confessors  in  the  Lord,  ever! 

ing  health.  I  salute  you,  dearest  and  most 
blessed  brethren,  myself  also  desiring  to  enjoy 
the  sight  of  you,  if  the  state  in  which  I  am  placed 
would  permit  me  to  come  to  you.  For  what 
could  happen  to  me  more  desirable  and  more 
joyful  than  to  be  now  close  to  you,  that  you 
might  embrace  me  with  those  hands,  which, 
pure  and  innocent,  and  maintaining  the  faith  of 
the  Lord,  have  rejected  the  profane  obedience? 
What  more  pleasant  and  sublime  than  now  to 
kiss  your  lips,  which  with  a  glorious  voice  have 
confessed  the  Lord,  to  be  looked  upon  even  in 

presence  by  your  eyes,  which,  despising  the 

world,  have  become  worthy6  of  looking  upon 
God?  But  since  opportunity  is  not  afforded 
me  to  share  in  this  joy,  I  send  this  letter  in  my 
stead  to  your  ears  and  to  your  eyes,  by  winch  I 
congratulate  and  exhort  you  that  you  persevere 
strongly  ami  steadily  in  the  confession  of  the 

heavenly  glory  ;  and  having  entered  on  the  way 

of  the  Lord's  condescension,  that  you  go  on  in 
the  strength  of  the  Spirit,  to  receive  the  crown, 
having  the  Lord  as  your  protector  and  guide, 

who  said,  "  Lo,  I  am  with  you  alwav.  even  unto 
the  end  of  the  world."  7  0  blessed  prison,  which 
your  presence  has  enlightened  !  ()  blessed  prison, 
which  sends  the  men  of  God  to  heaven  !  0 

darkness,  more  bright  than  the  sun   itself,  and 

'  <  Kford  ed.:  Ep.  vi.     a.d.  257;  possibly  a.d.  250. 
6  [  Luke  xx.  35,  xxi.  36:  1  Thess.  ii.  12.     Such  expressions  in  our 

author  teach  no  worthiness  apart  from  the  merits  of  Christ.  J 7  Matt,  xxviii.  20. 
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clearer  than  the  light  of  this  world,  where  now 
are  placed  temples  of  God,  and  your  members 
are  to  he  sanctified  by  divine  confessions ! 

2.  Nor  let  anything  now  be  revolved  in  your 
hearts  and  minds  besides  the  divine  precepts 
and  heavenly  commands,  with  which  the  Holy 
Spirit  has  ever  animated  you  to  the  endurance 
of  suffering.  Let  no  one  think  of  death,  hut  of 
immortality;  nor  of  temporary  punishment,  hut 

of  eternal  glory  \  since  it  is  written,  "  Precious 
in  the  sight  of  the  Lord  is  the  death  of  Ills 

saints  ;  "  '  and  again,  "A  broken  spirit  is  a  sac- 
rifice to  God  :  a  contrite  and  humble  heart  God 

doth  not  despise."2  And  again,  where  the 
sacred  Scripture  speaks  of  the  tortures  which 

consecrate  (iod's  martyrs,  and  sanctify  them  in 
the  very  trial  of  suffering:  "And  if  they  have 
suffered  torments  in  the  sight  of  men,  yet  is  their 
hope  full  of  immortality ;  and  having  been  a 
little  chastised,  they  shall  be  greatly  rewarded  : 
fordod  proved  them,  and  found  them  worthy 
of  Himself.  As  gold  in  the  furnace  hath  He 
tried  them,  and  received  them  as  a  sacrifice  of 

a  burnt-offering,  and  in  due  time  regard  shall  be 
had  unto  them.  The  righteous  shall  shine,  and 

shall  run  to  and  fro  like  sparks  among  the  stub- 
ble. They  shall  judge  the  nations,  and  have 

dominion  over  the  people;  and  their  Lord  shall 

reign  for  ever."'  When,  therefore,  you  reflect 
that  you  shall  judge  and  reign  with  Christ  the 
Lord,  you  must  needs  exult  and  tread  under  foot 

'•nt  sufferings,  in  the  joy  of  what  is  to  conic  ; 
knowing  that  from  the  beginning  of  the  world  it 
has  been  so  appointed  that  righteousness  should 

suffer  there  in  the  conflict  of  the  world,  -1111  e  in 
the  beginning,  even  at  the  first,  the  right 
Abel  was  slain,  and  thereafter  all  righteous  men, 
and  prophets,  and  apostles  who  were  sent.  To 
all  of  whom  the  Lord  also  in  Himself  has  ap- 

pointed an  example,  teaching  that  none  shall 
attain  to  I  lis  kingdom  hut  those  who  have  fol- 

lowed 1  I  i  1 1 1  in  1  lis  own  wa\ .  ,.i\  ing,  "He 
loveth  his  life  in  this  world  shall  lose  it  ;  and  he 

that  hateth  his  life  in  this  world  shall  keep  it 

unto  hie  eternal."  '      And  again  :  "  Lear  not  them 
which  kill  the  body,  hut  are  not  able  to  kill  the 
soul  :   hut  rather  fear  1  lim  who  is  able  to  destroj 

both  soul  .mil  hod\  in  hell."  ̂      Paul  also  exhorts 
us    that    we    who    desire    to    attain    tO    the     Lord's 
promises  ought  to  imitate  the  I,oi,|  in  .ill  ih 

"  U  e    .lie,"   saj  >    he,    "  the    soils    of    <  rod  :    hut    if 
sons,    then    hens;    In  11  >   of  God,  and  joint  hen, 
with   Christ  ;    if  so   he    that  we   suffi  1   with    Him, 

that  we  ma)  also  be  glorified  together."       More 
over,  he  added  the  comparison  of  the  pie. cut 

1    I'      •  \vi.  15. 
"  Pi  li,  10, 
i  Wild,  ni.  4-8. 
4   I  Kn  xii 
•  Matt,  \ 
6  Rom.  viii,  16,  17. 

time  and  of  the  future  glory,  saying,  "  The  suf- 
ferings of  this  present  time  are  not  worthy  to 

compared   with    the    coming  glory   which   shall 

be  revealed  in  OS."7     Of  which  bright  hen 
we  consider  the  glory,  it  behoves  us  to  bear  all 
afflictions  and  persecutions  ;  bet 
many  are  the  afflic  tions  of  the    1 
those  are  delivered  from  them  all  who  trust  in 
God. 

3.  Blessed  women  also,  who  are  1 
with  you  in  the  same  glory  of  confession,  n 

maintaining  the  Lord's   faith,  and   braver   than 
their  sex.  not  only  thems 

(rown  of  glory,  but  have  afforded  an  e> 
to  other  women  by  their  constancy  I    A 

anything  should  be  wanting  to  the  glory  • 
number,  that  each  sex  and  every  age  also  m 
be  with  you  in  honour,  the  divine  condes 

has  also  associated  with  you  boys8  in  a  glor 
confession;  representing  to  us  something  of  the 
same    kind    as   once   did    Ananias,   A  and 

Misael,  the  illustrious  youths  to  whom,  when 
shut  up  in  the  furnace,  the  fires  gave  way,  and 
the  flames  gave  refreshment,  the  Lord  b 
present  with  them,  and  proving  thai  against  His 
confessors  and  martyrs  the  heat  of  hell  could 

have  no  power,  but  that  they  who  trusted  in  ( 
should  always  continue  unhurt  and  safe  in  all 

dangers.  And  I  beg  you  to  consider  more  care- 
fully, in  accordance  with  your  religion,  what 

must  have  been  the    faith    in    these  youths  which 
Id    deserve    such    full    acknowledgment   t: 

the  Lord.     For,  prepared  for  everj   fate,  as  we 
ought    all   to   he,  they  say  t.>   the   km. 
Nebuchadnezzar,  we  are  not  (.ireful  to  answer 
thee  in  this  matter  .  LU*  God  whom  w 
is  able  to  deliver  Us   from   the   hurnin 
n.K  e  ;   mv\  He  will  deliver  us  out  of  thine  hand, 

ing  !      Hut   if  not.  he   it   known  unto  tin    .  I  » 
king,  that  we  will  not  serve  tin  .^ods,  noi  H 

the  golden  im  ige  whi<  h  thou  has) 
Although  they  believed,  and,  in  a<  1  ord  ui 
their  faith,  knew  that  they  mighl  even 

livered  from  their  present  punishment  -till 
would  not  boast  of  this,  nor  claim  it  for  th 

selves,  s.u ing,  "  But  if  not."     I  1  1 their  conic  Mild  he  thout  tl 

mony   of   their  su: 
(  ould    do    all    1 

;  in  tin-.,  so  .i>  I,,  w  ish  to  he  d 

moment  ;    hut     they    thought    on    thai 

1.    And  \ tatii  with 
d,  think  of  tl 

(  ontempt  foi  the  \ 

to  >  .inie  to  the  ti  ut  of  the  (tenia' 

1  [ So   ,     1   1 
V    1  1 1, 
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to  the  embrace  and  ̂ i^.  and  the  Bight  <>f  the 
Lord,  tli.u  jrou  may  follow  in  all  things  Rogatia 

nus  the  presbyter,  the  glorious  old  man  who,  to 

the  gtorj  ̂ (  our  time  makes  a  way  for  you  by 
his  •  and  divine  condescension, 
who.  with   Felicissimus  our  brother,  ever  quiet 

I  temperate,  receiving  the  attack  of  a  i 

ta  people,  tir>t  prepared  for  you  a  dwelling 

in  the  prison,  and,  marking  out  the  way1  for 
in  some  measure,  now  also  goes  before  you. 

That  this  may  l>e  consummated  in  you,  we  be- 
ll the    Lord  in  constant   prayers,  that   from 

beginnings  going  on  to  the  highest  results,  lie 

may  cause  those  whom  He  has  made  to  confess. 
al-«)  to  be  crowned.  I  bid  you,  dearest  and 
most  beloved  brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell  in 
the  Ix»rd  ;  and  may  you  attain  to  the  crown  of 
heavenly  glory.  Yirtor  the  deacon,  and  those 
who  are  with  me,  greet  you. 

EPISTLE   LXXXL* 
TO    SUCCESSUS    ON    THE     TIDINGS     BROUGHT 

PROM  ROME,  TELLING  OF  THE  PERSECUTION. 

ARGUMENT.  —  CYPRIAN  TELLS  THE  BISHOP  SUC- 

5US,  THAT  IN'  A  SEVERE  PERSECUTION  THAT 
BAD  BEEN  DECREED  BY  THE  EMPEROR  VALERIAN3 
XETUS  1MI  BISHOP  HAD  SUFFERED  AT  ROME 

ON  lilK  EIGHTH  OF  THE  IDES  OF  AUGUST  ;  AND 

III  BEGS  HIM  TO  INTIMATE  THE  SAME  TO  THE 

1  OF  HIS  COLLEAGUES,  THAI-  EACH  ONE 
MIGHT  ANIMATE  His  OWN  FLOCK  TO  MARTYRDOM. 

i.  Cyprian  to  his  brother  Successus,  greeting. 
The  reason  why  I  could  not  write  to  you  imme- 

diately, dearest  brother,  was  that  all  the  clergy, 

bein_'  placed  in  the  very  heat  of  the  contest,  were 
unable  in  any  way  to  depart  hence,  all  of  them 
being  prepared  in  accordance  with  the  devotion 
of  their  mind  for  divine  and  heavenly  glory.  Hut 
know  that  those  have  come  whom  I  had  sent  to 

the  City4  for  this  purpose,  that  they  might  find 
out  and  bring  back  to  us  the  truth,  in  whatever 

manner  it  had  been  decreed  respecting  us.  For 
many  various  and  uncertain  things  are  current  in 

men's  opinions.  Hut  the  truth  concerning  them 
is  as  follows,  that  Valerian  had  sent  a  rescript  to 
the  Senate,  to  the  effect  that  bishops  and  pres- 

byters and  deacons  should  immediately  be  pun- 
ished ;  but  that  senators,  and  men  of  importance, 

!  Roman  knights,*  should  lose  their  dignity, 
(ver  be  deprived  of  their  property  ;  and 

if.  when  their  means  were  taken  away,  they  should 
persist  in  being  Christians,  then  they  should  also 
lose  their  heads  j  but  that  matrons  should  be  de- 

prived of  their  property,  and  sent  into  banish- 

I'.p    lxxx.     As  Cyprian  suffered  shortly  after,  in :U<r<-  is  no  doubt  but  that  this  letter  was 
-  life.     A.D.  358. •■i  XX. i 

ment.  Moreover,  people  of  Cajsar's  household, 
whoever  of  them  had  either  confessed  before,  or 

should  now  confess,  should  have  their  property 
confiscated,  and  should  be  sent  in  chains  b)  as- 

signment to  C;esar's  estates.  The  Emperor  Vale- 
rian also  added  to  this  address  a  copy  of  the 

letters  which  he  sent  to  the  presidents  of  the 

provinces  concerning  us;  which  letters  we  arc- 
daily  hoping  will  come,  waiting  according  to  the 

strength  of  our  faith  for  the  endurance  of  suffer- 

ing, and  expecting  from  the  help  and  men  \  <>i" the  Lord  the  crown  of  eternal  life.  Hut  know 

that  Xistus  was  martyred  in  the  cemetery  on  the 
eighth  day  of  the  Ides  of  August,  and  with  him 

four  deacons.6  Moreover,  the  prefects  in  the 
City 7  are  daily  urging  on  this  persecution;  so 
that,  if  any  are  presented  to  them,  they  are  mar- 

tyred, and  their  property  claimed  by  the  treas- 
ury. 

2.  I  beg  that  these  things  may  be  made  known 
by  your  means  to  the  rest  of  our  colleagues,  that 

everywhere,  by  their  exhortation,  the  brother- 
hood may  be  strengthened  and  prepared  for  the 

spiritual  conflict,  that  every  one  of  us  may  think 

less  of  death  than  of  immortality;  and,  dedi- 
cated to  the  Lord,  with  full  faith  and  entire  cour- 

age, may  rejoice  rather  than  fear  in  this  confession, 
wherein  they  know  that  the  soldiers  of  God  and 
Christ  are  not  slain,  but  crowned.  I  bid  you, 
dearest  brother,  ever  heartily  farewell  in  the 

Lord.8 
EPISTLE   LXXXII.9 

TO  THE  CLERGY  AND  PEOPLE  CONCERNING 

HIS  RETIREMENT,  A  LITTLE  BEFORE  HIS 
MARTYRDOM. 

ARGUMENT.  —  WHEN,  NEAR  THE  END  OF  HIS 
LIFE,  CYPRIAN,  ON  RETURNING  TO  HIS  GARDENS, 

WAS  TOLD  THAI'  MESSENGERS  WERE  SENT  TO 

TAKE  HIM  FOR  PUNISHMENT  TO  UTICA,  HE  WITH- 
DREW. AND  LEST  IT  SHOULD  BE  THOUGHT  THAT 

HE  HAD  DONE  SO  FROM  FEAR  OF  DEATH,  HE 

GIVES  THE  REASON  IN  THIS  LETTER,  VIZ.,  THAT 
HE  MIGHT  UNDERGO  HIS  MARTYRDOM  NOW  HERE 

I JXSE  THAN  AT  CARTHAGE,  IN  THE  SIGHT  OF  HIS 

OWN    PEOPLE.      A.D.  258. 

1.  Cyprian  to  the  presbyters  and  deacons, 
and  all  the  people,  greeting.  When  it  had  been 

told  to  us,  dearest  brethren,  that  the  gaolers  '° 
had  been  sent  to  bring  me  to  Utica,  and  I  had 

I  
 6  Or,  "  and  with  him  Quartus." 

7  [The  modern  name,  Utamboul  (eic  t*iv  irdAu),  grows  out  of 
like  usage  in  the   East,      And,  as  Constantinople  was  "  New  Rome," illustrates  Irenaeus  and  his  convenirt,  vol  i.  p.  460.] 

*  [The  baptismal  question  went  by  default,  and  was  practit  a.'.'y erven   up  by  the  African  Church,  amid  greater  issues.      It  has  never 
dogmatically  settled  by  the  Church  Catholic:  and  Roman  ;, 

in  spite  of  it-  own  anatltrmas) ;  for  it  baptizes  again,  sub 
COnditiontl.     See  useful  note,  Oxford  ed.  p.  244.] 

9  Oxford  ed.:  Ep.  lxxxi,    [Cyprian's  contest  with  Stephen  « 
th  ally  valueless  as  to  the   point  at  issue  between   them  {see  supra, 
p.  396),  but  it  throws  a  flood  of  light  on  the  questi  'ns  riisec!  by 
pretensions.     It  also  illuminates  the  anti-Nicene  doctrine  of  unity. J 

t°  Or,  "  commissaries." 
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been  persuaded  by  the  counsel  of  those  dearest 
to  me  to  withdraw  for  a  time  from  my  gardens, 
as  a  just  reason  was  afforded  I  consented.  For 
the  reason  that  it  is  fit  for  a  bishop,  in  that  city 
in  which  he  presides  over  the  Church  of  the 
Lord,  there  to  confess  the  Lord,  and  that  the 

whole  people  should  be  glorified  by  the  confes- 
sion of  their  prelate  in  their  presence.  For 

whatever,  in  that  moment  of  confession,  the  con- 
fessor-bishop speaks,  he  speaks  in  the  mouth  of 

all,  by  inspiration  of  God.1  But  the  honour  of 
our  Church,  glorious  as  it  is,  will  be  mutilated 
if  I,  a  bishop  placed  over  another  church,  re- 

ceiving my  sentence  or  my  confession  at  Utica, 
should  go  thence  as  a  martyr  to  the  Lord,  when 
indeed,  both  for  my  own  sake  and  yours,  I  pray 
with  continual  supplications,  and  with  all  my 
desires  entreat,  that  I  may  confess  among  you, 
and  there  suffer,  and  thence  depart  to  the  Lord 
even  as  I  ought.  Therefore  here  in  a  hidden 
retreat  I  await  the  arrival  of  the  proconsul  re- 

turning to  Carthage,  that  I  may  hear  from  him 
what  the  emperors  have  commanded  upon  the 

1  [Malt.  x.  19.  There  is  something  sublime  in  the  martyr's  re- liance upon  this  word  of  Jesus  See  sec.  2.  infra,  and  Elucidation 
XXII.] 

subject  of  Christian  laymen  and  bishops  and 
may  say  what  the  Lord  will  wish  to  be  said  at 
that  hour. 

2.  But  do  you.  dearest  brethren,  accorc 
the  discipline  which  you  have  ever  received 

from  me  out  of  the  Ljrd's  commands,  and  ac- 
cording to  what  you  have  so  very  often  learnt 

from  my  discourse,  keep  peace  and  tranquillity  ; 
nor  let  any  of  you  stir  up  any  tumult  for  the 
brethren,  or  voluntarily  offer  himself  to  the  Gen- 

tiles. For  when  apprehended  and  delivered  up, 
he  ought  to  speak,  inasmuch  as  the  Lord  abiding 
in  us  speaks  in  that  hour,  who  willed  that 
should  rather  confess  than  profess.  But  for  the 
rest,  what  it  is  fitting  that  we  should  observe 
fore  the  proconsul  passes  sentence  on  me  for  the 
confession  of  the  name  of  God,  we  will  with  the 

instruction  of  the  Lord  arrange  in  common.1 
May  our  Lord  make  you.  dearest  brethren,  to 
remain  safe  in  1 1  i-.  Church,  and  condescend  to 
keep  you.     So  be  it  through  His  men  y. 

2  [Recur  to  the  passion  of  this  holy  martyr  as  related 
his  deacon,  p.  390.     Stephen  had  broken  communion  with  hi;.i  (see 
p.  300  note)  and  the  Afro  m  provinces,  winch  had  no  1  1  hU 

lie  status.  (See  letter  of  Finnilhan,  p.  391  note  B  t,  «  the 
Roman  theory,  this  glorious  martyr  died  in  schism  Hi  is,  no  erthe* 
less,  a  canonized  saint  in  the  Roman  Calendar.    Elu  \ll  ] 

ELUCIDATIONS. 

I. 

(The  presbyterate  and  the  priesthood,  p.  268.) 

Here  is  an  instance  of  a  usage  just  becoming  common  to  the  East  and  West,  —  to  give  the 
name  of  priesthood  to  the  chief  ministry  as  distinguished  from  the  presbyterate.    So  in  Chrj 

passim,  but  notably  in  his  treatise  7tc/ji  Upoxrwr;?.       The  scriptural  warrant  for  this  1 

dialectically,  from  the  universal    priesthood   of  Christians  (  I    Pet.  ii.  5).  from   the  Old-Testament 

prophecies  of  the  Christian  ministry  (La.  Ixvi.  ar),  and  from  the  culmination  of  the 
in  the  chief  ministry  of  St.  Paul.     Over  and  against  the   Mosaic  priesthood  he  is  supposed  to 

assert  his  own  priestly  charisma  in  the  Epistle  to  the  Romans,1  where  he  says,  "  I  have  thei 

my  glorying  in  Christ  Jesus  "  (i.e.,  the  Great  High  Priest),  "in  things  pertainii  >d  ;  "  that  is 
([according  to  the  Epistle  to  the  I  [ebrews,  v.  1 ),  "  as  a  high  pi  0  among  men,  1 

pertaining /a  Cml,  that  he  may  offer  both  gifts  and  sacrifices  for  sins."     He  asserts  himself,  tl 
fore,  as  a  better  priest  than  those  of  the    Law,  "because  o\    the  grace    that  was   given   me 

thai  I  should  be  a  minister  of  Chris!  Jesus  unto  the  ('.entiles,  ministerin 
of  Cod."     He  then  (according  to  this  theor)  »  adopts  the  language  and  the  idea  chi,  and 
adds,  "  that  the  oblation  of  the  Gentiles  might  be  acceptable,"  etc. ;  i.e.,  the  p  ■ 
oblation    of    bread    and    wine,    commemorative    ^i     the    one    "and    onl)    propitial 
Calvary." 

These  ideas  run  through  all  the  primitive  liturgies,3  which  we  are  toon  to  1  lach  in  1 
It  is  no  part  of  my  plan  to  vindicate  them,  but  only  to  state  them.     It  will  be  fell  by  mai 

1  Cap.  xv.  15,  i6,compuod  with  Mai  u  11  '  1 
J  P01  whit  b,  *. 
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■    I  views  of  the  apostle's  ministry,  — of  the  principle  underlying  his  phrase, 
;   .  .  .  Upovpyowra  t6  hayy&wv ;  but  let  nobody  read  into  these  primitive 

oing  .1  commemoration  of  the  one  only  propitiatory  sacrifice  " once  offered," 
the  mon  kx  trine  of  the  Council  of  Trent,  which,  reduced  to  its  mildest  form,1  is  as  follows : 

••  i  of  the  Mass  is,  and  ought  to  be  considered,  one  and  tin-  same  sacrifice  with  that  of 

.  .  .  which  being  the  case,  it  mint  In-  taught,  without  any  hesitation,  that  (as  the  holy 
:h  i!  of  Trent  hath  moreover  explained)  the  sacred  and  holy  sacrifice  of  the  Mass  is  not  only 

a  sacrifice  of  praise  and  eucharist,  or  a  mere  commemoration  of  the  sacrifice  effected  on  the 

Cross,  but  also  truly  a  propitiatory  sacrifice,  by  which  God  is  appeased,  and  rendered  propitious  to 
That  >uc  h  was  not  the  doctrine  of  the  Latin  churches,  even  in  the  ninth  century,  sufficiently 

appears  from  the  treatise  of  Ratramn  ;  but  it  is  not  less  apparent  from  the  ancient  liturgies  them- 

selves, and  even  from  many  primitive  features  which  glitter  like  gold-dust  amid  the  dross  of  the 
Roman  missal  itself. 

II. 

(To  do  nothing  on  my  own  private  opinion,  p.  283.) 

N  I  tin's  golden  principle  which  runs  through  all  the  epistles  and  treatises  of  our  large-minded 
and  free-spirited  author,  "A  primordio  episcopatus  mei  statuerim  nihil,  sine  consilio  vestro,  et  sine 

consensu  pUlns  meoi  privata  sententia  gerere."  When,  in  the  midst  of  persecution,  he  could  not 
convoke  his  council,  he  apologizes,  as  will  appear  hereafter,2  even  for  taking  measures  requisite  to 
the  emergency  without  such  counsel.  Such  was  his  duty  according  to  the  primitive  discipline, 
no  doubt ;  but  our  author  knew  well  that  a  relaxing  of  discipline  in  exceptional  circumstances  is 

the  fruitful  source  of  corruption.     He  is  jealous  against  himself:  — 

"'Twill  be  recorded  for  a  precedent; 
And  many  an  error,  by  the  same  example, 

Will  rush  into  the  Church" 

It  is  instructive  to  find  the  views  of  Baxter  harmonizing  with  those  of  Cyprian.  He  speaks  for 

himself  and  his  brethren  as  not  opposed  to  episcopacy,  but  only  to  "the  engrossing  (by  prelates) 
of  the  sole  power  of  ordination  and  jurisdiction  .  .  .  excluding  wholly  the  pastors  of  particular 

churches  from  all  share  in  it"  This  is  a  sound  Cyprianic  remonstrance  ; 3  but  Cyprian  always 

includes  the  plebs  as  well  as  the  "  pastors."  In  short,  if  Ignatius,  his  Gamaliel,  teaches  primarily, 

'•  Do  nothing  without  the  bishop,"  he  not  less  reiterates  his  own  maxim,  "  Let  bishops  do  nothing 
without  the  presbytery  and  the  people." 

II   re  it  must  be  noted,  however,  that  the  primitive  Fathers  never  speak  of  the  episcopate  as  a 

development  of  the  presbyterate,  as  do  the  Middle-Age  writers  and  the  schoolmen.     It  was  the 
f  these  to  write  down  the  bishops  to  mere  presbyters,  for  the  purpose  of  exalting  the 
\hi(  h  they  made  the  only  episcopate  and  the  universal  apostolate.    The  Universal  Bishop 

might,  then,  appoint  presbyters  to  be  his  local  vicars,  and  to  bear  a  titular  episcopate,  as  such,  —  the 
name  ol  an  office,  and  not  an  order.     The  episcopate  was  no  longer,  as  with  Ignatius  and  Cyprian, 
the  apostolic  office  from  which  the  presbyterate  and  diaconate  were  precipitated,  but,  rather,  an 

•i<al  whlimateoi  the  presbyterate.     By  this  theory  no  bishop  in  the  Latin  communion 
with  the  Bishop  of  Rome  as  Cyprian  did,  —  on  terms  of  equality,  and  as  a  co-bishop  or 

colleague  in  a  common  episcopate.     Such  is  the  school  doctrine  :  and  the  Council  of  Trent  made 

1  See  the  Trent  Cattehism,  cap.  iv.  quzstt.  73,  75. III. 

Minuters  of  the  Presbyterian  Persuasion,  London,  1661.    An  extract  may  be  found  in 

Leighton's  Works,  p.  637,  Edinburgh,  1840. 
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it  dogma,  abolishing  the  order  of  bishops  as  such,  and  defining  that  there  are  only  three  Holy 

Orders ;  viz.,  presbyters,  deacons,  and  sub-deacons.1  The  order  of  bishops  is  thus  redu<  ed  to  a 

merely  ecclesiastical  order  in  "  the  hierarchy,"  a  vicariate  of  the  papacy. 

III. 

(According  to  the  Lord's  discipline,  p.  292.) 

Here  he  lays  down,  as  a  divine  constitution  for  the  Church,  the  principle  exemplified  in  the 

Acts  of  the  Apostles  (cap.  xv.  4-6,  22,  2$).  Compare  Epistle  xiv.,  where  he  speaks  of  some 

presbyters  and  deacons  as  "too  little  mindful  of  discipline,"  and  of  his  instrui  tions  to  the  laity 
to  maintain  the  same.  Observe  his  language  in  the  exceptional  case  referred  to  in  the  previous 

elucidation.  "In  ordinations  of  the  clergy,  beloved  brethren"  (he  writer  to  "presbyters, 

deacons,  and  the  whole  people"},  "we  usually  consult  you  beforehand,  and  weigh  (the  matter) 
with  tlic  general  advice." 

It  is  surprising  that  the  learned  and  pious  Dr.  Pusey,  always  influenced  by  hi-  essential  Galli- 

canisin,  and  toe;  little  devoted  to  the  primitive  dis<  i] dine,  hastily  committed  himself,  in  his  work 

on  The  Councils  of  the  Church,  to  an  erroneous  statement  of  the  historic   facts  the  par- 

ticipation of  the  laity  in  synods.     In  reply,  that  American  Cyprian,  Whittin  if  Mary]      I, 

called  the  Doctor's  attention  to  an  example  he  had  evidently  overlooked,  in  words  w  »rthy  of  note 
from  so  profound  a  patristic  scholar.  He  says,  "  It  occurred  in  the  middle  of  the  period  to  which 

Dr.  Pusey's  book  is  limited,  and,  as  nearly  as  can  be  known,  during  the  episcopate  "(  Cyprian." 

He  adds,  "  I  doubt  whether  there  is  another  equally  particular  relation  of  the  circumstances  of 

an  episcopal  election  within  the  first  four  centuries."  It  is  given  in  the  life  of  Gregory  Thau- 

maturgus,  by  his  namesake  (iregory  of  Nyssa.'  The  whole  of  Bishop  Whittingham's  searching 

reviewal  '  of  Dr.  I'usey's  positions  is  an  honour  to  American  scholarship,  and  ought  to  be  1 
suited  by  the  student  of  primitive  antiquity. 

IV. 

itnmon  <  onsultation,  p.  294.) 

Again,  we  have  our  author's  testimonj  to  the  free  spirit  of  primitive  councils,  in  which  I  exult 
as  a  Christian  believer,  and  as  a  loyal  supporter  of  constitutional  liberty,  i.e.,  freedom  regulated 

by  law.    Concerning  which,  note  the  saying  of  Franklin,  note  9,  vol.  i.  p.  55a,  of  th  Do 

primitive  discipline  and  to  these  free  <  ouni  ils  of  the  ( lyprianic  age  the  world  is  indebi  11  its 

free  constitutions;  and  when  narrow-minded  men  presume  to  assert  the  contrary, 
mediaeval  feudalism  in  the  West,  let  them  be  rcuiindcdth.it  not  till  the  Church 

were  superseded  by  the  forged  Decretals,  was  the  Western  Church  so  deprived  o(  its 

to  be  made  the  tool  of  despotism  in  violating  the  Libert)  of  Christians.    The  last  council  of  the 

whole  West  that  retained  anything  of  the  primitive  spirit  was  that  of  Frankfort,  a. p.  ;  it  its 

spirit  survived,  and  not  infrequentl)  asserted  itself  in  "  the  Gallican  maxim  le  in 
England  u  was  never  smothered,  but  always  survived  in  the  parliaments  until  the 

the  pap. I.  y  were  abolished  in  the  (  hurt  h  and  realm.    Th^  was  done 

of  Cyprianic principles.     It  is  well  to  remind  such  reckl  as  Draper  and  I  the 

Christian  Chun  h  is  responsible  only  for  her  own  Catholii  legislation  :  not  at  all  li 

done  under  the   fraudulent    pretexts   of  the    1  >c.  rcl.iK,  in   dcli.ii:  I    wl 
embodied  in  the  Ante  Nil  cue  Fathei  i  .\w<\  the  Ni.  cue  Constitution 

1  (  at 

■  Sm  ill.-  •  dd  work,  p.  41, 
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(Counsel  and  judgment  of  all.  ...  a  common  cause,  p.  296.) 

The  language  here  la  indicative  of  the  whole  spirit  of  Catholic  canons,  to  which  that  of  the 
Latin  canonists  affords  such  a  contrast  after  the  Isidorian  forgeries  had  been  made,  by  Nicholas, 

the  system  of  the  West  Note  the  words  which  our  author  addresses  to  his  clergy,  omni  plebe 

adstante:  "Qua!  res  cum  omnium  nostrum  consilium  et  sententiam  spectet,  pnejudicare  ego,  et 

soli  mini  rem  communem  vindicate,  non  audeo."  In  other  words,  "  What  concerns  all,  ought  by 

all  to  be  considered  and  decided."  ■ 

The  fifteenth  chapter  of  Bishop  Wordsworth's  History  of  the  Church  (vol.  i.)  deals  with  the 
ante-Nicene  councils,  and  expounds  their  spirit  and  organization  in  a  very  able  and  concise  manner. 

VI. 

(Let  us  pray  for  the  lapsed,  p.  310.) 

The  passage  that  follows  seems  to  be  a  quotation  from  the  common  prayers  then  in  use.  Out 

of  these  "  bidding  prayers  "  grew  the  ancient  litanies ;  the  deacon  dictating  the  suffrage,  and  the 

people  responding  with  the  petition,  "  Lord,  have  mercy  upon  them,"  or  the  like. 
By  arranging  the  petitions  thus,  — 

Pro  lapsis,        )  f  ut  erigantur  : 
.'  \  OREMUS,  \  & Pro  stantibus,  ;  (.  ut  non  tententur,  etc., 

we  shall  see  how  such  prayers  were  formulated,  and  how  the  people,  by  responding  Amen  to  each 

suflr  e  their  common  supplications  accordingly.     These  suffrages  might  be  enlarged  indefi- 
nitely, as  divers  subjects  for  prayer  were  presented;  and  so  there  was  a  mingling  of  what  has 

been  called  "  free  prayer  "  with  the  liturgical  system,  without  confusion  or  lack  of  harmony. 

VII. 

(The  honour  of  our  colleague,  p.  319.) 

Thus  Cyprian  speaks  of  the  Bishop  of  Rome,  whose  due  ordination  and  rightful  jurisdiction 

Novatian  was  impugning.     The  absurdity  of  calling  this  heretic  Novatian   an  anti-pope  involves 
reat  confusion  of  ideas,  however.     For,  as  Cornelius  was  no  more  a  pope  than  Cyprian  (to 

both  of  whom  the  title  was  freely  conceded  in  its  primitive  sense2),  how  can  it  be  proper  to  give 
itian  a  name  which  implies  a  mediaeval  sense,  and  leads  the  student  to  infer  that  his  claim 

not   merely  to  the  See  of  Rome,*  but  to  a  universal  bishopric  over  all  Christians?     It  is 
needless  to  say,  that,  had  the  churches  so  understood  the  case,  the  whole  Christian  world  would 

have  been  convulsed  by  a  matter  which,  in  point  of  fact,  was  soon  settled  by  Cyprian's  enforce- 
ment of  the  canons.     See  subsequent  letters. 

VIII. 

(Novatian,  pp.  319,  324.) 

The  similarity  of  the  names  of  Novatus  and  Novatian,  and  their  complicity  in  a  common 
schism,  led  to  great  confusions  among  their  contemporaries,  which  have  not  been  wholly  cleared 

(sec  6,  p.  304)  and  xxx.  (sec.  5.  p.  310),  supra.     It  u  interesting  to  note  how  the  primitive  clergy  of  Rome 
rec  principle,  with  no  suspicion  that  their  own  cathedra  is  not  only  their  sufficient  resource,  but  the  oracle  of  God  to ■■■!■ 

a  S«c  n  III.  p.  154,  tupra, 

remarks  (see  F.p.  xlviii.  p.  325)  that  Novatus  reserved  his  greater  crimes  for  the  greater  city ;  "since  Rome, 
from  her  magnitude,  ought  to  take  precedence  of  Carthage." 
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even  to  this  day.     See  Lardner's  elaborate  argument  against  the  latter  name  as  a  mere  blunder. 
He  calls  Novatian  also  Nova/us,  and  gives  his  forcible  reasons. 

Observe  that  "  ordination  "  is  the  term  here  used  for  conferring  the  order  of  bishops  on  a 
presbyter.  So  always  anciently,  though  now  it  is  customary  to  speak  only  of  the  "  consecration  " 
of  a  bishop.  This  is  the  inferior  term;  for  the  bishop  is  supposed  to  be  "consecrated  "  to  his 

specialty  or  diocese,  while  he  is  raised  by  "  ordination  "  to  the  order  in  which  all  bishi 

are  equal.  Mirabeau  says,  "  Words  are  things."  I  quote  from  a  political  source  the  following 

remarks  of  a  shrewd  observer  of  Mirabeau's  principle.  Speaking  of  American  phraseology  in 
constitutional  affairs,  he  says,  "It  is  true  that  this  is  a  tnere  matter  of  words  or  phrases,  but 
words  and  phrases  misused  have  a  very  potent  influence  for  confusing  the  minds  of  men  as  to 

real  things.  In  politics,  as  in  theology,  it  is  best  to  stick  to  the  text,  and  to  avoid  supposedly 

equivalent  phrases.  Such  phrases  often  contain  within  them  the  seeds  of  heresy  and  schism." 
Now,  it  was  the  policy  of  the  schoolmen  to  confuse  terms,  in  order  to  break  down  the  Cyprianic 

theory;  and  they  denied  that  bishops  were  ordained  to  a  "  Holy  Order."  Theirs  was  only  a 
name  of  office ;  and  their  order  was  only  an  ecclesiastical  order,  as  much  so  as  "sacristans."  ' 

This  to  keep  them  from  Cyprian's  claim  of  equality  with  the  Bishop  of  Rome.  But  this  was 
debatable  school  doctrine  only,  till  the  Council  of  Trent.  Since  that,  it  has  been  dogma  in  the 

Roman  communion.     Contrast,  therefore,  the  Greek  and  (modern)  Roman  dogmas  :  — 

1.  Greek*     "The  three  orders,  by  divine  institution,  are,  (1)  the  episcopate,  (2)  the  pn 

hood,  (3)  the  diaconate." 
2.  Roman.*  "According/*?  the  uniform  tradition4  of  the  Catholic  Church,  the  number  of 

these  orders  is  seven  ;  and  they  are  called  (1)  porter,  (2)  reader,  (3)  exorcist.  (4)  acolyte,  (5) 

sub-deacon,  (6)  deacon,  (7)  priest."  The  "  bishop,"  then,  is  only  a/>ricst,  who  acts  a-  vv  at  tor 
the  one  "Universal  Bishop  "  at  Rome.     For  the  Greek  theory,  note  Cyprian/oxnTg. 

IX. 

(Cornelius,  our  colleague,  p.  328.) 

Observe  the  state  of  the  case.  "  Lest  perchance  the  number  of  bishops  in  Africa  should  seem 

unsatisfactory,"  etc.,  he  wrote  to  his  colleague  in  Rome,  who  gathered  a  council  also,  "with  very 

many  bishops."  Imagine  such  language,  and  such  action  in  any  case,  between  the  French  met- 
ropolitan and  the  present  l'.ishop  of  Rome!  The  contrast  illustrates  the  absolut  ity,  in 

the  Cyprianic  age,  of  any  conception  of  such  relations  as  now  exist  between  Rome  and  he- 

episcopate.  "Prostrate  at  the  feet  of  your  Holiness,"  etc.  :  the  noblest  bishops  m\A  the  boldest 
at  tin- Vatican  Council  thus  signed  their  feeble  and  abject  remonstrances.  Among  their  nan 
are  Schwarzenberg,  Furstcnberg,  and  even  Strossmayer.s 

X. 

(Onr  episcopate  diffused,  p.  ;  53  t 

Here  is  the  principle  expounded  in  the  Treatise  on  Unity.     He  states  it  tersel)  as  follows  i  — 

"  Episi  opatua  uniis,  eplscoporum  multorum  <  oncordl  numeroaitate  diffuaoa." 

And  he  then  states  in  few  words  his  theory  of  the  "compact  unity  of  the  Cath 

in  which  the  existence  of  the  "  provinces  "  *  re<  ognised,  and  an  "  eccles 
not  a  hint  of  what  must  have  been  laid  down  BJ  the   test    and    pmiul   la»  th   and  UM1 

•  Lombari!.,  Stntnms,  |>.   v>\.  <M    Mi.;nr.      CoHlpU*  Aqulni 

■  Macariua,  Thttbg it  Orthtdtst,  vol.  UL  p  '   v  ido* /■••*■■ 
J  L'Umim  CkrHitmmt,  \ 
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premacy  been  imagined  to  exist     In  that  case,  no  need  of  a  treatise,  no  need  of 

ild  have  said  nothing  of  "co-bishops,"  but  simply  of  communion  with  the  Bishop 
Rome. 

XI. 

(Fabian  and  DonatuS,  also  our  predecessors,  p.  342.) 

'iris  editors  of  AJ>.  15  74  take  pains  to  remind  us   that  Cyprian  means  "  Fabian, 

<r.  and  1  lonatus,  mine."    Very  well.    But  the  implication  is  that  "our  predecessors" 
the  same  office  and  dignity.     Let  us  suppose  the  present  Bishop  of  Alger  writing 

to  Lc  >  XIII.  in  the  same  manner,  as  follows:   M  Bishop  Strossmaver  was  severely  remarked  upon 

b\   Pi  is  and  Martial,  our  predecessors,  in  their  letters."     Would  this  be  tolerated?     The  editor  of 
this  nswered  the  invitation  of  Pius  IX.  to  his  council  in  1869,  after  the  manner  of  a  con- 

temporary  of  Cyprian, '  in  order  to  make  the  contrast  between  the  third  century  and  the  nine- 
teenth   palpable    to    the  venerable    pontiff  and    his    adviser   Antonelli.       It  was   resented  with 

animosity  by  the  Ultramontane  journals,  on  the  ground  that  nobody  on  earth  should  address  the 
ituT  as  bishop  to  bishop,  or  as  man  to  man. 

XII. 

(To  whom  perfidy  could  have  no  access,  p.  344.) 

When,  we  put  a  man  in  mind  of  his  self-respect,  we  imply  that  he  is  in  peril  of  forgetting  the 

quality  we  impute  to  him.     "You  are  a  gentleman,  and,  of  course,  cannot  deceive  me:  "  such 
lav.  t  complimentary,  but  involves  a  gentle  reproof.     So  here  our  author  has  to  remind 
the  Ron  if  what  is  due  to  themselves  if  they  would  keep  up  the  credit  assigned  to  them 

but  from  which,  as  the  apostle  himself  warned  them,  they  were  in  danger  of  falling. 
Cyprian  n  to  remind  them  of  what  they  owe  to  Carthage  and  its  synods,  and  warns  them 

ill  men  "  seeking  to  discredit   the  African   bishops.2     The  Roman  clergy  had 

air  '    I      ir  sense   of  what  was  due  to  Carthage,-1  and  in  another  epistle,4  doubtless 
phyrinus  and  Callistus,  they  confess  their  degeneracy,  and  the  ignominy  of  their 

-  <  ompared  with  that  which  the  apostle  had  praised.     The  passage  is  often  quoted 

"to  whom  corrupt  faith  can  have  no  access:"  but  the  word  is  peifidia,  and  has 

r  1  faith,  but  morals  ;  and.  to  avoid  ambiguity,  I  have  put  the  word  "  perfidy"  into 
the  tr.u  .  where  the  Edinburgh  translator  has  "  faithlessness." 

Ii  (p.  34r»-  note  2)  the  1  e  to  St.  Paul's  term  (Kararofxr]) ,  the  concision,  where 
the  '  p.  170,  Oxford  trans.)  is  to  the  point.     Only  let  it  be  more  clearly  stated,  that 
St.    1  the  Judaizing  schismatics  the  KaTaro/xr) ;  meaning  that,  instead  of  the  circumcised 

•   the  partial  la  praputii  cut  off  and   cast  away.     Our  author  uses  it  here  with 
t,  therefore.     In  another  place  s  St.  Paul   carries  his  scornful  anathema  farther,  with  a 

witt)  to  a  heathen  example  ;  on  which  see  Canon  Farrar  in   his  St.  Paul,  cap.  xxii. 

d.  New  York.     The  "sport  with  children,"  in  the  Canon's  note    (p.   227), 
ie  illustrated  by  Ex.  iv.  24-26.     Trifling  with  children,  i.e.,  their  salvation. 
  .   

>   A  I.rtirr  U  riuj  the  Xinth,  Bishop  0/  Rome,  etc.,  published  by  Parker,  London,  1870.     It  also  appeared  in  most  of  the  languages 
of  Europe,  and  was  circulated  by  the  Greeks  in  their  own  tongue. 

,  farther  on.    It  teems  needless  to  say  that  these  Punic  "  Africans  "  were  Asiatics,  in  fact, 
xxix.  p.  308,  tupra. 

*  p.  309,  tupra. 
*  Gal.  v.  1  a  in  the  Greek. 
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XIII. 

(I  both  warn  and  ask  you,  p.  346  at  note  4.) 

The  original  is,  "  admoneo  et  peto ; "  the  language  of  an  equal,  but  yet  of  an  older  brother  in 
the  episcopate.  Here  some  other  points  are  worthy  to  be  noted  in  this  important  letter,  and 
they  shall  be  briefly  taken  in  serie. 

1.  We  here  encounter  the  tangled  knot  of  the  triple  schisms,  in  which  the  unhappy  Feli< 
simus,  with  Novatus  and  Novatian,  has  long  presented  a  scandal  to  critic  ism.     Thus,  our  author 

.speaks  of  Felicissimus  as  "schismatis  et  disidii  auctor;  "  and  difficulties  have  been  raised  about  the 
meaning  of  the  text,  because  Novatus  would  rather  seem  entitled  to  that  "bad  eminence."     I 
think  all  difficulty  disappears  if  we  drop  the  idea  that  a  particular  schism  is  lure  referred  to,  and 

understand  merely  that  this  bad  man  was  "the  beginner  of  schism  and  d  "out  of  whi<  h 
the  three  specific  schisms  had  cropped.     Go  back  to  Epistles  xxxvii.  (p.  315)  and  xxxviii.  (p. 

316)  and  xxxix.  (p.  319)  for  his  antecedents.     The  "faction  of  Felicissimus"  (sec.  2),  and  of 

"five  presbyters"  with  him  (sec.  3),  is  here  sufficiently  evident  to  illustrate  the  point  now  under 
consideration.     In  Epistle  xlviii.  (p.  325)  we  find  Novatus,  it  is  true,  accused  as  "the  first  sov 

of  discord  and  sedition,"  but  in  another  sense,  because  Felicissimus  was  a  mi  re  layman.    Nova- 
took  him  up,  and  had  him  unlawfully  ordained  a  deacon;  and  now  Feli<  issimus  becomes  a  mere 

appendage,  and  Novatus  becomes  formidable.     Sailing  to  Italy,  and  coming  to  Rome  just  in  til 

to  inspire  the  discontent  of  Novatian  with  a  wicked  ambition,  he  next  proceeds  to  engineer  his 

schismatical  ordination  to  the  bishopric  of  Rome  by  the  hands  of  three  bishops,  acting  uncanoni- 

cally  and  sinfully.     So  now  Novatian  becomes  the  chief  character  as  rival  to  Corn  d  pre- 
tender to   his  See  ;   while  Novatus  returns  to  Africa  to   foment  new  disturbances,  but  is  jus 

excommunicated,  and  disappears  from  history. 

2.  In   this  epistle  it  would  seem  that  Cornelius  had  vacillated  weakly,  and   was   in   peri]  of 

acting  uncanonically.     Cyprian  gently  admonishes  him  (se<  .  2)  :  '"I  was  1  onsiderably  surpris 

etc. ;  also  (sec.  6),  "I  speak  to  you  as  being  pn  yoked,  as  grieving,  as  constrained,"  1 
3.  Here  Fortunatus  appears  on  the  scene,  to  embroil  the  matt<  r  yel  moi  f  whom 

(sec.  9)  enough  appears  in  this  letter. 

4.  Fortunatus,  with  his  wicked  allies,  sails  to  Rome  (sec.  11)  as  the  m  See, 
hence  spoken  of  (sec.  14)  as  the  chief  church  (i.e.,  of  the  West)  and  th 
the  daughter  churches  of  Africa).     Let  us  read  into  the  of  Cyprian  no  D 

when  he  modestly  acknowledges  the  comparative  inferioritj  of  his  place.     I    t  us  find  his  n 
in  this  very  letter,  and  others,  in  which   his  words  contradn  t   all   idi 

Take  also  the  ideas  of  the  epoch  for  illustration.     Recur  to  Cyprian's  master  expoundii 
relations  of  the  primitive  churches,  one  to  another,  in  his  Prescript    •-.      I    rtullian  p 
root-principle  in  all  apostolic  Sees;'   and  then,  atur  elaborate  1,  he  tl  -  it 
prai  tically  :  — 

"  Run  over  the  apostolic  churches,  in  whi<  h  the  very  thrones  of  the 
e.g.,  is  proximate  to  you;  then  there  is  Corinth.     If  you  are  n 

.  .  .  Crossing  to  Asia,  you   gel    Ephesus.  .  .  .  CI  i   Italy  you  h 

tomes  /<>  us  (in  Africa)  our  authority"  etc.     I  abridge,  but  do  not  altei   I 
then,  we  find  what  Cyprian  was  writing  about    The  schismatics,  on  this  ;  rim  i]  le, 
the  nearest  apostolic  See,  vi/.,  that  ol  the  Imperial  City.  Cypi 

bishop;  Rome  being  the  source  of  his  Own  oidination,  and  ' 
Church.     This   animates   him  with  a  loving  humility.      Bui  wl   it  next?      H 

he  proceeds,  as  an  equal  but  an  elder  brother,  to  assert  his  melius 
that  he,  too,  must  obey  the  ecclesiastical  discipline.     Nobo 

I  I.    ■  ■— — ^— ^— 

1   «    tp    x*.  p.  »5a,  note  7,  etc.     Sec  %..!.  in.,  ilu»  »ciic». 
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ich  a  Roman  prima,  v,  even  at  this  day  ;  but  "  to  give  place  by  subjection,  even  for  an 

what  St.  Cyprian  would  Dot  endure  any  more  than  St.  Paul.'    "Supremacy"  is  another  thing. 

;.    ["he  grounds  *■>(  his  conduct  in  this  and  other  acts  are  unfolded  in  his  Treatise  on  Unity. 
Bui  lure  is  the  place  to  show  what  Cyprian  had  in  his  mind  as  the  &px*ui  Mr).     A  canon2  of  the 

an  i  !r:r<  h,  after  providing  for  local  appeals,  reads  as  follows  :   "  Let  them  not  appeal  to  tri- 
■d the  seas,  but  to  the  primates  of  their  own  provinces,  or  to  a  general  council,  as  hath 
rdaiind  with  n  sped    to  bishops.     J!ut  whoso  shall  persevere  in  appealing  to  tribunals 

i,  let  them  be  received   to  communion  by  no  one    in  Africa."     And  here  note  that 
the  -  used,   illustrating  the  above  quotation  from  Tertullian.     All  the  apostolic  Sees  are 

treated  alike,  as  "  tribunals  beyond  seas."      Note,  also,  that  if  any  one  of  these  tribunals  should 
receive  and  hear  the  appellant,  its  decisions  were  of  no  force  in  Africa. 

6.  And,  still  further,  let  it  be  noted  that  the  greatness  of  Rome,  as  the  capital,  was  its  only 

ground,  even  to  a  canonical  primacy  afterwards  conceded  to  it  for  the  sake  of  order.  The 

Council  of  Chalcedon  (Fourth  Qicumenical,  a.d.  451)  states  the  case,  and  sets  the  historical  fact 

md  dispute,  as  follows  :  "  The  Fathers  rightly  granted  the  seniority  (dTroScSw/caui  to.  irptcrfidi), 
because  that  city  was  the  capital,  to  the  throne  of  the  elder  Rome,  .  .  .  and  equal  precedency 

(tu  ura  Trpt<r{3t~ia)  to  the  most  holy  throne  of  New  Rome  (Constantinople)  ;  justly  judging  that  the 
city  which  is  dignified  with  the  sovereignty  and  the  senate,  and  enjoys  equal  privileges  with  the 
elder  imperial  Rome,  should  likewise  be  magnified  with  the  other  in  ecclesiastical  affairs,  and 

rank  second  after  that  See."     Second  as  to  order,  that  is  ;  but  equal  as  to  this  presbeia. 

Cyprian's  theory  shows  why  they  said  nothing  of  its  apostolic  dignity;  viz.,  because  in  that 
ct  all  apostolic  Sees  were  equal,  and  all  older  than  Rome,  and  because  all  other  churches  in 

communion  with  these  centres  were  practically  apostolic,  and  each  was  a  See  of  Teter.  For,  as 

Cyprian  expounds  it,  there  is  but  one  episcopate ;  and  each  bishop,  locally,  possesses  the  whole 

of  it.  It  was  given  first  to  Peter  to  make  this  principle  emphatic  ;  i.e.,  it  is  a  gift  held  whole  and 
entire  by  each  holder.  Then  he  gave  the  same  to  all  the  apostles,  that  each  one  of  them  might 

comprehend  that  what  St.  Peter  had,  he  had  :  it  was  an  undivided  and  indivisible  authority, 

h  particular  church,"  says  the  Oxford  translator,  "being  the  miniature  of  the  whole,  each 
bishop  the  representative  of  Christ,  the  Chief  Bishop;  so  that,  all  bishops  being,  in  their  several 

Stations,  one  and  the  same  (as  representing  the  Same),  there  was,  as  it  were,  but  one  his/up." 

Such  was  Cyprian's  exposition  of  the  apx^a  lO-q\  I  am  not  so  forgetful  as  to  introduce  anything 
of  my  own.  But  here  it  is  to  be  noted  that  the  theory  of  the  Decretals  was  subversive  of  all  this  : 

there  was  but  one,  personally,  the  representative  of  Christ,  His*  Vicar  ;  and  his  See,  by  divine  war- 

rant, was  supreme.  Hence  others,  called  bishops,  were  not  such,  as  being  equals  with  the  Bishop 

of  Rome  in  the  episcopal  order,  for  their  "order"  was  only  that  of  presbyters ;  and  they  were  called 

"bishops  "  only  as  vicars  of  the  one  Bishop  at  Rome,  empowered  to  az\for  him  in  local  stations, 
but  having  no  real  episcopate  in  themselves.  Now,  Calvin's  memorable  sentence  was  based  on 
this  difference  between  the  primitive  bishops  and  those  of  his  day.  With  his  strong  logic  he 

■d  :  if.  then,  bishops  are  but  shadows  of  a  papacy  which  we  have  proved  fabulous,  bishops 
I  be  rejected  as  part  of  the  papacy.  But,  he  said,  "Talem  nobis  hierarchiam  si  exhibeant,  in 

qua  sic  emineant  episcopi  ///  Christo  subesse  non  recusent,  et  ab  illo,  tanquam  unico  capite,  pen- 
deant  et  ad  ipsum  referantur  ;  in  qua,  sic  inter  se  fratemam  socictatcm  colant  ut  non  alio  nodo, 
quam  ejus  veritatc  sint  colligati ;  turn  vero  nullo  non  anathemate  dignos  fatear,  si  qui  erunt,  quj 
non  earn  reverenter,  summaque  obedientia,  observent." 

It  would  seem,  therefore,  that  Calvin  drew  a  correct  distinction  between  the  Cyprianic  theory 

and   that  of  the    Decretists.      "  A   Christo,   unico  capite,  pendeant,"   touches   the   point  of  the 
•ern  schism,  which  altered  this  principle  into  "A  pontifice  Romano,  unico  capite,"  prorsus 

pendeant  omnes  prx-sules  Catholici. 

G*'-  "•  5-  a  This  canon  of  the  Council  of  Milevis  (a.d.  402) ,  at  a  much  later  date,  maintains  the  ancient  principle. 
»  Calvin,  Dt  ntctnitati  rt/ormattd*  tcclttitt,  Works,  vol.  viii.  p.  60.     Amstelodami,  1667. 
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XIV. 

(The  bishop  should  be  chosen  in  the  presence  of  the  people,  p.  371.) 

Concerning  the  election  of  bishops,  and  the  part  of  the  laity  therein,  enough  has  been  already 

said  to  elucidate  this  important  historical  point.1  But  here  is  the  place  to  elucidate  Cyprian's 

relations  to  Ignatius,  by  pointing  out  his  theory  as  to  "bishops,  presbyters,  and  de  The 
inquiry  is,  not  whether  his  theory  was  right  or  wrong;   but  the  ante-Nicene  Constitutions  and 
Canons  cannot  be  understood  without  a  clear  comprehension  of  it,  and  it  is  pi  ly  important 
in  the  coming  collisions  with  the  alien  religion  now  lifting  its  head  aggressively  amon  I  1 

refute  its  pretensions,  Cyprian  and   Hippolytus   are   sufficient  if  cleared    from    all   ambiguities 
thrown  back  into  their  expressions  from  the   mediaeval   corruption   of   primitive  .   idioms, 
and  modes  of  thought. 

As  to  presbyters  and  deacons,  then,  we  must  refer  to  pp.  306,  366,  370;  sub-d<  are 

mentioned  pp.  301  and  306,  with  lectors  under  "teaching-presbyters."  as  preparing  for  the 
office.      On  p.  306  an  acolyte  is  mentioned.      Now,  these  readers,  sub-deacons,  and  acolvtes 

(axokovOoi)  are  all  of  a  class,  —  persons  preparing  for  Holy  Orders,  and  after  a  time  known  as 

in  "  ecclesiastical  "  or  minor  orders.2     The  lectors  need  not  be  explained.     The  sub-dea 
a  class  not  heard  of  till  this  third  century,  even  in  the  West.     Cyprian  and  Cornelius  are  the  first 

to  mention  them.     In  the  Mast,  sub-deacons  and  acolytes  first  appear  in  the  fourth  century  ;   they 
were  sub-ministrants  and  attendants  on  the  clergy,  and  doubtless  had  charge  of  the  very  trouble- 
some  work  of  preparing  the  candidates  for  immersion,  and  the  waters  for  that  sat  rament,  be! 

cleansing  the  fonts,  and  superintending  the  changes  of  raiment   made  necessary.     Their  1 

time  of  divine  service,  attending  upon  the  altar,  taking  the  offerings,  seating  the  c<  tion, 

watching  the  children,  etc.,  may  be  supposed.     Apart  from  the  names,  just  su<  h  offices,  like  those 

of  sextons,  are  required  in  all  public  worship.     The  Moravians  have  aeolyths,  to  this  day. 

XV. 

(Cornelius  ...  a  peaceable  and  righteous  prust,  etc.,  p.  371.) 

Now  observe  his  parting  tribute  in  these  words,  "  Cornelius,  our  colleague,  a  |  ble  and 
righteous  priest,  and  moreover  honoured  by  the  condescension  of  the  1  ord  with  martyrdom,  lias 

long  ago  decreed,  with  us  and  with  all  the  bishops  appointed  throughout  the  whole  world," 
A  colleague,  sharing  in  the  decrees  of  his  CO-bishopS   throughout  the  whole  world,  is  th<    I  nised 
position  of  this  successor  of  St.  Peter.     And  Cyprian,  who  firmly  believes  that  St.  i 

source  and  principle  of  unity,"  had  the  personal  honour  of  being  the  first  foundation  stone  laid 
the  Corner  Stone  Himself,  sees  nothing  in  that  to  make  Cornelius  the  foundation ;  i 

nelius  himself.     No,  nor  St.  Peter  either,  who  says  (  1  Pet.  h.  5)  all  Christians  ma)  Peters 
by  being  laid  on  the  Living  Stone,  Christ  I 

Thus  we  are  prepared  to  \^m\  the  Treatise  on  Unity.    We  may  also  concede  to  I 

Rome,  even  now,  thai  as  soon  as  they  claim  no  more  than  Cornelius  and  Si 

their  primacy  will  no  longer  be  a  stumbling  block  and  a  schism  to  the  Christian  univt  • 
In   parting  with  Cornelius,  it    is   useful   to   note   that    lie   represents   his  d 

numbering  "  forty  six  presbyters,  seven  dea<  ons  and  the  same  numl 
tWO  a<  olytes   and    exon  istS,  lead.i  1   and  sac  nsiaiis   in  all  litis    I  I  \1 

widows  and  sufferers  "  dependent  on  this  comparativelj  small  and  i   rchun 
ravages  made  by  persecution. 

1  Elucidation  111   p.  41  ■,  j» 

j  EuMoiua,  •'  >■"'• 
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XVI. 

(Epistle  bad.  .  .  ,  To  Stephen  their  brother,  p.  37S.) 

We  n  1   1  very  different  character  Brora  that  of  his  predecessor;  and  in  him  we  en- 

counter the  gerrainant  spirit  which,  in  long  after-ages,  was  able  to  overcome  the  discipline  of  the 

Chun  V  time,  and  during  the  great  Synodical  period,  these  personal  caprices  were  made 

inons  .\nd  constitutions  of  the  Church  were  strong  enough  to  check  them;  and 

the  predominance  of  the  Eastern  mind,  for  many  generations,  that  the  ship  of  the  Church 
was  not  thrown  out  of  trim.      Let  US  carefully  note  this  historical  point,  however,  and  the  spirit  in 

trhich  our  great  author  exposes  the  elements  of  error. 

XVII. 

(In  the  name  of,  etc.     Since  Three  arc  One,  pp.  3S0,  382.) 

Having  elsewhere  touched  upon  the  quotation  attributed  to  Tertullian,2  I  need  not  repeat 
what  has  been  said  of  this  once  very  painfully  agitated  matter.  But,  as  to  the  quotations  of  the 

African  fathers  generally,  it  ought  to  be  under>tood  that  there  was  a  vctus  Itala  before  Jerome, — 
more  than  one,  no  doubt, — to  which  that  Father  was  largely  indebted  for  the  text  now  called  the 

Vulgate.  Vercellone  assured  Dean  Burgon  that  there  was  indeed  one  established  Latin  text,! 
an  old  Itala. 

rivener4  says  candidly,  "It  is  hard  to  believe  that  1  John  v.  7  was  not  cited  by  Cyprian;" 
and  again,  "The  African  writers  Vigilius  of  Thapsus  (at  the  end  of  the  fifth  century)  and  Fulgen- 

tius  {circa  520)  in  two  places  expressly  appeal  to  the  three  heavenly  Witnesses.''1  So,  too,  Victor 
\  nsis,  in  the  notable  case  of  the  African  king  of  the  Vandals.  The  admission  of  Tischendorf 

is  also  cited  by  Scrivener.  Tischendorf  says,  "  Gravissimits  est  Cyprianus  (in  Tract,  de  Eceles. 
.  l>ic  it  Dominus,  Ego  et  Pater  unum  sumns  (Joann.  x.  30)  ;  et,  iterum,  de  Patre,  Filio, 

et  Spiritu  Sancto,  scriptum  est,  Et  ties  unum  sunt."  Tischendorf  adds  the  testimony  of  this 
epistle  to  Jubaianus.  And  Scrivener  decides  that  "  it  is  surely  safer  and  more  candid  to  admit 

that  Cyprian  read  it  in  his  copies,  than  to  resort  to,"  etc.,  the  usual  explainings  away.  To  this 
note  of  this  same  erudite  scholar  the  reader  may  also  turn  for  satisfaction  as  to  the  reasons  against 

authentic  ity.  But  primarily,  to  meet  questions  as  to  versions  used  by  Cyprian,  let  him  consult 

the  -  valuable  work  (p.  269)  on  the  Old  Latin  before  Jerome.     I  have  added  an  important 
consideration   in  a  note  to  the  Anonymous   Treatise  on  Baptism,  which  follows  (infra),  with 

other  documents,  in  our  Appendix.* 

XVIII. 

(Return  to  our  Lord  and  Origin,  p.  389.) 

Here   is  an  appeal  to  the  Apxala  W-q,  that    explains    other  references    to  "the  Root  and 

Jn,"  which  he  here  identifies  with  our  Lord,'  and  "  the  evangelical  and  apostolic  tradition." 
This  e  understanding  at  Nicaea:  "ut  si  in  aliquo  nutaverit  et  vacillaverit  Veritas,  ad  origi- 
nem  dominicam  et  evangelicam  et  apostolicam  traditionem  revertamur."     Is  not  this  the  grand 
catholieon  for  th  rders  of  modem  Christendom?     "  Nam  consuetudo,  sine  veritate,  vetustat 

Dissertation  on  the  Ancient  Church  Government,  appended  to  his  Primitive  Christianity,  p.  366. 
*  ̂   J*. 

'   '  :ters/rom  Rome,  p.  34.     London,  1862. 
'  1  564.     Compare  the  Treatise  on  Unity,  sec.  6,  p.  423,  infra. 

ig  attention  to  evidence  that  vers*  8  is  a  sort  of  apodosis  implying  the  protasis  of  verse  7,  as  read  in  the  Vulgate  and  English 

*  P.  322,  note  2. 
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erroris  est,"  says  Cyprian  in  this  very  Epistle.1  And,  "  If  we  return  to  the  head  and  source  of 
divine  tradition,  human  error  ceases." 

XIX. 

(Firmilianus  to  Cyprian,  p.  390.) 

The  contest  with  Stephen,  bishop  of  Rome,  will  require  no  great  amount  of  annotation  here, 

chiefly  because  the  matter  has  no  practical  bearings,  except  as  it  incidentally  proves  what  was  the 

relation  of  Stephen  to  other  bishops  and  to  the  Catholic  Church.  In  this  letter  (sec.  6)  Fir- 

milian  accuses  Stephen  of  "  daring  to  make  a  departure  from  the  peace  and  unity  of  the  Catholic 

Church."  And  (in  sec.  16),  further,  he  sets  forth,  for  the  Easterns,  the  same  theory  of  unity 
which  Cyprian  had  expounded  for  the  West  \  viz.,  the  unity  of  the  episcopate.  lie  interprets 
the  parallel  texts  (Matt.  xvi.  19  and  John  xx.  22,  23)  of  bestowal  in  the  same  manner.  I 

idea  is,  that,  had  the  latter  bestowal  been  the  only  one,  the  apostles  might  have  felt  that  ca<  h  had 

only  a  share  in  the  same  respectively  ;  while,  as  it  stands,  there  is  one  episcopate  only  :  in  effet  t. 

only  "  one  bishop;"  each  apostle  and  every  bishop,  by  "  vicarious  ordination,"  holding  for  his 
flock  in  his  own  See  all  that  Christ  gave  to  Peter  himself,  save  only  the  personal  prn  -f  a 

leader  in  opening  the  door  to  the  Gentiles,3  and  in  teaching  the  apostles  the  full  meaning  of  the 
gift.  The  point  here  is  not  whether  this  was  the  true  meaning  of  our  Lord  :  it  i.-^  merely  that 
such  was  the  understanding  of  the  Ante-Nicene  Fathers.' 

Further  (sec.  17),  he  complains  of  Stephen  for  his  folly  in  assuming  that  he  had  received 

some  superior  privileges  as  the  successor  of  Peter  ;  also  censures  him  for  "  betraying  and  desert- 

ing unity."      So   (in  sec.  25)   he   reflects  on  Stephen   for  "disagreeing  with  so   man)   bish 
throughout  the  world   .   .   .  with  the    Eastern  churches  and   with   the  South."      He  adds,  "with 

such  a  man,  can  there  be  one  spirit  and  one  body?" 
Firmilian  was   of  Cappadocia,  and  a  disciple    of  ( )rigen.      The    interest    of  his   letter  turns 

upon  its  entire  innocence  of  any  conception   that  Stephen  has  a   right  to  dictate;  and.  whi! 

shows  a  dangerous  tendency  in  the  latter  personallj  to  take  airs  upon  himself:  the 

primate  of  the  apostolic  college,  it  proves  not  less  that  the  Church  was  aware  of  no  ground  for  it, 
but  held  all  bishops  equally  responsible  for  unity  by  communion  with  their  brethren.     To  make 

them   thus   responsible   to   him   and   his   See  had   probably  not  even  entered  Stephen's  head,      lb- 
was  rash  and  capricious  in  his  resort  to  measures  by  which  every  bishop  felt  bound  to  sepai 

himself  from  complicity  with  open  heretics,  and  he  seems  to  have  had  local  tide. 

but  how  admirable  the  contrasted  forbearance  of  Cyprian,  whose  views  were  ( 

who  protested  against  all  coer<  ive  measures  against  oth 

XX. 

(Clinii  -,  p.  401.) 

Cyprian's  moderation  is  conspicuous  in  his  v  iew^  of  clinic  baptism  ;  for.  • 
none  other,  he  forbore  to  urge  this  irregularity  against  him.     Even  the  good  <  om<  not 

bo  forbearing.*     St.  Cyprian  seems  to  be  the  earliest  apol<      I  p  i  sprinkl  •      \v.   II,  Re) 
Hons  on  Baptism  of  Infants  (  WalPs  Works),  vol.  iii.  p.  119, 

posed  admission  of  "a  httle  sprinkling."'    And  Bee  Beveridge  on  Trine  fm 
\ii.  p.  86  :    also  Canon  /..,  Apostolical  Canons. 

1  Sec  sees.  9  and  10. 
*  Actl  xv.  7. 
1  S,-.-  illi  In  I-\,Im-.\  I 

»nd  Kirk  Intcly  reprinted  in  New  York      !'■  l,  with  the «  •'** 
*  See  l'  "  ■'  biui,  //   B  ,  vi.  i  tp.  Km. 
I     I  1  ilulll.in.  Vol     in     I'    (>6l. 
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XXL 

(Senator!  and  men  of  importance  and  Roman  knights,  p.  408.) 

1  Cor.  1.  16.  We  have  already  Been  tokens  of  the  gradual  enlightenment  of  the  higher  classes 

in  the  empire;  "the  palace,  senate,  forum,"  are  mentioned  by  TertulUan.'     The  fiercer  persecu- 
111  now  to  be  stimulated  by  this  very  (act,  and  a  fear  lest  Christianity  should  spread  too 

free!.  ,  patricians  must  have  prompted  this  decree. 

XXII. 

(The  Lord  .  .  .  speaks  in  that  hour,  p.  409.) 

The  saying  of  Christ  (Matt.  x.  10,  Mark  xiii.  11),  "It  is  not  ye  that  speak,  but  the  Holy 

Gho>t,"  \\.i>  literally  accepted,  and  acted  upon.     Is  it  marvellous  that  it  inspired  believing  men 
e  martyrs,  or  that  martyrs  were  so  much  venerated  ?  And  ought  not  the  same  texts  to  be 

more  faithfully  accepted  in  explaining  the  inspiration  of  the  Holy  Scriptures?  Language  could 

hardly  be  stronger  :  "  //  is  net  ye  that  speak."  So  we  reach  the  close  of  this  holy  and  heroic  life 
of  t;  .  the  fervid,  the  intrepid,  but,  withal,  the  gentle  and  generous  Cyprian.     And  in  these 

last  words  we  see  the  spirit  of  the  man  cropping  out  in  his  proposal  to  "arrange  in  common" 
with  the  i  lergy  and  people  what  should  be  observed,  as  requisite  for  the  diocese  after  his  de- 

cease, act  irding  to  "  the  instruction  of  the  Lord."  Qui  facit  voluntatem  Dei  manet  in  aeternum. 
1  St.  John  ii.  1  7. 

1  Vol.  iii.  p.  45,  this  series. 



THE    TREATISES    OE    CYPRIAN. 

TREATISE   I. 

ON   THE   UNITY   OF  THE   CHURCH.1 

ARGUMENT. — ON  THE  OCCASION  OF  THE  SCHISM 

OF  NOVATIAN,  TO  KEEP  BACK  FROM  HIM  THE 

CARTHAGINIANS,  WHO  ALREADY  WERE  NOT  AVERSE 

TO  HIM,  ON  ACCOUNT  OF  NOVATUS  AND  SOME 

OTHER  PRESBYTERS  OF  HIS  CHURCH,  WHO  HAD 

ORIGINATED  THE  WHOLE  DISTURBANCE,  CYPRIAN 

WROTE  THIS  TREATISE.  AND  FIRST  OF  ALL, 

FORTIFYING  THEM  AGAINST  THE  DT.ei.llS  <>F 

THESE,  HE  EXHORTS  THEM  TO  CONSTANCY,  AND 
INSTRUI  TS  THEM  THAT  HE  RES  IKS  EXIST  BECAI 

CHRIST,  THE  HEAD  OF  THE  CHURCH,  IS  NOT 

LOOKED  TO,  THAT  THE  COMMON  COMMISSION 

FIRST  ENTRUSTED  TO  PETER  is  CONTEMNED, 
AND  THE  ONE  CHURCH  AND  THE  ONE  EP1 

PATE  ART*  DESERTED.  THEN  HE  PROVES,  AS 

WELL  BY  'THE  SCRIPTURES  AS  BY  Till  FIG!  RES 
OF  THE  OLD  AND  NEW  TESTAMENT,  HIT.  I  Mi\ 

OF   'THE   CHURCH." 

i.  Since  the  Lord  warns  us,  saying,  "Ye  are 
the  salt  of  the  earth,"  *  and  since  He  bids  us  to 
be  simple  to  harmiessness,  and  yet  with  oui 
simplicity   to   be   prudent,  what   else,   beloved 
brethren,  befits  US,  than  to  use  foresight  and 
watching  with  an  anxious  heart,  both  to  perceive 
and  to  beware  of  the  wiles  of  the  crafty  foe,  that 
we,  who  have  put  on  Christ  the  wisdom   of  God 
the  Father,  may  not  seem  to  be  wanting  in 
dom  in  the  matter  of  prO\  iding  for  our  s.il\  ati 

1  [Written  t  i'    •■  ,i.     Although, 
would  In'  ill.   third,  1  have  placed  it  hen 

if  its  importance  a    a  key  to  writi  I  ■   ■ for  tin-.  i!h mi \  i .  .  \.  i \  u ii.  i.  the  mi...  induct 
.mil  ol  I"      irresponaence,     h  illustrate!  tn<   • 
well  as  his  own,  and  in  which  I  Christians 

words  of  thi    Creed,  "  the    Holy  Catholii   Church." 'This    i 
exposed  mid  deteel  ial«   il  l< 

theory  "I  l<      is  develop  "  I. ) 
l  in   i.  w   u  ii  hi  and   dissimul  iti 
ilian  in  im ading  the  epi  h  opate  "t   I 

ili  it  neithei  on  the  one  hand  n  ih<    p  i   ■  igi    ii 
avail  to   ip<  n    iti   foi  thi  ir  fewness  as  a      list  the 
i  v.  i  two  oi  gathered  ton  thei  in  my  nam 
the  other,  i  ould  m  irtyrdom  be  ol  t  to  them 

rch       I  In  n  he  ti  I1    them  thai  they  nee  l  n  »l  marvel  ll 
flourished,  since  the)    had  rist;  noi  thai  certain 
Roman  confessor*  acquiesced   in   the  schism,  !■<-.  in 
death  ii.    ind  th<    Irmitoi  ludas  was  found  in  thi 
Company  ol  ihe  apo  ties,     Yel  he  chargi  ■■  ihem  i  i  ihun  I 
tion  ol   schismatics  and   heretics,  and  Anally  •shorts  tban  by  the 
Scriptures  10  peace  .u«l  unanimity. 

■»  Matt  \    i 

For  it  is  not  persecution  alone   that   is  to  be 
feared  ;  nor  those  things  which  advan<  e  by  OJ 
attack  to  overwhelm  and  <  ast  down  the  S 

of  God.     Caution  is  more  eas)  where  danger  is 
manifest,  and   the  mind  is  prepared 

for  the  contest  when  the  adversary  .  im- 
self.     The  enemy  is  more  I  I  and  t" 
guarded  against,  when  he  <  reeps  i 
when,  deceiving  by  the  appearand  e  of  peat  e,  he 
steals    forward    by    hidden    apprt 

also  he  has  received  the  name  of  ti:     S  •;    nt.4 
That  is  always  his  subtlety  ;   that  is  his  dark 
stealthy  artifice  for  circumventing   man.     Thus 
from  the  very  beginning  of  the  world  he 
ceived  ;  and  flattering  with  lying  words,  he  misled 
inexperienced  soul,  by  an  incautioi  lity. 
Thus  he  endeavoured  to  t  mpt  the  Lord  Him- 

self: he  sei  retry  approai  hed  I  lim,  as  if  I 
;>  on   I  Inn  again,  and  (h 

understood,  and  beaten  bat  k.  and 

trated,  be<  ause  he  w;  -  ret  i  and  detected. 
i.   from  which  an  examplt 

avoid  the  way  of  the  old  m  m,  I 

teps  ol  rueiing  '  ( !hrii  I 
not  again  be  incautiously  turned  hack  i 
n<  tS   Of  death,   but,  fol 

possess  the  immortalil    I 
But  how  i  in  «  immorl 

keep  th  Is  of  <  'hrisl  ■ 
•i  out  and  oe,  when  1  [<   i 

warns  us,  and    says,  "  If  thou  will 
keep  the  '  omm  mdmei 

ye  do  the  things  thai   1  i      imand  j I    i 

Finall} ,  tl  He  < 
la    1   ;     the   ell. 

upon  tl able   and   unshaken 

the  tempest  s.md  hurrii  anes  of  the  world.   "\\ 
soever,"  says  1  le, "  heareth  mj 
them.  I  will  I  k<  n  him  •  •  •  • 
built  his  hoi 
the  floods  '  ame,  the  winds  bl  ■ 

'  ding  thing. 

»  Matt    m< 
:  l  ha  ah   ij- 

4>l 
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:i  not :  for  it  was  founded 

We  ought  therefore  to  stand 
fast  on  to  learn  and  do  whatevei  I  [< 

id  did.     But  how  < an  a  man  say 
.  (  :hrist,  who  does  not  do  what 
1  him  to  <Iu?  Or  whence  shall 

;.  waul   of   faith,   who   will    not 
,tii  of  the  commandment?     He  must 

ami  wander, and,  caught  away 
r,  like  dust  which  is  shaken  by 

lown  about  ;  and  he  will  make  no 
in  his  walk  towards  salvation,  because  he 

t  keep  the  truth  of  the  way  of  salvation. 
ut.  beloved  brethren,  not   only  must  we 

what  is  open  and  manifest,  but  also 

what  deceives  by  the  craft  of  subtle  fraud, 
what   can    be   more   crafty,  or  what    more 

than  for  this  enemy,  detected  and  cast 
down    bj    the   advent   of  Christ,   after  light   has 

nations,  and  saving  ra\s  have  shone 
for  the  iti  >n  o\  men,  that  the  deaf  might 
receive  the  hearing  of  spiritual  grace,  the  blind 

a  open  their  eyes  to  God,  the  weak  might 
tin  with  eternal  health,  the  lame 

might  run  to  the  church,  the  dumb  might  pray 
with  clear  \  .nd  prayers  —  seeing  his  idols 
forsaken,  and  his  fanes  and  his  temples  deserted 

by  the  numerous  concourse  of  believers  —  to 
devise  a  new  fraud,  and  under  the  very  title  of 
the  in   name   to   deceive   the   incautious? 

He  ii  is  invented  heresies  and  schisms,  whereby 
he  rt  the  faith,  might  corrupt  the 

truth,  might  divide  the  unity.2     Those  whom  he 
•i    in    the   darkness   of  the   old  way, 
nts  and  deceives  by  the  error  of  a 
He  snatches  men  from  the  Church 

while   they  seem   to   themselves  to 
eady  approached  to  the  light,  ami  to  have 
:  the  night  of  the  world,  he  pours  over 

the:  .  in  their  unconsciousness,  new  dark- 
hat,  although  they  do  not  stand  firm 

of  Christ,  and  with  the  observa- 

'   nrist,  they  still  call  themselves 
Chi  and.  walking  in   darkness,  they  think 

they  have  the  light,  while  the  adversary  is 
iving,  who.  ac<  ording  to  the  j 

trms  himself  into  an  angel 

of  1  d  equips  his  ministers  as  if  they  were 
the    ministers    of    righteousness,    who    maintain 

f  day,  death  for  salvation,  despair 

under  the  oiler  of  hope,  perfidy  under  the  pre-' 
faith,  antichrist  under  the  name  of  Christ  ; 

'  M 

the  text 

t  author's  entire  ignorance  of  any  Centre 
•  sec  as  the  test  of  <  ommunion ;   in  short,  of  any 

1  ■  :'  '  1  is  a 
ice  of  any  such  thin  .vise, 

•  l*en  overlooked  in  ■  tic.nisc  devoted  to  the 
•  iteria  t    The  effort  to  fowl  into 

demonstrate]  how  cn- 
■    M  i    lie-Age  theorists  and  dogmatists  is  the 

ihcy  could  not  let  alone.  J 

so  that,  while  they  feign  things  like  the  truth, 
they  make  void  the  truth  by  their  subtlety.     This 

happens,  beloved  brethren,  so  long  as  we  do  QOt 
return  to  the  source  of  truth,  as  we  do  not  seek 

the  head  nor  keep  the  teat  hing  of  the  heavenly 
Master. 

4.  If  any  one  consider  and  examine  these 

things,  there  is  no  need  for  lengthened  discus- 

sion and  arguments.  'There  is  easy  proof  for 
faith  in  a  short  summary  of  the  truth.  The 

Lord  speaks  to  Peter,1  saying,  "  I  say  unto  thee, 
that  thou  art  Peter  ;  and  upon  this  rock  I  will 
build  my  Church,  and  the  gates  of  hell  shall  not 
prevail  against  it.  And  I  will  give  unto  thee  the 

keys  of  the  kingdom  of  heaven  ;  and  whatsoever 
thou  shalt  bind  on  earth  shall  be  bound  also  in 

heaven,  and  whatsoever  thou  shalt  loose  on  earth 

shall  be  loosed  in  heaven."4  And  again  to  the 
same  He  says,  after  His  resurrection,  "  Feed  my 
sheep."  5  And  although  to  all  the  apostles,  after 
His  resurrection,  He  gives  an  equal  power,  and 

says,  '"  As  the  Father  hath  sent  me,  even  so  send 

I  you  :  Receive  ye  the  Holy  Ghost :  'Whose  so- ever sins  ye  remit,  they  shall  be  remitted  unto 
him  ;  and  whose  soever  sins  ye  retain,  they  shall 

be  retained;"6  yet,  that  He  might  set  forth 
unity,  He  arranged  by  His  authority  the  origin 
of  that  unity,  as  beginning  from  one.  Assuredly 
the  rest  of  the  apostles  were  also  the  same  as 
was  Peter,  endowed  with  a  like  partnership  both 

of  honour  and  power  :  but  the  beginning  pro- 
ceeds from  unit).7  Which  one  Church,  also,  the 

Holy  Spirit  in  the  Song  of  Songs  designated  in 

the  person  of  our  Lord,  and  says,  "  My  dove, 
my  spotless  one,  is  but  one.  She  is  the  only 

one  of  her  mother,  elect  of  her  that  bare  her."8 
Does  he  who  does  not  hold  this  unity  of  the 
Church  think  that  he  holds  the  faith?  Does  he 

who  strives  against  and  resists  the  Church9  trust 
that  he  is  in  the  Church,  when  moreover  the 
blessed  Apostle  Paul  teaches  the  same  thing, 
and  sets  forth  the  sacrament  of  unity,  saying, 

'•There  is  one  body  and  one  spirit,  one  hope  of 
your  calling,  one  Lord,  one  faith,  one  baptism, 

one  God?"  IO 5.  And  this  unity  we  ought  firmly  to  hold 

and  assert,  especially  those  of  us  that  are  bish- 
ops who  preside  in   the  Church,  that  we    may 

3  fOn  the  falsifying  of  the  text  by  Romish  editors,  see  Elucidation 

II.] 

<  Matt.  xvi.  iS,  19. 

ihn  Jtxi,  is.     [Here  is  interpolated]:  "  Upon  him,  being  one, 
He  builds  1 1  is  Church,  and  commits  His  sheep  to  be  fed." 6  John  xx.  21 

"  1  Here  is  interpolated] :  "  And  the  primacy  is  given  to  Peter. 
that  there  might  lie  shown  one  Church  of  Christ  and  one  Sec:  and 
they  are  all  shepherds,  and  the  flock  is  one,  which  is  fed  by  all  the 

apostles  with  unanimous  consent."  This  passage,  as  well  as  the  one 
a  few  lines  lieforc,  is  beyond  all  question  spurious. 8  Cant.  vi.  <f. 

9  [Here  is  interpolated] :  "  Who  deserts  the  chair  of  Peter,  upon 
whom  the  Church  is  founded."  This  passage  also  is  undoubtedly 
spurious. 

10  Eph.  iv.  4. 
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also  prove  the  episcopate  itself  to  be  one  and 
undivided.'  Let  no  one  deceive  the  brother- 

hood by  a  falsehood  :  let  no  one  corrupt  the 
truth  of  the  faith  by  perfidious  prevarication. 
The  episcopate  is  one,  each  part  of  which  is 

held  by  each  one  for  the  whole.2  The  Church 
also  is  one,  which  is  spread  abroad  far  and  wide 
into  a  multitude  by  an  increase  of  fruitfulness. 
As  there  are  many  rays  of  the  sun,  but  one  light ; 
and  many  branches  of  a  tree,  but  one  strength 
based  in  its  tenacious  root ;  and  since  from  one 

spring  flow  many  streams,  although  the  multi- 
plicity seems  diffused  in  the  liberality  of  an 

overflowing  abundance,  yet  the  unity  is  still  pre- 
served in  the  source.  Separate  a  ray  of  the  sun 

from  its  body  of  light,  its  unity  does  not  allow 
a  division  of  light ;  break  a  branch  from  a  tree, 
—  when  broken,  it  will  not  be  able  to  bud  ;  cut 
off  the  stream  from  its  fountain,  and  that  which 

is  cut  off  dries  up.  Thus  also  the  ( Ihurch,  shone 
over  with  the  light  of  the  Lord,  sheds  forth  her 
rays  over  the  whole  world,  yet  it  is  one  light 
which  is  everywhere  diffused,  nor  is  the  unity  of 
the  body  separated.  Her  fruitful  abundance 
spreads  her  branches  over  the  whole  world. 
She  broadly  expands  her  rivers,  liberally  flowing, 
yet  her  head  is  one,  her  source  one  ;  and  she  is 

one  mother,  plentiful  in  the  results  of  fruitful- 
ness :  from  her  womb  we  are  born.  bv  her  milk 

\\r  arc  nourished,  by  her  spirit  we  are  animated. 
6.  The  spouse  of  Christ  cannot  be  adulter- 

ous; she  is  uncorrupted  and  pure.  She  know-, 
one  home ;  she  guards  with  chaste  modest) 

the  sanctity  of  on  ■  .  ouch.  She  ke<  ps  us  for 
God.       She    appoints    the    sons   wh  mi     she    has 
born  for  the  kingdom.      Whoever  is  separated 
from  the  Church  and  is  joined  to  an  adulteress, 

is  separated  from  the  promises  of  the  <  Ihurch  ; 
nor  can  he  who  forsakes  the  Church  of  Christ 
attain  to  the  rewards  of  Christ.  He  i>  a 

stranger \  he  is  profane;  he  i-,  an  enemy,  lb' 
can  no  longer  have  God  for  his  father,  who  has 
not  the  Church  for  his  mother.  It  ,\\\\  one 

could  escape  who  was  outside  the   ark    ol    Noah. 
then  he  also  may  escape  who  shall  be  outsid    oi 

the  Church.    The  Lord  warns,  saying, "  Me  who 
is  not  with  me  is  against  me,  and  he  who  gath 
ereth  not  with  me  scattereth." 3     Hewho 

tin-  peai     and  the  <  on<  ord  of  ( Ihrist,  di  1 
opposition   to   ( Ihrist  ;   he  who 
where  than   in   the   Church,  scatters   the   Church 

of  Christ.     The  Lord  sa)  1,  "  I  and  ther 

aie  one  ;  "  '  and  again  it  IS  written  of  the  Father, 
and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the  Ilolv  Spirit,  "And 
these    three    are    one."  s        And    A''c^    am     one 

1  [i.e.,  the  universal  episcopate  is  tha  chair  of  1'on. 1  [This  maxim  ii  the  essence  "i  ihe  I  realise;  i.e.,     Ecclcsia  in 
1  i   !"•        '    impart  p.  i  i ;,  n>nr  •/,  j.\ 

1     M    lit       Ml       lo. 

4  John  x.  30. 
'   1  John  v.  7. 

believe  that  this  unity  which   thu 
the  divine  strength  and  1    1 

ramentS,  can  be  divided  1:1  t':  :.  and  1 
be  separated  by  the  parting 

ing  wills?     He  who  doe,  not    hold    this    unity- 
does  not  hold  God's  law.  <!  >es  not  hold  the  faith 
of  the   Father  and  the  Son,  d  t  hold  life 
and  salvation. 

7.  This  sacrament  of  unity,  this    bond  of  a 
concord  inseparably  coher,  I  irth  where 
in  the  Gospel  the  coat  of  the  Lord  Jesus  Christ 
is  not  at  all  divided  nor  cut,  but  is  received  as 

an  entire  garment,  and  is  j  :,   unin- 
jured and  undivided  robe  by  those  wh 

concerning  Christ's  garment,  who  should  rather 
put  on   Christ.''      Holy   S  ripture 
'•  But  of  the  coat,  because  it  v.  .  but 

woven  from  the  top  tin  said  on-, 
another.  Let  US  not  rend   it,  1  ut   1 

it  shall  be."  ;    That  <  oat  bore  with  it  an  ui 
that  came  down  from  the  :  .me 

from  heaven  and  the  Father,  wh  not  to 
be   it  all  rent  by  the  re  ind   the 
but  without  separation  we  ol  tain  a  wh  »le  and 
substantial  entireness.     He  cannot  1  the 

garment  of   Christ   who   parts    and    divides    the 
Church  of  Christ.     On  the  other  hand,  again, 

n  at  s  ilomon's  death 
pie    were    divided,  Abijah    the    prophet,    :uc  I 
Jeroboam  the  king  in  the  field,  divided 
incut    into    twelve    sei  .1  II 

1  n  pie<  es  ;  for  thus  saith  the  1  Id,  I 
will  rend  the  kingdom  out  oi  the  hand   • 
mon,  and  I  will  gh  e  ten  sceptj 
and  two  s<  eptres  shall  be  unto  h  m  foi  mj 

vant   David's  sake,  and  for   I  n,  the  i 
whi<  Ii  1  have  i  h  isen  to  pi  ne  thei 
As  the  twelve  tribes  of  Isi  .  the 

prophet  Abijah  rent  lu>  garment.     But 

( Christ's  people  <  annot  be  rent,  II  \in 
and  united  throughout,  is  not  di  • 
who  possess  it  ;    undiv  ided,  UI  I,  It 
show,  the  <  ohen  nt  <  on<  ord 

put  on  Christ.     B)   th 
I  i        irment,  He  i  i  the  ui 
Chui \\  ho.  then, 

eith  ■  hould  bclie\ 
.  m  be  iiiv  ided, 

thi    I   ird 

1  le  I  [imself  mil  ■  <  ■ 
■•   \nd  there  shall   I 

shepherd."  '      And  ̂ l<  t   in 

»  i 

•  i«  n. • i  ii. 

Christum.   - 
■ 

•  i  Kirt| 

*  J 
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be  either  many  shepherds 
tie  Paul,  moreover, 

n  us  this  same  unity,  beseeches  and 
eseech  you,  brethren,  by 

the  name  '         Christ,  that  ye  all 
ind  that  there   be   no 

isms  am  i ;  but  that  ye  be  joined  to- 

gether in  the  same  mind  and  in  the  same  judg- 
ment.'" And  again,  he  says,  "  Forbearing  one 

ither  in  love,  endeavouring  to  keep  the  unity 

of  the  Spirit  in  the  bond  of  peace."1  Do  you 
think  that  you  <  ,\n  stand  and  Qve  if  you  withdraw 

from  tin-  Church,  building  for  yourself  other 
homes  and  a  different  dwelling,  when  it  is  said 
to  Rahab,  in  whom  was  prefigured  the  Church, 

"Thy  father,  and  thy  mother,  and  thy  brethren, 
and  all  the  house  of  thy  father,  thou  shalt  gather 
unto  thee  into  thine  house  ;  and  it  shall  come  to 

pass,  whosoever  shall  go  abroad  beyond  the  door 
o(  thine  house,  his  blood  shall  be  upon  his  own 

head?"'  Also,  the  sacrament  of  the  passover 
contains  nothing  else  in  the  law  of  the  Exodus 
than  that  the  lamb  which  is  slain  in  the  figure  of 
Chri>t  should  be  eaten  in  one  house.  God 

speaks.  .  ••  In  one  house  shall  ye  eat  it  ;  ye 
shall  iv it  send  its  flesh  abroad  from  the  house."  ' 
The  flesh  of  Christ,  and  the  holy  of  the  Lord, 
cannot  be  sent  abroad,  nor  is  there  any  other 
home  to  believers  but  the  one  Church.  This 

home,  this  household5  of  unanimity,  the  Holy 
Spirit  tnd   points  out  in  the  Psalms, 

ng,  "God,  who  maketh  men  to  dwell  with 
one  mind  in  a  house.""  In  the  house  of  God, 
in  the  Church  of  Christ,  men  dwell  with  one 

mind,  and  continue  in  concord  and  simplicity. 
9.  Therefore  also  the  Holy  Spirit  came  as  a 

nple  and  joyous  creature,  not  bitter 
with  gall,  not  cruel  in  its  bite,  not  violent  with 

the  ret,  its  claws,  loving  human  dwellii 
knowing  in  of  one  home  ;  when  1 
hav  rig  forth  their  young  together; 
when  they  fly  abroad,  remaining  in  their  fl; 

e  another,  spending  their  life 
in  mutual  bit  knowledging  the  con- 

with  the  kiss  of  the  beak,  in  all 

things  fulfilling   the  law  of  unanimity.     This  is 
the  simplicity  that  ought  to  be   known  in  the 

is   the    1  that    ought  to  be 
attained,  that   so   the   love  of   the   brotherhood 

may  imitate  ti.  s,  that  their  gentleness  and 
meekness   may  be    like    the    lambs  and   sheep. 

-   the  I  of  wolves  do  in  the 
Christian  What  the  savageness  of  dogs, 
and    t:  Uy    venom    of  serpents,   and    the 

telty  of  wild  beasts?     We  are  to 

1   1  Cor    i.  10. 

3. 

i.  to. 

<  "I  >     »u    46. 
5  •  .,  •• *  Ps 

be  congratulated  when  su<  h  as  these  are  sepa- 
rated from  the  Church,  lest  theyshould  lay  waste 

the  doves  and  sheep  of  Christ  with  their  cruel 
and  envenomed  contagion.  Bitterness  cannot 
consist  ami  be  associated  with  sweetness,  dark- 

ness with  light,  rain  with  clearness,  battle  with 
pea<  e,  barrenness  with  fertility,  drought  with 

springs,  storm  with  tranquillity.  Let  none  think 
that  the  good  can  depart  from  the  Church.  The 
wind  does  not  carry  away  the  wheat,  nor  <1 
the  hurricane  uproot  the  tree  that  is  based  on  a 
solid  root.  The  light  straws  are  tossed  about  by 
the  tempest,  the  feeble  trees  are  overthrown 
by  the  onset  of  the  whirlwind.  The  .Apostle 
John  execrates  and  severely  assails  these,  when 

he  says,  "They  went  forth  from  us,  but  they 
were  not  of  us  ;  for  if  they  had  been  of  us,  surely 

they  would  have  continued  with  us."  ? 10.  Hence  heresies  not  only  have  frequently 

been  originated,  but  continue  to  be  so  ;  while 

the  perverted  mind  has  no  peace  —  while  a  dis- 
cordant faithlessness  does  not  maintain  unity. 

But  the  Lord  permits  and  suffers  these  things  to 

be,  while  the  choice  of  one's  own  liberty  remains, 
so  that  while  the  discrimination  of  truth  is  testing 
our  hearts  and  our  minds,  the  sound  faith  of  those 

that  are  approved  may  shine  forth  with  manifest 
light.  The  Holy  Spirit  forewarns  and  says  by 

the  apostle,  "  It  is  needful  also  that  there  should 
be  heresies,  that  they  which  are  approved  may 

be  made  manifest  among  you."8  Thus  the  faith- 
ful are  approved,  thus  the  perfidious  are  detected  ; 

thus  even  here,  before  the  day  of  judgment,  the 
souls  of  the  righteous  and  of  the  unrighteous 
are  already  divided,  and  the  chaff  is  separated 
from  the  wheat.  These  are  they  who  of  their 
own  accord,  without  any  divine  arrangement,  set 
themselves  to  preside  among  the  daring  strangers 

assembled,  who  appoint  themselves  prelates  with- 
out any  law  of  ordination,  who  assume  to  them- 

selves the  name  of  bishop,  although  no  one  gives 
them  the  episcopate  ;  whom  the  Holy  Spirit 
points  out  in  the  Lsalms  as  sitting  in  the  seat  of 

pestilence,  plagues,  and  spots  of  the  faith,  deceiv- 

ing with  serpent's  tongue,  and  artful  in  corrupt- 
ing the  truth,  vomiting  forth  deadly  poisons  from 

pestilential  tongues;  whose  speech  doth  creep 
like  a  cancer,  whose  discourse  forms  a  deadly 

poison  in  the  heart  and  breast  of  every  one. 
1 1 .  Against  people  of  this  kind  the  1  /  r  1  cries  ; 

from  these  He  restrains  and  recalls  His  erring 

people,  saying,  "Hearken  not  unto  the  words 
of  the  false  prophets ;  for  the  visions  of  their 
hearts  deceive  them.  They  speak,  but  not  out 
of  the  mouth  of  the  Lord.  They  say  to  those 
who  cast  away  the  word  of  God,  Ye  shall  have 
peace,  and  every  one  that  walketh  after  his  own 
will.     Every  one  who  walketh  in  the  error  of  his 

1  1  John  ii.  19. 
*  I  Cor.  xi.  iq. 
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heart,  no  evil  shall  come  upon  him.  I  have  not 
spoken  to  them,  yet  they  prophesied.  If  they 
had  stood  on  my  foundation  {substantia,  tnroard- 

o-et),  and  had  heard  my  words,  and  taught  my 
people,  I  would  have  turned  them  from  their  evil 

thoughts."  '  Again,  the  Lord  points  out  and 

designates  these  same,  saying,  "  They  have  for-  j 
saken  me,  the  fountain  of  living  waters,  and  have 
hewed  them  out  broken  cisterns  which  can  hold 

no  water."2  Although  there  can  be  no  other 
baptism  but  one,  they  think  that  they  can  bap- 

tize ;  although  they  forsake  the  fountain  of  life, 
they  promise  the  grace  of  living  and  saving  water. 
Men  are  not  washed  among  them,  but  rather 
are  made  foul ;  nor  are  sins  purged  away,  but 
are  even  accumulated.  Such  a  nativity  does  not 
generate  sons  to  God,  but  to  the  devil.  By  a 
falsehood  they  are  born,  and  they  do  not  receive 
the  promises  of  truth.  Begotten  of  perfidy,  they 
lose  the  grace  of  faith.  They  cannot  attain  to 
the  reward  of  peace,  since  they  have  broken  the 

Lord's  peace  with  the  madness  of  discord. 
12.   Nor  let  any  deceive  themselves  by  a  futile 

interpretation,  in  respect  of  the  Lord  having  said, 

"  Wheresoever  two  or  three  are  gathered  together 

in  my  name,  there  am  I  in  the  midst  of  them."3 
Corrupters  and  false  interpreters  of  the  Gospel 
quote  the  last  words,  and  lav  aside  the  former 
ones,  remembering  part,  and  craftily  suppressing 
part:  as  they  themselves  are  separated  from  the 
Church,  so  they  cut  off  the  substance  of  1 
section.     For  the   Lord,  when    lie  would   u 

unanimity  and   peace  upon   His  disciples,  said, 

"  I  say  unto  you.  That  if  two  of  you  sh  ill  a 
on   earth    touching   anything   tint   ye    shall 
it  shall  be  given  you  by  my  Father  which  1 
heaven.    For  wheresoever  two  or  thn  ith- 

ered  together  in   my  name,  I   am  with   them  ;"  1 
showing  that  mosl  is  given,  nol  to  th  ■  multitud  •. 
but  to  the  unanimity  of  those  thai  pray. 

He  says,  "two  of  you  shall  agree  th : " 
I  le  placed  agreement  firsl  ;   He  h 
concord  of  pea<  e  a  prerequisite  ;  1 1    tau  jht  th  it 

we  should  agree  firmly  and  faithfully.     Bui  : 
can  he  agree  with  any  one  who  does  nol 
with  the  body  of  the  *  !hur<  h  itself,  and  with 
universal  brotherhood?     How  can  two  or  tl 

be  assembled  together  in  l  n  ime,  who,  it 
is  evident,  are  separated  from  Christ  and  from 
His  Gospel?      for  we  have   nol  withdrawn    l: 
them,  but  they  from  us ;  and  sin<  e  heresies  and 
schisms  have  risen  subsequently,  from  then 
tahlishincnt  for  themselves  of  diverse  pi 
worship,  they  have  forsaken  the  Head  and  So 
of  the  truth.     But  the  Lord  speaks  <  om 
lli>  Church,  and  to  those  also  who  are  in  the 

I      I     <      Will      16-tX, 
I    II    I  1 

J  M.tti    w  in    ao. 

4  M.ui.  win   1. 1,  10,    [Compun John xz.  -< 

Church  He  speaks,  that  if  they  are  in  agreement, 

if  according  to  what  He  commanded  and  ad- 
monished, although  only  two  or  three  gathered 

together  with   unanimity  should    pray  —  though 
they  be  only  two  or  three  —  they  may  obtain  ft 

the  majesty  of  God  what  they  ask.     "  When 
ever  two  or  three  are  gathered  together  in  my 

name,   I,"  says   He,   "am  with  them;"   thai 
with  the  simple  and  peaceal  le  —  with  those  who 

fear  ( rod  and  keep  ( tod's  (  oramandments.    With 
these,  although  only  two  or  three.  II      -  lid  that 
He  was.  in  the  same  manner  as  He  was  with  the 

three  youths  in  the  fiery  furn  mse 
they  abode  towards  God  in  simplicity,  and  in 
unanimity  among  themselves,  I  le  animated  tl, 
in  the  midst  of  the  surrounding  flames,  with  the 
1  reath  of  dew  :  in  the  way  in  which,  with  the 
two  apostles  shut  up  in  prison,  be<  ause  they  w 
simple-minded   and   of  one   mind,    He    Himself 

present  ;  He  Himself,  having  loosed  tl 

of  the  dungeon,  placed  them  again  in  the  market- 
place, that  they  might  declare  to  the  multitude 

the  word  which  they  faithfully  preached, 
therefore,  in  His  commandments  I!  >wn, 

and  says,  "Where  two  or  thi  gathered 

gether  in  my  name,  I  am  with  them."  I ! 
not  divide  men  from  the  ('lainh.  see  1  I  ! 
I  [imself  ordained    and    made    the  (  I 

rebuking  the  faithless  Tor  theii 
mending  peace  by  His  word  to  the  faithful,  He 
shows  that    He   is   rather  with   two  or  three  who 

pr  ly  v,  ith  1  me  mind,  than  with 
differ,  and  that  1   e  1  an  b<  ol  tail 

■  on!. mi  prayei  •  w,  than  by  tin  lant 
suppli<  a  :iy. 

1 3.  Thus,  also,  when  1 1 

I  le  a^aI  id,  -  i\  !     .  "•  And    • 
.  if  ye   have  ought 

Fath(  r  also  whi<  h  is  in  heaven  n 

your  to  \i  •    ! ! ■    ■ :  one  wl  and 

bids  him  fit  it  ■  ith  his  brother,  and  1 rn  with    p 

had  in  ' 

'  with  him, 

brother.      \\  hat    pc  U  ••  .  tl     n,  do   the 
the  brethren  proi  Wl .  als  ol  the  ; 

that    they  «  <  1.  bi  He  ?       : 
th   them  wl 

i        ther.  wl 

Chun  h  of  <  in  ist  ? 
14.  Even  it  sui  h  men  wi 

Of  the  Name,  tliat    tl 

b\    blood  :    the  inexpiable 

cord  is  not  ; 

nol  be  -i  tnartyi  who  is  nol  he 

I  Mark  1  • 
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■    attain    unto    tho    kingdom   who   forsakes 
1. 1)  shall  reign  there.     Christ  g  ive  us 
I  [e  bade  ement,  and   of 

mind.     He  charged  the  bonds  of  love  and 

rrupted   and   inviolate  ; 
he  cannot  show  himself  a  martyr  who  has  not 
maintained   brotherly   love.      Paul   the   apostle 

this,  and  testifies,  saying,  "  And  though 
1  have  faith,  so  that  I  can  remove  mountains. 
and  have  not  charity,  I  am  nothing.    And  though 

e  all  my  goods  to  feed  the  poor,  and  though  I 
body  to  be  burned,  ̂ \ni\  have  not  charity, 

it  profited)  me  nothing.   Charity  is  magnanimous  ; 
charitj  is  kind  ;  charity  envieth  not;  charity  act- 

not  vamlv.  is  not  puffed  up,  is  not  easily 

provoked,  thinketh  no  evil;  loveth  all  thin 
believeth  all  things,  hopeth  all  things,  endureth 

all  things.     Charity  never  failed!.'"    "Charity," 
■  he,  "never  faileth."     For  she  will  ever  be 

in  the  kingdom,  she  will  endure  for  ever  in  the 
unity  <>f  a  brotherhood  linked  to  herself.    1  >iscord 

lot  attain  to  the  kingdom  of  heaven  :  to  the 

rewards  of  Christ,  who  said.  "This  is  my  com- 
mandment, that  ye  love  one  another,  even  as  I 

have  loved  you:"2  he  cannot  attain5  who  has 
the  love  ̂ (  Christ  by  faithless  dissension. 

He  who  has  not  charity  has  not  dod.     The  word 

of  the  blessed  Apostle  John  i>  :   "dod,"  s.iith  he. love  :  and  he  that  dwelleth  in  love  dwelleth 

in  God,  and  God  dwelleth  in  hi;n."4     They  can- 
dwell  with  God  who  would  not  be  of  one 

id  in  God's  Church.     Although  they  burn, 
•  i  flames  and  fires,  or  lay  down  their 

lives,  thrown  to  the  will  beasts,  that  will  not  be 
the  crown  of  faith,  but  the  punishment  of  perfidy  ; 
nor  will  it  be  the  glorious  ending   of  religious 

■ir.  but  the  destruction  of  despair.     Such  a 
may  be  shin  ;   crowned  he  cannot  be.      lie 

s  himself  to  be  a  Christian  in  such  a  way 
the  devil  often  feigns  himself  to  be   Christ,  as 

the  Lord  Himself  forewarns  us,  and  savs.  "Many 
ime  in  my  name,  saying,  I  am  Christ,  and 

ive  many."*     As  he  is  not  Christ,  al- 
though he  deceives  in  res]>e<  t  of  the  name  ;  so 

neither  can  he  ap]  a  Christian  who  d< 
no;  in  the  truth  of   His    Gospel   and   of 
faith. 

15,   For  both   to  prophesy  and    to   cast  out 
ind  to  do  great  ai  ts  upon  the  earth,  is 

rtainly  a  sublime  and  an  admirable  thing;   but 
iot  attain  the  kingdom  of  heaven  al- 

ugh  he  1  in  all  these  things,  unless  he 
walks  in  the  observance   of  the  right  and  just 

The    Lord  denounces,  and  says.  "  Main- 
shall  say  to  me  in  that  day.   Lord,  Lord,  have 

1  1  Cor.  »iii.  2-5,  7,  8. 
'  John  xv.  13. 

rding  to  some  readings,  "  to  Christ,"  or  "  to  the  rewards of  Chi 
4  t   lohn  iv.  16. 
5  Mark  xui.  6. 

we  not  prophesied  in  Thy  name,  and  in  Thy 
name  have  cast  out  devils,  and   in  Thy  name 
done   many  wonderful  works?     And   then   will  I 
profess  unto  them,  I  never  knew  you  :   depart 

from  me,  ye  that  work  iniquity. " ,J  There  is 
need  of  righteousness,  that  one  may  deserve 

well  of  God  the  Judge  ;  we  must  obey  His  pre- 
cepts and  warnings,  that  our  merits  may  receive 

their  reward.  The  Lord  in  His  Gospel,  when 
He  would  direct  the  way  of  our  hope  and  faith 

in  a  brief  summary,  said,  "The  Lord  thy  Cod  is 
one  Cod  :  and  thou  shalt  love  the  Lord  thy  Cod 
with  all  thy  heart,  and  with  all  thy  soul,  and  with 
all  thy  strength.  This  is  the  first  commandment ; 
and  the  second  is  like  unto  it  :  Thou  shalt  love 

thy  neighbour  as  thyself.  On  these  two  com- 

mandments hang  all  the  law  and  the  prophets."? 
He  taught,  at  the  same  time,  love  and  unity  by 

I  lis  instruction.  He  has  included  all  the  proph- 
ets and  the  law  in  two  precepts.  But  what  unity 

does  he  keep,  what  love  does  he  maintain  or 

consider,  who,  savage  with  the  madness  of  dis- 
cord, divides  the  Church,  destroys  the  faith, 

disturbs  the  peace,  dissipates  charity,  profanes 
the  sacrament  ? 

1 6.  This  evil,  most  faithful  brethren,  had  long 

ago  begun,  but  now  the  mischievous  destruction 
of  the  same  evil  has  increased,  and  the  enven- 

omed plague  of  heretical  perversity  and  schisms 
has  begun  to  spring  forth  and  shoot  anew  ;  be- 

cause even  thus  it  must  be  in  the  decline  of  the 

world,  since  the  Holy  Spirit  foretells  and  fore- 

warns us  by  the  apostle,  saying,  "  In  the  last 
days,"  says  he,  "  perilous  times  shall  come,  and 
men  shall  be  lovers  of  their  own  selves,  proud, 

boasters,  covetous,  blasphemers,  disobedient  to 

parents,  unthankful,  unholy,  without  natural  af- 
le<  tion,  truce-breakers,  false  accusers,  inconti- 

nent, fierce,  hating  the  good,  traitors,  heady, 

high-minded,  lovers  of  pleasures  more  than  lovers 

of  God,  having  a  sort  of  form8  of  religion,  but 
denying  the  power  thereof.  Of  this  sort  are 
they  who  creep  into  houses,  and  lead  captive 
silly  women  laden  with  sins,  which  are  led  away 

with  divers  lusts  ;  ever  learning,  and  never  com- 
ing to  the  knowledge  of  the  truth.  And  as 

Jannes  and  Jambres  withstood  Moses,  so  do 

these  also  resist  the  truth  ;  '-*  but  they  shall  pro- 
ceed no  further,  for  their  folly  shall  be  manifest 

unto  all  men,  even  as  theirs  also  was."  "'  What- 
ever things  were  predicted  are  fulfilled  ;  and  as 

the  end  of  the  world  is  approaching,  they  have 
come  for  the  probation  as  well  of  the  men  as  of 
the  times.  Error  deceives  as  the  adversary  rages 

more  and  more;  senselessness  lifts  up,  envy  in- 

6  Matt.  vii.  22. 
7  Mark  xii.  29-31. 

*  Deformationem  religionis. 

9  Some  introduce,  "  men  corrupted  in  feeling,  reprobate  concern- 

ing the  faith." 10  2  Tim.  iii.  1-9.     [Vol.  iv.  p.  521,  this  series.] 
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flames,  covetousness  makes  blind,  impiety  de- 
praves, pride  puffs  up,  discord  exasperates,  anger 

hurries  headlong. 
1  7.  Yet  let  not  the  excessive  and  headlong 

faithlessness  of  many  move  or  disturb  us.  but 
rather  strengthen  our  faith  in  the  truthfulness 
which  has  foretold  the  matter.  As  some  have 

become  such,  because  these  things  were  pre- 
dicted beforehand,  so  let  other  brethren  beware 

of  matters  of  a  like  kind,  because  these  also 

were  predicted  beforehand,  even  as  the  Lord  in- 

structs us,  and  says,  "  But  take  ye  heed  :  behold, 
I  have  told  you  all  things."  '  Avoid,  I  beseech 
you,  brethren,  men  of  this  kind,  and  drive  away 
from  your  side  and  from  your  ears,  as  if  it  were 

the  contagion  of  death,  their  mischievous  con- 

versation ;  as  it  is  written,  "  Hedge  thine  ears 
about  with  thorns,  and  refuse  to  hear  a  wicked 

tongue." 2  And  again,  "  Evil  communications 
corrupt  good  manners."3  The  Lord  teaches 
and  warns  us  to  depart  from  such.  He  saith, 

"  They  are  blind  leaders  of  the  blind  ;  and  if  the 
blind  lead  the  blind,  they  shall  both  fall  into  the 

ditch."4  Such  a  one  is  to  be  turned  away 
from  and  avoided,  whosoever  he  may  be,  that  is 

Separated  from  the  Church.  Such  a  one  is  per- 
verted and  sins,  and  is  condemned  of  his  own 

self.  Does  he  think  that  he  has  Christ,  who 

■  acts  in  opposition  to  Christ's  priests,  who  sepa 
rales  himself  from  the  company  of  His  clergy 
and  people?  He  bears  arms  against  the  Chun  h. 

he  contends  against  God's  appointment.  An 
enemy  of  the  altar,  a  rebel  against  Christ's  sa 
rifice,  for  the  faith  faithless,  for  religion  profane. 
a  disobedient  servant,  an  impious  son,  a  hostile 
brother,  despising  the  bishops,  and  forsaking 

God's  priests,  he  dares  to  set  up  an  »ther  altar, 
to  make  another  prayer  with  unauthoriz  :d  words, 

to  profane'  the  truth  of  the  Lord's  offering  by 
false  sacrifices,  and  not5  to  know  that  he  who 
strives  against  the  appointment  of  God,  is  pun 

d  on  account  of  the  daring  of  his  temerity 
by  di\  ine  visitation. 

18.  Thus  Korah,  Dathan,  and  Abiram,  who 
endeavoured  to  claim  to  themselves  the  power 
of  sacrificing  in  opposition  to  Moses  and  Varon 
the  priest,  underwent  immediate  punishment  for 

their  attempts.  The  earth,  breaking  it^  fasten- 
ings, gaped  open  into  a  deep  gulf,  and  the  (left 

of  the  re<  eding  ground  swallowed  up  the  m  n 
standing  and  living.  Nor  did  the  anger  of  the 
indignant  God  strike  only  those  who  rjad  been 
the  movers  (of  the  sedition)  ;  but  two  hundred 
and  fifty  sharers  and  ,hM»  iates  ̂ \  that  madness 
besides,  who  had  been  mingled  with  them  in 
tli.it   boldness,   the   lire   that   went   out    from   the 

'Mn'i       |j 

I       lu-    w\  in    J4,  Vlilg. 
J  1  Cor,  v 
*  M.111    \v    1  1 

I   !in    to  come,  "  dot  ■  MM  dngn,"  01  "  dinUlni  t"  Vn.'» 

Lord  consumed  with  a  hasty  revenge  ;  doubtl 
dmonish  and  show  that  whatever  thi  ked 

men  had  endeavoured,  in  order  by  human  will  to 

overthrow  God's  appointment,  had  been  done  in 
opposition  to  God.     Thus  also  Uzziah  the  king, 
—  when  he  bare  the  censer  and  violently  1 

to  himself  to  sacrifice  against  God's  law,  and 
when  Azariah  the  priest  withstood  him.  would 

not   be   obedient   and   yield,  —  was    confounded 
by  the  divine  indignation,  and  was  polluti 
his   forehead   by   the   spot   of  leprosy:    he   was 
marked  by  an  offended  Lord  in  that  part  of  his 
body  where  they  are  signed  who  deserve  well  of 
the  Lord.     And  the  sons  of  Aaron,  who 

strange  fire  upon  the  altar,  which   the   Lord, 
not  commanded,  were  at  once  extinguished  in 

thi'  presence  of  an  avenging  Lord. 
19.  These,  doubtless,  they  imitate  and  follow, 

who,  despising  Cod's  tradition,  seek  after 
do<  trines,  and  bring  in  teachings  of  human  ap- 

pointment, whom  the  Lord  rebukes  and  repr 

in  IIi^  Gospel,  saying,  "Ye  reject  the  com- 
mandment of  Cod,  that  ye  may  keep  your  own 

tradition.'"'  This  is  a  worse  crime  than  that 
which  the  lapsed  seem  to  have  fallen  into,  who 
nevertheless,    standing    as    penit<  r    their 
crime,  beseech  God  with  full  sal  :s.     In 

this  case,   the   Church   is   sought    after  and    en- 
ted  ;    in  that  case,  the  Church  is  resisted: 

here  it  is  possible  that  there  has  been  necessity  J 
there  the  will  is  engaged  in   the  wit  kedness  ;   on 
tiie  one  hand,  he  who  has  lapsed  Lis  only  uij 
himself ;  on  the  other,  he  w  ho  has 

i'  >  1  uise  a  hen  SJ  or  a  schism  i 

1 1)  draw  ing  them  with  him.     In  the  t 
the  loss  of  one  soul  j  in  the  latu  r,  the  risl 

many.     Certainly  the  one  both  undei  that 
he  has  sinned,  and  laments  and  bewails  it:  the 

r,  puffed  up  in  his  heart,  and  pie  him- 
self in  his  verj  ci  im<  s,  se| 

Mother,  enti<  es  sheep  from  their  sh< 
I  turbs  the  sacraments  of  God;  and  while  the 
lapsed  has  sinned  but  on<  e,  I  dairj . 

nally,  the  lapsed,  who  has  subsequei  1 
to  martyrdom,  ma)  re<  eh  e  the  pi 
kingdom  ;  while  the  other,  if  he  hav< 
without  the  <  !hurch,  1  annot  attain  to  I 

of  the  t  iiuii  h. 
i.  Nor  let  any  one  mat 

that  even  some  ol  the  con! 

lengths,   and    then,  e   also    that 
thus  w  u  kedlj .  thus  sly.     1 
1  onfession  make  a  m  u  from  th 
tin-  devil,  n 

ed  in  the  world,  witl 

from  temptations,  and  A.r 
attai  U  of  the  world  ,  oth< 

in   1  on!. 
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nd  adulteries,  which  now  with 

ins  and  sorrowwe  witness  in  some.  Who- 

ver  that  >  onfessor  is,  he  is  not  greater,  or  bet- 
ordeai  1  than  Solomon,  who,  although 

ralked  in  God's  ways,  retained  that 
h  he  had  received  from  the  Lord,  yet 

t  the  I  oni's  way  he  lost  also  the 
l  And  therefore  it  is  written,  "  Hold 

that  which  thou    hast,  lest  another  take   thy 

But   assuredly  the    Lord  would   not 
threaten  that  the  crown  of  righteousness  might 

Ik-  taken  away,  were  it  not  that,  when  rightcous- 
departs,  the  (town  must  also  depart. 
21.  ion  is  the  beginning  of  glory,  not 

tin-  lull  desert  o(  the  crown  ;  nor  does  it    perfect 
praise,  hut  it  initiates  our  dignity;  and  since 

it  is  written,  "  He  that  endureth   to  the   end,  the 

S       e  shall  he  saved,"  l  whatever  has  been  before 
i  step  by  which  we  ascend  to  the  sum- 

mit of  salvation,  not  a  terminus  wherein   the  full 
It  o\  the  ascent  is  already  gained.      He  is  a 

■r  ;  hut  after  confession  his  peril  is  greater. 
the  adversary  is  more  provoked.     He  is 

;  tbr  this  cause  he  ought  the  more  to 

:i  the  side  of  the  Lord's  Gospel,  since  he 
has  by  the  Gospel  attained  glory  from  the  Lord, 

t'.ie  I  ord  sa\s,  "To  whom  much  is  given,  of 
him  much  shall  he  required  ;  and  to  whom  more 

riity   is  as<  ribed,  of  him   more   service   is   ex- 
1     Let  no  one  perish  by  the  example  of 

nf<  ss  >r  ;  let  no  one  learn  injustice,  let  no  one 
learn  arrogance,  let  no  one  learn  treachery,  from 
the  manners  of  a  confessor.      He  is  a  confessor, 

him  he  lowly  and  quiet  ;  let  him  he  in  his 

■  with  discipline,  so  that  he  who   is 
call  !"  of  Christ   may  imitate  Christ 
whmn  he  confesses,     for  since  He  says,  "  Who- 

Iteth  hims  If  shall  be  a  .  and  he 

i  humbleth   himself  shall   be  exalted  ;"S  and 
siii'  If    has    been    exalted    by    the 

-  the  Word,  and  the  strength, 
I  the  Father,  He  humbled 

earth,  how  can  He  1  »ve  arrogance, 

who  even  I  iwn   law  enjoined  upon  us  lin- 
ked  the  highest  name 

-  the  reward  of  His  humility? 
of  Christ,  but  only  so  if  the 

and  dignity  of  Christ  «  afterwards 
sphemed  by  him.     Let  not  the  tongue  which 

il-speaking  ;  let  it  not 
ilent,  let  it  not  be  heard  jarring  with   re- 

bels, let  it   not  after  words  of 

dart    forth  serpents'  venom  against   the 
brethren   and  God's  priests.     But    if  one    shall 

me  read.  "  As  it  it  written,  And   the   Lord   stirred   up   the •  Solomon ;  and  therefore  in  the  Apocalypse 
ihe  l»r<l  *olemnly  warns  John." 1 1. 

J   Matt,  x    33. 
Itc  xii.  «3. 

'  Luke  x\ui.  14. 

have  subsequently  been  blameworthy  and  obnox- 
ious ;  if  he  shall  have  wasted  his  ion  by 

evil  conversation;  if  he  shall  have  stained  his  life 

by  disgraceful  foulness;  if,  finally,  forsaking  the 
Church  in  which  he  has  become  a  confessor,  and 

severing  th(  rd  of  unity,  he  shall  have  ex- 
changed his  first  faith  for  a  subsequent  unbelief, 

he  may  not  flatter  himself  on  account  of  his  con- 
fession that  he  is  elected  to  the  reward  of  glory, 

when  from  this  very  fact  his  deserving  of  punish- 
ment has  become  the  greater. 

22.  For  the  Lord  (hose  Judas  also  among  the 
apostles,  and  yet  afterwards  Judas  betrayed  the 
Lord.  Yet  not  on  that  account  did  the  faith 

and  firmness  of  the  apostles  fail,  because  the 
traitor  Judas  failed  from  their  fellowship  :  so  also 
in  the  case  in  question  the  holiness  and  dignity 
of  confessors  is  not  forthwith  diminished,  be- 

cause the  faith  of  some  of  them  is  broken.  The 

blessed  Apostle  Paul  in  his  epistle  speaks  in  this 

manner  :  "  For  what  if  some  of  them  fall  away 
from  the  faith,  shall  their  unbelief  make  the  faith 
of  Cod  without  effect?  God  forbid:  for  God  is 

true,  though  every  man  be  a  liar."6  The  greater 
and  better  part  of  the  confessors  stand  firm  in 
the  strength  of  their  faith,  and  in  the  truth  of 
the  law  and  discipline  of  the  Lord  ;  neither  do 
they  depart  from  the  peace  of  the  Chun  h,  who 
remember  that  they  have  obtained  grace  in  the 
Church  by  the  condescension  of  (iod  ;  and  by 
this  very  thing  they  obtain  a  higher  praise  of 
their  faith,  that  they  have  separated  from  the 
faithlessness  of  those  who  have  been  asso<  iated 

with  them  in  the  fellowship  of  confession,  and 

withdrawn  from  the  contagion  of  crime.  Illu- 
minated by  the  true  light  of  the  Gospel,  shone 

>n  with  the  Lord's  [jure  and  white  brightness, 
they  are  as  praiseworthy  in  maintaining  the  peace 
of  Christ,  as  they  have  been  victorious  in  their 
combat  with  the  devil. 

23.  I  indeed  desire,  beloved  brethren,  and  I 

equally  endeavour  and  exhort,  that  if  it  be  possi- 
ble, none  of  the  brethren  should  perish,  and  that 

our  rejoicing  Mother  may  enclose  in  her  bosom 
the  one  body  of  a  people  at  agreement.  Yet  if 
wholesome  counsel  cannot  recall  to  the  way  of 

salvation  certain  leaders  of  schisms  and  origi- 
nators of  dissensions,  who  abide  in  blind  and 

obstinate  madness,  yet  do  you  others,  if  cither 

taken  in  simplicity,  or  induced  by  error,  or  de- 
ceived by  some  craftiness  of  misleading  cunning, 

loose  yourselves  from  the  nets  of  deceit,  free 
your  wandering  steps  from  errors,  acknowledge 
the  straight  way  of  the  heavenly  road.  The 

word  of  the  witnessing  apostle  is  :  "  We  com- 
mand you,"  says  he,  "in  the  name  of  our  Lord 

Jesus  Christ,  that  ye  withdraw  yourselves  from 
all  brethren  that  walk  disorderly,  and  not  after 

6  Rom.  iii.  3. 
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ie  tradition  that  they  have  received  from  us."  ' 
ind  again  he  says,  w  Let  no  man  deceive  you 
rith  vain  words ;  for  because  of  these  things 
ometh  the  wrath  of  God  upon  the  children  of 
isobedience.  Be  not  ye  therefore  partakers 

rith  them." 2  We  must  withdraw,  nay  rather 
uist  flee,  from  those  who  fall  away,  lest,  while 
ny  one  is  associated  with  those  who  walk  wick- 
dly,  and  goes  on  in  ways  of  error  and  of  sin,  he 
imself  also,  wandering  away  from  the  path  of 
le  true  road,  should  be  found  in  like  guilt, 
lod  is  one,  and  Christ  is  one,  and  His  Church 

;  one,  and  the  faith  is  one,  and  the  people  3  is 
)ined  into  a  substantial  unity  of  body  by  the 
ement  of  concord.  Unity  cannot  be  severed  ; 
or  can  one  body  be  separated  by  a  division  of 
;s  structure,  nor  torn  into  pieces,  with  its  entrails 
Benched  asunder  by  laceration.  Whatever  has 
roceeded  from  the  womb  cannot  live  and 
reathe  in  its  detached  condition,  but  loses  the 
jbstance  of  health. 

24.  The  Holy  Spirit  warns  us,  and  says,  "Whai 
lan  is  he  that  desireth  to  live,  and  would  fain 
se  good  days?  Refrain  thy  tongue  from  evil, 
nd  thy  lips  that  they  speak  no  guile.  Eschew 

vil,  and  do  good  ;  seek  peace,  and  ensue  it."  4 
"he  son  of  peace  ought  to  seek  peace  and  ensue 
:.  He  who  knows  and  loves  the  bond  of  charity, 
ught  to  refrain  his  tongue  from  the  evil  of  dis- 
;nsion.  Among  His  divine  commands  and  sal- 
pry  teachings,  the  Lord,  when  He  was  now 
By  near  to  His  passion,  added  this  one,  saying, 
Peace  I  leave  with  you,  my  peace  I  give  unto 

ou."5  He  gave  this  to  us  as  an  heritage  ;  He 
romised  all  the  gifts  and  rewards  of  which  Hi' 
poke  through  the  preservation  of  peace.  If  we 
re  fellow  heirs  with  Christ,  let  us  abide  in  the 

eace  of  Christ  ;  if  we  ire  sons  of  ( ->«>d,  we  01 
jjje  peacemakers.  "Blessed,"  says  lie,  "are 
le  peacemakers  ;  for  they  shall  be  called  the 
ans  of  Cod.""  It  behoves  the  sons  of  God  to 
e  peacemakers,  gentle  in  heart,  simple  in 
pcech,  agreeing  in  affection,  faithfully  linked  to 
nc  another  in  the  bonds  of  unanimity. 
25.  This  unanimity  formerly  prevailed  among 

lie  apostles ;  and  thus  the  new  assembly  of  be 

evers,  keeping  the  Lord's  commandments, 
laint. lined  its  charity.  Divine  &  ripture  proves 

lis,  when  it  says,  "  But  the  multitude  of  them 
■Inch  believed  were  o\  one  hearl  and  ol  one 

ml."  Vnd  again  :  "  These  all  <  ontinued  with 
ne  mind  in  prayer  with  the  women,  and  M  urj 

ie  mother  of  Jesus,  and  with   His  brethren." 

1    3  Tills  ..    III.    6. 

1  Eph,  v.  ... 

me." 4  Pi    xxxiv.  ta,  13. 
'   John  xiv.  2j. 
6  Matt,  v,  .). 
7  Acts  iv.    \2.      I  IVtii.ml  ,  1  )pi  ,t.  11  wwiii.,  (  '//.  1.  50J  ] 1  \, 

And   thus''   they   prayed    with   effectual    pi 
thus  they  were  able  with  confidence  to  obtain 

whatever  they  asked  from  the  Lord's  mer 
26.  But  in  us  unanimity  is  diminished  in  pro- 

portion as  liberality  of  working  is  (U-<  lyed. 
Then  they  used  to  give  for  sale  houses  and 
estates;  and  that  they  might  lay  up  for  them- 

selves treasures  in  heaven,  presented  to  I 
apostles  the  price  of  them,  to  be  distributed  for 
the  use  of  the  poor.  But  now  we  do  not  even  / 
give  the  tenths  from  our  patrimony;  and  w] 
our  Lord  bids  us  sell,  we  rather  buy  and  incre 
our  store.     Thus  has  the  vigour  of  faith  dwindled  1 
away  among  us;  thus  has  the  strength  of  believ- 

ers grown  weak.     And  therefore  the  Lord,  look- 

ing to  our  days,  says  in  His  Gospel,  "  When   the 
Son  of  man  cometh,  think  you  that  He  shall  find 
faith  on  the  earth?"10     We  see  that  whai  II 
foretold  has  come  to  pass.    There  is  no  faith  in 
the  fear  of  Cod,  in  the  law  of  righteousness,  in 
love,  in  labour;  none  considers  the  tear  of  futu- 

rity, and  none  takes  to  heart  the  day  of  the  lord, 
and  the  wrath  of  Cod,  and   the   punishments 
come  upon  unbelievers,  and  the  eternal  torments 
decreed  for  the  faithless.     That  which  our  con- 

science  would   fear   if    it   believed,   it    fears    not 
because  it  does  not  at  all  believe.     But  if  it 

lieved,  it  would  also   take   heed  ;   and    it"  it    I heed,  it  would  escape. 
27.  Let  us,  beloved  brethren,  an 

as  much  as  we  can  ;  and  breaking  the  slum 
of  our  ancient  listlessness,  let  us  be  watchful  to 

observe  and  to  do  the  Lord's  precepts.     I    I 
be  Mich  as  He  Himself  has  bidden  us  to  be, 

saying,  "  Let  your  loins  be  girt,  and  your  limps 
burning  ;  "  and  ye  yourselves  like  unto  men  that 
wait  tor  their  Lord,  when  He  shall  come  fi 

the  wedding,  that  when  He  cometh  and  knock- 
eth,  they  m  ty  open  to  I  lim.     I  I  are  tl 
sen  ants  whom  their  I  ord.  when  I  le  cometh,  shall 

find  watching."  ' '     w  e  ought  to  be  . 
when   the  day  of  setting   forth  '  .  it 

should  find  us  burdened  and  en!  r 

light  shine  it  works,  -m<\  glow  in 
as  to  lead  us  from  the  night  of  this  world  to  the 
daylight  of  eternal  brightness.     I  et  u>  alw 
with  solicitude  and  caution  wait  for  the 

(  oming  of  the  1   >rd,  that  when  He 
our  faith  may  be  on  the  watch,  and 

the  I  ord  the  reward  of  our  vi  It  t: 
1  ommands  be  observed,  if  th  rnd 

precepts  be  kept,  we  1  annot   be 
slumber  by  the  de<  eit  of  tl  hall 

1   with   Christ    111    11 
that  wati  h. 

"  in  >  jur  I 
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TREATISE    II.« 
ON    nil     D  IF  VIRGINS. 

PRIAN  CEL1  BRAT1  S  I  HE  PRAIS1  S 

01  DW  in  INT.  Wl>  PR0V1  S  ITS  USEFU1  M  SS  I  ROM 

IPTI  RE,  Mil  N,  I'l  SCRIBING  mi  GLORY, 

HON04  R,  AND  MERITS  OF  VIRGINITY,  AND  OF 
aii«>  HAD  VOW]  l>  \M'  DEDK  \il  l>  rill  IK 

VIRGINITY  I"  I  MUST,  HE  rEACHES  m  \r  I  ON- 
I  in  ONLY  CONSISTS  IN   FLESHLY   PURITY, 

\lSO    l\    SEEMLINESS   OF    DRESS    AND  ORNA- 

MENT,  U*D  THAT  EVEN  WEALTH  DID  NOT  EXCUSE 
SUPERFLUOUS  CARE   FOR   DRESS  ON   nil:  PART  OF 
THOSE     WHO     HAD    ALREADY     RENOUNCED    THE 

WORLD.        RATHER,    SINCE     THE    APOSTLE     PRE- 
l  \  i  \    IX)    MARRIED  WOMEN    A    DRJ 

REGULATED    BY    hitinc  LIMITS,  MODERATION 

II     EVEN    MORE  TO   BE   OBSERVED   BY  A  MU- 
CIN.     THEREFORE,    EVEN     IF    SHE    BE    WEALTHY, 

sill.   SHOULD   CONSIDER   CERTAINLY  HOW  TO   USE 

WEALTH,    r.lT   FOR  GOOD    PURPOSES,    FOR   THOSE 

THINGS  WHICH    GOD    HAS    COMMANDED,   TO   WIT, 

l"K    BEING   SPENT   ON    THE    POOR.'      MOREOVER, 
>,    HI      FORBIDS    TO    VIRGINS    THOSE    THINGS 

WHICH    HAH    NEGLIGENTLY    COME    INK)    USE,   AS 

BEING  PRESENT  AT  WEDDINGS,  As  WELL  AS  GOING 

TO    PROMISCUOUS    BATHING-PLACES.      FINALLY,  IN 
A    BRIEF    EPILOGUE,3    DECLARING  WHAT    BENEFIT 
THE     VIRTUE     OF     CONTINENCY     AFFORDS,     AND 

WHAT    EVIL   n    IS   WITHOUT,  HE   CONCLUDES  THE 
r..  n  ik. 

i .  1  discipline,  the  safeguard  of  hope,  the  bond 
of  faith,  the  guide  of  the  way  of  salvation,  the 
stimulus  and  nourishment  of  good  dispositions, 

the  teacher  of  virtue,  causes  us  to  abide  always 
in  Christ,  and  to  live  continually  for  God,  and  to 
attain  to  the  heavenly  promises  and  to  the  divine 
rewards.  To  follow  her  is  wholesome,  and  to 

turn  away  from  her  and  neglect  her  is  deadly. 

The  Holj  Spirit  says  in  the  Psalms,  "  Keep  dis- 
cipline, lest  perchance  the  Lord  be  angry,  and 

from  the  right  way,  when  His  wrath  is 

quickly  kindled  against  you.''  4  And  again  : 
"But  unto  the  ungodly  saith  God,  "Why  dost 
thou  prea<  h  my  laws,  and  takest  my  covenant 

into  thy  mouth  ?  Whereas  thou  hatest  discipline, 

and  hast  <  a>t  my  words  behind  thee."  5  And 
-  ••  He  that  casteth  away  discipline 

1  TV'  his  life   of  Cyprian,  in    few  words  com- 

thc   following    treaiise.      "  Who,"   says   he, 
ic  of  modesty,  and  a 

ile  of  the  Lord's  lessons  '.'  " 
tie,  and  from  the  third  chap- acnts  arc    I 

ind  he  infers  that,  while  .so  many 

I,  more  especially  are  the  sumptuous  oma- 
mctr  ii ;   and  therefore  makinc  a  transition  from  superfluous 
ornament  to  ihc  different  kin.:  .  lie  forbids 

I   "ti!y   t-.  ,    io  married    women, 
I  with  impunity  strive  to  improve,  to  transfigure, ■ 

.  a  L>.  24S  I  crtullun,  vol.  iv.  p.  14.] 
4   IV  11.  u. 

I  Pa.  I.  17. 

is  miserable." ''      And  from  Solomon  we  have  re 
ceived  the  mandates  of  wisdom,  warnin 

••  \lv  son,  despise  not  thou  the  discipline  of  th< 
Lord,  nor  faint  when  thou  art  rebuked  of  Him 

for  whom   the    Lord   loveth    He   correcteth." 
But  if  God  rebukes  whom  He  loves,  and  rebuke 

him  for  the  very  purpose  of  amending  him 
brethren  also,  and  especially  priests,  do  not  hate 

but  love  those  whom  they  rebuke,  that  they  ma; 

amend  them  ;  since  God  also  before  predicted 

by  Jeremiah,  and  pointed  to  our  times,  when  hi 

said,  "And  I  will  give  you  shepherds  accordifll 
to  my  heart  :  and  they  shall  feed  you  with  tin 

food  of  discipline."  s 2.  But  if  in  Holy  Scripture  discipline  is  fre 

quently  and  everywhere  prescribed,  and  the  who! 
foundation  of  religion  and  of  faith  proceeds  froi 

obedience  and  fear ;  what  is  more  fitting  for  ■ 
urgently  to  desire,  what  more  to  wish  for  and  ti 
hold  fast,  than  to  stand  with  roots  strongly  fixed 

and  with  our  houses  based  with  solid  m  ins  upoi 
the  rock  unshaken  by  the  storms  and  whirlwind 

of  the  world,  so  that  we  may  come  by  the  divin 

precepts  to  the  rewards  of  God?  considering  a 
well  as  knowing  that  our  members,  when  purge< 

from  all  the  filth  of  the  old  contagion 

sanctification  of  the  laver  of  life,  are  God's  tea 
pies,  and  must  not  be  violated  nor  polluted,  sine 
he  who  does  violence  to  them  is  himsell  injured 

.Ye  are  the  worshippers  and  priests  of  those  teui 

pies  ;  let  us  obey  Him  whose  we  have  alread 
begun  to  be.  Paul  tells  us  in  his  epistl 
which  he  has  formed  us  to  a  course  of  living  b 

divine  teaching.  "  Ye  are  not  your  own.  for  y 
are  bought  with  a  great  price  ;  glorify  and  hea 

God  in  your  body."  9  Let  us  glorify  and  bea 
God  in  a  pure  and  chaste  body,  and  with  a  mor 

complete  obedience  ;  and  since  we  have  been  re 
deemed  by  the  blood  of  Christ,  let  us  obey  an 

give  furtherance  to  the  empire  of  our  Redeem 

by  all  the  obedience  of  service,  that  nothing  ire 

pure  or  profane  may  be  brought  into  the  tempi 
of  God,  lest  He  should  be  offended,  and  forsak 

the  temple  which  He  inhabits.  The  words  o 

the  Lord  giving  health  and  teaching,  as  we 

curing  as  warning,  are  :  "  Behold,  thou  art  mad 
whole  :  sin  no  more,  lest  a  worse  thing  come  unt 

thee."  '°  He  gives  the  course  of  life,  He  give 
the  law  of  innocency  after  He  has  conferre 
health,  nor  suffers  the  man  afterwards  to  wandi 
with  free  and  unchecked  reins,  but  more  si 

threatens  him  who  is  again  enslaved  by  thos 

same  things  of  which  he  had  been  healed.  b< 
cause  it  is  doubtless  a  smaller  fault  to  have  sinnc 

before,  while  as  yet  you  had  not  known  (iod 

discipline  ;    but   there  is  no  further  pardon  f< 
6  Wisd    iii    11. 
"    I'rov.  111.   11. 

8  Jcr.  iii.  15. 

9  1  Cor.  vi    19. 10  John  v.  14. 
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sinning  after  you  have  begun  to  know  God. 
And,  indeed,  let  as  well  men  as  women,  as  well 
boys  as  girls  ;  let  each  sex  and  every  age  observe 
this,  and  take  care  in  this  respect,  according  to 
the  religion  and  faith  which  they  owe  to  God, 
that  what  is  received  holy  and  pure  from  the 
condescension  of  the  Lord  be  preserved  with  a 
no  less  anxious  fear.1 

3.  My  address  is  now  to  virgins,  whose  glory, 
as  it  is  more  eminent,  excites  the  greater  interest. 

This  is  the  flower  of  the  ecclesiastical  seed,2  the 
grace  and  ornament  of  spiritual  endowment,  a 

joyous  disposition,  the  wholesome  and  uncor- 

rupted  work  of  praise  and  honour,  God's  image 
answering  to  the  holiness  of  the  Lord,  the  more 

illustrious  portion  of  Christ's  flock.  The  glorious 
fruitfulness  of  Mother  Church  rejoices  by  their 
means,  and  in  them  abundantly  flourishes  ;  and 
in  proportion  as  a  copious  virginity  is  added  to 
her  number,  so  much  the  more  it  increases  the 

joy  of  the  Mother.  To  these  I  speak,  these  I 
exhort  with  affection  rather  than  with  power ;  not 

that  I  would  claim  —  last  and  least,  and  very 
conscious  of  my  lowliness  as  I  am  —  any  right 
to  censure,  but  because,  being  unceasingly  careful 
even  to  solicitude,  I  fear  more  from  the  onset  of 
Satan. 

4.  For  that  is  not  an  empty  carefulness  nor  a 
vain  fear,  which  takes  counsel  for  the  way  of 
Balvation,  which  guards  the  commandments  of 

the  Lord  and  of  life  ;  so  that  they  who  have  dedi- 
cated themselves  to  Christ,  and  who  depart  from 

carnal  concupiscence,  and  have  vowed  them- 
selves to  Cod  as  well  in  the  flesh  as  in  the  spirit. 

may  consummate  their  work,  destined  as  it  is  to 
a  great  reward,  and  may  not  study  any  longer  to 
be  adorned  or  to  please  anybody  but  their  Lord, 
from  whom  also  they  expect  the  reward  oi  vir 

ginilv  ;  as  He  Himself  says :  "All  men  cannot 
oi  eive  this  word,  but  they  to  whom  it  is  given. 
For  there  are  some  eunuch-,,  \\  1 1  i <  h  were  50  born 

from  their  mother's  womb  ;  and  there  are  some 
eunuchs,  which  were  made  eunuchs  of  men  ;  and 
there  are  eunuchs  which  have  made  themselves 

eunui  hs  for  the  kingdom   of  heavi  a1  -  -  ik 
.v  mi,  also  by  tins  word  of  the  angel  the  gift  of 
continency  is  set  forth,  and  virginit)  is  preached  : 

"These  are  they  which  have  not  defiled  them 
selves  with  women,  for  they  have  remained 
gins;    these   are  they  which    follow    the    lamb 

whithersoever  He  goeth."<     F01   not  onlj  thus 
does  the  Lord  promise  the  gra<  e  of  <  ontineni  j 
to  men,  and  pass  over  women  ;    bul  the 
Woman  is  a  portion  of  the  man.  and  is  taken  and 
formed  from  him,  Cod  in  Si  ripture  almost  always 
Bpeaks  to  the  Protoplast,  the  first  formed,  be< 

'  One  code*  add*  here;  "  since  it  is  written, '  H 
unto  the  end,  the  same  nh  ill  I"-  saved. '  " 

3  Otherwise,  "  I  In  se  axe  the  flowen  ol  the  ecclesiastical 
J  Mm.  \i\.  11. 

*  Apoc,  xiv.  4. 

they  are  two  in  one  flesh,  and  in  the   male  is  at 
the  same  time  signified  the  woman  als 

5.  But  if  continency  follow-,  Christ,  ami  vir- 
ginity is  destined  for  the  kingdom  of  God,  what 

have  they  to  do  with  earthly  dress,  and  with  or- 
naments, wherewith  while  they  are  striving  t. 

please  men  they  offend  God?  Not  1 

that  it  is  dei  hired,  "They  who  please  men 
put  to  confusion,  b  Cod  hath  despised 

them  ;  "  5  and  that  Paul  also   I  aid 

sublimely  uttered,  "If  I  yel  pleased  men.  I 
not  be  the  servant  of  Christ."6     But  1 
and  modesty  consist  n  >t  alone   in   purity  of  the 
flesh,  but  also  in  s  :emliness,  as  well  a.s  in  mod 
of  dress  and  adornment;  so  that,  according 
the  apostle,  she  who  is  unmarried  may  be 
both  in  body  and   in   spirit.      Paul   instnii  tS  and 

tea<  Ins  us,  saying,  "  He  that  is  unmarried  careth 
for  the  things  of  the  Lord,  how  he  may  pi 
Cod:  but  he  who  has  contracted  man  reth 

for  the  things  which  are  of  this  world,  how  he 

may  please  his  wife.     So  both  the  virgin  and  the 
unmarried   woman   consider   those   things   « 

are  the    Lord's,  that   they  may  be   holy  both   in 
body  and   spirit."'"      A.  virgin   ought   not   onl) 
be  so,  but  also  to  be  perceived  and  believ< 
be  so :  no  one  on  seeing  a  virgin  should  be  in 
any  doubt  as  to  whether  she  is  on 
should  show  itself  equal  in  all  things  :  nor  should 
the  dress  of  the  body  discredit  the  good  >'(  the 
mind.    Why  should  she  walk  out  adorned ?     i 
with  dressed  hair,  as  if  sh  t  had  or  sought 
lor  a  husband?      Rather  let  her  dread   to   pi 
if  she  is  a  virgin  ;  and  let  her  not  invite  her 
risk,  if  she  is  keeping  herself  for  better  and  di\ 

things.    They  who  have  not  a  husband  whom 

the)  profess  that  thej  pi  ase,  should  p<  • 
sound   and    pure    not    only  in    body,  but   also   in 
spirit.      for  it   is  not   right   that 

have  her  hair  braided  lor  the  ap|  her 

beaut) .  or  boast  oi  her  flesh  and 
when  she  has  no  Stl  r  than  that  against 

her   flesh,   and   no  contest    m  '.mate    1 
that  of  <  ring  and  subduin  j  th<  I  ody. 

o.    Paul    pro.  1  inns   in   a   loud   and   lofl 

"But  God  forbid  that   I  should  glory,  sa\ 
the  <  ross  ̂ (  oui    Lord  J<  »us  Chris: 

the  w.uld  is  (in.  ified  unto  me,  and   '  the 

world."         \ii'l  \    1  a  \  irgin  in  the  ( "1. .  on.  erning  h  i  fle  »hlj  app 

of  her   bod)   '      Paul    adds,  and    S  L)  i,   "  I 
that  are  ( Ihrist's  1 

its    faults    .111  I    '  And 
to  have  rem  iun<  id  the  hist 

and  in  the  inubt    •       I  lich 

she  has  renoum  i  .1  '    Virj  in,  I 

■  i .  i 
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'.  thou  boastest  one  thing  and  afii 
another.     You   sprinkle  yourself  with   the 

stains  of  *  .irn.il  concupiscence,  although  you  are 

ndidate  of  purity  and  modesty.     "Cry,"  says 
the  Lord  to  Isaiah,  "All  flesh  is  grass,  and  all 
the  glory  of  it  as  the  flower  of  the  grass:    the 
grass  withered),  and  the  flower  fadethj   but  the 

1  of  the  Lord  endureth  for  cvt  r."  '     It  is  be- 
ting f>r  no  Christian,  and  especially  it  is  not 

Draing  for  a  virgin,  to  regard  any  glory  and 
honour  of  the  flesh,  but  only  to  desire  the  word 
o\  God,  to  embrace  benefits  which  shall  endure 

forevi  i.     (  >r.  it"  she  must  glory  in  the  flesh,  then 
[redly  let   her  glory  when  she  is  tortured  in 

confession  of  the  name  ;  when  a  woman  is  found 

to  be  stronger  than  the  tortures;   when  she  suf- 
fire,  or  the  eross,  or  the  sword,  or  the  wild 

beasts,  that  she  may  be  crowned.    These  are  the 
precious  jewels  of  the  flesh,  these  are  the  better 
ornaments  of  the  body. 

;.  but  there  are  some  rich  women,  and  wealthy 
in  the  fertility  of  means,  who  prefer  their  own 
wealth,  and  contend  that  they  ought  to  use  these 
blessings.  Let  them  know  first  of  all  that  she  is 
rich  who  is  rich  in  God  ;  that  she  is  wealthy  who 
is  wealthy  in  Christ  ;  that  those  are  blessings 
which  are  spiritual,  divine,  heavenly,  which  lead 

us  to  God,  which  abide  with  us  in  perpetual  pos- 
session with  God.  But  whatever  things  are 

earthly,  and  have  been  received  in  this  world, 
and  will  remain  here  with  the  world,  ought  so 
to  be  contemned  even  as  the  world  itself  is  con- 

temned, whose  pomps  and  delights  we  have  al- 
ready renounced  when  by  a  blessed  passage  we 

came  to  God.  John  stimulates  and  exhorts  us, 
witnessing  with  a  spiritual  and  heavenly  voice. 

"Love  not  the  world,"  says  he,  "neither  the 
thii  •   are  in  the  world.      If  any  man  love 
the  world,  the  love  of  the  Father  is  not  in  him. 

all  that  is  in  the  world,  is  lust  of  the  flesh, 
ami  the  lust  of  the  eyes,  and  the  pride  of  life, 
which  is  not  from  the  Father,  but  is  of  the  lust 

of  the  world.  And  the  world  passeth  away,  and 
the  lust  thereof:  but  he  that  doeth  the  will  of 

1  abideth  for  ever,  even  as  Cod  also  abideth 

for  ever."  '  Therefore  eternal  and  divine  things 
are  to  be  followed,  and  all  things  must  be  done 
after  the  will  of  God,  that  we  may  follow  the 
divine  footsteps  and  teachings  of  our  Lord,  who 

warned  US,  and  said,  "  I  <  ame  down  from  heaven, 
not  to  do  my  own  will,  but  the  will  of  Him  that 

sent  me."  ■  Hut  if  the  servant  is  not  greater than  his  lord,  and  he  that  is  treed  owes  obedi- 
ence to  his  deliverer,  we  who  desire  to  lie  Chris- 
tians ought  to  imitate  what  Christ  said  and  did. 

It  is  written,  and  it  is  read  and  heard,  and  is 

brated    for    our    example    by    the    Church's 

n  li    15-17. 
'.n  vi.  38. 

mouth,  "He  that  saith  he  abideth  in  Chi 

ought  himself  also  so  to  walk  even  as  I  Ie  walked."4 
Therefore  we  must  walk  with  equal  steps ;  we 
must  strive  with  emulous  walk.  Then  the  fol- 

lowing of  truth  answers  to  the  faith  of  our  name, 

and  a  reward  is  given  to  the  "believer,  if  what  is 
believed  is  also  done. 

8.  You  call  yourself  wealthy  and  rich  ;  but 
Paul  meets  your  riches,  and  with  his  own  voice 
prescribes  for  the  moderating  of  your  dress  and 

ornament  within  a  just  limit.  "  Let  women," 
said  he,  "  adorn  themselves  with  shamefacedness 
and  sobriety,  not  with  broidered  hair,  nor  gold, 
nor  pearls,  nor  costly  array,  but  as  becometh 

women  professing  chastity,  with  a  good  conver- 
sation." s  Also  Peter  consents  to  these  same 

precepts,  and  says,  "  Let  there  be  in  the  womaa 
not  the  outward  adorning  of  array,  or  gold,  or 

apparel,  but  the  adorning  of  the  heart."  but if  these  also  warn  us  that  the  women  who  are 

accustomed  to  make  an  excuse  for  their  dress  by 
reference  to  their  husband,  should  be  restrained 

and  limited  by  religious  observance  to  the] 

Church's  discipline,  how  much  more  is  it  right 
that  the  virgin  should  keep  that  observance,  who 
has  no  excuse  for  adorning  herself,  nor  can  the 
deceitfulness  of  her  fault  be  laid  upon  another, 
but  she  herself  remains  in  its  guilt  ! 

9.  You  say  that  you  are  wealthy  and  rich. 
But  not  everything  that  can  be  done  ought  also 
to  be  done  ;  nor  ought  the  broad  desires  that 

arise  out  of  the  pride  of  the  world  to  be  ex- 
tended beyond  the  honour  and  modesty  of 

virginity ;  since  it  is  written,  "  All  things  are 
lawful,  but  all  things  are  not  expedient :  all  things 

are  lawful,  but  all  things  edify  not."7  For  the 
rest,  if  you  dress  your  hair  sumptuously,  and 
walk  so  as  to  draw  attention  in  public,  and 
attract  the  eyes  of  youth  upon  you,  and  draw 
the  sighs  of  young  men  after  you,  nourish  the 
lust  of  concupiscence,  and  inflame  the  fuel  of 
sighs,  so  that,  although  you  yourself  perish  not, 

3-et  you  cause  others  to  perish,  and  offer  your- 
self, as  it  were,  a  sword  or  poison  to  the  spec- 

tators ;  you  cannot  be  excused  on  the  pretence 
that  you  are  chaste  and  modest  in  mind.  Your 
shameful  dress  and  immodest  ornament  accuse 

you  ;  nor  can  you  be  counted  now  among 

Christ's  maidens  and  virgins,  since  you  live  in 
such  a  manner  as  to  make  yourselves  objects  of 
desire. 

10.  You  say  that  you  are  wealthy  and  rich; 
but  it  becomes  not  a  virgin  to  boast  of  her  ric  1 

since   Holy  Scripture  says,   "  What   hath    prick- 
profited  us?  or  what  benefit  hath  the  vaunting 
of  riches   conferred   upon    us?     And  all   these 

*  :  John  ii.  6. 5  I    I'im.  ii.  9,  10. 6  1  Pet.  iii.  3,  4. 

7  1  Cor.  x.  23. 
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;hings  have  passed  away  like  a  shadow."  '  And 
;he  apostle  again  warns  us,  and  says,  "And  they 
;hat  buy,  as  though  they  bought  not ;  and  they 
hat  possess,  as  though  they  possessed  not ;  and 
hey  that  use  this  world,  as  though  they  used  it 
lot.  For  the  fashion  of  this  world  passeth 

iway." 2  Peter  also,  to  whom  the  Lord  com- 
nends  His  sheep  to  be  fed  and  guarded,  on 
vhom  He  placed  and  founded  the  Church,  says 
ndeed  that  he  has  no  silver  and  gold,  but  says 

hat  he  is  rich  in  the  grace  of  (  hrist  —  that  he 
s  wealthy  in  his  faith  and  virtue  —  w  herewith  he 
performed  many  great  works  with  miracle,  where - 
vith  he  abounded  in  spiritual  blessings  to  the 
jrace  of  glory.  These  riches,  this  wealth,  she 
:annot  possess,  who  had  rather  be  rich  to  this 
vorld  than  to  Christ. 

ii.  You  say  that  you  are  wealthy  and  rich, 
ind  you  think  that  you  should  use  those  things 
vhich  ( rod  has  willed  you  to  possess.  Use  them, 
:ertainly,  but  for  the  things  of  salvation  ;  use 
hem,  but  lor  good  purposes  ;  use  them,  but  for 
hose  things  which  God  has  commanded,  and 
vhich  the  Lord  has  set  forth.  Let  the  poor  feel 
hat  you  are  wealthy;  let  the  needy  feel  that  you 
ire  rich.  Lend  your  estate  to  God;  give  food 

:o  Christ.  Move  Him  by  the  prayers  of  many3 
:o  grant  you  to  carry  out  the  glory  of  virginity, 

ind  to  succeed  in  coming  to  the  Lord's  rewards. 
rhere  entrust  your  treasures,  where  no  thief  digs 
hrough,  where  no  insidious  plunderer  breaks  in. 
Prepare  for  yourself  possessions;  but  let  them 

•ather  Ik-  heavenly  ones,  where  neither  rust  wears 
)Ut,  nor  hail  bruises,  nor  sun  burns,  nor  rain 

spoils  your  fruits  constant  and  perennial,  and 

from  all  contact  of  worldly  injur)-.  Lor  in 
;his  very  matter  you  are  sinning  against  Co  1,  if 
pou think  that  riches  were  given  you  by  Him  for 
this  purpose,  to  enjoy  them  thoroughly,  with  >u1 
i view  to  salvation.  For  God  gave  man  al 
/oice  ;  and  yet  love-son:;-,  anil  indecent  thin-, 
ire  not  on  that  account  to  be  sun_;.  And  God 
ivilkd  iron  to  he  for  the  culture  of  the  e  irth, 

mi  on  that  account  must  murders  in-  i  ommitted. 
Or  because  God  ordained  incense,  and  wine,  and 
lire,  are  we  thence  to  sacrifice  to  idols?    Or  be 

e  the  flex  ks  of  cattle  abound  in  your  fields, 
>ught  you  to  immolate  victims  and  offerings  to 

gods?     Otherwise  a  large  estate  is  a  tempta 
ion,  unless  the  wealth  minister  to  good  U 
hat    ever)     man,    in    proportion    to    his    wraith, 
mght  by  his  patrimony  rather  to  redeem  his 
ransgressions  than  to  in<  rease  them. 

i  •  I'he  characterise  -  of  oi  nament  ■.  and  of 
:  mucins,  and  the  allurements  ol  '<■>  luty,  u  n'-t 
itting   for  any   but    prostitutes   and    imraoi 

women  ;  and  the  dress  of  none  is  more  ;  r 

than  of  those  whose  modesty  is  lowly.*     Thus  in 
the  Holy  Scriptures,  by  which  the  Lord 
us  to  be  both  instructed  and  admonished,  the 

harlot  city  is  des<  ribed  more  beautifully  arr.; 
and  adorned,  and  with  her  ornaments  ;  and  the 
rather  on  account  of  those  vers  ornaments 

to  perish.     "  And  there  came,"  it  is  said,  " 
of  the  seven  angels,  which  had  the  seven   phi 
and  talked  with  me,  saying,  Come  hither.  1 
show  thee  the  judgment  of  thi  hat 
sitteth  upon  man)  waters,  with  whom  the  1. 
of  the  earth  have  committed  fornication. 

he    carried    me   away   in    spirit;    and    I    saw    a 
woman  sit  upon  a  beast,  and  that  woman 
rayed  in   a  purple    and   scarlet   mantle,  and 
adorned    with    gold,    and    precious    StOD 
pearls,  having  a  golden  cup  in  her  hand,  full 
curses,  and    filthiness,    and    fornication   of  the 

whole  earth." s     Let  chaste  and  mod 
avoid  the  dress  of  the  unchaste,  the  mani 
the  immodest,  the  ensigns  of  brothels,  ti. 

mentS  of  harlots. 
13.  Moreover  Isaiah,  full  of  the  Hoi) 

tries  out  and  (hides  the  daughter     of  S 

rupted  with  gold.  and.  silver,  and  raiment,  and  re- 
bukes them,  affluent  as  they  were  in  pernii 

Ith,  and  de]  'roni  ( i«d  for  the  saki 
the  world's  delights.     "The  daughter 

he,  '•  are  haughty,  and  walk  with  1  d- 
nc<  k  and  be<  koning  of  the   ej 

their  gowns  as   the)  go,  and   mini  :i   their 
feet.      And  God  will  humble  the  prim 

ters  ol  Sion,  and  tin-  1  ord  will  unveil  their 
and  tin-  Lord   will  take  awa)  the  g]  • 

um\  their  hair,  and 
tin  ir  (  nils,  and  their  round  tires  like   the 

and  their  ( rispin  ;  pins,  ami  their 
theil    1  id    their   arm!. 

rings,  an'!  c  11  1  ings,  md  silks  « 
lnat  mth.     And  instead  of  a 

shall  be  dust  ;   and  thou  shall  be  girt  1 
instead  of  with  i  girdle     md  1  1 
incut   of  thy  head  thou   shall    ha\ 
This  God  blames,  this  He  marks  out:  hei 
del  lares  that  \  irgins  a-  pted  ;    I 

they  have  depart)  d   from  th<    ■• 

ihip.     Lifted  up,  they  ' 
head i  -\<\< >med,  th<-\  n 

Having  put  on  silk  and   purpl 
«  annot  put  on  <  hrist  ;  adorned  m 
penis,  and  necklaces,  they  have  lost  1 
menta  of  the  heart  and  spirit.     w 

rate  and  avoid  that  whu  h  ha 

stnn  tion  ol    an. 'tin  1  '      \\  ho   \*    uld 

1  Wis,  1 

3  1  Cor.  vii    ;■>,  11. 
I  Thi  is,      gifti  to  the  i"x>r  will  i»i. In.  e  irnm  lo  ; 

ie  virgin,  and  in  answer  to  theit  prayer*,  God  will  grant  lie i  die 
lory  ol  virginity,     [  Luke  xvi,  9.] 

1 

■vii.  1, 

6    l.a    III.   16. 

■nod- 
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pd    :ui<l who 

■a  : 

to t,  when  taken, 

eat  «>r that 

rnoram  ■ it  m. nl:  rn  ad,  to  wish  for 
will    hurt  ; 

think  t'  will  not  perish  by know  ili.it  others  1 

1  neither  made  the  sheep  scarlet 
s  of  In  rbs  and 
!.  nor  arranged 

»ld,  .ind  with  pearls 
i  ir  numerous  <  lus- 

:  would  hide  the  neck  which 
1  formed  in  man  may 

may  be  seen  upon  it  which invented  in  addition.     Has  God 
!  be  made  in  the  < 

•  innocent,  and  uncon- 

in,  that 
tently  from  the  the  cars 

may  hang,  heavy,  if  not  by  their 
at  of  their  cost?     All 

sinning  and  apostate   angels  put 
-.  when,  lowered  to  the  con- 

rth,  th<  >k    their  heavenly 
at  them  also  to  paint  the  t 

them  in  a  cin  le, 

th  a  deceitful  red,  and 
the  hair  with   false  colours,  and  to 

II  truth,  both  of  lace  and  head,  by  the 

.'.ult  of  the  r  ption. 
And   indeed  in  that  very  matter,  for  the 

the   t  ir  which  faith  ts  to  me,  for 
hich  brotherhood  n  quires, 

I   think   tl  ns  only  and   widows,   but 
mai  1  all  of  the  sex  alike, 

!.  that  the  work  of  God 

ishioning  and  formation  ought  in  no 

manner  I  '.  either  with  the  appli- r.  or  with  Mack  dust  or 

with  any  kind  of  medic  anient  which 
irrupt  the  nath 

man  in  our  image  and  likeness  :"  ' 
an>  ,;er  and   to  change 

ire  laying  hand-,  on 
nil   that   whi<  h    II' 

it.  not  knowing  that is  work. 

I  is  the  devil's       If  any 
artist,  in  paint  in  em 

untenance    and    likeness    and 

j6 

[y  appeal  in<  e  of  any  one  :  and  the  liken 
In-ill-  now  painted   and  completed,  another  i 

were  to  lay  hands  on  it,  a^  if,  when  it  was 
already   formed   and   already   painted,   he,  being 
more  -killed,  could  amend  it,  a  seriouT wrong 

and  a  just  cause  of  indignation  would  seem 
natural  to  the  former  artist.  And  do  you  think 

yourself  likely  with  impunity  to  commit  a  bold- 
of  such  wicked  temerity,  an  offence  to  God 

the  artificer?  For  although  you  may  not  be 
immodest  among  men,  and  are  not  unchaste 

with  your  seducing  dyes,  yet  when  those  things 
which  belong  to  Cod  are  corrupted  and  violated, 

you  are  engaged  in  a  worse  adultery.  That  you 
think  yourself  to  be  adorned,  that  you  think 
your  hair  to  be  dressed,  is  an  assault  upon  the 
divine  work,  is  a  prevarication  of  the  truth. 

16.  The  voice  of  the  warning  apostle  is,  "  Purge 
out  the  old  leaven,  that  ye  may  be  a  new  lump, 

as  ye  are  unleavened  ;  for  even  Christ  our  pass- 
over  is  sacrificed.  Therefore  let  us  keep  the 
feast,  not  with  old  leaven,  neither  with  the  leaven 
of  malice  and  wickedness,  but  with  the  un- 

leavened bread  of  sincerity  and  truth."2  but 
are  sincerity  and  truth  preserved,  when  what  is 

ere  is  polluted  by  adulterous  colours,  and 
what  is  true  is  changed  into  a  lie  by  the  deceitful 

dyes  of  medicaments?  Your  Lord  says.  "Thou 
canst  not  make  one  hair  white  or  black  ;  "  '  and 

.  in  order  to  overcome  the  word  of  your  Lord, 
will  be  more  mighty  than  He,  and  stain  your 
hair  with  a  daring  endeavour  and  with  profane 
contempt.  With  evil  presage  of  the  future, 

make  a  beginning  to  yourself  already  of  flame- 
coloured  hair;  and  sin  (oh,  wickedness  !)  with 
your  head  —  that  is.  with  the  nobler  part  of  your 

y  !     And  although  it  is  written  of  the  Lord, 
"Hi^  head  and    His  hair  were  white  like  wool 

or  snow,"-'  you   curse  that  whiteness  and  hate 
that  hoariness  which  is  like  to  the  Lord's  head. 

i  7.  Are  you  not  afraid,  I  entreat  you,  being 

1  as  you  are,  that  when  the  day  of  resurrec- 
tion comes,  your  Maker  may  not  recognise  you 

in,  and  may  turn  you  away  when  you  come 
to  Ills  rewards  and  promises,  and  may  exclude 
you.  rebuking  you  with  the  vigour  of  a  Censor 

and  Judge,  and  say  :  "This  is  not  my  work,  nor 
is  this  our  image.  You  have  polluted  your  skin 
with  a  false  medicament,  you  have  changed  your 

hair  with  an  adulterous  colour,  your  face  is  vio- 
lently taken  possession  of  by  a  lie,  your  figure  is 

corrupted,  your  countenance  is  another's.  You 
cannot  see  Cod,  since  your  eyes  are  not  those 
which  God  made,  but  those  which  the  devil  has 

spoiled.  You  have  followed  him,  you  have  imi- 
tated the  red  and  painted  eyes  of  the  serpent. 

As  you  are  adorned  in  the  fashion  of  your  enemy. 
3  1  Cor.  v.  7. 
3  Matt.  v.  36. 

4  Apoc.  i.  14. 
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with  him  also  you  shall  burn  by  and  by."  Are  ' 
not  these,  I  beg,  matters  to  be  reflected  on  by 

God's  servants?  Are  they  not  always  to  be 
dreaded  day  and  night?  Let  married  women 

see  to  it,  in  what  respect  they  are  flattering  them- 
selves concerning  the  solace  of  their  husbands 

with  the  desire  of  pleasing  them,  and  while  they 
put  them  forward  indeed  as  their  excuse,  they 
make  them  partners  in  the  association  of  guilty 

consent.  Virgins,  assuredly,  to  whom  this  ad- 
dress is  intended  to  appeal,  who  have  adorned 

themselves  with  arts  of  this  kind,  I  should  think 

ought  not  to  be  counted  among  virgins,  but,  like 
infected  sheep  and  diseased  cattle,  to  be  driven 
from  the  holy  and  pure  flock  of  virginity,  lest 
by  living  together  they  should  pollute  the  rest 
with  their  contagion  ;  lest  they  ruin  others  even 
as  they  have  perished  themselves. 

1 8.  And  since  we  are  seeking  the  advantage 
of  continency,  let  us  also  avoid  everything  that 
is  pernicious  and  hostile  to  it.  And  I  will  not 
pass  over  those  things,  which  while  by  negligence 
they  come  into  use,  have  made  for  themselves 
a  usurped  licence,  contrary  to  modest  and  sober 
manners.  Some  are  not  ashamed  to  be  present 

at  marriage  parties,  and  in  that  freedom  of  last  av- 
ion; discourse  to  mingle  in  unchaste  conversa- 
tion, to  hear  what  is  not  becoming,  to  say  what 

is  not  1  iwful,  to  expose  themselves,  to  be  present 
in  the  midst  of  disgraceful  words  and  drunken 
banquets,  by  which  the  ardour  of  lust  is  kindled, 
and  the  bride  is  animated  to  hear,  and  the  bride- 

groom to  dare  lewdness.'  What  place  is  there 
at  weddings  for  her  whose  mind  is  not  towards 
marriage?  Or  what  can  there  be  pleasant  or 
joyous  in  those  engagements  for  her,  where  both 
desires  and  wishes  are  different  from  her  own  ? 

What  is  learnt  there — -what  is  seen?  How 

greatlya  virgin  falls  short  of  her  resolution,  whin 
she  who  had  come  there  modest  goes  away  im- 

modest !  Although  she  may  remain  a  virgin  in 
body  and  mind,  yet  in  eyes,  in  ears,  in  tongue, 
she    has   diminished    the    virtues    that    she    | 

ed. 

19.  but  what  of  those  who  frequent  promiscu- 
ous baths  ;  who  prostitute  to  eyes  thai  are  1  urious 

to  lust,  bodies  that  are  dedicated  to  chastit)  and 

in  -  lest)  ?  They  who  di  sgr  i<  efully  behold  naked 
men,  and  are  seen  naked  by  men,  do  the)  no! 
themselves  afford  enticement  to  vice,  do  the) 
not  solii  it  and  invite  the  desires  of  those  present 

to  their  own  corruption  and  wrong  ?    "Let  every 

oik',"  say  you,  "look  to  the  disposition  with 
Which  he  comes  thither:  my  <  are  is  onl)  that 

of  refreshing  and  washing  my  poor  body."  That 
kmd  ol  defence  does  not  clear  you,  nor  dors  it 

1  [The  utterly  intolerable  paganism  here  exposed,  and  full) 
tainea  by   Martial  and  othet   Latin  poets,  accounts  i"i  much 

lini-  of  the  early  Church,  and  its  eao     ive  laudations  "i   »" 
ginity.J 

excuse  the  crime  of  lasciviousness  and  wanton- 
ness. Such  a  washing  defiles  ;  it  does  not  purify 

nor  cleanse  the  limbs,  but  stains  them, 
behold  no  one  immodestly,  but  you  yourself  are 
gazed  upon  immodestly.  You  do  not  pollute 

your  eyes  with  disgraceful  delight,  but  in  delight- 

ing others  you  yourself  are  polluted.  Y'.'i  ii 
a  show  of  the  bathing-plat  e  ;  the  places  where 
you  assemble  are  fouler  than  a  theatre.  There 

all  modesty  is  put  ;  off  together  with  the  cloth- 
ing of  garments,  the  honour  and  modesty  of  the 

body  is  laid  aside  ;  virginity  is  exposed,  to  be 
pointed  at  and  to  be  handled.  And  now,  then, 
consider  whether  when  you  are  clothed  you 
modest  among  men,  when  the  boldness  of  naked- 

ness has  conduced  to  immodesty. 
20.  For   this    reason,    therefore,    the    Chui 

frequently  mourns  over  her  virgins  ;  hent      she 
groans  at  their  scandalous  and  detestable 
hence  the  flower  of  her  virgins  is  extinguished, 

the  honour  and   modesty  of  continenc)  are  in- 
jured, and  all    its  glory  and  dignity  are  profaned. 

Thus  the  hostile  besieger  insinuates  himself  by 
his  arts;   thus  by  snares  that  deceive,  b)  -(ret 
ways,   the  devil  creeps  in.     Thus,  while  virg 
wish  to  be  more  carefully  adorned,  and  to  wa 

with  more  liberty,  the)  cease  to  be  virgins,  cor- 
rupted by  a  furtive  dishonour;  widows  be! 

they  are   married,  adulterous,  not  to  their  hus- 

band, but  to  ( "mist.     In  proportion  as  the) 
been  as  virgins  destined  to  great  rewards,  -  >  will 

the}'  experience  great  punishments  for  the of  their  virginit) . 

2 1 .  Therefore  hear  me.  ( >  \  irgins,  a  -  a  par  nt  : 
luar,  1  beseech  you,  one  who  f<  lts  while  he 
nuns  ;  heai  1  me  who  is  faithfull)  1  onst 

your  advantage  and  your  profit.     Be   such  as 
God    the   ( Creator   made   you  ;    b<  the 

hand   of  your    bather  ordained   yi  ';.      1 
countenant  e  remain  in  you  ii 
unadorned,  your  figure  simple;  let  not  wounds 
be  made  in  your  ears,  nor  let  the  pie. 
of  bracelets  and  necklaces  circle  your  arms 

your  neck  ;    let   your  feet  be  tier  t: 

bands,  your  hair  stained  with   no   d\ 
w  .Mir.   of  beholding  God.     I  a-  baths 

irmed    with    women,    among    whom    j 

bathing   is  modest.9      Let   the  sh  irr 
and  last  i\  ious  banquets  "i  i 

the  contagion  of  which  is  perilous.     <> 
dress,  sim  e  you  are  a  vii    n ;  o\  en 
mix  e  you  "\>  n  ome  the  flesh  and  the  world.     It 
1^  not  ( onsistent  to  be  unable  to 

b)  the  greater,  and  to  be  found  no  m 
I  Strait  and  n  UTOW  1-  the  \va\  wl 
to    lite  ;    hard    and    difficult    is    the    f 

tends  to  glory,    lb  this  pathway  the  n 

- 
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;  of  all  kinds  ad- 
id  and  room\  ways.  There 

nd  death-bringing  pleasun 
itters,  that   he  may  de<  eive  ; 

les,  tint  he  maj   do  mischief  j  entices,  that 
[Tie  first  fruit  u»r  the  martyrs  is  a 

I  ;   the  second  is   yours,  sixty-fold, 
the  martyrs  there  is  no  thought  of  the 
,1  of  the  world,  no  small,  and  trifling, 

ncounter  ;  -  in  you,  whose 
>nd   in  grace,  let  there   be   the 
trance  next  to  theirs.    The  ascent 

•  things  is  not  easy.     What  toil  we  suffer, 
r,  when  we  endeavour  to  ascend  the 

hills  and   the   tops  of  mountains  !     What,  thru, 

may  ascend  to  heaven?     It"  you  look  to tin-  re  the  promise,  your  labour  is  less. 
Immortality  :n  to  the  persevering,  eternal 

set  before  them  ;  the   Lord  promises  a 
m. 

Hold  fast,  O  virgins !  hold  fast  what  you 
to  be  :  hold  fast  what  you  shall  be. 

reat  reward  awaits   yon,  a   great    recompense 
.  irtue,  the  immense  advantage  of  chastity.    1  >o 

know  what  ill  the  virtue  of  continence 

■  .til  it  possesses ?    "  I  will  multi- 
i  o"l  to  the  woman,  "  thy  sorrows  and 

.  and   in  sorrow  sh  ilt  thou  bring 
hildren;  and  thy  desire  shall  be  to  thy 

and,  and  he  shall  rule  over  thee."1     You 
.mi  this  sentem    .     Ym  do  not  fear 

the  ins  of  women.    You  have 

^\  child-1  nor  is  your  husband 
;    but    your    Lord    and     Head    is 

r  the  hi  md  in  the  place  of  the 

with  that  of  men  your  lot  and  your  con- 
1.     It   is  the  w  ird  of  the   I 

I'he   children  of  this  world   b< 
-t   n  ;    but   they  who   are   counted 

that   world,  and   of  the   resurrection 

'.  neither  marry  nor  are  given  in 
e  :   neither  shall   they  die  any  more:   for 

the;  the  angels  of  God,  being  the 
■l  of  ih  «."  -     That  which  we 

have  already  begun    to   be.     You 

ly  in   this  world   the  glory  of  the 

world  with- 
.   of   the   world  ;    in    that    ; 

[ual  t  i  the 
'■     Onlj  ir  virginity  remain 

ntial  and  uninjured  ;  and  as  it 

let  it  p  mtinuously,  and 
iments  of  ne<  klai  es  nor  gar- 

I.et    it   look   towards 

■n.  and  not  lower  to   the   lust  of 

•i  and  of  the  world,  the  eyes  uplifted  to 
bove,  or  set  them  upon  earthly  th: 

D    iii    16 

1  Luke  xx.  35,  36. 

2 j.  The  first  decree  commanded  to 
and  to  multiply  :  the  second  enjoined  continent  y. 
While  the  world  is  still  rough  and  void,  we  are 

propagated  by  the  fruitful  begetting  of  numb, 
and  we  increase  to  the  enlargement  of  the  hum 
r.K  e.  Now,  when  the  world  is  filled  and  the 
earth  supplied,  they  who  can  receive  continent  y, 
living  after  the  manner  of  eunuchs,  are  made 
eunuchs  unto  the  kingdom.  Nor  does  the  Lord 
command  this,  but  He  exhorts  it;  nor  does 

He  impose  the  yoke  of  necessity,  since  the  free- 
choice  of  the  will  is  left.  But  when  He  says 

that  in  His  Father's  house  are  many  mansions, 
He  points  out  the  dwellings  of  the  better  habi- 

tation. Those  better  habitations  you  are  seek- 
ing ;  cutting  away  the  desires  of  the  flesh,  you 

obtain  the  reward  of  a  greater  grace  in  the  heav- 
enly home.  All  indeed  who  attain  to  the  divine 

gift  and  inheritance  by  the  sanctification  of  bap- 
tism, therein  put  off  the  old  man  by  the  grace 

of  the  saving  laver,  and,  renewed  by  the  Holy 
Spirit  from  the  filth  of  the  old  contagion,  are 

purged  by  a  second  nativity.  But  the  greater 
holiness  and  truth  of  that  repeated  birth  belongs 

to  you,  who  have  no  longer  any  desires  of  the 
flesh  and  of  the  body.  Only  the  things  which 
belong  to  virtue  and  the  Spirit  have  remained  in 

you  to  glory.  It  is  the  apostle's  word  whom  the Lord  called  His  chosen  vessel,  whom  Clod  sent 

to  proclaim  the  heavenly  command:  "The  first 
man,"  says  he,  "  is  from  the  earth,  of  earth  ; 
the  second  man  is  from  heaven.  Such  as  is  the 

earthy,  such  are  they  also  who  are  earthy ;  and 
su<  h  as  is  the  heavenly,  such  also  are  the 
heavenly.  As  we  have  borne  the  image  of  him 
who  is  earthy,  let  us  also  bear  the  image  of 

Him  who  is  heavenly."3  Virginity  bears  this  i 
image,  integrity  bears  it,  holiness  bears  it,  I 
and  truth.  Disciplines  which  are  mindful  of 

God  bear  it,  retaining  righteousness  with  reli- 
gion, stedfast  in  faith,  humble  in  fear,  brave  to 

all  suffering,  meek  to  sustain  wrong,  easy  to  shew 
mercy,  of  one  mind  and  one  heart  in  fraternal 

peace. 
24.  Every  one  of  which  things,  O  good  virgins, 

you  ought  to  observe,  to  love,  to  fulfil,  who,  giv- 
ing yourselves  to  God  and  Christ,  are  advancing 

in  both  the  higher  and  better  part  to  the  Lord, 
to  whom  you  have  dedicated  yourselves.  Yi  u 
that  are  advanced  in  years,  suggest  a  teachin 

the  younger.  You  that  are  younger,  give  a  stim- 
ulus to  your  coevals.  Stir  one  another  up  with 

mutual  exhortations  ;  provoke  to  glory  by  rival 

fs  of  virtue.  Endure  bravely,  go  on  spiritu- 
ally, attain  happily.  Only  remember  us  at  that 

time,  when  virginity  shall  begin  to  be  rewarded 
in  you. 

J  1  Cor.  xv.  47. 
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TREATISE    III.' 

ON    THE   LAPSED.2 

ARGUMENT.  — HAVING  ENLARGED  UPON  THE 

UNLOOKED-FOR  PEACE  OF  THE  CHURCH,  AND 
THE  CONSTANCY  OF  THE  CONFESSORS  AND 

THOSE  WHO  HAD  STOOD  FAST  IN  THE  FAITH  ; 
AND  THEN  WITH  EXTREME  GRIEF  HAVING 

POINTED  TO  THE  DOWN!  Alt.  OF  THE  LAPSED, 
AND  UNFOLDED  THE  CAUSES  OF  THE  BYGONE 

PERSECUTION,  NAMELY,  THE  NEGLECT  OF  DISCI- 

PLINE, AND  THE  SINS  OF  THE  FAITHFUL;  OUR 

AUTHOR  SEVERELY  REPROACHES  THE  LAPSED, 

THAT,  AT  THE  VERY  FIRST  WORDS  OF  THE 

ENEMY  THREATENING  THEM,  THEY  HAD  SACRI- 

FICED TO  IDOLS,  AND  HAD  NOT  RATHER  WITH- 

DRAWN, ACCORDING  TO  CHRIST'S  COUNSEL.3 
LASTLY,  HE  WARNS  HIS  READERS  TO  AVOID 

THE  NOVATIANS,  CONFUTING  THEIR  HERESY  WITH 
MANY   SCRIPTURES. 

i.  Behold,  beloved  brethren,  peace  is  restored 
to  the  Church  ;  and  although  it  lately  seemed  to 
incredulous  people  difficult,  and  to  traitors  im- 

possible, our  security  is  by  divine  aid  and  retri- 
bution re-established.  Our  minds  return  to 

gladness  ;  and  the  season  of  affliction  and  the 
cloud  being  dispersed,  tranquillity  and  serenity 
have  shone  forth  once  more.  Praises  must  be 
given  to  Clod,  and  His  benefits  and  gifts  must 
be  celebrated  with  giving  of  thanks,  although 
even  in  the  time  of  persecution  our  voice  has 
not  ceased  to  give  thanks.  Por  not  even  an 
enemy  has  so  much  power  as  to  prevent  us,  wjio 
love  the  Lord  with  our  whole  heart,  and  life, 
and  strength,  from  declaring  His  blessings  and 
praises  always  and  everywhere  with  glory.  The 
day  earnestly  desired,  by  the  prayers  of  all  has 
come  :  and  after  the  dreadful  and  loathsome 

darkness  of  a  long  eight,  the  world  has  shone 
forth  irradiated  by  the  light  of  the  Lord. 

2.  We  look  with  glad  countenances  upon  con- 
fessors illustrious  with  the  heraldry  of 

name,  and  glorious  with  the  praises  of  v  irtue  and 
of  faith  ;  clinging  to  them  with  holy  kisses,  we 
embrace  them  long  desired  with  insatiable  e  i 
ness.  The  white  robed  .  ohorl  of  ( Ihrist's  soldiers 
is  here,  who  in  the  fierce  conflict  have  broken 
the  ferocious  turbulence  of  .m  urgent  perse*  u 

1    |\\  inn  ii    \,i.    I  ,i .] 

■  Cyprian  had  frequently  promised,  thai  I      i    is  peace  should 
I"   "    tored  to  the  Church,  hi  Mrould  write  something  definite  on  the 
lubji    i  ..i  ill-  lapsed;  and  in  the  following  treatise  he  fulfils  his  pi   i  i 

'  Now  that  they  had  been  polluted   with  sacrifices,  contrary  to tin-  I  iw  ..I  iin  Gospel,  bel  ire  theii   in  i  « 
fession  of  their  crime  had  been  made,  they  were  doing  violent  <•  to  the 
'  i  "i.i,  -iii- 1  wi  ii-  i  (toning  i  .'mum   n  .im.I  | 

-  .  «  nil. .Mi  ih,  i,,  ihop  ■  i      He  ei 
ti n  [I) .  in  many  word  i,  that, 

■  ■  "  "'I  "'  i'"'  lapsed  >v  I.  .  had  •  omi      iti  .1  unwi  i 
mi  hi. I  by  tin-  exnmpli  .  «  I....  ilthouj  '.  mi  ■  i 

■  il  in  .  rime,  ruin  r  of  sac  i  ifii  c  oi  ■■!  •  ■  i  tifti  iti  ,  j    t, 
n  ol  these  things,  i  onfi  ised  will  erily 

the  hi  mil  sin  to  •  ;,..ls  priests  and  m  ide    ivow  il,      tl  •  v  should 
fess  theii  sin,  u>  public  repentance  and  lull  satisfaction. 

tion,  having  been  prepared  for  the  suffering  of 
the  dungeon,  armed  for  the  endurance  of  death. 
Bravely  you  have  resisted  the  world:  you  h 
afforded  a  glorious  spec  tacle  in  the  sight  of  ( . 
you  have  been  an  example  to  your  brethren 
shall  follow  you.    That  religious  voit  e  has  named 
the  name  of  Christ,  in  whom   it  has  once  i 
fessed  that  it  believed  ;  those   illustrious  ha 
which  had  only  been  accustomed  to  divine  works, 
have  resisted   the   sacrilegious  sacrifices;    th 
lips,  sanctified  by  heavenly  food  after  the  body 
and  blood  of  the  Lord,  have  rejected  the  pro 
contacts  and  the   leavings  of  the  idols.     \ 
head  has  remained   free   from  the  impious  and 
wicked  veil4  with  which  the   captive   heads  of 
those  who    sacrificed   were    there   veiled  ;    \ 

brow,  pure  with  the  sign  of  God,  could  not  I 
the  crown  of  the  devil,  but  reserved  itself  fol 

Lord's  crown.      How  joyously  does  your  Mi 
Church  receive  you  in  her  bosom,  as  you  return 
from  the  battle!     How   blissfully,   how 
does   she   open   her  gates,  that   in   united   ba 
you  may  enter,  bearing  the  trophies  from  a  p 
trate  enemy  !     With  the  triumphing  men  ( 
women    also,    who,   while    contending   with    the 
world,  have  also  overcome  their  sex  ;  and  virgins 
also  come  with  the  double  glory  of  their  war 
and  boys  transcending  their  years  with  their  vir- 

tues.5    Moreover,  also,  the  rest  of  the  multitude 
of  those  who  stand  fast   follow  your  glory,  and 
accompany  your  footsteps  with  the  insignia 
praise,  very  near  to,  and  almost  joined  with,  your 
own.      In   them  also   is   the  same   sincerity 
heart,  the   same   soundness  of  a   ten.'.  .  ith. 

Resting  on  the  unshaken  root-,  of  the  heavenly 
epts,  and  strengthened  by  the  i 

traditions,  the  prescribed  banishment,  the  d 
tined  tortures,  the  l<  >ss  of  pri i] i  rty,  th 
punishments,  have  not  terrified  them.     The  I 

for  proving  their  faith  were  limit  :d  '  id; but  he  who  remembers  that  he  has  renoui 
the  world  knows  no  da)  of  worldlj  appointment, 
neither  does  lie  who  hopes  for  eternit)  fi   ...  I 
calculate  the  seasons  of  earth  any  more. 

3.  I  et  none,  m\  beloved  brethren.  It  I 
depret  iate  thi  -  ;  let  n 

11  je   detrai  t    fr  >m   the   un<  i 
fastness  o\  thi  i  h&\  e  st< « id.     WI 

ippointed  for  den)  ing  w    \  gone  by,  «.  ■ 
one  w  ho  had  not  pi  I  H  ithin  that   ti 
to  be  a  ( Christian,  i  onfessed  that  he  w 
tian.     It   is  the  first  title  to 
the    Lord    under   the   \  i<  •!. 
the  ( rentiles.     It  is  thi 

be  w  ithdrawn  by  a  i  aul  rem<  nt, 

1  1 

.  - 
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public,  buke  has  aroused  our  faith,  whii  h  ■  way, 
1  I  had  almost  said  slumbering;  and  although 

w.    i  .  l  ••  more  for  our  sins,  yet  the  n 
men  iful  Lord  has  so  moderated  all  things,  that 

ill   the   former  all  which  has  happened  has  rather  sa  trial 
the 

Each  one  was  desirous  of  increasing  his 
estate  ;  ami  forgetful  of  what  believers  had  cither 
don  i  the  times  of  the  apostles,  or  al- 

The 
the  latter, 

.  Ite<  pS    i  parr  < ■   heart. 

.  in  the  latter,   than  a  persecution 
1  he  former,  as  his 
u.und  mature  ;  the 

who,  leaving   his 
i  awhile.!                        ild  ways  ought  to  do,  they,  with  the  insatiable  ardour 

1  certainly  confess  if  he  too  of  covetousnes  »ted  themselves  to  the  in- 
led,  crease    of    their    property.       Among    the    priests 

f  saddens  these  heavenly  there  was  no  devotedness  of  religion;  among 

lorious  spiritual  con  the  ministers  J  there  was  no  sound  faith :  in  i 

at  and  illustrious  virtues  works  then-  was   no  mercy;   in  their  manners 

•and;  which  is,  that  the  there  was  no  discipline.     In  men,  their  beards 

to  e  has  torn  away  a  part  of  our  own  were  defaced;'   in  women,  their  complexion  was 

itawa)  In  the  destructiveness  dyed:  the  eyes  were  falsified  from  what  Cod's 
.  Ity.      What    shall    I    do    in   this  hand   had    made   them;    their  hair  was   stained 

thren?     Wavering  in  the  va-  with  a  falsehood.     Crafty  frauds  were  used  to 
,f  feelin  or  how  shall  I  speak? 

■  ian  words  to  express  the 
deceive  the  hearts  of  the  simple,  subtle  mean- 

ings for  circumventing  the  brethren.    They  united 

,       ,       .  :    i  wound  of  our  body  should  in  the  bond' of  marriage  with  unbelievers ;  they 
.  uled,  with  which  the  manifold  loss  o\  a  prostituted  the  members  of  Christ  to  the  Cen- 

l  be  lamented.    For  tiles.      They  would  swear  not   only  rashly,  but 

iel,  who  is  so  mi-  even  more,  would  swear  falsely;  would  despise 

therly  love,  as,  anion-  the  varied  those  set  over  them  with  haughty  swelling,  would 
ik  evil  of  one  another  with  envenomed  tongue, 

would  quarrel  with  one  another  with  obstinate 
hatred.  Not  a  few  bishops s  who  ought  to  fur- 

nish both  exhortation  and  example  to  odiers, 

despising  their  divine  charge,  became  agents  in 

:  his  friends,  and  the  mournful  relics  dis- 
.  with  all  degradation,  to  be  able  to  stand 

fes,  and   not   in   the  breaking 
i  express  his  groanings  rather 

.  with  words?     1  grieve,  brethr 

>es  my  own  integrity  seqular  business,  forsook  their  throne,  deserted 

He   me  to"  I  >]  •■  wandered  about  over  foreign  prov- 
f  griefs,                     the  shepherd  inces,  hunted  the  markets  for  gainful  merchan- 

liefly  wounded  in  the  wound  of  his  flo<  k.  dise,  while  brethren  were  starving  in  the  ( 'hurch* iy  breast  with  each  one.  and  I  share  in  They  sought  to  possess  money  in  hoards,  they 
irden  of  sorrow  and  mournii  ites  by  crafty  deceits,  they  increased 

S .  1  weep  with  the  w<  their  gains  by  multiplying  usuries.     What  do  not 
•rated  with  h  as  we  deserve  to  suffer  for  sins  of  this  kind, 

3  are  at  the  same  time  stricken  when  even  already  the  divine  rebuke  has  fore- 

aemy  ;  their  cruel  warned  us,  and   said,  "  If  they  shall  forsake  my 
.'.  els  j    my  law.  and  walk  not  in  my  judgments  ;   if  they  shall 

tain  untouched  and  free  from  profane  my  statutes,  and  shall  not  observe  my 
among  my  downfallen  pre*  epts,  I  will  visit  their  offences  with  a  rod, 

ipathy  h  and  their  sins  with  scourges? "? 
irethren,  \\             ■  of  tn  7.  These  things  were  before  declared  to  us, 

.1    in  view;    n                t    the   gloomy  and  predicted,      but  we,  forgetful  of  the  law  and 
to  have  obedience  required  of  us,  have  so  acted  by  our 

mind                     .  that  there  should  sins,  that  while  we  despise  the  Lord's  command- 
it    and    illumination   when  ments,  we  have  come  by  severer  remedies  to  the 

beheld.     Iftl  correction  of  our  sin  and  probation  of  our  faith. 
•  at  on  r  indeed  have  we  at   last   been    converted   to 
Lord  has  des 

I 
line  '  that  had 

divinely  :nly  re- 

the  fear  of  the  Lord,  so  as  to  undergo  patiently 

2  Some  r.  iflfer." 

3  A  1  ite  m  rsion  pv<  ̂ .  "  in  the  ministries." 
4  [Vol.   iv.   p.   22.      Here   l   .  master"  seems  to  speak 

-:ale  of  tilings   at    Rome  under  Callistus  and  his   p; 

very  deli 

j  brethren  in  the  Church." 

•'  <  )r, 

"  l's.  Ixxxix.  30. 
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and  courageously  this  our  correction  and  divine 
proof.  Immediately  at  the  fir.it  words  of  the 

threatening  foe,  the  greatest  number  of  the  breth- 
ren betrayed  their  faith,  and  were  cast  down,  not 

by  the  onset  of  persecution,  but  cast  themselves 

down  by  voluntary  lapse.  What  unheard-of  thing, 
I  beg  of  you,  what  new  thing  had  happened,  that, 
as  if  on  the  occurrence  of  things  unknown  and 

unexpected,  the  obligation  to1  Christ  should  be 
dissolved  with  headlong  rashness?  I  hue  not 

prophets  aforetime,  and  subsequently  apostles, 
told  of  these  things?  Have  not  they,  full  of  the 

Holy  Spirit,  predicted  the  afflictions  of  the  right- 
eous, and  always  the  injuries  of  the  heathens? 

Does  not  the  sacred  Scripture,  which  ever  arms 
our  faith  and  strengthens  with  a  voice  from 

heaven  the  servants  of  God,  say,  "Thou  shall 
worship  the  Lord  thy  God,  and  Him  only  shalt 

thou  serve?"2  Does  it  not  again  show  the 
anger  of  the  divine  indignation,  and  warn  of  the 

fear  of  punishment  beforehand,  when  it  says, 

"  They  worshipped  them  whom  their  fingers  have 
made  ;  and  the  mean  man  boweth  down,  and  the 

great  man  humbleth  himself,  and  I  will  forgive 

them  not?  "  3  Ami  again,  God  speaks,  and  says, 
'•  He  i!i. n  sacrifices  unto  any  gods,  save  unto  the 

Lord  only,  shall  be  destroyed."  '  In  the  Gospel 
also  subsequently,  the  Lord,  who  instructs  by  His 
words  and  fulfils  by  His  deeds,  teaching  what 
should  be  done,  and  doing  whatever  He  had 

taught,  did  He  not  before  admonish  us  of  what- 
ever is  now  done  and  shall  be  dour?  Did  He 

not  before  ordain  bodi  for  those  who  deny  Him 

eternal  punishments,  and  for  those  that  confess 

Him  sa\  ing  rewards? 

8.  From  some  —ah,  misery  !  —  all  these  things 
have  fallen  away,  and  have  passed  from  memory. 
The)  indeed  did  not  wait  to  be  apprehended  ere 
they  a  K  ended,  or    to    be   inte  d    ere    they 

denied.    Many  were  conqui  n  d  bi  fore  the  battle, 
prostrated  before  the  attack.     Nordidthe)  e 

leave  it  to  lie  said  lor  them,  th.it  thej        n  d  to 

sacrifice  to  idols  unwillingly.     They  ran  to  the 

markel  place  of  their  own  accord;  freel)    the)' 
ha, te i led  to  death,  as  if  they  had  lot  ineih   wi 

it,  as  if  they  would  embl  u  e  m   opportunity  now 

given  which  they  had   always   desired.      How 

mill)'    were    put   off   by  the    m.iL;i  >tr  it     i       I     that 
time,  when  evening  was  coming  '-a;  how  man) 
even  asked  that  their  destruction  might  not  be 
delayed  I     What  violence  can  such  a  one  plead 

.11  ex<  u  ie  .J     How   can  h<  his  ci  ime, 
when  it  was  he  him  self  W  ho  rather  u 

bring  about  his  own  ruin?  When  they  came 

voluntaril)  to  the  Capitol,  —  when  thej  freely 
approai  hed  to  the  obedient  e  of  the  terrible  " 

iturn."     [Liki  .'  r  i:"'    1:l    ,;1  i   iplined 
I'Hl       \  I       1    |. 

1  I .,   ii 
*  Ex,  icxii 

edness, — did   not  their  tread  falter?     I)id  not 
their  sight  darken,  their  heart  tremble,  their  arms 

fall  helplessly  down  ?     Did  not  their-  fail, 
their  tongue  cleave  to   their  mouth,  their 

grow  weak?     Could  the  servant  of  God   stand 
there,  and  speak  and  renounce  Christ,  when  he 

had  already  renounced  .il  and  the  world? 
Was  not  that  altar,  whither  he  drew  near  t  i 

to  him  a  funeral  pile?     Ought  he  not  to  shudder 

at  and  tlee  from  the  devil's  altar,  which   I 
seen  to  smoke,  and  to  be  redolent  i 

as  if  it  were  the  funeral  and  sepulchre  of  his  life? 

Why  bring  with  you,  0  wretched   man,  . 

fice?"  why  immolate  a  victim?     Vou  yourself 
have  come  to  the  altar  an  offering  ; 

self  have  come  a  victim  :   there  you  have   im 

lated  your  salvation,  your  hope  ;  there  you  1. 

burnt  up  your  faith  in  those  deadly  fin 

9.  But  to  many  their  own  destruction  was  not 
sufficient.  With  mutual  exhortations,  p( 

were  urged  to  their  ruin  ;  death  was  pledged  by 

turns  in  the  deadly  cup.  And  that  nothing 

might  be  wanting  to  aggravate  the  crime,  infants 
also,  in  the  arms  of  their  parents,  either  (  arried 

or  conducted,  lost,  while  yet  little  ones,  what  in 
the  very  first  beginning  of  their  nativity  they 

had  gained.''  Will  not  they,  when  the  day  of 

judgment  comes,  say,  "  We  have  done  nothii 
nor  have  we  forsaken  the  Lord's  bread  and  1 
to  hasten  freely  to  a  profane  1   intact  :  th  :  faith- 

ness  ̂ \  others  has  rained  us.     We  have  f  lund 

our  parents  our  murderers  :  they  have  denie 
us  the  Church  as  j   Mother;  they  have 

GodasaFather  it,  while  we  were  little, 

unforeseeing,  and  unconsi  ious  of  such  a  1  rime, 
we  were  a  isociated  by  others  to  tl 

Of  wick   dii.ss,  and  we  were  snared  b) 

of  others?" 10.  \  >i    is   there,   alas,  any  just   and   weighty 

m  whi<  h  ex<  uses  su»  h  a  crime.     <  1 

trj  was  to  be  l<  ft,  and  lo 
to   1"'    -11. >   red.      N  el    to  whom   that   is  born 
dies    is    there    not    a    1  ue    till) 

lease  his  1  ountry,  and  to  the  loss 

estate?      But    let    not    ( 'hrist  b  that 
the    loss    of   salvation    and    ̂ \    an 

Should  be  feared.       behold,  the   1  ! 

phet,  "  I  >ep  in  ye,  d 

out  from  thru.  he  un< ' 
go  \  ■  out  from  the  midst  ol  her, . irate,  that    bear  th 

those  who  at 

pie  oft 
part,  that  the)  maj 

un<  lean  thing,  and  ' 
with  deadly   food.     Elsew 

•    1>4     III.    I  I. 
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rewaming  what  is  be*  om 

to,  saying, "  Come 
her,  my  people,  that  ye  be  Dot  partak 

her  Miis.  and   that  ■    not   of  her 
"■11  .  out  and  departs  does 

partaker  of  the  guilt  ;  but  he  will 
aded  with  the  plagues  who  is  found  a 

in  the  (rime.    And  therefore  the 

nanded  us  in  the  persecution  to  de- 
1  to  flee  :  and  both  taught  that  this  should 

be  done,  .m<\  Himself  did  it     For  as  the  crown 

the  condescension  <>t'  God,  and  can- eived  unless   the  hour    comes    for 

ng  it,  whosoever  abiding  in  Christ  departs 
for  a  while  does  not  deny  his  faith,  but  waits  for 
the  time  ;  but  he  who  has  fallen,  after  refusing 

to  depart,  remained  to  deny  it. 
ii.  The   truth,  brethren,  must   not  be   dis- 

guised ;  nor  must  the  matter  and  cause  of  our 

md  be  concealed.     A  Mind  love  of  one's 
own  property  has  deceived  many:  nor  could 
they  be  prepared  for.  or  at  ease  in,  departing 

their  wealth   fettered   them    like    a   chain. 

the  chains  to  them  that  remained  — 
re   the   bonds   by  which  both  virtue  was 

rded,    and    faith    burdened,    and    the    spirit 

-.1  hindered  ;   so  that  they  who 
in  earthly  things a  might  become 

for  the  serpent,  which,  accord- 

l's  sentence,  feeds  upon  earth.     And 
Lord  tl      ■      her  of  good  things, 

rning  for  the  future  time,  says,  "  If  thou 
wilt  be   ]>crfe<  I  11  all   that   thou   hast,  an  1 

•r,  and  th  »u  shall  have  treasure  in 

■•id  come  and  follow  me."3     If  rich 
men   did   this,  they  would   not   perish  by  their 

if  they  laid   up  treasure  in  heaven,  they 
not    now   have    a    domestic   enemy  and 

Heart    and   mind  and  feeling  would 
in  heaven,  if  the  treasure  were  in  heaven  ; 

nor  could  he  be  overcome  by  the  world  wh  >  had 
nothing  in  the  world  whereby  he  could  be  over- 

ii-.'     He  would  follow  the   Lord  loosed  and 

free,  as  did  the  apostles,  and  many  in  the  times 
.  and  many  who  forsook  both  their 

DM  '   their  relatives,  and  clave   to   Christ 
with  undivid 

ta.   But  h  '-a-  can  they  follow  Christ,  who  are 
he'  u'n   of    their  wealth?     <  >r 
how  (an  t'  .  and  (limb  to  sublime 1    down    by 

ITiey  think  that  the)    possess, 
when  •  ssed  ;    as  slaves  of 

I  not  lords  with  respet  t  to  their 
t   r.ither  the   bondslaves  of  their 

and  these  men  are  indi- 

'         thing!  "  read  '*.:■ 

Ud  be  bound." 

cated  by  the  apostle,  when  he  says,  "  But  they 
that  will  be  rich,  fall  into  temptation,  and  a  sn 
and  into  man)  foolish  and  hurtful  lusts,  which 
drown  men  in  destruction  and  in  perdition.  For 
the  root  of  all  evil  is  the  love  of  money,  whi<  h, 

while  some  have  I  oveted,  they  have  erred5  from 
the  faith,  and  pierced  themselves  through  with 

many  sorrows." 6  But  with  what  rewards  docs 
the  Lord  invite  us  to  contempt  of  worldly  wealth  ? 
With  what  compensations  does  He  atone  for  the 
small  and  trilling  losses  of  this  present  time? 

"  There  is  no  man,"  saith  He,  "  that  leaves  house, 
or  land,  or  parents,  or  brethren,  or  wife,  or  chil- 

dren, for  the  kingdom  of  God's  sake,  but  he  shall 
receive  seven  fold7  even  in  this  time,  but  in  the 

world  to  come  life  everlasting."8  If  we  know 
these  things,  and  have  found  them  out  from  the 
truth  of  the  Lord  who  promises,  not  only  is  not 
loss  of  this  kind  to  be  feared,  but  even  to  be 
desired  ;  as  the  Lord  Himself  again  announces 

and  warns  us.  "  blessed  are  ye  when  men  shall 
persecute  you,  and  when  they  shall  separate  you 
from  their  company,  and  shall  cast  you  out.  and 
shall  speak  of  your  name  as  evil,  for  the  Son  of 

man's  sake  !  Rejoice  ye  in  that  day,  and  leap 
for  joy  ;  for,  behold,  your  reward  is  great  in 

heaven. '"> 
13.  But  (say  they)  subsequently  tortures  had 

come,10  and  severe  sufferings  were  threatening 
those  who  resisted.  He  may  complain  of  tor- 

tures who  has  been  overcome  by  tortures  ;  he 
may  offer  the  excuse  of  suffering  who  has  been 
vanquished  in  suffering.  Such  a  one  may  ask, 

and  say,  "  I  wished  indeed  to  strive  bravely,  and, 
remembering  my  oath,  I  took  up  the  arms  of 
devotion  and  faith  ;  but  as  I  was  struggling  in 

the  encounter,  varied  tortures  and  long-continued 
sufferings  overcame  me.  My  mind  stood  firm, 
and  my  faith  was  strong,  and  my  soul  struggled 
long,  unshaken  with  the  torturing  pains ;  but 
when,  with  the  renewed  barbarity  of  the  most 
cruel  judge,  wearied  out  as  I  was,  the  scourges 

were  now  tearing  me,"  the  clubs  bruised  me.  the 
rack  strained  me,  the  claw  dug  into  me.  the  fire 

roasted  me ;  my  flesh  deserted  me  in  the  strug- 
gle, the  weakness  of  my  bodily  frame  gave  way, 

—  not  my  mind,  but  my  body,  yielded  in  the 

suffering."  Such  a  plea  may  readily  avail  to  for- 
giveness ;  an  apology  of  that  kind  may  excite 

compassion.  Thus  at  one  time  the  Lord  forgave 

i'.ist'is  and  .K'.nilius  ;  thus,  overcome  in  the  first 
Ounter,  they  were  made  victors  in  the  second 

battle.  So  that  they  who  had  formerly  given 
way  to  the  fires  became  stronger  than  the   i; 

5  Some  substitute,  "  love  made  shipwreck  of." 
'  1   I  im, 

7  Or,  "  a  hundred-fold." 8  Mark  x.  29. 

9  Luke  vi.  22. 
I  "  W,  n  at  hand." 

II  Or,  "  the  scourges  were  lacerating  ray  already  wearied 
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and  in  that  in  which  they  had  been  vanquished 
they  were  conquerors.  They  entreated  not  for 
pity  of  their  tears,  but  of  their  wounds  ;  nor  with 
a  lamentable  voice  alone,  but  with  laceration  and 

suffering  of  body.  Blood  flowed  instead  of  weep- 
ing ;  and  instead  of  tears,  gore  poured  forth  from 

their  half- scorched  entrails. 
14.  But  now,  what  wounds  can  those  who  are 

overcome  show?  what  gashes  of  gaping  entrails, 
what  tortures  of  the  limbs,  in  cases  where  it  was 

not  faith  that  fell  in  the  encounter,  but  faithless- 
ness that  anticipated  the  struggle?  Nor  does 

the  necessity  of  the  crime  excuse  the  person 
compelled,  where  the  crime  is  committed  of 
free  will.  Nor  do  I  say  this  in  such  a  way  as 
that  I  would  burden  the  cases  of  the  brethren, 
but  that  I  may  rather  instigate  the  brethren  to  a 
prayer  of  atonement.  for,  as  it  is  written, 

"  They  who  call  you  happy  cause  you  to  err,  and 
destroy  the  paths  of  your  feet,"  '  he  who  soothes 
the  sinner  with  flattering  blandishments  furnishes 
the  stimulus  to  sin ;  nor  does  he  repress,  but 

nourishes  wrong-doing.  But  he  who,  with  braver 
counsels,  rebukes  at  the  same  time  that  he  in- 

structs a  brother,  urges  him  onward  to  salvation. 

''  As  man\'  as  I  love,"  saith  the  Lord,  "  I  rebuke 
and  chasten."2  And  thus  also  it  behoves  the 

Lord's  priest  not  to   mislead   by  deceiving   1 
ions,  but  to  provide  with  salutary  remedies. 

He  is  an  unskilful  physician  who  handles  the 
swelling  edges  of  wounds  with  a  tender  hand, 
and,  by  retaining  the  poison  shut  up  in  the  deep 
recesses  of  the  body,  increases  it.  The  wound 
must  be  opened,  and  cut,  and  healed  by  the 
stronger  remedy  of  cutting  out  the  corrupting 
parts.  The  sick  man  may  cry  out.  may  vocifer- 

ate, and  may  complain,  in  impatience  of  the 
pain  ;  but  he  will  afterwards  give  thanks  when 
lie  has  felt  that  he  is  cured. 

15.  Moreover,  beloved  brethren,  a  new  kind 
of  devastation  has  appeared;  and,  as  if  the 
storm  of  persecution  had  raged  too  little,  th 
has  been  added    to   the   heap,  under  the   title  of 

mercy,  a  deceiving  mischief  and  a  fair-seeming 
calamity.    Contrarj  to  the  vigour  of  the  Gospel, 
contrary  to  the  law  of  the  Lord  and  God,  b) 
the  temerity  of  some,  communion  is  relaxed  to 

heedless  persons,  —  a  vain  and  false  pea<  e,  dm 
■  mis  to  those  who  grant  it,  and  likel)  to 

avail  nothing  to  those  who  receive  it.  They  do 
not  seek  foi  the  patience  necessarj  to  health, 
nor  the  true  medicine  derived  from  atonement. 

Penitence  is  driven  forth  from  their  brea  >l  s,  and 

the  memorj   Of  their  verj   grave  and  extreme  sin 
is  taken  away.  The  wounds  of  the  dying  are 
covered  over,  and  the  dead  I v  Mow  that  is  planted 
in  the  deep  and  secret    entrails    is   coneealed    l>\ 

'      I        I       HI       II, 

•'     VjXX  -   hi,    1  ;. 

a  dissimulated  suffering.  Returning  from  the 
altars  of  the  devil,  they  draw  near  to  the  holy 
place  of  the  Lord,  with  hands  filthy  and  reeking 
with  smell,  still  almost  breathing  of  the  plague- 
bearing  idol-meats;  and  even  with  jaws  still 
exhaling  their  (rime,  and  reeking  with  the  fatal 
contact,  they  intrude  on  the  body  of  the  Lord, 
although  the  sacred  Scripture  stands  in  their 

way,  and  cries,  saying,  "  Every  one  that  is  <  lean 
shall  eat  of  the  flesh;  and  whatever  sou]  eateth 
of  the  flesh  of  the  saving  sacrifice,  which  is  the 

Lord's,  having  his  uncleanness  upon  him,  that 
soul  shall  be  cut  off  from  his  people."^  Also, 
the  apostle  testifies,  and  says,  '•  Ye  <  annot  drink 
the  cup  of  the  Lord  and  the  cup  of  devils  :  ye 

cannot  be  partakers  of  the  Lord's  table  and  of 
the  table  of  devils." 4     He  threat  reover, 
the  stubborn  and  froward,  and  denounces  them, 

saying,  "'  Whosoever  eateth  the  bread  or  drinketh 
the  cup  of  the  Lord  unworthily,  is  guilty  of  the 

body  and  blood  of  the  Lord."  5 
16.  All  these  warnings  being  scorned  and  con- 

temned,—  before   their  sin    is    expiated,  be! 
confession  has  been  made  of  their  crime. 

their  conscience   has  been    purged    by  - 
and  by  the  hand  of  the  priest,   before  the 
of  an   angry  and    threatening    Lord    has    been 
appeased,   violence   is    done    to    IPs    bod 
Mood  ;    and    they  sin   now  againsl 

more  with  their  hand  and  1110'. di  th   n  when  they 
denied    their    Lord.     Thev    think    that    that    is 

peace   which   some   with   deceh 

blazoning  forth:7  that  is  n  I    |         .  hut  war: 
and  he  is  not  joined  to  the  Church  who  is  si 
rated    from    the   ( k)Spel.      Why  do   1  I    M\ 

injury   a   kindness?      Why  do   tin  \    (.ill   imj 

b)     the    n  une    of   pietv  ?      Wh)    •'  •    they  hi 
e  who   ought    to  weep   continu  >V\   a-^1    to 

entreat  their  Lord,  from  the  sorrow 

pentan<  e,  and  pretend  to  re.  eive  them   ; 
munion?    dins  is  the  same  kind  of  thing  !•>  the 

d    as    hail    to    the    h  .rv  e  -Is  ;      i>    lis      sti  Tiny 
star  to  the  trees  :   as  the  destruction  sti- 

lence   to   the   herds  ;    ,1.    the    : 

shipping.     Thej   take  awaj   tl  don   <■<( 
eternal    hope  ;    the)    overturn    the    tn  the 
roots ;  the)  ( reep  ̂ n  to  a  deadl) 

their  pestilent  words;  the)  dash  tl  the 
ro<  ks,  so  thai  it  ma)  not  1.  a<  h  t 
Sue  h  a  tn  ilit)  do<  -  n  1  grant 

it  awa)  ;    n  >mmunion,  hut    it 
hinders   from   salvation.       I 

m,  and  another  temj  I  i  the 
( raft)   cm  am   still  further  assault 
att.K  kin-  them  b) 

i 

V  ,  mlil.illl. 
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l.ui:  may 
their  sin  ma)  pass 

their  heart  may  be 

maj 

•  .11  penitence  dep- 

nded,  althi  • m  when<  e  thou  art 

1 7  •  himself,  let  no  one  de- 
ilone  c  m  have  men  y. 

II  Ion  for  sins  whi<  h  have 
nst  Himself,  who  bare  our 

.  whom  (hid  delivered 

mnot  be  greater  than 
at  remit  or  forego  by  his 

iml  en  committed  by  a  greater 

crin  !      I, lest  to  the  person  lapsed 
this  Ided  to  his  sin,  if  he  be  igno- 

rant that  it  tared,  "(  is  the  man  that 
D  man."  •     The  Lord  must  be 

ht.    Ti  must  be  appeased  by  our 
ient,  wl.  said,  that  him  that  denieth 

II  m    He  will  deny,  who  alone  h  ived  all 
ther.     We  believe^  indeed, 

I   the  merits  of  martyrs  and  the  works  of  the 
ivail  with  the  Judge  ;  but 

I    will    '  )    the   day   of  judgment    shall .  after  the  com  lusion  of  this  life 

and  the  world.  His  people  shall  stand  before  the 

any  one.  by  an  overhurried  haste, 
hly  thinks  that  he  •  remission  of  -ins 
ill.4  or  dares  to  rescind  the  Lord's  precepts, 

not  only  does  it  in  no  respect  advantage  the 
,  but   it  them  harm.     Not  to  have 

•  t  is  to  have  provoked  His 
th,  and  to  think  that  the  merry  of  God  must 

entreated,  and,  despising  the 
une  on  His  power.*    Under  the 

alt  1  the  souls  of  the  slain  m  irtyrs  cry 
ng,  '•  How  long,  O  Lord, 

I  Thou  not  judge  and  avei 
pon  those  who  dwell  on  the  earth 

Len  to  rest,  and  still  to  keep 
my  one  think  that,  in  op- 

man  can  !  of 
'.  pan  Ion  of 

'  that  h<             ield  others  before  he  him- 
The  mart\            r  something 

but  only  if  this  thing  be  just  and 

. 
of  what    pro- 

f  the ible  in 

•  m   miu  cedes,    ncsal/' 

indulgences"  and  the  like  rest, 

confcamn  awaiting  martyrdom.    See  vol.  iv.  p.  693, 

lawful,  if  it  <  an  be  done  without  o] 

1  If  by  <  rod's  ]>rit-t.  if  the  <  onsenl  of 
the  obeying  party  be  nd  yielding,  if  the 
moderation  of  the  asking  party  be  religious. 
The  martyrs  order  something  to  be  done;  but 
if  what  they  order  be  not  written  in  the  law  of 
the  Lord,  we  must  first  know  that  they  have 
obtained  what  they  ask  from  God,  and  then  do 
what  they  command.  For  that  may  not  always 
appear  to  be  immediately  conceded  by  the 
divine  majesty,  which  has  been  promised  by 
man's  undertaking. 

19.  For  Moses  also  besought  for  the  sins  of 
the  people  ;  and  yet,  when  he  had  sought  par- 

don for  these  sinners,  he  did  not  receive  it. 

•■  1  pray  Thee,"  said  he,  "()  Lord,  this  people 
have  sinned  a  great  sin,  and  have  made  them 
gods  of  gold.  Yet  now.  if  Thou  wilt  forgive 
their  sin,  forgive  it  ;  but  if  not.  blot  me  out  of 
the  book  which  Thou  hast  written.  And  the 
Lord  said  unto  Moses,  Whosoever  hath  sinned 

against  me,  him  will  I  blot  out  of  my  book."9 
He,  the  friend  of  God  ;  he  who  had  often  spoken 
face  to  face  with  the  Lord,  could  not  obtain 
what  he  asked,  nor  could  appease  the  wrath  of 
an  indignant  God  by  his  entreaty.  Cod  praises 

Jeremiah,  and  announces,  saying,  "  Before  I 
formed  thee  in  the  belly,  I  knew  thee  ;  and 
before  thou  earnest  out  of  the  womb  I  sanctified 

thee,  and  I  ordained  thee  a  prophet  unto  the 
nations."10  And  to  the  same  man  lie  saith, 
when  he  often  entreated  and  prayed  for  the  sins 

of  the  people;  "  Pray  not  thou  for  this  people, 
neither  lift  up  cry  nor  prayer  for  them  :  for  I 
will  not  hear  them  in  the  time  wherein  they  call 

on  me,  in  the  time  of  their  affliction."  "  But 
who  was  more  righteous  than  Noah,  who,  when 
the  earth  was  filled  with  sins,  was  alone  found 

righteous  on  the  earth?  Who  more  glorious 
than  Daniel?  Who  more  strong  for  suffering 
martyrdom  in  firmness  of  faith,  more  happy  in 

God's  condescension,  who  so  many  times,  both 
when  he  was  in  conflict  conquered,  and.  when 
he  had  conquered,  lived  on  ?  Was  any  more 
ready  in  good  works  than  Job,  braver  in  temp- 

tations, more  patient  in  sufferings,  more  submis- 
sive in  his  fear,  more  true  in  his  faith?  And 

yet  Cod  said  that  He  would  not  grant  to  them 
if  they  were  to  seek.  When  the  prophet  L/.ekiel 

entreated  for  the  sin  of  the  people.  "  Whatsoever 
aid  He,  "shall  sin  against  me  by  tres- 

>illg  grievously.  I  will  stretch  out  mine  hand 
upon  it,  and  will  break  the  staff  of  bread  thereof, 
and  will  send  famine  upon  it,  and  will  cut  off 
man  and  beast  from  it.  Though  these  three 
men.  Noah,  Daniel,  and  Job,  were  in  it,  they 
should  deliver  neither  sons  nor  daughters  ;  but 

xxxii.  31. °  Jer.  i.  y 

1  Jer.  vii.  it. 
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they  only  should  be  delivered  them-  Ives."1 
Thus,  not  everything  that  is  asked  is  in  the  pre- 

judgment of  the  asker,  but  in  the  free  will  of 
the  giver;  neither  can  human  judgment  claim 
to  its  If  or  usurp  anything,  unless  the  divine 

pleasure  approve. 
20.  In  the  Gospel  the  Lord  speaks,  and  says, 

"  Whosoever  shall  confess  me  before  men,  him 
will  I  also  confess  before  my  Father  whi<  h  is  in 
heaven  :  but  he  that  denieth  me,  him  will  I  also 

deny."2  If  He  does  not  deny  him  that  denies, 
neither  does  He  confess  him  that  confesses  ;  the 

Gospel  cannot  be  sound  in  one  part  and  waver 
in  another,  father  both  must  stand  firm,  or 
both  must  lose  the  force  of  truth.  If  they  who 
deny  shall  not  be  guilty  of  a  crime,  neither  shall 
they  who  confess  receive  the  reward  of  a  virtue. 
Again,  if  faith  which  has  conquered  be  crowned, 
it  is  of  necessity  that  faithlessness  which  is  con- 

quered should  be  punished.  Thus  the  martyrs 
can  either  do  nothing  if  the  Gospel  may  be 
broken  ;  or  if  the  Gospel  cannot  be  broken,  they 
can  do  nothing  against  the  Gospel,  since  thej 

become  mart)!-,  on  account  of  the  Gospel.  Let 
no  one,  beloved  brethren,  let  no  one  decry  the 
dignity  of  martyrs,  let  no  one  degrade  their 
glories  and  their  crowns.  The  strength  of  their 
uncorrupted  faith  abides  sound  ;  nor  can  he 
either  say  or  do  anything  against  Christ,  whose 
hope,  and  faith,  and  virtue,  and  glory,  are  all  in 
Christ:  those  cannot  be  the  authority  for  the 

bishops  doing  anything  against  God's  command, 
who  themselves  have  done  ( tod's  command,  [s 
an)  one  greater  than  God,  or  more  men  iful  than 

God's  goodness,  that  he  should  either  wish  thai 
undone  which  God  has  suffered  to  be  done..". 

as  if  ( rod  had  too  little  pi  iwer  to  pi  His 
( !hur<  h,  should  think  that  we  <  ould  be  preset 
by  his  help  ? 

21.  I  nless,  perchance,  these  things  have  b 

done  without  God's  knowledge,  or  all  these  thi 
ha\ e  happi  ned  without  I  lis  permi >si  m  ;  alth 
Holy  St  ripture  teaches  the  indoi  ile,  and  adm 

the  unmindful,  where    it    speaks,   saying, 

"  Who  gave  Ja<  ob  f<  »r  a  spoil,  and  Israel  to  tl 
who  made  a  b  >Oty  of  him  ?      Did    n>  it    tin     I 

against  whom  the)  sinned,  and  would  nol  walk 
in   His  ways,  neither  were  obedient   unto   His 

■  And  1  le  ha  i  poured  upon  them  the  1 
of  His  anger."3  »»nd  elsewhere  it  testifies  and 

saj  .,  ••  Is  the  Lord's  hand  shortened,  that  it 
canm  it  save  ;  or  His  eat  hea>  \ .  that  it  cannot 

h  1  '  But  your  iniquities  separate  b  tween  you 
and  your  ( tod  ;   and  be<  au  le  of  youi  sin  -  He 
hath  hiil  His  (mc  from  you,  thai  He  nu\  not 

have  mercy."*     Let  us  rather  consider  our  ol 
1  1 
■  1  . 

'I.i      \  111  1 
4     Is.l.    ll.v    1. 

fences,  revolving  our  doings  and  the  se<  rets  of 
(Mir  mind  ;  let  us  weigh  the  deserts  of  our  < 
science  ;  let  it  come  back  upon  our  heart  that 

we  have  not  walked  in  the  Lord's  wa)  5,  and  have 
<  ast  away  God's  law,  and  have  never  been  will- 

ing to  keep  His  precepts  and  Is. 
22.  What  good  can  you  think  of  him,  what 

fear  can  you  suppose  to  have  been  with  him,  or 
what  faith,  whom  neither  fear  could  correct  nor 

persecution  itself  could  reform  ?  His  high  and 
rigid  neck,  even  when  it   has  fallen,  int ; 

swelling   and    haughty    soul    is   n  ken, 
even  when  it  is  conquered.      Pi  .  he  threat- 

ens those  who  stand  ;  and  wounded,  the  sound. 

And  because  he  may  not  at  on<  ve    the 
body  of  the  Lord  in  his  polluted  hai  sac- 

rilegious one  is  angry  with  the   ;  l  And  — 
oh  your  e\(  essive  madness,  < )  frantii  one  —  you 
are  angry  with  him  who  endeavours  to  avert  the 
anger  of  God  from  you  ;  you  threaten  him  who 
beseeches  the  divine  mercy  on  your  behalf,  who 
feels  your  wound  which  you  yourself  do  not  feel, 
who  sheds  tears  for  you,  which  perha] 
never  shed   yourself.      You  are   still  ting 
and     enhancing    your    crime  ;    and    while 

self  are  implacable5  against  the  ministers 

and  priests6  of  God,  do  you  think  that  the  Lord 
can  be  appeased  concerning  you? 

23.  Receive   rather,  and   admit   what   we   - 
Why  do  your  deaf  ears  not  hear  the  salul 
cepts  with  which  we  warn  you?     Whv  d 
blind  eyes  not  see  the  wa)  i   ich 
we    point    OUt  ?      Why    does    youi 
alienated  mind  nol   perceive   the   livel)   remei 
which  we  both  learn  and  teach  from  the  heavenly 

Scriptures?7     Or  if  some  unb  little 
in  future  events,  let  them  be  terrified  with 

I   •.  w  hat  punishments  do  we 
hold  of  those  who  have  denied  !  what  .    tths 

of  theirs  do  we   1  (  wail  '     \ 
they  be  without  punishment,  although  the 
of  punishment   has  not   yet  arm 
punished  in  the  meantime,  that  othi 
corrected.    The  torments  •.>(  a  few  are  the 

amples  of  all. 
.■  |.  1  me  ■<(  those  who  of  his  owi 

the  Capitol  to  make  denial,  after  he  ; 
( 'hrist.  bee. nne    dnmb.      The    ; 
from  that  pomt  whence  the  crimi 
so  that  now  he  1  ould  not 

words  for  entreating  in 
in  the  baths,  i  for  this  ■• 
and  to  h<  t  misfortunes,  that 

oiii  e  to  the  baths,  when  she  I 

Of  the  lavei  Of  life)  j    there.  Ul 

' 
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•a.'  and  tore  with 
ic  xv  1 1 1 1  «hi<  h  she  liul  either 

i  spoken.    After  the  wi<  Iced 
the  madness  of  the  mouth 

•nu  tion.    She  hei 

don<  i.  nor  did  she  long  i  on- 
irds :  tortured  with  pangs  of 

icpired. 
ted  when  I  myself  was 

a  witness.1     Some  parents  who  b) 

.  being  little  i  areful '  on 
terror,  left   a   little  daughter 

und  The  nurse  gave 

up  l  ii  hild  to  the  magistrates.    They 
.  in  the  presence  of  an  idol  whither  the 

se  u  was  no!  yet  able  to 
it  of  its  years),  bread  mingled 

h  however  itself  was  the  remain- 
der of  what  had  been  used  in  the  immolation  of 

lat   had    perished.  sequently    the 
mothei  red  her  child.     But  the  girl  was 

no  m  speak,  or  to  indicate  the  crime 
that  had  ommitted,  than  she  had  before 

been  stand  or  to  prevent  it.    There- 
fore it  happened  unawares  in   their  ignorance, 

that    when    we    were    sacrificing,    the    mother 
brought  it  in  with  her.     Moreover,  the  girl  min- 

th  the  saint--,  became  impatient  of  our 
pplications,  and  was  at  one  mo- 1 

i  with  weeping,  and  at  another  tossed 

ve  of  the  sea  by  the  violent  ex- 
her  mind  ;  as  if  by  the  compulsion 

rturer  the  soul  of  that  still  tender  child 
y>{  the  fact  with  such 

!.     When,  however,  the  solemni- 
were  finished,  and  the  deacon  began  to  offer 

the  ■   present,  and  when,  as   the   rest 
turn  approached,  the  little  child. 
f  the  divine  majesty,  turned  away 

1  it>  mouth  with  resisting  lips, 
.'     Still  the  deacon  persisted, 
nst   her  efforts,  forced   on   her 

menl  of  the  i  up.     Then  there  ' 
ting.     In  a  profane 

.d  mouth  the  Euchar  Id    not    re- 
I   in   the    blood    of 

h  from  the  polluted   stomach. 
wer,  50  great   is    I  lis 

maj  Were    dis- 
'.  and    not    even    hidden 

criiii 

m  infant,  which  wa 
rime  committed 

If.     But  the  woman 

'  and  fell  down. 
i  own  knowloice.  we  must  ac- 

ir  current      In  our  own  days 

othcra,  "  of  their  belongi:  . 

who  m  advanced  life  and   of  more  mature 

M <  retly  <  rept  in  among  us  when  we  were  sa<  ri 
(icing,  received  not  food,  but  a  sword  for  herself; 
and  as  if  taking  some  deadly  poison*  into  her 
jaws  and   body,  began   presently  to   be  tortured, 
and  to  become  stiffened  with  frenzy;  and  suf- 

fering the  misery  no  longer  of  persecution,  but 
of  her  (  rime,  shivering  and  trembling,  she  fell 
down.  The  crime  of  her  dissimulated  con- 

science was  not  long  unpunished  or  concealed. 
She  who  had  deceived  man,  felt  that  God  was 

taking  vengeance.  And  another  woman,  when 

she  tried  with  unworthy  hands  to  open  her  box,'' 
in  which  was  the  holy  (body)  of  the  Lord,  was 
deterred  by  fire  rising  from  it  from  daring  to 

touch  it.  And  when  one,7  who  himself  was  de- 
filed, dared  with  the  rest  to  receive  secretly  a 

part  of  the  sacrifice  celebrated  by  the  priest;  he 
could  not  eat  nor  handle  the  holy  of  the  Lord, 

but  found  in  his  hands8  when  opened  that  he 
had  a  cinder.  Thus  by  the  experience  of  one  it 
was  shown  that  the  Lord  withdraws  when  He  is 
denied  ;  nor  does  that  which  is  received  benefit 
the  undeserving  for  salvation,  since  saving  grace 
is  changed  by  the  departure  of  the  sanctity  into 
a  cinder.  How  many  there  are  daily  who  do 

not  repent  nor  make  confession  of  the  con- 
sciousness of  their  crime,  who  are  filled  with 

unclean  spirits!9  How  many  are  shaken  even 
to  unsoundness  of  mind  and  idiotcy  by  the 

raging  of  madness  !  Nor  is  there  any  need 
to  go  through  the  deaths  of  individuals,  since 
through  the  manifold  lapses  occurring  in  the 
world  the  punishment  of  their  sins  is  as  varied 
as  the  multitude  of  sinners  is  abundant.  Let 

etc  h  one  consider  not  what  another  has  suffered, 
but  what  he  himself  deserves  to  suffer  ;  nor  think 

that  he  has  escaped  if  his  punishment  delay  for 
a  time,  since  he  ought  to  fear  it  the  more  that 
the  wrath  of  God  the  judge  has  reserved  it  for 
Himself. 

27.  Nor  let  those  persons  flatter  themselves 
that  they  need  repent  the  less,  who,  although 

they  have  not  polluted  their  hands  with  abomi- 
nable sacrific  cs.  yet  have  defiled  their  conscience 

with  certificates.10  That  profession  of  one  who 
denies,  is  the  testimony  of  a  Christian  disowning 
what  he  had  been.  He  says  that  he  has  done 

what  another  has  actually  committed  ;  and  al- 
though it  is  written,  "Ye  cannot  serve  two  mas- 

ters,-' "  he  has  served  an  earthly  master  in  that 

5  "And  receiving  the  blood  as  if  some  deadly  poison,"  etc.:  v.  /. 
[They  I .irricil    the    sacred  bread  in  t)iis  manner  to  invalids  at 

home.     The  idea  of  "  worshipping  the  host,"  therefore,  could  not  have been  possible.] 

:e." 
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9  [Luke  xi.  20.  The  whole  of  scriptural  teachings  concerning 
these,  requires  renewed  study.  Consult  Tillolson,  Works,  ii.  508, 

cd.  1  - 
10  J  The  kindly  but  unwise  interposition  of  the  confessors  in  their behall  I    cii.  p.  693,  note  a.J 11  Matt.  vi.  ̂ 4. 
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he  has  obeyed  his  edict ;  he  has  been  more 
obedient  to  human  authority  than  to  God.  It 
matters  not  whether  he  has  published  what  he 
has  done  with  less  either  of  disgrace  or  of  guilt 
among  men.  Be  that  as  it  may,  he  will  not  be 
able  to  escape  and  avoid  God  his  judge,  seeing 

that  the  Holy  Spirit  says  in  the  Psalms,  "  Thine 
eyes  did  see  my  substance,  that  it  was  imperfect, 

and  in  Thy  book  shall  all  men  be  written."  ' 
And  again  :  "  Man  seeth  the  outward  appear- 

ance, but  God  seeth  the  heart." 2  The  Lord 
Himself  also  forewarns  and  prepares  us,  saying, 
"  And  all  the  churches  shall  know  that  I  am  He 
which  searcheth  the  reins  and  the  heart."3  He 
looks  into  the  hidden  and  secret  things,  and 
considers  those  things  which  are  concealed ;  | 
nor  can  any  one  eyade  the  eyes  of  the  Lord, 

who  says,  "  I  am  a  God  at  hand,  and  not  a  God 
afar  off.  If  a  man  be  hidden  in  secret  places, 
shall  not  I  therefore  see  him?  Do  not  I  fill 

heaven  and  earth?"4  He  sees  the  heart  and 
mind  of  every  person  ;  and  He  will  judge  not 
alone  of  our  deeds,  but  even  of  our  words  and 
thoughts.  He  looks  into  the  minds,  and  the 
wills,  and  conceptions  of  all  men,  in  the  very ! 
lurking-piaces  of  the  heart  that  is  still  closed  up. 

28.  Moreover,  how  much  are  they  both  greater 
in  faith  and  better  in  their  fear,  who,  although 

bound  by  no  (rime  of  sacrifice  to  idols  or  of' 
certificate,  yet,  since  they  have  even  thought 
of  such  things,  with  grief  and  simplicity  confess 

this  very  tiling  to  God's  priests,  and  make  the 
conscientious  avowal,  put  off  from  them  the  load 
of  their  minds,  and  seek  out  the  salutary  medi 
cine  even  for  slight  and  moderate  wounds,  know- 

ing that  it  is  written,  "God  is  not  mocked."  s 
God  <  Uinot  be  mocked,  nor  deceived,  nor  de- 

luded by  any  deceptive  cunning.  Yea,  he  sins 
the  more,  who,  thinking  thai  God  Is  like  man,  be 
lieves  thai  he  evades  the  penalty  of  his  < rime  if 
he  has  not  openly  admitted  his  crime.    <  Ihrisl  says 

in  His  precepts,  "  Whosoever  shall  be  ashamed  of 
me,  of  him  shall  the  Son  of  man  be  a  >h  tmed." " 
An/3  does  he  think  that  he  is  a  Christian,  who 
is   either  ashamed    or  afraid    to    be    a    Christian? 

How  can  he  be  one  with  Christ,  who 
blushes  01  tears  to  belong  to  Christ?      He  will 
certainly  have   sinned  less,  by  nol   seeing  the 
idols,  and  not  profaning  the  san<  tity  oi  the  faith 
under  the  eyes  of  a  people  standing  round  and 
insulting,  and  not  polluting  his  hands  by  the 
deadly  sacrifices,  nor  defiling  his  lips  with  the 
wicked  food.  This  is  advantageous  to  tills  ex 
tent,  that  the  fault  is  less,  not  that  the  .  ons<  ien<  e 

uiltless.    1  le  can  more  easil)  attain  to  pardon 

1  P         vwn     |6. 
2  1  Sam,  tcvi,  7. I  Ape 

*   I  •    nxiii.  93. 5  i;,,i 

6  Mail*  via.  83. 

of  his  crime,  yet  he  is  not  free  from  crime  ;  and 
let  him  not  cease  to  carry  out  his  repentan  . 

and  to  entreat  the  Lord's  mercy,  lest  what  s<_-cms 
to  be  less  in  the  quality  of  his  fault,  should  be 
increased  by  his  neglect  of  atonement. 

29.  I  entreat  you,  beloved  brethren,  that  each 
one  should  confess  his  own  sin,  while  he  who  has 
sinned  is  still  in  this  world,  while  his  confession 

may  be  received,  while  the  satisfaction  and  re- 
mission made  by  the  priests  are  pleasing  to  the 

Lord.7  bet  us  turn  to  the  Lord  with  our  whole 
heart,  and,  expressing  our  repentance  for  our  sin 

with  true  grief,  let  us  entreat  God's  men  y.  Let 
our  soul  lie  low  before  Him.  Let  our  mourn- 

ing atone  to  Him.  Let  all  our  hope  lean  upon 
Him.  He  Himself  tells  us  in  what  manner  we 

ought  to  ask.  "  Turn  ye,"  He  says,  "  to  me  with 
all  your  heart,  and  at  the  same  time  with  fast- 

ing, and  with  weeping,  and  with  mourning  :  and 

rend  your  hearts,  and  not  your  nts." Let  us  return  to  the  Lord  with  our  whole  heart. 

Let  us  appease  His  wrath  and  indignation  with 
fastings,  with  weeping,  with  mourning,  as  lie 
Himself  admonishes  us. 

30.  I  )o  we  believe  that  a  man  is  lamenting  with 
his  whole  heart,  that  he  is  entreating  with 
fasting,  and  with  weeping,  and  with  m  turning, 
who  from  the  first  day  of  his  sin  daily  frequents 
the  bathing-places  with  women  ;  who,  feeding  at 
rich  banquets,  and  puffed  out  with  fuller  dainl 
belches  f  irth  on    the   next  d.\\  hi 
and  does  not  dispense  ̂ (  his  meat  and  drink 
so  as  to  aid  the  necessity  of  the  poor?  How 
does  he  who  walks  with  joyous  and  glad  step 

mourn  for  his  death ?  And  although  it  is  writ- 

ten, ••  Ye  sh  ill  nol  mar  the  figui  1."  ' 
he  plucks    out    his    heard,  and    dl  5   his    hair; 

and  does    he    now  stud}   to  p]  - 

displeases  <  rod  ?    ( )r  d  ind  lament 
who  has  time  to  put  on  the  <  i 
apparel,  and  nol  to  <  onsider  I  ( Ihrist 
which  sh     has  l.^t  ;  to  re<  eive  '•  al  I 
ments  and  richl)  w  i  tughl  n     kl  i< 
bewail  the  loss  of  divine  and   hea\ 

menl 3     Although  thou  <  lothest  thyself  in 
lentS  and  silken   robes,  thou   . 

though  thou  adornest  thysi  It'  to  i  x  i  in pearls,  and   gems,   an  .  )  the 
adornment  of  Christ  thou  art  u  \nd 
yi  iu    who   stain    your  hair,  now  at 

the  midst  of  sorrows  ;  and  you  •■■ 
edges  of  youi  eyi  i  « ith  a  hue  ■ them  of  bUu  k    powder,  D 

eyes  with  tears.      It    you   had    losl 
friends  bj  the  death  in<  id 

t\ .  you  would   . disordered   countenam 

I     T  ; 
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,  with  de- 

■■  ■ 
3  losl  your 

\     irselfwalk 

i 

■ 

rj   your  own   death not  bitterlj  moan  ;  do 

do  you  not  link-  your- 
>>ir  Mil  or  tor  «  ontinu- 

lr  lamentation?     Behold,  these  arc 
ads  k\    sinning ;    behold,  these 

iter  i  runes —  to  have  sinned,  and  not  to 
:;t  —  to  have  <■  ommitted  i  rimes, 
;:1  your  crimes. 

.-.  ami  Misael,  the  illustri- 
■  ven  amid  the  flames  and 

did  not  desist 

a  making  public   confession   to   God.     Al- 
i  ed   k(  1    i  ons<  i  ;nce,  and 

tred  well  oi  the  Lord  by  obe- 

faith  and   liar,  yet  they  did  not  i  cm' 
o  maintaining  their  humility,  and  from  mak- 

l.ord.  even  amid  the  glori- 
of   their   virtues.      The    sacred 

.  ••  A/arias  stood  up  and 
bis  month,  made  confession 

gether  with  his  companions  in  the 

•  fthe  fire."       Daniel  also,  after  the  mini- 

m's faith  ami  innocency,  after  the 
Lord   often   repeated    in 

Mid  praises,  strives  by  fast- 
.1  farther  to  deserve  well  of  God,  wi 

'a  and  ash    -.  -  HTOwfully  mak- 
ing,  "  ( >  Lord  ( k>d,  gi 

.  and  dreadful,  keeping  Thy  covenant 
•    them  that  love  Thee  and   k 

tandments,  we  have  sinned,  we  have 

iniquity,  and   have  done  wickedly  : 
I,  anil  departed  from  Thy 

nts  :   neither  have 

i>  of  Thy  servants  the 

-pake  in  Thy  name  to  our 
nd  to    11  th    i  arth. 

11  - J  belongs  unto  Thee,  but unt 

■     done  by  men.  n 
I  well  of  the  maj 

who  have   denied   the 
nement    to    the    Lord, 

•u.  brethren, a<  qui- 
v  better  coun- 

rs  with  our  tears,  join  your 
i  in  order  that 

•  irn  our  very 
with  which  we 

that    He   would  pity   you. 

■  He  Three  ' 
■  >  Thee,  g; 

■ 

,'ra.     "  While  Mill  in  tkil  wrtf."] 

Repent  abundantly,  prove  the  sorrow  of  a  griev- 

ing and  lamenting  mind. 
,     Neither  let   that   imprudent   error  or  vain 
ior  of  some  move  you,  who,  although  they 

are  involved  in  SO  grave  a  (  rime,  are  striK  k  with 
blindness  of  mind,  so  that  they  neither  under- 

stand nor  lament  their  sins.  This  is  the  greater 

visitation  ̂ i  an  angry  God  ;  as  it  is  written, 

••And  God  gave  them  the  spirit  of  deadness."  S 
And  again  :  "They  received  not  the  love  of  the 
truth,  that  they  might  be  saved.  And  for  this 
cause  God  shall  send  them  the  working  of  error, 
that  they  should  believe  a  lie  ;  that  they  all 
might  be  damned  who  believed  not  the  truth, 

but  had  pleasure  in  unrighteousness.'"'  Unright- 
eously pleasing  themselves,  and  mad  with  the 

alienation  of  a  hardened  mind,  they  despise  the 

Lord's  precepts,  neglect  the  medicine  for  their 
wound,  and  will  not  repent.  Thoughtless  before 
then  sin  was  acknowledged,  after  their  sin  they 

are  obstinate;  neither  stedfast  before,  nor  sup- 
pliant afterwards  :  when  they  ought  to  have  stood 

.  they  fell  ;  when  they  ought  to  fall  and  pros- 
trate themselves  to  God,  they  think  they  stand 

fast.  They  have  taken  peace  for  themselves  of 
their  own  accord  when  nobody  granted  it ;  se- 

duced by  false  promises,  and  linked  with  apos- 
tates and  unbelievers,  they  take  hold  of  error 

instead  of  truth  :  they  regard  a  communion  as 
valid  with  those  who  are  not  communicants  ; 
they  believe  men  against  God,  although  they 
have  not  believed  God  against  men. 

34.  Flee  from  such  men  as  much  as  you  can  ; 
avoid  with  a  wholesome  caution  those  who  ad- 

here to  their  mischievous  contact.     Their  word 

-  doth  a  cancer ;  1  their  conversation 
advances  like  a  contagion  ;  their  noxious  and 

envenomed  persuasion  kills  worse  than  persecu- 
tion itself.  In  such  a  case  there  remains  only 

penitence  which  can  make  atonement,  but  they 
who  take  away  repentance  for  a  crime,  close  the 
way  of  atonement.  Thus  it  happens  that,  while 
by  the  rashness  of  some  a  false  safety  is  either 
promised  or  trusted,  the  hope  of  true  safety  is 1  away. 

35.  but  you,  beloved  brethren,  whose  fear  is 
ready  towards  God,  and  whose  mind,  although 
it  is  placed  in  the  midst  of  lapse,  is  mindful  of 
its  misery,  do  you  in  repentance  and  grief  look 
into  your  sins  ;  acknowledge  the  very  grave  sin 

■  if  your  <  onscience  ;  open  the  eyes  of  your  heart 
to  the  understanding  of  your  sin,  neither  despair- 

ing of  the  Lord's  mercy  nor  yet  at  once  claiming 
His  pardon.  God,  in  proportion  as  with  the 
affection  of  a  Father  He  is  always  indulgent  and 
good,  in  the  same  proportion  is  to  be  dreaded 
with  the  majesty  of  a  judge.     Even  as  we  have 

I  [ia   wiv.  10:  Vutg.  "  transpunctionis." 6  2  Thess.  ii.  10. 
7  [2  Tim.  ii.  J7.] 
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sinned  greatly,  so  let  us  greatly  lament.  To  a 
dee])  wound  let  there  not  be  wanting  a  long  and 
careful  treatment ;  let  not  the  repentance  be  less 
than  the  sin.  Think  you  that  the  Lord  can  be 

quickly  appeased,  whom  with  faithless  words 

you  have  denied,  to  whom  you  have  rather  pre- 
ferred your  worldly  estate,  whose  temple  you 

have  violated  with  a  sacrilegious  contact?  Think 
you  that  He  will  easily  have  mercy  upon  you  t 
whom  you  hue  declared  not  to  be  your  God? 
You  must  pray  more  eagerly  and  entreat;  you 
must  spend  the  day  in  grief;  wear  out  nights  in 
watchings  and  weepings;  occupy  all  your  time 
in  wailful  lamentations;  lying  stretched  on  the 
ground,  you  must  cling  close  to  the  ashes,  be 
surrounded  with  sackcloth  and  filth  ;  after  losing  , 
the  raiment  of  Christ,  you  must  be  willing  now 

to  have  no  clothing;  after  the  devil's  meat,  you 
must  prefer  fisting  ;  be  earnest  in  righteous  works, 
whereby  sins  may  be  purged  ;  frequently  apply 
yourself  to  almsgiving,  whereby  souls  are  freed 

from  death.1  What  the  adversary  took  from 

you,  let  ( 'hrist  receive  ;  nor  ought  your  estate 
now  either  to  be  held  or  loved,  by  which 
you  have  been  both  deceived  and  conquered. 
Wealth  must  be  avoided  as  an  enemy;  must  be 
fled  from  as  a  robber;  must  be  dreaded  by  its 

possessors  as  a  sword  and  as  poison.2  To  this 
end  only  so  much  as  remains  should  be  of  ser- 

vice, that  by  it  the  crime  and  the  fault  may  be 
redeemed.  Let  good  works  be  (lone  without 

delay,  and  largely  ;  let  all  your  estate  be  laid 
out  for  the  healing  of  your  wound  ;  let  us  lend 
Of  Our  wealth  and  our  means  to  the  Lord,  who 
shall  judge  concerning  us.  Thus  faith  flourished 
in  the  time  of  the  apostles  ;  thus  the  first  people 

of  believers  kept  ( Ihrist's  commands  :  the)  w 
prompt,  they  were  liberal,  they  gave  their  all  to 
be  distributed  by  the  apostles;  and  yet  the) 
were  not  redeeming  sins  of  such  a  <  hara<  u  r  as 
these. 

36.   [f  a    man  make   prayer  with  his  whole 
heart,  if  he  groan  with  the  true  lamentations  and 

oi   rep  ni mi  e,  if  he  incline  the  Lord  to 
pardon  of  his  sin  by  righteous  and  continual 
works,    he    who    expressed    Mis    inrivv    in    these 

word  i  ma)  pit)  su<  h  men  :  ••  When  you  turn  and 
lament,  then  shall  you  be  saved,  and  shall  know 

where  you  have  been."  1  And  as  tin  :  "  I  have 
no  pleasure  in  the  death  of  him  that  dieth,  saith 
the  Lord,  but  that  he   should  return   and   live."  ' 
And  Joel  the  prophet  declares  the  men  j  of  the 
Lord    in    the    Lord's   own    admonition,    when    he 

says:  "  Turn  ye  to  the  Lord  your  God,  foi  II 
is    merciful    and    gracious,    and     patient,    and    ol 

t   mercy,  and  repenteth   Hun  with  respect 

to  the  evil  that  He  hath  inil  can 

showmen}':    He  <  an  turn  back    i  Igment, 
He    can    mercifully    pardon    the    repenting,   the 
labouring,  the  beseeching  sinner.     11 
gard  as  efTei  tual  whatever,  in  behalf  of  such  as 
these,  either  martyrs  have    besought   or  pri 
have  done.      Or  if  any  Vt  Him  still  n, 
by  his  own  atonement,  if  I 

if  he  appease  the  wrath  of  an  indignant  ' 

righteous  entreat}'.  He  gh  in  wher 
the  vanquished  may  be  armed  ;  He  r<  and 
confirms  the  strength  whereby  the  refreshed  faith 

may  be  invigorated.  The  soldier  will  seek  his 
contest  anew;  he  will  repeat  the  light,  he  ■ 

provoke  the  enemy,  and  indeed  by  his  very  suf- 
fering he  is  made  braver  for  the  1  Kittle.  He  who 

has  thus  made  atonement  to  God;  >  by 
repentance  for  his  deed,  who  by  shame  for  his 
sin.  has  conceived  more  both  of  virtue  and  of 

faith  from  the  very  grief  of  his  fall,  heard  and 
aided  by  the  Lord,  shall  make  the  Church  which 

he  had  lately  saddened  glad,  and  shall  now  de- 
serve of  the  Lord  not  only  pardon,  but  a  crown. 

TRLATISK    IV.' 
ON    Till-:    LORD'S    PR  WT.K. 

ARGUMENT. — 'I'm      I  kTRIAN     ON 
THE     LORD'S     PR  \\  IK     COM] 
TIONS,    IX    v.i lieu     DIVISION     111  IMITATES    TER- 

TULLIAN     IV     111-     l       iK  '.\  IK.      IN'     THE 

FIRST     PORTION,     ll'  I'      iliU      THE 
I  ord's   pra^  er  i  r  excellent 

All    PRA\  1  RS,  PROP  'i  N   'i  '■    SPIRITI   \l  ,  Ah 
II  li.li'.!  I  iff]  \l\l\o  <  'I  R  PI  1 11  I.  INS.  IN 

TH1  1  'NO  PARI  .  Ill  '  N  EX- 
PI  \N\i  !  IN    OF  TH1     1 
1  im   \ :  ING    l\     1  IN      I  . \n. 

III..  1  1   ■     •       [   1  N    CHIEI 
FINALLY,   IN    TH1 

1      CONDITIONS     01 

wil  \i    l'K\\  ER  01     in     1   '    :  :  .'  — 

1 .  The   >  vangelical   pre<  th- 
ren,  are  nothin  than  divim  -,  — 
foundations  on  which   hope   is   to   be   bu 

.  to  strengthen  faith,  no  trishments  for  ch 
ing    the    he. ut,    rudders 

rds   t"i  obtaining   sah 

they  instrui  t  the  do<  ile  min 
the   earth,    l<  id    tl 
( .od,  moreover,  willed  m 
and  lo  be  heard  b\   in. 

1    rin  virw  of  M  HI     x\v.  36.] 
-'  ln-.tr  id  ol  "  and  .1  f '     Is>      \\\ 
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which  4.  But  let  our  speech  and  petition  when  we 
the  \\                 -I  who  pray   be   under  discipline,  observing   quietness 

: :  and   mod*  U I    us    sider  that   we  are 

the  \\.i\   for  Hi-  standing  in  God's  sight.     We  must  please  the 
and  opening  and  divine  eyes  both  with  the  habit  of  body  and  with 
that  we  who  have  the  measure  of  voice.     For  as  it  is  chanu 

the  darkness  of  death,  Istic  of  a  shameless  man  to  be  noisy  with  his 
!  blind, being  enlightened  jo,  on  the  other  hand,  it  is  fitting  to  the 

. might keep  the  way  of 
it  rulei    ad  guide  ! 

the   rest  of  His  salutary  ad- 
and   divine   precepts  wherewith   He 

modest  man  to  pray  with  moderated  petitions. 
Moreover,  in  His  teaching  the  Lord  has  hidden 
us  tn  pray  in  secret  —  in  hidden   and   remote 
places,   in    our    very    bed-chambers —  which    is 

for  their  salvation,  Himself  best  suited  to  faith,  that  we  may  know  that  God 

form  of  praying — Himself  advised  is  everywhere  present,  and  hears  and  sees  all, 
and                          iat  we  should  pray  for.     He  and  in  the  plenitude  of  His  majesty  penetrates 

i   live,  taught   us    also   to  pray,  even    into    hidden    and    secret  places,  as    it    is 

tme  benignity,  to  wit,  wherewith  He  written,  "  I  am  a  God  at  hand,  and  not  a  God 
■n.led  to  give   and   confer  all  things  afar  off.     If  a  man  shall  hide  himself  in  secret 

;   in  order  that  while  we  speak  to  die  father  places,  shall  1  not  then  see  him?     Do   not  I   fill 

in   that   prayer  and   supplication  which   the  Sun  heaven  and   earth?"''     And  again:   "The  eyes it  us,  we  may  he  the  more  easily  heard,  of  the    Lord   are   in   every  place,  beholding  the 

Aire. u!\  He  had             I  that  the  hour  was  com-  evil  and  the  good."7     And  when  we  meet  to- 
the  true  worshippers  should  worship  gether  with  the  hrethren  in  one  place,  and  cele- 

spirit   and   in  truth;"1    and   lie  hrate    divine    sacrifices    with    God's    priest,    we 
1  what  He  before  promised,  so  that  ought  to  be  mindful  of  modesty  and  discipline 

we  \.                           tification1  have  received  the,  —  not  to  throw  abroad  our  prayers  indiscrimi- 
1  truth,  may  also  by  Hi-  teaching  wor-  nately,  with  unsubdued  voices,  nor  to  cast  to 

ship                id  spiritually.     For  what  can  be  a  God  with  tumultuous  wordiness  a  petition  that 
more  spiritual  prayer  than  that  which  was  given  ought  to  be  commended  to  God  by  modesty; 
to  us             iri-t.  by  whom  also  the   Holy  Spirit  for  God  is  the  hearer,  not  of  the  voice,  but  of 

?     What  praying   to    the    Father  the  heart.      Nor  need    He  be    clamorously  re- 
can  be  more  truthful  than  that  which  was  deli\-  minded,  since   He  sees  men's  thoughts,  as  the 

who  is  the  Truth,  out  of  Lord  proves  to   us  when   He  says,  "  Why  think 
His       rn    mouth?     So    that  to    pray  otherwise  ye    evil    in    your    hearts?"8      And    in   another 
than  H                       I    gnorance  alone,  but  also  place:  "And  all  the  churches  shall  know  that  I 
sin:               :;      Himself   has   established,   and  am  He  that  searcheth  the  hearts  and  reins." 9 
said.  "Ye    reject  the  commandments   of  G 
that  ye  ma]  t  own  traditions."  3 

5.  And  this  I  Iannah  in  the  first  book  of  Kings, 
who  was  a  type  of  the  Church,   maintains  and 

;.    Let  us  tl           re,  brethren  beloved,  pray  as  observes,  in  that  she  prayed  to  God    not  with 

1           •                 t  us.     I;  is  a  loving  clamorous  petition,  but  silently  and   modestly, 

and  friend'                                 1  God  with   His  within  the  very  recesses  of  her  heart.     She  spoke 
H         rs  in  the  prayer  with  hidden  prayer,  but  with  manifest  faith.     She 

of  Christ.      Ft  the    Father   acknowledge   the  spoke  not  with  her  voice,  but  with  her  heart,  be- 
when  we  make  our  prayer,  cause  she  knew  that  thus  (rod  hears  ;  and  she 

and  let  Him  ah                    i  within  in  our  breast  effectually  obtained  what   she   sought,  because 
dwell  in  our  vow  e.     And  sin*  e  we  have  she  asked  it  with  belief.     Divine  Scripture  asserts 

ate  with  the   Father  for  our  this,  when  it  says,  "She  spake  in  her  heart,  and 
•ition  on  behalf  her  lips  moved,  and   her  voice  was  not  heard; 

ofoui                                   words  of  our  Advo-  and  God  did  hear  her."  w    We  read  also  in  the 

i ;             that  "  whal            we  Psalms,  "Speak  in  your  hearts,  and  in  your  beds, 

'the                              ime,  He  will  give  and  be  ye  pierced'.""     The  Holy  Spirit,  more- these  same  things   by  Jeremiah, 

saying,  "  But  in  the    heart   ought 

tally  do  we  obtain   over,  suggests 
3  name,  if  we  ask  for  it  in    and  teaches,  i 

1  ' 

On  the  Skemonth  Eshrtk,  Pridcaux,  I.  vi.  a  1 

Tie  to  the  Father  by  the 
i  by  using  the  words  which  the  Son  has 

'   cuus  prayers  very  good  if 

the  Lard'i  re  not  omitted.] 

God  to  be  adored  by  thee."  I2 
b  Icr.  xxiii.  23,  24. 
1  Prov.  xv.  3. 
8  Matt.  ix.  4. 

9  Apoc.  ii.  23. 10  1  Sam.  i.  13. 

"  Ps.  iv.  4,  "  transpunsrimini." 
12  Or,  "  In  the  heart,  O  God,  ought  we  to  worship  Thee.' ruch  vL  6.) 
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6.  And  let  not  the  worshipper,  beloved  breth- 
ren, be  ignorant  in  what  manner  the  publican 

prayed  with  the  1'harisee  in  the  temple.  Not 
with  eyes  lifted  up  boldly  to  heaven,  nor  with 
hands  proudly  raised  ;  but  beating  his  breast, 

and  testifying  to  the  sins  shut  up  within,  he  im- 
plored the  help  of  the  divine  mercy.  And  while 

the  Pharisee  was  phased  with  himself,  this  man 
who  thus  asked,  the  rather  deserved  to  be  sanc- 

tified, since  he  placed  the  hope  of  salvation  not 
in  the  confidence  of  his  innocence,  because 
there  is  none  who  is  innocent;  but  confessing 

his  sinfulness,  he  humbly  prayed,  and  lie  who 
pardons  the  humble  heard  the  petitioner.  And 
these  things  the  Lord  records  in  His  Gospel, 

saying,  "  Two  men  went  up  into  the  temple  to 
pray;  the  one  a  Pharisee,  and  the  other  a  publi- 

can. The  Pharisee  stood,  and  prayed  thus  with 
himself:  God,  I  thank  Thee  that  I  am  not  as 
other  men  are,  unjust,  extortioners,  adulterers, 
even  as  this  publican.  I  fast  twice  in  the  week, 

I  give  tithes  of  all  that  I  possess.  Put  the  pub- 
lican stood  afar  off,  and  would  not  so  much  as 

lift  up  his  eyes  unto  heaven,  but  smote  upon  his 
breast,  saying,  God,  be  merciful  to  me  a  sinner. 
I  say  unto  you,  this  man  went  down  to  his  house 
justified  rather  than  the  Pharisee  :  for  every  one 
that  exalteth  himself  shall  be  abased  ;  and  who- 

ver  humbleth  himself  shall  be  exalted."' 
7.  These  things,  beloved  brethren,  when  we 

have  learnt  from  the  sacred  reading,  and  have 
gathered  in  what  way  we  ought  to  approach  to 

prayer,  let  us  know  also  from  the  Lord's  teach- 
ing what  we  should  pray.  "Thus,"  says  lie, 

"  pray  ye  :  — 

"Our  Father,  which  art  in  heaven,  Hallowed  be  Thy 
name.  Thy  kingdom  come.  Thy  will  be  done,  .1^  in 
heaven  so  in  earth.  Give  us  this  day  our  daily  bread. 
And  forgive  us  our  debts,  as  we  forgive  our  debl 
And  suiter  us  not  to  l»e  led  into  temptation ;  but  d(  liver 
us  from  evil.     Anun."- 

8.  Before  all  things,  the  Teacher  of  peace  and 

the  M  ister  of  unity  would  not  have  pra  .  er  to  be 
made  singly  and  individually,  as  for  one  who 
prays  to  pray  for  himself  alone.  For  we  say  nol 

"  My  Father,  which  art  in  heaven,"  nor  "Give 
me  this  day  my  daily  bread  ;"  nor  does  each  one 
ask  that  only  his  own  debt  should  be  forgiven 
him  ;  nor  does  he  request  for  himself  alone  th  it 
he  may  nol  be  led  into  temptation,  and  delivered 
from  evil.  Our  prayer  is  public  and  common; 
and  when  we  pray,  we  pray  not  for  one,  bul  for 
the  whole  people,  because  we  the  whole  people 
are  one.  The  Cod  of  |»ea.  e  ami  the  leu  her  ol 
concord,  who  taught  unity,  willed  that  one  sho 
thus  pray  lor  all,  even  as  lie  Himself  boie  us  ,ill 

in  one.1     This  law  of  prayer  the  three  children 

1    I. like  wni     10-14, 
Itt.    \  I      , 

3  [Unity  u  never  out  >>f  our  ■uthor'i  nind  m  bnit  ] 

observed  when  they  were  shut  up  in  the  fiery  fur- 
nace, speaking  together  in  prayer,  and  beit, 

one  heart  in  the  agreement  of  the  spirit  ;  and  this 
the  faith  of  the  sacred  Scripture  assures  11-.  and 
in  telling  us  how  such  as  these  prayed,  gives  an 
example  which  we  ought  to  follow  in  our  pr.r 

in  order  that  we  may  be  such  as  they  were  :  "Then 
these  three,"  it  says,  "  as  if  from  one  mouth  - 

an  hymn,  and  blessed  the  Lord."-1     They  spoke 
as  if  from  one  mouth,  although  ( Ihrist  had  not  yet 
taught  them  how  to  pray.     And  therefore,  as  they 

prayed,  their  speech  was  availing  and  efle<  I  .  ii. 
because  a  peaceful,  and   sincere,  and   spiritual 
prayer  deserved  well  of  the  Lord.     Thus  also  we 
find  that  the  apostles,  with  the  disciples,  pr. 

after  the  Lord's  ascension  :  •'They  all,"  says  the 
Scripture,  "  continued  with  oni  1  in  pr.. 
with  the  women,  and   Mary  who  was  the 

of  Jesus,  and  with  His  brethren."5     They  1 
tinned  with  one  accord  i.n  prayer,  de<  taring  both 

by  the  urgency  and  by  the  agreement6  of  their 

praying,  that  God,  "  who  maketh  men  t 
of  one  mind  in  a  house,"  '•  only  admits   into   the 
divine    and    eternal    home    those  among  w) 

prayer  is  unanimous. 
9.  But  what  matters  of  deep  moment  B  are 

contained  in  the  I  ,<  ird's  prayer  !  I  low  man)  .  :i  1 
how   great,    briefly    collected     in    I  but 
spiritually  abundant   in  virture  !   so   that   the: 

!ut'  ly  nothing  passed  over  that  is  not  1 
1  irehended  in  these  our  pi 

in  a  compendium  of  heavenly  doctrine.      "/ 
this  manner,"  says   He,  "p    j   ye  :  1  ' 
whii  h  ait  in  hea\  e  n."      Th'.-  in  w  man,  hoi  1 
and    restored    to    his    ( iod    1  \    H 

•■  bather,"  in  the  lii   t   place  be< 

tin  tO  be  a  Si  n.      "  1  b    .    ime,"    I  I 
I  1  is  ow  1.  .in. 1    I ;.,  own  re<  eh  ■  ;.      but 
as  m  I  Inn.  to  them  . 

ue  the  sons  of  (iod,  even  to  them  that 

believe  in  1  lis  name."  '      I  he  man,  thi 
has  believed  in  1  lis  name,  and  has  U  com 

in  from  this  p  iint  to  begin  both  1 

•Di\  to  pi  ife  >  hin  •  II  1 .  d's  dc- 
ii-  that  God  1-  his  l  ath<  1  in  h    * 

also  to   bear  witness,  among    the  \.  <\   first  w 
i ,  new  birth,  that  he  has  renoum  ed  an 

and  1  irnal  father,  uu\  that  he  has  begun  1  \ 
a  ,  well  as  to  h  ive  as  .1  fathi  1   1  bin  onlj  v.       is  in 

heaven,  a,  It  1.  w ritten  :  "  I 
their  fath  1  and  their  mother,  I  h 
thee,  and  who  h  ue  not  ,u  knowledgeil  ll 
1  hildren  ;  these  have  observed  tnd 

have  kept  Thy  « ovenant."        \  I 

1  !ircc  t  lul.'.ir.i     \ I     \    1  .  1     i| 

Bent. 

■ 
u\  1    o 

1      I  'cue    mn. 
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H  call  "  no  man 
.  to  us  one 

I  !  to  the  disciple 

•  mention  of  his  dead  father,  1 1 

re]  their  dead  ;  "  ■  for he  ha  !  said  that  his  fathei  «  I.  while  the 
1  irers  is  livin 

•  we,  beloved  brethren,  only  to 
!  understand  that  we  should  call  Him 

who  is  in  heaven  :  but  we  add  to  it,  and 

r,  that  is,  the  Father  of  those  who 
-  of  those  who,  being  sanctified  by  Him, 

and  d  by  the  nativity  of  spiritual  grace, 
h.n  be   sons  of    l  k)d.      A  word   this, 
in  which  rebukes  and  condemns  the  Jews, 

ly  unbelievingly  despised  Christ,  who 
had  mnounced  to  them  by  the  prophets. 

it  first  to  them,  but  also  cruelly  put   Him 
ind  these  cannot  now  call  Cod  their 
•  e  the  Lord  confounds  and  confutes 

"Ye  are   born  n\   your  father  the 
.  il.  m\A   the  lusts  ̂ (   your  father  ye  will  do. 

3  a  murderer  from  the   beginning,  and 
not  in  the  truth,  because  there  is  no  truth 

\    I  by  Is  uah  the  prophet  i  rod  cries 
in  i  I  have  begotten  and  brought  up  chil- 

but  they   have   d  me.     The  ox 

iwner,  and  the  ass  his  master's  crib  : 
hath  not  known  me,  and   my  people 

hath  not  understood   me.     \h  sinful  nation,  a 

laden  with   sins,   a   wi<  ked   seed,  corrupt 
children  ! '     Ye  have  forsaken  the  Lord  ;  ye  have 

tl  •  Holy  One  of   Israel  to  anger."  s 
Jn  :  tion  of  thes  Christians,  when  we 

father  ;  Ik  <  iuse  He  h  is  begun  to 
d  to  be  the  Father  of  the 

Jews,  who  have  forsaken  Him.     Nor  can  a  sinful 
B   son;    but   the   name  of  sons  is  at- 

to  whom  remission  of  sins  is 

!,  and   to  them  immortality  is  promised 
irds  of  our  Lord  Himself:  "Who- 

nmittcth    sin    is    the    servant    of   sin. 

•u  abideth  not  in  the  house   for 
it  the  son  abideth  ever. 

•  how  great  is  the  Lord's  indulgence! 
' :  I  plenteousri 

of  ads   us.  seeing   that   He   has 
ray  in  the  God  in  such  a 

I  bather,  and  to  call   ourselves 

I   brist  is  the  Son  of  Cod, — 
a  name  which  none  of  ild  dare  to  venture 

"■■■  ss  He  II  ms  -If  had  allowed  US 

thus  t  i  pray  '     We  ought  then,  beloved  brethren. iember  and  to  know,  that  when  we  call 

i  Father,  we  ought  to  act  as  Cod's  children; 
i.  9. 

. 

very  evil  teed,  lawless  children.' 

*  John  vui.  34. 

so  that  in  the  n  in  whii  h  we  find  pleasure 

in  considei  Father,  I  b-  might 
be  able  to  find  pleasure  in  us.      Let  us  com 

in]  iles  of  God,  that  it  may  be  plain  that  God 
dwells  in  us.     Let  not  our  doings  be  degenerate 

from  the  Spirit  ;   so  that  we  who   have   begun   to 
be  heavenly  and  spiritual,  may  consider  and  do 

nothing  but  -spiritual  and  heavenly  things;  since 
the  Lord  Cod  Himself  has  said,  "Them  that 
honour  me  I  will  honour;  and  he  that  despiseth 

me  shall  be  despised."  7  The  blessed  apostle  also 
has  laid  down  in  his  epistle:  "Ye  are  not  your 
own  ;  for  ye  are  bought  with  a  great  price.  Glo- 

rify and  bear  about  Cod  in  your  body."8 
12.  After  this  we  say,  "Hallowed  be  Thy 

name  ;  "  not  that  we  wish  for  Cod  that  He  may 
be  hallowed  by  our  prayers,  but  that  wc  beseech 
of  Him  that  His  name  may  be  hallowed  in  us. 

but  by  whom  is  Cod  sanctified,  since  lie  Him- 

self sanctifies?  Well,  because  He  says.  ••  Be  ye 
holy,  even  as  I  am  holy,"9  we  ask  and  entreat, 
that  we  who  were  sanctified  in  baptism  may  con- 

tinue in  that  which  we  have  begun  to  be.  And 
this  we  daily  pray  for;  for  we  have  need  of  daily 
sanctification,  that  we  who  daily  fall  away  may 
wash  out  our  sins  by  continual  sanctification. 
And  what  the  sanctification  is  which  is  conferred 

upon  us  by  the  condescension  of  God,  the  apos- 

tle declares,  when  he  says,  "  neither  fornicators, 
nor  idolaters,  nor  adulterers,  nor  effeminate,  nor 
abusers  of  themselves  with  mankind,  nor  thieves, 
nor  deceivers,  nor  drunkards,  nor  revilers,  nor 

Ttioners,  shall  inherit  the  kingdom  of  God. 
And  such  indeed  were  you  ;  but  ye  are  washed  ; 
but  ye  are  justified  ;  but  ye  are  sanctified  in  the 
name  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  and  by  the  Spirit 

of  our  Cod."  '"  He  says  that  we  are  sanctified 
in  the  name  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  and  by  the 

Spirit  of  our  Cod.  We  pray  that  this  sanctifica- 
tion may  abide  in  us  ;  and  because  our  Lord  and 

Judge  warns  the  man  that  was  healed  and  quick- 
I  by  Him,  to  sin  no  more  lest  a  worse  thing 

happen  unto  him,  we  make  this  supplication  in 
our  constant  prayers,  we  ask  this  day  and  night, 
that  the  sanctification  and  quickening  which  is 

received  from  the  grace  of  God  may  be  pre- 
served by  His  protection. 

13.  There  follows  in  the  prayer,  Thy  kingdom 
come.     We  ask  that  the  kingdom  of  Cod  may 

•t  forth  to  us,  even  as  we  also  ask  that  His 
name  may  be  sanctified  in  us.  For  when  does 
(  rod  not  reign,  or  when  does  that  begin  with  Him 
which  both  always  has  been,  and  never  ceases  to 
be?  We  pray  that  our  kingdom,  which  has  been 

promised  us  by  God,  may  come,  which  was  ac- 
quired by  the  blood  and  passion  of  Christ ;  that 

7  i  Sam.  ii.  30. 
*  1  Cor.  vi.  30. 9  Lev.  xx.  7. 
10  1  Cor.  vi.  9. 
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we  who  first  are  His  subjects  in  the  world,  may 
hereafter  reign  with  Christ  when  He  reigns,  as 

He  I  limself  promises  and  says, "  Come,  ye  blessed 
of  my  Father,  receive  the  kingdom  which  has 
been  prepared  for  you  from  the  beginning  of  the 

world."  '  Christ  Himself,  dearest  brethren,  how- 
ever, maybe  the  kingdom  of  Cod,  whom  we  day 

by  day  desire  to  come,  whose  advent  we  crave 
to  be  quickly  manifested  to  us.  For  since  He 

is  Himself  the  Resurrection,2  since  in  Him  we 
rise  again,  so  also  the  kingdom  of  Cod  may  be 
understood  to  be  Himself,  since  in  Him  we  shall 
reign.  But  we  do  well  in  seeking  the  kingdom 
of  Cod,  that  is,  the  heavenly  kingdom,  because 

says,  "  I  came  down  from  heaven  not  to  do  my 
own  will,  but  the  will  of  Him  that  sent   111 
Now  if  the  Son  was  obedient  to  do  Hi-,  Fat] 
will,  how  much  more  should  the  servant  be  1 

dient  to  do  his  Mast  r's  will  !  as  in  his  epistle 
John  also  exhorts  and  instructs  us  to  do  the  will 

of  God,  saying,  "  Love  not  the  world,  neither  the 
things  that  are  in  the  world.      If  any  man  love 
the  world,  the  love  of  the  Father  is  not  in  him. 
For  all  that  is  in  the  tvorld  is  the  lust  of  the 

flesh,  and  the  lust  of  the  eyes,  and  the  ambition 
of  life,  which   is  not  of  the    Father,  but  of  the 
lust   of  the  world.       And    the  world    shall    j 
away,  and  the  lust   thereof:    but  he  that  doeth 

there  is  also  an  earthly  kingdom.      But  he  who  the  will  of  Cod  abideth   for  ever,  even  as  God 

has  already  renounced  the  world,  is  moreover  also    abideth    for  ever."6      We   who    desire    to 
greater  than  its  honours  and  its  kingdom.     And  abide  for  ever  should  do  the  will  of  Cod,  who  is 
therefore  he  who  dedicates  himself  to  Cod  and  everlasting. 

Christ,  desires  not  earthly,  but  heavenly  king- 
doms. But  there  is  need  of  continual  prayer 

and  supplication,  that  we  fall  not  away  from  the 
heavenly  kingdom,  as  the  Jews,  to  whom  this 
promise  had  first  been  given,  fell  away  ;  even  as 

the  Lord  sets  forth  and  proves  :  "  Many,"  says 
He,  "shall  come  from  the  east  and  from  the 
west,  and  shall  recline  with  Abraham,  and  Is 
and  Jacob  in  the  kingdom  of  heaven.  Hut  the 
children  of  the  kingdom   shall   be   cast   out   into 

15.  Now  that  is  the  will  of  Cod  which  Christ 
both  did  and  taught.  Humility  in  conversation  ; 
stedfastness  in  faith;  modesty  in  words;  justice 
in  deeds ;  mercifulness  in  works ;  discipline  in 
morals;  to  be  unable  to  do  a  wrong,  and  t 
able  to  bear  a  wrong  when  done  ;  to  keep  pea*  e 

with  the  brethren;  to  love  God  with  all  one's heart;  to  love  Him  in  that  He  is  a  Father:  to 

fear  Him  in  that  He  is  Cod  ;  to  prefer  not' 
whatever  to  Christ,  because  He  did  not  r 

outer    darkness:     there    shall    be    weeping    and  anything    to   us;    to   adhere    inseparably   to    His 

gnashing  of  teeth."'     He  shows  that  the  Jews  love:  to  stand  by  His  cross  bravely  and  faith- 
were  previously  children  of  the  kingdom,  so  long  fully;   when  there   is  any  contest  on   behalf 
as  the)  continued  also  to  be  children  of  Cod;  His  name  and   honour,   to  exhibit   in  disi 
but  after  tin-  name  of  Father  ceased  to  be  recog- 

nised among  them,  the  kingdom  also  ceased; 
and  therefore  we  Christians,  who  in  our  prayer 

that   const  mi  v  wherewith  we   make   confession  : 

in  torture,  that  confidem  e  wherewith  we  do 

tie  ;    in   death,  that    patience  wh<  r  b)   w< 

begin   to  call  God  our  Father,  pray  also  that  crowned;  —  this  is  to  desire  to  be  fellow  h 

God's  kingdom  may  come  to  us.  with  Christ;  this  1    to  do  tl     1    mmandment  of 
14.   We  add,  also,  and  say,  "Thy  will  be  done.  Cod  ;   this  is  to  fulfil  the  will  of  the  Fall,   I 

as  in  heaven  so  in  earth ; "  not  that  Cod  should        16.  Moreover,  we  ask  that  the  will  of  God  1 
do  what    He  wills,  but    that   we   may   be   able   to  be  done  both   in   heaven   and    in    1 
do  what  Cod  wills.     For  who  resists  God,  thai  which  things  pertains  to  the  fulfilment 
He  may  not  do  what   He  wills?     lint  since  w<  t)  and  salvation.     For  since  we  1 
are  hindered  by  the  devil  from  obeying  with  our  bod)  from  the  earth  and  the  spirit  from  hea> 

though!    and   <Uvd   Cod's   will    in   all    things,   we 
pray  and  ask  that  ( rod's  will  may  be  done  m  Us  ; 

we  out  -  Ives  are  earth  and  heaven  ;   and  in 

that    is.    both    in   bod)  and   spirit  —  we 
and   that    it    may  be   done  in  US  we  have  need  of  that  God's  will  in  i\   I"'  done.      Foi   between    the 

Cod's  good  will,  that  is,  of  His  help  and  protec-  flesh  and  spirit  there  i>  a  aid    th< 
tion,  since  no  one  is  strong  in  his  own  strength,  a  dail)  strife  as  the)  disagree  one  with  tl 
but  he  is   safe    by  the   gr;u  e   and    men  v  of  t  r()d.  so  that  we  .  annot  do    th 
And  further,  the  lord,  setting  forth  the  infirmit)  would,  in  that  the  spirit  seeks  heavenl)  and  divine 

of  the  humanity  which  He  bore,  says,  "  Father,  things,  while  the  flesh  lusts  aft 

if  it    he    possible,   let    this   cup    pass    from    me;"  poial  things;   and  theref. 
and  affording  an  example  to  His  disciples  that  help  and' assistance        1  nent  1 
they  should  do  not  then-  own  will,  but  Cod'.,  made  between  these  two  oat 
He  went  on  to  say,  "  Nevertheless  not  as  1  will,  the  will  of  (<>"\  1  •  done  both  in  the 
but    a.    Thou  wilt."'      And    in  another  place  He  the    llcsh,  the    SOUl    which 

may  be  preserved.     This  is  what  the 
1    Mill.  \xv.  34. 
3  Ot,  "  our  resurrection.1 
5  M.itt.  vni.  11. 

*  Mali.  xxvi.  J9. 
k  t  John  u.  1     ■  • "   SOBM  BMlly. 
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I  manifest!)  de<  lares  by  his  won 
I  i  tin-  spirit. 

ihe  flesh  :  for  these  are 
■  tii.it  jre  i  an 

•ii>!.     N,.w  the'works 

i  are  these  ;  adul- 
.  urn  leanness,   lasi  iviousness, 

.  wit. h<  raft,  murders,  hatn  'I.  variant  e, 
iths,  st:  itions,  dissensions, 

■    rmess,  revellings,  and 
h  1  tell  you  before,  as  I 

in  times  past,  that  they  whi<  h 
shall  not  inherit  the  kingdom  of 

Bui  the  fruit  <>!'  the  spirit   is  love,  j 
nanimitj  Iness,  faith,  gentleness, 

Ami  therefore  we  make 

rayer  in  daily,  yea,  in  continual  supplica- 
u  the  will  of  God  concerning  us  should 

ith  in  heaven  ami  in  earth  ;  because 
the  will  i  that  earthly  things  should 

to   heavenly,  and    that   spiritual  and 

should  prevail. 
17.  And  it  maybe  thus  understood,  beloved 

thren,  that  since  the  Lord  commands  and  ad- 
^  even   to   love  our   enemies,  and    to 

who  persecute  us,  we  should 
iver,  for  those  who  are  still   earth,  and 

ha>  i  be  heavenly,  that  even  in 
will  should  he  done,  which 

omplished  in  preserving  and  renewing 
humane        I  disciples  are  not  now 

Him  earth,  but   the   salt   of  the   earth, 
and  tlu  the  first  man  as  being 

i>t  of  the  earth,  but  the  second   from 

sonably,  to  be  like  God 
.  who  maketh  His  sun  to  rise  upon  the 

1  and  bad.  and  sends  rain  upon  the  just   and 
pray  and  ask   by  the  admonition 
a  ike  our  prayer  for  the  salvation 

iven  — that  is.  in  us  by 

faith  —  the  will   of  Cod   has   been   done,  so  ' 
:  heaven  >o  in  earth 2  — 

not '  —  (  tod's  will 
that  they  who  as  yet  are   by  their 
rth,  ma]  .  born  of  water  and n. 

'        \-   '  rd,  we  ask   and 

r  daily   bread."      And 
1  both  spiritually  and  lit- 

nderstanding  it  is 
■  uVatioi 

life  ;   and   this   bread    d 
.  but   it   is  ours.      And 

.  "  <  >ur  Father."  be<   IUS€  He  i- 
the  Father  to  understand  and  believe  ; 
SO  also  we  call  it  "our  bread,"  because  (  hr; 

1  beautiful  pa-nage)  in  Wslton\  Life,  "  on  the 
>l*o,  /    />.,  book  v.  cap.  xxxv.  at  close  1 

*  sum  editions  omit  this  "  not. 

the  bread  of  those  who  an-  in  union  with  I 

body/  And  we  ask  that  this  bread  should  be 
given  to  us  daily,  that  we  who  are  in  Christ,  and 

dail)  '  receive  the  Eucharist  for  the  food  of  sal- 
vation, may  not,  by  the  interposition  of  some 

heinous  sin,  b)  being  prevented,  as  within  Id  and 
not  communicating,  from  partaking  of  the  heav- 

enly bread,  be  separated  from  Christ's  body,  as 
He  Himself  predicts,  and  warns,  "I  am  the 
bread  of  life  which  came  down  from  heaven.  If 

any  man  eat  of  my  bread,  he  shall  live  for  ever: 
and  the  bread  which  1  will  give  is  my  flesh,  for 

the  life  of  the  world."6  When,  therefore,  He 
s.iys,  that  whoever  shall  eat  of  His  bread  shall 
live  for  ever  ;  as  it  is  manifest  that  those  who  par- 

take of  His  body  and  receive  the  Eucharist  by 
the  right  of  communion  are  living,  so,  on  the 
other  hand,  we  must  fear  and  pray  lest  any  one 

who,  being  withheld  from  communion,  is  sepa- 

rate from  Christ's  body  should  remain  at  a  dis- 
tance from  salvation  ;  as  He  Himself  threatens, 

and  says,  "  Unless  ye  eat  the  flesh  of  the  Son  of 
man.  and  drink  His  blood,  ye  shall  have  no  life 

in  you."  7  And  therefore  we  ask  that  our  bread 
—  that  is,  Christ  —  may  be  given  to  us  daily, 
that  we  who  abide  and  live  in  Christ  may  not 

depart  from  His  san<  tification  and  body.8 
19.  But  it  may  also  be  thus  understood,  that 

we  who  have  renounced  the  world,  and  have  <  ast 

awayits  riches  and  pomps  in  the  faith  of  spiritual 
grace,  should  only  ask  for  ourselves  food  and 
support,  since  the  Lord  instructs  us,  and  says, 
"Whosoever  forsaketh  not  all  that  he  hath,  can- 

not be  my  disciple."9  But  he  who  has  begun 
to  be  Christ's  disciple,  renouncing  all  things  ac- 

ding  to  the  word  of  his  Mast  r.  ought  to  ask 
for  his  daily  food,  and  not  to  extend  the  desires  of 
his  petition  to  a  long  period,  as  the  Lord  again 

prescribes,  and  says,  "Take  no  thought  for  the 
morrow,  for  the  morrow  itself  shall  take  thought 
for  itself.  Sufficient  for  the  day  is  the  evil  th 

of."  ' '  With  reason,  then,  does  Christ's  disciple 
ask  food  for  himself  for  the  day,  since  he  is  pro- 

hibited from  thinking  of  the  morrow;  because 
it  becomes  a  contradiction  and  a  repugnant  thing 
for  us  to  seek  to  live  long  in  this  world,  since 
we  ask  that  the  kingdom  of  Cod  should  come 

quickly.  Thus  also  the  blessed  apostle  admon- 
ishes us,  giving  substance  and  strength  to  the 

stedfastness  of  our  hope  and  faith  :  "  We  brought 
nothing,"  says  he,  "into  this  world,  nor  indeed 

*  Tlu  is  differently  read  as  follows:   ''  And  according  as 
v  <  tut  Father,  >o  also  we  call    Christ  our  bread,  because   He   is 

Hue  in  contact  with  His  body." 
ibably  in  times  of  persecution.     See  Freeman,  Principle! 

0/ Dh'ine  Ser~,'ice.\ 6  John  vi.  58. 
7  John  vi.  53. 

8  [Not  lied  to  actual  daily  reception,  however.  See  the  figure,  t 
Kings  xix.  7,  8.      But  see  valuable  note  on    (imov<rio<;)  the   super- 

intial  bread.     Cyril  of  Jerusalem,  p.  277,  Oxford  trans,  of  the 
gic  Lectures.) 

1     Matt.  m.  34. 
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can  we  carry  anything  out.  Having  therefore 
food  and  raiment,  let  us  be  herewith  content. 
I5ut  they  that  will  be  rich  fall  into  temptation 
and  a  snare,  and  into  many  and  hurtful  lusts, 
which  drown  men  in  perdition  and  destruction. 
For  the  love  of  money  is  the  root  of  all  evil  ; 
which  while  some  coveted  after,  they  have  made 
shipwreck  from  the  faith,  and  have  pierced 

themselves  through  with  many  sorrows."  * 
20.  He  teaches  us  that  riches  are  not  only  to 

be  contemned,  but  that  they  are  also  full  of 
peril ;  that  in  them  is  the  root  of  seducing  evils, 
that  deceive  the  blindness  of  the  human  mind 

by  a  hidden  deception.  Whence  also  God  re- 
bukes the  rich  fool,  who  thinks  of  his  earthly 

wealth,  and  boasts  himself  in  the  abundance  of 

his  overflowing  harvests,  saying,  "  Thou  fool, 
this  night  thy  soul  shall  be  required  of  thee  ; 
then  whose  shall  those  things  be  which  thou  hast 

provided  ?  "  2  The  fool  who  was  to  die  that  very 
night  was  rejoicing  in  his  stores,  and  he  to  whom 
life  already  was  failing,  was  thinking  of  the 
abundance  of  his  food.  But,  on  the  other  hand, 
the  Lord  tells  us  that  he  becomes  perfect  and 
complete  who  sells  all  his  goods,  and  distributes 
them  for  the  use  of  the  poor,  and  so  lavs  up  for 
himself  treasure  in  heaven.  He  says  that  that 
man  is  able  to  follow  Him,  and  to  imitate  the 

glory  of  the  Lord's  passion,  who,  free  from  hin- 
drance, and  with  his  loins  girded,  is  involved  m 

no  entanglements  of  worldly  estate,  but,  at  large 
and  free  himself,  accompanies  his  possessions, 
which  before  have  been  sent  to  God.  For  whi<  h 

result,  that  every  one  of  us  may  be  able  to  pre- 
pare himself,  let  him  thus  learn  to  pray,  and 

know,  from  the  character  of  the  prayer,  what  he 
Ought  to  be. 

21.  Lor  daily  bread  cannot  be  wanting  to  the 

righteous  man,  since  it  is  written,  "The  Lord 
will  not  slay  the  soul  of  the  righteous  by  hun 

ger ;  "  (  and  again,  "  I  have  been  young,  and  now 
am  old,  yel  have  I  not  seen  the  righteous  for- 

saken, nor  his  seed  begging  their  bread."  '  And 
the  Lord  moreover  promises  and  says,  "Take  no 
thought,  saying,  "What  shall  we  eat,  or  what 
shall  we  drink,  or  wherewithal  shall  we  be 
clothed?  For  after  all  these  things  do  the  na 
tions  seek.  And  your  father  knoweth  thai  ye 
have  need  of  all  these  things.  Seek  ye  first  the 
kingdom  of  God  and  I  lis  righteousness,  and  all 

these    things   shall    be    added    unto    you."  ?0 

those  who  seek  God's  kingdom  and  rightei 
.  I  le  promises  that  all  things  shall  be  added. 

For  sun  e  all  things  are  God's,  nothing  will  be 
wanting  to  him  who  possesses  God,  it  God  Him 

1    '     Inn     VI.  7. 
Ice  xii.  20. 

'  l'ii.\    \    I 

4   I'-    XXXVII    35. 
*■  M  hi    vi    ,1 

6  [Tim  John  <  1.  .-.- 
(a)  our  bodily  tuitenanct,  Matt,  vi      1 

self  be  not  wanting  to  him.     Thus  a  meal  was 
divinely  provided  for  Daniel  :  when  he  was  shut 

up  by  the  king's  command  in  the  dun  of  1 
and  in  the  midst  of  wild  blasts  who  were  hun- 

gry, and  yet  spared   him,  the   man  of  (- 
fed.      Thus    Elijah   in    his    flight  was  nourished 
both  by  ravens  ministering  to  him  in  his  solitude, 
and  by  birds  bringing  him   food   in  his  p   1 

tion.     And  —  oh  detestable  cruelty  of  the  malice 
of  man  !  —  the  wild  beasts  spare,  the  birds  f< 
while  men  lay  snares,  and  rage  I 

22.  After  this  we    also    entreat    for  our  - 

saying,  "And   forgive  us  our  debts,  as  we  also 
forgive  our  debtors."     After  the  supply  of  food, 
pardon  of  sin  is  also  asked   for,  that  he  who 
fed  by  God  may  live  in  God,  and   that  not  only 
the  present  and  temporal  life  may  be  provided 
for,  but  the  eternal  also,  to  which  we  may  come 
if  our  sins    are    forgiven  ;    and   these  the   1 

calls  debts,  as  He  says   in   His  Gospel,  "I   for- 
gave thee  all  that  debt,  because   thou  desir 

me."7     And    how  necessarily,  how  providently 
and  salutarily,  are  we  admonished  that  we  are 
sinners,  since  we  are  compelled  to  entreat  for 
our  sins,  and  while  pardon    is    asked    for  from 
God,  the  soul  recalls  its  own  consciousness  of 

sin  !     Lest  any  one  should   flatter  himself  that 

he  is  innocent, s  and   by  exalting  himself  should 
more  deeply  perish,  he  is  instru<  ted  and  tai 
that  he  sin-,  daily,  in  that  he  is  bidden  to  entreat 
daily  for  his  >ins.     Thus,  moreover,  John  . 

in   his  epistle  warns  us,  and  says,  "If  we 
that  we  have  no  sin,  we  deceive  ours  Ives,  and 
the   truth   is  not   in  us  ;    but   if   we    1 

sins,  the    Lord    is   faithful   and  just  to  forgive   us 

our  sins."  '     In  his  epistle  he  has  <  th, 
that  we  should  entreat    for  our  sin-,,  and   that  w  e 

should  obtain   pardon  when  we   ask.      Then' 
he  said  that  the  Lord  was  faithful  to  forgive 

keeping  the  faith  of  I  lis  promis  i ;  1  He 
who  taught  us  to  praj  for  our  debts  and  sins, 
has  promised  that  1  lis  fath<  rly  men  j  and  p  rdon 

shall  follow. 
23.  He  has  clearlj  joined  herewith  and  ad< 

the  law.  and  has  bound  us  bj  a.    rtain  <  »ndi- 
tion  and  engagement,  that  we  should  ask  that 
our  debts  be  forgiven  us  in  su<  h  a  mannt 
ourselv<  e  our  debtors,  knowing  that  that 
which  we  seek  for  our  sins  cannot  b< 
unless  we  ourselves  have  acted  in  a 

in  respe<  t  of  our  debtors.     Hiei 

sa)  i  in  an  ither  pla<  e,  "  With  what  1 
mete,  it  shall  be  measured  n."        \nd 
the  servant  who.  aftei  ha\  ing  had  all  I 

forgiven  hun  1>\   Ins  masi 
his  f<  How  servant,  1-  1  a-t  ba<  k  into  1 

- 
•  ••  \ 

1     Mat  I   < 
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his  fellow-servant,  he  heaven,  nor  does  he  live  with  God.     II     cannot 
en   shown   to  be  with  Christ,  who  had  rather  be  an  imitator 

things  Christ  of  Judas  than  of  Christ 
irth   in    His   precepts in    His 

1 1  5  rebuke.     "  w  hen 
1 1  if  ye  have 

th.it  your  Father  whi<  h  is  in 
,e  you    your  t;  But 
ive,  neither  will  your  Father 

;  your  trespasses."  ' 
I  no  gi    ind  of  exc  use  in  the  d  ly 

nt,  when  you  will  be  judged  accord 

1  low  great  is  the  sin 

which  cannot  even  be  washed  away  by  a  bap- 
tism  of   blood    -how    heinous   the   crime   which 

cannot  be  expiated  by  martyrdom  ! 

25.  Moreover,  the  Lord  of  necessity  admon- 

ishes us  to  say  in  prayer,  "And  suffer  us  not  to 
be  led  into  temptation."  In  which  words  it  is 
shown  that  the  adversary  can  do  nothing  against 
us   except   Cod   shall   have   previously  permitted 
it  ;  so  that  all  our  fear,  and  devotion,  and   obe- 

•  own   sentence;   and  whatever  you   dience  may  be  turned  towards  God,  since  in  our 

that  you  also  will  suffer.     For  God   temptations  nothing  is  permitted  to  evil  unless 

imands  us  to  be  peacemakers,  and  in  agree- 

md    o\    oul-  mind    in    His   house;-'    and 
He  makes  us  by  a  second    birth,  such 

11  us  when   new-born   to  continue,  that 
m   to  be   sons  of  Cod  may 

I       l's    pea.  e.   and    that,    having    one 
Id   also   have   one   heart  and   one 

mind.    Th  does  not  receive  the  sacrifice 

■\  who  is  in  disagreement,  but  com- 
nim   to  go  back  from  the  altar  and   first 
nciled   to   his  brother,  that   so   Cod   also 

in.r  ppeased   by  the  prayers  of  a  peace- 
:er.     Our  peace  and  brotherly  agreement3  is 

-  sacrifice  to  Cod.  —  and   a   people 
united  in  one  in  the  unity  of  the  Father,  and  of 

.  mv\  of  the  Holy  Spirit. 
n  in  the  sacrifices  which  Abel  and 

power  is  given   from    Him.      This   is   proved   by 

divine  Scripture,  which  says,  "  Nebuchadnezzar 
kmg  of  Bab)  Ion  came  to  Jerusalem,  and  besieged 

it;  and  the  Lord  delivered  it  into  his  hand."6 
But  power  is  given  to  evil  against  us  according 

to  our  sins,  as  it  is  written,  "  Who  gave  Jacob 
for  a  spoil,  and  Israel  to  those  who  make  a  prey 
of  Him?  Did  not  the  Lord,  against  whom  they 
smned.  and  would  not  walk  in  His  ways,  nor 
hear  His  law?  and  He  has  brought  upon  them 

the  anger  of  His  wrath."  7  And  again,  when 

imon  sinned,  and  departed  from  the  Lord's 
commandments  and  ways,  it  is  recorded,  "And 
the  Lord  stirred  up  Satan  against  Solomon  him- 

self." s 

26.   Now   power  is    given   against   us    in   two 
modes  :   either  for  punishment  when  we  sin,  or 

first  offered,  God  looked  not  at  their  gifts,  for  glory  when  we  are   proved,  as  we    see  was 
ts,  SO  that  he  was  acceptable  in  done  with  respect  to  Job  ;  as  Cod  Himself  sets 

ible  in  his  heart.     A'.  1,  forth,  saying.  "Behold,  all  that  he  hath   1  give 
I                    id  righteous  in  sacrificing  in  inno-  unto  thy  hands;   but   be   careful   not   to   touch 

others   also,  when    they  himself."9     An  1  the  Lord  in   His  Gospel  says, 
nfi  to  the  altar,  thus  to  come  with  in  the  time  of  His  passion,  "Thou  couldest  have 
God,  with  a  simple  heart,  wi  I  mo  power  against  me  unless  it  were  given  thee 

s,  with  the  J              f  concord,  from  above."  '°     But  when  we  ask  that  we  may 
did  he,  who  was  such   in   1                f  not  come  into  temptation,  we  are  reminded  of 

1                                ome  subsequently  himself  a  our  infirmity  and  weakness  in  that  we  thus  ask, 
;  so  that  he  who  first  set  forth  lest  any  should  insolently  vaunt  himself,  lest  any 

and  initiated  the   Lord's  passion  by  should  proudly  and  arrogantly  assume  anything 
th    the    Lord's  to  himself,  lest  any  should  take  to  himself  the 

nd  His  ]                Finally,  such  are  glory  either  of  confession  or  of  suffering  as  his 
I'd.  such   will    be   i              1  '  own,  when  the  Lord  Himself,  teaching  humility, 

with  the  Lord  in  th                         nent;  but  the  said,  "Watch  and  pray,  that  ye  enter  not  into 
and  disunited,  and   he  who   has  not  temptation  ;   the   spirit   indeed  is  willing,  but  the 

•   brethren,  in                    ■   with  flesh  is  weak;"11  so  that  while  a  humble  and  sub- 
l  the  H  don  comes  first,  and  all  is  attrib- 

•1  if  he  ha\             slain  for  the  nai  !  to  Cod.  whatever  is  sought  for  suppliantly 
ill  not                                    the  crime  with  fear  and  honour  of  Cod,  may  be  granted  by 

of  fraternal                                    3  it  is  written,  His  own  loving-kindness. 

"  H  •  who  hateth  his  brother  is  a  mui  After  all   these   things,  in  the  conclusion 
of  the  prayer  comes  a  brief  clause,  which  shortly to    the    kingdom    of IIL] 

'tcr  1 

nations 

of  5m •  p.  386,  tu/ra  ;  also  Treatise  ix..  infra  1 
1   '  J 

6  2  Kin;;';  x\iv.  n. vhi.  24. 

8  1  Kiogs  xi.  14. 

9  Job  i.  12. 10  John  xix.  11. 
"   .Muik  xiv.  38. 
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and  comprehensively  sums  up  all  our  petitions 
and  our  prayers.  For  we  conclude  by  saying, 

"  Jiut  deliver  us  from  evil,"  comprehending  all 
adverse  things  which  the  enemy  attempts  against 
us  in  this  world,  from  which  there  may  be  a 
faithful  and  sure  protection  if  Cod  deliver  us, 
if  lie  afford  I  lis  help  to  us  who  pray  for  and 
implore  it.  And  when  we  say,  Deliver  us  from 
evil,  there  remains  nothing  further  which  ought 
to  be  asked.  When  we  have  once  asked  for 

God's  protection  against  evil,  and  have  obtained 
it,  then  against  everything  which  the  devil  and 
the  world  work  against  us  we  stand  secure  and 
safe.  Lor  what  fear  is  there  in  this  life,  to  the 

man  whose  guardian  in  this  life  is  God? 
28.  What  wonder  is  it,  beloved  brethren,  if 

such  is  the  prayer  which  God  taught,  seeing  that 
He  condensed  in  His  teaching  all  our  prayer  in 
one  saving  sentence?  This  had  already  been 
before  foretold  by  Isaiah  the  prophet,  when, 
being  filled  with  the  Holy  Spirit,  he  spoke  of 

the  majesty  and  loving-kindness  of  God,  "con- 
summating and  shortening  His  word,"  '  He  says, 

"in  righteousness,  because  a  shortened  word2 
will  the  Lord  make  in  the  whole  earth."  3  For 
when  the  Word  of  God,  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ, 
Came  unto  all,  and  gathering  alike  the  learned 
and  unlearned,  published  to  every  sex  and  every 
age  the  precepts  of  salvation,  lie  made  a  1. 
compendium  of  His  precepts,  that  the  memory 
of  the  scholars  might  not  be  burdened  in  the 

celestial  learning,  but  might  quickly  learn  wh.it 
was  necessar)  to  a  simple  faith.  Thus,  when 
He  taught  what  is  life  eternal,  He  embraced  the 

sacrament  of  lite  in  a  large  and  divine  brevity, 

saying,  "And  this  is  life  eternal,  that  they  might 
know  Thee,  the  only  and  true  God,  and  J 

Christ,  whom  Thou  hast  sent."'  Also,  when 
Ih-  would  gather  from  the  law  and  the  prophets 
the  fust  and  greatest  commandments,  He  said, 

"Hear,  0   Israel;   the   Lord   thy    Cod   1^   one 
Cod:    and    thou    slialt    love    the    Lord    thy    1 
with   all   thy   heart,  and   with   all    thy   mind,  and 
w  ith  all  thy  strength.     This  is  the  first  command- 

ment.     And    the    second    is    like    unto    it.   Thou 

shah    love    tin    neighbour  as   thysel  I  '  1 
these  two  commandments  hang  all  the  law  an  I 

the  prophets."6    And  again  :  "  w  hal 
things   ye  would    that    men   should    do  unto  j 
do  ye  even  so  to  them.     For  this  is  the  law  and 

the  prophets."  ■' 
29,  Nor    was    it    only    in    words,    but    in    deeds 

also,  thai  the  Lord  taught  us  to  pray,  Himself 
praying   frequently   and    beseeching,   and 
showing  us,  by  the  testimony  oi  His  example, 

I    \  •  ■iluim. 
=  Serrnoneni. 
1    li     v.   11. 

*  John  wii    \. 
I  Matt,  xii      .   11. 
'■  M  hi.  n  mi.  1  ■. 

7   M.tll.  Ml.    iaa 

what  it  behoved  us  to  do,  as  it  is  written,  "  But 
Himself  departed  into  a  solitary  place,  and  tl 

prayed."8     And  again:   "He  went  out  inti 
mountain  to  pray,  and  continued  all   night  in 

prayer  to  God."  »     But  if  He  prayed  who 
without   sin,  how  much    more  ought  sin 

pray;  and  if  He  prayed  continually,  watching 
through  the  whole  night  in  uninterrupted  peti- 

tions,  how  much    more    ought   we    to    watch10 
nightly  in  constantly  repeated  prayer  ! 

30.  But  the  Lord  prayed  and   besought   - 
for  Himself — for  why  should  He  wb  ailt- 
less  pray  on  His  own  behalf?  —  but  fi 
as  He  Himself  declared,  when  He  said  to  Peter, 

"  Lehold,  Satan  hath  desired  that  he  might  sift 
you  as  wlu.it.  But  I  have  prayed  for  thee,  that 

thy  faith  fail  not."'*  And  subsequently  He  be- 
seeches the  Lather  for  all,  saying.  "  Neither 

[nay  I  for  these  alone,  but  for  them  also  which 
shall  believe  on  me  through  their  word  ;  that 
they  all  may  be  one  ;  as  Thou,  Lather,  art  in 
me,  and  I  in  Thee,  that  they  also  may  be  one 

in  us."  '2  The  Lord's  loving-kindness,  no  less 
than  His  mercy,  is  great  in  respect  of  our  sal- 

vation, in  that,  not  content  to  redeem  us  with 

His  blood.  IK-  in  addition  also  prayed  for  us. 
Behold  now  what  was  the  desire  <.a  His  petit 
that  like  as  the  Lather  and  Son  are  one. 

we  should  abide  in  absolute  unity  ;  so  that  from 

this  it  may  be  understood  L-w  -ready  he  sins 
who  divides  unity  and  peace,  si  1 K  e  for  tli:-  -.line 
thin-  cwn  the  Lord  besought,  desirous  d< 
less    that    His   people   should    :  .  cd  and 
live  in  peace,  sin<  e  I  [e  knew  that  d 
not  come  into  the  kingdom  of  >  ■ 

3 1 .  Mori  over,  w  h<  n  we   stand   prayii 
loved    brethren.   Wl  I    to    be   wan  hful 

earnest    with    our   whole    heart,   intent    - 

prayers.      I.  t    .'II    carnal    and    worldly    thou 
away,  uor  let  the  soul  at  that  time  think 

an)  thing  but  the  0       I      dy  >■>(  it--  prayer. 
this  also  the   priest,  b)   v 

lii-  pi  "  the 
br<  thren  bj  Lift  up  your  1 

so  upon  th  response,  "  w  e  lift  t' 
up  unto  the  Lord,"  he  may  be  reminded  that  he 
himself  ought  to  think  of  nothing  but 
Let  the  br<    it  be  n>t  the  ad\ 

and    be    open    tO    ( lod    alone  ;    nor   1 

( iod's   eiicm\   tO   appro. u  h    to   it    at    tl 
prayer.     F01   tie. pa  ntly  he  si 

within,    and    I  \     • 
awa\   oui   prayers  fr« im  God,  that  w 
one  thing  in  out  hi  I  anothi 

1   I  nlc  \ 

ICC    M      1  J 
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nd  of  the  vov  e,  but  the  soul 
to  the  1    i'l  with 

relessness  it 

1  and  <  anried  awaj  by  foolish  apd 
its  when  you  are  praying  to  the 

there  were  anything  which  you  should 
of  than  th.u  you  are  speaking 

■i  ask  to  be  heard  ol 

:.  when  you  yourself  do  not  hear  yourself? 
1 1  ,  ,1  should  remember  you 

it'  you  yourself  do  not  remember 
rhis  is  absolutely  to  take  no  precau- 
l  the  enemy;  this  is,  when  you  pray 

:nd  the  majesty  oi  God  by  the 

r  prayer  ;  this  is  to  be  watch- 

ful i  5,  and  to  be  asleep  with  your' rt,  while  the  Christian,  even  though   he  is 
with  lus  eyes,  ought  to  be  awake  with 

his  heart,  as   it   is  written   in   the   person  of  the 

ng  in  the  Song  of  Songs,  "  I  sleep, 
my  heart  waketh."  '     Wherefore  the  apostle 

ind  carefully  warns  us,  saying,  "  Con- 

tinue  in   prayer,  and  watch   in   the   same;"3 
that   is.  and  showing   that  those  are 
tain  from  God  what   they  ask,  whom 

watchful  in  their  prayer. 

-e   who    pray   should   not 
with  fruitless   or  naked   prayers. 

Petition  is   ineffectual  when    it    is  a  barren  en- 

treaty  that  hes  God.3     For  as  every  tree 
that  bringeth  not  forth  fruit  is  cut  down  and  cast 

redly  also,  words   that  do  not 
hear  fruit  cannot  deserve  anything  of  God,  be- 

are  fruitful  in  no  result.     And  thus 

Holy  Scripture  instructs  us,  saying,  "Prayer  is 
good  with  fasting   and   almsgn  nig."  4     For  He 

will  give  us  in  the  day  of  judgment  a  reward 
for  our  and  alms,  is  even   in   this  life  a 
men  iful  hearer  of  one  who   comes  to  Him  in 

ith  good  works.    Thus,  for  in- 
melius  the  centurion,  when  he  prayed, 

had  a  to  be  heard.     For  he  was  in  the' 
habit   of   doing   many   alms-deeds    towards   the 

iple,  and  of  ever  praying  to  Cod.    To  this 
man.  when   he   prayed    about    the   ninth    hour, 
ap;  bearing    testimony    to    his and 

thine  aim-  up  in  remembrance  be 
I 

lickly    ascend    to    God 

upon  God. 
■  the 

•  Ult  good  works   of 
'  reveal  and 

rod.     I  '>r  when  thou  didst 
Sarah,  1  the  i   tnembrance 

< 

pie  be  more  effectually  Uught?] 

of  your  prayers  before   the   holiness  of  God. 
Anil  when  thou  didst  bury  the  dead  in  simplicity, 
and  because  thou  didst  not  delay  to   rise  up  and 
to  leave  thy  dinner,  but  didst  go  out  and  coVer 
the  iU\u\,  I  was  sent  to  pro\  e  thee;  and  again 
Cod  has  sent  me  to  heal  thee,  and  Sarah  thy 

daughter-in-law.  For  I  am  Raphael,  one  of  the 
seven  holy  angels  which  stand  and  go  in  and 

out  before  the  glorj  of  Cod."''  By  Isaiah  also the  Lord  reminds  us,  and  teaches  similar  thr 

saying,  "  Loosen  every  knot  of  iniquity,  rele 
the  oppressions  of  contracts  which  have  no 
power,  let  the  troubled  go  into  peace,  and  break 
every  unjust  engagement,  break  thy  bread  to 
the  hungry,  and  bring  the  poor  that  are  without 
shelter  into  thy  house.  When  thou  seest  the 
naked,  clothe  him  ;  and  despise  not  those  of  the 
same  family  and  race  as  thyself.  Then  shall  thy 
light  break  forth  in  season,  and  thy  raiment  shall 
spring  forth  speedily  ;  and  righteousness  shall  go 
before  thee,  and  the  glory  of  Cod  shall  surround 
thee.  Then  shah  thou  call,  and  Cod  shall  hear 

thee  :  and  while  thou  shalt  yet  speak,  He  shall 

saw  Here  I  am."7  He  promises  that  He  will 
be  at  hand,  and  says  that  He  will  hear  and  pro- 

tect those  who.  loosening  the  knots  of  unright- 
eousness from  their  heart,  and  giving  alms  among 

the  members  of  Cod's  household  according  to 
His  commands,  even  in  hearing  what  Cod  com- 

mands to  be  done,  do  themselves  also  deserve 
to  be  heard  byGod.  The  blessed  Apostle  Paul, 
when  aided  in  the  necessity  of  affliction  by  his 

brethren,  said  that  good  works  which  are  per- 

formed are  sacrifices  to  Cod.  "I  am  full," 
saith  he.  "  having  received  of  Epaphroditus  the 
things  which  were  sent  from  you,  an  odour  of  a 
sweet  smell,  a  sacrifice  a<  :eptable,  well  pleasing 

to  God."8  For  when  one  has  pity  on  the  poor, 
he  lends  to  Cod  ;  and  he  who  gives  to  the  least 

gives  to  God  —  sacrifices  spiritually  to  ,  Cod  an 
odour  of  a  sweet  smell. 

34.  And  in  discharging  the  duties  of  prayer, 
we  find  that  the  three  children  with  Daniel,  being 

strong  in  faith  and  victorious  in  captivity,  ob- 
served the  third,  sixth,  and  ninth  hour,  as  it 

were,  for  a  sacrament  of  the  Trinity,  which  in 
the  last  times  had  to  be  manifested.  For  both 

the  first  hour  in  its  progress  to  the  third  shows 
forth  the  consummated  number  of  the  Trinity, 

and  also  the  fourth  proceeding  to  the  sixth  de- 
clares another  Trinity  ;  and  when  from  the  sev- 

enth the  ninth  is  completed,  the  perfect  Trinity 
is  numbered  every  three  hours,  which  spaces  of 
hours  the  worshippers  of  God  in  time  past  hav- 

ing spiritually  decided  on,  made  use  of  for 
determined  and  lawful  times  for  prayer.  And 

sequently    the     thing    was    manifested,    that 
■  1-15. 
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these  things  were  of  old  Sacraments,  in  that  an- 
ciently righteous  men  prayed  in  this  manner. 

For  upon  the  disciples  at  the  third  hour  the 
Holy  Spirit  descended,  who  fulfilled  the  grace 

of  the  Lord's  promise.  Moreover,  at  the  sixth 
hour,  Peter,  going  up  unto  the  house-top,  was 
instructed  as  well  by  the  sign  as  by  the  word  of 
God  admonishing  him  to  receive  all  to  the  grace 
of  salvation,  whereas  he  was  previously  doubtful 
of  the  receiving  of  the  Gentiles  to  baptism. 
And  from  the  sixth  hour  to  the  ninth,  the  Lord, 

being  crucified,  washed  away  our  sins  by  I  lis 
blood  ;  and  that  He  might  redeem  and  quicken 
us,  He  then  accomplished  His  victory  by  His 
passion. 

35.  Put  for  us,  beloved  brethren,  besides  the 

hours  of  prayer  observed  of  old,'  both  the  times 
and  the  sacraments  have  now  increased  in 

number.  For  we  must  also  pray  in  the  morn- 

ing, that  the  Lord's  resurrection  may  be  cele- 
brated by  morning  prayer.  And  this  formerly 

the  Holy  Spirit  pointed  out  in  the  Psalms,  say- 

ing, "My  King,  and  my  God,  because  unto  Thee 
will  I  cry  ;  O  Lord,  in  the  morning  shalt  Thou 

hear  my  voice  ;  in  the  morning  will  I  stand  be- 

fore Thee,  and  will  look  up  to  Thee."2  And 
again,  the  Lord  speaks  by  the  mouth  of  the 

prophet  :  "  Early  in  the  morning  shall  they  watch 
for  me,  saying,  Let  us  go,  and  return  unto  the 

Lord  our  God."  3  Also  at  the  sunsetting  and  at 
the  decline  of  day,  of  necessity  we  must  pray 
again.  Lor  since  Christ  is  the  true  sun  and  the 

true  day,  as  the  worldly  sun  and  worldly  day  de- 
part, when  we  pray  and  ask  that  light  may  re- 

turn to  us  again,  we  pray  for  the  advent  of  (  hrist, 
which  shall  give  us  the  grace  of  everlasting  light. 

Moreover,  the  Holy  Spirit  in  the  Psalms  mani- 

fests that  ( Ihrist  is  called  the  day.  "The  stone," 
i  lie,  •■  whi<  h  the  builders  rejected.  is  become 

the  head  of  the  corner.  This  is  the  Lord's  do- 
ing ;  and  it  is  man  ellous  in  our  eyes.  This  is  the 

day  which  the  Lord  hath  made  ;  let  us  walk  and 

rejoice  in  it."4  Also  the  prophet  Malachi  testi 
lies  that  lie  is  called  the  Sun,  when  he  sa\s, 

"But  to  you  that  fear  the  name  of  the  Lord  shall 
the  Sun  of  righteousness  arise,  and  there  is  heal- 

ing in  His  wings." s  But  if  in  the  Hoi)  Scrip 
lures   the   true   sun   and    tin-   Hue   <Lu    is   Christ, 
then-  is  no  hour  excepted  for  Christians  wherein 
God  ought  not  frequently  and  always  to  lie  woi 
shipped  ;  so  that  we  who  aie  in  Christ  that  i>. 
in  the  true  Sun  and  the  line  I  >a\  —should  be  in 

Btanl   th   ghoilt   the  entire  (\.w  in    petitions,  and 

should  pray  ;  and  when.  b\    the  law  ol  the  world, 

the  revolving   night,  recurring   in    its   alternate 
Change  ..  mm  .  eeds.  there  c  an  be  no  harm  an  iing 

1  [By  the apoitlei,  u hare  mentioned      Icuiii   t  and/d 3  Pi,  * 
1  Hoi   '■i    1, •  Pi 

5  M.il.  iv.  j. 

from  the  darkness  of  night  to  those  who  pray, 
because  the  children  of  light  have  the  day  even 
in  the  night.  Lor  when  is  he  without  light  who 
has  light  in  his  heart?  or  when  has  not  he  the 
sun  and  the  day,  whose  Sun  and  Day  is  (  !hri 

36.  Let  not  us,  then,  who  are  in  Christ  —  that 
is,  always  in  the  light  —  cease  from  praying  even 
during  night.  Thus  the  widow  Anna,  without 
intermission  praying  arid  wat<  hing,  persevered 
in  deserving  well  of  God,  as  it  is  written  in  the 

Gospel :  "She  departed  not,"  it  says,  "  from  the 
temple,  serving  witli  fastings  and  prayers  night 

and  day."6  Let  the  Gentiles  look  \<<  this,  who 
are  not  yet  enlightened,  or  the  Jew-,  who  have  re- 

mained in  darkness  by  having  forsaken  the  light 
Let  us,  beloved  brethren,  who  are  always  in  the 
light  of  the  Lord,  who  remember  and  hold  fast 
what  by  grace  received  we  have  begun  to  be, 
reckon  night  for  day;  lee  us  believe  that  we 

always  walk  in  the  light,  and  let  us  not  be  hin- 
dered by  the  darkness  which  we  have  escaped. 

Let  there  be  no  failure  of  prayers  in  the  h< 

of  night  —  no  idle  and  reckless  waste  t^\  the 
occasions  of  prayer.  New-treated  ami  new- 

born of  the  Spirit  by  the  mercy  of  God,  let  us 

imitate  what  we  shall  one  daj  be.  .-sane  in  the 
kingdom  we  shall  possess  day  alone,  without  in- 

tervention of  night,  let  us  so  witi  h  in  the  n 
as  if  in  the  daylight.  Since  we  are  to  pray  and 
give  thanks  to  God  for  ever,  let  us  not  1  ease  in 

this  life  also  to  pray  and  give  thanks.'' 
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iinst 

thinking  it  more  mod 
of  a 

ike  the 

did  I  do  this 

the  divine  teaching,1 
not  in  the  ears  of  .1 

uld  despise 

thj  m  ami  again,  "  An- 
to  his  folly,  lest  thou 

like  unto  him."  J    And  we  are,  moreover, 
keep   what    is   holy  within   cur  own 

ise  it   to   be  trodden 

sin<  e  the  Lord  speaks, 
that   which   is  holy  unto  the 

it  pearls  before  swine, 
trample  them   under  their   feet,  and 

ain  .m<l  rend  you."  *     For  when  you  used 
to  me  with  the  desire  of  contra- 

di<  ting  rather  than  with  the  wish  to  learn,  and 
d  impudently  to  insist  on  your  own  views, 

shouted  with  noisy  word-,  to  patiently 
•  mine,  it  seemed  to  me  foolish  to; 

•.end  with  you  :  since  it  would  be  an  easier 
and  slighter  thing  to  re-train  the  angry  waxes  of 

rbulent  sea  with  shouts,  than  to  check  your 
ii  nts.     Assuredly  it  would  be 

1  ineffe<  tual  labour  to  offer  light 

i  blind  man,  discourse  to  a  <.\iw(  one,  or  wis- 
.1  to  a  brute;  since  neither  can  a  brute  ap- 
hend,  nor  can  a  blind  man  admit  the  light, 

man  hi 

3.   In  <•  this,  I  have  frequently 
held  m)  an  impatient  man 
with  patien  I  could  neither  teach  an 
unl  tan,  nor  (heck   an   impious   one! 
with   r  train  a   frantic   man  with 

But    yet,  when   you  say  that  very 
ma  omplaining  that  to  us  it  is  ascribed 
that  tendy,  that  plague,  that 

:id  that  long  droughts  are  suspend- 
.  it  is  not  fitting  that  I 

nt    any   longer,    lest    my    silence 
mistrust  rather 

and  while   I  am  treating  the 
tempt,  I  ra  a  to  be 
ne.     I  reply,  therefor 

whom  per- 
.  and  many  of  whom,  by 

with  malicious  words, the 

■1  the  pcrv 

I    ■ 

n  a  punish 
'.im   to  return  to  a  I 

r  burning  fiery 

"xl  of  Miaucius  Felix. 

huddmg  forth  Of  your  own  root  and  origin,  v. 
ever,  1  beli<  ve,  will  admit  the  1 

of  tnv  d  ;  for  he  who  is  moved  to  evil  by 

the  deception  of  a  lie,  will  much  more  easily  be 
moved  to  good  by  the  cogent  y  of  truth. 

3.   You   have  said   that    all    these    things   are 

d   by   US,   and   that   to   us   ought   to   be    at- 
tributed the  misfortunes  wherewith  the  world  is 

now  shaken  and  distressed,  because  your  gods  arc 
not  worshipped  by  us.  And  in  this  behalf,  since 

you  are  ignorant  of  divine  knowledge,  and  a 
stranger  to  the  truth,  you  must  in  the  first  place 
know  this,  that  the  world  has  now  grown  old, 
and  docs  not  abide  in  that  strength  in  which  it 
formerly  stood  ;  nor  has  it  that  vigour  and  force 
which  it  formerly  possessed.  This,  even  were 
we  silent,  and  if  we  alleged  no  proofs  from  the 

sacred  Scriptures  and  from  the  divine  declara- 
tions, the  world  itself  is  now  announcing,  and 

bearing  witness  to  its  decline  by  the  testimony 

of  its  failing  estate.5  In  the  winter  there  is  not 
such  an  abundance  of  showers  for  nourishing  the 
seeds ;  in  the  summer  the  sun  has  not  so  much 
heat  for  cherishing  the  harvest  ;  nor  in  the  spring 

season  are  the  corn-fields  so  joyous  ;  nor  are  the 
autumnal  seasons  so  fruitful  in  their  leafy  prod- 

ucts. The  layers  of  marble  are  dug  out  in  less 

quantity  from  the  disembowelled  and  wearied 
mountains ;  the  diminished  quantities  of  gold 
and  silver  suggest  the  early  exhaustion  of  the 

metals,  and  the  impoverished  veins  are  strait- 

ened and  decreased  day  by  da;,'  ;  the  husband- 
man is  failing  in  the  fields,  the  sailor  at  sea,  the 

soldier  in  the  camp,  innocence  in  the  market, 
justice  in  the  tribunal,  concord  in  friendships, 
skilfulness  in  the  arts,  discipline  in  morals. 
Think  you  that  the  substantial  character  of  a 
thing  that  is  growing  old  remains  so  robust  as 
that  wherewith  it  might  previously  flourish  in  its 
youth  while  still  new  and  vigorous?  Whatever 
is  tending  downwards  to  decay,  with  its  end 

nearly  approaching,  must  of  necessity  be  weak- 
ened. Thus,  the  sun  at  his  setting  darts  his  rays 

with  a  less  bright  and  fiery  splendour  ;  thus,  in  her 
declining  course,  the  moon  wanes  with  exhausted 
horns  ;  and  the  tree,  which  before  had  been  green 
and  fertile,  as  its  branches  dry  up,  becomes  by 
and  by  misshapen  in  a  barren  old  age  ;  and  the 

1  tain  which  once  gushed  forth  liberally  from 
its  overflowing  veins,  as  old  age  causes  it  to  fail, 
si  ar<  ely  trickles  with  a  sparing  moisture.  This 

is  the  sentence  passed  on  the  world,  this  is  God's 
law,  that  everything  that  has  had  a  beginning 
should  perish,  and  things  that  have  grown  should 

become  old,  and  that  strong  things  should  be- 
come weak,  and  great  things  become  small,  and 

that,  when  they  have  become  weakened  and  di- 
minished, they  should  come  to  an  end. 

S  [Elucidation  VI.     See  Commodian,  vol.  iv.  219.] 
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4.  You  impute  it  to  the  Christians  that  every- 
thing is  decaying  as  the  world  grows  old.  What 

if  old  men  should  charge  it  on  the  Christians  that 
they  grow  less  strong  in  their  old  age  ;  that  they 
no  longer,  as  formerly,  have  the  same  faculties. 
in  the  hearing  of  their  ears,  in  the  swiftness  of 
their  feet,  in  the  keenness  of  their  eyes,  in  the 
vigour  of  their  strength,  in  the  freshness  of  their 
organic  powers,  in  the  fulness  of  their  limbs,  and 

that  although  once  the  life  of  men  endured  be- 
yond the  age  of  eight  and  nine  hundred  years, 

it  can  now  scarcely  attain  to  its  hundredth  y< 

We  see  grey  hairs  in  boys  —  the  hair  fails  before 
it  begins  to  grow;  and  life  does  not  cease  in  old 
age,  but  it  begins  with  old  age.  Thus,  even  at 
its  very  commencement,  birth  hastens  to  its 

close  ;  '  thus,  whatever  is  now  born  degenerate, 
with  the  old  age  of  the  world  itself;  so  that  no 
one  ought  to  wonder  that  everything  begins  to 
fail  in  the  world,  when  the  whole  world  itself  is 

already  in  process  of  failing,  and  in  its  end. 
5.  .Moreover,  that  wars  continue  frequently  to 

prevail,  that  death  and  famine  accumulate  anxi- 
ety, that  health  is  shattered  by  raging  diseases, 

that  the  human  race  is  wasted  by  the  desolation 
of  pestilence,  know  that  this  was  foretold  ;  th.it 
evils  should  be  multiplied  in  the  last  times,  and 
that  misfortunes  should  be  varied  ;  and  that  as 

the  day  of  judgment  is  now  drawing  nigh,  the 
censure  of  an  indignant  God  should  be  more 

and  more  aroused  for  the  s<  ourging  of  the  hum  in 
race,  for  these  things  happen  nut,  as  your  I 
complaining  and  ignorant  inexperience  of  the 

truth  asserts  and  repeat,,  because  your  gods  are 
not  worshipped  by  us,  but  because  God  is  not 
worshipped  by  you.     For  since  He  is  Lord  and 
Ruler  of  the  world,  and  all  things  ari  I  on 
by  His  will  and  direction,  nor  'an  anything 
done  save  whal  He  I  [imself  has  done  or  allowed 

to  be  done,  certainly  when  th  ise  things  <>. 
whii  h  show  the  anger  of  an  offended  God,  they 
happen  not  on  account  of  us  by  whom  God  is 
worshij ip  'I.  but  they  are  called  dow n  by  j 
sins  and  deservings,  b)  whom  God  is  n  ith  r  in 

an_\'  waj  iit    nor  feared,  because  your  vain 
superstitions  are  not  forsaken,  nor  the  true  reli- 

gion known  in  such  wise  that  lie  who  i,  the 
(iod    over   all    might    alone    be    wi  1  d   and 
petition  d. 

6.  In  tine,  li  ,t  ai  to  I  [jms<  If  speaking  ;  I  [im- 
self with  a  divine  voi<  e  at  once  instru<  ting  and 

warning  us :  "  Thou  shah  worship  the  Lord 

God,"  says  He,  "and  Him  only  shalt  thou  sen 
And   ag  nn,  ••  Thou   shalt    have   none   oth    ' 
but  me."  ;     Ami  again,  "  (  ',0  not  aft  1  Oth( 
to  serve  them  ;   and  worship  them  not.  and    pro 

VOke    not    me    to   anger   with    the   work-,   of  J 

1  [Wild   v    ,,.] 
•'      I   ><    Hi.     \  I.     1    |. 

s  Ex.  xxix,  .1. 

hind,  to  destroy  you."  '  Moreover,  th  1  rophet, 
tilled  with  the  Holy  Spirit,  attests  and  denounces 

the  anger  of  God,  saying,  "  I  hi      Lord 
Almighty  :  Because  of  mine  house  that  i 
and  ye  run  every  man  to  his  own  house,  th<  refore 
the  heavens  shall  be  stayed  from  dew,  and  the 
earth  shall  withhold  her  fruits  :  and  I  will  bring 
a  sword  upon  the  earth,  and  upon  the  corn,  and 
upon  the  wine,  and  upon  th  oil,  and  upon  men, 
and  upon  cattle,  and  upon  all  the  I  of  their 

hands."  5  Moreover,  another  prophet  repeats, 
and   say-,.  "And    I  will  1  to  rain  upon  one 
city,  and  upon  another  city  I  will  |  nut  to 
rain.     One  piece  shall  be  rail  I  the 
piece  whereon  I  send  no  rain  shall  be  withered. 
And  two  and  three  cities  shall  be  gathered  intoone 
city  to  drink  water,  and  shi  II  :.  tisfied  ; 

ye  .ire  not  converted  unto  th  the  Lord."6 
7.  behold,  the  Lord  is  angry  and  wrathful, 

and  threatens,  because  you  turn  not  unto  Him. 

And  you  wonder  or  complain  in  I  ir  obsti- 

nacy and  contempt,  it'  th  rain  c  oi  ma  with 
unusual  scarcity;  and  tl  th  falls  into  i:  !gle<  t 
with  dusty  corruption  ;  if  the  1  glebe  hardly 
brings  forth  a  few  jejune  and  pallid  blad  s  of 
grass  ;  if  the  destroying  h  til  w<  ike  is  the  \h 
if  the    overwhelming  whirlwind  ut   the 
olive  ;  if  drought  si  intain  ;  a  \ 
tilent  breeze  corrupts  the  air;  thi 
disease    wastes    away    man  ;    although    all    tl. 
things  come  as  the  consequen  that 

them,  and  (iod  i^  a  int 
when  such  and  .ail  nothin \ 
that  these  things  ir  either  for  th<  line 

ol"  the  obstinate  or  for  the  punishment  of  the 
e\  il.  the  same  God  declai  -  rip- 

ying,  "  In  vain  have  I  smittei  1  hil- 
dren  ;  they  have  nol  r<  • 
the  prophet  devoted  and  dedicated  t  i  an- 

rs   to  these  words   in   the  same  strain,  1 

,  "Thou   hast   stricken   them,  but    the)    1 
n  >1  :ai.  \  ■  d  ;    I  hou  ha  \ 
ha\  e  refused  to  re<  eh  1  1 

re  infli(  ted  from  ( lod,  and  I 
i  Iod.     I  o.  blow  -  and 

nol  wanting,  and  th<  I 
What  if  even  no  su<  h 
in  human  affairs?    1  low  mu<  h 
be  the  audai  it\  in  men,  if  it  w    : 

impunity  of  their  «  run 
8.  You  complain  that  tl 

1       plentiful  to  you,  and  the  bi 
brio\is,  and  the  frequenl  show 
earth  a 

elements  no  longer  sub 

pleasure,    a,    of  old.       I      ' 

I  li  . 

cr.  I 
• 
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ined  i"  your  aervu  e  ; 
Hun  I  -I  pleasure 

1  ■       your  slave  you 
md  though  a  man,  you 

ni.  .md  to  be 

.iml  although  you  share  the 
being  born,  the  same  < 

1  you  have 
like  .md  a  1  ommon  order  ol 

ome  into  this  world  of 
1  it  .hut  a  time  with  equal 

1  by  the  same  law  ;  yet,  unless  you 
him  according  to  your  pleasure, 

unl.  1  by  him  in  conformity  to 
r  will,  .in  imperious  and  excessive 

j  and  scourge  him  : 
I   torture  him  with  hunger,  with 

thirst  and  nakedness,  and  even  frequently  with 
the  and  with  imprisonment.     And,  wretch 

you  not  acknowledge  the  Lord 
r  God  whil  lurself  are  thus  exercising 

lordship 
re  with  reason  in  these  plagues 

.  there  are  not  wanting  God's  stripes 
.md  sin<  e  they  are  of  no  avail  in 

this  matter,  .md  do  not  convert  individuals  to 
rof  destructions,  there  remains 

after  all   the  eternal  dungeon,  and  the  continual 
fire,  and  the  everlasting  punishment;  nor  shall 
the   gl  suppliants   be  heard  there, 

the   terror  of  the  angry  ('hh\  was 
1  [is  prophet,  and  saying, 

"Heai  th     «  >rd  of  the   Lord,  ye  children  of 
the  judgment  of  the  Lord  is  against 

the  in'  •    ■  irih  ;    because   there  is 
•her  men  \.  nor  truth,  nor  knowledge  of  God 

th.      But  cursing,  and  lying,  and 
kif  nd  committing  adultery,  is 

r  the  land,  they  mingle  blood  with 
shall   the   land   mourn,  with 

that  dwelleth  therein,  with  the  beasts 
field,  with  things  that  creep  on  the  earth. 

•  en  ;   and   the  fishes  of 

the  i  50  that  no  man  shall  judge, 

ys  He  is  wrath- 
ful and  angi  ise  there  is  no  acknowledge 

rth,  and  Cod   is   neither 
red.     The  sins  of  lying,   of  lust, 

f  impiety,  of  anger,  God 
:  lit   with,   and    no    one 

I    ,  tl  are 
•retold  by  the 

.  nor  ;  ae  admonished  by 

ordaii 

pendc 

K>m  all  ihi 

furnished 

■  have  engen- 
1  1  known  to  the  , 

,     i&y,  clc.etl.  1745. J 

'    ■■  ■ 

the  belief  of  things  present  to  take  thought  for 
what  is  to  <(>me.  Amongst  those  verv  misfor- 

tunes wherein  the  soul,  closely  bound  and  shut 

up,  can  scarcely  breathe,  there  is  still  found 
opportunity  for  men  to  be  evil,  and  in  such 
great  dangers  to  judge  not  so  much  of  them- 

selves as  of  others.  You  are  indignant  that  God 

is  angry,  as  if  by  an  evil  life  you  were  deserving 
any  good,  as  if  all  things  of  that  kind  which 
happen  were  not  infinitely  less  and  of  smaller 
account   than  your  sins. 

10.  You  who  judge  others,  be  for  once  also  a 
judge  of  yourself;  look  into  the  hiding-plai 
of  your  own  cons<  ience  ;  nay,  since  now  there  is 
not  even  any  shame  in  your  sin,5  and  you  are 
wicked,  as  if  it  were  rather  the  very  wickedness 
itself  that  pleased  you,  do  you,  who  are  seen 
clearly  and  nakedly  by  all  other  men,  yourself 
also  look  upon  yourself.  For  either  you  are 
swollen  with  pride,  or  greedy  with  avarice,  or 
cruel  with  anger,  or  prodigal  with  gambling,  or 

flushed  with  intemperance,  or  envious  with  jeal- 
ousy, or  unchaste  with  lust,  or  violent  with  cru- 

elty ;  and  do  you  wonder  that  Cod's  anger 
increases  in  punishing  the  human  race,  when  the 
sin  that  is  punished  is  daily  increasing?  You 
complain  that  the  enemy  rises  up,  as  if.  though 
an  enemy  were  wanting,  there  could  be  peace 
for  you  even  among  the  very  togas  of  peace. 
You  complain  that  the  enemy  rises  up,  as  if, 
even  although  external  arms  and  dangers  from 
barbarians  were  repressed,  the  weapons  of  domes- 

tic assault  from  the  calumnies  and  wrongs  of 
powerful  citizens,  would  not  be  more  ferocious 
and  more  harshly  wielded  within.  You  complain 
of  barrenness  and  famine,  as  if  drought  made  a 
greater  famine  than  rapacity,  as  if  the  fierceness 
of  want  did  not  increase  more  terribly  from 

grasping  at  the  increase  of  the  year's  produce, 
and  the  accumulation  of  their  price.  Yo;i  com- 

plain that  the  heaven  is  shut  up  from  showers, 
although  in  the  same  way  the  barns  are  shut  up 
on  earth.  You  complain  that  now  less  is  pro- 

duced, as  if  what  had  already  been  produced 
were  given  to  the  indigent.  You  reproach  plague 
and  disease,  while  by  plague  itself  and  disease 
the  crimes  of  individuals  are  either  detected  or 

increased,  while  mercy  is  not  manifested  to  the 
weak,  and  avarice  and  rapine  are  waiting  open- 
mouthed  for  the  dead.  The  same  men  are  timid 

in  the  duties  of  affection,  but  rash  in  quest  of 
impious  gains  :  shunning  the  deaths  of  the  dying, 
and  craving  the  spoils  of  the  dead,  so  that  it  may 
appear  as  if  the  wretched  are  probably  forsaken 
in  their  sickness  for  this  cause,  that  they  may 
not,  by  being  cured,  escape:  for  he  who  enters 
so  eagerly  upon  the  estate  of  the  dying, probably 
desired  the  sick  man  to  perish. 

5  Some  texts  read,  "  fear  or  shame  in  sinning." 
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11.  So  great  a  terror  of  destruction  cannot 
give  the  teaching  of  innocency  ;  and  in  the  midst 
of  a  people  dying  with  constant  havoc,  nobody 
considers  that  he  himself  is  mortal.  Everywhere 

there  is  scattering,  there  is  seizure,  there  is  tak- 
ing possession  ;  no  dissimulation  about  spoiling, 

and  no  delay.1  As  if  it  were  all  lawful,  as  if  it 
were  all  becoming,  as  if  he  who  does  not  rob 
were  suffering  loss  and  wasting  his  own  property, 
thus  every  one  hastens  to  the  rapine.  Among 
thieves  there  is  at  any  rate  some  modesty  in  their 
crimes.  They  love  pathless  ravines  and  deserted 
solitudes  ;  and  they  do  wrong  in  such  a  way, 

that  still  the  crime  of  the  wrong-doers  is  veiled 

by  darkness  and  night.  Avarice,  however,  rages  ' 
openly,  and,  safe  by  its  very  boldness,  exposes  the 
weapons  of  its  headlong  craving  in  the  light  of 

the  market-place.  Thence  cheats,  thence  poi- 
soners, thence  assassins  in  the  midst  of  the  city, 

are  as  eager  for  wickedness  as  they  are  wicked 
with  impunity.  The  crime  is  committed  by  the 
guilty,  and  the  guiltless  who  can  avenge  it  is  not 
found.  There  is  no  fear  from  accuser  or  judge  : 
the  wicked  obtain  impunity,  while  modest  men 
are  silent;  accomplices  are  afraid,  and  those  J 
who  are  to  judge  are  for  sale.  And  therefore  \ 

by  the  mouth  of  the  prophet  the  truth  of  the' 
matter  is  put  forth  with  the  divine  spirit  and  in- 

stinct :  it  is  shown  in  a  certain  and  obvious  way 
that  Cod  can  prevent  adverse  things,  but  that 
the  evil  deserts  of  sinners  prevent  His  bringing 

aid.  "  Is  the  Lord's  hand."  says  he,  "not  strong 
to  save  you  ;  or  has  He  made  heavy  His  ear,  that 
He  cannot  hear  you?  But  your  sins  separate 
between  you  and  God  ;  and  because  of  your  sins 
He  hath  hid  His  face  from  you,  that  He  mav  not 

have  mercy."  -  Therefore  let  your  sins  and  of- 
fences be  reckoned  up  ;  let  the  wound-,  of  your 

Conscience    be    considered  ;     and    let    each    one 

e  complaining  about  God,  or  about  us.  if  he 
Should  perceive  that  himself  deserves  what  he 
Buffers. 

12.  book   what    that   very   matter  is   of  which 

is  chiefly  our  discourse  —  that  you  molest  us. 
although   innocent;    that,    in   contempt    of  God, 

you  attack  and  oppress  God's  servants.     I 
little,  hi  your  account,  that  your  life  is  stained 
with  a  variety  ofgrOSS  vices,  with  the    iniquit)   01 

dly  crimes,  with  the  summary  of  all  blood) 
rapines  ;  that  true  religion  is  overturned  b)  false 
superstitions;  that  God  is  neither  sought  at  all, 
nor  feared  at  all  ;  but  over  and  above  this,  you 

weary  Cod's  servants,  and  those  who  are  dedi- 
cated to  His  majesty  and  His  name,  with  unjust 

persecutions.  It  is  not  enough  that  von  yourself 
do  not  worship  Cod.  but,  over  and  above,  you 
persecute   those  who  i\o  worship,  with  a  s.u  rile- 

•  Or,  "no  preteni  e."    Soma  add,  "  do  few." Ki.  lix    i 

3  Or,  "  diitreit;  "  p,  /. 

gious  hostility.     You  neither  worship  God,  nor 
do  you  at  all  permit  Him  to  be  worshipped  ;  and 
while  others  who  venerate  not  only  ti.  ilish 

idols  and  images  made  by  man's  hands,  but  1 
portents  and  monsters  besides,  are  |  g  to 

you,  it  is  only  the  worshipper  of  ( Jod  who  is  dis- 
pleasing to  you.  The  ashes  of  victims  and  the 

piles  of  cattle  everywhere  smoke  in  your  temples, 

and  Cod's  altars  are  either  nowhere  or  are  hid- 
den. Crocodiles,  and  apes,  and  -tones,  and  ser- 
pents are  worshipped  by  you;  and  Cod  alone 

in  the  earth  is  not  worshipped,  or  if  worship] 
not  with  impunity.  You  deprive  the  innocent, 
the  just,  the  dear  to  God,  of  their  home  ;  j 
spoil  them  of  their  estate,  you  load  them  with 
chains,  you  shut  them  up  in  prison,  j  nish 
them  with  the  sword,  with  the  wild  beasts,  with 
the  flames.     Nor.  indeed,  are  you  content  with 
a  brief  endurance  of  our  sufferings,  and  with  a 
simple  and  swift  exhaustion  of  pains.     You 
on  foot  tedious  tortures,  by  tearing  our  I 

you  multiply  numerous  punishments,  by  lacerat- 
ing our  vitals  ;  nor  can  your  brutality  and  fn.  1 

ness    be   content    with    ordinary  tortures;    your 

ingenious  cruelty  devises  new  sufferings. 
13.  What  is  this  insatiable  madness  for  bio 

shedding,   what    this    interminable    lust    (if   1 
elty?      Rather  make  your  eli  tion  of  on 
alternatives.     To  be  a  ( Ihristian  is  either  a  (rime, 
or  it  is  not.     If  it  be  a   crime,  why  do  you   not 
put  the   man   that   confesses   it   to   death?      If  it 

In-    not   a   crime,   why  do  you   p  an  in- 
nocent man?  for  I  ought  t"  be  put  to  the 

torture  il  I  denied  it.  If  in  fear  of  your  pun- 
ishment   I  should  conceal,  by  a  deceitful  fal 

1,  what  I  had  previously  been,  and  the 
that    I    had    not   worshipped    youi  D    1 

might  d(  sen e  to  1  ie  tormented,  tl  I  to 
be   (  omp<  lied    to   .  ion   of  m)  by 
the   power  ̂ (  suit;  :  in  othi  : 
the  guiltj .  w  ho  deny  that  the) 
crime  ol  which  they  are  accused,  ai  ired 
in  order  thai   the  1  onfession  i'\   the  *<( 
the    <  rune,    win  h    the    tell  tal 

make,  mav    be  wrung  OUt  by  I 

lint  DOW,  w  ii    n    o!    ni\    OW  u    fi  i 

and  cry  out,  and  w ah  words  frequent  . 
ted  to  the  same  effe<  t  bear  wil 

a  i  hristian,  win   >\^  you  appl)   I   1 
who  avows   it.  and  who   d<    I 
in    hidden    and 

publi(  lv .   and    in    the  v  eiv    ie.  in    the 
hearing  ol  youi   m 
that,  although  it  was  .1  slight  thi 
blamed    in    me    before,   that    v 
rather  to  hate  and    punish  has 

declaring   myself  a  Christian   in 
plat  c.  and    with    the    people    stam 
am  ( onfounding  both  you  an 
open  and  pubh<  announcement? 
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.  destro)  out  faith, >me  by 

an)  d<  ity  and 
to   their   own 

od  themselves  by  dieir 
I   i. m   they   advant 

i  .uuh>\  avenge  them- 
ip  thcin  not  ?     For  if 

i  ount  than  he  who 
rreater  than  your  gods. 
than  those  wh  im   you 

ship  them,  but 
ipped  and  feared  by  them  as 

i  mpionship  defends  tl 

your   protection   guards 
shut  u|>  from  perishing.     You  should 

■  whom  you  your- 
I  be  ashamed  to  h 

>e  whom  you  yourself 
I 

i   but  hear  and   see   them 

adjured  by  us,  and  tortured  with 
.    and    are    ejei  ted    from    the 

tortures  of  words,1  when 
at  the  \oice  of  man  and 

•i  peg  and  ]>i  AV>i 
nent  to  come  !     Come  and 

say  is  l  ind •  .. 

]>.     (  )r  it"  you  will 
-i.e.,  the  demon  —  who 

ISt,   who    has    now 
:  mind  with  the  night  of  ignoran 

If  in  your  hear 

1   by  ti. 
:  we   are    feared   by  ti 

;  adore.     You  will 

r  hands  id  hound,  and •ok  up 

.redly  even  thus  you  might 
1  in  th( 

.  at  once  upon  our 
irhat   they  are,  and  even 

in  j  le  to  conceal  those  dec  cits 

ihness  of  mind  ; ^,  to 

s  into  1: 
hen  bound  in  the   toil 

the   hope  of  iramor- 
d  when   He  threatens 

unto  anj  but 
unto    the  11    be    rooted    i 
And    again  :  shipped   them    whom 

«  [Vol.  iii.  pp.  176,  :8o.] to. 

their   fingers   made  ;    and    the    mean   man    hath 
]i.  and  the  great  man  hath  humbled 

himself,   and    1    will    not    forgive    them."'      Why 
An  you  humble  and  bend  yourself  to  false  gods? 

Why  do  you  how  your  ho«ly  captive  before 
foolish  images  and  creations  of  earth?  God 
made  you  upright  ;  and  while  other  animals  are 

do«  nlooking,  and  are  depressed  in  posture  bend- 
irds  the  earth,  yours  is  a  lofty  attitude  ; 

and  your  countenance  is  raised  upwards  to 
heaven,  and  to  God.  Look  thither,  lift  your 

eyes  thitherward,  seek  God  in  the  highest,  that 
you  may  he  free  from  things  below;  lift  your 
heart  to  a  dependence  on  high  and  heavenly 
things.  Why  do  you  prostrate  yourself  into 
the  ruin  of  death  with  the  serpent  whom  you 
worship?  Why  do  you  fall  into  the  destruction 
of  the  devil,  by  his  means  and  in  his  company? 
Keep  the  lofty  estate  in  which  you  were  born. 
Continue  such  as  you  were  made  by  God.  To 
the  posture  of  your  countenance  and  of  your 
body,  conform  your  soul.  That  you  may  be 
able  to  know  (hid,  first  know  yourself.  Forsake 
the  idols  which  human  error  has  invented.  Be 

turned  to  God,  whom  if  you  implore  He  will 

aid  you.  Believe  in  Christ,  whom4  the  Father 
has  sent  to  quicken  and  restore  us.  Cease  to 
hurt  the  servants  of  Cod  and  of  Christ  with 

your  persecutions,  since  when  they  are  injured 
the  divine  vengeance  defends  them. 

17.  For  this  reason  it  is  that  none  of  us,  when 

he  is  apprehended,  makes  resistance,  nor  avenges 
himself  against  your  unrighteous  violence,  al- 

though our  people  are  numerous  and  plentiful. 
Our  certainty  of  a  vengeance  to  follow  makes 
us  patient.  The  innocent  give  place  to  the 
guilty  ;  the  harmless  acquiesce  in  punishments 
and  tortures,  sure  and  confident  that  whatsoever 

we  suffer  will  not  remain  unavenged,  and  that  in 

I  1  'portion  to  the  greatness  of  the  injustice  of 
our  persecution  so  will  be  the  justice  and  the 

severity  of  the  vengeance  exa<  ted  for  those  per- 
itions.  Nor  does  the  wickedness  of  the 

impious  ever  rise  up  against  the  name  we  bear, 
without  immediate  vengeance  from  above  at- 

tending it.  To  say  nothing  of  the  memories  of 
ancient  times,  and  not  to  recur  with  wordy 

commemoration  to  frequently  repeated  ven- 

geance on  behalf  of  Cod's  worshippers,  the 
instance  of  a  recent  matter  is  sufficient  to  prove 
that  our  defence,  so  speedily,  and  in  its  speed 
so  powerfully,  followed  of  late  in  the  ruins  of 
things. 5  in  the  destruction  of  wealth,  in  the  waste 
of  soldier-,  and  the  diminution  of  forts.  Nor 

let  any  one  think  that  this  occurred  by  chan<  e, 
or  think  that  it  was  fortuitous,  since  long  ago 

S<  ripture  has  laid  down,  and  said.  "Vengeance 
3  Isa.  ii   8. 

ne  read,  "  the  Son  whom." 
*  Or,  according  to  some,  "  of  kings." 
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is  mine;  I  will  repay,  saith  the  Lord."1  And 
again  the  Holy  Spirit  forewarns,  and  says,  "Say 
not  thou,  I  will  avenge  myself  of  mine  enemy, 

but  wait  on  the  Lord,  that  He  may  be  thy  help."-' 
Whence  it  is  plain  and  manifest,  that  not  by  our 

means,  but  for  our  sakes,  all  those  things  are  hap- 
pening which  come  down  from  the  anger  of  God. 

18.  Nor  let  anybody  think  that  Christians  are 
not  avenged  by  those  things  that  are  happening, 
for  the  reason  that  they  also  themselves  seem  to 
be  affected  by  their  visitation.  A  man  feels  the 
punishment  of  worldly  adversity,  when  all  his 
joy  and  glory  are  in  the  world.  He  grieves  and 
groans  if  it  is  ill  with  him  in  this  life,  with  whom 
it  cannot  be  well  after  this  life,  all  the  fruit  of 
whose  life  is  received  here,  all  whose  consolation 
is  ended  here,  whose  fading  and  brief  life  here 
reckons  some  sweetness  and  pleasure,  but  when 
it  has  departed  hence,  there  remains  for  him 
only  punishment  added  to  sorrow.  Hut  they 
have  no  suffering  from  the  assault  of  present 
evils  who  have  confidence  in  future  good  things. 
In  fact,  we  are  never  prostrated  by  adversity, 
nor  are  we  broken  down,  nor  do  we  grieve  or 
murmur  in  any  external  misfortune  or  weakness 
of  body  :  living  by  the  Spirit  rather  than  by  the 
flesh,  we  overcome  bodily  weakness  by  mental 
strength.  By  those  very  things  which  torment 
and  weary  US,  we  know  and  trust  that  we  are 

proved  and  strengthened.' 
19.  Do  you  think  that  we  suffer  adversit) 

equally  with  yourselves,  when  you  see  that  the 
same  adverse  things  are  not  borne  equally  by 

us  and  by  you?  Among  you  there  is  always  .' 
clamorous  and  complaining  impatience  j  with  us 
there  is  a  strong  and  religious  patience,  always 
quiet  and  always  grateful  to  God.  Nor  does  it 
claim  tor  itself  anything  joyous  or  pro 
in  this  world,  but,  meek  and  gentle  and  stable 

against  all  die  jmsts  of  this  tossing  world,  it 
waits  for  the  time  of  the  divine  promise  ;  for  as 
long  as  this  body  endures,  it  must  needs  have  a 
common  lot  with  others,  and  its  bodil)  condition 
must  be  common.  Nor  is  it  given  to  any  of  the 

human  1  "a<  e  to  be  separated  one  from  another, 
except  by  withdrawal  from  this  present  life.     In 
the   meantime,   we    are  all,   good   and   evil,   COD 

tained   in  one   household.     Whatever  happens 
within  the  house,  we  sutler  with  equal  fate,  until, 
when  the  end  of  the  temporal  life  shall  be  at- 

tained, we  shall  he  distributed  among  the  homes 
either  of  eternal  death  or  Immortality.  Thus, 
therefore,  we  are  not  on  the  same  level,  and 

equal  with  you,  be<  ause,  pla<  ed  in  this 
world  and  in  this  flesh,  we  iik  ur  equally  with 
you  the  annoyances  of  the  world  and  pi  the  flesh  ; 
for  since  in  the  sense  of  pain   is  all  punishment, 

1  Rom.  \ii.  iq. 
a  Prov.  w 

•  [I'c.umliil  triumph  of  f.iith,  "  pMCfl  in  believing!  "] 

it  is  manifest  that  he  is  not  a  shar  ir  pun- 
ishment   who,    you    see,    does    not    suffer   pain 

equally  with  yourselves.4 
20.  There  flourishes  with  us  th<-  strength  of 

hope  and  the  firmness  of  faith. 
very  ruins  of  a  decaying  world  our  soul  is  lifted 
up,  and  our  courage  unshaken:  our  pat; 

never  anything  but  joyous  j  and  the  mind  is  al- 
ways secure  of  its  God,  ev<  0  a,  the  Holy  Spirit 

speaks    through    the    prophet,   and    exhorts 
strengthening  with  a  heavenly  word  the  firmi 

of  our  hope  and  faith.     "The  fig  tree,"  says  He, 
"shall  not  bear  fruit,  and  there  shall  he  no  1  i 
som  in  the  vines.     The  labour  of  thi  hall 

tail,   and  the   fields   shall    yield    no    meat.       ! 
flock  shall  be  cut  off  from  the  fold,  and  there 

shall  be  no  herd  in  the  stalls.     But  I  will  rejoice 
in  the  Lord,  and   I  will  joy  in  the  God  of  my 
salvation."'      He  s.ns  that  the  man  of  God  and 
the  worshipper  of  God,  depending  on  the  truth 
of  his  hope,  and  founded  on  the  s  ted  fastness  of 
his  faith,  is  not  moved  by  the  attacks  of  this 
world  and   this  life.     Although   the  vine  should 
fail,  and  the  olive  deceive,  and  the  field  parched 
with    grass    dying   with    drought   should    wither, 
what  is  this  to  Christians?  what  to  1 

vants  whom  paradise  is  inviting,  whom  all  the 
grace  and  all  the  abundance  of  the  kingdom 
heaven  is  waiting  tor?     The)  always  exult  in  the 
Lord,  and   rejoice    and  are  glad   in  their  (i 
and   the   evils  and   adv<  of  the  world  they 

bravely  suffer,  because  re  looking  forward 
to  gifts  and  prosperity  s  to  <  ome  :   I 
have   pul    off  our  earthly  birth,  and  are  I)    « 
ated   and    regenerated    by   the   £  ind   no 
longer  live  to  the  world  but  I,  shall  not 
receive  I  ifts  and  ;  until  « 

at   the  pri  -  m  e  of  God.     And   \ 

ask  for  t'ne  repulse  of  enem    »,    nd  I  lin- 
ing  showers,  and   either  lor   the   I  or   the 

moderating  of  .[.[m.  rsity  ;  and  we  pour  f< 
prayers,  anil,  propitiating  and  appeasin 
we   entn  at  <  ntl)  111  and 
night,  for  \  Ti- 

ll.  It  no  one,  howe\  er,  il  itter  hims 
e  there  is  1 01  I 

profane,  t"  <  lod's  worsl     |    rs  and  to  1 

ponents,6  I  j 
ami    bod) .    a     common     «  OJlditioil     ■ 

troubles,  in  su<  h  a  waj   a  •  to  thii  k  "   m 
that  all  those  things  whi<  ii  happi  1 
down    b)    \ 

( lod  1  [imself,  and  by  proph<  1 

previousl)   been  foi  told  that 
should  come  the  w  rath       1 

(  utions  wlm  h  humanl)  w< iuld  hurt 

'    ll<''    iii     1  ; 

I  1  mi,,  rwi  .- 
(.4iic  OppOM 
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.   that    vengean<  e, 
id  with  h<  avenl)  defen<  e  th 

w|i,    ..  tuld  attend  them. 

things  which 
in  the  meantinu   are  happening  in  that  respect 

given  for  an  ex- ivenging  God  maj 

daj  of  judgment  is  still 
[enounces,  say- 

f  of  the  Lord  is  at 
hand,  and  i   from   Cod  shall  come  ; 

the  day  of  the  Lord  cometh,  cruel  with 
r,  to  la)  the  earth  desolate,  and 

of  it."  '     And  again  : 
••  Behold,  the  day  of  the  Lord  cometh,  burning 

in  oven  ;  and  all  the  aliens  and  all  that  do 

kedly  shall  be  ble,  and  the  day  that 

til  burn  them  up,  saith  the  Lord."  ' 
prophesies  that  the  aliens  shall  be 

burnt  up  and  consumed  ;  that  is,  aliens  from  the 

.  and  the  profane,  those  who  are  not 
ritually  new-born,  nor  made  children  of  God. 

Fur  that  th  ipe  who  have  been 

new-born  and  signed  with  the  sign  of  Christ. 
ler  plat  e.  when,  sending  forth 

11  s  ang  Is  to  the  destruction  of  the  world  and 
the  death  of  the  human  r.u  e,  He  threatens  more 

terribly  in  the  last  time,  saying,  "Co  ye,  and 
te,  ami    let    not   your  ire.     Have  no 

pity  up  mi  old  or  young,  .\nA  slay  the  virgins  and 
the  lit;  ind  the  women,  that  they  may  be 
utterly  destroyed.     Hut  touch  not  any  man  upon 

wh  .ritten  the  mark."'     Moreover,  what 
mark  is.  and  in  what   part  of  the   body  it   i> 

forth   in  another  place,  saying. 

the  mid-;  of  J   r  isalem,  and  set  a 
foreheads  of  the  men  that  sigh 

all   the  abominations  that  be 

thereof."  '     And  that  the  - 
i  and  blood  of  Christ,  and 

that  whoever  is   found   in   this  sign   is  kept  sale 

1  unharmed,  is  also  proved  b  's  testi- 
,1  the  blood  shall  be  to  you 
the  houses  in  whi<  h  ye  shall 

be;  ami    1  •   the  blood,  and  will   protect 
.  and  tlie  ]  f  diminution  shall  not  be 

ate   the  land  of  Egypt."  ; 
ded  by  a  figure  in  the  slain 

a  Christ,  the  truth  which  fol- 
.    when    Egypt 

'■•'.'■      I     ■  >h  people  could  not  escape  e\- td   die  sign  of  the  lamb; 
i,  when  the  world  s  n   to  be  deso- 

lated and  smitten,  whoever  is  found  in  the  blood 

and  the  :lone  shall  escape.6 

I  i  'k,  therefore,7  while  there  is  time,  t<, 
the  true  ami  eternal  salvation  J  and  since  now 
the  end  of  the  world  is  at  hand,  turn  your  minds 

\<>  God,  in  the  fear  of  Cod  ;  nor  let  that  power- 
less ami  vain  dominion  in  the  world  over  the  just 

and  meek  delight  you,  since  in  the  field,  even 
among  the  cultivated  and  fruitful  corn,  the  tares 
and  the  darnel  have  dominion.  Nor  say  ye 
that  ill  fortunes  happen  because  your  gods  are 

not  worshipped  by  us  ;  but  know  that  this  is  the 

judgment  of  Cod's  anger,  that  He  who  is  not 
acknowledged  on  account  of  His  benefits  may  at 
least  be  acknowledged  through  His  judgments. 
Seek  the  Lord  even  late;  for  long  ago,  Cod, 

forewarning  by  His  prophet,  exhorts  and  says, 

••Seek  ye  the  Lord,  and  your  soul  shall  live."  s 
Know  God  even  late  ;  for  Christ  at  His  coming 

admonishes  and  teaches  this,  saying,  "This  is 
life  eternal,  that  they  might  know  Thee,  the  only 
true  Cod,  and  Jesus  Christ,  whom  Thou  hast 
sent.'''''  Believe  Him  who  deceives  not  at  all. 
believe  Him  who  foretold  that  all  these  things 
should  come  to  pass.  Believe  Him  who  will 
give  to  all  that  believe  the  reward  of  eternal  life, 
believe  Him  who  will  call  down  on  them  that 

believe  not,  eternal  punishments  in  the  fires  of 
Gehenna. 

24.  What  will  then  be  the  glory  of  faith? 
what  the  punishment  of  faithlessness?  When 
the  day  of  judgment  shall  come,  what  joy  of 
believers,  what  sorrow  of  unbelievers  ;  that  they 
should  have  been  unwilling  to  believe  here,  and 
now  that  they  should  be  unable  to  return  that 

they  might  believe  !  An  ever-burning  Gehenna 
will  burn  up  the  condei  and  a  punishment 

living  flames  ;  nor  will   there  be 
source  whence  at  any  time  they  may  have 

devi  with 

■    I    . 

i. 

4     Kcv.  vii.  3,  ix.  4.] 

any 

either  respite  or  end  to  their  torments.  Souls 
with  their  bodies  will  be  reserved  in  infinite  tor- 

:s  lor  suffering.  Thus  the  man  will  be  for 
i  seen  by  us  who  here  gazed  upon  us  for  a 

season  ;  and  the  short  joy  of  those  cruel  eyes  in 
the  persecutions  that  they  made  for  us  will  be 

compensited  by  a  perpetual  spectacle,  accord- 
ing to  the  truth  of  Holy  Scripture,  which  says, 

••  Their  worm  shall  not  die,  ami  their  fire  shall 
not  be  quenched;  and  they  shall  be  for  a  vision 

11  flesh."  '°  And  again:  "Then  shall  the 
righteous  men  stand  in  great  constancy  before 
the  face  of  those  who  hue  afflicted  them,  and 

have  taken  away  their  labours.  When  they  see 
it,  they  shall  be  troubled  with  horrible  fear,  and 
shall  be  amazed  at  the  suddenness  of  their  un- 
expected  salvation;  and  they,  repenting  and 
groaning  for  anguish  of  spirit,  shall  say  within 
themselves,  These  are  they  whom  we  had  some 

7  Or,  according  to  some  readings,  "  Be  wise,  therefore.' *  Amos  v.  6. 

9  John  xvii.  3. 10  Isa    Ixvl  24. 
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time  in  derision,  and  a  proverb  of  reproach  ;  we 
fools  counted  their  life  madness,  and  their  end 
to  be  without  honour.  How  are  they  numbered 
among  the  children  of  God,  and  their  lot  is 
among  the  saints  !  Therefore  have  we  erred 
from  the  way  of  truth,  and  the  light  of  righteous- 

ness hath  not  shined  upon  us,  and  the  sun  rose- 
not  on  us.  We  wearied  ourselves  in  the  way 
of  wickedness  and  destruction  ;  we  have  gone 
through  deserts  where  there  lay  no  way  ;  but  we 
have  not  known  the  way  of  the  Lord.  What 
hath  pride  profited  us,  or  what  good  hath  the 
boasting  of  riches  done  us?  All  those  things 

are  passed  away  like  a  shadow."  ■  'The  pain  of 
punishment  will  then  be  without  the  fruit  of  peni- 

tence ;  weeping  will  be  useless,  and  prayer  in- 
effectual. Too  late  they  will  believe  in  eternal 

punishment  who  would  not  believe  in  eternal 
life. 

25.  Provide,  therefore,  while  you  may,  for 
your  safety  and  your  life.  We  offer  you  the 
wholesome  help  of  our  mind  and  advice.  And 
because  we  may  not  hate,  and  we  please  God 
more  by  rendering  no  return  for  wrong,  we  ex- 

hort you  while  you  have  the  power,  while  there- 
yet  remain-;  to  you  something  of  life,  to  make 
Satisfaction  to  God,  and  to  emerge  from  the 

abyss  of  darkling  superstition 2  into  the  bright 
light  of  true  religion.  We  do  not  envy  your 
comforts,  nor  do  we  conceal  the  divine  bene- 

fits. We  repay  kindness  for  your  hatred  ;  and 
for  the  torments  and  penalties  whi<  h  arc  inflict)  d 
on  us,  we  point  out  to  you  the  ways  of  salva- 

tion. Believe  and  live,  and  do  ye  who  persecute 
us  in  time  rejoice  with  us  for  eternity.  When 
you  ha\  departed    thither,    there    is    no 
longer  any  place  for  repentance,  and  no  possi- 

bility of  making  satisfaction.      Here  life  is  either 
lost  or  saved  ;  here  eternal  safety  is  pn>\  ided  for 
by  the  worship  of  God  and  the  fruits  of  faith. 
Nor  let  any  one  be  restrained  either  bj  his  sins 
or  1)\  In    \  cars  from  (tuning  to  obi 
To  him  who   still    remains    in   this  world   no   1 

pentance  is  too  late.     The  approach  to  God's 
merq  is  open,  and  the  access  is  easy  to  th 
wh  1  seek  and  apprehend  the  truth.     Do  you  1 
treat  for  your  sins,  although  it  be  in  the  very  end 

•.  and  at  the  setting  of  the  sun  of  time  ;  and 
implore  God,  who  is  the  one  and  true  God,  in 
confession  and  faith  knowledgment  of  Him, 
and  pardon  is  granted  to  the  man  who  (  onfe 
and  saving  mercy  is  given  from  the  divine  good 

to  the  believer,  and  a  passage  i  •  1  ipened  to 
immortality  even    in   death    itself.     This   gra<  e 
Christ  bestows ;  this  gift  of  lbs  mere)  He  con 
fei  1  upon  us,  by  overcoming  death  in  the  trophy 

ot  the  cross,  by  redeeming  the  believer  with  th  ■ 

1  Wifd  v.  1-9, 
3  "  From  tlu  deep  ftnd  d»AHnj  night  of  lupandrJoo  "  la  tnothei reading. 

price  of  His  blood,  by  reconciling  man  to  God 
the    lather,  by  quickening   our   mortal   nature 
with  a  heavenly  regeneration.     If  it  be  poss 
let  us  all  follow  Him  ;  let  us  be  registered  in 
sacrament  and  sign.      He  opens   I 
oflife;  He  brings  us  back  to  paradise ;  H 
us  on  to  the  kingdom  of  heaven.     Made  1  y  Him 
the  children  of  God,  with  Him  we  shall 
live;  with  Him  we  shall  always  rejoice,  r  stored 
by  His  own  blood.     We  Christians  shall  be  , 
rious  together  with  Christ,  blessed  1  the 
Father,  always  rejoicing  with  perpetual  pi 
in  the  sight  of  God,  and   ever  giving  thanks  to 
God.     For  none  can  be  other  than  alwa 

and  grateful,  who,  having  been  once  subject  to 
death,  has  been  made  secy^e    in    the    |  don 
of  immortality.3 

TREATISE   YI.» 
ON  THE  VANITY  OF  IDOLS:  SHOWING  THAT 

THE  IDOLS  ARE  NOT  GODS.  AND  THAT  GOD 

IS  ONE,  AND  THAT  THROUGH  CHRIST  .SAL- 
VATION   IS   GIVEN    TO    BEJ  IEVERS. 

ARGUMNET.  — Tilts     111  mum;     EMBRACES     THE 

THREE    LEADING     DIVISIONS    OF    -lilts    TREATISE 

THE   WRITER    FIRST  OF  ALL  SHOWS  THAT  THEY  IN" 
WHOSE    HONOUR  I  EMPLES  WEI 

UES  MODELLED,  VI    1  [MS  SACRA  [CI  D,  AND  l  I 

HAN'S   CELEBRATED,    WERE    Kiv    -    \\l>    MEN    AND 
N<  T   cop,  ;    AND    l  in  RJ  1  ORE   THAT  Till  Ik  \\ 

Sllll-      COULD     BE     OF     NO     AVAIL     EITH]  R 

STRANG)  RS     OB      I    '      R  »M  VNS,    AND    THAT     I 

POWI  R    OF    'l  ill ATTRIBUTED  1       I  RA 

I\\s\|i  ■  i!     AS     II      H  VD     A:      .  N     !">      \      I 
11  ID     l'  IRTI    a  .     \s   1     WAS 

OWN  ORIGIN.5 

1.  That  those  are  n  1  godswnom  the  common 
people  \  rhej 
formerly  kings,  who  on  a<  1  ount 
memory  subsequ< 

I  prop!.     even    in  rhen<  e    temples 
were    founded    to   tin 

sculptured  to  r<  tai  1  I  intenan< 
de<  ea  >ed  by  the  i  ;  and  men  s.u  rifi 
\  ictims,  and  eel  I  fc  ;tal  i\.\\  s, 

gi\  ing  them  honour.       1 
rites    hee. iiue    s.u  red    I 

adopted  as  a  1  onsolation.     And 
'  [ ' 

*  I  Writti 

I  Moreover,  1 

nothing  1  ould  It  rr!. 
who  ■■  ' 

II  from  ihi 

1,  .il  history, 
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i  infirmed  in  intlivi.lu.il 

!  precipitated 

[nto  and   subsequently   become   sea- 
b)  turns,  that  they 

tru<  k  by  lightning, 
.1.     Hen  ules,  that  he 

maj  >urnt  up  in  the  fires  of 
illo  fed  the  flo<  ks  of  Adraetus  ;  Nep- 

led  walls  tor  Laomedon,  and  received 

—  unfortunate  builder  —  no  wages  for  his  work. 
Jupiter  is  to  be  seen  in  Crete,  and 

fire   is  shown  ,  and  it  is  manifest  that 

driven   away  by  him,  and   that    from 
;  received  its  name,  as  being  his  lurk- 

I '     >.  is  the  first  that  taught  to  print 
be   was   the    first    that   taught   to  stamp 

in    Italy.'-    and    thence    the    treasury   is 
'he  treasury  of  Saturn.     And  he  also  was 

•    of  the    rustic    life,  whence    he    is 
m  old  man  *  carrying  a  siekle.     Janus 

him    to   hospitality  when    he  was 
name  the  Janiculum  is 

■id  the  month  of  January  is  appointed. 
He  himself  is]  id  with  two  faces,  because, 
pla<  c  !   in   the   middle,  he  mt:ii.  to  look  equally 

>  the  commencing  and  the  closing  year. 
;.   indeed,   manifestly  worship   kings, 

•  cou.  eal  their  name  by  any  disguise. 
3.   From  this  the  religion  of  the  gods  is  vari- 

!    among    individual    nations    and 
inasmuch  as  no  one  god  is  worshipped 

but  by  each  one  the  worship  of  its  own 
rs  is  kept  peculiar.     Proving  that  this  is 
xander  the  Great  writes  in  the  remark- 

'  ime  addressed  to  his  mother,  that  through 
■ver  the  doctrine  of  the  gods  being 

1.  which    was    kepi  *.:    had    been    dis- 
;o  him  by  a  priest,  that  it  was  the  memory 

i  that  was  (really)  kept  up. 

and  that  from  this  the  if  worship  and  sac- 
rifi  grown  up.     Hut  if  gods  were  born  at 

why  are  they  not   born  in  these  days 
.     indeed.     Jupiter     possibly    has 

■vn   too  old,  or  the   faculty   of  bearing   has 
no. 

why  do  you  think  that  the  gods  can 
1  behalf  of  the   Romans,  when  you  see 

that  they  can  do  nothing  for  their  own  worship- 
to  the  Roman  arnis^     For  we 

kn  !s  of  the  Romans  are  indige- 
god  by  the  perjury 

of!  .  and  Tiberinus,  and  Pilum- 

nus,  and  Consus,  whom  as  a  god  of  treachery 
Romulus  would    have   to  be   worshipped,  jus 1 
if  he  had  been  a  god  of  counsels,  when  his  per- 

fidy resulted  in  the  rape  of   the  Sahin-  I'.itius also  both   invented  and  worshipped  the  god' 
Cloacinaj  Hostilius,  Fear  and  Paleness.    By  and 
by,  I  know  not  by  whom.  Fever  was  dedicated, 
and  Ac  1  a  and  Flora  the  harlots.''  These  are 
the  Roman  gods.  Hut  Mars  is  a  Thra<  ian,  and 

Jupiter  a  Cretan,  and  Juno  either  Argive  or  Sa- 
mian  or  Carthaginian,  and  Diana  of  Taurus,  and 
the  mother  of  the  gods  of  Ida  ;  and  there  are 

Egyptian  monsters,  not  deities,  who  assuredly, 
if  they  had  had  any  power,  would  have  preserved 

their  own  and  their  people's  kingdoms.  ( '<.  rtainly there  are  also  among  the  Romans  the  conqui 
Penates  whom  the  fugitive  yEneas  introduced 
thither.  There  is  also  Venus  the  bald, —  far 
more  dishonoured  by  the  fact  of  her  baldness  in 
Rome  than  by  her  having  been  wounded  in  Homer. 

5.  Kingdoms  do  not  rise  to  supremacy  througa 
merit,  but  are  varied  by  chance.  Empire  was 
formerly  held  by  both  Assyrians  and  Medes  and 
Persians  ;  and  we  know,  too,  that  both  Greeks 

and  Egyptians  have  had  dominion.  Thus,  in 
the  varying  vicissitudes  of  power,  the  period  of 
empire  has  also  come  to  the  Romans  as  to  the 
others.  Hut  if  you  recur  to  its  origin,  you  1 
needs  blush.  A  people  is  collected  together  from 
profligates  and  criminals,  and  by  founding  an 
asylum,  impunity  for  crimes  makes  the  number 
great ;  and  that  their  king  himself  may  have  a 

superiority  in  crime,  Romulus  becomes  a  fratri- 
cide : 7  and  in  order  to  promote  marriage,  he 

makes  a  beginning  of  that  affair  of  concord  by 
discords.  They  steal,  they  do  violence,  they 
deceive  in  order  to  increase  the  population  of 
the  state  ;  their  marriage  consists  of  the  broken 
covenants  of  hospitality  and  cruel  wars  with  their 
fathers-in-law.  The  consulship,  moreover,  is  the 
highest  degree  in  Roman  honours,  yet  we  see 
that  the  consulship  began  even  as  did  the  king- 

dom. Brutus  puts  his  sons  to  death,  that  the 
commendation  of  his  dignity  may  increase  by 
the  approval  of  his  wickedness.  The  Roman 

kingdom,  therefore,  did  not  grow  from  the  sanc- 
tities of  religion,  nor  from  auspices  and  auguries, 

but  it  keeps  its  appointed  time  within  a  definite 
limit.  Moreover,  Regulus  observed  the  auspi 
yet  was  taken  prisoner ;  and  Mancinus  observed 
their  religious  obligation,  yet  was  sent  under  the 
yoke.  Paulus  had  chickens  that  fed,  and 
he  was  slain  at  Cann?e.     Caius  Caesar  despisec 

editors  read,  "  Castor  and  Pollux 6  The  following  passage,  accepted  in  some  editions,  is  of  doubtfu 
authenticity;   "To  such  an  extent,  indeed,  were  feigned  the 

H     v  could  the     of  cm!-,  among  the   Romans,  that  there  is  even  among  them 
1  inventions  and  sui  h  words?     Viduus,  who  widows  the  body  from  the  soul  —  who,  as  being  - 

1  only  could  have  re-     funereal,  is  not  kept  within  the  walls,  but  placed  outside;   1' 
nevertheless,  in  that  he  is  excluded,  is   rather  condemned   by  th 

are     Roman  religion  than  worshipped.     There  is  also 
frnm  ascents,  and  Forculus  from  doors,  and  Limentinus  from 

rre  vary  much      The  first  part  of  the  sentence  is    olds,  and  Cardea  from  hinges,  and  Orbona  from  bereavement." 
bund  in  Minucms  Felix,  c.  21       [VoL  IT.  p.  185.]  |        7  ••  Pamcida." 

»rt 

itr 

Ofnittr 

e  nummos. 

-•     I>an.  xii .  4. 

ng   to  some   readings,   the  words  "  an  old  man ' 
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the  auguries  and  auspices  that  were  opposed  to 
his  sending  ships  before  the  winter  to  Africa ; 
yet  so  much  the  more  easily  he  both  sailed  and 
conquered. 

6.  Of  all  these,  however,  the  principle  is  the 
same,  which  misleads  and  deceives,  and  with 

tricks  which  darken  the  truth,  leads  away  a  cred- 
ulous and  foolish  rabble.  They  are  impure  and 

wandering  spirits,  who,  after  having  been  steeped 
in  earthly  vices,  have  departed  from  their  c< 
tial  vigour  by  the  contagion  of  earth,  and  do 
not  cease,  when  ruined  themselves,  to  seek  the 
ruin  of  others  ;  and  when  degraded  themselves, 
to  infuse  into  others  the  error  of  their  own  degra 

dation.  These  demons  the  poets  also  acknowl- 
edge, and  Socrates  declared  that  he  was  instructed 

and  ruled  at  the  will  of  a  demon  ;  and  thence 

the  Magi  have  a  power  either  for  mischief  or  for 
mockery,  of  whom,  however,  the  chief  Hostanes 
both  says  that  the  form  of  the  true  God  cannot 
be  seen,  and  declares  that  true  angels  stand  round 
about  His  throne.  Wherein  Plato  also  on  the 

same  principle  concurs,  and,  maintaining  one 
God,  calls  the  rest  angels  or  demons.  More- 

over, Hermes  Trismegistus  speaks  of  one  God, 
and  confesses  that  lie  is  incomprehensible,  and 
beyond  our  estimation. 

7.  These  spirits,  therefore,  are  lurking  under 

the  statues  and  consecrated   images  :    these   in- 
spire the   breasts    of  their  prophets  with    their 

afflatus,  animate  the  fibres  of  the  entrails,  direct 
the  flights  of  birds,  rule  the  lots,  give  efficiency 
to  oracles,  are  always  mixing  up  falsehood  with 
truth,   for  they  are   both  deceived  and   the) 

ceive  ; '  they  disturb  their  life,  they  disquiet  their 
Slumbers;   their  spirits  creeping  also   into   tl 
bodies,   secretly  terrify  their   minds,  distort   tl 
limbs,  break  their  health,  excite  dise.ises  to  p 

th'  in  to  worship  of  themselves,  so  that  when 
glutted  with  the  steam  of  the  altars  and  the  piles 
of  cattle,  1 1  iey  may  unloose  what  they  had  bound, 
and  so  appear  to  have  effected  a  cure.  The 
onl)  remedy  from  them  is  when  their  own  mis 
chiel  ceas<  ;  nor  have  the)  any  other  desire 
than  to  (all  men  away  from  Cod,  and  to  turn 
them  from  the  understanding  of  the  true  reli 
gion,  to  superstition  with  respe<  t  to  themselves  : 

and  since  they  themselves  an'  under  punishment, 
(they  wish)  to  seek  for  themselves  companions 
in  punishment  whom  they  mav  by  their  misguid 
ance  make  sharers  in    their  crime.      These,  how 

ever,  when  adjured  by  us  through  the  true    Cod. 
at  "iice   yield   and    confess,  .md    are   constrained 
to  go  out  from  the  bodies  possessed.  You  maj 
Bee  them  at  our  voice,  and  In  the  operation  "I 
the  hidden  majesty,  smitten  with  stripes,  burnt 
with  fire,  stretched  out  with  the  increase  of  a 

growing  punishment,  howling,  groaning,  cnue.it 

1   [a  Tim.  iii.  ij      Sec  vol.  111.  08.] 

ing,    confessing  whence    they   came    and   when 
they  depart,  even  in  the  hearing  of  I  very 
persons  who  worship  them,  and  either  springing 
forth  at  once  or  vanishing  gradually,  even  . 
faith  <jf  the  sufferer  comes  in  aid,  or  the  g] 
of    the    healer    effects.      Hence    they    urge    the 
common  people  to  detest  our  name,  so  that  i 
begin  to  hate   us  before   they  know  i. 
should  either  imitate  us  if  known,  or  not  be  able 

to  condemn  us.2 
8.  Therefore  the   one    Lord   of  all    is   God. 

For  that   sublimity   cannot    possibly    have 
compeer,    since    it    alone    po  all    p  >wer. 
Moreover,  let  us  borrow  an  illustration    I 
divine  government  from  the  earth.     When 
did  an  alliance  in  royalty  either  begin  with  e 
faith    or    end    without    bloodshed;-1      Thus 
brotherhood  of  the  Thebans  was   broken,  and 
discord  endured  even  in  death  in  their  disunited 

ash.es.     And  one  kingdom  could  not  contain 
Roman  twins,  although  the  shelter  of  on 

had  held  them.      Pompey  and  C'ajsar  were  kins- 
men, and  yet   they  did   not   maintain  the  bond 

of    their    relationship    in    their    envi< 
Neither  should  you  marvel  at  this  in   r<  spec  I 

man,  since  herein  all  nature  consents.     The  ' 
have  one   king,  and   in   the   flocks  there  is 
leader,  and  in  the  herds  one  ruler.      Mm  h  rather 
is  the   Ruhr  of  the  world   one;   who  commands 

all  things,  whatsoever  they  are,  with  His 
disposes  them  by  I  lis  wisdom,  and  ac< 
them  b)    I  lis  power. 

9.  He  cannot  be  seen  —  He  is  too   !i 

vision  ;  nor  comprehended  -  -  He  is  too  p 
1  '"i    dis<  ernment  ;    nor   estimal  id  —  1  le 

great    for  our  pi  n  cption  ;   and    t' 
i  nlv  worthily  estimating   Him  when  v. 

I  le  is  incom  eivable.      I'ut  what  temple  c  an  i 
•    temple    is    the  wh.  i] 

while  man  dwells   far  and   wide,  shall    I    s 

the  powei  of  such  great  majest)  within  one  si 
building?      He  must  be  dedicated  in 
in  our  breasl   I  le  must  be  I  itcd.      \ 

must   you  ask   the  name  of  Cod.     G  His 
name.      Among    those    there    is    ne   d    of   n 
where  a  multitude  is  to  be  distinguished 

appropri  tte  eh  I  I 
i        who  alone  is,  belongs  the  whole  n 
1      I  ;  therefore  He  is  one,  and  1 1  H 

tiretj    is   everywhere   diffused.      1    i 
common  people  in  man)  things  natui 

( rod,  when  their  mind  and  s(>ul  a- 
of  their  author  and  origin.      W     fl 

s.nd.  ••  < )  i  lod,"  M^\  "God  s  "  1 

mend  to  t  rod,"  and    "  I 
( iod  will,"  ,\iu\  ••  it  l  lo.l  should  grant 
is  the  very  height  of  sinfuln  ss,  to 

knowledge  Www  whom  you  '  aim  it  but  kn 

*    [Vol    in.  |.     i 
1     [  srr    yg|      ,,,     j,      ,   . 
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.in. 1  in  what  way  salva- 
h  Him,  after  this  manner 

.  mner  is  the  means.     I 
i  to  the  Jews. 

thus  their  an- 
their  rel 

ith  them  both  the  '  of 
I.  .iml  of  their 

oeg- 
I,  and  puffed  up  with 

in  their  fathers,  they  despised  the  di- 
ind  lost  tii  i  onferred  upon 

:  how  profane  became  their  life,  what 
lated  religion  was  contracted, 

,  since,  although 
i  their  voi<  e.  they  confess  it  by 

S  altered  ami   straggling,  they  wan- 
'iii  their  own  soil   and   ch- 

are thrown    upon  the  hospitality  of 

ii.   Moreover,   God    had    previously   foretold 

■n,  that  as  the  ages  passed  on, 
■  the  world  was  near  at  hand,  God 

.  every  nation,  and 
1  place,  worshippers  much  better  in 

and   stronger    in    faith,-    who    would 
the  divine  gift  that   mercy  which  the 

id  received  and   lost  by  despising  their 
rel:  Therefore  of  this  mercy 

the  Word  and  Son  of  God  is  sent  as 

nd  master,  who  by  all  the  proph 
I   as  the  enlightener  and 

the  human  race.     lie  b  the  power  of 

I  i  the  reason,  IK-  is  I li^  wisdom  and 
1!  •   -rite:-  into  a  virgin  ;   being  the   holy 

ndued  with  flesh  ;  God  i^  mingled 
.  man.     This  is  our  Co  1.  this  b  Christ,  who, 

the  two.  puts  on  man  that  lie 
id  them  to  the   Father.     What  man    is, 

willing  to  he,  that  man  also  may  be 

1    the    Jews  knew  that  Christ  was    to 
3   being  announced  to 

t  •'•  urn  but  His  ad- 
nified  to  them  as   twofold  —  the 

nd  ex- i  man,  the  rhich  should  avow 

1  — they  did  not  understand  the  first 
hidden  in    His 

t  believe  in  the  one  only  which  will  be 
mx.i     but  that  the  people  of  the 
I   understand  this,  was  the  de 

Dished  by  their 
im  and  intelligence,  that  t 

and  »ec  p.  aoa,  tufira] 

greater  obedience  and  of  wronger  faith  "  i»  a  varied  reading be  re. 
!d,  "mnddi 
:he  co-operation  of  the  Holy  Spirit,"  is  perhaps  a  more probable  reading.     [Se«  p  .609  ] 

1  [Si  «u   book  11.  »eci.  13  and  28,  in/ra.] 

who  were  unworthy  of  life,  had   1: 
■  ,  and  saw  it  not. 

1  •.  Therefore  when  Christ  Jesus,  in  a<  <  ord- 
ance  with  what  had   been  previously  foretold   by 

the   prophets,  drove   out    from   men   the  dem 
by  His  word,  and  by  the  command  of  Hi,  \oi<  e 
nerved  up  the  paralytics,  cleansed  the  leprous, 
enlightened  the  blind,  gave  power  of  movement 
to  the  lame,  raised  the  dead  again,  compelled 
the  elements  to  obey  Him  as  servants,  the  winds 
to  serve  Him,  the  seas  to  obey  Him,  the  lower 

regions  to  yield  to  Him;  the  Jews,  who  I 
lieved  Him  man  only  from  the  humility  of  His 
flesh  and  bodw  regarded  Him  as  a  sorcerer  for 
the  authority  of  His  power.  Their  masters  and 
leaders  —  that  is,  those  whom  He  subdued  both 

by  learning  and  wisdom  —  inflamed  with  wrath 
and  stimulated  with  indignation/'  finally  seized 
Him  and  delivered  Him  to  Pontius  Pilate,  who 

was  then  the  procurator  of  Syria  on  behalf  of  the 
Romans,  demanding  with  violent  and  ol.stinate 

urgency  His  crucifixion  and  death. 
14.  That  they  would  do  this  He  Himself  also 

had  foretold  ;  and  the  testimony  of  all  the  proph- 
iiad  in  like  manner  preceded  Him.  that  it 

behoved  Him  to  suffer,  not  that  He  might  feel 
death,  but  that  He  might  conquer  death,  and 
that,  when  He  should  have  suffered,  He  should 

return  again  into  heaven,  to  show  the  power  of 
the  divine  majesty.  Therefore  the  course  of 
e\  ents  fulfilled  the  promise.  For  when  crucified, 

the  office  of  the  executioner  being  forestalled,7 
I  le  I  [imself  of  His  own  will  yielded  up  His  spirit, 
and  on  the  third  day  freely  rose  again  from  the 
dead.  He  appeared  to  His  disciples  like  as  He 
had  been.  He  gave  Himself  to  the  recognition 
of  those  that  saw  Him,  associated  together  with 
Him  ;  and  being  evident  by  the  substance  of  His 

ily  existence,  He  delayed  for  forty  days,  that 
they  might  be  instructed  by  Him  in  the  precepts 
of  life,  and  might  learn  what  they  were  to  teach. 
Then  in  a  cloud  spread  around  Him  He  was 
lifted  up  into  heaven,  that  as  a  conqueror  He 
might  bring  to  the  Father,  Man  whom  He  loved, 
whom  He  put  on,  whom  He  shielded  from  death  ; 
soon  to  come  from  heaven  for  the  punishment 
of  the  devil  and  to  the  judgment  of  the  human 

.  with  the  force  of  an  avenger  and  with  the 

power  of  a  judge;  whilst  the  disciples,  scattered 
over  the  world,  at  the  bidding  of  their  Master 
and  Cod  gave  forth  His  precepts  for  salvation, 
guided  men  from  their  wandering  in  darkness  to 
the  way  of  light,  and  gave  eyes  to  the  blind  and 
ignorant  for  the  acknowledgment  of  the  truth. 

15.  And  that  the  proof  might  not  be  the  less 
substantial,  and  the  confession  of  Christ  might 
not  be  a  matter  of  pleasure,  they  are  tried  by 

6  "  Set  upon  Him  and  "  is  here  interpolated  by  some. 
7  [John  x.  18      See  Pearson,  Creed,  art.  v.  p.  424  ] 
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tortures,  by  crucifixions,  by  many  kinds  of  pun- 
ishments. I'ain,  which  is  the  test  of  truth,  is 

1  nought  to  bear,  that  Christ  the  Son  of  God, 
who  is  trusted  in  as  given  to  men  for  their  life, 
might  not  only  be  announced  by  the  heralding 
of  the  voice,  but  by  the  testimony  of  suffering. 
Therefore  we  accompany  Him,  we  follow  Him, 
we  have  Him  as  the  Guide  of  our  way,  the 

Source  of  light,  the  Author  of  salvation,  prom- 
ising as  well  the  Father  as  heaven  to  those  who 

seek  and  believe.  What  Christ  is,  we  Christians 
shall  be,  if  we  imitate  Christ. 

TREATISE   VII. 

ON   THE   MORTALITY.1 

ARGUMENT. — THE  DEACON  PONTIUS  IN  A  FEW 

WORDS  UNFOLDS  THE  BURTHEN  OF  THIS  TREA- 

TISE IN  HIS  LIFE  OF  CYPRIAN.3  FIRST  OF  ALL, 
HAVING  POINTED  OUF  THAT  AFFLICTIONS  OF  THIS 

KINO  HAD  BEEN  FORETOLD  BY  CHRIST,  HE  TELLS 
THEM  THAT  THE  MORTALITY  ok  PLAGUE  WAS  NOT 

TO  BE  FEARED,  IN  THAI'  IT  LEADS  TO  IMMOR- 

TALITY, AND  THAT  THEREFORE,  THAI'  MAN  IS 
WANTING  IN  FAITH  who  [S  Nor  EAGER  FOR  A 

BETTER  WORLD.  NOR  IS  IT  WONDERFUL  THAT 

Till;  EVILS  of  THIS  LIFE  ARE  COMMON  TO  THE 

CHRISTIANS  Willi  THE  HEATHENS,  SINCE  1111. 
HAVE  TO  SUFFER  MORE  THAN  OTHERS  IN  THE 

WORLD,  \W>  THENCE,  AFTER  THE  EXAMPLE  OF 

JOB  AM)  TOBIAS,  THERE  IS  NEED  OF  PATH 

WITHOUT  MURMURING.  FOR  UNLESS  nil.  STRI  >■ 

GLE  PRECEDED,  THE  VICTORY  COULD  NOT  EN- 
SUE; AND  HOW  MUCH  SOEVER  DISEASES  ARE 

COMMON  TO  THE  VIRTUOUS  AND  VICIOUS,  VET 

THAI  DEATH  is  NOT  common  TO  THEM,  FOR 
THAI  nil:  RIGHTEOUS  ARE  TAKEN  TO  O 

LATION,  WHILE  THE  UNRIGHTEOUS  ARE  TAKEN 

TO    PUNISHMENT.3 

1.  Although  in  very  many  of  you,  dearly  be- 
loved brethren,  there  is  a  stedfast  mind  and  a 

firm  faith,  and  a  devoted  spirit  that  is  nol 

turbed  at  the  frequency  of  this  present  mortality, 

1  Euscbius  in  liis  Chrtmicon  make*  mention  of  t!  in  ■"! 

whii  h  1  \  pi  1.1 11  .'.  role  this  treatise,   ayin   .  "  \  |  1    i> » >k 
m  my    pro\  m  cs   "l"  the  w  h  1I1     world,  ai 

■Miln  1  .11 1< I  I  .  vi>i .  as  Dionysius  write  ,  and  I  I  i  yp 
11  in  '  1    ,    i  ,    Mortality  '  I"  ai  1  w  iiness."     1  d 

He  i  ",  ■ ;  "  By  whom  were  <  Ihri  iti  in fondness  u  ihe  I   m  theii  i> ieni 
with  their  di    rcast    of  faith        0  imforted  with  tl 

I  Sec  p,  .•'••),  i.-c  • 
Hi,,    ,  ;i,  tacit  objection  thai  i>\  this  mortality  they  would  be 

.  11I   n|    in  iiivi,1,  1I1  it     in  ir  ■  11   inir 

power,  unci  ill  it  even  the  spirii  th  ■.  foi  martyrdom  is  1  1 
:  in  ill) ,  he  tells  them  1 

bewaili  d  in     m.h  n  mallei  as  1I1 11  we     hould 

nulls,  .is  ii  We  wi  re  without  the  hop  unw 

linn      Bui  ii    i1  ■•  the  day  of  oui      immoi  ■  ' 
depart  In-ill '■  with  .1  glad  mind  to  the   I    ■ 
departin  ■  1  ,  nut  •  otintry,  where  the  large  numl 
■"''  11  mi,   [for  us:   n  dense  and  abundant  mullil 
who,  1.  in  .  .ih.  1  iv  secure  oi  theii  own  immortality,  an   itill 

ilnnit  oui  salvation. 

but,  like  a  strong  and  stable  rock,  rather 
the  turbulent  onsets  of  the  world  and  the 

waves  of  time,  while  it  is  not  itself  shattered, 
is  not  overcome  but  tried  by  these  tempt 
yet  became   I  observe   that   among   the  pt 
some,    either    through    weakness    of    mind. 
through  decay  of  faith,  or  through  the  sweet: 
of  this  worldly  life,  or  through  the  softness  of 
their  sex,  or  what   is   of  still    greats  1 
through  error  from  the  truth,  are  standing 
steadily,  and  are  not  exerting  the  divine  and  un- 
vanquished  vigour  of  their  heart,  the  matter  may 
not  be  disguised  nor  kept  in  silent'. 
as  my  feeble  powers  suffice  with  my  full  stren 
and  with  a  discourse  gathered   from  the    I. 
lessons,  the  slothfulness  of  a  luxurious  d 
tion  must  be  restrained,  and  he  who  ha 
to  be  already  a  man  of  God  and  of  Christ,  1 
be  found  worthy  of  (lod  and  of  Christ 

2.  For  he  who  wars  for  God,  dearest  1  rethren, 
ought  to  acknowledge  himself  as  one  \. 
in  the  heavenly  camp,  already  hopes  for*  divine 
things,  so  that  we  may  have  no  treml  the 
storms  and  whirlwinds  of  the  world,  and  no  dis- 

turbance, since   the  I.ord  had  foretold  that  tl 
would  come.     With  the  exhortation  of  I  I 

seeing  word,  instructing,  and  teaching,  and  pre- 
paring,   and    stren:  g    the    people    of    His 

Church  for  all  endurance  of  thinj]  ,  He 
predicted  and  said  that  wars,  and  famines, 
earthquakes,  and  pestilences  would  aris<  in  i 
place  ;    and    lest   an    unexpected   and    new  d 
of  mist  hriefs   should   shake   us,    1 1 
warned  us  that  adversity  would  increase  n 
and  more  in  the  last  tunes.     Behold,  the  \ 

U    which    were    spi  'ken  ;     and     - 
those  occur  which  were  foretold  before,  whatever 
things  were   promised  will  also  foil  the 
Lord   Himself  promises,  saying,  "But  when 

ill  these  things  come  to  pass,  know  ye  that 

the  kingdom  of  ( rod  is  at  hand."        I dom  of  Cod.  beloved  brethren,  is  beginnin 
be  at  hand  ;   the-  reward  of  life,  and  th 

tion,  .md  the  perpi 

and  pos  -  ision  1  itely  lost  of  pai 
coming,  with  the  passing  awa)  Idj 
alread)  hi  avenly  things  are  taking  tl 

'  ily,   and  of   small,  and 
things  of  things  that  fadeaway.     Whal 
there  hi  licitude?     \\ 

the  midst  of  these  th  i  trembling  and 
1  \i  ept  he  who  is  without  hope  and  I 
it  is  for  him  to  fear  death  wh 

irist.     It  is  foi  him  to  be  unwillii 
i  '  I  hrist  who  docs  n,  that  he  i 

to  11  ign    w  ith  t'lu 
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.    |  lives  b)  faith.' 
faith,  if  you  truly i  to 

•.  and  arc  set  ure  of  the   Lord's 
I  that 

i  hrist,  and  rejoi<  e  that  yon  are 
.  the  devil  ?    ( lertainly  Simeon,  that 

kept  God's 'i  a  full  faith,  when  it  had  been 
!  him  from  heaven  that  he  should  not  die 

he  had  seen  the  Christ,  and  Christ  had 

a  infant  into  the  temple  with  His  mother, 

in  spirit  that  Christ  was  now  born, 
>  whom  it  had  before  been  foretold  to 

ind  when  he  had  seen  Him,  he  knew  that 

n  die.    Therefore,  rejoicing  con- 
his  now  approaching  death,  and  secure 

of  his  immediate  summons,  he  received  the  child 

his  arms,  and   blessing  the    Lord,  he  ex- 

I  s  id,  "  Now  lettest  Thou  Thy  ser- 
ri  in  peace,  a<  cording  to  Thy  word  ; 

f.>r  mine  eyes  have  se  n  Thy  salvation;"'  as- 
proving   and   bearing  witness   that  the 

God  then  had  peace,  then  free,  then 
.\  lu-n.    withdrawn    from    t! 

^\  the  world,  we  attain  the  harbour 
home  and  eternal  security,  when  having 

I    this   death  we   come    to    immor- 

r  that   is  our'  p  :ace,  that  our  faithful 
Ihty,  that  our  stedfast,  and  abiding,  and 

•  ay. 

for  the  rest,  what  else  in  the  world  than 

linst  the  devil  is  daily  carried  on,  than 

nst  his  darts  and  weapons  in  con- 
}    i  >   •  ■  w  irfare  is  with  avarice,  with 

ty,  with  anger,  with  ambition  :  our  dili- 
I     Is  »me  wrestle  with  carnal  vices,  with 

.    nts   ̂ f  the  world.     The  mind   of  man 

nd  in  every  quarter  invested  with  the 
arcely  in  each  point  meets 

it.      If. 

•  up.     If  lusl  me,  am- 
If  ambition  is  d 

.  pride  puffs  up,  wined 
civ  cuts  friend- 

.  which  the 

re  <  ompelled  to  sw 
•  lawful. 

itions  the  soul  suffers  daily, 

i  many  i  heart  wearii  d,  and  yet 

I  among  the  devil's 
ivins 

hrist  by  the  aid  of  a  quicker 
I  [e  Himself  insti 

ly  unto  you,  That  ye  shall  w 

through  Christ  the  object  of  faith. 

i   by  Caith 

and  lament,  but  the  world  shall  rejoice  ;  and 
shall  be  sorrowful,  but  your  sorrow  shall  be  turned 

into  joy."*  Who  would  not  desire  to  be  with- 
out sadness?  who  would  not  hasten  to  attain  to 

joy?  But  when  our  sadness  shall  be  turned  into 
joy,  the  Lord  Himself  again  declares,  when  He 
sa\s,  "  I  will  see  you  again,  and  your  heart  shall 
rejoice  ;  and  your  joy  no  man  shall  take  from 

you."  s  Since,  therefore,  to  see  Christ  is  to  re- 
joice, and  we  cannot  have  joy  unless  when  we 

shall  see  Christ,  what  blindness  of  mind  or  what 

folly  is  it  to  love  the  world's  afflictions,  and  pun- 
ishments, and  tears,  and  not  rather  to  hasten  to 

the  joy  which  can  never  be  taken  away  ! 
6.  But,  beloved  brethren,  this  is  so,  because 

faith  is  lacking,  because  no  one  believes  that  the 
things  which  ( rod  promises  are  true,  although  He 
is  true,  whose  word  to  believers  is  eternal  and  un- 

changeable. If  a  grave  and  praiseworthy  man 

should  promise  you  anything,  you  would  assur- 
edly  have  faith  in  the  promiser,  and  would  not 
think  that  you  should  be  cheated  and  deceived 

by  him  whom  you  knew  to  be  stedfast  in  his 
words  and  his  deeds.  Now  God  is  speaking 
with  you  ;  and  do  you  faithlessly  waver  in  your 
unbelieving  mind?  God  promises  to  you,  on 
your  departure  from  this  world,  immortality  and 

eternity;  and  do  you  doubt?  Tin's  is  not  to know  God  at  all;  this  is  to  offend  Christ,  the 
Teacher6  of  believers,  with  the  sin  of  incredu- 

lity ;  this  is  for  one  established  in  the  Church  not 
to  have  faith  in  the  house  of  faith. 

;.  How  great  is  the  advantage  of  going  out 
of  the  world,  Christ  Himself,  the  T  our 

salvation  and  of  our  good  works,  shows  to  us, 
who,  when  His  disciples  were  saddened  that  He 
slid  that  He  was  soon  to  depart,  spoke  to  them, 

and  said,  "  If  ye  loved  me,  ye  would  surely  re- 
joice because  I  go  to  the  Father;"7  teaching 

thereby,  and  manifesting  that  when  the  dear  ones 
whom  we  love  depart  from  the  world,  we  should 
rather  rejoice  than  grieve.  Remembi  ring  which 
truth,  the  blessed  Apostle  Paul  in  his  epistle  lays 

it  down,  saying,  "To  me  to  live  is  Christ,  and 
to  die  is  gain  ;"8  counting  it  the  greatest  gain 
no  longer  to  be  held  by  the  snares  of  this  world, 
no  longer  to  be  liable  to  the  sins  and  vices  of 
the  flesh,  but  taken  away  from  smarting  troubles, 
and  freed  from  the  envenomed  fangs  of  the  devil, 

o  at  the  call  of  Christ  to  the  joy  of  eternal 
salvation. 

8.  But  nevertheless  it  disturbs  some  that  the 

power  of  this  Disease  attacks  our  people  equally 
with  the  heathens,  as  if  the  Christian  believed 

for  this  purpose,  that  he  might  have  the  enjoy- 
ment of  the  world   and  this  life  free  from  the 

• 

it  authority,  "  true." 

*  John  xvi.  20. 
'  John  xvi.  22. 

M  ister  and  Teacher." "    1'ihn  xvi    28 8  l'h.l.  i   31. 
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contact  of  ills;   and  not  as  one  who  undergoes  speakest  as  one  of  the  foolish  women.     If  we 
all  adverse  things  here  and  is  reserved  for  future  have  ret  >od  from  the  hand  of  the  Lord, 

joy.     [t  disturbs  some  that  this  mortality  is  com-  why  shall  we  not  suffer  evil?     In  all  these  things 
mon  to  us  with  others;   and  yet  what  is  there  in  which  befell  him,  Job  sinned  not  with  hi-  lips  in 
this  world  which  is  not  common  to  us  with  others,  the  sight  of  the  Lord."6    Therefore  the   Lord 
so  long  as  this  flesh  of  ours  still  remains,  accord-  God  gives  him  a  testimony,  saying,  "  Hast  thou 
frig  to  the  law  of  our  first  birth,  common  to  us  considered   my  servant    !       ?  for  there    is 

with  them?    So  long  as  we  are  here"  in  the  world,  like  him  in  all  the  earth,  a  man  with 
we  arc  associated  with  the  human  race  in  fleshly  plaint,  a  true  worshipper  of  God."7     And  T  ■- 
equality,'  but  are  separated  in  spirit.     Therefore  bias,  after  his   excellent  works,  after  thi 
until  this  corruptible  shall  put  on  incorruption,  and  glorious  illustrations  of  his  mercifi  1  -  irit, 
and    this    mortal    receive    immortality,   and    the  having  suffered  the  loss  of  his  sight,  fearing  and 
Spirit'  lead  us  to  God  the  Father,  whatsoever  blessing  God  in  his  adversity,  bj  his  \ 
are  the  disadvantages  of  the  flesh  are  common  [  affliction  in.  reased  in  praise;  and  even  him  a 
to  us  with  the   human  race.     Thus,  when  the  1  his  wife  tried  to  pervert,  saying,  "  Wh       are  thy 
earth    is    barren   with   an   unproductive    harvest,  righteousnesses?     Behold  what  thou  suffei 
famine  makes  no  distinction;    thus,  when  with  But  he,  stedfast  and  firm  in  respect  of  tl      far 
the  invasion  of  an  enemy  any  city  is  taken,  cap-  of  God,  and  armed  by  the  faith  of  li  on 
tivity  at  once  desolates  all ;  and  when  the  serene  to  all  endurance  of  suffering,  yielded  not   to  the 
clouds  withhold  the  rain,  the  drought  is  alike  to  temptation  of  his  weak  wife   in   his   trouble, 
all ;   and  when  the  jagged  rocks  rend  the  ship, 
the  shipwreck  is  common  without  exception  to 

rather  deserved  better  from    God   by  his  greater 
patience;     and    afterwards    Raphael    the    a 

all  that  sail  in  her;   and  the  disease  of  the  eyes,    praises  him,  saying,  "It   is  honourable   to  -' 
and  the  attack  of  fevers,  and  the  feebleness  of  forth   and   to  confess   the  works  of  God. 

all  tii'-  limbs  is  common  to  us  with  others,  so 
long  as  this  common  flesh  of  ours  is  borne  by  us 
in  the  world. 

9.   Moreover,  if  the  Christian  know  and  keep 

when  thou  didst  pray,  and  Sara  thy  daughter-in- 
law,  I  did  offer  the  remembrance  of  3 
in  the  presence  of  the  glory  of  God.     And  v. 
thou  didst  bury  the  dead  in  singleness  of  heart, 

fast  under  what  condition  and  what  law  he   has  and  because  thou  didst  not  delay  to  rise  up  .ind 
believed,  he  will   be  aware   that   he   must  suffer  leave   thy   dinner,    and   wentest   and   didst   burv 
more   than  others    in   the  world,   since    he    must  the   dead,    I    was   sent   to    mike   proof  of   thee. 
struggle    more  with    the   attacks   of  the   devil.  And  God  again  hath  sent  me  to  heal  thee 
Holy  Scripture  teaches  and    forewarns,  saying,  Sara  tin  daughter-in-law.     For  I   am    R  /had, 

'■  My  son,  when  thou  comest  to  the  service  of  one  of  the  seven  hoi)  angels,  who  are  pi 
God,  stand  in  righteousness  and  fear,  and   prej  and  go  in  and  out  befort  »rj  of  < 

thy  soul    for  temptation."'     And    again:        11.   Righteous  men   1,  '  this 
"In  pun  endure,  and  in  thy  humility  have  pa-  endurance.     The  apostles  maintained  this  1 
tience;  for -old  and  silver  is  tried  in  th  .  pline  from  the  law  of  the   Lord,  not  to  murmur 
but  acceptable  men  in  the  furnace  of  humilia-  in  adversity,  but  t  it  bravely  and  patiently 
tion."  '  whatever  tilings  happen  in  the  world  ;  since  the 

1  o.  Thus  Job,  after  the   loss  of  his  wealth,  people  of  the  Jews  in  this  matter  always  oflei 
after  the  death  of  his  children,  grievously  afflicted,  that  th  itly  murmured  aga 
moreover,  with   sores  and  worms,  was   not   over 
come,  but  proved  ;  since  in  his  very  strug 
and  anguish,  showing  forth  the  patiem 

the   I.  ird   <  lod   b  ars  witness   in   the   b 

Numb   I  .   '■  I     t    their   munir 

I  me,  and   the)    shall    not    die."  '        \\ 
religious  mind,  he  says,  "  Naked  came  1  out  of  not  murmur  in  adversity,  beloved  brethren 
my  mother's  womb,  naked  also  I   .hall   ;o  under  we  must  bear  with  patience  and  o 
the  earth:  the  Lord  gave,  the  Lord  hath  taken  ever  happens,  since  it  is  written,  "  rhc 
away;  as  it  seemed  lit  to  the  Lord,  so  it  hath  to  God  .-  i  broken  spirit 
been  d  me.     Blessed  be  the  name  of  the  Lord."  '  I  td  heart  God  do<  '.$  not 
And  when  his  wife  also  urged  him.  in  his  impa  in  Deuteronomy  the  Holy  Spirit  w  M 
tience  at   the  acuteness  ol    his  pun.  to   speak  and  I  will  1      1  I 
lomethin  ;  a    rinsl  <  rod  with  a  1  om]  and 
envious  voice,  he   answered  and   said.  "  fhou 

1  [The  <  'Iim-.Ii  in  in  not  exempted  from  the  ■  omi  ion  lot  of  human- 
ity: bui   ill  in.  11.  ii  they  would  live  ild  eacape  man) 

(1  Tim                                                      in   1  -.] 
id,  foi  "  the  Spirit,"  "  Chn 

1  Ecclu     11    1.1 
4  1      in     11    . 

'  Job  i.  -m.     [*'  The  I  hri  tian'i  arrow,"  says  BUhop  Home,  "  ii 
better  than  the  worid'i  joy."    John  m  i 

will  upon  tl 
know  n  m  th  it  if  thou 

commandm  v.  ■' 
1 

1 •    1        (ii.  1 
•    ivij 

11   1 

a  1. 
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.  that  He  may  know 
Lord  )  iur  God  with  Ml  your 

God,  wln>.  that 
:.  did  not  shrink  even  from 

og  an  a.  t  of  parri<  ide. 
idure  to  lose  your  son  U  the 

\.  what  would  you  do  if 
ir  s.  ,n?    The  fear 

ht  to  make  you  prepared 
h  it  should  be  the  loss  of 
M   the   <  onstant   and   cruel 

nt  of  your  limbs  by  agonizing  disorders, 
i  the  deadly  and  mournful  wrench  from 

children,  from  departing  dear  one- ; 
s  be  offen<  es  to  you,  but  bat- 

■r  let  them  weaken  nor  break   the   Chris- 
lith,  but  rather  show  forth   his  strength 

in  t  ill  the  injury  inflicted  by 

despised  in  the  assur- 
future  s.     Unless  the  battle  has 

mot  be  a  victory  :  when  there 

q,  in  the  onset  of  battle,  the  vic- 
.  rown  is  given  to  the  victors. 

ian  ■'  is  recognised  in  the  tempest ; 
in  the  w  ived.     It  i-  a  wan- 

there  i-  no  danger.     Struggle 
trial  of  the  truth.3     The  tree 
inded  in  its  root  is  not  moved 

.  ads,  and  the  ship  which  is 
•rs  is  beaten   by  the 

od  is  not  shattered  ;  and  when  the  tiiresh- 
it   the   corn,    the   strong  and 

the  wind-,  while  the  empty 
ried  away  by  the  blast  that  falls  upon 

it. 

13.  Thus,  moreover,  the  Apostle  Paul,  after 
shi;  scourgings.    after    many    and 

gri'  flesh  and  body,  says  that 3  adversity, 

in  -  ■  it  while  he  is  sorely  afflicted  he  mi 
"I  here   was  given  to 

me,"  h  i  in  the  flesh,  the  messen- 
iffet  me,  that  I  should  not  be 'it  the  Lord 

thrice,  that  it  might  depart  from  me  ;  and  He 
ficient  for  thee,  for " *    When, 

any  de- 
th  is   m 

r  faith,  if  when   tried    it  shall 

!  ;   as  it  is  written.  "  The 
furnace  tn  of  the  ;  ind  the i  short, 

"  the  thip'i  helmsman." 
::uc."     [In  ibe  Igrutun  n...  mparc vol.  i    ;     . 

know  not  God,  that  in  misfortune  the)  complain 
and    murmur,   while    adversity   do<  i  all   US 
aw. iv    from    the    truth    of   virtue    and    faith,    but 

strengthen-  us  by  its  suffering. 

i  \.  This  trial,  that  now  the  bowels,  relaxed 
into  a  constant  flux,  dis<  harge  the  bodily  strength  ; 
that  a  fire  originated  in  the  marrow  ferments 
into  wounds  of  the  fauces;  that  the  intestines 
are  shaken  with  a  continual  vomiting;  that  the 

i  are  on  fire  with  the  injected  blood  ;  that  in 
some  cases  the  feet  or  some  parts  of  the  limbs 

are  taken  off  by  the  contagion  of  diseased  putre- 
faction;  that  from  the  weakness  arising  by  the 

maiming  and  loss  of  the  bod}',  either  the  gait  is 
enfeebled,  or  the  hearing  is  obstructed,  or  the 

sight  darkened;  —  is  profitable  as  a  proof  of 
faith.  What  a  grandeur  of  spirit  it  is  to  struggle 
with  all  the  powers  of  an  unshaken  mind  against 
so  many  onsets  of  devastation  and  death  !  what 

sublimit}',  to  stand  erect  amid  the  desolation  of 
the  human  race,  and  not  to  lie  prostrate  with 
those  who  have  no  hope  in  God  ;  but  rather  to 

rejoice/'  and  to  embrace  the  benefit  of  the  oc- 
casion ;  that  in  thus  bravely  showing  forth  our 

faith,  and  by  suffering  endured,  going  forward 
to  Christ  by  the  narrow  way  that  Christ  trod, 
we  may  receive  the  reward  of  His  life  7  and  faith 

irding  to  I  lis  own  judgment  !  Assuredly  he 
may  fear  to  die,  who,  not  being  regenerated  of 
water  and  the  Spirit,  is  delivered  over  to  the 
fires  of  Gehenna  ;  he  may  fear  to  die  who  is  not 
enrolled  in  the  cross  and  passion  of  Christ  ;  he 
may  fear  to  die,  who  from  this  death  shall  pass 
over  to  a  second  death  ;  he  may  fear  to  die, 

whom  on  his  departure  from  this  world  eternal 
flame  shall  torment  with  never-ending  punish- 

ments ;  he  may  fear  to  die  who  has  this  advan- 
tage in  a  lengthened  delay,  that  in  the  meanwhile 

his  groanings  and  his  anguish  are  being  post- 

poned. 15.  Many  of  our  people  die  in  this  mortality, 
that  is,  many  of  our  people  are  liberated  from  this 
world.  This  mortality,  as  it  is  a  plague  to  Jews 
and  Gentiles,  and  enemies  of  Christ,  so  it  is  a 

departure  to  salvation  to  God's  servants.  The 
fa<  t  that,  without  any  difference  made  between 
one  and  another,  the  righteous  die  as  well  as  the 
unrighteous,  is  no  reason  for  you  to  supp 
that  it  is  a  common  death  for  the  good  and  evil 
alike.  The  righteous  are  called  to  their  place 
of  refreshing,  the  unrighteous  are  snatched  away 
to  punishment  :  safety  is  the  more  speedily 

n  to  the  faithful,  penalty  to  the  unbelieving. 
We  are  thoughtless  and  ungrateful,  beloved 
brethren,  for  the  divine  benefits,  and  do 
a<  knowledge  what  is  conferred  upon  us.  Lo, 
virgins  depart  in  peace,  safe  with  their  glory. 
not  fearing  the  threats  of  the  coming  Anti<  hrist, 

r  it  behoves  us  to  rejoice." 
;  1  ir,  "of  the  way." 
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and  his  corruptions  and  his  brothels.  Boys 
escape  the  peril  of  their  unstable  age,  and  in 
happiness  attain  the  reward  of  continence  and 
innocence.  Now  the  delicate  matron  does  not 

fear  the  tortures  ;  for  she  has  escaped  by  a  rapid 
death  the  fear  of  persecution,  and  the  hands 
and  the  torments  of  the  executioner.  By  the 

dread  of  the  mortality  and  of  the  time  the  luke- 
warm are  inflamed,  the  slack  are  nerved  up,  the 

slothful  are  stimulated,  the  deserters  are  com- 
pelled to  return,  the  heathens  are  constrained  to 

believe,  the  ancient  congregation  of  the  faithful 
is  called  to  rest,  the  new  and  abundant  army  is 
gathered  to  the  battle  with  a  braver  vigour,  to 
fight  without  fear  of  death  when  the  battle  shall 
come,  because  it  comes  to  the  warfare  in  the 

time  of  the  mortality. 
1 6.  And  further,  beloved  brethren,  what  is  it, 

what  a  great  thing  is  it,  how  pertinent,  how 
necessary,  that  that  pestilence  and  plague  which 
seems  horrible  and  deadly,  searches  out  the 
righteousness  of  each  one,  and  examines  the 
minds  of  the  human  race,  to  see  whether  they 
who  are  in  health  tend  the  sick  ;  whether  rela- 

tions affectionately  love  their  kindred  j  whether 

masters  pity  their  languishing  servants;  whether1 
physicians  do  not  forsake  the  beseeching  patients  ; 
whether  the  fierce  suppress  their  violem  e  ; 

whether  the  rapacious  can  quench  the  ever  insa- 
tiable ardour  of  their  raging  avarice  even  by  the 

fear  of  death  ;   whether  the   haughty  bend    their 
k  ;  whether  the  wicked  soften  their  boldness  ; 

whether,  when  their  dear  ones  perish,  the  rich, 

even  then  bestow  anything,1  and  give,  when  they 
are  to  die  without  heirs.  Even  although  this 
mortality  conferred  nothing  else,  it  has  done 

this  benefit  to  Christians  and  to  God's  servants, 
that  we  begin  gladly  to  desire  martyrdom  as  we 

M  not  to  fear  death.  These  are  trainings  loi- 
ns, not  deaths  :  they  give  the  mind  the  glor)  of 

fortitude  ;  by  contempt  of  death  they  prepare 
for  the  crown. 

17.  Bui  perchance  some  one  may  obje<  t,  and 

Say,  "It  is  this,  then,  that  saddens  me  in  the 
present  mortality,  that  I,  who  had  been  ; 
pued  for  confession,  and  had  devoted  myself 
to  the  endurance  of  suffering  with  my  whole 
heart  and  with  abundant  courage,  am  deprived 

"t  mart)  rdom,  in  that  I  am  anticipated  l»\  death." 
in  the  firsl  plat  e,  martyrdom  is  nol  in  your 
power,  I'M  in  the  1  ondescension  ^\  <  rod  ;  neither 
can  you  say  that  you  have  losl  what  you  do  nol 
know  whether  you  would  deserve  to  receive. 
Then,  besides,  God  the  searcher  of  the  reins 

and  he  hi.  and  the  investi  md  known-  ol 
secret  things,  sees  you,  and  praises  and  appi 

you;    and     lie    who    sees    that    your    \utu<-    was 
ready  in  you,  will  give  you  a  reward  foi    - 

1  Some  .<aa,  "  on  1 1 1<  poor." 

virtue.      Had  Cain,  when  he  offered  his  gift  to 
Cod,  already  slain   his   brother?     And 
foreseeing  the   fratricide  conceived  in  his  mi 
anticipated  its  condemnation.     As  in  that  < 
the  evil  thought  and  mischie\  ntion  w 

foreseen2   by  a  foreseeing  I  1  also  in  God's 
servants,  among  whom  confession  i 
and  martyrdom  conceived  in  the  mind,  the  in- 

tention dedicated  to  good  is  crowned  by  Cod 
the  judge.  It  is  one  thing  for  the  spirit  to  be 

wanting  for  martyrdom,  and  another  for  martyr- 
dom to  have  been  wanting  for  the  spirit.  Su<  h 

as  the  Lord  finds  you  when  He  tails  y 
also  He  judges  you;   since   He    Hin  ars 

witness,   and   says,  "And  all   the   churches   shall 
know  that  I  am  the  scan  her  of  the   1  \\\A 

heart."'  For  Cod  does  not  ask 
but  for  our  faith. 4  For  neither  Abraham,  nor 
Isaac,  nor  Jacob  were  slain;  and  yet,  b-ing 
honoured  by  the  deserts  of  faith  and  righteous- 

ness, they  deserved  to  be  first  among  the  patri- 
archs, to  whose  feast  is  colic  ted  ever)  tie  that 

is  found  faithful,  and  righte  d  praiseworthy. 
18.  We  ought  to  remember  that  we  should  do 

not  our  own  will,  but  God's,  in  accord  m<  e  with 
what  our  Lord  has  bidden  us  daily  to  pray. 

How  preposterous  and  !  it  is.  that  while 
;k  that  the  will  of  Cod  should  be  done,  yet 

when  ( rod  calb  and  summons  US  bom  this  world, 
mould  not  at  once  obey   I 

His  will  !      We  struggle  and   resit,  and  after  the 
manner  of  froward  servanl 

the  presence  of  tin-  Lord  with  sad 
departing  hence  under  I 
not  with  the  obedien<  e  of  fr     will  ;  and  « 

to  be  honoured  with  heave:  I)  r<  kvards  by  Him 
to  whom  we  come  unwillingly.     Why,  then,  do 

we  pray  .^\>\  ask  that  the  kingdom  ol   :: 
may  come,  if  the  ciptivits 
\\  h)  with  frequent!)  n 

treat  and  b     that  the  day  of  His  kingdom  may 
ha  .ten.  if  our  -ten  r  d.  aes 
are  to  obe)   the   devil   lure,  rather  than   t 
with  Christ  ? 

10.  Besides,  that  the  ind 
providem  ■    be   more    evidently   manil 
l>ro\  ing  that  tf     Lord,  pi 

r  the  true    • 
pie,    when    1  our   1 

:  i,  wearied  out  with  ii 
about  the  pi 

pite  t'1  hims<  If;  tl 

prayed,  and  when  he  wa  -  ; table  in  h< 

|i  >ft)   :n   a  iture  and  shining  in  a 
whom,   as   he   stood    b)   him.    the    hui 

.ill." 
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with    ili-lil  except 

i  the  world 
.     And  he,  not 

...ii  of  mind  an  1  v< 

:.  \'.ni  fear  to  suffer,  you 
.  what  shall  I  do  to  you? 

It  v.  te  rebuking  and  warning, 
i  men  are  anxio  it  pers< 

.d  indifferent  concerning  their  summons, 
at  desire,  but  consults 

Out  d  ither  and  coll. -a.. 
I  he  w  iy  to  others.     For  he 
I  when  he  was  dying,  heard  for  the 

it  tell  it ;  he  heard  not 
For  what  could  he,  who 

■  f  departure,  learn  for 
himself?     \  he  learnt  it  for  us  who 

tain,  in  order  that,  when  we  find  the  priest 

whi  it    for    delay    rebuked,    we    might    ac- 
knowledge what  is  beneficial  for  all. 

als  »,  the  very  least  and  last, 
how  often  has  it  been  revealed,  how  frequently 
and  manifestly  has  it  been  commanded  by  the 

1.  that  I  should  diligently 

hear  wit  id  publicly  declare  that  our  breth- 

ren from  this  world  by  the  Lord's 
sun.  ■  i  be  lamented,  since  we  know- 
that   the)    are  not  lost,  but  sent  before;'   that, 

.  they  precede  us  as  travellers, 
istomed  to  do;  that  they 

sho  red,  but  not  bewailed  ;  that  the 

blat  k  garments  should  not  be  taken  upon  us 

here.-*  when  the)  have  already  taken  upon  them liment  there  ;  that  occasion  should  not 
>r  them  deservedly  and 

itly  to  reprehend  us,  that  we  mourn  for  those, 
live  with  God,  as  if  they  were 
and  that  we  do  not  approve 

lony  of  the  heart  and  breast  the 

i  which  we  >s  with  speech  and  word, 
of  our   hope  and    faith  : 
to  be  simulated,  feigned, 
no  advantage  in  setting 

)   our  words,  and  destroying  the ■ 

illy,  th  le  Paul  reproaches,  and 
who  are  in  sorrow  at 

their  friends.     "  I  would  not," 
■rant,  brethren,  concerning 

•  'lit  h  are  asleep,  that  ye  sorrow  not,  e h  hive  no  hope.     For  if  we  believe 
i  them 

bring  with 

1 !  1 1  ■      vs  that  those  have  sorrow  in  the i  h      :  no  b 
.  and   believe   in   Cod. 

i.    Current  even  in  onrday.] 

I  Iku.  it 

and  trust  that  Christ  suffered  for  US  and  rose 

again,  abiding  in  Christ,  and  through  Him  and 
in  Him  risn  i.  why  either  are  we  ourselves 

unwilling  to  depart  hence  from  this  life,  or  do 
we  bewail  Mh\  grieve  for  our  friends  when  they 

depart  as  if  they  were  lost,  when  Christ  Himself, 

our  Lord  and  God,  encourages  us  and  says,  "  I 
am  the  resurrection  and  the  life  :  he  that  be- 

lieveth  in  me,  though  he  die,  yet  shall  live  ;  and 
whosoever  liveth  and  believeth  in  me  shall  not 

die  eternally? "<  If  we  believe  in  Christ,  let 
us  have  faith  in  His  words  and  promises;  and 
since  we  shall  not  die  eternally,  let  us  come  with 

a  glad  security  unto  Christ,  with  whom  we  are 
both  to  conquer  and  to  reign  for  ever. 

22.  That  in  the  meantime  we  die,  we  are  pass- 
ing over  to  immortality  by  death  ;  nor  can  eter- 
nal life  follow,  unless  it  should  befall  us  to  depart 

from  this  life.  That  is  not  an  ending,  but  a 
transit,  and,  this  journey  of  time  being  traversed, 
a  passage  to  eternity.  Who  would  not  hasten  to 
better  things?  Who  would  not  crave  to  be 

changed  and  renewed  5  into  the  likeness  of 
Christ,  and  to  arrive  more  quickly  to  the  dignity 

of  heavenly  glory,  since  Paul  the  apostle  an- 
nounces ami  says,  "For  our  conversation  is  in 

heaven,  from  whence  also  we  look  for  the  Lord 
Jesus  Christ ;  who  shall  change  the  body  of  our 
humiliation,  and  conform  it  to  the  body  of  His 

glory?"6  Christ  the  Lord  also  promises  that 
we  shall  be  such,  when,  that  we  may  be  with 
Him,  and  that  we  may  live  with  Him  in  eternal 
mansions,  and  may  rejoice  in  heavenly  kingdoms, 

He  prays  the  Father  for  us,  saying,  "  bather,  I 
will  that  they  also  whom  Thou  hast  given  me  be 
with  me  where  I  am,  and  may  see  the  glory 
which  Thou  hast  given  me  before  the  world  was 
made."7  He  who  is  to  attain  to  the  throne  of 
Christ,  to  the  glory  of  the  heavenly  kingdoms, 
ought  not  to  mourn  nor  lament,  but  rather,  in 

accordance  with  the  Lord's  promise,  in  accord- 
ance with  his  faith  in  the  truth,  to  rejoice  in  this 

his  departure  and  translation. 
23.  Thus,  moreover,  we  find  that  Enoch  also 

was  translated,  who  pleased  God,  as  in  Genesis 

the  Holy  Scripture  bears  witness,  and  says,  "And 
Enoch  pleased  Cod  ;  and  afterwards  he  was  not 

found,  because  Cod  translated  him."8     To  have 
1  pleasing  in  the  sight  of  God  was  thus  to 

have  merited  to  be  translated  from  this  conta- 
gion of  the  world.  And  moreover,  also,  the 

Holy  Spirit  teaches  by  Solomon,  that  they  who 
please  Cod  are  more  early  taken  hence,  and  are 

more  quickly  set  free,  lest  while  they  are  delay- 
ing longer  in  this  world  they  should  be  polluted 

*  J'>hn  xi.  25. 

"   Ir.m -formed.' 6  Phil.  iii.  2l. :>  xvii.  24. 

8  Gen.  v.  24. 
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with  the  contagions  of  the  world.  "He  was 
taken  away,"  says  he,  "lest  wickedness  should 
change  his  understanding.  For  his  soul  was 
pleasing  to  God;  wherefore  hasted  He  to  take 

him  away  from  the  midst  of  wickedness."  '  So] 
also  in  the  Psalms,  the  soul  that  is  devoted  to  its 

God  in  spiritual  faith  hastens  to  the  Lord,  say- 
ing, "  How  amiable  are  thy  dwellings,  ()  God  of 

hosts  !  My  soul  longeth,  and  hasteth  unto  the 

courts  of  God."  2 
24.  It  is  for  him  to  wish  to  remain  long  in  the 

world  whom  the  world  delights,  whom  this  life, 

flattering  and  deceiving,  invites  by  the  entice- 
ments of  earthly  pleasure.  Again,  since  the 

world  hates  the  Christian,  why  do  you  love  that 
which  hates  you?  and  why  do  you  not  rather 
follow  Christ,  who  both  redeemed  you  and  loves 

you?  John  in  his  epistle  cries  ami  says,  exhort- 
ing that  we  should  not  follow  carnal  desires  and 

love  the  world.  "  Love  not  the  world,"  says  he, 
"  neither  the  things  which  are  in  the  world.  If 
any  man  love  the  world,  the  love  of  the  Father 
is  not  in  him.  For  all  that  is  in  the  world  is  the 

lust  of  the  flesh,  and  the  lust  of  the  eyes,  and 
the  pride  of  life,  whi<  h  is  not  of  the  bather,  but 
of  the  lust  of  the  world.  And  the  world  shall 

pass  away,  and  the  Inst  thereof;  but  he  who 

doeth  thi'  will  of  God  abideth  for  ever,  even 
as  Cod  abideth  for  ever."'  Rather,  beloved 
brethren,  with  a  sound  mind,  with  a  firm  faith, 

with  a  robust  virtue,  let  us  be  prepared  for  the 
whole  will  of  God:  laying  aside  the  fear  of 
death,  let  us  think  on  the  immortality  which 
follows.  By  this  let  us  show  ourselves  to  be 
what  we  believe,  that  we  do  not  grieve  over  the 

irture   of    those   dear   to   us,   and   that    wii   n 

th     day  of  our  summons  shall  arrive,  wi 
witnoul  d  I  : .  and  withoul  re  iistan<  e  to  the  Lord 
when  I  le  I  [imself  rails  us. 

25.  And  this,  as  it  oughl  always  to  be  done 

by  God's  servants,  mu<  h  m  ire  ought  to  be  done 
-  now    1l1.1t    the  world    is   1  1  illapsing   and    1  i 

oppressed  w  tempests  of  rn  >us  ills  ; 
in  ord  a-  that  we  who  see  that   terrible  thi 
have    begun,   and    know   that    still    more    terrible 

things  are  imminent,  may  regard  it  as  the  great- 
idvantage  to  depart   from  it  as  quickl) 

If  in  your  dwelling  the  walls  were 
shakin  j  with        ,  the  roofs  a! \o\ e  \<  111  w<  re  ti 

bling,  an  I  the  hous  ■.  now  worn  out  and  we  tried, 
were  threatening  an   immediate  destruction   t<> 

its  strut  tare  crumbling  with  age,  would  you  not 
with    all    speed    depart?      If,  when    you    wire    on 
a  voyage,  an  angry  and  raging  tempest,  by  the 
waves   violently   aroused,   foretold    the   coming 

1  Wild,  iv.  11. 
a  IV.  Ixxxiv,  1 . 
1  1  John  ii.  15. 

shipwreck,  would  you  not  quickly  seek  the  har- 
bour?    Lo,  the  world  is  changing  and 

away,  and  witnesses  to  its  ruin  not  now  b) 
age,  but  by  the  end  of  things.     And  not 
give  God  thanks,  do  you  not  congratulate  your- 

self, that  by  an  earlier  departure  you  are  taken 
away,  and   delivered   from    th  .recks   and 
disasters  that  are  imminent? 

26.  We  should  consider,  dearly  be!  tved  breth- 
ren—  we  should  ever  and  an  that  we 

have  renounced  the  world,  and  are  in  the  mean- 
time living  here  as  guests  and  Let  us 

greet  the  day  which  assigns  each  of  us  to  his 
owai  home,  which  snatches  us  hence,  and 
free  from  the  snares  of  the  world,  and  1 

us  to  paradise  and  the '  kingdom.  Who  that  has 
been  placed  in  foreign  lands  would  not  hasten 
to  return  to  his  own  country?  Who  that  is 
hastening  to  return  to  his  friends  would  not 

rly  desire  a  prosperous  gale,  that  he  might 
the  soonei  embrace  those  dear  to  him?  We 

regard  paradise  as  our  country  —  we  already 
begin  to  consider  the  patriarchs  :;ts  : 
why  do  we  not  hasten  and  run.  that  we  may  be- 

hold our  country,  that  we  ma)  uts? 

There  a  great  number  of  our  dear  ones  is  await- 
ing us.  and  a  dense  crowd  of  parents,  brothers, 

children,  is  longing  tor  us.  already 
their  own  safety,  and  still  solicitous  for 
vation.  To  attain  to  their  pi  and  their 
enibrai  e.  what  a  gladness  both  for  them  and 
us  in  common  !  What  a  pleasure  is  there  in  the 
heavenly  kingdom,  without  fear  of  death  ;  and 
how  lofty  and  perpetual  a  happiness  with  eternity 
of  living!     There  the                  ompany  of  the 

a]  10  it!   s  5  —  there  the  host  of  the  r  ph- 
ets    -there  the  innum  multitude  yA  1 

tyrs,  crowned   foi    I  tory  of  th. 
,w\(\  passion  —  there  the  triumphant  \ 
subdued  the  lust  of  the  flesh  and 

the  ii    of  their  contin  n<  \  - 

merciful    men   rewarded,  who   1>\  and 

helping  the  poor  have  d<  me  tl 

eousness  —  who,  keeping  the   Lord's 
have  transferred  their  e  irthlj  -  the 
heavenl)  treasuries.     L 
let  us  hasten  with  an  < 

quickly  to  be  with  them,  and  qui<  kl)  • 
Christ.     May  ( rod  behold  this 
ma)  the  l  1  ird  *  !hrist  look  u| 
our  mind  and   faith.  lie  w  ho  « 
rewards  of  His  to  thi  \  in 

respei  t  of  I  limsell 

*     s,,,„r    ),  1, 

I    [  A  piclinlc  to  it" 

hymn:  — 

v     • 

M  ui)  turn  11111 
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TREATISE   VIII.' 
-    WORKS    AM'    A I  MS. 

•  tin  l  3CHORTS  TO  Till 

I  Mill    BY    WORKS,    AND    EN 

!     01      "IN  RINGS     l"     mi 
\r\     TO     ii:i      POOR    AS 

\  (  HRISTIAN'S  l  5TAT1  . 
Il    I     OF     MANY     S<   KlITl   Kl  S. 

,.  \  id  great,  beloved  brethren,  are  the 
tl,\  rewith  the  large  and  abundant 

the  Father  and  Christ  both  has 

Jways  labouring  Tor  our  salva- 
ge Father  sent  the  Son  to  preserve 

•  life,  in  order  that  He  might  re- 

tnd  that  the  Son  was  willing-  to  be 
.;  and   :  the   Son   of  man,  that   lie 

is  ol  God  ;  humbled  Himself, 

I  He  might  raise  up  the  people  who  before 
;    was   wounded    that    He    might 

.   served,  that    He   might  draw 
out    in    liberty    those    who    were    in    bondage  : 

undent  ith,  that  He  might  set  forth  im- 
moi  »  mortals.     These  are  many  and  great 

divine  compassion.      But,  moreover. 

I  providence,  and  how  great  the  clem- 
a  of  salvation  it  is  provided 

idant  care  should  be  taken 

for  tan  after  he  is  already  redeemed  ! 
Lord  at   lbs  advent  had  cured 

\dam  had  borne.'  and  had 

he.  •  ol   the  serpent/  He   gave 
and   bade   him   sin  no 
lould  befall  the  sinner. 

Mid  shut  up  into  a  narrow 
ommandment  of  innocence.     Nor 

infirmity    and    weakness    of  human 
<■.  unless  tiie  divine  mercy, 

in  aid,  should  open  some  way 

of  -  Jvation   by  pointing  out   works  of 
n  ..so  that  by  almsgiving  we  may 

iway  whatever  foulness  we   subsequently 

v  Spirit  speaks  in  the  sacred  Scrip- 
tut  ring   and   faith   sins 
are   ;  v   sms  which 

had  racted,   for  those  are 
•d  and  sanctiAcation  of  Christ. 

Moi  ■  As  roter  extinguished! ;      lb  re  also 

it  .  in  the  laver  of 
ina  is  extinguished, 

1 
ere  in  the 

iving  m^\  works  of  righteousness  the 
flame  of  sins  is  subdued.      And  because  in   b 
tism  remission  of  sins  is  granted  once  for  all, 

i  onstant  .u\>.\  ceaseless  labour,  following  the  like- 
ness of  baptism,  on  in  bestows  the  mercj 

of  God.  The  Lord  teaches  this  also  in  the 

t  iospel.  For  when  the  disciples  were  pointed 
out,  as  eating  and  not  first  washing  their  hands, 

He  replied  and  said,  "  He  that  made  that  which is  within,  made  also  that  which  is  without,  lint 

give  alms,  and  behold  all  things  are  (lean  unto 

you;"8  teaching  hereby  and  showing,  that  not 
the  hands  are  to  be  washed,  but  the  heart,  and 
that  the  foulness  from  inside  is  to  be  done  away 
rather  than  that  from  outside  ;  but  that  lie  who 
shall  ha\  e  cleansed  what  is  within  has  cleansed 

also  that  which  is  without  ;  and  that  if  the  mind 
is  i  leansed,  a  man  has  begun  to  be  clean  also  in 

skin  and  body.  Further,  admonishing,  and  show- 
ing whence  we  maybe  clean  and  purged,  He 

added  that  alms  must  be  given.  He  who  is  piti- 
ful teaches  and  warns  us  that  pity  must  be  .shown  ; 

and  because  He  seeks  to  save  those  whom  at  a 

great  cost  He  has  redeemed,  He  teaches  that 
those  who,  after  the  grace  of  baptism,  have  be- 

come foul,  may  once  more  be  cleansed. 
3.  Let  us  then  acknowledge,  beloved  brethren, 

the  wholesome  gift  of  the  divine  mercy  ;  and  let 

us,  who  cannot  be  without  some  wound  of  con- 
science, heal  our  wounds  by  the  spiritual  remedies 

for  the  cleansing  and  purging  of  our  sins.  Nor 
let  any  one  so  Hatter  himself  with  the  notion  of 
a  pure  and  immaculate  heart,  as,  in  dependence 
on  his  own  innocence,  to  think  that  the  medicine 

needs  not  to  lie  applied  to  his  wounds;  since  it 
is  written.  "  Who  shall  boast  that  he  hath  a  c  lean 
heart,  or  who  shall  boast  that  he  is  pure  from 

sins:*"'  And  again,  in  his  epistle,  John  lays  it 
down,  and  says,  "  If  we  say  that  we  have  no  sin, 
we  deceive  ourselves,  and  the  truth  is  not  in 

us."  '°  But  if  no  one  can  be  without  sin,  and 
whoever  should  say  that  he  is  without  fault  is 
either  proud  or  foolish,  how  needful,  how  kind 
is  the  divine  mercy,  which,  knowing  that  there 
are  still  found  some  wounds  in  those  that  have 

been  healed,  even  after  their  healing,  has  given 
wholesome  remedies  for  the  curing  and  healing 
of  their  wounds  anew  ! 

4.  Finally,  beloved  brethren,  the  divine  ad- 
monition in  the  Scriptures,  as  well  old  as  new, 

has  never  failed,  has  never  been  silent  in  urging 

i's  people  always  and  everywhere  to  works 
of  mercy  ;  and  in  the  strain  and  exhortation  of 
the  Holy  Spirit,  every  one  who  is  instructed  into 

the    hope    of    the    heavenly    kingdom    is    com- 
Oxf.  transl.). 

im»  and  r»  *  that 

h<  »  ind  manifold,"  elc,  Tramlators  of KlH£ 

'"  By  mercy  and  truth,"  etc.,  Eng.  Version  ] .a*,  ui.  30. 

8  I. uke  xi    41. 
■>   Prov    vx.  9. 

10  1  John  i.  8,  9.     Oxford  editors  add:  "  If  we  confess  our  sins, 
the  Lord  is  faithful  and  just  to  forgive  us  our  sins."     [They  IT .  n^lican  Book  0/  . 
Horn.  xi.  part  ii.  p.  347,  cd.  Philadelphia,  1844.J 
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manded  to  give  alms.  God  commands  and 

prescribes  to  Isaiah:  "Cry,"  says  He,  "with 
strength,  and  spare  not.  Lift  up  thy  voice  as  a 

trumpet,  and  declare  to  my  people  their  trans- 

gressions, and  to  the  house  of  Jacob  their  sins."  ' And  when  He  had  commanded  their  sins  to  be 

charged  upon  them,  and  with  the  full  force  of 
His  indignation  had  set  forth  their  iniquities, 
and  had  said,  that  not  even  though  they  should 
use  supplications,  and  prayers,  and  fastings, 
should  they  be  able  to  make  atonement  for  their 
sins  ;  nor,  if  they  were  clothed  in  sackcloth  and 

ashes,  be  able  to  soften  God's  anger,  yet  in  the 
last  part  showing  that  God  can  be  appeased  by 

almsgiving  alone,  he  added,  saying,  "  break  thy 
bread  to  the  hungry,  and  bring  the  poor  that  are 
without  a  home  into  thy  house.  If  thou  seest 
the  naked,  clothe  him ;  and  despise  not  the 
household  of  thine  own  seed.  Then  shall  thy 
light  break  forth  in  season,  and  thy  garments 
shall  arise  speedily  ;  and  righteousness  shall  go 
before  thee,  and  the  glory  of  God  shall  surro 
thee.  Then  shalt  thou  cry,  and  God  shall  hear 
thee  ;  whilst  yet  thou  art  speaking,  He  shall  say, 

Here  I  am."  2 
5.  The  remedies  for  propitiating  God  are  given 

in   the   words  of   God   Himself;    the  divine   in- 
structions have  taught  what  sinners  ought  to  do, 

that  by  works  of  righteousness   God  is  satisfied. 
that  with  the  deserts  of  mercy  sins  are  cleansed. 

And  in  Solomon  we  read,  "Shut  up  alms  in   the 
heart  of  the  poor,  and  these  shall  intercede  for 

thee  from  all  evil."-'     And  again  :   "  Whoso  Stop- 
peth  his  ears  that  he  may  not  heat  the  weak,  he 
also  shall  call  upon  God,  and  there  will  be   none 

to   hear   him."  '      For   he   shall    not   be    able    to 
deserve  the  mercy  of  the    Lord,  who   himself 
shall  not  have   been    merciful  ;   nor  shall    he 

tain  aught   from  the  divine  pity  in  his  praj 
who  shall  not  have  been  humane  tow  irds  the 

poor  man's   prayer.     And   this   also   the    I  tol) 
Spirit   de<  lares   in   the    Psalm  s,  and   pKH 

ing,  '•  Blessed  is  he  that  considereth  of  the  poor 
and   needy;    the    Lord  will   deliver  him    in    the 

evil  <\.w."  s     Remembering  which  precepts,  1  »an 
iel,  when  king  Nebuchodonosor  was  in  anxiety, 
bene  ft :  [htened  by  an  adverse  dream,  g  ive  him, 
for  the   turning  away  of  e\  ils,  a    1 

tain   the   di\  tne   help,  saj  ing,   "  w  hen  fore,   < » 
king,  let  my  counsel  be  a<  <  eptable  to  thee  ;  and 
redeem    tin    sins    by  aim  jgh  in  I    thine    un 
righteou  mess  by  men  ies  to  the  poor,  and  1 

will  be  patient''  to  thy  sins."  '      And  Ling 
did  not  obey  him,  he  underwent  the  misfortunes 

1    I    1    l\  ni.  1. 
I  1    Iviii    1    1 

1  I  1 1  \    1 1 . 
4     IV. V      \\|      1    J 
I  Pi   wli    . 

'  Some  editoi    read  "pwrccni"  imic.nl  of  "  pttfcat,"  imM«»|  the 
meaning  "  sparing  to  ihy  una." I I 

and  mischiefs  whi<  h  he  had  seen,  and  which  he 
might  have  escaped  and  avoided  had  he  re- 

deemed his  sins  by  almsgiving.  Raphael  the 
angel  also  witnesses  the  like,  and  exhort-,  that 
alms  should    be   freely  and    liberalh  wed, 

saying,  "  Prayer  is  good,  with  fasting  and  alms; 
because  alms  doth   deliver   fr  ith,  and  it 

purgeth  away  sins."s  He  shows  that  our  prayers 
and  fastings  are  of  less  avail,  unless  they  are 
aided  by  almsgiving;  that  entreaties  alone  are 
of  little  fun  e  to  obtain  what  they  seek,  unl 

the}-  be  made  sufficient9  by  the  addition  of  deeds 
and  good  works.  The  angel  reveals,  and  mani- 

fests, and  certifies  that  our  petition 
efficacious  by  almsgivi  redeei 
from  dangers  by  almsgiving,  that  souls  are  deliv- 

ered from  death  by  almsgn 

6.  Neither,  beloved  brethren,  are  we  SO  bring- 
ing forward  these  things,  as  that  we  .should  not 

prove  what  Raphael  the  angel  said,  by  the  testi- 
mony of  the  truth.     In  the  A<  ts  of  I 

the  faith  of  the  fact  is  established  ;  and  th 
are  delivered  by  almsgiving  not  only  from  the 
second,  but  from  the  first  death,  is  discovered 
by  the  evidence  of  a  matter  accomplished  and 
completed.     When  Tabitha,  being  jiven 
to  good  works  and   to  bestowi 
and   died.   Peter  was  summon  her  lifel 

body;   and  when    he,  with  humanity, 
had  come  in  haste,  there  stoi   I        indhim 
weeping  and  entreating,  show  i 
coats,  and  .'11  th  garments  which  th<  pre- 

viously received,  and  praying  for  th 
not  by  their  words,  but  by  her  own 
felt  that  what  was  asked  in  such  a  waj   n 

be  obtained,  and  that  Christ's  aid  « 
wanting  petition  el  le  1 1 
clothed  in  the  clothing  ̂ \  the  widows.     \) 

on  his  ki 
and  -   tit  ad  r  — 
h  "1  :  it  to  the  1  .onl  tlu 
to  him,  turning  to  the  body,  whi<  h  wa 
was'     I  he  s.hd,  ••  rabith 

nam  ( !hrist,  arise   !  "  "      Noi 
fail  to  bring  aid  to  Peter,  wh 

that  what.  \  iuld  be 
name  should  be  given.     Till  1   I 

p  nded,  and  the  spirit  is  • marvel  and  astonishment  of  all,  th 
is  qui*  kened  into  tl 
so  effectual  were  the  n 

ferred  upon 
to  lh 

widows'  petition. 

7.  Th  m     th<      I 
mi  8,  0. 

"  to- 

dentin 
1  .  "  in  lite  . 
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rnal  salva  barren  ones,  saying,  "  [f  ye  have  not  been  faith- 
md  ful  in  the  unrighteous  mammon,  who  will  commit 

■   when  quickened,  to  you  that  which  is  true  ?    And  if  ye  have  not 
imands  and  precepts  of  been  faithful  in  that  which  is  another  man's,  who 

ribes  Qothing  more 
lould  devote  ourselves shall  give  you  that  which  is  your  own?"  i 

9.    [f  you  dread  and  fear,  lest,  if  you  begin  to 
!  on  earthly  pos-  act  thus  abundantly,  your  patrimony  being  ex 

ther  lay  up  heavenly  treasures,  hausted  with  your  liberal  dealing,  you  may  per- 
I  give  alms."1  chance    be    reduced    to    poverty;     be   of   1 

ip  for  yourselves  treasures  courage  in  this  respect,  be  free  from  care:   that 
moth  and  rust  do  corrupt,  cannot  be  exhausted  whence  the  service  of  Christ 

Igh  and  steal.     But  is   supplied,  whence   the   heavenly  work   is   <vlc- 
ires  in  heaven,  where  brated.      Neither   do    I   vouch    for   this    on    my 

1  nor  rust  doth  corrupt,  and  where  own  authority;    but  I  promise  it  on  the  faith  of 
break  through   nor  steal.     For  the  Holy  Scriptures,  and  on  the  authority  of  the 

lure    is.   there   will    thy   heart    be  divine    promise.     The    Holy    Spirit    speaks     by 

1  when  He  wished  to  set  forth  a  man  Solomon,  and  says,  "He  that  giveth  unto    the 
by  the  observation  of  the  poor  shall  never  lack,  but  he  that  turneth  away 

If  thou  wilt  be   perfect,  go  and  his  eye   shall   be   in  great   poverty;"8   showing 
sell  that  1  give  to  the  poor,  and  that  the  merciful  and  those  who  do  good  works 

treasure  in  heaven  ;  a\\A  conic  cannot  want,   but  rather  that  the  sparing  and 

and   follow  in.."4      M  ireover,  in  another  place  barren  hereafter  come  to  want.     Moreover,  the 
it  ̂ i  the  heavenly  grace,  blessed  Apostle  Paul,  full  of  the  grace  of  the 

r  of  eternal  salvation,  ought  to  pur-  Lord's  inspiration,  says  :   "He  that  ministereth 
•!  — that  is.  eternal  life —  seed  to  the  sower,  shall  both  minister  bread  for 

the  blood    of  Christ,   from   the  your  food,  and  shall   multiply  your  seed   sown, 
trimony,  parting  with   all  his  and  shall   increase  the  growth  of  the  fruits  of 

II      says:     ••The    kingdom    of  your  righteousness,  that  in  all  things  ye  maybe 
■    i    merchantman    seeking   enriched."9     And 

again 

"The  administration 

\  .  1  when  he  found  a  precious  of  this  service  shall  not  only  supply  the  wants  of 
I                            away  and  sold  all  that  he  had,  the  saints,  but  shall  be  abundant  also  by  many 

thanksgivings  unto  Cod;"  lo  because,  while  thanks 
I         ills    those    the    children    of  are  directed  to  Cod  for  our  almsgivings  and  la- 
H     sees  to  be  laborious  in  aid-  bours,  by  the  prayer  of  the  poor,  the  wealth  of 

the   poor.     For  when   Zac-  the  doer  is  increased  by  the  retribution  of  God. 
id,  the  half  of  my  g  1  >  Is  I  And  the  Lord  in  the  Gospel,  already  consider- 

:  ;  and  if  I  have  done  any  wrong  ing  the  hearts  of  men  of  this  kind,  and  with  pre- 

re  fourfold,"  Jesus  answered  scient  voice  denouncing  faithless  and  unbelieving 
•  ilvation  has  this  day  co  ne  to  men,  bears  witness,  and  says  :  "Take  no  thought, 

that  he   also  is  a  son  of  Abra-  saying,  What  shall  we   eat?    or,  What  shall  we 
m  believed  in  Cod,  and  drink?    or,   Wherewithal   shall   we   be   clothed? 

it  «  I  unto  him 

dins  ac<  ording  to  G< 
I       I,  and  he  who  has  the 

Lt  tins  the  fear  of  God  ;  more- 
the  fear  of  God  1  onsiders 

:   y  to   the   poor.     For  he 
he  believes  —  because  he 

told  by  God's  word  is 
1 1       5  ripture  cannot  lie  — 

hat  is.  unproductive  men, 
into  the  fire,  but  that  the 

I  into  the  kingdom.     He  al 
in  laborious  and  fruitful  men 

denies  faith  to  unfruitful  and 
>  1 1 

1 

»  L. 

iM  »how  to  one  who  had  observed  the  law  how 
finished"  (Oxl.  iransl.). 

5.46. 

9- 

For  for  these  things  the  Gentiles  seek.  And 

your  Father  knoweth  that  ye  have  need  of  all 
these  things.  Seek  first  the  kingdom  of  God, 
and  ILs  righteousness  ;  and  all  these  things  shall 

be  added  unto  you."  n  He  says  that  all  these 
things  shall  be  added  and  given  to  them  who 
seek  the  kingdom  and  righteousness  of  God. 

For  the  Lord  says,  that  when  the  day  of  judg- 
ment shall  come,  those  who  have  laboured  in 

1  lis  Church  are  admitted  to  receive  the  kingdom. 

10.  You  are  afraid  lest  perchance  your  estate 
should  fail,  if  you  begin  to  act  liberally  from  it ; 
and  you  do  not  know,  miserable  man  that  you 
are,  that  while  you  are  fearing  lest  your  family 
property  should  fail  you,  life  itself,  and  salvation, 

7  T.uke  xvi.  ti,  is. 
8  Prov.  xxviii    27. 
9  2  Cor.  ix.  10. 10  2  Cor.  ix.  12. 
11  Matt.  vi.  31-33. 
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arc  foiling;  and  whilst  you  arc  anxious  lest  any 
of  your  wealth  should  be  diminished,  you  do  not 
sec  that  you  yourself  are  being  diminished,  in 
that  you  are  a  lover  of  mammon  more  than  of 
your  own  soul  ;  and  while  you  fear,  lest  for  the 
sake  of  yourself,  you  should  lose  your  patrimony, 
you  yourself  are  perishing  for  the  sake  of  your 

patrimony.  And  therefore  the  apostle  well  ex- 
claims and  says  :  "We  brought  nothing  into  this 

world,  neither  indeed  can  we  carry  anything  out. 

Therefore,  having  food  and  clothing,  let  us  there- 
with be  content.  For  they  who  will  be  rich  fall 

into  temptation  and  a  snare,  and  into  many  and 
hurtful  desires,  which  drown  a  man  in  perdition 
and  in  destruction.  For  covetousness  is  a  root 

of  all  evils,  which  some  desiring,  have  made  ship- 
wreck from  the  faith,  and  pierced  themselves 

through  with  many  sorrows."  ' 
ii.  Are  you  afraid  that  your  patrimony  per- 

chance may  fill  short,  if  you  should  begin  to  do 

liberally  from    it?     Yet  when  has  it   ever  hap- 

pened  that  resources2  could  fail  the  righteous 
man,  since  it  is  written,  "The  Lord  will  not  slay 
with  famine  the  righteous  soul?"3      Flias  in  the 
desert   is  fed   by  the  ministry  of  ravens;  and  a 
meal   from  heaven  is  made  ready  for  Daniel  in 

the  den,  when  shut  up  by  the  king's  command 
for  a  prey  to  the  lions  :  and  you  are  afraid  that 
food   should   be   wanting  to  you,  labouring  and 
deserving  well  of  the  Lord,  although  He  Himself 
in   the  Gospel   bears  witness,  for  the  rebuki 
those  whose    mind   is  doubtful  and   faith  small, 

and  says:   "Behold  the   fowls  of  heaven,  that 
they  sow   not.  nor   reap,  nor  gather   into   barns; 
and  your  heavenly  father    feedeth  them:  are 

you  no l  of  more  value  than  they ?" A     God  f 
the  fowls,  and  daily  food  is  afforded  to  the   sp.ir 
rows;  and  to  creatures  which  have  n  •     use  of 
things  divine  there  is  no  want  of  drink 
Thinkesl    thou   that   to  a  Christian  —  thin) 
thou  that  to  .1  servant  of  the  Lord  —  thinkest  : 

that  to  one  given  up  to  good  works  —  thinkest 
thou  that  to  one  that  is  dear  to  his  Lord,  any- 

thing will  be  wanting? 
i  j.    Unless    you    imagine    that    he   who    | 

Christ    i.   not    himself  fed   by   Christ,  "i    that 
i.iil  lily  things  will  be  want  in.;  to   those   to  whom 
heavenlj  and  divine  things  are  given,  whence 
tin,  unbelieving  thought,  whence  this  impious 
and  sacrilegious  consideration?    What   do 
faith)  irl    do   in   the   home   of  faith  ?      \\ 

is  he  who  does  nol  altogether  trust  in   Christ 
named  and   called   a  Christian?     The   name   of 

Pharisee  is  more  fitting  for  you.  for  when  in 

the  Gospel  tin-  Lord  was  discoursing  concern 
ing  almsgiving,  and    faithfully   and   wholes,  unci) 

I      1      l,i'.      ..         •     |  o. 

iii,  ,  1,  "  the  rcsourcci  of  life." 
i 

*  Matt,  \.  .-o. 

warned  us  to  make   to  friends  of 

earthly  lucre  by  provident  good  work-,  who 
might  afterwards  receive  us  into  eternal  dwell- 

ings, the  Scripture  added  aid, 

•'  but  the  Pharisees  heard  all  these  things,  who 

were  very  covetous,  and  they  deridi  ,."5 Some  suchlike  we  see  now  in  I                  ,  whose 

ed  ears  and  darkened  hearts  admit  no  light 
from  spiritual  and  saving  war 
need  not  wonder  that  they  i  ontemn  the  servant 
in  his  discourses,  when  we  see  the  Lord  Himself 
despised  by  such. 

13.  Wherefore   do    you    applaud    j 

those  vain  and  silly  conceits,  as  if  you  were  with- 
held from  good  works  by  fear  and  soli<  itude  for 

the   future?     Why  do   you    lay   out    I  you 
certain  shadows  and  omens  of  a  vain  excuse? 
Yea,  confess  what  is  the  truth  ;  and  sin<  e 

cannot  deceive  those  who  know,'  utter  forth  the 
secret  and  hidden  things  of  your  mind.  The 
gloom  of  barrenness  his  besieged  your  mind; 
and  while  the  light  of  truth  ha  ted  then 
the  deep  and  profound  darkness  of  avarii  e  has 

blinded  your  carnal  heart.  You  are  the  <  iptive 

and  slave  of  your  money  j  you  are  '  with the  chains  and  bonds  of  1  ov<  you 
whom  Christ  had  oiu  e  loosed, ar  rein 

chains.     You   keep   your  money,   which,  « 

kept,  dues  not  keep  you.*     You   heap  up 

rimony  which    burdens    you      with 
and  you  do  not  remember  what  God  answ 
to  the  ri<  1,  man,  who         sted  with  a 

ultation  of  the  abundance  of 

vest  ;    "Thou    fool."   s  lid    it.    ■•  th 
s  ml  is  r<  quired  of  tin 
things  be  which  thou  hast  pro\  Why 

do  you   watch   in  lonelin 
why  tor  \iinr  punishment  do  the 

yroui   patrimony,  that,  in 
a  -  you  are  rich  in  this  world,  you  n 

i    to   ( lod  ?    Divid  -  with 

1.  ird  your  t  '>  id  ;  si 
(  'line,    a 

•  us.  that  1  le  a! 

heir  with  I  lun  in  1  lis  heavenl)  kin 

1.1    \  mistaken,  and  at  '10- 
.    r  \  ou   are,  that    thi    '.    \      11 

world. 

Ap  « -ib right  proaches  .  "  fn<  1 
■  I  mi  in  h,  and  in<  reas<  ;  w  il 

d  of  nothing  ;  and  : ■  hed,  and  ra 
and  naked.      I    1 

'     I     llci     KV1     it 

'  [Pi  1 
till  up  net! 

\  ctiu»,  ai»a 
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:  mayesl  h  ;  and 
i  iyest  be  i  lothed,  and 

s-  in  iv  not  appear 

in  :  thine  eyes  witl  Ive, 
t)u!  You  therefore,  who 

buy  for  yourself  of  Christ 
..n  may  be  pure  gold, 

ilth  bun  3  it"  by  fire,  if  you  are 
pur  md  righteous  works.     Bu) 

ment,  that  you  who  had 
\d.un,  and  were  before 

.  may  be  (lothed  with   the 
\    I  \    .  who  are  a 

ch    matron    in   Christ's   Church,3 
i  >t  with  the  collyrium  of  the 

■vith  Christ's  eye-salve,  that  you  may 
I  '.od.  by  deserving  well 

of  Cod.  both  '  works  and  character. 
i;.  a  ho    are   such   as   this,   cannot 

in  the  Church.     For  your  eyes,  overcast 
with  tl  a  of  blackness,  and  shadowed  in 

it,  di>  n  the  needy  and  poor.     You  are 
Jthy  and   r  !   do   you   think   that  you 

te  the  Lord's  Supper,  not  at  all  consid- 
er^ ring/  who  come   to  the  Lord's 

.-,  and  yet  take  part  of 
the  sacrifice  which  the  poor  man  has  offered? 

.•1  the  widow  that  remem- 

the  heavenly   precepts,  doing  good  even 
amidst    the    d  3   and    straits   of  poverty, 

ich  were  all  that  she  had, 
im  when  the  Lord  observed 

r  work  not  for  its  abun- 
intention,  and  considering  not 
m  how  much,  she  had  given. 

He  1.  ••  Verily  I  say  unto  you. 
that  tl-  .v  hath  (  ast  in  more  than  they  all 
into  tl'  G  id.     For  all  these  have, 

.•  had  in  abundan  -f  in 
tint  i  id  j  but  she  of  her  penury 

in    all    the    living    that    she    had."  5 
-  woman,  who  even 

■ut   hast  merited  to  be 

praised   by  th  of  the  Judge  I     Let   the 
their  barn  nd    un- 

belief.    T  v.  the  widow  needy  in  me. 
nd  rich  in  works.     And  although  every- 

thing that  •  rr  d  upon  widows  and 
-.  whom  it  behoved  to  receive, 

that    we    may    know    thence    what    punishment 
awaits  the  bai              h  man.  when  by  this  very 

or  ought  to  labour  in  good 
And  in  order  that  we  may  understand 

: 

Oiurch,"  are  omitted  in  a  few  texts. 
iv.  p.  19;  and  for  men,  p.  22.    Also,  "  eye- 

pUce,  qw 

or,  "aw. 

in  this 

8.     But  see  Pellicia,  Polity. r»,  1883.] 

1  widow,  a  poor  widow  is  found,"  etc. ; 

•nd  poor." 

that  their  labours  are  given  to  Cod.  and  that 
whoever  performs  them  deserves  well  of  the 

d,  Christ  <  alls  this  "the  offerings  of  Cod,' and  intimates  that  the  widow  has  <  ast  in  two 

farthings  into  the  offerings  of  Cod,  that  it  may 
be  more  abundantly  evident  that  he  who  hath 

pity  on  the  poor  lendeth  to  God. 
16.  Hut  neither  let  the  consideration,  dearest 

brethren,  restrain  and  recall  the  Christian  from 

good  and  righteous  works,  that  any  one  should 
\\\n<\  that  he  could  be  excused  for  the  benefit 

of  his  children  ;  since  in  spiritual  expenditure 
we  ought  to  think  of  Christ,  who  has  declared 

that  lie  receives  them  ;  and  not  prefer  our  fel- 
low-servants, but  the  Lord,  to  our  children,  since 

He  Himself  instructs  and  warns  us,  saying,  "  He 
that  loveth  father  or  mother  more  than  me  is 

not  worthy  of  me,  and  he  that  loveth  son  or 

daughter  more  than  me  is  not  worthy  of  me."  7 
Also  in  Deuteronomy,  for  the  strengthening  of 
faith  and  the  love  of  Cod,  similar  things  are 

written  :  "  Who  say,"  he  saith,  "  unto  their  father 
or  mother,  I  have  not  known  thee  ;  neither  did 

they  acknowledge  their  children,  these  have  ob- 

served Thy  words,  and  kept  Thy  covenant."8 
For  if  we  love  God  with  our  whole  heart,  we 

ought  not  to  prefer  either  our  parents  or  chil- 
dren to  Cod.  And  this  also  John  lays  down  in 

his  epistle,  that  the  love  of  God  is  not  in  them 
whom  we  see  unwilling  to  labour  for  the  poor. 

"  Whoso,"  says  he,  "  hath  this  world's  goods, 
and  seeth  his  brother  have  need,  and  shutteth 

up  his  bowels  from  him,  how  dwelleth  the  love 

of  God  in  him?"9  For  if  by  almsgiving  to  the 
poor  we  are  lending  to  God  —  and  when  it  is 
given  to  the  least  it  is  given  to  Christ  —  there 
is  no  ground  for  any  one  preferring  earthly  things 
to  heavenly,  nor  for  considering  human  things 
before  divine. 

1 7.  Thus  that  widow  in  the  third  book  of 
Kings,  when  in  the  drought  and  famine,  having 
consumed  everything,  she  had  made  of  the  little 
meal  and  oil  which  was  left,  a  cake  upon  the 
ashes,  and,  having  used  this,  was  about  to  die 
with  her  children,  Elias  came  and  asked  that 
something  should  first  be  given  him  to  eat,  and 
then  of  what  remained  that  she  and  her  children 

should  eat.  Nor  did  she  hesitate  to  obey  ;  nor 

did  the  mother  prefer  her  children  to  Elias  in 
her  hunger  and  poverty.  Yea,  there  is  done  in 

God's  sight  a  thing  that  pleases  God  :  promptly 
and  liberally  is  presented  what  is  asked  for. 
Neither  is  it  a  portion  out  of  abundance,  but  the 
whole  out  of  a  little,  that  is  given,  and  another 
is  fed  before  her  hungry  children  ;  nor  in  penury 
and  want  is  food  thought  of  before  mercy ;  so 
that  while  in  a  saving  work  the  life  according  to 

'  Matt.  x.  37. 

8  Deut.  xxxiii.  9. 
9  1  John  in.  17. 
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the  flesh  is  contemned,  the  soul  according  to  the  19.  Neither  should  you  think  that  he  is  father 
spirit  is  preserved.  Therefore  Elias,  being  the  to  your  children  who  is  both  changeable  and  in- 
type  of  Christ,  and  showing  that  according  to  firm,  but  you  should  obtain  Hun  who  is  the 
His  mercy  He  returns  to  each  their  reward,  eternal  and  unchanging  Father  of  spiritual  chil- 

answered  and  said:  " Thus  saith  the  Lord,  The  dren.  Assign  to  Him  your  wealth  which  j 
vessel  of  meal  shall  not  fail,  and  the  (ruse  of  are  saving  up  for  your  heir-,.  Let  Him  be  the 
oil  shall  not  he  diminished,  until  the  day  that  guardian  for  your  children;  let  Him  be  their 

the  Lord  giveth  rain  upon  the  earth."1  Accord-  trustee;  let  Him  be  their  pi  r.  by  His 
ing  to  her  faith  in  the  divine  promise,  those  divine  majesty,  against  all  worldly  injuries.  The 
things  which  she  gave  were  multiplied  and  state  neither  takes  away  the  property  entrusted  to 
heaped  up  to  the  widow;  and  her  righteous  God,  nor  does  the  exchequer  intrude  on  it,  nor 
works  and  deserts  of  mercy  taking  augmenta-  does  any  forensic  calumny  overthrow  it.  1  hat 
tions  and  in<  rease,  the  vessels  of  meal  and  oil  inheritance  is  placed  in  security  which  is  k 
were  filled.  Nor  did  the  mother  take  away  under  the  guardianship  of  God.4  This  is  to 

from  her  children  what  she  gave  to  Elias,  but  provide  for  one's  dear  pl<  r  the  coming 
rather  she  conferred  upon  her  children  what  she  time  ;  this  is  with  paternal  affection  to  take  care 

did  kindly  and  piously.1  And  she  did  not  as  for  one's  future  heirs,  according  to  the  faith  of 
yet  know  Christ;  she  had  not  yet  heard  His  the  Holy  Scripture,  which  says:  '•  I  I 
precepts;  she  did  not,  as  redeemed  by  His  cross  young,  and  now  am  old;  yet  have  I  not  se  n 
and  passion,  repay  meat  and  drink  for  His  blood,  the  righteous  forsaken,  nor  his  seed  wanting 
So  that  from  this  it  may  appear  how  much  he  bread.  All  the  day  long  be  is  men  iful,  and 

sins  in  the  Church,  who.  preferring  himself  and  lendeth  ;s  and  his  seed  is  blesstd."6  And  again: 
his  children  to  Christ,  preserves  his  wealth,  and  "  He  who  walketh  without  reproach  in  hi--  un- 

does   not   share    an    abundant    estate    with    the  rity  shall    leave    blessed    <  hildren    after   him." 
poverty  of  the  needy. Therefore  you  are  an  unfair  and  traitorous  father, 

18.  Moreover,  also,  (you  say)  there  are  many  unless  you  faithfully  consult  for  your  children, 
children  at  home;   and   the   multitude   of  your  unless    you   look    forward   to   preserve   them    in 

children  checks  you  from  giving  yours. -If  freely  religion  and  true    piety.     You  who    are    careful 
to  good  works.     And   yet  on  this  very  account  rather  for  their  earthly  than   for  their  heavenly 
you  ought  to  labour  the  more,  for  the  reason  estate,  rather  to  commend  your  children  to  the 
that  you  are  the  father  of  many  pledges.     There  devil  than  to  Christ,  are  sinning  twii  1 
are  the  more   for  whom  you  must  beseech   the  ing  a  double   and    twofold   crime,   both    in 
Lord.    The  sins  of  many  haw  to  be  redeemed,  providing  for  your  1  hildren  the  aid  of  Cod  1 

the  consciences  of  many  to  be  cleansed,   tin-  Father,  and  in  teaching  your  children  to  love- 
souls  of  many  to  be  liberated.    As  in  this  worldly  their  property  more  than  Christ. 
life,  in  the  nourishment  and  bringing  up  of  (  hil-  20.  be  rather  such  a  fatl            our  children  as 
dren,  the  larger  the  number  the  greater  als  1  1--  «  is  Tobias.     Give  useful  and  saving  |           ts  to 

the   expense  ;   so  also   in   the  spiritual  and  b-.n  your  pi               iUi  'a  as  he    ,  ive  to 
Inly  life,  the  larger  the  number  of  children  you  m  md  your  children  what  he  also  commaii 

lave,  the  greater  ought  to  be  the  outlay  of  your  his                    :  '"And  now,  my  son.  I  comi 
labours.     Thus  also  Job  offered  numerous  sacri-  thee,  serve  God  in  truth,  and  do  I            Hun 
I       on  behalf  of  his  children;  and  as  large  as  that  which  pleaseth    Hun;  and  command  thy 
was  the  number  of  the  pledges  in  his  home,  so  sons,  that  they  exercise  righteousness 
Luge   also   was   the   number  of  vi<  tims    riven   to  and  be  mindful  of  Cod.  and  hlc^  lb-  name  al- 

Cod.      And   since   there  cannot   daily  fail    to   be  ways."         \     i  a     mi:  "All  the  d               thy  life. 
sins  committed  in  the  sight  of  God,  there  wanted  most  dear  son,  have  God  in  your  mind,  and  be- 
not  daily  sacrifices  wherewith  the  sins  mighl 
cleansed  away.     The  Holy  Scripture  prove-  this, 

rig:  "Job,  a  true  ami  righteous  man.  had 
and  three  daughters,  and  ( leansed 

them,  offerin  ;  lor  them  victims  to  ( iod  a,  ,  onl- 
ine, to  the  number  of  them,  and  for  tin  ir  sins 

"lie  (ilf."  1  if,  then,  you  truly  love  your  chil- dren, it   you   show  to  them  the  full  and  paternal 
tness  of  love,  you  ought  to  be  the  more 

charitable,  that  by  your  righteous  works  you  m  i\ 
commend  your  children  to  <  rod. 

1  1  Kings  xvii.  14. 
[See  u    1  ".i,  note  7. 

1  Jul.,.   s.   I    \\ 
,  Prov,  xi.  J4.] 

not  willing  to  transgress    lb--   commandm< 
I  >o  righteousness  all  the  d 
not  willing  to  ".ilk  in  the  way  of  in 

!    thou  deal  Hub.  there  will 

thy    works.      Cue    alms    n{    tin     sub  '  and 
turn  not  .iumv  thy  \u  e  from   .  I  man. 

«    •■  1  ■  . 

\\  I 

Thi*  n 

ham  1  i-iir,  » H 
.;  iln.lrr  (hi-  m  lllo,  v>  ith    <  1  hi' 

WWII       J',,    l6. 

I   I         ' 

*  Tob   m\    to,  iii 
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ther  shall  tl  G    I  be  with  abounding  wealth      whether  in  the  Church 

■.  my  son,   wherein  Thou  presidest  and  beholdest,  the)  set 
forth  a  gift  of  that  kind,  — having  pledged  or 
scattered   their  ri<  a,  having   transferred 
them,  by  the  change  of  their  possessions  for  the 
better,  into  heavenly  treasures  !  In  those  sp 
tacles  of  mine,  perishing  and  earthly  as  they  arc, 

no  one  is  fed,  no  one  is  clothed,  no  one  is  sus- 
tained by  the  comfort  either  of  any  meat  or 

drink.     All  things,  between  the  madness  of  the 

i  hast  little,  i  ommunii 
thou  do 

•  thy- 

.  bet  ause  that 
uffereth  not  to 

I  gift  to  all 

most  high  God."  ' 
What  sort  of  gift  is  it,  beloved  brethren,  exhibitor  and  the  mistake  ol  the  spectator,  are 

d  in  the  sight  of  perishing  in  a  prodigal  and  foolish  vanity  of 
\  of  the  Gentiles,  it  seems  a  deceiving  pleasures.    There,  in  Thy  poor.  Thou 

to  ha\e  pr  (consuls  or   art  clothed  and  kd  ;  Thou  promiscst  eternal  life 
and  the  ttion  and  dis    to  those  who  labour  for  Thee \  and  scarcely  are 

..in  order  Thy  people  made  equal  to  mine  that  perish,  al- 
-  ;    how    though   they  are   honoured   by   Thee  with  divine 

illustrious  and  the  -lory  wages  and  heavenly  rewards. 
I  and  Christ  as  the  spectators  of  the        23.  What  do  we  reply  to  these  things,  dearest 

How  much  more  sumptuous  the  prepara-   brethren?     With  what  reason  do  we  defend  the 

■  :1  the  expense  to  he  set  forth    minds  of  rich  men,  overwhelmed  with  a  profane 
en  the  powers  of  heaven  assem-   barrenness  and  a  kind  of  night  of  gloom?     With 

when  all  the  angels  come   what  excuse  do  we  acquit  them,  seeing  that  we 

ivhere  it  is  n  >t  a   four-horsed  chariot    are  less  than  the  devil's  servants,  so  as  not  even 
p  that  is  sought   for  the  giver,  hut    moderately  to  repay  Christ  for  the  price  of  His 

d  :  nor  i>  the  empty  and    passion  and  blood?     He  has  given  us  precepts! 
if  the  i  rasped  at.  but  the    what  His  servants  ought  to  do  He  has  instructed 

rd  of  the  k  a  of  heaven  is   us;  promising  a  reward  to  those  that  are  chari- 
K,  table,   and   threatening    punishment   to   the   un- 

t.  And  that  the  indolent  am  irren,  and   fruitful.     He  has  set  forth  His  sentence.     He 

1  1  mey  do   has   before    announced    what    He    shall    judge. 
e<  t  oi  the  fruit  of  their  salvation.    What  can  be   the   excuse  for  the  laggard?  what 

the  more  ashamed,  and  that  the  blush    the  defence  for  the  unfruitful?     But  when  the 
ir  and  disgrace   may  the  more  strike    servant    does  not  do  what  is  commanded,  the 

let  each  one  place    Lord  will  do  what  He  threatens,  seeing  that  He 

vil  with  his  servants,  that    says:   "When  the  Son  of  man  shall  come  in  His 
1  •    of  1    and    death,    glory,  and   all   the  angels  with   Him,  then   shall 

forth   into   the   midst,  and   provoking    lie  sit  in  the  throne  of  His  glory:  and  before 

1  hrist  with  t'ae  trial  of  comparison    Him  shall  be  gathered  all  nations;  and  He  shall 
—  (     rist  Himself  resent,  and  judging —   separate  them  one  from  another,  as  a  shepherd 

in  •  •'  1.  for  those  whom  thou  seest   divideth  his  sheep  from  the  goats  :  and  He  shall 
.    neither    received    buffets,    nor    bon     set  the  sheep  on  His  right  hand,  but  the  goats 

.  nor  endured  tl  -.  nor  shed  my   on  the  left.     Then  shall  the  King  say  unto  them 
redeemed  my  family  at  the  price  of  that  shall  be  on  His  right  hand,  Come,  ye  blessed 

4  and  blood  ;  but  neither  do  I  prom-    of  my  Father,  receive  the  kingdom  that  is  pre- 
D  a  celestial    kingdom,  nor  do    I    recall    pared  for  you  from  the  foundation  of  the  world. 

1  them    For  I  was  an  hungered,  and  ye  gave  me  to  eat : 

im  •  they  pr  fts  how    I  was  thirst)-,  and  ye  gave  me  to  drink:   I  wtf 
how  large  !   with    how  c.v  sti    ng   r.  and   ye  took  me   in:  naked,  and  yc 

ired  !  and  that,  with  the    clothed   me  :    I  was  sick,  and  yc  visited  me  :    1 

ith(  r  pledging  or  sell-    was  in  prison,  and  ye  came  to  me.     Then  shal 
a   the   procuring  of  the  gift  !    the  righteous  answer  Him,  saying.   Lord,  wher 

'    at  man,  n  followed,    saw  we  Thee  an  hungered,  and  fed  Thee  ?  tl 
rith  scoffings  and  hissings,  and   and  gave  Thee  drink?     When  saw  we  Thee  ; 

alar  fu:  times  they  are  almost   stranger,  and  took  Thee  in ?  naked,  and  clothec 

r,  0  '  hrist.  such  givers  as  these   Thee?    Or  when  saw  we  Thee  sick,  and  in  prison 
1  men.  those  men  affluent   and    came    unto   Thee?     Then  shall  the    Kin: 

answer  and  say  unto  them.  Verily  I  say  unto  you 
Insomuch  as  you  did  it  to  one  of  the  least  01 
these  my  brethren,  yc  did  it   unto  me. 

1-1 1. 

.   add   here.  "  warned  by  Thy  precepts,  and  who 
shall  receive  heavenly  thing*  instead  of  earthly. 
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shall  He  say  also  unto  those  that  shall  be  at  His 

lefl  hand,  Depart  from  me.  ye  1  ursed,  into  ever- 
lasting fire,  which  my  Father  hath  prepared  for 

the  devil  and  his  angels.  For  I  was  an  hun- 
gered, and  ye  gave  me  not  to  eat :  I  was  thirsty, 

and  ye  gave  me  not  to  drink  :  I  was  a  stranger, 
and  ye  took  me  not  in  :  naked,  and  ye  clothed 
me  not  :  sick,  and  in  prison,  and  ye  visited  me 
not.  Then  shall  they  also  answer  Him,  saying, 
Lord,  when  saw  we  Thee  an  hungered,  or  athirst, 
or  a  Strang  r,  or  naked,  or  sick,  or  in  prison,  and 
ministered  not  unto  Thee?  And  He  shall  an- 

swer them.  Verily  I  say  unto  you.  In  so  far  as  ye 
did  it  not  to  one  of  the  leasl  of  these,  ye  did  it 
not  unto  me.  And  these  shall  go  away  into 
everlasting  burning:  hut  the  righteous  into  life 

eternal."  '  What  more  could  Christ  declare  unto 
us?  How  more  could  He  stimulate  the  works 

of  our  righteousness  and  mercy,  than  by  saying 
that  whatever  is  given  to  the  needy  and  poor  is 
given   to    Himself,  and   by   saying  that   He  is 

jrieved  unless  the  needy  and  poor  he  supplied  ? 
S  1  thai  he  who  in  the  Church  is  not  moved  by 
consideration  for  his  brother,  may  yet  be  mov  d 
by  contemplation  of  Christ;  and  he  who  does 
not  think  of  his  fellow-servant  in  suffering  and 
in  poverty,  may  yet  think  of  his  Ford,  who 
abideth  in  that  very  man  whom  he  is  despising. 

24.  And  therefore,  dearest  brethren,  whose 
fear  is  inclined  towards  God,  and  who  having 
already  despised  and  trampled  under  foot   the 

Id,    have    lifted    up     your    mind     to     things 
heavenly  and  divine,  let  us  with  full  faith,  with 
devoted  mind,  with  continual  labour,  give  our 

to  deserve  well  of  the  F  ird.      Fet  us 

give    to    Christ    earthly   garment,,    tint    we    may 
1       i\  e  hea\  enly  raiment  ;  let  us  give  fo  »d 
drink  of  this  world,   tint  we   may   come  with 
Abraham,  and  Isaac,  and  J  icob  to  the  F 

ban  [uet.     That  we  m  tj    nol   reap  little,  let   u  - 
sow  abundantly.      Lei  us,  while  there  is  time, 
take  thought  lor  our  security  and  eternal  - 

tio:i,  according  to  the  admonitio  1  ̂ (  th  :  \poal  • 
Paul,   who   says:    "Therefore,   while    we    have 
tim  •,  1  1  us  labour  in  whal  is  go  id  unt  >  all  men, 
but  especially  to   them  that  are  of  the  house- 

hold of  faith.     But  let   us  nol  be  weary  in  w  11 

doing,  foi  in  il  -  sea  i  tn'we  shall  reap." 
25.  Let  us  consider,  beloved  brethren,  what 

the  1  ;  ition  of  believers  did  in  the    I 

of  the  apostles,  when  at  the  firsl  beginnings  the 
mind  flourished  with  greater  virtues,  when  the 

faith  ̂ \'  b  li  ivers  burned  with  a  warmth  of  faith 
a  n  ;w.     Then  they  sold  houses  and  fai 

and  gladly  and  liberal!)  presented  to  the  apostles 
the  proceeds  to  be  dispensed  to  the  pool  . 
in  ;  and  alienating  then  earthly  estate,  they  ti  ins 
ferred    their   lands   thither  where    they  might    ie 

'    M   'II     KXV      H-*6. 
1   vi.  10,  g 

ceive   the   fruits   of  an   eternal   p  n,   and 

there  prepared  homes  when-  they  might  1 
an    eternal    habitation.       Su(  h,    then,    was     the 

abundance  in  labours,  as  was  the  agreement  in 
1  i.e.  as  we  read  in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostl 
■'And  the  multitude  of  them  that  believe 
with  one  heart  and  one  soul  ;   neither  was  there 

any  distin<  ti  in  among  them,  nor  did  the) 
anything  their  own  of  the  which  b  I 

to  them,  but  they  had  all  thing-  common."3 
This  is  truly  to  become  sons  of  God  by  spiritual 
birth  ;  this  is  to  imitate  by  the  heavenly  law  the 
equity  of  God  the  Father.  For  whatever  is  of 
Cod  is  common  in  our  use;  nor  is  anyone  ex- 

cluded from  His  benefit-,  and  His  gifts,  so  a>  to 
prevent  the  whole  human  race  from  enjoj  - 
equally  the  divine  goodness  and  liberality.  I 

the  day  equally  enlightens,  the  sun  gives  radi- 
ance, the  rain  moistens,  the  wind  blows,  and  the 

sleep  is  one  to  those  that  sleep,  and  the  splen- 
d  >ur  of  the  stars  and  of  the  moon  is  common. 

In  which  example  of  equality,*  he  who,  as  a 
e-,sur  in  the  earth,  shares  his  returns  and  his 

fruits  with  the  fraternity,  while  he  is  common 

and  just  in  his  gratuitous  bounties,  is  an  imitator 
of  (iod  the  Father. 

26.  What,  deaiest  brethren,  will  be  tint  glory 

of    those    who     labour    charitably  —  how 
and  high  the  joy  when  the  Lord  begins  to  num- 
b<  1    His  people,  and,  distributing  to  our  m 
and  good  works  the  promised  rewards,  I 
heavenl)    th  irthly,  eternal   things  for 

temporal,  great  things  for  small;  to  pre 
to  the  Father,  to  whom  He  has  restored  us 

His  sanctification ;    to  bestow  upon  us  immor- 
tality and  eternity,  to  which  lb-  has  renew 

by  the  quickening  of  His  blood;   to  I 
anew   to   pai  idise,    to   open   the   kingdom 
heaven,  in  the  faith  and  truth  of  His  prom 
I.et  these  tl  ide  firmly  in  our  percept 
let  them  be  understood  with  full  faith,  let  t! 

be  loved  with  our  whole  hi  them  be   pur- 
chased  by  the    magnanimity  o\   our  m 

labours.      \n  illustri  '•>>  and  di\  ine  thin 
est    brethren,  is   the   s  u  in.; 

gre  it  comfort  of  beliei  1  rs,  a  w '   il   ■ 
::i',\.    a    pr  I    ̂ '\     F 

1  I  of  faith,  a  remedy  for 

in  the  powei  ̂ <(  the  doer,  a  thing  bo: 

1  rown  ̂ (  pe  k  ■■  w  ithout  the  1 
ition  ;  the   true   and 
dful    for   the   weak,   gl< 

jted   by  which    th     1 
spit  itual  grace,  d 
i<  1  OUntS    (  k)d    his    debtor.      For    this    1 

w. >i ks  i<(  salvation  ' 
let    us   all.  in    the  > 

•    I  .■  ihc  lc\»  mujl 
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and   let   us 

i  than  this 

by  no this  world.     It"  the  da) 
!  us,  whether  it  be  th  ol  reward  ' 

furnished,  it'  swift,  if  runn 
.  ;'.     I   ird  will  never 

n  ward  for  our  merits  :  in  pej 

U  to  us  who  conquer,  a  white  crown 

ution,  He  will  accom- 
t  with  a  purple  one  for  our  passion. 

TR1  A  I  ISE    IX. 

\HV.\N  rAGE   OF    PA  riENCE.1 

VPRIAN     HIMSELF     BRIEFLY    SETS 

.  HIS   I  REA1  1-1-  AT   I'HK 
HIS    l  ll-l  I  i:    rO    JUBAIANUS    AS 

"CHARm     OF    SPIRIT,     nil'.    HONOUR 
.  BOND    OF    I  \llil.    AND 

.      \Ki:     M  \1M  UNED     BV     i  S 

I     PATH  v  i      w  FOR     rHIS 

.    MORI  "VI  K,  WE    HAVE,    Willi    THE    Bl  ST 
-     POOR    AKIl.IIli  S,     B\      lili:     PERMISSION 

AM.    INSPIRATION     OF    THE     LORD,    WRITTEN     \ 

'  ON     nil:     BEN!  FIT    OF     PATIEN  I  ,' 
Will    il,    FOR    liir    SAKE  \l.    LOVE, 

.  RANSMH  A.D.  256. 

1.  As  I  .un  to  speak,  beloved  brethren, 
of  patience,  and  to  declare  its  advantages  and 
bei  im  what  point  should   1  rather  begin 
than  thi».  that  I  see  that  even  at  this  time,  for 

r  audience  of  me,  patience  is  needful,  as  you  1 
even  dis  tins  duty  of  hearing  and 

it  patience?     For  wholesome  dis- 
.  are  then  effectually  learnt, 

itiently  heard.     Nor  do  1  find, 
;  brethren,  among  the  rest  of  the  ways 
enly  discipline  wherein  the  path  of  our 
id  faith  is  directed  to  the  attainment  of 

divine  reward-,,  anything  of  more  advantage. 
-   more   useful   for  life  or  more  helpful  to 

■  are  la  .  in  the  pre- 
I   with    the  of  fear 

icially,  with  our  whole 
ireful  of  pal 

that  they  pursue 
:  but  in  their  case  the  patien 

1  reading  seem*  to  be,  "  of  return  "  {sell.  "  redi- 

!  true  patience  from  the  false 
•on   patience  by  the 

■  n.     He  further 
reover,  by  the  in- 

icnce  useful,  but  that 

,;    »■**  ln  nee  of  patience  may 

opposed  to  it,  he  set's rinally,  he  reproves  the  desire 
according  to  Scripture, 
oursclve*.     If  in  any 

.  ̂ suredly  in  this  he  iim- •   p.  707.] 

-mas,  roL  u.  aj,  40;  also  Tertulltan,  ui.  714,  and  elucida- tion. 5.   717.J 

false  as  their  wisdom  also  is.     For  whence  i 

he  be  cither  wise  or  patient,  who  has  neither 
known  the  wisdom  nor  the  patience  of  God? 

since  He  I  Inn. elf  warns  us,  and  say.-,  of  th 
who  seem  to  themselves  to  he  wise  in  this  world, 

"I  will  destroy  the  wisdom  of  the  •..  :   I 

will  reprove  the  understanding  of  the  prudent.''  ; 
Moreover,  the  blessed  Apostle  Paul,  filled  with 

the  Holy  Spirit,  and  sent  forth  for  the  calling  and 
training  of  the  heathen,  bears  witness  and  instrut  ts 

us,  saying,  "  See  that  no  man  despoil  you  thro 
philosophy  and  vain  deceit,  after  the  tradition  of 
men,  after  the  elements  of  the  world,  and  not  after 
Christ,  because  in  Him  dwelleth  all  the  fulness 

of  divinity."  5  And  in  another  place  he  says  : 
"  Let  no  man  deceive  himself;  if  any  man  among 
you  thinketh  himself  to  be  wise,  let  him  become 
a  fool  to  this  world,  that  he  may  become  wise. 
For  the  wisdom  of  this  world  is  foolishness  with 
God.  For  it  is  written,  I  will  rebuke  the  wise  in 

their  own  craftiness."  And  again:  "The  Lord 
knoweth  the  thoughts  of  the  wise,  that  they  are 

foolish."6  Wherefore  if  the  wisdom  among  them 
be  not  true,  the  patience  also  cannot  be  true. 

For  if  he  is  wise  ■  who  is  lowly  and  meek  —  but 
we  do  not  see  that  philosophers  are  either  lowly 
or  meek,  but  greatly  pleasing  themselves,  and, 
for  the  very  reason  that  they  please  themselves* 

displeasing  God  —  it  is  evident  that  the  patience 
is  not  real  among  them  where  there  is  the  inso- 
lent  audacity  of  an  affected  liberty,  and  the  im- 

modest boastfulness  of  an  exposed  and  half- naked 
bosom. 

3.  But  for  us,  beloved  brethren,  who  are 
philosophers,  not  in  words,  but  in  deeds,  and 
do  not  put  forward  our  wisdom  in  our  garb,  but 

in  truth  —  who  are  better  acquainted  with  the 
isciousness,  than  with  the  boast,  of  virtues  — 

who  do  not  speak  great  things,  but  live  them,  — 
let  us,  as  servants  and  worshippers  of  God,  show, 

in  our  spiritual  obedience,  the  patience  which 
we  learn  from  heavenly  teachings.  For  we  have 
this  virtue  in  common  with  Cod.  From  Him 

patience  begins;  from  Him  its  glory  and  its 
dignity  take  their  rise.  The  origin  and  greatness 
of  patience  proceed  from  God  as  its  author. 
Man  ought  to  love  the  .thing  which  is  dear  to 
God  ;  the  good  which  the  Divine  Majesty  1 
it  commends.  If  God  is  our  Lord  and  Father, 

let  us  imitate  the  patience  of  our  Lord  as  well 
as  our  Father ;  because  it  behoves  servants  to 
be  obedient,  no  less  than  it  becomes  sons  not 
to  be  degenerate. 

4.  But  what  and  how  great  is  the  patience  in 
God,  that,  most  patiently  enduring  the  profane 

temples  and  the  images  of  earth,  and  the  sacri- 
4   Isa.  xxix.  14. 

'  Col.  li.  8,  10. 
6  1  Cor.  iii.  18-20. 

7  The  Oxford  edition  (Treatise  ix.),  and  many  others  read 

"  patient." 
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48] 
legions  rites  instituted  by  men,  in  contempt  of 
His  majesty  and  honour,  He  makes  the  day  to 
begin  and  the  light  of  the  sun  to  arise  alike  upon 
the  good  and  the  evil  ;  and  while  lie  waters  the 
earth  with  showers,  no  one  is  excluded  from  His 
benefits,  but  upon  the  righteous  equally  with  the 
unrighteous  He  bestows  II  is  undiscriminating 

rains.  We  see  that  with  undistinguishing  '  equali- 
ity  of  patience,  at  God's  behest,  the  seasons 
minister  to  the  guilty  and  the  guiltless,  the  reli- 

gious and  the  impious  —  those  who  give  thanks 
and  the  unthankful  ;  that  the  elements  wait  on 
them  ;  the  winds  blow,  the  fountains  flow,  the 
abundance  of  the  harvests  increases,  the  fruits  of 

the  vineyards  ripen,2  the  trees  are  loaded  with 
apples,  the  groves  put  on  their  leaves,  the  mead- 

ows their  verdure;  and  while  God  is  provoked 
with  frequent,  yea,  with  continual  offences,  He 
softens  I  lis  indignation,  and  in  patience  waits  for 
the  day  of  retribution,  once  for  all  determined  ; 
and  although  He  has  revenge  in  His  power,  He 
prefers  to  keep  patience  for  a  long  while,  bear- 

ing, that  is  to  say,  mercifully,  and  putting  off,  so 
that,  if  it  might  be  possible,  the  long  protracted 
mischief  may  at  some  time  be  changed,  and  man, 
involved  in  the  contagion  of  errors  and  crimes, 
may  even  though  late  be  converted  to  God,  as 

He  Himself  warns  and  says,  "  I  do  not  will  the 
death  of  him  that  dieth,  so  much  as  that  he  may 

return  and  live."  3  And  again,  "  Return  unto  me, 
Saith  the  Lord."  •'  And  again:  "  Return  to  the 
Lord  your  God  ;  for  He  is  merciful,  and  gracious, 
and  patient,  and  of  great  pity,  and  who  in<  lines 

His  judgment  towards  the  evils  inflicted."5 
Which,  moreover,  the  blessed  apostle  referring  to, 
and  recalling  the  sinner  to  repentance,  sets  for 

ward,  and  says  :  "  ( )r  despisest  thou  the  rich( 
1 1 i ̂  goodness,  and  forbearance,  and  long-suffer- 

ing, not  knowing  that  the  patience  and  goodness 
of  God  leadeth  thee  to  repentance?  But  after 
thy  hardness  and  impenitent  heart  thou  treasurest 
up  unto  thyself  wrath  in  the  day  of  wrath  and  of 
revelation  of  the  righteous  judgment  of  God,  who 
shall  render  to  every  one  according  to  his 

works."'1  He  says  that  God's  judgmenl  is  jiM, 
because  it  is  tardy,  because  it  is  long  and  greatly 
deferred,  so  that  by  the  long  patience  of  God 
nun  may  be  benefited  for  life  eternal.7  Punish 
tin nt  is  then  executed  on  the  impious  and  the 
sinner,  when  repentance  for  the  sin  <  an  no  longer 
avail. 

5.  .And  that  we  may  more  fully  understand, 
beloved  brethren,  that    patience   is  a  thin 

In    ,;,,,.,!, ill" 

■  The  original  hen  ii  read  varioui  Ij  "  and  "  mltee 

'   I'/i  k.    \\  ill     39, 
4  Mil    ni.  7     The  I '  itiontion,  rod  in 

tndm  1     itn   next  witli  the  word*,  "   Ind  >.:  tin  lh(   pi  iphct." I  ■■•  I  11    13, 

7  ["  I  it  us  |..iiii  us  quia  ■>  ti  rnu  •       \      ■  ;"»     : 

God,  and   that  whoever  is  gentle,  and    patient, 
and  meek,  is  an  imitator  of  God  the  Father; 
when  the  Lord   in  His  Gospel  was  giving  pre- 

cepts  for  salvation,  and,  bringing  forth  divine 
warnings,  was  instructing  His  disciples  to 
fection,  He  laid  it  down,  and  said,  "Ye   I 
heard  that  it  is   said,  Thou  shalt   love  thy  neigh- 

bour, and  have   thine  enemy  in  hatred.      But   I 
say  unto  you,  Love  your  enemies,  and  ] 
them  which  persecute  you  ;   that  ye  may  be   the 
children  of  your  Father  which  is  in  heaven, 
maketh  His  sun  to  rise  on  the  good  and  on 
evil,  and  raineth  upon  the  just  and  on  the  un- 

just.     For  if  ye  love  them  whii  h  love  you.  . 
reward  shall  ye  have?  do  not  even  the  pu 
the  same?     And  if  ye  shall  salute  your  bretl 
only,  V,  hat   do  ye    more    (than   others)?  do 
even  the  heathens  the  same  thing?     Be  ye  th< 
fore  perfect,  even  as  your   bather  in  heavei 
perfect."8     He  said  that  the  children  of  God 
would  thus  become  perfect.     He  showed  I 
they  were  thus  compl«  ted,  and  taught  that  1 
were  re-stored  by  a  heavenly  birth,  if  the  patience 
of  God  our  Father  dwell  in  us  —  if  the  divine 
likeness,  which  Adam  had  lost   b)  sin,  be  mani- 

fested and  shine  in  our  actions.     What  a  £ 
it  to  become  like  to  God  !  what  and  ho. 
a   felicity,   to    possess   among  our  virtu 
which    may   be    placed    on    the   level  of   di\ 

praises  ! 
6.  Nor,  beloved  brethren,  did  Jesus  ( 'hrbt.  our God   and    Lord,  teach    this    in  words   onb  ; 

He  fulfilled  it  also  in   deeds.      And    1  lie 

had  said  that  He  had  come  down  for  this  pur- 
pose, that  He  might  do  the  will  of  His  Father; 

anion-  the  oth(  r  marvels  of  His  \  irtu<  s,  wh< 
He  showed  forth  the  marks  of  a  divine  maj 
He  also  maintained  the  patience  of  His  Father 
in  the  constancj  of  His  endurance.  Finally,  all 
I  lis  at  tions,  even    from    l  idvent, 
characterized  b)  patience  as  their  associate ; 
that,  first  of  all,  coming  down  from  that  heavi 
sublimits  to  earthl)  things,  the  Son  of  •  > 
not  scorn  to  put  on  the  flesh  of  man,  and  altht 
I  le  I  liraself  was  not  a  sinm  r,  to  beat  thi 
others,     ills  immortalitj  being  in  the  m< 
laid  aside,  I  le  suffers  1  liraself  to  be<  ome 
so  that  the  guilth  ss  ma)  be  put  to  death 
salvation  of  the  guilt)       I        Lord 
b)  the  servant  ;  and  He  w  ho 
1  missi<  'U  ol    »ins,  doi  s  not   I  limsell 

h  1 1  is  bod)  in  the  lavei 
.  A.w  ,  He  I  whom  oth< 

He  is  hungr) ,  and 
had    been    in    h  f  the  wonl    .1:: 

may  be  satisfied  with  heavenl)  bread.     He  wi 
ties  with  the  devil  tempting  Hun;  and,  ■ 
onb  to  have  ov<  n  ome  ih< 

*  Matt  %    , 
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icr  thai  rds.     H  r  His  dis 

in  the  p  a  masl 
.11  !  thera  with   a 

He  d<  igned  even  to  wash  the 
thai  mil  i   i      Lord  is  su<  h  am 

■  .  i ;  .  bj  I  lis  ex  imple, 
nn  »ng    lus 

■  .  be  w  indered  at, 
II-  sh  >wed  Himself 

:  Judas  even  to  the  last 
could  :        meat  with  His 

■  •h  »ld  foe,  and  not 
.  nor  refuse  the  kiss  of  the 

r,  in   bearing  with   the  Jews, 
!  how  great  patien 

in  t  the  unb.  faith  by  persua- 
the  unthankful  by  concession, 

itradictors,  in  bear- 
the  proud  with  clemen  y,  in  yielding  with 

ty  to  the  pei  in  wishing  to  gather 
.  of  1  ets,  and  those 

.  s  rebellious  against  God,  even  to 
ir  of  His  i 1  iss  and  passion  ! 

iver,  in   His  *  :ry  p  ission   and 
had  reached   the   cruelty  of 

ind  the  i   of  bio  >d,  what   infamies 
i  were  patiently  heard,  what  mockings 

I,  so  that  He  receh 
if  ins  liters,  who  with  His  spittle 

I  a  little  before  made  eyes  for  a  blind  man  ; 
I  H    in  whose  nam  :vil  and  his  ang 

I  d  by  His  servants,  Himself  suf- 
1 1  ■  was  i  rowned  with  thorns, 

i  irtyrs  with   eternal    flowers.      He 
titten  on  the  fa  i  palms,  who  gives 

■  who  overcome.     He  was 
f  His  earthly  it,  who  clothes 

in  the  vesture  of  immortality.     He  was 
II,  who  gave  heavenly  to  >d.      He  was 

r,  who  appointed   the 
m.     That  guilt1  One, 

—  nay,  He  who  is  in  .   itself  and  jus 
',(,  —  is  i  ounted  rid  truth I !      .  ho  shall 

I  tli :  VV  ir  1  of  God  is  led 
r.     And  when  at  the  cross 

of  the  Lord  tl  mfounded,  the  el  - 

it  the  day,  the  sun.  that  he  may  not  be 
in  the  crime  of  the  Jews,  with- 

not, 

even  in 

II  Even  to  the  end,  all 
ringly  and  constantly, 

in  irist  a  full  and  perfect  patit ■ 

»OtC  J.  J*. 

—  1 1  is  obedient  peers. 

ii  /'iirai/jji;,     Sec  p.  237, 

\nd  after  all  these  things,  I  le  itill  1 
His  murderers,  if  they  will   be  1 
come  to  I  Inn  ;  and  with  a  saving  pal  I  le 

who  is  benignant '  to  preserve,  <  loses  I  lis  ( Ihurch 
t  1  none     Those  adversaries,  those  blasphem 

who  were  always  enemies  to  His  nam  ■,  if 
.    repent  of  their  sin,  if  they  ac!  dge 

the  crime  committed,  He  receives,  not  onlj 
the  pard  in  of  their  sin,  but  to  the  reward  of  the 
heavenly  kingdom.  What  can  be  said  m 
patient,  what  more  merciful?  Even  he  is  made 

alive  by  Christ's  blood  who  has  shed  Christ's 
blood.  Such  and  so  great  is  the  patience  of 
Christ  ;  and  had  it  not  been  such  and  si  great, 

the  ('hurt  h  would  never  have  possessed  Paul  as 

an  apostle.5 9.  But  if  we  also,  beloved  brethren,  are  in 
Christ;  if  we  put  Him  on,  if  He  is  the  way  of 
our  salvation,  who  follow  Christ  in  the  footsti  ps 
of  salvation,  let  us  walk  by  the  example  of 
Christ,  as  the  Apostle  John  instructs  us,  saying, 

••  lie  who  saith  he  abideth  in  Christ,  ought  him- 
self also  to  walk  even  as  He  walked."  Peter 

also,  upon  whom  by  the  Lord's  condescension 
the  Church  was  founded,7  lays  it  down  in  his 
epistle,  and  says,  "Christ  suffered  for  us,  leaving 
you  an  example,  that  ye  should  follow  His  steps, 

did  no  sin,  neither  was  deceit  found  in  His 
mouth;  who.  when  He  was  reviled,  reviled  not 
again;  when    He  suffered,  threatened   not,   lit 

Himself  up  to  him  that  judged   Him  un- 

justly." B 

10.  Finally,  we  find  that  both  patriarchs  and 
proph  ts,  and  all  the  righteous  men  who  in  their 
p;  etc  ling  likeness  wore  the  figure  of  Christ,  in 
the  praise  of  their  virtues  were  watchful  over 
nothing  more  than  that  they  should  preserve 
patience  with  a  strong  and  stedfast  e  manimity. 
Thus  Abel,  who  first  initiated  and  consecr  ted 

m  of  martyrdom,  and  the  passion  of  the 
iteous  man,  nnk-s  no  resistance  n  >r  struggles 
nst  his  fratricidal  '  brother,  but  with  lowlii 

and  meekness  he  is  patiently  slain,     dims  Abra- 
ham, beli  ving  Cod,  and  first  of  all   instituting 

the  root  and   foundation  of  faith,  when  tried  in 
of  his  son,  does  not  hesitate  nor  delay, 

but  obeys  the  commands  of   Cod  with  all  the 

patience  of  devotion.     And  Isaac,  pr  '  as 
the  likeness  of  the  Lord's  victim,  when  he  is  pre- 

sented by  his  father  for  immolation,  is  found 
patient.  And  Jai  ob,  driven  forth  by  his  brother 

luntry,  departs  with  patience  ;  and 
rwards  with  greater  patienc  \  he  suppliantly 

brings  him  back  to  concord  with  pea 

*  Some  editors  insert  "  and  I 

5  [1  Tim.  i.  3.     A  >ini.i  uon,  put  in  our  author's  terse 

way] 

1  )hn  ii.  6. 

The  Trent  Council  itself  (on  Matt   xvi. 
18)  affirms  this  of  the  I  1  101.] 

,  with  a  m  .irturc  from  t'.-.c  received  text. 
9  According  to  some,  "  parricidal." 
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when  he  is  even  more  impious  and  persecuting,  is  entering.      For  the  sweat  of  the  brow  and 

Joseph,  sold  by  his  brethren  and  sent  away,  nol  labour  is  th  1  condition  of  lit"--  so  long  as  it  I 
only  with  patience  pardons  them,  but  even  boun-  Nor  can  there  be  supplied  any  consolations  to 
tifully  and  mercifully  bestows  gratuitous  supplies  those  that  sweat  and  toil  other  than  patience; 
of  corn  on  them  when  they  come  to  him.    Moses  which  consolations,  while  in  this  world  they  are 
is   i           itly  contemned  by  an  ungrateful  and  lit  and  necessary  for  all  men,  are  es]             so 
faithless  people,  and  almost  stoned  ;  and  yet  with  for  us  who  are  more  shaken  by  the                     the 
gentlen  :ss  and  patience  he  entreats  the  Lord  for  devil,  who.  daily  standing  in  the  battli 
those  people.     But  in  David,  from  whom,  accord-  wearied  with  the  wrestlings  of  an  inveter  I 
ing  to  the  flesh,  the  nativity  of  Christ  springs,  how  skilful  enemy;  for  us  who,  besides  the  var 
great  and  marvellous  and  Christian  is  the  patience,  and  continual  battles  of  temptatii 

that  li  ■  often  had  it  in  his  power  to  be  able  to  kill  in  the  contest  of  persecutions3  forsake  our  pat- 
king  Saul,  who  was  persecuting  him  and  desiring  rimonies,  undergo   imprisonment,  bear  1 
to  shy  him;  and  yet,  chose   rather  to  save   him  spend    our    lives,    endure    the    sword,    the    wild 
when  placed  in  his  hand,  and  delivered  up  to  him,  beasts,  fires,  crucifixions  —  in  fine,  all  kinds  of 
not  repaying  his  enemy  in  turn,  but  rather,  on  torments   and   penalties,  to   be  endured    in   the 

the  contrary,  even -avenging  him  when  slain  !    In  faith   and   courage   of  patience;   as   the    Lord 
fine,  so  many  prophets  were  slain,  so  many  mar-  Himself  instructs  us,  and            "1 
tyrs  were  honoured  with  glorious  deaths,  who  all  have   I   spoken  unto  you,  that  in  me  ye  m 
have  attained   to    the   heavenly  crowns    by  the  have   peace,      but  in   the  world   ye  sh  II   have 
praise  of  patience,     for  the  crown  of  sorrows  tribulation;  yet  be  confident,  for  I  h                 me 

and  sufferings  cannot  be  received  unless  patience  the  world."3     Anil  if  we  who  have  renounced 
in  sorrow  and  suffering  pre*  ede  it.  the  devil  and  the  world,  suffer  the  tribulations  and 

11.    but   that   it   may   be   more   manifestly  and  mischiefs  of  the  'devil   and  the  world  with  more fully  known  how  useful  and  necessary  patience 
is.  beloved  brethren;  let  the  judgment  of  God 
be  pondered,  which  even  in  the  beginning  of  the 
world    and   of  the   human   race.  Adam,  forgetful 

frequency  and  violence,  how  much  more  ought 
we  to  keep  patience,  wherewith  as  our  helper 
and  ally,  we  may  bear  all  mischievous  thil 

[3.  It  is  the  wholesome  precept  of  <    r  1    rd 

of  the  commandment,  and  a  transgressor  of  the  and    Master:    "Hi-   that  endureth,"  saith   He, 
given   law,  received.      Then  we   shall    know  how  "unto  the  end.  the  same  shall  be   saved  ;"'  anil 
patient  in  this  life  we  ought  to  be  who  are  born  again,  "  [fye  continue,"  saith  He.  "in  myw< 
in  such  a  state,  that  we  labour  here  with  afllic-  ye  shall  be  truly  my  disciples  :  and  ye  shall  know 
tions  and  contests.     " Because,"  says  He,  "  thou  the  truth,  and  the  truth  shall  make  you  free 
hast  hearkened  to  the  voice  of  thy  wife,  and  hast  We   must   endure   and   persevere,  beloved  breth- 
eaten  of  the  tree  of  which  alone  1  had  charged  ren,  in  order  that,  being  admitted   to   th     I    >pe 
thee   that  thou  shouldest  not  eat,  cursed  shall  be  of  truth   and   liberty,  we   ma)  attain  to  the  truth 
the  ground   in  all   thy  works:   in  sorrow  and   in  and   liberty  itself ;   for  that   verj   fact   that  we 
groaning  shah  thou  eat  of  it  all  the  da)  ,  of  tin  Christians  1-  die  substance  oi   inth  and  hope, 
life.     Thorns  and  thistles  shall  it  give  forth  to  but  that  hope  and  faith  may  attain  to  their  1 
thee,  and    (hou    shalt    cat    the    food    of  the    field,  suit,  there  i>  need    of  patient  e.      for  w  e  are  not 

In  th'-  sweal  of  thy  face  shalt  thou  eat  thy  bread,  following  after  present  glory,  but  futui 
till  thou  return  into  the  ground  from  whii  h  thou  ing  to  what  Paul  the  apostle  also  warns  us,  and 

w  LSI    taken  :    for  dust    thou  ait,  and  to  dust  shall  says,  ••  We   are   saved  bv   hope  ;    but  hope  th    I 
thou  go."  '     We  are  all  tied  and  bound  with  the  seen  i^  nol  hope:   for  what  a  man 
chain  of  this  sentence,  until,  death   being  ex  doth  he  hope  for?     but  if  we  hope  for  • 
punged,  we  depart  from  this  life,     tn  sorrow  and  which  we  see  not.  then  do  we  by  patience  wait 
groaning  we  must  of  necessity  be  all  the  davs  ol  for   il  The  and    p   I 

our   hie:    it    is    necessar)    that    we   eat    our   bread  needful,  that  we    mav    fulfil    that    which   w 
with  sweal  and  labour.  begun    to    be.   and    in  1    we 

1  j.  Whence  every  one  of  us,  when  he  is  born  believe  and  hope  tot. 
and  received  in  the  inn  of  this  world,  takes  his  showing.'    M  er,  in  anothei  ■ 
beginning  from  tears  ;  and,  although  still  uncon  apostle  instructs  the  right  ous  ai 
scions  and  ignorant  of  all  things,  he  know  1  noth  .  0  »d  work  .  and  them  v 
ing  else  in  that  verv  earliest  birth  except  to  we,  p. 

Bj  1  natural  foresight,  the  untrained  soul  laments 
the  anxieties  and  labours  Ol    the    mort  il  hie,  and 

even  in  the  beginning  bears  witness  bj  its  wails 
and  groans  to  the  storms  ol  the  world  which  it 

1  Ccii.  iii.  17-19. 
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n  with  the   lix  rease  of  the 

hould  1  'it  ; 
.  •■  1  hen  fore,  while  we 
in  that  whi<  h  is  good 

lly  to  them  who  are  of 
faith.     But  let  us  not  faint  in 

■  :   in  its  season  we  shall  reap." ' 
He  ad  no  man  should  impatiently 

i  m  his  labour,  that  none  should  be  either 

by  temptations  and  desist 
■  ,1  the  praise  and   in  the  waj  of 
the  things  that  are  past  perish,  while 

fhU  h  ha  in  cease  to  be  perfect  . 

it  is  written,"The  righteousness  of  the  righteous 
deliver  him  in  whatever  daj  he  shall 

"2  and  again,  "Hold  that  which  thou 
•    a  another  take  not  thj  crown."  '    W  hi<  h 

its  us  to  persevere  with  patience  and 
iat   he   who  strives  towards   the 

\n  with  the  praise  now  near  at  hand,  may  be 

1  by  the  contin  if  patien< 
14.  beloved  brethren,  not  only 

>  over  what  is  g  lod^but  it  also  repels 
!  .■  my  with  the  1  loly  Spirit, 

and  asso  iated  with  what  is  heavenly  and  divine, 
it   sti  ■■  th   the   defence   of  its  strength 

3  of  the  flesh  and  the  body, 
1  and   taken.      Let 

look  briefly  into  a  fi  w  things  out  of  many, 
that  from  a  few  the  rest  also  may  be  understood. 

and,  manslaughter,  are  mortal  <  rimes. 

•  patient  and  stedfast  in  the  heart ; 
and  neither  is  the  sanctified  body  and  temple  of 

adultery,  nor  is  the  innocence 

to  righteousness  stained  with  the  con- 
ion  of  fraud  after  the  Eucharist  carried 

in  it.4  is  the  hand  spotted  with  the  sword  and 
bio 

15.  Charity  is  the  bond  of  brotherhood,  the 

indation  <>t'  the  holdfast  and  security of  unity,  which  is  r  than  both  hope  and 

I  works  and  martyr- 
whi<  h  will  abide  with  us  always,  eternal 

with   God   in    the    kingdom    of  heaven.     Take 
from  it  and  deprived  of  it,  it  does  not 

en'  .m  it  the  substance  of  bearing 
and  tinues  with  no  roots 

1.  .    finally,    when    he 
harity,  j  1  endurance 

and    1  rity,"    h 
kind  ;  <  harit)  envieth  not,  b 

1.   thinketh   not 
believeth    all    thii 

.  all  thin  reth  all  things."  5 

hi-   shows   that    it    (  an  tcii.u  iousl)    |  be- 
e  it  know-,   how  to   endure  all   things.      And 

in  another  place  :  "  Forbearing  one  another,"  he 
sa\s,  "in  love,  using  every  effort  to  keep  the 

unity  of  the  spirit  in  the  bond  of  peace."4      He 
proved  th.u  neither  unity  nor  peace  could  be 
kept  unless  brethren  should  cherish  One  another 
with  mutual  toleration,  and  should  keep  the  bond 

of  concord  by  the  intervention  of  patient 
iC.  What  beyond;  —  that  you  should  not 

swear  nor  <  ursc  ;  that  you  should  not  seek  again 

your  goods  when  taken  from  you  ;  that,  when 
you  receive  a  buffet,  you  should  give  your  other 
cheek  to  the  smiterj  that  you  should  forgive  a 
brother  who  sins  against  you,  not  only  seven 

times,  but  seventy  times  seven  times,7  but,  more- 
over, all  his  sins  altogether  ;  that  you  should  love 

your  enemies  ;  that  you  should  offer  prayer  for 

your  adversaries  and  persecutors?  Can  you  ac- 

complish  these  things  unless  you  maintain8  the 
Stedfastness  of  patience  and  endurance?  And 
this  we  see  done  in  the  case  of  Stephen,  who, 
when  he  was  slain  by  the  Jews  with  violence  and 

Stoning,  did  not  ask  for  vengeance  for  himself, 

but  for  pardon  for  his  murderers,  saying,  "  Lord, 
lav  not  tiiis  sin  to  their  charge."9  It  behoved 
the  first  martyr  of  Christ  thus  to  be,  who,  fore- 

running the  martyrs  that  should  follow  him  in  a 
glorious  death,  was  not  only  the  preacher  of  the 

Lord's  passion,  but  also  the  imitator  of  His  most 
patient  gentleness.  What  shall  I  say  of  anger, 
of  discord,  of  strife,  which  things  ought  not  to 
be  found  in  a  Christian?  Let  there  be  patience 
in  the  breast,  and  th.se  things  cannot  have  place 
there  ;  or  should  they  try  to  enter,  they  are 

quickly  excluded  and  depart,  that  a  peaceful 

abode  may  continue  in  the  heart,  where  it  de- 
lights the  God  of  peace  to  dwell.  Finally,  the 

apostle  warns  us.  and  teaches,  saying:  "Grieve 
not  the  Holy  Spirit  of  God,  in  whom  ye  are 

sealed  unto  the  day  of  redemption.  Let  all  bit- 
terness, and  anger,  and  wrath,  and  clamour,  and 

blasphemy,  be  put  away  from  you."  '°  For  if the  Christian  have  departed  from  rage  and  carnal 
contention  as  if  from  the  hurricanes  of  the  sea, 

and  have  already  begun  to  be  tranquil  and  meek 
in  the  harbour  of  Christ,  he  ought  to  admit 
neither  anger  nor  discord  within  his  breast,  since 
he  must  neither  return  evil  for  evil,  nor  bear 
hatred. 

17.  And  moreover,  also,  for  the  varied  ills  of 
the  flesh,  and  the  frequent  and  severe  torments 
<>f  the  body,  wherewith  the  human  race  is  daily 
wearied  and  harassed,  patience  is  necessary. 
for  since  in  that  first  transgression  of  the  com- 

10, 9. 

page  p.    1 I 

M  inul      .  I'.. melius,  and  others  add,  "not  only  seventy  times seven  I 

"  them  with  the  stedfastness  of  patience,"  etc. 
1.  60 
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mandment  strength  of  body  departed  with  im- 
mortality, and  weakness  came  on  with  death  — 

and  strength  cannot  be  received  unless  when 

immortality  also  has  been  received  —  it  behoves 
us,  in  this  bodily  frailty  and  weakness,  always  to 

struggle  and  to  fight.  And  this  struggle  and  en- 
counter cannot  be  sustained  but  by  the  strength 

of  patience.  But  as  we  are  to  be  examined  and 
searched  out,  diverse  sufferings  are  introduced  ; 
and  a  manifold  kind  of  temptations  is  indicted 
by  the  losses  of  property,  by  the  heats  of  fevers, 
by  the  torments  of  wounds,  by  the  loss  of  those 

dear  to  us.  Nor  does  anything  distinguish  be- 
tween the  unrighteous  and  the  righteous  more, 

than  that  in  affliction  the  unrighteous  man  im- 
patiently complains  and  blasphemes,  while  the 

righteous  is  proved  by  his  patience,  as  it  is  writ- 

ten :  "  In  pain  endure,  and  in  thy  low  estate 
have  patience  ;  for  gold  and  silver  are  tried  in 

the  fire."  ' 
18.  Thus  Job  was  searched  out  and  proved, 

and  was  raised  up  to  the  very  highest  pinnacle 
of  praise  by  the  virtue  of  patience.  What  darts 
of  the  devil  were  sent  forth  against  him  !  what 
tortures  were  put  in  use  !  The  loss  of  his  estate 
is  inflicted,  the  privation  of  a  numerous  offspring 
is  ordained  for  him.  The  master,  rich  in  esl 
and  the  father,  richer  in  children,  is  on  a  Midden 

neither  master  nor  father  !  The  wasting  of 
wounds  is  added  ;  and,  moreover,  an  eating  pest 
of  worms  consumes  his  festering  and  wast 
limbs.  And  that  nothing  at  all  should  remain 
that  Job  did  not  experience  in  his  trials,  the  devil 
arms  his  wife  also,  making  use  of  that  old  device 
of  his  wickedness,  as  if  he  could  deceive  and 

mislead  all  by  women,  even  as  he  did  in  the 

beginning  of  the  world.  And  ye!  Fob  is  not 
en  down  by  his  severe  ami  repeated  <onlli<  t  1, 

nor  tin-  blessing  of  God  withheld  from  being  de 
dared  in  the  midst  of  those  difficulties  and  trials 

of  his,  by  tin'  victory  of  patience.  Tobias  also, 
who,  after  the   sublime  works  of  his  justice   and 
mercy,  was  tried  with  die  loss  of  his  eyes,  in 
proportion  as  he  patiently  endured  his  blindness, 
in  that  proportion  deserved  greatly  of  God  1>\ 
the  praise  of  patien<  e. 

[9.  And,  beloved  brethren,  that  the  benefit  of 

patieni  e  may  .till  more  shim-  forth,  let  us  con- 
sider, on  the  contrary,  whal  mischief  impatience 

may  1  in  ■  .     Foi    is  patieni  e  is  the  benefit  <>i 
Christ,  so,  on  the  other  hand,  impatient  e  is  the 
mischief  of  the  devil  ;  and  as  one  in  whom  Christ 

dwells  and  a! lides  i-  found  patient,  si  1  he  app 
alwaj  -  impatient  whose  mind  the  wi<  kedni 
the  devil  possesses.     Brieflj  let  us  look  at  the 
very  beginnings.     The  devil  suffered  with  impa 

tience  that  man  was  made  in  the  image  <>t  <  «><\.~ 

Hence  he  was  the  first  to  perish  and  to  ruin 
others.  Adam,  contrary  to  the  heavenly  <  om- 
mand  with  respect  to  the  deadly  food,  by  im- 

patience fell  into  death;  nor  did  he  keep 
grace  received  from  God  under  the  guardianship 
of  patience.  And  in  order  that  Cain  should  put 
his  brother  to  death,  he  was  impatient  of  his 
sacrifice  and  gift ;  and  in  that  Esau  descen 
from  the  rights  of  the  first-born   to   tl:  the 

younger,  he  lost  his  priority  by  impatient  e  for  the 
pottage.      Why  was  the   Jewish   people   faith! 
and  ungrateful  in  respi  1  t  of  the  divine  benefits? 
Was  it  not  the  crime  of  impatience,  that  they  fust 
departed    from  God?      Not    being  able   to   bear 
the  delays  of  Moses  conferring  with  Cod,  t 
dand   to  ask  for  profane  gods,  that  they  might 
call  the  head  of  an  ox   an.!   an   earthen   in.   _ 

leaders  of  their  march  ;  nor  did  they  ever  desist 
from  their  impatience,  until,  impatient  always  of 
dot  ility  and  of  divine  admonition,  they  put   to 
death  their  prophets  and  all  the  righteous  men, 

and  plunged  even    into   the    crime   of  the    <  ruci- 
fixion  and  bloodshedding  of  the  Lord.  More- 

over, impatience  makes  heretics  in  the  Church, 
and,  after  the  likeness  o(  the  Jews,  drives  them 
in  opposition  to  th  :  peace  and  charity  of  Christ 

as  rebels,  to  hostile  and  raging  hatred.'1  And. 
not  at  length  to  enumerate  single  1 
hit  ly  everything  which   p  ,  by  its 

builds  up  to  glory,  impatient  1  down  into 
ruin. 

20.  Wherefore,  beloved  brethren,;  lili- 
gently  pondered  both  the  benefits  of  patience 
and  the  evils  of  impatience,  let  Us  hold  fast  with 

full  watchfulness  the  patience  whereby  we  abide 

in  ( 'I: rist.  that  with  <  'hrist  we  ma)  attain  I 
which    patience,    copious   and    manii 
restrained    bj    narrow    limits,  nor  confined   by 
strait     bound. 11  e  >.      The    \  irlue    of     patient 

widely  manifest,  and   its  fertility  and  liberality 

proi  eed    indeed  from  .\   ̂ >  .  <>nc  name. 

are    diffused    b)    overflowing   streams   • 
many  ways  of  -Ion  ;   noi  ing  in 
actions  avail  tor  the  perfet  tion  of  ] 
from  this  it  receives  the  sul  ;1 

fet  tion.     It  is  patieni  e  which  both 
and  keeps  US  t"  (  iOd.       It   is  | 

assuages  anger,  whit  h  bi 

the  mind,  guards  p<  a*  e,  rules  dis< 
the   Ion  e  .it    lust,   I 

extinguishes  the  fire  of  em 
Of   the    in  h.  smith,    -    tie   \ 

a    blessed   integritj 

purity  m  widows,  in  tl 
married  a  sin 

in  prosperity,  brave  in  -\^'- 

■  1  ■ .  1  it    11  1.  , 
-  I  Vdr  rked  oul  in 

I    Bli   ed,  London,  Maili  i  ■.  i 
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[(   ■  quickly 

•MI 

•  :ly. 

It   • • .  rdoms.     [t  is  ] ,i  faith. 

..ii  high  the  in<  reas 
which  directs  our  doing, 

hrist  while 

His  p  It  is  'ins  kes 
God,  while  we  imitate 

;  loved  brethren,  that 
ler  on  account  of  the 

bui  '  js,  to  be 
.1  of  those  who  act  harshly  and 

■   ■  v.     must  not  withhold  the 

>t  particular,  that  pi  iced  as  we 
are  in  the  midst  of  these  storms  of  a  jan 

rid,  and,  ver,  the  persecutions  both  of 
Je*  ol  I  s,  and  heretics,  we  may  patiently 

r  the  d  ^)  vengeance,  and  not 
hurrv  t  >  r  ring  with  a  querulous  - 
hast  ■  it   i>  written,  "Wait  ye  upon  me, 

a   the   Lord,  in   the   day  of  my  rising  up   for 

a  t<  •  :  tor  my  judgment  is  to  the  congre- 
the  nations,  that   I  may  take  hold  on 

ir  out  upon  them  my  fury."  * 
The    I  inlands  us  to  wait.4  and  to  bear 

y  of  future  vengean 
:   He  al  ks  in  the  Apocalypse,  saying, 

the  sayings  of  the  prophecy  of  this 
book  :   for  now  the  time  is  at  hand  for  them  that 

re  in  injuring  to  injure,  and  for  him  that 
i>   filthy  to   he  filthy  still  ,   but  for  him  that  is 

to  do  tl  :ll  more  righteous,  and 
likewise  for  hi  holy  to  do  things  still 

re  holy.     Behold,  I  come  quickly;  and  my 
re*  with  me.  to  render  to  every  man  ac- 

."s     Whence  also  the  mar- 
tyr ning  with  grief  breaking 

.  are   hidden  still   to  wait. 
and  I  >r  the  times  to  be  fulfilled 

•  completed.     "  And  when 
1 1  3  he,  "  the  fifth  seal,  I 
under  the  altar  of  Is  of  them  that 

>rd  of  God,  and   for  their 
:   and   t  d  with   a   loud  voice, 

II  »W  !.  holy   and   true,  dost 
our  blood  on  them 

that  d  the  earth?     And  there  were  given 
■v\  it  was  said  unto 

them  I  it  yet  lor  a  little  season, 

ime  authi 
until  that 

writh  us  this 

e  codex,   Pamclius   here   add.s, 

!  edit. 
■ 

until  the  number  of  their  fellon 

brethren  is  fulfilled,  who  afterwards  shall  he  si  tin 

after  their  example."6 jj.  But  when  shall  come  the  divine  vengean*  e 

for  the  right   ois  Mood,  the  Holy  Spirit  dec  lares 

Malachi  the  prophet,  saying,  "  Behold,  the 
day  of  the  Lord  cometh,  burning  as  an  oven; 
and  all   the  aliens  and    all   the  wi<  ked    shall   be 

ble ;  and  tlie  day  that  cometh  shall  burn 

them  up,  saith  the  Lord."  ?  And  this  we  read 
also  in  the  Psalms,  where  the  approach  of  God 

the  fudge  is  announced  as  worth}-  to  be  rever- 
enced tor  the  majesty  of  His  judgment:  "God 

shall  come  manifest,  our  God,  and  shall  not  keep 
ice  ;  a  lire  shall  burn  before  Him,  and  round 

about  Him  a  great  tempest.  He  shall  call  the 
heaven  above,  and  the  earth  beneath,  that  He 

may  separate    His    people.     Gather  His  saints 
ther  unto  Him.  who  establish  His  covenant 

in  sa<  rili.  i  -  :  and  the  heavens  shall  declare  His 

righteousness,  for  Cod  is  the  Judge."8  And 
I  •  iah   foretells  the  same  things,  saying  :   "  For, 

.Id,  the  Lord  shall  come  like  a  fire,  and  His 

chariot  as  a  storm,  to  render  vengeance  in  anger  ; 
for  in  the  fire  of  the  Lord  they  shall  be  judged, 

and  with  His  sword  shall  they  be  wounded."9 
And  again  :  "The  Lord  God  of  hosts  shall  go 
forth,  and  shall  crumble  the  war  to  pieces  ;  He 
shall  stir  up  the  battle,  and  shall  cry  out  against 
I  lis  enemies  with  strength,  I  have  held  my  peace  ; 

shall  I  always  hold  my  peace?"  '° 
23.  But  who  is  this  that  says  that  he  has  held 

his  peace  before,  and  will  not  hold  his  peace  for 
ever?  Surely  it  is  He  who  was  led  as  a  sheep  to 
the  slaughter  ;  and  as  a  lamb  before  its  shearer 
is  without  voice,  so  He  opened  not  His  mouth. 
Surely  it  is  He  who  did  not  cry,  nor  was    His 

e  heard  in  the  streets.  Surely  He  who  was 
not  rebellious,  neither  contradicted,  when  He 
offered  His  back  to  stripes,  and  His  cheeks  to 
the  palms  of  the  hands  ;  neither  turned  away 
His  face  from  the  foulness  of  spitting.  Surely 
it  is  He  who,  when  He  was  accused  by  the 
priests  and  elders,  answered  nothing,  and,  to 
the  wonder  of  Pilate,  kept  a  most  patient  silence. 
This  is  He  who,  although  He  was  silent  in  His 

passion,  yet    by   and    by  will    not  be    silent  in 
I I  s  vengeance.  This  is  our  God,  that  is,  not 
the  God  of  all,  but  of  the  faithful  and  believing; 
and  He,  when  He  shall  come  manifest  in  His 

second  advent,  will  not  be  silent."  For  although 
He  came  first  shrouded  in  humility,  yet  He  shall 
come  manifest  in  power. 

24.  Let  us  wait  for  Him,  beloved  brethren, 
our  Judge  and  Avenger,  who  shall  equally  avenge 

*  Rev.  vi.  9-1 1. 
:  Mai.  iv.  1. '   IV  I.  3  6. 

15,  16. 
V  111.  13     14. 
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with  Himself  the  congregation  of  I  lis  Church, 
and  the  number  of  all  the  righteous  from  the 
beginning  of  the  world.  Let  him  who  hurries, 
and  is  t  >o  impatient  for  his  revenge,  consider 
that  ev  11  He  Himself  is  not  yet  avenged  who  is 

th  ■  Avenger.  God  the  Father  ordained  His  Son 
to  lie  adored;  and  the  Apostle  Paul,  mindful  of 
the  divine  command,  lavs  it  down,  and  says  : 

"Go  1  huh  exalted  Him.  and  given  Him  a  name 
whi(  h  is  above  every  name,  that  in  the  name  of 

Jesu-i  every  knee  should  bow,  of  things  heavenly, 

and  things  earthly,  and  things  beneath."'  And 
in  the  Apocalypse  tin-  angel  withstands  Julia. 
who  wishes  to  worship  him,2  and  says:  "See 
tho  l  do  it  not  ;  for  I  am  thy  fellow  s  TVant,  and 

of  thy  brethren.  Worship  Jesus  the  Lord."-' 
How  gr  at  is  the  Lord  Jesus,  and  how  great  is 
His  patience,  that  He  who  is  adored  in  hea\ 
is  not  yet  avenged  on  earth!  Let  us,  beloved 

brethren,  consider  His  patience  in  our  persecu- 
tions and  sufferings  j  lei  us  give  an  obedience 

full  of  expectation  to  His  advent;  and  let  us 
not  h  isten,  s  irvants  as  we  arc.  t  >  be  d  :f  add 
before  our  Lord  with  irreligious  and  immodest 

eagern  Let    us    rather    pre>s    onward    and 
labour,  and,  watching  with  our  whole  heart,  and 

stedfast  to  all  endurance,  let  us  keep  the  Lord's 
precepts;  so  that  when  that  day  of  anger  and 
ven  shall  come,  we  may  not   be   punished 

with  the  impious  and  sinner,,  but  may  be  hon- 
oured with  the  righteous  and  those  that  fear  God. 

TREATISE   X.t 

ON   JEALOUSY    AM)    ENVY. 

ARGUMENT.* — AFTER    POINTING  OUT   iHAT  H'\l- 
or,\   <>k  ENVY  i,  \   SIN    ALL  nil.    Mi  IRE    in  in 

l\    PR  (Pi  IRTION    AS    11  -   WI<  Ki  DN1     ;    i ,    HIDD 

AND    I  11  \l    lis  ORIGIN  IS  TO  BE    ["RACED    TO    < 
DEVIL,  nr.  GIVES    nil  JTRA1  k>n>  oi     inns    FROM 

THE   OLD   TESTAMEN  I.    \\n   GATH]  RS,  B\    R1  i  I 

it      TO     >P1  CIAL     \l    ES,    THAT     ENVY     I-     I  HI 

R   '    OF    A1  I.    WICK]  oni  SS.      'rill  Rl  i  ORE    WH  a 
REASON  WAS  FRATERNAL  HATRED  FORBIDDEN 

NOT  IN  ONE  PLACE  ONLY,  BUI  B\  I  HRJ  TT  A 

in  -  iPi  I  -i  LES.  1  in  \ i .i a  ,  i  XHOR  i  in.;  TO  i  HE 

U  IN  I  OF  ONE'S  i  ni  Mil  3  BY  GOD'S  EXAMPI  i  .  HI 
DISS1  VDES  l  ROM  I  HI  SIN  OF  ENVY,  B\  I  RGING 
Till  REWARDS  SI  i  CI  FORE  I  HI  INDI  LGENC1  01 
l.i  l\  i  . 

i .  To  be  je  ilou  i  of  what  ■  -  to  be  j 
and   to   be   envious  of  those   who   are    better 

'     II     i),  IO. 

•'  IOrig<  n,  vol.  iv   p     ii.  tl 
'  Rev    Kxii         [nlio  xuc.  i         Lnd  md  >n. 

14,  '       a  ...  i  ..I.  ii    i  .  | 
*  \  I  Ins  is  numbered  nii   in  Oxfoi  I  u  i 

I  ie  de  '.  nn  P 
in-  in ..  in  in    i  1 1  in    ■  \\  the  ill 
bloo  I  nrinintj  from  the  i 
in  .    of  a  v 

than  yourself,  seems,  beloved  brethren,  in  the 
3   of  some   people   to   be   a    slight   and    ] 

wrong;  and,  being  thought  triflit.  of  small 
tint,    it    is    not    feared  ;     not    being 

it   is  contemned ;    being    contemned,  it  is  not 
easily  shunned  :   and  it  thus  bee  onus  a  dark  and 
hidden  mischief,  whi<  h,  as  it  is  n 

as  to  be  guarded  against  by  the  prudent,  set  retry 
distri  itious  minds.  .  the 

Lord   bade   us  be  prudent,   and  !    us  to 
watch  with  '  areful  soli'  itui 

who  is  always  on  the  watch  and  alw;  ;  in 
wait,  should  creep    stealthily  inl 
and  blow  up  a  flame  from  the  sparks,  magnify- 

ing small  things  inl  greatest  :  and  so,  while 
soothing   the    unguarded   and   careless   with   a 
milder  air  and  a  softer    1  r  up 
storms  and  whirlwinds,  and  bri              ut   the  de- 

struction of  faith  and  the  shipwreck  of  salvation 
and  of  life.     Therefore,  beloved    brethren,  we 
must   be  on  our  guard,  and   strive  with  all 

powers  to  repel,  with                   and  full  watch- 
fulness, the  enemy,  raging  and  aiming  his  darts 

against  every  part  of  our  body  in  which  we 
be  stricken  and  wounded,  in  accordance  with 

what  the  Apostle  Peter,  in  his  e]  ;rns 

and   teaches,   saying,  "Be    sol    r,    and    watch; 
use  your  adversary  the  devil,  as 

lion,  goeth  about  seeking  any  i  levour." 
2.  He  goeth  aboul  ever)  one  of  us;  and  even 

as  an  enemy  besieging  those  wl  I  up 

(in    a   city),   he    examines    the    walls,    and   ; 
ilier  there  is  any  part  of  the  walls  :irm 

and  less  trustworthy,  by  entrance  through  which 
he  ma)  penetrate  to  the  inside.     He  presents  to 
the  eyes  seductive    forms   and   easy  pi 
that  he  may  di  chastity  by  the  sight.     He 

tempts  tl  •  with   harmonious   mi 
U  ing    Of  sweet    sounds    he    ma  tml 

enervate  ( .hristian  \  ig<  H 

tongue  by  reproai  hes  ;   h 

iting  w  rongs  to  the  ••■  of 
1    i  ;    tO  make  the  cheat,  h  - 
tins ;  1  .lie 

iter   mi>i  hievous   boat 

earthly  honours,  that  he  m 
he.nenl.  .    he  makes 

that  al  awaj  the  ti 

-   innot    hidden'.  .    he    th; 
and  openly,  holding  forth  the  feai  i 

•  ution  to  vanquish  Cod' and  always  hostili  , 
>n. 

3.  \\ '  ed  brethn 
the    de\  il's    de.  e;\  in.,     sn  U 

.  the  mind  i        I      stand  ai 

i 
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his   which 

Iment  ai  frequent, 
t  hurling  of  them 

nd  frequently  effei  tual  to 

e  less  per- inderstand  and 

.  is  the  e\  il  of  i< 
an.l  iely  look  into 

nothing  should  be  more 
iristian,  nothing  more 

than  being  taken  captive  by 
1 1  mali  I   none,  entangled  in  the 

blind  itful  enemy,  in  that  the 
I  .r.  *:  I  by  envy  to  hatred  of  his  brother, 

.1,1  him  unwittingl)  yed  by  his 

t  I,      I-i.it  we  '  able  more  fully  t  i 
ly  t>>  perceive  this,  let  in 

jin.      Let    US   consider 
when.  !    arises  jeal         .     ind   when   and   how  it 

miu>  an  evil  will  he  more 

f  both  the  source  and  the 

that  same  evil  he  known.' 
4.  Fr  <".'.  th  -  e,  even  at  the  very  begin- 

levil  was   the   first  who 

If)  and  destroyed  (others). 
He  who  d  in  angelic   majesty,  he 

a  1  !  belt  »ved  of  God,  when 
he  I  le  in  the  image  of  God,  broke 

forth  i:  with   malevolent   envy  —  not 

hur!  .  -r  by  the  instinct  of  his  jeal- 
he  himself  was  first  hurled  down  by 

fore  he  takes  captive,  ruined 
>re  he  ruais  others.     While,  at  the  instigati  m 

m  ui  of  the  e,race  of  immor- 
tali:  1,  he  himself  h  that  which 

he  I  ■!.     How  great  an  evil  is 
that.  .  whereliy  an  angel  fell, 

wh<  ■  Mid  illustrious  grandeur  could 
i  thrown,  whereby  he  who 

himself   de<  eived  !     Thenceforth 

envj  the  earth,  in  that  he  who  is  about 
i   the  author  of  his 

rui:*  1  in  His  jealousy  ;   as   it   is 
writ!  of  the  devil  death 

entered  inl  1."  »     Therefore  they  who 

him.' 
the  primal   hatreds 

the  abominable 

unright  1    tin  is  i 
a  that  the  wi<  ked 

th  envy  and  jealous 

nvy  to  the  consumma- 

■her 

the  the  immensity  of nor  the  ; 

*Ol.  TU   , .  .       .... 
cUnlius,  Institutes,  book  ii 

of  the  sin,  was  considered.*     He  was  unright- 
ily   strn  ken  who   had  hern   the  first  to   show 

righteousness;  he  endured  hatred  who  had  not 
known  how  to  hate  ;  he  was  impiousl)  slain, 

who,  dying,  did  not  resist.  And  that  Esau  was 
hostile  to  in-  brother  J  rose  from  jealousy 
also.     For  because  the  latter  had  received  his 

father's  blessing,  the  former  was  inflamed  to  a 
perse<  uting  hatred  by  the  brands  of  jealousy. 
And  that  Joseph  was  sold  by  his  brethren,  the 
reason  of  their  selling  him  proceeded  from  envy. 

When  in  simplicity,  and  as  a  hrother  to  breth- 
ren, he  set  forth  to  them  the  prosperity  which 

had  been  shown  to  him  in  visions,  their  malevo- 

lent disposition  broke  forth  into  envy.  More- 
over. di.it  Siul  the  king  hated  David,  so  as  to 

seek  by  often  repeated  persecutions  to  kill  him 
—  innocent,  merciful,  gentle,  patient  in  meek- 
11  ;ss  —  what  else  was  the  provocation  save  the 

s j .in-  of  jealousy?  Because,  when  Goliath  was 
slain,  and  by  the  aid  and  condescension  of  God 
so  great  an  enemy  was  routed,  the  wondering 

people  hurst  forth  with  the  suffrage  of  acclama- 
tion into  praises  of  David,  Saul  through  jealousy 

conceived  the  rage  of  enmity  and  persecution. 
And,  not  to  go  to  the  length  of  numbering  each 
one.  let  us  observe  the  destruction  of  a  people 

th.it  perished  once  for  all. 5  Did  not  the  Jews 
perish  for  this  reason,  that  they  chose  rather  to 

envy  Christ''  than  to  believe  Him?  Disparaging 
those  great  works  which  He  did,  they  were  de- 

(1  by  blinding  jealousy,  and  could  not  open 
the  eyes  of  their  heart  to  the  knowledge  of 
divine  things. 

6.  Considering  which  things,  beloved  breth- 
ren, let  us  with  vigilance  and  courage  fortify  our 

hearts  dedicated  to  God  against  such  a  destruc- 
tiveness  of  evil.  Let  the  death  of  others  avail 

for  our  safety  ;  let  the  punishment  of  the  un- 
wise confer  health  upon  the  prudent.  Moreover, 

there  is  no  ground  for  any  one  to  suppose  that 
evil  of  that  kind  is  confined  in  one  form,  or 
restrained  within  brief  limits  in  a  narrow  boun- 

dary. The  mischief  of  jealousy,  manifold  and 
fruitful,  extends  widely.  It  is  the  root  of  all 
evils,  the  fountain  of  disasters,  the  nursery  of 
crimes,  the  material  of  transgressions.  Thence 
arises  hatred,  thence  proceeds  animosity.  Jeal- 

y  inflames  avarice,  in  that  one  cannot  be 
content  with  what  is  his  own,  while  he  sees 

another  more  wealthy.  Jealousy  stirs  up  ambi- 
tion, when  one  sees  another  more  exalted  in 

honours.7  When  jealousy  darkens  our  percep- 
tions, and   reduces   the   secret  agencies  of  the 

*  fChrysostom,  ut  supra.] 

-'  Variously  "  teme)  "  or  "  simul." 6  [Matt    \\\i.  18.] 

Or,  with  some  editors,  "  more  increased  in  honours."     [To  be 
>  a  Christian's  heart  like  a  leprosy  from  the  body.     See 

H-rmon   xix  ,   Apples  of  Sodom.     Quotation   from ,tli.in,  vol.  i.  p.  717.] 
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mind  under  its  command,  the  fear  of  God  is 

despised,  the  teaching  of  Christ  is  neglected, 
the  day  of  judgment  is  not  anticipated.  Pride 

inflates,  cruelty  embitters,  faithlessness  prevari- 
!S,  impatience  agitates,  discord  rages,  an 

grows  hot  :  nor  can  he  who  has  become  the  sub- 
ject of  a  foreign  authority  any  longer  restrain  or 

govern  himself.  By  this  the  bond  of  the  Lord's 
peace  is  broken;  by  this  is  violated  brotherly 
charity  ;  by  this  truth  is  adulterated,  unity  is 
divided  ;  men  plunge  into  heresies  and  schisms 
when  priests  are  disparaged,  when  bishops  are 
envied,  when  a  man  complains  that  he  himself 
was  not  rather  ordained,  or  disdains  to  suffer 

that  another  should  be  put  over  him.1  Hence 
the  man  who  is  haughty  through  jealousy,  and 
perverse  through  envy,  kicks,  hence  he  revolts, 
in  anger  and  malice  the  opponent,  not  of  the 
man,  but  of  the  honour. 

7.  Hut  what  a  gnawing  worm  of  the  soul  is  it, 

what  a  plague-spot  of  our  thoughts,  whal  a  rust 
of  the  heart,  to  be  jealous  of  another,  cither  in 
respect  of  his  virtue  or  of  his  happiness  ;  that  is, 
to  hate  in  him  cither  his  own  deservines  or  the 

divine  benefits  —  to  turn  the  advantages  of  others 

into  one's  own  mischief — to  be  tormented  by 
the  prosperity  of  illustrious  men  —to  make  other 

people's  glory  one's  own  penalty,  and,  as  it 
were,  to  apply  a  sort  of  executioner  to  one's 
own  breast,  to  bring  the  tormentors  to  one's  own 
thoughts  and  feelings,  that  they  may  tear  us  with 
intestine   pangs,  and   may  smite    the    secret   re- 
1  ises  of  the  heart  with  the  hoof  of  malevol  nee  ! 

To  such,  no  food  is  joyous,  no  drink  1  in  be 
cheerful.  They  are  ever  sighing,  and  groaning, 
and  grieving;  and  since  envy  is  never  put  off 

by  the  envious,  the  possessed  heart  is  rent  with- 
out intermission  day  and  night.     ( )ther  ills  h  ive 

their    limit;    and    whatever    wrong     is    done,    is 
bounded   by   the   completion   of  the   (rime.      In 
the  adulterer  the  offen<  e  ceases  when  the  viola 

tion  is  perpetrated;  in  the  case  of  the  robber, 
the  crime  is  at  rest  when    the    homii  ide    is   1  om 

mitted  ;  and  the  posses  .i'  tn  of  the  boi  >tj  put  - 
an  end  to  the  rapacity  of  the  thief;  and  the 
completed  deception  places  a  limit  to  the  wr  mg 
of  the  i  heat.  Jealousy  has  no  limit;  it  is  an 
evil  1  ontinually  enduring,  and  a  sin  without  end. 
In  proportion  as  he  who  is  envied  has  the  ad 
vantage  of  a  greater  success,  in  thai  proportion 
the  envious  man  burns  with  the  fires  ol  jealousy 
to  an  increased  heat. 

8.  Heme  the  threatening  countenance,  the 
lowering  aspect,  pallor  in  the  face,  trembling 
on  the  lips,  gnashing  of  the  teeth,  mad  words, 
unbridled  revilings,  a  hand    prompt    for   the   vio 
lence  of  slaughter ;  even  u  forthe  time  deprived 

1  [The tin  of  Novation  and  Vriui,    Swp    r>.  noN 
■  [Another  ipecimen  of  out  iiithor1*  pithy  con  ight 

ami  extraordinary  tloauoiu  ■  j 

of  a  sword,  yet  arm  :d  with  the  hatred  of  an  in- 
furiate mind.  And  accordingly  the  Hoi)  Spirit 

says  in  the  Psalms  ;  "  Be  not  jeal  ust  him 
who  walketh  prosperously  in  his  way.         \nd 

again  :    "The  wicked  shall  observe  the  right* 
and  shall  gnash  upon  him  with   h 
God  shall  laugh  at  him;  for  He   3  eth  that  his 

day  is   coming."4    The   blessed   Apostle   Paul 
designates  and  points  out  these  when  I 

"  The  poison  of  asps  is  under  their  lips,  and  th  ir 
mouth  is  full  of  cursing  and  bitterness.      Their 
feet  are  swift  to  shed   blood,  destruction  and 

misery  are  in  their  ways,  who  have   not  known 
the  way  of  peace  ;   neither  is  the  fear  of  God 

before  their  eyes."  5 
9.  The  mischief  is  much  more  trifling,  and  the 

danger  less,  when  the  limbs  are  wounded  with  a 
sword.  The  cure  is  easy  where  the  wound  is 
manifest;  and  when  the  medicament  is  applied, 

the  sore  that6  is  seen  is  quickly  I  t  to 
health.     The  wounds  of  jealous)   ire  hidden  and 

ret;   nor  do  they  admit  the  vofa  heal- 
in;';  <  uiv.  since  they  have  shut  th  :mselves  in 
blind  suffering  within  the  lurking-places  of  the 
conscience.      Whoever  you  are   that  .ions 
and  malignant,  observe  how  crafty,  mis<  hi<  \ 
and   hateful   you   are   to   those    whom   you    hate. 

Vet  you  are  the  enemy  of  no  <>•  ll-being 
more  than  your  own.     Whoever  he  is  whom 
persei  ute  w  ith  v,  can  ei 

you.        YOU     e  Jin  >t     e>< 
you  may  be,  your  adversary  1^  with  you;  j 
enemy  is  always  in  your  own  br  1st;  j  >ur  mis- 

11  up  within  ;   you  .  tund 
with  the  links  of  <  hains  from  which  j  not 

extrii  11  ■   yourself ;    yo  under   the 
tvr.inm    of  je  llousy  ;    nor  will  an 
help  you.     It  1-  a  persistent  evil  to 
man  who  belon  p  to  th  God 

calamity  without  remed)  to  hate  1 
10.  And  therefore,  beloved  bretl  »rd, 

takin  ;  I                   this  risk,  that  n 
into  th''  s:i  ire   of  death    tl  I 

brother,   wh   n  I  [is   dis<  ipl< 
am  1114  diem  should  be 

soever  shall  be  least  among  you  all,th< 

be  great."  "     He  cut  of)  all  envj  b)  II  • 
I  Ie  plucked  out  and  t 

matter  of  gnaw  .  \ .       \    . '. 
■  n  it  be  jealous,  must  not  be  -  w  uh us  th  re  <  an  be  no  1  oni 

1      1     ■        >x 
1   Rom   i 

'    I 

m  "  \  11I111M 

1       \ 
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.ho,  illuminated  bj 
I  •      i  the   il.uk' 

d   walk  in  the 

es  and  saj  -.  "  I'hc .mil  the  daj  is  app 

ii  dark- 
.  put  upon  us  th<  i-ir  of  li. 

1  stly,  as  m  the  da)  ;  not    in 
»s,  n  it  in  lusts  and  wanton 

ind  jealo  isy."  '     [f  th 
.  from  your  breast,  if  th< ■  in  is  cha 

f  day  has  illuminated i  of 

which  are  ( 
I  the  Day. 

1 1.  rush  into  the  da  kn  ss  of 
iu    enfold  yourself  in   I 

?  whj  do  you  q  ill  the  li 
of  i  ty  in  the  blindness  of  envj  ? 

i  id  the  devil,  « h<  >m  you  had 
I  like  (  .mi  ?     For 

ilous  of  his  brother,  and  has 
id  by  the  guilt  of  ho 

t  -  m  his  epistle,  saj 
"  W  i  his  brother  is  a  mun  I  rer ; 

x  that  no  murderer  hath  li  ling 
Ai  :  ••  1  i    that  saith  he  is  in 
i  1  hateth  his  brother,  is  in  darkn 

.  and  walketh  in  darkness,  and 
■  that  dark- 

D 

rother,  walketh  in  darkness,  and 
.hither  ho  goeth.     For  hi 
1  in    ignorance    and 
urrying  into  punishment,  de- 

from  the  light  of  Christ, 
I  am  the  light  of  the  world. 

I I  ..ilk  in  darkn 
life."*     But  he  foil 

i  His  precepts,  who  walks  in 
who   follow.    1 1 
i    imitates    that    which 

and    ta  . 
r  also  exhorts  and  wai 

r  us,  'i  an  i 
.  I 

i  -•  W  ier   by  what  name 
lat  title  He  names 

.    that    their 
like  that  of  sheep  ; 

II  i    lambs,  that   their  simplicity  of 
mple  nature  of  lambs. 

<  i 

13,   I  J. 

1 
II. 

Why  does  the  wolf  lurk  under  the  garh  of  she< 
•.  he  «  ho  falsel)  a  iserts  himself  to  bi 

Christian,  dishonour  the  flock  of  Christ?    To 
put  on  the  name  of  Christ,  and  not  to  go  in  the 
way  of  Christ,  what  else  is  it  but  a  mockery  of 
the  divine  name,  but   a   desertion  of  the  way  of 
salvation;  since  He  Himself  teaches  and  says 

he  shall  come  unto  life  who  keeps  Hi-'  urn- 
mandments,  and  that  he  is  wise  who  hears  and 
do  3  l!i-  words  j  that  he,  moreover,  is  called  the 
greatest  doctor  in  the  kingdom  of  heaven  who 
thus  does  and  teaches;6  that,  then,  will  be  of 
advantage  to  the  preacher  what  has  been  well 
aw\  usefully  preached,  if  what  is  uttered  by  his 

ill  is  fulfilled  by  deeds  following?     But  what 
did  the  Lord  more  frequently  instil  into  His  dis- 

ciples, what  did  He  more  charge  to  be  guarded 
and   observed   among   His    saving   counsels  and 

enly  precepts,  than  that  with  the  same  love 
rewith  lie  Himself  loved  the  disciples,  we 
should   love   one   another?     And   in   what 

:i  r  does  he  keep  either  the  peace  or  the 
of  the   Lord,  who,  when  jealousy  intrudes, 

( ..ii  neither  be  peaceable  nor  loving? 
13.  Thus  also  the  Apostle  Paul,  when  he  was 
ing  the  merits  of  peace  and  charity,  and  when 
was  strongly  asserting  and  teaching  that 

neitiier  faith  nor  alms,  nor  even  the  passion  it- 

self of  the  confessor  and  the  martyr,"  would 
avail  him,  unless  he  kept  the  requirements  of 

rity   entire   and    inviolate,    added,  and  said: 
ty  is  magnanimous,  charity  is  kind,  charity 

envieth  not  ;"  a  tea<  hing,  doubtless,  and  showing 
that    whoever  is    magnanimous,  and   kind,   and 

rse  from  jealousy  and  rancour,  such  a  one 
can  maintain  charity.  Moreover,  in  another 
place,  when  he  was  advising  that  the  man  who 
lias  already  become  filled  with  the  Holy  Spirit, 

and  a  son  of  God  by  heavenly  birth,  should  ob- 
nothing  but  spiritual  and  divine  things,  he 

it  down,  and  says  :  "  And  I  indeed,  brethren, 
Id  not  speak  unto  you  as  unto  spiritual,  but 

as  unto  carnal,  even  as  unto  babes  in  Christ.  I 
have  fed  you  with  milk,  not  with  meat  :  9  for 
ye  were  not  able  hitherto;  moreover,  neither 

e  able.  For  ye  are  yet  carnal  :  for 
whereas  there  are  still    among  you  jealousy,  and 

tention,  and  strifes,  are  ye  not  carnal,  and 

walk  as  men?  "  lo 14.  Vices  and  carnal  sins  must  be  trampled 
down,  beloved  brethren,  and  the  corrupting 
plague  of  the  earthly  body  must  be  trodden  under 
fo  it  with  spiritual  vigour,  lest,  while  we  are  turned 
back  again  to  the  conversation  of  the  old   man. 

6  [Matt.  v.  19.] 

'  Or,  according  to  ancient  authority,  "of  confession  and  martyr- 
dom." lcar  conception  ofthe  root-principle  of  the  true 

martyr,  and  compare  Treatise  xi.  iii/ra.] 6  ■  Cor   xiii.  4. 

9  Or,  "  I  have  given  you  milk  10  drink,  not  meat,"  is  read  by  some. 10  1  Cor.  iii.  l-j. 
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we  be  entangled  in  deadly  snares,  even  as  the 
apostle,  with  foresight  and  wholesomeness,  fore- 

warned us  of  this  very  thing,  and  said  :  "There- 
fore, brethren,  let  us  not  live  after  the  flesh  ;  for 

if  ye  live  after  the  flesh,  ye  shall  begin  to  die; 
but  if  ye,  through  the  Spirit,  mortify  the  deeds 

of  the  (1  ish,  ye  shall  live.  For  as  many  as  are- 
led  by  the  Spirit  of  God  they  are  the  sons  of 

God."  '  If  we  are  the  sons  of  God,  if  we  are 
already  beginning  to  be  His  temples,  if,  having 
received  the  1  loly  Spirit,  we  are  living  holily  and 
spiritually,  if  we  have  raised  our  eyes  from  earth 
to  heav  n,  if  we  have  lifted  our  hearts,  filled  with 
God  and  Christ,  to  things  above  and  divine,  let 
us  do  nothing  but  what  is  worthy  of  God  and 
Christ,  even  as  the  apostle  arouses  and  exhorts 

us,  raying  :  "  If  ye  be  risen  with  Christ,  seek 
those  things  which  arc  above,  where  Christ  is 
sitting  at  the  right  hand  of  Godj  occupy  your 
minds  with  things  that  arc  above,  not  with  things 

which  are  up  mi  the-  earth.  For  ye  are  (bad,  and 
your  life  is  hid  with  Christ  in  Cod.  But  when 
Christ,  who  is  your  life,  shall  appear,  then  shall 

ye  also  appear  with  Him  in  glory."2  Let  us, 
then,  who  in  baptism  have  both  died  and  been 
buried  in  respect  of  the  carnal  sins  of  the  old 
man.  who  have  risen  again  with  Christ  in  the 
heavenly  regeneration,  both  think  upon  and  do 

the  thing-;  which  are'  Christ's,  even  as  the  sa 
apostle  ag  in  teaches  and  couns  Is,  ng:"The 
first  in. in  is  of  the  dustofthe  earth;  the  second 
man  is  from  heaven.  Such  as  he  is  from  the 

earth,  such  also  ar  !  they  wh  i  are  from  the  earth  ; 
and  such  as  lie  the  heavenly  is,  such  also 
they  wIid  are  heavenly.  As  we  hue  borne  th  ■ 
imag  •  of  him  who  is  of  the  earth,  let  us  al 
the  ii  of]  I  i  i  n  who  is  from  heaven."  '     But 
we  cannot  bear  the  heavenly  image,  unless  in 
that  conditi  m  wherein  we  have  already  1"  gun  to 
be,  we  show  forth  the  likeness  of  Christ. 

15.  For  this  is  to  change  what  you  had  been, 
and  to  begin  to  be  wliat  you  were  not,  that 
the  divine  birth  might  shine  forth  in  you,  that 
the  godly  discipline  might  respond  to  Cod,  the 
Father,  that  in  the  honour  and  praise  ol  livi 
God  maybe  glorified  in  man;  as  He  Himself 
exhorts,  and  warns,  and  promises  to  those  who 
glorify     I  Inn    a    reward    in     their    turn,    saj 

"Them  that  glorify  me   I  will  glorify,  and  he 
who  despiseth   me  sh  ill   be   despised."  ■      For 
which  glorifi(  alion  the  Ford,  forming  and  pre] 
ing  us,  .md  the  Son  of  ( iod  instilling    the  lik<  n 

of  ( rod  the  Father,  savs  in  I  lis  ( rospel  i  "  Ve  have 
heard  th.it    it    hath    been    said,    Thou    shall    love 

thy  neighbour,  and  hate  thine  enemy.    Bui  1 

unto  you,  I  0\  ■  \  our  enemies,  and  pray  for  tin  an 

1  Rom  \ in   1  ■-!.». 

'  1  Cor,  w.  47-49. 
1  S.1111    11 

'  "  An.l  in  .ni.k  1111.'  ill  the  ions  of  Go.'.  "       <'\  forded. 

which  persecute  you  ;   I  maybe  the   chil- 
dren of  your  Father  which   is  in   hea\   d, 

maketh  IIi>  sun  to  rise  on  d  and  on  the 

evil,  and  sendeth  rain  upon  tl  the 

unjust."6     If  it  is  a  soup  ry  to 
men  to  have  children  like  to  themselves  —  and  it 
is  more  agreeable  to  h  1  ring 
then  when  the  remaining7  prog  ny  1 
the    parent   with    like    lie  much 

ter  is  the  gladness  in  <'"•!  the  I    •'  •  r,  when 
any   one   is   so   spiritually  born   that   in    h 
and  praises  the  divine  eminence  of  r 
nounced  !     What  a  palm  -  it, 
what  a  crown,  to  be  such  a  on  that  the 

Ford  should  not  say  of  you.  "  I  itten 
and  brought  up  children,  but  the) 

me!"10     Let  Christ  rath  r  applaud)  !  in- 
vite you  to  the  reward,  sa_\  ing,  "  l 

of  my  Father.  re<  eive  the  kingdom  whi<  1 

pared  for  you  from  the  beginning  of  the  world."  " 
16.  The  mind  must  be  strengthened,  1 

brethren,  by  these  meditations.     By  <. 
this  kind   it  must  be  confirm  I    all   the 
darts  of  the  devil.      Let  there  be  the  divine  r 

ing  in  the  hands,'-  the  Lord's  -  in  the 
mind  ;  let  constant  ;  rayer  Dever  <  ease  al  all  ;  let 
saving  labour  persevere.    Let  us  be  al 
in  spiritual  ai  tions,  that  so  often  enemy 
approaches,  however  often  he  may  try  t< 
near,  he  may  find  the   breast  I   armed 

inst   him.     For  a  Christian  man'  m   is 
only  that  which  is  i  d  in  the  I 

ecution  :  pea*  e  '    also  has  its  1 
with  the  victors,  from  .1  varied  and  manil 

m   nt.  are   crowned,  when   their  ad\ 

prostrated  and  sul  idued.      I 
is  the   palm  of  continency.     To  ha  sted 
again  t  inst  injury,  is  the  cr 

ft  is  a  triumph  1 
money.      It  is  the  ; 

f  the  wi he  \\  ho  is  n.  it  haught)  in  |  1 
t  ir  hi  •  humility  ;  and  he  v 
men  ii'uln  :s retribution  of  a  1 

kn  iws  not  to  be  je  ilou  s,  and 
and  in  meekne 
with  the  I 

.  f  \  irtue  i  w  run  ;    1 
and  (  rowns  of  j 
si  •!!  of  time. 

1  7.    To  these  • who  had  hi  icd  with 

.  r 

•    II 

.out  J    1>C 1  '  I  ■  1    1    a. 

"    \|  .11    w\       1 

1     I'    ■  .  ',  .  . 
M 
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th  you 
I  be  reforiw  d  to  the 
•     •  ■  dvation. 

I  t  l  nil  thistles, 

1  may  (  nrii  h  you  with  a  fer- 
im.1  spiritual  '  "in 

■  plenti  •  fruitful 

hart  '••  cas'  (,ul 
t)u.  !    •  mind  which  the 
ma)  •  had  infected  be  purg 

i  h  li.nl  settled  within  be  soft- 
js  of  Christ.     If  you  take 

ind  drink  from  the  sacrament  of  the 
I  which  at  Mara  -  availed  in  a 

the  taste,  avail  to  you  in 
in  r  your  softened  breast  ;   and 

ill  not  strive  for  a  medicine  for  your  in- 
alth.     Be  cured  by  that  whereby  you 

had  i".  Love  those  whom  you  pre- 

viously had  hated  ;  favour  those  whom  you  en- 
vied with  unjust  disparagements.  Imitate  good 

men,  il  you  are  able  to  follow  them  ;  but  if  you 
arc  not  abl  them,  at  least  rejoice  with 
them,  and  CO  igratulate  those  who  are  better  than 

If  a   sharer*  with   them   in 
united  lovi  If  their  associate  in  the 

all-  rity  and  the  bond  oi  brotherhood. 
N  n  mitted  to  you  when  you 

irself  shall  h  riven.    Your  sacrifices  shall 

be  •  1  when  von   shall  come  in  peace  to 
and  deeds  shall  be  directed 

froi  ■'.   when    you    consider  those    thi 
which  are  divine  and  righteous,  as  it  is  written  : 
••let    the   heart    of  a    man    consider   ri_ 
things,   that   his  steps  may  be  directed  by  the 

1  you  have  many  things  to  consider. 
.  whither  Cain  does  not  en; 

who  w  his  brother.     Think  of  the 
i  which  the   Lord  does  not 

nit  any  but  those  who  are  of  one  heart  and 
mind.  'hat  those  alone  can  be  called 
sons   of    Cod    who    are    peacemakers,  who    in 

birth  and  by  the  divine  law  are  made 
one,  and  respond  to   the   likeness  of  God  the 

L     <  "onsider  that  we   are 
G   '1.  that  we  are  pur- 
•nersation  and  our 

life,  with  '  iself  looking  on  and  judg 
that  we  may  then  at  length  be  able  to  attain  to 
the  result  _    Him,  if  we  now  delight 
Him  who  \   our  actions,  if  we  show 
our  lis  favour  and  indulgence  ; 

'  TT'  the  original  is"  livnr." 
»   en   in  originals  as  "myrrham"or 

"  merrh»m." l.rar.  act  ii.  sc.  4.] 
Haluzius  and  Kouth. 

if  we.  who   are  always  to   plea  e   Him  in   His 

kingdom,  previous!}  please  Him  in  the  world. 

TREATISE   XI. 

EXHORTATION    'I  0    M  \l<  I  JtRDOM, 
in    FORI  I'NA  l  US. 

PREFACE. 

ADDRESSED 

1 .  You  have  desired,  beloved  Fortunatus,''  that, 
since  the  burden  of  persecutions  and  afflictions 
is  lying  heavy  upon  us,  and  in  the  ending  and 

npletion  of  the  world  the  hateful  time  of  Anti- 
christ is  already  beginning  to  draw  near,' "  I  would 

collect  from  the  sat  red  Scriptures  some  exhorta- 
tions for  preparing  and  strengthening  the  minds 

of  the  brethren,  whereby  1  might  animate  the 
soldiers  of  Christ  for  the  heavenly  and  spiritual 
contest.  I  have  been  constrained  to  obey  your 

j  so  needful  wish,  so  that  as  much  as  my  limited 
powers,  instructed  by  the  aid  of  divine  inspira- 

tion, are  sufficient,  some  arms,  as  it  were,  and 

defences  might  be  brought  forth  from  the  Lord's 
precepts  for  the  brethren  who  are  about  to  fight. 

For  it  is  little  to  arouse  God's  people  by  the 
trumpet  call  of  our  voice,  unless  we  confirm 
the  faith  of  believers,  and  their  valour  dedicated 

and  devoted  to  God,  by  the  divine  readings." 
2.  But  what  more  fitly  or  more  fully  agrees 

with  my  own  care  and  solicitude,  than  to  pre- 
pare the  people  divinely  entrusted  to  me,  and  an 

army  established  in  the  heavenly  camp,  by  assidu- 
ous exhortations  against  the  darts  and  weapons 

of  the  devil?  For  he  cannot  be  a  soldier  fitted 
for  the  war  who  has  not  first  been  exercised  in 

the   field  ;   nor  will    he   who  seeks  to  gain  the 
\  crown  of  contest  be  rewarded  on  the  racecourse, 
unless  he  first  considers  the  use  and  skilfulness 

of  his  powers.  It  is  an  ancient  adversary  and  an 
old  enemy  with  whom  we  wage  our  battle  :  six 
thousand  years  are  now  nearly  completed  since 

the  devil  first  attacked  man.'2  All  kinds  of  temp- 
tation, and  arts,  and  snares  for  his  overthrow,  he 

has  learned  by  the  very  practice  of  long  years. 

If  he  finds  Christ's  soldier  unprepared,  if  un- 
skilled, if  not  careful  and  watching  with  his 

whole  heart ;  he  circumvents  him  if  ignorant,  he 
deceives  him  incautious,  he  cheats  him  inex- 

perienced. But  if  a  man,  keeping  the  Lord's 
precepts,  and  bravely  adhering  to  Christ,'3  stands 

tinst  him,  he  must  needs  be  conquered,  be- 
sc  Christ,  whom  that  man  confesses,  is  un- 

conquered. 

>  Pro 
irig. 

"  heavenly,"  on  the  authority  of  fourteen 

1  [Oxford  number,  xiii.     Assigned  to  a.d.  252  or  257.] 

of  T 
ucca  is  so 9  [In  the  Council  of  Carthage,  a.d.  256,  a  bishop named.  1 

,n  [Hippol.,  p.  242,  sufra.] 

11  [Compare,  On  the  Glory  of  Martyrdom,  this  volume,  infra. 
This  treatise  seems  a  prescient  admonition  against  the  evils  which 
soon  after  began  to  infect  the  Latin  theology  1 

'  Note  (nil  cl  ronolojrica]  statement,  and  compare  vol.  ii.  p.  334. 
note  st  and  Elucidation  XV.  p.  346,  same  volume. J 

13  borne  read,  "  bravely  abiding  in  the  footsteps  of  Christ." 
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3.  And  that  I  might  not  extend  my  discourse, 
beloved  brother,  to  too  great  a  length,  pud  fatigue 
my  hearer  or  reader  by  the  abundance  of  a  too 
diffuse  style,  I  have  made  a  compendium  ;  so 
that  the  titles  being  placed  first,  which  every  one 
ought  both  to  know  and  to  have  in  mind,  I  might 

subjoin  sections  of  the  Lord's  word,  and  establish 
what  I  had  proposed  by  the  authority  of  the  di- 

vine teaching,  in  such  wise  as  that  I  might  not 
appear  to  have  sent  you  my  own  treatise  so  much, 

as  to  have  suggested  material  for  others  to  dis- 
course on  ;  a  proceeding  which  will  be  of  advan- 

tage to  individuals  with  increased  benefit.  For 
if  I  were  to  give  a  man  a  garment  finished  and 
leady,  it  would  be  my  garment  that  another  was 
making  use  of,  and  probably  the  thing  made  for 
another  would  be  found  little  fitting  for  his  figure 
of  stature  and  body,  but  now  I  have  sent  you 

the  very  wool  and  the  purple  '  from  the  Lamb, 
by  whom  we  were  redeemed  and  quickened  ; 
which,  when  you  have  received,  you  will  make 
into  a  coat  for  yourself  according  to  your  own 
will,  and  the  rather  that  you  will  rejoice  in  it  as 
your  own  private  and  special  garment.  And  you 
will  exhibit  to  others  also  what  we  have  sent,  that 

they  themselves  may  be  able  to  finish  it  accord- 
ing to  their  will  ;  so  that  that  old  nakedness  being 

covered,  they  may  ail  bear  the  garments  of  Christ 
robed  in  the  sanetilication  of  heavenly  grace. 

4.  Moreover  also,  beloved  brethren.  1  have 
considered  it  a  useful  and  wholesome  plan  in  an 
exhortation  so  needful  as  that  which  may  make 
martyrs,  to  cut  off  all  delays  and  tardiness  in 

our  words,  and  to  put  away  the  windings  of  hu- 
man discourse,  and  set  down  only  those  thin--, 

which  God  speaks, wherewith  Christ  exhorts  lb, 
servants  to  martyrdom.  Those  divine  precepts 
themselves  must  be  supplied,  as  it  were,  for  .0:11, 
for  the  combatants.  Let  them  be  the  in< 

ments  of  the  warlike  'mmpet  ;  let  them  be 
clarion-blast  for  the  warriors.     Let  the  ears  be 

ised  by  them ;  let  the  minds  be  pi  :pared  1  . 
them  ;  let  the  powers  both  of  soul  and  bod)  be 
Btrengtlv  ned  to  all  endurance  of  suffering.  1  t 

us  only  who,  by  tin-  Lord's  permission,  have  given 
the  first  baptism  to  believers,  also  prepare  1 
one  for  the  second;  urging  and  teaching  that 
this  is  a  baptism  greater  in  grace,  more  loft)  in 
power,  mote  precious  in  honour  a  baptism 
wherein  angels  baptize  a  baptism  in  which 

God  and  I  li,  (  'hrist  exult  a  baptism  alter 
which  no  one  sins  any  more  '  —  a  baptism  whii  h 
completes  the  increase  of  our  faith  a  baptism 
Which,  as  we  withdraw  from    the   world,  imniedi 

ately  associates  us  with  God.     In  the  baptism 
ot  water  is  received  the  remission  of  sins,  in  the 
baptism   of  blood    the    crown    of  virtue-;.      This 

1  [Compare  ilu-  paradox  of  Rev,  vii,  m  1 
•  ["  Baptism*  1^,1  quod  nemo  |»m  pe©  it."     Thii   (nv*. I  '    '  '    1  I  Mil      1  it      lll.t.n  1  "    It*:      ■•  1    lit.  1       1J1     ml    1    '.'      111      I  lie      11111!' 

■   M  J  'I  I  -»l  I  I.I  "',,        ,(IIIU|        III     III''         |.llll         ["     '     '       II  I     III-.         J       l»» 

ol  r>lood"its  (■r.uul  .ii.iV. ullage  in   ihi   iu.uiyi>'  cyc».J 

thing  is  to  be  embraced  and  desired,  and  to  be 
asked  for  in  all  the  entreaties  of  our  petiti 

that  we  who  are  God's  servants  should  be  also 
I  lis  friend, 

HEADS   OF  THE    FOLLOWING    BOOK. 

i.  Therefore,  in  exhorting  and  preparing  our 
brethren,  and  in  arming  them  with  firmness  of 
virtue  and  faith  for  the  heralding  forth  of  the 
confession  of  the  Lord,  and  for  the  battle  of  ; 

ttion  and  suffering,  we  must  declare,  in  the 
first  place,  that  the  idols  which  man  makes  for 
himself  are  not  gods.  Lor  things  which  are  made 
are  not  greater  than  their  maker  and  fashioner; 
nor  can  those  things  protei  t  and  pn  iny- 
body,  which  thi  s  perish  out  of  their  tem- 

ples, unless   the}-  are  preserved  by  man.     I',;: 
neither  are    those    elements   to   be   worship] 
wliu  h  si  rve  man  according  to  the  1  tion  anil 
ordinaiK  e  of  ( rod. 

2.  The   idols   being  destroyed,  and   the   truth 

I  concerning   the   elements    being    manifested,   we 
must  show  that  God  only  is  to  be  worship] 

3.  Then  we  must  add.  what  is  Cod's  threaten- 
ing against  those  who  sacrifice  to  idols. 

4.  Besides,  we  must  teach  that  Cod  does  not 

easily  pardon  idolaters. 
5.  And  that  Cod  is  so  angry  with  idolatry, 

that  lie  has  even  commanded  those  to  be  slain 

who    persuade    others    to   sacrifice   and   serve 
idols. 

6.  After  this  we  must  subjoin,  that  being  re- 
deemed  ami  quickened  by  the  blood,  of  1 
we  ought  t"  pi'  fer  nothing  to  Christ,  1 
He  prel  irred  nothing  to  us.  and  on  our  a.  .  ount 

ned  evil  things  t"  good,  poverty  to  ri. 
s  r\  itude  to  rule,  d  ath  t< 1  immortality  ;  that 
1  11  the  contrary,  in  oui  are  preferring 
the  ri<  h  s  and  1  ■  of  paradise  to  the  1 

of  the  world  1  tern  il  dominion  and  k 

t  1  the   sl.o  .  immortality    to  death. 
God  and  Christ  to  the  devil  and  Aula  hrist. 

7.  We  must   urge   also,  that  when  snatcl 
from  the  jaws  of  the   devil,  and   freed   from   the 
snares  of  this  world,  if  they  begin  to  be  in  d 

(  ulty  and  trouble,  they  must  not  da  sin  to  n  I 
in  to  the  world,  and  s,  <  lose  tin-  advanl 

their  withdrawal  therefrom. 

,X.   That  we  must  rather  urge  on  am!  p<  I 
in  faith  and  virtue,  and  in  completion  of  hi 
enly  and    spiritual  a:   W<     DUlj    ■ 

the  palm  and  to  tin-  <  town. 
g.  Lor  that  afflii  tiona  and   persecute 
Ight  about    toi   this   purpose,  that  we    m.o. 

proved. 10.  Neither  must  we  fear  the  injuries  and 
penalties  ol    p    I  •   I  Utions, 

Lord  to  protei  I  than  the  devil  to  assault. 

'I:.    Oxfafd«   1  ticrc  addi.  "  in  the  plMM  of  gOdV" 
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1 1.  And  li  si  an)  one  sli 
and  troubled  at  tl  e<  utions 

i  tin-,  world,  w  •  musl    prove 
th.u  it  n  vorld  would 

that  il  wo  ild   arouse 

;  that  from  thisvery  thing, 

•  i  pass,  is  manifest  the 
■  promise,  in  recompenses  and 
II  afterwards  follow  ;  that  it  is 

thing  whii  h  happens  to  Christians,  since 
i  the  beginning  of  the  world  the  good  have 

!.  and  have  been  oppressed  and  slain  by • 

ia.  In  the  last  place,  it  must  be  laid  down 
w\  and  what  reward  await  the  righteous 

ter  the  -  -  and  the  sufferings 
rid  that  we  shall   receive  more  in 

reward  of  our  suffering  than  what  we  suffer 
here  in  the  passion  itself. 

I'll     EXHORTATION   TO    MARTYRDOM. 

i.  That  idols  arc  not  gods,  and  that  the  ele- 
ments are  not  to  be  worshipped  in  the 

pla<  .  ids." 

In  the   cxiiith    Psalm  it  is  shown  that  "  the 

:'   the    heathen  are  silver  and   gold,   the 
f  men's  hand-.       The)   have  a  mouth,  and 

.  eyes  have  they,  and  see  not.    They 
have   ear>.   and   heir  not:   neither  is   there   any 
breath    in    their    mouth.      Let   those   that   make 

n  be  made   like   unto   them."-      Also   in   the 

N\  sdom  of  Solomon:    "They  counted  all  the 
the  nations  to  be  gods,  which  neither 

have  the  use  <>{  eyes  to  see,  nor  noses  to  draw 
tb,  nor  ears  to  hear,  nor   fingers    on    their 

hands  I  i  handle  ;   and   as   lor  their  feet,  they  are 
For  man  made  them,  and  he  that 

iwn  spirit  fashioned  them  ;  but  no 
10  make  a  god  like  unto  himself.     For, 

sin<  e  he  is  mortal,  he  worketh  a  dead  thing  with 
hands  ;  for  he  himself  is  better  than  the 

things  which  he  worshippeth,  since  he  indeed 

but  they  never."'     In  Exodus  also: 
"  I  tit  not  make  to  thee  an  idol,  nor  the 
lik<  ■  anything."  '     Moreover,  in  Solomon. 

j    the   elements:    "Neither  by  COnsid- 
eri;  -Tk-  did  they  acknowledge  who  was 
'he  r  :   but  deemed  either  fire,  or  wind. 

r,     t  the  circle  of  the  stars,  or  the 
or  the    sun,  or  the  moon,  to  be 

1  account   of  whose  beauty,   if  they 

[The  astrooom;  cm  to  have  been  the  earliest  adopted 
I  degraded  ii^lf  to  lower  form- 

to  "''  '"  by  a  process  over  and  over  again  repealed  among men. 
-18,  cxv.  4-8. 

■  v.  15-17. 

*   I  >    >  i    4. 

'.  here,  "  the   gods  who  rule  over  the 
the  thirteenth  chapter  of 

loin,  and  from  the  Talimonies,  iii.  59,  below,  where 
ihcy  are  qu 

thought  thi>,  let  them  know  how  mu(h  more 
beautiful    is   the    Lord   than   they.     <  >r  if  they 
admired  their  powers  and  operations,  let  them 
understand  by  them,  that  He  that  made  these 

might}-  things  is  mightier  than  they.'"' 

2.  That  God  alone  must  be  worshipped. 

'•  A^  it  i>  written,  Thou  shalt  worship  the  Lord 

thy  ( rod,  and  1  lim  only  shalt  thou  serve."  '  Also 
in  Exodus:  "Thou  shalt  have  none  other  gods 
beside  me."8  Also  in  Deuteronomy:  "See  ye, 
see  ye  that  I  am  He,  and  that  there  is  no  (.  1 
beside  me.  I  will  kill,  and  will  make  alive  ;  I 
will  smite,  and  I  will  heal  ;  and  there  is  none 

who  tan  deliver  out  of  mine  hands."'''  In  the 

Apocalypse,  moreover:  "And  I  saw  another 
angel  fly  in  the  midst  of  heaven,  having  the 
everlasting  Gospel  to  preach  over  the  earth,  and 
over  all  nations,  and  tribes,  and  tongues,  and 

people-,  saying  with  a  loud  voice.  Fear  God 
rather,  and  give  glory  to  Him  :  for  the  hour  of 

His  judgment  is  come;  and  worship  Him  that 
made  heaven  and  earth,  and  the  sea.  and  all 

that  therein  is."10  So  also  the  Lord,  in  His  ( .os- 
pel.  makes  mention  of  the  first  and  second  com- 

mandment, saying,  "  Hear,  O  Israel,  The  Lord 
thy  God  is  one  God  ;  "  "  and,  "Thou  shalt  love 
thy  Lord  with  all  thy  heart,  and  with  all  thy 
soul,  and  with  all  thy  strength.  This  is  the  first ; 
and  the  second  is  like  unto  it,  Thou  shalt  love 

thy  neighbour  as  thyself.  On  these  two  com- 

mandments hang  all  the  law  and  the  prophets."  " 
And  once  more:  "And  this  is  life  eternal,  that 
they  may  know  Thee,  the  only  and  true  God, 

anil  Jesus  Christ,  whom  Thou  hast  sent."  '3 

3.  What  is  God's  threatening  against   those who  sacrifice  to  idols? 

In  Exodus  :  "  He  that  sacrificeth  unto  any 

gods  but  the  Lord  only,  shall  be  rooted  out."  M 
Abo  in  Deuteronomy :  "They  sacrificed  unto 
demons,  and  not  to  God."'5  In  Isaiah  also: 

"  They  worshipped  those  which  their  fingers  have 
made  ;  and  the  mean  man  was  bowed  down,  and 

the  great  man  was  humbled  :  and  I  will  not  for- 
give them."  '6  And  again  :  "  To  them  hast  thou 

poured  out  drink-offerings,  and  to  them  thou 
hast  offered  sacrifices.  For  these,  therefore,  shal 

I  not  be  angry,  saith  the  Lord?  "  '7  In  Jeremiah 
also  :  "  Walk  ye  not  after  other  gods,  to  serve 
them  ;  and  worship  them  not,  and  provoke  me 

6  Wisd.  xiii.  1-4. 
"  I  >eut.  vi.  13,  x.  20. 8  Ex.  xx.  3. 

9  Dent,  xxxii.  39. 10  Rev.  xiv.  6,  7. 

"  Mark  xii.  29-31. '-'  Mitt.  xxii.  37-40. 1 '  1'ihn  xvii.  3. 
14  1  x    xxii.  jo. 

"  I  'cut.  xxxii.  17. 'b  Isa.  li   8,  9. ■'  Ua.  lvii.  6. 

i 
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not  in  the  works  of  your  hands,  to  destroy  you."  ' 
In  the  Apocalypse  too:  "If  any  man  worship 
the  beast  and  his  image,  and  receive  his  mark 
in  his  forehead  or  in  his  hand,  lie  shall  also  drink 
of  the  wine  of  the  wrath  of  God,  which  is  mixed 

in  the  cup  of  Hi->  wrath,  and  shall  be  punished 
with  fire  and  brimstone  before  the  eyes  of  the 
holy  angels,  and  before  the  eyes  of  the  Lamb  : 
and  the  smoke  of  their  torments  shall  ascend  for 

ever  and  ever  :  and  they  shall  have  no  rest  day 
or  night,  whosoever  worship  the  beast  and  his "  2 

4.  That  God  does  not  easily  pardon  idolaters. 

Moses  in  Exodus  prays  for  the  people,  and 

does  not  obtain  his  prayer,  saying:  "I  pray,  O 
Lord,  this  people  hath  sinned  a  great  sin.  They 
have  made  them  gods  of  gold.  And  now,  if 
Thou  forgivest  them  their  sin,  forgive  it  ;  but 
if  not,  blot  me  out  of  the  book  which  Thou  hasl 
written.  And  the  Lord  said  unto  Moses,  If  any 
one  hath  sinned  against  me,  him  will  I  blot  out 

of  my  book."  3  Moreover,  when  Jeremiah  be- 
sought for  the  people,  the  Lord  speaks  to  him, 

saying  :  "  And  pray  not  thou  for  this  people,  and 
entreat  not  for  them  in  prayer  and  supplication  ; 
because  I  will  not  hear  in  the  time  wherein  they 

shall  call  upon  me  in  the  time  of  their  afflic- 

tion." •'  Ezekiel  also  denounces  this  same  anger 
of  God  upon  those  who  sin  against  (iod,  and 

Bays:  "And  the  word  of  the  Lord  came  unto 
me,  saying,  Son  of  man,  whatsoever  land  sinneth 

linst  me,  by  committing  an  offence,  I  will 
Stretch  forth  mine  hand  upon  it,  and  will  crush 
the  support  of  the  bread  thereof;  and  I  will 
send  into  it  famine,  and  I  will  take  away  from  it 
man  and  beast.  And  though  these  three  men 
were  in  the  midst  of  it,  Noah,  Daniel,  and  Job. 
they  shall  not  deliver  sons  nor  daughters  ;  they 

themselves  only  shall  be  delivered."  s  Likewise 
in   tlic   first  book  of  Kings:   "If  a  man  sin   by 

tiding  against  another,  they  shall  besee<  h  the 
Lord  lor  him;  but  if  a  man  sin  against  God, 
who  shall  entreat  lor  him?  "" 

5.  Thai    Cod  is  so  angry  against  idolatry,  that 
lie  has  even  enjoined  those  to  be  slain 
who  persuade  others  to  sacrifice  and 
serve  idols. 

In  Deuteronomy:  "Bui  if  thy  brother,  or  tin- 
son,  or  thy  daughter,  or  thy  wife  which  is  in  thy 
bosom,  or  tin   friend  which  is  the  fellow  of  thine 

own  soul,  should  ask  thee  secretly,  saying,  I  et  us 
go  and  serve  other  gods,  the  gods  of  the  nations, 

6. 

1    lor.  vii.  i 
th    9-1 1, 

1  K    Kxxii    11-33. 
4  [er.  vii.  16. 
1   11.    mv.  n-14. 
6  1  Sam.  ii.  35. 

thou  shalt  not  consent  unto  him,  and  thou  shalt 
not  hearken   unto   him,  neither  shall  thine 

spare  him,  neither  shalt  thou  conceal  him,  tie. 
ing  thou  shalt  declare  concerning  him.     Ti 

1  shall  be  upon  him  first  of  all  to  put  him  I  > 
death,  and  afterwards  the  hand  of  all  the  peo] 
and   they  shall  stone   him,  and  he  shall  die. 
cause  he  hath  sought  to  turn  thee  away  from  the 

Lord  thy  God." '     And  again  the  Lord  sp< 
and  says,  that  neither  must   a   city  be    spared, 
even  though  the  whole  city  should  consent 

idolatry:   "Or  if  thou  shaft  hear  in  one  of  the 
cities  which  the   Lord  thy  God  shall  give  tl 
to  dwell  there,  saying,  Let  us  go  and  serve  ol 

gods,  whii  h  thou  hast  not  known,8  slayu 
shalt  kill  all  who  are  in  the  city  with  the  slaughter 
of  the  sword,  and  burn  the  city  with  fire,  an 
shall  be  without  habitation  for  ever.      Moreover, 
it  shall  no  more  be  rebuilt,  that  the  Lord  1 

be  turned  from  the  indignation  of  His  anj 
And  He  will  show  thee  men  v.  and   He  will 

thee,   and  will   multiply  thee,  if  thou   wilt 
voice  of  the  Lord  thy  God.  and  wilt  1 

His  precepts."9     Remembering  which  pre< 
and  its  force,  Mattathias  slew  him  who  had  ap- 

proached  the  altar  to  sacrifice,      but    if  be- 
the  coming  of  Christ  these  precepts  concen 
the  worship  of  Cod  and  the  despising  of  1 
were  observed,  how  much    more   should    the\ 

regarded  since  Christ's  advent  ;  since  He.  when 
He  (.une,  not   only  exhorted   us  with  woi 
with  deeds  also,  but  after  all  wrongs  and 

melies,  suffered  also,  and  was  crucified,  that  I!  • 
might  teach  us  to   suffer  and    to   die   b\    Hi- 
ample,  that    there  mighl  be  no  e* 
not  to  sniier  for  Him,1 '  since  He  suffered  foi 
and  that  sin<  e  I  le  suffered  for  the 

much   rather  ought    each   to   sinter    lor    his 
-ins.     And  therefore  in  the  Gospel  He  threat 

and  says :  "  Whosoever  shall  confess  me  be! 
men,  him    will   I    also   (  onfess    before   nn    lather 
which   is   in   heaven;   but   whosoever  shall   « 

me  before  men.  him  will    I    also   deny  before 

Fatherwhich  is  in  heaven.,,n    The  \postle  I 
also   says:    "  lor   if  we   die    with    Hun.  we    5 
abo   live   with    Hun;    it    we   suffer,  we   shall 
reign  with  I  [im  ;  if  we  deny  1  lim,  He 

deny  us.""    John  too:  "  Whosoever  denieth 
Son.  the  same  hath  not  the  Lather  :   he   that 

knowledgeth   the  Son,  hath    both    th(     S 
the  bather."  "      \\  hen.  e    the    I    ad    exhoi 

strengthens  us  to  contempt   ol   death, 
•"bear    not    them    which    kill    the    body,   but 
not  able  to  kill  the  soul  ;  but  rathi  1 

•  Tii.  1 

oli  find  ili.it  ii, ■ 

1    I 

"       M     ,M        v 

1  ■      II      i      II       11,11. 
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ul  and  body  in  Gehenna."  ' 1 1     ih.it  loveth  his  life  shall  lose 

■  hateth  his  life  in  this  world,  shall 
I  to  life  eternal 

(,.  '1  and  quickened  by 
the  hi'  ■  -t.  we  ought  to  prefer 
nothing  to  Christ.3 

[n  I       G  spel  tin-  Lord  speaks,  and  says: 
••  IK-  that  loveth  father  or  mother  more  than  me, 

.     :  me  ;  ami  he  that  loveth  son  or 
r  more  than  me,  is  not  worthy  of  m 

he   that  taketh  not   his  cross  and  followeth 

worthy  of  me."  v    S  it  is  written 
••  They  who  say  to  their  lather 

mother,  I   have  not   known   thee,  and 

'.  a<  knowledged  their  own  children,  these 

pt  I'hy  pre.  nd  have  observed  Thy 
;."  '     Moreover,  the  Apostle  Paul  says  : 

••  Who  shall  separate  us  from  the  love  of  Christ? 
ition,  or  distress,  or  persecution,  or 

hunger,  or  nakedness,  or  peril,  or  sword?    As 
written,  l;  for  Thy  sake  we  are  killed 

all  the  day  long,  we  are  counted  as  sheep  for  the 
Jiter.     Nay,  in  all  these  thineswe  overcome 

I  of  Him  who  hath  loved  US."6     And 
■1 :  ••  Ye  are  not  your  own,  for  ye  are  bought 

it  price.     Glorify  and  bear  God  in 

dy."7    And  again:  " Christ  died  for  all, 
that  both  they  which  live  may  not  henceforth 

themselves,  but  unto  Him  which  died 

for  them,  and  rose  ag  lin."  ' 

7.    That  those  who  are  snatched  from  the  jaws 
the    devil,    and    delivered    from    the 

snares  of  this  world.'  ought   not  again 
to  return  to  the  world,  lest  they  should 

the  advantage  of  their  withdrawal 
therefrom. 

In  1  !  iple,  prefigured  as  a 
■    and   image   of   us.   when,  with   Cod   for 

the  >r.  they  had   escaped 
the  vere  slavery  of  Pharaoh  and  of  Egypt 
—  that  is.  of  the  devil  and  the  world  —  faith 

1         murmur  against 
-    bai  k   to   the  discomforts  of  the 
their  labour  ;  and.  not  understand- 

divine  benefits  of  liberty  and  salvation, 
ek  to  return  to  the  slavery  of  Egypt  — 

tiie    world    whence    they    had'  been iwn  forth — when  they  ought  rather  to  have 

38. 

■rd  edition  «dds,  "  because  neither  did  He  account  of 
anyi1  .»." ,8. 

-  ,7. 

i      30. 

»  TV  ,tion  here  inlerpolates,  "  if  they  find  themselves 
ilauons." 

trusted  and  believed  on  God,  sine*  H<  who  de- 
livers Mi-  people  from  the  devil  and  the  world, 

protects  them  abo  when  delivered.    "Wherefore 
hast  thou  thus  done  with  us,"  say  the)',  "  in  cast- 
in:;  us  forth  out  of  Egypt?  It  is  better  for  us 

to  serve  the  Egyptians  than  to  die  in  this  wilder- 
ness. And  Moses  said  unto  tin-  people,  Tl 

and  stand  fast,  anil  see  the  salvation  which  is 

from  the  Lord,  which  He  shall  do  to  you  to-day. 
The  Lord  Himself  shall  fight  for  you.  and  ye 

shall  hold  your  peace."  "'  The  Lord,  admonish- 
ing us  of  this  in  His  Gospel,  and  teaching  that 

we  should  not  return  again  to  the  devil  and  to 
the  world,  which  we  have  renounced,  and  whence 

we  have  escaped,  says  :  "  No  man  looking  back, 
and  putting  his  hand  to  the  plough,  is  fit  for  the 

kingdom  of  Clod."  "  And  again  :  "And  let  him that  is  in  the  field  not  return  back.  Remember 

Lot's  wife."  ,a  And  lest  any  one  should  be  re- 
tarded by  any  covetousness  of  wealth  or  attrac- 

tion of  his  own  people  from  following  Christ,  He 

adds,  and  says:  "  He  that  forsaketh  not  all  that 

he  hath,  cannot  be  my  disciple."  '3 

8.  That  we  must  press  on  and  persevere  in 
faith   and  virtue,  and  in  completion  of 
heavenly  and  spiritual  grace,  that  we  may 
attain  to  the  palm  and  the  crown. 

In  the  book  of  Chronicles :  "  The  Lord  is 
with  you  so  long  as  ye  also  are  with  Him  ;  but 

if  ye  forsake  Him,  He  will  forsake  you."  '4  In 
Ezekiel  also:  "The  righteousness  of  the  right- 

eous shall  not  deliver  him  in  what  day  soever  he 

may  transgress."  '5  Moreover,  in  the  Gospel  the 
Lord  speaks,  and  says  :  "  He  that  shall  endure  to 
the  end,  the  same  shall  be  saved."  l6  And  again  : 
"  If  ye  shall  abide  in  my  word,  ye  shall  be  my 
disciples  indeed;  and  ye  shall  know  the  truth, 

and  the  truth  shall  make  you  free."  '7  Moreover, 
forewarning  us  that  we  ought  always  to  be  ready, 
and  to  stand  firmly  equipped  and  armed,  I  Ie 

adds,  and  says  :  "  Let  your  loins  be  girded  about, 
and  your  lamps  burning,  and  ye  yourselves  like 
unto  men  that  wait  for  their  lord  when  he  shall 
return  from  the  wedding,  that  when  he  cometh 
and  knocketh  they  may  open  unto  him.  1  Messed 
are  those  servants  whom  their  lord,  when  he 

cometh,  shall  find  watching."  ,8  Also  the  blessed 
Apostle  Paul,  that  our  faith  may  advance  and 
grow,  and  attain  to  the  highest  point,  exhorts  us, 

saying  :  "  Know  ye  not,  that  they  which  run  in  a 
race  run  all  indeed,  yet  one  receiveth  the  prize? 

10  Ex.  xiv.  11-14. 11  Luke  ix.  6a. 
1:  I.tike  xvii.  31,  3a. ,J  Luke  xiv.  33. 

14  a  Chron.  xv.  a. 
''  K*ek    xxxiii.  12. ,(>  Malt.  x.  11. 
17  John  viii.  3:,  3a. 13  Luke  xii   35-37. 
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So  run,  that  ye  may  obtain.'  And  they,  indeed, 
that  they  may  receive  a  corruptible  crown  ;  but 

ye  an  incorruptible."2  And  again:  "No  man 
that  warreth  for  God  binds  himself  to  anxieties 

of  this  world,  that  he  may  be  able  to  please  Him 
to  whom  he  hath  approved  himself.  Moreover, 
also,  if  a  man  should  contend,  he  will  not  be 

crowned  unless  he  have  fought  lawfully."3  And 
again  :  "  Now  I  beseech  you,  brethren,  by  the 
mercy  of  Cod,  that  ye  constitute  your  bodies  a 
living  sacrifice,  holy,  acceptable  unto  God  ;  and 
be  not  conformed  to  this  world,  but  be  ye  trans- 

formed in  the  renewing  of  your  spirit,  that  ye 
may  prove  what  is  the  will  of  God,  good,  and 

acceptable,  and  perfect."'  And  again:  "We 
are  children  of  God  :  but  if  children,  then  heirs  ; 

heirs  indeed  of  God,  but  joint-heirs  with  Christ. 
if  we  suffer  together,  that  we  may  also  be  glori- 

fied together."  5  And  in  the  Apocalypse  the 
same  exhortation  of  divine  preaching  speaks, 

saying,  "Hold  fast  that  which  thou  hast,  lest 
another  take  thy  crown;"6  which  example  of 
perseverance  and  persistence  is  pointed  out  in 
Exodus,  when  Moses,  for  the  overthrow  of  Ama- 
lek,  who  bore  the  type  of  the  devil,  raised  up 
his  open  hands  in  the  sign  and  sacrament  of  the 

cross,7  and  could  not  conquer  his  adversary  un- 
less when  he  had  stedfastly  persevered  in  the 

sign  with  hands  continually  lifted  up.  "And 
it  came  to  pass,"  says  he.  "when  Moses  raised 
up  his  hands,  Israel  prevailed  ;  but  when  he  let 

down  his  hands,  Amalek  grew  might}'.  And  they 
took  a  stone  and  placed  it  under  him,  and  he 
Sate  thereon.  And  Aaron  and  Hur  held  up  his 
hands  on  the  one  side  and  on  the  other  side,  and 

\]<  1  >es'  hands  were  made  stead)'  even  to  the  going 
down  of  the  sun.  And  Jesus  routed  Amalek  and 
all  his  people.  And  the  Lord  said  unto  Mo 
Write  this,  and  let  it  be  a  memorial  in  a  book, 

and  tell  it  in  the  ears  of  Jesus  ;  because  in  de- 
stroying I  will  destroy  the  remembrance  of  Ama- 

lek from  under  heaven."  * 

9.  Thai  afflictions  and   persecutions  arise   for 
the  sake  of  our  being  proved. 

In  Deuteronomy,  "The  Lord  your  God  proi 
eth  you,  that  lie  may  know  if  ye  lose  the    Lord 
your  Cod  with  all   your  heart,  and  Willi    all    you] 

soul,  and  with  all  your  strength." 9    And  again, 
in  Solomon  :"  The  furnace  proveth  the  potl 

■I,  and   righteous  men  the   trial  "i   ti  ibula 
ion."  '"      1'aul    also    testifies   similar   things,   and 

1  ry  one  that  itriveth  for  the  muttf)  11 
in  .ill  thin 

1         I.  J5. 
*  a  Tim   11    1.  . 
*  Rom,  xii 

•'  Rom   \  ni.  16,  17. 1 1, 

IVnl  i.  [uitin,  pp.  041, 144;   l'.un.ilus,  ibid.,  pp   144.14s.] 
P  Ex    Kvii.  11-14, 

1     1  .  ■  [us.  \\\  II.  5. 

speaks,  saying:   "We  glory  in  the  hope  of  the 
glory  of  Cod.     And  not  only  so,  but  we  gloi 
tribulations  also  ;  knowing  that  tribulation  work- 
eth  patience,  and  patience  experience,  and  ex- 

perience hope;  and  hope  maketh  no( 
because  the  love  of  God  is  shed  abroad  in  our 

hearts  by  the  Holy  Spirit  who  is  given  unto  us."  " 
And  Peter,  in  his  epistle,  lays  it  down,  and  S 

"  Beloved,  be  not  surprised  at  the  fiery   heat 
which  falleth  upon  you,  which  happens  G  r  your 
trial;  and  fail   not,  as   if  some  new  thing   were 

happening  unto  you.      But  as  often  as  ye   com- 
municate with  the  sufferings  of  Christ,  rejoii  e  in 

all   thing-,,  that  also  in  the  revelation   m  1  1 
His  glory  you  may  rejoice  with  gladness.      I 
be  reproai  hed  in  the  name  of  Christ,  happ) 
ye  ;   because  the  name  of  the  majesty  and  pow    1 
of  the  Lord  resteth   upon   you  ;  which   in 
according  to  them  is  blasphemed,  but  acco;. 

to  us  is  honoured."  '2 

10.  That  injuries  and  penalties  of  perse< 
are    not    to    be    feared    by    US,    I 

greater  is  the  Lord  to  protect  than  the 
devil  to  assault. 

John,    in     his     epistle,    proves     this,    saying  i 

"Greater  is  He  who  is  in  you  than  he  that  is  in 
the  world. "'*    Also  in  the  cxviith  Psalm  :  "  1  will 
not  fear  what  man  can  do  unto  me  ;   the  I 

my  helper."  M     And  again :  "These  in  chai 
and   those   in   horses;    but   we   will   glory   in 
name   of  the    Lord   our  Cod.     The}   the: 

are  bound. ,;  and   the)   have  fallen  ;   but  we  have 

risen  up,  and  stand  upright."  '  '      And  ev«  n  D 
strongly  the  Holy  Spirit,  teaching  and  show 
that  the  army  of  the  devil  is  not  to  be  feai 
and  that,  if  the  foe  should  declare  war 

us,  our  hope  consists  rather  in  that  war  itself; 
and  that  by  that  conflict  the  right 
the  reward  of  the  divine  abode  and  eternal 

vation,  —  lays  down  in  the  twenty-sixth   Psalm, 

and  says :  "Though  an  host  should  be 
againsl  me,  m)  heart  shall  not  tear ;  tho  igh  war 
should  rise  up  against  me,  in  that  will  1  put  my 
hope.     One  hope  have  1  sought  of  the   I 
this  will   1   require  ;   that   1   maj   dwell  in   the 

■  of  the  Lord  all  the  d 

\C>  in  Exodus,  the  1 1  pture  il  mat 
we  are  lather  multiplied  and  in.  reaped    I 

tions,   s.i\  ing  :    "  \nd    the   more   th< 
them,  so   much    the    more    th<  J 

and  waxed  stron      1 ."  \nd  m  1 
.In  me  prote<  uon  is  promis<  d  ; 

n  nothing  ̂ i  these  things,"  it  sa 

11    K 

1 

1 '    I 

I      P      ia 

I 

H    1 
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Noi    d  i   •   anj   one   else 
.  and  protei  tion,  than  I  le 

j  [saiah  the  prophet,  saying  : 
not  :   for    I    have   redeemed   thee,  and 

thj  name :  thou  art  mine.     And 
li  the  water,   I   am  with 

•id  the   rivers  shall   not    overflow  thee, 
ssest  ill!"  igh  the  fire,  thou  shah 

burned,  and*  the  flame  shall  not  burn 
the  Lord  tin  God,  the  Holy  <  )ne  of 

;i  1 1    who  maketh  thee  safe."  ;     Who 
•  promises  in  the  Gospel   that  divine  help 

:  not  be  wanting  to  God's  servants  in  perse- 
:  ••  But  when  they  shall  deliver 

up,  take  no  thought  how  or  what  ye  shall 
r  it  shall  be  given  you  in  that  hour 
II  speak.     For  it  is  not  ye  who  speak, 

5]  lit  i>\  your  Father  who  speaketh  in 

And  again:  "Settle  it  in  your  hearts 
to  meditate  before  how  to  answer.     For  I 

will  i  a  mouth  and  wisdom,  which  your 

ries  shall  not  be  able  to  resist."*     As  in 
I         is  God  speaks  to  Moses  when  he  delayed 

I  trembled  to  go  to  the  people,  saying  :  "Who  ; 
ven    a    mouth    to   man?    and   who    hath 

le  the  stammerer?  and  who  the  deaf  man? 

who  the  seeing,  and  the  blind  man?     Have 
I.  the  Lord  God?     And  now  go,  and   I  will 
u  thy  mouth,  and  will  instruct  thee  what  thou 

v."       Nor  is  it  difficult  for  God  to  open mouth  of  a  man   devoted    to    Himself,  and 

onstancy  and  confidence  in  speech  to 
1  —>r;  since  in  the  book  of  Numbers 

made  even  a  she-ass  to  speak  against   the 
.  t    Balaam.7     Wherefore   in   persecutions 

■ne  think  what  danger  the  devil   is  bring- 
in,  but  let   him   indeed   consider  what   help 

1  brdsj  nor  let  human  mischief  overpower 
mind,  but  let  divine  protection  strengl 
faith;    since   every   one.    accord  the 

nises  and  the  deservings  of  his  faith, 

much  from  God's  help  as  he  thinks 
N^r  is  there  anything  which 

ty  is  not  able  to  grant,  unless  the  fail- 
_  faith  of  the  receiver  be  defi<  ient  and  give 

i 

ii.  That    it    was    before    predicted    that    the 
world    would    hold    us    in    abhorrence. 
and  that  it  would  stir  up  persecutions 

'id    that    no   new   thing    is 
ram 

the  beginning  of  the  world  the  good 

•n  reading  is,  "  through  the  fire,  the  flarnc,"  etc. 

I,  15. 

e  un- 
:i  liy  the  f  Jamb 

■  jrdi,  not  of  his  own  will.] 

have  suffered,  and  the  righteous  have 

been  oppressed  and  slain  by  the  un- 

righteous. 
The  Lord  in  the  Gospel  forewarns  and  fore- 

tells, saying  :  "  If  the  world  hates  you,  know  that 
it  first  hated  me.  If  ye  were  of  the  world,  tiie 
world  would  love  what  is  its  own:  but  because 

\<  .ne  not  of  the  world,  and  I  have  chosen  you 
out  of  the  world,  therefore  the  world  hateth  you. 
Remember  the  word  that  I  spoke  unto  you,  The 
servant  is  not  greater  than  his  master.  If  I 
have  persecuted  me,  they  will  persecute  you 

also."  '  And  again  :  "The  hour  will  come,  that 
every  one  that  killeth  you  will  think  that  he 
doeth  God  sen  ice  ;  but  they  will  do  this  because 
they  have  not  known  the  lather  nor  me.  But 
these  tilings  have  I  told  you,  that  when  the  hour 
shall  come  ye  may  remember  them,  because  I 

told  you."'  And  again:  "  Verily,  verily,  I  say 
unto  you,  That  ye  shall  weep  and  lament,  but 
the  world  shall  rejoice  ;  ye  shall  be  sorrowful, 

but  your  sorrow  shall  be  turned  into  joy."10 
And  again:  "These  things  have  I  spoken  unto 
you.  that  in  me  ye  may  have  peace;  but  in  the 
world  ye  shall  have  tribulation  :  but  be  of  good 

confidence,  for  1  have  overcome  the  world."  " 
And  when  He  was  interrogated  by  His  disciples 
concerning  the  sign  of  His  coming,  and  of  the 
consummation  of  the  world,  He  answered  and 

said:  "lake  care  lest  any  deceive  you:  for 
many  shall  come  in  my  name,  saying,  I  am 
Christ;  and  shall  deceive  many.  And  ye  shall 
begin  to  hear  of  wars,  and  rumours  of  wars  ;  see 
that  ye  be  not  troubled  :  for  these  things  must 
needs  come  to  pass,  but  the  end  is  not  yet. 
for  nation  shall  rise  against  nation,  and  kingdom 

against  kingdom:  and  there  shall  be  famines, 
and  earthquakes,  and  pestilences,  in  every  pi; 

lint  all  these  things  are  the  beginnings  of  trav- 
ailing. Then  they  shall  deliver  you  up  into 

affliction,  and  shall  kill  you  :  and  ye  shall  be 

hateful  to  all  nations  for  my  name's  sake.  And 
then  shall  many  be  offended,  and  shall  betray 
one  another,  and  shall  hate  one  another.  And 

many  false  prophets  shall  arise,  and  shall  seduce 
man\;  and  because  wickedness  shall  abound, 

the  love  of  many  shall  wax  cold.  But  he  whe 
shall  endure  to  the  end.  the  same  shall  be  saved 

And  this  Gospel  of  the  kingdom  shall  be  prcachet 
through  all  the  world,  for  a  testimony  to  al 
nations  ;  and  then  shall  come  the  end.  When 

therefore,  ye  shall  see  the  abomination  o(  deso 
lation  which  is  spoken  of  by  Daniel  the  prophet 
Standing  in  the  holy  place  (let  him  who  leaded 
understand),  then  let  them  which  are  in  Jui 
flee  to  the  mountains ;  and  let  him  which  is  01 

8  John  xv.  18-20. 1  xvi.  2-4. 
1  xvi.  20. 

"  John  xvi.  33. 
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the  house-roof  not  go  down  to  take  anything 
from  the  house  ;  and  let  him  who  is  in  the  held 
not  return  back  to  carry  away  his  clothes.  But 
woe  to  them  that  are  pregnant,  and  to  those  that 
are  giving  su<  k  in  those  days  !  But  pray  ye 
that  your  flight  be  not  in  the  winter,  nor  on  the 
Sabbath-day  :  tor  there  shall  be  great  tribulation, 
such  as  Ins  not  arisen  from  the  beginning  of  the 

Id  until  now,  neither  shall  arise.  And  unless 

those  days  should  be  shortened,  no  flesh  should 

be  saved  ;  but  for  the  elect's  sake  those  days 
shall  be  shortened.  Then  if  any  one  shall  say 

unto  you,  Lo,  here  is  Christ,  or.  I.o.  there  ;  be- 
lieve him  not.  for  there  shall  arise  false  (  lit  i>ts. 

and  false  prophets,  and  shall  show  great  signs 
and  wonders,  to  cause  error,  if  it  be  possible, 
even  to  the  elect.  But  take  ye  heed :  behold, 
I  have  foretold  you  all  things.  If,  therefore, 
they  sh  ill  say  to  you,  Lo,  he  is  in  the  desert  ; 
go  not  forth  :  lo,  he  is  in  the  sleeping  chambers  : 
Believe  it  not.  For  as  the  (lashing  of  lightning 
goeth  forth  from  the  east,  and  appeareth  even 
to  the  west,  so  also  shall  the  coming  of  the  Son 
of  man  he.  Wheresoever  the  carcase  shall  be, 
there  shall  the  eagles  be  gathered  together. 
But  immediately  after  the  affliction  of  those 
davs  the  sun  shall  be  darkened,  and  the  moon 

shall  not  give  her  light,  and  the  stars  shall  fall 
from  heaven,  and  the  powers  of  heaven  shall  be 
moved  :  and  then  shall  appear  the  sign  of  the 
Son  of  man  in  heaven  :  and  all  the  tribes  of 

the  earth  shall  lament,  and  shall  see  the  Son 

of  man  coming  in  the  clouds  of  heaven  with 

griat  power  and  glory.  And  Hie  shall  send  His 
angels  with  a  great  trumpet,  and  they  shall  gath  r 
together  1 1  is  elect  from  the  four  winds,  from  the 

'its  of  heaven,  even  into  the  farthest  bounds 
thereof."1  And  these  are  not  new  or  sudden 
things  which  are  now  happening  to  Christians; 
since  the  good  and  righteou  .  and  those  who 
an-  devoted  to  God  in  the  law  of  inn  and 
the  tear  of  true  religion,  ad\an<  e  alwaj  i  through 

afflictions,  and  wrongs,  and  the  severe  a  id  mani- 
fold penalties  of  troubles,  in  the  hardship  of  a 

nai row  path.     Thus,  at  the  very  beginnin 
the  world,  the  righteous  Abel  was  the  liist  to  be 
slain  by  his  brother  ;  and  Jacob  was  driven  into 

exile,  and  Joseph  was  sold,  and  king  Saul  per 
secuted  the  merciful  David;  and  king  Ahab 
endeavoured  to  oppress  Elias,  who  firml)  and 
bravelj  asserted  the  majest)  of  Cod.     Zacharias 
the    priesl  was   slain  betwei  n  the  temple  and  the 
altar,  that  himself  might  there  become  a  iacri 
In  e  where    he  was   accustomed  to  ot,  ices 

to  f.od.     So  main-  martyrdoms  ot'  the  right* have,    in    fact,   often    been    <  elehrated  ;   SO    m am 

examples  ol  faith  and  virtue  have  been  set  forth 
to  future  generations.  The  three  youths,  Ananias, 

1  M.m.  kxiv   4-31. 

A/arias,  and   Misael,  equal  in  .   in 
love,  stedfast  in  faith,  constant  in  virtu 
than  the   flames  and   penalties  that  urged  tl 
proclaim    that    they   only   obey   Cod.   that    tl 
know  Him   alone,  that   they  worship  Him  alone, 

saying:  '•()  king  Nebuchodonosor,  there  is  no 
need   tor  us  to  answer  thee  in  this  matter.      For 
the  Cod  whom  we  serve  is  able  to  deliver 

of   the    furnace    of    burning    fire;    and    He    will 
deliver  us  from  thy  hands.  ()  king.      And  if 
be   it  known  unto  thee,  that  we  do  not  s»  rw    I 

gods,   and   we    do   not   adore   the   golden   in. 

which  thou  hast  set  up."  -     And  Daniel,  devoted 
to  (hid,  and  filled  with  the  Holy  Spirit.  < 

and   says:   "  1  worship  nothing  but  the  ford  my 
Cod.  who   founded   the  heaven  and  the  earth."' 
Tobias  also,  although  under  a  royal  and  tvran- 

i    1  ivery,  yet  in  feeling  and  spirit  free,  main- 
tain,   his   confession    to    Cod,   and    sublimely 

announces  both   the  divine  power  and   majesty, 

saving:  "  In  the  land  of  my  captivity  I  confess 
to    Him.  and    1   show  forth  His  power  in  a  sinful 
nation."  «     What,    indeed,    do    we    find    in    the 
Maccabees    of  seven    brethren,    equals    alike    in 

their  lot  of  birth  and  virtues,  filling  up  the  num- 
ber seven  in  the  sacrament  of  a  perfei  ted  com- 

pletion?    Seven   brethren  were  thus  as& 
in  martyrdom.     As  the  first  seven  days  in  the 
divine  arrangement  containing  seven  thousand 

of  years,5   as   the   seven   spirits  and  seven  an 
which   stand   and   140   in   and  out  before  the  I 

of  Cod.   and    the    seven-branched   lamp    in    the 
tabernacle    of   witness,    and    the    seven    golden 
1  aidlestit  ks  in  the  Apocalypse,  and  the  seven 
columns  in  Solomon  upon  which  Wisdom  built 
her  house;  so  here  also  the  number  seven  of 

the  brethren,  embracing,  in  the  quantity  o\  their 
number,  the  seven  churches,  as  likewise  in  the 

I'm  4  book  "f  Kings  we  read  that  the  barren  hath 
In, iii''  seven.  And  in  faiah  seven  women  lay 
hold  on  one  man.  whose  name  they  ask  to  be 

called    upon    them.      And    the    Apostle  Paul,  who 
refers  to  this  lawful  and  certain  number,  wi 
to  the  sev  en  churches.      And  in   the     \ 

the  ford  directs  His  divine  and  heavenly 

CeptS    to    the    seven    I  hun  lies   and    tl 
winch  number  is  now  found  in  this  case,  in  the 
seven  brethren,  that  a  lawful  consummation 

be  completed.     With  the  seven  childi  mi- 
t'esiK     1   1  ited   al-o   the   mother,  the  • 
and  root,  who  subsequent!} 

herself  having  been  first,  -y<>\  alone  I 

upon  a  101  k '   bj  the  \  I  ''  1   I  N01 is   u    ol    no   a<  1  ount   that    in   then  the iS. 

1 
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mothei  th  her  children.     For  marl 

who  witness  themselves  as  the  sons  of  God  in 

no  more  counted  .is  of  any 
1.  .i>   in   the  Gospel   the    Lord 

.  ■■  Call  no  man  your  father  upon 
jronr   Father,   which    is    in 

:  what  utterances  of  confessions 

did  the)  herald  forth  !  how  illustrious,  how  great 

tith  did  they  afford  !    The  king  An- 

oemy      yea,  in  Antiochus  Anti- 
•    forth  —  sought   to   pollute    the 

iths  of  martyrs,  glorious  mu\  unconquered  in 
•li,  with    the  contagion  of 

h  ;  ami  when  he  had  severely  beaten 
them  with  whips,  and   could   prevail   nothing, 

imanded    iron    plates    to    he    heated,    which 
lx.-ii!  id  made  to  glow,  he  commanded 

him  who  had  first  spoken,  and  had  more  pro- 
voked the  king  with  the  constancy  of  his  virtue 

and  faith,  to  he  brought  up  and  roasted,  his 
having  first  been  pulled  oat  and  cut  off, 

which  had  God  j  and  this  happened 

m   re    gloriously    to    the    martyr.      For   the 

. ':  •   \  had  confessed  the  name  of  God, 
it   it>elf  fir>t   t  i   go   to  God.     Then  in  the 

■:id,  sharper  pains  having  been  devised,  be- 
1  the  other  limbs,  he  tore  off  the 

skin  of  his  head  with  the  hair,  doubtless  with  a 

purpose   in   his  hatred.      For  since  Christ  is  the 
head  of  the  man,  ami  God  is  the  head  of  Christ, 

he  who  tore  the  head  in  the  martyr  was  perse- 
!  and  Christ  in  that  head,      but  he, 

trusting  in  his  martyrdom,  and  promising  to  him- 
from   the  retribution  of  God  the  reward   of 

i,  exclaimed  and  said,  " Thou  indeed 
inipotently  destroyest  us  out  of  this  present  life  ; 
but  the    King  of  the  world  will  raise  us  up,  who 

fir  His  laws,  unto  the  eternal    resurrection 

of  life."2     The  third  being  challenged,  quickly 
put  forth  his  I  ;  for  he  had  learned  from 
his  brot  tise  the  punishment  of  cutting 
off  the  over,  he  firmly  held  forth 

his  ban  •  off)  greatly  happy  in  such  a 
ma  punishment,  since   it  was   his  lot  to 
imitate,  by  stretching  forth  his  hands,  the  form 
of:  n.     And  also  the  fourth,  with 

like  vir-  ng  the  tortures,  and  answering, 
the   king,  with   a  heavenly  voice  ex- 

••  It   i-   better  that   those  who 
leath  by  men  should  wait  for  hope 

up    by   Him  again   to 
rnal   lif  there   shall    be   no 

1    The  fifth,  besides  tread- 
f  the  king,  and  his 

by  the   strength   of 
faith,  anii:  uid   knowl- 

edge of  future  events  by  the  Spirit  of  divinity, 
told    to   the   king   the  wrath  of  God.  and  the 

vengeance  that  should  swiftly  toll 

I  laving 

<»■ 
i 

i    35-1 ''  rd  edition. 

power,"  said  he.  "  among  men,  though  thou  art 
corruptible,  thou  doest  what  thou  wilt.  But 
think  not  that  our  race  is  forsaken  of  God. 

Abide,  and  see  His  great  power,  how  He  will 

torment  thee  and  thy  seed."5  What  alleviation 
was  that  to  the  martyr  ! ''  how  substantial  a  com- 

fort  in   his  sufferings,   not    to   consider  his   own 

,  uts.  but  to  predict  the  penalties  of  his 
tormentor!  But  in  the  sixth,  not  his  bravery 
only,  but  also  his  humility,  is  to  be  set  forth; 
that  the  martyr  claimed  nothing  to  himself,  nor 
even  made  an  account  of  the  honour  of  his  own 

confession  with  proud  words,  but  rather  ascribed 
it  to  his  sins  that  he  was  suffering  persecution 
from  the  king,  while  he  attributed  to  God  that 
afterwards  he  should  be  avenged.  He  taught 

that  martyrs  are  modest,  that  they  were  confi- 
dent of  vengeance,  and  boasted  nothing  in  their 

suffering.  "  Do  not,"  said  he,  "needlessly  err; 
for  we  on  our  own  account  suffer  these  things, 
as  sinning  against  our  God.  But  think  not  thou 
that  thou  shalt  be  unpunished,  who  darest  to  fight 

against  God."  7  Also  the  admirable  mother, 
who,  neither  broken  down  by  the  weakness  of 

her  sex,  nor  moved  by  her  manifold  bereave- 
ment, looked  upon  her  dying  children  with 

cheerfulness,  and  did  not  reckon  those  things 
punishments  of  her  darlings,  but  glories,  giving 
as  great  a  witness  to  God  by  the  virtue  of  her 
eyes,  as  her  children  had  given  by  the  tortures 
and  suffering  of  their  limbs ;  when,  after  the 
punishment  and  slaving  of  six,  there  remained 
one  of  the  brethren,  to  whom  the  king  promised 
riches,  and  power,  and  many  things,  that  his 
cruelty  and  ferocity  might  be  soothed  by  the 
satisfaction  of  even  one  being  subdued,  and 
asked  that  the  mother  would  entreat  that  her 

son  might  be  cast  down  with  herself;  she  en- 
treated, but  it  was  as  became  a  mother  of  mar- 

tyrs—  as  became  one  who  was  mindful  of  the 
law  and  of  God  —  as  became  one  who  loved  her 

sons  not  delicately,  but  bravely.  For  she  en- 
treated, but  it  was  that  he  would  confess  God. 

She  entreated  that  the  brother  would  not  be 

separated  from  his  brothers  in  the  alliance  of 
1  uaise  and  glory  ;  then  only  considering  herself 
the  mother  of  seven  sons,  if  it  should  happen  to 
her  to  have  brought  forth  seven  sons,  not  to  the 
world,  but  to  God.  Therefore  arming  him.  and 
strengthening  him,  and  so  bearing  her  son  by  a 

more  blessed  birth,  she  said,  "O  son,  pity  me 
months  in  the  womb,  and 

three   years,  and   nourished 
that   bare   thee   ten" 
gave  thee  milk  for 

'  a  Mace.  vii.  16. 

"is  added  in  some  editions. .i.  18. 

8  Otherwise  "  nine." 
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thee  and  brought  thee  up  to  this  age  ;  I  pray 
thee,  O  son,  look  upon  the  heaven  and  the 
earth;  and  having  considered  all  the  things 
which  are  in  them,  understand  that  out  of  noth- 

ing God  made  these  things  and  the  human  race. 

Therefore,  O  son,'  do  not  fear  that  executioner  ; 
but  being  made  worthy  of  thy  brethren,  receive 
death,  that  in  the  same  mercy  I  may  receive 

thee  with  thy  brethren."  2  The  mother's  praise- 
was  great  in  her  exhortation  to  virtue,  but  greater 
in  the  fear  of  God  and  in  the  truth  of  faith,  that 

she  promised  nothing  to  herself  or  her  son  from 
the  honour  of  the  six  martyrs,  nor  believed  that 

the  prayer  of  the  brothers  would  avail5  for  the 
salvation  of  one  who  should  deny,  but  rather 

persuaded  him  to  become  a  sharer  in  their  suf- 
fering, that  in  the  day  of  judgment  he  might  be 

found  with  his  brethren.  After  this  the  mother 

also  dies  with  her  children  ;  for  neither  was  any- 
thing else  becoming,  than  that  she  who  had 

borne  and  made  martyrs,  should  be  joined  in 
the  fellowship  of  glory  with  them,  and  that  she 
herself  should  follow  those  whom  she  had  senl 

before  to  God.  And  lest  any,  when  the  oppor- 
tunity either  of  a  certificate  or  of  any  such  matter 

is  offered  to  him  whereby  he  may  deceive,  should 
embrace  the  wicked  part  of  deceivers,  let  us  not 
be  silent,  moreover,  about  Eleazar,  who,  when 
an  opportunity  was  offered  him  by  the  ministers 
of  the  king,  that  having  received  the  flesh  whii  li 
it  was  allowable  for  him  to  partake  of,  he  might 
pretend,  lor  the  misguiding  of  the  king,  that  he 
ate  those  things  which  were  forced  upon  him 
from  the  sacrifices  and  unlawful  meats,  would 

not  consent  to  this  deception,  saving  that  it  u.i> 
fitting  neither  for  his  age  nor  nobility  to  f  ign 
that,  whereby  others  would  be  scandalized  and 

led  into  error;  if  they  should  think  that  I'.lea/ar, 
being  ninety  years  old,  had  left  and  betrayed 

the  law  of  God,  and  had  gone  over  to  the  man- 
ner of  alien-,  ;  and  that  it  was  not  of  SO  much 

consequence  to  gain  the  short  moments  of  life, 
and  so  incur  eternal  punishment  from  an  offended 
God.  And  he  having  been  long  tortured,  and 

now  at  length  reduced  to  extremity,  while  he 
u  1.  dying  in  the  midst  of  stripes  and  tortures, 

med    and   said,  "  (  )    Lord,  that    ha  a  tin'  holy 
knowledge,  it   is  manifest  that  although  I  might 
be  delivered   from    death,    1    suffer  the    sev< 

puns  of  body,  being  beaten  with  esj  but 
with  my  mind,  on  ac<  onnt  of  Tin  fear,  I  will 

ingly  suffer  these  things."  '  Assuredlj  his  faith 
was  sincere  ami  his  virtue  sound,  and  abundantl) 
pure,  not  to  have  regarded  kin.,  Vntiochus,  but 
God  the  Judge,  and  to  have  known  that  it  <  ould 
not  avail  him  for  salvation  if  he  should  mock 

1  •■  Thus  it  shall  nun  out  th  it  you, ■■   •  \  1  , 
I       I      I'll! 4     ■      \|    .1,     . 

and  deceive  man,  when  God,  who  is  the  judge 
of  our  conscience,  and  who  only  is  to  be  feared, 
cannot  at  all  be  mocked  nor  deceived.  If. 

therefore,  we  also  live  as  dedi<  ated  a.:  .ted 

to  God  —  if  we  make  our  way  over  the  ancient 
and  sacred  footsteps  of  the  righteous,  let  us  go 
through  the  same  proofs  of  sufferings,  the  same 
testimonies  of  passions,  considering  the  glor)  of 

our  time   the   greater  on  t'  t  while 
ancient  examples  may  be  numbered,  yet  that 

subsequently,  when  the  abundance  of  virtue  and 
faith  was  in  excess,  the  Christian  martvr>  cannot 
be  numbered,  as  the  Apocalypse  testifies  and 

says:  "After  these  things  I  beheld  a  gi  a:  mul- 
titude, which  no  man  could  number,  of  every 

nation,  and  of  every  tribe,  and  people,  anil  lan- 
guage, standing  in  the  sight  of  the  throne  and 

of  the  Lamb;  and  they  were  clothed  in  white 
robes,  and  palms  were  in  their  hands  ;  and  ; 
said  with  a  loud  voice.  Salvation  to  our  God, 

who  sitteth  upon  the  throne,  and  unto  the  Lamb  ! 
And  one  of  the  elders  answered  and  said  unto 

me,  Who  are  those  which  are  arrayed  in  white 
robes,  and  whence  come  they?  And  I  said 
unto   him,    My   lord,    thou    1,  t.     And    he 
said  unto  me.  These  are  they  wh>  have  come 
out  of  great  tribulation,  and   havefwashed   their 
robes,  and  made  them  white  in  the  blood  of  the 
Lamb,     Therefore  are  they  before  the  throm 

God,  and  serve  Him  dav  and  i.  ght  in  Mi-,  tem- 

ple."5    but   if  the   assembly  of    the  Christ 
martyrs   is  shown  and   proved   to   1 
let   no  one   think  it  a  hard  or  a  difficult  thin. 

become  a  martyr,  wh<  d  I  that  th< 

of  martyrs  Cannot  be  numbered. 

12.  What  hope  and  reward  remains  for  I 
hteous  and  for  mart]  rs  aft 

tin  ts  ami  Bufferin 

The     I  Inly    Spirit     show  ̂      and     ; 

Solomon,  saying:  "And  although  in  tl 
of  men  thev  suffered  torments,  vet  then  ho] 

full  of  immortality.     And  having  been  troubled 
in  a  few  things,  they  shall  be  in  many  hap] 

ordered,  be<  mse  God  has  tried  them,  ami  has 
id  them  worthy  of  Himself.       \  i  in   the 

furnace,  He  hath  tried  them ;  andaswholi  burnt- 
offerings  o!  II     hath   : 
and  in  11                             will   be  1 

They  will  shine  and  run  at* s.  t  with   1 

and  have  dominion  over  the  | 
I  ord  shall  reign  foi  e 
our  vengean<  e  is  des<  1 
of  those  who  ind  m< 

noun.  ed.     ••  Ph<  n.'   ■  lith stand    il 

■ 
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.  and  win)  have  taken  away  their 
:.  they  shall  be  troubled 

and  tiny  shall  marvel  at 
the  suddennes  unexpe<  ted   salvation, 

'. i  s,  n  penting  and  groan- 
i  of  spirit,  These  are  they  whom 

letime  in  derision  and  as  .1  proverb 
;.     \\  e  !  "'1-  counted  their  life  mad- 

,il  their  end  to  be  without  honour.     How 

I  among  the  children  of  God, 

!  tlu-ir  I  nong  the  saints  .'    Therefore 
have  we  erred   from   tin.-  way  of  truth,  and  the 

hath  not  shined  unto  us, 
1  hath  not  risen  upon  us.     We  have 
id  in  the  way  o(  unrighteousness  and 

lition,  and  have  walked  through  hard  deserts, 
but  have  not  known  the  way  of  the  Lord.      What 
hath  pride  profited  us.  or  what  hath  the  boasting 

Jit  to  us?     All  these   things   have 

passed  away  like  a  shadow."      Likewise  in  the 
cxvth  Psalm  is  shown  the  price  and  the  reward 

suffering  :  "  Precious,"  it  says,  "  in  the  sight  of 
the  Lord  is  the  death  of  His  saints."'      In    the 
cxxvth   Psalm  also  is  expressed  the  sadness  of 
the  and   the  joy  of  the   retribution: 

"   ITiey  who    sow,"  it   says,  "in   tears,  shall   reap 
in  joy.      A-  they  walked,  they  walked   and  wept, 

their  seeds  ;  but  as  they  come  again,  they 

shall  <  ome  in  exultation,  bearing  their  sheaves."  2 
And  again,  in  the  cxviiith  Psalm  :  "  Blessed  are 

are  undefiled  in  the  way.  who  walk  in 
the    law  of  the    Lord.     Blessed    are    they  who 

n  h  II  -  testimonies,  and  seek  Him  out  with 

their    whole  heart."-'     Moreover,    the    Lord    in 
the  Gospel,  Himself  the  avenger  of  our  persecu- 

and   the   rewarder  of  our  suffering,  says : 

re  they  who  suffer  persecution  for  right- 
eon  .    for    theirs   is   the    kingdom    of 

And  again  :    "  Blessed  shall  ye  be 
n  men  shall  hate  you,  and  shall  separate  you, 

and  shall  <  1,  and  shall  revile  your  name 

evil,  for  the  Son  of  man's  sake.     Rejoice  ye 
in  that  for  joy  ;  for,  behold,  your 

rreat  in  heaven."*     And  once  more  : 

"  W                                •  his  life  for  my  sake,  the Nor  do  the  rewards  of 

the  divin<   promise  attend  tlv  me  who  are 
and  slain;  but  if  the  passion  itself 

the   faithful,  while   their  faith   has 

d   and   unconquered,  and   having 
1  and  contemned  all  his  ]  cms,  the 

Christian  !  n  that  he   is   following  Christ, 
led    by  Christ   among   the 

!  [imself  promises  and    savs : 

'■   fnei         no   man    that   leaveth   house,  or  land, 

. 

or  parents,  or  brethren,  or  wife,  or  children,  for 

the  kingdom  of  God's  sake,  but  shall  receive 
seven  times  as  much  in  this  present  time,  and  in 

the  world  to  1  ome  eternal  life."  '  In  the  Apoc- 
alypse also  He  says  the  same  thing:  "And  I 

saw,"  saitli  he,  "  the  souls  of  them  that  were 
slain  for  the  name  of  Jesus  and  the  word  of 

Cod."  And  when  he  had  placed  those  who  were 
slain  in  the  first  place,  he  added,  saying  :  "  And 
whosoever  had  not  worshipped  the  image  of  the 
beast,  neither  had  received  his  mark  upon  their 

forehead  or  in  their  hand;"  all  these  he  joins 
together,  as  seen  by  him  at  one  time  in  the  same 

place,  and  says,  "  And  they  lived  and  reigned 
with  Christ."  s  He  says  that  all  live  and  reign 
with  Christ,  not  only  who  have  been  slain;  but 
even  whosoever,  standing  in  firmness  of  the  faith 
and  in  the  fear  of  Cod.  have  not  worshipped  the 
image  of  the  beast,  and  have  not  consented  to 
his  deadly  and  sacrilegious  edicts. 

13.  That  we  receive  more  as  the  reward  of 
our  suffering  than  what  we  endure  here 
in  the  suffering  itself, 

The  blessed  Apostle  Paul  proves  ;  who  by  the 
divine  condescension,  being  caught  up  into  the 
third  heaven  and  into  paradise,  testifies  that  he 
heard  unspeakable  words,  who  boasts  that 
he  saw  Jesus  Christ  by  the  faith  of  sight,  who 
professes  that  which  he  both  learnt  and  saw  with 
the  greater  truth  of  consciousness,  and  says : 

"The  sufferings  of  this  present  time  are  not 
worthy  to  be  compared  with  the  coming  glory 

which  shall  be  revealed  in  us."  9  Who,  then, 
does  not  with  all  his  powers  labour  to  attain  to 
such  a  glory  that  he  may  become  the  friend  of 
Cod,  that  he  may  at  once  rejoice  with  Christ, 
that  after  earthly  tortures  and  punishments  he 
may  receive  divine  rewards?  If  to  soldiers  of 
this  world  it  is  glorious  to  return  in  triumph  to 

their  country  when  the  foe  is  vanquished,  how- 
much  more  excellent  and  greater  is  the  glory, 
when  the  devil  is  overcome,  to  return  in  triumph 
to  paradise,  and  to  bring  back  victorious  trophies 
to  that  place  whence  Adam  was  ejected  as  a 
sinner,  after  casting  down  him  who  formerly  had 

cast  him  down  ;  to  offer  to  God  the  most  accept- 
able gift  —  an  uncorrupted  faith,  and  an  un- 

yielding virtue  of  mind,  an  illustrious  praise  of 
devotion;  to  accompany  Him  when  He  shall 
come  to  receive  vengeance  from  His  enemies,  to 
stand  at  His  side  when  He  shall  sit  to  judge,  to 
become  codieir  of  Christ,  to  be  made  equal 
to  the  angels  :  with  the  patriarchs,  with  the 
apostles,  with  the  prophets,  to  rejoice  in  the 
possession  of  the  heavenly  kingdom  !  Such 
thoughts  as  these,  what  persecution  can  conquer, 

7  Luke  xviii.  29,  30. 8  Kev.  xx.  4,  5 

U  %  iit.  18. 
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what  tortures  can  overcome?     The    brave  and  to   treat   it.      Moreover,  to  brevity 
stedfast  mind,  founded  in  re!  meditations,  of  the  same  kind  is  of  very  great  advantage,  in 
endures;  and  the  spirit  abides  unmoved  against  that  a  treatise  of  too  great  lengl  the 
all  the  terrors  of  the  devil  and  the  threats  of  the  understanding  and  perception  of  the  reader, 
world,  when  it  is  strengthened  by  the  sure  and  while  a  tenacious  memory  keeps  that  which  is 

solid  faith  o!"  things  to  come.  In  persecutions,  read  in  a  more  exact  compendium.  But  I  have 
earth  is  shut  up,1  hut  heaven  is  opened;  Ami  comprised  in  my  undertaking  two  of 
Christ  is  threatening,  but  Christ  is  protecting;  equally  moderate  length:  one  wherein  I  have 
death  is  brought  in,  but  immortality  follows  ;  the  endeavoured  to  show  that  the  Jews,  according 
world  is  taken  away  from  him  that  is  slain,  but  to  what  had  before  been  foretold,  had  Ited 

paradise  is  set  forth  to  him  restored;  the  life  from  God,  and  had  lost  God's  favour,  which  had 
of  time  is  extinguished,  but  the  lib-  of  eternity  I  en  given  them  in  past  time,  and  had  been 
is  realized.  What  a  dignity  it  is,  and  whit  a  promised  them  for  the  future ;  while  the  Chris- 
security,  to  go  gladly  from  hence,  to  depart  bans  had  succeeded  to  their  pi  -crving 
gloriously  in  the  midst  of  afflictions  and  tribula-  well  of  the  Lord  by  faith,  and  <  ming  out  of  all 
tion  i  ;  in  a  moment  to  close  the  eyes  with  whi<  h  nations  and  from  the  whole  world.  The  second 
men  and  the  world  are  looked  upon,  and  at  once  book  likewise  contains  the  sacrament  of  Christ, 
to  open  them  to  look  upon  God  and  Christ!  that  He  has  come  who  was  announced  at 
Of  such  a  blessed  departure   how  great  is  the  ing  to  the  Scriptures,  and  has  done  and  perfected 
swiftness!      You   shall    be   suddenly   tai.   n   away 

from  earth,  to  be  placed  in  the  heavenly  king- 
all  those  things  whereby  He  was  foretold  as  b< 
able  to  be  perceived  and  known.1     And  t: 

doms.     [t  behoves  us  to  embrace  these  things   things  may  be  of  advantage  t"  you  meanwhile, 
in  our  mind  and  consideration,  to  meditate  on    as  you  read,  for  forming   the   first  lineaments  of 

your  faith.     More   strength  will  be  given   j 
and  the  intelligence  of  the  heart  will  be  effe<  ted 

these    things   day   and   night.      If  persecution 
should  fall  upon  such  a  soldier  of  God,  his  virtue, 
prompt  for  battle,  will  not  be  able  to  be  over-  more  and  more,  as  you  examine  more  fully  the 
come.     Or  if  his  call  should  come  to  him  before,  Scriptures,  old  and  new,  and  read  through  the 
his  faith  shall   not  be  without   reward,  seeing   it  complete  volumes  of  the  spiritual  bo 
was  prepared  for  martyrdom;    without  loss  of  now  we  have  filled  a  small  measure  from  the 
time,  the   reward    is   rendered    by  the   judgment 
of    God.        In     persecution,     the     warfare,  — in 
peace,  the  purity  of  conscience,  is  crowned.8 

TREATISE  XI  1.3 

di\  ine  fountains.  whit  h  in  the  meantime  we  would 

send    to  you.      You  will   be   able    to   drink   D 
plentifully,  and  to  be  more  abundantly  satisfied, 
if  \  will  approach  to  drink  together  with 

:  the  same  springs  ><(  the  divine  fuln<  is.      I 
bid  you,  beloved  son,  always  heartil)  farewelL 

j-7j\sr  B 

111  ■ 

THREE    BOOKS   OK   TESTIMONIES    AGAINST 

Till'.   JEWS. 

Cyprian  to  his  son  Quirinus,  greeting.     It  w  is 
necessary,  mj   beloved  son,  that   I  should  obey 
your  spiritual   desire,  which   asked    wnh    most  1.  That  the  Jews  have  fallen  under  the  heavy 
urgent  petition  for  those  divine  teai  hingswhi  re-  wrath  of  God,  1             they  have  departed  ft 
with  the  Lord  his  condescended  to  teach  and  the  Lord,  and  have  followed  idols, 
instruct  us  by  the  Holy  Scriptures,  that,  beinj  1     *dso   1—           I          lid    not 
awaj  from  the  darl                       and  enlightened  prophets,  and  put  them  to  death. 
by  His  pure  and  shining  light,  we  ma)  keep  the  ,;.    That  it  was  previously  foretold  that  tl 
w.u  of  life  through  the  saving  sacraments.     And  would  neither  know  t: 
Indeed,  as  you  have  asked,  s.>  has  this  di  nor  receive  Him. 

been  arranged  b)  me;  an. I  this  treatise  has  b  |.    I'm"  the  Jews  would  not  undei 
ordered  in  an  abridged  compendium,  so  that   I  Holj  Scriptures,  but  that  the)  would           telli- 
should  nut  scatter  what  was  written  in  too difl  ible  in  the  last  rami 

an  abundance,  but,  a,  far  a.  mj   pooi   memorj  5.  That  the   I  n     could  <•.• 
suggested,  might  collect  all  but  was  1.            .  of  the  Scriptures  unles    tl    j 
in  selected  and  connected  head,,  under  which  Christ. 

I  ma)    seem,  not  so  much  to  have  to  and  the  <■.  That  tl                        '  1 
subject,  as  to  have  afforded  material  foi  others 

1 
DOM 

1 1  i  to  rei  ""  tl   tl mi  .ma  in 

liability  \     |i;  t  Pet.  i\ 
'  [Addi 

the  land  wlm  h  they  had  1 

•  1 

ii  is  He  II 
I  [I  .     1 
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...ul. I  also  lose  the  light  of  the 

l  the  firsl  i  in  um<  ision  of  the  flesh  was 

made  vi  id,  and  a  second  circumcision  of  the 

spirit  wa  instead. 
nncr  law,  wlm  h  was  given  by 

10.  new  law  was  to  be  given. 
ii.  dispensation    and   a   new >  n. 

ia.   i :  at  the  old  baptism  was  to  cease,  and  a 
new  one  w  .  gin. 

I    it  the  old  yoke  was  to  be  made  void, 
and  a  new  yoke  was  to  be  given. 

14.  That  the  Old  pastOSS  were  to  cease,  and 
new  _in. 

15.  Thai  Christ  should  be  Cod's  house  and temple,  and  that  the  old  temple  should  pass 
away,  and  a  new  one  should  begin. 

10.  That  the  old  sacrifice  should  he  made 
void,  and  a  new  one  should  he  celebrated. 

17.    That  the  old  priesthood  should  (ease,  and 
anew  priest  should  come  who  should  he  forever. 

.other  prophet,  such  as  Moses,  was 

promised,  to  wit.  who  should  give   a   new  testa- 
ment, and  who  was  rather  to  be  listened  to. 

That  two  peoples  were  foretold,  the  elder 
and  the  younger;  that  is,  the  ancient  people  of 
the  Jews,  and  the  new  one  which  should  he  of  us. 

That  the  Church,  which  had  previously 
been  barren,  should  have  more  sons  from  ami 
the  Gentiles  th  igue  had  had  before. 

si.  That  the  Gentiles  should  rather  believe  in 

Chr 
ia.  That  the  lews  should  lose  the  bread  and 

the  Christ,  and  all  Mis  grace;   while  we 
ive  them,  and  that  the  new  name  of 

Chr  should  he  blessed  in  the  earth. 

That   rather   the   Gentiles   than   the    Jews 
should  attain  to  the  kingdom  of  heaven. 

That  b)  lone  the  Jews  could  obtain 
par  heir  sins,  if  they  wash  away  the  hlood 
of  Christ  slain  in  His  baptism,  and,  passing  over 
into  the  Church,  should  obey  His  precepts.1 

I  I  -HMoMES. 

1.  That  the  J<  ws  have  fallen  under  the  heavy 
wrath  of  Cod  they  have  forsaken 
the  Lord,  and  have  followed  idols. 

In  I  1  to  Aaron  :  "Arise, 
and  make  shall  go  before  us :  be- 

-  this  man  Mos  brought  us  out 
of  I  <•  know  not  what  has  hecome  of  him."2 
I"  '  -  to  the    Lord  : 

rd,  I   pray  thee,   this  people  have  sinned 

1  [Thc*c  twent\  f    ,hc iild  clcarlv enfi 
-   and 

I 
I'aul  has  expounded  them ■  ..ere.] 

a  great  sin.    They  have  made  to  themselves  gods 
-Id  and  silver.  And  DOW,  if  thou  wilt  forgive 

them  their  sin.  forgive  ;  but  if  not,  blot  me  out 
of  the  hook  which  Thou  hast  written.  And  the 

Lord  said  unto  Moses.  If  any  one  hath  sinned 

against  me,  him  will  I  blot  out  of  my  hook."3 
Likewise  in  I  Deuteronomy  :  "They  sa<  rificed  unto 
demons,  and  not  unto  Cod."  *  In  the  book  of 

fudges  too:  "And  the  children  of  Israel  did 
evil  in  the  sight  of  the  Lord  Cod  of  their  fathers, 
who  brought  them  out  of  the  land  of  Egypt,  and 

followed  the  gods  of  the  peoples  that  were  round 
about  them,  and  offended  the  Lord,  and  forsook 

God,  and  served  Baal."5  Also  in  the  same  pla<  e  : 
"  And  the  children  of  Israel  added  again  to  do 
evil6  in  the  sight  of  the  Lord,  and  served  Baal 
and  the  gods  of  the  strangers,  and  forsook  the 

Lord,  and  served  Him  not."7  In  Malachi: 
"Judah  is  forsaken,  and  has  become  an  abomi- 

nation in  Israel  and  in  Jerusalem,  because  Judah 
has  profaned  the  holiness  of  the  Lord  in  those 
things  wherein  He  hath  loved,  and  courted  strange 
gods.  The  Lord  will  cut  off  the  man  who  doeth 
this,  and  he  shall  be  made  base  in  the  tabernacles 

of  Jacob."8 2.  Also    because    they   did    not    believe    the 

prophets,  and  put  them  to  death. 

In  Jeremiah  the  Lord  says  :  "  I  have  sent  unto 
you  my  servants  the  prophets.  Before  the  day- 

light I  sent  them  (and  ye  heard  me  not,  and  did 
not  listen  with  your  ears),  saying,  Let  every  one 
of  you  be  converted  from  his  evil  way.  and  from 
your  most  wicked  desires ;  and  ye  shall  dwell  in 
that  land  which  I  have  given  you  and  your  fathers 

for  ever  and  ever."9  And  again:  IO  "  Co  not 
after  other  gods,  to  serve  them,  and  do  not  wor- 

ship them  ;  and  provoke  me  not  to  anger  in  the 
works  of  your  hands  to  scatter  you  abroad  ;  and 

ye  have  not  hearkened  unto  me."  "  Also  in 
the  third  book  of  the  Kings,  FJias  saith  unto  the 

Lord  :  "  In  being  jealous  I  have  been  jealous  for 
the  Lord  God  Almighty;  because  the  children 
of  Israel  have  forsaken  Thee,  have  demolished 
Thine  altars,  and  have  slain  Thy  prophets  with 
the  sword  ;  and  I  have  remained  solitary,  and 

they  seek  my  life,  to  take  it  away  from  me."  " 
In  Ezra  also:  "They  have  fallen  away  from 
Thee,  and  have  cast  Thy  law  behind  their  backs, 
and  have  killed  Thy  prophets  which  testified 

against  them  that  they  should  return  to  Thee."  ** 
3  Ex.  xxxii.  31-33. 
*  Deut.  xxxii.  17. 

5  Judg.  ii    11-X3. 
<>  "  And  again  they  did  evil." 
7  Judg.  iv.  1. 8  Mai.  ii.  11. 

9  Ter.  vii.  25,  xxv.  4. 

10  The  words  "  and  again"  are  sometimes  omitted;  and  sometimes 

Moreover,  in  the  same  place." "  Jcr    xxv.  6,  7. 
king.,  x\x.  10. 

1    Neh.  ix.  26. 
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3.  That  it  was  previously  foretold  that  they 
would  neither  know  the  Lord,  nor  under- 

stand, nor  receive  Him. 

In  Isaiah  :  "  Hear,  O  heaven,  and  give  ear,  O 
earth:  for  the  Lord  hath  spoken;  I  have  be- 

gotten anil  brought  up  children,  but  they  have 
rejected  me.  The  ox  knoweth  his  owner,  and 

the  ass  his  master's  crib  :  but  Israel  hath  not 
known  me,  and  my  people  hath  not  perceived 
me.  Ah  sinful  nation,  a  people  filled  with  sins, 
a  wicked  seed,  corrupting  children  :  ye  have 
forsaken  the  Lord,  and  have  sent  that  Holy  One 

of  Israel  into  anger."  '  In  the  same  also  the 
Lord  says  :  "  Go  and  tell  this  people,  Ye  shall 
hear  with  the  ear,  and  shall  not  understand;  and 

seeing,  ye  shall  see,  and  shall  not  perceive.  For 
the  heart  of  this  people  hath  waxed  gross,  and 
they  hardly  hear  with  their  ears,  and  they  have 
shut  up  their  eyes,  lest  haply  they  should  see  with 

their  eyes,  and  hear  with  their  ears,  and  under- 
stand with  their  heart,  and  should  return,  and  I 

should  heal  them."  2  Also  in  Jeremiah  the  Lord 
says:  " They  have  forsaken  me,  the  fountain  of 
living  water,  and  have  dug  for  themselves  worn- 
out  cisterns,  which  could  not  hold  water."3 
Moreover,  in  the  same:  "Behold,  the  word  of 
the  Lord  has  become  unto  them  a  reproach,  and 

they  do  not  wish  for  it."  4  Again  in  the  same 
the  Lord  says  :  "The  kite  knoweth  his  time,  the 
turtle,  and  the  swallow;5  the  sparrows  of  the 
field  keep  the  time  of  their  coming  in  ;  but  my 
people  doth  not  know  the  judgment  of  the  Lord. 
How  say  ye,  We  are  wise,  and  the  law  of  the 
Lord  is  with  us?    The  false  measurement6  has 

been  made  vainj  the  scribes  an-  confounded; 
the  wise  men  have  trembled,  and  been  taken,  be- 

cause the\'  have  rejected  the  word  of  the  I  ,<>rd."  7 
In  Solomon  also  :  "  Evil  men  seek  me,  and  shall 
not  find  me;  for  they  held  wisdom  in  hatred, 

and  did  not  receive  the  word  of  the  Lord."'' 
Also  in  the   twenty-seventh    Psalm  :    "  Render  to 
them  their  deserving,  because  they  have  not  per- 
Ceived  in  the  works  of  the  Lord."  '      Also  in   the 

eighty-first  Psalm:  "They  have  not  known, 
neither  have  they  understood  ;  they  shall  walk  on 

in  darkness."  ' "  In  the  (  iospel,  too.  a<  I  ording  to 
John:  "  I  le  came  unto  Ills  own,  an. I  His  own 
1      eived  I  Inn  not.      As   manv  as  1  II  Inn, 

to  tli'  11  nave  lb-  power  to  become  tin-  -on,  of 
God  who  believe  on  I  lis  name."  " 

'  1 1 1  1  -'-4. 
-'  Iia   \  1   .j,  10, 
'  I(  1    11    1  1. 
4  Jcr    vi,  10. 

1  1  the  <  hi  .1  d  edition;  "  The  tunic  ud  the  iweJlow 
km  iwi  Hi  n  .  time,"  eti  . 

6  Si\    inci    >'  .uitliontics  have  "  your  measurement." 
lei    v  in  7-9. 

8  rrov.  i.  a8,  39. 
9  Pi,  xxviti,  4,  5. 
I  1      ; 

II  John  1    11,  1  -■ 

4.  That  the  Jews  would  not  understand   the 
Holy  Scriptures,  but  that  they  would  be 
intelligible  in  the  last  times,  after  that 
Christ  had  come. 

In  Isaiah  :   "And  all  these  words  shall  be  unto 
you  as  the  words  of  a  book  that  i-.  sealed,  which, 
if  you  shall  give  to  a  man  that  knoweth  let 
to  read,  he  shall  say,  I  cannot  read,  for  it  is 
sealed,  lint  in  that  day  the  deaf  shall  hear  the 
words  of  the  book,  and  they  who  are  in  darkr. 

and  in  a  cloud  ;  the  eyes  of  the  blind  shall  see."12 
Also  in  Jeremiah  :  "  In  the  last  of  the  days  ye 
shall  know  those  things." ''  In  Daniel,  moreover: 
"Secure  the  words,  and  seal  the  book  until  the 
time  of  consummation,  until  many  learn,  and 
knowledge    is    fulfilled,  because    when  there  shall 

be  a  dispersion  they  shall  know  all  these  things."  ,4 
Likewise  in  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Cor- 

inthians :  •'  brethren,  I  would  not  that  ye  should 
be  ignorant,  that  all  our  fathers  were  under  the 

cloud."'5  Also  in  the  second  Epistle  to  the  Cor- 
inthians: "Their  minds  are  blinded  even  unto 

this  daw  by  this  same  veil  which  is  taken  away 
in  Christ,  while  this  same  veil  remains  in  the 

reading  of  the  old  Testament,  whi<  h  is  not  un- 
veiled, because  it  is  made  void  in  Christ]  and 

even  to  this  day,  if  at  any  time  Moses  1-  read, 
the  veil  is  upon  their  heart,  lint  b\  and 
when  they  shall  be  turned  unto  the  lord,  the 

veil  shall  be  taken  away."  '  In  the  Gospel,  the 
Lord  after  His  resurrection  says:  "These  are 
the  words  which  I  spake  unto  you  while  1 
yet  with  you,  that  all  things  must  be  fulfilled 
which  .ire  written  in  the  law  oi  M  ises,  and  in 

the  prophets,  and  in  the  Psalms,  i  on<  <  min  •  me. 
Then  opened  He  their  understanding,  that  I 

might  understand  the  Scriptures  ;  and  said  unto 
them.   That  thus  it  is  written,  and  thus  it  hi  hoved 

Christ  to  suiier,  and  to  rise  again  from  the  dead 

the  thud  da)  ;   and   that   repentance   and   remis- 
sion  of  sins   should    be    pre. i>  lied    m    lbs    name 

even  among  all  nation.. 

5.  That  the  Jews  could  understand  nothing 

the  Scriptures  unless   th,  . 
in  (  hrist. 

In  tsai  ih  :    "  \nd  if  \e  w  ill  : 

will  ye  understand."  '       \       the   I  u  !  in 
(  rOSpel  :    "  for    it    \e    behe\e    QOl    that  1 

ye    shall    die    in    your   sins."  V 
righteousness  should  subsist  by  faith,  and  that  m 
it  w  1 .  life,  was  predi<  ted  m  1  [abakkuk 

1  1     1    MIX.  II    18. 
1 1  '  1   I   ,-.        M|       +.J, 

»  1  C01    >    1 

1 '  1 

'  1 
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th   of  me."  '     Hen*  e .eel  ;    in 

in  believed   in   God,  and  it 
nlcd   unto  him  fol  1" 

'  tul  to  the  I  is     ••  Abraham 
and  it  was  counted  unto  him 
\  e  know,  therefore,  that  they 

the  same  arc  children  of  A! 

ture,  foreseeing  that  God 

by  faith,  foretold  to  Abra 
II  nations  should  be  Messed  in  him. 

1  )    who    are   of   faith   are  blessed  > 

faithful  Abraham."  ' 

■  Jerusalem,  and 
ild    leave    the    land   which    they   had d. 

In   [saiah :   "\  luntry  is  desolate,  your 
re  burned  with  lire  :  your  land,  strangers 

ir  it  in  yo  ir  sight  ;  and  the  daughter 
.11  he  kft  deserted,  and  overthrown 

peoples,  as  a  cottage  in  a  vineyard. 

Ige  in  a  garden  of  cucum- 
bers which  is  besieged.     And  unless 

the  1                ~  ;h  had  left  us  a  seed,  we  should 
have  h,  ;na.  and  we  should  have  been 

like  tint            iorrah."s     Also  in  the  Gospel  the 
.    "Jerusalem,  Jerusalem,  that  killed 

the  prophets,  and  stonest  them  that  are  sent  unto 

thee,  how  often  would  I  have  gathered   thy  chil- 
dren as  a  hen  gathereth   her  chickens   under  her 

wings,  and   thou    wouldst   not !     Behold,   your 

shall  be  left  unto  you  desolate."6 

that  they  should  lose  the  Light  of  the 
rd. 

In   Isaiah  :   "  Come  ye.  and  let  us  walk  in  the 
•   the    Lord.      For  He  hath  sent  away  lbs 

iple,  the  house  of  Israel.'7     In   Mis  Gospel 
to  John  :   "That  was  the  true 

hteth  every  man  that  cometh  into 
rid.      lb-  was  in  this  world,  and  the  world 

by    Him,  and  the  world  knew   Him 

Moreover,  in  the  same  place  :  "  He  that 
believeth  I  1  already,  because  he  hath 
not  d  in  the  name  of  the  only  begotten 

And   this   is  the  judgment,  that 
•me   into  the  world,  and  men  loved 

dar  ither  than  light,"' 

8.  That  the  first  circumcision  of  the  flesh  is 
I,  ami  the  second  circumcision 

of  the  spirit  is  promised  instead. 

'  H.      ii    , 

:n'!un  codex  reads.  "  are  justified." 

*  Man  Kxni.  37,  38. 

•  John  1   9,  10. 
1  i,  19. 

In  Jeremiah:  "Thus  saith  the  Lord  to  the 
nun  of  Judah,  and  to  them  who  inhabit  Jerusa- 

lem, Renew  newness  among  you,  ami   do  not 
sow  among  thorns:  circumcise  yourselves  to 

your  God,  and  circumcise  the  foreskin  of  your 
heart  ;  lest  my  anger  go  forth  like  fire,  and  burn 

you  up,  and  there  be  none  to  extinguish  it."10 
Also  Moses  says:  "In  the  last  days  God  will 
<ir<  umcise  thy  heart,  and  the  heart  of  thy  seed, 

to  love  the  Lord  thy  God."  "  Also  in  Jesus  the 
son  of  Nave  :  "  \nd  the  Lord  said  unto  Jesus, 
Make  thee  small  knives  of  stone,  very  sharp,  and 
set  about  to  circumcise  the  children  of  Israel 

for  the  second  time."  ,z  Paul  also,  to  the  Colos- 
sians  :  "  Ye  are  circumcised  with  the  circumcis- 

ion not  made  with  hands  in  the  putting  off  of 

the  ll  sh.  but  with  the  circumcision  of  Christ."  ,3 
Also,  because  Adam  was  first  made  by  Cod 
uncircumcised,  and  righteous  Abel,  and  Enoch, 
who  pleased  Cod  and  was  translated  ;  and  Noah, 
who.  when  the  world  and  men  were  perishing 
on  account  of  transgressions,  was  chosen  alone, 
that  in  him  the  human  race  might  be  preserved  ; 
and  Melchizedek,  the  priest  according  to  whose 
order  Christ  was  promised.  Then,  because  that 

sign  did  not  avail  women,'4  but  all  are  sealed  by 
the  sign  of  the  Lord. 

9.  That  the  former  law  which  was  given  by 
Moses  was  to  cease. 

In  Isaiah  :  "Then  shall  they  be  manifest  who 
seal  the  law,  that  they  may  not  learn ;  and  he 
shall  say,  I  wait  upon  the  Lord,  who  turneth 
away  His  face  from  the  house  of  Jacob,  and  I 

shall  trust  in  Him."  l5  In  the  Gospel  also  :  "All 
the  prophets  and  the  law  prophesied  until 

John."  ,6 
1  o.  That  a  new  law  was  to  be  given. 

In  Micah  :  "  For  the  law  shall  go  forth  out 
of  Sion,  and  the  word  of  the  Lord  from  Jerusa- 

lem. And  He  shall  judge  among  many  peoples, 

and  He  shall  subdue  and  uncover  strong  na- 
tions." '7  Also  in  Isaiah  :  "  For  from  Sion  shall 

go  forth  the  law,  and  the  word  of  the  Lord  from 

Jerusalem  ;  and  He  shall  judge  among  the  na- 
tions." ,s  Likewise  in  the  Cospel  according  to 

Matthew  :  "  And  behold  a  voice  out  of  the  cloud, 
saying,  This  is  my  beloved  Son,  in  whom  I  am 

well  pleased  ;  hear  ye  Him.  "  '9 10   ler    iv.  3,  4. 

"    l>cut.  xxx.  6. 12  Josh.  v.  2. 
'3  Col    ii.  11. 

'*  This  appears  to  be  the  natural  reading,  but  it  rests  on  slight  au- 

thority;  the  belter  accredited  reading  being"  seminis"  for  "feminis." "  Isa.  viii.  16,  17. 16  Matt,  xi    13. '"  Mic  iv.  2,  3. 
18  Isa.  ii.  3,  4. 

'9  Matt.  xvii.  5. 
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ii.  That  another  dispensation  and  a  new  cov- 
enant was  to  be  given. 

In  Jeremiah  :  "  Behold,  the  days  come,  saith 
the  Lord,  and  I  will  complete  for  the  house  of 

Israel,  and  for  the  house  of  Judah,  a  new  testa- 
ment, not  according  to  the  testament  which  I 

ordered  with  their  fathers  in  that  day  in  which 
I  took  hold  of  their  hands  to  bring  them  out  of 
the  land  of  Egypt,  because  they  remained  not 
in  my  testament,  and  I  disregarded  them,  saith 
the  Lord  :  Because  this  is  the  testament  which  I 
will  establish  with  the  house  of  Israel  after  those  ! 

days,  saith  the  Lord:  I  will  give  them  my  laws, 
and  into  their  minds  I  will  write  them  ;  and  I 

will  be  to  them  for  a  God,  and  they  shall  be  to 

me  for  a  people  ;  and  they  shall  not  teach  every 
man  his  brother,  saving.  Know  the  Lord  :  for  all 
shall  know  me,  from  the  Least  even  to  the  greatest 
of  them  :  for  I  will  be  merciful  to  their  iniquities, 

and  will  no  more  be  mindful  of  their  sins."  ' 

12.  That  the  old  baptism  should  cease,  and  a 
new  one  should  begin. 

In  Isaiah  :  "  Therefore  remember  ye  not  the 
former  things,  neither  reconsider  the  ancient 
things,  behold,  I  make  new  the  things  which 
shall  now  arise,  and  ye  shall  know  it  ;  and  1  will 
make  in  the  desert  a  way,  and  risers  in  a  dry 

place,  to  give  drink  to  my  chosen  race,  my  peo- 
ple whom  1  acquired,  that  they  should  show 

forth  in \  praises.""  In  the  same  also  :  "If  they 
thirst,  lie  will  lead  them  through  the  deserts  j 
Me  will  bring  forth  water  from  the  rock  ;  the 
rock  shall  be  cloven,  and  the  water  shall  flow: 

and  my  people  shall  drink.''  >  Moreover,  in  the 
Gospel  according  to  Matthew.  John  says :  "1 
indeed  baptize  you  with  water  unto  repentance  : 
but  He  that  Cometh  after  me  is  mightier  than  I. 

whose  shoes  1  am  not  worthy  to  bear  ;  lie  shall 

baptize  you  with  the  I [oly  ( rhost,  and  with  fire."  I 
Also  according  to  John:  "Except  a  man  be 
born  of  water,  and  of  the  Spirit,  he  cannot 
enter  into  the  kingdom  of  (led.  For  that  which 
is  born  of  the  flesh  is  flesh,  and  that  which  is 

born  of  the  Spirit  is  spirit."  * 

13.  That  the  old  \oke    should    be    made  void, 

and  a  new  yoke  should  be  given. 

In   the   second   Psalm :  "For  what   purpose 
have    the    heathen    raged,    and    the    people    \\n.\ 

gined  vain  things?  The  kin^s  of  the  eaith  stood 
up,  and  the  rulers  have  gathered  together  against 
the  Lord,  and  against  lbs  Christ.  let  us  break 
their  bonds  asunder,  and  cast  awav  their  yoke 

from   us."''      Likewise    in    the    Gospel   according 

1    lei     KXxi      ;i       1 
3    Is. 1.   vim.  |8    Jl. 

1  I    1    iclviii      1 
*  M  .111.    Ml       II. 

•  I'llm  in.  5,  6. 
6    Pi,    II 

to    Matthew,    the  Lord   saj     :  "I  ■   unto   : 
all  ye  that   labour  and  are   burdened,  and   I  will 
cause  you  to  rest.     Take   my  yoke  upon  j 
and   learn  of  me  ;  for  I  am   meek  and  lowly  in 
heart  :   and   ye   shall   find    rest   unto  your  & 
for  my  yoke   is  excellent,  and   n.y  burden 

light."  7     In  Jeremiah  :  "In  that  day  I  will  shat- 
ter the  yoke  from  their  ne<  k, and  will  burst  their 

fetters  ;  and  they  shall  not  labour  for  Others,  but 
they  shall  labour  for  the  I  or  I  God;  and  I  will 

raise  up  David  a  king  unto  them." 

14.  That   the  old   pa  ihould  cease  and 
new  ones  begin. 

In  Ezekiel:  "Wherefon  thus  saith  the  Lord, 
behold,  I  am  above  the  shepherds;  and  I  will 

require  my  sheep  from  their  hands,  ami  I  will 
turn  them  away  from  feeding  my  sheep  ;  and 
they  shall  (cvd  them  no  more,  and  I  will  deliver 

my  sheep  from  their  mouth,  and  I  will  feed 

them  with  judgment."  In  Jeremiah  the  Lord 
says:  "And  I  will  give  you  shepherds  rding 
to  my  own   heart,  and   they  shall  feed   you  with 

the  food  of  discipline.'         In  Jeremiah,  more- 
over:   '"  Hear  the  word  of  the  Lord,  ye   nat: 

and  tell  it  to  the  islands  which  are  afar  oil'.     - 
He  that   scattereth    Israel   will  gather  him,  and 

will  keep  him  as  a  shepherd   his   flock  :   for  the 
Lord  hath  redeemed  Jacob,  and   taken   him 
from    the   hand   of  him    that    was   stronger   than 

he."  " 
15.  That  Christ  should  be  the  1:  d  tem- 

ple of  Cod,  and   that  the  old    temple 
should   cease,   and    the  new  .  •aid 

begin. 

In  the   se<  ond    I  I  "  in6  the 
word  of  the  I  "td  1  ame 

and  tell   my  servant  1  >a\  id .    i  I    >rd. 

I'h<  in  shall   not  build   :  well  in  ; 
but    it   shall  be,  when   th)  1  I  ilfilled, 
and  thou  shalt  sleep  with  Cv  fathers,  I  w 

up   thy    seed    alter   thee,   w '  ,.  h   shall thy  bowels,  and  1  will  make  j 
1  [e  shall  build  me  an  house  in  1  nd  I 

Will   : 
him  for  a  father,  and  he  sh  ill 
and    his   house   shall   obt.i 

kingdom  t"t  e\  1  rmoi 
the  Gospel  the  1  ord  s 
Kit   in  the  temple  on< 

shall  not  be  thiowu  down.' 

days  another  shall  I "    M  .11     || 

I     l.l      \u 

•'         1         ".       K  \\    \l\  IO-|6. 

II 

.III      \  II      4.    ̂ .    I  I 

U    M    ,11       x  x 

U    J  ji. 
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»uld  be  <  ele- 

I  purpose  to  me  is  the 
j  saith  the  Lord  :  1 

am  full  :  1  will  nol  have  the  burnt  sacrifices  of 

rams,  and  fat  of  lambs, and  blood  of  hulls  and 
who  hath  required  these  tilings  from 

\  r  hands? "  '  Also  in  the  forty-ninth  Psalm  : 
••  I  wi\  I  the  flesh  of  bulls,  nor  drink  the 
bio  Offer  to  ( rod  the  sacrifice  of 

prais  paj    your  vows  to  the  Most  High, 
me  in  the  day  of  trouble,  and  I  will 

deliver  thee:  and  thou  shah  glorify  me."  '  Jn 
the   same    I  ■    r  :    "   I  he    S  U  rifice    of 

shall  glorifj  me:  therein  is  the  way  in 
•  h  1  will  show  him  the  salvation  of  God."3 

In  the  fourth  Psalm  too:  "Sacrifice  the  sacri- 

fice of  righteousness,  and  hope  in  the  Lord."  4 
Likewise  m  Malachi :  "  1  have  no  pleasure  eon- 

uth  the  Lord,  and  1  will  not  have 

an  aii  epted  offering  from  your  hands.  Because 
from  tiie  rising  of  the  sun.  even  unto  the  going 

down  (,<l  the  same,  my  name  is  glorified  among 
the  Gentiles;  and  in  every  place  odours  of 

incense  are  offered  to  my  name,  and  a  pure  sac- 
i    my    name  among  the 

nat;  a  the  Lord."  5 

i ;.  That  the  old  priesthood  should  cease,  and 
new  priest  should  come,  who  should 

be  for  ever. 

In  the  cixth  I'salm :  "  Before  the  morning 
I  The  Lord  hath  sworn,  and 

Hewil  ■  .t  repent,  Thou  art  a  priest  forever. 
after  t'  i   of  Melchizedek." 6     Also  in  the 

1  I  I  says  to  the  priest  Eli  : 
'•  And  I  will  raise  up  to  me  a  faithful  priest,  who 
shall  do  all  things  which  are  in  my  heart  :  and  I 
will  build  h  re  house  ;  and  he  shall  pass  in 
the   pn  f  my  anointed  ones  for  all  days. 
And  it  sh  ill  be.  whosoever  shall  remain  in  thine 

hou  1  come  to  worship  for  an  obolus  of 

aey,  and  for  one  loaf  of  bread."  ̂  

i  That  another  Prophet  such  as  Moses  was 
promised,  to  wit,  one  who  should  give 
a  new  testament,  and  who  rather  ought 
to  be  heard. 

In    !  QOmy  God  I  tO  Moses  :    •'  \nd 
the    !  i  •.  A    Prophet  will  I  raise  up 
to  them    from   among   their  brethren,    such   as 

1   Ita    i.  ii,  i]. »  Pi 

«   P»    iv    5 

ii.     [P.  mv/m.     The  ohhtion  OT  M<!- 
chuedck  iff.     The  Oxfort   translator  adds,  "  with  the  in- 
«n^  M  Juuin,  vol.  l.  p.  215,   cap.  xli..  and Irenz  1 *  Pi 

thee,  and  I  will  give  my  word  in  I  lis  mouth  ;  and 
lie   shall    speak    unto   them    that  which    I    shall 

imand  Him.    And  whosoever  shall  not  hear 

whatsoever  things  that  Prophet  shall  speak  in 

my    name.     I     will     avenge    it."  H       Concerning 
whom  also  Christ  says  in  the  Gospel  according 

to  John:  "Search  the  Scriptures,  in  which  ye 
think  ye  have  eternal  life.  These  are  they 
which  set  forth  testimony  concerning  me  ;  and 
ye  will  not  come  to  me,  that  ye  might  have  life. 
Do  not  think  that  I  accuse  you  to  the  Father: 
there  is  one  that  accuseth  you,  even  Moses,  on 
whom  ye  hope.  For  if  ye  had  believed  Moses, 
ye  would  also  believe  me:  for  he  wrote  of  me. 
But  if  ye  believe  not  his  writings,  how  shall  ye 

believe  my  words?"9 

19.  That  two  peoples  were  foretold,  the  elder 

and  the  younger;  that  is,  the  old  peo- 
ple of  the  Jews,  and  the  new  one  which 

should  consist  of  us. 

In  Genesis  :  "  And  the  Lord  said  unto  Re- 
bekah,  Two  nations  are  in  thy  womb,  and  two 
peoples  shall  be  separated  from  thy  belly  ;  and 
the  one  people  shall  overcome  the  other  people  ; 

and  the  elder  shall  serve  the  younger."  IO  Also 
in  Hosea  :  "  I  will  call  them  my  people  that  are 
not  my  people,  and  her  beloved  that  was  not 
beloved.  For  it  shall  be,  in  that  place  in  which 
it  shall  be  called  not  my  people,  they  shall  be 

called  the  sons  of  the  living  God."  " 

20.  That  the  Church  which  before  had  been 
barren  should  have  more  children  from 

among  the  Gentiles  than  what  the  syn- 
agogue had  had  before. 

In  Isaiah  :  "  Rejoice,  thou  barren,  that  bar- 
est not ;  and  break  forth  and  cry,  thou  that 

travailest  not :  because  many  more  are  the  chil- 
dren of  the  desolate  one  than  of  her  who  hath 

an  husband.  For  the  Lord  hath  said,  Enlarge 
the  place  of  thy  tabernacle,  and  of  thy  curtains, 
and  fasten  them  :  spare  not,  make  long  thy 
measures,  and  strengthen  thy  stakes :  stretch 
forth  yet  to  thy  right  hand  and  to  thy  left  hand  ; 
and  thy  seed  shall  possess  the  nations,  and  shall 
inhabit  the  deserted  cities.  Fear  not ;  because 
thou  shalt  overcome :  nor  be  afraid  because 

thou  art  cursed  ;  for  thou  shalt  forget  thy  eternal 

confusion."  I2  Thus  also  to  Abraham,  when  his 
former  son  was  born  of  a  bond-woman,  Sarah 
remained  long  barren  ;  and  late  in  old  age  bare 
her  son  Isaac,  of  promise,  who  was  the  type  of 
Christ.  Thus  also  Jacob  received  two  wives : 
the  elder  Leah,  with  weak  eyes,  a  type  of  the 

8  Dent,  xviii.  i8,  19. 

9  John  v.  39,40,45-47. 10  Gen.  xxv.  23. 

"   Hos.  ii   23,  t.  10. 
12  Isa.  liv.  1-4. 
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synagogue  ;  the  younger  the  beautiful  Rachel, 
a  type  of  the  Church,  who  also  remained  long 
barren,  and  afterwards  brought  forth  Joseph, 
who  also  was  himself  a  type  of  Christ.  And  in 
the  first  of  Kings  it  is  said  that  Elkanah  had 

two  wives  :  1'eninnah,  with  her  sons;  and  Han- 
nah, barren,  from  whom  is  born  Samuel,  not 

according  to  the  order  of  generation,  but  accord- 
ing to  the  mercy  and  promise  of  God,  when  she 

had  prayed  in  the  temple  ;  and  Samuel  being 
born,  was  a  type  of  Christ.  Also  in  the  first 

book  of  Kings  :  "The  barren  hath  borne  seven  ; 
and  she  that  had  many  children  has  grown 
weak."  '  but  the  seven  children  are  the  seven 
churches.  Whence  also  Paul  wrote  to  seven 

churches  ;  and  the  Apocalypse  sets  forth  seven 
churches,  that  the  number  seven  may  lie  pre 
served  ;  as  the  seven  days  in  which  God  made 
the  world  ;  as  the  seven  angels  who  stand  and 
go  in  and  out  before  the  faceofGod,  as  Rap] 
the  angel  says  in  Tobit  ;  and  the  sevenfold  lamp 
in  the  tabernacle  of  witness ;  and  the  seven 

eyes  of  God,  which  keep  watch  over  the  world  ; 
and  the  stone  with  seven  eyes,  asZechariah  says  ; 
and  the  seven  spirits  ;  and  the  seven  cmdlestii  ks 
in  the  Apocalypse  \  and  the  seven  pillars  upon 
which  Wisdom  hath  builded  her  house  in  Solo- 
mon. 

21.  That    the  Gentiles  should  rather  believe- 
in  (  lirist. 

In  Genesis:  "And  the  Lord  God  said  unto 
Abraham,  Go  out  from   thy  country,  and  1 

thy  kindred,  and  from  thy  lather's  house,  and into  that    land   which    I   shall   show  thee :   and  I 

will  mike  of  thee  a  great  nation,  and  1  will  bless 
thee,   and    1    will    magnify  thy  name  ;  and   tho  1 
shalt  he  blessed  :  .md  I  will  bless  him  that  bl 
eth  thee,  and  I  will  curse  hhn  tli  it  1  urseth  th 
and   in   thee   shall   all   the    tribes  of  the  earth  be 

blessed."2      On   this   same   point    in    Genesis: 
••  And   Isaac  blessed  Jacob.3     behold,  the  sm  11 
of    my   son    is  as   the  smell   of  a   plentiful    field 
which    the   Lord   hath    blessed:  and  God  . 

thee  m|  the  Arw  of  heaven,  and  of  the  fertility 
Of  the   earth,  abundance  of  c  om,  and  wine, 

oil :  and  peoples  shall  obey  thee,  .md    prill 

shall  worship  diet' :  and  thou  shalt  be  lord  over 
thy    brother,    .u\\    the    ■<  >ns    ol   thy  lather  shall 
v  Orship  thee  :    .1,1  I    he    that  <  urseth   t  11  he 

cursed,  and  he  that  blesseth  thee  shall  he 

blessed."  '      ( )n    this    matter    too   in   <  I 

"  Hut  when  Joseph  saw  that  his  father  pla<  ed  his 
right  hand  on  the  head  of  Kphraim.  it  sinned 
displeasing  to  him:  and  Joseph  laid  hold  of  hi, 

lather's  hand,  to  lift  it  from  the  head  of  Kphraim 

1    1   S  1111.   11      .  I   ,.iii>.  11.-    I  >■    111  ..     .1      p 

I  The  quotation  in  th<  0  ition  begins  from  thii 
4    Inn.    \\\  II     .■;        y 

on  to  the  head  of  Manasseh.      M<  >re<  ■'.  er,  J<  iseph 
said   unto  his  father,  Not  so,  my  father  :   thi 

my  first-born ;  place    thy   right   hand  upon  his 
head,      lint   he  would   not,   and  said,  I    know   it, 

my  son,  I    know   it  :   and   he  also  shall  be  a  ] 
pie,  and  he  shall  be  exalted  ;  but  his    you: 
brother  shall  be  greater  than  he,  and   h 

shall  become  a  multitude  of  nations."  5     M 

over  in   Genesis:    "Judah,  thy  brethren    shall 
praise  thee:    thine   hand   shall  he  upon  the  ! 
hi    thine  enemies;  the  sons  of  thy  father  shall 

worship   thee.     Judah    is  a  lion's    whelp  :   from 
iii     5]  nder  twig,6  my  son,  thou  1, 
thou  layedst  down  and  sleepedst  as  a  li 

as.i  lion's  whelp.    Who  shall  stir  him  up? 
shalt  not  fail  a  print  e  from  Judah,  and  a  1       I   r 
from  his  loins,  until   those  things  entrusted  to 
him  shall  come  ;  and   he  is  the  hope  of  the 
dons :  binding  his  foal  unto    the  vine,  and 

i  colt  unto  the  branch  of  the  vine  ; '  he  shall 
wa>h   his  garments  in  wine,  and  hi-  clothil 
the   blood  of  the  grape:  terrible  are   his 
with  wine,  and   his  teeth  are  whiter  than  milk." 
Hence  in   Numbers  it  is  written  concerning  our 

[people:  "Behold,  the  shall  rise  up 
lion-like  people."9  In  Deuteronomy:  "Ye 
G<  utiles  shall  be  for  the  head  :  but  this  ui 

lieving  people  shall  be  for  the  tail." ,0  Also  in 
Jeremiah  :  "Hear  the  sound  of  the  trumpet. 
And  they  said,  We  will  not  hear:  for  tl 
the  nations  shall  hear,  and  they  who  shall  feed 

their  cattle  anion,;  them."  "  In  the  seventeenth 
••  Thou    sh   It  me   the  head  of 

the  nations:  a  ]  :ople  whom  I  have  not  known 
have  served  n  ing  of  the  i 

have  obeyed  m  ."   '    Concerning  thisveiy  I 
the  1.  id  s.i\  s  in   I  remiah  :  "  Before   I 
thee  in  the  belly,  i  knew  thee  ;  and  b  fore  I 

forth  from  the  womb,  I  san<  Uru 
and  established  t  a  prophet  ara<  rig  the 

n  itions."  "     Abo  in    I  •  liah  :  M  Beh 
manifested  hit  i  witness  to  d. 

prince  and   a   commander   to   the    peoples."  M 
Abo   in    th  "Nations  w  not 
known  Thee  shall  <  all  upon  I 
which    w  I  shall 

une,  in  :  "  And  m 

more 

nuthoi 

.     ■ 

either  X 

:  X  X  ■  «1» ■  i. 

■i  Num    i 

I         I   '.    .    I       V  V  ̂  

"        [W         M 
;  ,   i 

u  in.  K    i ii  1m.  h 
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which  shall 
rule  in  all  the  .  in  Him  shall  the 

|]  be  honour."  ' id  of  Zebulon,  and 

land  o    N       talim,  b)  the  way  of  the  sea, 

:  ye  others  who  inhabit  the  maritime  pla 
if  the  n  it  People 

;k  in  darkness,  behold  ye  a  great  light; 
in  the  region  of  the  shadow  of 

pon  you."  '     Also 
in   the  same:  "  Hius  saith   the   Lord  God  to 

rd,  whos  hand  I  hold,  that 
hear  Him  ;  and    I  will   break 

ider  the  th  of  kings,  I  will  open  before 
tes  ;  and  i  ities  shall  not  1>  •  shut."  '    Also 

in'  :    :  "  I  come  to  gather  together  all  na- 
s  and  tongues  :  ami  tiny  shall  come,  ami  see 

my    glory.     And    I    will  send  out  over  them  a 
ind   I    will  send  those  that  arc  pre- 

them   to    the    unions  which  are 
afar  off,  which  have  not  he  ird  my  name  nor  seen 
my  glory  ;  ami   they  shall   declare   my  glory  to 

"  ;       Uso   in   the   same  :   "  And  in  all 
these  things  ire  not  converted  j  therefore 
1  1      sh  ill  lift  up  a  standard  to  the  nations  which 

r,  .\n<\  He  will  draw  them  from  the  end  of 
the   earth."        Also   in   the   same:    "Those  who 
had   not  been  told  of  Him  shall  see,  and  they 
who  not  heard  shall  understand."  i     Also 
in   the  same:   •'  I    have   been    made  manifest  to 
th-  k   me    not:    I   have  been  found  of 

isked  not  after  me.     I  said,  Lo,  here 
am   I.  to  a  nation  that  has  not  called  upon  my 

lie  thing,  in  the  Acts  of  the 

-.  Paul  says:  '*  It  was  necessary  that  the 
•   Cod  should  first  be  shown  to  you  ;  but 

e  ye  put  it  from  you,  and  judged  yourselves 
unworthy  of  eternal  life,  lo,  we  turn  to  the  Gen- 

'  >r   thus  said   the    Lord  by  the  Scriptures, 
I,   I    have  set    Thee    a   light    among    the 

'    be  for  salvation 

D  to  the  ends  of  the  earth."  9 

tt.  I  h  Li  the  Jews  would  lose  while  we  should 
re<  eive  the  bread  and  the  cup  of  Christ 
and  all  Hi-  grace,  and  that  the  new 
name  of  Christians  should  be  blessed 
in  the  earth. 

In    Isaiah:   "Thus    saith    the    Lord,   Behold, 
who  serve  me   shall   eat,  but  ye  shall  be 

Id,  they  who  serve  me  shall  drink, 
hall  be  thirsty  :  "  behold,  they  who  serve 

IO. 

I  edition  adds  "  Galilee." 
I .  a. 

'   In   bra.  18,  19. ■-,,  j6. 

•  I 

•  47- 

',  they  who  serve  me  shall  drink  " in  Mine  edition*. 

me  shall  rcjoic  c,  but  ye  shall  be  confounded  ; 

the  Lord  shall  slay  you.  But  to  those  who  serve 
me  a  new  name  shall  be  named,  which  shall  be 

blessed  in  the  earth."  "     Also  in  the  same  place  : 
"Therefore  shall  He  lift  up  an  ensign  to  the 
nations  which  are  afar  off,  and  He  will  draw 
them  from  the  end  of  the  earth;  and.  beliold, 

they  shall  come  swiftly  with  lightness ;  they  shall 

not  hunger  nor  thirst."  '2  Also  in  the  same 
place  :  "  Behold,  therefore,  the  Ruler,  the  Lord 
of  Sabaoth,  shall  take  away  from  Judah  and  from 
Jerusalem  the  healthy  man  and  the  strong  man, 

strength  of  bread  and  the  strength  of  water."  '3 
Likewise  in  the  thirty-third  Psalm:  "()  taste and  see  how  sweet  is  the  Lord.  Blessed  is  the 
man  that  hopeth  in  Him.  Fear  the  Lord  (iod, 
all  ye  His  saints:  for  there  is  no  want  to  them 
that  fear  Him.  Rich  men  have  wanted  and 

hungered  ;  but  they  who  seek  the  Lord 

shall  never  want  any  good  thing."  '4  Moreover, 
in  the  Gospel  according  to  John,  the  Lord  says  : 
"  I  am  the  bread  of  life  :  he  that  cometh  to  me 
shall  not  hunger,  and  he  that  trusteth  in  me  shall 

never  thirst."  is  Likewise  He  saith  in  that  place  : 
"  If  any  one  thirst,  let  him  come  and  drink. 
He  that  bclieveth  on  me,  as  the  Scripture  saith, 

out  of  his  belly  shall  flow  rivers  of  living  water." l6 
Moreover,  He  says  in  the  same  place  :  "Except 
ye  eat  the  flesh  of  the  Son  of  man,  and  drink 

His  blood,  ye  shall  have  no  life  in  you."  '7 

23.  That  the  Gentiles  rather  than  the  Jews 
attain  to  the  kingdom  of  heaven. 

In  the  Gospel  the  Lord  says  :  "  Many  shall 
come  from  the  east  and  from  the  west,  and  shall 
lie  down  with  Abraham,  and  Isaac,  and  Jacob, 
in  the  kingdom  of  heaven ;  but  the  children  of 
the  kingdom  shall  go  out  into  outer  darkness : 

there  shall  be  weeping  and  gnashing  of  teeth."  '8 

24.  That  by  this  alone  the  Jews  can  receive 
pardon  of  their  sins,  if  they  wash  away 
the  blood  of  Christ  slain,  in  His  bap- 

tism, and,  passing  over  into  His  Church, 
obey  His  precepts. 

In  Isaiah  the  Lord  says  :  "  Now  I  will  not  re- 
lease your  sins.  When  ye  stretch  forth  your 

hands,  I  will  turn  away  my  face  from  you ;  and 
if  ye  multiply  prayers,  I  will  not  hear  you  :  for 
your  hands  are  full  of  blood.  Wash  you,  make 
you  clean  ;  take  away  the  wickedness  from  your 
souls  from  the  sight  of  mine  eyes ;  cease  from 
your  wickedness  ;  learn  to  do  good  ;  seek  judg- 

11  Isa.  Ixv.  13-15. '-'  Isa.  v.  26,  27. 
13  Isa   iii.  1,  2. 

14  Ps.  xxxiv.  8-10. 
"  John  vi.  35. 
16  John  vii.  37,  38. 17  John  vi.  53. 

18  Matt.  viii.  ii.  13 
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merit  ;  keep  him  who  suffers  wrong  ;  judge  for 
the  orphan,  and  justify  the  widow.  And  come, 

let  us  reason  together,  saith  the  Lord  :  and  al- 

though your  sins  be  as  scarlet,  I  will  whiten  ■ 
them  as  snow  ;  and  although  they  were  as  crim- 

son, I  will  whiten2  them  as  wool.  And  if  ye  be 
willing  and  listen  to  me,  ye  shall  eat  of  the  good 

of  the  land  ;  but  if  ye  be  unwilling,  and  will  Dot 
hear  me,  the  sword  shall  consume  you  ;  for  the 

mouth  of  the  Lord  hath  spoken  these  things."  3 

SECOND  BOOK. 

HF.ADS. 

i.  That  Christ  is  the  First-born,  and  that  He 

is  the  Wisdom  of  God,  by  whom  all  things  were 
made. 

2.  That  Christ  is  the  Wisdom  of  God;  and 
about  the  sacrament  of  His  incarnation,  and 

passion,  and  cup,  and  altar,  and  the  apostles  who 
were  sent  and  preached. 

3.  That  Christ  also  is  Himself  the  Word  of 
God. 

4- arm
. That  the  same  Christ  is  God's  hand  and 

5- 6. 

7- 

That  the  same  is  Angel  and  God. 
That  Christ  is  God. 

That  Christ  our  God  should  come  as  the 

Illuminator  and  Saviour  of  the  human  race. 

8.  That  although  from  the  beginning  He  had 

been  Son  of  God,  He  had  yet  to  be  begotten 

again  according  to  the  flesh. 

9.  That  this  should  be  the  sign  of  His  nativity, 

th.it  He  should  be  born  of  a  virgin  — man  and 
God  —  Son  of  man  and  of  ( tod. 

10.  That  Christ  is  man  and  God,  compounded 

of  either  nature,  that  He  might  be  a  mediator 
between  us  and  the  Father. 

11.  That  He  was  to  be  born  of  the  seed  of 
David  after  the  flesh. 

12.  That  He  should  be  born  in  Bethlehem. 

1  ;.     That   Hi'  should    romc  in    lowlj   Condition 
on  I  lis  first  advent. 

1  |.  Hut  He  was  the  righteous  One  whom  the 
Jews  should  put  to  death. 

15.  That  He  was  called  a  Sheep  and  a   Lamb 
who  would    have  to  be  slain,  and  concerning  the 

imcnt  of  the  passion. 

1 ').     I'h. it    I  le  is  also  (  ailed  a  Stone. 
17.  That  subsequently  that  stone  should  be 

come    1   mountain,   and   should    till    tin-    whole 
rth. 

18.  That  in  the  last  times  the  same   mountain 

ild  Ik-  manifested,  upon  which  the  Genl 
shoal, I  come,  and  on  which  the  righteous  should 
go  up. 

ia.    That    He    is    the    I'lide-ioom,    having    the 

1  "  Exalbabo." 
••  ■'  Inalbabo  " 

Church  as  His  bride,  from  whom  children  should 

be  spiritually  born. 

20.  That  the  Jews  should  fasten  Him  to  the 
cross. 

21.  That  in  the  passion  and  the  sign  of  the 
cross  is  all  virtue  and  power. 

22.  That  in  this  sign  of  the  cross  is  salvation 
for  all  who  are  marked  on  their  forehe 

23.  That  at  mid-day,  during  His  passion,  there 
should  be  darkness. 

24.  That  He  should  not  be  overcome  of 

death,  nor  should  remain  in  hell. 

25.  That  He  should  rise  again  from  hell  on 
the  third  day. 

26.  That  when  He  had  risen.  He  should  re- 

ceive from  His  bather  all  power,  and  lb-  power 
should  be  eternal. 

27.  That  it  is  impossible  to  attain  to  God  the 
Father,  except  through  the  Son  Jesus  Christ 

28.  That  He  is  to  come  as  a  Judge. 

29.  That  He  is  to  reign  as  a  king  for  ever. 

30.  That  He  is  both  Judge  and  King. 

TESTIMONIES. 

i.  That  Christ  is  the  First-bom,  and  that  He 
is  the  Wisdom  of  God,  by  whom  all 

things  were  made. 

In  Solomon  in  the  Proverbs:  "The  1  • 

tablished  '  me  in  the  beginning  of  His  w  i\-.  into 
His  works:  before  the  world  lb-  founded  me. 

In  the  beginning,  before  lb'  made  the  earth, 
and  before  He  appointed  the  abysses,  b  I 

the  fountains  of  waters  gushed  forth,  before  the 
mountains   were   settled,  before   all   the  hills,  the 

Lord  begot  me.     He  made  the  countries,  and 

the  uninhabitable  places,  and   the   uninhabitable 
bounds  under  heaven.     When  He  prepared! 

heaven,  I  was  present  with    Him  ;   and  when  II  > 

sel  ap  in  His  seat     When  I  [e  made  tin-  so 
Clouds   above    the    winds,    and    when    He    pi 

the   strengthened    fountains   under  heaven,  when 

I  le   made    tin-    might]   foundations   o\    th, 
1  was  by  I  bs  side,  ordering  them  :    1  was    I  I 

whom  lb  delighted:  moreover.  1  daily  1 
:  ■  lb    face  m  all  tune,  when  1 1 

m  the  perfected  earth.'"  -     Abo  in  the  - 
I  1 1  lesiasticus :  "  I  went  forth  out  ̂ <i  the  m 

of  the  Most  1  Ugh,  fust-born  bef  1 
lure  :    1    made    the    unwe. Irving    light 

the  heavens,  and  I  .  overed  the  wl 
a  cloud  :   1  dwelt  m  the  high  i 

throne  in    the    pillar  of  the   <  loud  :    I 

the  circle  of  heavi  n.  and   I  pcn<  • 
depth   ot    the    abvss.  and    I  walked  on  th< 
of  the   sea.  and    I   stood  in  all  tin 

it         Hull. 
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nd  in  every  nation  I  had  the  pre- 
own  strength  I  have  trod- 
[]   the  excellent   and   the 

.ill  hope  of  life  and  virtue  : 

1  ye  who  desire  me."  '     Also 
ghth   Psalm  :  "  Ami   I  will  estab- 

born,  the  highest  among 
earth.     I  will  keep  my  men  j 

.  and  my  faithful  <  ovenant  for 
ind  I  will  establish  his  seed  tor  ever  and 

tis  children  forsake  my  law,  ami  walk 

m  my  judgments  ;  it"  they  profane  mj  judg- ind  .In  u..t  observe  my  precepts,  1  will 
I   their  wickedness  -  with  a  rod,  ami  their 

3  ;    but    my   mercy  will     I   not 

i   j  from  th  :m." '     Also  in  the  Gospel 
>lm.  tin-  Lord  says  :  "  Ami  this  is 

rnal,  that  tiny  should  know  Thee,  the 
.    and    trie    God,  ami    Jesus    Christ,  whom 

sent     I  have  glorified  Thee  on  the 
th:    1    have    finished    the    work   which   Thou 

to  do.      And   now,   do   Thou    glorify 
me  If,  with  the  glory  which  I  had  with 

'l'lv  re  the  world  was  made."'     Also  Paul 
ins:    "Who  is  the  image  of  the 

invi  and  the  first-born  of  every  crea- 

Also  in  the  same   place:   "The   first- 
a  from  the  dead,  that  He  might  in  all  things 

>me  the  holder  of  the  pre-eminence."5     In 
>  :   '•  I  am  Al; 'ha  and  Omega, 

the  ,ui  1  the  i:nd.     I  will  give  unto 
from   the  fountain  of  the 

wat  ife  freely."        That   He  also  is  both 
lorn  and  the  power  of  God,  Paul  proves  in 

rsl    1  pistle  t>  the  Corinthians.     "Because 
Jews  require  a  sign,  and   the  Greeks  seek 

after  wisdom:  but    \\  :   preach   ( 'hri>t  crucified, 
a  stumbling-block,  and  to 

foolishness;  but  to  them  that  are 
car  ind  Greeks,  Christ  the  power 

aid  the  wisdom  of  God."  7 

rist  is  the  Wisdom  of  God  ;  and 

rning  the  sacrament  of  His  incar- 
nation and  of  11  in,  and  cup  and 

altar  ;  and  of  the  who  were  sent, 

.  '  ■ n  in  the  IV  "  Wisdom  hath 
If  an   house,  and   she  has  placed 

•  en  pillars  ;  she  has  slain  her  victims  ; 
hath  mingled  her  wine  in  the  goblet,  and 

her  table,1  and  hath  sent  her 
- 

--33. 

1  -5. 

■  8. 

M   6. 
. 1-74. 

the  Church,  the  «ven  pillars  =  Isa.  xi.  2,  3:  her 
•  !'«  table;   her  cup  «-  (he  sacrunicnt  of  the  Blood;   her 

'»  -  of  the  Body.     Then  her  servants  -  preachers.     So  old  au- 

servants,  calling  with  a  loud  announcement 

the  cup,  saying,  Let  him  who  i*,  foolish  turn  to 
me  :  ami  to  them  that  want  understanding  she 
has  said,  Come,  eat  of  my  loaves,  and  drink  the 
wine  which  I  have  mingled  for  you.  Forsake 

foolishness,  and  seek  wisdom,  and  correct  knowl- 
edge by  understanding. 

3.  That  the  same  Christ  is  the  Word  of  God. 

In  the  forty-fourth  Psalm  :  "  My  heart  hath 
breathed  out  a  good  Word.  I  tell  my  works  to 

the  King."  '"  Also  in  the  thirty-second  Psalm  : 
••  By  the  Word  of  God  were  the  heavens  made 
fast  ;  and  ail  their  strength  by  the  breath  of  His 

mouth."  "  Also  in  Isaiah  :  "A  Word  completing 
and  shortening  in  righteousness,  because  a  short- 

ened word  will  (iod  make  in  the  whole  earth."  12 
Also  in  the  cvith  Psalm:  "He  sent  His  Word, 
and  healed  them."'3  Moreover,  in  the  Gospel 
according  to  John  :  "  In  the  beginning  was  the 
Word,  and  the  Word  was  with  God,  and  God 
was  the  Word.  The  same  was  in  the  beginning 
with  God.  All  things  were  made  by  Him,  and 
without  Him  was  nothing  made  that  was  made. 
In  Him  was  life  ;  and  the  life  was  the  light  of 
men.  And  the  light  shineth  in  darkness;  and 

the  darkness  comprehended  it  not."  '4  Also  in 
the  Apocalypse  :  "  And  I  saw  the  heaven  opened, 
and  lo,  a  white  horse  ;  and  he  who  sate  upon 
him  was  called  Faithful  and  True,  judging  rightly 

and  justly;  and  He  made  war.  And  He  was 
covered  with  a  garment  sprink.ed  with  blood; 

and  His  name  is  called  the  Word  of  God."  '5 

4.  That  Christ  is  the  Hand  and  Arm  of  God.'6 

In  Isaiah  :  "  Is  God's  Hand  not  strong  to 
save?  or  has  He  made  His  ear  heavy,  that  He 
cannot  hear?  But  your  sins  separate  between 
you  and  (iod ;  and  on  account  of  your  sins  He 
turns  His  face  away  from  you,  that  He  may  not 

pity.  For  your  hands  are  denied  with  blood, 
and  your  fingers  with  sins.  Moreover,  your  lips 

have  spoken  wickedness,  and  your  tongue  medi- 
tates unrighteousness.  No  one  speaketh  truth, 

nor  is  there  true  judgment :  they  trust  in  vanity, 

and  speak  emptiness,  who  conceive  sorrow,  and 

bring  forth  wickedness."  '7  Also  in  the  same 
place:  "Lord,  who  hath  believed  our  report? 
and  to  whom  is  the  Arm  of  God  revealed  ?"|S 
Also  in  the  same  :  "Thus  saith  the  Lord,  Heaven 
is  my  throne,  and  the  earth  is  the  support  of  my 

9  Prov.  ix.  1-6. 

'     Pt.    xlv.    1.     [2i0    ̂ 31.    Hebrew,    \0y6v,  Sept.   Verbun 
Matter,  Eng.  and  Angl.  Psalter.] 

"   Pi    xxxiii.  6. 12  Ha.  x.  23. 

13  Ps.  cvii.  20. 

14  John  i.  1-5. 
'"  Rev.  xix.  11-13. 

16  f  Hence  the  Spirit,  "  the  finger  of  God."    Luke  xi.  20.] 
'"   I-a.  lix.  1-4. 13  Isa.  liii.  1, 
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feet.  What  house  will  ye  build  unto  me?  or 
what  is  the  place  for  my  rest?  For  all  these 

things  hath  mine  hand  made."  '  Also  in  the 
same  :  "  O  Lord  God,  Thine  Arm  is  high,  and 
they  knew  it  not ;  but  when  they  know  it,  they 

shall  be  confounded."2  Also  in  the  same: 
"The  Lord  hath  revealed  His  Arm,  that  holy 
Arm,  in  the  sight  of  all  nations  ;  all  nations,  even 
the  ends  of  the  earth,  shall  see  salvation  from 

Clod."  >  Also  in  the  same  place  :  "  Behold.  I 
have  made  thee  as  the  wheels  of  a  thrashing 

chariot,  new  and  turned  back  upon  them- 

selves ;  "  4  and  thou  shalt  thrash  the  mountains, 
and  shalt  beat  the  hills  small,  and  shalt  make 
them  as  chaff,  and  shalt  winnow  them  ;  and  the 
wind  shall  seize  them,  and  the  whirlwind  shall 
scatter  them  :  but  thou  shalt  rejoice  in  the  saints 

of  Israel  ;  and  the  poor  and  need)'  shall  exult. 
For  they  shall  seek  water,  and  there  shall  be 
none.  For  their  tongue  shall  be  dry  for  thirst. 
I  the  Lord  God,  I  the  God  of  Israel,  will  hear 
them,  and  will  not  forsake  them  ;  but  I  will  open 
rivers  in  the  mountains,  and  fountains  in  the 
midst  of  the  fields.  I  will  make  the  wildernesses 

watery  groves,  and  a  thirsty  land  into  water- 
courses. I  will  establish  in  the  land  of  drought 

the  cedar-tree  and  the  box-tree,  and  the  myrtle  ; 
and  the  cypress,  and  the  elm5  and  the  poplar, 

that  th'}'  may  see  and  acknowledge,  and  know 
and  believe  together,  that  the  Hand  of  the  Lord 
hath  done  these  things,  and  the  Holy  One  of 

Israel  hath  shown  them."6 

5.  That  Christ  is  at  once  Angel  and  God.7 

In  Genesis,  to  Abraham  :  "And  the  Angel  of 
the  Lord  called  him  from  heaven,  and  said  unto 
him,  Abraham,  Abraham!  And  he  said,  Here 

am  I.  And  He  said,  Lay  not  thine  hand  upon 
the  lad,  neither  do  thou  anything  unto  him. 
For  now  I  know  that  thou  fearest  tin  God,  and 
hast  not  spared  thy  son,  thy  beloved  son,  for  my 

Also  in  the  same  place,  to  facob  : 

"And  the  Angel  of  the  Lord  spake  unto  me  in 
dreams,  1  am  God,  whom  thou  sawest  in  the 

place  of  God  '  where  thou  anointedst  me  a  pil 
I.11  of  stone,  and  voweds!  to  me  a  vow."  '  '  Also 

in  Exodus  :  "  But  God  went  before  them  by  day 
indeed    in   a    pillar  of  cloud,    to   show    them    the 

way;  and  by  night  in  a  pillar  of  fire.""     And 

I      ,.    .   .  
 1    I    1    Ixvi.  I,  1. 

1    1   xxvi.  11. 
I     i     In     [O. 

4  Ori  mil    "  K.ii.is  vehiculi  triturantis  novas  in  M  retornal 
1  I     1  Ixford  edition  rends  the  C  irdi,  "  in 
ninl  ili«   i!  hi  I  it.  .i  givi    ,  "  ihi    *  heels  of  a  thra  h 
willi  new  lecth." 

'  Some  editions  omit  "  and  i'"1  elm." 
•  Isa.  xli.  15-30,     I  in  11.1 11.,  vol   i,  p.  487.    " Word  and  Wisdom 

"hands."  I 
\vc,  the  Jehovah-Angel,    See  Tertullian,  vol.  iii   p.  335.] 

*  C!cn.  v  v ii.  11.  1 
«  .v,  //  ■•  itriii .  1,"  •'  the  hou*  "i  I 
■*  1  len    xxxi.  1  3, "   I \.    Mil.    It, 

afterwards,  in  the  same  place:   "And  the  An 
of  God   moved   forward,  which  went  before 

arm_\-  of  the  children  of  Israel."  '2  the 
same  place  :   "  Lo,  I  send   my  Angel  before  thy 
fa<  e,  to  keep  thee  in  the  way,  that  He  ma)  . 
thee   into   the   land   which    I    have   prepared 
thee.     Observe    Him,    and   obey    Him,    an  I    be 
not  disobedient   to    Him,  and    He    will    not    be 

wanting  to  thee.     For  my  Name  is  in  Him."'3 
Whence    He    Himself  says    in    the    Gospel:    "  ] 
came  in  the  name  of  my  Father,  and  ye  re<  eived 
me  not.     When  another  shall  come   in   his  own 

name,  him  ye  will  receive."  M     And  again  in  the 
cxviith  Psalm:  "Blessed  is  He  who  cometh  in 

the    name    of   the    Lord." '5     Also  in   M 

"  My  covenant  of  life  and  peace  was  with  Le\ 
and   I  gave  him   fear,  that  he  should   fear  me, 
that  he  should  go  from  the  face  of  my  name. 
The  law  of  truth  was  in  his  mouth,  and  unright- 

eousness   was    not    found    in    his    lips.      In    the 
peace  of  the  tongue  correcting,  he  walked  with 

us.  and  turned  main- away  from  unrighteousn 
Because  the  lips  of  the  priests  shall  keep  knowl- 

edge, and  they  shall  seek  the  law  at  His  mouth  ; 

for  He  is  the  Angel  of  the  Almighty."  •* 

6.  That  Christ  is  God. 

In  (bnesis :  "  And  God  said  unto  1,  Arise, 
and  go  up  to  the  place  of  Bethel,  and  dwell  th 
and  make  there   an    altar  to    that   God   who 

peared  unto  thee   when   thou   lleddest   from    the 

of  thy  brother  Esau."  ,a     Abo  in    [saiah: 
••  Thus  saith  the    Lord,  the   ( rod   <'(  > 
l      pt  is  wearied  ;  and  the  merchandise  of  the 

Ethiopians,   and   the  tall   men   of  th    S 
shall  pass  over  unto  Thee,  and  shall  be  rhj 
vants;    and   shall   walk   after   Thee   bound   with 
chains  ;  and  shall  worship  Thee,  .md  shall 

to  rhee,  because  God  i-^  in  Thee,  and  the: 

no  other  God  beside  Thee.     Foi   I'hou  ..■ 
and  we  knew  it  not,  o  God  of  Israel,  oui  S 

iour.      They  shall  all  be  confounded  and  fear  . 
oppose  Thee,  and  shall  fall  into  confu 
I  .ikeu  ise  in  the  same  :  "  The  • 
ing  in  the  \\  ilderni  ss,  Pre] 

I,  make  straight  the  paths  -  l 
i  hannel  shall  be    tilled    up,  and   1 
and  lull  shall  be  made  low .  and  all  • 
shall  be  made  straight,  and 

and  the  gle  irj   0J  iii1     I  old  shall  1>< 
flesh  shall  s<  ialvation  ol  I 

I  ord  hath  spoken  it."       M 

1    1 

11       I      V         * 

1        '■' 

1  •   1  Jin 

i]   I 

1     ■ 

'     M 

1 
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med 
hath  found  all   the  wa) 

/en  it  to  Ja<  ob  I  [is  son, 
'    •    |    : .         II 

He  i  'I  with  men."  ' 

.  hariah  God  says :  "  And  they  shall 
the  nan  .  an< I  the)  shall 

.  and  they  shall  dry  up 

ths  of  the  i;  nd  all  the  haughti- 
the  Assyrians  shall  be  confounded,  and 

the  't  shall  be  taken  away.     And 
I  will  strengthen  them  in  the  Lord  their  God, 
and    in   His  came  shall    they  glory,  saith    the 

Moreover,  in  Hosea  the  Lord  saith: 

••  1  will  not  do  according  t"  tin-  anger  of  mine 
indignation,  I  will  not  allow  Ephraim  to  be  de- 

:    tor  I  am  Cod.  and  there   is    not  a  holy 
man  in  thee  :   and  I  will  not  inter  into  the  city  ; 

I  will  go  after  God." 3     Also  in  the  forty-fourth 
n  :   "Thy   throne.  (  >   Cod.   is  for  ever  and 

ceptre  of  righteousness  is  the  sceptre 
of  Tin  k  i.    Thou  hast  1  hteousness, 

and  hated   iniquity:  wherefore  God,  Thy  God, 
ted  Thee  with  the  oil  of  gladness  above 

Thy  fellow-  So,  too,  in  the  forty-fifth  Psalm  : 
still,  and  know  that  I  am  God.     I  will  be 

Ited  among  the  nations,  and  1  will  be  exalted 

■  ie  earth." s     Also  in  the  eighty-first  Psalm: 
••  rhey  have  not  known,  neither  have  they  un- 

id  :  they  will  walk  on  in  darkness."        Mso 
ra  seventh  Psalm :"  Sing  unto  God, 

unto  I  lis  name:  make  a  way  for  Him  who 
th    up  into  the  west:  Cod  is  His  name 

>  in  the  Gospel  according  to  John  :  "In  the Word   and  the  Word  was  with 

I  was  the  Word."8     Also  in  the 

•  I':  ■  Lord  said  to  Thomas,  Reach  hither 
r,  and  behold  my  hands :  and  be  not 

elieving.     Thomas  answered  and 
i  linn.  My  Lord  and  my  God.     J< 

se  thou  hast  seen  me,  thou 

t    believed  :  blessed  are   they  who   have   not 
•    have  believed."9     Also    Paul   to 

-  :   ■•  I  >  ould  wish  that  I  myself  w<  re 
1   from  Christ  for  my  brethren  and  my 

kin  i  to  the  flesh  :  who  are  Israel- 

■  the  ad  and  the  glory,  and 
nt.  and  the  appointment  of  the  law. 

ind  the  promises  ; 

wlv  the  fathers,  of  whom,  a<  cording  to  the- 
me, wh  i  all,  blessed 

•■I  am 

Al]  
.ega,  th<  

§   and  the  end  : 
"37- 

■ 

a,  io. 

'  ■  ■'■  5- 

4. 

«.  27-*). 

-5. 

I  will  give  to  him  that  is  athirst,  of  the   fountain 
of  living  water  freely.      1  Ie  that  oven  onieth  shall 
possess  these  things,  and  their  inheritano  ;  and 

I  will  be  his  Cod.  and  he  shall  be  my  son."" 
Uso  in  the  eight)  fust  Psalm:  "Cod  stood  in 
the  congregation  of  gods,  and  judging  gods  iii 

midst."  ,2  And  again  in  the  same  pla<  1  ;  "  I 
have  said,  Ye  are  gods  ;  and  ye  are  all  the  <  liib 

dren  of  the  Highest  :  but  ye  shall  die  like  men."' * 
I'.ut  if  they  who  have  been  righteous,  and  have 
obeyed  the  divine  precepts,  may  be  called  gods, 
how  much  more  is  Christ,  the  Son  of  God,  Cod  ! 
Thus  lie  Himself  says  in  the  Gospel  according 

to  John :  "Is  it  not  written  in  the  law,  that  1 
said,  Ye  are  gods?  If  lie  called  them  gods  to 

whom  the  word  of  God  was  given,  and  the  Scrip- 
ture cannot  be  relaxed,  do  ye  say  to  Him  whom 

the  Father  hath  sanctified  and  sent  into  the 

world,  that  thou  blasphemest,  because  I  said,  I 
am  the  Son  of  Cod?  But  if  I  do  not  the  works 

of  my  bather,  believe  me  not;  but  if  I  do,  and 
ye  will  not  believe  me,  believe  the  works,  and 

know  that  the  Father  is  in  me,  and  I  in  Him."  '* 
Abo  in  the  ( rospel  according  to  Matthew  :  "  And 
ye  shall  call  His  name  Emmanuel,  which  is,  being 

interpreted,  Cod  with  us."  '5 

7.  That  Christ  our  God  should  come,  the  Kn- 
lightener  and  Saviour  of  the  human  race. 

In  Isaiah :  "  Be  comforted,  ye  weakened 
hands ;  and  ye  weak  knees,  be  strengthened. 

Ye  who  are  of  a  timorous  heart, 'fear  not.  Our 
Cod  will  recompense  judgment,  He  Himself  will 
come,  and  will  save  us.  Then  shall  be  opened 
the  eyes  of  the  blind,  and  the  ears  of  the  deaf 
shall  hear.  Then  the  lame  man  shall  leap  as  a 

stag,  and  the  tongue  of  the  dumb  shall  be  intel- 
ligible ;  because  in  the  wilderness  the  water  is 

broken  forth,  and  the  stream  in  the  thirsty  land."  '6 
Also  in  that  place  :  "  Not  an  elder  nor  an  angel, 
bit  the  Lord  Himself  shall  deliver  them  ;  because 
1  le  shall  love  them,  and  shall  spare  them,  and 

He  Himself  shall  redeem  them."'7  Also  in  the 

same  place  :  "  I  the  Lord  God  have  called  Thee 
in  righteousness,  that  I  may  hold  Thine  hand, 
and  I  will  comfort  Thee  ;  and  I  have  given  Thee 

for  a  covenant  of  my  people,  for  a  light  of  the 
nations  ;  to  open  the  eyes  of  the  blind,  to  bring 
forth  them  that  are  bound  from  chains,  and  those 

who  sit  in  darkness  from  the  prisoivhouse.  I 

am  the  Lord  God,  that  is  my  name.  1  will  not 

my  glory  to  another,  nor  my  powers  to 

graven  images."18  Also  in  the  twenty-fourth 
Psalm  :  "  .^how  me  Thy  ways,  O  Lord,  and  teach 11  Rev.  xxi.  6,  7. 

12  Ps.   l\\\ll     I 
'i   Ixjcxti.  6,  7. 

14  John  x.  34-38. '■  Matt.  i.  23. 
16  I  ;-6. '"    Isa    Ixiii.  9. 

,a  Isa.  xln.  6-8. 
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me  Thy  paths,  and  lead  me  unto  Thy  truth,  and 

teach  me  j  for  Thou  art  the  God  of  my  salva- 

tion."'  Whence,  in  the  Gospel  according 

John,  the  Lord  .says:  "I  am  the  light  of, the 
world.  He  that  will  follow  me  shall  not  walk  in 

darkness,  but  shall  have  the  light  of  life."  a 
Moreover,  in  that  according  to  Matthew,  the 

angel  Gabriel  says  to  Joseph  :  "Josi  ph,  thou  son 
of  David,  fear  not  to  take  unto  thee  Mary  thy 
wife,  for  that  which  shall  he  burn  to  her  is  of 

the  Holy  Ghost.  And  she  shall  bring  forth  a 
s  in,  and  thou  shalt  call  His  name  Jesus;  for 

1  te  shall  saw  1  lis  people  from  their  sins."-'  Also 
in  thai  aci  ording  to  Luke  :  "  And  Zacharias  was 
filled  with  the  Holy  Ghost,  and  prophesied,  say 
fag,  Blessed  he  the  Lord  God  of  Israel,  who 

hath  foreseen  redemption  for  His  peo] 
hath  raised  up  an  horn  of  salvation  for  us  in  the 

house  of  His  servant  David."4  Als  tin  the  same 

place,  the  angel  said  to  the  shepherds:  "Fear 
not;  for,  behold,  I  bring  you  tidings  that  unto 

you  is  horn  this  day  in  the  city  of  David  a  Sav- 

iour, which  is  Christ  Jesus."  5 

8.  That  although  from  the  beginning  He  had 

been  the  Son  of  God,  yet  lie  had  to  be 

begotten  again  according  to  the  flesh. 

In  the  second  Psalm:  "The  Lord  said  unto 
me,  Thou  art  my  Son  ;  this  day  have  I  begotten 

Thee.  Ask  of  me,  and  I  will  give  Thee  the 
nations  for  Thine  inheritance,  and  the  bounds 

of  the  earth  tor  Thy  possession.'"'  Also  in  the 
Gospel  according  to  Luke:  "And  it  came  to 
pass,  when  Elisabeth  heard  the  salutation  of 

Mary,  the  babe  leaped  in  her  womb;  and  she 
was  filled  with  the  Holy  Ghost,  and  she  i 
out  with  a  loud  voice,  and  said.  Blessed  art  thou 

among  womi  n,  and  blessed  is  the  fruit  o(  thy 
womb.  And  whence  does  this  happen  to  me. 

that  the  mother  of  my  Lord  should  come  to 

me5"-  Also  Paul  to  the  Galatians  :  ••but  when 
the  fulness  of  the  time  was  come,  God  senl    His 

Son,  bom  of  ;i  woman."  s     Abo  in  the  Epistle  of 
John:  "Ever)  spirit  which  confesses  that  Jesus 
Christ  is  come  in  the  llesh  is  of  God.      Bui  who 
soever   denies    that     He    is    <  ome    in    the    llesh    is 

not  of  (  tod,  but  is  of  the  spirit  of  Antii  hi 

9.  That  this  should  be  the  sign  ol  His  nativity, 
that  I  le  should  be  pom  ol  a  \  11  in  — 

man  and  Cod  —  a  son  of  man  ami  a  Son 
of  (  iod. 

In    Isaiah:    "  And    the    Lord  went  On  tO    peak 
to  \h.i.-,  ,,i\  in-.  Ask  thee  a    1  n  from  the  I  ord 

'  I      kxv.  4,  5, 
lo  '!i  v   

J  M.iit.  1     10,     1 . 
*  I  11I ..    1 

*  I  uke  11    1  ■.  ii. 
6  Pi   Ii 

7  I  iiikc  1    11    (j. 
»  Gal   i\    1 

9   1  John  iv.  -•,  j. 

thy  God,  in   the   height  above  and  in  th 
below.     And  Aha/  said,  I  will  not  ask,  an 

will  not  tempt  the  Lord  my  (iod.     And  1: 

1  tear  ye,  therefore,  O  house  of  David  :  it  i 
trifling  contest  unto  you  with  men,  sim 

supplies   the   struggle.     On   this   account   < 
Himself  will  give  you  a  sign.      Behold, 

shall  <  oik  eive,  and  shall  bear  a  son.  and  ye  shall 
call   His  name   Emmanuel,     butter  and   h< 

shall    He   eat;   before   that    He   know 

the  evil,  He  shall  exchange  the  good."  ' 
seed  God  had  I  .Id  proceed  from  the 

ian    that    should    trample    on    the    head   of 

the  devil.     In  Genesis:  "Then  Cod  said  unto 
the  serp  ait,  Be<  ause  thou  hast  done  t 
art  thou   from  every  kind  of  the  be  the 

earth.     Upon  thy  breast  and  thy  belly  -halt  thou 
crawl,  and  earth  shall  be  thy  food  all   the  3 

of  thy  life.     And    I    will   place  enmity  between 
thee  and   the  woman  and  her  seed.      He    shall 

regard  thy  head,  and  thou  shalt  watch  his  heel."  " 

10.  That  Christ  is  both  man  and  God,  com- 

pounded of  both  natures,  that  He  might 
a    Mediator    between    US    and    the 

Father. 

In  Jeremiah  :   "And  He  is  man.  and  who  shall 
know  Him?""    Also  in  Numbers :  "A  Star  shall 
arise  out  of  Jacob,  and  a  man  shall  rise  up  from 

ISKtf  I."        Also  in  the  same  plai  e  :  "  A  Man  shall 
go  forth  out  of  his  seed,H  and  shall  rule  1 
many  nations;  and  His  kingdom  shall  be  exalted 

as  Gog,1    and  lbs  kingdom  shall  be  increased  j 

and  ( iod  brought  1  Inn  forth  out  .ii,    •.     His 
i;lory  is   as   of  the  unicorn,  and  He  shall 
nations   of   His   enemies,  and   shall   take  out  the 

marrow  of  their  fatnesses,  M\d  will  pierce  His 

enemj  with   His  .mow-,     lb-  couched  an.: 

down    as    a    lion,   and    as  a   lion's  whelp.      V. 
shall  raise  Him  up?     blessed  are  tiu  \   w 
1       .  and  <  ursed  are  they  who  curse    I 

Also  in  Isaiah  1  "  1  he  Spirit  of  the  lord  is  u| 
me  j  on  account  whereof  1  le  hath  anointed  me  : 
I  b-  hath  •■  nt  in  -  to  tell  good  tidiri 
to  heal  the  bruised  in  heart,  to  pie.H  h  del.. 

to  the  captives,  and  sight  to  the  blind,  to  pi 

the  a.  1  eptable  year  oil  the  1  "id.  and  i 

n  tribution."        w  i:<  n<  e,  in  the  t . 
ing    to    I  uke,  (  iabnel    s.ns    to 
angel,  answering,  said  to  her,    l 

1   i 

11  Gen    iii 1  ler.  > 1  ■  v 

o 

■ 

" 

■ 
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upon  thee,  and  th<    power  of  the 
I  shall  overshadow  thee.     Wherefore  that 

which  is  born  of  thee  shall  be  called 

■     Also  in  the   first    Epistle 

ol  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  :  "  Hie  first  man  is  of 
f  the  earth  ;  the  set  ond  man  is  from 

be  from  the  soil,  such  are  the) 

i  that  are  of  the  earth  ;  and  as  is  the  heav- 

enly, such  also  are  the  heavenly.     As  «c  have 
the  image  of  him  who  is  of  the  earth, 

bear  the  image  of  Him  who  is  from 

ii.  That  Christ  was  to  be  born  of  the  seed 

of  David,  according  to  the  flesh. 

In  the  second  of  Kings:  "And  the  word  of 
the  Lord  came  to  Nathan,  saying,  Go  and  tell 

my  servant  David,  Thus  s.iith  the  Lord,  Thou 
shah  not  build  me  an  house  to  dwell  in  ;  but  it 

ill  come  to  pass,  when  thy  days  shall   be   ful- 
filled, and   thou  shah   sleep  with   thy  fathers,   I 

will  raise  up  thy  seed   after  thee  who  shall  come 
a  thy  loins,  and  I  will  establish  His  kingdom. 

He  shall  build  me  a  house  in  my  name,  and   I 
will  set  up  His  throne  for  ever  ;  and  I  will  he  to 
Him  a    father,  and  He  shall  he  to  me  a  Son  ; 
and  His  house  shall  obtain   confidence,  and  His 

king' loin  for  ever  in  my  sight."4     Abo  in  Isaiah: 
••  And  a  rod  shall  go  forth  of  the  root  of  Jes^e. 
and  a  flower  shall  go  up  from  his  root  ;   and   the 

»fthe  Lord  shall  rest  upon  linn,  the  spirit 
wisdom   and   of    understanding,   the  spirit  of 

I  and  might,  the  spirit  of  knowledge  and 
piety;    and  the  spirit  of  the  fear  of  the    Lord 
shall    fill    Him."5     Also    in   the   cxwist    Psalm: 
"God  hath  sworn  the  truth  unto  David  himself, 
ami  He  has  not  repudiated  it ;  of  the  fruit  of  thy 

lly  will  I  set  upon  my  throne."6     Also  in  the 
at  i  ording  to  Luke  :   "  And  the  angel  said 

unto  h  not,  Mary.     For  thou  hast  found 
fa\  re  God.    Behold,  thou  shalt  conceive, 
and  shalt  bring  forth  a  son,  and  shalt  call  His 
nan      |  I  he  same  shall  be  meat,  and  He 

lied  the  Son  of  the  Highest  ;  and  the 
.   shall  givi     11  in    the    throne  of  His 

fat':  -i'!  lb-  shall  reign  over  the  house 
!  ever,  and  of  lbs  kingdom  there 

ud."  7     Abo   in    tin-  Apo<  alypse  : 
>v  in  the  right  hand  of  God,  who  sate 

.  written  within,  and  on  the 
and  I  saw  a  strong 
id  voice,   Who  is 

..  and    to    open    its 

'     Nor  was  then  ither  in  heaven 

or  upon   the   earth,  or  under  the  earth,  who 
able  to  open  the  book,  nor  even  to  look  into   it. 
And  I  wept  much  because   nobody  was  found 
worthy  to  open  the  book,  nor  to  look  into  it. 
And  one  of  the  elders  said  unto  me.  Weep  not  ; 
behold,  the  Lion  of  the  tribe  of  Judah,  the  Root 
of  David,  hath  prevailed  to  open  the  book,  and 

to  loose  its  seven  seals."8 

12.  That  Christ  should  be  born  in  Bethlehem. 

In  Micah :  "And  thou,  Bethlehem,  hous 
Kphrata.  art  not  little,  that  thou  shouldst  be 

appointed  among  the  thousands  of  Judah.  Out 
ofth.ee  shall  He  come  forth  to  me,  that  He  may 

be  a  prince  in  Israel,  and  His  goings  forth  from 

the  beginning  from  the  days  of  old."9  Also  in 
the  Gospel  :  "•  And  when  Jesus  was  born  in  Beth- 

lehem of  Judah,  in  the  days  of  Herod  the  king, 
behold.  Magi  came  from  the  east  to  Jerusalem, 
saying,  Where  is  He  that  is  born  King  of  the 
fews?  For  we  have  seen  His  star  in  the  east, 

and  we  have  come  with  gifts  to  worship  Him."  IO 

l3- 

'5- 

iai6. 
I 

That  Christ  was  to  come  in  low  estate  in 
His  first  advent. 

In  Isaiah  :  "  Lord,  who  hath  believed  our 
report,  and  to  whom  is  the  Arm  of  the  Lord 
revealed?  We  have  declared  in  His  presence 
as  children,  as  a  root  in  a  thirsty  ground.  T here 
is  no  form  nor  glory  in  Him  ;  and  we  saw  Him, 
and  He  had  no  form  nor  beauty;  but  His  form 
was  without  honour,  and  lacking  beyond  other 

men.  He  was  a  man  set  in  a  plague,  and  know- 
ing how  to  bear  weakness  ;  because  His  face 

was  turned  away,  He  was  dishonoured,  and  was 
not  accounted  of.  He  bears  our  sins,  and  grieves 
for  us  ;  and  we  thought  that  He  was  in  grief,  and 
in  wounding,  and  in  affliction ;  but  He  was 
wounded  for  our  transgressions,  and  He  was 

weakened  "  for  our  sins.  The  discipline  of  our 
peace  was  upon  Him,  and  with  His  bruise  we 
are  healed.  We  all  like  sheep  have  gone  astray  ; 
man  has  gone  out  of  his  way.  And  God  has 
delivered  Him  for  our  sins;  and  He,  because 

He  was  afflicted,  opened  not  His  mouth."  ,2  Also 
in  the  same  :  "  I  am  not  rebellious,  nor  do  I 
contradict.  I  gave  my  back  to  the  stripes,  and 

my  cheeks  to  the  palms  of  the  hands.  More- 
over, I  did  not  turn  away  my  face  from  the  foul- 

ness of  spitting,  and  God  was  my  helper."  IJ 
Abo  in  the  same:  "He  shall  not  cry.  nor  will 
any  one  hear  His  voice  in  the  streets.  He  shall 
not  break  a  bruised  reed,  and  a  smoking  flax  He 

shall  not  extinguish  ;    but   He  shall  bring  forth 

8  Rev.  v.  1-5. 

9  Mir    v.  2 !"  Matt  ii.  t,  2. 

"  "Ii  "  Oxford  transl. "  braised." 
1     I-',  liii.  1-7.     [Seep.  51C,  su/>rti.] u  Isa.  1.  5-7. 
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judgment  in  truth.  He  shall  shine  forth,  and 
shall  not  be  shaken,  until  He  set  judgment  in 
the  earth,  and  in  His  name  shall  the  nations 

trust."1  Also  in  the  twenty-first  Psalm:  "But 
I  am  a  worm,  and  no  man  ;  the  accursed  of 

man,  and  the  casting  away  of  the  people.  All 

they  who  saw  me  despised  me,  and  spoke  with- 
in  their  lips,  and  moved  their  head.  He  hoped 
in  the  Lord,  let  Him  deliver  him  ;  let  Him 

save  him,  since  he  will  have  Him."2  Also  in 

that  place:  "My  strength  is  dried  up  like  a' 
potsherd,  and  my  tongue  is  glued  to  my  jaws."  ' 
Also  in  Zechariah  :  "  And  the  Lord  showed  me 
Jesus,  that  great  priest,  standing  before  the  face 
of  the  Angel  of  the  Lord,  and  the  devil  was 
standing  at  his  right  hand  to  oppose  him.  And 
Jesus  was  clothed  in  filthy  garm  aits,  and  he 
stood  before  the  face  of  the  Angel  Himself ;  and 
He  answered  and  said  to  them  who  wire  stand- 

ing before  His  face,  saying,  'Like  away  his  filthy 
garments  from  him.  And  he  said  to  him,  be- 

hold, I  have  taken  away  thine  iniquities.  And 

put  upon  him  a  priestly  garment,4  and  set  a  fair 

mitre5  upon  his  head.""  Also  Paul  to  the 
Philippians  :  "Who,  being  established  in  the 
form  of  God,  thought  it  not  robbery  that  He 
was  equal  with  God,  but  emptied  Himself,  taking 
the  form  of  a  servant,  and  was  made  in  the  like- 

ness of  men;  and  being  found  in  fashion  as  a 
man,  He  humbled  Himself,  becoming  obedient 
even  unto  death,  even  the  death  of  the  <  1 

Wherefore  also  God  exalted  Him.  am  1  ga\  e  Him 
a  name  which  is  above  every  name,  that  in  the 

name7  of  Jesus  every  knee  should  bow,  of  things 
in  heaven,  of  things  in  earth,  and  of  infernal 

things,  and  every  tongue  should  confess  that 
Jesus  Christ  is  Lord  in  the  glory  of  God  the 

Father."8 

14.  That  He  is  the  righteous  One  whom  the 
Jews  should  put  to  death. 

In  the  Wisdom  of  Solomon  :  "  Let  US  lay  hold 
of  the  righteous,  because  He  is  disagreeable  to 
us,  and  is  contrary  to  our  works,  and  reproai  heth 

us  with  our  transgressions  of  the  law.*'  I  [e  pro 
fesseth  that  He  has  tin-  knowledge  of  God,  and 
calls  Himself  the  Son  of  God  ;  lb-  has  become 

to  us  an  exposure  of  our  thoughts  ;  If-  is  grie\ 
ous  mi!  111    e\  en  to  look  upon,  be  His  life 

is  unlike  to  others,  and   I  [is  waj  i  an-  chan 

1   Is  1.  «|ii     •    1, 

'I' 

*  "  Pod  '■  1. p."   "  p   lo 
1  !      (  Kfunl  tr.m  >l.il  i 

alh,"  win.  1  en  in  Mi  [ne, 
>  Cidarim,  the  head  dresi  i"t  the  l<-u  1  .li  hi 
6  '/.<■<  h,  hi    1 . 

7  "  In  I.  ■  ixl  ml  translator.  "  al  the  oanv  .  :  ilir 
I          .i      1 ' .  ■,  1  •        ■      ■                               .11. 

6  Phil.  .1 
■>  The  <  (xford  11  in  I  pi    1  the  A 

authority  even  foi  it  ■  text,  "  and  ohjci  leth 
the  law.'' 

We  are  esteemed  by  Him  as  frivoloi  H 
restraineth   Himself  from  our  w.  if  from 

uncleanness ;  and  He  extols  the  last  end  of  the 
righteous,  and  boasts  that  He  ha    G       for  His 
bather.  Let  US  see,  then,  if  His  word-  are  true, 
and  let  us  try  what  will  come  to  Him. 
interrogate  Him  with  reproach  and  torture,  that 
we  may  know  His  reverence  and  prove  His 
patience.  Let  us  condemn  Him  with  a  n 
shameful  death.  These  things  they  considered, 
and  erred.    For  their  maliciou  ith  blinded 

them,  and  they  knew  not  the  sa<  ramentS  of 

God." '°  Also  in  Isaiah:  "See  ye  how  the 
righteous  perisheth,  and  no  man  under-t  indeth  ; 
and  righteous  men  are  taken  away,  and  no  man 

ixdeth.  Lor  the  righteous  man  is  taken  away 
from  the  face  of  unrigl  and  his  burial 

shall  be  in  peace."  "    Concerning  this  \   r)  tl 
it  was  before  foretold  in  Exodus:  ••Thou  shalt 
not  sla)  the  innocent  and  the  righteou 

in  the  Gospel:   '•Judas,  led  by  penitence,  said 
to  the  priests  and  elders,  I   have   sinned,  in   that 

I  have  betrayed  the  innocent  blood."  li 

15.  That  Christ  is  called  a  sheep  and  a  lamb 
who  was  to  be  slain,  and  concen 

the  sat  rament  (myster)  >  of  the  passion. 

In    Isaiah:   "He  was   led   as  a   sheep   to   the 
slaughter,  and  as  a  lamb  before  his  shearer  is 
dumb,  so  He  opened  dot   His  mouth.     In   lb> 
humiliation  His  judgment  was  taken  aw. 
shall  relate  His  nativity?     Because  H  shall 
be  taken  awaj   from  the  earth.     b\  the  b 

gressions  of  mj  people   He  was  led  to  death; 
and  I  will  give  the  wn  ked  for  His  burial,  and  the 
rich  themselves  for  His  death  j  be<  He  did 

no  wickedness,  nor  deceits  with  11;-  mouth. 
Wherefore  He  shall  gain  main,  and  shall  divide 
the  spoils  of  the  strong  ;  be<  I  was 
delivered   up   to   death,  and   He  w  nted 
among  transgressors.     And  He  bare  the 
man) .   and   was   deliv<  red    foi    thi 
ALo   in  Jeremiah:    "  Lord,  give   me   knowled 
and    1   shall   know  it  :    then    1    saw    tl:  .na- 

tions.    1  was  led  like  a  lamb  without  m 

the  slaughter  ;  against  me  the)  d< 
Come,   let  us  casl    the   ti 

d,'    and  let  us  eras    His  1 
and  I  li-  name  shall  DO  CQ< 

brarn  e."  '  V  - 0  in  l  \  G 
"Lei  them  tak<  to  themseh 

igh  the  ho blemish,  perfl  1  t,  male,  of  a    ) 
t..  \om.     \  e  shall  tab 

'     w 

Illll     • 
>>  Matt    xx»n       t 

N 
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!  all  the  <  ongreg  ition  of  the 
hildren  of  Israel  shall  kill  it 

in  t  .  and  the)  shall  take  of  its  Mood, 

and  shall  place  it  upon  the  two  posts,1  and  upon 
the  tin  in  the  houses,  in  the  very  houses 
in  v.  11  eat  it.     And  they  shall  eat 

line  night,  roasted  with  fire  ; 
an>!  ned  bread  with  bitter 

shall    not   cat   of    them    raw    nor 
but  roasted  with   fire  ;    the 

head  with  the  feet  and  the  inward  parts.     Ye 
of  them  to  the  morning  ;  ami 

hall  not  break  a  bone  of  it.      lint  what   of  it 

I  to  the  morning  shall   be  burnt  with 

tire,      l'.nt  I  shall   eat   it;   your  loins  girt, 
and  your  sandals  on  your  feet,  and  your  staff  in 

r  hands  :  and  ye  shall  eat  it  in  haste  :   for  it 

is  tii.-   Lord's  passover."3     Abo  in  the  Apoca- 
ly|>-       "Ail  I  saw  in  the  midst  of  the  throne, 
and  of  the  four  living  creatures,  and  in  the  midst 
of  the  elders,  a  Lamb  standing  as  if  slain,  having 

a  horns  and  seven  eyes,  which  are  the  seven 
spirits  of  God  sent  forth  throughout  all  the  earth. 

me  an  1  took  the  book  from  the  right 
hand  of  God,    who   sate   on   the   throne.     And 
when   He   had   taken  the  book,  the    four  living 

ad   the   four  and   twenty   elders   cast 
themselves  before  the  Lamb,  having  every  one  of 
them  harps  and  golden  cups4  full  of  odours  of 
supplications,  which  are  the  prayers  of  the  saints  ; 
and  th  a   new  song,  saying.  Worthy  art 
I  I  I  I         .to  take  the  book,  and  to  open  its 
seab  :   for  Thou  wast  slain,  and  hast  redeemed 

us  with  Thy  blood  from  every  tribe,  and  tongue, 
and  people,  and  nation,  and  Thou  hast  made 

unto  our  God,  and  hast  made  us 

pri<  1   they  shall  reign  upon  the  earth."  5 
I  :  "  On  the  next  day  John  saw 

•  >  him,  and  saith,  Behold  the  Lamb 
of  God,  and   behold  Him  that  taketh  away  the 

-  vi  the  world  :  "6 

16.  That  Christ  also  is  called  a  Stone. 

In  Isaiah:  "Thus  saith  the  Lord,  Behold,  I 
f  Sion  a  precious  stone, 

tone,  honourable  ;  and  he 

wh  th  in  Him  shall  not  be  confounded."" 
Im:  "The  stone  which  the 

buildei  the  same  is  become  the   head 

m  r.     I  lone  by  the  Lord,  and 
it  is  rful  in  our  e\  This  is   the  day 

•ably  from  ihis.  and  is  as  follows: 
1  the  ̂   Mood,  and  (hall 

*•  n.- . 
place  it  upon  th< 

"  Uctucis  agrestibus,"  wild 
lean  • 

4    •■ '  Rev.  v.  6-io. 

[SccTcrtull.,"  stumbling- 
stone,"  vol.  iii.  p.  165.] 

which  the  Lord  hath  made;  let  US  rejoice  and 
be  glad  in  it.  ()  Lord,  save  therefore,  0  Lord, 
direct  therefore.     Blessed  is  He  who  cometh  in 

the  name  of  the  Lord."  s  Also  in  Ze<  hariah  : 
"  behold.  I  bring  forth  my  servant.  The  Orient 
is  his  name,  b«  ause  the  stone  which  I  have  placed 

ire  the  lac  e  of  Jesus  ;  upon  that  one  stone  are 

seven  eyes."'  Abo  in  Deuteronomy:  "And 
thou  shalt  write  upon  the  stone  all  this  law,  \ 

plainly."  '"  Also  in  Jesus  the  son  of  Nave  :  "  And 
he  took  a  great  stone,  and  placed  it  there  before 
the  I.onl  ;  and  Jesus  said  unto  the  people,  Be- 

hold, this  stone  shall  be  to  you  for  a  testimony, 
because  it  hath  heard  all  the  things  which  were 
spoken  by  the  Lord,  which  He  hath  spoken  to 

you  to-day  ;  and  it  shall  be  for  a  testimony  to 
you  in  the  last  of  the  days,  when  ye  shall  have 

departed  from  your  God."  "  Also  in  the  Acts  of 
the  Apostles,  l'eter  :  "  Ye  princes  of  the  people, 
and  elders  of  Israel,  hearken  :  Behold,  we  are 

this  day  interrogated  by  you  about  the  good  deed 
done  to  the  impotent  man,  by  means  of  which 
he  is  made  whole.  Be  it  known  unto  you  all, 
and  to  all  the  people  of  Israel,  that  in  the  name 

of  Jesus  Christ  of  Nazareth,  whom  ye  have  cru- 
cified, whom  God  hath  raised  up  from  the  dead, 

by  Him  he  stands  whole  in  your  presence,  but  by 
none  other.  This  is  the  stone  which  was  de- 

spised by  you  builders,  which  has  become  the 
head  of  the  corner.  For  there  is  no  other  name 

given  to  men  under  heaven  in  which  we  must  be 
saved."  '2  This  is  the  stone  in  Oenesis,  which 
Jacob  places  at  his  head,  because  the  head  of 

the  man  is  Christ ;  and  as  he  slept  he  saw  a  lad- 
der reaching  to  heaven,  on  which  the  Lord  was 

placed,  and  angels  were  ascending  and  descend- 
ing."    And  this  stone  he  designating  Christ  con- 

ated  and  anointed  with  the  sacrament  of 

unction.  This  is  the  stone  in  lyxodus  upon 
which  Moses  sate  on  the  top  of  a  hill  when 
Jesus  the  son  of  Nave  fought  against  Amalek ; 
and  by  the  sacrament  of  the  stone,  and  the 

stedfastness  of  his  sitting,  Amalek  was  over- 
come by  Jesus,  that  is,  the  devil  was  overcome 

by  Christ.  This  is  the  great  stone  in  the  first 
book  of  Kings,  upon  which  was  placed  the  ark 
of  the  covenant  when  the  oxen  brought  it  back 
in  the  cart,  sent  back  and  returned  by  the 
strangers.  Also,  this  is  the  stone  in  the  first 
book  of  Kings,  with  which  David  smote  the 
forehead  of  Goliath  and  slew  him  ;  signifying 
that  the  devil  and  his  servants  are  thereby 

thrown  down  —  that  part  of  the  head,  namely, 

8  Ps.  cxviii.  21-26. 9  Zech.  iii.  8,  9. 
10  Deut.  xxvii.  8. 
11  Josh.  xxiv.  26,  27. 
12  Acts  iv.  8-12. 

13  [The  anointing  of  this  stone  gave  it  the  name  of  Messiah 
our  author's  account;  and  this  interpretation  gives  great  dignity  to 
Jacob's  dying  reference  to  Him,  Gen.  xlix.  24.]  The  Oxford  edition 
omits  "  and  descending." 

I  in 
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being  conquered  '  which  they  have  not  had 
sealed.  And  by  this  seal  we  also  are  always  safe 
and  live.  This  is  the  stone  which,  when  Israel 

had  conquered  the  aliens,  Samuel  set  up  and 

called  it>  name  Lbene/.er  ;  that  is,  the  stone- 
that  helpetb. 

17.  That  afterwards  this  Stone  should  become 

a  mountain,  ami  should  fill  the  whole- 
earth. 

In  Daniel  :  "  And  behold  a  very  great  image  ; 
and  the  aspect  of  this  image  was  fearful,  and  it  I 
stood  erect  before  thee  ;  whose  head  was  of  fine 

gold,  its  breast  and  arms  were  silver,  its  belly 

and  thighs  were  of  brass,  and  its  feet  were  partly 
indeed  of  iron,  and  partly  of  clay,  until  that  a 
stone-  was  cut2  out  of  the  mountain,  without  the 
hands  of  those  that  should  cut  it,  and  struck 

the  image  upon  the  feet  of  iron  and  clay,  and 

brake  them  into  small  fragments.  And  tin-  iron, 
and  the  clay,  and  the  brass,  and  the  silver,  and 

the  gold,  was  made  altogether  ;  and  they  became 

small  as  (half,  or  dust  in  the  threshing-floor  in 
summer;  and  the  wind  blew  them  away,  so  that 
nothing  remained  of  them.  And  the  stone  whi<  h 

struck  the  image  became  a  great  mountain,  and 

filled  the  whole  earth."3 

18.  That   in  the  last  times  the  same  mountain 

should  be  manifested,  and  upon  it  the 
Gentiles  should  come,  and  on  it  all  the 

righteous  should  go  up. 

Tn  [saiah  :  "  In  the  last  times  the  mountain 
of  the  Lord  shall  be  revealed,  and  the  house  of 

God  upon  the  tops  of  the  mountains;  and  it 
Bhall  be  exalted  above  the  hills,  and  all  nati 

Shall    come    upon    it,   and    many   shall    walk    and 

Bay,  Come,  and  let  us  go  up  into  the  mountain 
of  the  Lord,  and  into  the  house  of  the  God  of 

Jacob  ;   and  I  te  will  tell  us  1  lis  w  [we  will 

walk  in  it.  For  from  Sion  shall  pro<  eed  the  law, 

and  the  word  of  the  Lord  from  Jerusalem  ;  and 

lb-  shall   judge  among  the   nations,  and   shall 
rebuke    mm  h    people  ;    and    the\   shall  beat  their 
swords  into  ploughshares,  and  their  spears  into 

■  I  the)  shall  ni  1  mi  ire  leai  n  to 

fight."  '    \bo  m  the  twenty  third  Psalm  :  "  Who 
shall    a  ><  end    into    the    hill    of   the    I  1  ird,  or    \ 
shall  stand  in  I  lis  holy  place?     He  that  is  in 

nocent  in  hi  1  hands,  and  ol  a  1  lean  he  irl  ;  who 

hath  not  re<  ̂ wr(\  his  life  in  vanity,  and  hath  not 

sworn  craftilj  to  hi  >  nei  He  shall  re<  eive 

the  ble  isin  ;  from  the  I  -ord,  and  men  \  •  from  the 
God  that  saveth  him.    This  1-  the  generation  of 

'  The  1  ixford  edition  n  (iiond,  thai  i>,  in  in the  h 
[Hi  './.  I 

4  1    1   11       1 

I  "  Mi  im." 

those  who  seek  Him,  that  seek  the  face  of  the 

Cod  of  Jacob."6 
19.  That  Christ  is  the  r.ridegroom,  having  the 

Chun  h  as  I  lis  bride,  from  which  spirit- 
ual children  were  to  be  born. 

In  Joel:   "Blow  with   the  trumpet  in  Sion; 
sanctify  a  fast,  and  call  a  heal  semble  the 

people,  .sanctify  the  Church,  gather  the  eld 
collect  the  little   ones   that  sink   the  .   let 

the  bridegroom  go  forth  of  His  (  hamber.  "and 

the  bride  out  of  her  <  loset."  :  Abo  in  Jeremiah  : 
"And  I  will  take  awaj   from  t,  Judah, 
and  from  the  streets  of  Jerusalem,  the  voice  of 

the  joyous,  and  the  voii  e  of  the  glad  ;  the  voice 

of  the  bridegroom,  and  the  voice  of  the  bride."8 

Also  in  the  eighteenth  Psalm  :  "  And  he  is  as  a 
bridegroom  going  forth  from  his  .  er  ;   he 
exulted  as  a  giant  to  run  his  course.  From  the 

height  of  heaven  is  his  going  forth,  and  his  cir- 
cuit even  to  the  end  of  it  ;  .\\\d  there  is  nothing 

which  is  hid  from  his  heat."  '  Abo  in  the  Ap 
lypse :  "Come,  1  will  show  thee  the  new  bride, 
the  Limb's  wife.  And  he  took  me  in  the  Spirit 
to  a  great  mountain,  and  he  showed  me  the  holy 

city  Jerusalem  descending  out  of  heaven  from 

God,  having  the  glory  of  God."  Abo  in  the 
Cospel  according  to  John:  "Ye  are  my  wit- 

nesses, tint  1  said  to  them  who  were  sent  from 

Jerusalem  to  me,  that  I  am  not  the  Christ,  but 
that  I  am  sent  before  Him.  Lor  he  who  has  the 

bride  is  the  bride-room  ;  but  the  friend  ̂ ^'  the bride-room  is  he  who  stand eth  and  heareth  him 

with    joy,  and  rejoiced:  ■{'  the  \ 
the  bridegroom."  "  The  mystery  of  tins  matter 
was  shown  in  Jesus  the  son  ol  \  .  \  when  he 
was  bidden  to  put  his  shoes  from  off  him,  do 
les>  because  he  himself  was  not  the  bridi  groom. 

it  was  in  the  law.  that  wh< 

in  in  tould   put   oil'  his    shoe,   but    that    he should    be   shod  who  was  to  be  the  bl  >m  : 

■•   \11tl   it    happened,  when    I  was    m   Jeril 
he  look*  d  an  iund  w  ith  hi-  a   man 

Standing  before  his  t.K  e.  and  hold.  n  ,J 
in  his  hand,  and  said.  Art  thou    for  U 

enemies?    And  he  said,  I  am  the  leadei  ol  the 
of  the  1  ..  .id  ;  now  draw  n<  ar. 

tell    on    his    la.  e    to    the    1  .nth,  and 

I  ord,  what  do,t    I  hou  >  ommand  ui 
\  int.      And    the    leader  o!    ih> 

1      -e  thy  shoe   from   thj    >■ 
whereon  thou  stand' 

in   Exodus,   M    is  bidden  I 

*    |n     u  i 

1     I  •         im 
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1  of  the  Lord 

.  and  he  saw 

with  fire,  but  the  bush  was 

And  M  I  will  pa>s  over 

•  light,  why  the  bush  is  not  con- 
He  saw  that  h  near  to 

i  ,...1   i  ailed   him   from   the    hush. 

And  he  said,  What  is 

Draw  not  nigh  hither,  unless 
1  thy  shoe  from  off  thy  feet  ;  for 

thou  standest  is  holy  ground, 
rid  unt.    him,  1  am  the  God  of  thy 

Abraham,  and  the  God  of 

:  of  Jai  oh."  '     This  was  also 
made  plain  in  the  Co-pel  according   to  John: 

••  An  I  John  answered  them,  I   indeed  baptize 
.  hut  there  standcth  One  in  the  midst 

\e   kn  >w  not  :    He   it   is  of  whom 

1  said,  The  mm  that  cometh  after  me  is  made 
•ne.  the  latchet  of  whose   shoe    I   am   not 

rthy  to  unloose."'     Also  according  to  Luke  : 
••  Let  yo  ir  loins  he  girt,  and  your  lamps  burning, 
and  ye  like  to  men  that  wait   for  their  master 
when  he  -hall  come  from  the  wedding,  that  when 
he               .  and  knocketh,  they  may  op  ii   unto 
him.                .    are    those    servants   whom   their 

He  cometh,  shall  find  watching,"3 
AN  >  m  the  Apocalypse :  "The  Lord  God  om- 

nipotent reigneth:   let  us  be  glad  and  r  j 
and  let                      Him  the  honour  of  glory  ;   for 

thi                       ' he  Lamb  is  come,  and  His  wife 

hath  made  herself  ready."4 

20.  That  the  Jews  would  fasten  Christ  to  the 

In  Isaiah  :   "  I  have  spread  out  my  hands  all 
day  to  a  ;  ibedient  and  contradicting 
me.  who  walk  in  ways  that  are  not  good,  but  after 

their  own  sins."  *  Also  in  Jeremiah:  "Come, let  the  tree  into  His  bread,  and  let  us 

life    from    the    earth."6     Also    in 
1>  And  Thy  life  shall  be  hanging 
(in  doubt)  before  Thine  ind    Thou  shalt 

it,  and  shalt  not  trust  to  Thy 

life.,,;     Also  in  the  twenty-first   Psalm:  "They 
•  my  hands  and  my  feet;8   they  numb 

all   my  And   they  ̂ j/i:i\  upon   me.  and 
id  divided  my  garments  among  them. 

and  u]  -t  a  lot.     but  Thou, 

<  I  '  help  far  from   me  ;  at- te:  my  help.     I  deliver  my  soul  from  the 

sword,  and  my  only  one  from  the  paw''  of  the 
dog.  Sue  me  from  the  mouth  of  the  lion,  and 
m\  lowlil  »m  the  horns  of  the  unicorns.      1 

will  declare  Thy  name  unto  my  brethren  ;  in  the 

midst  of  the  Church  I  will  praise  Thee." ,0  Also 
in  the  cxviiith  l'sahn  :  "  Pierce  my  flesh  with 

nails  through  fear  of  Thee."  "  Also  in  the  cxlth 
l'sahn  :  "  The  lifting  Up  of  my  hands  is  an  even- 

ing sacrifice.""  Of  which  sacrifice  Sophonias 
sud  :  "  Fear  from  the  presence  of  the  Lord  God, 
since  His  day  is  near,  because  the  Lord  hath 

prepared  His  sacrifice,  He  hath  sanctified  His 

elect."'3  Also  in  Zechariah  :  "And  they  shall 

look  upon  me,  whom  they  have  pierced."  '4  Also 
in  the  eight)  -seventh  Psalm  :  "  I  have  called  unto 
Thee,  O  Lord,  the  whole  day;  I  have  stretched 

out  mj  hands  unto  Thee."  '5  Also  in  Numbers  : 
••  Nut  as  a  man  is  God  suspended,  nor  as  the 

son  of  man  does  He  suffer  threats."  ,6  Whence 

in  the  Gospel  the  Lord  says:  "As  Moses  lifted 
up  the  serpent  in  the  wilderness,  even  so  must 
the  Son  of  man  be  lifted  up,  that  whosoever  be- 

lieveth  in  the  Son  may  have  life  eternal."  '7 

2i.  That  in  the  passion  and  the  sign  of  the 
cross  is  all  virtue  and  power. 

In  Habakkuk  :  "  His  virtue  covered  the  heav- 
ens, and  the  earth  is  full  of  His  praise,  and  His 

splendour  shall  be  as  the  light ;  there  shall  be 
horns  in  His  hands.  And  there  the  virtue  of 

I  lis  L^b >ry  was  established,  and  He  founded  His 
strong  love.  Before  His  face  shall  go  the  Word, 
and  shall  go  forth  unto  the  plains  according  to 

His  steps."  ,s  In  Isaiah  also  :  "  Behold,  unto  us 
a  child  is  born,  and  to  us  a  Son  is  given,  upon 
whose  shoulders  shall  be  government;  and  His 
name  shall  be  called  the  Messenger  of  a  mighty 

thought."  ">  By  this  sign  of  the  cross  also  Ama- 
lek  was  conquered  by  Jesus  through  Moses.  In 

Exodus  Moses  said  to  Jesus:  "Choose  thee  out 
men,  and  go  forth,  and  order  yourselves  with 
Amalek  until  the  morrow.  Behold,  I  will  stand 

on  the  top  of  the  hill,  and  the  rod  of  Cod  in 
mine  hand.  And  it  came  to  pass,  when  Moses 
lifted  up  his  hands,  Israel  prevailed  ;  but  when 
Moses  had  let  down  his  hands,  Amalek  waxed 
strong.  But  the  hands  of  Moses  were  heavy ; 
and  they  took  a  stone,  and  placed  it  under  him, 
and  he  sate  upon  it;  and  Aaron  and  Hur  held 
up  his  hands,  on  the  one  side  and  on  the  other 

side  ;  and  the  hands  of  Moses  were  made  stead-- 
even  to  the  setting  of  the  sun.     And  Jesus  routed 

i   pp.  179  and  206.     But  compare 
-emarkablc  simile] 

u 
I 

•    ptcrt  tiy  the  Jews  since  the 

a,  p.  534.    AH  h 

9  "Manu." V\H.    l6-22. 
"    Ps.  cxix.  120. 
1     Pi   i  \U   2. 1  '  /cph.  i.  7. 

1 '  /■  ■  h.  vii.  10. 

bexxviii.  9. 
10  Nuin    xxiii.  19. 

1  iii    14,  15. 
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Amalek  and  all  his  people.  And  the  Lord  said 

unto  Moses,  Write  this,  that  it  may  he  a  memo- 
rial in  a  hook,  and  tell  it  unto  the  ears  of  Jesus, 

that  I  may  utterly  destroy  the  memory  of  Ama- 
lek from  under  heaven."  ' 

22.  That  in  this  sign  of  the  Cross  is  salvation 
for  all  people  who  are  marked  on  their 

foreheads.2 

In  Ezekiel  the  Lord  says  :  "  Pass  through  the 
midst  of  Jerusalem,  and  thou  shalt  mark  the  sign 

upon  the  men's  foreheads,  who  groan  and  grieve 
for  the  iniquities  which  are  done  in  the  midst 

of  them."3  Also  in  the  same  place  :  "Go  and 
smite,  and  do  not  spare  your  eyes.  Have  no 
pity  on  the  old  man,  and  the  youth,  and  the 
virgin,  and  slay  little  children  and  women,  that 
they  may  he  utterly  destroyed.  But  ye  shall 
not  touch  anyone  upon  whom  the  sign  is  written, 

and  begin  with  my  holy  places  themselves."  ' 
Also  in  Exodus  God  says  to  Moses  :  "  And  there 
shall  he  hlood  for  a  sign  to  you  upon  the  houses 
wherein  ye  shall  he;  and  I  will  look  on  the 
hlood,  and  will  protect  you.  And  there  shall 
not  he  in  you  the  plague  of  wasting  when  I  shall 

smite  the  land  of  Egypt." s  Also  in  the  Apoc- 
alypse: "And  I  saw6  a  Lamb  standing  on 

Mount  Siou,  and  with  Ilim  a  hundred  and  forty 
and  four  thousand  ;  and  they  had  His  name  and 
the  name  of  His  Father  written  on  their  fore- 

heads." 7  Also  in  the  same  place  :  "  I  am  Alpha 
and  Omega,  the  first  and  the  last,  the  beginning 
and  the  end.  Blessed  are  they  that  do  His 
commandments,  that  they  may  have  power  over 
the  tree  of  life."8 

23.  That   at   mid-day   in    His  passion    there 
should  he  darkness. 

In  Amos:  "And  it  shall  come  to  pass  in  that 
day,  saith  the  Lord,  the  sun  shall  set  at  noonday, 
and  the  day  of  light  shall  he  darkened  ;  and  I 

will  turn  your  feast-days  into  grief,  and  all  your 

songs  into  lamentation."''  Also  in  Jeremiah: 
"She  is  frightened  that  hath  borne  children, and 
her  soul  hath  grown  weary.  Her  sun  hath 
down  while  as  vet  it  was  mid  day  ;  she  hath  been 

ifounded  and  accursed:  1  will  give  the  rest 

of  them  to  the  sword  in  the  sight  of  their  ene- 

mies." ■"  Also  in  the  Gospel :  "Now  from  the 1  hour  there  was  darkness  over  all  the  earth 

even  to  the  ninth  hour."  " 

1   Ex    xvii   .,-14. 
-  [i.e., baptized;  bui  probably  nitei  immersion  thii  lymbolii ilrc.idx  in  use  1 

1]  , ,     , 

4  I  rek,  ix.  4-6. 
• .  k  i  i ,  i  i . 

6  "  An  a  bi  bold,"  i  Ixford  text 
7  Rev,  xiv    i 
•  Rev   xxii    13,  14. 
9  Amen  \  in   .,.  10      'I  krdnei . 

*°  Jet   xv    i     [I  admire  ]  miner's  caution    p — ibly  hi too  t  u 

11  Matt,  xxvii,  15.     I  See  vol.  iii   p,  58.] 

24.  That  I  k-  was  not  to  be  oven  ah, 
nor  should  remain  in  I 

In  the  twenty-ninth   Psalm:   "O  I    rd,  Thou 

hast  brought  back  my  soul  from  hell."  •'- 
in  the  fifteenth   Psalm:   "Thou  wilt  not  leave 
my  soul   in   hell,  neither  wilt  Thou   suffer  Thine 

Holy   One   to    see    corruption."'1     Also    in   the 
third   Psalm  :   "  I    laid   me  down  and  slept,  and 
rose  up  again,  because  the  Lord  helped  me. 

Also  according  to  John  :  "  No  man  taketh  away 
my  life  from   me  ;   hut    I   lay  it   down   of  m\ 

I  have  the  power  of  laying  it  down,  and  I  have 
the  power  of  taking  't  again,    for  this  >  ommand- 

ment  I  have  received  from  my  Father." '5 

25.  That  Hi'  should  rise  again  from  the  dead 
on  the  third  day. 

In  Hosea  :  "  After  two  days  He  will  r  vive  us; 
we  shall  rise  again  on  the  third  day."1  Also  in 
Exodus:  "And  the  Lord  said  unto  Moses,  Go 
down  and  testify  to  the  people,  and  sanctify 

them  to-day  and  to-morrow  ;  and  let  them  wash 
their  garments,  and  let  them  he  prepared  against 

the  day  after  to-morrow.  For  on  the  third  day 
the  Lord  will  come  down  on  Mount  Sinai."  '? 

Also  in  the  Gospel :  "  A  wicked  and  adulterous 
generation  seeketh  after  a  sign  :  and  there  shall 
no  sign   be   given   unto   it  but   t;  of    the 

prophet  Jonas:  for  as  Jonas  was  in  the  whale's 
belly  three  days  and  three  nights,  so  -hall  the 
Son  of  man  he  three  days  ami  three  nights  in 

the  heart  of  the  earth.' 

26.  That  after  He  had  risen  again  He  should 
receive  from   I  In  Father  all    :  and 

1  lis  power  should  he  everlasl 

In  Daniel  :    "  I    »aw   in  a  vision  by  night,  and 
bi  hold  as  it  were  the  Son  of  man.  coming  in  the 
clouds  of  heaven,  came  even  to  the  Am 

days,  and  stood  in  His  sight.      v 
stood  b<  side  Him  brought  Him  before  Hun: 
and  to  Him  was  given  a  royal  pow 

kings   "(  the   earth   by  th<  and   all 
-lor.  ng    Him  :   and    1  1  nal, 
which  shall  not  be  taken  away,  and  ll 

shall  not  be  destroyed."  \ will  I  arise,  saith  t:  .  now  wil 

t'hd.  now  will   I   be  ex  died,  now    \ 

ye  shall  understand,  now  ye  shall 
Vain  will  be  the  stn  ngth  of  youi 

shall  1  onsume  \^\."        Vlso  ii  Ira  : 
16  l.oid  said  unto  i:.\    I     : 

v>v     I. 
u  Pi 

1     1  '     >    18. 
'    li 
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:  dine  enemies  the  foot- 
d  will  send  the  rod  of  Thy 

I    Thou  sh.ilt   rule-  in  the 

Also  in  the  Apoca- 
.  i  i  irn<  d  and  Looked  to  see  the 

h  me.     And  I  saw  seven 
and   in  the   midst  of  the 

like  unto  the  Son  of  man,  clothed 
and  He  was  girt  about  the 
•  He.     \irl   I  [is  head  and 
is  wool  or  snow,  and  1  [is 

ime  of  fire,  .mA  His  feet  like  to  fine 
bra  irn  u  e  of  fire,  and  I  [is  voice  like 
the  sound  of  many  waters.      And  He  had  in  His 

I  hand  -  uii  stars;  and  out  of  His  mouth 

rp  two-edged  sword;   and  His  face 
sun  in  his  might.     And  when  1  saw 

II   q,1  fell  at  His  feet  as  dead.     And  He  laid 

His  •  ght  hand  upon  me,  and  said.  Fear  not  ;  I 
am  the  first  -uv\  the  last,  and  He  that  liveth  and 
was  d    id;  and,  lo,  I   am   living  for  evermore/ 

and    I    have    the   keys  of  death   and  of  hell."  ■' 
Likewise   in   the   Gospel,   the    Lord   after   His 

. -  to  Hi-  disi  tples :  "  All  power 
ven  unto  me  in  heaven  and   in  earth.     Go; 

the:  1  teach  all  nations,  baptizing  them 
in  the  name  of  the  father,  and  of  the  Son,  and 

of  ;  t,  teat  hing  them  to  observe  all 

thin.  i:  I  have  commanded  you."  5 

:-.    1    it  it  is  impossible  to  attain  to  God  the 
th(  r,  ex<  ept  by  His  Son  Jesus  Christ. 

In  t'      i  1    -    ■  1  :  •'  I  am  the  way.  and  the  truth. and  the  life  :   no  one  Cometh   to  the    Father  but 

by  me."  >  in  the  same  place:   "lam  the 
ie  if  any  man  shall  enter  in.  he  shall 

i   in   the   same   place  :    "  Many 
teous  men  have  desired  to  see  : 

the  d  have  not  seen  them  ; 

an*:  things  ehi<  h  ye  hear,  and  have 

them."         Ms  i    in    the   same   pla<  e  : 
"•  H     thatl       :veth  on  the  Son  hath  eternal  life  :  j 
he  •  lient  in  word  to  the  Son  hath 

rrath  of  God  shall  abide  upon 

hin  the  Ephesians  :  "  And  when 
He  1  .  He  |  i   peace  to  you,  to 

off,  and  peace  to  those 
whi(  h  through   Him  we  both 

hai  -pint  unto   the    Father."10 
"  For  all  have  sinned,  and 

fail  <>f  the  lod  ;  but  they  arc  justified 
.  through  the  redemption 

1,  a. 

■  xlex  reads  here,  "  living  in  the  assembly  of  the  saints. 

v.  6. 

*  Stan    mil.  17. 
n  iii.  36. 

•7.  «8. 

which  is  in  Christ  Jesus."  "      Also  in  the  Epistle 
of  Peter  the  apostle:  "Christ  hath  died  oik  c 
lor  our  sins,  the  just  for  the  unjust,  that  He 

might  present  us  to  Cod."1-'  Also  in  the  same 
pla<  e  :  "  For  in  this  also  was  it  preached  to  them 
that  are  dead,  that  they  might  be  raised  again."  '3 
AUo  in  the  Epistle  of  John  :  "Whosoever  de- 
nieth  the  Son.  the  same  also  hath  not  the  Father. 

He  that  confesseth  the  Son,  hath  both  the 

and  the  Father.'"* 

28.  That  Jesus  Christ  shall  come  as  a  Judge. 

In  Malachi :  "Behold,  the  day  of  the  Lord 
cometh.  burning  as  an  oven;  and  all  the  aliens 
and  all  the  wicked  shall  be  as  stubble  ;  and  the 
day  that  cometh  shall  burn  them  up.  saith  the 

Lord."  :5  Also  in  the  forty-ninth  (or  fiftieth) 
Psalm:  "Cod  the  Lord  of  gods  hath  spoken, 
and  called  the  earth.  From  the  rising  of  the 
sun  even  to  the  going  down  thereof,  out  of  Sion 
is  the  beauty  of  His  glory.  God  shall  come 
manifestly,  our  God,  and  shall  not  keep  silence. 
A  lire  shall  burn  before  Him,  and  round  about 

Him  shall  be  a  great  storm.  He  hath  called 
the  heaven  above,  and  the  earth,  that  He  may 

separate  His  people.  Gather  together  His  saints 
unto  Him,  those  who  arrange  His  covenant  with 
sacrifices.  And  the  heavens  shall  announce  His 

righteousness,  for  Cod  is  the  judge."  10  Also  in 
[saiah :  "The  Lord  God  of  strength  shall  go 
forth,  and  shall  break  war  in  pieces:  He  shall 
stir  up  contest,  and  shall  cry  over  His  enemies 

with  strength.  I  have  been  silent;  shall  I  al- 

ways be  silent?"1'  Also  in  the  sixty-seventh 
Psalm  :  "  Let  God  arise,  and  let  His  enemies  be 
scattered  :  and  let  those  who  hate  Him  flee 

from  His  face.  As  smoke  vanisheth,  let  them 
vanish  :  as  wax  melteth  from  the  face  of  fire, 
thus  let  the  sinners  perish  from  the  face  of  God. 
And  let  the  righteous  be  glad  and  rejoice  in  the 

sight  of  God  :  and  let  them  be  glad  with  joyful- 
Dess.  Sing  unto  God,  sing  praises  unto  His 
name  :  make  a  way  to  Him  who  goeth  up  into 
the  west.  God  is  His  name.  They  shall  be  put 
to  confusion  from  the  face  of  Him  who  is  the 

Father  of  the  orphans,  and  the  Judge  of  the 
widows.  God  is  in  His  holy  place  :  God,  who 
maketh  men  to  dwell  with  one  mind  in  an  house, 
bringing  forth  them  that  are  bound  with  might, 
and  equally  those  who  provoke  unto  anger,  whe 

dwell  in  the  sepulchres  :  God,  when  Thou  went- 
est  forth  in  the  sight  of  Thy  people,  in  pass 

ing  into  the  desert."  ,s     Also  in  the  eighty-fir 
11  Rom.  iii.  23,  24. 

"  I  Pet.  iii.  18. 
»  1  Pet.  iy.  6. 
14  1  John  ii.  23. 
"   Mai.  iv.  1. ">  Ps.  1.  :-6. xlii.  13,  14. 

11  Ps.  lxviii.  1-7. 
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Psalm:  "Arise,  ()  God;  judge  the  earth:  ̂ >r 

Thou  wilt  exterminate  among  all  nations.''  ' 
Also  in  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew : 

"  What  have  we  to  do  with  Thee,  Thou  Son  of 
David?  why  art  Thou  come  hither  to  punish  us 

before  the  time?"2  Likewise  according  to  John  : 
"The  Father  judgeth  nothing,  but  hath  given 
all  judgment  to  the  Son,  that  all  may  honour 
the  Son  as  they  honour  the  Father.  He  that 
honoureth  not  the  Son,  honoureth  not  the 

Father  who  hath  sent  Him."  3  So  too  in  the 

second  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  :  "We 
must  all  appear  before  the  judgment-seat  of  Christ, 
that  every  one  may  bear  the  things  proper  to  his 
body,  according  to  those  things  which  he  hath 

done,  whether  they  be  good  or  evil."  4 

29.  That  He  will  reign  as  a  King  for  ever. 

In  Zechariah  :  "  Tell  ye  the  daughter  of  Zion, 
Behold,  thy  King  cometh  unto  thee:  just,  and 
having  salvation  ;  meek,  sitting  upon  an  ass  that 

hath  not  been  tamed."5  Also  in  Isaiah:  "Who 
will  declare  to  you  that  eternal  place?  He  that 
walketh  in  righteousness,  and  holdeth  back  his 

hands  from  gifts  ;  stopping  his  ears,  that  he  may 
not  hear  the  judgment  of  blood  ;  and  closing 
his  eyes,  that  he  may  not  see  unrighteousness  : 
this  man  shall  dwell  in  the  lofty  cavern  of  the 
strong  rock  ;  bread  shall  be  given  him,  and  his 
water  shall  he  sure.  Ye  shall  see  the  King  with 

glory."6  Likewise  in  Malachi :  "I  am  a  great 
King,  saith  the  Lord,  and  my  name  is  illustrious 

among  the  nations."7  Also  in  the  second 
Psalm:  "  But  I  am  established  as  a  King  by 
Him  upon  I  lis  holy  hill  of  Zion,  announcing 

His  empire."8  Also  in  the  twenty-fust  Psalm: 
"All  the  ends  of  the  world  shall  be  reminded, 
and  shall  turn  to  the  Lord  :  and  all  the  countries 

of  the  nations  shall  worship  in  Thy  sight.  Foi 

the  kingdom  is  the  Lord's:  and  He  shall  rule 
over  all  nations."''  Also  in  the  twenty-third 
Psalm  :  "  Lift  up  your  gates,  ye  princes  :  and  be 
ye  lifted  up,  ye  everlasting  doors  ;  and  the  King 
of  glory  shall  come  in.  Who  is  this  Kin 

glory?  The  Lord  strong  and  mighty,  the  I 
strong  in  battle.  Lift  up  your  gates,  <»  \ 
princes;  and    be   ye   lifted   up,  ye   everlasting 
d   s :  and  the    King  of  glory  shall  come   in. 
Who  is  this  King  of  glory?    The  Lord  of  h 

He  is  the  King  of  glory."  "'     Also  in  the  forty- 
fourth  Psalm:  "  My  heart  hath  breathed  forth  .1 
good  discourse:  "   1  tell  my  works  to  the  kil 

1  Pi   Ixxxii.  8. 
a  Matt,  vmi 

1  John  ( 
4  1  Cor,  v.  in. 
I  Zei  h.  i> 

6   Isa.  \\\iii.  14-17. 
?  Mai   1    14, 
8  Pi  i 

Kxii.  37,  38. 
™    Pi,   \  \iv.  7-10. 

II  i>  e.,  rathei  '•■  good  Wort,"    Sec  p,  ■ 

my  tongue   is   the    pen    of  a   writer   intelligently 
writing.     Thou  art  lovely  in  beauty  above  the 
children  of  men  :    grace  is   shed   forth  on  Thy 
lips,  because   God    hath    blessed    Thee    for  ever. 
Be  girt  with  Thy  sword  on  Thy  thigh,  <)  n 
mighty.     To  Thy    honour   and   to   Thy  beauty 
both  attend,  and  direct  Thyself,  and  reign,  he- 
cause   of    truth,    and    meekness,    and 

ness." '-     Also  in  the  fifth   Psalm:  "Mj    K 
and  my  God,  because  1  lee  will  I  pray.    0 
Lord,  in  the  morning  Thou  shalt  hear  m\  v,.i.  e  : 
in  the  morning  I  will  stand  bef  ind 

will  contemplate  Thee."  ,;  Also  in  the  ninety- 
sixth  Psalm:  "The  Lord  hath  reigned  j  let  the 
earth   rejoice;    let   the  I."  M 
Moreover,  in  the  forty-fourth  Psalm  "  The 
queen  stood  at  thy  right  hand  in  a  golden  gar- 

ment; she  is  clothed  in  mai      ■        irs.     Hear, 
0  daughter,  and  see,  and  incline  thine  ear, 

forget  thy  people  and  thy  father's  house  ;  for 
the  King  hath  desired  thy  bea  He  is  thy 

Lord  God."  i:  Also  in  the  seventy-third  Psalm: 
"Put  God  is  our  King  before  the  world;  He 
hath  wrought  salvation  in  the  mid  the 

earth."''  Also  in  the  Gospel  according  to 
Matthew:  "  And  when  Jesus  was  born  in  Beth- 

lehem of  Judah  in  the  days  ̂ \  Herod  the  k 
behold,  Magi  from  the  east  came  to  Jerusalem, 
saying,  Where  is  He  who  is  born  I.  the 
Jews?  for  we  have  seen  Ills  star  in  the  east, and 

have  come  to  worship  1  lim."  '7 
to  John,  Jesus  said:  "My  kingdom   is  not 
this  world.     If  my  kingdom  were  o(  this  world, 
mj  servants  would  be  in  tr< luble,  that   I 
not  be  delivered  to  the  Jews;  but  now   is  my 
kingdom  not  from  heme.     Pilati  \rt  thou 

a  king,  then?    Jesus  i!!-.\.i-d.rih>';  I  that 
1  am  a  king.     I  ■  ir  this  cause   I 
for  this  1  a  ise  I  am  <  ome  into  tl  .  that  I 

might  hear  testimon)  to  the  truth.  I  .  rj  one 
thai  is  of  the  truth  heareth  nn  \ 

30.   That  I  le  I  limself  is  both  Ju 

In  the  seventy-first  Psalm  :  ' 
judgment  to  the  k 
:      kin  ;'s  g<  m,  to  j \lso  iii  the  Ap< 

the  heaven  opened,  .uu\  bell 
and  I  le  who   sate   up  in   1 
and  True  :  and   He  judgeth 

-,  and  maketh  \ 
as   it  were,  a   flame 

many  « rowns ;  and   H 
ten  that  w  is  known  to  1 

I  p "  i 

II  1 

11  '  11. 
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am!  1 1  nrith  .1  garment  sprinkled 

with  blood,  and  His  name  is  <  ailed  the  Word  of 
i  rmies  wbi(  h  are  in  heaven  fol- 

lowed ll   11  on  white  horses,  clothed  in  linen, 
white   .in.!   clean.      And   OUf  Of  His  mouth  went 

with  two  edges,  thai  with  it  I  [e 
the  nations,  which  He  shall  shep- 

herd '  with  a  rod  of  iron;  and  He  shall  tread 

tin-  winepi         I   the  wrath  of  God  Almighty. 
i  IN-  has  on  His  garment  and  on  His  thigh 

the  nai  .  King  of  kings,  and  Lord  of 

lords."       Likewise  in  the  Gospel:  "When  the 
o\   man  shall  come  in  His  glory,  and  all  the 

angels  with  Him,  then  He  shall  sit  in  the  throne 
Of  His  and   all  nations  shall  he  gathered 

fore  Him,  and  He  shall  separate 
them  one  from  another,  even  as  a  shepherd 

the  sheep  from  the  goats;  and  He 
shall  place  the  sheep  at  His  right  hand,  but  the 
goats   at    Hi--   left  hand.     Then  shall  the   King 

unto  them  who  shall  be  at   His  right  hand, 

Come,  ye  blessed   of  my   Father,  receive  the 
kingdom  which   is   prepared   tor  you   from   the 

•he  world:   for  I  was  hungry,  and 
gave  me  to  eat:  I  was  thirsty,  and  ye  gave 

me  to  drink  :  1  was  a  stranger,  and  ye  received 
me  :   naked,  and  ye  clothed   me  :    sick,  and  ye 

ted  me  :  1  was  in  prison,  and  ye  came  unto 
me.  Then  shall  the  righteous  answer,  and  say 
unto  Him,  Lord,  when  saw  we  Thee  hungry,  and 
fed  Thee?    thirsty,   and    gave  Thee   to  drink? 

I  when  saw  we  Thee  a  stranger,  and  received 
Thee?  naked,  and  clothed  Thee?  And  when 

we  Thee  sick,  and  in  prison,  and  came  unto 
Th«  id  the  King,  answering,  shall  say  unto 
them.  Veri  ou,  In  as  far  as  ye  have 
done  it  to  the  least  of  these  my  brethren,  ye  have 
done  it  unto  me.  Then  shall  He  say  unto  them 
who  shall  be  on  His  left  hand.  Depart  from  me, 
ye  I  into  everlasting  fire,  which  my  Father 

hath  prepared3  for  the  devil  and  his  angels  :  for 
I  have  been  hungry,  and  ye  gave  me  not  to  eat : 
I  have  been  thirsty,  and  ye  gave  me  not  to 
drink  :  I  was  a  stranger,  and  ye  received  me 
not:  naked,  and  ye  clothed  me  not:  sick,  and 
in  prison,  and  ye  visited  me  not.  Then  shall 
they  a!  and  say,  Lord,  when  saw  we 
Thee  I  thirsty,  or  a  stranger,  or  naked, 
or  sick,  or  in  prison,  and  have  not  ministered 
un:  ?     And   He  shall  answer  unto  them, 
Verily  I  say  ui  .  Inasmuch  as  ye  have  not 
done  it  to  one  of  the  least  of  these,  ye  have  not 
done  it  unto  me.  And  these  shall  go  away  into 
everlasting  burning,  but  the  righteous  into  life 
eternal."4 

tii inn  hook. 

Cyprian  to  his  son  Quirinus,*  greeting.  Of 
your  faith  and  devotion  which  you  manifest  to 
the  Lord  God,  beloved  son,  you  asked  me  to 
gather  out  for  your  instruction  from  the  Holy 
Scriptures  some  heads  bearing  upon  the  religious 

teaching  of  our  school  ;5  seeking  for  a  succinct 
course  of  sacred  reading,  so  that  your  mind, 

surrendered  to  Cod,  might  not  be  wearied  with 
long  or  numerous  volumes  of  books,  but,  in- 

structed with  a  summary  of  heavenly  precepts, 
might  have  a  wholesome  and  large  compendium 

nourishing  its  memory.  And  because  I  owe 

you  a  plentiful  and  loving  obedience,  I  have 
done  what  you  wished.  I  have  laboured  for 

once,  that  you  might  not  always  labour.0  There- 
fore, as  much  as  my  small  ability  could  embrace. 

I  have  collected  certain  precepts  of  the  Lord, 
and  divine  teachings,  which  may  be  easy  and 
useful  to  the  readers,  in  that  a  few  things  digested 
into  a  short  space  are  both  quickly  read  through, 
and  are  frequently  repeated.  I  bid  you,  beloved 
son,  ever  heartily  farewell. 

HEADS.7 i.  On  the  benefit  of  good  works  and  mercy. 
2.  In  works  and  alms,  even  if  by  smallness 

of  power  less  be  done,  that  the  will  itself  is 
enough. 

3.  That  charity  and  brotherly  love  must  be 
religiously  and  stedfastly  practised. 

4.  That  we  must  boast  in  nothing,  since  noth- 
ing is  our  own. 

5.  That  humility  and  quietness  is  to  be  main- 
tained in  all  things. 

6.  That  all  good  and  righteous  men  suffer 
more,  but  ought  to  endure  because   they   are 

1  proved. 

7.  That  we  must  not  grieve  the  Holy  Spirit 
whom  we  have  received. 

8.  That  anger  must  be  overcome,  lest  it  con- strain us  to  sin. 

9.  That  brethren  ought  to  sustain  one  another. 
10.  That  we  must  trust  in  God  only,  and  in 

Him  we  must  glory. 

11.  That  he  who  has  attained  to  faith,  having 
put  off  the  former  man,  ought  to  regard  only 

|  celestial  and  spiritual  things,  and  to  give  no  heed 
to  the  world  which  he  has  already  renounced. 

12.  That  we  must  not  swear. 

13.  That  we  are  not  to  curse. 
14.  That  we  must  never  murmur,  but  bless 

God  concerning  all  things  that  happen. 

15.  That  men  are  tried  by  God  for  this  pur- 
pose, that  they  may  be  proved. 

1  ie  .hall  feed,"  or  "  shepherd,"  are  wanting 
■\i%c,  and  they  are  not  found  in  many  authorities. 

»  The  « 

in  the   ' 

-16. 

»  [Said  to  be  in  the  old  Itala,  as  in  tome  Greek  mss.   So  Irenxui, »ol.  1 

*  Matt.  xxv.  31-^6. 

nVhom  he  had  probably  baptized.     Elucidation  XI.] 
6  |May  the  American  editor  of  these  volumes  venture  to  trust 

that  he  has  in  some  degree  lightened  the  labours  of  those  who  come 

after  him:   "  laboravi  semel  ne  tu  semper  laborares."] 
'  [Six-score  precepts  to  be  compared  with  the  heathen  maxims  and 

morals  with  which  they  so  generally  conflict.     See  Elucidation  XII.] 

I 
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16.  Of  the  benefit  of  martyrdom. 
17.  That  what  we  suffer  in  this  world  is  of  less 

account  than  is  the  reward  which  is  promised. 
18.  That  nothing  must  be  preferred  to  the 

love  of  (iod  and  of  Christ. 

19.  That  we  must  nut  obey  our  own  will,  but 
that  of  God. 

20.  That  the  foundation  and  strength  of  hope 
and  faith  is  fear. 

21.  That  we  must  not  rashly  judge  of  an- 
other. 

22.  That  when  we  have  received  a  wrong,  we 
must  remit  and  forgive  it. 

23.  That  evil  is  not  to  be  returned  for  evil. 
24.  That  it  is  impossible  to  attain  to  the 

Father  but  by  Christ. 
25.  That  unless  a  man  have  been  baptized 

and  born  again,  he  cannot  attain  to  the  kingdom 
of  Cod. 

26.  That  it  is  of  small  account  to  be  baptized 
and  to  receive  the  Eucharist,  unless  one  profits 
by  it  both  in  deeds  and  works. 

27.  That  even  a  baptized  person  loses  the  grace 
which  he  has  attained,  unless  he  keep  innocency. 

28.  That  remission  cannot  in  the  Church  be 

granted  unto  him  who  has  sinned  against  (iod. 
29.  That  it  was  before  predicted  concerning 

the  hatred  of  the  Name. 

30.  That  what  any  one  has  vowed  to  Cod,  he 
must  quickly  pay. 

31.  That  he  who  does  not  believe  is  judged 
already. 

32.  Of  the  benefit  of  virginity  and  of  conti- 
nency. 

^^.  Thai  the  Father  judgeth  nothing,  but  the 
Son;  and  the  bather  is  not  honoured  by  him  by 
whom  the  Son  is  not  honoured. 

34.  That  the  believer  ought  not  to  live  like 
the  Gentiles. 

35.  That  Ood  is  patient  for  this  vm\,  that  we 
may  repent  of  our  sin  and  be  reformed. 

36.  That  a  woman  ought  not  to  be  adorned 
in  a  worldly  manner. 

37.  That  the  believer  ought  not  to  be  pun- 
ished lor  other  offences  but  for  the  name  he 

bears  <  >nly. 

38.  That  the  servant  of  God  oughl  to  1"-  in- 
n< "  ent,  lest  he  fall  into  secul  ir  punishment. 

39.  That  the  example  of  living  is  given  to  us 
in  Chri  -t. 

40.  That  we  must  not  labour  boastfully  or 
noisily. 

41.  That  we  must  not   speak   foolishly  and  of 
fcnsively. 

42.  That  faith  is  of  advantage  altogether,  and 
that  we  can  do  as  much  as  we  believe. 

43.  That  he  who  truly  believe,  i  an  immedi- 
ately obtain. 

44.  That  the  believers  who  differ  among  them 
selves  ought  not  to  refer  to  a  Ocntile  judge. 

45.  That  hope  is  of  future  things,  and  there- 
fore that  faith  concerning  those  things  which 

are  promised  ought  to  be  patient. 
46.  That  a  woman  ought  to  be  silent  in  the 

church. 

47.  That  it  arises  from  our  fault  and  our  de- 

sert that  we  suffer,  and  do  not  perceive  (iod's 
help  in  everything. 

48.  That  we  must  not  take  usury. 
49.  That  even  our  enemies  are  to  be  1" 
50.  That  the  sacrament  of  the  faith  must  not 

be  profaned. 
51.  That  no  one  should  be  uplifted  in  his doing. 

52.  That  the  liberty  of  believing  or  of  not 

ving  i-  placed  in  free  choice. 
53.  That  the  secrets  of  <i  >  1  <  annot  be  seen 

through,  and  then  tat  our  faith  ought  to 
be  simple. 

54.  That  none  is  without  filth  and  without  sin. 
55.  That  we  must  nol  please  men,  I  ut  G  d. 
56.  That  nothing  that  is  done  is  hidden  from 

God. 

57.  That  the    believer   is    amended    and    re- 
d. 

58.  That    no    one    should    be    nude    sad 
death,  since  in    living    is    labour    and    peril,   in 
dying  peace  and  the  certainty  of  resurrection. 

59.  Of  the  idols  which  the  Gentiles  think 

gods. 

60.  That  too  great  lust  of  food  is  not  to 
desired. 

61.  That  the  lust  of  possessing,  and  moi 
are  not  to  be  desired. 

62. with  ( rentiles 

63.  That  the  -in  of  fornication  is  grievi 
6  1.   W  h  tl  are  those  «  arnal  things  whi<  h 

death,  and  what  are  the  spiritual  things  which 
lead  to  life. 

65.  That  all  sins  are  put  away  in  baptism. 
d<>.  That  the  discipline  of  (xn\  1^  to  be  ob- 

sen  ed  in  ( Ihurch  prei  epts. 

67.  That  it  was  foretold    that    men  u 
spise  sound  dis<  ipline, 

I'h. it  we  must  depart  trom  him  who  lives 
ularlj  and  contrar)  to  discipline. 

69.    1  hit  the  kingdom  of  God  is  n't  in  the 
wisdom  of  the  world,  nor  111  eloquence,  bul 
the  f.uth  of  the  ,  rOSS  and   in  \ 
tion. 

;o.   That  we  must  ohev  parents. 
71.   And   that    fathi  at   not    I 
insl  their  children. 

;.-.     That    servants,  when    they    bchc\ 
the  more  to  be  obedient  | 

jt.  Likewise  that  masters  ought  more 

gentle. 7  j.  That  every  widow  that 
to  be  honoured. 

hat    marriage    i  •   not   to  be  <  ontra<  I 
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t   to   have   care 

r.iti  le,  and   espe<  ially  of 

Ida  must  not  rashly  be 

oner  i>  to  be  publi<  ly  reproved, 
it  we  must  not  speak  with  heretics. 
t    innocency   asks  with    confidence, 

ant  1 
I  vil  has  no  power  against  man 

►s  ( iod  have  allowed  it. 

:i  wages  be  quickly  paid  to  the  hireling. 
i.    1  hat  divination  must  not  be  used. 

;t  a  tuft  of  hair1  i>  not  to  he  worn  on 
the  head. 

t  the  beard  must  not  he  plucked. 
we    must   rise  when    a   bishop   or  a 

rhat  a  schism  must  not  be  made,  even 
although  lie  who  withdraws  should  remain  in  one 
faith  and  in  the  same  tradition. 

That  believers  ought  to   be    simple  with 

a  ;>r  ither  must  not  be  deceived. 
it   the  end  of  the  world  comes  sud- 

rhat    a  wife    must    not   depart  from  her 
she  departs,  she  must   remain 

unmarried. 

very  one  is  tempted  so  much  as  he 
ear. 

it  not  everything  is  to  be  done  which 
is  lawful. 

That  it  was  foretold  that   heresies  would 

94.  That  the  Eucharist  is  to  be  received  with 
r  and  honour. 

That  we  are  to  live  with  the  good,  but  to 
id  the  evil. 

we  must  labour  with  deeds,  not  with 

we    must   hasten    to    faith    and    to 

attainment.2 
it    the   catechumen   ought   to   sin  no 

moi 
That  judgment  will  be  in  accordance  with 

the  :   the   law,   of    equity ;    after 
the  law. 

That  the  grace  of  God  ought  to  be  gra- 

.  That  the  Holy  Spirit  has  often  appeared ore. 

That    all  good   men  ought  willingly  to hear  rebuke. 

103.    That  we  must  abstain  from  much  speak- 

1   "  '  :rmm  in  eapite  non  habendum."     "  Cirrus"  means  "  a  tuft 
°(  h  •  HI  compare  Clement,  vol.  ii.  p. for  the  more  probable  meanine.l 

*  Seti.  "  o<  baptism,"  Oxford  transl. 

[04.   That  we  must  not  lie. 
105.  That  they  are  frequently  to  be  ton 

who  do  wrong  in  domestic  sen 
106.  That  when  a  wrong  is  ret  lived,  p:ii 

i>  to  be  maintained,  and  that  vengeanre  is  to  be 
left  to  God. 

107.  That  we  must  not  use  detraction. 
108.  That  we  must  not  lay  snares  against  our 

neighbour. ;.  That  the  sick  are  to  be  visited. 
no.  That  tale-bearers  are  accursed. 
111.  That  the  sacrifices  of  evil  men  are  not 

acceptal 
11  j.  That  those  are  more  severely  judged 

who  in  this  world  have  more  power. 
113.  That  widows  and  orphans  ought  to  be 

protc(  ted. 1  14.  That  while  one  is  in  the  flesh,  he  ought 
to  make  confession. 

1  15.    That  flattery  is  pernicious. 
116.  That  God  is  more  loved  by  him  who 

has  had  many  sins  forgiven  in  baptism. 
117.  That  there  is  a  strong  conflict  to  be 

waged  against  the  devil,  and  that  therefore  we 
ought   to  stand  bravely,  that  we  may  be  able  to 

tier. 
118.  Of  Antichrist,  that  he  will  come  as  a 

man. 

119.  That  the  yoke  of  the  law  was  heavy, 

which  is  cast  off  by  us ;  and  that  the  Lord's 
yoke  is  light,  which  is  taken  up  by  us. 

120.  That  we  are  to  be  urgent  in  prayers. 

TESTIMONIES. 

1.  Of  the  benefit  of  good  works  and  mercy. 

In  Isaiah  :  "  Cry  aloud,"  saith  He,  "  and 
spare  not ;  lift  up  thy  voice  like  a  trumpet ;  tell 
my  people  their  sins,  and  the  house  of  Jacob 
their  wickednesses.  They  seek  me  from  day  to 
day,  and  desire  to  know  my  ways,  as  a  people 
which  did  righteousness,  and  did  not  forsake 
the  judgment  of  God.  They  ask  of  me  now  a 
righteous  judgment,  and  desire  to  approach  to 
God,  saying,  What !  because  we  have  fasted, 
and  Thou  hast  not  seen :  we  have  Humiliated 
our  souls,  and  Thou  hast  not  known.  For  in 
the  days  of  fasting  are  found  your  own  wills ; 
for  either  ye  torment  those  who  are  subjected  to 
you,  or  ye  fast  for  strifes  and  judgments,  or  ye 
strike  your  neighbours  with  fists.  For  what  do 
you  fast  unto  me,  that  to-day  your  voice  should 
be  heard  in  clamour?  This  fast  I  have  not 
chosen,  save  that  a  man  should  humble  his  soul 
And  if  thou  shalt  bend  thy  neck  like  a  ring,  am 
spread  under  thee  sackcloth  and  ashes,  neithc 
thus  shall  it  be  called  an  acceptable  fast.  No 
such  a  fast  have  I  chosen,  saith  the  Lord  ;  bu 
loose  every  knot  of  unrighteousness,  let  go  tru 
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chokings  of  impotent  engagements.1  Send  away 
the  harassed  into  rest,  and  scatter  every  un- 

righteous contract.  Break  thy  bread  to  the 
hungry,  and  bring  the  houseless  poor  into  thy 
dwelling.  If  thou  seest  the  naked,  clothe  him  ; 
and  despise  not  them  of  thy  own  seed  in  thy 
house.  Then  shall  thy  seasonable  light  break 
forth,  and  thy  garments  shall  quickly  arise  ;  and 
righteousness  shall  go  before  thee  :  and  the 
glory  of  God  shall  surround  thee.  Then  thou 
shalt  cry  out,  and  God  shall  hear  thee;  while 

thou  art  yet  speaking,  He  shall  say,  Here  I  am."2 
Concerning  this  same  thing  in  Job  :  "  I  have 
preserved  the  needy  from  the  hand  of  the 
mighty ;  and  I  have  helped  the  orphan,  to 
whom  there  was  no  helper.  The  mouth  of  the 
widow  blessed  me,  since  I  was  the  eye  of  the 
blind  ;  I  was  also  the  foot  of  the  lame,  and 

the  father  of  the  weak."3  Of  this  same  matter 

in  Tobit:  "And  I  said  to  Tobias,  My  son,  go 
and  bring  whatever  poor  man  thou  shalt  find 
out  of  our  brethren,  who  still  has  Cod  in  mind 
with  his  whole  heart,  bring  him  hither,  and  he 
shall  eat  my  dinner  together  with  me.  behold, 

I  attend  thee,  my  son,  until  thou  come."  '  Abo 
in  the  same  place:  "All  the  days  of  thy  life, 
m\  son,  keep  God  in  mind,  and  transgress  not 
lb,  precepts.  Do  justice  all  the  days  of  thy 
life,  and  do  not  walk  in  the  way  of  unrighteous- 
ii  5  ;  because  if  thou  act  truly,  there  will  be 

respect  of  thy  works,  (live  alms  of  thy  sub- 
stance, and  turn  not  thy  face  from  any  poor 

man.  So  shall  it  come  to  pass  that  the  fai  e  of 
God  shall  not  be  turned  away  from  tine.  Even 
as  thou  hast,  my  son,  so  do:  if  thou  hasl  abun- 

dant substance,  give  the  more  alms  therefrom; 
if  thou  hast   little,  communicate  even  of  that 

little.      And   do    not  fear  when  thou  givest  alms  : 

thou  layest  up  for  thyself  a  good  reward  against 
the   daj   of  need;    because   alms  deli\  ereth  from 
death,  and  does  not  suffer  to  go  into  darkness. 
Aim,  is  a  good  office  for  all  who  do  it  in  the 

Bight  of  the  most  high  God."  *  On  this  same 
subjeci  m  Solomon  m  Proverbs :  "He  that  hath 

on  the  poor  lendeth  unto  the  Lord." 
Abo  in  the  same  place  :  "  He  that  giveth  to  the 
Door  shall  never  want  ;  but  he  who  turns  away 

•hall  be  in  much  penury."31  Also  in  the 
same  place:  "Sins  are  purged  away  b)  alms 
giving  and  faith."8  Again,  in  the  same  place: 
••  It  thine  enemy  hunger,  teed  him  ;  and  it  he 
thirst,  give  him  to  drink  :    lor  bv  doing  this  thou 

shalt  scatter  live  coals  upon  his  head."  •    Again, 

'  "  [mpotentium  comman  iorum.1 I    .    Iviii    1    , 

'  lob  xxu    it,  13,  xs,  16. 4      lull.    li.    J 

b     IV.    S-!  I. 

'■  Pro>  vi\    1 7. 
Prov,  v\» mi.  37. 

*  Prov.  xvi,  (1 
9  Pro> .  xxv,  31. 

in  the  same  place  :   "  As  water  extinguishes  fire, 
so  alms-giving  extinguishes  sin."  ' "     In  the  same 
in  Proverbs:   "Say  not,  Go  away,  and  return, 
to-morrow  I  will  give;  when  you  can  do  g 

immediately.     1'or  thou  know  est  not  what  n 
happen  on  the  coming  day."  "    Abo  m  th 
plat  e  :    '•  He  who  stoppeth   his  ears  that  he  may 
not  hear  the  weak,  shall  himself  (all  upon  <  , 

and  there  shall  be  none  to  hear  him."  '-' 
the  same  plat  e  :   "  He  who  has  his  com 
without  reproach  in  righteousness,  leaves  blessed 
children."  '3      In    the   same    in    Ecclesiastii 

"  My  son,  if  thou   hast,  do  good  by  thyself,  ami 
present  worth}'  offerings  to  God  ;  remember  that 
death  delaycth  not."  ''     Also  in  the  same  plat 
"Shut  up  alms  in  the  heart  of  the  poor,  and 
will   entreat  for  thee  from  all  evil."         I  oncem- 
ing    this    thing    in    the    thirty-sixth    Psalm,    that 

mercy  is  beneficial  also  to  one's  posterity:  •*  I 
have  been  young,  and  I  have  also  grown  old ; 
and  I  have  not  seen  the   righteous   forsaken. 
I. is  seed  begging  their  bread.      The  whole  daj 
is  merciful,  and  lendeth  ;  and  his  seed  is  m  b 

ing."  l('    Of  this  same  thing  in  the  fortieth  Psalm  : 
"  Blessed  is  he  who  considereth  over  the  : 
and    needy:    in    the    evil    day    God    will 
him."''      Abo  in  the  cxith    Psalm:    "He 
distributed,    he    hath    given    to    the    poor; 
righteousness  shall  remain   from  generatioi 

generation."  |S     Of  this  same  thing  in    1  ; 
"I    desire   mercy   rather   than   sacrifice,  and   the 
knowledge  of  God  more  than  whole  bun 

ingS."  '''      Of  this   same  thin-  also  in  the  I 
ording  to  Matthew:  "  Blessed  are  they  v 

hunger  ami  thirst  after  righteousness:  tor  ■ 
shall  be  satisfied."10      Abo   in   the    same    pla< 
"  Blessed  are  the  merciful  :  for  th 

inert  \ ."         Also   in   the   same    p] 
tor  yourselves  treasures  in  heaven,  where  neither 
moth  nor  rust  doth  corrupt,  and  where  thie*  s 

do   not    dig   through   and   steal:   tor  win- 

treasure    is.    there    will    your   heart    ': 
Abo   in   the   same    place:    "The   kingdom 
heaven   is   like   unto   a  merchant-man 

goodly    pearls:     and    when     he     hath    !• 
precious  pearl,  he  went  awaj  .mil  sold  all  1 

lie  had.  and  bought  it."  ■       lh.it  even 
work  is  of  advantage,  also  in  the  iam< 

••  Vnd  whoever  shall  give  to  drink  to  on 
least   of  these   a   »  up   of  .old  water  in  t! 

I  1.1m.      ii. 
"   Prov.  iii 

■ 
II  Pro\      vx      ■ 
"I      cl  xix      o 

XXIX        1 

XWXH        . 

II    IV   xli    1. 
'■     IV    .   X,,       ,. 
oil 

•      M  ,••    x •I    M  M    n 

I  .  . 
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le,  veril)  1  saj  unto  you,  1  lis  reward 
I 'li.it  alms  an-  to  be  denied 

me  plai  e  :  "<  rive  to  ever) 
•     ■  and  from  him  who  would 

row,  be  not  turned  away."  '     Also  in 
ie  place:  "If  thou  wilt  enter  into  life, 

p  the  commandments.     He   saith,  Which? 
saith  unto  him,  Thou  shah  not  kill,  Thou 

mil  adultery,  Thou  shalt  not  bear 
tness,  Honour  tin    father  and   mother: 
.hi  shalt  love  thy  neighbour  as  thyself. 

man  saith  unto  Hun.  All  these  things 
served:  what  lack  I  yet?    Jesus  saith 

unto  him,  If  thou  wilt  be  perfect,  go  and  sell  all 
that   thou   hast,  and   give   to   the  poor,  and  thou 

I  have  treasure  in  heaven  ;  and  come,  follow 

in   the  same   place:    "When  the 
man  shall  come  in  His  majesty,  and  all 

t  with  Him,  then  He  shall  sit  on  the 
of   His  glory:    and  all  nations   shall   be 

gathered  together  before   Him  ;  and   He  shall 
cm    one    from    another,    even    as    a 

'herd    separates   the  sheep  from  the  goats  : 
and  He  -hall  place  the  sheep  on  the  right  hand. 
hut   the   guts  on  the  left  hand.     Then  shall  the 
K  into  them  that  are  on  His  right  hand. 

d    o\    my    Father,    receive    the 
kingdom  prepared  for  you  from  the  beginning 
of  the  world.      For   I  was  hungry,  and   \ 

to   cat  :    I   was  thirsty,  and  ye  gave  me  to 
drink:    I   was   a    stranger,  and  ye  took  me  in: 

d.  and  ye  clothed  me  :    I  was  sick,  and   ye 
ted  me  :   I  was  in  prison,  and  ye  came  unto 

I  'hen  shall  the  righteous  answer  Him.  and 
d.  when  saw  we  Thee4  a  stranger,  and  took 

Thee  :n  :   naked,  and  clothed   Thee?     And  when 

we  Thee  sick,  and   in  prison,  and  came  to 
And  the  King,  answering,  shall  say  unto 

I   say  unto  you,   Inasmuch   as   ye 
me  of  the  least  of  these  my  brethren, 

it  unto   me.      Then   shall   He   say  unto 
n  who  are  on  His  left  hand,  Depart  from  me, 

nto  everlasting  fire,  which  my  Father 
red   for  the  devil  and  his  angels  :   for 

rry,  and  ye  gave  me  not  to  eat  :    I  was 
gave  m<    not  to  drink  :   I  was  a 

r,  and  j  .  me  not  m  :  I  was  naked, 
died  me  not  :   sick,  and  in  prison,  and 

Then  shall  they  also  answer. 

'.  when  saw  we  d'hee  hungry,  or tranger.  or  naked,  or  sick,  or  in 
I  did  not  minister  unto  Thee?     And 

ill  answer  them,  Verily  I  say  unto  you, 
1  ■  '■'•  did  it  not  to  one  of  the  least  of it  not  unto  me.     And  these  shall 

•  Mat) 

17-jt 
^n  in»em  here,  "  an  hungered,  and  fed  Thee- 

thmty,  and  gave  Thee  drink!  when  taw  we  Thee  —  •' 

away  into  everlasting  burning:  but  the  ri 

cons  into  life  eternal."5     Concerning  this  same 
matter  in  the  Gospel  according  to  Luke:  "Sell 

your  possessions,  and  give  alms." *    Also  in  the 
same  place:  "He  who  made  that  which  is 
within,  made  that  which  is  without  also.  But 

give  alms,  and,  behold,  all  things  are  pure  unto 

you."'  Also  in  the  same  place :  "Behold,  the 
half  of  my  substance  1  give  to  the  poor;  and  if 
I  have  defrauded  any  one  of  anything,  I  restore 
him  fourfold.  And  Jesus  said  unto  him,  that 
salvation  has  this  clay  been  wrought  fur  this 
house,  since  he  also  is  a  son  of  Abraham 
( )f  this  same  thing  also  in  the  second  Epistle  to 

the  Corinthians:  "Let  your  abundance  supply 
their  want,  that  their  abundance  also  may  be  the 

supplement  of  your  want,  that  there  may  be 
equality  :  as  it  is  written,  He  who  had  much 
had  not  excess  ;  and  he  who  had  little  had  no 

lack."9  Also  in  the  same  place:  "He  who 
soweth  sparingly  shall  reap  also  sparingly ;  and 
he  who  soweth  in  blessing  shall  reap  also  of 

blessing,  but  let  every  one  do  as  he  has  pro- 
p  ised  in  his  heart :  not  as  if  sorrowfully,  or  of 

necessity:  for  Cod  loveth  a  cheerful  giver."10 
Abo  in  the  same  place:  "As  it  is  written,  He 
hath  dispersed  abroad;  he  hath  given  to  the 

poor:  his  righteousness  remaineth  for  ever."" 
Likewise  in  the  same  place:  "Now  he  who 
ministereth  seed  to  the  sower,  shall  both  supply 
bread  to  be  eaten,  and  shall  multiply  your  seed, 
and  shall  increase  the  growth  of  the  fruits  of 
your  righteousness  :  that  in  all  things  ye  may  be 

made  rich."  "  Also  in  the  same  place:  "The. 
administration  of  this  service  has  not  only  sup- 

plied that  which  is  lacking  to  the  saints,  but  has 

abounded  by  much  giving  of  thanks  unto  Cod."  IJ ( )f  this  same  matter  in  the  Epistle  of  John  : 

"  Whoso  hath  this  world's  substance,  and  seeth 
his  brother  desiring,  and  shutteth  up  his  bowels 
from  him,  how  dwelleth  the  love  of  Cod  in 

him?"'4  Of  this  same  thing  in  the  Gospel 

according  to  Luke :  "  When  thou  makest  a 
dinner  or  a  supper,  call  not  thy  friends,  nor 
brethren,  nor  neighbours,  nor  the  rich  ;  lest  haply 
they  also  invite  thee  again,  and  a  recompense 
be  made  thee.  Tut  when  thou  makest  a  ban- 

quet, call  the  poor,  the  weak,  the  blind,  and 
lame  :  and  thou  shalt  be  blessed ;  because  they 
have  not  the  means  of  rewarding  thee  :  but  thou 
shalt  be  recompensed  in  the  resurrection  of  the 

just."  '5 

'  Matt.  xxv.  31-46. 6  Luke  xii.  33. 

7  Luke  xi.  40,  41. 
8  Luke  xix.  8,  9. 

9  1  Cor.  viii.  14,  15. 10  2  Cor.  ix.  6,  7. 
"  1  Cor.  ix.  9. 
,;  1  Cor.  ix.  to,  11. 
11  a  Cor.  ix.  la. 
14   1  John  iii.  17. 
'-'   Luke  xiv.  12-14. 
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2.  In  works  and  alms,  even  if  by  smallness  of 

power  less  be  done,  that  the  will  itself  is 
sufficient. 

In  the  second  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthi- 

ans :  "  If  there  be  a  ready  will,  it  is  acceptable 
according  to  what  a  man  hath,  not  according  to 
that  which  he  hath  not ;  nor  let  there  be  to 

others  a  mitigation,  but  to  you  a  burdening.' 

3.  That  charity  and  brotherly  affection  are  to 

be  religiously  and  stedfastly  practised. 

In  Malachi  :  "  Hath  not  one  Cod  created  us? 
Is  there  not  one  Father  of  us  all  ?  Why  have  ye 

certainly  deserted  every  one  his  brother?  "  2  Of 
this  same  thing  according  to  John  :  "  Peace  I 

leave  with  you,  my  peace  I  give  unto  you." 3 
Also  in  the  same  place  :  "This  is  my  command- 

ment, That  ye  love  one  another,  even  as  I  have 

loved  you.  Crcater  love  than  this  has  no  man,  i 

than  that  one  should  lay  down  his  life  for  his 

friends."4  Also  in  the  same  place:  ''blessed 
are  the  peacemakers,  for  they  shall  be  called  the 

sons  of  ( )od."  5  Also  in  the  same  place  :  "Ver- 
ily 1  say  unto  you,  That  if  two  of  you  shall  agree 

on  earth  concerning  everything,  whatever  you  shall 
ask  it  shall  be  given  you  from  my  Father  which  is 

in  heaven.  For  wherever  two  or  three  are  gath- 

ered together  in  my  name,  I  am  with  them." 
Of  this  same  thing  in  the  first  Epistle  to  the 

Corinthians:  "And  I  indeed,  brethren,  could 
not  speak  unto  you  as  to  spiritual,  but  as  to  <  ar- 
nal,  as  to  babes  in  Christ.  I  have  given  you 

milk  for  drink,  not  meat  :  for  while  ye  were  yet 
little  ye  were  not  able  to  bear  it,  neither  now 

ye  able,  for  ye  are  still  carnal  :  for  where  there 
are  in  you  emulation,  and  strife,  and  dissensions, 

are  ye  not  carnal,  and  walk  alter  man  ?  "  1  Like- 

wise in  the  same  place  :  "And  if  1  should  have 
all  faith,  so  that  I  can  remove  mountains,  but 

have  not  charity,  1  am  nothing.  And  if  I  should 

distribute  all  my  goods  for  food,  and  if  I  should 

deliver  up  my  body  to  be  burned,  but  have  not 

chanty,  I  avail  nothing.  Charity  is  great  souled  : 
charity  is  kind;  charity  envieth  not;  charitj 

dealeth  not  falsely  ;  is  not  pulled  up  :  is  not  ilTI 

tated  ;  thinketh  not  evil ;  rejoiceth  not  in  injus- 
tice, but  rejoiceth  in  the  truth.  Il  loveth  all 

things,    believeth    all    things,    hopeth    all    thin 

ih  all  things.     Chanty  shall   never  fail." 
Of  this* same   thing  to   the   Galatians :    "Thou 
shalt  love  thy  neighbour  as  thyself,     but  11  v< 
bite  ami  a.  1  use  one  another,  sec  tli.it  ye  be  not 

•onsumed  one  (A  another."  '      <  >l  this  same  b 

1  a  Coi  .  viii    1  j.  13. 
'-'   M.il    11    , 

UV.  17. 

13,    1   1. 
1   ill.    \        I 

*   Mill     win     1 

I      MM.  3-8. 

■>  Gal,  \.  1 1. 

-     1U.II      II 

5  John  m% 

*  John  \\ 
I  M  in.  \ 

in  the   Epistle  of  John  :    "  In    this    appear 
children  of  God  and  the  children  of  the  di 

Whosoever  is  not  righteous  is  not  of  G 
he   who  loveth   not   his   brother.     For   I 

hateth  his  brother  is  a   murderer  ;   and   ye   ! 
that    no    murderer  hath   eternal    life   abiding   in 

him."  '"     Abo  in  the  same  place  :   "If  any  one 

shall  say  that  he  loves  ( ',od.  and  hates  his  brother, 
he  is  a  liar:   for  he  who  loveth  not  his  brother 

whom  he  seeth,  how  can  he  love  God  whom  he 

seethnot?""      Of  this  same   thin-    in    I 

of  the  Apostles:    "but  the  multitude  of  them 
that  had  believed  acted  w  ith  one  soul  anil  mind  : 

nor  was  there  among  them  anydistim  tion.  neither 

did  they  esteem  as  their  own  anything   of  the 

possessions   that    they   had  ;   but  all   thing 

common  to  them."1-'     Of  this  same  thing 
Gospel  according  to  Matthew:    If  thou  w 

offer  thy  gift  at  the  altar,  and  there  remenib' 
that  thy  brother  hath  ought   against   thee  ;   li 

thou  thy  gift   before  the  altar.  >;   first 
reconciled   to   thy   brother,  and   then   come 

offer  tin  gift  at  the  altar."  ,!      Abo  in  the  b.;nstle 
of  John :  "God  is  love;  and  he  that  dwelleth 
in   love   dwelleth   in   God,   and    God    in   him 

A  Is.  1  in  the  same  pla<  e  :    "  He  who  Saith  he  ; 
the   light,  and   hateth   his   brother,  is   a  liar,  and 

w  ilketh  in  darkness  even  until  now."  '5 

4.  That  we  must  boast  in  nothing, since  noth- 

ing is  our  own. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  John:  "N 
can  receive  anything,  except  it  were  given  him 

from  heaven."  ''      Also  in  tlie  first  Episth 
to   the   Corinthians:   "lor  what   hast   thou   that 
thou   hast    not    received?     Put   if  thou  hast   re- 
ieived    it,    win     boaSteSt    UlOU,    as    if   thou    h 

not  re<  eiv<  d  it ? "  '      Abo  in  the  first 
"boast  not,  neither  speak  loft)   things,  and 

not  great  speeches  proceed  out.  mouth, 
for  the  Lord  is  a  God  of  know  | 

the  same  pi. a  e  :  "  The  bow  of  the  mig]  - 
has    been    made    weak,    and    the    weak    . 

about  with  strength."  ,8     <  m  this  same  1 
the   Ma.  .  a!  It    is  just    tO   D< 

God,  and  that  a  mortal  should   DOt   think   til 

equal  to  G<  id."  ' '    Al  - 1  in  the  same  p] 

not   the   words    of  a    man   t'. 
lUSe  his  glory  shall  Ih-  tilth  and  W(  I 

dav  he  shall  be  lifted  up,  and  to  nini: 
li.  a    be    found  ;    because    he 

earth,  and  his  thought  has  perish* 

"   1   |ohn  n 

1         V     !  .      |> 

i>  Matt.  >  ,        1  think  tin-,  hjiin 

14  1 
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•    humility  and   quietness  are  to  be 
intained  in  all  thin 

.n  :  ••  I  bus  saith  the  Lord  Cod,  The 

is  my  throne,  and  the  earth  is  the  stool 
\\  h.it  seal  «  mild  for  me,  or 

the  pla.  e  for  raj   rest  ?     For  all  th< 
ath  my  hand  made,  and  all  those  things 
.<.-.    And  upon  whom  else  will   I   look. 

except  upon  the  lowly  and  quiet  man,  .uu\  him 

:  trembleth  at  my  words?"1     On  this  same 
a   the   Gospel   according   to    Matthew: 

••  Blessed  are  the  meek,  tor  they  shall  inherit  the 

i)t'  this  same  thing,  too,  according  to 
Luke:    '  He  that  shall  be  least  among  you  all, 

shall  be  great."3     Also  in  the  same 
place:    "Whosoever  exalteth   himself  shall  be 

and  whosoever  abaseth  himself  shall 

be  exalted." *     Of  this  same  thing  to  the  Ro- 
mans:  "Be  not  high-minded,  but  fear;  for  if 

spared    not    the    natural    branches,    (take 

heed)  lest    He   also   spare   not   thee."  5      Of  this 
in  the  thirty-third  Psalm:  "And  He 

save   the  lowly   in  spirit."6     Also  to  the Ruider  to  all  what   is  due:   tribute 

rhom  tribute  is  due.  custom  to  whom  custom, 
whom    fear,   honour   to    whom    honour  ; 

no  man  anything,  except  to  love  another."7 
I .  spel  according  to  Matthew  :  "They 

the  first  place  of  reclining  at  feasts,  and  the 
chief  seat   in  the  synagogues,  and  salutations  in 

market,   and    to    be    tailed    of  men    Rabbi. 

I  not  ye  Rabbi,  for  One  is  your  Master." 
Gospel  according  to  John:  "The 

not    greater   than    his   lord,    nor    the 
iter  than   He  that  sent  himself.     If 

know  these  things,  blessed  shall  ye  be  if  ye 

them."''     Also  in  the  eighty-first  Psalm  : 

to  the  poor  and  lowly."  IO 

6.  That  all  good  and  righteous  men  suffer 
more,  but  ought  to  endure  because  they 
are  proved. 

In   S  ''onion  :  "The  furnace  proveth  the  ves- 
tter,  and   the  trial  of  tribulation 

n."  "     Abo   in   the  fiftieth   Psalm: 
■  ontrite  spirit  ;   a 

te  and  humbled  heart    Cod    will    not   de- 

l  the  thirty-third  Psalm  :   "God 
i  them  that  are  contrite  in  heart,  and 

i,  2. 

5. 

ti- 
lt. 

>i    jo,  it, 
..  18. 

7,  8. 
a.  6-8. 

Hi-  will  save  the  lowly  in  spirit."  ,J  Also  in 
the  same  place  :  "  Many  are  the  afflictions  of  the 
righteous,  but  out  of  them  all  the  Lord  will 

deliver  them."  H  Of  this  same  matter  in  Job: 
"  Naked  came  I  out  of  my  mother's  womb,  naked 
also  shall  1  go  under  the  earth  :  the  Lord 
and  the  Lord  hath  taken  away  :  as  it  hath  pie. 
the  Lord,  so  it  is  done;  blessed  be  the  name 
of  the  Lord.  In  all  these  things  which  happened 
to  him  JoU  sinned  in  nothing  with  his  lips  in 

the  sight  of  the  Lord."  '5  Concerning  this  same 
thing  in  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew: 
••  blessed  are  they  that  mourn,  for  the)  shall  be 

comforted."  "'  Also  according  to  John  :  "These 
things  have  I  spoken  unto  you,  that  in  me  ye 
ma)  have  peace.  Hut  in  the  world  ye  shall  have 
affliction  ;  but  have  confidence,  for  I  have  over- 

come the  world."  ''  Concerning  this  same  thing 
in  the  second  Epistle  to  the  Corinthians  :  "There 
was  given  to  me  a  thorn  in  the  flesh,  a  messenger 
of  Satan  to  buffet  me,  that  I  should  not  be  ex- 

alted. Tor  which  thing  I  thrice  besought  the 
Lord,  that  it  should  depart  from  me.  And  He 
said  unto  me,  My  grace  is  sufficient  for  thee; 

for  strength  is  perfected  in  weakness."  ,s  Con- 
cerning this  same  thing  to  the  Romans:  "We 

glory  in  hope  of  the  glory  of  God.  And  not 
onlj  so,  but  we  also  glory  in  afflictions  :  knowing 
that  affliction  worketh  patience  ;  and  patience, 
experience ;  and  experience,  hope  :  and  hope 
does  not  confound;  because  the  love  of  God  is 
infused  in  our  hearts  by  the  Holy  Spirit,  which 

is  given  unto  us."19  On  this  same  subject,  ac- 
cording to  Matthew  :  "  How  broad  and  spacious 

is  the  way  which  leadeth  unto  death,  and  many 
there  arc  who  go  in  thereby :  how  straight  and 
narrow  is  the  way  that  leadeth  to  life,  and  few 

there  are  that  find  it !  "  2°  Of  this  same  thing  in 
'Tobias:  "Where  are  thy  righteousnesses?  be- 

hold what  thou  sufferest."  2l  Also  in  the  Wisdom 
of  Solomon  :  "  In  the  places  of  the  wicked  the 
righteous  groan  ;  but  at  their  ruin  the  righteous 

will  abound."  " 

7.  That  we  must  not  grieve  the   Holy  Spirit, 
whom  we  have  received. 

Paul  the  apostle  to  the  Ephesians  :  "  Grieve 
not  the  Holy  Spirit  of  God,  in  which  ye  were 

sealed  in  the  day  of  redemption.  Let  all  bitter- 
ness, and  wrath,  and  indignation,  and  clamour, 

and  blasphemy,  be  taken  away  from  you."23 

Ps.  xxxiv.  18. I's.  xxxiv.  19. 

Job  i.  21,  22. Matt.  v.  4. 

John  xvi    33. 

2  Cor.  xii.  7-9. 
Horn.  v.  2-5. 
Matt,  vii    13,  14. 
I  "t>.  li.  14. 

vxviii.  28. 

Eph.  iv.  30,  31. 
[For  the  sealing,  see  Acts  xuc.  6,  Hcb.  vi.  a. 
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8.  That  anger  must  be  overcome,  lest  it  con- 
strain us  to  sin. 

In  Solomon  in  the  Proverbs:    "Better  is  a 

patient  man  than  a  strong  man  ;  for  he  who  re- 
strains his  anger  is  better  than  he  who  taketh  a 

city."  '     Also  in  the  same  place:  "The  impru- 
dent man  declareth  his  anger  on  the  same  day, 

but  the  crafty  man  hideth  away  his  dishonour."' 
Of  this  same  thing  to  the    Ephesians  :   "  lie  ye 
angry,  and  sin  not.      Let  not  the  sun  set  upon 

your  wrath."  *     Also  in  the  Gosp  1  ai  cor 
Matthew:   "  Ye  have  heard  that   it  was  said 
the  ancients,  Thou  shalt  not  kill;  and  whoever 
shall  kill  shall  be  guilty  of  the  judgment.      Hut 
I  say  unto  you,  That  every  one  who  is   ai 

with  his  "brother  without  cause  shall   be  guilty  of 
the  judgment."  4 

9.  That  brethren  ought  to  support  one  an- 
other. 

To  the  Galatians :  "Each  one  having  others 
in  consideration,  lest  ye  also  should  be  tempted. 

Bi  11  ye  one  another's  burdens,  and  so  ye  shall 
fulfil  the  law  of  Christ."  5 

10.  That  we  must  trust  in  God  only,  and  in 
I  lim  we  must  glory. 

In  Jeremiah:  "Let  not  the  wise  man  glory 
in  his  wisdom,  neither  let  the  Strong  man  glory  in 
his  strength,  nor  let  the  rich  man  -lory  in  his 
riclns  ;  but  let  him  that  glorieth  glory  in  this, 
that  he  understands  and  knows  that  I  am  the 

Lord,  who  do  mercy,  and  judgment,  and  right- 
eousness upon  the  earth,  because  in  them  is  my 

pleasure,  saith  the  Lord.'"'  Of  the  same  thing 
in  the  fifty-fourth  Psalm:  "In  the  Lord  have  I 
hoped;  I  will  not  fear  what  man  can  do  unto 

inc."  '    Also  in  the  same  place :  "To  none  but 
God  alone  is  my  soul  subjc<  ted."  s      Abo  in 
cxviith  Psalm:  "  I  will  nut   fear  whal   man  1 

<L  unto  me  ;  the  I ,onl  is  my  helper."  '     Also  in 
the    same    place:    "It    is   good    to    trust    in    the 
I  ,'>nl    rather   than   to    trust    in    man  ;    it    i 

to   hope   in   the    Lord    rather   than    to    hope    in 

prim  e ;."  ' '  ( )f  this  same  thing  in  I  >aniel : 
"  but  Shadrach,  Meshach,  and  Abednego  an- 

swered  .ui.l    said   to    king   Nebuchadnezzar,  0 
,  there  is  110   need    to    answer  thee    1  "ik 

this   word.      for    ( rod,    w  limn    v.  .    1. 
able  to  (Liner  us  from  the  furnace  oi  burning 
tire;   and  lie  will  deliver  US  from  thine   hand,  () 

1  Pi  .v.  xvi.    \i. 
•  I'l    >\       Ml.     III. 

'  I   ph,  iv.  a6. 
4  M  hi     v.   ji,  33. 

■i 

*  Gal,  \i.  1,  3. 
1  v.  33 

7  Pi  Ivi.  11. 
«  Pi,  Ixii    . 
9  Pi  .  win  11. 

'     Pi  >  xmm.  s. 

king.  And  if  not,  be  it  known  unto  thee  that 

we  serve  not  thy  gods,  and  we  adore  not  the 

golden  image  which  thou  I  ■■  I  up.""  Like- 
in  Jeremiah  :  "I  irsedis  the  man  who  hath 

hope  in  man  ;  and  blessed  i>  the  man  who 
trusts  in  tiie  Lord,  and  his  hope  shall  be  in 

I."  ,J    Concemi  iter- 

onomy  :    "  Thou    shalt   worship    th       1     rd     thy 

God,  and    Him   only  shalt  them   serve."" 
this  same   thing   to    the  Romans  id   they 
worshipped  and  served  the  creatui  the 

tor.     Wherefore  also  God  gave  them  up 

ignominious  passions."  "     Of  tins  thing  also  in 
John:  "Greater  is   He  who  is   in  you  than   he 

who  is  in  this  world."  »S 

11.  That  he  who  has  attained  to  tru>t.  ha\ 

put  off  the   former  man. 
gard  only  celestial  and  spiritual   thil 
and  to  give  no  heed  to  tiie  world  which 
he  has  already  renounced. 

In  Isaiah  :   "  Seek  ye  the  Lord  ;  and  when  ye 
have  found  Him, tall  upon  Him.      But  when  He 
hath  1  ome  near  unto  you.  let  the  wicked  fore 
his  ways,  and  the  unrighteous  man  his  th 
and   let   him   be   turned  unto  the   Lord,  and  he 

shall  obtain  mercy,  because  He  will  plentifully 

Ion  your  sins."  '     Of  this  same  thing  in  S 
mon :    "1   have   seen    all    the   works   which    are 

•  under  the  sun  :  and.  lo,  all  are  vanity. 

Of  this  same  thing  in  Exodus  :   "  but   thus   shall 
ye  eal  it  ;  your  loms  girt,  and  your  si;,  m  -  0:1  . 

,  and  your  stav<  ;r  hands ;  and  ye  shall 

it  in   haste,  for  it  is   the    lord' 
(  )f  this  same  thin-    in   the   I  '><  ispel    • 
Matthew:  ••Take  no  thought,  hall 
we  e  it  ?  or.  What  shall  we  drmk  ?  or,  Wh 

shall  w  thed?  tor  these  things  the  nati 
OUT    bather   knoweth    that 

have  need  of  all  these  thin.:--.     Seek  first  the 
d  'in   1  if   (  ioil,   and    I  [is    right 

.'II    lie  >e    things    shall    be    added    u; 

Likewise  in  the  same  place:   "Think  not 
the  morrow,  for  the  morrow  shall  take  1 

1.     Sufficient   unto   the  day   is 

1  \il."  I  ik(  wise  in  the  same  pi  \ 
1     <  k.    and    puttr 

plough,  i  i  tit  tor  the   k 
in  the  same  1  ;  "1    hold  th< 
he.i'.  ow  not,  noi 
mto  barns  ;   ai 

■    1 

'  1     V        N     I       II 

I 
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them.      V  
•.•>! ■ 

1    your    la: 
\  e   like  unto  men  that  n 

meth  from  the  weddii 

keth,  they  may 

•     him.  whom 

b  li- 

ne thing  in  Matthew
  

: 
ami  the  birds  of  the  heaven 

t  the  S         f  man  hath  not  wl. 

I  i   hea
d."

  

line 
th  not  all  that  he  hath, 

this  same  thing  in 

the  first  to  the  Corinthi  ms  :   "  Ye  are  m 

price, 
rifya

nd  
our  bod  .;     Also  in 

the  same  plai  .  :   u  1  he  tune  is  limited.     It  re- 
fore,    that    bot\  who    have 

as  though  they  have  them  not,  and  they 
ent  as  I  ley  that 

they  that  rejoice  not,  and  they  who 

that  buy  not,  and  they  who  pos- 
who  possess  n                        wh  )  use  this 

.ion  of 

)  in  the  same 
f  the  earth, 

nd  mar  heaven.     As  he  is  of  the 

who  are  of  the  c1 
>uch  also  are  the  heavenly. 

have  l>orne  the  ima^e  of  him  who 
f  the  clay,  let  us  bear  His  imacre  also  who  is 

from   heaven." 7     Of  this  same   matter  to   the 
Phi  Ml  seek  their  own,  and  not  those 

things  which  are  Christ's  ;  whose  end  ruc- 
.ose  god  is  their  belly,  and  th    -  .     ry  is 

to   their  confusi  >n.   who   mind    t 

-  our  co-  n  is  in  heaven,  whence  also 
•ct  the  Saviour,  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ, 

who  shall  transform  the  body  of  our  humiliation 

•ormed  to  the  body  of  His  glory."  s     Of  this 
very  matter  iatians :  "But  be  it  far  from) 
me  to  Ixjnst,  except  in  the  cross  of  our  Lord] 

■>hom   the  world  is  crucified  I 
unto  me.  and  1  Concerning 

me  thing  to  Timothy :    "  No   man   that 
ieth   himself  with  worldly 

anr  it  he  may  please  Him  to  whom 
he  hath  a;  himself.  i  if  a  man 

'1  not  '  ned  ur. 
his  sar  to  the 

ye  be  dead  with   Chr:- 
the  elements  of  the  world  11,  as  if  living 

in  the  world,  do  ye  follow  vain  things?"  "     Also 
concerning  this  same  thing:  "If  ye  have  r. 

hrist,  seek  those  things  which  are 
e,  where  Christ  is  sitting  on  the  right  hand 

I  d.     Giv<  heed  to  the  thinj  are  above, 
which  are  on  the  earth  ;  for 

ye  are  dead,  and  your  life  is  hidden  with  Christ 
in  God.     But  when  Christ  your  life  shall  appear, 

II  ye  also  appear  with  Him  in  gl   r\. 
this  same  thing  to  the   I  off 

the  old  man  of  the  former  conversation,  who  is 
xcording  to  the  lusts  of  deceit.     But 

be  ye  renewed  in  the  spirit  of  your  mind,  and 
on  the  new  man,  him  who  i       God 

is  ordained  in  righteousness,  and  holim 

truth."  '3     Of  this  same  thing  in  the  Epistle  of 
Peter  :  "As  rs  and  pilgrims,  abstain  from 

s,  which  war  against  the  soul  ;  but 
having  a  good  conversation  among  the  Gen; 
that  while  they  detract  from  you  as  if  from  evil- 

doers, yet,  beholding  your  good  works,  they  may 

gnify  God."'4  Of  this  same  thing  in  the 
Epistle  of  John :  "  He  who  saith  he  abideth  in 
Chr  it  himself  also  to  walk  even  as  He 

walked."  *s  Als  •  .n  the  same  place  :  "  Love  not 
the  world,  neither  the  things  that  are  in  the 

world.  If  any  man  loveth  the  world,  the  love 
of  the  Father  is  not  in  him.  Because  everything 
which  is  in  the  world  is  lust  of  the  flesh,  and 

lust  of  the  eyes,  and  the  ambition  of  this  world, 
which  is  not  of  the  Father,  but  of  the  lust  of  this 

world.  And  the  world  shall  pass  away  with  its 
lust.  But  he  that  doeth  the  will  of  God  abideth 

rod  abideth  for  ever."  '-  Also 
in  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians : 

"  Purge  out  the  old  leaven,  that  ye  may  be  a  new 
dough,  as  ye  are  unleavened.  For  also  Christ 

our  passover  is  sacrificed.  Therefore  let  us  cele- 
brate the  feast,  not  in  the  old  leaven,  nor  in  the 

leaven  of  malice  and  wickedness,  but  in  the  un- 

leavened bread  of  sincerity  and  truth."  l? 
12.  That  we  must  not  swear. 

In  Solomon :  "  A  man  that  sweareth  much 
shall  be  filled  with  iniquity,  and  the  plague  shall 
not  depart  from  his  house ;  and  if  he  swear 

vainly,  he  shall  not  be  justified."  lS  Of  this  same 
matter,  according  to  Matthew  :  "  (Again,  ye  have 
heard  that  it  was  said  to  them  of  old,  Thou  shalt 

not  swear  falsely,  but  shalt  perform  unto  the  Lord 
thine  oaths.  |  I  say  unto  you.  Swear  not  at  all : 

(neither  by  heaven,  because  it  is  God's  throne  ; 
nor  by  the  earth,  because  it  is  His  footstool ;  nor 

■ 

i  »o. 

' 

11 Col.  ii.  so. 

1-4. 

Eph.  iv    z»-a4, 
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by  Jerusalem,  because  it  is  the  city  of  the  great 
King;  neither  shalt  thou  swear  by  thy  head, 
because  thou  canst  not  make  one  hair  white  or 

black.)  But  let  your  discourse  be,  Yea.,  yea  ; 
Nay,  nay  :  (for  whatever  is  fuller  than  these  is 

of  evil.")  '  Of  this  same  thing  in  Exodus  : 
"Thou  shalt  not  take  the  name  of  the  Lord  thy 
God  in  vain." 2 

13.  That  we  must  not  curse. 

In  Exodus  :  "  Thou  shalt  not  curse  nor  speak 

ill  of  the  ruler  of  thy  people."  3  Also  in  the 
thirty-third  Psalm  :  "  Who  is  the  man  who  de- 

sires life,  and  Ioveth  to  see  good  days?  Restrain 
thy  tongue  from  evil,  and  thy  lips  that  they  Speak 

no  guile."  +  Of  this  same  thing  in  Leviticus: 
"  And  the  Lord  spoke  to  Moses,  saying,  Bring 
forth  him  who  hath  cursed  abroad  outside  the 

camp  ;  and  all  who  heard  him  shall  place  their 
hands  upon  his  head,  and  all  the  assembly  of  the 

children  of  Israel  shall  stone  him."  5  Of  this 

same  thing  in  Paul's  Epistle  to  the  Ephesians  : 
"Let  no  evil  discourse  proceed  out  of  your 
mouth,  but  that  which  is  good  for  the  edification 

of  faith,  that  it  may  give  grace  to  the  hearers.'"' 
Of  this  same  thing  to  the  Romans:  "Blessing, 
and  not  cursing."7  Of  this  same  thing  in  the 
Gospel  according  to  Matthew:  "He  who  shall 
say  to  his  brother,  Thou  fool  !  shall  be  liable  1  1 

the  Gehenna  of  fire."8  Of  this  Name  mat 
Tiling  to  the  same  Matthew:  "But  I 

unto  you,  That  every  idle  word  which  m  ui  shall 

speak,  they  shall  give  account  for  it  in  the  day 
of  judgment.  For  by  thy  words  thou  shalt  be 

justified,  and  by  thy  words  thou  shalt  be  con- 

demned."9 

14.  That  we  must  never  murmur,  but  bless 
God  concerning  all  things  that  happen. 

In  Job :   "Say   some   word   against    the    Lord, 
and  die.     But  he,  looking  upon  her,  said,  Thou 

speakest  as   one    of  the    foolish    women.      It'  we 
have  re<  eived  good  things  from  the  Lord's  hand, 
why  shall  we  not  endure  evil  things?  In  all 
these  tilings  whi<  h  happened  unto  him,  fob 

sinned  not  with  his  lips  in  the  sight  of  the  Lord."10 
Also  in  the  same  place:  "Hast  thou  regarded 
m\  servant  Job?  for  there  is  none  like  unto  him 

in  the  earth  :    a  man  w  ithoul    «  omplaint  :    a    H  •■ 
worshipper  of  God,  restraining  himsell  from  all 

evil."  "     ( )f  the  same  thing  m  the  thirt)  third 
■  \i  ,n 

lexl; Mm   \ .  ,1    ,  ■      \ii  tl  inting 
[nl|0    111   (■!.     I'm  1  .,    1    ,,'4  |. 

Ex.  w  .7.     [Compare  old  Pnrii  ed.  on  ihi 

111    lllc    I 

I  Ex    Kxii 

*    \\.    KXxiv,    13,  13. 
I   I  .  I     .  1 1  ■ 
6  Eph   iv 
7  Rom,  \ii    14. 

M  Mi.  v    aa. 
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Psalm  .   "  I  will  bless  the  Lord  at  all  tinv 

praise  shall  ever  be  in  my  mouth."  ,J     Of  this 
same  thing  in  Numbers  :   '"  Let  their  murmuring 

e  from  me,  and  they  shall   not   die."  ", 
this  same  thing  in  the  A<  ts  of  the  Apostles  :  "  But 
about  the   middle  of  the   night    Paul    and   Silas 

prayed  and  gave  thanks  to  God,  and  the  prison- 

ers heard  them."  '•*     Also  in  the  Epistle  of  I 
to  the   Philippians:  "But  doing  all  things  far 
love,  without   murmurings  and  revilings,1'  that 
ye  may  be  without  complaint,  and  spotl< 

of  God."  '6 15.  That  men  are  tried,  by  God  for  this  pur- 
pose, that  they  may  be  proved. 

In  Genesis:    "And  God  tempted  Abraham, 
and  said  to  him,  Take  thy  only  son  whom  t 
lovest,  Isaac,  and  go  into  the  high  land,  and 

offer  him  there  as  a  burnt-offering  on  one  of  the 

mountains  of  which  I  will  tell  thee."  ''     Of  this 
same  thing  in  Deuteronomy:   "  rhe   Lord  your 
God  proveth  you,  that  lie  may  know  if  ye   1 
the  Lord  your  God  with  all  your  heart,  and  with 

all  your  soul."  ,a     Of  this  same  thing  in  the  Wis- 
dom   Of  Solomon:   "Although    in    the   - 

men   the}'  suffered    torments,   their   h  full 
of  immortality  ;  and  havii  \         n  in  few  thii 

distressed,  yet  in  many  things  they  shall  be  1 
pilj  ordered  ;eGod  tried  them,  and  found 
them  worths  of  Himself.  A-  I  in  the  furnace 

He  proved  them,  and  as  a  burnt-offering  He  re- 
ceived them.  And  in  their  time  there  shall  be 

respei  t  of  them  ;  they  shall  judge  the  nat: 
and  shall  rule  over  the  people  ;  and  their  Lord 

shall  reign  for  ever."  '  ■  Of  this  -  ime  thing  in  the 
Mail  :  "Was  not    Abraham  found  faithful 

in  temptation,  and  it  was  a<  i '  tunted  unto  him 

iteousness?"80 1  6.   <  )f  the  benefits  of  m.irtvrdom. 

In  the    Proverbs  >m<  n  :   "  The    faithful 

martyr  delivers  his  soul  from  evils.""     Also  in 
the  same  plat  e  :  "  Then  shall  the  I  I  Uld 
in  great  boldness  against  them  who  have  afflu  ted 
them,  and  who  took   awaj   th(    I  ^  hen 
they  see  them,  the)  shall  be  disturbed  wit 
horrible  feai  .  .\nA  they  shall  w 
demies.    o(   their    unhoped  for    -  llvat 

among  themselves,  repenting  and 
distre  ;s  of  spii  t,  1 
tune  we  had  in   derision,  and  in    tl 

a  proverb  .  we  fool  i  <  ouni 
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lout  honour.     How  are  I 

the  <  hildren  of  ( »od,  and  their 
rherefore  wa  have  w  in 

>f  truth,  and  the  light  ol 
shined  upon  us,  and  the 

:  isi-n   upon   us.     We   have   been 
of  iniquity  and  of  perdition, 

ilked  through  difficult  solitudes  ; 
known  the  way  of  the   Lord. 

pride  profited  us?  or  what  hath  the 
■  brought  to  us?     All   these 

■  a  shadow.''  '      ( )f  this 

icvth  Psalm  :  "  Precious  in  the 

it  of  the  Lord  is  the  death  of  His  saints."-' 
i  in  the  cxxvth  Psalm:  "They  who  sow  in 

ill  reap  in  joy.     Walking  they  walked. 

and.  wept  a  '   their  seeds  ;  but  coming 

ill  come  in  joy,  raising  up  their  laps."  - 
» thing  in  the  Gospel  according  to 

John:  "•  He  who  loveth  his  life  shall  lose  it  ;  and 
he  that  hateth  his  life  in  this  world  shall  find  it 

to  life  eternal."  ■     Also  in  the  same  place  :   "  But 
n  they  shall  deliver  you  up,  take  no  thought 

.11  speak  :  tor  it  is  not  ye  who  speak. 

but  the  Spirit  of  your  Father  which  speaketh  in 

\  i     m  the  same  place  :    "  The  hour 
11  i  ome,  that  every  one  that  killeth  you  shall 

think  he  doeth  service  to  God;  but  they  shall 
i   because   they  have   not  known  the 

>er  nor  me."       Of  this  same  matter,  accord- 
Matthew:  "Blessed  are  they  which  shall 

suffer  persecution  for  righteousness'  sake;    for 
the  .  mi  of  heaven."  7     Also  in  the 

I      r  not  them  which  kill  the  body, 
QOt  able  to  kill  the  soul;  but  rather  fear 

Him  which  is  able  to  kill  the  soul  and  body  in 

Also  in  the  same  place:  "  Whoso- 
»re  men,  him  also  will 

I  i  >nl  re  my  Father  which  is  in  heaven; 
but  he  wh  >  shall  deny  me  before  men,  him  also 
will  >re  my  Father  which  is  in  heaven. 

ill  endure  to  the   end,  the  same 
I  )f  this  same  thing,  according 
1  shall  ye  be  when   men   shall 

hat  and   shall   separate   you    (from    their 
:all   drive  you  out,  and  shall 
name,  as  wicked,  for  the  Son 

ke.     F  i  that  day.  and  exult ; 

ir  reward  is  great  in  heaven."  lo     Also 
•  Verily   I   say  unto  you, 

m  that  leavetb  house,  or  parents, 
brethren,  r  children,  for  the  sake  of 

-  not  receive  seven 

-a. ».  i-o. 

.6. 
.    JO. 
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times  as  much  in  this  present  time,  but  in  the 

world  to  come  life  everlasting."  "  Of  this  same 

thing  in  the  Apocalypse  :  "  And  when  he  had 
Opened  the  fifth  seal,  I  saw  under  the  altar  of 
God  the  souls  of  them  that  were  slain  on  ac- 

count of  the  word  of  God  and  lbs  testimony. 
And  they  cried  with  a  loud  voice,  saying,  How 
long,  ()  Lord,  holy  and  true,  dost  Thou  not 

judge  and  avenge  our  blood  cm  them  that  dwell 
on  the  earth?  And  unto  every  one  of  them 

weii'  given  white  robes  ;  and  it  was  said  to  them, 
that  they  should  rest  still  for  a  short  time,  until 
the  number  of  their  fellow-servants,  and  of  their 
brethren,  should  be  fulfilled,  and  they  who  shall 

afterwards  be  slain,  after  their  example."  '-'  Also 
in  the  same  place  :  "  After  these  things  I  saw  a 
great  crowd,  which  no  one  among  them  could 
number,  from  every  nation,  and  from  every  tribe, 

and  from  every  people  and  tongue,  standing  be- 
fore the  throne  and  before  the  Lamb  ;  and  they 

were  clothed  with  white  robes,  and  palms  were 
in  their  hands.  And  they  said  with  a  loud  voice, 
Salvation  to  our  God,  that  sitteth  upon  the  throne, 
and  to  the  Lamb.  And  one  of  the  elders  an- 

swered and  said  to  me,  What  are  these  which 

are  clothed  with  white  robes  ?  who  are  the)-,  and 
whence  have  they  come  ?  And  I  said  unto  him, 
My  lord,  thou  knowest.  And  he  said  unto  me, 
These  are  they  who  have  come  out  of  great 
tribulation,  and  have  washed  their  robes,  and 
made  them  white  in  the  blood  of  the  Lamb. 

Therefore  they  are  before  the  throne  of  God,  and 
serve  Him  day  and  night  in  His  temple  ;  and 
He  who  sitteth  upon  the  throne  shall  dwell 
among  them.  They  shall  neither  hunger  nor 
thirst  ever ;  and  neither  shall  the  sun  fall  upon 
them,  nor  shall  they  suffer  any  heat :  for  the 

Lamb  who  is  in  the  midst  of  the  throne  shall  pro- 
tect them,  and  shall  lead  them  to  the  fountains 

of  the  waters  of  life  ;  and  God  shall  wipe  away 

every  tear  from  their  eyes."  IJ  Also  in  the  same 
place  :  "  He  who  shall  overcome  I  will  give  him 

'  to  eat  of  the  tree  of  life,  which  is  in  the  paradise 
!  of  my  God."  M  Also  in  the  same  place  :  "  Be 
thou  faithful  even  unto  death,  and  I  will  give 

thee  a  crown  of  life."  '5  Also  in  the  same  place  : 
••  Blessed  shall  they  be  who  shall  watch,  and 
shall  keep  their  garments,  lest  they  walk  naked, 

and  they  see  their  shame."  l6  Of  this  same  thing, 
Paul  in  the  second  Lpistle  to  Timothy  :  "  I  am 
now  offered  up,  and  the  time  of  my  assumption 
is  at  hand.  I  have  fought  a  good  fight,  I  have 
finished  my  course,  I  have  kept  the  faith.  There 
now  remains  for  me  a  crown  of  righteousness, 
which  the  Lord,  the  righteous  Judge,  will  give 

"  Luke  xviii.  29,  30. 
12  Rev.  vi.  9-11. 
13  Rev.  vii.  0-17. '«  Rev.  ii.  7. 
15  Rev,  ii.  10. 
16  Rev.  xvi.  15. 
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me  in  that  day;  and  not  only  to  me,  but  to  all 

also  who  love  His  appearing."1  Of  this  same 
thing  to  the  Romans  :  "  We  arc  the  sons  of  God  : 
but  if  sons  and  heirs  of  God,  we  arc  also  joint- 
heirs  with  Christ;  if  we  suffer  together,  that  we 

may  also  be  magnified  together."  2  ( )f  this  same 
thing  in  the  cxviiith  Psalm  :  "  Blessed  are  they 
who  are  undeliled  in  the  way,  and  walk  in  the 
law  of  the  Lord.  Blessed  are  they  who  search 

into  His  testimonies."3 

17.  That  what  we   suffer  in   this  world   is  of 
less  account  than  is  the  reward  which 

is  promised. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Romans  :  "The 
sufferings  of  this  present  time  are  not  worthy  of 

iparison  with  the  glory  that  is  to  come  after, 
which  shall  be  revealed  in  us."4  Of  this  same 

thing  in  the  Maccabees:  "O  Lord,  who  . 
the  holy  knowledge',  it  is  manifest  that  while  I 
might  be  delivered  from  death.  I  am  sufferin  5 
most  cruel  pains  of  body,  being  beaten  with 
whips  ;  yet  in  spirit  I  suffer  these  things  willingly, 

ruse  of  the  fear  of  thine  own  self."5  Also 
in  the  same  place  :  "Thou  indeed,  being  power- 

less, destroyest  us  out  of  this  present  life  ;  but 
the  King  of  the  world  shall  raise  us  up  who  have 
died  for  His  laws  into  the  eternal  resurrei  tion  of 

life.""  Also  in  the  same  place:  "It  is  better 
that,  given  up  to  death  by  men,  we  should  ex- 

pect hope  from  Cod  to  be  raised  again  by  Him. 
For  there  shall  be  no  resurrection  to  life  for 

thee."  '  Also  in  the  same  place  :  "  1  laving  power 
among  men,  although  thou  art  corruptible,  thou 
doest  what  thou  wilt.  But  think  not  that  our 

race  is  forsaken  of  God.  Sustain,  and  see  how 

]  lis  grea!  power  will  torment  thee  and  thy  seed." 
Also  in  the  same  place:  "Do  not  err  without 

■;  for  we  suiier  these  things  on  our  own 
accounts,  as  sinners  against  our  Cod.  But  think 
not  thou  that  thou  shall  be  unpunished,  having 

undertaken  to  fight  against  Cod."  • 

18.  That  nothing  is  to  be  preferred  to  the 
love  of  1  tod  and  Christ. 

In  1  Deuteronomy  :  "  Thou  shall  love  the  Lord 
thy  Cod  with  .ill  th\  heart,  and  with  all  tin  soul, 

and  with  all  thy- might."  I0  Uso  in  the  Gospel 
according  to  Matthew :  "He  that  loveth  father 
01  mothi  1  above  me,  is  not  worthy  of  me  ;  and 
he  that  loveth  son  or  dau  1m  r  a!  it  ive  me,  i  -  DOl 
worthy  of  me  ;    and    he   that    taketh    not    up    his 

1      '     III     IV.   '1-8. 

III.  \  III    111,  17. 

I  Pi.  (  \i\.  1,  j. 
*  Rom.  i  iii 

Mace,  vi    10. 
I  t  M11    .  \  ii 
;   1  Mace,  vii    14. 
B   1  Mao    \ii   1 
I   1  Mao    \  11   1 

'"   1  Vnt.  vi.  5. 

cross  and   followeth  me,  is  not  my1  ."" 
ALo  in  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Romans: 

"Who  shall  separate  us  from  the  love  of  Chi 
shall    tribulation,   or  distress,  or    |  .,   or 
famine,  or  nakedness,  or  peril,  or  sword?  As  it 
is  written,  Because  for  thy  sake  we  are  killed  all 
the  day  long,  we  are  counted  as  sheep  for  the 
slaughter.     But  in  all  tl  more 

than  conquerors  for  His  sake  who  loved  us."  u 

19.  That  we  are  not  to  obey  our  own  will,  but 
the  will  of  ( tod. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  John:  "I  came 
not  down  from  heaven  to  do  mine  own  will,  but 

the  will  of  Him  that  sent  me."  ' '  Of  this  same 
muter,  according  to  Matthew:  "  Father,  if  it  be 
possible,  let  this  cup  pass  from  me;  neverthe- 

less, not  what  I  will,  but  what  Thou  wilt,"  "  Also 
in  the  daily  prayer:  "Thy  will  be  done,  as  in 
heaven,  so  in  earth."  '5     Abo  a<  i  to  Mat- 

thew :  ••  Not  every  one  who  saith  unto  me,  Lord, 
Lord,  shall  enter  into  the  kingdom  of  heaven; 
but  he  who  doeth  the  will  of  m\  Father  which 

is  in  heaven,  he  shall  enter  into  thi-  kingdom  of 
heaven."  '"  Also  according  to  Luke  :  "  But  that 
servant  which  knoweth  his  Lord's  will,  and  obeyed 

not  1  lis  will,  shall  be  beaten  with  many  stripes."  ,7 
In  the  Epistle  of  John  :  "  But  he  that  doeth  the 
will  of  Cod  abideth  for  ever,  even  as  He  Him- 

self also  abideth  for  ever." 

20.  That  the  foundation  and  Strength  <■<(  hope 
and  faith  is  fear. 

In  the  CXth  Psalm  :   '•The  fear  of  die  Lord  is 

the  beginning  oi  vt  isi  lorn."       I  ■ 
in  the  Wisdom  oi  Solomon:  "The  beginning 
w  isdom  is  t"  tear  <  tod."       Also  in  the  i 
11I    the   same:    "  Blessed   is   the   man  who   re\er- 

ences  all  things  w  it H  tear.' in    Isaiah  :   "-  \nd    upon  whom   else  Will    1 
except  upon  him  that  is  1  »wl)  and  peaceful,  and 
that   trcmbleth  at  my  «  Of  this   same 

thing  in  ( ienesis  :  "  \nd  the  angel  i 
called   him  from   heaven,  and   said   unto 
Abraham.     V.raham  :    and    he   said,   H  I   I. 

And  he  said,  Lay  not  thine  hand  upon  the  lad, 

neither  do  anything  unto  him  :  t 
that  thi  I  tod,  and  1 
thy  beloved  son  for  m> 

•ud   Psalm  :  "S  the  Lord 
n  \i 

'     R 

u  John  m 
u  Man    icxvi 
"     M  .;• 
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unto  Him  in  trembling."  '    Also  in  Deu- 
w.'itl   of   ( tod    to    M1  »ses  :   "  Call 

the  r  to  me,  and  let  them  hear 

,  ma)  learn  to  fear  me  all  the 
elves  shall  live  upon  the 

i  in  Jeremiah  :  "B<  hold,  the  days 
.  that  1  will  perfe<  t  upon 

I,  and  in  the  house  of  Judah, 
an  .  not  a< «  ording  to  the  covenant 
;  with  their  fathers  in  the  day 

when  1  I  id  hold  o\  their  hand  to  bring  them 

out  of  the  land  of  Egypt  j  because  they  haw 

not  abode  in  m)  covenant,  and  I  have  been  un- 
mindful of  l  .  saith  the  Lord  ;  because  this 

i>  the  <  whi(  h  I  will  or' lain  for  the  house 
of   Israel;    After  days,  saith   the   Lord,  I 

will  give«n)  law.  and  will  writ.-  it  in  their  mind  ; 
and  I  will  be  to  them   for  a  God,  and   they  shall 
be  to  iae  for  a  people.    And  the)  shall  not  teai  h 

ry  man  ther,  saying,  Know  the  Lord  : 
because  all  shall  know  me.  from  the  least  even 

tot)  them:  because  I  will  be  favour- 
able to  their  iniquitit  s,  and  their  sins  I  will  n  <t 

remember  any  more.  If  the  heaven  should  be 
lifu  ,  saith  the  Lord,  and  if  the  earth 

aid  he  made  low  from  beneath,  yet  I  will  not 
i  if  [srael,  saith  the   Lord, 

for  all  tile  things  which  they  have  done.     Behold. 
I  will   -  them  together  from  every  land  in 
which  I  h.t  red  them  in  anger,  and  in  my 
fury,  and  i;  indignation  j  and  I  will  grind 
them  down  into  that  place,  and  I  will  leave  tl 
in  t  ,d  they  shall   he  to  me  for  a  people, 
and  I  will  be  to  them  for  a  God  :  and  I  will  give 
them  another  way,  and   another  heart,  that   I 
may  fe  r  me  all  their  days   in   prosperity  with 
their  children  :  and  I  will  perfect  for  them  an 

rlasting  nt,  which  I  will  not  turn  away 

after  them  :  and  I  will  put  my  fear  into  their 
rt.  th  a  they  may  not  depart  from  me  :  and  I 

will  \isit  upon  them  to  do  them  good,  and  to 
plant  tli  :m  in  their  land  in  faith,  and  with  all  the 

with  all  the  mind."  *  Also  in  the 
Ap  And  the  four  and  twenty  elders 
whi<  i  their  thrones  in  the  sight  (of  God), 
fell  uppn  t  id  worshipped  ( rod,  saving, 

thanks.  <>  Lord  God  omnipotent, 
whi<h  art  and  which  wast;  because  Thou  hast 
taken  Hiy  great  power,  and  hast  reigned.     And 

id  Thy  wrath  is  come, 
and  the  time  in  whii  h  it  should  he  judged   < 

d    the   reward'    should 
rv;mts  the  prophets,  and  the  saints 

that   fear  Thy   name,   small    and    great  ;    and   to 
disperse  th  »  have  corrupted  the  earth."  < 

"  And    I    saw  another 
midst  of  the  heaven, 

1   IV  n    ii.     T)  ■  the  remainder  of  this  section,  except 
»o  concluding  q  iiom  the  1  salm.-.,  i>  wanting  in  many 

to. 

XI.    I 

Also  in  the  same  place  : 

angel  flying  through  the 
having  the  everlasting  Gospel  to  preach  to  those 
who  dwell  upon  the  earth,  and  to  all  the  nat, 
and  tribes, and  tongues, and  peoples, saying  with 
a  Loud  voice,  Fear  God,  and  give  Him  honour, 
bet  ause  the  hour  of  1  lis  judgment  is  come  ;  and 
adore  Unn  who  made  the  heaven,  and  the  earth, 

and  the  sea,  and  the  fountains  of  waters."5 
Abo  in  the  same  place  :  "And  I  saw  as  it  were 
a  sea  of  glass  mingled  with  fire  ;  and  the  beasts 

were  feeding  with  His  lambs/'  and  the  number 
of  His  name  a  hundred  and  forty  and  four, 
standing  upon  the  sea  of  glass,  having  the  harps 
of  God  ;  and  they  sing  the  song  of  Moses,  the 

servant  of  God,  and  the  song  of  the  Lamb,  say- 
ing, Great  and  marvellous  are  Thy  works,  ()  Lord 

God  Almighty;  just  and  true  are  Thy  ways, 
Thou  King  of  the  nations.  Who  would  not  fear 
Thee,  and  give  honour  to  Thy  name?  for  Thou 
only  art  holy  :  and  because  all  nations  shall  come 
and  worship  in  Thy  sight,  because  Thy  right- 

|  eousnesses  have  been  made  manifest."  7  Also  in 
Daniel  :  "There  was  a  man  dwelling  in  Babylon 
whose  name  was  Joachim;  and  he  took  a  wife 
by  name  Susanna,  the  daughter  of  Helchias,  a 
very  beautiful  woman,  and  one  that  feared  the 
Lord.  And  her  parents  were  righteous,  and 
taught  their  daughter  according  to  the  law  of 

Moses."8  Moreover,  in  Daniel:  "And  we  are 

lowly  this  da}'  in  all  the  earth  because  of  our 
sins,  and  there  is  not  at  this  time  any  prince,  or 

prophet,  or  leader,  or  burnt-offering,  or  oblation, 
or  sacrifice,  or  incense,  or  place  to  sacrifice  be- 

fore Thee,  and  to  find  mercy  from  Thee.  And 
yet  in  the  soul  and  spirit  of  lowliness  let  us  be 

accepted  as  the  burnt-offerings  of  rams  and  bulls, 
ami  as  it  were  many  thousands  of  lambs  which 
are  fattest.  If  our  offering  may  be  made  in  Thy 
presence  this  day,  their  power  shall  be  consumed, 
for  they  shall  not  be  ashamed  who  put  their  trust 
in  Thee.  And  now  we  follow  with  our  whole 

heart,  and  we  fear  and  seek  Thy  face.  Give  us 

not  over  unto  reproach,  but  do  with  us  accord- 
ing to  Thy  tranquillity,  and  according  to  the 

multitude  of  Thy  mercy  deliver  us."  9  Also  in 
the  same  place  :  "And  the  king  exceedingly  re- 

joiced, and  commanded  Daniel  to  be  taken  up 
out  of  the  den  of  lions  ;  and  the  lions  had  done 
him  no  hurt,  because  he  trusted  and  had  believed 

in  his  God.  And  the  king  commanded,  and 
they  brought  those  men  who  had  accused  Daniel ; 
and  they  cast  them  in  the  den  of  lions,  and  their 
wives  and  their  children.     And  before  they  had 

5  Rev   xiv.  16,  17. 

6  There  is  considerable  departure  here  from  the  Apocalyptic  text, 
for  which  it  is  not  easy  to  account.  [But  this  is  an  interesting  fact  as 
bearing  upon  the  question  of  an  original  African  version  made  from 
a  family  of  mss.  now  extinct  ] v.  xv.  2-4. 

8  Him    of  Susannah,  1-3. 
9  Song  of  the  Three  Children,  14-19. 
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reached  the  pavement  of  the  den  they  were 
seized  by  the  lions,  and  they  brake  all  their 
bones  in  pieces.  Then  Darius  the  king  wrote, 
To  all  peoples,  tribes,  and  languages  which  are 
in  my  kingdom,  peace  be  unto  you  from  my 
face.  I  decree  and  ordain  that  all  those  who 
are  in  my  kingdom  shall  fear  and  tremble  before 
the  most  high  God  whom  Daniel  serves,  because 
He  is  the  God  who  liveth  and  abideth  for  ever, 
and  His  kingdom  shall  not  pass  away,  and  lbs 
dominion  goeth  on  for  ever;  and  He  alone 
doeth  signs,  and  prodigies,  and  marvellous  things 
in  the  heaven  and  the  earth,  who  snatched  I  )aniel 

from  the  den  of  lions."1  Also  in  Micah  : 
"Wherewith  shall  I  approach  the  Lord,  and  lay 
hold  upon  Him?  in  sacrifices,  in  burnt-ofFerings, 
in  calves  of  a  year  old?  Does  the  Lord  favour 
and  receive  me  with  thousands  of  fat  goats?  or 

shall  I  give  my  first-fruits  of  unrighteousness,  the 
fruit  of  my  belly,  the  sin  of  my  soul?  It  is  told 
thee,  ()  man,  what  is  good;  or  what  else  the 
Lord  doth  require,  save  that  thou  shouldst  do 
judgment  and  justice,  and  love  mercy,  and  be 
ready  to  go  with  the  Lord  thy  God.  The  voice 
of  the  Lord  shall  be  invoked  in  the  city,  and  lie 

will  save  those  who  fear  His  name."  Also  in 
Micah  :  "  Feed  Thy  people  with  Thy  rod,  the 
sheep  of  Thine  inheritance;  and  pluck  up  those 
who  dwell  separately  in  the  midst  of  Carmel. 
They  shall  prepare  Bashan  and  Gilead  a<  cording 
to  the  days  of  the  age  ;  and  according  to  the 
days  of  their  going  forth  from  the  land  of  Egypt 
I  will  show  them  wonderful  things.  The  nations 
shall  see.  and  be  confounded  at  all  their  might  ; 
and  they  shall  place  their  hand  upon  their  mouth. 
Their  ears  shall  be  deafened,  and  they  shall  lit  k 
the  dust  as  do  serpents.  Dragging  the  earth, 
they  shall  be  disturbed,  and  they  shall  li<  k  the 
dust:  in  their  end  they  shall  be  afraid  towards 
the  Lord  their  ( iod,  and   they  shall    fear  because 
of  Thee.     Who  is  a  God  as  Th  »u  art,  raising  up 

unrighl        mess,  and    passing  over  impiety?" 
And  in  Nahum :  "The  mountains  were  mo 
at  Him.  and  the  hills  trembled  j  and  the  earth 
was  laid  bare  before  His  \\u\-,  and  all  who  dwell 
therein.  From  the  (.ur  of  lbs  anger  who  shall 
bear  it.  and  who  with  -In  nleth  in  the  fur)   of   I  lis 
bouI?     His  rage  causes  the  beginnings  to  flow, 

and  the  ro<  1%  i  were  melted  by  I  lim.      I'hc   1 is  good  to  those  who  sustain  Him  in  the  da; 

affliction,  and  lenoweth  those  who  feat  Him."< 
Also  iii  Hagcai :  "And  Zerubbabel  the  son  yf 
Salathiel,  of  the  tribe  ol  Judah,  and   I    us  the 
Bon  of  Josedech,  the  high  priest,  and  all  who  re 
mained  of  the  people,  obeyed  the  voice  of  the 
Lord  their  God,  because  the  Lord  sent  him  to 

1  Dan   vi   14-98. 
-'  Mil    •  < 
3  M11  .  %  11    14-18. 
*  Nah.  i,  s-7. 

them,  and  the  people  feared  from  the  face  of 
(iod."  5  Also  in  Malachi  :  "The  covenant  was 
with  life  and  peace  ;  and  I  gave  to  them  the  fear 

to  fear  me  from  the  face  of  my  name."  Abo 
in  the  thirty-third  Psalm  :  "  bear  the  Lord,  all  ye 
His  saints  :  for  there  is  no  want  to  them  that  fear 

Him."7  Also  in  the  eighteenth  Pa  Im:  "  , 
fear  of  the  Lord  is  chaste,  abiding  for  ever." 

21.  That  we  must  not  rashly  judge  of  another. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Luke:  "Judge 
not,  that  ye  be  not  judged:  condemn  not,  that 

ye  be  not  condemned."  '  Of  this  same  subject 
to  the  Romans  :  "  Who  art  thou  that  judgest 
another  man's  servant?  to.  his  own  master  he 
standeth  or  falleth.     But   he   shall   stand  ; 

!  is  able  to  make  him  stand.''  "     And  again  : 
••  Wherefore  thou  art  without  e\<  use,  < »  ei 
man   that  judgest:    for  in   that  in  which  thou 
i  tin  r,  thou  condemnest    thyself; 
thou  doest  the  same  things  which  thou  judg 
But  dost  thou  hope,  who  judgest  those  who  do 
evil,  and  doest  the  same,  that  thou   thyself  shalt 

ipe  the  judgment  ol  God?"11  Abo  in  the 
first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians:  ••  And 
let  him  that  thinketh  he  standeth  take  heed  lest 

fall.""  And  again:  "  If  any  man  thinketh 
that  he  knoweth  anything,  he  knoweth  not  yet 
in  what  manner  he  ought  to  know. 

22.  That  when  we  have  received  a  WTOl  g,  we 
must  remit  and  forgive  it. 

In  the  Gospel,  in  the  daily  prayer:  "  Forgive 
us  our  debt-,  even  as  we  forgive  our 

Also  according  to  Mark:  "And  when  ye  stand 
for  pr  iy<  r,  I  »i   ive,  if  ye  have  ought  >i  any 
one  ;   thai   al  ;o  your    bather  v  \en 

may  forgive  you  your  sin-,.     But  il  not 
ive,   neither  will    your    F  ther  ■   in 

heaven   P  »i  jh  e  you  your  sins.  the 
same  plai  e  :  "  In  what  measure  ye  met<  .  in  that 
shall  it  be  1         red  to  you  ag  tin. 

:;.   That  evil  is  not  to  be  return  ■  il. 

In  the  Epistle  ̂ (  Paul  tO  the  Romans  ;  "  R 

dering  to  no  man  e\  il  for  e\  fl." 
same   pi  U  e  :    "  Not    I"   be 

ovi  ii  ome  evil  with  good."  "    I 
in  the  Ap.i<  al)  pse  :   "  And   1 1 

1  11 

I   M  ,1    ,, 

I'     ri> 

1 

1  '    1    I    ..t     \m     ; 
'<    M  .11     \i     || 
I!    M  hi     k| 

1     Mark  i>      1 
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prophecy  o(  this  hook  ; 
I  hand.     And  let  ti. 

.  hurt  :  and  let  him  who  is 
.   still :  hut  let  the  righteous  do 

and  in  like  manner,  let 
holiness.     Heboid. 

tnd   my  reward  is  with  m< 
.  ...  I  •  his  deed 

jsible    to    attain    to    the 

Jesus  Christ. 

In  ;       i  ording  to  John  :  "  I  am  the 
te  truth,  and    the  lite:    QO  mm  cometh 

er,   but    by   me.'-      Also    in    the 
••I  am  the  door:   by  me  if  any 

enter  in,  he  shall  be  saved."3 

man  have  been  baptized 

and  born  again,  he  cannot  attain  unto 
the  kin  »f  God. 

According  to  John  :  "  Except  a 
mai  gain  of  water  and  the  Spirit,  he 
cannot  enter  into  the  kingdom  oi  God.      For 

ich  is  born  of  the  flesh  is  flesh  ;  and  that 

of  the  Spirit  is  spirit."4     Also  in 
the  plai  e  :  "■  Unless  ye  eat  the  flesh  of  the 

man.  and  drink  His  blood,  ye  shall  not 
have  life  in 

it  it  is  of  small  account  to  be  baptized 
and  to  receive  the  Eucharist,  unless  one 

profit  by  it  both  in  deeds  and  works. 
In  the  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  : 

'•  K  not,  that  they  which  run  in  a  race  run 
all,  although  one  receiveth  the  prize  ?     So 

run.  that  ye  may  obtain.     And  those  indeed  that 
they  iv.  a  corruptible  crown,  but  we  an 

incorruptible."       In   the    Gospel   according  to 
••  Every  tree  that  bringeth  not  forth 

'\  be  cut  down,  and  cast  into  the 
n  the  same  place  :  "  Many  shall 

ae  in  that  day,  Lord,  Lord,  have  we 
i  by  name,  and  in  Thy  name 

ha\  id  in  Thy  name  have  done 
ten  shall  I  say  to  them.  I 

depart  from  me.  ye  who  work 

l  the  same  place  :  '•  Let  vour 
ine  before  men,  that  they  may  see  your 

>ur  Father  which  is  in 

:  Mul  to  the  Philippians  :  "  Shine 
ts  in  the  world."  lo 

* 

to-ts. 6. 

-    5.  6. 
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i.  >S. 

*  H  -.  »3. 1 6. 
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;.  That    even  a  baptized    person    lofl 
<  e  that   he    has  attained,  unless  he 

keep  innocency. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  John  :  "  Lo,  thou 
art  made  whole  :  sin  no  more,  lest  a  worse  thing 

happen  unto  thee.""  Also  in  the  first  E] 
<»f  Paul  to  the  Corinthians:  "  Know  ye  not  that 
ye  are  the  temple  of  Cod,  and  the  Spirit  of  I 
abideth  in  you?  If  anyone  violate  the  temple 

|  of  God,  him  will  God  destroy."  ,2  Of  this  same 
thing  in  the  Chronicles  :  "  God  is  with  you,  while 
ye  are  with  Him:  if  ye  forsake  Him,  He  will 

forsake  you."  '3 
2S.  That  remission  cannot  in  the  Church  be 

uted  unto  him  who  has  sinned 

linst  God  (i.e.,  the  Holy  Ghost). 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew  :  "  Who- 
I  soever  shall  say  a  word  against  the  Sjii  of  man, 
it  shall  be  forgiven  him  ;  but  whosoever  shall 

k  against  the  Holy  Ghost,  it  shall  not  be 
forgiven  him,  neither  in  this  world  nor  in  the 

world  to  come."  M  Also  according  to  Mark: 
"  All  sins  shall  be  forgiven,  and  blasphemies,  to 
the  sons  of  men  :  but  whoever  shall  blaspheme 
against  the  Holy  Ghost,  it  shall  not  be  forgiven 

him,  but  he  shall  be  guilty  of  eternal  sin."  "S  ( )f 
this  same  thing  in  the  first  book  of  Kings  :  "If 
a  man  sin  by  offending  against  a  man,  they  shall 
pray  the  Lord  for  him  ;  but  if  a  man  sin  against 

Cod,  who  shall  pray  for  him?"  l6 

29.  That  it  was  before  predicted,  concerning 
the  hatred  of  the  Name, 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Luke  :  "  And  ye 

shall  be  hated  of  all  men  for  my  name's  sake."  '7 
Also  according  to  John  :  (>  If  the  world  hate  you, 
know  ye  that  it  first  hated  me.  If  ye  were  of 
the  world,  the  world  would  love  what  would  be 
its  own  :  but  because  ye  are  not  of  the  world,  and 
I  have  chosen  vou  out  of  the  world,  therefore  the 

world  hateth  you.  Remember  the  word  which  I 
said  unto  you,  The  servant  is  not  greater  than  his 

If  they  have  persecuted  me,  they  will  also 

persecute  you."  ,8  Also  in  Baruch  :  '9  "  For  the 
time  shall  come,  and  ye  shall  seek  me,  both  ye 
and  those  who  shall  be  after  you,  to  hear  the 
word  of  wisdom  and  of  understanding ;  and  ye 
shall  not  find  me.    But  the  nations  shall  desire  to 

11  John  v.  14. 
12  1  Cor.  iii.  16,  17. 
13  2  Chron.  xv.  2. 
u  Matt.  xii.  32. 
15  Mark  iii.  28,  29. 

16  1  Sam.  li  »5>  [i.e  ,  he  regards  this  text  as  expounded  by  tbe 
preceding  words  of  Christ.     Compare  1  John  v.  16.] 17  Luke  xxi.  17. 

"  John  xv.  18-20. 
•9  The  whole  of  this  quotation,  as  it  is  called,  from  Baruch,  is 

wanting  in  all  codices  but  two.  It  is  remarkable,  as  finding  no  place 
in  any  text  of  Scripture,  nor  in  any  translation,  whether  Greek  or Latin. 
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sec  the  wise  man,  and  it  shall  not  happen  to  them  : 
not  because  the  wisdom  of  this  world  shall  be 
wanting,  or  shall  fail  to  the  earth ;  but  neither 
shall  the  word  of  the  law  he  wanting  to  the  world. 
For  wisdom  shall  he  in  a  few  who  watch,  and 
are  silent  and  quiet,  and  who  hold  converse  with 
one  another ;  hecause  some  shall  dread  them, 
and  shall  fear  them  as  evil.  lint  some  do  not 
believe  the  word  of  the  law  of  the  Highest.  But 
some  who  are  amazed  in  their  countenance  will 

not  believe  ;  and  they  also  who  contradict  will 
believe,  and  will  be  contrary  to  and  hindering 
the  spirit  of  truth.  Moreover,  others  will  he  wise 
to  the  spirit  of  error,  and  declaring  the  edit  i 
if  of  the  Highest  and  the  Strong  One.  More- 

over, others  are  possessors  of 'faith.1  Others  are mighty  and  strong  in  the  faith  of  the  Highest, 

and  hateful  to  the  stranger." 

30.  That  what  any  one  has  vowed  to  God,  he 
must  quickly  repay. 

In  Solomon  :  "  According  as  thou  hast  vowed 
a  vow  to  God,  delay  not  to  pay  it."2  Concern- 

ing this  same  thing  in  Deuteronomy:  "Hut  if 
thou  hast  vowed  a  vow  to  the  Lord  thy  God, 
thou  shalt  not  delay  to  pay  it  :  because  the  Lord 
thy  God  inquiring  shall  seek  it  of  tfiee  ;  and  it 
shall  he  for  a  sin.  Thou  shalt  observe  tl 

things  that  shall  go  forth  out  of  thy  lips,  and 
shalt  perform  the  gift  which  thou  hast  spoken 

with  thy  mouth."3  Of  this  same  matter  in  the 
forty-ninth  Psalm:  "  Sacrifice  to  God  the  sa 
fice  of  praise,  and  pay  thy  vows  to  the  Mosl 

High,  (.'all  upon  me  in  the  day  of  trouble,  and 
I  will  deliver  thee,  and  thou  shalt  glorify  m 
Of  this  same  thing  in  the  A<  ts  of  the  Apostles : 

"Why  hath  Satan  filled  thine  heart,  that  thou 
shouldst  lie  to  the  Holy  Ghost,  when  thy  estate 
was  in  thine  own  power?  Thou  hast  not  lied 

unto  men,  but  unto  God."  5  AKd  in  Jeremiah  : 
"Cursed  is  he  who  doeth  the  work  of  « 

negligently.'"' 

31.  That  he  who  does   not  believe   is  judged 
already. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  John:  "Hi'  that 
believeth  not  is  already  judged,  bei  ause  he  hath 
not  believed   in    the    name   of  the   onlj      Son   of 
God.      And  tin,  h   the  judgment,  that    lighl    has 
Come  into  tin-  world,  and  men  have  loved    datk 

i   rather  than   light."8       Of    this  also   in   the 
first   Psalm:  "Therefore  the  ungodly  shall  not 

1   Pmonalei   Bdei,     ThU,   like   m.inv  other  cxprcsaioni   iii   this 
luc  to  a  mcai 

1      let,  \    \ 
It.    Will.    .'1-31. 

*  I'-     I      14,1$. *  \ilsv,    I,  4. 
\l%  Ml      \    . 

7   I  hi,  ,- .    bill  some  read  unigtHiti,  "  only -betfolten." 
*  John  jii,    l.v,  ly. 

rise  up  in  judgment,  nor  sinners  in  the  council 

of  the  righteous."  '' 

32.  Of  the  benefit  of  virginity  and  of  con- 

tinency.,° In  Genesis:  "Multiplying  I  will  multiply  thy 
sorrows  and  thy  groanings,  and  ialt 
thou  bring  forth  childn  d  thy  turning  shall 

be  to  thy  husband,  and  he  shall  rule  over  thee."" 
Of  diis  same  thing  in   the   I  !ing  to 
Matthew:  "All  men  do  not  receive  th 

but    they  to  whom   it    is    given:    for  there    are- 
some    eunuchs  who    were    born    so    from    their 

mother's  womb,  and  there  are  eunu<  hs  who  have- 
hern  constrained  by  men,  and  there  are  eunu 
who    have    made-    themseh  :»r    the 

kingdom  of  heaven's  He  w  1   re- 
(  eive  it,  let  him  receive  it." '-    Als 
Luke:  "The  children  of  this  world  beget,  and 
are  begotten.     But  they  who  have  been  consid- 

ered worthy  of  that  world,  and   the   I  tion 
from  the  dead,  do   not   marry,  nor  are   married: 
for  neither  shall  the\  begin  to  di    :  for  they  are 
equal  to   the  angels  of  G              e  they  are  the 
children  of  the  resurre*  tion.     But,  that  the  dead 
rise  again,  Moses  intimates  when  he  says  in  the 
bush,  The  Lord,  the  G                  iham,  and  the 

( rod  of  Isaac,  and  the  God                      i : 
not  the  God  of  the  dead,  but  ̂ >(  the  livii 

all  live  unto  Him."1'     Also  in  the  first  Epistle 
of  Paul  to  the  1  lorinthians :  ••  It 
man  not  to  touch  a  woman.     But,  •           ount 
of  fornication,  let  every  man  have  his  own  « 
and  every  woman  have  her  own  husband.     Let 
the  husband  render  what  is  due  to   the  wife,  and 

similarly   the    wife    to    the    husband.     '1 
hath  in il  p< iwer  over  her  own  tx id] 
hand.     And  in  like  manner,  the  husband  hath 

ni  it    pi  >wer    over  his    own    body,   '.'■  • 
Defraud  not  one  the  other,  ex<  reement 
fol  a  tune,  tii.it   \e   ma\    have    k  :■ 

and  again  return   to   the    sami 
tempt   you   on   a.  <  ount    ol    your   it 
This  I  sa)   b)  waj  ol  all 
<  omma  U  men 
even  as  1  am.     But  1 

gift  from  ( tod  ;  one  in  one  « 
another  w  iv."  "      Abo  in  the  same    |  '   in 
unmarried  man  thinks  ol  those  tl 

the    lord's,  in    w;i  it    w  ;\     | hut    he  who   h  IS  (  ontl 

thosi   •        1  that  -ire  of  t 

he    ma)    plea-e    his   w;:  I 
woman  and   the  unmarried  virgin    thinl 1  P 

*.(  3. 

die  Divine    '  il>«»vj II    1  ..-:i     1 

'   lit     \l\     1 

"1  ■      >v  1 

U  1  Cor.  vii 
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I  ord's,  that  she  may 
in  spirit  ;  but  she  thai 

hath  married  thinks  of  those  things  which  arc  of 

rid,  in  «  e  may  please  her  hus 

|  '.       in  I  xodus,  when  the  Lord  had 
-  that  he  should  sanctify  the 

third  day,  he  sanctified  them,  and 

led  .  ••  ]  i    idy,  for  three  days  ye  shall 
ien."  -'     Also  in  the   first 

•  And  the  priest  answered  to 
.id,  and  said,  There  arc  no  profane  loaves  in 

my  hand,  exi  ept  one  sacred  loaf.     If  the  young 
men   have  been  kept   back  from  women,  they 

shall  ea1  Wso  in  the  Apocalypse:  "These 
are  the)  wh  i  not  defiled  themselves  with 

men,  for  they  have  continued  virgins ;  f 
are  they  who  follow  the  Lamb  whithersoever  He 

shall  go."  ' 

3$.  That  the  Father  judgeth  nothing,  but  the 
a  :   and  that  the    Father  is   not  glori- 

fied by  him   by  whom   the   Son  is  not 
rilled. 

In    the    Gospel    according    to    John:    "The 
Father  i  nothing,  but  hath  given  all  judg- 

ment unto  the  Son.  that  all  may  honour  the  Son 
honour  the  Father.  He  who  honoureth 

not  the  S  in,  honoureth  not  the  Father  who  hath 

sent  Iliiii."-  Also  in  the  seventy-first  Psalm: 
••  ( I  I  the  king  Thy  judgment,  and  Thy 

iteousness  to  the  king's  son,  to  judge  Thy 
d   righteousness."       Abo   in   Genesis: 

'•  And  th     Lord  rained  upon  Sodom  and  Gomor- 
rah   sulphur,   and    fire   from   heaven   from   the 

:     lm» 

34.  That  the  believer  ought  not  to  live  like 
the  Gentile. 

In  Jeremiah  :  '"Thus  saith  the  Lord.  Walk  ye 

the  way  of   the    Gentiles." 
»e  thing,  that  one  ought  to  separate 

him  m  the  Gentiles,  lest  he  should  be  a 
npanion  of  their  sin,  and  become  a  partaker 

of  their  penalty,  in  the   Apocalypse:    "And    I 
heard  ice    from    heaven,  saying,  Go 
forth  from  her,  my  people,  lest  thou  I  iker 
of  her  md  lest  thou  be  stri(  ken  with  her 

her  crimes  have  reached  even 
to  hc:r.  I  the  Lord  Cod  hath  remembered 
her  iniquities.     Therefore  He  hath  returned  unto 
her  double,  and  in  the  cup  which  she  hath  mixed 

r  her  :    and  in  how  much 

she  hath  glorified  herself  and  possessed  of  de- 

lights, in  so  much  is  given  unto  her  both  torment 
and   grief.      For   in   her   heart   sin  I    am   a 

queen,  and  cannot  be  a  widow,  nor  shall  I 
sorrow.  Therefore  in  one  hour  her  plagues  shall 
come  on  her,  death,  grief,  and  famine  :  and  she 
shall  be  burned  with  lire,  because  the  Lord  God 

is  strong  who  shall  judge  her.  And  the  kings  of 

the  earth  shall  weep  and  lament  themselves  for 
her.  who  have  committed  fornication  with  her, 
and  have   been   conversant   in   her  BUI  Also 

in  Isaiah  :   "  Go  forth  from  the  midst  of  them,  ye 

who  bear  the  vessels  of  the  Lord."  IO 

35.  That  God  is  patient  for  this  end,  that  we 
may  repent  of  our  sin,  and  be  reform<  d. 

In  Solomon,  in  Fcclesiasticus :  "Say  not,  I 
have  sinned,  and  what  sorrow  hath  happened  to 

me?  For  the  Highest  is  a  patient  repayer."" 
Also  Paul  to  the  Romans:  "  Or  despisest  thou 
the  riches  of  His  goodness,  and  forbearance, 

and  patience,  not  knowing  that  the  goodness  of 
God  leadeth  thee  to  repentance?  But,  accord- 

ing to  thy  hardness  and  impenitent  heart,  thou 
tn  asurest  up  to  thyself  wrath  in  the  day  of 
wrath  and  of  revelation  of  the  just  judgment 
of  God,  who  will  render  to  every  man  according 

to  his  deed's."  12 

•  1  Cor.  vii.  31-34. 

4  Re    <        < 

36.  That  a  woman  ought  not  to  be  adorned 
in  a  worldly  fashion. 

In  the  Apocalypse  :  "  And  there  came  one  of 
the  seven  angels  having  vials,  and  approached 

me,  saying,  Come,  I  will  show  thee  the  condem- 
nation of  the  great  whore,  who  sitteth  upon  many 

waters,  with  whom  the  kings  of  the  earth  have 
committed  fornication.  And  I  saw  a  woman 

who  sate  upon  a  beast.  And  that  woman  was 
clothed  with  a  purple  and  scarlet  robe  ;  and  she 
was  adorned  with  gold,  and  precious  stones,  and 
pearls,  holding  a  golden  cup  in  her  hand  full  of 
curses,  and  impurity,  and  fornication  of  the  whole 

earth."  '3  Also  to  Timothy  :  "  Let  your  women  be 
such  as  adorn  themselves  with  shamefacedness 

and  modesty,  not  with  twisted  hair,  nor  with  gold, 

nor  with  pearls,  or  precious  garments,  but  as  be- 
'  cometh  women  professing  chastity,  with  a  good 
conversation."  ,4  Of  this  same  thing  in  the  Epistle 

of  Peter  to  the  people  at  Pontus  :  "  Let  there  be 
in  a  woman  not  the  outward  adorning  of  orna- 

ment, or  of  gold,  or  of  apparel,  but  the  adorning 
of  the  heart."  '5  Also  in  Genesis  :  "  Thamar  cov- 

ered herself  with  a  cloak,  and  adorned  herself; 

9  Rev.  xviii.  4-9.  The  Oxford  text  reads  "  deliciis  "  instead  of 
"  delictis,"  —  making  the  last  clause,  "  and  have  walked  in  delica- 

cies." 

10  Isa.  Hi.  11. 
11  Ecclus.  v.  4. 

12  Rom.  ii.  4-6. 
,J  Rev.  xvii.  1-4. 
14  1  Tim.  ii.  9,  10. 

"  1  Pet.  iii.  4.     [This  limitation  to  "  Pontus"  is  curious.] 
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and  when  Judah  beheld  her,  she  appeared  to  him 

to  be  a  harlot."  ' 

37.  That  the  believer  ought  not  to  be  pun- 
ished for  other  offences,  except  for  the 

name  he  bears. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Peter  to  them  of  Pontus  : 

"Nor  let  any  of  you  suffer  as  a  thief,  or  a  mur- 
derer, or  as  an  evil-doer,  or  as  a  minder  of  other 

people's  business,2  but  as  a  Christian.3 

38.  That  the  servant   of  God    ought   to   be 
innocent,  lest  he  fall  into  secular  pun- 
ishment. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Romans  :  "  Wilt 
thou  not  be  afraid  of  the  power?  Do  that  which 

is  good,  and  thou  shalt  have  praise  of  it."  » 

39.  That  there  is  given  to  us  an  example  of  ' living  in  Christ. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Peter  to  them  of  Pontus : 

"For  Christ  suffered  for  us,  leaving  you  an  ex- 
ample, that  ye  may  follow  His  steps;  who  did 

no  sin,  neither  was  guile  found  in  His  mouth; 
who,  when  He  was  reviled,  reviled  not  again; 
when  He  suffered,  threatened  not,  but  gave 

Himself  up  to  him  thatjudgeth  unrighteously."5 
Also  Paul  to  the  Philippians :  "Who.  being  ap- 

pointed in  the  figure  of  God,  thought  it  not 
robbery  that  He  was  equal  with  God  ;  but  emp- 

tied Himself,  taking  the  form  of  a  servant,  He 
was  mad,'  in  the  likeness  of  man,  and  was  found 
in  fashion  as  a  num.  He  humbled  Himself, 
becoming  obedient  even  unto  death,  and  the 
death  of  the  cross.  For  which  cause  also  Cod 

hath  exalted  Him,  and  hath  given  Him  a  name, 
that  it  may  be  above  every  name,  that  in  the 
name  of  Jesus  every  knee  should  be  bowed,  of 
things  heavenly,  and  earthly,  and  infernal  ;  and 
that  every  tongue  should  confess  that  the  Lord 

Jesus  Christ  is  in  glory  of  God  the  Father." 
Of  this  same  thing  in  the  Gospel  according  I  I 

John:  "  If  I  have  washed  your  feet,  being  your 
Mastei  wm\  Lord,  ye  also  ought  to  wash  the 
of  others.  For  1  have  given  you  an  example, 
that  as  I  have  done,  ye  also  should  do  to 

others."  • 

40.  That    we    must    not     labour    noisily    nor 
boastfully. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew:  "Let 
not    thy    left    hand    know    what    thy    right    hand 

1  ( len,  xxxviii,  14,  is. 

-'  [Gr.  •><  .1  vA.iT|)ii)»ni<r«oiro«;  n  itrenn  exprtssion 
Paul'i '  111  ■  Hon,  «  hii  li  lir  expoun 

Comp  Gal.  ii  .)     Snowing,  by  tha  wmy,  the  limit*  of  Pi 
li.  linn,  "  mr.win,"  nr  in  i,,.,r  iou  navom.      No  .1.' 

J  i  Pet.  iv.  15,  16. 
4  Rom,  viii.  3. 
'  1  IVi.  11    ii  -33. 
6  Phil   11 

'  John  xiii.  14,  15. 

doeth,  that  thine  alms  may  be  in   se<  ret  ;  and 
thy  Father,  which  seeth  in  secret,  shall 

to  thee." s     Also  in   the  same   place:    ••When thou  doest  an   alms,  do   not    sound   a   trum 
re  thee,  as  the  hypocrites  do  in  the 

and  in  the  synagogues,  that  they  m.  lori- 
fied  of  men.     Verily  I  say  unto  you,  They  i 

fulfilled  their  reward."  9 

41.    That  we   must   not  speak  foolishly  and offensively. 

In  Paul's  Epistle  to  the  Fphesians :  "Foolish 
king  and  scurrility,  which  are  not  fitting  for 

the  occasion,  let  them  not  be  even  named  among 

you  
" 

>>  10 

42.  That  faith  is  of  advantage  altogether,  and 
that  we  can  do  as  m  >ch  as  we  beli< 

In  Genesis:  "And   Abraham  believed  (. 

and  it  was  counted  unto  him  for  righteousness."  " 
.Also  in  Isaiah  :  '"And  if  ye  do  not  believe,  lie: 
shall    ye    understand."'-'     Also    in    the    G 
according  to  Matthew:    '•  (  >  thou  of  littl 
wherefore  didst  thou  doubt?"'5     Abo  in   the 
same  place:  "If  you  have  faith  as  a  grain  of 
mustard  <k-c<\,  ye  shall  say  to  this  mountain.  1 
over  from  here  to  that  place,  and  it  shall  ; 
over;    and   nothing   shall   be   im]  ;nto 

you."  M     Abo  ac<  ording  to   Mark  :  "  All  tl. 
whatsoever  ye  pray  and  ask  for,  believe  thai 

shall  receive  them,  and  they  shall  be  yours." 
\bo  in  the  same  place:  "All  things  are  ; 
to  him  that  believeth.       In  Habakkuk  :  •• 

the  righteous  liveth  by  my  faith."  '  \  1  in 
Daniel:  "Ananias,  \/ in  is.  .md  Misael,  trusting 
in  Cod,  were  delivei  d  from  the  fiery  flame." 

43.  That   he  who  believes  can  immediat 
obtain  (i.e.,  pardon  and  j 

In    the     \<  ts    of   the    Apostle's  ■   ••  1 
water  :     wh  it    is    there    which    hinders    me   fl 

being  baptized?    Then  said  Philip,  If  th 
lievest  with  all  thine  heart,  thou  may  -t 

44.  That   believers  who  differ  among  tl 
selves  ought  not  to 

judge, In  the-  first  Epistle  >^(  Paul  to  the  <  !oru  1 
"  I  lares  any  of  you,  having  a  matte  • 

■  Mall    W       4 

■•    M 

10  Eph.  r.  4 

11  d 

1    1   1   1  1; 

1   I      M    .11        MV         |l. ' '    M  ill    \m 

I!    M 

■  m  .■:  i, 

■•     II  )b     1.     4 

'         I 

•'    [  1  !ir  ojlli  1 

I 
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other,  t>>  d  i  the  »'  '^  :n"1 

not  among  the  sail  Know   ye  not  th  it  the 

.    world?"  '        Vnd   again  : 
•  •  \  n  fault 

j  tinst  an- 
ye  not  ratlv  injury? 

ither  defrauded?     But 

x  ;i.l  defraud,  and  this  your  breth- 
Know  ye  n«>t  that  the  unrighteous  shall 
tain  the  kingdom  of  God? 

45.  rhat  h  »pe  1-  of  future  things,  and  there- 
fore that  our  faith  concerning  those 

things  which  arc  promised  ought  to  be 

patient. 

In  the  Episde  of  Paul  to  the  Romans:  "We 
ate  saved  by  hope.     But  hope  that  is  seen  is  not 
hop  what  a  man  seeth,  why  doth  he  hope 

1 1  we  hope  for  what  we  see  not,  we 

hope  1  ior  u  in  patience."  4 

That  a  woman  ought  to  be  silent  in  the 
chun  h. 

In  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  : 
••  1    •   women  be  silent  in  the  church.     But  if 
any  wish  to  learn  anything,  let  them  ask  their 

at  home."5     Also  to  Timothy :  "Let 
a  woman  learn  with   silence,   in   all  subjection. 
But  I  permit  not  a  woman  to   tea<  h,  nor  to  be 

r   the   man.   but  to  be    in   silence.      For 

was    first   formed,  then    Eve;  and    Adam 

luced,  but  the  woman  was  seduced."6 

47.    That  it  arises  from  our  fault  and  our  de- 
rt  that  we  suffer,  and  do  not  perceive 

God's  help  in  everything. 

In  Hosea:  "  Hear  ye  the  word  of  the  Lord, 
hildren  of  Israel :  because  judgment  is  from 

rd  against  the  inhabitants  of  the  earth, 
Ik  iere    is   neither  mercy  nor  truth,   nor 

nt   of  God   upon  the  earth;    but 
cursing,  and  lying,  and  slaughter,  and   theft,  and 

ttered  abroad  upon  the  earth  :  they 
mingle  blood  to  Mood.    Therefore  the  land  shall 
mourn,  with  all  its  inhabitants,  with   the   beasts 

'..  with  the  creeping  things  of  the  earth, 
rds  of  heaven  ;  .\nd  the  fishes  of  the 

1    shall   fail  :    so  that  no  man  may  judge,  no 
I  ite."  7    ( )f  this  same  thing  in  Isaiah  : 

"  Is  not  the  Lord's  hand  strong  to  save,  or  has 
ddown  His  ear  that  He  may  not  hear? 

1, 1. 

■  unas,"  "  we  wait  for  it." 1.  25. 

icn  mi;ht  have  spiritual  gifts,  like  the 
such  arc  here  forbidden  to 

li    wor*hip  of  the  Church.] 
1.  0-14. 

H  •<   h    1-4. 

But  your  sins   separate   between   you   and    God  : 
and  on  account  of  your  iniquiti  -  He  turns  an 
His  face  from  you.  lest  He  should  pity,  lor 
your  hands  are  polluted  with  blood,  and  TOUT 
fingers  with  sins  ;  and  your  lips  have  spoken 

wickedness,  and  your  tongue  devises  unright- 
-ness.  No  one  speaks  true  things,  neither  is 

judgment  true.  They  trust  in  vanity,  and  speak 
emptiness,  who  conceive  sorrow,  and  bring  forth 

wickedness."  H  Abo  in  Zephaniah  :  "  In  failing, 
let  it  fail  from  the  face  of  the  earth,  saith  the 
Lord.  Let  man  fail,  and  cattle;  let  the  birds 
of  heaven  fail,  and  the  fishes  of  the  sea  ;  and  I 
will  take  away  the  unrighteous  from  the  face  of 

the  earth."  9  I 

4S.  That  we  must  not  take  usury. 

In  the  thirteenth  Psalm  :  '°  "  He  that  hath  not 
given  his  money  upon  usury,  and  has  not  received 
gifts  concerning  the  innocent.  He  who  doeth 

these  things  shall  not  be  moved  for  ever."  "  Also 
in  Ezekiel :  "  But  the  man  who  will  be  righteous, 
shall  not  oppress  a  man,  and  shall  return  the 
pledge  of  the  debtor,  and  shall  not  commit 
rapine,  and  shall  give  his  bread  to  the  him 
and  shall  cover  the  naked,  and  shall  not  give 

his  money  for  usury."  I2  Also  in  Deuteronomy  : 
"Thou  shalt  not  lend  to  thy  brother  with  usury 

of  money,  and  with  usury  of  victuals."  '3 

49.  That  even  our  enemies  must  be  loved. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Luke  :  "  If  ye  love 
those  who  love  you,  what  thank  have  ye  ?  For 

even  sinners  love  those  who  love  them."  '■»  Also 
according  to  Matthew :  "  Love  your  enemies, 
and  pray  for  those  who  persecute  you.  that  ye 
may  be  the  children  of  your  Father  who  is  in 
heaven,  who  maketh  His  sun  to  rise  upon  the 
good  and  the  evil,  and  giveth  rain  upon  the 

righteous  and  the  unrighteous."  '5 

50.  That  the  sacrament  of  faith  must  not  be 

profaned. 
In  Solomon,  in  the  Proverbs  :  "  Say  not  any- 

thing in  the  ears  of  a  foolish  man  ;  lest,  when 
he  hears  it,  he  may  mock  at  thy  wise  words. 

Also  in  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew  :  "  (iivi 
not  that  which  is  holy  to  dogs ;  neither  cast  yt 
your  pearls  before  the  swine,  lest  perchance  the; 

trample  them  down  with  their-  feet,  and  tun 

again  and  crush  you."  '7 
8  Isn.  lix.  1-4. 
9  Zeph.  i.  2,  3. 

«°    The  Oxford  edition  has' 
11  IV.  xv.  6. 

12  F.zek.  xviii.  7,  8. 
1 1   I'cut.  xxiii.  19. 
"   I. nkc  vi.  32. 
"    Matt  v.  44,  45. 16  Prov.  xxiii.  9. 

»  Matt  vii.  6. 

the  fourteenth."     [Elucidation  XIII 
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51.  That  no  one  should  be   uplifted  in  his 

labour.1 

In  Solomon,  in  Lcclesiasticus :  "  Extol  not 

thyself  in  doing  thy  work."  2  Also  in  the  Gospel 
according  to  Luke:  "Which  of  you,  having  a 
servant  ploughing,  or  a  shepherd,  says  to  him 
win  11  he  cometh  from  the  field,  Pass  forward  and 

recline?  But  he  says  to  him,  Make  ready  some- 
what that  I  may  sup,  and  gird  thyself,  and  min- 

ister to  me,  until  I  eat  and  drink  ;  and  afterwards 
thou  shalt  eat  and  drink?  Does  he  thank  that 

servant  because  he  has  done  what  was  com- 
manded him  ?  So  also  ye,  when  ye  shall  have 

done  that  which  is  commanded  you,  say.  We 
are  unprofitable  servants  ;  we  have  done  what 

we  had  to  do."3 

52.  That  the  liberty  of  believing  or  of  not  be- 
lieving is  placed  in  free  choice. 

In  Deuteronomy:  "  Lo,  I  have  set  before  thy 
face  life  and  death,  good  and  evil.  Choose  for 

thyself  life,  that  thou  mayest  live." «  Also  in 
Isaiah  :  "  And  if  ye  be  willing,  and  hear  me.  \. 
shall  eat  the  good  of  the  land.  Hut  if  ye  be 
unwilling,  and  will  not  hear  me.  the  sword  shall 
consume  you.  For  the  mouth  of  the  Lord  hath 

spoken  these  things."5  Also  in  the  Gospel  ac- 
cording to  Luke:  "The  kingdom  of  God  is 

within  you.1'  6 

53.  That    he  secrets  of  God  cannot  be  seen 
through,   and    therefore    that   our   faith 

ought  to  be  simple.7 

In  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  : 

"We  see  now  through  the  glass  in  an  enigma, 
but  then  with  face  to  face.  Now  I  know  partly  ; 

but  then  I  shall  know  even  as  also  1  am  known." 

Also  in  Solomon,  in  Wisdom  :  "And  in  simpli- 
city of  heart  seek  Him."9  Also  in  the  same: 

"  II ■•  who  walketh  with  simplicity,  walketh  trust- 
fully."10 Als  )  in  the  same:  "Seek  not  things 

higher  than  thyself,  and  look  not  into  things 

Stronger  than  thyself."  "  Also  in  Solomon  :  "  Be 
ii"i  excessively  righteous,  and  do  not  reason 

more  than  is  required."  '•'  Also  in  Isaiah  :  "  Woe 
unto  them  who  are  convicted  in  themselves."'3 

Also  in  the  Maccabees:  "Daniel  in  his  simpli- 
was  delivered  from  the  mouth  of  the  lions."  " 

ALo  in  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Romans 
the  depth  of  the  riches  of  the  wisdom  and  knowl- 

edge of  God  !     Dow  incomprehensible  are  D  s 
judgments,  and  how  unsean  h  ible  are  His  ways  ! 
for  who  has  known  the   mind  of  the   Lord?  or 
who  has  been  His  counsellor?  or  who  has  first 

given  to  I  lim,  and  it  shall  be  rei  ompensei  i  ti  1 
again?     Because  from  Dim.  and  through  Dim, 
and  in  Him,  are  all  things:  to  Dim  be  glory  for 

ever  and  ever."  's     Abo  to   Timothy  :   "  But  1 
ish  and  unlearned  questions  avoid,  knowing 
the)    generate   strifes.      But   the   servant  of  G     I 
ought  not  to  strive,  but  to  be  gentle   towards  all 

>  III  ib   1    il  ;   IV  .  txxi.  1.] 
I    clus.  x.  36. 

1    I  .uWc  xvii.  7    in. 
*  I '.  iii.  liii 

'   Ki    1    ig 
6  Luke  \\  11    11 

'  [The  aphoriitii   force  of  these  "heeds"  irikmg  in rtie 
1 1 .  en.,  "  I  >ci  annua  pcrepici  non  ik^sc,  ct  idea  Men  n" 
cm  1  ■  .1   ilclii  "'."] *  I    COI  .Mil      ' 

9  WimI.  1.  1. 
I  Pi  i\    v   ., 

"I      le  1.  ui.  it. 

'     1''.  1  luv  \n    17. 
II  Is  I      XXIX,    IS. 
l*  i  M.ii .     n    '  ■■ 

men."  '6 54.  That  no  one  is  without  filth  and  with     t 
sin. 

In  Job :  "Forwho  is  pure  from  filth?     N   t 
one  :  even  if  his  life  be  of  one  day  on  the  earth. 

Abo  in  the  fiftieth  Psalm  :  "  Behold,  I  was  1 
ceived  in  iniquities,  and  in  sins  hath  my  mother 

conceived  me."  ,8     Abo  in  the  Epistle  of  John: 
"  If  we  say  that  we  have  no  sin.  we  deceive 

selves,  and  the  truth  is  not  in  us."  '9 

55.  That  we  must  not  please  men,  but  God. 

In  the  fifty-second  Psalm:  "They  that  pie 
men  are  confounded,  because  God  hath  m 

them  nothing.'- ■''     Also  in  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to 
the    Galatjans :  "  If  I  wished  to  please  men,  I 
should  not  be  the  servant  of  Christ."" 

56.  That  nothing  that  is  done  is  hidden  fin Cod. 

In  the  Wisdom  ^\   Solomon  :    "  In  ever] 
the  eyes  ̂ (  God  look  upon  the  good  and 

Also  in  Jeremiah :  "I  am  a  God  at  hand, 
not  a  God  alar  oil'.      If  a   man  should  be  hi. 
in  the  set  ret  pla<  e,  shall  I  not  tin  :  m  ? 
Do  not  I  fill  heaven  and  earth  ?  saith  tin-  I    rd 

Also  in  the  l"ir->t  of  Km^  .    "  Man  looketh  on 

fa<  e,  but  ( iod  on  the  heart."  ''     Uso  in  the  Ap 
alypse  1  "  And  all  the  churches  shall  kr 1  am  the   scan  her  ol    the    reins   and    her  I 

I  u ill  give  i"  ever)  one  i4  y  »u  a* 

works."   •    Also  in  the  eighteenth  Psalm :  "V 

understands  his  faults ?    clems, •    D-,.,  \ 

mj  91 1  iet  -ins,  <  >  Lord."        Also  in  du- 
de  ol    Paul   to   the  Corinthian-  :    "  V. 

all  be  manifested  before  the  tribunal 

II   K   in    (i 

1 

.1    1    1  • 

t 

•  1 

1    U 
1 1 
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m.i\  l.c.u  again  the  things  whi<  li 
i  body,  a.  <  ording  to  what  he 

hath  whether  good  or  evil."  ' 

a  the  believer  is  amended   and   re- .  >d. 

[n  the  cxviith  Psalm:  "The  Lord  amending 
}    th  amended  me,  and  hath  not  delivered  me 

leath."1     Also  in  the  eighty-eighth  Psalm: 
■■  l  will  visit  their  transgressions  with  a  rod,  and 
t      rains  with  scourges.     But  my  mercy  will  I 

tter  away  from  them."  l     Also  in   Mai- 
:  "And  He  shall  sit  melting  and  purifying, 

gold  and  silver;  and  He  shall  purify 

t      sons  of  Levi." 4     Also  in  the  Gospel :  "Thou 
shall  not  go  out  thence  until  thou  pay  the  utter- 

farthing."  5 

That  no  one  should  he  made  sad  by  death  : 
since  in  living  is  labour  and  peril,  in 

living  peare  and  the  certainty  of  resur- 
rection. 

In  Genesis:   ••Thru  said   the   Lord  to  Adam. 
■   thou   hast   hearkened    to    the   voice   of 
-.  and   hast   eaten   of  that   tree  of  which 

immanded  thee  that  thou  shouldest 

.rsed  shall  be  the  ground  in  all    thy 
m  sadness  and   groaning  shalt   thou   eat 

;t  all  the  days  of  thy  life  :   thorns  and  thistles 
1  it   cast   forth   to   thee  :   and   thou  shalt   eat 

the  herb  of  the  field   in   the  sweat  of  thy  brow. 
Thou  shalt  eat  thy  bread  until  thou  return  unto 
the  earth  from  which  also  thou  wast  taken;  be- 

arth   thou  art,  and  to  earth   thou   shalt 

Also  in  the  same  place:   "And  Enoch 
1  1  God,  and  was  not   found   afterwards; 

God  translated  him."*     And  in  Isaiah  : 

"All   !'•  _:ra--s,  and  all  the   glory  of   it    as f  grass.     The  grass  withered,  and  the 
ith  fallen  away  ;  but  the  word  of  the  Lord 

deth  for  ever." l    InEzekiel:  "They  say,  Our 
re  become  dry,  our  hope  hath  perished  : 

cpired.    Therefore  prophesy,  and  say, 
lith  the  Lord.  Behold,  I    0]  ir  mon- 

uments, and   I  will  bring  you    forth    from    your 
d   I  will  bring  you  into  the  land 

of  Israel  ;   and   I   will   put   my   Spirit  upon   you, 
and  1  live  ;  and  1  will  place  you  into  your 

!:  and  ye   -hall  know  that   I   the  Lord   have 

and  will  do  it.  saith  the  Lord."  '     Abo  m 
•   -   lomon  :   "He  was  taken  away, 
H  should  change  his  understand- 

IO. 

i    18. 
ix.  32,  33. 

9   tick.  XXJMI.  H-14. 

ing  ;  for  his  soul  was  pleasing  to  God.",c    Al   > 
in  the  eighty-third  Tallin  :  "  How  beloved  "  are 
thy  dwellings,    Thou   Lord  of  hosts?     M\  soul 
desires  and  hastes  to  the  courts  of  ( iod."  '-'  Ami 
in  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Thessaloniaiis  : 
"  Hut  we  would  not  that  you  should  be  ignorant, 
brethren,  concerning  those  who  sleep,  that  ye 
sorrow  not  as  others  which  have  no  hope.  For 
if  we  believe  that  Jesus  died  and  rose  again,  so 
also  them  which  have  fallen  asleep  in  Jesus  will 

(lod  bring  with  Him."  "  Also  in  the  first  Lpistle 
to  the  Corinthians  :  "Thou  fool,  that  which  thou 
sowest  is  not  quickened  except  it  have  first 

died."  l4  And  again  :  "  Star  differeth  from  star 
in  glory  :  so  also  the  resurrection.  The  body  is 
sown  in  corruption,  it  rises  without  corruption  ; 
it  i-  sown  in  ignominy,  it  rises  again  in  glory;  it 
is  sown  in  weakness,  it  rises  again  in  power;  it 
is  sown  an  animal  body,  it  rises  again  a  spiritual 

body."  '5  And  again  :  ''For  this  corruptible  must 
put  on  incorruption,  and  this  mortal  put  on  im- 

mortality. But  when  this  corruptible  shall  have 
put  on  incorruption,  and  this  mortal  shall  have 
put  on  immortality,  then  shall  come  to  pass  the 
word  that  is  written,  Death  is  absorbed  into 

striving.  Where.  ()  death,  is  thy  sting?  Where, 

O  death,  is  thy  striving?  "  ,6  Also  in  the  Gospel 
according  to  John  :  "  Father,  I  will  that  those 
whom  Thou  hast  given  me  be  with  me  where  I 
shall  be,  and  may  see  my  glory  which  Thou  hast 

given  me  before  the  foundation  of  the  world."  '7 
Also  according  to  Luke  :  "  Now  lettest  Thou 
Thy  servant  depart  in  peace,  O  Lord,  according 

to  the  word  ;  for  mine  eyes  have  seen  Thy  salva- 
tion." lS  Also  according  to  John  :  "  If  ye  loved 

me,  ye  would  rejoice  because  I  go  to  the  Father; 

for  the  Father  is  greater  than  I."  '9 

59.  Of  the  idols  which  the  Gentiles  think  to 

be  gods. 

In  the  Wisdom  of  Solomon  :  "  All  the  idols 
of  the  nations  they  counted  gods,  which  neither 
have  the  use  of  their  eyes  for  seeing,  nor  their 

nostrils  to  receive  breath,  nor  their  ears  for  hear- 
ing, nor  the  fingers  on  their  hands  for  handling ; 

but  their  feet  also  are  slow  to  walk.  For  man 

made  them  ;  and  he  who  has  borrowed  his  breath, 
he  fashioned  them.  But  no  man  will  be  able  to 

fashion  a  god  like  to  himself.  For  since  he  is 
mortal,  he  fashioneth  a  dead  thing  with  wicked 
hands.  But  he  himself  is  better  than  they 

whom  he  worships,  since  he  indeed  lived,  but 

10  Wisd.  iv.  11,  14. 

11  -.>me  read  "  amabiles,"  "amiable." 12  Ps.  Ixxxiv.  1,  a. 
13  1  Thess.  iv.  13,  14. 
14  1  Cor.  xv.  36. 
Is  1  Cor.  xv.  41-44. 
16  1  Cor.  xv.  53-55. 
17  John.  xvii.  24. 
"  I.nke  ii.  29,  30. 

'9  John  xiv.  28. 
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they  never."  '  On  this  same  matter  :  "  Neither 
have  they  who  have  regarded  the  works  known 
who  was  the  artificer,  but  have  thought  that  either 
fire,  or  wind,  or  the  rapid  air,  or  the  circle  of 
the  stars,  or  the  abundant  water,  or  the  sun  and 
moon,  were  the  gods  that  rule  over  the  world  ; 
and  if,  on  account  of  the  beauty  of  these,  they 
have  thought  thus,  let  them  know  how  much  more 
beautiful  than  these  is  the  Lord  ;  or  if  they  have 
admired  their  powers  and  operations,  let  them 
perceive  from  these  very  things  that  He  who  has 
established  these  mighty  things  is  stronger  than 

they."  2  Also  in  the  cxxxivth  Psalm  :  "  The 
idols  of  the  nations  are  silver  and  gold,  the  work 

of  men's  hands.  They  have  a  mouth,  and  speak 
not ;  they  have  eyes,  and  see  not ;  they  have 
ears,  and  hear  not ;  and  neither  is  there  any 
breath  in  their  mouth.  Let  them  who  make 

them  become  like  unto  them,  and  all  those  who 

trust  in  them."  i  Also  in  the  ninety-fifth  Psalm  : 
"All  the  gods  of  the  nations  are  demons,  but 
the  Lord  made  the  heavens."  4  Also  in  Exodus  : 

"  Ye  shall  not  make  unto  yourselves  gods  of  silver 
nor  of  gold."  5  And  again:  '"Thou  shalt  not 
make  to  thyself  an  idol,  nor  the  likeness  of  any 

thing."''  Also  in  Jeremiah:  "Thus  saith  the 
Lord,  Walk  not  according  to  the  ways  of  the 
heathen  ;  for  they  fear  those  things  in  their  own 
pi  i  ions,  because  the  lawful  things  of  the  heathen 
are  vain.  Wood  cut  out  from  the  forest  is  made 

the  work  of  the  carpenter,  and  melted  silver  and 
gold  are  beautifully  arranged  :  they  strengthen 
them  with  hammers  and  nails,  and  they  shall  not 
be  moved,  for  they  are  fixed.  The  silver  is 

ight  from Tharsis,  the  gold  comes  from  Mo. ib. 
All  things  arc  the  works  of  the  artificers  ;  they  will 
clothe  it  with  blue  and  purple  ;  lifting  them,  they 
will  carry  them,  because  they  will  not  go  forward. 
Be  not  afraid  of  them,  because  they  do  no  evil, 
neither  is  there  good  in  them.  Say  thus,  The 
gods  that  have  not  made  the  heaven  and  the 
earth  perish  from  the  earth,  ami  from  under  this 
heaven.  The  heaven  hath  trembled  at  this,  and 

hath  shuddered  much  more  vehemently,  saith  the 
Lord.  These  evil  things  hath  mv  people  done. 
They  have  forsaken  the  fountain  of  living  water. 
and  have  dug  out  for  themselves  worn  oul  wells, 

whuh  could  not  hold  water.  Tin-  love  hath 
smitten  due,  and  thy  wickedness  shaH  accuse 
thee.  Ami  know  and  see  that  it  shall  be  a  bitter 

thing  for  thee  that  thou  hast  forsaken  me,  saith 
the  Lord  tin  God,  and  thou  ha  .1  not  hoped  in 
me,  saidi  thy  Lord.  Because  of  old  time  thou 

hast  resented  my  yoke, and  hast  broken  thy  bonds, 

'   Wild,    vv    i  s-17. 
3  Wi«d.  xiii.  1 

'  Pi,  1  ww.  r6-t8, 
<  IV  icevi 
v      I     \        V    > 

*  Ex.  xx   ̂       Thii  M-.  tion  •  I,- ...  iin. 
tr\t.    The  Leipxii  edition  coDtinuu  a*  in  I 

and   hast   said,    I    will   not  serve,   but    I    will  go 
upon  every  lofty  mountain,  and  upon  every  high 
hill,  and  upon  every  shady  tree  :   there  I  will 
confounded  with  fornication.     To  the  WO 

to  the  stone  they  have  said,  Thou  art  my  father  ; 
and  to  the  stone,  Thou  hast   begotten   me  : 
tluy  turned   to    me    their    back,  and    not  their 

fai  e."  '      In  Isaiah  :   '•  The  dragon  hath  fallei 
is  dissolved  ;   their  caned  works  have  be*  Om<      3 
beasts  and  cattle.      Labouring  and   hungry, 

without  strength,  ye  rdiall  bear  them  bound  u] 

your  neck  as   a  heavy  burden." s     And  again: 
••(  lathered   together,  they  shall   not   be  aide   to 
be  saved  from  war;  but  they  themselves  have 

been  led  captive  with  thee."  •     And  again  ;  "To 
whom  have  ye  likened  me?    See  and  underst 
that  ye  err  in  your  heart,  who  lavish  gold  1   tl 
the  bag,  and  weigh  silver  in  the  balance,  I 
it  up  to   the  weight.      The  workmen   have   made 
with  their   hand   the   things  made  ;   and,  bowing 
themselves,  they  have  adored  it.  and  have  r, 
it    on    their    shoulders:    and    thus    they   walked, 
but   if  they  should  place  them  down,  the)  will 
abide   in   their   place,  and    will   not   be    moved; 
and  they  will  not  hear  those  who  cry  UUtOthem  : 

they  will  not  save  them  from  evils."  ' "     Also  in 
Jeremiah:  '•The  Lord,  who  made  heaven  and 
earth,  in  strength  hath  ordered  the  world,  in  His 
wisdom  hath  stretched  forth  the  heaven, and  the 
multitude  of  the  waters  in  the  heaven.      lie  hath 

brought  out  tiie  clouds  from  the  end  of  the  earth, 

the    lightnings    in    the    clouds;    and    He     i       1 
brought    forth    the   winds   from    His   ti 
1      rj  man  is  made  foolish   by  his   knowlei 
ever)    artificer   is  confounded    by    his 
images]  because  he  hath  molten  a  falseho 
there  is  no  breath  in  them.      The  woiks  shut   up 
in   them   are   made    vain  :   in    the   time    «>t    their 

consideration  they  shall  perish."  *'     And  in 
Apocalypse  i  "  And  the  sixth  angel  sounded  w 
his  trumpet.     And  1  he. ml  one  ̂ \  the  foui  i 

ners  ol  th  •  golden  ark,  which  is  in  the  pi 
of  C>u\,  saying  to   the  si\th  angel  who  had 
trumpi :.  I   >ose  the  tour  angels  whi<  h  are 
upon  the  great  river  Euphrates.     And  the 
angels  were  loosed,  which  were  prepai 

!  !  a  da) .  and  a  month,  and 

sla)   the  third  part  of  men  ;   and  the   nui: 
the   arm)   of  the   horsemen   was   two   • 
thousand  of  thousand  :    1  heard   the   nun 
them.     And  then  I  saw  the  horses  in  th< 

and  those  that  sate  upon  th,  m,  h  « 

plates  of  fire,  and  of  hya<  inth,  and  of  sulpl 
,md  the  h(  ads  ̂ (  the  hot 

lions)  ;   and    OUl    k\    dun    mouth    went     : 

1 1 .  11   1  -• 

»pnn<lin£  1.1  11  in 

I  I     I 
II  1 
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and   sulphur.     By  these   three  plaj 
1  pari  of  men  \\a^  slain,  by  the  fire,  and  the 

ilpliur  which  went  forth  from 
i  1  is  m  tin.  ir  tails  :   tor  their  tails 

Is  .  for  they  had  heads,  and 
i  mischief.     And   the  rest  ol 

\  who  were  n<'t  slain  by  these  plagues, 
d  of  the  works  of  the  deeds  of  their 

'..i .ild  not  worship  demons  and 
tat  is,  images  Of  gold,  and   of  silver,  and 

iS,  and  of  stone,  and  of  wood,  which  can 
nor  walk,  repented  not   also   of  their 

murders."  '      Uso  in  the  same  place  :  "  And  the 
'  followed  them,  saying  with  a  loud 

.    1 1    d\\\    man   worship    the   beast   and  his 

image,  and  hath  received   his  mark  in  his   fore- 
1  or  upon  his  hand,  the  same   shall   drink   of 
wine   of  Hi^  wrath,   and  shall   be   punished 

with  fire  and  sulphur,  under  the  eyes  of  the  holy 
and   under  the   eyes  of  the    Lamb;  and 

of    their  torments  shall   ascend    up 

ever  and  ever."  - 

6o.  That  too  great  lust  of  food  is  not  to  be 
desired. 

In  Isaiah  :   "  Let  us  cat  and  drink,  forto-mor- 
r  >w  we  shall  die.     This  sin  shall  not  be  remitted 

a  until  ye  die."-5     Also   in   Exodus : 
•     \;id  the  people  sate   down   to   eat  and   drink, 
and  ro>e  up  to  play."  4      Paul,  in  the  first  to  the 

rinthians :    "Meat   commendeth    us    not    to 
!  :    neither   if  we    eat   shall   we  abound,   nor 

i:  we  eat   not   shall   we  want."5.     And    again: 
••  When  ye  come   together  to  eat,  wait    one  for 

ther.      If  any  is  hungry,  let  him  eat  at  home, 

may  not  come  together  for  judgment."6 
the  Romans:  "The  kingdom  of  God  is 

id  drink,  but  righteousness,  and  peace, 

I  joy  in  the  HolyGhost."7     In  the  Gospel 
to   John:    "I    have    meat    which    ve 
if.      My  meat  is,  that  I  should  do   His 

will  who  sent  me,  and  should  finish  lbs  work."8 

That  the  lust  of  possessing,  and   money, 
I  to  be  sought  for. 

In    Solomon,    in    Ecclesiasticus :     "He    that 
th  silver  shall  not  be  satisfied  with  silver."  <> 

••  He  who  holdeth  back  the 
rsed  among  the  p<  ople  ;  but  blessing 
ead  of  him  that  communicateth  it."  lo 

Is  ii. ili  :  ••  Woe  unto  them  who  join  house 
ind   lay  field   to  field,   that  they  may 

n    8. 

.   a6. 

take  away  something  from  their  neighbour.  Will 

ye  dwell  alone  upon  the  earth?""  Abo  in 
Zephaniah  :  "They  shall  build  houses,  and 
not  dwell  in  them  :  and  they  shall  appoint  vine- 

yards, and  shall  not  drink  the  wine  of  them,  be- 

cause the  day  of  the  Lord  is  near."12  Also  in 
the  Gospel  according  to  Luke  :  "  For  what  does 
it  profit  a  in. in  to  make  a  gain  of  the  whole 
world,  but  that  he  should  lose  himself?"  ,s  And 

again  :  "  but  the  Lord  said  unto  him,  Thou 
fool,  this  night  thy  soul  is  required  of  thee. 
Whose,  then,  shall  those  things  be  which  thou 

hast  provided?"  '•»  And  again  :  "  Remember  that 
thou  hast  received  thy  good  things  in  this  life, 
and  likewise  Lazarus  evil  things.  But  now  he  is 

besought,  and  thou  grievest."  '5  And  in  the  Acts 
of  the  Apostles  :  "  but  Peter  said  unto  him.  Silver 
and  gold  indeed  I  have  not ;  but  what  I  have  I 

give  unto  you  :  In  the  name  of  Jesu.-,  Christ  of 
Nazareth,  rise  up  and  walk.  And,  taking  hold 

of  his  right  hand,  he  lifted  him  up."  '''  Also  in 
the  first  to  Timothy  :  "We  brought  nothing  into 
this  world,  but  neither  can  we  take  anything 

away.  Therefore,  having  maintenance  and  cloth- 
ing, let  us  with  these  be  content.  But  they  who 

will  become  rich  fall  into  temptation  and  a  snare, 
and  many  and  hurtful  lusts,  which  drown  man  in 
perdition  and  destruction.  For  the  root  of  all 
evils  is  eovetousness,  which  some  coveting,  have 
made  shipwreck  from  the  faith,  and  have  plunged 

themselves  in  many  sorrows."  '7 

62.  That  marriage  is  not  to  be  contracted  with ( lentiles. 

In  Tobias  :  "  Take  a  wife  from  the  seed  of 
thy  parents,  and  take  not  a  strange  woman  who 

is  not  of  the  tribe  of  thy  parents."  ,s  Also  in ( lenesis.  Abraham  sends  his  servant  to  take  from 

his  seed  Rebecca,  for  his  son  Isaac.  Also  in  1  '.s- di ms,  it  was  not  sufficient  for  God  when  the  Jews 
were  laid  waste,  unless  they  forsook  their  foreign 
wives,  with  the  children  also  whom  they  had 

otten  of  them.  Also  in  the  first  Epistle  of 

Paul  to  the  Corinthians  :  "The  woman  is  bound 
so  long  as  her  husband  liveth  ;  but  if  he  die,  she 
is  freed  to  marry  whom  she  will,  only  in  the 
Lord,  but  she  will  be  happier  if  she  abide 

thus."  "5  And  again  :  "  Know  ye  not  that  your 
bodies  are  the  members  of  Christ?  Shall  I  take 

the  members  of  Christ,  and  make  them  the 
members  of  an  harlot?  Far  lie  it  from  me. 

( )r  know  ye  not  that  he  who  is  joined  together 
with  an  harlot  is  one  body?  for  two  shall  be  in 

"  Isa.  v.  8. 1 '  Zcph.  i.  13,  14. ' '  I  uke  be.  25. 

"  I. nke  xii.  20. 
'J  I. like  \vi    25. 
1  V  ts  ili.  6. 

1 "  1  Tim,  \i.  7-10. 
'  rob.  iv.  la. 
'9  1  Cor.  vii.  39,  40. 
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one  flesh.     But  he  who  is  joined  to  the  Lord  is  shall  feed  the  shi  .  with  d 

one  spirit."1     Also  in  the  second  to  the  Corin-  pline."?     Also   in   S  .  in   the    P 
thians  :  '•  Be  not  joined  together  with  unbeliev-  "  My  son,  negle<  t  not  the  di»  ipline  of  G 
ers.     For  what  participation   is  there  between  fail  when  rebuked  by  Him.     For  whom   : 
righteousness  and  unrighteousness?  or  what  com-  loveth,    He   rebuketh."       Also   in   the 
munication  hath  light  with  darkness?"3     Also  Psalm:    "Keep  discipline,  I  the 
concerning  Solomon  in  the  third  book  of  Kings  :  Lord  should  be  angry,  and  ye  perish  from  the 
"And  foreign  wives  turned  away  his  heart  after  right  way,  when  His  u  _■  r  shall  burn  up  quickly 
their  gods."3  instyou.     Blessed  are  all  they  who  trust  in 

llin."'     Also  in  the   forty-ninth    Psalm:    " 
6$.  That  the  sin  of  fornication  is  grievous. to  the  sinner  -  tith  <  rod,  For  what  dost  thou 

In  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians :  f°rtn  my  judgments,  and   takes!   mj    covenant 

" Every  sin  whatsoever  a  man  doeth  is  outside  into  thy  month2     But  thou  hatest  d 
the  body;  but  he  who  committeth  fornication  hast  cast  my  words  behind  thee." ,0    Also  in  the 
sinneth  against  his  own  body.     Ye  are  not  your  Wisdom  of  Solomon:    "He  who  eastern 

own,  for  ye  arc  bought  with  a  greal  price.     Glo-  discipline  is  miserable."  " 
rify  and  bear  the  Lord  in  your  bod}.''  i 

64.  What  are  those  carnal  things  which  beget 
death,  and  what  are  the  spiritual  things 
which  lead  to  life. 

Paul   to   the   Galatians:    "The  flesh   lusteth 

67.  That  it  was  foretold  that  men  should  de- 
spise sound  discipline. 

Paul,    in    the  !    to    Timothy:    "There 
will  be  a  time  when  they  will  not  endure  sound 
doctrine  ;  but  according  to  their  own  lusts  will 

again, t   the   Spirit,  and   the  Spirit   against  the   heaP  to  themselves  teachers  itching  in  1 
flesh:    for   these   are   contrary    the    one    to    the    tickling    their   ears;    and   shall    turn    . 
other,  that  ye  cannot  do  even  those  tilings  whi<  h    hearing  indeed  from  the  truth,  but  they  shall   be 
ye  wim.      But  the  deeds  of  the   flesh   are   mani- 

fest,  which    are:   adulteries,   fornications,   impu- 
rities,   fllthiness,    idolatries,    sorceries,    murders, 

hatreds,  strifes,  emulations,  animosities,  provo- 
cations, hatreds,  dissensions,   heresies,   envyings, 

converted  unto  fables."  l- 

68.  That  we  must  depart  from  him  who  lives 
irregularly  and  contrary  to  disc  ipline. 

Paul    to    the   Thessalonians :    "But  we  have 
drunkenness,   revellings,    and   such   like:    with  commanded  you,  in  the  name  of  1         1  ;irist. 
respect  to  which   I  declare,  that   they  who  do  that  ye  depart  from  all  brethren  who  walk 
such  things  shall  not  possess  the  kingdom  of  derly,  and  not  according  to  the  tradition  wh 
God.     But  the  fruit  of  the  Spirit  is  charity,  joy,  they  have  received  from  us.'  ointh 
peace,  magnanimity,  goodness,  faith,  gentleness,  ninth  Psalm:   "If  thou  sawest  a  t;. 
continent  j ,  <  hastiry.     for  they  who  are  ( :hrist's  thou  rannest  with  him,  and  pL 
have  crucified   their   flesh,  with   its   vices   and  with  the  adulterers."  ** 
lusts."  s 

65.  That  all  sins  arc'  put  away  in  baptism. 

In  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  <  lorinthi  ms  : 

"  Neither  lornn  ators,  nor  those  who  serve    I 
nor   adulterers,    nor   effeminate,    nor    the    lusters 
after  mankind,  nor  thieves,      cheaters,    nor 
drunkards,  nor  revilers,  nor  robbers,  shall  o! 

thi'  kingdom  of  God.     And  these  things  indeed 
ye  were  :   but  ye  are  washed,  but  ye  are  sani  rJ 
(led  in  the  name   of  our  Lord   Jesus   Christ,  and 

in  the  Spirit  of  our  Cod."  " 

66.  That  the  disc  ipline  ot  God  is  t<  1  be 
served  in  Church  pre<  epts. 

[n  Jeremiah :  "  \ml  1  will  give  to  you  shep- 
herd i  a- 1  ording  to  m\   own  heart  ;    and  the) 

1    1    C    01      ii      1    ,-17. 
*  3  I   ..I  .    \  1         1 

1  1  km  •  1  xi.  4,    I  Surely  it;i 
Uthera  ind  mothei  ■  !>"«  to  .;  u  ird  liu 

*  I   C   nt,    (  1 

'  c  :.il   \    1       1 

6     1    C    ..I       \  I      •  J     1  « . 

69.  That  the  kingdom  of  Ct^\  is  not  in  I 
tt  isdom  of  the  world,  nor  in 
but  in  the  faith  of  th  and  in 
tue  of '  onversation. 

In  the  first  Epistle  ><(  Paul  to  th    1 
a    mi    to   pu.u  h.   not   in  1  of 

discourse,    lest    ih< 
c  ..me    ot    til 

is  foolishness  to  those  who  perish 
who  arc-  s  n  ..1 
written,  [  will  d 
and  I  w  ill  1 
\\  here  is  th 

is    the    < i  1  s j •  ■  1 1 ,  1    1  a    tin,  worlc : 

1   1 1 ,  1  j. 
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made  foolish  thewisdora  of  this  world?  Since 
indeed,  in  the  of  God,  the  world  by  - 
dora  knew  not  God,  it  pleased  Cod  by  the  fool 

■  i  save  them  that  belii 
l:  t       fews  desire  signs,  and  the  Greeks 

k  for  wisdom  i  but  we  preai  h  Christ  crucified, 
fews  indeed  .1  stumbling-block,  and  to 

the  Gentiles  foolishness  j  but  to  them  that  are 
called,  Jews  and  Greeks,  Christ  the  power  of 

I,  and  the  wisdom  of  God."1     And  again: 
*•  I    t   no   man   deceive   himself.     If  any   man 

ik  that  he  is  wise  among  you.  let  him  become 
.,1  to  this  world,  that  lie  may  be  wise.     For 

the  wisdom  of  this  world  is  foolishness  with  (iod. 

■  u  is  written,  Thou  slialt  rebuke  the  wise  in 
their  own  craftiness."  2     And  again  :  ''The  Lord 

wth  the  thoughts  of  the  wise,  that  they  are 
foolish."  3 

70.  That  we  must  obey  parents. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Ephesians : 

"Children,  be  obedient  to  your  parents  :  for  this 
is  right.  Honour  thy  father  and  thy  mother 
(which  is  the  iir>t  command  with  promise),  that 
it  may  DC  well  with  thee,  and  thou  mayest  be 

long-lived  on  the  earth."  * 

71.  And  that  fathers  also  should  not  be  harsh 
in  respect  Of  their  children. 

1  in  the  same  plate:  "And,  ye  fathers, 
drive  not  your  children  to  wrath  :  but  nourish 

them  in  the  discipline  ami  rebuke  of  the  Lord." 5 

72.  That  servants,  when  they  have  believed, 
ought  to  serve  their  carnal  masters  the 
better. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Ephesians : 

"Servants,  obey  your  fleshly  masters  with  fear 
and  trembling,  and  in  simplicity  of  your  heart, 
as  to  Christ ;  not  serving  for  the  eye,  as  if  you 

were  pleasing  men  ;  but  as  servants  of  God."  6 

73.  Moreover,    that    masters  should   be   the 
more  gentle. 

Abo  in  the  same  place:  "And,  ye  masters, 
do  the  to   them,  forbearing  anger: 
knowing  that  both  your  Master  and  theirs  is  in 
heaven  ;  and  there  is  no  choice  of  persons  with 
Kin 

That  all  w  that  are  approved  are  to 
be  held  in  hon 

In   the   fir  •  tie    of    Paul   to  Timothy : 
"  Hono  IT  wi  lows  which  are   truly  widows.      But 

1    1  >4. 
'    ■  -JO. 

1 1 . 

' 
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the  widow  that  is  wanton,  is  dead  while  she 

liveth."s  And  again  :  "  But  the  younger  widows 
pass  by:  for  when  they  shall  be  wanton  in 
Christ,  they  wish  to  marry;  having  judgment, 

because  they  have  cast  off  their  first  faith."  '> 

75.  That    every   person    ought    to    have   care 
rather  of  his  own  people,  and  especially 
of  believers. 

The  apostle  in  his  fir>t  Epistle  to  Timothy  : 

"  But  if  any  take  not  care  of  his  own,  and  espe- 
cially of  those  of  his  own  household,  he  denies 

the  faith,  and  is  worse  than  an  infidel."  lo  ( )f  this 
same  thing  in  Isaiah  :  "  If  thou  shalt  see  the 
naked,  clothe  him  ;  and  despise  not  those  who 

are  of  the  household  of  thine  own  seed."  "  Of 
which  members  of  the  household  it  is  said  in 

the  Gospel  :  "  If  they  have  called  the  master  of 
the  house  Beelzebub,  how  much  rather  them 

of  his  household  !  "  '2 

76.  That  an  elder  must  not  be  rashly  accused. 

In  the  first  to  Timothy:  "Against  an  elder 

receive  not  an  accusation."  '3 

77.  That  the  sinner  must  be  publicly  reproved. 

In  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  Timothy  :  "  Re- 
buke them  that  sin  in  the  presence  of  all,  that 

others  also  may  be  afraid."  '4 

78.  That  we  must  not  speak  with  heretics. 

To  Titus :  "  A  man  that  is  an  heretic,  after 
one  rebuke  avoid ;  knowing  that  one  of  such 
sort  is  perverted,  and  sinneth,  and  is  by  his  own 

self  condemned."  '5  Of  this  same  thing  in  the 
Epistle  of  John  :  "  They  went  out  from  among 
us,  but  they  were  not  of  us ;  for  if  they  had 
been  of  us,  they  would  doubtless  have  remained 
with  us."  ,6  Also  in  the  second  to  Timothy  : 

"Their  word  doth  creep  as  a  canker."  •» 

79.  That  innocency  asks  with  confidence,  and 
obtains. 

In  the  Epistle  of  John  :  "  If  our  heart  blame us  not.  we  have  confidence  towards  God  :  and 

whatever  we  ask,  we  shall  receive  from  Him."  l8 
AKo  in  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew: 

"  Blessed  are  they  of  a  pure  heart,  for  they  shall 
see  God."  "'  Also  in  the  twenty-third  Psalm  : 
'Who  shall  ascend  into  the  hill  of  the  Ix>rd? 

8  1  Tim 

9  1  Tim v.  3,6. v.  II,  is. 
0  1  Tim.  v.  8. 11  Isa.  Iviii.  7. 

'-    Matt  \.  25. 
1  Tim.  v.  19. 

im.  v.  20. '•    lit    iii.  io,  11. 
lb  1  John  »■  19. 
17  2  Tim.  ii.  17. 

'in  ii.  21,  22. 
'/  Malt.  v.  8. 
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or  who   shall    stand   in    His   holy   place?     The 

innocent  in  hands  and  of  a  pure  heart."  ■ 

80.  That  the  devil  has  no  power  against  man 
unless  God  have  allowed  it. 

In  the  ( rospel  according  to  John  :  "  Jesus  said, 
Thou  couldest  have  no  power  against  me,  unless 

it  were  given  thee  from  above."2  Also  in  the 
third  of  Kings:  "And  God  stirred  up  Satan 
against  Solomon  himself."3  Also  in  Job,  first 
of  all  God  permitted,  and  then  it  was  allowed 
to  the  devil;  and  in  the  Gospel,  the  Lord  first 

permitted,  by  saying  to  Judas,  "  What  thou  doest, 
do  quickly."  4  Also  in  Solomon,  in  the  Proverbs  : 
"  The  heart  of  the  king  is  in  God's  hand."  5 

81.  That  wages  be  quickly  paid  to  the  hireling. 

In  Leviticus  :  "  The  wages  of  thy  hireling  shall 

not  sleep  with  thee  until  the  morning."  ° 

82.  That  divination  must  not  be  used. 

In  Deuteronomy:  "Do  not  use  omens  nor 

auguries."  1 

83.  That  a  tuft  of  hair  is  not  to  be  worn  on 
the  head. 

In  Leviticus  :  "Ye  shall  not  make  a  tuft  from 

the  hair  of  your  head."  8 

84.  That  the  beard  must  not  be  plucked. 

"  Ye  shall  not  deface  the  figure  of  your  beard."9 

85.  That  we  must   rise  when   a   bishop   or  a 
presbyter  comes. 

In  Leviticus:  "Thou  shalt  rise  up  before  the 
face  of  the  elder,  and  shalt  honour  the   person 

of  the  presbyter."  '" 

86.  That  a  schism  must   not   be   made,  even 

although  he  who  withdraws  should  re- 
main in  one  faith,  and  in  the  same   tia 

dition. 

In  Ecclesiasticus,  in  Solomon:  "IK-  thai 
cleaveth  firewood  shall  be  endangered  by  it  if 

the  iron  shall  tall   oil"."  "      Abo  in  Exodus  I    "  In 
one  house  shall  it  be  eaten:  ye  shall  not 

th  the  flesh  a  In  oid  out  of  the  house."  ''  Also 

a  the  exxxiid  Psalm  :  "  behold  how  good  and 
low  plea,  tut   a    thin-    it    is   that   brethren  should 

'      Pi       »M>        1,4. 
I    I    M\       II. 

1  1  ki  n 

*  John  \ni.  J7. '  Vruv.  \\i.  1. 
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dwell  in  unity  !"  M  Also  in  the  Gospel  ai  1  ording 
to  Matthew  :  "  He  that  is  not  with  me  is  against 
me  ;  and  he  that  gathered)  not  with  me  scatter- 
eth.'"4  Abo  in  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the 
Corinthians:  "But  I  beseech  you,  brethren,  by 
the  name  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  that  ye  all 
say  the  same  thing,  and  that  th<  re  be  no  s<  hisms 

among  you  ;  but  that  ye  be  all  joined  together 

in  the  same  mind  and  in  the  same  opinion."  '5 
Also  in  the  sixty-seventh  Psalm:  "God,  who 
maketh  men  to  dwell  with  one  mind  in  a  house. 

87.  That  believers  ought  to  be  simple,  with 

prudence. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Matthew:  "Be 

ye  prudent  as  serpents,  and  simple  as  doves."*7 
And  again  :  "  Ye  are  the  sait  of  the  earth,  but 
if  the  salt  have  lost  his  savour,  in  what  shall  it 

be  salted?  It  is  good  for  nothing,  but  to  be 
cast  out  abroad,  and  to  be  trodden  under  foot 

of  men."  ,s 88.  That  a  brother  must  not  be  deceived. 

In  the  first   Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Thessalo- 
nians :  "That  a  man  do  not  deceive  his  brother 
in  a  matter,  because  God  is  the  avenger  for  all 

these."  «« 89.  That  the  end  of  the  world  1  omes  suddenly. 

The  apostle  says  :  "The  day  of  the  I  ord  shall 
SO  come  as  a  thief  in  the  night.  When  they 

shall  say,  Peace  and  security,  then  on  them  >hall 

come  sudden  destruction." *°     Also  in  the   v  :- 

of  the  Apostles:  "  No  one  can  know  the  t; 
or  the   seasons  which   the    bather  has  placed   in 

His  own  power."  -"' 
90.  That    a    wife    must    not    depart    from   her 

husband  ;   or   if  she   should  depart, 
must  remain  unmarried. 

In  the  first  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  : 
"  but  to  them  that  are  married  1  command, 
not    I,    but    the    Lord,    that    the  wife    should 

be    separated    from    hei     husband  ;    but    if    she 
should   depart,  that   she  remain  unmarried  or  be 
reconciled   to   her   husband:    and    that   the   I 

band  should  not  put  ,iu.i\   hi  •  '•' 

in .  That  e\  er)   one   i  ■  tempt.. 
hi-  is  able  to  bear. 

In   the    ii:  '    to  th     I  :hi- 
ans  1  "No    temptation    shall    t.ik 

\  \  Mil       1 '•    M  ,1:     v., 

1      1   1     ■■ [s.,  Vul| 
■    Man  x.  1 

1  '    M 

1     \ 

,11, 
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human.     Bui  God  is  faithful,  who  will 

to  be  tempted  above  that  ye  are 
\ill  with  the  temptation  also  make  a 

I  ye  ma)  be  able  to  bear  it."  ' 

,,_..    r  .:!  aol  everything  is  to  be  done  which 
lawful. 

I,  in  the  first   Epistle  to  the  Corinthians : 

•■  Ml   things  are   lawful,  but  all   things  are  not 
nt :  all  things   arc  lawful,  but  all  things 

93. 
That  it  was  foretold  that  heresies  would 

ari    . 

In  the  first  epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Corinthians  : 
••  Heresies  must  needs  be,  in  order  that  they 

which  are  approved  may  be  made  manifest 

anion-  \ 

94.  That  the  Eucharist  is  to  be  received  with 

fear  and  honour.4 

In  Levitii  us :  "  But  whatever  soul  shall  eat  of 
the  flesh  of  the  sacrifice  of  salvation,  which  is  the 

d's,  and  his  uncleanness  is  still  upon  him,  that 

.':  shall  perish  from  his  people."5  Also  in  the 
first  to  the  Corinthians  :  "Whosoever  shall  eat  the 
bread  or  drink  the  cup  of  the  Lord  unworthily, 
shall   be    guilty  of  the  body  and  blood  of  the 

95.  That  we  are  to  live  with  the  good,  but  to 
avoid  the  evil. 

In  Solomon,  in  the  Proverbs:   "Bring  not  the 
impious  man  into  the   habitation  of   the  right- 

ed'. >  in   the  same,  in    Ecclesiasticus  : 

"Let    :  is    men     be    thy   guests." s     Ami 
1  :   ■'  rhe  faithful  friend  is  a  medicine  of  life 

and  of  immortality."7     Also  in  the  same  place  : 
■•  Be  tho  ■   tar   from   the   man  who  has  the  power 

.  and  thou  shalt  not  suspect  fear."  '°    Also 
in  the  same  pi       .      "  Bl    -  d  is  he  who  findeth 
a.  true  friend,  and  who  speaketh  righteousness  to 

listening  ear."  "      Abo   in  the  same  place  : 
••  1  i  rs   with    thorns,   and   hear  not 

Abo    in   the   seventeenth 

',m  :   "With  the  righteous  Thou  shalt  be  jus- tify I   with   the   innocent   man  Thou  shalt 

be  innocent;  and  with  the  froward  man  Thon 

:d."  '3     Abo  in  the  first  Epistle  of 

23. 

*     S'oti         t  to  be  worshipped,  but  received.  ] JO. 

•4. 

.  26. 

Paul   to  the   Corinthians:    "Evil    communica- 

tions corrupt  good  dispositions."  M 

96.  That  we  must  labour  not  with  words,  but 
with  deeds. 

In  Solomon,  in  Ecclesiasticus :  "Be  not 
hasty  in  thy  tongue,  and  in  thy  deeds  useless 
and  remiss."  '5  And  Paul,  in  the  first  to  the  < 
inthians  :  "The  kingdom  of  Cod  is  not  in  word, 
but  in  power."  '''  Also  to  the  Romans:  "Not 
the  hearers  of  the  law  are  righteous  before  God, 

but  the  doers  of  the  law  shall  be  justified."  '7 
Also  in  the  <  rospel  according  to  Matthew  :  "  1  le 
who  shall  do  and  teach  so,  shall  be  called  great- 

est in  the  kingdom  of  heaven."  ,s  Also  in  the 
same  place  :  "  Every  one  who  heareth  my  words, 
and  doeth  them,  1  will  liken  him  to  a  wise  man 

who  built  his  house  upon  a  rock.  The  rain  de- 
scended, the  floods  came,  the  winds  blew,  and 

beat  upon  that  house,  and  it  fell  not :  for  it  was 
founded  upon  a  rock.  And  every  one  who 
heareth  my  words,  and  doeth  them  not,  I  will 
liken  him  to  the  foolish  man,  who  built  his  house 

upon  the  sand.  The  rain  descended,  the  floods 
came,  the  winds  blew,  and  beat  upon  that  house  ; 

and  it  fell :  and  its  ruin  became  great."  '9 

97- 

That  we  must  hasten  to  faith  and  to  at- 
tainment. 

In  Solomon,  in  Ecclesiasticus  :  "  Delay  not  to 
be  converted  to  Cod,  and  do  not  put  off  from 

day  to  day  ;  for  His  anger  cometh  suddenly." 20 

98.  That  the  catechumen  ought  now  no  longer 

to  sin.21 
In  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Romans  :  "  Let 

us  do  evil  until  the  good  things  come  ;  whose 

condemnation  is  just."  22 

99.  That  judgment  will  be  according  to  the 
times,  either  of  equity  before  the  law, 
or  of  law  after  Moses. 

Paul  to  the  Romans:  "As  many  as  have 
sinned  without  law,  shall  perish  without  law: 
and  as  many  as  have  sinned  in  the  law,  shall  be 

judged  also  by  the  law."  2i 

100.  That  the  grace  of  God  ought  to  be  with- 
out price. 

In  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles:  "Thy  monej 
be  in   perdition  with  thyself,  because  thou  hast 

14  1  Cor.  xv.  33. 

'5   Ki  (  his.  iv.  29. 
16  1  Cor.  iv.  20. 
17  Rom.  ii.  13. 
11  Matt.  v.  19. 

'9  Matt.  vii.  24-27. ■  his.  v.  7. 

ts  preparing  for  baptism.   Apostolical  Constitutions,  ani 1  s  Hippolytus,  vol.  iii.  pp.  3-24.] «  Rom.  iii.  8. 
23  Rom.  ii.  12. 
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thought  that  the  grace  of  God  is  possessed  by 

money."'  Also  in  the  Gospel:  "Freely  ye 
have  received,  freely  give."  2  Also  in  the  same 
place  :  "  Ye  have  made  my  Father's  house  a 
house  of  merchandise;  and  ye  have  made  the 

house  of  prayer  a  dvn  of  thieves."  '  Also  in 
Isaiah  :  "  Ye  who  thirst,  go  to  the  water,  and  as 
many  as  have  not  money:  go,  and  buy,  and 

drink  without  money."1  Also  in  the  Apoca- 
lypse :  "  I  am  Alpha  and  <  )mega,  the  beginning 

and  the  end.  I  will  give  to  him  that  thirsteth 
i  the  fountain  of  the  water  of  life  freely.  He 

who  shall  overcome  shall  possess  these  thi 
an  i  their  inheritance;  and  I  will  be  his  God, 

and  he  shall  be  my  son."  5 

101.  That  the  Holy  Spirit  has  frequently  ap- 
peared ID  lire. 

In  Exodus:  "And  the  whole  of  Mount  Sinai 
smoked,  because  God  had  come  down  upon  it 

in  fire."-''  Also  in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles: 
"And  suddenly  there  was  made  a  sound  from 
heaven,  as  if  a  vehement  blast  wire  1  long, 
and  it  filled  the  whole  of  that  place  in  which 
they  were  sitting.  And  there  appeared  to  them 
cloven  tongues  as  if  of  lire,  which  also  settled 

upon  each  of  them  ;  and  they  were  all  filled 

with  the  Holy  Ghost." 7  Also  in  the  sacrifices, 
whatsoever  God  accounted  accepted,  fire  de- 

scended from  heaven,  which  consumed  what 

was  sacrificed.  In  Exodus:  "The  angel  of  the 
Lord  appeared  in  a  flame  of  fire  from  the 

bush."  8 

105.  That  they  are  fi 
who  do  wrong  in  domestic  duty. 

In  Solomon  :  "  He  who  spareth  the  rod,  hat- 
eth  his  son."  '-'  And  again  :  "  Do  not  (ease  from 

<  orret  ting  the  child."  li 

102.  That   all   good    nun   ought  willingly  to 
hear  rebuke. 

106.  That  when  a  wrong  is  re  eived,  patience 
is   to   be    maintained,    and   vengeance 
to  be  left  to  God. 

Say  not,  I  will  avenge  me  of  mine  enemy  ;  but 

wait  for  the  Lord,  that  He  maj  be  thy  help."'4 
Also  elsewhere  :  "Tome  belong  th  y 

I  will  repay,  saith  the  Lord."  '3     Also  in  Zepha- 
niah  :  "Wait  on  me,  saith  the  Lord,  in  the 

of  my  rising  again  to  witness  ;  -  •  m\  p. 
ment  is  to  the  congregations  of  ti 
that  I  may  take  kings,  n  them 

my  anger."  l6 107.  That  we  must  not  use  detraction. 

In  Solomon,  in  the    Proverbs:   "]  |   to 

detract,  lest  thou  be  taken  away.""     Abo  in 
the  forty-ninth  Psalm:  "Tho  \  and  spak- 
esi  against  thy  brother;  and  against  the  son  of 

thy  mother  thou  placedst  a  stumbling-bl 

Abo  in  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  ( lolossians  :  ' ' 
•■  lo  speak  ill  of  no  man.  nor  to  be  1 

10S.  That  we  must  not  lay  snar in  ighb 

In  Solomon,  in  the  Proverbs  :  "  1  te  wl 
geth  a  pit   for  his  neighbour,  himself  shall  fall 

In  Solomon,  in  the  Proverbs:  "He  who  re- 
proveth  a  wicked  man  shall  be  haled  by  him. 

Rebuke  a  wise  man,  and  he  will  love  you." ' 

lop   That  we  must  abstain  from  miu  h  speak 
ing. 

In  Solomon:  "Out  of  much   speaking  thou 
shah  noi  1  m  ;  but  sparing  thj  lips,  thou 

shah  be  wise."  '" 

104.  That  we  mu  >1  not  lie, 

-•  Lying  lip  1  are  an  abomination  to  the  Lord."  " 

1    Vci    ■  ■ 
-   \i  itt.  - 

1  Mm   vm   13,    The  lattti  » quotation  U  omitted  by 
the  <  (xford  editor, 

*  1m.  \\    1 . 
Rev    xxi   61  7. 

'■  I  \    \i\.  18. 

-4. 

•  Ex  in 
•1  Pi  »  1 
le  Prov.  » 
"      l'li>\  .     Ml.    JJ 

[09.    That  the  sick  are  to  be  visit 

In  Solomon,  in  Ecclt  ick 

to  v  isit  the  sit  k  man  ;  foi  fn  >m  tht  se  thii 

shah  be  strengthened  in  lo\> 

pel :  "1  was  si<  k,  and 

in  prison,  and  ye  <  ame  unto  1 

mo.    
I  li  1 1  ■ In   Ec<  I  siasticu 

■    mil  the  dou 

he  will  disturb  many  who  I 

'  I      '.  :'  >     V     V.I 

'  I 

1 
1  It    iil 
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, , ,.   ih. it  •  j  of  the  wicked  arc  not 
ble. 

115.  That  flattery  is  pernicious. 

In  Isaiah:   "They  who  call  you  blessed,  lead 

In  the  same:    "The   Highest  approvcth   not    you   into  error,  and   trouble   the   paths  of  your 

the  gifts  of  the  unrighteous."  ' 

11.'.   Thai    those    are    more    severely   judged, 
0    in    this    world    have    had    more 

P  >wer. 

mon  :  "The  hardest  judgment  shall  be 
made  on  those  who  govern.     For  to  a  mean  man 
me:  anted  ;   but  the   powerful   shall   suffer 

torments  mightily."'     Abo  in  the  second  Psalm  : 
••  .\n ■!  -  understand;  be  amended, 

ge  the  earth."  3 

1 13.  That  the  widow  and  orphans  ought  to  be 

protected. 

In  Solomon  :  "  be  merciful  to  the  orphans  as 
a  father,  and  as  a  husband  to  their  mother  ;  and 

thou  shalt  be  the  son  of  the  Highest  if  thou 

shaltobey."4  Also  in  Exodus:  "Ye  shall  not 
afflict  any  widow  and  orphan.  But  if  ye  afflict 
them,  and  they  cry  out  and  call  unto  me,  I  will 
hear  their  cryings,  and  will  be  angry  in  mind 

1  ;  and  I  will  destroy  you  with  the 
rd.  and  your  wives  shall  be  widows,  and  your 

children  orphans."  S  Also  in  Isaiah  :  "Judge  for 
the  fatherless,  and  justify  the  widow  ;  and  come, 

let  us  r.  .  tith  the  Lord." 6  Also  in  Job:"] 
have  preserved  the  poor  man  from  the  hand  of 
the  mighty,  and  I  have  helped  the  fatherless, 
who  had  no  helper:  the  mouth  of  the  widow 

hath  blessed  me."  ;  Also  in  the  sixty-seventh 
Psalm  :  ••  1  'lie  Father  of  the  orphans,  and  the 
Judge  of  the  widows."8 

1 14.  That  one  ought  to  make  confession  while 
he  is  in  the  flesh. 

In  the  fifth  Psalm  :  "  But  in  the  grave  who  will 
confess  unto  Thee?"  Abo  in  the  twenty-ninth 

a  :  ••  Shall  the  dust  make  confession  to 
Thee  ?  "  "  Abo  elsewhere  that  confession  is  to 
be  mid  :  "  1  would  rather  have  the  repentance 
of  the  sinner  than  his  death."  "  Abo  in  Jere- 

miah: "I  '  Lord,  Shall  not  he  that 
falleth               ir  shall  not  he  that  is  turned  away 
be  <  d?"  u 

'I  ■ .  iq. 
'    1  . 

4    I  to. v-34. 

6  Isa.  i.  17.  18. 
'  J"  !3- 
*   I' 

re,  as  often,  the  frn>vc  is  represented  as  enjoying 
* ..,cr  -r  capable  of  worship, 
till  the  whole  man  is  restored  comes  1  Cor.  xv.  54,  55.] >x.  9. 

11. 

l-  Jcr.  Mil.  4. 

feet."  » 1 16.  That  God  is  more  loved  by  him  who  has 
had  many  sins  forgiven  in  baptism. 

In  the  Gospel  according  to  Luke  :  "To  whom 
much  is  forgiven,  he  loveth  much  ;  and  to  whom 

little  is  forgiven,  the  same  loveth  little."  '« 

117.  That    there    is  a   strong  conflict  to   be 
waged  against  the  devil,  and  that 
therefore  we  ought  to  stand  bravely, 
that  we  may  be  able  to  conquer. 

In  the  Epistle  of  Paul  to  the  Ephesians : 

"Our  wrestle  is  not  against  flesh  and  blood,  but 
against  the  powers  and  princes  of  this  world,  and 
of  this  darkness  ;  against  the  spiritual  things  of 
wickedness  in  the  heavenly  places.  Because 
of  this,  put  on  the  whole  armour  of  God,  that  ye 
may  be  able  to  resist  in  the  most  evil  day  ;  that 
when  ye  have  accomplished  all,  ye  may  stand, 
having  your  loins  girt  in  the  truth  of  the  Gospel, 
putting  on  the  breastplate  of  righteousness,  and 
having  your  feet  shod  with  the  preparation  of 
the  Gospel  of  peace;  in  all  things  taking  the 
shield  of  faith,  in  which  ye  may  extinguish  all 
the  fiery  darts  of  the  most  wicked  one  ;  and 
take  the  helmet  of  salvation,  and  the  sword  of 

the  Spirit,  which  is  the  word  of  God."  IS 

118.  Also  of  Antichrist,  that  he  will  come  as 
a  man. 

In  Isaiah  :  "  This  is  the  man  who  arouseth 
the  earth,  who  disturbeth  kings,  who  maketh  the 

whole  earth  a  desert."  ,6 

119.  That   the  yoke  of  the  law  was  heavy, 
which  is  cast  off  by  us,  and  that  the 

Lord's  yoke  is  easy,  which  is  taken  up 

by  us. In  the  second  Psalm  :  "  Wherefore  have  the 
heathen  been  in  tumult,  and  the  peoples  medi- 

tated vain  things?  The  kings  of  the  earth  have 
stood  up,  and  their  princes  have  been  gathered 
together  against  the  Lord,  and  against  His  Chris 
Let  us  break  their  bonds  asunder,  and  cast  awa 

from  us  their  yoke."  li  Also  in  the  Gospel  ac 
cording  to  Matthew  :  "  Come  unto  me,  ye  who 
labour  and  are  burdened,  and  I  will  make  you 

to  rest.     Take  my  yoke  upon  you,  and  learn  of 

1 :   [ml  iii.  12. 

"    I  nkc  vii.  47. 

h.  vi.  12-17. viv    16. 

'      PS.  li.  1-3. 
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me  :  for  I  am  meek  and  lowly  cf  heart,1  and  ye        120.  That  we  are  to  be  urgent  in  prayers, 
shall  find  rest  for  your  souls.     For  my  yoke  is        _    ..     _  ...       ._    .        .     _  .  „_ 

good,  and  my  burden  is  light.'"     Also  in  the        In  J*  EPlstle  of  I  a!!l  to  *e 

Acts  of  the  Apostles:  » It  teemed  good  to  the   P*"*1"  I'JT''  '?'■  ?  f""?!     , 
Holy  Ghost,  and  to  us,  to  impose  upon  you  no    m  ,the  ***  *f*  :  J;.1"!1  in  *e   aw  °    *e  L<;nl 

other  burden    than  those  things  which  are   of  «  h«  wdl  and  in  His  law  will  he  med
itate  day 

necessity,  that  you  should   abstain   from   idola-    an<    DIS    " 
tries,  from  shedding  of  blood,  and  from  fornica- 

tion.    And   whatsoever  you   would    not   to   be       <  p"1  lv  %,   r,  r   .   ..         .         ,. ,  C1 !    Ps.  I.  3.     I  tic  Oxford  edition  continues:       Likcw 

'Be  not  hin  lelay  not 

justified;  for  the  repayment  of  the  Lord  abideth  for  ever  '"     [In  a 
day  Alien  there  were    few  Bibles,  ami  DO  printC 
ances,  and   no   i"i!iii>hcd  collections  of  this  sort,  reflect  on  the  ■■ 
of  this  treatise  to  a  young  believer,  and  on  the  labour  of  his  pastor 111  making  it. J 

done  unto  you,  do  not  to  others."  3 

1  In  one  codex,  from  this  point  all  the  rest  is  wanting. 
2  Matt.  xi.  28-30. 
3  Acts  xv.  28,  29. 

ELUCIDATIONS. 

1. 

(On  the  unity  of  the  Church,  p.  421.) 

The  epistles  have  already  been  elucidated  as  the  best  exposition  of  this  treatise.  little  need 

be  added.  But,  to  illustrate  the  bearings  of  this  treatise  upon  the  history  of  Christian  unity,  we 

need  only  refer  to  the  manner  in  which  the  subject  was  treated  as  soon  as  the  papai  y  was  1  reated 
by  Nicholas  I.  Thus,  he  astounded  the  Greeks  by  his  consummate  audacity  (a.d.  860)  in  the 

matter  of  the  disputed  succession  in  Constantinople.1  "  It  is  our  wi//"  he  says,  "that  Ignatius 

should  appear  before  our  envoys,"  etc.  He  declares  ii  the  rule  of  the  Fathers,  that,  "  without  the 
consent  of  the  Roman  See  and  the  Roman  pontiff,  nothing  should  be  decided."  Also,  he  affirms, 
"The  Creator  of  all  things  has  established  the  Princedom  of  the  Divine  Power,  which  H<  granted 
to  His  chosen  apostles.      He  has  firmly  .established  it  on  the  firm  faith  of  the    Prin  the 

Apostles,  —  that  is  to  say,  Peter,  —  to  whom  he  pre-eminently  granted  the  first  Sv  e,"  « tc.     I  le  w 
now  speaking  on  the  strength  of  the  forged  Decretals,  to  which  he  appeals,  and  whit  h  he 
in  making  law  for  the  West.     He  thus  created  the  lasting  schism  with  the   Easterns,  wl 
never  heard  the  like  before  his  time. 

Obviously,  therefore,  had  Cyprian  entertained  such  ideas,  his  treatise  could  never  have  been 

written;  for  it  is  a  masterly  exposition  of  a  1  urious  point,  viz.,  the  fact  that  <  1  >  th<    '.  Peter 
received  the  first  grant  alone,  and  yel  (a)  all  the  apost 

Peter  had  thus  a  primacy  of  honour,  but  (a)  in  no  resp.it  an)  power  or  authorit 
ren.    On  these  admitted  facts  he  constructs  his  theorj  of  unity,  expounding  by  it  tl 

of  the   Church's   constitution.      Piter's   memoi")    lie    honours,  but   without   any 
all  the  apostolic  Sees,  whi<  h  over  and  o\  er  again  he  maintains  to  be  of  equal  auth 

That  the  Church  was  founded  on  Stephen  an)  more  than  on  the   Bishop  i 

imagines  ;   for  it  is  one  thing  to  allow   that  a  bishop  has  5U<  I  an   apostle   at    th< 

last  labours,  and  quite  another  to  assume  that  therefore  such  a  bishop  is 

himself.    Yet  this  assumption  is  the  ground  of  all  Roman  do<  trine  on  this  point.1 

Had  such  been  Cyprian's  idea,  Ins  on  Unity  must  have  pi 
Lord  said  tO  Peter  only,   I   will  give  unto  thee  the  keys  ;    I  -'  I   tO    the    lest    .  t    the 
only  an  interior  and  subject  authorit)  :  |  3)  tO  the  SUCCeSSOl  of  Peter,  therefoi    .        R 

1    Fot   tlif   ritr.iincinl.inr   si.lr,   OOOSUll    the-    .' ' 

I. a  l',\?,i; .'.    .  hitmatjfut,  etc.,  par  M.  VA  I 
1  "  Wh.Uivci  is  laid  in  loniinrml.iiioii  ..I  Si    l'nri  |  in, Pencil  to  the  OOCttpMI  bad  b«e« 

said  to  Pius  IX."    Burgon,  L*IUr*Jrtm  Rtmtx  y  40,  ad  iSoj. 
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must  be  subject  ;  for  (4)  in  this  subjection  the  law  of  unity  consists ;  and 

ill  the  other  apostles  were  alive  to  this  day,  they  would  be  subject  to  Stephen,  as 

ties,  or  would  be  rebels  against  Christ." 
i  this  treatise  of  Cyprian,  then,  with  any  authorized  treatise  on  the  subject  proceeding 

d   it  will   be  seen  that  the   two  systems  are  irreconcilable.     Thus,  in  few 

ion1  o(  l'ius  IN'.:  "I  acknowledge  the  Holy  Catholic  ApostohV    Roman 
mother  and  mistress  of  all  churches;  and  I  promise  true  obedience  to  the  Bishop 

of  R  to  St.  1  eter.  Prince  of  the  Apostles,  and  Vicar  of  Jesus  Christ."    This  is  the 
It.iK  in  the  ninth  century  :  but  Cyprian  speaks  for  (Ecumenical  Christendom  in  the  third, 

and  the  two  systems  are  as  contrary  as  darkness  and  light. 

Falsify  in 

II. 

g  of  the  text,  p.  4;^.) 

yprian  is  often  innocently  quoted  by  Romanist  controvertists  against  the  very  principles  of 
rian  himself,  of  his  life  and  his  writings.     This  is  due  to  the  fact  that  they  have  in  their  hands 

vitiated  and  interpolated  copies.     Thus,  take  a  famous  passage  as  follows  :  — 

CYPRIAN. 

I   iquitur  Dominus  ad  Petrum,  Ego  tibi  dico 

-  Petrus,  etc.W 

S  per  unum  W  aedificat  ecclesiam. 

erant  utique  et  caeteri  apostoli  quod  fuit 

Petrus,  qui  consortJo  prsediti  et  honoris  et  potes- 

tati  rdium   ab   unitate   proficisitur,(c) 
Christi  ecclesiaW  una  monstretur.^ 

Qu  :;c  resistitur  et  resistit,(s)  in  ecclesia 
•nfidit? 

IOTF.RPOLATED. 

W  Et  iterum  eidem,  post  resurrectionem  suam 
dicit,  Pasce  oves  meas. 

(b>  Super  ilium  unum  .  .  .  et  illi  pascendas 
mandat  oves  suas. 

(c)  Et  primatus  Petro  datur. W)  Una. 

W  Et  cathedra. 

lu  Et  pastores  sunt  omnes  et  grex  unus  osten- 

ditur,  qui  ab  apostolis  omnibus,  unanimi  consen- 
sione  pascatur,  etc. 

te)  Qui  cathedram  Petri,  super  quern  fundata 
est  ecclesia  deserit,  etc. 

is  but  a  specimen  of  the  way  in  which  Cyprian  has  been  "doctored,"  in  order  to  bring 
him  into  a  shape  capable  of  being  misinterpreted.     But  you  will  say  where  is  the  proof  of  such 
interpolations?    The  greatly  celebrated   Benedictine  edition  reads  as  the  interpolated  column 

1  who  would  not  credit  Baluzius?     Now  note,  Baluzius  rejected  these  interpolations  and 

others  ;  but  >.  1  71S)  with  his  work  unfinished,  the  completion  of  the  task  was  assigned 
monk,  who  confesses  that  he  corrupted  the  work  of  Baluzius,  or  rather  glories  in 

the  <  N   ;. .  further,"  he  says,  "  it  was  necessary  to  alter  not  a  few  things  in  the  notes  of 

:id  more  would  have  been  altered  if  /'/  could  have  been  done  conveniently."     Yet  the 
:ie  forth,  and  passes  as  the  genuine  work  of  the  erudite  Baluzius  himself. 

An  edition  of  this  treatise,  with  valuable  annotations,  appeared  (a.d.  1852)  from  the  press  of 
N.J..  under  the  very  creditable  editorship  of  Professor  Hyde,  who  was  soon  after 

called  to  depart  this  life.     It  exhibits  the  interpolations,  and  gives  a  useful  catalogue  of  codices 
and  nt  editions.     Though  its  typographical  execution  is  imperfect,  I  know  not  where  so  much 

led  information  on  the  subjei  t  is  to  be  had  at  so  little  cost.3     I  am  grateful  for  the  real 
I  derived  from  it  on  its  first  appearance. 

■(■endium  Ritualis  Romani,  etc  ,  Baltimori,  184a,  p.  193. 
*  Burgnn,  t.rtttrg from  Koine,  p.  417. 

J  Th-  c-  Cypriai  ut  ad  optimorum  librorum  fidem  expressa,  cum  varus  leclionibus,  ad  notationibus  Fellii,  Baluiii, 
etc-,  injtnKU      Curamc  II.  F.  Hyde,  M.A.,  etc.,  Burlingtonix,  MIX.CCLII. 
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III. 

(If  ye  do  not  forgive,  etc.,  p.  454.) 

The  Jewish  liturgies  contained  the  petitions  of  the  Lord's   Prayer  essentially  :  l>".t  our  divine 
Lord  framed  this  comprehensive  and  sublime  compend,  and  gave  it  to  His  1  hildren  f  >r  ever,  with 

His  own  seal  upon  it  in  the  exceptional  petition  which  imparts  to  it  the  impress  of  lb*  own  « r 

and  passion.     In  the  Gospel  of  St.  Matthew1  we  find  our  Master  commenting  <>n  the-  fifth  peti- 
tion in  a  very  striking  manner,  as  if  it  were  the  essence  of  the  whole  prayer  :  and,  indeed,  il 

regarded  as  its  evangelical  feature,  i.e.,  something  added  to  the  law  in  the  spirit  Atonement 

As  such,  it  surprised  the  apostles;  and    He  who   knew  their  thoughts   instantly  anticipated   their 

inquiries  :   "  For  if  ye  forgive  men,"  etc. 

From  the  criticism  of  a  very  able  editorial  hand,2  I  feel  it  a  privilege  to  insert  the  following 
valuable  comments  :  — 

"The  petitions  of  the  Lord's  Prayer,  as  is  well   known,  arc  to  be  found  for  the  most  part  in  the  Talmud 

and  Jewish  liturgies.     In  the  latter  we  have  frequently  the  phrases,  'our  Father,  our  Kinj  ,'  'our  Father,  Father 
of  mercies,'  and  'our   Father  that  art  in    heaven.'     The   third   petition   in   the  S/iemon, 
the  Name  in  the  world  as  it  is  hallowed  in  the  high  heaven.     We  will  hallow  Thee,  and  Thy  pra 

shall  not  leave  our  mouth  for  ever  and  ever;  since  Thou,  I  I  God,  art  a  great  and  ho      King.  i 

0  Lord,  thou  holy  God.     Thou  art  holy,  and  Thy  name  is  holy,  and  holy  men  praise  'Flu  ■  '•.  every 
day.'    The  ineffable  name  of  God  represented  all   His  attributes,  and  is  consequently  frequent!} 
Him.    The  end  of  the  first  petition  in  the  Kaddish  prayer  runs  thus :  'Maj  II-  exl  nd  His  kingdom  in  your  d 

and  in  those  of  the  whole  house  of  Israel  very  --,,,,11.'     [n  Berakhoth  (29  £)  w<  have, '  What  is 
Kahlii  Flie/.cr  said,  "Thy  will  he  done   in   heaven,  and  peace  of  heart   lie   unto  ti.  1  irth."' 

The  same  tract  gives  another  prayer:  'The  needs  of  Thy  people  Israel  are  many,  but  il  rnment  is  small. 
Do  Thou,  O  everlasting  One,  our  God,  give  to  eat  li  man  what  he  needs  fol   his  nil  what 

but  do  what  seemeth  Thee  good.'     In  the  Mekhilta  we  read  that  Rabbi  Eliezer  oi  Modin,  near  Jerus  laid: 
'  Whosoever  has  enough  for  the  day  t<>  eat,  and  says,  What  shall    I   e.U  tO-mon   IW?  is  of  Htl 

sage  seems  to  illustrate  the  meaning  of  the  Greek  Virtouoinv.     The  third  petition  in  th(    -s  '    ■  : 
give  us,  ( )  our  Father,  for  we  have  sinned;  forgive  us,  O  our  King,  for  we  have  1  '.       :  art 

He  thai  forgiveth  and  pardoneth.'     In  reference  to  this  the  Midi  ash  Shemoth  (par.  ;,  1 '  states,  '  I 
ture  who  does  not  owe  thanks  to  the  Lord ;  but   IF  is  pitiful  and  long-sufferii 

daily  morning  prayer  of  the  Jews  contains  this  petition  :  '  Lead  us  not  into  the  1  and 

crime,  of  temptation  and  shame.     Let  nol  passion  have  dominion  ovei  us,  and  1  I  u  fi  un  ■■  and 

evil  company.'     In  one  of  the  prayers  composed  in  Aramaii  fortherabb  •  and  Fad 
munity,  the  passage  occurs,  '  Defend  and  deliver  them  from  all  evil,  ami  from  all  evil  I 

pared  with  tin-  petition, 'Deliver  us  from  evil.'    The   Doxolog)  al   1 b<    end  of  the    I 
Jewish  parallels.    Thus,  om-  of  the  daily  evening  prayers  conclu  les  with  the  w 

i.e.,  God  alone  is  rulei  of  the  world.    The  words  '  the  power  and  the  gli  tt, 

which  is  quoted  in  the  Talmud ;  and  the  Mishna  Berakhoth  (ix.  5)  states,  *  In  th  1  end 
with  "  Amen,"  but  with  the  words  "for  evei  and  ever."'      When  the  heretil  S  multiplied,  ho  a 

one  world;  so  the  concluding  formula  became  '  from  everlasting  to  everlastii 

IV. 

(Fift  up  p.  455  1 

It  is  demonstrated  by  Sir  William  Palmer  that  the  Sursum  • 

history  runneth  contrary,  .md  is  to  be  found  in  all  tin-  primitive  lil  fcunily. 
For  a  very  early  example  of  its  use,  I  must  refer  to  the  Alexandrian  litui 

and,  in  short,  I  beg  to  refer  the  reader  to  .ill  the  resources  of  the  fourth  vol 

Little  as  1  can  approve  of  the  magisterial  air  with  which  I>r.  Hun. en    •• 

»  Cap.  vi.  14.  '    \  tpril  .j.  i8;S.  »  / 
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i,l  little    -  I  sympath  th  his  abnormal  religion,  which  seems  to  coincide  with 

dm  |  .  church  or  set   in  the  world,  I   feel   grateful  for  his  industry  in  collecting 

materials,  and  am  always  interested  in  the  ingenuity  with  which  he  works  them  into  his  theories. 

Although  hi  >es  some  touchstone  unknown  to  the  rest  of  mankind,  by  which  he  reaches 

and  utu  I  decisions  as  to  what  is  genuine  and  what  is  corrupt,  I  must  record  my  doubts 

a>  to  ;;  his  facts,  and  my  dissent   from   most  of  his  inferences.      But,  unwilling  to  refer  to 

•.lunatics  on  points  so  much  disputed,  I  cordially  turn  to  the  learned  Chevalier,  and 
t0  tin-  n  he  has  collected.     See  the  Greek  forms  on  p.  335  of  his  fourth  volume,  followed 

DJ  the  pref.u  e  on  p.  33d,  and  the  Tersanctus  on  p.  337  :  *Ayw,  uyios,  uyios,  Kvpu  SafiawO,  k.t-A. 

(To  pray  and  give  thanks,  p.  457.) 

Here  comes  into  view  that  reference  of  the  apostle  '  to  the  usages  of  the  primitive  assemblies: 

"How  shall  he  that  occupieth  the  room  of  the  unlearned  say  A  men  at  thy  giving  of  thanks." 
Though  Cyprian  omits  the  final  Amen  from  his  express  commentary,  it  is  to  be  noted  that  our 

I  makes  it  virtually  part  of  this  prayer,  by  His  precept  (St.  John  xvi.  23,  24),  to  ask  in  His 

name.  Now.  IK'  makes  this  word  Amen  one  of  His  own  names2  in  the  Apocalypse;  throwing 

back  a  new  character  upon  His  frequent  use  of  it,  especially  in  St.  John's  Gospel,  and  giving  it  as 
a  sort  of  appropriation  of  2  Cor.  i.  20,  when  He  calls  Himself  "The  Amen,  the  faithful  and  true 
Witn  He  thus  makes  it  infinitely  dear  to  Christians.3     As  in  the  Jewish  usages,4  with  which 

the  disciples  were  familiar,  it  was  a  matter  of  course,  we  may  suppose  they  added  Amen  in  recit- 
ing this  prayer,  but  not  with  their  subsequent  knowledge  that  it  implies  the  merits,  and  claims  the 

mediation,  of  the  Great  Intercessor.     Rev.  v.  8,  viii.  3,  4  ;  St.  John  xvii.  8. 

Tertullian5  refers  to  the  responsive  "Hallelujah"  as  "enriched  prayer,"  and  the  Amen  usually 
accompanied  this  ejaculation. 

VI. 

(Its  failing  estate,  p.  458.) 

Hip;  foresaw  the  democratic  age  into  which  the  feudal  era  of  iron  should  pass,  cor- 

roding in  the  toes  by  contact  with  the  miry  clay  of  the  despised//^,  "  the  seed  of  men."     No 
was  to  be  imparted  to  imperialism  by  the  plebiscite  (Dan.  ii.  43)  ;  and  the  prophet 

it  almost  be  supposed  to  have  the  epoch  of  dynamite  in  his  sight,  as  he  speaks  of  the  unwil- 

of  the  people  to  cleave  to  the  effete  system  of  empire.     Now,  then,  if  "  the  failing 
of  the  world  was  apparent  in  the  days  of  Philip  and  Decius,  how  much  more  in  our  own  ! 

en  human  lives  span  the  gulf  of  time  between  us  and  them,  for  we  have  many  centenarians 

among  us  ;  and  with  the  Lord  "  a  thousand  years  are  as  one  day."     Compare  2  Pet.  iii.  9.     And, 
putting  such  Scriptures  together,  is  it  not  clear  that  "the  last  time  "  (i.e.,  the  last  of  the  seven 
times  of  the  C.enti!  rawing  to  its  close?     The  three  and  a  half  times  of  Daniel  extend  to 
the  convulsive  epoch  of  Mohammed;  the  second  moiety  (of  the  seven)  to  our  own  age.     See 

red  Calendar  J  vol.  i.  cap.  iii.  pp.  30S,  309,  etc. 

*  1  Cor.  xiv.  16. 
*  Rev   in.  14 

e  a  striking  use  of  it.  as  a  name  of  Christ,  Sy  Commodian,  vol.  iv.  43,  p.  ait. 
cut.  xxvii.  15:   1  Kings  i.  36;   t  Chron.  xvi.  36;  Jer.  xxviii.  6;  in  the  Psalms passim. 

*  Vol.  iii.  cap   xxvii.  p.  690,  this  scries. 
*  P.  178. 

1  A  most  instructive  work,  though  I  by  no  means  accept  his  theories  in  full. 
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VII. 

(Peter,  upon  whom,  etc.,  p.  486.) 

Launoi,  the  eminent  Gallican,  found  but  seventeen  of  the  Fathers  and  Doctors  of  the  Church 

(among  whom  he  reckons  "Fathers  "  down  to  the  twelfth  century)  who  understand  St.  Peter  to 
je  "the  rock,"  and  he  cites  forty  of  the  contrary  opinion.1     Yet  of  the  "seventeen,"  most  of 
:hem  speak  only  rhetorically,  and  with  justifiable  freedom.     I  have  often  done  the  same  nr. 

3n  the  principle  which  the  same  apostle  applies  to  (///Christians  :  "  Ye  also  as  lively  st 
But  it  is  quite  noteworthy  that   the   Council  of  Trent  itself  momentarily  adopts   the   prevailing 

Datristic  and  therefore  the  Catholic  interpretation,  speaking  of  the  Nicene  ("reed 
mines  qui  fidem  Christi  profitentur  necessario  conveniunt,  ac  fundamentum  firmura  et  unicum, 

:ontra  quod  portoe  inferi  nunquam  praevalebunt  (Matt.  xvi.  18)."     Thus,  the  faith  of  Peter  is  con- 
fessed the  only  foundation,  in  a  direct  exposition  of  the  text  so  often  quoted  with  another  in 

[n  spite  of  all  this,  the  Creed  of  Pius  IV.  was  enjoined  as  soon  as  that  council  closed  ;  and  every 

ttember  of  the  late  Vatican  Council  was  made  to  profess  the  same  verbally  before  an)  other 
business  was  undertaken.     Now,  even  this  spurious  creed  forced  them  to  swear  concern    _ 

Holy  Scriptures,  "  I  will  never  take  and  interpret  them  otherwise  than  according  to  the  una 

consent  of  the  Fathers."     Obviously,  according  to  this  rule,  there  is  no  Catholic  do<  trine  on 
subject;  much  less  any  Catholic  teaching  to  the  effect  that  the  modern  bishops  of  Rome 

j  the  rock,"  as  really  as  St.  Peter  himself. 

VIII. 

(The  Eucharist  carried  in  it,  p.  488.) 

The  modern  usage  of  the  Latin  churches  is  for  the  priest  to  put  the  wafer  into  the  communi- 

sm's mouth,  an  ordinance  dating  no  farther  back   than  A.D.  880.     A   new  do<  trine  having 
brged,  and  faith  in  the  corporal,  presence  of  Christ  being  forced  upon  the  1  onscience,  a  <  I 
rf  ceremonial  followed,  which  indicates  the  novelty  of  the  idea.     Contrast  the  teaching  of  St. 

Dyril  of  Jerusalem/  informing  his  catechumens  how  they  should  1  .  as  Follows:  — 

"Approaching,  therefore,  come  not  with   thy  wrists  extended,  or  thy  fingers  open  ;  but   n 
hy  left  hand  a  sort  of  cushion  for  thy  right,  which  is  about  to  receive  the  King.     And  h 

tollowed  thy  palm,  receive  the   body  of  Christ,  saying  after  it,  Amen." 

jOrd's  body,"  etc.,  is  the  language  of  Scripture  j  but,  had  the  apostles  taught  transubstantial 
his  could  not  be  said,  for  everybody  can  discern  the  host  when  it  is  uplifted.    The   I 
s  therefore  discerned  by  faith,  and  so  taken  and  received. 

IX. 

(Which  should  in-  greatest,  p.  493  ) 

How  differently  our  Lord  must  have  settled  this  inquiry  had  11     given  ' 

f  the  Apostles,  or  had  lb-  designed  the   suprem.n  v  of  anv  single    paStOT  to    be    perpetual    m    I 

hurch !    "Who  should  be  greatest?"  ask  this  question  of  an)    Roman  I  he 
iswcis,  in  the  words   of  the   Creed   of   Pius    IV..  "the    bishop    of   Koine.  3UC< 

rinCC  Ol    the  Apostles,  and  Vicar  of  Christ."      but  win   u.is  no   SttCh   ausw, 

nd  why  does  St.    Peter   know   nothing   of  it  when   he   says,  "The   elders  who  are   am 

1   Ciirltlr,  |>.  143,  cil    \i |«    York 

■  Compart  Pttkitt  Syri*  ,  whan  Ctpkm  i«  il«-  Miy  ward  apscM  to  all  t«iic%.   .1      I 
'  Richtar,  Cmmnw «/  /v.  »<■/.*,  nc,  a  ■-•.  ad,  I  >,  "■r.  l85J- 
4    A.U.   348. 
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vi  t .  who  .mi  also  an  elder  .  .  .  feed  the  (lock  of  Cod,  taking  the  oversight  .  .  .  not  as  beta] 

lords  over  God's  heritage,"  etc.    So  also  in  tin-  Council  of  Jerusalem,  how  humbly  he  sits  unde 

the  presidency  of  fames,1  ami  again  how  cheerfully  he  permits  the  apostles  to  send  him  forth,  am 

.e  him  mission  "  to  Samaria  |*     St.  Paul,  moreover,  who  was  "  not  a  whit  behind  the  chiefes 

of  the  Apost  iverrules  him,  and  reforms  his  judgment.'4 
I:   1  have  forborne  in  these  notes  to  refer  frequently  to  the  Treatise  of  Bishop  Sage,  who  oftei 

OUT  author  in  a  very  learned  manner,  it   is  because  he  is  almost  wholly  a  controvertist 

and  therefore  not  to  my  purpose  in  this  work.     For  his  Cyprian?  however,  I  entertain  a  sincen 
and,  as  it  might  seem  otherwise  should  1  omit  all  reference  to  that  work,  I  place  its  titl 

in  the  footnote.     Profoundly  do  I  feel  what  another  Scottish  Doctor6  has  beautifully  said,  "  It  is  | 

loss,  even  to  those  that  oppose  errors  and  divisions,  that  they  are  forced  to  be  busied  that  way." 

X. 

(From  the  slender  twig,  my  son,  thou  hast  ascended,  p.  513.) 

The  text  of  Cyprian7  is:  "  Catulus  leonis  Juda,  de  frutice  fili  mi  ascendisti,  recubans  ob 
dormisti  velut  leo,  et  velut  catulus  leonis."  Now,  with  this  compare  the  comment  of  Calmet 

citing  the  Septuagint  (Ik  (3\a<TTov  =  e  genuine),  and  rendering  by  metaphrase,  "  e  medio  planta 

rum,  sive  herbarum  germinantium,  ascendisti." 
Here,  then,  we  have  the  idea  precisely  equivalent  to  Jer.  xlix.  19  :  "  Ecce  quasi  leo  a  seen  A 

de  superbia  Jordanis."  The  lion  is  recumbent  among  the  sprouting  twigs  {frutice,  or  foliage] 

of  the  Jonlan's  banks  in  the  springtime.  The  swelling  of  the  river,  which  the  melting  of  snow 
from  Lebanon  causes  to  overflow,  rouses  the  reposing  creature;  and  he  goes  up  into  the  moun 

tains.  But  Cyprian  had  in  hand  the  old  African,8  which  seems  to  follow  the  LXX.,  and  St 

Jerome's  Vulgate  did  not ;  and  this  word  frutice  animates  Cyprian's  poetic  genius.  Its  spring 
tide  imagery  corresponding  with  Piaster,9  he  reads  into  it  all  the  New  Testament  fulfilment :  "  Thoi 

layedsl  down  and  sleepedst  as  a  lion,  and  as  a  lion's  whelp  —  but,  from  the  shooting  of  the  first 

verdure  in  spring,  thou  hast  gone  up  on  high  —  thou  hast  ascended."  "  Quis  excitabit  ilium ' 
is  separated  from  this  in  the  Paris  text,  and  in  the  Septuagint,  which  the  Old  Latin  followed 

and  so  I  have  pointed  it,  though  the  Edinburgh  reads:  "and  as  a  lion's  whelp;  who  shall  sti 

him  up?" 

XL 

(Third  Book  .  .  .  religious  teaching  of  our  school,  p.  528.) 

Quirinus,  Cyprian's  "  son  "  in  the  Gospel,  seems  to  me  to  have  been  a  catechumen  of  tb 
competent  class,  i.e.,  preparing  for  baptism  at  Easter;  or  possibly  of  the  higher  sort,  preparing  f( 
the  first  communion.  Many  tokens  lead  me  to  surmise  that  he  may  have  been  of  Jewish  birth 
and,  if  so,  he  was  probably  baptized  Quirinus  after  St.  Luke  it.  2,  as  St.  Paul  borrowed  his  Rome 

name  from  Sergius  Paulus.'"  The  use  of  the  word  secta,  here  rendered  "school,"  suggests  to  n 
that  the  Vulgate  got  it  (and  so  our  English  version)  out  of  the  old  African  Latin  in  Acts  xxviii.  2 

1  Acts  xv.  13. 

2  Acts  viii.  14. 

J  Sec  l'..irrow,  Works,  vol.  iii.  p.  95,  ed.  New  York,  1845. *  Gal.  11    1 1  -1 4. 

*  The  Principles  0/  the  Cyfirianic  Age,  etc.,  a.d.  1695.     Reprinted,  Edinburgh,  1846. 
»  I-eighton,  On  St.  Peter,  i.  2,  Works,  i.  p.  30,  London,  1870. 7  Ed.  Pans,  1574. 

*  Scrivener,  Introduction,  etc.,  p.  30a,  ed.  1874. 
9  Jordan  overflows  its  banks  at  the  tune  of  the  passover,  Josh.  iii.  15,  v.  10,  IS, 10  Acti  *£.  7-9. 
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If  Quirinus  was  a  Hebrew,  there  is  a  playful  irony  in  Cyprian's  use  of  the  word  in  expounding 
the  pure  morality  of  "the  sect"  everywhere  spoken  against 

Origen's  treatise  Against  Celsus  shows  how  cunningly  the  adversaries  of  the  Gospel  could 
assume  a  Jewish  position  against  it ; '  and  the  first  two  books  of  that  work  are  designed  to  establish 
a  perfect  harmony  between  the  Old  Testament  and  the  New,  proving  Christ  to  be  the  substance 

and  sum  of  both.     Cyprian  may  have  foreseen  the  perils  menacing  the  Church  from  the  sc . 

of  Plotinus,  already  rising,  and  which  soon  sent  forth  the  venomous  Porphyry.     He  was  but  a 

presbyter  when  he  wrote  this  excellent  defence  of  the  faith  ;  and  his  earnest  pastoral  care  for  his 

pupil  is  shown  by  his  addition  of  a  third  book,  entirely  practical.     The  cate<  heti<  al  system  of 

St.  Luke's  day2  had  become  a  developed  feature  of  the  Church  (St.  Cyril's  lectures  in  the  suc- 
ceeding century  show  how  it  was  further  expanded),  and  it  also  illustrates  the  purity  of  her  moral 

teaching.     Our  author  harmonizes  faith  and  works,  and  presents  her  simple  scriptural  precept 

marked  contrast  with  the  putrid  casuistry  3  which  Pascal  exposes,  and  which  grew  up  in  the  West 
with  the  enforcement  of  auricular  confession  by  Innocent  III.,  a.d.  1215.     The  theory  of  tran- 
substantiation  was  also  made  a  dogma  at  the  same  time,  and  operated,  with  the  other,  to  the  I 

extinguishment  of  the  primitive  discipline  and  worship.     The  withholding  of  the  chalice  in  the 

Holy  Communion  followed,  a.d.  14 15. 

XII. 

(Good  works  and  mercy,  p.  5-8.) 

Clement  was  able  to  remind  the  heathen,  half  a  century  before,4  that  Christ  had  "  air 

made  the  universe  an  ocean  of  blessings."     Here  we  have  the  moral  canons  of  Christianity  refle*  t- 
ing  the  Light  of  the  World,  and  they  show  us  how  practically  it  operated.     As  I  have  QOted,  the 

first  Christian  hospital  was  founded  (a.d.  350)  by  Kphraem  Svrus.      His  example  was  followed   by 
St.  Basil,  who  also  founded  another  for  lepers.     The  founding  of  hostels  as  refuges  for  tr.ncllers 

was  an  institution  of  the  Nicene  period.     "In   the   time  of  Chrysostom,"  says  one  DOt  to,. 

disposed  towards  the  Gospel,5  "the  church  of  Antioch  supported  three  thousand  widows 
virgins,  besides  strangers  and  sick.      Legacies  for  the  poor  became  common  ;  and  it  was  not  infre- 

quent for  men  and  women  who  desired  to  live  a  life  of  especial  sanctity,  and  especially  tor  pi 

who  attained  the  episcopacy,  as  a  first  act,  to  bestow  their  properties  in  charity.      \  I  'hristian,  it 
was  maintained,  should  devote  at  least  one-tenth   of  his   profits  to  the   poor.       \   priest  named 
Thalasius  collected  blind  beggars  in  an  asylum  <>n  the  banks  of  the   Euphrates.     A  merchant 

lamed  Apollinus  founded  on  Mount  Nitria  a  gratuitous  dispensary." 

So  here  our  author's  canons  enforce  ( 1 )  works  of  men  n  ;  1 2 1  almsdeeds  ;  (3)  brother!)  l< 

'4)  mutual  support;  (5)  forgiveness  of  injuries;  (6)  the  example  of  Christ's  holy  livii 
prbearance ;  (8)  suppression  of  idle  talk  ;  (9)  love  of  enemies;  (10)  abhorrence  ofusui 

md  avarice,  (12)  and  carnal  impurity:  also,  (13)  obedience  to  parents;  (\\)  parental  I 

15)  consideration  of  servants ;  (16)  respect  for  the  -\^'<\  ;  (17)  moderation,  even  in 
hings  lawful;  (1S)  control  of  the  tongue ;  (■<))  abstinence  from  detraction  the 

ick;  (21)  care  of  widows  and  orphans;  (32)  not  to  flatter;  (23)  to  practise  the  Golden  R 

nd  (24)  to  abstain    from    bloodshed.      In    short,  we    have    here    the   OUtgTOWth  Ol    the  S  :::. 

ie  Mount,  and  of  St.  Paul's  epitome,  "  Whatsoever  thing!  are  true,"  1  I 

1  Vol.  iv.  p.  46a. 
3  I.ukc  1.  4.     Crock. 

*  Sec  that  very  useful  littli  publication  of  tl\e  B,  P.  C.  K  .  Di   l  taMata*!  /'.'.i<- 
).  18  ami  305. 

*  Sec  vol.  ii.  p.  3oj,  nolo  J, 

'  Leclcy,  Nittrry  ifEmnftmn  M*rmh,  toL  M»  p  i  Vo*k,  i  ■  5. 
6  PhiL  iv.  8. 
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XIII. 

(In  the  thirteenth  Psalm,  p.  546.) 

The  note  says  that  the  Oxford  edition  gives  it  as  the  fourteenth,  while  in  our  English  Bible; 
renth.     As  I  find  that  some  of  the  readers  of  these  works  are  puzzled  by  such  con- 

os,  I  note  retrospectively,  as  well  as  for  future  reference,  the  origin  of  such  apparent  blunders 
1.  Our  English  version  follows  the   Hebrew  numbering,  which  is  reputed  the  most  accurate 

By  that  a  psalm  is  cited  in  the  New  Testament  as  if  the  numbering  itself  were  important,  and  the 

inspired  wisdom.' 
2.  But  the  Greek  Psalter  differs  from  the  Hebrew;  Psalms  ix.  and  x.  being  made  into  one 

!lv  their  material  suggests.     The  Seventy  joined  also  Psalms  cxiv.  and  cxv.     But  the) 
divided  Psalm  exvi.,  and  also  Psalm  cxlvii. 

i  he  Vulgate  Latin  follows   the  LXX. ;  and  our  Ante-Nicene  Fathers  usually  quote  the 
gint,  or  else  the  Old  Latin,  by  which  the  Vulgate  was  probably  governed.     In  the  Vulgate, 

.  the  Hebrew  prefaces  are  often  numbered  as  if  they  were  verses,  which  is  another  source  of 
confusion. 

4.  By  the  fusion  of  Psalms  ix.  and  x.,  our  Psalm  xv.  becomes  the  xiv.,  and  so  the  Vulgate  gives 
it;  and  the  Oxford  translators  follow  that. 

5.  But  our  text  says  "  Psalm  xiii.,"  and  for  this  it  is  not  easy  to  account.     The  Oxford  editors 
;rd  it  as  a  mere  corruption  of  the  text,  and  change  it  accordingly. 

1  Acts  xiii.  33. 



'HE    SEVENTH    COUNCIL   OF   CARTHAGE    UNDER 

CYPRIAN.1 

CONCERNING  THE   BAPTISM   OF   HERETICS. 

*e  judgment  of  eighty-seven   bishops 
on  the  baptism  of  heretics. 

vocemium.  —  when  stephen,  bishop  of  rome, 
had  p.y  his  letters  condemned  the  de- 
ckkks  of  the  african  council  on  the  bap- 

tism of  heretics,  cyprian  lost  no  time  in" 
holding  another  council  at  carthage  with 
a  greater  number  of  bishops.  having 
Therefore  summoned  eighty-seven  bishops 
from  africa,  numidia,  and  mauritania,  who 
issembled  at  carthage  in  the    kalends   of 

lEPTEMBER,  A.D.  258,  THIS  THIRD  COUNCIL  ON 

Till  SAME  MATTER  OF  BAPTISM  WAS  THEN  CELE- 

BRATED; AT  THE  BEGINNING  OF  WHICH,  AFTER 

THE  LETTERS  ON  EITHER  SIDE  HAD  BEEN  READ, 

CYPRIAN',  BY  IMPLICATION,  CONDEMNS  THE  AS- 
SUMPTION    OF  STEPHEN.2 

When,  in  the  kalends  of  September,  a  great 
my  bishops  from  the  provinces  of  Africa,  Nu- 
ilia,  and  Mauritania,  had  met  together  at 

trthage,  together  with  the  presbyters  and  dea- 
ns, and  a  considerable  part  of  the  congrega- 

n  who  were  also  present  ;  and  when  the  letter 
Jubaianus  written  to  Cyprian  had  been  read, 
also  the  reply  of  Cyprian  to  Jubaianus,  about 
!>tizing  heretics,  and  what  the  same  Jubaianus 

I  subsequently  rejoined  to  Cyprian,  —  Cyprian 
1:  You  have  heard,  my  dearly  beloved  col- 

.  w  hat  Jubaianus  our  co-bishop  has  written 
line,  taking  counsel  of  my  poor  intelligence 
icerning  the  unlawful  and  profane  baptism  of 

reti<  >,  as  well  as  what  1  wrote  in  answei  t  i 
n,  decreeing,  to  wit,  what  we  have  once  and 
jLin  and  frequently  determined,  thai  heretics 

ne  lo  the  Church  musl  be  baptized  and 

[On  i  otini  il ..  see  I  Ixford  trans.,  pp 
Of  thii  council  there  exists  no  I  noriali  than  iu 

here  col  lei  ted  from  Cypri  in,  ind  ii  im   Si     v 
tisHto  conti  iii.  ch.  iv.,  v. .  an  '       .  11 
th.  i. :  and  in  the  <■  n  is  i  nntaini  d  than 

ven  bishops  on  the   nullit) 
one  desires  i" 
iline  .1^  above,     Thi 

i  in  Ep  Ixxi  p    .  ■  .  r«>ra. 

sanctified  by  the  baptism  of  the  Church.     More- 
over, another  letter  of  Jubaianus  has  als 

read  to  you,  wherein,  replying,  in  accordai 
with  his  sincere  and  religious  devotion,   to   my 
letter,  he   not   only  acquiesced    in   what    I    had 
said,  but,  confessing  that  he  had  been  instru. 
thereby,  he  returned  thanks  for  it.      It  remains, 
that  upon  this  same   matter  each  of  us  she 
bring  forward  what  we   think,  judging  no  man, 

nor  rejecting  any  one  from  the  right  of  commun- 
ion, if  he  should  think  differently  from  us. 

neither  does  any  of  us  set  himself  up  a-,  a  bishop 
of  bishops,3   nor  by   tyrannical   terror  does    any 
compel  his  colleague  to  the  necessity  of 

ence  ;  since  every  bishop,  according  to  the  allow- 
ance   of   his    liberty    and    power,    has    his    own 

proper  riejit  of  judgment,  and   can   no   more 
judged   by   another   than    he    himself  *  Ul    jui 
another. •'      Hut  let   us  all  wait    tor  the  judgment 
of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  who   is  the  only 
that  has  the  power  both  of  preferring  us  in  the 
government  of  His  Church,  and  ol  jud 
in  our  COndut  t  then1. 

Csecilius  <>i  Bilta  '  said  i  I  know  only  one  bap- 
tism in  the  Church,  and  none  out  ol'  the  I  hur<  h. 

This  one  will  be  here,  where  there  is  the  • 
hope    and    the    certain    faith.        for    \ 

written  :    '•  (  »ne  faith,  one  hope,  one  baptism  ;" 
not  among  heretii  S,  where  there  is  no  ho 
tlu-  faith  is  false,  where  all  things  are 

by  bin::  ;  w here  a  demonia<    i  x<  • 
one'  whose  month  and  wi  rid  forth  a   i 

puis    tin'    sat  lament. il    inter  the 
faithl  ■  es  faith  ;  tl 
of  sins ;  and  Antichrist  ba|  I        in  the  n 

■  i  '• 

thai  ol 

«  i  I 
rrn  1 

I'iii.  \ 

V 

i  mum  inli 
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he  who  is  cursed  of  ( '.<><l  blesses;  he 
dead  promises  life  ;  he  who  is  unpeaceful 

e  ;  the  blasphemer  calls  upon  God  ; 
i  administers  the  office  of  the 

.  the  5  u  ri)  person  establishes 
[n  addition  to  .ill  these  things,  there 
evil,  that  the  priests  of  the  devil  dare 

ilebrate  the  Em  harist  ;  or  else  let  those  who 
:  !  by  them  say  that  all  these  things  concern 

■  Jse.     Behold  to  what  kind  of 

things  the  Church  is  compelled  '  to  consent,  and 
onstrained   without   baptism,  without   pardon 

to  hold  communion.     And  this  thing, 

thren,  we  ought  to  flee  from  and  avoid,  and 
t  •  -  iparate  ourselves  from  so  great  a  wickedness, 
and  to  hold  one  baptism,  which  is  granted  by  the 
:      I  to  the  Church  alone. 

Primus  of  Misgirpa  •'  said  :  I  decide,  that  every 
man  who  comes  to  us  from  heresy  must  be  bap- 

1.     For  in  vain  does  he  think  that  he  has 

been  baptized  there,  seeing  that  there  is  no  bap- 
i  save  the  one  and  true  baptism  in  the  Church  ; 
luse  not  only  is  Cod  one,  but  the  faith  is  one, 

and  the  Church  is  one,  wherein  stands  the  one 

tism,  and  holiness,  and  the  rest.     For  what- 
r  i-~  done  without,  has  no  effect  of  salvation. 

Polycarp  from  Adrumetum  '  said  :  They  who 
rove  the  baptism  of  heretics  make  void  our 

baptism. 
itus  of  Thamugada4  said:  Although  we 

w  that  all  the  Scriptures  give  witness  concern- 
th  •  saving  baptism,  still  we  ought  to  declare 
faith,  that  heretics  and  schismatics  who  come 

the  Church,  and  appear  to  have  been  falsely 
1,  ought  to  be  baptized  in  the  everlasting 

tain  ;  and  therefore,    according  to  the   tes- 

i^\"  the  Scripture-,  and  according  to  the 
of  our  colleagues,   men  of  most   holy 

mory,  that  all  schismatics  and  heretics  who 
are  converted  to  the  Church  must  be  baptized; 
and  moreover,  that  those  who  appeared  to  have 

D    ordained    must   be   received    among    lay 
. 

Nemesianus  of  Thubuna:  5  said  :  That  the  bap- 
•      i  which  heretics  and  schismatics  bestow  is  not 
the  true  one,  is  everywhere  declared  in  the  Holy 

e  their  very  leading  men  are  false 
and  false  prophets,  as  the  Lord  savs  by 
•i  :   •'lb-   who   trustcth   in   that  which  is 

th  the  winds;  and  the  very  same. 
th    the    flight    of  birds.     For 

iketh  the  ways  of  his  own  vineyard,  he 
red  from   the   paths   of  his   own   little 

field,     but  he  walketh  through  pathless  places, 

the  despotism  of  Stephen. 
uigustine  calls  this  bishop  Felix,   and 

the/frst  of  that  name  who  spoke.  —  Fell. 
arp  referred  to  in  Ep,  xliv.  p.  322,  supra.    Adrti- 

""  w«  a  c  <■■  coast,  about  eighty-five  miles  from  Car- 
*    \v 

Mauritania  Cxsaricnsis. 

and  dry,  and  a  land  destined  for  thirst  ;  moreovei 
he  gathereth  together  fruitless  things  in  hi 

hands."6  And  again:  "Abstain  from  Strang* 
water,  and  from  the  fountain  of  another  do  no 
drink,  that  you  may  live  a  long  time  ;  also  tha 

the  years  of  life  may  be  added  to  thee."'  Aiu 
in  the  Gospel  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ  spoke  will 
His  divine  voice,  saying,  "Except  a  man  bj 
born  again  of  water  and  the  Spirit,  he  <  anno 

enter  the  kingdom  of  Cod."  8  This  is  the  Spiri 
which  from  the  beginning  was  borne  over  tin 
waters  ;  for  neither  can  the  Spirit  operate  with 
out  the  water,  nor  the  water  without  the  Spirit 
Certain  people  therefore  interpret  for  themselve 
ill,  when  they  say  that  by  imposition  of  the  han< 
they  receive  the  Holy  Ghost,  and  are  thus  re 
ceived,  when  it  is  manifest  that  they  ought  to  bi 
born  again  in  the  Catholic  Church  by  both  sac 
raments.  Then  indeed  they  will  be  able  to  bi 

sons  of  God,  as  says  the  apostle  :  "  Taking  can 
to  keep  the  unity  of  the  Spirit  in  the  bond  o! 
peace.  There  is  one  body,  and  one  Spirit,  as  yi 
have  been  called  in  one  hope  of  your  calling 

one  Lord,  one  faith,  one  baptism,  one  God." 
All  these  things  speaks  the  Catholic  Church.1 
And  again,  in  the  Gospel  the  Lord  says  :  "  Tha 
which  is  born  of  the  flesh  is  flesh,  and  that  whicl 
is  born  of  the  Spirit  is  spirit;  because  God  is  j 

Spirit,  and  he  is  born  of  God.""  Therefore 
whatsoever  things  all  heretics  and  schismatics  df 

are  carnal,  as  the  apostle  says  :  "  For  the  work; 
of  the  flesh  are  manifest,  which  are,  fornications 
uncleannesses,  incest,  idolatries,  witchcrafts,  ha 
treds,  contentions,  jealousy,  anger,  divisions,  here 
sies,  and  the  like  to  these ;  concerning  which  I 
have  told  you  before,  as  I  also  foretell  you  now 
that  whoever  do  such  things  shall  not  inherit  th» 

kingdom  of  God."12  And  thus  the  apostle  con 
demns,  with  all  the  wicked,  those  also  who  caus 
division,  that  is,  schismatics  and  heretics.  Unlet 
therefore  they  receive  saving  baptism  in  th 
Catholic  Church,  which  is  one,  they  cannot  b 
saved,  but  will  be  condemned  with  the  carnal  i 
the  judgment  of  the  Lord  Christ. 

Januarius  of  Lambesis  l3  said  :  According  to  th 
authority14  of  the  Holy  Scriptures,  I  decree  th; 
all  heretics  must  .be  baptized,  and  so  admitte 
into  the  holy  Church. 

Lucius  of  Castra  Galbse'5  said  :  Since  the  Loi 

in  His  Gospel  said,  "Ye  are  the  salt  of  the  eartr 
but  if  the  salt  should  have  lost  its  savour,  wher 
with  shall  it  be  salted?     It  is  thenceforth  go< 

*  Prov.  be.  :2,  LXX. "  Prov.  ix.  19. 

8  John  iii.  5. 

9  Eph.  iv.  3-6. 
10  [He  has  no  idea  that  this  voice  proceeds  from  any  one  bisho 11  John  iii.  6. 
12  I  >al.  v.  19-21. 
1 '   In  Numidia. 

'*  [This  appeal  to  Scripture  against  Stephen  must  be  noted,  w 
ever  we  may  think  of  his  conclusions.] «   OrGilba. 
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for  nothing,  but  to  be  cast  out  of  doors,  and  to 

be  trodden  under  foot  of  men."  '  And  again, 
after  Mis  resurrection,  sending  His  apostles,  He 

gave  them  charge,  saying,  "  All  power  is  given 
unto  me,  in  heaven  and  in  earth.  Go  and  teach 
all  nations,  baptizing  them  in  the  name  of  the 

Father,  and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the  Holy  Ghost."2 
Since,  therefore,  it  is  manifest  that  heretics  — 
that  is,  the  enemies  of  Christ — have  not  the 
sound  confession  of  the  sacrament;  moreover, 

that  schismatics  cannot  season  others  with  spirit- 
ual  wisdom,  since  they  themselves,  by  departing 
from  the  Church,  which  is  one,  having  lost  the 

savour,  have  become  contrary  to  it,  —  let  it  he 
done  as  it  is  written,  "The  house  of  those  that 

are  contrary  to  the  law  owes  a  cleansing."  3  And 
it  is  a  consequence  that  those  who,  having  been 
baptized  by  people  who  arc  contrary  to  the 
Church,  are  polluted,  must  first  be  cleansed,  and 
then  at  length  be  baptized. 

Crescens  of  Cirta4  said  :  In  such  an  assembly 
of  most  holy  fellow-priests,  as  the  letters  of  our 
most  beloved  Cyprian  to  Jubaianus  and  also  to 
Stephen  have  been  read,  containing  in  them  so 
much  of  the  holy  testimonies  which  descend 
from  the  divinely  made  Scriptures,  that  with 
reason  we  ought,  all  being  made  one  by  the 
grace  of  God,  to  consent  to  them  ;  I  judge  that 
all  heretics  and  schismatics  who  wish  to  come 
to  the  Catholic  Church,  shall  not  be  allowed  to 

enter  without  they  have  first  been  exorcised  and 
baptized;  with  the  exception  of  those  indeed 
who  may  previously  have  been  baptized  in  the 
Catholic  Church,  and  these  in  such  a  \\a\  that 
they  may  be  reconciled  to  the  penitence  of  the 
Church  by  the  imposition  of  hands. 

Nicomedes  of  Segermae5  said  :  M\  opinion  is 
this,  that  heretics  coming  to  the   Church   should 

be  baptized,  for  the  reason  that   anion-   sinners 
without  tlu-y  can  obtain  no  remission  ol  sins. 

Munnulus6  of  ( tfrba  ?  said  :  The  truth  of  our 

Mother  s  the  Catholic  Church,  brethren,  hath 
always  remained  and  still  remains  with  US,  and 

even  especially  in  the  Trinity  of  baptism,  a.  our 

l.onl  says,  "Go  vc  and  baptize  the  nations,  in 
the  name  of  the  Father,  of  the  Sun,  and  of  the 

Hoi)  Spirit."9  Since,  then,  we  manifestl)  know 
that  heretics  have  not  either  Father,  or  Son,  01 
Holy  Spirit,  the)  ought,  when  the)  come  to  the 
Church  our  Mother,  truly  to  he    born   again   and 
to  be  baptized  ;  that  the  cancer  whii  h  they  had, 

1    M  ,11     ■, 
a  Matt,  \\\  in.  i  B.  iq. 
•  Pro\    xn    q,  LXX 
*  l   nil    ]  nil  >  in   Niiiimli.l. 
'   In  Numi.li.i. 

6  Ep,  im   p    , ;",  tu/ra.    Munnului  it  rnem  '■  <!>c 
|1S    »lll)    Willi'     Willi     l.    \  pll.lll     to     i 

"  Monulua." 
i  i.i. 

8  [Tntimnny  to  tin  limning  of  fhi  KolyCatholii   (  huich  in  the Niecu. 
i  Matt,  uviii,  19, 

and  the  anger  of  damnation,  and  the  witchery 
of  error,  may  be  sanctified  by  the  holy  and 
heavenly  laver. 

Secundums  of  Cedias  ' '  Since  our  I. 

Christ  says,  "  II    who  is  not  with  me  is  against 
me;""   and  John   the  apostle  (alls  those  who 
depart  from  the  Church  Antichrists  —  ui 

edly  enemies  of  Christ  — any  SU<  h  a-  'led 
Antichrists  cannot  minister  the  grace  of  saving 
baptism.     And  therefore  I  think  that  those  who 

from  the  snares  of  the  heretic  s  to  the  1 

must  be  baptized  by  us,  who  are  called  friends 
of  ( rod,  of  I  lis  condescension. 

Felix  of  p  ;gai  '2  said:  As,  when  the  blind 

leads  the  blind,  they' fill  together  into  the  diti  h  ; 
so,  when  the  heretic  baptizes  a  heretic,  they  fall 
togeth  r    into   death.     And    therefore   a   her 

1  be  baptized  and  made  alive,  lest  we  who 
are  alive  should  hold  conununCn  with  the  d 

Polianus  of  Mileum13  said:  It  is  right  that  a 
heretic  he  baptized  in  the  holy  Church. 

Theogenes  of  Hippo  Regius*4  said:  Accord- 

ing  to   the  sacrament   of  God's   heaven! 
which  we  have  received,  we  believe  one  baptism 
which  is  in  the  holy  Chun  h. 

Dativus  of  BadisI5said:  We,  as  far  as  in  us 
lies,  do  not  hold  communion  with  heretics,  un 

they  have  been  baptized  in  the  Church,  and  i. 
received  remission  of  their  sins. 

Successus  of  Abbir  Germanician  .  Her- 
etics can  either  do  nothing,  or  they  can  do  all. 

If  they  can  baptize,  they  can  also  bestow  the 
Holy  Spirit.      But  if  they  cannot  give  the    H 
Spirit,  because  they  have   not   the  H        S   irit, 
neither  can   tin  y  spiritually  baptize.     Tl 

we  judge  th  it  heretic  -  must  be  baptiz 

Fortunatus  of  Tu<  i  aboris  ,;  said  :  Jesus  CI 
our  I  ,ord  and  I  n  of  ( iod  the  Fathei 

t  n  ator,  built  His  Church  upon  a  i 
hen  d  gave   the   pow<  r  of  bapti 

bishops,    D    t    to   ln-rctii  5.     W] are  without  the   Chun  h,  and,  standi! 

sition   t'>   <  "mist,   d  1  lis   sheep  and   tl 
cannot  baptize,  being  without. 

Sedatus  of  Tubui  In  I 
whic  h    wat    i       inclined    in    the   Che: 

prayer  oi  the  i  ri<  it,  « 
.   if  ini.'i  ted  with  I 

with  a  <  an<  er,  it  heaps  up  sin  .     W 
i  endeavour  with  all  ; 
ne  inlet  ted  and  stained  with 

i      !•. 

"    M  ui 

i »  I  n  N  • : 
11    In   N 

■ 
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ingle  and  true  baptism  of 
the  Chun  h,  b)  win.  h  whosoever  is  not  baptized, 
thai!  become  an  alien  from  the  kingdom  of 
heaven. 

Privatianos  of  Sufetula'  saiil :  Let  him  who 
j  th.it  heretics  have  the  power  of  baptizing, 

t'ir>t  who  founded  heresy,     for  if  heresy  is 
God,  it  also  may  have  the  divine  indulgence. 

■  n  u  i>  not  from  God,  how  can  it  either  have 
fGod,  or  <  onfer  it  upon  any  one? 

.  itus  of  Sufes*  sanl :  He  who  approves  the 
tism  >if  heretics,  what  else  docs  lie  do  than 

..iii  ate  with  hereti<  s  5 
Hortensianus  of  Lues  '  said  :    Let  either  these 

iUmptUOUS  ones/  or  those  who   favour  here- 
tics,  consider   how   many  baptisms   there   arc 

We  <  laim  for  the  Church  one  baptism,  which  we 
know  not   except   in   the   Church.      Or  how  can 
they    baptize   any   one    in    the    name    of  Christ, 

■in  Christ  Himself  declares  to  be  His  adver- 

s? 
Cassius  of    Macomadae5   said:    Since   there 
not  he  two  baptisms,  he  who  yields  baptism 

to   the   heretics    takes    it   away  from    himself.      I 

judge    therefore    that    her  in  >.    lamentable  and 
mipt,   must   he   baptized   when   they  begin  to 
ne  to  the  Church  ;  ami  that  when  washed  by 

the  sacred  and  divine  washing,  and  illuminated 

by  the  light  of  life,  they  maybe  received  into 
the  Chun  h,  not  as  enemies,  but  as  made  peace- 

ful ;   not  as   foi  .  but  as  of  the  househol  1 
of  the    faith   of  the    Lord  :    not   as   children   of 

adultery,  but  as  sons  of  God;  not  of  error,  but 
of  salvation  ;    except   those   who   once  faithful 
have    been    supplanted,   and   have   passed  over 
from  the  Chun  h  to  the  darkness  of  heresy,  but 
that  these  must  be  restored  by  the  imposition 
of  hands. 

Another  Januarius  of  Vicus  Caesaris6  said  :  If 
error  does  not  obey  truth,  much  more  truth  does 
not  consent  to  error;  and  therefore  we  stand  by 
the  Church  in  which  we  preside,  that,  claiming 
her  baptism  for  herself  alone,  we  should  baptize 

tom  the  Church  has  not  baptized. 
An  linns  of  Carpi  7  said  :   Are  here- 

or  not?     If  they  are  Christians, 
why  are  they  not  in  the  Church  of  God?     If 
th<  >t  Christians,  how  come  they  to  make 

'     Or    whither  will    tend    the    Lord's 
when   1 '  ••He  that  is  not  with 
linst    me.  and   he   who  githereth  not 

with  me  s.  attenth?"       Wh<  ippears  plain that  u|  i  hildren,  and  on  the  offspring 
of  Antichrist,  the   Holy  Ghost  cannot  descend 

1  A  city  of  Nu;  cnx. 
»    In   I 

:  his  ideas.  1 J 

! 
I  of  Tunis. 

only  by  imposition  of  hands,  since  it  is  manifest 
that  heretics  have  not  baptism. 

\'n  toric  us  of  Thabraca9  said  :  If  heretics  are 
allowed  to  baptize  and  to  give  remission  of  sins, 
wherefore  do  we  brand  them  with  infamy  and 
call  them  heretic  5? 

Another  Felix  of  Uthina10  said:  Nobody 
doubts,  most  holy  fellow-priests,  that  human 
presumption  is  not  able  to  do  so  much  as  the 
adore  Me  and  venerable  majesty  of  our  Lord 

Jesus  Christ.  Therefore,  remembering  the  clan- 
we  ought  not  only  to  observe  this  also,  but 

moreover  to  confirm  it  by  the  voice  of  all  of  us, 
that  all  heretics  who  come  to  the  bosom  of 

Mother  Church  should  be  baptized,  that  thus 
the  heretical  mind  that  has  been  polluted  by  a 

long  decay,  purged  by  the  sanctification  of  the 

laver,  may  be  reformed  for  the  better. 
Quietus  of  Baruch  "  said  :  We  who  live  by 

faith  ought  to  obey  with  careful  observance  those 
things  which  before  have  been  foretold  for  our 

instruction.  For  it  is  written  in  Solomon  :  "  He 
that  is  baptized  from  the  dead,  (and  again  touch- 

ed) the  dead,12)  what  availeth  his  washing?  "  1J 
which  certainly  speaks  of  those  who  are  washed 
by  heretics,  and  of  those  that  wash  them.  For 
if  those  who  are  baptized  among  them  obtain 
by  remission  of  their  sins  life  eternal,  why  do 
they  come  to  the  Church?  But  if  from  a  dead 
person  no  salvation  is  received,  and  therefore, 
acknowledging  their  previous  error,  they  return 
to  the  truth  with  penitence,  they  ought  to  be 
sanctified  with  the  one  vital  baptism  which  is  in 
the  Catholic  Church. 

Castus  of  Sicca  '4  said  :  He  who  with  con- 
tempt of  the  truth  presumes  to  follow  custom, 

is  either  envious  and  malignant  in  respect  of  his 
brethren  to  whom  the  truth  is  revealed,  or  is  un- 

grateful in  respect  of  God,  by  whose  inspiration 
1 1  is  Church  is  instructed. 

Euchratius  of  Thenar  "5  said  :  God  and  our 
Lord  Jesus  Christ,  teaching  the  apostles  with 
His  own  mouth,  has  entirely  completed  our 
faith,  and  the  grace  of  baptism,  and  the  rule  of 

the  ecclesiastical  law,  saying :  "  Go  ye  and 
teach  all  nations,  baptizing  them  in  the  name  of 
the  Father,  and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the  Holy 

Ghost."  '6  Thus  the  false  and  wicked  baptism 
of  heretics  must  be  rejected  by  us,  and  refilled 

with  all  detestation,  from  whose  mouth  is  ex- 
pressed poison,  not  life,  not  celestial  grace,  but 

blasphemy  of  the  Trinity.17     And  therefore  it  is 

9  A  colony  variously  >  .died  Tabraca  or  Tabathra. 10  OvBiva  in  Zeucitana. 

"  Or  Buruch,  Bourka  in  NumidnL 
1      I  his  .  iause  is  omitted  in  the  larger  number  of  editions. 
1      I       lus    \.\xiv.  25. 
14  Sicca  Veneria,  -\  city  of  Zcugitana. 

\  1  ity  ■>!  Byzai  ena, 
1    Man    w-.lil.  18. 

1  <  t  the  reader  observe  here,  as  elsewhere,  that  the  word 

'Trinity'  is  simply  used  for  the  persons  of  the  Godhead'  ^Oxlord 
edit.). 
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manifest  that  heretics  who  come  to  the  Church 

ought  to  he  baptized  with  the  sound  and  Catho- 
lic baptism,  in  order  that,  being  purified  from 

the  blasphemy  of  their  presumption,  they  may 
be  reformed  by  the  grace  of  the  Holy  Spirit. 

Libosus  of  Vaga  ■  said  :  In  the  Gospel  the 

Lord  says,  "  I  am  the  truth."  2  He  said  not,  "  I 
am  the  custom."  Therefore  the  truth  being 
manifest,  let  custom  yield  to  truth  ;  so  that, 
although  for  the  past  any  one  was  not  in  the 
habit  of  baptizing  heretics  in  the  Church,  let 
him  now  begin  to  baptize  them.3 

Lucius  of  Thebeste  '  said  :  I  determine  that 
blasphemous  and  unrighteous  heretics,  who  with 

various  words  tear  asunder  the  holy  and  adora- 
ble words  of  the  Scriptures,  are  to  be  accursed, 

and  therefore  that  they  must  be  exorcised  and 
baptized. 

Eugenius  of  Ammedera '  said  :  And  I  deter- 
mine the  same  —  that  heretics  must  be  baptized. 

Also  another  Felix  of  Amaccora4  said :  And 
I  myself,  following  the  authority  of  the  divine 

Scriptures,1'  judge  that  heretics  must  be  bap- 
tized ;  and,  moreover,  those  also  who  contend 

that  they  have  been  baptized  among  the  schis- 

matics. For  if,  according  to  Christ's  warning. 
our  font  is  private  to  us,  let  all  the  adversai 
of  our  Church  understand  that  it  cannot  lie  for 

another.  Nor  can  He  who  is  the  Shepherd  of 
the  one  (lock  give  the  saving  water  to  two  peopl 
And  therefore  it  is  plain  that  neither  h  retics 
nor  schismatics  can  receive  anything  heave] 
seeing  that  they  dare  to  receive  from  men  who 
are  sinners,  and  from  those  who  are  external  to 

the  Church.  When  there  is  no  place  for  the 

giver,  assuredly  there  is  no  profit  for  the  re- 
ceiver. 

Also  another  Januarius  of  Muzzuli6  said:  1 
am  surprised,  since  all  confessth.it  then 
baptism,  that  all  do  not  perceive  the  unity  of 
the  same  baptism.  For  the  Church  and  hen  5) 

are  two  things,  and  different  things.  If  hereti<  ■ 
have  baptism,  we  have  it  not  ;  but  if  we  have  it. 
heretics  cannot  have  it.  But  there  is  no  doubt 

that  the  Church  alone  possesses  the  baptism  of 
Christ,  since    she    alone  possesses  both  the  gl 
and  the  truth  of  Christ. 

Adelphius  of  Tha  I  said:  Certain  persons 
without  reason  impugn  the  truth  U  false  and 
envious  words,  in  saying  that  we  rebaptize,  when 
the  Church  docs  not  rebaptize  herein  ̂ ,  but  bap- 

tizes them. 

1  A  city  nf  Numidia. 
3   John  itiv.  6, 
J  [Here  is  a  conceuion  thai  ai  b  >  I  the  m  could  !■<• 

bj  Stephen  I 
*  "  I  '.mi  11  on  ,"  mi  ■•  V  mi. 1.  ■  ore,"  in  Numi  !i  < 
'  I  Here  wi    mnj    think  01  we 

the  appeal  to  Holj   Scripture  prove*  thai  thil  ia  the  onlj   i 
authority   I 

Mazula  in  Numidi  1 u.l. 

Demetrius  of  Lcptiminus  ';  said  :  We  maintain 
one  baptism,  because  we  demand  for  the  Church 
Catholic  alone  her  own  property.  But  they 
who  say  that  heretics  truly  and  lej  ly  bap- 

tize-, are  themselves  the  people  who  make  not 
one,    but    many   baptisms,      for    sine  e    here 
are    many,  according   to   their   number   will   be 
reckoned  baptisms. 

Vincentius  of  Thibaris '  said:  We  know  that 
heretics  are  worse  than  Gentiles.  If,  therefore, 
being  converted,  they  should  wish  to  come 
the  Lord,  we  have  assuredly  the  rule  of  truth 
which  the  Lord  by  His  divine  precept  com- 

manded to  His  apostles,  savin  .  "G  >  ye,  lay  on 

hands  in  my  name,  expel  demons."10  And  in 
another  place :  "Go  ye  and  teach  the  nations, 
baptizing  them  in  the  name  of  the  lather,  nf 

the  Son,  and  of  the  Hob  Ghost.""  Therefore 
first  of  all  by  imposition  of  hands  in  exon  ism, 
secondly  by  the  regeneration  of  baptism,  they 
may  then  come  to  the  promise  of  ( Ihrist  Other- 

wise I  think  it  ought  not  to  be  dot 
Marcus  of  Mac  talis '-    said:    It   is   not  to 

wondered  at  if  hen  and  in  ; 
of  the   truth  c  laim  to  th<  n  a  matter  in 

power  and  condescension  of  others.     But  il 
t  1  be  wondered  at,  that  some  of  us,  preva 

of  the  truth,  support  heretics  a::  I  ■  them- 
selves to  Christians.    Therefore  we  decree  that 

heretics  must  be  baptiz   d. 
uiiis  of  Sicilibba'3  said:    If  to  heretics  in 

baptism  their  sins  are  remitted,  th<  to 
the  Church  without  reason.     '  .  in  the 

day  of  judgment,  the}  ns  which  are  pun- 

1,   there    is   nothing   which   the   here' 
fear  from  ( 'hrist's  j1  t,  if  they  1 
obtained  re  1  their  sins. 

Victor  of  Gor  *4  said  :  Since-  sins  are  not 

mitted  's  save  ia  the  baptism  ̂ \  the  Church,  he 
who  admits  a  lure  •  mmunion  without  1 
ti  sm  d.ie-s  two  tl  ainst  n  ason  ■.  In-  does  not 
c  leanse  the  heretii  3,  and  he  befouls  the  t !hristians. 

Aurelius  of  \  Since  tl 

says  that  we  are-  not  t"  ■  ommuni  ther .'.hat    e! 

municate  with  other  -is.  who  h 
c  ommunion  with  heretii  - 

baptism?    And  thi  1 
must  Ik-  ba; 

ami  I'.- 

had  with  them. 

11    Mm    it x vi ii 

I 

i 
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na  ■  -.ii'l :  They  wl 1 

nt'  heretics,  disapprove  of 
a  they  who  are,  I  will  not  say 

hoi.  bui  ide  the  Church,  ought '  hurch. 

1  ud  :  It  is  written,  "  And 
that  it  «  is  good,  and  divided 

between  tl  and  the  darkness."  ;     [f  there 
•  betwe<  ii  light  and  darkness, 

there  ra  something  in  common  between  us 
!  I  determine  that  here- il. 

Pela  i        r<  iana  4  said  :   It  is  written, 

•■  Either  the  Go  I,  or  Baal   is  God."5 
Therefore  in   the   present  case  also,  either 

irch,  or  heres)  is  the  Church. 
On  the  other  hand,  if  heresy  is  not  the  Church, 

how  can  the  Church's  baptism  be  among  here- tics? 

Jader  of  Midila  said  :  We  know  that  there  is 
but  one  baptism  in  the  Catholic  Church,  and 
therefore  \\  not  to  receive  a  heretic  unless 

he  has  been  baptized  among  usj  lest  he  should 
think  that  he  has  been  baptized  out  of  the  Catho- 

Also  another  Felix  of  Marazana7  said  :  There 
is  one  faith,  one  baptism,  but  of  the  Catholic 
Church,  whit  h  alone  has  the  right  to  baptize. 

'  said  :  It  does  not  disturb  me 
if  any  man  does  not  assert  the  faith  and  truth  of 

the  Chun  h.  sini  e  the  apostle  says,  "  For  what  if 
some  of  them  have  fallen  away  from  the  faith  ? 

S  their  unbelief  made  the  faith  of  Cod  of  no 

effect?  By  no  means.  For  Cod  is  true,  but 

every  man  a  liar."  ''  But  if  Cod  is  true,  how  can 
the  truth  of  baptism  be  among  the  heretics, 
among  whom  Cod  is  not? 

iius  of  1  >i  tnysiana7  said  :  It  is  evident 
that  heretics  cannot  baptize  and  give  remission 

ing  that  they  have  not  power  to  be 
abl  r  to  bind  anything  on  earth. 

>fTimisaa  said:  If  a  husband,  going 
into  foreign  parts,  had  commended  his  wife  to  J 
the  .  nship  of  his  friend,  that  friend  would 
take  (  are  of  her  who  was  commended  to  him 

with  all  q<  e.  that  her  chastity  and 
hoi:  |    not   be  corrupted    by  any  one. 

the    Lord    and   our  God,  going  to  His 
mmended  to  us  His  bride.     Shall 

we  l";  ird  her  incorrupt  and  inviolate,  or  shall  we 
her  inti  lastity  to  adulterers  and 

corrupters?     Fur  he  who    makes  the   Church's 

i.     The  epithet  refers  to  its  being 
veterans  of  German  cohorts,  and  di ma. 

■na. 

a."
 

J   i  K 

Mauritania, 

f  Horn.  in.  3,  4. 

baptism  <  Ommon  to  heretics,  betrays  the   B] 
of  Christ  to  adulter' 

Ahymnus  of  Ausvaga'0  said  :  We  have  received 
one  baptism,  and  that  same  we  maintain  and 
pr.u  tit-.  Hut  he  who  says  tha'  heretics  also  may 
lawfully  baptize,  makes  two  baptisms. 

Saturninus  of  Victoriana  1  said  i  If  heretics 

may  baptize,  they  who  do  unlawful  things  are 
ex<  used  and  defended  ;   nor  do  I  see  why  either 
Christ    should    have    called    them    adversaries, 

or  the  apostle  should  have  called  them  Anti- 
christs. 

Saturninus  "  of  Thucca6  said:  The  Gentiles, 
although  they  worship  idols,  do  yet  know  and 

t  mill  ss  a  supreme  God  I2  as  Father  and  Creator. 
nist  Him  Man  ion  blasphemes,  and  some 

persons  do  not  blush  to  approve  the  baptism  of 
Man  ion.  How  do  such  priests  cither  observe 

or  vindicate  God's  priesthood,  who  do  not  bap- 
tize God's  enemies,  and  hold  communion  with 

them  as  they  are  ! 
Marcellus  of  Zama'3  said  :  Since  sins  are  not 

remitted  '4  save  in  the  baptism  of  the  Church,  he 
who  does  not  baptize  a  heretic  holds  communion 
with  a  sinner. 

Irenaeus  of  Ululi  '5  said  :  If  the  Church  does 
not  baptize  a  heretic,  for  the  reason  that  he  is 
said  to  be  already  baptized,  it  is  the  greater heresy. 

Donatus  of  Cibaliana l6  said :  I  know  one 
Church  and  her  one  baptism.  If  there  is  any 

who  says  that  the  grace  of  baptism  is  with  here- 
tics,  he  must  first  show  and  prove  that  the 
Church  is  among  them. 

Zosimus  of  Tharassa6  said:  When  a  revela- 
tion of  the  truth  is  made,  let  error  give  place  to 

truth  ;  because  Peter  also,  who  previously  cir- 
cumcised, yielded  to  Paul  when  he  preached 

the  truth. >? 
Julianus  of  Telepte  l8  said  :  It  is  written,  "  No 

man  can  receive  anything  unless  it  have  been 

given  him  from  heaven."  ">  If  heresy  is  from 
heaven,  it  can  also  give  baptism. 

Faustus  of  Timida  Regia  2°  said  :  Let  not  them 
who  are  in  favour  of  heretics  flatter  themselves. 

He  who  interferes  with  the  baptism  of  the  Church 
on  behalf  of  heretics,  makes  them  Christians, 
and  us  heretics. 

10  This  seems  to  be  "  Ausana"or  "  Ausagga." 
"   The  Oxford  reads  "  Another  Saturninus." 
'  Manifestly,  says  the  Oxford  editor,  this  expression  refers  to 

"  Jupiter  the  father  of  gods  and  men." 
13  A     tty  of  N'umidia:   the  scene  of  Hannibal's  overthrow  by  Scipio. 
14  [The  Nicene  Creed  is  emphatic  in    the   article   based  on   tliis 

and  it  proves  that  the  primitive  discipline  of  penitence  was  not 
in  those  days  a  "  sacrament  of  absolution,"  to  which  all  were 
compelled  to  submit.  Private  confessions  seem  to  have  been  un- 
known.] 

"  "  Usilla,"  a  city-  of  Byzacena. 
••  Possibly  "  Cerbaliana  "  in  Byzacena. 
'"  [  I  he  hearings  of  this  simple  statement  upon  the  later  claims  of 

Stephen's  Sec  must  not  be  overlooked.] 
'      \    itj  .if  N'umidia  Byzacena:. '9  John  iii    27. 

20  A  city  of  Zeugitana;  some  read  "  Tumida." 
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Geminius  of  Furni '  said  :  Some  of  our  col- 
leagues may  prefer  heretics  to  themselves,  they 

cannot  to  us  :  and  therefore  what  we  have  once 

determined  we  maintain  —  that  we  baptize  those 
who  come  to  us  from  the  heretics. 

Rogatianus  of  Nova2  said:  Christ  instituted 
the  Church;  the  devil,  heresy.  How  can  the 
synagogue  of  Satan  have  the  baptism  of  Christ  ? 

Therapius  of  Bulla3  said:  He  who  concedes 

and  betrays  the  Church's  baptism  to  heretics, 
what  else  has  he  been  to  the  spouse  of  Christ 
than  a  Judas? 

Also  another  Lucius  of  Membresa4  said:  It 

is  written,  "  God  heareth  not  a  sinner."  s  How 
can  a  heretic  who  is  a  sinner  be  heard  in  bap- 

tism ? 

Also  another  Felix  of  Bussacene6  said:  In 

the  matter  of  receiving  heretics  without  the  bap- 
tism of  the  Church,  let  no  one  prefer  custom  to 

reason  and  truth,  because  reason  and  truth 

always  exclude  custom.7 
Another  Saturninus  of  Avitini 8  said  :  If  Anti- 

christ can  give  to  any  one  the  grace  of  Christ, 
heretics*  also  are  able  to  baptize,  for  they  are 
called  antichrists. 

Quintus  of  Aggya : 9  He  can  give  something 
who  has  something.  But  what  can  heretics  give, 
who,  it  is  plain,  have  nothing? 

Another  Julianus  of  Marcelliana  IO  said  :  If  a 
man  can  serve  two  masters,  God  and  mammon, 

baptism  also  can  serve  two  masters,  the  Chris- 
tian and  the  heretic. 

Tenax  of  Horrea  Cselise"  said:  Baptism  is 
one,  but  it  is  the  Church's.  Where  the  Church 
is  not  there,  there  can  be  no  baptism. 

Another  Victor  of  Assuri  '  said  :  It  is  written, 

that  "God  is  one,  and  Christ  is  one,  arid  the 

Church  is  one,  and  baptism  is  one.""  How. 
therefore,  cm  any  one  be  baptized  there,  where 
God,  and  Christ,  and  the  one  Church  is  not? 

Donatulus  of  Capse'3  said:  And  1  also  have 
always  thought  this,  that  heretics,  who  can  ob- 

tain QOthing  without  the  Church,  when  the)'  are 
converted  to  the  Church,  must  be  baptized. 

Verulus  ''  of  Rusiccada  ,s  said  :  A  man  who  is 

1  A  ciiy  <>f  />  ugitana 
*  A  city  of  Mauritania  1       irienais,    Kill  that  in  Nu 

mil  1 1.1  .in-  many  1  itiei  •>!  the  name  of  "  Nova  "  01  "  N 
J  A  iuy  hi  Zeugitana,    Then  were  two  citi  1  •'   the  name  — 

BovAAi   ,.ir  Bulla  Regie,  and  BouAAa^iwa,  01  Bulla  Minor.      1 l»- 
latter  is  probably  refei  red  to. 

*  Otherwise  "  Memotita,"  a  city  of  Zeugitana.     Ii  is  alao  written "  Membra 
5     Mill 
*  Probe 

i\.  11. 

bably  "  Bytacene." 
7  [Custom,  then,  w.is  elsewhere  established:   and   ii  ultimate!] 

prevailed;  whether  against  truth  or  not,  need  not  here  tx  discu 

8  This  11  lupposca  to  be  "  Autenti,"  a  cit)  .•!  Bytai  mc. 
9  Supposed  in  1  *    * 
10  Mention  of  the  Bishop  of  Marcelliana  ii  found  in  tfotiti* 

COpatk  - 
"   \  village  belonging  i"  Bj        ne,  seventy-five  imlrs  h  un  Cai ■ 

1    Eph,  h 
11  An'.  .  .I  Byi  i'  ene, 
M  ̂  .ill.  1  in  ...1,1.  ,  in  1,. us  ••  .1  martyi  Iron  the*  hiamati 
"  A  i  ity  hi  Numidia, 

a  heretic  cannot  give  what  he  has  not ;  much 
more  a  schismatic,  who  has  lost  what  he  once 
had. 

Pudentianus  of  Cuiculis  's  said  :  The  novelty 
of  my  episcopal  office,16  beloved  brethren,  has 
caused  me  to  await  what  my  elders  should  judge. 
For  it  is  manifest  that  heresies  have  nothing,  nor 
can  have  any  thing.  And  thus,  if  any  one  comes 
from  them,  it  is  most  justly  decreed  that  they 
must  be  baptized. 

Peter  of  Hippo  Diarrhytus'7  said  :  Since  there 
is  one  baptism  in  the  Catholic  Church,  it  is 
manifest  that  one  cannot  be  baptized  outside 
the  Church.  And  therefore  I  judge  that  those 
who  have  been  dipped  in  heresy  or  in  schism, 

when  they  come  to  the  Church,  should  be  bap- 
tized. 

Also  another  Lucius  of  Ausafa  lS  said  :  A<  - 
cording  to  the  direction  of  my  mind,  and  of  the 
Holy  Spirit,  as  there  is  one  God  and  lather  of 
our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  and  one  Christ,  and  one 

hope,  and  one  Spirit,  and  one  Church,  there  ought 
also  to  be  one  baptism.  And  therefore  I  say, 

that  if  any  thing  had  been  set  on  foot  or  accom- 
plished by  heretics,  it  ought  to  be  rescinded,  and 

that  those  who  come  thence  must  be  baptized 

in  the  ( 'hurch. 
Also  another  Felix  of  Gurgites  '3  said  :  I  judge 

that,  according  to  the  precepts  of  the  holy 
Scriptures,  he  who  is  unlawfully  baptized  by 
heretics  outside  the  Church,  when  he  wishes  to 

take  refuge  in  the  Church,  should  obtain  the 

grace  of  baptism  where  it  is  lawfully  giv<  n. 
Pusillus  of  Lamasba19  said:  I  believe  that 

there  is  no  saving  baptism  except  in  the  Catholic 
Church.  Whatsoever  is  apart  from  the  Catholic 
Church  is  a  pretence. 

Salvianus  of  Gazaufala*0  said:  It  is  certain 
that    heretics    have    nothing,  a\\<\    therefore   I 
come  to   us  that  they  ma)   receive  what  they 

have  not. 
Honoratus  of  Thucca  *'  said  :  Sim  e  Christ  is 

the  Truth,  we   ought    rather  to  follow   t;  tth  than 
custom  ;  so  that  we  should  sanctify  heretics  with 

the  Church's  baptism,  seeing  that  they  com< 
us  for  the  reason  that  they  could  I  nothing 
without. 

Victor     of    <  Vtavum  'J    said  :     A I    \   >UI 

also  know.  1  have  not  long  be.  ■ 
bishop,  and  1  therefore  waited  for  the  d< 

">  i N  v  exempli 

bisho]  1 ,  11  Is  "  n»  usual  I 
ihould  itunl.  different!)    I lirr.l  n 

"  A  1  n\  .'i  Zeugii 

of  ihr  viir.ims  that  watei  it      fne  1 1 1>  irrh)  1 

'•  A  city  of  2 

N ■ 
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,n  pn  i  [  thei   fore  think  this,  that 
.is  man  ae  from  heresj  ihould  undoubt- 

edly !*•  baptized. 
Claras  Ja'said;  The  sentence  of  out 

■  is  plain,  when   He  Bent  I  lis 
.il„  rdea  to  them  alone  the  power 

n  to  Him  by  lbs  Fatherj  and  t<>  them  we 

;overning   the    Lord's  Church 
with  the  same  |  and  baptizing  the  faith  of 

!  therefore  heretics,  who  neither 
have  power  without,  nor  have  the  Church  of 
Christ,  .ue  able  to  baptize  no  one  with  His 
baptism. 

-  undianus  ofThambei3  said:  We  ought 
not  to  <1  <  eive  heretic  s  by  our  presumption  ;  so 
that  they  who  have  not  been  baptized  in  the 
Church  I     d  Jesus  Christ,  and  have  not 
Obtained  by  this  means  remissions  of  their  sins. 
when  the  day  of  judgment  shall  come,  should 
inii  is  that  through  us  the)  were  not  bap- 

tized, and  did  not  obtain  the  indulgence  of 
divine  -  On  which  account,  since  there  is 

one  Church  and  one  baptism,  when  they  are  con- 
verted to  us  they  should  obtain,  together  with 

the  Church,  the  Church's  baptism  also. 
;':.  r  Aurelius  ̂ i  Chullabi 4  said  :  John 

the  apostle  laid  it  down  in  his  epistle,  saying : 

'•  It"  .u.  ■   unto  you,  and   have   not   the 
irist,   receive   him    not    into   your 

house,  and   sa)   not   to  him.  Hail.      For   he   that 

a  to  him.  Hail,  partakes  with  his  evil  deeds."? 
H ■■.'.  cat  h   be    rashly  admitted    into  Cod's 

1   A  i  :'  .      f  N 
-   theory  of    the  origin  of   the    episcopate. 

'  2  John  io,  it 

ien.i. 

ise  called  "  Cululi,"  a  city  of  Byzacena. 

house,  who  are  prohibited  from  being  admitted 

into  our  private  dwelling?  Or  how  can  we  hold 

communion  with  them  without  the  (  'hun  h's  bap- tism, to  whom,  if  we  should  only  say  Hail,  we 
are  partakers  of  their  evil  deeds? 

1. Ulcus'' of  Gemelli7  said:  If  the  blind  lead 
the  blind,  both  fall  into  the  ditch.  Since,  then, 
it  is  manifest  that  heretics  cannot  give  light  to 

any,  as  being  themselves  blind,  their  baptism does  not  avail 

Natalis  of  <  >ea s  said  :  As  well  I  who  am  pres- 
ent, as  Pompey'of  Sabrata,8  as  also  Dioga  of 

I.eptis  Magna'"  —  who,  absent  indeed  in  body, 
but  present  in  spirit,  have  given  me  charge  — 
judge  the  same  as  our  colleagues,  that  heretics 
cannot  hold  communion  with  us,  unless  they 
shall  be  baptized  with  ecclesiastical  baptism. 

Junius  of  Neapolis8  said  :  From  the  judgment 
which  we  once  determined  on  I  do  not  recede, 
that  we  should  baptize  heretics  who  come  to 
the  Church. 

Cyprian  of  Carthage  said:  The  letter  which 
was  written  to  our  colleague  Jubaianus  very  fully 

expresses  my  opinion,  that,  according  to  evan- 
gelical and  apostolic  testimony,  heretics,  who  are 

(  ailed  adversaries  of  Christ  and  Antichrists,  when 
they  come  to  the  Church,  must  be  baptized  with 
the  one  baptism  of  the  Church,  that  they  may  be 
made  of  adv<  rsaries,  friends,  and  of  Antichrists, 

Christians." 
*  This  Linens  is  mentioned  in  F.p.  lxxvi.  p.  402,  supra. 
7  A  i  uy  of  Nnmidia.  A  Roman  colony  was  planted  there  under 

the  Emperor  Hadrian. 8  A  city  of  Tri] 

9  Probably  the  same  to  whom  Ep.  lxxiii.  (p.  386,  supra)  was 
written. 

10  A  city  of  Tripohs,  thus  distinguished  from  Leptis  parva. 
11  [Here  Cyprii  11  sums  up,  and  gives  the  sentence  of  the  council, 

after  the  example  of  St.  James,  who  presided  in  the  Council  of  Jeru- salem, Acts  xv.  13,  19.] 

ELUCIDATION. 

(To  them  we  have  succeeded,  p.  572.) 

Thf.  theory  of  Cyprian  is  thus  recognised  in  full  council,  by  his  colleagues,  with  respect  to  the 
unity  of  the  Church  Catholic.     They  have  never  heard  of  any  counter  theory,  and  they  state  it 

Fortunatus  of  "  Tuccaboris  "  had  shortly  before  referred  to  the  Church  as 

"  with  evident  reference  to  the  faith,  for  he  adds,  "  not  upon  horsy.'1''     Of  a 
•1,  of  which  any  one  bishop  was  the  perpetuated  foundation,  nobody  as  yet 

med.     "  Other  foundation  can  no  man  lay  than  that  is  laid,"  says  St.  Paul; 
viz.,   "<;.•  Him,  "the  Stone.   Elect,  precious,"  St.   Peter  and  all  the  apostles  (die 

11)  are  built  as  foundation-stones;  and  we  also,  as  "lively  stones,"  are  built  upon 
that  foundation,1  into  a  holy  temple. 

rthage  sustains  Cyprian  also  in  his  judgment  concerning  the  question  of 
and  it  is  a  mistake  to  say  that  it  was  ever  overruled.    Compare  St.  Basil,  Ad  Ainphilochium 

■  nma.  p.  19,  vol.  ni..  ed.  Fans,  1638),  where  he  refers  to  Cyprian  and  Firmilian 
■  r  Firmilian")  as  "ancient  men."  and  treats  the  question  as  still  an  open  one. 

1  See  p.  512,  sec.  16,  supra.     All  this  interprets  the  Fctra,  not  "  Pctrus." 



TRANSLATOR'S  INTRODUCTION 
TO 

TREATISES  ATTRIBUTED  TO  CYPRIAX  ON  QUESTIONABLE  AUTHORITY. 

The  treatises  which  follow  are  usually  classed  under  the  doubtful  works  of  Cyprian.  Baluzius, 

however,  gives  the  two  first,  On  the  Public  Shows,  and  On  the  Glory  of  Martyrdom,  among  the 

genuine  Opuscula,  and  says:  "I  have  not  thought  it  fit  to  prejudice  any  one  amid  the  diversity 
of  opinions  on  the  subject,  but  have  refrained  from  separating  the  following  from  the  genuine 
works  of  the  blessed  martyr,  especially  since  many  have  observed  that  there  is  no  such  difference 

of  style  in  these  writings  as  to  justify  the  denial  of  their  authorship  to  Cyprian." 
Of  course  the  question  is  one  almost  entirely  of  criticism,  and  the  translator  leaves  the  dis- 

cussion of  it  to  abler  hands.  He  ventures,  however,  to  record  his  impression,  that  the  style  of 

the  following  writings  throughout  is  more  pretentious  and  laboured,  and  far  more  wordy  and 

involved,  than  that  of  Cyprian's  undoubted  works.  With  a  more  copious  vocabulary,  there  is 
manifested  less  skill  in  the  use  of  words;  and  if  the  text  be  not  in  some  places  most  elaborately 

and  unintelligibly  corrupt,  the  accumulation  of  epithets,  as  well  as  their  collocation,  seems  the 

very  wantonness  of  rhetoric.  The  text,  however,  is  undoubtedly  far  less  to  be  depended  Q] 
than  in  the  case  of  the  genuine  works. 

The  treatises  On  the  Discipline  and  Benefit  of  Chastity  and  the  Exhortation  to  A'./-  ntanct 
are  generally  placed  under  the  Opuscula  Julia.  The  former  was  first  edited  by  Baluzius,  with 

the  title  "  Epistle  of  an  Unknown  Author."  Its  Cyprianic  authorship  was  maintained  by  Bellar- 
min,  Pamelius,  and  others;  while  Erasmus,  Tillemont,  and  others  have  rejected  it  as 

The  second  treatise  was  first  published  by  Joannes  Chrysostomus  TrombeUius  (in  1751  t,  w 

regarded  it  as  a  genuine  work  of  Cyprian's.  And  indeed,  as  fir  as  internal  evidence  goes, 
the  treatise,  consisting  merely  of  a  collection  of  quotations  from  Scripture,  in  the  manner  ->f 
the  Testimonies  against  the  Jews,  may  probably  be  attributed  to  him  with  as  much  reasop  as  the 
Testimonies. 

It  is,  however,  right  to  add,  that   Professor  Blunt  quotes  from   the  Treat  I   the   Glot 

Martyrdom  as  being  Cyprian's,  without  referring  to  any  doubts  on  the  subject.' 

1  [A  strong  testimony  in  Us  f.ivour.     It  il  .juitc  poaobU  tli.it  the  less  worthy  portions  arc  Mfmpi  into, 
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QUESTIONABLE    AUTHORITY. 

ON   THE   PUBLIC   SHOWS.' 

ARGUMENT.*   THE  WRITER  FIRST  OF  ALL  TREATS 
AGAINST  THOSE  WHO  ENDEAVOURED  TO  DEFEND 

THE  PUBLIC  EXHIBITIONS  OF  THE  HEATHENS  BY 

SCRIPTURAL  AUTHORITY;  AND  HE  PROVES  THAI', 
ALTHOUGH  THEY  ARE  NEVER  PROHIBITED  BY  THE 

EXPRESS  WORDS  OF  SCRIPTURE,  YET  THAT  THEY 

ARK  CONDEMNED  IN  THE  SCRIPTURAL  PROHIBI- 

TION OF  IDOLATRY,  FROM  THE  FACT  THAI'  THERE 
IS  NO  KIND  OF  PUBLIC  SHOW  WHICH  IS  NOT  CON- 

SECRATED TO  IDOLS.3 

i.  Cyprian  to  the  congregation  who  stand 
fast  in  the  Gospel,  sends  greeting.  As  it  greatly 
saddens  me,  and  deeply  afflicts  my  soul,  when 
no  opportunity  of  writing  to  you  is  presented  to 
me,  for  it  is  my  loss  not  to  hold  converse  with 
you  ;  so  nothing  restores  to  me  such  joyfulness 
and  hilarity,  as  when  that  opportunity  is  on<  e 
more  afforded  me.  I  think  that  I  am  with  you 
when  lam  speaking  to  you  by  letter.  Although, 
therefore,  1  know  that  you  are  satisfied  that 
what  I  tell  you  is  even  as  I  say,  and  that  you 
have  no  doubt  of  the  truth  of  my  words,  never- 

theless an  actual  proof  will  also  attest  the  reality 
of  the  matter.  For  my  affection  (for  you)  is 
proved,  when  absolutely  no  opportunity  (ol 
writing)  is  passed  over.  However  certain  I  may 
be,  then,  that  you  are  no  less  respectable  in  the 
conduct  of  your  life  than  faithful  in  respect  of 
your  sacramental  vow  ;  '  still,  since  there  are  ii.it 
wanting  smooth-tongued   advocates  of  vice,  and 
indulgent  patrons  who  afford  authority  to  vi.  es, 
and,  what  is  worse,  convert  the  rebuke  of  the 
heavenly  Scriptures  into  an  advocacy  of  I  rimes  ; 
as  if  the  pleasure   derived    from  the  public  cxhi- 

1  [See  Benjonson,  Voboni.  Ep,  Dadii  u 
3  Obviously  imitating  Eertullians  treatise  Dt  '•*  [Sea Yol.  i.i.  p.  79.  | 
'    lie  iIkii    |irnsr.  ulrs    thr  Mil.jr.  I,    OV  going    thrOOgh    thr    vnni! 

km. Is  oi  publii  exhibitions,  ana  MU  forth,  ■>  little  m-.ir  dil 
than  in  the  Epistle  to  Donatui,  whal  riska  are  incurred  by  th< 
tators,  and  especially  in  respect  ol    thoae  exhibitions  wh. 

ntations   of    lust   convey    instruction    in    obscenity." Finally,   Ur  briefly  enumerates  such  exhibition 
Inten  n  ol    .  I  hristian  man.  and  in  whi<  l>  he  oughi  rightfully  I 
pie  .  lure.     |  K.<r  RpirtU  /.>  Dcnmtut,  see  p,  -■; ,,  ra 4     111  n 

in  Sacramento. 

bitions  might  be  sought  after  as  being  innocent, 
by  way  of  a  mental  relaxation  ;  —  for  thereby  the 
vigour  of  ecclesiastical  discipline  is  so  relaxed, 
and  is  so  deteriorated  by  all  the  languor  of  ■ 
that  it  is  no  longer  apol  ut  authority,  that  is 
given   for  wickedness,  —  it  seemed  good   in  a 
few  words  not  now  to  instruct  you,  but  to  ad- 

monish you  who  are  instructed,  lest,  be<  ause  the 

wounds  are  badly  bound  up,  they  should  break- 
through  the  cicatrix    of  their   closed   SOUndn 

for  no   mischief  is  put  an  vn<\  to  with  so  n. 
difficulty  but  that  its  recurrence  is  easy,  so  I 
as   it    is  both    maintained   by    the    consent,    and 

caressed  by  the  excuses3  of  the  multitude. 
2.  Believers,  and  men  who  ( laim  for  them- 

selves the  authority  of  the  Christian  name,  are 
not  ashamed  —  are  not,  I  repeat,  ashamed 
find  a  defence  in  the  heavenly  s.  riptures  for  the 
vain  superstitions  assoi  iated  with  the  public  ex- 

hibitions of  the  heathens,  and  thus  to  attril 
divine  authority  to  idolatry.  For  how  is  it.  that 
what  is  done  by   the  heathens   in  honour  o( 
idol  is  resorted  to  in  a  public  show  by  faithful 
Christians,  and  the  heathen  idolatry  is  main- 

tained, and  the  true  and  divine  religion  is  tram- 
pled upon  in  contempt  of  God?  Shame  binds 

me  to  relate  their  pretexts  and  defences  in  this 

behalf.       "  Wh(  J     t'.i   \ .  I  ich 
Scriptures?  wh<  prohibit 
<  )n  the  contrary,  both  Elias  is  the  charioted 
Israel,  and  David  himself  danced  before  the  ark. 

We  read  of  psalteries,  horns,    trumpets,  di 

pipes,  harps,  and  <  horal  dan>  .  .  the 
apostle,  in  his  struggli  .  ; 
test  i^\  the  Caestus,  and  of  out   ••■ 
the  spiritual  things  ̂ \  \\  <  ki  dn    •       V.  tin,  when 
he  borrows  his  illustrations  from  the  i 

he  also  proposes  the  pi  .<,■..     \\ 
then,  may  not  a  faithful  Christian  man  gaze  U| 

that  which  the  divine  pen  mighi  wi  I  it?" 
At  this  point  I  might  not  unrcasonal  that 

<•  ■■  N 
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it  would  have  been  far  better  for  them  nol  to 

know  an)  writings  at  all,  than  thus  to  read  the 
words  and  illustrations  which 

are  recorded  by  way  of  exhortation  to  evangel- 
ical virtue,  are  translated  by  them  into  pleas  for 

vi<  e  ;  those  things  arc  written    of,  not 
that   they   should  be  gazed   upon,   but  that   a 

mess  might  be  aroused  in  our  minds 

in  respect  of  things  that  will  benefit  us,  seeing 
that    ail  e    heathens   there   is  manifest   so 

much  eagerness  in  respect  of  things  which  will 
be  of  no  advanl 

3.  I'hesc  arc  therefore  an  argument  to  stimu- 
late virtue,  not  a  permission  or  a  liberty  to  look 

upon  heathen  error,  that  by  this  consideration 
the  mind  may  be  more  inflamed  to  Gospel  virtue 
for  the  ̂ ake  of  the  divine  rewards,  since  through 
the  suffering  of  all  these  labours  and  pains  it  is 
granted  to  attain  to  eternal  benefits.  For  that 
Elias  is  tiie  charioteer  of  Israel  is  no  defence  for 

ing  upon  the  public  games  ;  for  he  ran  his 
race  in  no  circus.  And  that  David  in  the  pres- 

ence of  God  led  the  dances,  is  no  sanction  for 

faithful  Christians  to  occupy  seats  in  the  public 
theatre  ;  for  David  did  not  twist  his  limbs  about 

in  obscene  movements,  to  represent  in  his  dan- 
cing the  story  of  Grecian  lust.  Psalteries,  horns, 

pipes,  drums,  harps,  were  used  in  the  service  of 
the  Lord,  and  not  of  idols.  Let  it  not  on  this 
account  be  objected  that  unlawful  things  may  be 
gazed  upon  ;  for  by  the  artifice  of  the  devil  these 
are  changed  from  things  holy  to  things  unlawful. 
Then  let  shame  demur  to  these  things,  even  if 

the  Holy  Scriptures  cannot  For  there  are  cer- 
tain things  wherein  the  Scripture  is  more  careful 

in  giving  instruction.  Acquiescing  in  the  claim 
of  modesty,  it  has  forbidden  more  where  it  has 
been  silent.  The  truth,  if  it  descended  low 

enough  to  deal  with  such  things,  would  think 
very  badly  of  its  faithful  votaries.  For  very 
often,  in  matters  of  precept,  some  things  are 
advantageously  said  nothing  about ;  they  often 
remind  when  they  are  expressly  forbidden.  So 
also  there  is  an  implied  silence  even  in  the  writ- 

ings of  the  Scripture  ;  and  severity  speaks  in  the 
place  of  precepts  ;  and  reason  teaches  where 
Scripture  has  held  its  peace.  Let  every  man 
only  take  counsel  with  himself,  and  let  him  speak 

consistently  with  the  character  of  his  profession,2 
and  then  he  will  never  do  any  of  these  things.3 
For  that  conscience  will  have  more  weight  which 
shall  be  indebted  to  none  other  than  itself. 

4.  What  ha-  Scripture  interdicted?  Certainly 
it  has  forbidden  gazing  upon  what  it  forbids  to 
be  done.  It  condemned,  I  say,  all  those  kinds 
of  exhibitions  when  it  abrogated  idolatry  —  the 

Jin  Fdin.  rrari'  "  the  writings  of  the  Scriptures,"] 
1  "  Cum  pervina  ftobtmamu  mix  loquatur." 
5   '  rcadl  with  ibilitj  "indecorum,"  "anything 

unbecoming  "  The  reading  adopted  in  the  text  is,  according  to  hell, "  inde  eorum." 

mother  of  all  public  amusements,'  whence  these 
prodigies  of  vanity  and  lightness  came.  I 
what  public  exhibition  is  without  an  idol?  what 
amusement  without  a  sacrifice?  what  contest  is 

not  consecrated  to  some  dead  person?  And 
what  docs  a  faithful  Christian  do  in  the  midst  of 

such  things  as  these?  If  he  avoids  idolatry, 

why  does  he  5  who  is  now  sacred  take  pleasure 
in  things  which  are  worthy  of  reproach?  Why 

does  he  approve  of  superstitions  which  are  op- 
posed to  Cod,  and  which  he  loves  while  he  gazes 

upon  them?  Besides,  let  him  be  aware  that  all 
these  things  are  the  inventions  of  demons,  not 
of  God.  He  is  shameless  who  in  the  church 

exor<  ises  demons  while  he  praises  their  delights 
in  public  shows ;  and  although,  once  for  all 
renouncing  him,  he  has  put  away  everything  in 

baptism,  when  he  goes  to  the  devil's  exhibition 
after  (receiving)  Christ,  he  renounces  Christ  as 
much  as  (he  had  done)  the  devil.  Idolatry,  as 

I  have  already  said,  is  the  mother  of  all  the  pub- 
lic amusements  ;  and  this,  in  order  that  faithful 

Christians  may  come  under  its  influence,  entices 
them  by  the  delight  of  the  eyes  and  the  ears. 
Romulus  was  the  first  who  consecrated  the 

games  of  the  circus  to  Consus  as  the  god  of 
counsel,  in  reference  to  the  rape  of  the  Sabine 
women.  Put  the  rest  of  the  scenic  amusements 

were  provided  to  distract  the  attention  of  the 
people  while  famine  invaded  the  city,  and  were 
subsequently  dedicated  to  Ceres  and  Bacchus, 
and  to  the  rest  of  the  idols  and  dead  men. 

Those  Grecian  contests,  whether  in  poems,  or 

in  instrumental  music,  or  in  words,  or  in  per- 
sonal prowess,  have  as  their  guardians  various 

demons  ;  and  whatever  else  there  is  which  either 

attracts  the  eyes  or  allures  the  ears  of  the  spec- 
tators, if  it  be  investigated  in  reference  to  its 

origin  and  institution,  presents  as  its  reason 
either  an  idol,  or  a  demon,  or  a  dead  man. 
Thus  the  devil,  who  is  their  original  contriver, 
because  he  knew  that  naked  idolatry  would  by 

itself  excite  repugnance,  associated  it  with  pub- 
lic exhibitions,  that  for  the  sake  of  their  attrac- 

tion it  might  be  loved. 

5.  What  is  the  need  of  prosecuting  the  sub- 
ject further,  or  of  describing  the  unnatural  kinds 

of  sacrifices  in  the  public  shows,  among  which 
sometimes  even  a  man  becomes  the  victim  by 
the  fraud  of  the  priest,  when  the  gore,  yet  hot 
from  the  throat,  is  received  in  the  foaming  cup 
while  it  still  steams,  and,  as  if  it  were  thrown 
into  the  face  of  the  thirsting  idol,  is  brutally 

drunk  in  pledge  to  it ;  and  in  the  midst  of  the 
pleasures  of  the  spectators  the  death  of  some  is 
eagerly  besought,  so  that  by  means  of  a  bloody 
exhibition   men   may  learn   fierceness,  as   if  a 

*   Vid.  Ovid's  Fasti,  lib.  v. 
S  The  Oxford  text  here  has  the  reading,  "  Why  does  he  speak  of 

it!  why  docs  he,"  etc. 
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man's  own  private  frenzy  were  of  little  account  to  i 
him  unless  he  should  learn  it  also  in  public?! 
For  the  punishment  of  a  man,  a  rabid  wild 

beast  is  nourished  with  delicacies,  that  he  may  j 
become  the  more  cruelly  ferocious  under  the 

eyes  of  the  spectators.  The  skilful  trainer  in- 
structs the  brute,  which  perhaps  might  have 

been  more  merciful  had  not  its  more  brutal 

master  taught  it  cruelty.  Then,  to  say  nothing 
of  whatever  idolatry  more  generally  recommend-. 
how  idle  are  the  contests  themselves  ;  strifes  in 
colours,  contentions  in  races,  acclamations  in 
mere  questions  of  honour;  rejoicing  because  a 
horse  has  been  more  fleet,  grieving  because  it 
was  more  sluggish,  reckoning  up  the  years  of 
cattle,  knowing  the  consuls  under  whom  they 

ran,  learning  their  age,  tracing  their  breed,  re- 
cording their  very  grandsires  and  great-grand- 

sires  !  How  unprofitable  a  matter  is  all  this  ; 
nay,  how  disgraceful  and  ignominious  !  This 
very  man,  I  say,  who  can  compute  by  memory 
the  whole  family  of  his  equine  race,  and  can 
relate  it  with  great  quickness  without  interfering 

with  the  exhibition — were  you  to  inquire  of. 
this  man  who  were  the  parents  of  Christ,  he 
cannot  tell,  or  he  is  the  more  unfortunate  if  he 

can.  But  if,  again,  I  should  ask  him  by  what 
road  he  has  come  to  that  exhibition,  he  will  con- 

fess (that  he  has  come)  by  the  naked  bodies  of 
prostitutes  and  of  profligate  women,  by  (scenes 
of)  public  lust,  by  public  disgrace,  by  vulgar 
lasciviousness,  by  the  common  contempt  of  all 
men.  And,  not  to  object  to  him  what  perchance 
he  has  done,  still  he  has  seen  what  was  not  tit 
to  be  done,  and  he  has  trained  his  eves  to  the 

exhibition  of  idolatry  by  lust  :  he  would  have 
dared,  had  he  been  able,  to  take  that  which  is 
holy  into  the  brothel  with  him  ;  since,  as  he 
hastens  to  the  spectacle  when  dismissed  from 

the  Lord's  table,  and  still  bearing  within  him,  as 
often  occurs,  the  Eucharist,  that  unfaithful  man 

has  carried  about  the  holy  body  of  Christ  among 
the  filthy  bodies  of  harlots,  and  has  deserved  i 
deeper  condemnation  for  the  way  by  which  he 
/us  gone  thither,  than  for  the  pleasure  he  has 

tved  from  the  exhibition. 

6.  Hut  now  to  pass  from  this  to  the  shame- 
less corruption  of  the  stage.  I  am  ashamed  to 

tell  what  things  are  said  ;  I  am  even  ashamed  to 

denounce  the  things  that  are  done  —  the  trick, 
of  arguments,  the  <  heatings  of  adulterers,  the 
immodesties  of  women,  the  scurrile  jokes,  the 

did  |  Mil  ate-,  even  the  toga'd  fathers  *<\  fami- 
lies  themselves,   sometimes   stupid,   sometimes 

Obscene,  but   in   all   cases    dull,  in    all  cases    iin 

tnodest.       \m\    though    no    individual,  or  family, 

or  profession,  is  spared  by  the   discourse1   of 

1  [It  ia  painfhl  to  recogniei  neral  licence  ol  the  pi 
our  country,  thin  very  feature  "t  i  corrupi  civiliiation.  i  d< 
In  m  end  il,  .in.i  in  tin-  invasion  <>f  homae  and  privatt  .* 1 1  lira,  I 
gratification  "i  the  populai  appetite.] 

these  reprobates,  yet  every  one  flocks  to  the 
play.  The  general  infamy  is  delightful  to  see  or 
to  recognise  ;  it  is  a  pleasure,  nay,  even  to  learn 
it.     People  flock  thither  to  the   pub!  ace 
of  the   brothel    for  the    teaching  of  rity, 
that  nothing  less  may  be  done  in   secret    than 
what  is  learnt  in  public;  and  in  the   midst  of 
the  laws  themselve-  i-  taught  everything  that  the 
laws  forbid.     What  does  a  faithful  Christian  do 

among  these  things,  since  he  may  not  even  think 
upon  wickedness?     Why  does  he  find  pleasure 
in  the  representations  of  lust,  so  as  anion 
to  lay  aside  his  modesty  and  become  moi 
ing  in  crimes?     lie  is  learning  to  do,  while  he 
is  becoming  accustomed  to  see.     Nevei 
those  women  whom   their  misfortune  has  intro- 

duced   and    degraded    to    this    slavery,  coi 

their    public   wantonness,  an.'    find    consolation 
for  their  disgrace  in  their  concealment.     Even 

they  who  have  sold  their  modesty  blush   to  ap- 
pear to  have  done  so.      But  th  y 

is  transacted  in  the  sight  of  all,  and  th              iky 

of  prostitutes  is  surpassed.     A  method  i- 

to  commit  adultery  with  the   eyes,     d'o   this   in- 
famy an  infamy  full}-  worth}-  of  it  i-  superadded  : 

a  human  being  broken   down    in    every  limb,  a 

man    melted   to   something   beneath   the  effemi- 
nacy of  a  woman,  has  found  the  art  to   SU] 

language  with  his  hands  ;  and  on   behalf  of 
—  I  know  not  what,  but  neither  man  nor  woman 

—  the  whole  city  is   in   a   state  of  commot 
that  the  fabulous  debaucheries  of  antiquity  i 

lie  represented    in  a   ballet.     Whatever  i-   not 
lawful  is  so  beloved,  that  what  had  even  b<    n 

lost    sight   of  by  the  lapse  of  time   i-  I 
back  again  into  the  ret  olle<  tion  of  the  c; 

7.  It  is  not  sufficient  tor  lust  to  make  use  of 

its  present  means  ^(  mischief,  unless  by  the  ex- 
hibition it  make-  its  own  that  in  which  a  former 

age  hid  also  gone  wrong.  It  i-^  not  lawful,  I 
for  faithful  Christians  to  be  present  j  it  is  not 
lawful,  I  say,  at  all,  even  for  those  whom  for  the 

delight  of  their  cars  (o  nds  every.' 
all  who  are  instructed  in  her  vain  arts.1     One 
imitates  the  hoarse  warlike  clan  »f  the  trum- 

;  another  with  his  breath  blowing  into  a  ; 
tlates   its   mournful    sounds ;    anoth<  i    t 

danies,   and   with    the   musical   voice  nan, 

strives  with  his  hi  ath,  which  by  an  effort  he 

had  drawn  from  hi--  bowels  into  the  upp 
of  his  body,  to  play  upon  the  stop-  o\  pip 
letting    forth    the   SOUnd,  and    now 

inside,  and  forcing  it  into  the  air  b\ 
openings  of  the  stop-  ;    now  breaking  th( 

in  measure,  he  endeavours  to  speak  with  hi-  fin- 
gers, ungrateful  to  the  Artificer  who  g  ive  him  a 

,ue.      Why  should   I  ̂j' 
efforts?    Why  ̂ \  tho 

, .     1  -  — 

a    [CompU«CltMftlllttVOl    u    |        .  •    '«.] 
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5    Win  of  strip.         vibrating  with  noise ? 

These  things,  even  if  they  were  not  dedi<  ated  to 
:a  not  to  be  approau  hed  and  gazed 

upon  by  faithful  Christians  ;  be<  ause,  even  if  they 
riminal,  they  are  characterized  by  a 

which  is  extreme,  and  which  is 
elievers. 

i  that  other  folly  of  others  is  an  obvious 
idvantage  to  idle  men  ;  and  the  fust 
■r  the  belly  to  be  able  to  crave  food 

the  human  limit,  —  a  flagitious  traffic  for 
in  to  the  (Town  of  gluttony  :  the  wretched 

is  hired  out  to  bear  wounding  blows,  thai 
the  more  wretched  belly  may  be  gorged.     How 

5,    are    those    Struggles  !      Man 
b  •       .low  man  is  enfolded  in  abominable  era- 

nd  twinings.     In  such  a  contest,  whether 
a  man  I  i  or  <  onquers,  still  his  modesty  is 

red.      Behold,    one    naked    man    bounds 
h  towards  you  :  another  with  straining  powers 

I   bra/en  ball  into  the  air.     This  is  not 

\,   but   folly.      In   fine,   lake   away   the   spec- 
r,  and   you  will   have   shown   its   emptiness, 

thes  ■  should  be  avoided  by  faith- 
ful Christians,  as  1  have  frequently  said  alread 

so  vain,  so  mischievous,  so  sacrile- 
a   which   both  our  eyes  and  our  ears 
gu  irded.    We  quickly  get  accustomed 

to  what  we  hear  and  what  we  see.      For  since 

man's  mind  is  itself  drawn   towards  vice,  what 
will   it  <li)  if  it  should   have   inducements  of  a 

ily  nature  as  well  as  a  downward  tendency 
in  its  slippery  will?     What  will  it  do  if  it  should 

be  impelled  from  without ? 2    Th  ;refore  the  mind 
m  tiled  away  from  such  things  as  these. 

9.  The  Christian  has  nobler  exhibitions,  if  he 
for  them.     He  has  true  and   profitable 

if  he  will  recollect  himself.     And  to 

4  of  those  which  he  cannot  yet  con- 
template, he  has  that  beauty  of  the  world  to  1 

q  ml  admire.3    He  may  gaze  upon  the  sun's 
rising,  and  again  on  it>  .  as  it  brings  round 
in  their  mutual  changes  day-,  and   nights  ;    the 

orb,  designating  in  its  waxings  and  wan- 
ings  the  courses  of  the  seasons;   the  troops  of 
shining  stars,  and   those  which  glitter  from   on 

1   with    extreme    mobility,  —  their    members 
!  through  the  ch  of  the  entire  j 

themselves  with   the  nights  dis- 
1  into  hourly  periods  ;  the  heavy  mass  of 
rth  balanced  by  the  mountains,  and  the 

tl  »wing  rivers  with  their  sources  ;  the  expanse  of 
,  with  their  waves  and  shores;   and  mean- 

the  air,  subsisting  equally  evervwhere  in 

ichci  a  point  important  to  the  modern  question.     It  is 
,  "iily  those  heathen  spec- 

etc.     The   reply   is   sufficiently 

-  much  confusion  in  the  reading  of  this  passage,  which '  N  im  cum  mci. 
.iiucrit  cxcmpla  natura;  corporis 

I  • 
element,  vol.  u.  p.  256,  am 

ininu 

perfect  harmony,  expanded  in  the  midst  of  all, 
and  in  concordant  bonds  animating  all  thil 
with  its  delicate  life,  now  scattering  showers  froi  i 
the  contracted  clouds,  now  recalling  the  serenity 
of  the  sky  with  its  refreshed  purity  ;  and  in  all 

these  spheres  their  appropriate  tenants  —  in  the 
air  the  birds,  in  the  waters  the  fishes,  on  the 
earth  man.  Let  these,  I  say,  and  other  divine 
works,  be  the  exhibitions  for  faithful  Christians. 
What  theatre  built  by  human  hands  could  ever 
be  compared  to  such  works  as  these?  Although 
it  may  lie  reared  with  immense  piles  of  stones, 
the  mountain  crests  are  loftier;  and  although 
the  fretted  roofs  glitter  with  gold,  they  will 

surpassed  by  the  brightness  of  the  starry  firma- 
ment.4 Never  will  anyone  admire  the  works  of 

man,  if  he  has  recognised  himself  as  the  -  >n  of 
( ri  id.  I  le  degrades  himself  from  the  height  of  Ids 

nobility,  who  can  admire  anything  but  the  Lord. 
10.  Let  the  faithful  Christian,  I  say,  devote 

himself  to  the  sacred  Scriptures.?  and  there  he 
shall  find  worthy  exhibitions  for  his  faith.  He 
will  see  God  establishing  His  world,  and  making 
not  only  the  other  animals,  but  that  marvellous 
and  better  fabric  of  man.  He  will  gaze  upon 

world  in  its  delightfulness,  righteous  ship- 
wrecks, the  rewards  of  the  good,  and  the  pun- 

ishments of  the  impious,  seas  drained  dry  by  a 

people,  and  again  from  the  rock  seas  spread  out 

by  a  people.  He  will  behold  harvests  descend- 
ing from  heaven,  not  pressed  in  by  the  plough  ; 

rivers  with  their  hosts  of  waters  bridled  in,  ex- 

hibiting dry  crossings.  He  will  behold  in  some 
cases  faith  struggling  with  the  flame,  wild  beasts 

overcome  by  devotion  and  soothed  into  gentle- 
n  ss.  He  will  look  also  upon  souls  brought 

back  even  from  death.  Moreover,  he  will  con- 
sider the  marvellous  souls  brought  back  to  the 

life  of  bodies  which  themselves  were  already 
consumed.  And  in  all  these  things  he  will  see 

a  still  greater  exhibition  —  that  devil  who  had 
triumphed  over  the  whole  world  lying  prostrate 
under  the  feet  of  Christ.  How  honourable  is  this 

exhibition,  brethren  !  how  delightful,  how  needful 

ever  to  gaze  upon  one's  hope,  and  to  open  our 
eyes  to  one's  salvation  !  This  is  a  spectacle  which 
is  beheld  even  when  sight  is  lost.  This  is  an  exhi- 

bition which  is  given  by  neither  praetor  nor  consul, 

but  by  Him  who  is  alone  and  above  all  things,  and 
before  all  things,  yea,  and  of  whom  are  all  things, 
the  Father  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  to  whom  be 
glory  and  honour  for  ever  and  ever.  I  bid  you, 

brethren,  ever  heartily  farewell.     Amen.6 
*  [Oe  Maistre,  who  is  a  Christian,  with  all  his  hereditary'  preju- 

dice and  enslavement,  has  a  fine  passage  in  the  opening  of  nis 
SoirScs  de  St.  Petcrsbourg,  which  the  reader  will  enjoy.  It  con- 

cludes with  this  saying:  ''l.i-  cceun  pervers  n'onl  jamais  de  belles 
units  ni  de  beaux  jours."     P.  7.  vol.  i.     Seevol.iv.p,  173,  this  series  J 

J  I  Always  the  Ml  red  Si  rtptUICS  are  held  up  as  capable  of  yield- ing delight  as  well  as  profit  to  the  believer.  The  works  of  God  and 
His  word  go  together      Col    iii.  16.] 

6  [There  is  much  in  the  above  treatise  which  is  not  nnwortl 
Cyprian      As    to   questions  of  authenticity,   however,  experts  alone 
should  venture  upon  an  opinion.    tVon  nobis  tantas  compomrc  littt.\ 
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ON  THE  GLORY  OF  MARTYRDOM." 

ARGUMENT.  —  THE  GLORY  OF  MARTYRDOM, — 
NAMELY,  WHAT  MARTYRDOM  IS,  HOW  GREAT  IT 

IS,  AND  OF  WHAT  ADVANTAGE  IT  is.  BY  SI- 

MILITUDES, AND  BY  ARGUMENT  DEDUCED  FROM 

THE  DAILY  DEATHS,  THE  AUTHOR  EXHORTS  TO 

A  JOYOUS  SUBMISSION  TO  DEATH  FOR  CHRIST'S 
SAKE.2  AMONG  THE  BENEFITS  OF  MARTYRDOM 
HE  MAINTAINS  THAT  WITHOUT  EXPERIENCE  OF 

THE  UNIVERSAL  SUFFERING  THAT  PREVAILS,  THE 
PROPITIATION  OF  CHRIST  CROWNS  MARTYRS  IN 

SUCH  A  WAY  THAT  HIS  SAYING  ABOUT  THE  VERY 

LAST    FARTHING    IS    NOT    APPLICABLE   TO   'THEM. 

r.  Although,  beloved  brethren,  it  is  unfitting, 

while  my  speaking  to  you  receives  this  indul- 
gence, to  profess  any  trepidation,  and  it  very 

little  becomes  me  to  diminish  the  glory  of  so 

great  a  devotion  by  the  confession  of  an  incipi- 
ent doubt  ;  yet  at  the  same  time  I  say  that  my 

mind  is  divided  by  that  very  deliberation,  being 
influenced  by  the  desire  of  describing  the  glory, 
and  restrained  from  speaking  by  the  magnitude 
of  the  virtue  (to  be  described)  ;  since  it  is  either 

not  becoming  to  be  silent,  or  it  is  perilous  to  say 
too  little,  save  that  to  one  who  is  tossing  in  doubt 

this  consideration  alone  is  helpful,  that  it  would 
appear  easy  for  him  to  be  pardoned  who  lias  not 
feared  to  dare.  Wherefore,  beloved  brethren. 

although  my  mental  capacity  is  burdened  by  the 
importance  of  the  subject  in  such  a  way,  that  in 
proportion  as  it  puts  itself  forth  in  declaring  the 

dignity  of  martyrdom,  in  that  degree  it  is  over- 
whelmed by  the  very  weight  of  the  glory,  and 

by  its  estimation  of  all  those  things  concerning 
tfhich,  when  it  speaks  most,  it  fails,  bj  its  ad- 
Iress  being  weakened,  and  broken,  and  self- 
Sntangled,  and  does  not  with  free  and  loosened 
reins    display   the    might    of   such    glory    in    the 
liberal  eloquence  of  discourse  ;  yet,  if  i  am  not 
mistaken,  some  power  there  will  be  in  my  utter- 
uice,  which,  when  fortified  by  the  appeal  of  the 
,voik  itself,  may  here  and   there   pour  forth  what 
the  unequal  consciousness  of  my  ability  withheld 
from  my  words.    Since,  therefore,  beloved  breth 
vn,  involved   as  we  are   m    affairs   so   many  and 
mportant,  we  are  endeavouring  with  all  eager- 
less   and    labour    to  confirm    the   excellent    and 

1  [Erasmus  doubts  as  to  the  authorship,  judging  from  th< 
Pameiius  is  sure  it  is  Cyprian's,  | 

I'M11''  ol  reward,  he  sets  before  then  noi  only  security  from 
he  i'  u    >l  Gehenna,  but  also  the  attainment  ol  everlasting  life,  di 
icribing  l>"t!i  alternatives  brieflj   in    >  poetical  mannei      He  points 
int.  ih  n  in  vim,',  mart}  rdom   •  rvt    si  1 1  rown,  while  '"  mini    who 
ire  baptized  in  theii  own  blood,  il  redemption,     Finally, 
wii  n  il- mi  ih.  s,  ripturei  In-  has  stirred  up  his  readers  t"  confession 
■I  i  in  name  of  Christ,  he  .i-As  them  to  remembei  him  when  the  Lord 
■I    ins  to  In  ni.  mi  martyrdom  in  them,  since  the  Lord  is  known  not  to 
Icny  sin  li  .is  liny  when  (hey  .isk  Hun  fo|  anything, 

most  beautiful  issues  of  salvation,  I  do  not  fear 

being  so  deterred  by  any  slothful  dread  as  to  be 

|  withheld  or  rendered  powerless ;  since,  if  any 
one  should  desire  to  look  into  that  of  which 

we  are  considering,  the  hope  of  devotion  bein^ 
taken  into  account,  and  the  very  magnitude  of 
the  thing  being  weighed,  he  would  rather  wonder 
that  I  could  have  dared  at  all,  in  a  matter  wherein 
both  the  vastness  of  the  subject  oppressed  me. 
and  the  earnestness  of  its  own  desire  drove  my 
mind,  confused  with  its  joy,  into  mental  difficul- 

ties. For  who  is  there  whom  such  a  subject 
would  not  alarm?  who  is  there  whom  it  would 
not  overthrow  with  the  fear  of  its  own  wonder  ! 

2.  For  there  is  indeed,  unless  I  am  mistaken, 
even  in  the  very  power  of  conscience,  a  mar 
lous  fear  which  at  once  disturbs  and  inflames 

whose  power,  the  more   closely  you  look  into, 
the   more  the  dreadful   sense   of   its   obligation 
is   gathered    from    its   very  aspect   of   venerable 
majesty,      for  assuredly  you  ought   to  consider 
what  glory  there  is  in  expiating  any  kind  of  de- 

filement of  life,  and   the  foulness  of  a  polluted 

body,  and  the  contagions  gathered  from  the  ' 
putrefaction  of  vices,  and   the  worldly  guilt   in- 

curred by  so  great  a  lapse  of  time,  by  the   reme- 
dial agency  of  one  stroke,  whereby  both   r<\\    i  1 

may   be   increased,  and  guilt    may  be   excluded, 
Whence  every  perfection   and   condition   o\   life 
is  included  in  martyrdom.      This   is   the   four 
tion  of    life   and    faith,  this    is  the   safeguard   ̂ <t 
salvation,  this  is  the  bond  of  liberty  antl  linn 
and  although  there  are  also  other  means  whei 
the   light    may   be   attained,  yet    we   mori 
arrive  at  nearness  to  the  promised  reward, 
help  of  these  punishments,  whit  li  sustain  us. 

3.  for  consider  what  glory  it  is  to  set  aside 
the  lusts  of  this  lite,  and  to  oppose  a  mind  with- 

drawn from  all  commerce  with  nature  and  the 

world,  to  all  the  opposition  of  the  .\<\\  ers. 
to  ha\e  no  dread  ̂ (  the  cruelty  ol  the  torti  rer  : 
that  a  man  should  be  animated   by  the   suffei 
whereby  he  might  be  believed  to  be  destroj 
and  should  take   to   himself,  as   .111   enh  ip, 

of  Ins  strength,  that  which  the  punishei  1 

will  aggravate  his  torments.     I'm-  although  the 
hook,  springing  forth  from  the  stiffening  ribs  is 
put  back  again  into  the  wound,  and  with  tin 
peated  strokes  of  the  whip  the  returning  lash 
drawn  aw,i\   with  the  tent  portions   of  the    l!i 
still  he  st. mils  immoveable,  the  stronger  foi 

sufferings,  revolving  only  this  in  his  mind,  1 

1  "  Habena; "  bul  according  to  1 

straw  " 
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brutality  of  the  executioners  Christ  Him- 
m  proportion  to  what  he 

:        mw  if  he  should  deny  the  Lord, 
I     .\    ild  incur  guilt  on  His  behalf  tor  whom  he 

ive  overcome,  il  is  essential  that  II 
;i  to  bear  all  things  to  whom  the 

\  lue,  even  in  the  suffering. 
rherefore,  since    martyrdom    is    the   chief 

■  are  three  points  arising  out  of  it  on 
which  we  hive  proposed  to  ourselves  to  speak: 
What  it  is.  how  great  it  is,  and  of  what  advanl 

it  is.     What,  then,  is  martyrdom?     It  is  the  >.-nd 
sins,  the  limit  o\  dangers,  the  guide  of  salva- 
.  the  teacher  of  patience,  the  home  of  life, 
the  journey  to  which  those  things  moreover 

I    :  ;!1  which  in  the  coming  crisis  might  be  con- 
torments.       By    this    also    testimony    is 

1     me    to   the    Name,   and    the    majesty   of   the 
\  is    greatly  enhanced  :    not   that    in    it 

t     :  majesty  can  be  diminished,  or  its  magni- 
tracted  from,  by  the  guilt  of  one  who  de- 

it  ;  but  that  it  redounds  to  the  increase  of 

it^  glory,  when  the  terror  of  the  populace   that 
howls  around  is  giving  to  suffering,  fearless  minds, 
and  by  the  threats  i)\   snarling  hatred   is  adding 

he  title  whereby  Christ  has  desired  to  crown 

man.  that  in  proportion  as  he  has  t'l  >ught 
•  he  conquered,  in  that  proportion  his  courage 

ha-  grown  in  the  struggle.     It  is  then,  therefore, 
that  all   the  vigour  of  faith   is  brought  to  bear, 
then  facility  of  belief  is  approved,  when  you  en- 

nter  the  speeches  and  the  reproaches  of  the 
and  when  you  strengthen  yourself  by  a 

IS  mind  against  those   madnesses   of  the 

.  —  overcoming,    that    is,    and    repelling 
whatever  their  blasphemous   speech   may   have 

to  wrong  Christ  in  your  person  :  as  when 
reakwater  repels  the  adverse  sea, 

although  the  waves  dash  and  the  rolling  water 

;n  and  again  beats  upon  it.  yet  its  immoveable 
i  abides  firm,  and  does  not  yield   even 

red   over   by   the   waves   that    foam 
I,  until  its  force  is  scattered  over  the  rocks 

'•'.and  the  conquered  billow  lying n  the  rocks  retires  forth  into  the  open  spaces 
the  shore. 

what  is  there  in  these  speeches  other 
i  empty  discourse,  and  senseless  talk,  and  a 

ire  in  meaningless  words?     As  it 

i>  written  :   "They  have  eyes,  and  they  see  not; 
id  they  hear  not."  *     "  I 

f     lish  heart  is  made  sluggish,  lest  at  any  time 
v  should  be  converted,  and  I  should  heal 

[Acts  ix.  5.     The  principle  is  recognised  in  the  words,  "  Yc  did 
wherr  [unself  with  members  of  His it  unto  me,' 

body.     Oh,  the  cond>- 
3.     The  reviling  of  the  multitude  are  reckoned  by 
<nj;  the  mn<t  cruel  tortures  of  Christ;   and  we  cannot 

t  the  early  '  I  the  like  cruelty  of  the  heathen 
.    before   they   came    to   their   crowning    passion. 

Compare  Tcrtullian,  vol.  iii.  p.  712.] 
ii.  13. 

them."'  For  there  is  no  doubt  but  that  II- 
said  this  of  all  whose  hardened  mind  and  obsti- 

nate brutality  of  heart  is  always  driven  awa\  and 

repugnates  from  a  vital  devotion,  folly  leading 
them,  madness  dragging  them,  in  fine,  every 
kind  of  ferocity  enraging  them,  whereby  they  are 
instigated  as  well  as  carried  away,  so  that  in  their 
case  their  own  deeds  would  be  sufficient  for  their 

punishment,  their  guilt  would  burden  the  very 
penalty  of  the  persecution  inflicted. 

6.  The  whole  of  this  tends  to  the  praise  of 
martyrdom,  the  whole  illuminates  the  glory  of 

suffering  wherein  the  hope  of  time  future  is  be- 
held, wherein  Christ  Himself  is  engaged,  of 

\\h  im  are  given  the  examples  that  we  seek,  and 
whose  is  the  strength  by  which  we  resist.  And 
that  in  this  behalf  something  is  supplied  to  us  to 

present,  is  surely  a  lofty  and  marvellous  conde- 
scension, and  such  as  we  are  able  neither  men- 

tally to  conceive  nor  fully  to  express  in  words. 
For  what  could  He  with  His  liberal  affection 

bestow  upon  us  more,  than  that  He  should  be 
the  first  to  show  forth  in  Himself  what  He 
would  reward  with  a  crown  in  others?  He  be- 

came mortal  that  we  might  be  immortal,  and 
He  underwent  the  issue  of  human  destiny,  by 
whom  things  human  are  governed ;  and  that 
He  might  appear  to  have  given  to  us  the  benefit 
of  I  lis  having  suffered,  He  gave  us  confession. 
He  suggested  martyrdoms  ;  finally,  He,  by  the 
merits  of  His  nativity,  imputed  all  those  things 
whereby  the  light  (of  life)  may  be  quenched,  to 
a  saving  remedy,  by  His  excellent  humility,  by 
His  divine  strength.  Whoever  have  deserved  to 
be  worthy  of  this  have  been  without  death,  have 
overcome  all  the  foulest  stains  of  the  world, 
having  subdued  the  condition  of  death. 

7.  For  there  is  no  doubt  how  much  they  ob- 

tain from  the  Lord,  who  have  preferred  God's 
name  to  their  own  safety,  so  that  in  that  judg- 

ment-day their  blood-shedding  would  make 
them  better,  and  the  blood  spilt  would  show 
them  to  be  spotless.  Because  death  makes  life 
in  ue  complete,  death  rather  leads  to  glory. 

Thus,  whenever  on  the  rejoicing  wheat-stalks 
the  ears  of  corn  distended  by  rains  grow  full, 

the  abundant  harvests  are  forced  5  by  the  sum- 
mer ;  thus,  as  often  as  the  vine  is  pruned  by  the 

knife  from  the  tendrils  that  break  forth  upon  it, 

the  bunch  of  grapes  is  more  liberally  clothed. 
For  whatever  is  of  advantage  by  its  injury  turns 
out  for  the  increase  of  the  time  to  come  ;  just  as 
it  has  often  been  of  avail  to  the  fields  to  let 

loose  the  flames,  that  by  the  heat  of  the  wander- 
ing conflagration  the  blind  breathing-holes  of 

the  earth  might  be  relaxed.  It  has  been  useful 
to  parch  the  light  stalks  with  the  crackling  fire, 

that  the  pregnant  corn-field  might  raise  itself 
1  I<a.  vi.  to. 

5  "  Coguntur,"  or  "  coquuntur," — "are  matured." 
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gher,  and  a  more  abundant  grain  might  flour-    kept    aloof  from    all    wickedness,    shrink    l. 
1  on  the  breeding  stems.  Therefore  such  also 
first  of  all  the  calamity,  and  by  and  by  the 

lit  of  martyrdom,  that  it  so  contemns  death, 
at  it  may  preserve  life  in  death. 

8.  P'or  what  is  so  illustrious  and  sublime,  as  by 
robust  devotion  to  preserve  all  the  vigour  of 
ith  in  the  midst  of  so  many  weapons  of  execu- 

offering  our  soul  to  death  except  it  be  in  the 
way  of  yielding  to  a  mischief,  and  that  those 
benefits  of  God  must  no  longer  be  retained 
clung  to  by  us,  since  beyond  the  burning  up  of 
these  things  the  reward  is  so  great  as  that  human 
infirmity  can  hardly  attain  sufficiently  to  S] 
of    it.     Heaven   lies   open    to    our   blood  ;    the 

mers?     What  so  great  and  honourable,  as  in  dwelling-place   of  Gehenna  gives   way   to   our 
e  midst  of  so  many  swords  of  the  surrounding  i  blood  ;  and  among  all  the  attainments  of  glory, 
lards,  again  and  again   to  profess  in  repeated  the  title  of  blood  is  sealed  as  the  fairest,  and  its 

mis  the   Lord  of  one's  liberty  and  the  author  crown  is  designated  as  most  complete. 
one's  salvation?  —  and  especially  if  you  set  |      10.  Thus,  whenever  the  soldier  returns  & 

:fore   your  eyes    that    there    is    nothing   more  the  enemy  laden  with  triumphant  spoils,  he  re- 
stestable  than  dishonour,  nothing   baser  than  joices  in  his  wounds.     Thus,  whenever  the  sail 

ivery,  that  now  you  ought  to  seek  nothing  else,  long    harassed   with    tempests,   arrives    at    - 
ask    for  nothing  else,  than  that  you  should  shores,  he  reckons  his  happiness  by  the  dan.. 

:  snatched  from  the  slaughters  of  the  world,  be  j  that  he  has  suffered.     For,  unless  I  am  mistaken, 
:livered  from  the  ills  of  the  world,  and  be  en-  that  is  assuredly  a  joyous  labour  whereby  safety 
.ged  only  as   an  alien  from  the  contagion  of  is  found.     Therefore  all  things  must  be  suffered, 
rth,  among  the  ruins  of  a  globe  that  is  speedily  :  all  things  must  be  endured  ;  nor  should  we  desire 
perish?     For  what  have  you  to  do  with  this  the  means  of  rejoicing  for  a  brief  period,  and 
;ht,  if  you   have   the   promise   of  an  eternal  being  punished  with  a  perpetual  burning.     For 
;ht?    What  interest  have  you  in  this  commerce  you  ought  to  remember  that  you  are  bound 
life  and  nature,  if  the  amplitude  of  heaven  is  it   were,   by  a  certain   federal    paction,   out    of 

waiting    you?     Doubtless  let  that  lust  of  life  which  arises  the  just  condition  either  of  obtain- 
sep  hold,  but  let  it  be  of  those  whom  for  una-  ing  salvation,  or  the  merited  fearfulness  of  pun- 

ned sin  the  raging  fire  will  torture  with  eternal  ishment.       You    stand    equally    among    adverse 
ngeance  for  their  crimes.     Let  that  lust  of  life  things  and  prosperous,  in  the  midst  of  arms  and 
:ep  hold,  but  let  it  be  of  those  to  whom  it  is  darts  ;  and  on  the  one  hand,  world!)  ambit 

>th  a  punishment  to  die,  and  a  torment  to  en-  on  the  other  heavenly  greatness,  incites  you. 
ire  (after  death).     But  to  you  both  the  world        11.  If  you  fear  to  lose  salvation,  know   that 
self  is  subjected,  and   the  earth  yields,  if,  when  you  can  die  ;   and,   moreover,  death  should   be 
1  are   dying,  you  are  reserved   for  this  fate  of  contemned   by  you,  for  whom  Christ  was   slain, 

►ing  a  martyr.    Do  we  not  behold  daily  dyings?  Let    the    examples   of  the    Lord's    passion,   I 
e  behold  new  kinds  of  death  of  the  body  long  beseech   you,  pass   before   your  eyes;   let  the 
jrn  out  with  raging  diseases,  the  miserable  re-  offerings,  and  the  rewards,  and  the  distincl 
Its  of  some  plague  hitherto   unexperienced  ;  prepared  come  together  before  you,  and   1 
id  we  behold  the  destruction  of  wasted  cities,  carefully  at  both  events,  how  great  a  difficulty 

id  hence  we  may  acknowledge   how  great  is   to    the)-  haw   between   them.      For  you  will    not    be 
(considered  the  dignity  of  martyrdom,  to  the  able  to  confess  unless  you  know  what  a  great 

mischief  you  do  if  you  deny.     Martyrs  1 
in  heaven  ;  the  fire  will  consume  those  who  are 

tainment  of  the  glory  of  which  even  the  pesti- 
nce  is  beginning  to  compel  us.' 
9.  Moreover,  beloved  brethren,  regard,  I  be- 

ech you,  this  consideration  more   full)  ;   for  in 
both  salvation  is  involved,  and  sublimity  ao 

enemies  of  the  truth.    The   paradise  ol   God 
blooms  tor  the  witnesses  j  Gehenna  will  enl 
the  deniers,  and  eternal  lire  will  burn  them  up. 

Minted  of,  although  I  am  not  unaware  that   you    And.  to  s.i\   QOthing  o(  other  matters,  thi 
Mindaiillv  know  that    we   are   supported   by  the    cdly  ought  rather  to  urge  us.  that  the  CO  ion 
dgmentS  of  all   who  stand    fast,   and   that   you 
e  qoI  ignorant  that  this  is  the  tea<  hing  handed 
.mn  to  us,  that   We  should    maintain    the    power 

"so  great  a  Name  without  anj  dread  of  the 

of   one    word    is    111. untamed    by    the    e\, 

confession  of  Christ  j  as  it  is  written,  "  Wh 
ever  shall  confess  me  on  earth   before   men.  him 

■  w  ill  1  .  .  >nfe  >S  before  m\    Father,  and 

aria  re  ;    because   we  whom    once    the   desire   of  His  angels."1       Vo  this  are  added,  b)   wa\   ol      D 
1  everlasting  remembrance  has  withheld  from  enhancement  of  glory,  the  adornments 

p  longing  fortius  light,  and  whom  the  antici  for  He  says,  "The  righteous  shall  shin< 
itions  of  the  future  have  wrenched  away,  and  that  run  to  and   fro  among  the  stubbl 
hom  the  society  of  Christ  so  longed  for  has  shall  judge  the  nations,  and  shall  have  domin 
.  1 1,,  u  ,u     „  ik ..  a  ,k-  ™  .1       T  1  ..   ,  over  the  peoples. 
1  1  l he   heathen  attributed  tins  pettileno  '        ■ 

inn  ins,  ana  In  n  uted  them  tl  \  .  and,  a 
■   bettei  m  die  by  martyrdom    than   by  the  pestilence,  be   thui 
c.iUs.     Death  an  advantage,    sinks.,//.'.-.  K,  act.  iv.  ec  1.]  •  Wild  iii.  7. 
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For  it  is  a  great  glory,  beloved  brethren, 
:i  the  life  i>f  eternal  salvation  with  the 

iffering  :  it  is  a  great  sublimit)  bel 
o(  the  Lord,  and   under  the  gaze  of 

to  contemn  without  .1  shudder  the  tor- 
ments inflicted  by  human  power.     Thus  Dani  I, 

nstam  j    of  his   faith,  overcame   the 
of  the  king  .md  the  fury  of  raging  lions, 
he  believed  that  none  else  than  God  was 

adored.    Tims,  when  the  young  men  were 

•.\n  into  the  furnace,  the  fire  raged  against 
itself,  because,  being   righteous,  they   endured 

the  flames,  ami  guarded  against  those  of  Gehen- 
>\  believing  in  Cod,  whence  also  they  re 

ceived   things  worthy  of  them:    they  were  not 
I  to  a  future  time  :  they  were  not  reserved 

'.he  reward  of  eternal    salvation.     God    saw 
:    faith  ;   that  what  they  had   promised   to 

themselves  to  see  after  their  death,  they  merited 
in   their  body.      For  how  great   a   reward 

was  given  them  in  the  present  tribulation  could 
be  estimated.      If  there  was  cruelty,  it  gave 

way  ;   if  there  was  flame,  it  stood  still.    For  there 
mind    to    all   of  them,   which    neither 

\  aid  break  down  nor  wrath  could  sub- 
I  ;  nor  could  the  fear  of  death   restrain   them 

1  the  obedience  of  devotion.     Whence  by  the 
e  it  happened,  that  in  this  manner 

the  king  himself  appeared  rather  to  be  punished 

•  men  (who  were  slain),  whilst  they  es- 
■  whom  he  had  thought  to  slay. 

13.  And  now,  beloved  brethren,  I  shall  come 
t  1  that  point  whence   I  shall  very  easily  be  able 

you  how  highly  the  virtue  of  martyrdom 
med,  which,  although  it  is  well  known   to 

.11  1  is  to  be  desired  on  account  of  the  in- 

of  its  inborn  glory,  yet   in  the  desire  of 
enjoyment   has   received   more   enhancement 
1  the  necessity  of  the  times.     Because  if  any 
be   crowned   at  that  season  in  which  he 

-   himself  to  be  crowned,  if  perchance1 
lid  die.  he  is  greatly  rewarded.     There- 
blime  and  illustrious  as  martyrdom  is.  it 

is   the   more   needful   now,  when  the  world   itself 

is  turned  upside  down.  and.  while  the  globe  is 
ittered,  failing  nature  is  giving  evi- 

dent the   tokens   of  its   final  destruction. 

the  rain-cloud  hangs  over  us  in  the  sky.  and 
the  very  air  stretches  forth  the  mournful   rain- 

Utain)  :    and    as   often   as   the   black   tempest 
threatens  the  raging  sea,  the  glittering  lightning- 

•v  terribly  in  the  midst  of  tl  ning 
darkness  of  the  clouds.     Moreover,  when  the 

~'ied  into  immense  billows,  by  degrees 
the  wave   is   lifted   up,  and   by  degrees   the  foam 
whitens,  until  at  length  you   behold  it    rush    in 

manner,  that  on  those  ro<  ks  on  which  it 

is    hurled,    it    throws                  q    higher   than    the 
kited  forth  1  welling 

\  that  it   is   written,   that   we   must   pay 

even  the-  uttermost  farthing.  But  the  martyrs 
alone  are  relieved  of  this  obligation  ;  because 
they   who   trust   to   their  desires   for  eternal 
vation,  and   have  overcome  their  longings  for 

this  life,  have  been  made  by  the  Lord's  precepts 
free  from  the  universal  suffering.1  Therefore 
from  this  especially,  beloved  brethren,  we  shall 
be  able  to  set  forth  what  great  things  the  virtue 

of  martyrdom  is  able  to  fulfil. 
14.  And,  to  pass  over  everything  else,  we 

ought  to  remember  what  a  glory  it  is  to  come 
immaculate  to  Christ  —  to  be  a  sharer  in  I  lis 
suffering,  and  to  reign  in  a  perpetual  eternity 
with  the  Lord — to  be  free  from  the  threaten- 

ing destruction  of  the  world,  and  not  to  be 
mixed  up  with  the  bloody  carnage  of  wasting 
diseases  in  a  common  lot  with  others  ;  and,  not 
to  speak  of  the  crown  itself,  if,  being  situated  in 
the  midst  of  these  critical  evils  of  nature,  you 
had  the  promise  of  an  escape  from  this  life, 
would  you  not  rejoice  with  all  your  heart  ?  If, 
I  say,  while  tossing  amid  the  tempests  of  this 
world,  a  near  repose  should  invite  you,  would 
you  not  consider  death  in  the  light  of  a  remedy? 
Thus,  surrounded  as  you  are  with  the  knives  of 
the  executioners,  and  the  instruments  of  testing 
tortures,  stand  sublime  and  strong,  considering 
how  great  is  the  penalty  of  denying,  in  a  time 
when  you  arc  unable  to  enjoy,  the  world  for  the 
sake  of  which  you  would  deny,  because  indeed 
the  Lord  knew  that  cruel  torments  and  mis- 

chievous acts  of  punishment  would  be  armed 

against  us  for  our  destruction,  in  order  that  He 

might  make  us  strong  to  endure  them  all.  "  My 
son."  says  He,  "  if  thou  come  to  serve  God, 
stand  fast  in  righteousness,  and  fear,  and  pre- 

pare thy  soul  for  temptation."  2  Moreover,  also, 
the  bless(  d  Apostle  Paul  exclaimed,  and  said, 

"  To  me  to  live  is  Christ,  and  to  die  is  gain."3 
15.  Wherefore,  beloved  brethren,  with  a  firm 

faith,  with  a  robust  devotion,  with  a  virtue  op- 
posed to  the  fierce  threatenings  6f  the  world, 

and  the  savage  murmurs  of  the  attending  crowds, 
we  must  resist  and  not  fear,  seeing  that  ours  is 
the  hope  of  eternity  and  heavenly  life.  ;\m\  that 
our  ardour  is  inflamed  with  the  longing  for  the 
light,  and  our  salvation  rejoices  in  the  promise 

immortality.  But  the  fact  that  our  hands  are 
bound  with  tightened  bonds,  and  that  hi 
links  fastened  round  our  necks  oppress  us  with 
their  solid  weight,  or  that  our  body  strained  on 
the  rack  hisses  on  the  reddiot  plates,  is  not  for 
the  sake  of  seeking  our  blood,  but  for  the  sake 

of  trying  us.4     For  in  what  manner  should  we 

1   [The   sufferings   of  this   life   are  here  supposed  to  be  retribu- 
tive in  the  case  of  those  who  must  be  weaned  from  the  world.     Mar- 
tyrs tovc  weaned  themselves,  and  go  gladly  to  their  rest.] I  ■  I  '.us.  11.   1. 

Phil,  i  21. 
*  [I  he  terrible  pictures  in  S.  Stefano  Rotondo  (see  p.  288,  supra) 

might  sce:n  1.)  have  been  taken  from  this  graphic  treatise.     Can  our 
and  lave  be  compared  with  thai  of  these  sufferers?] 
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be  able  to  recognise  even  the  dignity  of  martyr- 
dom, if  we  were  not  constrained  to  desire  it,  even 

at  the  price  of  the  sacrifice  of  our  body?  I 
indeed  have  known  it,  and  I  am  not  deceiv  id 
in  the  truth  of  what  I  say,  when  the  cruel  hands 
of  the  persecutors  were  wrenching  asunder  the 

martyr's  limbs,  and  the  furious  torturer  was 
ploughin  ;  up  his  lacerated  muscles,  and  still 
con!. i  :i  >t  overcome  him.  I  have  known  it  by 
the  words  of  those  who  stood  around.'  "This 
is  a  great  matter.  Assuredly  I  know  not  what 
it  is  —  that  he  is  not  subdued  by  suffering,  that 

he  is  not  broken  down  by  wearing  torments." 
Moreover,  there  were  other  words  of  those  who 

spoke  :  ''And  yet  I  believe  he  has  children  :  for 
he  has  a  wife  associated  with  him  in  his  house  ; 

and  yet  he  does  not  give  way  to  the  bond  of  his 
offspring,  nor  is  he  withdrawn  by  the  claim  of 
his  family  affection  from  his  stedfast  purpose. 
This  matter  must  be  known,  and  this  strength 
must  be  investigated,  even  to  the  very  heart; 
for  that  is  no  trifling  confession,  whatever  it  may 
be,  for  which  a  man  suffers,  even  so  as  to  be  able 

to  die." 
1 6.  Moreover,  beloved  brethren,  so  great  is 

the  virtue  of  martyrdom,  that  by  its  means  even 
he  who  has  wished  to  slay  you  is  constrained  to 

believe.  It  is  written,  and  we  read  :  "  Endure 
in  suffering,  and  in  thy  humiliation  have  patience, 

because  gold  and  silver  are  tried  by  the  fire."2 
Since,  therefore,  the  Lord  proves  us  by  earthly 
temptations,  and  Christ  the  Judge  weighs  us  by 
these  worldly  ills,  we  must  congratulate  ourselves, 
and  rejoice  that  He  does  not  reserve  us  for 
those  eternal  destructions,  but  rejoices  oxer  us 
as  purged  from  all  contagion,  but  from  t! 
whom  lie  adopts  as  partners  of  His  inheritance, 
and  is  willing  to  receive  into  the  kingdom  of 

heaven,  what  else  indeed  dot's  lb-  ask  thin  a 
walk  in  integrity?  He  Himself  has  said  that  all 
things  are  His,  both  those  things  whi<  h  are  dis- 

played upon  the  level  plains,  and  which  lift 
themselves  up  into  sloping  hills ;  and  moreover, 
whatever  the  greatness  of  heaven  surrounds,  and 
what  the  gliding  water  embraces  in  the  circum 
fluent  ocean.     But  if  all  things  are  within  His 
ken,  and  lie  does  not  require  of  in  anything  but 
sincere  actions,  we  ought,  as  He  Himself  has 
said,  to  be  like  to  gold.  Because,  when  you 
behold  in  tin-  glistening  ore  !  the  gold  glittering 
undn  the  tremulous  light,  and  melting  in: 
liquid  form  by  the  roaring  flames  i  i"i  this  also 
is  generallj  the  care  ol  the  workmen),  whenever 
from  the  panting  furnaces  is  vomil  d  forth  the 
glowing  lire,  the  mil  llame  is  draw  n  ;nvn  from 
the  ac<  ess  of  the  earth  in  a  narrow  <  lunnel.  and 

1  |  I'd  me.  these  di  tmatic  narrationi  "t  wh  it  •■•  ■  ■  imong the  crowdi  thai    [axed  upon  the  torture*  of  Chrim 
very  suggestive  ol  the  whole  scene,    Compart  pp 

i    .  lu.   ii    ( 

»  Or, "  earth." 

is  kept  back  by  sand   from  the  refluent  ma 
of  earth.     Whence  it  is  necessary  to  suffer  all 

things,  that  we  may  be  free  from  all  wick 

as  He  has  said  by  His  prophet:  "And  though 
in  the  sight  of  m  n  tin-}  have  suffered  I  i 
yet  is  their  hope  full   of  immortality;  an 
vexed  in  a  few  things,  they  shall  be  well  r 
ed  in  many  things,  be<  ause  God  has  tried  th  m, 
and   has    found    them   worthy  of  Himself,  and 
has    received     them    as    a    sacrifice    of    burnt- 

offering."  * 17.  But  if  ambitious  dignity  deter  you,  and 
the  amount  of  your  monej  heaped  up  in  j 

stores  influence  you  —  a  cause  which  ever  dis- 
tra<  is  the  intentions  of  a  virtuous  heart, 
assail,  the  soul  devoted  to  its  Lord  with  a  fearful 

trembling  —  I  beg  that  you  would  again  refer  to 
the  heavenly  words.  For  it  is  the  very  voi<  e  of 

Christ  who  speaks,  and  says,  "Whosoever  shall 

lose  his  life  for  my  name's  sake,  shall  receive  in this  world  a  hundred  fold,  and  in  the  world  to 

come  shall  possess  eternal  life."5  And  we  ought 
assuredly  to  reckon  nothing  greater,  nothing 
more  advantageous,  than  this,  for  although  in 

the  nature1  of  your  costly  garments  the  purple 
dye  flows  into  figures,  and  in  the  sla<  kening 
threads  the  gold  strays  into  a  pattern,  and  the 

weighty  metals  to  which  you  devote  yourselves 
are  not  wanting  in  your  excavated  treasures  : 
still,  unless  I  am  mistaken,  those  things  will  be 

med  vain  and  purposeless,  if,  while  all 
things  else  are  added  to  you,  salvation  alon 
found  to  be  wanting:  even  as  the  Hoi)  spirit 
declares  that  we  cm  give  nothing  in  exchai 

for  our  soul.  for  lie  says,  "  If  you  should  gain 
the  whole  world,  and  lose  your  own  soul,  what 
shall  ii  profit  J  1  1.  or  what  exchange  shall  a  man 

give  for  his  s  >ul?"6  for  all  those  things  which 
we  behold  are  worthless,  and  such  as  resting  on 
week  foundations,  are  unable  to  sustain  the 

weight  of  their  own  mass.  Forwhatever  is  re- 
ceived from  the  world  !■>  made  iA  no  account  by 

the  antiquity  of  time.  Whence,  that  nothing 
should  be  sweet  or  dear  that  mght  be  preh  tied 
to  the  desires  of  eternal  lite,  things  which  are  o\ 
p  1  on  1  right  and  individual  law  are  (lit  o:f  by 

the  l ...id's  precepts  :  so  that  ill  the  und 
of    tortures,    for    instance,    the    son    should 
soften  the  suffering  father,  and  private  affection 
should  not  change  the  he  ul  thai 

pledged  to  enduring  strength,  into  anotl 

position.     Christ  of  His  own  right  ordained  that 
truth  and  »ah  ati<  n  alone  musl  be  en  I  in 
the    midst  under  which  v 

and  children,  and  grandchildren,  under  which 

all  the  offspring  of  one's  bowels,  must 
saken,  and  the  victor)  be  <  laimed. 

1  1 

1  Mm     1 
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•  Abraham  also  thus  pleased  God,  in 
that  he,  when  tried  I,  spared  not  even  his 
«>w:i  son,  iii  behalf  of  whom  perhaps  he  might 
have  been  pardoned  had  he  hesitated  to  slay 
him.      i  >us  devotion  armed   his  hands j 

and  his  paternal  love,  at  the  command  o(  the 
i  who  bade  it,  set  aside  all  the  feelings  of 

■  tion.     Neither  did  it  shock  him  that  he  was 
to  s  blood  of  his  son.  nor  did  he  tremble 
at   the  word;   ncvcrth  or  him   Christ  had 

not  yet  been  slain.  For  what  is  dearer  than 

11  that  you  might  not  sustain  anything  un- 
willingly in  the  present  day,  fust  of  ail  Himself 

.  that  which  He  taught  others  to  suji. 
I  is  sweeter  than  He  who,  although  He  is 

OUT  God  and  Lord,  nevertheless  makes  the  man 
who  sutlers  for  His  sake  His  fellow  heir  in  the 

kingdom  of  heaven?  Oh  grand — I  know  not 
what!  —  whether  that   reason   scarcely   hears   to 
receive  that  consciousness,  although  it  alw 
marvels  at  the  greatness  of  the  rewards  ;  or  that 
the  majesty  of  Cod   is  so  ahundant,  that  to  all 
who  trust  in  it.  it  even  offers  those  things  which, 

•  we  were  considering  what  we  have  done, 
it  had  been  sin  to  desire.     Moreover,  if  only 
eternal  salvation  should  be  given,  fur  that  very 
perpetuity  of  living  we  should  be  thankful,     but 
now.   when   heaven   and    the   power   of  judging 

ling    others    is    bestowed   in    the    eternal 

Id,  what  is  there  wherein   man's  mediocrity 
may  not  find  itself  equal  to  all  these   trials?     If 

-ailed  with  injuries,  He  was  first  so 
assailed.     If  you  ire  oppressed  with  reproa* 
you  are  imitating  the  experience  of  God.    Whence 

>  it  is  but  a  little  matter  whatever  you  undergo 
for  I  eing  that  you  can  do  nothing  more, 
unless  that  in  this  consists  the  whole  of  salvation, 
that  He  has  promised  the  whole  to  martyrdom. 
Finally,  the   apostle,   to   whom   all   things   were 
alw  r.  while  he  deeply  marvelled  at   the 

greatness   of  the    promised    benefits,    said,    "  I 
reckon  that  the  sufferings  of  this  present  time 
are  not  worthy  to  be  compared  to  the  glory  that 

is  to  follow,  which   shall  be   revealed   in   us."' 
s  musing  in  his  own  mind   how 

I  be  the  reward,  that  to  him  to  whom 

it  woul  '  h  to  be  free  from  death,  should 
the  prerogative  of  salvation, 

but  heaven  :   to  heaven  which 
into  darkness,  even  when  light 

from  it.  and  the  flay  does  not  unfold 

into  light  by  alter;-   I  hut    the  serene 
temperature   of  the    liquid   air  unfolds  a   pure 

-  that  reddens  with 

19.  remain  d  brethren,  that  we 
what  is  the  advantage  of  mar- 

.  and  that  v.  that  especially, 

n.  viii.  t8. 

so  that  the   fear  of  the  future   may  stimulate  us 
to   this  glorious   title.      Because    those    to    whom 
great  things  are  promised,  seem  to  have  greater 
things  which   they  are   bound   to   fear.      For  the 
sold;  not   arouse   himself  to  arms   before 

the  enemy  have  brandished  their  hostile  weap- 
ons ;  nor  does  a  man  withdraw  his  ship  in  an 

anchorage,  unless  the  fear  of  the  deep  have 
1  he<  ked  his  courage.  Moreover  also,  while 

eager  for  his  wealth,  the  considerate  husband- 
man does  not  stir  up  the  earth  with  a  fortunate 

ploughshare,  before  the  crumbling  glebe  i-  i- ■ 
ened  into  dust  by  the  rain  that  it  has  received. 
Thus  this  is  the  natural  practice  of  every  man,  to 
be  ignorant  of  what  is  of  advantage,  unless  you 
recognise  what  has  been  mischievous.  Whence 
also  a  reward  is  given  to  all  the  saints,  in  that 
the  punishment  of  their  deeds  is  infli<  ted  on 
the  unrighteous.  Therefore  what  the  Lord  has 
promised  to  His  people  is  doubtful  to  none, 
however  ignorant  he  is  ;  but  neither  is  there  any 
doubt  what  punitive  fires  He  threatens.  And 
since  my  discourse  has  led  me  thus  to  argue 
about  both  these  classes  of  things  in  a  few  words, 
as  I  have  already  spoken  of  both,  I  will  briefly 

explain  them. 
20.  A  horrible  place,  of  which  the  name  is 

Gehenna,  with  an  awful  murmuring  and  groan- 
ing of  souls  bewailing,  and  with  flames  belching 

forth  through  the  horrid  darkness  of  thick  night, 
is  always  breathing  out  the  raging  fires  of  a 
smoking  furnace,  while  the  confined  mass  of 
flames  is  restrained  or  relaxed  for  the  various 

purposes  of  punishment.  Then  there  are  very 
many  degrees  of  its  violence,  as  it  gathers  into 
itself  whatever  tortures  the  consuming  fire  of 
the  heat  emitted  can  supply.  Those  by  whom 
the  voice  of  the  Lord  has  been  rejected,  and 

His  control  contemned,  it  punishes  with  differ- 
ent dooms  ;  and  in  proportion  to  the  different 

degree  of  deserving  of  the  forfeited  salvation  it 
applies  its  power,  while  a  portion  assigns  its  due 
distinction  to  crime.  And  some,  for  example, 
are  bowed  down  by  an  intolerable  load,  some 
are  hurried  by  a  merciless  force  over  the  abrupt 
descent  of  a  precipitous  path,  and  the  heavy 
weight  of  clanking  chains  bends  over  them  its 
bondage.  Some  there  are,  also,  whom  a  wheel 
is  closely  turning,  and  an  unwearied  dizziness 
tormenting;  and  others  whom,  bound  to  one 
another  with  tenacious  closeness,  body  cling 

to  body  compresses  :  so  that  both  fire  is  devour- 
ing, and  the  load  of  iron  is  weighing  down,  and 

the  uproar  of  many  is  torturing. 
2i.  But  those  by  whom  God  has  always  been 

sought  or  known,  have  never  lost  the  position 
which  Christ    I  en    them,  where    gi 
found,  where  in  the  verdant  fields  the  luxuriant 

earth  clothes  itself  with  tender  grass,  and  1^  \r.\$- 
I  tured  with  t  at  of  (lowers  ;  where  the  groves 
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are  carried  up  to  the  lofty  hill-top,  and  where 
the  tree  clothes  with  a  thicker  foliage  whatever 

spot  the  canopy,  expanded  by  its  curving  branches, 
may  have  shaded.  There  is  no  excess  of  cold  or 
of  heat,  nor  is  it  needed  that  in  autumn  the  fields 
should  rest,  or,  again  in  the  young  spring,  that 
the  fruitful  earth  should  bring  forth.  All  things 
are  of  one  season  :  fruits  are  borne  of  a  con- 

tinued summer,  since  there  neither  does  the 
moon  serve  the  purpose  of  her  months,  nor  does 
the  sun  run  his  course  along  the  moments  of 
the  hours,  nor  does  the  banishment  of  the  light 
make  way  for  night.  A  joyous  repose  possesses 
the  people,  a  calm  home  shelters  them,  where  a 
gushing  fountain  in  the  midst  issues  from  the 
bosom  of  a  broken  hollow,  and  flows  in  sinuous 

mazes  by  a  course  deep-sounding,  at  intervals  to 
be  divided  among  the  sources  of  rivers  springing 

from  it.  Here  there  is  the  great  praise  of  mar- 
tyrs, here  is  the  noble  crown  of  the  victors,  who 

have  the  promise  of  greater  things  than  those 
whose  rewards  are  more  abundant.  And  that 

either  their  body  is  thrown  to  wild  beasts,  or 
the  threatening  sword  is  not  feared,  is  shown  as 
the  reason  of  their  dignity,  is  manifested  as  the 
ground  of  their  election.  Because  it  would  have 
been  inconsistent,  that  he  who  had  been  judged 
equal  to  such  a  duty,  should  be  kept  among 
earthly  vices  and  corruptions. 

22.  For  you  deserve,  O  excellent  martyrs,  thai 

nothing  should  be  denied  to  you  who  are  nour- 
ished with  the  hope  of  eternity  and  of  lig 

whose  absolute  devotion,  and  whose  mind  dedi- 
cated to  the  service  of  heaven,  is  evidently  seen. 

Deservedly,  I  say  deservedly,  nothing  to  you  is 
forbidden   to  wish    for,   since    by   your  soul   this 
world  is  looked  down  upon,  and  the  alienated 
appearance  of  the  time  lias  made  you  to  shudder, 
as  if  it  were  a  confused  blindness  of  darkness  ; 

to  whom  this  world  is  always  regarded  in  the 
light  of  a  dungeon,  its  dwellings  for  restraints,  in 
a  life  which  has  always  been  esteemed  by  you  as 
a  period   of  delay  on  a    journey.      Thus,  indeed, 
in  the  triumph  of  victory  he  is  snatched  from 
these  evils,  whom  no  vain  ambition  with  pompous 
step   has   subdued,  nor  popular  greatness   ha^ 
elated,  but  whom,  burning  with   heavenly  desire, 
Christ  has  added  to  Hi,  kingdom. 

2\.  There  is  nothing,  then,  - ,  md  ven- 
erable a ,  the  delh  erance  from  death,  and  the 

causing  to  live,  and  the  giving  to  reign  for  ever. 
This    is    fitting    for    the    saints,    needful    lor    the 
wretched,   pleasing  to  all.   in   which    the   1 
rejoice,    the   abject    are    lifted    up,    the   chat    are 

crowned.      Assuredly  God,  who   cares   tor  all. 
gave  t"  life  a  1  ertain  medii  me  as  it  were  in  mai 
t\ rdom,  when  to  some  lie  assigned  it  on  a<  count 
of  their  deserving,  to  others  lie  gave  il  on  a< 

count  n\'  I  lis  mercy.     We  have  dl)  seen very  many  distinguished  bj  their  faith,  come  to 

claim  this  illustrious  name,  that  death  might 
ennoble  the  obedience  of  their  devotion.  More- 

over, also,  we  have  frequently  beheld  oti 
stand  undismayed,  that  they  might  redeem  their 
sins  committed,  and  be  regarded  as  washed  in 

their  gore  by  His  blood  ;  and  so  being  slain  they 
might  live  again,  who  when  alive  were  counted 
slain.  Heath  assuredly  makes  life  more  com- 

plete, death  finds  the  glory  that  was  lost.  1  01 
in  this  the  hope  once  lost  is  regained,  in  this  all 
salvation  is  restored.  Thus,  when  the  seed-times 
shall  fail  on  the  withering  plains,  and  the  earth 
shall  be  parched  with  its  dying  grass,  die  river 
has  delighted  to  spring  forth  from  the  slo] 
hills,  and  to  soothe  the  thirsty  fields  with  its 

gushing  stream-.,  so  that  the  vanquished  poverty 
I  of  the  land  might  be  dissolved  into  fruitful  wheat- 
stems,  and  the  corn-field  might  bristle  up  the 
thicker  for  the  counterfeited  showers  of  rain. 

24.  What  then,  beloved  brethren,  shall  I  chiefly 
relate,  or  what  shall  I  say?  When  all  dignified 
titles  thus  combine  in  one,  the  mind  is  confused, 

.'the  perception  is  misled;  and  in  the  very  at- 
tempt to  speak  with  brilliancy,  my  unworthy 

discourse  vanishes  away,  for  what  is  there  to 
be  said  which  can  be  sufficient,  when,  if  you 
should  express  the  power  of  eternal  salvation, 

its  attending  glories  come  in  your  way;  if 
would    speak    ot    its    SUTTOUndingS,    its    g] 

prevents  you  ?  The  things  at  the 
both  in  agreement  and  in  opposition,  and  there 
is  nothing  which  appears  worthy  to  be  uttered. 
Thus  the  instances  of  martyrdom  have  held  in 
(heck  the  impulses  of  daring  speech,  as  if  en- 

tangled and  ensnared  by  an  opponent  What 
voice,  what  lungs,  what  strength,  can  undertake 
to  sustain  the  form  of  such  a  dignity?  At  the 
confession  of  one  voice,  adverse  things  give  way, 

joyous  things  appear,  kingdoms  are  opened,  em- 
pires are  prepared,  suffering  is  overcome,  death 

is  subdued,  lite  is  preferred,  and  the  resisting 
weapons  of  a  mis<  hievous  enemy  are  broken  up. 

It'  there  i,  sin,  it  perishes  j  if  there  is  <  nine,  it 
is  left  behind.  Wherefore  I  beseech  you,  « 
this  in  your  minds,  and  from  my  add] 
so  much  as  you  know  thai  you  can  t 

85.    Let    it    pr<  -  nt    itself    '  what  a 
d  i\    that    is.  when,  w  ith   the   |  on, 

and  all  men  watching,  an  undismayed  d 

is    struggling  thly  ci 
threats  of  die  world  ;    how  the  mi: 
and  hearts  anxious  about  the  t: 

are  agitated  by  the  dread  oi  the  timid 

ot'  those  who   we  •  \\  hat 
an  anxiety  is  there,  what  a 
what  desires  ,u<    i    i  i  irded,  wl 

still  wavering,  and  tin-  crown  1 
ing  in  doubt  OVei   the  head  w  | 
still  uncertain,  and  when  thai  pestilent  an.: is  inflamed 
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id  finally,  is  heated  by  the  fur)  of 

■  it.  and  bj  gnashing  threats  I  For  who 
rant  ho  a  matter  this  is,  that  our, 

I  frailty,  and  the  unexpected 
,ih,  should  not  yield  to 

the  pangs  ol  wounds,  nor  to  the  blows  of  tor- 

tun  n  a  man  should  stand  t'a-,t  and  not be  .  be  tortured  and  Mill  not  be 
ild  rather  be  armed  by  the 

verj  he  is  tormented? 
r  what    it  is,  beloved   brethren : 

rceptions  and  your  minds  all 
endurance  of  martyrdom.     Behold,  indeed, 

in  the  passion  ol'  any  ̂ ni:  you  will,  they  who  are 
called   martyrs  rejoice  as   being  already  sum- 

moned out  of  the  world  ;  they  rejoice  as  being 
me>^  iuu>   oi  all    good    men;    they    rejoice    in 
like  manner  as  elected.     Thus  the  Lord  rejoices 

in   Hi-   soldier,1  Thrift  rejoices  in  the  witness  to 
I  [is  name.      It  i>  a  small  matter  that  I  am  speak- 

ing of.  beloved  brethren;  it  is  a  small  matter, 
.  t  in  this  kind  of  address,  and  SO 

ma:  a  difficulty  has  been  undertaken  by 
me  ;  but  let  the  gravity  of  the  issue,  I  beseech 

.  n<»t  be  wanting  for  my  own  purpose,  know- 
ing that  as  much  cm  be  said  of  martyrdom  as 

could  be  appreciated.  Whence  also  this  alone 
has  been  the  rea>  in  of  my  describing  its  glory, 
not  that  I  judged  myself  equal  and  fitted  for  its 
praise,  but  that  1  saw  that  there  was  such  a 
virtue  in  it.  that  however  little  I  might  say  about 
it.  I  should  profess  that  I  had  said  as  much  as 
possible.  For  although  the  custody  of  faith  may 
be  ]>referred  to  the  benefit  of  righteousness,  and 
an  immaculate  virginity  may  recognise  itself  as 
better  than  the  praises  of  all ;  yet  it  is  necessary 
that  e\en  it  should  give  place  to  the  claim  of 

and  be  made  second  to  a  gory  death. 
The  former  have  chosen  what  is  good,  the  latter 
have  imitated  Christ. 

27.   But  D  iw,  beloved  brethren,  lest  any  one 
should  think  that  I  have  placed  all  salvation  in  I 

than  in   martyrdom,  let  him 
illy  at  this,  that  it  is  not  I 

peak,  that  am  of  so  great  impor- 
•  or  is  tl.  of  things  so  arranged  that 

the  ;  rtality  should  depend 
tial   advocacy.     But 

sin<  lifted  with  His  own  mouth. 
that  in  the  1   are   many  dwell- 

-•  I  ■•    ■  !  believed  that  there  is  nothing  greater 
1   that  glory  whereby  .  ,Ved 
w'h"  •         oddly  life.    There- 

fore, d  brethren,  striving  with   a   religious 
riva  1  up  with   some  incentive  of 

rard,  lei  abundant  e  and 
the  en  lurai  For  I  sing 

:  >  thu  ma;  M  ti,c 
idea  of  s 

away  ought  not  to  move  us,  seeing  lh 

always  being  pressed  forward  to  their  own  0 
throw,  not  only  by  the  law  proposed  to   them, 

but  even  by  the  very  end  of  rim* .    John  ex- 

claims, and  says,  "Now  is  the  axe  laid  to  the 
root  of  the  tree  ;  "  -'  showing,  to  wit,  and  point- 

ing out  that  it  is  the  last  old  age  of  all  thu 

Moreover,  also,  the  Lord  Himself  says,  "  Walk 
while  ye  have  the  light,  lest  the  darkness  lay 

hold  upon  you."3  But  if  He  has  foretold  that 
we  must  walk  in  that  time,  certainly  He  shows 
that  we  must  at  any  rate  walk. 

a8.  And  to  return  to  the  praise  of  martyrdom, 
there  is  a  word  of  the  blessed  Paul,  who  says  : 

••  Know  ye  not  that  they  who  run  in  a  race  strive 
many,  but  one  reccivcth  the  prize?  But  do  ye 

so  run.  that  all  of  you  may  obtain."  *  More- 
over also  elsewhere,  that  he  may  exhort  us  to 

martyrdom,  he  has  called  us  fellow-heirs  with 
Christ  ;  nay,  that  he  might  omit  nothing,  he  says, 

"  If  ye  are  dead  with  Christ,  why,  as  if  living  in 

the  world,  do  ye  make  distinctions?"  5  Because, 
dearest  brethren,  we  who  bear  the  rewards  of 

resurrection,  who  seek  for  the  day  of  judgment, 
who,  in  fine,  are  trusting  that  we  shall  reign  with 
Christ,  ought  to  be  dead  to  the  world.  For  you 
can  neither  desire  martyrdom  till  you  have  first 

hated  the  world,  nor  attain  to  God's  reward  un- 
less you  have  loved  Christ.  And  he  who  loves 

Christ  does  not  love  the  world.  For  Christ  was 

given  up  by  the  world,  even  as  the  world  also 

was  given  up  by  Christ;  as  it  is  written,  "The 
world  is  crucified  unto  me,  and  I  unto  the 

world."6  The  world  has  been  an  object  of 
affection  to  none  whom  the  Lord  has  not  pre- 

viously condemned  ;  nor  could  he  enjoy  eternal 
salvation  who  has  gloried  in  the  life  of  the  world. 

That  is  the  very  voice  of  Christ,  who  says  :  "  He 
that  loveth  his  life  in  this  world,  shall  lose  it  in 
the  world  to  come  ;  but  he  that  hateth  his  life 

in  this  world,  shall  find  it  in  the  world  to  come."  7 
Moreover,  also,  the  Apostle  Paul  says  :  "  Be  ye 
imitators  of  me,  as  I  also  am  of  Christ."  8  And 
the  same  elsewhere  says  :  "  I  wish  that  all  of 
you,  if  it  were  possible,  should  be  imitators  of 

me."  9 
29.  He  said  this  who  suffered,  and  who  suf- 

1  for  this  cause,  that  he  might  imitate  the 
I.  ird  ;  ami  assuredly  he  wished  us  also  to  suffer 
lor  this  cause,  that  through  him  we  might  imitate 
Christ.  If  thou  art  righteous,  and  believest  in 
(  k)d,  why  fearest  thou  to  shed  thy  blood  for  Him 
whom  thou  knowest  to  have  so  often  suffered  for 

thee?     In  Isaiah  He  was  sawn  asunder,  in  Abel 

-  Matt  iii.  10.     [Elucidation  II.] 3  Jolm  xii.  35. .  24. 

1  <     1    ii.  jo;  "decernitis." 
'   <  ral.  vi.  14.     [Compare  Ep.  xxv.  p.  303,  supra.] 

itt,  x.  39. 

8  1  ( 

9  1  Cor.  vii.  7 
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He  was  slain,  in  Isaac  He  was  offered  up,  in 
Joseph  He  wis  sold  into  slavery,  in  man  He  was 
crucified.  And  I  say  nothing  of  other  matters, 

such  as  n  -idler  my  discourse  is  able  to  tell  nor 
my  mind  to  bear.  My  consciousness  is  overcome 
by  the  example  of  His  humility  ;  and  when  it 

iders  what  things  befell  when  He  suffered, 
it  marvels  that  He  should  suffer  on  whose  behalf 

all  things  quaked.  The  day  lied  into  the  night; 
the  light  gave  up  all  things  into  darkness  ;  and, 
its  mass  being  inclined  backwards  and  forwards, 
the  whole  earth  was  jarred,  ami  burst  open  ;  th  ! 

dead'  were  disturbed,  the  graves  were  laid 

.  and  as  the  tombs  gaped  open  into  the1 
of  the  earth,  bodies  returning  to  the  light 

were  restored  ;  the  world  trembled  at  the  ll  tw- 
in [  of  His  blood  ;  and  the  veil  which  hung  from 

the  opening  of  the  tempi"  was  rent,  an  1  all 
temple  utt  ivd  a  groan.  for  whi  h  cause  it  is 
a  great  matter  to  imitate  Him  who,  in  dying, 
convicted  the  world.  Therefore  wh  -n.  1  <  :r  tii  • 

example  of  the  Lord's  passion,  and  after  all  ih  ! 
testimony  of  Christ,  you  lay  down  your  life,  and 
fear  not  to  shed  your  blood,  everything  must 
absolutely  give  way  to  martyrdom.  Inestimable 
is  the  glory  of  martyrdom,  infinite  its  measure, 

immaculate  its  victory,  invaluable  its  title,  im- 
mense its  triumph  ;  because  he  who  is  presented 

to  Him  with  the  special  glory  of  a  confessor,  is 
adorned  with  the  kindred  blood  of  Christ. 

30.  Therefore,  beloved  brethren,  although 

this  is  altogether  of  the  Lord's  promise  and 
gift,  and  although  it  is  given  from  on  high,  an  I 
is  not  received  except  by  His  will,  and  more 
Over,  can  neither  be  expressed  in  words  nor 
described  by  speech,  nor  can  be  satisfied  by  an\ 

«  Or,  "  Manes." 

kind  of  powers  of  eloquence,  still  such  will  be 
your  benevolence,  such  will  be  your  <  haritv  and 
love,  as  to  be  mindful  of  me  when  the  Lord  shall 

in  to  glorify  martyrdom  in  your  experience. 

That  holy  altar  *  encloses  you  within  itself,  that 
great  dwelling-place  of  the  venerable  Name 
encloses  you  within  itself,  as  if  in  the  folds  of  a 

heart's  embrace:  the  powers  of  the  everlasting 
age  sustain  you,  and  that  by  which  you  shall 
ever  reign  and  shall  ever  conquer,  a  ble 
ones  !  and  such  as  truly  have  your  sins  remit! 

if.  however,  you  who  are  Christ's  |  .  er  have sinned  !  J  0  blessed  ones  !  whom  the  blood 
of  the  Lord  has  dyed  from  the  beginning  of  the 

world,   and    whom   such    a   bright'  snowy 
clothing  has  deservedly  invested,  and  the  white- 

ness of  the  enfolding  robe  has  adorned  !      Final- 

ly,  I  myself  seem  to  myself  to  behold  aire 
and,  as  far  as   is   possible   to  the  mind  of  man. 
that    divine  and    illustrious   thing  occurs  to  my 
eyes  and  view.     I  seem.  I  say  to  myself,  already 
to  behold,  that   that  truly  noble  army  accon 
nies  the  glory  and  the  path  of  their  Christ.     The 
blessed  band  of  victors  will  go  before  II 
and  as  the  crowds  become  denser,  the  wl 

army,  illuminated   as  it  were  by  the  rising  o\   the 
sun,  will  ascribe  to  Him  the  power.      And  would 
that   it  might    be  the  lot  of  such  a  poor  creature 

as   myself  to   51 ■■  that  sight  I      Hut  the   Lord  r.m 
do    what    He    is   believed  not    to    deny   to    j 

petitions.* 
[Rev.  vi  1  6,  note  10,  this  scries. ] 

"  Si 

imp  ire    I ■  1  >  1 1  v  translated,  but  exl 

4  [Think,   I    »ay  again,  ol  three  hundi  'icry_ 
trial,'    io  marvellously   sustained,  ■> • 

"  the 

world,  the  Mesh,  and  the  devil  

..1  .ill 
judgments  ol  their  discipline  and  tbeii 

Oh  THE    DISCIPLINE   AND   ADVANTAGE   OF   CHASTITY.' 

1.  I  do  not  conceive  that  I  have  exceeded 

any  portions  of  m\  duty,  in  always  striving  as 
much  as  possible,  by  dailj  discussions  ol  the 
( fospels,  to  affi  ird  to  you  from  time  to  time 

means  of  growth,  bj  the  Lord's  help,  in  faith 
and  knowledge.  For  what  else  <  an  be  effected 

in    the  Lord's  Church  with   greater  advantage, 
what  can    be  found  more  suitable  to  the  offi< 

a  bishop,  than  that,  bv  the  ten  Inn:;  ̂ >t  the  divine 
words,    recommended    ami    commented    on    b\ 
Him,  behe\  lis  should  be  enabled  t"  attain  to  the 

promised  kingdom  of  heaven?    This  assuredly, 
as  the  desired  result  da)  b)  <\*\  of  m)  work  as 

1  [Nol  rei  koni  1  by  I  rasmui  u  wortl 
thinks  otherwi «.] 

well  as  of  m\  office,  I  endeavour,  notwithstand- 

ing mj    absence,  to  accomplish;   and 

letters    1    m   t"  make   myself  pies,  •-,:   1 
addressing  you  in  faith,  in  my  usual  manner, 
the  exhortations  that  1  send  j  II  upon 

you,  therefore,  to  b  lished  in  ti 
the    Ro.it  '    ol    the    (  rOSpel,  and    t 

aimed  against  all  the  assa  ill  •  >•'    '■      de\  il.     1 shall  not  believe  mysell  I 

it    1    shall    !■ 

thing   whii  h   is   advanl  and 
which  either  defines  or  promises  the  condit 

tenia]  life  to  those  who 
is  then  onlj  profitable,  if  il 

*  1  1  7.] 
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•  by  the  power  of  the 
w  e   n"t  onlj    m  i    forth  words 

!  fountains  of  the 

with  these  very  words  we  ass 
I    :  !.  and  wishes,  that, 

•u.  He  would  i »» >t  only  unfold 

the  '  sai  raments,  but  would  be- 
;,'ie  *  .irr\  in-   into  art  of  what 

we  I  :  r  is  all  the  greater  il 
wc  li  I  -   '.  and  Loiter  in  the  work 
of  the  will  i 

•   .    1    exhort  you  always, 

•    .   to   many   dungs,  and   to  the 
::i      I    ird's  admonition  —  for  what 

sirable  or  more  important  to  me, 
than  in  all  things  you  should  stand  perfect 
in   the  I    admonish   you.  that  you 

ill   things  maintain  the  barriers  <.>( 
chasl  knowing  that  you  are 
the  '  1     'd,  the  members  of  Christ, 
the   ha  of  the   Holy  Spirit,  elected   to 

ted  to  faith,  destined  to  salvation, 
rethren  of  Christ,  associates  of  the 

11   1)    -  iving   nothing  any  longer  to  the 
a  of  water,  that   the  chastity, 

the  will,  which  we  should  always 
may  be  afforded  to  us  also,  on 

I  of  the  redemption,  that  that  which  has 

been  <  ted  by  Christ  might  not  be  cor- 
rupted.    For  if  the  apostle  declares  the  Church 

of  Christ.  I  i  h  you  con- 
sider  what  i  ired,  where  the  Church 

given  in  mar  -  a  betrothed  virgin.     And 

1  ■   that   I  have  proposed  to  ad- 
i  with  brevity,  think  the  most  diffuse 

pra  d  could  set  forth  abundant  lauda- 
but  I  have  thought  it  super- 

greater  length  among  those 
wh  i  For  you  adorn   it  while   you 

libit  it;  and  in  its  exercise  you  set  forth  its 
.  being  made  its  ornament, 

while  il  h   lending  and  borrow- 
:  from  the  other.      It  adds  to  you  the 

!   morals;  you  confer  upon  it 
the   m  lintly  works.     For  how  much 

and  what  il  •  has  on  the  one  hand  been 
mai  nd  on  the  other  it  has 

what  you  are  wishing  for, — 

tice  be- .    that    nothing    should 
the  case  if  either 

.  mce,  or  sen  i<  e  to 

.v  '  is  the  dignity  of  the  body,  the  or- 
nament  rality,  th  >s  of  th 

the  sour<  e  of  .  the 

id.1 

Chastity  is  not  <  .ireful  whom  it  pleases  but  it 

Chastity  is  always  modest,  being  the  mother  of 
innocencj  ;  cha  tit)  is  ever  adorned  with  mod- 

esty alone,  then  rightly  conscious  of  its  own 
beauty  if  il  is  displeasing  to  the  wicked.     CI 
tity  seeks  nothing  in  the  way  of  adornments  :  it  is 
its  own  glory.  It  is  this  which  commends  us  to 
the  Lord,  unites  us  with  Christ  ;  it  is  this  which 
drives  out  from  our  members  all  the  illicit  con- 

flicts of  desire,  instils  peace  into  our  bodies  : 

blessed  itself,  and  making  those  blessed,  who- 
ever they  are.  in  whom  it  condescends  to  dwell. 

It  is  that  which  even  they  who  possess  it  not  can 
never  accuse  :  it  is  even  venerable  to  its  enemies, 

since  the_\-  admire  it  much  more  because  they 
are  unable  I  ire   it.      Moreover,  as  mature, 

it  is  both  always  excellent  in  men,  and  to  be  ear- 
nestly desired  by  women  ;  so  its  enemy,  tint  has- 

tily, is  always  detestable,  making  an  obscene  sport 
for  its  servants,  sparing  neither  bodies  nor  souls. 
For,  their  own  proper  character  being  overcome, 
it  sends  the  entire  man  under  its  yoke  of  lust, 

alluring  at  first,  that  it  may  do  the  more  mischief 

by  its  attraction,  —  the  foe  of  continency,  ex- 
hausting both  means  and  modesty;  the  perilous 

madness  of  lust  frequently  attaining  to  the  blood, 
the  destruction  of  a  good  conscience,  the  mother 
of  impenitence,  the  ruin  of  a  more  virtuous  age, 

the  disgrace  of  one's  race,  driving  away  all  con- 
fidence in  blood  and  family,  intruding  one's  own 

children  upon  the  affections  of  strangers,  inter- 

polating the  offspring  of  an  unknown  and  cor- 
rupted stock  into  the  testaments  of  others.  And 

this  also,  very  frequently  burning  without  refer- 
ence to  sex,  and  not  restraining  itself  within  the 

permitted  limits,  thinks  it  little  satisfaction  to  it- 
self, unless  even  in  the  bodies  of  men  it  seeks,  not 

a  new  pleasure,  but  goes  in  quest  of  extraor- 
dinary and  revolting  extravagances,  contrary  to 

nature  itself,  of  men  with  men. 

4.  But  chastity  maintains  the  first  rank  in  vir- 
gins, the  second  in  those  who  are  continent,  the 

third  in  the  case  of  wedlock.  Vet  in  all  it  is 

glorious,  with  all  its  degrees.  For  even  to  main- 
tain the  marriage- faith  is  a  matter  of  praise  in 

the  midst  of  so  many  bodily  strifes  ;  and  to  have 
determined  on  a  limit  in  marriage  defined  by 

(  ontinency  is  more  virtuous  still,  because  herein 

even  lawful  things  are  refused.2  Assuredly  to 

have  guarded  one's  purity  from  the  womb,  and 
to  have  kept  oneself  an  infant  even  to  old  age 
throughout  the  whole  of  life,  is  certainly  the  part 
of  an  admirable  virtue  ;  only  that  //never  to  have 

known  the  body's  seductive  capacities  is  the 
greater  blessedness,  to  have  overcome  them  when 
once  known  is  the  greater  virtue  ;  yet  still  in  such 

a  sort  that  that  virtue  comes  of  God's  gift,  al- 

,  .  s  [Holy  men  have  generally  recognised  this  rule  as  ennoblinq  ihe 
r  ̂   ■   a  """"y  Chastity,  etc."—  v  .    ,>f  matrimony.      See  Jeremy  Taylor,  Holy  Living,  cap.  li. {.omut,  455. J  I  ̂.q   j  J 
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though  it  manifests  itself  to  men   in  their  mem-  and  you  cannot  find  cause  fur  complaint  con- 
bers.  cerning  these  things,  even  though  they  are  not 

5.  The  precepts  of  chastity,  brethren,  are  an-  described.  For  the  adulterer  has  nol  i  n  1  -'use, 
cient.  Wherefore  do  I  say  ancient?  Because  nor  could  he  have,  because  he  might  take  a 
they  were  ordained  at  the  same  time  as  men  wife. 
themselves.  For  both  her  own  husband  belongs  !  7.  But  as  laws  are  prescribed  to  matrons,  who 
to  the  woman,  for  the  reason  that  besides  him  are  so  bound  that  they  cannot  thence  be  sepa- 
she  may  know  no  other  ;  and  the  woman  is  given  rated,  while  virginity  and  continent:)'  are  bevond 
to  the  man  for  the  purpose  that,  when  that  which  all  law,  there  is  nothing  in  the  laws  of  matrimony 
had  been  his  own  had  been  yielded  to  him,  he  which  pertains  to  virginity;  for  b)  its  loftin 

should  seek  for  nothing  belonging  to  another.1  it  transcends  them  all.  If  any  evil  undertakings 
And  in  such  wise  it  is  said,  "Two  shall  be  in  of  nun  endeavour  to  transcend  I  rjity 
one  flesh,"  2  that  what  had  been  made  one  should  places  itself  on  an  equality  with  a  re- 
return  together,  that  a  separation  without  return  over,  if  we  investigate,  it  even  th(  m, 
should  not  afford  any  occasion  to  a  stranger,  because  struggling  in  the  flesh  it  gains  the  vic- 
Thencc  also  the  apostle  declares  that  the  man  is  toryeven  against  a  nature  which  ai  :iot. 
the  head  of  the  woman,  that  he  might  commend  What  else  is  virginity  than  the  glori  ira- 
chastity  in  the  conjunction  of  the  two.  For  as  tion  for  the  future  life?  Virginity  is  ther 
the  head  cannot  be  suited  to  the  limbs  of  another,  sex.  Virginity  is  the  continuance  of  h 

so  also  one's  limbs  cannot  be  suited  to  the  head  Virginity  is  the  triumph  over  pleasures.  Virgin- 
of  another  :  for  one's  head  matches  one's  limbs,  itv  has  no  children;  but  what  is  more,  it  lias 
and  one's  limbs  one's  head;  and  both  of  them  contempt  for  offspring:  it  his  not  fruitfully; 
are  associated  by  a  natural  link  in  mutual  con-  but  neither  has  it  bereavement  ;  blessed  that  it 
cord,  lest,  by  any  discord  arising  from  the  sepa-  is  free  from  the  pain  of  bringing  forth,  more 
ration  of  the  members,  the  compact  of  the  divine  blessed  still  that  it  is  free  from  the  calamity  of 
covenant  should  be  broken.  Vet  he  adds,  and  the  death  of  children.  What  else  is  virginity 

savs :  '■  Because  he  who  loves  his  wife,  loves  him-  than  the  freedom  of  liberty?  It  has  n  ind 
self.  For  no  one  hates  his  own  flesh ;  but  nour-  for  a  master.  Virginity  is  freed  from  all  affec- 

ishes  and  cherishes  it,  even  as  Christ  the  Church." 3  Itions :  it  is  not  given  up  to  marriage,  nor  to  the 
From  this  passage  there  is  great  authority  for  world,  nor  to  children.  It  cam.  er- 
charity  with  chastity,  if  wives  are  to  be  loved  by  secution,  since  it  cannot  provoke  it  from  its 
their  husbands  even  as  Christ  loved  the  Church,  security. 
and  wives  ought  so  to  love  their  husbands  also  as  8.  Hut   since   the   precepts  of  chastity  ha 
the  Church  loves  Christ.  thus  briefly  been  set  forth   to  us,  let  us  I 

6.  Christ    gave   this  judgment   when,   being  an  instance  of  chastity.    For  it  ism  re  ] 
inquired  of,  He  said  that  a  wife  must  not  be  put  when  we  come  in  the  \er\  present  e  of  I 
away,  save  for  the  cause  of  adultery j  such  hon-  nor  will  there  he  any  doubt  about  the  virtue, 
our  did  He  put  upon  chastity.      Hence  arose  when  that  which  is  prescribed  is  al 

the  decree  :  "  Ye  shall  not  suffer  adulteresses  to  b)  illustrations.    The  example  > 
live."1     Hence  the  apostle  says:  "This  is  the  with   Joseph.     A  Hebrew  youth,  nobl<      •   his 
will  of  God,  that  ye  abstain  from  fornication."5  parentage,  nobler  by  his  innocence,  01  unt 
Hence  also  he  savs   the   same  thing:   "That  the    of  die   envy  ex<  ited   by  his   revelation  }ed 
members  of  Christ  must  not  be  joined  with  the   for  sale  bj   his  brethren  to  the   I 
members  of  an    harlot."'1      Heme   the   man    is    attained    to   the   household   of  a   man 

delivered   over  unto  Satan  tor  the  destruction  By  his  ob  e  and  his  innocence,  and  '     the 
of  the  flesh,  who,  treading  under  foot  the  law  of  entire  faithfulness  of  hi  e,  he  h 
chastity,  practises  the  vices  of  the  flesh.     Heme  in  his  favour  tl  and  kindlj  1 
with  re  ■  ion  adulterers  do  not  attain  the  kingdom  his  m  1st  r  :  and  his  appearance  had  COI 
of  heaven.     Hence  it  is  that  every  sin  is  without  itself  to  all  men,  alike  by  hi-  .  •  1 
the  body,  but  that  the  adulter*  r alone  sms  against  by  his  youthfulness,     But  that 
his  own  body.     Hence  other  authoritative  utter  manner  was  received  b)  his  ma  1 
ances  of  the   instructor,   all    of   which    it    is   not    other   nnnner   th  n    \\ 

necessary  at  this  time  to  collect,  especially  among  part  of  the  house,  and  without   v 
JTOU,  who  for  the  most  part  know  and    do    them  ; 

1  [  rhia  natural  law,  renawad  mi  hritt.  ia  part  of  the  honoui  which 
II'' ii'-  1    ion  I  to  womanhood;  ho  rlii  mothai   ihcraj 
I  "■  I  I  Matt,  \i\.  8.  Gain,  li     > 

2  M.itl     \i\.  <;. 

1  Eph  v.  18, 
4    I  <  \     w     10, 

'  t  Thau,  iv.  3. 
*  1  Cor.  vi.  15. 

pla<  e  high   up,  and   li:' 1,  the  unrestr  uned  uncha 

thought   that   it   could    o\ 
chastity,  now  by  pi  ^nd 
when  he  was  restrained   fi 

by  hei   holding  his   garments, 
aud«v  ity  ol  iu<  h  a  i  rime, 
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c  to  appeal  to  the  sin<  erit)  of  his 
witness  of  his  inno<  ence,  the 

i  did  not  shrink  from  adding  calum- 
:  her  inn  hastity.     I  dishevelled, 

:  her  desire  should  be  despised, 
tined  both  to  others  and  to  her  hus- 
the   Hebrew    youth   had    attempted 

to  her  which  she  herself  had 

The   husband's   passion, 
>  of  the  truth,  and  terribly  inflamed 

isation,  is  aroused  ;   and  the 

ith,  because  he  did  not  defile  his  con- 
with  the  crime,  is  thrust  into  the  lowest 

n   >>f  the   prison.      But  chastity  is   not 
i  the  dungeon  j  for  God  is  with  Joseph, 

and  tin.'  guilty  are  given  into  his  charge,  because 
he  had  been  guiltless.     Moreover,  he  dissolves 

.  unties  of  dreams,  because  his  spirit  was 
I  in  temptations,  and   he   is  freed  from 

the  master  of  the  prison.      He  who 
had  been  .m  inferior  in  the  house  with  peril,  was 
made  lord  of  the  palace  without  risk  ;  restored 
to  his  noble   station,  he   received   the   reward  of 

-tity  and  innocence  by  the  judgment  of  God, 
from  whom  he  had  deserved  it. 

But  not  less  from  a  different  direction  arises 

t"  us  another  similar  instance  of  chastity  from 
the  continence  of  women.  Susanna,  as  we  read. 

the  •    r  of  Chelcias,  the   wife   of  Joachim. 
was  lingly  beautiful  —  more  beautiful  still 
in  <  Her  outward  appearance  added 
no  charm  to  her.  for  she  was  simple:  chastity 
had  cultivated  her;  and  in  addition  to  chastity, 
nature  alone.     With  her.  two  of  the  elders  had 

•  madly  in  love,  mindful  of  nothi 
neil  ie  fear  of  Cod,  nor  even  of  their  ; 

already  withering  with  years.     Thus  the  flame  of 
1   lust  recalled  them  into  the  glowing 

f  their  bygone  youth.     Robbers  of  chas- 
tity, they  p:  .  e,  while  they  really  hate.  They 

threaten  her  with   calumnies  when   she  resists  ; 
in  wish  declare  themselves  the 

.  lltery.     And  between  these  rocks 
of  1                    ight  heli>  of  the  Lord,  because  she 

I    to    prevailing   against   them    by 
i.     And     the     I. >.rd    heard     from 

heaven  chastity  I  i  Himj  and  when  s 
.    with    injustice,    was    being    led    to 

delivered,    and    saw    her 

revenge  upon  her  enemies.     Twice  victorious, 
I   in  her  peril  so  often  and  so  fatally  hedged 

in.  i  both  the  lust  and  death.      It  will 

I  continue  to  produce  more  exam- 
:    I  am  content  with  these  two.  especially  as 

in  (hastity  has   been   defended  with 

all  t'n  ir  might 
io.  The  memory  of  noble  descent  could  not 
rvate  them,  although  to  some  this  is  a  sug- 

1  "  Irr  >Sare." 

gestive  licence  to  lasciviousness ;  nor  the  come- 
liness of  their  bodies,  and  the  beauty  of  their 

well-Ordered  limbs,  although  for  the  most  part 
this  affords  a  hint,  that  being,  as  it  were,  the 

short-lived  flower  of  an  age  that  rapidly  p 
away,  it  should  be  k^\  with  the  offered  opportu- 

nity of  pleasure  ;  nor  the  first  years  of 
but  mature  age,  although  the  blood,  still  inexpe- 

rienced, i;ro\\s  hot.  and  stimulates  the  natural 
fires,  and  the  blind  flames  that  stir  in  the  mar- 

row, to  seek  a  remedy,  even  if  the}'  should  break 
forth  at  the  risk  ̂ \  modest}- ;  nor  any  opportunity 
afforded  by  secrecy,  or  by  freedom  from  wit- 
nesses,  which  to  some  seems  to  ensure  safety, 
although  this  is  the  greatest  temptation  to  the 

commission  of  crime,  that  there  is  no  punish- 
ment for  meditating  it.  Neither  was  a  necessity 

laid  upon  them  by  the  authority  of  those  who 

bade  them  yield,  and  in  the  boldness  of  associa- 
tion and  companionship,  by  which  kind  of  temp- 

tations also  righteous  determinations  are  often 
overcome.  Neither  did  the  very  rewards  nor  the 
kindliness,  nor  did  the  accusations,  nor  threats, 

nor  punishments,  nor  death,  move  them  ;  noth- 
ing was  counted  so  cruel,  so  hard,  so  distressing, 

as  to  have  fallen  from  the  lofty  stand  of  chastity. 

They  were  worthy  of  such  a  reward  of  the  Divine 
Judge,  that  one  of  them  should  be  glorified  on 
a  throne  almost  regal  ;  that  the  other,  endowed 

with  her  husband's  sympathy,  should  be  rescued 
by  the  death  of  her  enemies.  These,  and  such 
as  these,  are  the  examples  ever  to  be  placed 

before  our  eyes,  the  like  of  them  to  be  medi- 
tated on  day  and  night. 

n.  Nothing  so  delights  the  faithful  soul  as 

the  health)  consciousness  of  an  unstained  mod- 
(-  ̂ -ty.2  To  have  vanquished  pleasure  is  the  great- 

est pleasure;  nor  is  there  any  greater  victory 

than  that  which  is  gained  over  one's  desires. 
He  who  has  conquered  an  enemy  has  been 
stronger,  but  it  was  stronger  than  another ;  he 
who  has  subdued  lust  has  been  stronger  than 
himself.  He  who  has  overthrown  an  enemy  has 
beaten  a  foreign  foe;  he  who  has  cast  down 

ire  has  vanquished  a  domestic  adversary. 

Every  evil  is  more  easily  conquered  than  pleas- 
ure ;  because,  whatever  it  is,  the  former  is  repul- 

sive, the  latter  is  attractive.  Nothing  is  crushed 
with  such  difficulty  as  that  which  is  armed  by  it. 
He  who  gets  rid  of  desires  has  got  rid  of  fears 
also ;  for  from  desires  come  fears.  He  who 
overcomes  desires,  triumphs  over  sin;  he  who 
overcomes  desires,  shows  that  the  mischief  of 

the  human  family  lies  prostrate  under  his  feet ; 

he  who  has  overcome  desires,  has  given  to  him- 
self perpetual  peace  ;  he  who  has  overcome  de- 

sires, restores  to  himself  liberty,  —  a  most  diffi- 
cult matter  even  for  noble  natures.     Therefore 

2  [Turtullian,  vol.  iv.  pp.  74,  97,  etc.] 
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we  should  always  meditate,  brethren,  as  these 
matters  teach  us,  on  chastity.  That  it  may  be 
the  more  easy,  it  is  based  upon  no  acquired 
skill.  For  the  right  will  that  is  therein  carried 

to  perfection  —  which,  were  it  not  checked,  is 
remote  (scil.  from  our  consciousness) — is  still 
our  will ;  so  that  it  is  not  a  will  to  be  acquired, 
but  that  which  is  our  own  is  to  be  cherished.' 

12.  For  what  is  chastity  but  a  virtuous  mind 
added  to  watchfulness  over  the  body;  so  that 

modesty  observed  in  respect  of  the  sexual  rela- 
tions, attested  by  strictness  (of  demeanour), 

should  maintain  honourable  faith  by  an  uncor- 

rupted  offspring?  Moreover,  to  chastity,  breth- 
ren, are  suited  and  are  known  first  of  all  divine 

modesty,  and  the  sacred  meditation  of  the  divine 
precepts,  and  a  soul  inclined  to  faith,  and  a  mind 

attuned  to  the  sacredness  of  religion  :  then  care- 
fulness that  nothing  in  itself  should  be  elaborated 

beyond  measure,  or  extended  beyond  propriety; 
that  nothing  should  be  made  a  show  of,  nothing 
artfully  coloured  ;  that  there  should  be  nothing 
to  pander  to  the  excitement  or  the  renewal  of 
wiles.  She  is  not  a  modest  woman  who  strives 

to  stir  up  the  fancy  of  another,  even  although 
her  bodily  chastity  be  preserved.  Away  with 
such  as  do  not  adorn,  but  prostitute  their  beauty. 
For  anxiety  about  beauty  is  not  only  the  wisdom 
of  an  evil  mind,  but  belongs  to  deformity.  Let 

the  bodily  nature  be  free,  nor  let  any  sort  of 

force  be  intruded  upon  God's  works.  She  is 
always  wretched  who  is  not  satisfied  to  be  such 
as  she  is.  Wherefore  is  the  colour  of  hair 

changed?  Why  are  the  edges  of  the  eyes  dark- 

ened? Why  is  the  fai  ■  moulded  by  art  into  a 
different  form?  Finally,  why  is  the  looking  glass 
consulted,  unless  from  fear  lest   a  woman  should 

be  herself?  Moreover,  the  dress  of  a  modest 
woman  should  be  modest ;  a  believer  should  not 
be  conscious  of  adultery  even  in  the  mixtun 

colours.  To  wear  gold  in  one's  garments  is  as 
if  it  were  desirable  to  corrupt  one's  garments. 
What  do  rigid  metals  do  among   the  delicate 
thread,   of  the   WOVen    textures,  except    to   press 
upon  the  enervated  shoulders,  and  unhappily  to 

show  th  extravagance  of  a  boastful  soul  ?  Win- 
are  the  necks  oppressed  and  hidden  by  outland- 

ish stones,  the  prices  of  which,  without  workman- 
ship, exceed  the  entire  fortune-  of  main  a  one? 

1    I!'  I  by   ill  t"  I"-  corrupt,     If  we  were  to 
punctuate  differently,  to  men   ''ni  i"    be!  niummata, 

11  ;c  •    1  "  into  "  non  dee  iset,"  we  jel  dir  followii 
"  I'll' 1   fa  ihould  alwayi  meditate,  brethren,  on  chaxtity, thai  11  ma)  l>c  more  1  I  nd«  on 
no  arts;  for  what  if  it  but  perfected  will,  which,  if  it  were  not  1 1" 
would  cei        I  fail  to  arisel      Vnd  il  1 1  out  0*  "  ■  III,  1 
lore  it  I1.1 .  no)  to  be  u  quirt  d,  bul  we  have  i"  1  heriah  wh  >t  ii  al 
Out  ow  " 

["  Kalendarium  cujuivii  excedunt."     The   <••'  *><-ic 
t  iM.-is  of  monthly  a  1  ouni  1,  in  whii  li  d"-  monthly  intere  t  due,  eti  . 
were  «ei  down,    "  Exceed  the  entire  monthly  income"  »  mid  ' 
tot      I'i't n iiii.m  uaen  the  -.imr  word,  "exhautt  tKr  kal  ■ 

11    Edinburgh  tranalatoi  (vol   i\    p    18),  ■  "  t. •nunc." L>  thi    treatise  rertullian  ta  conatantly  copied  ua  quoted.  J 

It  is  not  the  woman   that   is  adorn* 

woman's  vices  that  are  m  Ulifested.      What,  when 
the  fingers  laden  with  so  1  neither 

close  nor  open,  is  there  any  advantage  sought 
for,  or  is  it  merely  to  show  the  empty  parade  of 
one's   estate?      It   is   a   man  that 

women,  tender  in  all  things  1  Ise,  in    '  l   the 
burden  of  their  vices  are  -  ien. 

13.  But  to  return  to  wh  t  1  ]  egan  with  :  chas- 
tity is  ever  to  be  cultivated  by  m  n  and  women  ; 

it  is  to  be  kept  with  all  watt  hful  thin  its 
bounds.     The   bodily   nature    is   quickly   endan- 

gered in  the  body,  when  I  ht  is  al- 
ways falling.  (  arries  it  away  with  itself.      ! 

under  the   pretext   of  a   nature   whit  h   is  afa 

urging  men  to  desires  whereby   the  if  a 
decayed  race  are  restored,  deceiving  with   the 

enticement  of  pleasure,  it  does  not  \^.u\  its  off- 
spring to    the   continence   of  legitimate    inter- 
course, but  hurls  them   into  crime.     Therefore, 

in  opposition  to  these  fleshly  snares,  by  which 
the  devil  both  obtrudes  himself  .              ipanion 
and   makes  himself  a   leader,   we   must   stru. 

with   every   kind   of  strength.      let    the   aid   of 
Christ  be  appropriated,  according  to  the  apostle, 
and  let  the  mind  be  Withdrawn  .is  much 

sible  from  the  asso<  iation  ol  the  body  ;  let  con- 
sent  be  withheld   from   ti.                :    let   vices   be 

always  chastised,  that  they  may  be  hated;  let 
that    misshapen     and                led     shame    which 

belongs  b  i  sin  be  kept  1                        ;.     Re- 
pentance itself,  with  all  its  stru, . 

creditable   testimony  to   sins   committed.     Let 
not   curiosity   be    indulged    in    scanning    other 

people's  countenances.     Lei    one's            i   be 
r,  and  one's  laughter  moderati  .  for  laughter 

is  the   sign   of  -in   easj  and   a 
tion  ;  and  let  all  contact,  even  that  v 

becoming,  be  avoided.3     I  et  no  ind           -  be 
permitted  to  tin  body,  when  bodily  \ 
avoid  d.     Let  it  be  i 

to  ha\  i  iered  disho  lour,  hi 
till  to  have  1  nquered  by  disl 

i  ].   It  must  be  said,  m 

is  nol  pleasure,  but  mutual  contempt;  nor  i 

n   delight,  1  e<  ause  it   kill  tl         i  '.1  and 
modesty.     I  i  :  the  soul 
of  the    il    ;h  ;    I  idle   th 

bod) .     For  it  1  ived  tl 
limbs  should  be  subsen  i<  nl    I  mand  ; 
and  as  a  lawful   and   ai  r.  it 
should  turn  about  the  fleshl) 

lift  themselves  above  the  the 

bod) .  b\  the  rein  •  i  I  the  heavenh  pi 
that    chariot   of  the   body, 

its  limits,  should  hurrj  the 
chai  himself  b  •  «  U  as  it  the 
midst    of  these    the 

*  [Laughter, 
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and  all  vices,  help  an  address.     Look  ye  to  the  Scripture 
must  a  the  divine  camp;  lor  out   for  yourselves  from  those  precepts 

nded  to  make  men,  illustration-,  of  this  matter.1     Beloved  brethi 
i  Kiit  help  to  men.  farewell. 

I    !>  a   few   words,   because    I    did 
write  a  volume,  but  to  send  you 

1  •  in  antiquity  breathe*  this  spirit  of  "searching  the 
inrcv''     Compare  Hinpol  ,  p.  119,  note  4,  su/>ra.] 

EXHORTATION   TO   REPENTANCE.1 

That  all  sins  may  he  forgiven  him  who  has 
turned  to  God  with  his  whole  heart. 

In  the  1  ighth  Psalm  :   "  If  his  children 
forsake  my  law.  and  walk  not  in  my  judgments, 
and  keep  not  my  commandments,  I  will  visit 
their  iniquities  with  a  rod,  and  their  sins  with 
stripes  ;  nevertheless  my  loving-kindness  will  I 

not  51  iway  from  them."  2 
AKo  in  [saiah :  "  rhus  saith  the  Lord,  the 

Ii  ily  One  of  Israel,  When  thou  shalt  turn  and 
mourn,  then  thou  shalt  be  saved,  and  shalt  know 
wher 

\ls>  in  the  same    place:    "Woe   unto  you, 
children  of  d<  .  saith   the   Lord  !  ye  have 

made  «  :i  it  by  m  •.  and  my  covenant   not 

by  my  Spirit,  to  add  sin  to  sin."  4 
Jeremiah:   "Withdraw  thy  foot  from 

a  rough  way,  and  thy  face  from  thirst,     but  she 
!.  I  will  .  1    am  willing  ;  for  she 

loved  strangers,  and  went  after  them."* 
Also  in  [saiah:  "be  ye  converted,  because 

ye  devise  a  deep  and  wicked  counsel."6 
1  in  the  same  place  :  "  I  am  He.  I  am  He 

that  blotteth  out  thy  iniquities,  and  will  not  re- 
member them  ;  bul  do  thou  remember  them, 

anil  let  ther;  do  thou  first  tell 
thine  unrighteo-  -."  1 

1  in  the  ek  the  Lord  ;  and  when 
shall  have  found  Him,  call  upon  Him.     But 

when  He  has  drawn  near  to  you,  let  the  wicked 
his  ways,  and  the  unrighteous  man  his 

thoughts  ;  and  let  him  be  converted  to  the  Lord, 
and  mercy  shall  I  iared  for  him,  because 

He  t  much  e  your  sins." 9 
>  in  the  same  :  "  Remember  these  things, 

' >  )  :se  thou  art  my  sen-ant. 
I  have  <  ailed  thee  my  servant  ;  and  thou,  Israel. 

me   not.      Lo,  I    have    washed   away  thy 
unrigh:  i  as  .  .  .  ,  ami  thy  sins  as  a  rain- 

be  converted  to  me,  and  I  will  redeem 

things  in 

'_[At-  riptuie,  and  useful  in  any  «ge  to 
*"   '  .   >t  breathe*  a   truly  primitive I  crtulhan,  vol    . 

«  1« 

»    tr- »  Ita 

'"i  remutit  —probably  a  misprint  for  "  permultum." 
»  laa.  to.  ' ,  •,  l.\X. 

cloud 

thee."  "' 

Abo  in  the  same :  "  Have  these 
mind,  and  groan.  Repent,  ye  that  have  been 
seduced  ;  be  converted  in  heart  unto  me,  and 
have  in  mind  the  former  ages,  because  I  am 

God."» 

Also  in  the  same  :  "  For  a  very  little  season  I 
have  forsaken  thee,  and  with  great  mercy  I  will 
pity  thee.  In  a  very  little  wrath  I  turned  away 
my  face  from  thee  ;  in  everlasting  mercy  I  will 

pity  thee."  ,2 
Also  in  the  same  :  "Thus  said  the  Most  High, 

who  dwelleth  on  high,  for  ever  Holy  in  the 
holies,  His  name  is  the  Lord,  the  Most  High, 
resting  in  the  holy  places,  and  giving  calmness 
of  mind  to  the  faint-hearted,  and  giving  life  to 
those  that  are  broken-hearted  :  I  am  not  angry 
with  you  for  ever,  neither  will  I  be  avenged  in 
all  things  on  you  :  for  my  Spirit  shall  go  forth 
from  me,  and  I  have  made  all  inspiration  ;  and 
on  account  of  a  very  little  sin  I  have  grieved 
him,  and  have  turned  away  my  face  from  him  ; 
and  he  has  suffered  the  vile  man,  and  has  gone 
away  sadly  in  his  ways.  I  have  seen  his  ways, 
and  have  healed  him,  and  I  have  comforted 

him,  and  I  have  given  to  him  the  true  consola- 
tion, and  peace  upon  peace  to  those  who  are 

afar  off,  and  to  those  that  are  near.  And  the 

Lord  said,  I  have  healed  them  ;  but  the  unright- 
eous, as  a  troubled  sea,  are  thus  tossed  about 

and  cannot  rest.  There  is  no  joy  to  the  wicked, 

saith  the  Lord."  '3 
Also  in  Jeremiah  :  "  Shall  a  bride  forget  her 

adornment,  or  rt  a  virgin  the  girdle  of  her  breast? 
But  my  people  has  forgotten  my  days,'5  whereof 
there  is  no  number."  l6 

Also  in  the  same  :  "  For  a  decree,  I  will  speak 
upon  the  nation  or  upon  the  kingdom,  or  I  will 
take  them  away  and  destroy  them.  And  if  the 
nation  should  be  converted  from  its  evils,  I  will 

M    Is*.    Xliv.    21,22,    LXX. 
"  Is*,  xlvi.  8,  LXX. 
>J  Isa.  hv.  7,  8,  LXX. 
■3  Isa.  Ivii.  15  et  seq.,  LXX. 

14  It  is  taken  for  granted  that  the  "  ut "  of  the  original  is  a  mis- 

print for  "  ant." ■'  <  Itherwue,  "  has  forgotten  me  days  without  number." 16  Jtr.  ii.  32,  LXX. 
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repent  of  the  ills  which  '  I  have  thought  to  do 
unto  them.  And  I  will  speak  the  decree  upon 
the  nation  or  the  people,  that  I  should  rebuild 
it  and  plant  it ;  and  they  will  do  evil  before  me, 
that  they  should  not  hearken  to  my  voice,  and  I 
will  repent  of  the  good  things  which  I  spoke  of 

doing  to  them."  2 
Also  in  the  same  :  "  Return  to  me,  O  dwelling 

of  Israel,  saith  the  Lord,  and  I  will  not  harden 

my  face  upon  you ;  because  I  am  merciful,  saith 
the  Lord,  and  I  will  not  be  angry  against  you  for 

ever."  3 

Also  in  the  same  :  "  Be  converted,  ye  children 
that  have  departed,  saith  the  Lord  ;  because  I 
will  rule  over  you,  and  will  take  you  one  of  a 
city,  and  two  of  a  family,  and  I  will  bring  you 
into  Sion  :  and  I  will  give  you  shepherds  after 
my  heart,  and  they  shall  feed  you,  feeding  you 

with  discipline."  * 
Also  in  the  same  :  "  Be  converted,  ye  children 

who  are  turning,  and  I  will  heal  your  affliction."3 
Also  in  the  same:  "Wash  thine  heart  from 

wickedness,  0  Jerusalem,  that  thou  mayest  be 
healed  :  how  long  shall  there  be  in  thee  thoughts 

of  thy  sorrows?  "  6 
Also  in  the  same:  "Thus  saith  the  Lord, 

Does  not  he  that  falleth  arise?  or  he  that  turns 

away,  shall  he  not  be  turned  back?  Because 

this  people  hath  turned  itself  away  by  a  shame- 
less vision,  and  they  have  persisted  in  their  pre- 

sumption, and  would  not  be  converted."7 
Also  in  the  same:  "There  is  no  man  that 

repented)  of  his  iniquity,  saying,  What  have  I 

done-?  The  runner  has  failed  from  his  course, 

as  the  sweating  horse  in  his  neighing."8 
Also  in  the  same:  "Therefore  let  everyone 

of  you  turn  from  his  evil  way,  and  make  your 
desires  better.  And  they  said,  We  will  be  com- 

forted, because  we  will  go  after  your  '  inventions, 
and  every  one  of  us  will  do  the  sins  which  please 
his  own  heart."  IO 

Also  in  the  same  :  "  Pour  down  as  a  torrent 
tears,  day  and  night  give  thyself  no  rest,  let  not 

the  pupil  of  thine  eye  be  silent."  " 
Also  in  the  same  :  "  Let  us  search  out  our  ways, 

and  be  tinned  to  the  Lord.  Let  us  purge  OUT 
hearts  with  our  hands,  and  let  us  look  unto  the 
Lord  who  dwelleth  in  the  heavens.  We  have 

sinned,  and  we  have  provoked  Thee,  and  Thou 

I  not  been  propitiated."  '-' 
Also  in  the  same:    "And  the  Lord  said  to  me 

1  Here  nlio  the  emendation  of"q,ua"foi  "quod"ii  obviouily il  V  - 

'    xviii,  7. 
1    iii    1  i,  LXX. 

*  >r.  iii,  . ,.  LXX. 
I  XX. 

'  Tei    h    14,  LXX. 
t  |t  r.  \  in    i,  LXX. 
8  Jcr.  viii  4,  1  XX. 
9  ( )thei  wise  "  our," 
«o  In    xviii,  i  1.  I  XX. 
"  1  mi  11    .  ;.  LXX. 
'■'     I  ..(111.    III.    ̂ O. 

in  the  days  of  Josias  the  king,  Thou  hast  seen 

what  the  dwelling  of  the  house,'3  the  house  of 
Israel,  has  done  to  me.  It  has  gone  away  upon 
every  lofty  mountain,  and  has  gone  under  every 

shady  '4  tree,  and  has  committed  fornii  ati<  11  there; 
and  I  said,  after  she  had  committed  all  these  for- 

nications, Return  unto  me,  and  she  has  not  re- 

turned." '5 Also  in  the  same  :  "The  Lord  will  not  reject 
for  ever;  and  when  He  has  made  low,  He  will 
have  pity  according  to  the  multitude  of  His 
mercy.  Because  1  Ie  will  not  bring  low  from  I 
whole  heart,  neither  will  He  reject  the  children 
of  men/ 

Abo  in  Ezekiel  :  "And  the  righteous  shall  not 
be  able  to  be  saved  in  the  day  of  transgression. 
When  I  shall  say  to  the  righteous,  1  hou  shalt 

surely  live  ;  but  ':  he  will  trust  to  his  own  right- 
eousness, and  will  do  iniquity:  all  his  righteous- 

nesses shall  not  be  remembered  ;  in  his  iniquity 
which  he  has  done,  in  that  he  shall  die.  And 

when  I  shall  say  to  the  wicked.  Thou  shalt  surely 
die.  and  he  turns  himself  from  his  sin.  and  doeth 

righteousness  and  judgment,  and  restoreth  to 

the  debtor  his  pledge,  and  giveth  back  his  rob- 
bery, and  walketh  in  the  precepts  of  lite,  that  he 

may  do  no  iniquity,  he  shall  surely  live,  and  shall 
not  die  ;  none  of  his  sins  which  he  hath  sinned 

shall  be  stirred  up  against  him  :  because  he  hath 
done  justice  and  judgment,  he  shall  live  in 

them.'"8 

Also  in  the  same:  "lam  the  Lord,  because 

1  bring  low  thi'  high  tree,  and  exalt  the  low  tree, 
and  dry  up  the  green  tree,  and  cause  the  drv 

tree  tO  flourish." 
Also  in  the  same  :  "  And  thou,  son  of  man, 

say  unto  the  house  of  [srael,  Even  as  \>-  nave 
spoken,  saying,  Out  errors  ami  our  iniquities  are 
in  us,  and  we  waste  away  in  them.  mu\  how  shall 

we  li\( ■?  Say  unto  them,  I  live,  saith  the  lord: 
if  I  will  the  death  of  a  sinner,  only  let  him  turn 
from  hi-  w  i\ .  .\n>\  he  shall  live." 

Abo  in  the  same  :  "  I  the  Lord  have  built  up 
the  ruined  places,  and  have  planted  the  wasted 

places."-'1 

Also  in  the  same:   "And  the   wicked   man,  if 
he  turn  himself  from  all  his  iniquities  that  he 
done,  ,uu\  keep  all  my  commandments,  and 

aunt,    and    justice,   and    nu  ■    \  . 
h\  e,  ,\\h\  shall  not  die.       None  0l    h 

he  has  committed  shall  In-  in  remera 

his  righteousness  which  he  hath  done  he  shall 

o    IV,,-  ,..  tm  lent       1  '  im.mi  hrtr.   i  I  lor 
llir  u  1 

'«  1 1  hu  been  taken  fei  fi  >i  "  Bumeroeuin 
fur  "  nerooroeum." 

"    let    .,1   -.1  \\ 
\  \ 

1 '    I  rombclliui  ^icaj  ol  "  ' 
1        I      —       \  >  v  I  i  \  \ 

ivii   14,  LXX 
v    Kxsiii   1  o,  L X X 

■'    1  .■.-'.     vvvw.         .   I   \\ 
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lnt..     i ),,  i  the  death  of  the  un- 

righteous man.  saith  Adonai  the    Lord,  rather 
than  that  he  should  turn  him  from  his  evil  way, 

that  he  should  live?"' 
Also  in  the  same:    "Be  jre  converted,  and 

i  from  .ill  your  wickedneses,  and  they 

II  not  be  to  you  for  a  punishment    Cast  away 
all   your    iniquities  which    ye    have 
immitted  against  me,  and  make  to 
a    new   heart   and   a   new  spirit  ;    and 

die,  o  house  of  Israel?     For  I  de- 
not  the  death  of  him  that  dieth,  saith  Adonai 

the  Lord."* 
\     i  in  Daniel:  "And  after  the  end  of  the 

days,  I   Nabuchodonosor  lifted  up  my  eyes  to 
heaven,  and  my  sense  returned  to  me,  and  I 

praised  the  Most  High,  and  blessed  the  King  of 
heaven,  and  praised  Him  that  liveth  for  everj 
because  lbs  power  is  eternal.  His  kingdom  is 

for  generations,3  and  all  who  inhabit  the  earth 

are  as  nothing."  ' 
Abo  in  Micah  :  "  Alas  for  me,  0  my  soul,  bc- 
se   truth   has   perished   from   the   earth,  and 

among  all    there    is    none    that   correcteth ;    all 

judge  in  blood.     Every  one  treadeth  down  his 
with  tribulation  ;    they  prepare  their 

hand-  for  evil."  s 
■  in  the  same  :   "  Rejoice  not  against  me, 

■line  enemy,  because  I  have  fallen,  but  I  shall 
ari-  although  I  shall  sit  in  darkness, 
the  Lord  will  give  me  light:  I  will  bear  the 

Lord's  ise    I    have    sinned    against 
Him.  until  He  justify  my  cause."6 

•  m  Zephaniah  :   "  Come  ye  together  and 
pray,  <  >  undisciplined  people  ;  before  ye  be  made 

l  flower  thai  passeth  away,  before  the  anger  of 
the  Lord  come  upon  you,  before  the  day  of  the 

Lord's  fury  come  upon  you,  seek  ye  the  Lord,  all 
ye  humble  ones  of  the  earth  ;   do  judgment  and 

id  seek  for  gentleness  ;  and  answer 
iim  that  ye  may  be  protected  in  the  day 

oft  r."  7 

■  in  Zechariah  :    "  Be  ye  converted  unto 
me.  .\n<\  I  will  be  turned  unto  you."8 

:  "  Be  thou  converted,  ( )  Israel. 
to  the  Lord  thy  God,  because  thou  art  weakened 
by  thine  iniquities.  Take  many  with  you,  and 

verted  to  the  Ix»rd  your  God  ;  worship 
Him,  rod  say,  Thou  art  mighty  to  put  away  our 

sin- ;  that  ye  may  not  receive  iniquity,  but  that 

re«  eive  good  things."' 
I  icus:    "Be  thou  turned  to 

the  Lord,  and  forsake  thy  sins,  and  exceedingly 

.  I  NX. 
I  XX. 

*  "   lr  lie." 

'Mi  .  x,  I. XX. 

h    ii.  i,  I. XX. 
*  Ztch 
*  Hu>   \i .    i. 

hate  cursing,  and  know  righteousness  and  Cod's judgments,  and  stand  in  the  lot  of  the  propitia- 
tion of  the  Most  High  :  and  go  into  the  portion 

of  life  with  tin-  living,  and  those  that  make  con- 
fession. Delay  not  in  the  error  of  the  wicked. 

Confession  pcrishelh  from  the  dead  man,  as  if 
it  were  nothing.  Living  and  sound,  thou  shalt 

confess  to  the  Lord,  and  thou  shalt  glory  in  His 
men  ies  ;  for  great  is  the  mercy  of  the  Lord,  and 

His  propitiation  unto  such  as  turn  unto  Him."10 
Also  in  the  same  :  "  How  good  is  it  for  a  true 

heart  to  show  forth  repentance  !  For  thus  shalt 

thou  escape  voluntary  sin."  " 
Also  in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles  :  "  But  l'etcr 

saith  unto  him,  thy  money  perish  with  thee,  be- 
cause thou  thinkest  to  be  able  to  obtain  the  grace 

of  Cod  by  money.  Thou  hast  no  part  nor  lot 
in  tlws  faith,  for  thy  heart  is  not  right  with  God. 
Therefore  repent  of  this  thy  wickedness,  and 
prav  the  Lord,  if  haply  the  thought  of  thy  heart 

may  be  forgiven  thee.  For  I  see  that  thou  art 
in  the  bond  of  iniquity,  and  in  the  bitterness  of 

gall."  ,2 

Also  in  the  second  Fpistle  of  the  blessed  •' 
Paul  to  the  Corinthians  :  "  For  the  sorrow  which 
is  according  to  Cod  worketh  a  stedfast  repent- 

ance unto  salvation,  but  the  sorrow  of  the  world 

worketh  death."  '4 Also  in  the  same  place  of  this  very  matter : 

"  But  if  ye  have  forgiven  anything  to  any  one,  I 
also  forgive  him  ;  for  I  also  forgave  what  I  have 
forgiven  for  your  sakes  in  the  person  of  Christ, 
that  we  may  not  be  circumvented  by  Satan,  for 

we  are  not  ignorant  of  his  wiles."  '5 
Also  in  the  same  :  "But  I  fear  lest  perchance, 

when  I  come  to  you,  God  may  again  humble 
me  among  you,  and  I  shall  bewail  many  of  those 
who  have  sinned  before,  and  have  not  repented, 

for  that  they  have  committed  fornication  and 

lasciviousness."  ,6 Also  in  the  same  :  "  I  told  you  before,  and 
foretell  you  as  I  sit  present ;  and  absent  now 
from  those  who  before  have  sinned,  and  to  all 

others;  as,  if  I  shall  come  again,  I  will  not  spare."  '7 
Also  in  the  second  to  Timothy  :  "  But  shun 

profane  novelties  of  words,  for  the}'  are  of  much 
advantage  to  impiety.  And  their  word  creeps 

as  a  cancer :  of  whom  is  Hymenals  and  Phile- 
tus,  who  have  departed  from  the  truth,  saying 
that  the  resurrection  has  already  happened,  and 
have  subverted  the  faith  of  certain  ones.  But 

the  foundation  of  God  standeth  firm,  having  this 
seal,  God  knoweth  them  that  are   His.     And, 

10  Ecclus.  xvii.  26. 
11  Ecclus   xx.  3. 

"  Acta  viii.  20,  etc. 

13  The  original   has  only  "ben,"  which  Trombellius  reasonably 
assumes  to  be  meant  for  "  benedicti." 14  2  Cor.  vii.  10. 

'J  2  Cor.  ii.  10. 
16  2  Cor.  xii.  21. 
17  2  Cor.  xni.  2. 
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Every  one  who  nameth  the  name  of  the  Lord  get  strifes.     And  the  servant  of  the  Ix)rd  ought 
shall  depart  from  all  iniquity.     But  in  a  great  not  to  strive  ;  but  to  be  gentle,  docile  to  all  men, 
house  there   are   not  only  vessels   of  gold  and    patient  with  modesty,  correcting  those  who  re- 
silver,  but  also  of  wood  and  of  clay ;  and  some 
indeed  for  honour,  and  some  for  contempt. 

Therefore  if  any  one  shall  amend  '  himself  from 
these  things,  he  shall  be  a  vessel  sanctified  for 
honour,  and  useful  for  the  Lord,  prepared  for 
every  good  work.  Moreover,  flee  youthful  lusts  : 
but  follow  after  righteousness,  faith,  charity, 
peace,  with  them  that  call  upon  the  Lord  from 
a  pure  heart.  But  avoid  questions  that  are  fool- 

ish and  without  learning,  knowing  that  they  be- 

1  "  Emendavcrit,"  probably  a  mistake  for  *'  emundaverit,"  "  shall 
purge,"  as  in  the  Vulg.  ;  icil.  exxadaprj. 

sist,  lest  at  any  time  God  may  give  them  repent- 
ance to  the  acknowledgment  of  the  truth,  and 

recover  themselves  from  the  snares  of  the  devil, 

by  whom  they  are  held  captive  at  his  will."2 
Also  in  the  Apocalypse  :  "  Remember  whence 

thou  hast  fallen,  and  repent ;  but  if  not,  I  will 

come  to  thee  quickly,  and  remove  thy  candle- 

stick out  of  its  place." 3 
2  2  Tim.  ii.  16.  [On  true  penitence  see  Epistle  xxv.  p.  304, sn/ra.] 

3  Rev.  ii.  5.     [This  selection  of  texts  seems   made  on  the  same 
principle  which  dictated  the  compilation  of  textl  against  the  Jc 

brniiarium,  the  author  calls  it,  —  qmedam  utta'a  ccllecta  tt  di- 
gesta,  —  to  be  read  with  readiness,  and  frequently  referred  to.  J 

ELUCIDATIONS. 

(Maintained  by  consent,  and  caressed  by  excuses,  p.  557.) 

The  severer  discipline  of  early  Christianity  must  not  be  discarded  by  those  who  claim  it  for 

the  canon  of  Scripture;  for  modes  of  baptism,  confirmation,  and  other  rites  ;  for  Church  polity, 
in  short;  and  for  the  Christian  year.  Let  us  note  that  the  whole  spirit  of  antiquity  is  opposed  to 

worldlincss.  It  reflects  the  precept,  "Be  not  conformed  to  this  world,"  and  in  nothing  more 
emphatically  than  in  hostility  to  theatrical  amusements,  which  in  our  days  are  re-asserting  the 
deadly  influence  over  Christians  which  Cyprian  and  Tertullian  and  other  Fathers  so  solemnly 

denounced.  If  they  were  "maintained  by  consent,  and  caressed  by  excuses,"  even  in  the  martyr- 
age,  no  wonder  that  in  our  Laodicean  period  they  baffle  all  exertions  of  faithful  watchmen,  n 

enforce  the  baptismal  vow  against  "/><>////>s  and  vanities,"  always  understood  of  theatrical  >;u>w-;, 
and  hence  part  of  that  "world,  the  flesh,  and  the  devil  "  which  Christians  have  renounced. 

II. 

(Now  is  the  axe  laid  to  the  root,  p.  5 

Matt.  iii.  10.  "  Sccuris  ad  radiccm  arboris  posita  est,"  Bays  Cyprian,  quoting  the  Old  latin, 
.with  which  the  Vulgate  substantially  agrees.1  A  \  cry  diligent  biblical  Scholar  dil 

to  the  vulgar  abuse  of  this  saying,-  which  turns  upon  a  confusiou  <^'  the  a<  ti\c  verb  t  •  •  .  with  the 

neuter  verb  to  lie?  It  is  quoted  as  if  it  read,  Lay  t'nc  axe  to  the  root,  ami  is  •"  interpreted,  popu- 
larly, as  of  felling  a  tree,  an  incumbrance  or  a  nuisance.  .  .  .  Hence  it  often  makes  radical 

reformers  in  Church  and  State,  and  becomes  the  motto  of  many  a  reckless  leader  who 

been  to  teach,  not  upward  by  elevating  the  ignoble,  but  downward  by  sinking  the  elevated.  .  .  . 

There  is  something  similar  in    Latin  :  jacio  to  hurl  ;  and  to  he,  recline,  or  remain  at  i 

Beza  follows  the  Vulgate  (/>osit,i  est)  ;   but  the  original  is  1  lear,  —  mIt<u,4  />  ...    It 

1  It  h.n  ubonvM,  howtw,  invtc.i.i  of  iiie  lingular. 
•  Thft'f>nriiit,-n,  by  S.umicl  HuHfl  ClM,  D.D  .  Nr»  Y  u'k. 
*  Ni'tr,  .in  utnofdinuy  butuM,  Child*  a  ito  iv.  »t  iSo. 
4   Lcxicogr.iphct»  give  «finai»j;is.co. 
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means,  The  axe  ii  ready  ;  it  lieth  near  the  root,  in  mercy  and  in  menace.  .  .  .  The  long-suffering 

\     ■  ;•   .   .   .  waitcth,  i.e.,  for  good  fruit." 

mpare  Luke  riii.  9  :  "  It  it  bear  fruit,  well:  and  if  not,  then  after  that  thou  shalt  cut  it 

down."     Su<  h  is  the  argument  of  Cyprian,  in  view  of  the  approaching  "end  of  time." 

III. 

(General  Note.) 

1  et  mc  here  call  attention  to  the  mischievous  use  of  words  common  among  modern  Latins, 

the  best  oi  them.  Thus,  l'ellicia '  mentions  Cyprian  as  referring  his  synodical  judgment  to 

"  the  supreme  chair  of  the  Church  of  Rome."  No  need  to  say  that  his  reference  proves  nothing 

of  the  kind.  "  Supremacy,"  indeed  !  Consult  Bossuet  and  the  Gallicans  on  that  point,  even 
after  Trent.  The  case  cited  is  evidence  of  the  very  reverse.  Cyprian  and  his  Carthaginian 

colleagues  wished,  also,  the  conspicuous  co-operation  of  their  Italian  brethren;  and  so  he  writes 

to  "Cornelius,  our  colleague"  who,  "with  very  many  comprovincial  bishops,  having  held  a  council, 

concurred  in  the  same  opinion."  It  is  an  instance  of  fraternal  concurrence  on  grounds  of  entire 

equality  ;  and  Cyprian's  courteous  invitation  to  his  "colleague"  Cornelius  and  his  comprovincials 

to  co-operate,  is  a  striking  illustration  of  the  maxim,  "  Totus  apellandus  sit  orbis,  ubi  totum  orbem 

causa  spectat."  Compare  St.  Basil's  letters  to  the  Western  bishops,  in  which  he  reminds  them 
that  the  Gospel  came  to  them  from  the  East.  This  is  a  sort  oi  primacy  recognised  by  St.  Paul 

himself.2  as  it  was  afterwards,  when  Jerusalem  was  recognised  as  "the  mother  of  all  the  churches  "* 
by  a  general  council,  writing  to  Damasus,  bishop  of  Rome,  himself. 

1  I'o.ity,  etc.,  p.  416  (translation).  This  valuable  work,  translated  and  edited  by  the  Rev.  J.  C.  Bellett,  M.A.  (London,  1883),  is 
useful  as  to  medueval  usages,  and  as  supplementing  Bingham.  But  the  learned  editor  has  not  been  sufficiently  prudent  in  noting  his 

author's  perpetual  misconceptions  of  antiquity. 
*  1  Cor.  xiv.  36. 

»  Theodoret,  book  v.  cap.  ix.  a.d.  38a.    The  bishops  say  "  last  year  "  (a.d.  381),  speaking  of  the  council  in  session. 
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INTRODUCTORY  NOTICE 
TO 

CAIUS,  PRESBYTER  OP  ROME 

[a. i).  180-217.]  During  the  episcopate  of  Zephyrinus,  Caius,  one  of  his  presbyters,  acquired 
much  credit  by  his  refutation  of  Proclus,  a  Montanist.  He  became  known  as  an  eloquent  and 

erudite  doctor,  and  to  him  has  often  been  ascribed  the  Philosophumena  of  Hippolytus,  and  also 

The  Labyrinth.  He  wrote  in  Greek,  and  finally  seems  to  have  been  promoted  to  an  episcopal 

See,  possibly  among  the  Easterns.1  To  him  also  has  been  ascribed  the  celebrated  "  Muratorian 

Canon,"  which  is  therefore  given  in  this  volume,  with  other  fragments  less  dubiously  associated 
with  his  name.  He  has  been  supposed  by  some  to  have  been  a  pupil  of  Irenaeus,  but  of  this 

there  is  no  concjusive  evidence.  If  his  reputation  suffers  somewhat  from  his  supposed  rejection 

of  the  Apoi  alypse,  it  is  apologized  for  by  Wordsworth,  in  a  paragraph  that  deserves  to  be  quoted 

entire  :  "  Let  it  be  remembered  that  the  church  of  Rome  was  not  eminent  for  learning  at  that 
time.  It  was  induced,  by  fear  of  erroneous  consequences,  to  surrender  another  canonical  book, 

—  the  Epistle  to  the  Hebrews.  The  learning  of  the  Church  was  then  mainly  in  the  East  It 
was  by  the  influence  of  the  East,  in  the  West,  that  the  chun  h  of  Rome  was  enabled  to  recover 

that  epistle.  It  was  also  the  influence  of  the  Apocalyptic  churches  of  Asia  that  preserved  the 

Apocalypse  as  an  inspired  work  of  St.  John  to  the  (hurt  h  of  Rome."  By  the  deference  with 
which  the  author  of  the  Refutation  speaks  of  the  Apocalypse,  \\c  are  able,  among  other  evident 
to  decide  that  it  is  not  the  work  of  Caius. 

In  an  interesting  chapter  of  his  Hippolytus%  Bishop  Wordsworth  considers  the  possibility 
the  authorship  of  that  work  as  his,  and  disi  usses  it  with  ability  and  learning.     Nearly  all  that 

known  or  conjectured  concerning  Caius  is  there  condensed  and  elucidated.      But  I.ardr. 

a  yet  tnore  learned  chapter  to  him  ;  and  to  that  the  inquirer  is  referred,  as  a  sufficient  elucidati 

of  all  that  was  known  or  conjectured   about    him   before   the   present    century.      lb     is   quoted 

Eusebius ;  '  and  the  traveller  is  reminded,  when  he  visits  the  gor|  1  Ihurch  o(  St.  Paul  on  the 
Ostian  Road,  that  so  early  an  author  as  Caius  may  be  <  ited  as  evidence  that  it  probablj  stai 

very  near  the  spot  where  St.  Paul  fulfilled  his  prophecy,  "  I  am  now  ready  to  be  offered,  and  the 

time  of  my  departure  is  at  hand."     We  can  only  conjecture  the  time  of  his  birth  by  the  age  he 
must  have  attained  in  the  time  of  Zephyrinus ;  but  of  his  death,  the  sec  ret  is  with  the  M 
whom  he  believed,  as  we  may  trust,  until  he  fell  asleep. 

Here  follows,  from  the  Edinburgh  -cue.,  the  learned  editor's  [ntrodu<  k>r\   \  :  — 

Eu  1  in      states  that  Cains  lived  in  the  time  ̂ f  /cpln  rinus.'      lie  speaks  0!"  him   U   I   mer. 
of  the  Catholic  Church,'  and  as   being    mOSl    learned.       \ud    he    mentions   that    a    d 

1    I  he  hi  ;eniou>  ■  onjei  ture  "f  Word  worth,  w 

/ ofytus,  p.  jo,      \n. .ilit-i  ,  orjei  urn-  1-.  '  \"  11  ...1 .     For  thi  I  teamed  i 
1         ins  quotei  him  in  level  J  phv  ■ 

snii.  1.  d  "ii  the  V  >ii<  an,  uid  st    Paul  on  lh( 
■*  Hitt,  i .      .  11    i ..  \ ' 
4  >.\  ij.i  i.nf  lum    11 1  i;,i. 
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ut  in  his  time,  in  which  he  argued  with  Prcx  lus,  the  leader  of  the  Cataphrygian  her< 

ami  that  Caius  in  this  dialogue  spoke  of  only  thirteen  epistles  of  the  Apostle  Paul,  "not  counting 
tin-  i  to  the  Hebrews  with  the  rest."  ■ 

I  ebius  mentions  DO  other  work  of  Cains.  He  makes  extracts  from  a  work  against  the 

heresj  of  Artemon  in  the  fifth  hook  of  his  Ecclesiastical  History,  but  he  states  distinctly  that 

the  work  was  anonymous.  He  evidently  did  not  know  who  was  the  author.  Theodoret  and 

\  ephorus  affirm  that  the  work  from  which  Eusebius  made  these  extracts  bore  the  title  of  The 

.-..  Photius  has  the  following  notice  of  Caius:  "Read  the  work  of  Joscphus  on 
the  universe,  hearing  in  some  manuscripts  the  inscription  On  the  Cause  of  the  Universe,  and  in 

others.  ( )n  the  Substance  of  the  Universe.  .  .  .  But  I  found  that  this  treatise  is  not  the  work 

o\   fosephus,  hut  of  one  Caius  a  presbyter,  who  lived  in  Rome,  who  they  say  composed   The 
yrinth  also,  and  whose  dialogue  with  Proclus,  the  champion  of  the  Montanistic  heresy,  is  in 

circulation.  .  .  .  They  say  also  that  he  composed  another  treatise  specially  directed  against  the 

heresv  of  Artemon."  -  Photius  here  ascribes  four  works  to  Caius:  i.  On  the  Universe;  2.  The 

Labyrinth;  3.  The  Dialogue  between  himself  and  Proclus ;  4.  The  Treatise  against  the  Heresy 
\rtemon.     He  does  not  say  that  he  read  any  of  them  but  the  first.     This  treatise  is  now 

imed  to  Hippolytus.  The  information  of  Photius  in  regard  to  the  other  three,  derived  as  it  is 
from  the  statements  of  others,  cannot  be  trusted. 

NOTE   BY  THE   AMERICAN   EDITOR. 

It  is  to  be  observed  that  the  Fragment  of  Muratori  proves  that  the  Apocalypse  was  received 

in  the  church  at  Rome  in  the  times  of  Pius,  a.d.  160.  It  is  quoted  in  Hernias  freely.  Also, 

see  the   Epistle  of  Roman  clergy  to  Cyprian   (p.  303,  note  5,  supra),  about  a.d.  250.     But  the 
ment  aforesaid  is  the  earliest  direct  evidence  on  the  subject.  Note,  that  its  author  says, 

"  We  receive  the  Apocalypse,"  etc.     "Some  amongst  us  will  not  have,"  etc.  (see  p.  602,  infra). 
.  the  comprovincials  have  a  voice,  as  in  the  cases  cited  by  Hippolytus.  See  (pp.  157,  159, 

supra)  Elucidations  VI.  and  XI.  The  Bishop  of  Rome  seems,  by  this  Fragment,  to  have  re- 
ceived the  Apocalypse  of  Peter  (Eusebius,  H.  E.,  book  iii.  cap.  25),  but  it  was  thrown  out  as 

spurious  by  the  Church  nevertheless. 

1  Hist.  Eccl.,  vi.  20.  2  Cod.  48. 
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I.  —  FROM      A      DIALOGUE      OR      DISPUTATION 

AGAINST    PKOCLUS.' 

I. 

(Preserved  in  Euscbius'  Ecclcs.  Hist.,  ii.  25.) 

And  I  can  show  the  trophies  of  the  apostles.2 
For  if  you  choose  to  go  to  the  Vatican  or  to  the 
Ostian  Road, 3  you  will  find  the  trophies  of  those 
who  founded  this  church. 

11. 

(In  the  same,  iii.  28.) 

But  Cerinthus,  too,  through  revelations  writ- 
ten, as  he  would  have  us  believe,  by  a  great 

apostle,  brings  before  us  marvellous  things,  which 
he  pretends  were  shown  him  by  angels  ;  alleging 
that  after  the  resurrection  the  kingdom  of  Christ 
is  to  be  on  earth,  and  that  the  flesh4  dwelling 
in  Jerusalem  is  again  to  be  subject  to  desires 
and  pleasures.  And  being  an  enemy  to  the 
Scriptures  of  God,  wishing  to  deceive  men,  he 
says  that  there  is  to  be  a  space  of  a  thousand 
years  for  marriage  festivals. 

in. 

(In  the  same,  iii.  31.) 

And  after  this  there  were  four  prophetesses, 
daughters  of  Philip,  at  Hierapolis  in  Asia.  Their 
tomb  is  there,  and  that,  too,  of  their  father.5 

II.  — AGAINST  THB   HERESY   OK   ARTElfON.* I. 

(In  EuieUus'  Reel.  Hist.,  v.  18.) 

For  they  say  that  all  those  of  the  first  age,  and 
the  apostles  themselves,  both  received  and  taught 
those  things  which  these  rum   now  maintain  ; 

1    A  ilrft-iulcr  of  tilt-  sr.  t  of  tin-  (    Hi; 

a  So  Jerome,  in  the  I  Ipiitle  to  M 
■  lioiy  1  Inn.  h;  tlinr  .iir  the  trophi 

'   I  In-  .1  ...  .111.1  Hi.   1 
ran,  11. 1, 1. » .- 1-..1  .     The  1. 1.  1.  n.  .1.1 

biiri.il  iii. 1, ,-  of  Peter,  and  to  tin- 1  kh.ui  Road  1-  thai  ••!  Paul. 
4  [Vol.  i.  pp,    1.1;    i,   , .      l 
•   1  Ins  extract  ii  taken  from  ilir  Ditputatii 

■f  Proi  In-..  rn  by  the  citnli    1  in  I      -   lint. 
Iwo  fl  1 -in. -nix  ..1  .in  nnonymouo  » 

I  .mis.      Vrtemon  and  Ins  (oltowen  maintained  that  I  mere 
(i^iAiii')  man. 

and  that  the  truth  of  Gospel  preaching  was  pre- 
served until  the  times  of  Victor,  who  was  the 

thirteenth  bishop  in  Rome  from  Peter,  and  that 
from  his  successor  Zephyrinus  the  truth  was  fal- 

sified. And  perhaps  what  they  allege  might  be 
credible,  did  not  the  Holy  Scriptures,  in  the  first 
place,  contradict  them.  And  then,  besides,  there 
are  writings  of  certain  brethren  older  than  the 
times  of  Victor,  which  they  wrote  against  the 
heathen  in  defence  of  the  truth,  and 

the  heresies  of  their  time  :  I  mean  Justin  and  Mil- 
tiades,  and  Tatlan  and  Clement,  and  many  others, 
in  all  which  divinity  is  ascribed  to  Christ.  1  r 
who  is  ignorant  of  the  books  of  [renseus  and 
MelitOj  and  the  rest,  which  declare  Christ  to  be 
Cod  and  man?  All  the  psalms,  too,  and  h\:i 
of  brethren,  which  have  been  written  from  the 
lie-inning  by  the  faithful,  celebrate  Christ  the 
Word  of  God,  ascribing  divinity  to  Him. 
the  doctrine  of  the  Church,  then,  has  been  : 
claimed  so  many  5  ,  how  is  it  possible 
that  men  have  preached,  up  to  the  time  <<(  \ 
tor,  in  the  111. inn  t  asserted  by  these?      And 
are  they  not  ashamed  to  utter  these  calumnies 
against  Victor,  knowing  well  that  Victor  excom- 

municated   TheodotUS    the    tanner."    the    leader 
and    father   of   this    Cod-detivinc   apostasy,    • 
first  affirmed  that  Christ  was  a  mere  mar. 

if,   as    the)    allege,    Victor   entertained    the    \ 
opinions  which   their  blasphemy  teaches,  I 

should    he    ha\e   cast   oil'    [iieodotUS,  th( 
of  this  heres]  .J 

II. 

(In    I  s.  as  .ilwc.) 

I  shall,  at  any  rate,  remind  many  of  the  breth- 
ren Of  .in  alf.iu  that  took  plat  e  m  ow: 

—  an  affair  whi<  h,  had  ii  taken  pbu  e  in  S 
might,    I    think,   have    been    a   wamil 
them.       Thi  1  «  eitain  1  1  N 

*  [Sec  1  ip    » > 

N 

1 
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who  lived  not  in  distant  times,  but  in  our  own 

He  was  deluded  muc  b)  A»  lepiodotus, 

.  another  Theodotus,  s  banker.     And  these 

oth  disciples  of  rheodotus  the  tanner,  the 

who  was  <nt  oil'  from  communion  on  ac- 
,t  of  this  sentiment,  or  rather  senselessness, 

I  said,  the  bishop  of  the  time.1 
Sow  Nat  .'ins  was  persuaded  by  them  to  let 

i  hosen  '  bishop  of  this  heresy,  on  the 
lerstanding  that  he  should  receive  from  them 

a  hundred  and  fifty  denarii  a  month. 

ting  himself,  therefore,  with  them,  he  was 

on  many  occasions  admonished  by  the  Lord  in 
\      ins.     For  our  merciful  God  and  Lord  J< 

Christ    was    not    willing    that    a    witness    of    His 

own  sufferings  should  perish,  being  without  the 

But  as  ho  gave  little  heed  to  the  vis- 
i    ...  being  ensnared  by  the  dignity  of  presiding 

them,  and    by   that    sordid    lust    of  gain 
which  ruins  very  many,  he  was  at  last  scourged 

b)   h  ily  angels,  and  severely  beaten  through  a 

i.  so  that  he  rose  early  in  the  morn- 
ing, -uu\   threw  himself,   clothed   with  sackcloth 

ivered  with  ashes,  before  Zephyrinus  the 
.  with  great  haste  and   many  tears,  rolling 

neath  the  feet  not  only  of  the  clergy,  but  even 

the  laity,  and  moving  the  pity  of  the  compas- 
nate  Church  of  the  merciful  Christ  by  his 

wet       g.     And  after  trying  many  a  prayer,  and 
ie  weals  left  by  the  blows  which  he 

ive%,  he  was  at  length  with  difficulty 
rutted  to  communion. 

in. 

(In  Eusebius,  as  above.) 

The  sacred  Scriptures  they  have  boldly  falsi- 
.  and  the  canons  of  the  ancient  faith3  they 

ed,  and  Christ  they  have  ignored,  not 
tiring  what  the  sat  red  Scriptures   say,   but 

1       >ri  >usly  seeking  to  discover  what  form  of  syl- 
Jit  be  contrived  to  establish  their  im- 

\'id  should  any  one  lay  before  them  a 
1  of  divine  Scripture,  they  examine  whether 

it  will  make  a  connected  or  disjoined  form  of 
syll<  and    leaving    the    Holy    Scriptures 

oraetry,  as  men  who  are  of 

rth,  and  speak  of  the  earth,  and  are  igno- 
of  Him  who  cometh  from  above.      Euclid, 

7«oiror;  "  the  then  bishop."     Text  of  Rotith.} 
mother  reading  —  named  (jtATjA^oi)  instead  of  chos en 

or  e.r  1 1 ) . 
>>ns  arc  r<-  in  force.] 

I  men,  whose 
t   Abelard. 

•  ' '//'/.] 

•   form  hen  -  e.g.,  "If  it  is 

"  Ii  is 

I  he    »  
ilicr    rcn.!' 

.  when  connected  or  disjoined,  will  make  the  foi 

indeed,  is  laboriously  measured''  by  some  of 
them,  and  Aristotle  and  Theophrastus  are  ad- 

mired ;  and  Galen,7  forsooth,  is  perhaps  ( 

worshipped  by  some  of  them.  Lut  as  to  those 
men  who  abuse  the  arts  of  the  unbelievers  to 
establish  their  own  heretical  dextrine,  and  by 
the  craft  of  the  impious  adulterate  the  simple 

faith  of  the  divine  Scriptures,  what  need  is  there- 
to say  that  these  are  not  near  the  faith?  For  this 

reason  is  it  they  have  boldly  laid  their  hands 
upon  the  divine  Scriptures,  alleging  that  they 
have  corrected  them.  And  that  I  do  not  state 

this  against  them  falsely,  any  one  who  pleases 

may  ascertain.  Lor  if  any  one  should  choose  to 
(  olle<  I  and  compare  all  their  copies  together,  he 
would  find  many  discrepancies  among  them. 

The  copies  of  As<  lepiades,8  at  any  rate,  will  be 
found  at  variance  with  those  of  Theodotus.  And 

many  such  copies  are  to  be  had,  because  their 
disciples  were  very  zealous  in  inserting  the  cor- 

rections, as  they  call  them,  i.e.,  the  corruptions 
made  by  each  of  them.  And  again,  the  copies 
of  Hermophilus  do  not  agree  with  these  ;  and 

as  for  those  of  Apollonius,9  they  are  not  consist- 
ent even  with  themselves.  For  one  may  com- 

pare those  which  were  formerly  prepared  by 
them  '°  with  those  which  have  been  afterwards 

corrupted  with  a  special  object,  and  many  dis- 
crepancies will  be  found.  And  as  to  the  great 

audacity  implied  in  this  offence,  it  is  not  likely 
that  even  they  themselves  can  be  ignorant  of 
that.  For  either  they  do  not  believe  that  the 
divine  Scriptures  were  dictated  by  the  Holy 

Spirit,  and  are  thus  infidels ;  or  they  think  them- 
selves wi^er  than  the  Holy  Spirit,  and  what  are 

they  then  but  demoniacs?  Nor  can  they  deny 
that  the  crime  is  theirs,  when  the  copies  have 

been  written  with  their  own  hand  ;  nor"  did  they 
receive  such  copies  of  the  Scriptures  from  those 
b)  whom  they  were  first  instructed  in  the  faith, 
and  they  cannot  produce  copies  from  which 
these  were  transcribed.  And  some  of  them  did 

not  even  think  it  worth  while  to  corrupt  them  ; 

but  simply  denying  the  law  and  the  prophets  for 
the  sake  of  their  lawless  and  impious  doctrine, 

under  pretexts  of  grace,  they  sunk  down  to  the 

lowest  abyss  of  perdition.'2 

6  There  is  a  ploy  in  the  original  on  the  word  geometry. 

"  ( ralen  composed  treatises  on  the  figures  of  syllogisms,  and  on in  general.     This  is  also  a  notable  testimony,  a 

ing   from   :i   very  ancient   author,   almost  contemporary   with    Galen 
If.     And  fiom  a  great  number  of  other  writers,  as  well  as  this 

one.  it   is  evident  that   Galen   was    ranked    as  the   equal  of  Aristotle, 
Theophi  istus,  and  even  Plato      [Galen  died  circa  a.d  200.] 

"  In  Nicephorus  it  is  Asclepiodotus,  which  is  also  the  reading  of 
Rufinus. 

9  It  appears  from  Theodoret  (Haret.  Fab.,  book  ii.  ch.  v.),  as 
well  as  from  Nicephorus  and  Rufinus,  that  we  should  read  Apollotti- 
lies  for  Apollonius. 

10  There  is  another  reading  —  ty  him, 

"I  j  raph,  down  to  the  word  "  transcribed,"  is  wanting  in the  t '••  •'■■  \  Re  pus 

the  enre  and  jealousy  with  which  the  integrity  of  the 
codicel  wis  guarded.  Comp.  Uttcan.  and  Apoc.  Scriptures,  by Churton,  London,  1884.] 
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III.  — CANON    MURATOKIANUS.1 

(In  Muratori,  V.  C.Antiq.  Ital.Med.  av.,  vol.  iii.  col.  854.) 

i.  .  .  .  those  things  at  which  he  was  pres- 
ent he  placed  thus.2  The  third  book  of  the 

Gospel,  that  according  to  Luke,  the  well-known 
physician  Luke  wrote  in  his  own  name 3  in 
order  after  the  ascension  of  Christ,  and  when 
Paul  had  associated  him  with  himself4  a;  one 
studious  of  right.5  Nor  did  he  himself  see  the 
Lord  in  the  tlesh  ;  and  he,  according  as  he  was 

able  to  accomplish  it,  began6  his  narrative  with 
the  nativity  of  John.  The  fourth  Gospel  is  that 
of  John,  one  of  the  disciples.  When  his  fellow- 
disciples  and  bishops  entreated  him,  he  said, 

"  Fast  ye  now  with  me  for  the  space  of  three 
days,  and  let  us  recount  to  each  other  whatever 

may  be  revealed  to  each  of  us."  On  the  same 
night  it  was  revealed  to  Andrew,  one  of  the 
apostles,  that  John  should  narrate  all  things  in 
his  own  name  as  they  called  them  to  mind.7 
And  hence,  although  different  points8  are  taught 
us  in  the  several  books  of  the  Gospels,  there  is 
no  difference  as  regards  the  faith  of  believers, 
inasmuch  as  in  all  of  them  all  things  are  related 
under  one  imperial  Spirit,9  which  concern  the 

Lord's  nativity,  His  passion,  His  resurrection, 
His  conversation  with  His  disciples,  and  His 
twofold  advent,  —  the  first  in  the  humiliation  of 
rejection,  which  is  now  past,  and  the  second 
in  the  glory  of  royal  power,  which  is  yet  in 
the  future  What  marvel  is  it,  then,  that  John 
brings  forward  these  several  things  IO  so  con- 

stantly in  his  epistles  also,  saying  in  his  own 

person,  "  What  we  have  seen  with  our  eyes,  and 
heard  with  our  ears,  and  our  hands  have  handled, 

that  have  we  written."  "  Lor  thus  he  professes 
himself  to  be  not  only  the  eye-witness,  but  also 
the   hearer;   and  besides   that,  the   historian   of 

1  An  acephalous  fragment  on  the  canon  of  the  mi  red  St  ii|iiurcs, 
asi  nlii- 1  by  Borne  to  Caiua.    Thii  very  important  fragment 
i ip.  4  and    6,  this  series]  was  diei  overed  by  Muratori  in  the  Ambroii  tn 

Milan,  and  published  by  him  in  Ins  Antiqnilatn  ft 
in  1740.    Thii  manusi  rip]  i«  longs  to  the  11  ventb  01  1  ighth  <  entury. 
Muratori  ascribed  ii  to  Caius,  Bunsen  to  Hi  tesippus;  but  thi 
no   clue  whatever  to  the  authorship       From  internal  evidence  the 
writci  of  the  fragment  is  believed  to  bt  Ion  ■  1  1  the  lattei  li  1I1 

id  century,    Tht  fragment  haa  been  much  discussed,     For  a  full 
ml   "I   it,   see  W(   ItCOtt's  Central  Sm 

Canon  o,    t  ■'.  ■    \ ,  .••    Ttttamtnt,    •.!  ed    p    184  11  ,  and    Iri 
■1  Muratoriania  :  | .  1  K<>  Routh,  A'..'  .  i.  pp      ,1   134L 

•  The  texl  ie, "  quibus  tamen  interfuiteti 
Omits  the  "  et."     Bunsen  proposes  "  i//*  1  refei 

probably  is  to  the  statement  of  Papias    Euseb., 
in    19)  as  to  Mark's  Goapel  being  a  narrative  not  ol  what  he  hi 
witnessed,  but  ol  what  !»•  heard  from  Petei 

"'  numine  sun  ea  opinion  1  whii  t< 
M  read  "  nomine  iuo  ex  ordine  const  ripsit "  with  Westcott. 

•  Reading  "  sn  um  "  foi  "  set  undum." 
>  The  texl  gives  "quasi  m  |uris  itudiosum."  foi  which  " 

at  vtrtutii  itudiosum,"  —  "  aa  one  devoted  to  vi 
l'  is.  ,1.     Bunsen  reads  "  itincris  s,>,  mm  "     "  .is  Ins  ,  miijsim.ni  m  the nj 

•  "  [ncepit  "  for  "  im  i|xl." 
7  Or  .is  tiny  reviaed  them,  ■  ' us. 8  Prim  iita. 

*>  i'<  in,  tp,\h\  leading.    [Note  tins  tlicoiy  ol  inspiration  ] '"  Singula, 
11   1  John  i.  1. 

all  the  wondrous  facts  concerning  the  Lord  in 
their  order. 

2.  Moreover,  the  Acts  of  all  the  Apostles  arc 
comprised  by  Luke  in  one  book,  and  addressed 
to  the  most  excellent  Theophilus,  because  these 
different  events  took  place  when  he  was  present 
himself;  and  he  shows  this  dearly  —  i.e.,  that  the 
principle  on  which  he  wrote  was,  to  give  only 

what  fell  under  his  own  notice  —  by  the  omission  '- 
of  the  passion  of  Peter,  and  also  of  the  journey 
of  Paul,  when  he  went  from  the  city  —  Rome  — 
to  Spain. 

3.  As  to  the  epistles  l3  of  Paul,  again,  to  those 
who  will  understand  the  matter,  they  indicate  of 
themselves  what  they  are,  and  from  what  place 
or  with  what  object  they  were  directed.  He 
wrote  first  of  all,  and  at  considerable  length,  to 
the  Corinthians,  to  check  the  schism  of  her' 
and  then  to  the  Galatians,  to  forbid  circum- 

cision ;  and  then  to  the  Romans  on  the  rule  of 
the  Old  Testament  Scriptures,  and  also  to  show 

them  that  Christ  is  the  first  object  M  in  these  ;  — 
which  it  is  needful  for  us  to  discuss  severally,1' as 
the  blessed  Apostle  Paul,  following  the  rule  of  his 
predecessor  John,  writes  to  no  more  than  seven 
churches  by  name,  in  this  ortler  :  the  fir>t  to  the 
Corinthians,  the  second  to  the  Ephesians,  the 

third  to  the  Philippians,  the  fourth  to  the  Colos- 
sians,  the  fifth  to  the  Galatians.  the  sixth  to  the 
Thessalonians,  the  seventh  to  the  Romans. 
Moreover,  though  he  writes  twice  to  the  Cor- 

inthians and  Thessalonians  for  their  correction, 

it  is  yet  shown  —  i.e.,  by  thi-s  sevenfold  writing  — 
that  there  is  one  Church  spread  abroad  through 
the  whole  world.  Ami  John  too,  indeed,  in  the 
Apocalypse,  although  he  writes  only  to  seven 
churches,  yet  addresses  all.  He  wrote,  besi 
these,  one  to  Philemon,  and  cue  to  Titus,  and 
two  to  Timothy,  in  simple  personal  affe<  tion  and 
love  indeed  ;  but  yet  these  are  hallowed  in  the 
esteem  of  the  Catholic  <■ !hun  !  .  a  the  n 
l.itiou  of  ci  1  lesi.istit  al  discipline.    There  are 
in  <  in  illation  one  to  the  1  aodil  can's,  and  another 
to  the  Alexandrians,  forged  under  the  name 
Paul,  and  addressed  against  the  heresy  of  Mar- 
t  ion  ;    and    there    ate    also    Several    others   which 
cannot  he  ret  eived  into  the  Catholic  Church. 

it  is  net  suitable  for  gall  to  be  mingled  with  hon 

4.  The  Epistle  ol  bide,  indeed, ,(  and  hi 
longing  to   the   above  named   John        or  Ik.i: 
the  name  of  John  —  .ire  reckoned  among  the 

Catholic  ep  \ntl  the  '   V\ 
1 
1     I 

1      1    .   • 

cum,"  etc      linn 

■•  .mi  -. 

I         ! 

t  burch        I        in,  Wi 
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written  l>y  the  friends  of  Solomon  in  his  honour. 
w,  the  Ap  »calypse  of  John  and 

.  -.  /'  Peter,  though  some  amongst  us  will  not 
haw  this  latter  read  in  the  Chun  h.  The  J\istor, 

moreover,  did  Hennas  write  very  recently  in  our 
timea  in  the  I  itJ  of  Rome,  while  his  brother 

bishop  Pius  Bat  in  the  chair  of  the  Church  of 
te.  And  therefore  it  also  ought  to  be  read  ; 

but  it  cannot  be  made  public  '  in  the  Church  to 

1  Reading  "  scd  publican"  tor  "  sc  publican:."     [Vol.  ii.  p.  3. J 

the  people,  nor  placed  among  the  prophets,  as 
their  number  is  complete,  nor  among  the  apos- 

tles to  the  end  of  time.  Of  the  writing*  of  Arsi- 
nous,  called  also  Valentinus,  or  of  Miltiades,  we 
receive  nothing  at  all.  Those  are  rejected  too 
who  wrote  the  new  Book  of  Psalms  for  Marcion, 
together  with  Basilides  and  the  founder  of  the 

Asian  Cataphrygians.2 

2  [For  remarks  of  my  own  on  the  Muratorian  Canon,  see  vol. 
ii.  p.  56,  this  scats.] 

ELUCIDATIONS. 
I. 

(Psalms  and  hymns,  p.  601.) 

I  SUBJOIN  as  an  elucidation,  to  which  I  have  suffixed  references  of  my  own,  a  valuable  note  of 

the  Edinburgh  editor,'  which  is  found  on  p.  156  of  vol.  ix.  in  that  series:  "From  this  it  appears 
that  it  was  a  very  ancient  custom  in  the  Church  to  compose  hymns  and  psalms  in  honour  of 

Christ.  Pliny,  in  his  letter  to  Trajan,  also  states  that  the  Christians  were  accustomed  to  meet 

together  and  sing  hymns  to  Christ.2  Hippolytus  also  may  be  understood  to  refer  to  these  hymns 

and  psalms  towards  the  close  of  his  oration  on  the  end  of  the  world,3  where  he  says:  'Your 

mouth  I  made  to  give  glory  and  praise,  and  to  utter  psalms  and  spiritual  songs.'  A  hymn  of 
this  kind  in  honour  of  Jesus  Christ,  composed  by  Clement  of  Alexandria,  is  extant  at  the  end  of 

his  books  entided  Picdagogi."  * 

II. 

(The  Dialogue  between  himself  and  Proclus,  p.  600.) 

I  have  been  unable  to  get  a  copy  of  the  work  of  John  de  Soynes  on  Montanism,  which  possi- 
bly throws  some  light  upon  the  Dialogue  with  Proclus,  attributed  to  him  by  Photius.  It  is 

praised  by  Adolf  Harnack,  and  highly  spoken  of  by  English  critics.  It  was  a  Hulsean  prize 
essay,  published  Cambridge,  1878. 

»  The  Rev.  S.  D.  F.  Salmond,  MA. 

*  "  Soliii  esscnt  Christiani,  stato  die,  ante  lucem  convenire,  carmenque  Christo,  quasi  Deo,  dicere  tecum  invicem.      Compare 

(Greek)  Eph.  v.  19  and  Col.  iii.  16.     Lardner  gives  Pliny's  letter  entire,  vol.  vii.  p.  22. 
*  Sec.  xlvi.  p.  254,  infra. 

*  Vol.  u.  p,  295,  this  scries. 



NOVATIAN. 

[TRANSLATED  BY  THE  REV.   ROBERT  ERNEST   WALLIS.] 





INTRODUCTORY  NOTICE 
TO 

NOVATIAX.   A  ROMAN   PRESBYTER, 

[a.d.  210-280.]  When  we  reflect  upon  the  history  of  Solomon,  and  his  marvellous  contribu- 
tions to  the  sacred  canon  of  Scripture,  we  must  not  be  surprised  to  find  a  Tatian,  a  Tertullian, 

ind  a  Novatian  among  the  Fathers.  We  deplore  the  lapse  of  such  characters,  hut  after  death 
they  are  not  subject  to  human  judgment.  Let  us  cherish  the  gratitude  we  owe  to  them  fur  their 

good  works,  and  use  their  testimony  so  far  as  it  was  faithful ;  covering  their  shame  with  the  mantle 

3f  charity,  and  praying  for  grace  never  to  imitate  their  faults.  "  If  any  teacher  have  wandered 

from  the  faith,  it  is  permitted,"  says  St.  Vincent  of  Lerins,'  "by  Divine  Providence  for  our  trial, 
whether  we  love  God  or  not,  with  all  our  heart  and  with  all  our  soul." 

We  find  Novatian  apparently  exercising  jurisdiction,  sedc  vacante,  in  Rome,  with  his  co-pi 

byters,  and  as  vicar-general  (to  use  a  later  term)  corresponding  with  Cyprian.  This  was  about 
\.d.  250,  after  the  death  of  Fabian.  His  marked  abilities  and  real  services  had  fitted  him  to 

preside  thus  over  the  Roman  presbytery,  and  to  be  their  "  secretary  for  foreign  affairs."  But  he 
laboured  under  the  impediment  of  clinic  baptism,  and  had  not  an  unblemished  record,  if  we 

:redit  Kusebius,2  in  his  conduct  during  persecution. 
He  was  not  called,  therefore,  to  the  epis<  opate.  Cornelius  was  made  bishop  June  .1.  \.i'.  r;:  ; 

ind,  apparently,  disappointed  ambition  soon  bore  its  thorny  fruits.     "  Emulation  of  the  1 ;  I 

nice  is  the  mother  of  schisms,"  said  Tertullian  ;  >    even  in  that  period  when  to  be  a  bis 
>o  often  to  be  a  martyr.     And  we  find  Novatian  grasping  a  shadowy  titular  bishopric,  whii  I 

■regular  and  universally  disowned,  could  have  been  to  such  a  man  the  source  ^>\  noth 

misery.     I  say,  "  to  such  a  man,"  for,  without  hearing  fh<-  other  side,  I  cannot  accept  what 
kquestionably  supposed  to  be  fact  amid  the  ex<  itements  of  the  times.     And  Novatian  was  1 

lommon  or  a  vulgar  character.    The  arguments  of  Lardner  '  teach  us  at  least  to  be  Christians 

to  accept  the  facts,  but  "  forbear  to  judge,"  seeing,  as  that  writer  observes,  "we  have  not 

rem  lining  line  of  his  in  s-lf  defence  or  against  his  adversaries." 
Now  as  to  his  orthodoxy,  so  fir  as  In,  extant  writings  are  ( .'!).  emed,  I  think  a: 

kxious  to  make  out  a  case,  will  abide  by  the  candid    judgment  ̂ ^    bull,  who  defends   his   re; 

lion  against  Petavius.'     "  By  no  means,"  he  savs,  "should  we  tolerate  that  injustice  ̂ >(  t'     '       I 
ietau  towards  the  ancient  writers,  against  their  manifest  mind  and  purpose  :  twisting,  as  i 

does,  their  sound  and  Catholic  Sayings  into  ,1  sense  alien  and  hcretu  al." 

'The  work  upon  the    Trinity,  whi<  h  is  a  most  valuable   contribution   to   ,ur      \       ne  the- 
said    by  Cave   to   have    been  written    about    \.o.   1575   and    that  UpOD    the   Jewish    meats   seen 

1  In  Ins  Commonitory,  •  ip,  iii    p      •.  r  1   Baltimore,  <  ,;.    This  useful  edition  contain!  0\c  teal, 
note.,  by  the  late  Biihop  Whittingham  •  ■!  Maryland 

3  11  /■:..  vi. 

I  Vol,  iii,  1  ap,  17,  |v  677,  tins  » 

*  Hit  elaborate  chaptai  (xlvii.  and  the  note)  muat  bt  taad  by  all  itudanl  laml  ihc  mjun 
Mrrantageously, 

>  DtftHtio  Fid.  Xi..cn.,  Work*,  vol,  v.  p,  174. 
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during  the  Decian  persecution.     His  heresy,  such  as  it  was,  turned  upon 
riis<  ipline,  and  was  a  sin  against  <  harity,  which  is  greater  than  faith  itself.     It  violated 

.  times  seven  "  maxim  of  our  Lord,  ami  the  comprehensive  precept, M Forgive,  and  ye 
It  wounded  Christian  unity  at  a  perilous  period,  and  when  every  breach  in 

fold  was  sure  to  let  in  the  woh 

••  lie  may  have  aspired  to  the  papal  chair,"  says  a  contemporary  writer1  of  no  mean  repute, 
adding,  "to  which  he  had  the  best  claim."    Then  he  says,  "  Novatian  was  elected  anti-pope  by 

a  minority,  w\  consecrated  by  three  Italian  bishops."     Is  this  history?    What  impression  must 
tdent?     The  learned  writer  whom  I  quote  shows  clearly  enough  that  there 

"papacy"  in  primitive  times,  as  that  word  is  universally  understood.     Why,  then,  put  a 
Antiquity  so  utterly  misleading?     Neither  Novatian,  nor  his  consecrators,  nor  Cornelius, 
ii  he  rebelled,  ever  dreamed  of  anything  more  than  of  an  episcopal  chair;  venerable, 

indeed,  for  its  succession  of  pastors  from  the  times  of  SS.  Peter  and  Paul,  but  as  yet  hardly  felt  in 

I  Ihristian  brotherhood  ;  which  for  two  centuries  had  produced  many  pious  but  few  eminent 

.and  in  which  Novatian   himself  was  the  earliest  contributor  to  the  "  Latin  Christianity," 
air.  tnded  and  flourishing,  not  in  Italy,  but  in  Northern  Africa. 

following   is  the   Introductory    Notice  of  the    Edinburgh   translator,  the   Rev.  Dr. 

I  am  glad  to  observe,  is  tender  towards  our  author's  memory:  — 

The  biography  of  Novatian  belongs  to  the  ecclesiastical  history  of  the  third  century.     He 
or  is  reputed  to  have  been,  the  founder  of  a  sect  which   claimed   for  itself  the  name  of 

"Puritan"*  (i<n6ap'>').     For  a  long  time  he  was  in  determined  opposition  to  Cornelius,  bishop 
of  Rome,  in  regard  to  the  admission  of  the  lapsed  and  penitent  into  the  Church;  but  the  facts 

of  tl  tsv  and  much  of  our  information  in  regard  to  Novatian  are  to  be  got  only  from 
I  s,   the   Roman  bishop  and  his  adherents.     Accordingly,   some  have   believed  all    the 

'us   that   have   been   brought  against  him,   while  others    have   been    inclined   to  doubt 

m  all.'- It  i>  not  known  where  Novatian  was  born.     Some  have  appealed  to  Philostorgius 4  in  behalf 
of  the  opinion  that  he  was  a  Phrygian  ;  but  others  maintain  that,  supposing  this  to  be  a  statement 

of  the  historian,  it  is  a  mere  conjecture  of  his,  based  on  the  character  of  Novatian's  teaching.     It 
tared  by  Cyprian,  that  he  was  a  Stoic  before  he  passed  over  to  the  Christian  Church  ;  but 

this  also  has  been  doubted.     While  amongst  the  catechumens,  he  was  seized  by  a  violent  disease, 

attributed  to  demoniac  agency;  and,  being  near  death,  he  received  baptism.     He  was  ordained 

byter  by  Fabian,  bishop  of  Rome,  against  the  wishes  of  the  rest  of  the  clergy,  who  objected 

thereto  because  he  had  received  clinic  baptism.5     The  subsequent  circumstances  of  his  schism 
and  his  contest  with  Cornelius,  are  stated  at  length  with  no  friendly  spirit  in  a  letter  to  Antonianus 

Socrates  7  states  that  he  suffered  martyrdom ;  but  his  authority,  amid  the  silence  of 
all  others,  is  not  sufficient  to  guarantee  the  fact. 

N    •    :ian  composed  many  works.     The  following  are  extant :  — 
I.  De  TrinitaU,  formerly  attributed  by  some  to  Tertullian,  by  others  to  Cyprian;  but  now  on 

ed  to  be  the  work  of  Novatian,  to  whom  Jerome  expressly  assigns  it.8     It  was 
after  the  heresy  of  Sabellius,  which  appeared  256  a.d. 

•  Di    S.  haft",  History  if  Christian  Church,  vol.  ii.  p.  851. 
il  again  putting  a  false  face  upon  Antiquity.     Purists,  rather;   i.e.,  in  morals.] 

I  the  last  portion  of  Section  Second  of  Neander's  Church  History. 
1.  viii.  c.  15.     The  text  of  Valesius  has  Oiarov,  not  N'ovatus  or  Novatian. 

e  p.  400,  note  5,  sttfira  ] 

Ii.  p.  317.  1  >«/"•■'■     [How  could  it  be  stated  truly  and  yet  seem  friendly?    The  unfortunate  man  had  violated  discipline,  and  broken 
d  obligations  to  the  Christian  flock,  at  a  time  when  the  heathen  persecutions  made  all   such   scandals  little   less  than  mutiny 

I  m»elf.     Consult  Matt.  xviu.  7  and  Luke  xvu.  1.     Wc  owe  to  such  discipline  the  sure  canon  of  Scripture.] '  .  lib.  iv.  c   a8. 
•  Dt  1  iris  lUuttribus,  c.  7a 
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II.  Dc  Cibis  Judaicis :  at  first  also  attributed  by  some  to  Tertullian  or  Cyprian:  but  now 
.ssigned  to  Novatian  on  the  testimony  of  Jerome.     It  was  written  during  the  time  of  the  De< 

lersecution,  about  250  A.D. 

III.  Novatian  was  the  author  of  the  letter1  addressed  by  the  Roman  clergy  to  Cyprian.     So 
Cyprian  himself  states.2     Some  have  also  attributed  to  him  Ep.  xxix.  without  any  authority. 

IV.  Jerome  attributes  to  him  writings  on  Circumcision,  on  the  Sabbath,  on  the  Passover,  on 
he  Priesthood,  on  Prayer,  on  Attalus,  on  the  Present  Crisis,  and  Letters. 

The  best  editions  of  Novatian  are  by  Welchman,  Oxford,  1724;  and  by  Jackson,  London, 
728. 

1  Ep.  xxx.  p.  308,  supra.  *  Ep.  li.  5,  p.  328,  supra.     [Also,  see  Ep.  xli.  a,  p.  320,  supra.] 





A  TREATISE  OF  NOVATIAN  CONCERNING 
THE    TRINITY. 

PREFACE. 

NOVATIAN'S  treatise  concerning  the  Trinity  is 
divided  into  thirty-one  chapters.  He  first  of  all, 
from  chapter  first  to  the  eighth,  considers  those 

words  of  the  Rule  of  Truth  or  Faith,1  which  bid 
us  believe  on  ( iod  the  Father  and  Lord  Almighty, 
the  absolutely  perfect  Creator  of  all  thin 
Wherein  among  the  other  divine  attributes  he 
moreover  ascribes  to  Him,  partly  from  reason 
and  partly  from  the  Holy  Scriptures,  immensity, 
eternity,  unity,  goodness,  immutability,  immor- 

tality, spirituality ;  and  adds  that  neither  | 
sions  nor  members  can  he  attributed  to  (iod. 

and  that  these  things  are  only  asserted  of  (iod  in 

Scripture  anthropopathically.2 

CHAP.  I.   ARGUMENT. — NOVATIAN,  WTTHTHEVTEW 
OF  TR]  \il\o  OF  l  in.  IRIMI  v.  SETS  FORTH  I  Rl  IM 
THE  RULE  OF  FAITH  THAT  WE  SHOULD  FIRS]  OF 
ALL  BELIEVE  IN  GOD  THE  FATHER  AND  LORD 

OMNIPOTENT,  Till':  Alison  i  i  i  01  ND1  R  01  \i  I 
THINGS.  THE  Works  OF  CREA1  [ON  \Ri.  BEAl  - 

Tin  I  l.Y  DESCRIBED.  M  tfj'S  I  R]  i  WILL  IS  VS- 
SERTEDj  coo's  MERCY  IX  INFLICTING  PENALTY 
o\  MAN  [S  SHOWN  ;  i  in  O  iNDITION  \i  1 1  R 

Dl  \in  or  mi;  SOULS  OF  I  ill'.  RICH]  i  i  wo 
JGHTE01    I    IS    01  i  i  i:\ii\i  D. 

The  Rule  of  truth  requires  that  we  should  first 
of  all  things  believe  on  ( iod  the  Father  and  Lord 
Omnipotent  ;      tli.it      is,     the     absolutely     peile,  i 
Founder  of  .ill  things,  who  has  suspended  the 
hea\  ns  in  loii\  sublimity,  has  established  the 
earth  with  its  lower  mass,  has  diffused  the 

1   \\  ;,,.  h  »■  •  .11  ill-  i  ...  1 

diffu  •    ■  ml  iii.   i  ..! 

faith  mi  il»-   Son  of  God,  Ji         I 
i  promised  in  tin-  i  >l.l  Ten  imi  nt,  ind  |  I 
old  ind  in  .i  tli  it  He  i  ... 

htccnth  hi   i 

Minority  ..I  il»-  .  u  red  «  nun  [s  hi    ■    I 
i  I  pi  the  Son,    u 
"  i   I  hcrcsinn  I  i        I  .  iv  ninth  - 

pi  faith  in  thi    i  - I. mil  idmoni 

tin    Hi  I)  Spirit,  " ho* 

S(  riptures.     I  le  thi  u  laboui  '  with  the 
in  hi.  i  ■  pn  >  I....  K  .  ..in.  n  : 

Kplained. 

!  with   their  fluent  moisture,  and  has   distributed 
all  these  things,  both  adorned  and  supplied  with 
then-  appropriate  and  fitting  instruments, in  the  solid  vault  of  heaven  He  has  both  awak- 

ened the  light-bringing  Sunrisings  .  I  i 
up  the  white  globe  of  the  moon  in  its  monthly3 
waxings  as  a  sofue  for  the  night ;  He,  moreover, 
kindles  the  starry  rays  with  the  varied  splendours 

of  glistening  light  :  and  He  has  willed  all  t'. 
things  in  their  legitimate  tracks  to  c  in  le  die   en- 

tire compass  of  the  world,  so  a,  to  cause  days, 
months,  years,   signs,   mm\   season-,   and   bet: 
of   other    kinds    tor  the    human    race.     On    the 

earth,    moreover,    He    has    lifted    up    the    lot: 
mountains  to  a  peak,  He  has  thrown  down  val- 

leys  into   the   depths.  He   has   smoothly  levelled 
the   plains.    He   has  ordained   the   animal    herds 
usefully  for  the  various  sen  men.     He  has 
also  established  the  oak  trees  of  the  for 

the  future  benefit  of  human  uses,     lb-  has  devel- 
1  the  harvests  into    food.      1  le    h    -  ked 

the  mouths  ,>f  the  springs,  and  has  poured  them 
into  the  Mowing  rivers.     And  after  these  thii 

I  [e  should  nut  also  pro\  ide    lor  I 

ts  of  the  eyi  ■>.  He  1  led  all  things  with 
the  \  an.  urs  of  the   flowers   for  the   pi 
ure   of   the    beholders.      Even    in    the    sea    itself, 
moreover,  although  it  was  m  itself  marvel] 
both  tor  its  extent  and    its   utf 

'old  i  reatures, sometimes  ofm 
tunes  ,,i  \  ist  bodil)  size,  testifj 

"t   His  appointment  to  the  intel 
Artificer.     \\u\,  not  content  with 

pen  ham  e    th.  j    and    : 
should  seize  upon  a    fol 

"|   it-,  human   p.  ■  r,  He   h 
its  hunts  with  si  that  w I 
billow  and  die  io.w. 

its  deep  bOSOm,  it  should  retui; 
and    not    ti 

•    Its    ]i|. 

rather  b< 
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.*  d  them.     And 

laced  man  .it  the  head 

nd  man,  too,  made  in  the  image 
i  mind,  and  reason, 

and  I  ht,  that  he  might  imitate  God;  and 
aith  ie  first  elements  of  his  body  were 

l  mce  was   inspired   by  a 
lu-.n  reathing.     And  when  He 

had  igs  for  his  service,  He  willed 
,.Mild  be  free.     And  Lest,  again, 
freedom  should  fall  into  peril,  He 

laid  and,  in  which  man  was  taught 

that  thei  evil  in  the  fruit  of  the   tree; 

but  he  med  that  evil  would  arise  if 

pen  ild  exercise  his  free  will,  in 
the  of  the  law  that  was  given.      I 
on  the  one  han  1.  it  had  behoved  him  to  he  free, 

the  in.  God  should  unfittingly  be  in 
the  other,  the  law  was  to  be 

added.  I    an   unbridled   liberty  might  not 

break  contempt  of  the  Giver.     So 
that  he    might   receive   as   a  consequence   both 

-  and  a  deserved  punishment,  hav- 
au  p  iwer  that  which  he  might  choose 

to  do.   by   the   tendency  of  his  mind   in   either 
direction:  whence,  therefore,  by  envy,  mortality 

him  ;  seeing  that,  although  he 

pe  it  by  obedience,  he  rushes  into  it 
by  hii  be  Cod   under  the  influence  of 

pervers  1.     Still,  nevertheless,  God  indul- 
1  hb  punishment  by  cursing,  not 

so  much  himself,  as  his  labours  upon  earth.  And, 

moi  what  is  required  does  not  come  with- 
out man's  know  b  it  lb'  show-,  forth  man's 

hope  of  future  dis  overy  '  and  salvation  in  Christ. 
And  that  he  is  prevented  from  touching  of  the 

1  of  the  tree  of  life,  is  not  caused  by  the 
malignant  poison  of  envy,  but  lest,  living  forever 

without  Christ's  previous  pardon  of  his  sins,  he 
•uld  always  bear  about  with  him  for  his  pun- 

ishment an  immortality  of  guilt.  Nevertheless 
also,  in  higher  regions  ;  that  is,  above  even  the 
firmament  itself,  regions  which  are  not  now  dis- 
cernibl  .  He  previously  ordained 
angels,  he  piritual  powers,  He  put  in 
command  thrones  and  powers,  and  founded  many 
other  infin  f  heavens,  and  unbounded 

sq  that  this  world,  im- 
mi  .  might  almost  appear  rather  as  the 
latest,  than  the  only  work  of  corporeal  things. 
And   truly,a  what  lies  beneath  the  earth   is  not 

I   and   arranged   powers. 
whither  the  souls  of  the  just 

and  th  q,  conscious  of  the  antici- 
of  future-  judgment ;    so   that   we 

might  behold  the  overflowing  greatness  of  G 
in  all  din  i  shut  up  within  the 

bosom  of  rid,  however  capa  -  we 

1  "  Invei  •  ■  ible  emciv' 

have  said,  but  might  also  be  able  to  <  oik  t  iv( 
them  beneath  both   the   abysses  and   the   depths 
of  the  world  itself.    And  thus  considering   the 

greatness  of  the  works,  we  should  worthily  admire 
the  Artihc  er  of  such  a  structure. 

(HAP.  II.   ARGUMENT.  —  Con  IS  ABOVE  AM.  Tlliv 

HIMSELF     CONTAINING     ALL     THINGS,      IMMI.N 

ETERNAL,    TRANSCENDING    THE    MIND    OF   MAN  J 

INI.M'I  [<   IBLE  IN    DISCOURSE,  LOFTIER    THAN    ALL 

SUBLIMITY. 

And  over  all  these  things  He  Himself,  contain- 
ing  all    things,    having    nothing   vacant    beyond 

Himself,  has  left  room  for  no  superior  Cod,  such 
as    some    people    conceive.      Since,   indeed.    He 
Himself  has  included  all  things  in   the    bosom 
of  perfect   greatness   and    power,  He   is   always 
intent  upon  His  own  work,  and   pervading  all 
things,  and  moving  all   things,  and  quickening 

all  things,  and  beholding  all  things,  and  so  link- 
ing together  discordant  materials  into  the  con- 

curd  of  all   elements,  that  out  of  these   unlike 

print  iples  one  world  is  so  established  by  a  con- 
spiring union,  that  it  can  by  no  force  be  dissolved, 

save  when  He  alone  who  made  it  commands  it 

to  be   dissolved,  for  the   purpose  of  bestowing 
other  and  greater  things  upon  us.     For  we  read 
that  He  contains  all  things,  and  therefore  that 
there  could  have  been  nothing  beyond  Himself. 
Because,  since   He   has  not  any  beginning,  so 
consequently  He  is  not  conscious  of  an  ending  ; 

unless    perchance  —  and    far   from    us    be    the 
thought —  He  at  some  time  began  to  be,  and  is 
not  above  all  things,  but  as  He  began  to  be  after 

something  else,  He  would  be  beneath  that  which 
was  before  Himself,  and  would  so  be  found  to 

be  of  less  power,  in  that  He  is  designated  as 
subsequent  even  in  time  itself.     For  this  reason, 
therefore,    He    is    always    unbounded,    because 

nothing  is  greater  than  He  ;  always  eternal,  be- 
cause nothing  is  more  ancient  than  He.     For 

that  which  is  without  beginning  can  be  preceded 
by  none,  in  that  He  has  no  time.     He  is  on  that 
account  immortal,  that  He  does  not  come  to  an 

end  by  any  ending  of  His  completeness.     And 
since    everything    that   is  without   beginning   is 
without  law,  He  excludes  the  mode  of  time  by 
feeling   Himself  debtor   to    none.     Concerning 
Him,    therefore,    and    concerning   those    things 
which  are  of  Himself,  and  are  in  Him,  neither 
can   the   mind   of  man  worthily  conceive  what 
they  are,  how  great  they  are,  and  what  they  are 

like  ;    nor  docs   the   eloquence    of  human   dis- 
course   set  forth  a  power  that  approaches  the 
level  of  His  majesty.     For  to  conceive  and  to 
speak  of  His  majesty,  as  well  all  eloquence  is 
with  reason  mute,  as  all  mind  poor.     For  He  is 
greater  than  mind  itself;  nor  can  it  be  conceived 
how  great   He  is,  seeing  that,  if  He   could   be 
conceived,  He  would  be  smaller  than  the  human 
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mind  wherein  He  could  be  conceived.  He  is 

greater,  moreover,  than  all  discourse,  nor  can 
He  be  declared  ;  for  if  He  could  be  declared. 
He  would  be  less  than  human  discourse,  whereby 
being  dec  hired,  He  can  both  be  encompassed 
and  contained.  For  whatever  could  be  thought 
concerning  Him  must  be  less  than  Himself; 
and  whatever  could  be  declared  must  be  less 

than  He,  when  compared  in  respect  of  Himself. 
Moreover,  we  can  in  some  degree  be  conscious 
of  Him  in  silence,  but  we  cannot  in  discourse 
unfold  Him  as  He  is.  For  should  you  call  Him 
Light,  you  would  be  speaking  of  His  creature 

rather  than  of  Himself — you  would  not  declare 
Him  ;  or  should  yon  call  Him  Strength,  you 
would  rather  be  speaking  of  and  bringing  out 
His  power  than  speaking  of  Himself;  or  should 
you  call  Him  Majesty,  you  would  rather  be 
describing  His  honour  than  Himself.  And  why 
should  1  make  a  long  business  of  going  through 

His  attributes  one  by  one?  I  will  at  once  un- 
fold the  whole.  Whatever  in  any  respect  you 

might  declare  of  Him,  you  would  rather  be 
Unfolding  some  condition  and  power  of  His  than 
Himself.  For  what  can  you  fittingly  either  say 
or  think  concerning  Him  who  is  greater  than  all 
discourses  and  thoughts?  Except  that  in  one 
manner  —  and  how  can  we  do  this?  how  can  we 

by  possibility  conceive  how  we  may  grasp  these 

very  things? — we  shall  mentally  grasp  what  God 
is.  if  we  shall  consider  that  He  is  that  which 

cannot  be  understood  either  in  quality  or  quan- 
tity, nor,  indeed,  can  come  even  into  the  thought 

itself.  For  if  the  keenness  of  our  eyes  grows 
dull  on  looking  at  the  sun,  so  that  the  gaze, 
Overcome  by  the  brightness  of  the  rays  that 
meet    it,   cannot    look    upon    the    orb    itself,    the 

keenness  of  our  mental  perception  suffers  the 
same  thing  in  all  our  thinking  about  God,  and 
in  proportion  as  we  give  our  endeavours  more 
directl)  to  1  onsider  God,  so  much  the  more  the 
mind  itself  is  blinded  by  the  light  of  its  own 

thought.      for  —  to    repeat    once    more  —  what 
<  in  you  worthily  say  of  Him,  who  1 ,  loftier  than 

all  sublimity,  ami   higher  than  all   height,  and 
deeper  than  all  depth,  and  <  learer  than  all    light, 

and  brighter  than  all  brightness,  more  brilliant 
tli. 111  all  splendour,  Btrongi  r  than  all  stren 

more  powerful  ■  than  all  power,  and  more  mighty 
than  all  might,  and  greater  than  all  majesty,  and 
more  potent  than  all  potency,  and  richer  than 
all   riches,  more  wise    than  all  wisdom,  .\n<\  more 
benignant  than  all  kindness,  better  than  all  good 
ness,  juster  than  all  justice,  more  men  mil  than 
all  clemency?     For  all   kinds  ̂ \   virtues   must 
needs   be  less    than    Himself,   who    is    both    God 

and  Parent  of  all  virtues,  so  that  it  ma)   trul) 
be    said    that    God    is    thai,    which    1-    Such    that 

nothing  can  be  compared  to   Him.     For  He  is 
above  all  that  can  be  said.      For  1 1  1  ertain 

Mind    generating  and   filling  all   things,   which, 
without  any  beginning  or  end  of  time,  com: 
by   the    highest    and    most    perfe*  t    t  .    the 
naturally  linked  causes  of  things,  SO  as  t  *  result 
in  benefit  to  all. 

chap.  in.  ARGUMENT.  —  that  god  IS  Tin  1 1  >\ 

IK   ()K  ALL  THINGS,    THEIR    LORD     AND   PARENT, 
IS   PROVED    FROM    THE    HOLY   S    MPTI 

Him,  then,  we  acknowledge  and  know  to  be 
Cod,  the  Creator  of  all  things  -  Lord  on  ac- 

count of  His  1  lower.  Parent  on  account  of  His 

discipline — Him,   I  say,  who  ••  and  all 
things  were  made  ;  "  -  He  comma:,  led.  and  all 
things  went  forth  :  of  whom  it  is  written,  "Thou 

hast  made  all  things  in  wisdom  ;"  :  of  whom 
Mose>  sud,  ••  God  in  heaven  above,  and  in  the 

earth  beneath  ;"  •»  who,  according  to  Faiah, 
••  hath  meted  out  the  heaven  with  a  span,  the 

earth  with  the  hollow  of  His  hand  ;  "  '  "who  li 
eth  on  the  earth,  and  niaketh  it  tremble:  who 
boundeth  the  circle  of  the  earth,  and  those  that 

dwell  in  it  like  locusts;  who  hath  weighed  the 
mountains  in  a  balance, and  th< 
that  is,  by  the  sure  test  of  divine  an  ent ; 
and  lest  its  greatness,  lying  unequally,  should 
easily  fall  into  ruins  if  it  were  not  balanced  with 

equal  weights,  He  has  poised  thi  the 
earthly  miss  with  equity.  Who  says  by  the 

proph  t.  ••  I  am  God,  and  there  is  none 

me."  :      Who   says   by  the   same    prophet.  "  l',e- 
(  nisi-  1  will  not  give  my  maj  r,"  s 
that   He  may  exclude  all   heathens   .im\    he: 

with  their  figments;    proving  that   1  not 
(I'd  who  is  made  by  the  hand  of  the   workman, 

nor  that  which    is    feigned   by  the   in:  '!!•■<  t    1 
heretic.     For  he  is  not  t  iod  for  \ 
the  workman  mast  be  asked.     And  1  le  In 

hereto  bj  the  prophet.  "The  hi 
and  the  earth  is  mj  fo  itstool  :  «  ha:  will 

ye  build  ni'-.  and  where  is  the  |  ' that   I  1  ■  in.  that  1  le  whom  | 

not  i    nt  un  is  much  less  contained  in  a  temple  ; 

and   He  s  i\  ,  these  things  n>  it   ' 
I  limself,  but  i  n  oar  knowledge.     I 
not  desire  from  us  thi 

but  1  le  wishes  to  ci 'at.  r  u] 
lather,    a    r<  'bin.      And     '■  I 
moreover  to  atrj  u  I    to  gentleni 
brutish,  and  swellin  r,  and 

ity,  says,  "  Vnd  up  m  whom  shall  ni)  spirit 
rest,  sue  upon  him  that  is  lowly,  an< 

1   Vuiii or,     1  Set  Robert  ll.ill  on  FrtH.k  Athtiun.\ 

P 
•  P  >i 
' 

I   I    . 

I  Im    (tli 

»  l.i    Uvi.  i         N 
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thai  in  some 

greal  God  is, 

Spirit  given  to 
still  more  to  i  ome 

nd,  by  way  of  stirring  up 
■  !,  ••  I  am  the  Lord, 

•  .ind  created  the  darkn 

m  not  th.it  some  Nature,  — 
the  artificer  of  th 

whereby  n  ind  daj  i  on- 
•  rather,  as  is  mi  ire  true,  rec- 

ator.     And   since   by 
cannot  see   1  Iim.  we 

Him  from  the  greatness,  and  the 

.ind  the  majestj  of  His  works.     "For 
Him,"  says  the  Apostle 

m  of  the  world,  are  dearly 

under-:  those  things  which  are 

i .        ernal  power  and  godhead  ;  " human  mind.  1  hidden   th,, 

that  are  manifest,  from  the  greatness 
:s  which  it  should  behold,  might  with 

•  of  the  mind  consider  the  greatness  of 
Architect      Of  whom   the  same   apo&le, 

"Now     .    to  the    King  eternal,  immortal,  invisi- 

ly  God,  be  honour  and  glory."  (     For 
li  ne  beyond  the  contemplation  of  the 

reatness  of  thought. 

lid,  "•  i>(  Him,  and  through    Him, 
in  II    n  are  all  things."        For  all  tilings  are 

by  His  they  are  of  Him;  and 
bj  His  wi  ing  through  Him; 

'.   all    things  return   to   His  judgment;   as   in 
I  liberty  when  corruption  shall  be 
y  appear  to  be  recalled  to  Him. 

CH\  '  — MOREOVER,  ]\V.  is  GOOD, 
■  !i',    [MMUTABLE,    ONE  AND   ONLY, 

\    NAME   CAN    \:  VER    BE 

HE    IS    INI  ORRUPTIBLE   AND  I.M- 

Him  alone  the  Lord  rightly  declares  good,  of 
le    whole    world    is   witness ; 

I   not  have  ordained  if 

'd.      For  if  "  everything  was 
fitly,  and  reasonably,  both 

i  were  ordained  have  prov  d 
m   is  good,  and  th 

which  are  the  work  of  a  good  Ordai 
ther  thai  ;   wherefore  every 

•  .    rture  i  1.     For  it  <  innot 
'    that    He  I    be  the   originator  or 

■  \  work,  who  claims  to   Him- 

the  Perfe<  t."  both  Parent  and 
illy  when   He  is  the  avenger  and 

l*Yt.    I. 

4 

•  Gen. 

xlv.  7.     [A  lesson  to  our  age. 
bo  that  ihey  arc  without  excuse."] 

judge   of  every  evil  work;  because,  moreover, 
evil  does  not  occur  to  man  from  any  otlu  i 
than   by   his   departure    from    tl.  I    God. 
Moreover,  this   very   thing  is  specified   in   man, 
not    because   it  was  necessary,  but  i  he 
himself  so  willed  it.  Whence  it  manifestly  ap- 

peared also  what  \\ase\il  ;  and  lest  there  should 
seem  to  be  uny  in  God,  it  was  evident  whence 
evil  had  arisen,  lie,  then,  is  always  like  to 

Himself;  nor  doe-  lb-  ever  turn  or  change 
Himself  into  any  forms,  lest  by  change  He 
should  appear  to  be  mortal.  For  the  change 
implied  in  turning  from  one  thing  to  another  is 
comprehended  as  a  portion  of  a  certain  death. 
Thus  there  is  never  in  Him  any  accession  or 
increase  of  any  part  or  honour,  lest  anything 

to  have  ever  been  wanting  to  His 
perfection,  nor  is  any  loss  sustained  in  Him.  lest 
a  degree  of  mortality  should  appear  to  have  been 

by  Him.  But  what  He  is.  He  always 
is;  and  who  He  is.  He  is  always  Himself;  and 
what  character  He  has,  He  always  has.7  For 
increasing  argues  beginning,  as  well  as  losses 
prove  death  and  perishing.  And  therefore  He 

says,  "  I  am  God,  I  change  not ;  "8  in  that,  what 
is  not  born  cannot  suffer  change,  holding  His 
condition  always.  For  whatever  it  be  in  Him 
which  constitutes  Divinity,  must  necessarily  exist 
always,  maintaining  itself  by  its  own  powers,  so 
that  He  should  always  be  God.  And  thus  He 

says,  '"  I  am  that  I  am."9  For  what  He  is  has 
this  name,  because  it  always  maintains  the  same 
quality  of  Himself.  For  change  takes  away  the 

force  of  that  name  "That  I  Am  ;  "  for  whatever, 
at  any  time,  is  changed,  is  shown  to  be  mortal  in 
that  very  particular  which  is  changed.  For  it 
ceases  to  be  that  which  it  had  been,  and  con- 

tently  begins    to  be  what    it  was  not;    and 
fore,    reasonably,   there    remains    always  in 

(led    His  position,  in  that  without  any  loss  aris- 
from  change,  He  is  always  like  and  equal 

to  Himself.  And  what  is  not  born  cannot  be 

(hanged  :  for  only  those  things  undergo  change 
which  are  made,  or  which  are  begotten  ;  in  that 
those  things  which  had  not  been  at  one  time, 
learn  to  be  by  coming  into  being,  and  therefore 
to  suffer  change  by  being  born.  Moreover,  those 
things  which  neither  have  nativity  nor  maker, 
have  excluded  from  themselves  the  capacity  of 

change,  not  having  a  beginning  wherein  is  cause 
of  change.  And  thus  He  is  declared  to  be  one, 
having  no  equal.  For  whatever  can  be  God, 
must  as  God  be  of  necessity  the  Highest.  But 
whatever  is  the  Highest,  must  certainly  be  the 
1 1  Jiest  in  such  sense  as  to  be  without  any  equal. 
And  thus  that  must  needs  be  alone  and  one  on 

7  In  other  words,  God  is  always  the  same  in  essence,  in  person- .ilnv,  and  in  attributes. 
IaL  ni.  6. 

9  Ex.  iii.  14.     [The  ineffable  name  of  the  Self- Existent.] 
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which  nothing  can  be  conferred,  having  no  pi 
because  there  cannot  be  two  infinites,  as  the 

very  nature  of  things  dictates.  And  that  is  infi- 
nite which  neither  lias  any  sort  of  beginning  nor 

end.  For  whatever  has  occupied  the  whole 

excludes  the  beginning  of  another,  because  if 
He  does  not  contain  all  which  is,  whatever  it  is 

—  seeing  that  what  is  found  in  that  wherebj  it 
is  contained  is  found  to  be  less  than  that  whereby 

it  is  contained  —  He  will  cease  to  be  God  ;  be- 

ing reduced  into  the  power  of  another,  in  whose 
greatness  He,  being  smaller,  shall  have  been 
included.  And  therefore  what  contained  Him 

would  then  rather  claim  to  be  God.  Whence  it 

results  that  God's  own  name  also  cannot  he 
declared,  because  He  cannot  be  conceived. 

For  that  is  contained  in  a  name  which  is,  in  any 

way,  comprehended  from  the  condition  of  His 
nature.  For  the  name  is  the  signification  of  that 

thing  which  could  be  comprehended  from  a 
name.  But  when  that  which  is  treated  of  is 

such  that  it  cannot  be  worthily  gathered  into 

one  form  by  the  very  understanding  itself,  how- 
shall  it  he  set  forth  fittingly  in  the  one  word  of 

an  appellation,  seeing  that  as  it  is  beyond  the 

intellect,  it  must  also  of  necessity  be  above  the 

significance  of  the  appellation?  As  with  reason 

when  He  applies  and  prefers  from  certain  rea- 
sons and  occasions  His  name  of  God,  we  know 

that  it  is  ii'. t  SO  much  the  legitimate  propriety  of 

the  appellation  that  is  set  forth,  as  a  certain  sig- 
nificancy  determined  for  it.  to  which,  while  men 

betake  themselves,  they  seem  to  be  able  thei 

obtain  God's  mercy.  He  is  therefore  also 
both  immortal  and  incorruptible,  neither  <  "ii 
scions  of  any  kind  of  loss  nor  ending.  For 

because  He  is  incorruptible,  He  is  therefore 

immortal;  and  because  He  is  immortal,  He  is 

certainly  also  incorruptible,  —  each  being  in- 
volved by  turns  in  the  other,  with  itself  and  in 

itself,  by  a  mutual  connection,  and  prolonged 
by  a  vicarious  concatenation  to  the   ,  ondition  of 

mity  ;  immortality  arising  from  incorruption, 
as  well  as  in<  orruption  coming  from  immortality. 

CHAP.  v.  ARGUMENT.  —  IK  WE  REGARD  THE 

ANGER,  AND  INDIGNATION,  \M>  HATRED  OF  GOD 

DESCRIBED  IN  Mil  SA<  Rl  D  PAGES,  Wl  Mi  -r  Rl  ■ 
MEMBER  l  ll\  l  l  in  N  \ki.  v  IT  I"  Bl  UNDER  ["OOD 
AS  BEARING    1  III    I  11  \U\<   1  1  K  OF    HUMAN  VICI    , 

Moreover,  if  we  read  of  1  Ii--  wrath,  ami 
sider  certain   descriptions   of   His  indignation, 
ami  learn  that    hatred  is  asserted  of  linn,  \et 
we  arc  not  to  understand   these  to  be  asserted  of 

Him  in  I  lie  sense  in  which  the)  are  human  \  h  es. 

For  all  these  things,  although  thej  may  corrupt 
man,  cannot   at   all  corrupt  the  divine   power. 

hoi  such  passions  as  these  will  rightly  be  said  to 
be  in  men,  and  will  not  rightly  be  judged   to   be 

in  God.     For  man  may  1  ipted  by  t!. 

things,  because  he  can  be  corrupt 
not  be  corrupted  by  them,  be<  II     cannot 
be  corrupted.    These  thin.  oth,  have  their 

force  which  the}'  may  exercise,  but  only  where  a 
material  capable  of  impression  1  1  them, 

not  where  a  substance  that  it  be  in., 

precedes   them.      For   that   God    i 
from  no  vice   in    Him.     but   He    i-  so    lor 

advantage;  for  He  is  merciful  even  then  when 

He   threatens,  because   by  these  threats  men  arc- 
recalled  to  rectitude.      For  fear  is  nc<  essarj 
those  who  want  the  motive  to  a  virtuous  life,  that 

they  who   have   forsaken   reason   may  at  least   be 

moved    b)     terror.     And    thus   all    those,   cither 
angers  of  God  or  hatreds,  or  whatever  they  are 

of  this  kind,  being  displayed  for  our  medicine, — 
as   the  case  teaches,  —  have  arisen  of  wisdom, 
not  from  vice,  nor  1  in  thej  originate  from  frail 

wherefore  also  they  cannot  avail  for  the  corrup- 
tion  of  God.     For  the  diversity  in    us  of  the 

materials  of  which  we  consist,  is  med   to 

arouse   the   discord  of  anger  which  < 

but   this,  whether  of  nature   or  of  defe<  '..  <  annot 

subsist  in  God,  seeing  that  He  is  known  to 
constructed  assure'  lly  of  n  od- 

ilyparts.  For  He  is  simple  ind  without  any  cor- 
poreal commixture,  being  wholly  of  tl 

which,  whatever  it  be,  -  lb-  a)  •  km  'As, — 
constitutes  His  being,  since  He  is  .  ailed  Spirit. 
And  thus  those  things  which  in  men  are  fault)  and 

corrupting,  since  they  arise  from  the  corruptibil- 
ity of  the  body,  and  matter  itself,  in  <  .not 

exert  the  for<  e  of  corruptibilit)  as  we  h 

said,  they  have  (  ome,  not  -I  vice,  bul 

c  11  \\\  VI.    ..'  .  —  wi'     i 
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and  that  the  law  is  spiritual 

,lv)  not  within  these  lineaments  <>!'  our 
bod  my  mode  or  figure  of  the  divine 

thai  chanu  ter  of  unbounded 

gnitude  (so  to  speak)  over  its  plains  without 
•  it  is  written.  "  If  I  shall  ascend 

into  heaven,  rhou  art  there ;  if  I  shall  descend 

into  hell,  Hiou  art  there  also  ;  and  if  I  shall  take 

nn  wings,  and  go  away  across  the  sea,  there  Thy 
hand  shall  lay  hold  of  me,  and  Thy  right  hand 

shall  ln>ld  me."-  For  we  recognise  the  plan  of 
the  divine  St  ripture  according  to  the  proportion 
of  its  arrangement.  For  the  prophet  then  was 
still  speak:  t  Cod  in  parables  according 
to  the  period  of  the  faith,  not  as  Cod  was,  but 

as  the  people  were  able  to  receive  Him.  And 
thus,  that  such  things  as  these  should  be  said 
about  God,  must  be  imputed  not  to  Cod,  but 

rather  to  the  people.  Thus  the  people  are  per- 
mitted to  ere<  t  a  tabernacle,  and  yet  Cod  is  not 

contained  within  the  enclosure  of  a  tabernacle. 

Thus  a  temple  is  reared,  and  yet  Cod  is  not  at 
all  bounded  within  the  restraints  of  a  temple. 
It  is  not  therefore  God  who  is  limited,  but  the 

perception  of  the  people  is  limited  ;  nor  is  Cod 
straitened,  but  the  understanding  of  the  reason 
of  the  people  is  held  to  be  straitened.  Finally, 

in  the  Gospel  the  Lord  said,  "The  hour  shall 
come  when  neither  in  this  mountain  nor  in  Jeru- 

m  shall  ye  worship  the  Father;"3  and  gave 
the  reas  5  ing,  "  Cod  is  a  Spirit ;  and  those 
therefore  who  worship,  must  worship  in  spirit  and 

in  truth."'  Thus  the  divine  agencies  are  there5 
exhibited  by  means  of  members  ;  it  is  not  the 
appearance  of  Cod  nor  the  bodily  lineaments 
that  are  d<  scribed.  For  when  the  eyes  are  spoken 
of,  it  is  implied  that  He  sees  all  things;  and 
when  the  ear.  it  is  set  forth  that  He  hears  all 

things  ;  and  when  the  finger,  a  certain  energy 
of  His  will  is  opened  up  ;  and  when  the  nostrils. 

His  recognition  of  prayers  is  shown  forth  as  of 
1  when  the  hand,  it  is  proved  that 

H      is  1  :hor  of  every  creature;  and  when 
arm.  it  is  announced  that  no  nature  can  with- 

f  His  arm  ;  and  when  the  feet, 

it  is  unfolded  that  He  fills  all  things,  and  that 
there  is  not  any  place  where  Cod  is  not.  For 
neither  members  nor  the  offices  of  members  are 

needful  to  ]l\m  to  whose  sole  judgment,  even 
unexpn  .1  things  serve  and  are  present. 
For  why  should  He  require  eyes  who  is  Himself 
the  light?  or  why  should  He  ask  for  feet  who  is 
everywl  t  why  should  He  wish  to  go  when 
there  is  nowhere  where  He  can  go  beyond  Him- 

r  why  should  He  seek  for  hands  whose 
will  n  when  silent,  the  architect   for  the 

1  7  Chron.  nix.  16. 
'    8,  9,  io. 
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foundation  of  all  things?     He  needs  n  who 
knows  the  wills  that  are  even  unexpressed  ;  or 
for  what   reason  should  He  need  a  tongue  whose 
thought  is  a  command?  These  members  assur- 

edly were  necessary  to  men,  but  not  to  Cod, 

because  man's  design  would  be  ineffectual  if  the 
body  did  not  fulfil  the  thought.  Moreover,  they 
are  not  needful  to  Cod,  whose  will  the  works 

attend  not  so  much  without  any  effort,  as  that 
the  works  themselves  proceed  simultaneously 
with  the  will.  Moreover,  He  Himself  is  all  eye, 

because  He  all  sees;  and  all  ear,  because  He- 
all  hears;  and  all  hand,  because  He  all  works; 
and  all  foot,  because  He  all  is  everywhere.  For 
He  is  the  same,  whatever  it  is.  He  is  all  equal, 

and  all  everywhere.  For  He  has  not  in  Him 
any  diversity  in  Himself,  being  simple.  For 

those  are  the  things  which  are  reduced  to  diver- 
sity of  members,  which  arise  from  birth  and  go 

to  dissolution.  Hut  things  which  are  not  concrete 

cannot  be  conscious  of  these  things/'  And  what 
is  immortal,  whatever  it  is,  that  very  thing  is  one 
and  simple,  and  for  ever.  And  thus  because  it 
is  one  it  cannot  be  dissolved ;  since  whatever  is 
that  very  thing  which  is  placed  beyond  the  claim 
of  dissolution,  it  is  freed  from  the  laws  of  death. 

CHAP.  VII.  ARGUMENT.  —  MOREOVER,  THAT  WHF.X 
GOD  IS  CALLED  A  SPIRIT,  BRIGHTNESS,  AND 

LIGHT,  GOD  IS  NOT  SUFFICIENTLY  EXPRESSED 
BY   THOSE    APPELLATIONS. 

But  when  the  Ford  says  that  Cod  is  a  Spirit,  I 
think  that  Christ  spoke  thus  of  the  Father,  as 

wishing  that  something  still  more  should  be  un- 
derstood than  merely  that  God  is  a  Spirit.  For 

although,  in  His  Gospel,  He  is  reasoning  for  the 

purpose  of  giving  to  men  an  increase  of  intelli- 
gence, nevertheless  He  Himself  speaks  to  men 

concerning  God,  in  such  a  way  as  they  can  as 
yet  hear  and  receive  ;  although,  as  we  have  said, 
He  is  now  endeavouring  to  give  to  His  hearers 
religious  additions  to  their  knowledge  of  God. 
For  we  find  it  to  be  written  that  God  is  called 

Love,  and  yet  from  this  the  substance  of  God  is 
not  declared  to  be  Love ;  and  that  He  is  called 

Light,  while  in  this  is  not  the  substance  of  God. 
But  the  whole  that  is  thus  said  of  God  is  as  much 

as  can  be  said,  so  that  reasonably  also,  when  He 

is  called  a  Spirit,  it  is  not  all  that  He  is  which  is 

so  called  ;  but  so  that,  while  men's  mind  by  un- 
derstanding makes  progress  even  to  the  Spirit 

itself,  being  already  changed  in  spirit,  it  may 
conjecture  God  to  be  something  even  greater 

through  the  Spirit.  For  that  which  is,  accord- 
ing to  what  it  is,  can  neither  be  declared  by 

human  discourse,  nor  received  by  human  ears, 
nor  gathered  by  human  perceptions.  For  if 

"  the  things  which  God  hath  prepared  for  them 

6  That  is  to  say,  "  of  birth  and  dissolution."     [He  is  the  Now.] 
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that  love  Him,  neither  eye  hath  seen,  nor  ear 
hath  heard,  nor  the  heart  of  man,  nor  even  his 

mind  has  perceived;"1  what  and  how  great  is 
He  Himself  who  promises  these  things,  in  under- 

standing which  both  the  mind  and  nature  of  man 
have  failed  !  finally,  if  you  receive  the  Spirit 
as  the  substance  of  God,  you  will  make  God  a 
creature.  For  every  spirit  is  a  creature.  And 
therefore,  then,  God  will  he  made.  In  which 
manner  also,  if,  according  to  Moses,  you  should 
receive  God  to  be  fire,  in  saving  that  Me  is  a 
creature,  you  will  have  declared  what  is  ordained, 
you  will  not  have  taught  who  is  its  ordainer. 
But  these  things  are  rather  used  as  figures  than 
as  being  so  in  fact.  For  as,  in  the  Old  Testa- 

ment,2 God  is  for  this  reason  called  Fire,  that 
fear  may  be  struck  into  the  hearts  of  a  sinful 
people,  by  suggesting  to  them  a  Judge  ;  so  in  the 
New  Testament  He  is  announced  as  Spirit,  that, 
as  the  Renewer  and  Creator  of  those  who  are 

dead  in  their  sins,  He  may  be  attested  by  this 
goodness  of  mercy  granted  to  those  that  believe. 

CHAP.  VIII.  ARGUMENT.  —  IT  IS  THIS  GOD,  THERE- 
FORE, THAT  THE  CHURCH  HAS  KNOWN  AND 

adores;  AND  TO  HIM  THE  reSTIMONY  OF 
THINGS  AS  WELL  VISIBLE  AS  [NVISIBLE  ES  GIV1  \. 

BOTH  \r  ALL  TIMES  AND  IN  ALL  FORMS,  BY 
THE  NATURE  WHICH  HIS  PROVIDENCE  RUL1  S 
AND    GOVERNS. 

This  God,  then,  setting  aside  the  fables  ami 

figments  of  heretii  s,  tin-  (  hur<  h  knows  and  wor 
ships,  to  whom  the  universal  and  entire  nature 
of  things  as  well  visible  as  invisible  gives  wit- 

ness ;  whom  angels  adore,  stars  wonder  at,  seas 
bless,  lands  revere,  and  all  things  under  the 
earth  look  up  to;  whom  the  whole  mind  of  man 
is  conscious  of,  even  if  it  does  not  express  itself; 
at  whose  command  all  things  are  set  111  motion, 
springs  .nu^h  forth,  rivers  flow,  waves  arise,  all 

tures  bring  forth  their  young,  winds  are 
compelled  to  blow,  showers  descend,  seas  are 
stirred  up,  all  things  everywhere  diffuse  their 
fruitfulness.  Who  ordained,  pe<  uli.ir  to  the 
protoplasts    of  eternal     life,    a    certain    beautiful 
paradise  in  the  east;  He  planted  the  tree  ol 
hi-,  and  similarly  placed  near  it  another  tree 
oi  1  he  knowledge  of  good  and  evil,  gave  a  com- 

mand, and  dei  reed  1  judgment  against  sin  ;  1 1 
preserved  the  mosl  righteous  Noe  from  the 
perils  of  the  deluge,  for  the  meril  of  His  inno 
<  i  iw  e  and  faith  ;  1  te  translated  I  !no<  h  :  I  [e 
elec  ted  Abraham  into  the  so<  iet)  of  his  friend- 

ship; He  protected  Isaac  :   He  increased  Jao 
He    gave    Moses  lor  a    leader    unto    the    people  J 
He    delivered     the    groaning    children    ol    1  .i.i    1 
from  the  yoke  of  slavery;  He  wrote  the  law; 

1   i  ('<>r.  ii    9. 

■  [I  \  in  j.    Not  consuming,    H«b,  til,    i, "  Mumming."] 

He  brought  the  offspring  of  our  father-,  into  the 
land  of  promise;  He  instructed  the  prop 
by  His  Spirit,  and  by  all  of  them  He  pi 
His  Son  Christ;  and  at  the  time  at  which  He- 
had  covenanted  that  He  would  give  Him,  He- 
sent  Him,  and  through  Him  He  desired  to  1  ome 
into  our  knowledge,  and  shed  forth  U]  the 
liberal   stores   of  His    mercy,  by  conferril 
abundant  Spirit  on  the  poor  and  abject     And, 
because    He  of  His  own  free-will  is  both  lil 
and    kind,   lest    the   whole    of  this  .    being 
turivd  away  from  the  Streams  of  Hi- 
should  wither,  He  willed  th  :  .  rid- 

ers of  our  family,  to  be  senl  bj  His  Son  into  the 
whole  world,  that  the  condition  of  the  human 
race  might  be  const  ious  of  its  Founder;  and.  if 
it  should  choose  to  follow  Him.  might  have  (  >ne 
whom  even  in  its  supplications   it  might  now 

her   instead  of  God.3     And    His   pro. 
has  had  or  has  its  course  among  men.  not  only 
individually,  but  also  among  cities   th<  1 
and  states   whose    destructions    have    been    an- 

nounced by  the  words  of  prophets;  yea, 
through    the   whole    world    itself;    whos 
who^e    miseries,  and  wastingS,  and  suffei 

account   Of  unbelief  He   has  allotted.      Am'. 
moreover    anyone    should    think    that   such  an 
indei  le  providence  of  God  does  not  reach 

to  even  the  very  least  things,  "0 
rows."  says  the  Lord,  •"shall  not  fall  without  the 
will  of  the   Father;  but  even  the  very  hairs 

your   head  are  all   numbered. "  ■»      And    1! 
ami  providence  did  not  permit  even  the  clothes 
of  the  Israelites  to  be  worn  out,  nor  even  the 
vilest    shoes    on    their    feet     to    he    w  tsted  j    nor, 

moreover,  finally,  the  \.  i\  garments  of  the  • 
tive  young  mi  n  to  be  burnt      \nd  th 
without   reason;  for  it   He  embraces  all  th. 
and  contains  all  things,   --and  all  things, and 
whole,   coi  indh  iduals,  —  11  w.ll 
consequentl)   extend  even   to  i  indivi 

thing,   sim  e     His    pro\  idem      •  I     the 
whol-.  whatever  it  is.     1  leni  e  it  is  that  1 1 

sitteth  abo\  herubim  ;  that  is,  1 ' 
over  the  \  if  His  works,  the 

-  which  hold  the  <  ontrol  over  tl 

subjei  ted     to     1  [is    throne  '.  i    a    ■  :\    I 

being  throw  n  over  all  things  ;  that  i 
i  n  covering  all  things,  whi<  h  at  I 
ol  (  iod    had  been    i         lidated    ini 
mem    from  the  fluent    material 

that  the  strong  hardni  ss  tl 

of  the   waters   that    <  •■•■  red  th. 

t     V 

■ 
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the  weight  of  the 

;tab- 
;.     And,  moreover,  wheels  lie 

-that  —whereby 
all  the  members  of  the  "world  are  always  being 

;  such  feet  being  added  by  which 
js  do  not  stand  still  for  ever,  but  pass 
\nd.  moreover,  throughout  all  their 

Inn  are  studded  with  (  r  the  works 
must    be   contemplated   with  an  ever 

1    inspe<  don  :    in   the   heart  of   which 
a  fire  of  embers  is  in  the  midst,  either 

world  of  ours  is  hastening  to  the 
v  of  judgment  :  or  because  all  the  works 
I  are   fiery,  and   are  not  darksome,  but 

( >r.   moreover,  lest,   because    those 
things  had  arisen  from  earthly  beginnings,  they 

ild  naturally  be  inactive,  from  the  rigidity  of 
.  the  hot  nature  of  an  interior  spirit 
to  all  things ;  and  that  this  nature 

•  d  with  the  cold  bodies  might  minister2 
tbr  the  purpose  of  life  equal  measures  for  all.3 

berefore,    according  to  David,  is  God's 
••  I'  tr  the  ( hariot  of  God,"  says  he, 

multiplied  ten  thousand  times;"4  that  is,  it 
innumerable,  infinite,  immense.       For,  under 

the   yoke  of  the   natural   law  given  to  ail  things, 
ne  things   are   restrained,  as   if  withheld   by 

reins;    others,    as    if  stimulated,   are  urged    on 
1  reins.     For  the  world,5 which  is  that 
God  with  all  things,  both  the  ang<  Is 
and  the  stars  guide  ;  and  their  move- 

its,  although  various,   yet  bound  by  certain 
Jaw  atch  them  guiding  by  the  bounds  of  a 
tim  ribed  to  themselves ;   so  that  rightly 
we  re   now  disposed  to  exclaim  with  the 

i  he   admires   both   the  Architect  and 

1 1  ̂       rks:  "Oh  the  depth  of  the  riches  of  the 
.  and  knowledge  of  God !  how  inscruta- 
His  judgments,  and  His  ways  past  find- 

Lt  !"     And  the  rest.6 

P.   l\.      ARGUMENT. —  FURTHER,   that    THE 

I  k>    1  H    I  1  VCHES  US  TO    Bl  I. II  VE, 
I  Hi:   FATHER,   ILSO    IN   THE   SON    <>f 

IIKIST  OUR   LORD   GOD,  BEING   THE   SAME 

PROMISED    IN"    THE  OLD  TESTAMENT, 
AND  HANI!  ESTED  IN   nil    V 

ie  rule  of  truth  teaches  us  to  believe, 
ither,  also  on  the  Son  of  Cod.  Christ 

d  our  Cod.  but  the  Son  of  God- 
id  who  is  both  one  and  alone,  to  wit 

I,"  or  otherwise  "  lucent." 
raret  "  seems  to  be  preferable  to  "  monstrarct." 

theory,  in  this  chapter, 
"  which  ai  ||  that 

nd  which  harmonizes 
Ibe  :c<l  natures.     Kev.  v.  ii,  w.l ..  :8. 

■  crse  is  here  intended,  as   in    Milton,  "  this  pendent Lcit,  book  ii.  1052.] 

. ..  tt  also  the  test  cf  the  text "  is  our  author's ■inn.cnt. 

the  Founder  of  all  things,  as  already  h 
expressed  above.     For  this  Jesus  Christ,  1  will 
once  more  say,  the  Son  of  this  Cod.  we  read  of 
as  having  been  promised  in  the  Old  T<  1  nent, 
and  we  observe  to  be  manifested  in  the  New, 
fulfilling  the  shadows  and  figures  of  all  the  sat  ra- 
ments,  with  the  presence  of  the  truth  embodied. 

For  as  well  the  ancient   prophet  S   the   Cos- 
pels  testify  Him  to  be  the  son  of  Abraham  and 
the  son  of  David.  Genesis  it-elf  anticipa 

Him,  when  it  says:  "To  thee  will  I  give  it,  and 
to  thy  seed."7  He  is  spoken  of  when  it  shows 
how  a  man  wrestled  with  Jacob;  He  too,  when 

tys :  'There  shall  not  fail  a  prince  from 
Judah,  nor  a  leader  from  between  his  thighs, 
until  He  shall  come  to  whom  it  has  been  prom- 

ised ;  and  He  shall  be  the  expectation  of  the 

nations."8  He  is  spoken  of  by  Moses  when  he 
says  :  "  Provide  another  whom  thou  mayest  send."' 
He  is  again  spoken  of  by  the  same,  when  he 

testifies,  saying:  "A  Prophet  will  God  raise  up 
to  you  from  your  brethren  ;  listen  to  Him  as  if 
to  me."  IO  It  is  He.  too,  that  he  speaks  of  when 
he  says :  "  Ye  shall  see  your  life  hanging  in 
doubt  night  and  day.  and  ye  shall  not  believe 
Him.""  Him,  too,  Isaiah  alludes  to:  "There 
shall  go  forth  a  rod  from  the  root  of  Jesse,  and 

a  flower  shall  grow  up  from  his  root."  ,2  The 
same  also  when  he  says  :  "  Behold,  a  virgin  shall 
conceive,  and  bear  a  son."  '3  Him  he  refers  to 
when  he  enumerates  the  healings  that  were  to 

proceed  from  Him,  saving:  "Then  shall  the 
eyes  of  the  blind  be  opened,  and  the  ears  of  the 
deaf  shall  hear  :  then  shall  the  lame  man  leap  as 
an  hart,  and  the  tongue  of  the  dumb  shall  be 

(  loquent."  I4  Him  also,  when  he  sets  forth  the 
virtue  of  patience,  saying  :  "  His  voice  shall  not 
be  heard  in  the  streets;  a  bruised  reed  shall  He 
not  destroy,  and  the  smoking  flax  shall  He  not 

quench."1*  Him,  too,  when  he  described  His 
Co-pel  :  "And  I  will  ordain  for  you  an  everlast- 

ing covenant,  even  the  sure  mercies  of  David."  l6 
Him,  too,  when  he  foretells  that  the  nations 

should  believe  on  Him  :  "  Behold.  I  have  given 
Him  for  a  Chief  and  a  Commander  to  the 
nations.  Nations  that  knew  not  Thee  shall  call 

upon  Thee,  and  peoples  that  knew  Thee  not 
shall  flee  unto  Thee."  '7  It  is  the  same  that  he 
refers  to  when,  concerning  His  passion,  he  ex- 

claims, saying :  "  As  a  sheep  He  is  led  to  the 
slaughter ;  and  as  a  lamb  before  his  shean 
dumb,  so  He  opened  not  His  mouth  in   His 

Gen.  xvii.  8. 
( Jen.  xlix.  10. Ex.  iv.  i j. 

Pcut.  xvtii.  15. 
Dcut.  xxviii.  66. 

Isa.  xi.  1. Isa.  vii.  13. 

Isa.  xxxv.  3-6. Isa.  xlii.  2,  3. 

Isa.  lv.  3. Isa.  lv.  4,  5. 
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humility."  '     Him,  moreover,  when  he  described 
the  blows  and  stripes  of  His  scourgings :  "By 
III  .  bruises  we  were  healed."2  Or  His  humilia- 

tion :  "And  we  saw  Him,  and  He  had  neither 
form  nor  comeliness,  a  man  in  suffering,  and  who 

knoweth  how  to  bear  infirmity."  '  Or  that  the 
people  would  not  believe  on  Him:  "All  day 
long  1  have  spread  out  my  hands  unto  a  people- 
that  believeth  not."'  Or  that  He  would  inc 

again  from  the  dead:  "And  in  that  day  there 
shall  be  a  root  of  Jesse,  and  one  who  shall  rise 

the  nation-.;  on  Him  shall  the 

nations  hope,  and  His  rest  shall  be  honour."' 
Or  when  he  speaks  of  the  time  of  the  resurrec- 

tion :  "  We  shall  find  Him,  ;is  it  were,  prepared 
in  the  morning."6  Or  that  lb'  should  sit  at  the 
right  hand  of  the  Father:  "The  Lord  said  unt  > 
in}'  Lord,  Sit  Thou  at  my  right  hand,  until  I  shall 

e  Thine  enemies  as  the  stool  of  Thy  feet." 
Ol    when    He    is   set    forth    as    possessor   of   all 

things:   "Ask  of  me,  and    I  will  give  Thee   the 
then  for  Thine  inheritance,  and  the  boum 

ries  of  the  earth  for  Thy  possession."  s  Or  whi  1 
I  I  is  shown  as  Judge  of  all  :  "  O  (  rod,  give  the 
King  Thy  judgment,  and  Thy  righteousness  t  1 

the  King's  Son."9  And  I  shall  not  in  this  place 
pursue  the  subject  further:  the  things  which 
announced  of  Christ  are  known  to  all  heretics, 
but  are  even  better  known  to  those  who  hoi  1 
the  truth. 

CHAP.   X.      ARGUMENT.  —  THAT  JESUS  CHRIST   IS 
THE  SON  OF  000   AND   TRULY    MAN,    \s   OPPO 
TO    mi     FANCIES  OF  HERETICS,  WHO    DENY    THAT 
HE    took    UPON    HIM   TKi  E    II. I  »H. 

but  of  this  1  remind  you,  that  Christ  was  not 
expected  in  the  Gospel  in  any  other  wise 

than  as  He  was  promised  before  by  the  Creator, 
in  the  Scriptures  of  the  old  Testament  :  espe 
ciall)  .1.  the  things  that  were  predicted  of  Him 
were  fulfilled,  and  those  tlune..  thai  were  fulfilled 
had  been  predicted.     As  with   reason    I    might 

truly   and   constantly   say    to   thai    fanciful  —  I 
know   not  what  —of  those  heretics  who  rejecl 
the  authority   of  the   Old   Testament,   as  to 

Christ  feigned  and  coloured  up  from  old  wises' 
i :  ••  Who  art  thou?    When<  e  art  thou  ?     Bj 

whom  art  thou  sent?     Wherefore  hast  thou  now 

■  ome ?     Why  su<  h  as  thi iu  ait  ?     <  >i 
how   hast  thou    been    able    to    come  .J      Or  wh 
fore  hast  thou  not  gone  to  thine  own,  e\<  ept  that 
thou  hast  proved  that  thou  hast  none  oi  thine 
Own,  by  coming  to  those  ol  anoth(  1  ?      W  hat  hast 

'  1    1   liii   7. 
I  Is,      I; 
1  1 . 1  liii,  .-. 
*  ltd,    U  V .     1. 
I  ltd    \l    10, 
''  Ho«   vi.  1. 

-    1,9. «  Pi 
9  Pi,   lull.    I. 

thou    to    do    with    the    Creator's    world?     W 
thou  to  do  with  the  Creator's  man?     What 

hast  thou  to  do  with  the  ii 

which  thou  takest  away  the  hope  of  resun 

Why  comest  thou  to  another  man's  servant, 
desirest  thou  to  solicit  another  man 
dost  thou  strive  to  take  me  au  the  1 

Why  dost  thou  compel  me  to  me,  and  to 
be  impious  to  my  Father?    Or  what  shall  I  gain 
from  thee  in  the  resurrection,  if  I  do  not 

myself  when  I  lose  my  body?     If  thou  wisl 
to  save,  thou  shouldest  have  made  a  map. 

whom    to    give    salvation.      If   thou    d 
snatch    from    sin,    thou   shouldest    have   granted 
to  me  previously  that  I  should  not  fail  in 

But  what  approbation  of  law  dost   •  urry 
about  with  thee?     What  testimony  of  tl 

phetic    word    hast    thou?     Or   what 
1   can    1   promise  myself  from   thee,  when   I 

see  that  thou  hasl  come  in  a  phantasm  and 
in  a  bodily  substance  ?     What,  then,  hast  tho 
do  with  the  form  of  a  body,  if  thou  hatest  a 

?     Nay,   thou  wilt    be    refuted  the 
hatred  of  bearing  about  the  substance  of  a  body, 

since  thou  hast  been  willing  cven'to   take   up form.      For   thou    1  have    hated 

imitation  of  a  body,  if  thou  hatedst  the    I 
use.  if  thou  art  something  else,  thi 

t'  ■  have  1  ome  as  something  else, lest  thou  show! 
be    (  ailed    the    S  n    of  tip-    (  TeatOT  if  th< 
even  the  lik  if  flesh  and  body.     As 
if  thou  hal  dsl  being  bom  because  thou  hal 

•  the  (  1  marriage-union,'  thou  1 
refuse  even  the  likene  man  wl 

by  the  '  man  iage  of  the  ( Ireator.'  " Neithi  i".  the:  ■'«>  we  acknowl 
that  is  a  Christ   of  the    heretics  who  •■ 

ud  —  in  appearance   ami   not   in   1 
■    w  hit  h    he    did,    I 

done  nothing  r<  al,  if  he  himself  was  a  pi 

and  not  reality.      Nor  him  who  wore  n  •:. 

our  body  in  hn  ling  "  h( 
from   Ma.  \  :  "    neither  did   he  1 

vision,  not  in  our 
\   :  thai 

1  hose  an  ethereal   or  starry  tl> 

h  ive  pretended.     Nor  can  ■>• 
salvation  oi  in  him. 
e>  ei  nise  the  substan* 
in  short,  a  in  other  who  in.iv  have  worn  at 
kind  oi    1  tbulou  i  1    "i\ 
all  such  fables  as  tl 

the   nai;\  it)   as    bv  the    d(   Lth 

John      j  ■     •■  rhe  Word  « and  dwelt  ai 

\    should  I--  m   Him, 
W     id  took  on  I  lim  0U1   flesh.       \\ 

son  blood  flow<  d  tut'.  I  lis  hands  and 1  . 
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that   He  might  be 

I     ■.  .   to  be  .1  sharer  in  our  body  by  dying 
the  laws  of  our  dissolution.     And 

raised  again   in  the  same  bodily 
in  which  1 1<    died,  is  proved  by  the 

;  very  body,  and  thus  He  showed 
n  in  I  [is  flesh,  in  that 

;  the  same  body  in    His  resurrection 
:  [e  had  from  us.     For  a  law  of  resurrec- 

ilished,  in  that  Christ  is  raised  up  in 
of  the  body  as  an  example  for  the 
.  v      n  it  is  written  that  "  flesh  and 

mI   do   not    inherit    the   kingdom   of  God,"  ' 
i     -  not  the  substance   of  the   flesh   that   is   con- 

ned, which  was  built  up  by  the  divine  hands 
ild  not  perish,  but  only  the  guilt  of 

flesh  is  rightly  rebuked,  which  by  the  volun- 

t  -  of  man  rebelled  against  the  claims 
livine  law.      because  in  baptism  and  in 
illltion  of  death  the   flesh   is   raised   up   and 
ms  to  salvation,  by  being  recalled  to  the 

i  in  of  innocency  when  die    mortality  of 
away. 

P.    XI.  —  AM)    INDEED    Til  VI"    CHRIST   WAS    NOT 

M    MAN,    BUT   (.  >D   ALSO;    THAI'    EVEN    AS    in 
IN    ()K   MAN,    SO   ALSO     UK    WAS    THE ID. 

t,  from  the  fact  of  asserting  that  our 
1  Christ,  the  Son  of  God,  the  Creator, 

■  ted  in  the  substance  of  the  true  body, 
m  either  to  have  given  assent  to 

other  heretics,  who  in  this  place   maintain  that 
He  is  man  only  and  alone,  and  therefore  desire 

rove  that   lie  was  a  man   bare  and  solitary; 
and  lest  we  should  I  >  have  afforded  them 

any  ground  for  objecting,  we  do  not  so  express 
mcerning  the  substance  of  His  body, 

v  that  He  is  only  and  alone  man,  but  so 

•  i  maintain,  by  the  association  of  the  divinity 
of  the  Word  in  that  very  materiality,  that  He  was 

g  to  the  Scriptures.      For  there 
it  risk  of  saying  that  the  Saviour  of  the 

tfy  man;  that  the  Lord  of  all, 
and   the  Chief  of  the  world,  to  whom   all  things 

■  delivered,  and  all  things  were  granted  by 
I  'her.  by  whom  all  things  were  ordained, 
all  thin  ited,  all  things  were  arranged, 

f  all  ages  and  times,  the  Prince  of  all 
I  whom  there  is  none  but   the 

I  -:ly  man,  and  denying  to  Him  di- 
\  ithority  in  these   things.'    For  this   con- ]»t  of  the  heretics  will   recoil  also  upon  Cud 

•      I  the   lather  could  not  begel but,  moreover,  no  blindness  of 
\  shall   prescribe  to  the  truth.     Nor, 

uaintain  one  thing  in  Christ  and 
maintain  another,  they  see  one  side  of 

1   i  Cor.  »vi   50.     (Vol.  iii.  p.  Jtx,  this  scries.] 

Christ  and   do   not   see   another,   shall    there   be 

taken  away  from  us  that  which   they  do   not 
for  the   sake  of  that  which   they  do.      For  they 

ird  the  weaknesses  in  Him  as  if  they  WC1 

man's  weaknesses,  but  they  do  not  count  the 

powers  as  if  they  were  a  God's  powers.  'I'll  y keep  in  mind  the  infirmities  of  the  flesh,  they 
exclude  the  powers  of  the  divinity  ;  when  if  this 
argument  from  the  infirmities  of  Christ  is  of  avail 
to  the  result  of  proving  Him  to  be  man  from  His 
infirmities,  the  argument  of  divinity  in  Him 

gathered   from    His  powers  avails  to  the  revolt 
1  of  asserting  Him  to  be  God  from  His  works. 

lor  if  His  sufferings  show  in  Him  human  frailty, 

why  may  not  His  works  assert  in  Him  divine 
power?  For  if  this  should  not  avail  to  assert 
Him  to  be  God  from  His  powers,  neither  can 

His  sufferings  avail  to  show  Him  to  be.  man  also 
from  them.  For  whatever  principle  be  adopted 
on  one  or  the  other  side,  will  be  found  to  be 
maintained.2  For  there  will  be  a  risk  that  He 
should  not  be  shown  to  be  man  from  His  suffer- 

ings, if  He  could  not  alsb  be  approved  as  God 

by  His  powers.  'We  must  not  then  lean  to  one side  and  evade  the  other  side,  because  any  one 
who  should  exclude  one  portion  of  the  truth  will 
never  hold  the  perfect  truth.  For  Scripture  as 
much  announces  Christ  as  also  God,  as  it  an- 

nounces God  Himself  as  man.  It  has  as  much 

described  Jesus  Christ  to  be  man,  as  moreover 
it  has  also  described  Christ  the  Lord  to  be  God. 
Because  it  does  not  set  forth  Him  to  be  the  Son 

of  ( rod  only,  but  also  the  Son  of  man  ;  nor  does 
it  only  say,  the  Son  of  man,  but  it  has  also  been 
accustomed  to  speak  of  Him  as  the  Son  of 
God.  So  that  being  of  both,  He  is  both,  lest  if 
He  should  be  one  only,  He  could  not  be  the 
other.  For  as  nature  itself  has  prescribed  that  he 
must  be  believed  to  be  a  man  who  is  of  man.  so 

the  same  nature  prescribes  also  that  He  must 
be  believed  to  be  God  who  is  of  God  ;  but  if  he 
should  not  also  be  God  when  he  is  of  God, 
no  more  should  he  be  man  although  he  should 
be  of  man.  And  thus  both  doctrines  would  be 

endangered  in  one  and  the  other  way,  by  one 
being  convicted  to  have  lost  belief  in  the  other. 
Let  them,  therefore,  who  read  that  Jesus  Christ 
the  Son  of  man  is  man,  read  also  that  this  same 
Jesus  is  called  also  God  and  the  Son  of  God, 
For  in  the  manner  that  as  man  He  is  of  Abraham, 
so  also  as  God  He  is  before  Abraham  himself. 
And  in  the  same  manner  as  He  is  as  man  the 

•Son  of  David,"  3  so  as  God  He  is  proclaimed 
David's  Lord.  And  in  the  same  manner  as  He 

was  made  as  man  "under  the  law,"4  so  as  God 
He  is  declared  to  be  "  Lord  of  the  Sabbath."  5 

2  Scil.  in  its  alternative. 
3  Mait  xxiii.  42  et  seq. *  (  ral.  iv.  4. 
5  Luke  vi.  5. 
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nd  in  the  same  manner  as  He  suffers,  as  man, 
e  condemnation,  so  as  God  He  is  found  to 

ive  all  judgment  of  the  quick  and  dead.     And 
the  same  manner  as  He  is  born  as  man  sub- 

quent  to  the  world,  so  as  God  He  is  manifested 
have  been  before  the  world.  And  in  the  same 

iy  as  He  was  begotten  as  man  of  the  seed  of 
avid,  so  also  the  world  is  said  to  have  been 
darned  by  Him  as  God.  And  in  the  same 
iy  as  He  was  as  man  after  many,  so  as  God 
e  was  before  all.  And  in  the  same  manner  as 

e  was  as  man  inferior  to  others,  so  as  God  I  le 
is  greater  than  all.  And  in  the  same  manner  as 
e  ascended  as  man  into  heaven,  so  as  Cod  He 
id  first  descended  thence.  And  in  the  same 

Miner  as  He  goes  as  man  to  the  Father,  so  as 
c  Son  in  obedience  to  the  Father  He  shall 

!Scend  thence.  So  if  imperfections  in  Him 
ove  human  frailty,  majesties  in  Him  affirm 
Vine  power.  For  the  risk  is,  in  reading  of 

)th,  to  believe  not  both,  but  one  of  the  two.  ' 
herefore  as  both  are  read  of  in  Christ,  let  both 

:  believed  ;  that  so  finally  the  faith  may  be  true, 
:ing  also  complete.  For  if  of  two  principles 
le  gives  way  in  the  faith,  and  the  other,  and 
at  indeed  which  is  of  least  importance,  be  , 
ken  up  for  belief,  the  rule  of  truth  is  thrown 
to  confusion  ;  and  that  boldness  will  not  confer 
lvation,  but  instead  of  salvation  will  effect  a 
eat  risk  of  death  from  the  overthrow  of  the 
In. 

IAI\  XII.      ARGUMENT — THAT  CHRIST   is  GOD, 
IS  PROVED  BY  THE  AUTHORITY  OF  THE   OLD    I  1  - 
TAMKNT  SCRIPTURES. 

Why,  then,  should  we  hesitate  to  say  what 

ript hi t-  does  not  shrink  from  declaring?  Why 
all  the  truth  of  faith  hesitate  in  that  wherein 

I  authority  of  Scripture  has  never  hesitated ? 
>r,  behold,  Hosea  the  prophet  says  in  the  per 
I  of  the  Father:  "I  will  not  now  save  them 

•  how,  nor  by  horses,  nor  by  horsemen  ;  but 
will  save  them  by  the  Ford  their  God."  '  If 
id  says  that  He  saves  by  God,  still  God  doc--, 
it  save  except  by  Christ.  Why,  then,  should 
;m  hesitate  to  call  ( Ihrist  God,  when  he  observe  , 
at  I  [e  is  declared  to  be  Cod  by  the  Falhei 

■ding  to  the  Scriptures?     Yea,  it'  God 
lthc-r  dors  not  save  except  by  God,  no  one 
n  In-  saved  by  Cod  tin-  Father  unless  he  shall 

mfessed  Christ  to  be  Cod,  in  whom  and 

■  whom  the  Father  promises  that  lb-  will  give 
111  salvation:  so  thai,  reasonably,  whoevei  a. 
lowledges  Him  to  lie  C^A.  may  find  salvation 
Christ  Cod;  whoever  does  not  acknowli 

En  to  be  God,  would  lose  salvation  which  he 
•Uld  not  find  elsewhere  than  in  Christ  God. 

>r  in  the  same  way  as    Isaiah   says,  "  i'.  hold,  a 

i.  7. 

virgin  shall  conceive  and  bear  a  son,  and  ye  shall 
call  His  name  Emmanuel,  which  is.  interpreted, 

Cd   with  us;"2  so  Christ   Himself  says,  "  1    >, 
I  am  with  you,  even  to  the  consummation  of  the 

world."  1     Therefore  lie  is  "  God  with  us  ;  " 
and  much  rather,  He  is  in  us.     (  iiri-t  1-  wit! 
therefore  it  is  He  whose  name  is   Cod   with 

because  He  also  is  with  us;  or  is  He  n  I  with 
us?    How  then  does  He  say  thai  He  is  with 
He,  then,  is  with  us.     But  because  He  is  with 
us  He  was  called    Fmnianuel,  that   is.  Cod  with 

us.      Cod,  therefore,  because  He  is  with 

called  God  with  us      The  same  prophet  says: 

•■  Be  ye  strengthened,  ye  relaxed  hand-,  and 
feeble  knees  ;  be  consoled,  ye  that  ar 
in  heart ;  be  strong  ;  fear  not.     Lo,  our  Cod  shall 
return  judgment ;  He  Himself  shall  come, and 
shall  save  you  :   then  shall  the  eves  of  the  blind 
be  opened,  and  the  ears  of  the  deaf  shall   hear  ; 
then  shall  the  lame  man  leap  as  an  hart,  and  the 

tongue  of  the  dumb  shall  be  eloquent."  '     Since 
the  prophet  says  that  at  ( rod's  advent  t!  mid 
be  the  Signs  which   come   to   pass;   let    men   ac- 

knowledge either  that  Christ  is  the  Son   1 
at  whose  advent  and  by  whom  these  wonders 
healings  were  performed;  or,  overcome  by  the 

truth  of  Christ's  divinity,  let  them  rush   into  the 
other  heresy,  and  refusing  to  coi 
be  the  Son  of  God,  and  Cod,  let  them  declare 
Him  to  be  the  Father.     For,  being  bound  by  the 
words  of  the  prophets,  they  can   no   longer  d 
Christ    to   be   God.      What,  then,  do    they   r- 
when  those  signs  are  said  to  be  about   to  take 

on  the  advent   <.^\   God,  which   were    mani- 
I     ed  on  the  advent  of  Christ?     In  what  waj 
thev  receive-  Christ  as  God?     For  now  tl 

not  deny  Him  to  be  Cod.     As  ('>^n\  the  Fatl 
Or  as  Cod  tin-  Suikj      [fas  the  S.  >n.  win  A^  they 
deny  that  the  Son    Of  Cod    is    Cod?       If   as    the 
Father,  why  do  the)  not  follow  those  who  ap| 
to  maintain  blasphemies  of  that  kind  ?  unl 
cause  in  this  <  ontest  ag  tinst  them  eon.  erning  the 
truth,  this  i-  in  the  meantime  sufficient 

that,  being  convinced  in  any  kind  of  way,  I 
should    (  onfi  BS    (   lui^t    tO    be    Cod.    - 

have  even  wished  to  deny  that  He  is  God      He 

s  iys  by   1  [abakkuk   the   prophet      "  l 
(  om  •  from  the   south,  and  the    I  h>lv  1  ' 
the    dark   ami    1  ntain."'  I       W 
they  vv  ish  to  repre  »ent  aa  <  oming  from  I 
If  the)    say  that   it  is  the  Aim  the 
Father,  then  (  k>d  the-  Father  <  ■  in 

from  which  plat  r,  1 ' 
and  1 !         bounded  within  tl 

SOm<  ;   and  : 
have  said,  the  - 

I       ■      Ml       14 
I  Mall    "i  lii   >o. 

•  1 

Kotwuon. 
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odied.    Since  Christ  is  believed  to  be  not 

,  but  the  Father;  since  by  then  He  is 
in  -tii'  tness  .1  bare  man.  in  a  new 

iner,  by  those,  again,  Christ  is  proved  to  be 
1        the  Father  Almighty.     But  if  in  Bethlehem, 

of  which  local  division  looks  towards 

thern  portion  <>t'  heaven,  Christ  is  born, 
who  bj  the  Scriptures  1-  also  said   to  be  God, 

,  is  rightly  described  as  coming  from  the 
mse   He  was  foreseen   as   about    to 

•  from  Bethlehem.     Let  thorn,  then,  choose 
of  the  two  alternatives,  the  one  that  they  prefer, 
that  He  who  came  from  the  south  is  the  Son,  or 
the  Father  :  tor  ( lotl  is  said  to  be  about  to  come 

ah.     It"  the  Son,  why  do  they  shrink 
from  calling  Him  Christ  and  God?     For  the 

says   that   God   shall   come.     If  the 
why  do  they  shrink  from  being  associated 

.  the  boldness  of  Sabellius,  who  says   that 
Christ  i>  the   lather?  unless  because,  whether 

they  call  Him   Father  or  Son,  from  his  heresy, 
r  unwillingly,  they  must  needs  withdraw 

Mined    to   say    that    Christ    is 

man  :  when  compelled  by  the  facts  them- 
es, they  are  on  the  eve  of  exalting  Him  as 

I,  whether  in  wishing  to  call  Him  Father  or 
in  wishing  to  call  Him  Son. 

'■.!'.  XIII.    ARC,C\rF.XT. — THAT  THE  SAME  TRUTH 

'  l>   FROM   THE  SACRED  WRITINGS   OF  THE 
M  .'.    COV1  NANT. 

Iso  John,  describing  the  nativity  of 
:    ••The  Word  was  made  flesh,  and 

dwelt  among  us.  and  we  saw  His  glory,  the  glory 
the   only   begotten  of    die    bather,   full   of 

ud  truth."  «      For,  moreover,  "His  name 
d  the  Word  of  God,"a  and   nut  without 

"  My  heart  has  emitted  a  good  word  ;"3 
which  word  lie  subsequently  calls  by  the  name 

the  King  inferentially,  "  I  will  tell  my  works 
ie  King."'     For  "by  Him  were  made  all  the 

.  and  without   Him  was  nothing  made."4 
"  Whet  \-  the  .         tie,  "  they  be   thro 

. inations,  or  powi  mights,   visible 

and  invisible,  all  things  subsist  by  Him."5 
er.  this  is   that  Word  which  "came   unto 
n,  and  His  own  received  Him  not.     For 

-   made   by   Him,   and   the   world 
Moreover,   this   Word  "  wa- 

nning with  God,  and  God  was  the 
doubt,  when  in  the  last 

t  is  £  lid,   ••The   Word  was   made    flesh, 
that  (  hrist,  whose  is  the 

t      [For  Sabellius,  sec  p.  128,  suf>ra.] 

nativity,  and  because  He  was  made  flesh,  is  man 
and  because  He  is  the  Word  of  God,  who  cat 
shrink  from  declaring  without  hesitation  that  H 

is  God,  especially  when  he  considers  the  evari 
gelical  Scripture,  that  it  has  associated  both  o 

substantial  natures  into  one  concord  ofthi 

nativity  of  ( Ihrist  ?    For  He  it  is  who  "  as  a  bride 
groom  goeth  forth  from  his  bride-chamber;    Hi 
exulted  as  a  giant  to  run  his  way.      His 
forth  is  from  the  end  of  the  heaven,  and  Hi-  re 

turn  unto  the  ends  of  it."        B  cause,  even   t< 
the  highest,  "  not  any  one  hath  ascended   intj 
heaven  save  He  who  came  down  from  heaven 

the  Son  of  man  who  is  in  heaven."9     Repeating 
1 1 1  i -.  same   thing,  He  says  :    '•  Father,  glorify  mi 
with  that  glory  wherewith   I  was  with  Thee  be 

tore  the  world  was."10     And  if  this  Word  canv 
down  from  heaven  as  a  bridegroom  to  the   flesh 

that  by  the  assumption  of  flesh  He  might  a 
thither  as  the  Son  of  man,  whence   the  Son   o 
Cod   had   descended    as    the   Word,   reasonabn 

while  by  the  mutual  connection  both  flesh  wear 
the  Word  of  Cod,  and  the  Son  of  Cod  assuml 
the   frailty  of  the   flesh  ;    when   the    flesh   bein 

espoused  ascending  thither,  whence  without  th 
flesh  it  had  descended,  it  at  length  receives  tlia 
glory  which  in  being  shown  to  have  had  befor 
the  foundation  of  the  world,  it  is  most  manifestl 

proved  to  be  God.    And,  nevertheless,  while  th 
world  itself  is  said  to  have  been  founded  afte 

Him,  it  is  found  to  have  been  created  by  Him  ;  b 
that  very  divinity  in   Him  whereby   the  worl< 
was  made,  both  His  glory  and  His  authority  ar 
proved.      Moreover,  if,  whereas  it  is  the  propert 
of  none  but  Cod  to  know  the  secrets  of  the  hear 

Christ  beholds  the  secrets  of  the  heart  ;    and  i 
whereas  it  belongs  to  none  but  Cod  to  remit  sin 
the  same  Christ  remits  sins;  and  if,  whereas 

is  the  portion  of  no  man  to  come  from  heavei 
He  descended  by  coming  from  heaven  ;    and  i 

whereas  this  word  can  be  true  of  no  man,  " 
and  the  Father  are  one,"  "  Christ  alone  declare 
this  word  out  of  the  consciousness  of  His  divii 

ity  ;  and  if.  finally,  the  Apostle  Thomas,  instruct 

in  .ill  the  proofs  and  conditions  of  Christ's  divii 
ity,  says  in  reply  to  Christ,  "My  Lord  and  n 
God  ;  "  l2  and  if,  beside-,  the  Apostle  Pau 
'•  Whose  are   the   fathers,  and  of  whom   Chri 
came  according  to  the  flesh,  who  is  over  all,  G< 

blessed  for  evermore,"  ,3  writing  in  his  epistle 
and  if  the  same  apostle  declares  that   he  w 

ordained  ''an  apostle  not  by  men,  nor  of  ms 

but  by  Jesus  Christ;"'4  and  if  the  same  cc 
tends  that  he  learned  the  Gospel  not  from  m 

8  Ps.  xix.  6,  7. 

9  John  iii.  13. 10  John  xvii.  5. 

"    [ohn  x.  30. '-  John  xx.  28. 

]i  Rom   u 

1.  1  and  12. 

[Note  this  exposition.] 
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or  by  man,  but  received  it  from  Jesus  Christ, 

reasonably  Christ  is  God.  Therefore,  in  this  re- 
spect, one  of  two  things  must  needs  be  estab- 

lished. For  since  it  is  evident  that  all  things 
were  made  by  Christ,  He  is  either  before  all 
things,  since  all  things  were  by  Him,  and  so 
He  is  justly  God  j  or  because  He  is  man  He 
is  subsequent  to  all  things,  and  justly  nothing 
was  made  by  Him.  But  we  cannot  say  that 
nothing  was  made  by  Him,  when  we  observe  it 

written  that  all  things  were  made  by  Him.  Ib- 
is not  therefore  subsequent  to  all  things;  that 

is,  He  is  not  man  only,  who  is  subsequent  to 

all  things,  but  Cod  also,  since  Cod  is  prior  to  all  | 
things,  for  He  is  before  all  things,  because 
all  things  are  by  Him,  while  if  He  were  only 
man,  nothing  would  be  by  Him  ;  or  if  all  things 

were  by  Him,  He  would  not  be  man  only,  be- 
cause if  He  were  only  man,  all  things  would  not 

be  by  Him;  nay,  nothing  would  be  by  Him. 
What,  then,  do  they  reply?  That  nothing  is  by 
Him.  so  that  He  is  man  only?  How  then  are 
all  things  by  Him?  Therefore  He  is  not  man 
only,  hut  Cod  also,  since  all  things  are  by  linn  ; 

that  we  reasonably  ought  to  understand  that 
Christ  is  not  man  only,  who  is  subsequent  to  all 
things,  but  Cod  also,  since  by  Him  all  things 
were  made.  For  how  can  you  say  that  He  is 
in  in  only,  when  you  see  Him  also  in  the  flesh, 
unless  because  when  both  aspects  are  considered, 
both  truths  are  rightly  believed? 

CHAP.  XIV.     ARGUMENT. — Tin:   AUTHOR   PROSE- 
CUTES THE  SAME  ARG1  mi  NT. 

And  yet  the  heretic  still  shrinks  from  urging 
that  Christ  is  Cod,  whom  he  perceives  to  be 
Droved  God  by  so  many  words  as  well  as  facts. 

If  Christ  is  only  man,  how,  when  I  le  i  inn-  into 
this  world,  did  I  le  come  unto  I  lis  own,  sim  e  .1 
man  could  have  made  no  world?  If  Christ  was 

only  man,   how   is   the   world   said    to  have   been 

•  by  I  Inn,  when  the  world  wa -  not  by  n 
but    in. m    was    ordained    after    the    world?       If 

Christ    was    only   man,   how   was    it    that    Christ 

Mot  only  "I"  the  seed  of  1  )avid  ;    but   I  le the  Word  made  flesh  and  dw<  It  aim  >i  For 

although  the  Protoplast  was  not  born  of  seed, 
yet    neither  was   the   Protoplast  formed  of  the 
conjunction  of  the  Word  and  the  flesh,  for 
Hi  is  not  the  Woid  made  flesh,  nor  dwi  It  in  us. 

If  (  In  isi  was   only  man,  hov    does  He  "  who 
;  :th   from   heaven   testifj   what   I  le   hath  • 

and  heard,"  '  when  it  is  plain  that  man  cannot 
COmc    from    heaven,  because    he  cannot  be    ! 

there  ?     lit  !hrist  be  only  man,  hi  >\\  ible 
■things  and  invisible,  thrones,  powei ;,  and  domin 
ion  ,     ;aid  to  be  created  by  II  im  and  in  I  Urn  ; 
when  the  heavenly  powers  could  not  have  been 

1    Julin  III.   31, 

made  by  man.  sin<  e  they  must  needs  hv. 
prior  to   man?      If   Christ   i>  only   man.   how 

He  present  wherever  He  1-  '.ill  :  when 
it  is  not  the  nature  of  man,  but  of  God,  that  it 

<  aw  be  present  in  every  plai  e?  IfChrisI  is  only 
man,  why  is  a  man  invoked  in  praj    1  di- 
ator,  when  the  invocation  of  a  man  to  at: 
vation  is  condemned  as  ineffectual?     If  Christ 

is  only  man,  why  is  hope  rested  upon  Him.  wl 
hope    in   man   is  declared   to   be   accursed? 
Christ   is  only  man,  why  may  not  Chi    I 
nied  without  destruction  of  the  soul,  when 
said  that  a  sin  committed  against  man  may 

iven  ?     If   (  hrist    is    only  man,   I 

John  the    baptist   to  testify  and   say,  "  H 
cometh  after  me  has  become  before  11. 

He   was  prior   to   me;"2   when,  if  Christ    were 
only  man,  being  born  after  John,  He  could  not 
be   before  John,  unless   because  He  preceded 
him,  in  that  He  is  God?     li  Christ  is  only  man. 

how  is  it  that  "what  things  the  Father  doeth, 
these  also  doeth  the   Son   likewise,"  ;  when   man 
cannot   do  works  like  to  the  heavenly  opera: 
of  God?      If  Christ   is  only  man.  how  i>   it   that 
"even  as  the  bather  hath  life  in  Himself,  s*.  hath 
He  given   to   the   Son  to  have  life  in  Hims 
when   man  cannot  have  life  in  him  after  the 

ample    of  God    the    bather,   because    he 
glorious  in  eternity,  but  made  with  the  matei 
of  mortality  ?     If  Christ   is  only  man 

He  say,  "  I  am   the   bread   of  eternal   life  wl 
came    down    from    heaven.""    when     man 
neither   be   the   bread   of   life,   he   himself  h< 
mortal,    nor    could    he    have    come   down   from 

heaven,   sine  e    no    perishable   material    is   estab- 
lished  in   heaven?      If  Christ   IS  onl)  man, 

dens    He   say   that   "no   man   hath   seen   God  at 
an\   time,   save    I  le   wlm  h    is   1       I  ;    1  le    I 

seen  i  rod  ? "       Be<  ause  if  Christ  is  nan, 
I  [e   c  ould   ao1  Go  >e  do  man 

51 1  n  ( icd  ;  but  if,  being  of  (  rod,  1  le  i 
Cod,  He  wishes  it  to  be  understood  that  II 
more-   than   man,  in   that    1  le   has  If 

Christ  is  only  man.  why  do<  -lb    ay, 

ye  shall    see    tin     S  »n    <>f  ma;: 
when-  I  le  was  before  ̂   "       Bui    I  i 
into  heaven,  therefore  I  le  was  then  .  in 

returned    thither  where  He  wis   ! 

I  b    n  1    from  heaven  hv   the   bat' t.unlv    \>    not    man   onlv  .    fol     n 

said,  could  not  1  "in'    from  I 
.1^  man    I  [1    was    1 
thither  where   l  b 
( ;.>.!  nded  whi<  h  « 

of  God,  1  »y,  indGod  b)  whom 
•  [ohn 
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without  whom  nothing  was  made.    It 
•   therefore  man  that  thus  came  thence 

i   heaven,  but  the  Word  of  Godj   that  is, 
God  de»  ended  thence. 

(  HAP.  w.'  ARGUMENT.  —  AGAIN  HE  PROVES  FROM 
mi'   GOSPEL  THAT  <  HRIST   IS  GOD. 

If  Christ  is  only  man.  how  is  it  that  He  says, 

••  l .  1  bear  record  of  myself,  yet  my  record 
is  true  :  because  I  know  whence  I  came,  and 

whither  1  go ;  ye  know  not  whence  I  came,  and 

whither  I  go.  Ye  judge  after  the  flesh?"2 
Behold,  aKo  He  says,  that  He  shall  return 
thither  whence  He  bears  witness  that  He  came 

before,  as  being  sent,  —  to  wit,  from  heaven. 
Hi  came  down  therefore  from  whence  He  came, 
in  the  same  manner  as  He  goes  thither  from 
whence  He  descended.  Whence  if  Christ  were 

only  man.  He  would  not  have  come  thence,  and 
therefore  would  not  depart  thither,  because  He 

.Id  not  have  come  thence.  Moreover,  by 
coming  thence,  whence  as  man  He  could  not 
have  come.  He  shows  Himself  to  have  come  as 

Cod.  For  the  Jews,  ignorant  and  untaught  in 
the  matter  of  this  very  descent  of  His,  made 
these  heretics  their  successors,  seeing  that  to 

them  it  is  said,  "  Ye  know  not  whence  I  come, 

and  whither  1  go  :  ye  judge  after  the  flesh." 
As  mui  h  they  as  the  Jews,  holding  that  the  car- 

nal birth  of  Christ  was  the  only  one,  believed 

that  Christ  was  nothing  else  than  man  ;  not  con- 
sidering this  point,  that  as  man  could  not  come 

from  heaven,  so  as  that  he  might  return  thither, 
He  who  descended  thence  must  be  Cod,  seeing 
that  man  could  not  come  thence.  If  Christ  is 

only  man,  how  does  He  say,  "  Ye  are  from  be- 
low, I  am  from  above  ;  ye  are  of  this  world,  I 

am  not  of  this  world  ?  "  3  But  therefore  if  every 
man  is  of  this  world,  and  Christ  is  for  that  reason 

in  this  world,  is  He  only  man?  God  forbid! 

But  consider  what  He  says:  "I  am  not  of  this 

world."  Does  He  then  speak  falsely  when  He 
says  "  of  this  world,"  if  He  is  only  man?  Or  if 
He  does  not  speak  falsely,  He  is  not  of  this 
world  j  He  is  therefore  not  man  only,  because 
He  is  not  of  this  world.  But  that  it  should  not 

t  who  He  was,  He  declared  whence 

I."  said  He,  "am  from  above,"  that 
from  heaven,  whence  man  cannot  come,  for 

he  I  made  in  heaven.      He  is  Cod,  there- 
-  from  above,  and  therefore  He  is  not 

of  this  world  ;  although,  moreover,  in  a  certain 
manner  He  is  of  this  world  :  wherefore  Christ  is 

not  Coo!  only,  but  man  also.  As  reasonably  in 
the  way  in  whit  h  He  is  not  of  this  world  accord- 

divinity  of  the  Word,  50  He  is  of  this 
to  the  frailty  of  the  body  that 

1  A  uus,  ch.  x  i 15. 

J  John  nil 

He  has  taken  upon  Him.  For  man  is  joined 
with  Cod,  and  God  is  linked  with  man.  But  on 
that  account  this  Christ  here  laid  more  stress  on 

the  one  aspect  of  His  sole  divinity,  because  the 

Jewish  blindness  contemplated  in  Christ  the  as- 
pect  alone  of  the  flesh  ;  and  thence  in  the  present 
passage  He  passed  over  in  silence  the  frailty 
of  the  body,  which  is  of  the  world,  and  spoke  of 
His  divinity  alone,  which  is  not  of  the  world  :  so 

that  in  proportion  as  they  had  inclined  to  be- 
lieve Him  to  be  only  man,  in  that  proportion 

Christ  might  draw  them  to  consider  His  divinity, 

so  as  to  believe  Him  to  be  God,  desirous  to  over- 
come  their  incredulity  concerning  His  divinity 

by  omitting  in  the  meantime  any  mention  of 
His  human  condition,  and  by  setting  before 
them  His  divinity  alone.  If  Christ  is  man  only, 

how  does  He  say,  "I  proceeded  forth  and  came 
from  God,"  4  when  it  is  evident  that  man  was 
made  by  God,  and  did  not  proceed  forth  from 
Him?  But  in  the  way  in  which  as  man  He 

proceeded  not  from  God,  thus  the  Word  of  God 

proceeded,  of  whom  it  is  said,  "  My  heart  hath 
uttered  forth  a  good  W7ord ;  " s  which,  because 
it  is  from  God,  is  with  reason  also  with  Cod. 
And  this,  too,  since  it  was  not  uttered  without 

effect,  reasonably  makes  all  things :  "  For  all 
things  were  made  by  Him,  and  without  Him 

was  nothing  made."6  But  this  Word  whereby 

all  things  were  made  (is  God) .  "  And  God,"  says 
he,  "  was  the  Word."  7  Therefore  God  proceeded 
from  God,  in  that  the  Word  which  proceeded  is 
God,  who  proceeded  forth  from  God.  If  Christ 

is  only  man,  how  does  He  say,  "  If  any  man 
shall  keep  my  word,  he  shall  not  see  death  for 
ever?"8  Not  to  see  death  for  ever!  what  is 
this  but  immortality?  But  immortality  is  the 
associate  of  divinity,  because  both  the  divinity  is 
immortal,  and  immortality  is  the  fruit  of  divinity. 

For  every  man  is  mortal;  and  immortality  can- 
not be  from  that  which  is  mortal.  Therefore 

from  Christ,  as  a  mortal  man,  immortality  can- 

not arise.  "  But,"  says  He,  "  whosoever  keep- 

eth  my  word,  shall  not  see  death  for  ever ;  " 
therefore  the  word  of  Christ  affords  immortality, 

and  by  immortality  affords  divinity.  But  al- 
though it  is  not  possible  to  maintain  that  one 

who  is  himself  mortal  can  make  another  immor- 

tal, yet  this  word  of  Christ  not  only  sets  forth, 
but  affords  immortality  :  certainly  He  is  not  man 
only  who  gives  immortality,  which  if  He  were 
only  man  He  could  not  give ;  but  by  giving 
divinity  by  immortality,  He  proves  Himself  to 
be  Cod  by  offering  divinity,  which  if  He  were 
not  God  He  could  not  give.  If  Christ  was  only 

man,  how  did  He  say,  "  Before  Abraham  \ 
*  John  Tiii.  42. 5  l's.  xlv.  1. 
6  John  i.  3. 

7  John  i.  1. 
8  John  viii.  51. 
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[  Am  ?  "  •  For  no  man  can  be  before  Him  from 
vhom  he  himself  is ;  nor  can  it  be  that  any  one 

ihould  have  been  prior  to  him  of  whom  he  him- 
self has  taken  his  origin.  And  yet  Christ,  al- 

;hough  He  is  born  of  Abraham,  says  that  He  is 

lefore  Abraham.  Either,  therefore,  He  say-, 
vhat  is  not  true,  and  deceives,  if  He  was  not 

>efore  Abraham,  seeing  that  He  was  of  Abra- 
1am ;  or  He  does  not  deceive,  if  He  is  also 
jod,  and  was  before  Abraham.  And  if  this 
vcre  not  so,  it  follows  that,  being  of  Abraham, 
rle  could  not  be  before  Abraham.  If  Christ 

vas  only  man,  how  does  He  say,  "And  I  know 
;hem,  and  my  sheep  follow  me  ;  and  I  give  unto 

;hem  eternal  life,  and  they  shall  never  perish?"3 
fcnd  yet,  since  every  man  is  bound  by  the  laws 
)f  mortality,  and  therefore  is  unable  to  keep 
limself  for  ever,  much  more  will  he  be  tin 

:o  keep  another  for  ever.  But  Christ  promises 
:o  give  salvation  for  ever,  which  if  He  does  not 
jive,  He  is  a  deceiver;  if  He  gives.  He  is  Cod. 
But  He  does  not  deceive,  for  He  gives  what  He 

mises.  Therefore  He  is  God  who  proffers 
Sternal  salvation,  which  man,  being  unable  to 
keep  himself  forever,  cannot  be  able  to  give  to 
mother.  If  Christ  is  only  man,  what  is  that 

,vhi(  h  He  says,  "  I  and  the  Father  are  one?"' 
For  how  can  it  be  that  "  1  and  the  Father  are 

)ne,"  if  He  is  not  both  Cod  and  the  Son?  — 
irho  may  therefore  be  called  one,  seeing  that 
He  is  of  Himself,  being  both  His  Son,  and 

g  born  of  Him,  being  declared  to  have  pro- 
ded  from  Him,  by  which  lie  is  also  God; 

.vlvch  when  the  Jews  thought  to  be  hateful,  and 
ved  to  be  blasphemous,  for  that  He  had 

ihown  Himself  in  these  discourses  to  be  Co. I. 
\x\A  therefore  rushed  at  once  to  stoning,  and  set 

to  work  passionately  to  hurl  stones.  He  strongl) 

refuted  His  adversaries  by  the  example  and  wit- 

less of  the  Scriptures,  '  "  If,"  said  He.  "  He :alled  them  gods  to  whom  the  words  of  Cod 

«rere  given,  and  the  Scriptures  <  annot  be  broken, 
i)  of  I  Inn  whom  the  Father  sanctified,  and 

lent  into  this  world.  Thou  blasphemest,  be<  luse 

I  aid,  I  am  the  Son  of  God." A  Ity  which  words 
lie  did  not  deny  Himself  to  be  God,  but  rat 
I  te  I  "illumed  the  a,  iertion  that  He  was  I  rod, 

For  because,  undoubtedly,  they  arc  said  to  be 
unto  whom  the  words  of  God  were  given, 

much  more  is  He  God  who  is  found  to  b 
rior  to  all  these.  And  nevertheless  He  refuted 

the  calumny  of  blasphemy  in  a  fitting  manner 
with  lawful  tact.s  For  I  fe  wishes  that  I  le  should 

>'  thus  understood  to  I"'  Cod,  as  the  Son  of 
God,  and  lie  would  not  wish  to  be  understood 
lobe  the  Father  Himself.     Thus  He  Baid  that 

10I11
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He  was  sent,  and  showed  them   that   He   hat! 

manifested  many  good  works  from  the  Father; 
whence  He  desired  that  He  should  not  be  un 
stood  to  be  the  Father,  but  the  Son.     And  in 

the   latter   portion   of  His   defence    He    m 
mention  of  the  Son,  not  the    Father,  when    He 

said,  "Ye  say,  Thou  blasphemi 
I  am  the  Son  of  Cod."     Thus,  as  far 
to  the  guilt  of  blasphemy.  He  1  ills  Himself  the 
Son.  not  the  Father;  but  as  pertain  His 

divinity,  by  saying,  "  I  and  the  I    I     r  are  on 
He  proved  that  He  was  the  Son  of  God.     II 
God,  therefore,  but  God  in  such  a  manne 
be  the  Son,  not  the  Father. 

CHAP.  XVI.6   ARGUMENT. —  AGAIN  FROM   I 
PEL    HE    PROA  l  s   1  HRIST   TO    Bl     ©  ID. 

If  Christ  was  only  man,  how  is  it  that  He 

Himself  says,  "  And  every  one  that  believeth  in 
me  shall  not  die  for  evermore?"7     And  yet  he 
who  believes  in  man   by  himself  alone    is   «  died 
accursed;  but  he  who  believes  on  Christ  is  not 
accursed,  but    is  said   not   to  die   for  everm 
Whence,  if  on  the  one  hand  He  is  man   1 
the  heretics  will  have  it,  how  shall    not    .'. 

who  believes  in  Him  die  eternally,  since  he   who 
trusts  in  man  is  held  to  be  1  i  ?     (  >r  on  the 

other,  if  he  is  not  accursed,  but  rather,  as  it  is 
read,  destined  for  die  attainment  of  everlast 

(  iuist    is   not   man   only,   but   ( rod 
whom  he  who  believes  both  lays  aside  all  risk 
1  urse,  and  attains  to   the    fruit 
If  Christ  was  onK  man,  h  w  does   He 

the   Paraclete  "shall  take  of  His,  those  tl 
which    He      hall   declare?"        lor  neither   d 
the  Par.u  lete  re<  en  e  in)  thing  from  man.  but  the 
Paraclete  offers  knowledge  to  man;    not         5 
the  Paraclete  leam  things  future  from  man. 
instructs   man   concerning   futurity.     Therel 
either  the  Paraclete  has  not  d  from  CI 
as    man,    what    He    should    dccl..:  nan 

Id  give  nothing  to  the  Paraclete,  s 
from    1  lim    man    himself  ought   t  and 

t  Ihrist  in  the  present  instant  e  is  both  n 
and  deceives,  in  saying  that  the  Paraclete 
ret  eive  from  i  lim,  being  a  man,  th 

He  maj  de<  lare  ;  01  ll-  does  not  di  1 

as  in  fa<  t  1 1  not,      .i^\  the  Panu  ' 
!  from  <  hrist  wh  u  I  le  may  d<  •  lai 

il  I  te  has  n  1    irist  what  1 ' 

<  laic  to  us,  (  i:  '-  1  than 
'•ise  the   Para<  l«  te  would 

( Ihrist  unless  1  le  w<  re  less  th  m  l  the 

Para*  lete  being  less  than  t  Ihrist,  n 
this  very  fa  t  pro       * 
whom    He    has    ie.  ened    what    I  b 

that  the  testimoi  hrist'a  dun. 

'     \  <liu»,  >h.   > 

•  John  «vi.  14. 
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>m  Him  what 
I!  hrist  were 

the   Para- 
not  the   Parai  lete  fe- re.     If 

man,  when  1  He  lay  down 
that  in  which 

He  that   they 
.  the  only  and  true  God,  and ;"'    Had  He 

':  to 

Christ, 

se     He 
e  if 

H  to  be  God. 

ild   ha\  ■  And  the   man    I 

l"hou  bast  sent  in  fact,  He 
.  nor  did  Christ  deliver  Him- 

,in  onlv,  but  associated   Himself 
to  be  understood  by 

He  is.     We 
lieve,  according   to   the   rule 

on  the  Lord,  the  one  true  God,  and 
y  on  Him  whom  He  has  sent,  J 

do  meai  ;  have  said,  would 
ha\  !fto  the  Father  had   He  not 

to  be  und  to  be  God  also  :  for 
He  rated  H  from   Him 

not  wished  to  be  understood  to  be  God. 

H  •  •■■  •  ild  have  placed  Hi:  long  men  only, 
known  Himself  to  be  only  man  :  nor 

'.inked  Himself  with  God  had  He 
vn  Himself  to  be  God  also.     But  in  this 

it  about  His  being  man.  because 
doubts  Hi-  g   man.  and  with  reason 

.  that  He  might  establish 

the  formula  of  I  nityJ  for  those  who  should 
believe.     If  Christ  was  only  man,  how  does  He 

••  And  n  iw  glorify  me  with  the  glory  which nth  Thee  before  the  world  w;  If. 

the  world  was.  He  had  glory  with   G 
maintained  His  glory  with  the  Father,  He 

before  the  world,  for  He  would  not  have 
the  glory  unless   He   Himself  had  existed 
re,  so  as  to  be  able  to  keep  the  glory.     For 

no  one  could  possess  anything,  unless  he   him- 
•  be  in  existence  to  keep  anything. 
t  has  the  glory  before  the  founda- 

fore  He  Himself  - 
the  foundation  of  the  world.     For  unless 

ition  of  the  world.  He 
have  glory  before   the  foundation  of 

If  was  not  in  existence. 
man  could  not  have  glory  before  the 

.dation  of  the  world,  seeing  that  he  was  after 

of  our  Cai 
-:imooy  concern 

is  a  reference  to  testimony  ,  creeds  and  fiiyws  I 

orthodoxy  re- 
Iimself.     Here 

the  world ;  but  Christ  had  —  therefore  He  wa 
before th  Therefore  He  was  not  mai 

only,  seeing  that  He  was  before  the  world.  H 
is  therefore  God,  because  He  was  before  th 
world,  and  held  His  glory  before  the  world 
Neither  let  this  be  explained  by  predestination 
since  thi>  is  not  so  expressed,  or  let  them  ad< 

rho  think  so,  but  woe  is  denoun*  ed  to  then 
who  add  to,  even  as  to  those  who  take  awa 
from,  that  which  is  written.  Therefore  that  ma; 
not  be  said,  which  may  not  be  added.  Am 
thus,  predestination  being  set  aside,  g  it  i 

id  down,  Christ  was  in 

the  foundation  of  the  world.     For  He  is  "  th 
Word  by  which  all  things  were  made,  and  with 

out  which  nothing  was  made."      Be*  aus 
if  Hi  :  1  to  be  glorious  in  \  r  i.itior 
and  that  this  predestination  was  before 
dation  of  the  world,  let  order  be  maintained,  ant 
before  Him  a  considerable  number  of  men  wa 

destined  to  glory.  For  in  respect  of  that 
nation,  Christ  will  be  perceived  to  be  le-s  thai 
others  if  He  is  designated  subsequent  to  there 
For  if  this  glory  was  in  predestination.  Chris 
received  that  predestination  to  glory  last  of  all 
for  prior  to  Him  Adam  will  be  seen  to  hav 
been  predestinated,  and  Abel,  and  Fnoch,  an< 
Noah,  and  Abraham,  and  many  others.  Fo 
since  with  God  the  order  of  all,  both  persons  an< 
things,  is  arranged,  many  will  be  said  to  hav 
been  predestinated  before  this  predestination  o 
Christ  to  glory.  And  on  these  terms  Christ  is  dis 
covered  to  be  inferior  to  other  men,  althoug] 
He  is  really  found  to  be  better  and  greater,  am 
more  ancient  than  the  angels  themselves.  Fithei 
then,  let  all  these  things  be  set  on  one  side,  tha 

Christ's  divinity  may  be  destroyed  ;  or  if  thes 
things  cannot  be  set  aside,  let  His  proper  divin 
ity  be  attributed  to  Christ  by  the  heretics. 

CHAP.  XVII.4  ARGUMENT.  —  IT  IS,  MOREOYEI 
PROVED  TV  MOSES  IX  THE  BEGINNING  OF  TH 

HOLY    SCRIPTURES. 

What  if  Moses  pursues  this  same  rule  of  trutl 
and  delivers  to  us  in  the  beginning  of  his  sacre 

writings,  this  principle  by'which  we  may  leai 
that  all  things  were  created  and  founded  by  tr 
Son  of  God,  that  is,  by  the  Word  of  God  ?  F( 
He  says  the  same  that  John  and  the  rest  sa\ 
nay.  both  John  and  the  others  are  perceived  I 
have  received  from  Him  what  they  say.  For 

John  says,  u  All  things  were  made  by  Him,  ar 
without  Him  was  nothing  made.-'5  the  proph 
David  too  says.  "  I  tell  my  works  to  the  King.' 
Moses,  moreover,  introduces  God  commandii 
that  there  should  be  light  at  the  first,  that  tl 
heaven  should  be  established,  that  the  watt 

4  According  to  Pamelius,  ch.  xxv. 
■  John  i    3. 

6  Ps.  xlv.  I. 
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should  be  gathered  into  one  place,  that  the  dry 
land  should  appear,  that  the  fruit  should  be 
brought  forth  according  to  its  seed,  that  the 
animals  should  be  produced,  that  lights  should 

be  established  in  heaven,  and  stars.  He  show-, 

that  none  other  was  then  present  to  God  —  by 
whom  these  works  were  commanded  that  they 

should  be  made — than  He  by  whom  all  things 
were  made,  and  without  whom  nothing  was 
made.  And  if  He  is  the  Word  of  God — "for 

my  heart  has  uttered  forth  a  good  Word  "  '  —  He 
shows  that  in  the  beginning  the  Word  was,  and 
that  this  Word  was  with  the  Father,  and  besides 
that  the  Word  was  Cod,  and  that  all  things  were 

made  by  Him.  Moreover,  this  "Word  was  made 
flesh  and  dwelt  among  us,"2  —  to  wit,  Christ  the 
Son  of  God  ;  whom  both  on  receiving  subse- 

quently as  man  according  to  the  flesh,  and  see- 
jjng  before  the  foundation  of  the  world  to  be  the 
Word  of  God,  and  God,  we  reasonably,  accord- 

ing to  the  instruction  of  the  Old  and  New  Testa- 
ment, believe  and  hold  to  be  as  well  God  as 

man,  Christ  Jesus.  What  if  the  same  Moses 

introduces  Cod  saying,  "  Let  us  make  man  after 
our  image  and  likeness;"3  and  below,  "And 
God  made  man;  in  the  image  of  Cod  mule 

He  him,  male  and  female  made  He  them?"4 
If,  as  we  have  already  shown,  it  is  the  Son  of 
Cod  by  whom  all  things  were  made,  certainlv  it 

the  Son  of  God  by  whom  also  man  was 
ordained,  on  whose  account  all  things  were 
made.  Moreover,  when  Cod  commands  that 
man  should  be  made,  He  is  said  to  be  Cod  who 
makes  man;  but  the  Son  of  Cod  makes  man. 

that  is  to  say,  the  Word  of  Cod,  "by  whom  all 
things   were   made,  and   without    whom    nothing 

made."  And  this  Word  was  made  flesh, 
and  dwelt  among  us:  therefore  Christ  is  Cod; 

therefore  man  was  made  by  Christ  as  by  the  Son 
of  (iod.  But  God  made  man  in  the  image  of 
Cod  ;  I  [e  is  therefore  ( rod  who  made  man  in  the 

if  God  ;  therefore  Christ  is  Cod  :  mi  that 

with  reason  neither  does  the  testimony  of  the 
Old  Testament  waver  concerning  the  person  of 

it,  being  supported  b)  the  manifestation  of 
the  New  Testament  ;  nor  is  the  power  of  the 
New  Testament  detracted  from,  while  it>  truth 

tin.;  on  the    roots   of  the   same   (  >ld   Testa 

incut.     Whence  they  who  presume   Christ    the 
of  (iod  and  man  to  be  only  man,  and  not 

Cod  also,  do  so  in  opposition  to  both  Old  and 
New  Testaments,  in  that  they  corrupt  the  au- 

thority and  the  truth  both  of  the  (  >ld  and  New 
Testaments.     What  if  the  same   Moses  ever) 
where    introduces   (iod    the    lather    infinite    and 

without  cw\,  not  as  being  em  tosed  in  any  p]  . 
but  as  (me  who  in<  hides  every  pla<  e  ;  noi 
who  is  in  a  place,  but  rather  one  in  whom  e\ 
place   is,   containing   all    things   and    en, 
all  things,  so  that  with  reason  He  can  neither 
descend   nor  ascend,  bi  He    Himself  both 
contains  and  tills  all  things,  and  yet  nevi  rthi 

introduces     (iod     descending     to     <,»n~ider    the 
tower   which    the    sons    oi    men    were    build 

asking  and   saying,  "Come;"    and    then.   "Let 
us  go  down   and   there   confound   their  t 
that  each  one  may  not  understand  lh 

his  neighbour."  5     Whom  do  they  pretend   here- 
to have    been    the    (iod  who   descended 

tower,   and    asking    to    visit    those    men    at    I 
time:      G     1  the  bather?     Then  thus  lb. 

closed  in  a   place;  and   how  clues    He   < 
all  things?     Or  does  He  saj  that  it  is  an  a: 

ending  with  angels,  and  saying,  "  < 
and  subsequently,  "  Let   us   go   down   and    there 
confound  their  tongues ?  "     And  yet  in  1  >•.  uter- 
onomy  we  observe  k>d  told  these  thi 

and  that  (iod  said,  where  it  is  written,  "  When 
He  scattered  abroad  the  children  of  He 

determined  the  bounds  of  the  nation-  ling 

to  the  number  of  the  angels  of  (iod.-'        \    .titer, 
therefore,  did  the  bather  descend,  as  the  subje<  t 
itself  indicates  ;  nor  did  an  angel  command  tl 
things,  as  the  fact  shows.      Then  it  remains  that 
He  must  have  descended,  ̂ \  whom  1  >tle 

Paul  says,  "  He  who  descended  is  the  same 
ascended  above  all  the  heavens,  that  He  m 

fill  all  things," 7  that  is,  the   - Word  of  God.     But  the  Word  of  God  n 
flesh,  and  dwelt  11110114  us.       I  his  I 
Therefore  Christ  must  be  declared  to 

c  HAP.     Will/  f.V  '.  /•   —  M 
FROM     mi     1  \>  1     1  HAT   Hi    WHO    «  \ 

ABRAH  \M    l-   ■    \!MI>    GOD  J     WHK  II    CAN> 
1   \M   I  "I       I  III      1   Mill  K.     WHOM     N 

HATH    SEEN    \i    \\\    iimi    . 
llll      I  IKI  Ni  SS    "I       \N      ING1  I  . 

behold,  the  same  Moses  tells  ua 

plai  e  that  "  ( Sod  was  seen 
yet  the  same   Moses  hear-  from 
man  c  an  God    and   h\<  If  < 

n    1        ' sc-cn.    how    is    it    that    He  < 

b>hn  abo  s.i\  |f  ••  \o  man  hat' 
turn- ;"  "  and  tin-  Apostle  Paul,  "  V\ 
hath    seen,    nor    .  an    - 
S  ripture  does  not  he  .    th    I 

dv   1      [  \s  mi. 1.  ntood  '  x  the  1  ithi  '  f  < 
X"1    1    i'    .1  ;.   Thcophilm,   11     ,        I  1  1 1 11 II  1..11 .  1.  iv. 
SSat4>I!  una  Cyprian,  v.  p    \\t>,tuf* 

in)  1.  14. 
'     <  MM      I.    26. 

4   *  'ill.   I.  37. 
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n  ma)  be  und  '  that  it  was 
Father  who  was  seen,  Beeing  that  He 

. vn  ;  but  the  Son.  who  has  both  been 

'  to  descend,  and  to  be  seen  because 
nded.      For  He  is  the  image  of 

invisible  God,  as  the  imperfection  and  frailty 
human  condition  was  accustomed  some- 
1 1  n  then  to  see  God  the  Father  in  the 

I  ,.ul.  that  is.  in  the  Sun  of  God.     For 

lally  and  by  progression  human  frailty  was 
gthened  by  the  image  to  that  glor)  of 
one  da\  to  see  God  the  Father.     For 

that  arc  greal  are  dangerous  if  they 
Iden.     For  even  the  sudden  light  of  the 

after  darkness,  with   its  too  great   splendour, 

will    not    make  manifest  the   light   of  day  to   un- 
filed eyes,  but  will  rather  strike  them  with 

blindness. 

And   lest    this  should    occur  to   the   injury  of 

human    eyes,    the    darkness    is    broken    up   and 

ttered  by  degrees  ;  and  the  rising  of  that  lumi- 
nary, mounting  by  small  and  unpen  eived  incre- 

mei  stoms  men's  eyes  to  bear  its 
full  orb  by  the  gentle  increase  of  its  rays.     Thus, 
therefore.    Christ    also  —  that    is.  the    image  of 

I,  and  the  S  m  o(  God  —  is  looked  upon  by 
men.  inasmuch  as  He  could  be  seen.     And  thus 

the  weakness  and   imperfection  of  the   human 
Stiny   is  nourished,   led   up,  and  educated  by 
.)  :  so  that,  being  accustomed  to  look  upon 

-     i.  it   may  one  day  be  able  to  see  (iod   the 
er  Himself  also  as  He  is.  that  it  may  not  be 

stricken   by  His  sudden  and   intolerable  bright- 
id   be   hindered  from   being  able  to  see 

ather,  whom    it    has  always  desired.' 
ore  it   is   the  Son   who  is  seen;  but  the 
God  is  the  Word  of  (iod  :  and  the  Word 

of  (iod  was  made   flesh,  and  dwelt  among  us; 
and   this   is  Christ.     What   in   the    world  is  the 

on   that  we  should  hesitate  to  call  Him  God, 

in    s  i    many  ways  is  acknowledged  to  be 
id?      And    if,     moreover,    the    angel 

meets  with    Hagar,    Sarah's    maid,  driven  from 
as  well  as  turned  away,  near  the  foun- 

der in    the    way  to    Shur ;    asks  and 
ns  tiie  ght,  and   after  that 
rs  her  advi<  e  that  she  should  humble  herself; 

iver,  gives  her  the  hope  of  the  name 
mother,  and  pl<  nd  promises  that  from 

there  should  be  a  numerous  seed,  and 
that  lould  have  Ishmael  to  be  born  from 

with  other  things  unfolds  the  place  of 
litation,  and  describes  his  mode  of  life; 

forth  this  angel  as  both  Lord 

and  r  He  would  not  have  promised  the 
1  unless  the  angel  had  also  been 

them  ask  what  the  heretics  can  make 

of  this  present  passage.     Was  that    the   Father 

that  was  seen  by  Hagar  or  not?  For  He  i 
declared  to  be  Cod.  I!ut  far  be  it  from  us  t< 
call  Cod  the  Father  an  angel,  lest  He  should  Ik 
subordinate  to  another  whose  angel  lb  WOul< 
be  Hut  they  will  say  that  it  was  an  angel 
How  then  shall  He  be  Cod  if  He  was  an  an 

gel?  Since  this  name  is  nowhere  conceded  tc 
angels,  except  that  on  either  side  the  truth 
pels  us  into  this  opinion,  that  we  ought  to  under 
stand  it  to  have  been  (iod  the  Son,  who,  bi 
He  is  of  (iod,  is  rightly  called  (iod,  because  He 
is  the  Son  of  God.  but,  because  He  is  subje<  ted 

to  the  Father,  and  the  Announcer  of  the  bather'; 
will.  He  is  declared  to  be  the  Angel  of  Greal 

Counsel.2  Therefore,  although  this  passage 
neither  is  suited  to  the  person  of  the  bather 
lest  He  should  be  called  an  angel,  nor  to  tin 

person  of  an  angel,  lest  he  should  be  callec 
God  j  yet  it  is  suited  to  the  person  of  Chris 
that  He  should  be  both  God  because  He  is  the 

Son  of  (iod,  and  should  be  an  angel  because  lb 

is  the  Announcer  of  the  Father's  mind.  Am 
the  heretics  ought  to  understand  that  they  are 
setting  themselves  against  the  Scriptures,  in  that 
while  they  say  that  they  believe  Christ  to  hav< 
been  also  an  angel,  they  are  unwilling  to  dec  Ian 
Him  to  have  been  also  God,  when  they  read  ii 
the  Old  Testament  that  He  often  came  to  visi 
the  human  race.  To  this,  moreover,  Mose: 
added  the  instance  of  God  seen  of  Abraham  a 

the  oak  of  Mamre,  when  he  was  sitting  at  th< 

opening  of  his  tent  at  noon-day.  And  never 
theless,  although  he  had  beheld  three  men,  not 
that  he  called  one  of  them  Lord  ;  and  when  h< 
had  washed  their  feet,  he  offers  them  breac 
baked  on  the  ashes,  with  butter  and  abundance 
of  milk  itself,  and  urges  them  that,  being  de 
tained  as  guests,  they  should  eat.  And  afte: 
this  he  hears  also  that  he  should  be  a  father 

and  learns  that  Sarah  his  wife  should  bring  fort! 

a  son  by  him ;  and  acknowledges  concerning 
the  destruction  of  the  people  of  Sodom,  wha 
they  deserve  to  suffer ;  and  learns  that  God  hac 
come  down  on  account  of  the  cry  of  Sodom 
In  which  place,  if  they  will  have  it  that  th< 
Father  was  seen  at  that  time  to  have  been  re 

ceived  with  hospitality  in  company  with  twe 
angels,  the  heretics  have  believed  the  Father  tc 
be  visible.  But  if  an  angel,  although  of  th< 
three  angels  one  is  called  Lord,  why,  althougl 
it  is  not  usual,  is  an  angel  called  God  ?  Unles: 
because,  in  order  that  His  proper  invisibilit; 
maybe  restored  to  the  Father,  and  the  prope 
inferiority  3  be  remitted  to  the  angel,  it  was  onh 
Cod  the  Son,  who  also  is  God,  who  was  seen  b] 
Abraham,  and  was   believed   to  have  been  re 

2  [Isa.  ix.  6,  according  to  the  Seventy.     Ex.  xxiii.  20.     Sec  Bui 
Dr/ensio,  etc.,  vol.  v.  p.  30.     Comp.  Hippol.,  p.  225,  supra  ;  Nov; 

      tian,  p.  632,  t'u/ra.] 
leading  up  and  educating  of  humanity  to  "  see  God  "  i»  Dt  subordination*,  etc.:  Bull.  Defensio,  etc.,  vol.  v.  pp.  76; here  admirably  put.     Heb.  1.  3  J  685.     The  Niccnc  doctrine  includes  the  subordination  of  the  Sbn.] 
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eived    with    hospitality.      For   He    anticipated  him  a  great  nation."  5     Why  docs  this  angel,  if 
acramentally  what  He  was  hereafter  to  become,  angel  only,  claim  to  himself  this  right  of 
[e  was  made  a  guest  of  Abraham,  being  about  I  will  make  of  him  a  great  nation. 
d  be  among  the  sons  of  Abraham.     And  his  this  kind  of  power  belongs  to  God,  and 

hildren's  feet,  by  way  of  proving  what  He  was,  belong   to  an  angel?     Whence  also   He  is  i 
le  washed;  returning  in  the  children  the  claim  firmed  to  be  God,  since  He   is  able  to  do  tl 

f  hospitality  which  formerly  the  Father  had  put  b  ,  by  way  of  proving  this  very  point, 

ut  to  interest  to  Him.     Whence  also,  that  there  immediately    added    by    the    Scripture:     "  . 
light  be  no  doubt   but  that  it  was  He  who  was  God    opened   her  eyes,   and   she   saw  a   well   of 
le  guest  of  Abraham  on  the  destruction  of  the  running  water;  and  she  went  and  filled  the 

eoplcof   Sodom,   it  is    declared:    "Then  the  tie  from  the  well,  and  gave  to  the  lad:  and  God 
,ord   rained  upon  Sodom  and  upon  Gomorrha  was  with  the  lad.'"'     If,  then,  this  God  was  • 
re    and     brimstone     from     the     Lord    out    of  the   Lord,  who  opened   the  eyes   of  Hagar  that 

eaven."  '      For   thus    also  said   the  prophet  in  she   might    see   the  well  of   runni  and 
ie  person  of  God  :  "  I  have  overthrown  you,  as  might  draw  the  water  on  account  of  the  urgent 
ie   Lord   overturned  Sodom  and  Gomorrha."  2  need  of  the  lad 'x  thirst,  and  this  God  wh 

'herefore  the   Lord  overturned  Sodom,  that  is,  her  from  heaven  is  called  an  angel  when,  in  pre- 
lod  overturned  Sodom;  but  in  the  overturning  viously  hearing  the  voice  of  the  lad  i  He 
f  Sodom,  the  Lord  rained  fire  from  the  Lord,  was  rather  God;  is  not  understood  I  ther 
aid   this   Lord  was  the  God  seen  by  Abraham  ;  than  angel,  in   like   manner  as  He  was  God 
ad  this  God  was  the  guest  of  Abraham,  cer  And  since  this  cannot  be  applicable  or  luting  to 

hiily  seen  because  He  was  also  touched,     but  the  Father,  who  is  God  only,  but  may  be  appli- 
fehough    the    Father,    being    invisible,  wis    as-  cable  to  Christ,  who   is  declared   to  be  \\ 
uredly   not   at   that   time   seen,    He   who  was  God,  but  angel  also,7  it  manifestly  appears 
^customed  to  be  touched  and  seen  was  seen  it  was  not  the   Father  who  thus  spoke  to  11 
nd  received  to  hospitality.      but  this  the  Son  of  but  rather  Christ,  since  He  is  God  ;   and  to  1 

Sod,  "The    Lord    rained   from   the   Lord  upon  also  is  applied  the  name  of  .. 

im  and  Gomorrha  brimstone  and  fire."    And  came  the  "  angel  of  great  counsel."       And   I 
pis  is  the  Word  of  God.     And  the  Word  of  God  is  the  angel,  in  that   He  declares  th  a  of 
'as  made   flesh,  and  dwelt  among  us  ;  and   this  the    bather,  as    John    sets    firth,      lor   ;i    John 

;  Christ.     It  was  not  the  Father,  then,  who  was  himself  says,  thai  lb-  Himself  who  sets  forth  the 
guest  with  Abraham,  but  Christ.      Nor  was  it  bosom  of  the  bather,  as  the  Word,  became  : 

be  bather  who  was  seen  then,  but  the  Son  ;  and 

brist  was  seen.  Rightly,  therefore,  Christ  is 
ioth  Lord  and  God,  who  was  not  otherwise 

een  by  Abraham,  except  that  as  God  the  Word 

(je  was  begotten  of  God  the  Father  before  Abra- 
iam  himself.     Moreover,  says  the  Scripture,  the 

m   order  to  declare  the  bosom  of  the  Father, 

assuredly  Christ  is  not  onl)  man,  but  angel  .> 
and    not    only  angel,  but    If  the 
Scriptures  to  be  God  also.      Anil  this 
to  be  the  case  by  us;    so  that,   if   we  will 

consent   to  apprehend  that  it  w 
line     \ngel    and    God    visits  and   consoles   the    then   spoke   to    Hagar,  we   must   either  mak 
aim-    Hagar  when   driven   with   her  son    from   angel  God,  or  we  must  reckon  God  the   lather Hagar 
he  dwelling  of  Abraham,  for  when  in  the 

lesert  she  had  exposed  the  infant,  because  the 
/ater  had  fallen  short  from  the  pitcher;  and 
■en   the   lad   had   cried  out.  and  she  hid  lifted 

ip  hei  weeping  and  lamentation,  "God  heard," 
fa   th'-   Scripture,   "the   voice   of  the  lad    from 

lie  place  where  he  was." 3  Having  told  that  it 
0M  God  who  heard  the  voice  of  the  infant,  it 

idds  :  "And  the  angel  of  the  Lord  called  Hagar 

lerself  out    of  heaven,"  saying    that  that  was   .m 
■gel*  whom  it  had  called  God,  and  pronoun 
ing  I  Inn  to  be  Lord  whom  it  had   jet  forth 

winch  Angel  and  i  iod  moreovei  promises 

o  Hagai  herself 
'  I     ir  not  ;   for 
■  \'\   from    the    pla<  e    when-    he   was. 
ip  the   lad,  and   hold    him  ;   for    I    will    make    ol 

,  - 

Aim  aong  the  angels 

i  HAP.  \t\.'  '     ARGl  WENT.  —  ill  v i  ...  id   I 
n  URED   ro  }A  IN  angel;  N  \ 
son   or  GOD. 

\\  hat    if  in   another  pla. 

m. urn  r  th  it  i  'iod  was  des<  rib<  d  as  an 
when,  to  hi,  wi>    -  I  eah  and  Ra<  h< 

complained  of  the  injustice  of  their  I  md 
when    he    told    them    that    he    desired    noi 

and  return  into  his  own  lamb  he  mot, 

d    the   authority  o\   his  dream  ;   an.1, 
time   he    s.i\s   that   tin-  angel  l      ' 

ilf  greater  consolations,  in  saying,   hlln  m  a  lll(,M11-  ..  ,  x r  1   have  heard  the  von  e  ol  the 
\i  ise.  take 

1 1. 

I      \\l      I   ',  il. 

4  l-v 

18. 
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.  ■•  What  la  it?    Lift  up  thine  eyes,  said 
pats  aii.l  the  rams  leaping 

upon   the  sheep,  and  the  she-goats  are  black 
m  inj  i  oloured,  and  grizzled,  and 
I  have  seen  .ill  that  Laban  hath 

don  e.    I  .mi  God,  who  appeared  to  thee 

in  the  place  of  God,  where  thou  anointedst  for 
landing  stone,  and  there  vowedst 

into  me:  now  therefore  arise,  and  go 
i  from  this  land,  and  go  unto  the  land  of 

nativity,  and  I  will  be  with  thee."'     It"  tin' lod  speaks  thin  to  Jacob,  and  the 

gel  himself  mentions  and  says,  "I  am  God, 

who  appeared  unto  thee  in  the  house  of  Cod." 
we  see  without  anj  hesitation  that  this  is  declared 

e  not  only  .\n  angel,  but  (lod  also  ;  because 
speaks  of  the  vow  directed  to  Himself  by 

Jacob   in   the   place   of  Coil,   and    He   does    not 
.  in  my  place.     It  is  then  the  place  of  God, 

and  He  also  is  Coil.     Moreover,  it   is  written 

simply  in  the  place  of  Cod,  for  it  is  not  said  in 
the  place  of   the   angel    and    Cod,  but   only  of 

I  ;    and    He    who    promises    those    things    is 
manifested  to  be  both  Cod  and  Angel,  so  that 

onably  there  must  be  a  distinction  between 
i  who  is  called  Cod  only,  and    Him  who  is 
lared  to  be  not  Cod  simply,  but  Angel  also. 

Whem  e  if  so  great  an  authority  cannot  here  be 
d  as  belonging  to  any  other  angel,  that 

lb-  sh  >uld  also  avow  Himself  to  be  Cod,  and 
r  witness  that  a  vow  was  made  to 

1!    :..  i  \  ept   to  Christ  alone,  to  whom  not  as 
inly,  but  as  to  Cod,  a  vow  can  be  vowed  ; 

i:   is  manifest  that  it  is  not  to  be  received  as  the 

tier,  but  as  the  Son,  Cod  and  Angel.2     More- 
r,  if  this  is  Christ,  as  it  is,  he  is  in  terrible 
who  says  that  Christ  is  either  man  or  a; 

alone,  withholding  from   Him  the  power  of  the 

ae  name,  —  an  authority  which  He  has  con- 
ntly   received   on    the    faith   of   the    heavenly 

which  continually  say  that  He  is  both 
Angel  and  Cod.     To  all  these  things,  moreover, 

d  this,  that  in  like  manner  as  the  divine 

pture    has    frequently   declared    Him    both 
d,  so  the   same   divine   Scripture 

-  Him  also  both  man  and  Cod,  express- 
v  what   He  should  be,  and  depicting 

n  then  in  figure  what   He  was  to  be  in  the 

truth  of  H  ■  uoce.     "For,"  it  says.  "Jacob 
remained  alone  ;  and  there  wrestled  with  him  a 

a  even  till  daybreak.     And    He  saw  that  He 
not  prevail  against  him;   and   He  touched 

the  broad  part  of  Jacob's  thigh  while   He  was 
wrestling  with  him  and  he  with  Him,  and  said 

I  me  go,  for  the  morning  has  dawned. 

And  he     .1.1  will  not  let  Thee  go.  except  Thou 
ue.     And    He   said,  What    is   thy  name? 

:  -13. 

Una  text  when  ■  with  the  "  Angel 
of  the  Covenant "  (A  !.il.  111.  i.J 

And  he  said,  Jacob.  And  He  said  to  him.  Th; 
name  shall  no  longer  be  <  ailed  Jacob,  but  I  |  i 
shall  be  thy  name  ;  because  thou  hast  pn 

with  Cod,  and  thou  art  powerful  with  men." 
And  it  adds,  moreover :  "And  Jacob  called  tin 
name  of  that  place  the  Vision  of  Cod:  for 
have  seen  the  Lord  face  to  face,  and  my  sou 
has  been  made  safe.  And  the  sun  arose  upoi 
him.  Afterwards  he  i  rossed  over  the  Vision  o 

God,  but  he  halted  upon  his  thigh."  *  A  man 
it  says,  wrestled  with  Jacob.  If  this  was  a  men 
man,  who  is  he?  Whence  is  he?  Wherefon 
docs  he  contend  and  wrestle  with  Jacob?  Wha 
had* intervened?  What  had  happened?  Wha 

the  cause  of  so  great  a  dispute  as  that.  an< 
so  great  a  struggle?  Why,  moreover,  is  Jacofc 
who  is  found  to  be  strong  enough  to  hold  tbj 
man  with  whom  he  is  wrestling,  and  asks  for  ; 
blessing  from  Him  whom  he  is  holding,  assertei 

to  have  asked  therefore,  except  because  thi 

struggle  was  prefigured  as  that  which  should  b 
between  Christ  and  the  sons  of  Jacob,  whicl 
is  said  to  be  completed  in  the  Gospel?  Fo 

against  this  man  Jacob's  people  struggled,  ii 
which  struggle  Jacob's  people  was  found  to  b 
the  more  powerful,  because  against  Christ  i 
gained  the  victory  of  its  iniquity:  at  which  time 
on  account  of  the  crime  that  it  committed,  hesi 

tating  and  giving  way,  it  began  most  sorely  I 
halt  in  the  walk  of  its  own  faith  and  salvation 

and  although  it  was  found  the  stronger,  in  rcspec 
of  the  condemnation  of  Christ,  it  still  needs  Hi 

mercy,  still  needs  His  blessing.  But,  moreovei 

the  man  who  wrestled  with  Jacob  says,  "  More 
over,  thy  name  shall  no  longer  be  called  Jacot 

but  Israel  shall  be  thy  name;"  and  if  Israel  i 
the  man  who  sees  God,  the  Lord  was  beautiful 

showing  that  it  was  not  only  a  man  who  was  the 
wrestling  with  Jacob,  but  God  also.  Certainl 
Jacob  saw  ( lod,  with  whom  he  wrestled,  allhoug 
he  was  holding  the  man  in  his  own  struggle 
And  in  order  that  there  might  still  be  no  hesita 
tion,  He  Himself  laid  down  the  interpretatio 

by  saying,  "Because  thou  hast  prevailed  wit 
Cod,  and  art  powerful  with  men."  For  whic 
reason  the  same  Jacob,  perceiving  already  th 
force  of  the  Mystery,  and  apprehending  th 
authority  of  Him  with  whom  he  had  wrestlec 
called  the  name  of  that  place  in  which  he  ha 
wrestled,  the  Vision  of  Cod.  He,  moreove 

superadded  the  reason  for  his  interpretation  b 

ing  offered  of  the  Vision  of  God  :  "  For  I  ha\ 
seen,"  said  he,  "God  face  to  face,  and  my  so' 
has  been  saved."  Moreover,  he  saw  Cod,  wit 
whom  he  wrestled  as  with  a  man;  but  still  ii 
deed  he  held  the  man  as  a  conqueror,  thouj. 
as  an  inferior  he  asked  a  blessing  as  from  Co 
Thus  he  wrestled  with  Cod  and  with  man;  ai 

sxxii.  24-27.     [Vol.  iv   390,  this  series. J 1  Gen.  xxxii.  30,  31. 
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thus  truly  was  that  struggle  prefigured,  ami  in 
the  Gospel  was  fulfilled,  between  Christ  and  the 
people  of  Jacob,  wherein,  although  the  people 
had  the  mastery,  yet  it  proved  to  be  inferior  by 
being  shown  to  be  guilty.  Who  will  hesitat 
acknowledge  that  Christ,  in  whom  this  type  of  a 
wrestling  was  fulfilled,  was  not  man  only,  but 
God  also,  since  even  that  very  type  of  a  wrestling 
seems  to  have  proved  Him  man  and  God?  And 
yet,  even  after  tiiis,  the  same  divine  Scripture 
justly  does  not  (ease  to  call  the  Angel  God,  and 
to  pronounce  God  the  Angel.  For  when  this 
very  Jacob  was  about  to  bless  Manasseh  and 
Ephraim,  the  sons  of  Joseph,  with  his  hands 
placed  a<  ross  on  the  heads  of  the  lads,  he  said, 

"The  God  which  fed  me  from  my  youth  even 
unto  this  day,  the  Angel  who  delivered  me  from 

all  evils,  bless  these  lads."  '  Even  to  such  a 
point  does  he  affirm  the  same  Being  to  be  an 
Angel,  whom  he  had  called  God,  as  in  the  end 
of  his  discourse,  to  express  the  person  of  whom 

he  was  speaking  as  one,  when  he  said'  "  bless 
these  lads."  For  if  he  had  meant  the  one  to 
be  understood  as  ( hid,  and  the  other  as  an  a;; 

he  would  have  comprised  the  two  persons  in  the 
plural  number  ;  but  now  he  defined  the  singular 
number  of  one  person  in  the  blessing,  whence 
he  meant  it  to  be  understood  that  the  same  per- 

son is  God  and  Angel,  but  yet  He  cannot  be 
received  as  God  the  Father:  but  as  God  and 
Angel,  as  Christ  He  can  be  received.  And  Him, 
as  the  author  of  this  blessing,  |a<  ob  also  signified 
by  pi  u  ing  his  hands  crossed  upon  the  lads,  as 
if  their  lather  was  Christ,  and  showing,  from  1 
placing  his  hands,  the  figure  and  future  form  of 
the  passion.3  Let  no  one,  therefore,  who  does 
not  shrink  from  speaking  of  Christ  as  an  Angel, 
thus  shrink  from  pronouncing  Him  God  also, 

win -u  in-  perceives  that  lb-  Himself  was  invoked 
in  the  blessing  of  these  lads,  by  the  sa<  r  imenl  oi 
the  passion,  intimated  in  the  type  of  the  crossed 
hand  ..  .1  i  both  God  and  Angel. 

CHAP.    \\.'      ARGUMENT.  —  ITIS     PROVED     FROM 
1  in:   SCRIPT!  Rl  S    1  n  \i    CHR]  -i    WAS    ■   \      w 
ANGEL.     1:1   1   w  r  ITIS  SH<  W  N  1  R<  >M  OTHI  R  PARI  - 
01    11  'i  \     •  uirn  RE  1 1 1  \  1   111    ISGODA1     ». 

But  if  some  heretic,  obstinately  struggling 
11st  the  truth,  should  persisl  in  all  these  in- 

stances either  in  understanding  thai  Christ  was 
properly  .\w  angel,  or  should  contend  thai  He 
must  be  so  understood,  he  musl  in  this  respect 

1  be  subdued  by  the  force  ol  ti  ith.  I  "i  if, 
sun  e  all  heavenly  things,  earthly  things,  and 
things  under  the  earth,  are  subjected  to  Chi 

1  1  Sen,  \Iviii.  1 1.  1  . 
3  Benedii  it, 

I  [A      <\  '■    iui  i 

whii  h  tin    1  111.1           idmittcd,  but  w  '■  not, 
even  when  ihi  y  preclii  led  it,     >  Pel    \.  11. J 
♦A  M. 

even  the  angels  th<  ith  all  other  crea- 

5,   as   many  as   are   subjected   to   Chi    '. 
called  gods,5  rightly  also  Christ  is  God.     And  if 
any  angel  at  all  subjected  to  Christ  can  be  '.tiled 
God,   and   this,   if  it   ! 
without  blasphemj ,   1  mui  h   more 
this  be  fitting  for  Christ,   Kims- If  the  £ 
( Jod,  for  I lim  to  be  pronoun  r  if 
an  angel  who  is  subjet  ted  to  ( Ihris I 
<  rod,   much   more,  and  more 
( 'hrist.  to  whom  all 
to  be  ( rod.     For  it  is  not  suitable 
what  is  com  v^li-A  to  the  1< 
to  tl  ter.     Thus,  if  an  angel  be  in 
(  hrist,  and  yet  an  angel  is  1  lll<  d 
consequence  is  Christ  said  to  be  God,  who  is 

discovered  to  be  both   greater  and    '  not 
than   one,  but   than   all    angels.     And    if  "( 
standeth  in  the  asseml  ly  of  tl  !  in  the 
midst  God  distinguisheth  between  the 
and  Christ  stood  at  various  times  in  tl 

ue,  then  Christ  stood  in  the   -  ■  as 
God, — judging,   tO    wit,    between    tl:  .    to 
whom  He  says,  "How  long  do  ye  accept  the 
persons  of  men  ?  "    That  is  to  |uently, 
charging  the  men  of  the  s)  e  with  not 
pra<  tising  just  judgments.  Further,  if  they  who 
are  reproved  and  blamed  seem  even  for  an)  rea- 

son to  attain  this  name  without  blasphemy,  that 
they    should    be    called     gods,    assured!] 
more  shall  He  be  esteemed  Cod.  who  not  only 

id  to  have  stood  as  God  in  the 

of  the  gods,  but   moreover  is  revealed  by   the 
same  authorit)  of  the    reading   .is   dist 

and   judging    between    gods. 

who  ••  fall  like  one  of  the  prim  I  called 

gods,  nun  h  rather  shall  1  le  be  said  I 

not  onl)  does  not  fall  like  one  iA'  the  ; but  even  oven  om<  s  both  the  author  and 
of  wickedness  himself.      \nd  what  in  the  world 
is  the  1-    son,  that  although  the) 

:\el)  e\  cm   tO  M 

••  1  have  made # thee  as  d  to  Pharaoh/ 
should  be  d(  1111  d   tO   1  !hrist,  who   is   ,  I    to 

>t  to  Pharaoh  onfy,  but 

both    Lord  and   t I  '  the 
formei  <  a  -■  indeed    this    n 
serve,  in  the  latter  lavishl)  ;   in 
measure,  in  the  latt<  kind  ̂ (  n 
■•  For,"  it  1-  said,  "  the  F  thi  1  .  vetl 
S  m  .  foi  the  Fathei  Fovetl 
In  the  formei  for  the  time,  in  the  lal 

tune  ; 

e  divine  n 

all  time.     But  il  ; »  1 1 

•  1 



1  REATISK    CO.XCKRXIXG    TIIK    TRIN1  I  f. 

:u. in,  in  i        cl  u>  this  limited   power 
en  him.  still  without  hesitation  attains  thai 

name  of  God,  how  nun  h  more  shall  I  le  who  has 
as  will  be  believed  to 

ithorit)  v(  th.it  name? 

CHAP.     XXI.'        .-/A'.  ■  r.  —  THAT    THE     SAMI 
DIVDil     MAJESTY  I-   v;w\    CONFIRMED  IN    CHRIST 
in    on  HI  R   SCRIPTUF 

I  indeed  I  could  set  forth  the  treatment 

ject  by  all  heavenly  Scriptures,  and 
•i),  so  to  speak,  a  perfect  forest  of  texts 

ning  that  manifestation  of  the  divinity  of 
pt  that  I  have  not  so  much  under- 

d  to  speak  against  this  special  form  of  heresy, 
as  '.  md  the  rule  of  truth  concerning  the 

rson   of  Christ.      Although,   however.    I    must 
hasten  to  other  matters,  I  do  not  think  that  I 

must  pass  over  this  point,  that  in  the  Gospel  the 
!  declared,  byway  of  signifying  His  majesty, 

"  Destroy  this  temple,  and  in  three   days 
I  will  build  it  up  again."3     Or  when,  in  another 
passage,  and  on  another  subject,  He  declares,  "I 
have  power  to  lay  down  my  lite,  and  again  to 
take  it  up;   for  this  commandment  I  have  re- 

ceived i >f  my  Father."  '     Now  who  is  it  who  says 
that  He  can  lay  down  His  life,  or  can  Himself 

iver  His  life  again,  because  He  has  received 
it  of  His  Father?    Or  who  says  that   He  can 

te  mv\  rebuild  the  destroyed  tem- 
ple of  His  body,  except  because  He  is  the  Word 
•  is  from  the  Father,  who  is  with  the   Father, 

"by  whom  all  things  were   made,  and  without 
■  m  nothing  was  made  ;"4  the  imitator"  of  His 

Father's  works  and  powers.  -:  the  image  of  the  in- 
visible* ••  who  came  down  from  heaven;"' 

who  testified  what  things  he  had  seen  and  heard  ; 

who  "came  not  to  do  His  own  will,  but  rather  to 
the  will  of  the  Father," 8  by  whom  He  had 

ut  for  this  veiy  purpose,  that  being  made 

the   "  Messenger  of  (beat  Counsel,'"'  He  might 
unfold  !  •  laws  of  the  heavenly  mysteries; 
and  who  as  the  Word  made  flesh  dwelt  among 

<>f  us  this  Christ  is  proved  to  be  not  man 
lb.  was  the  son  of  man.  but  also 

ise  II      is   the   S.,n   of  Cod?     And   if 

tie  Christ  i-  i  ailed  "  the  first-born  of 
ry  '  re..:  how  could  He  be  the  first-born 

1  Accnritine  to  Pamclius,  ch.  x\i 

■ 

4  John  i.  3. 
.•uage  arc  such  that  cunning 

'rinc    out    '  ' 
:     triers  before  the 

a  of  language,  aj-hough 
Iced  the  iefiintions.] i.v 

John  r. 

npoMle  imme.V .use  of  the   univi 
I    if  of  nil  crea- 

te verse  following.     - Gen,  xxv.  31.] 

of  every   Creature,   unless   because   according   to 
I  lis  divinity  the  Word  pro<  eeded  from  the  lather 
before  every  creature?    And  unless  the  heretics 

receive-  it  thus,  they  will  be  constrained  to  si 
that  Christ  the  man  was  the  liistdtorn  of  every 

creature  ;  which  they  will  not  be  able  to  do. 
lather,  therefore,  He  is  before  every  creature, 
that  He  may  be  the  first-born  of  every  creature, 
and  He  is  not  man  only,  because  man  is  after 

every  creature ;  or  He  is  man  only,  and  He  is 

after  every  creature.  And  how  is  He  the-  first- 
born of  every  creature,  except  because  being  that 

Word  which  is  before  every  creature  ;  and  there- 
fire,  the  first-born  of  every  creature,  He  becomes 

flesh  and  dwells  in  us,  that  is.  assumes  that  man's 
nature  which  is  after  every  creature,  and  so 
dwells  with  him  and  in  him,  in  us,  that  neither 
is  humanity  taken  away  from  Christ,  nor  His 
divinity  denied?  For  if  He  is  only  before  every 
creature,  humanity  is  taken  away  from  Him; 

but  if  lb-  is  only  man,  the  divinity  which  is  be- 
fore every  creature  is  interfered  with,  both  of 

these,  therefore,  are  leagued  together  in  Christ, 
and  both  are  conjoined,  and  both  are  linked 
with  one  another.  And  rightly,  as  there  is  in 
Him  something  which  excels  the  creature,  the 
agreement  of  the  divinity  and  the  humanity 
seems  to  be  pledged  in  Him  :  for  which  reason 

He  who  is  declared  as  made  the  "  Mediator  be- 

tween God  and  man  "  "  is  revealed  to  have  asso- 
ciated in  Himself  God  and  man.  And  if  the 

same  apostle  says  of  Christ,  that  "  having  put  off 
the  flesh,  He  spoiled  powers,  they  being  openly 

triumphed  over  in  Himself,"  12  he  certainly  did 
not  without  a  meaning  propound  that  the  flesh 
was  put  off,  unless  because  he  wished  it  to  be 
understood  that  it  was  again  put  on  also  at  the 
resurrection.  Who,  therefore,  is  He  that  thus 
put  off  and  put  on  the  flesh  ?  Let  the  heretics 
seek  out.  For  we  know  that  the  Word  of  God 

was  invested  with  the  substance  of  flesh,  and 
that  He  again  was  divested  of  the  same  bodily 

material,  which  again  He  took  up  in  the  resur- 
rection and  resumed  as  a  garment.  And  yet 

Christ  could  neither  have  been  divested  of  nor 

invested  with  manhood,  had  He  been  only  man  : 
for  man  is  never  either  deprived  of  nor  invested 
with  himself.  For  that  must  be  something  else, 
whatever  it  may  be,  which  by  any  other  is  either 
taken  away  or  put  on.  Whence,  reasonably,  it  was 

tin-  Word  of  God  who  put  off  the  flesh,  and  again 
in  the  resurrection  put  it  on,  since  He  put  it  off 

at  His  birth  lie  had  been  invested  with 
it.  Therefore  in  Christ  it  is  (bid  who  is  invested, 
and  moreover  must  be  divested,  because  He  who 
is  invested  must  also  likewise  be  He  who  is 

divested  ;  whereas,  as  man,  He  is  invested  with 
and  divested  of,  as  it  were,  a  certain  tunic  of  the 

11    1  Tim    ii    5. >-   Col.  ii.  15. 



TREATISE    CONCERNING    THE    TRINITY. 

compacted  body.1  And  therefore  by  conse- 
quence He  was,  as  we  have  said,  the  Word  of 

God,  who  is  revealed  to  be  atone  time  invested, 
at  another  time  divested  of  the  flesh.  For  this, 
moreover,  He  before  predicted  in  blessings: 

"He  shall  wash  His  garment  in  wine,  and  His 

clothing  in  the  blood  of  the  grape."2  If  the 
garment  in  Christ  be  the  flesh,  and  the  clothing 
itself  be  the  body,  let  it  be  asked  who  is  He 
whose  body  is  clothing,  and  garment  flesh  ?  For 
to  us  it  is  evident  that  the  flesh  is  the  garment, 
and  the  body  the  clothing  of  the  Word  ;  and  He 
trashed  His  bodily  substance,  and  purified  the 
material  of  the  flesh  in  blood,  that  is,  in  wine,  by 
His  passion,  in  the  human  character  that  He  had 
undertaken.  Whence,  if  indeed  He  is  washed, 
He  is  man,  because  the  garment  which  is  washed 
is  the  flesh  ;  but  He  who  washes  is  the  Word  of 

God,  who,  in  order  that  He  might  wash  the  gar- 
ment, was  made  the  takcr-up  of  the  garment. 

Rightly,  from  that  substance  which  is  taken  that 
it  might  be  washed,  He  is  revealed  as  a  man, 
Even  as  from  the  authority  of  the  Word  who 
washed  it  He  is  manifested  to  be  God. 

CHAP.  XXII.3  ARGUMENT. — THAT  THE  SAME  DI- 

VINE MAJESTY  [S  IX  CHRIST,  UK  ONCE  MORE 
ASSKKIS    BY   OTHER   SCRIPTURES. 

but  why,  although  we  appear  to  hasten  to 
mother  branch  of  the  argument,  should  we  pass 

aver  that  passage  in  the  apostle  :  "Who,  al- 
though lb-  w.is  in  the  form  of  God,  did  nol 

think  it  robbery  that  He  should  be  equal  with 
God  ;  but  emptied  Himself,  taking  up  the  form 
ttfa  servant,  being  made  in  the  likeness  of  men  ; 
ind  found  in  fashion  as  a  man.  He  humbled 

Himself,  becoming  obedient  even  unto  death, 
.wen  the  death  of  the  cross.  Wherefore  also 

God  hath  highly  exalted  Him,  and  hath  given 
Him  a  name  which  is  above  every  name;  that 
in  the  name  of  Jesus  every  knee  should  be  bent. 
Df  things  in  heaven,  and  things  in  earth,  and 

things  under  the  earth  ;  and  every  tongue  should 
confess  that  fesus  is  Lord,  in  the  glory  of  God 

the  batii.  i  ?"  i     "  Who,  although  He  was  m  the 
form  of  God,"  he  says.  If  Christ  had  been 
Only  man,  lie  would  have  been  spoken  of  as  in 

"  the  mi i  ;e  "  of  God,  not  "  in  the  Form  "  of 
Hod.  For  we  know  that  man  was  made  after 

tin'  image  or  likeness,  not  after  the  form, 
God.      Who  then  is   that    angel  who.  as  we    have 
said,  was  made  in  the  form  of  God?     but  neither 
ilo    we    lead    of   Hie    form    Ol    I  rod    ill  e\ 

cept  because  this  one  is  chief  and   royal  above 
all  —  the    Son    of  Cod,    the    Wool    ol    God,    the 

1  IVili  I,    a..  ,  n>.  nd  uion  "  He 
in  an  ..ii  humanity,  .1.  11  11  were  .1  lvin.1  ni  lunii   KM    1 

pai'tcil  l>...!\ 
1    \h\     1  1 

'    \   lin     to  P  mi-  lin  ■.  ■  li    wii. 

*  Phil    ii.  6-n 

imitator  of  all   His   Father's  works,  in  that  He 
Himself  worketh  even  as  His  bather.      He  is  — 
as  we  have  declared  —  in  the  form  of  God  the 

Father.     And  He  is  reasonably  affirmed  to  be- 
in  the  form  of  Cod,  in  that  He   Hims<  If,  b 
above  all  things,  and  having  the  divine  power 
over  every  creature,  is  also  God  after  the  exam- 

ple of  the  Father.     Vet  He  obtained  this  from 
His  own  bather,  that   He    should   be   both   Cod 

of  all  and  should  be  Lord,  and  be  begotten  and 
made  known  from  Himself  as  God  in  the  form 

of  Cod  the  Father.     He  then,  although  He  was 
in  the  form  of  Cod,  thought  it  not  robbery  that 
He  should  be  equal  with  God.     For  altho 
He  remembered  that  He  was  God  from  God 

bather.  He  never  either  compared  or 

Himself  with  Cod  the   Father,  mindful  that   lb- 
was   from    His    bather,  and  that    He    p 
that  very  thing  that   He  is,  because  the    bather 

had  given  it  Him.5     Thence,  finally,  both  before 
the  assumption  of  the  flesh,  and  moreover  after 
the  assumption  of  the  body,  be  fter  the 
resurrection  itself,  He  yielded  all  obedience  to 
the  Father,  and  still  yields  it  as  ever.  Whence 
it  is  proved  that  He  thought  that  the  claim  of  a 
certain  divinity  would  be  robbery,  .  that  of 

equalling  Himself  with  God  the  Father;  but,  on 

the  other  h.md.  obedient  and  subje<  t  to  .-.li   I 
rule  and  will,  He  even  wa-  <  ontented  to  take  on 
Hun  the  form  of  a  servant  —  that  is,  to  ! 
man  ;  and  the  substance  of  flesh  and  body  w! 
as    it    came    to   Him    from   the    bondage    ̂ \    I 

forefathers' sins  according  to  lbs  manhood. 
undertook  by  being  born,  at  which  time  m 
over  He  emptied  Himself,  in  that   He  did  not 
refuse  to  take  upon  Him  the  frailty  incident 
humanity.      Because  if  He  hail   been  born  man 
only.  He   would    not   have   been   emptied   in   re- 

spect of  this  ;   for  man.  '  born,  is  in- 
nol  emptied,     bor  in  beginning  to  be  that  which 

I  le    could    not    possess,    SO    '■  •'  He    did    not 
exist,  as  we  have  said,   He  is  nol  emptied,  bul 
rather  increased  and  enriched.     B  hrist  is 

emptied  in  being  born,  in  taking  the  form  o\  a 
sen  ant,  how  i-.  He  man  only?  Of  whom  it 
could    more    truly   have    been    said    that    I 

enriched,  not  emptied,  at  the  tune  that   Hi 
born,  ex<  epl  be<  ause  the  auth  I  the  di\ 
W  ord,  rep  ising  for  awhile  in   take 
humanity,  and  not  exercising  itself  with 

strength,  «  ast>  itself  d    • 
lor  the  time,  in  lu  aring  the  hum  h  it 

has  undertaken  ?  It  em]  ■  If  in  des<  end- 
\u\  repi.-  1.  he--,  in  'ini- 

ii. itions.  m  experiem  ing  thii  ■  and 
■   1  ol  this  humility  thi 

eminent  reward.       I'm   I  [i    h  I 
whi«  h  1  •  mie."  win.  h  . 
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TREATISE   CONCERNING   THE   TRINITY. 

understand  to  be  none  other  than  the  nun. 
■     i  ...1  alone  to 
that  the  name  whu  h 

.  c  .ill  things,  is  ab 

h   name   by  <  onsequence   is 
: .  I :  ,ii  the  form 

it  a  not  robbery  for  Him  to  be 
neither,  if  Christ  were  not 

I      I,  would  every  knee  bend  itself  in  His  name, 
in  heaven,  and  things  in  earth,  and 

under  the  earth ;  "  nor  would  things  visi- 
ble  mv\   invisible,  even   ever)    creature   of  all 

things,  be  subjected  or  be  placed  under  man, 
remember    that    they   were 

man.     v.  I  Ihrist  is  said  to  be 
in  the  form  of  I  id  since  it  is  shown  that  for 
His  nativity  according  to  the  flesh   He  emptied 
Hims    :  ;   and  since   il   is  declared   that    He   re- 

ceived from  the  Father  that  name  which  is  above 

ry  name ;  and  since  it  is  shown  that  in  His 
name   "ever)    knee   of  things  in   heaven,  and 
things  in  earth,,  and  things  under  the  earth,  bend 

»w"    themselves  J  and   this  very  thing    is 
utherance  of  the  glory  of  God 

Father ;  quently  He  is  not  man  only, 
LCt  that  He  became  obedient  to  the 

Father,  even  to  death,  yea.  the  death  of  the 
Sut.  moreover,  from  the  proclamation  by 

these  higher  matters  of  the  divinity  of  Christ, 
Christ  Jesus  is  shown  to  be  Lord  and  God, 
which  the  heretics  will  not  have. 

CHAP.  Will.1  ARGUMENT.  —  AND  THIS  IS  SO 
MANIFEST,  THAT  SOME  HERETICS  HAVE  THOUGHT 

HIM  I"  II  GOD  THE  1  A  111  F.R,  OTHERS  THAT  HE 

WAS   ONLY    tl'H)   WITHOUT  THE    FLESH. 

In  this  place  I  may  be  permitted  also  to  col- 
ents  from  the  side  of  other  heretics. 

It  is  tantial  kind  of  proof  which  is  gathered 
i  from  an  adversary,  so  as  to  prove  the  truth 

the  very  enemies  of  truth.     For  it  is 
so  far  manifest  that  He  is  declared  in  the  Scrip- 
tur  I     'd.  that  many  heretics,  moved  by 
the  and  truth  of  this  divinity,  cxagger- 
ati  rs  above   measure,  have  dared 

think  Him  not  the  Son,  but 

:  ather  Himself.2     And  this,  although 
it  is  contrary  to  the  truth  of  the  Scriptures,  is 

rument  for  the  divin- 
itv  of  Chi  God,  except  as  Son 

ry  many  heretics  — 
1  —  h.n  ■    I  I  [irn  as  <  rod, 
•  He  m  ist  be  pronounced  not  the 

t   the    1  :ore   let   it   be  con- 
I    whet!.  !:,•/.   sine  e    1  lis 

ie,  th  it.  as  we  have 
alr<  i  Him  Cod 

1   idier    1  I  and    b  sed    the 

/•fa.] 

divinity  in  Christ  with  such  impetuosity  at]  ' 
si.  m  —  compelled  to  it  by  the  manifest  divinity 
in    Christ  —  that    they   thought    that    He    whom 
they  read  of  .is  the  Son,  because  the)  perceived 
Him  to  be  God,  must  be  the  Father.    Moreover, 
other  heretics  have  bo  far  embraced  the  mani- 

fest divinit)  of  Christ,  as  to  say  that  He  \ 
without  flesh,  and  to  withdraw  from  Him  the 
whole  humanity  which  He  took  upon  Him,  lest, 

iSSOCiating  with  Him  a  human  nativity,  as 
they  conceived  it.  they  should  diminish  in  Him 
the  power  of  the  divine  name.3  This,  however, 
we  do  not  approve  ;  but  we  quote  it  as  an  argu- 

ment to  prove  that  Christ  is  God,  to  this  extent, 
that  some,  taking  away  the  manhood,  have 
thought  Him  Cod  only,  and  some  have  thought 
Him  Cod  the  bather  Himself;  when  reason  and 

the  proportion  of  the  heavenly  Scriptures  show 
Christ  to  be  Cod.  but  as  the  Son  of  Cod;  and 
the  Son  of  man,  having  been  taken  up,  more- 

over, by  God,  that  He  must  be  believed  to  be 
man  also.  Because  if  He  came  to  man,  that  He 
might  be  Mediator  of  Cod  and  men,  it  behoved 
Him  to  be  with  man,  and  the  Word  to  be  made 
flesh,  that  in  His  own  self  He  might  link  to- 

gether the  agreement  of  earthly  things  with  heav- 
enly things,  by  associating  in  Himself  pledges  of 

both  natures,  and  uniting  God  to  man  and  man 
to  God ;  so  that  reasonably  the  Son  of  God 
might  be  made  by  the  assumption  of  flesh  the 
Son  of  man,  and  the  Son  of  man  by  the  recep- 

tion of  the  Word  of  God  the  Son  of  God.  This 

most  profound  and  recondite  mystery,  destined 
before  the  worlds  for  the  salvation  of  the  human 
race,  is  found  to  be  fulfilled  in  the  Lord  Jesus 
Christ,  both  God  and  man,  that  the  human  race 
might  be  placed  within  the  reach  of  the  enjoy- 

ment of  eternal  salvation. 

CHAP.  XXIV.  4  ARGUMENT.  —  THAT  THESE  HAVE 

THEREFORE  ERRED,  P.Y  THINKING  THAT  THERE 
WAS  NO  DIFFERENCE  BETWEEN  THE  SON  OF 

GOD  AND  THE  SON  OF  MAN  ;  BECAUSE  THEY 
II  Wl.  ILL  UNDERSTOOD  THE  SCRIPTURE. 

But  the  material  of  that  heretical  error  has 

arisen,  as  I  judge,  from  this,  that  they  think  that 
there  is  no  distinction  between  the  Son  of  God 
and  the  Son  of  man  ;  because  if  a  distinction 
were  made,  Jesus  Christ  would  easily  be  proved 
to  be  both  man  and  God.  For  they  will  have 
it  that  the  self-same  that  is  man,  the  Son  of  man. 
appears  also  as  the  Son  of  God;  that  man  and 
Il  :sh  and  that  same  frail  substance  may  be  said 
to  be  also  the  Son  of  God  Himself.  Whence, 
since  no  distinction  is  discerned  between  the 
Son  of  man  and  the  Son  of  God,  but  the  Son 
of  man  Himself  is  asserted  to  be  the  Son  of 
Cod.  the   same  Christ   and   the  Son  of  God  u 

3  [Ircn-tux,  vol   i   p.  527.] 
*  According  to  Pamelius,  ch.  xlx. 
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asserted  to  be  man  only;  by  which  they  strive 

to  exclude,  "The  Word  was  made  flesh,  and 

dwelt  among  us."  '  And  ye  shall  call  His  name 
Emmanuel;  which  is,  interpreted,  God  with 

us."-  For  they  propose  and  put  forward  what 
is  told  in  the  Gospel  of  Luke,  whence  they  strive- 
to  maintain  not  what  is  the  truth,  hut  only  what 

they  want  it  to  he:  "The  Holy  Spirit  shall 
come  upon  thee,  and  the  power  of  the  Highest 
shall  overshadow  thee  J  therefore  also  the  Holy 
Thing  which  is  born  of  thee  shall  he  called  the 

Son  of  God."3  If,  then,  say  they,  the  angel  of 
<  !  •  !  says  to  Mary,  "that  Holy  Thing  which  is 
horn  of  thee,"  the  substance  of  flesh  and  body 
is  of  Mary  ;  but  he  has  set  forth  that  this  sub- 

stance, that  is,  that  Holy  Thing  which  is  born  of 
her,  is  the  Son  of  Coil.  Man,  say  they,  him- 

self, and  that  bodily  flesh  ;  that  which  is  called 
holy,  itself  is  the  Son  of  God.     That  also  when - 

the  Scripture  says  that  "  Holy  Thing."  we  sh 
understand  thereby  Christ  the  mm,  the  Son  of 
man;  and  when  it  places  before  us  the  Son  of 
Cod,  we  ought  to  perceive,  not  man,  but  God. 
And  yet  the  divine  Scripture  easily  convicts 
and  discloses  the  frauds  and  artifices  of  the 

heretics,  for  if  it  were  thus  only,  "The  Spirit 
shall  come  upon  thee,  and  the  power  of  the 

II    ;hesl    shall    Overshadow   thee;    therefore    th.it 
Holy  Thing  which  is  born  of  th  :e  shall  be  called 

the   Son  of  God,"  perchance  we  should    have 
had    to   strive   against   them   in  another  sort,  and 
to  have  sought  for  other  arguments,  and  to  have 
taken    up  other  weapons,   with    which    to  over 

I  •    both    their    snares    and    their  wiles  ;    bul 
since  tin-  Scripture  itself,  abounding  in  heav< 
fulness,  divests    itself  of  the   calumnies   of  tl 

heretic,,    we    easily    depend    upon    that    tint    is 
written,  and   overcome   those   errors  without  any 
hesitation.     For  it  said,  not  as  we  have  already 

stated,  "Therefore  the   Holy  Thing  which  shall 
be  born  of  thee  ;"  but  added   the  conjunction, 
for  it  says,  "Therefore  also  tint  Holy  Thing 
Which  shall  lie  born  of  thee,"  SO  a.  to  make  it 
plain  that  that  Holy  Thing  which  is  born  of  her 

—  that  is,  thai  substance  of  flesh  and  body  —  ' 
is  not  the  Son  of  God  primarily,  but  conse- 

quently, and  in  the  secondary  place  ;4bul 
marily,  that  the  Son  of  Cod  is  the  Word  of  God, 
incarnate  by  that  Spirit  of  whom  the  angel  says, 

"The    Spirit     shall    come    upon     thee,    and    the 

power  of  the  Highest  dnll  overshadow   thee." 
I  01  He  is  the  legitimate  Son  of  God  who  is  of 

1       I    Himself;   and    lie.  while    He  assumes   that 

Holy    I'hing,  and  links  to  Himself  the  Son  of 
in  in,  and  draws  Him  and  transfers  I  I  mi  to  Him- 

i   [ohn  i    1 1 
\l  itl    i,  .-i. 

>  Lul     i 

*  "  riw  inn  i.  nli. II-.  genei  ition  it  hen   i 
but  by  no  mi  in  •  n«  ihe 
i  rci  cive  tl»'  name  ol  I 

I     I     "I,,  I    IV 

self,  by  His  connection  and  min. 
ation    becomes    responsible  for  and    makes  Him 
the  Son  of  God,  which  by  nature  He  was  not, 
so  that  the  original  cause?  of  that  name  Son  of 
Cod  is  in  the  Spirit  of  the  Lord,  who  des  ended 
and  came,  and  that  there  is  only  the  continu- 

ance of  the  name  in  the  case  of  the  S  >n  of 

man  ;''  and   by  consequent  e    He    i  My  be- 
•   the   Son    of  ( lod,  althi  i  He 

is  not  the  Son  of  Cod.  And  therefore  the  an 

seeing  that  arrangement,  ami  providing  for  I 
order  of  the    mystery,    did    not    i  every 
thing  in  such  a  way  as  to  leave  no  trace  of  a 
distinction,  but  established  the  distinction  by 

saying,  "Therefore  also  thai   Holy  I'hing  which 
shall    be   born  of  thee  shall  be  called  -     ,  of 

Cod  ;  "   lest,  had   he   not   .  'istribu- 
tion  with  his  balances,  but  had  left  the  matter  all 
mixed  up  in  confusion,  it  had  really  afforded 
Occasion  to  heretics  to  declare  that  the  Son  of 
man.  in  that  He  is  man.  is  the  same  .is  the  Son 
of  (lod  and  man.  Hut  now,  explaining  severally 
the  ordinance  and  the  reason  of  SO  great  a  mys- 

tery, he  evidently  set  forth  in  saying,  "  \n« I  that 
Holy  Thing  which  shall  be  bom  of  thee  shall 

called  the  Son  of  God  ;  "  the  proof  that  the 
Son  of  Cod  descended,  and  that  He.  in  taking 
up  into  Himself  the  Son  of  man.  consequently 
made  I  lim  the   Son  of  God,  bei  S  to  ̂ i 

God  associated  and  joined  Him  to  1  limself.    S 
that,  while  the  Son  of  man  cleaves  in  His  nativ- 

ity to  the  Son  of  Cod.  by  that  very  mingling 
He  holds  that  as  pledged  and  derived  which  <■'( 
I  lis    own    nature     He  <  <  mid    not  Ami 

thus  by  the  word  of  the  angel  the  distil 
made,  again  i  the  heret  i  n  een 
the  Son  of  Cod  and  man  ;  yet  with  their  a 

ciation,  by   pressing   them    to  undei  that 
Christ    the    Son    of  man    is    man,    and    also    to 

;    (  lod    and   man    the   S  in    ̂ ( 

God  ;  that  is,  the  Word  of  God  as  il  is  written 
as  God ;  and  thus  to  acknowledge  that  CI 

Jesus  the  lord,  connei  ted  on  both 
speak,  is  on  both  sides  woven  in  and  gTOWTJ 

g   ther.  and  associated  in  the  sam< 
hi  ith  subsi  m<  is,  by  the  bindin  ther 
of  a  mutual  alliance        man  .w.     I 

of  the  Sc  ripture  whu  h  d<  i 

CHAP.  XXV.'        XRGUMBNT.-     \SV    rHAT  IT  D 
\.>l       I  ol  I  i  >W       I  III  \.    I  .       I  II  \ 

I'll  II      II       Ml    s|        V 

I'll  o  ;     FOR    9  Kill  IK' 

o\i  n    w  \s   (  ukis|-   GOD,    B)   i     v  \\ 

Thei  f,  if  Chi 
id   S.  ripture   tells 

i 

\ 
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■  used  again  —then  Scrip- 
believe  that  God  died  ;  or  ii 

i.l  Christ   is  said  to  have 

ml\  not  be  God,  because  Cod 
,1  to  have  died.     If  they  ever 

..I  understand  or  had  understood  what  they 

ild  new  uch  a  peril- 
But  the  folly  of  error  is  always 

|Uv'  it,  and  it  is  no  new  thing  if 
n  the  lawful  faith  descend 

ts.     For  if  Scripture  were 
i  ihrist  is  God  only,  and  that 

there  was  no  ti  in   of  human  weakness 

mingled  in  His  nature,  this  intricate  argument 

of  i  i  ibly  avail  something.     It' 
Chj    '  I  Christ  died,  then  God  died. 

■  when  S  d<  termines,  as  we  have  fre- 
»wn,  that  He  is  not  only  Cod,  but 

man  al  'lows  that  what   is   immortal  may 
be  held  to  hive  remained  uncorrupted.      For 

derstand  that  the  divinity  is  im- 
passible, all  the  human  weakness  is  liable 

to  -                J     When,  therefore.  Christ   is  under- 

e  mingled  and  associated  as  well  of 
is  of  that  which  man  is  — 

for  "the  Word  was  nude  flesh,  and  dwelt  in  us" 
—  who  <   innot  easily  apprehend  of  himself,  with- 

•    tcher  and  interpreter,  that  it  was  not 
that   in                that  died  which  is  Cod.  but  that 
in   Him  died  which  is  man?      For  what  if  the 

•  d  >es  n  it  die.  but  the  substance 
(.f  the  fl  itroyed,  when  in  other  men 

ih  only,  but  flesh  and  soul, 
the    flesh    indeed    alone    suffers   the    inroads   of 

and  death,  while  the  soul  is  seen  to  be 
un<  1,  and  beyond  the  laws  of  destruction 
and    death?      For   this    also   our   Lord    Himself 

xhorting  us    to    martyrdom   and   to   con- 

tempt of  all  human  power  :  "  Fear  not  those  who 
nnot  kill  the  soul."  '      Hut 

if  the  imp  ml  cannot  be  killed  or  slain  in 

any  other,  although  the  body  and  flesh  by  itself 
much   rati  redly  could 

not  the  of  God  and  Cod  in  Christ  be  put 

■'a  at  all,  although  the  flesh  alone  and  the 
r  if  in  any  man  whatever, 

the  soul   has  this  excellence  of  immortality  that 
lain,  much  more  has  the  nobility 

the  Word  of  C<>d   this  power  of  not  being 
r  if  the  power  of  men  fails  to  slay  the 

1  k)d,  and  if  the  cruelty  of  man 

fai'  il.  much   more  ought  it  to 
fail    '  the  Word   of  Cod.      boras   the  soul 

v  the  Word  ̂ \  God,  is 
rtainly  mu<  h  rather  will  it 

1  that  the  Word  of  Cod  cannot  be 

\nd    if   the    sanguinary   cruelty   of 
more  against  men  than  only  to 

'  Mas.  x.  28. 

si. iv  the  body,  how  mm  h  more  certainly  it  will 
not  have  power  against  Christ  beyond  in  the 
same  way  slaying  the  body  !  So  that,  while 
from  these  considerations  it  is  gathered  that 

nothing  but  the  human  nature  in  Christ  was  put 
to  death,  it  appears  that  the  Word  in  Him  was 
not  drawn  down  into  mortality.  For  if  Abraham, 
and  Isaac,  and  J.u  ob,  who,  it  is  admitted,  were 

only  men,  are  manifested  to  be  alive  —  for  all 

they,'  says  He,  "  live  unto  Cod;"  and  death  in 
them  does  not  destroy  the  soul,  although  it  dis- 

solves the  bodies  themselves  :  for  it  could  exer- 

cise its  power  on  the  bodies,  it  did  not  avail  to 
exercise  it  on  the  souls  :  for  the  one  in  them 

was  mortal,  and  therefore  died  ;  the  other  in 
them  was  immortal,  and  therefore  is  understood 

not  to  have  been  extinguished  :  for  which  reason 

they  are  affirmed  and  said  to  live  unto  Cod, — 
much  rather  death  in  Christ  could  have  power 

.1st  the  material  of  His  body  alone,  while 

against  the  divinity  of  the  Word  it  could  not 
bring  itself  to  bear.  For  the  power  of  death  is 

broken  when  the  authority  of  immortality  in- 
tervenes. 

CHAP.  XXVI.3  ARGUMENT.  —  MOREOVER,  AGAIN'Sl 
THE  SABELLIANS  HE  PROVES  THAT  THE  FATHEi. 

IS   ONE,    THE   SOX    ANOTHER. 

But  from  this  occasion  of  Christ  being  proved 
from  the  sacred  authority  of  the  divine  writings 

not  man  only,  but  Cod  also,  other  heretics,  break- 
ing forth,  contrive  to  impair  the  religious  posi- 
tion in  Christ  ;  by  this  very  fact  wishing  to  show 

that  Christ  is  Cod  the  Father,  in  that  He  is  as- 
serted to  be  not  man  only,  but  also  is  declared 

to  be  Cod.  For  thus  say  they,  If  it  is  asserted 
that  Cod  is  one,  and  Christ  is  Cod,  then  say  they, 
If  the  Father  and  Christ  be  one  Cod,  Christ  will 

be  called  the  Father.  Wherein  they  are  proved 
to  be  in  error,  not  knowing  Christ,  but  following 
the  sound  of  a  name  ;  for  they  are  not  willing 
that  He  should  be  the  second  person  after  the 
Father,  but  the  Father  Himself.  And  since 
these  things  are  easily  answered,  few  words  shall 
be  said.  For  who  does  not  acknowledge  that 

the  person  of#the  Son  is  second  after  the  Father, 
when  he  reads  that  it  was  said  by  the  Father, 

consequently  to  the  Son,  "  Let  us  make  man  in 
our  image  and  our  likeness ;  "  4  and  that  after 
this  it  was  related.  "And  Cod  made  man,  in  the 

image  of  Cod  made  He  him?"  Or  when  he 
holds  in  his  hands:  "The  Lord  rained  upon 
Sodom  and  Gomorrha  fire  and  brimstone  from 

the  Lord  from  heaven?  "5     Or  when  he  reads 

2  [Luke  xx.  38.     A  solemn  admonition  is  found  in  the  parallel 
urt,  Matt.  xxii.  29,  which  teaches  us  how  much  we  ought  to 

find  beneath  the  surface  of  Holy  Writ.] 

*  According  to  I'amclius,  ch.  xxi. 4  ( ien.  i.  26. 

5  Gen.  xix.  24. 
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(as  having  been  said)  to  Christ :  "Thou  art  my 
Son,  this  day  have  I  begotten  Thee.    Ask  of  me, 

and  I  will  give  Thee  the  heathens  for  Thine  in- 
heritance, and  the  ends  of  the  earth  for  Thy 

possession  ?  "  '  Or  when  also  that  beloved  writer 
says:  "The  Lord  said  unto  my  Lord,  Sit  Thou 
on  my  right  hand,  until  I  shall  make  Thine 

enemies  the  stool  of  Thy  feet?"2  Or  when, 
unfolding  the  prophecies  of  Isaiah,  he  finds  it 

written  thus:  "  Thus  saith  the  Lord  to  Christ  my 
Lord?"3  Or  when  he  reads:  "I  came  not 
down  from  heaven  to  do  mine  own  will,  but  the 

will  of  I  Iim  that  sent  me  ?  "  4  Or  when  he  finds 

it  written  :  "  because  lie  who  sent  me  is  greater 
than  I?"5  Or  when  he  considers  the  passage  : 
"I  go  to  my  Father,  and  your  Father;  to  my 
God,  and  your  God?"6  Or  when  he  finds  it 
placed  side  by  side  with  others  :  "  Moreover,  in 
your  law  it  is  written  that  the  witness  of  two  is 
true.  I  hear  witness  of  myself,  and  the  Father 
who  sent  me  beareth  witness  of  me?  "7  Or 
when  the  voice  from  heaven  is:  "I  have  both 

glorified  Him,  and  I  will  glorify  Him  again?"  j 
( )r  when  by  Peter  it  is  answered  and  said  :  "Thou 

art  the  Son  <>f  the  living  Cod?'"''  Or  when  by 
the  Lord  Himself  the  sacrament  of  this  revela- 

tion is  approved,  and  He  says  :  ''blessed  art 
thou,  Simon  Barjona,  because  flesh  and  blood 
hath  not  revealed  this  to  thee,  but  my  Father 

which  is  in  heaven?"  "  Or  when  by  Christ  Him- 
self it  is  expressed  :  "  Father,  glorify  me  with 

that  glory  with  which  I  was  with  Thee  before 

the  world  was  made?""  Or  when  It  was  said 

by  the  same  :  "  Father,  I  knew  that  Thou  near- 
est me  always;  but  on  account  of  those  who 

stand  around  1  said  it,  that  they  may  believe 

that  Thou  hast  sent  me  ?  "  "  Or  when  the  defi- 
nition of  the  rule  is  established  by  Christ  Him- 

self,  and  it  is  said:  "And  this  is  lite  eternal, 
that  they  should  know  Thee,  the  only  and  i 
Oiod,  and  Jesus  Christ,  whom  Thou  hast  sent. 
I  have  glorified  Thee  upon  the  earth,  I  have 
finished  the  work  which  Thou  gavest  me? 

( )r  when,  moreover,  by  the  same  it  is  asserted 

and  said:  '-.Ml  things  are  delivered  to  me  by 
n  \  bather5"'*  Or  when  the  session  at  the  right 
band  of  the  bather  is  proved  both  by  apostles 
and  prophets?  And  I  should  have  enough  to 
do  were   I   to  endeavour  to  gather  together  all 

the  passages ,J  whatever  on  tl  nee  the 
divine  Scripture,  not  so  much  of  the  Old 
of  the   New  Testament,  everywhi  Him 
to  be  born  of  the  Father,  by  whom  all  things  were 
made,  and  without  whom  nothing  was  n. 

who  always  has  obeyed  and  obeys  the  . 
that  He  always  has  power  over  all  things,  but 

as  delivered,  as  granted,  as  by  the  bather  Him- 
self permitted  to  Him.  And  what  can  be  so 

evident  proof  that  this  is  not  the  Father,  but 
the  Son  :  as  that  He  is  set  forth  as  b  edi- 

ent  to  God  the  Father,  unless,  if  He  i  ved 

to  be  the  bather,  Christ  may  to  be  sub- 
jected to  another  God  the  Father? 

■6 
ARcrur.xr.  —  hi.  skilfully  rf- 

1  IV  ii.  7,8. 
Ps.  CX,   l  . 

1  Is.i    \lv.  i.    Some  transcriber  haa  written    Ki  ■  •■   Ibi    Ki  ■■. 
I.on.1"  for  "  Cyrui,"  and  the  miiuki  ha*  been  I  >•  the ■ttthor. 

*  John  vi.  38. Hi  \iv.  28. 

>hn  w.  17. 
'i  \  in    1  7,  18. 

8  John  \m I  Matt,  \- 
10  Matt,  xvi    17. 
II  [ohr 
1 '  lohn  \i.  ia. 
11  lohn  mil    :,  4. 
14      l.lllsC.      \ 

CHAP.  XXVII. 

PLIES  TO  A  PASSAGE  Willi  II  Mil.  HERETICS 

EMPLOYED  IN  DEFENCE  OF  THEIR  OWN  OPIN- 

ION. 

but  since  they  frequently  urge  upon  us  the 

passage  where  it  is  said.  "  I  and  the  bather  are 
.''  '  in  this  also  we  shall  oven  ome  them  with 

equal  facility.  For  if,  as  the  heretii  s  think.  ( 'hrist 
were  the  bather.  He  ought  to  have  said,  "  I  and 

the  Father  are  one." ,8  But  when  lb  says  band 
afterwards    introduces   the    Father  bj  ."I 
and  the  bather."  He  severs  and  disting  -  the 

pec  uliarityof  His,  that  is,  the  Sou' the  paternal  authority,  nut  onlj  in  respe<  I  of  the 
sound  of  the  name,  but  moreover  in    re-;  e<  t   of 
the  order  of  the  distribution  of  power,  since  He 

might  have  said.  "  I  the  bather,"  if  He  had  had it  in  mind  that  He  1  [imself  was  the.  Fath(  r.  And 

since  I  [e  said  ••  one  "  things  let  the  her  ider- 

Stand  that  1  [e  did  not  say  ••  one  "  ; place  1    in   the   neuter,  intimates   the   -  1  ial   I 
cord,  not  the  personal  unity.     He  is  said  to 
one    neuter,    not    one    masculine,    1  •  the 
expression  is  not  referred  to  the  number,  but  it 
is  declared  with  referen<  e  to  tfv  \  o\ 

another.  Finally,  1  le  adds,  .rid  -  ;\  5,  "  w  1  are," not  '■  I  am,"  so  as  to  show.  b\  th<  His 

s  i\  ing  •'  1  and  the  bather  are."  that  t 
persons.    Moreover,  that  He  says 
ence  to  tin  ment,  and  to  the  identit) 

judgment,  and  to  the  lovii  iation 

lOnabl)    the   bather  and  Son  a: 
ment,  m  love,  and  in  affection  ;  and  He 
is  of  the   bather,  whatsoever  lb      .  ii      a  the 
S  .:i  ;     the    distim  tmn    ho\\e\er    u  mi 

I  I      is    not    tin-    bather  who    is   tl       Son, 

I  le  is  not  the    S,m  who    is    tin  He 

I  not  have  ad. led  ••  We  had 
had  it  in  mind  that   1  le,  the  only  and  -  her. 

had  bet  ome  the  Son.      In  fin* 

1    '  Iriginal,  "  ua  »oo. 
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reeraenl  of  unity,  with 

the  -  notwithstanding  :  for 

in  u  inthians  he  said,  "  I  have 
plant    I,  A  /atered,   but   God   gave   the 

neither  is  he  that  planteth 

anj  thai  watereth,  but  c  i ̂ »<  1  who 
.     Now  he  that  plant*  th  and 

lie."  '     And  who  does  not 

one  person  and   Paul 
another,  and  that  Apollos  and  Paul  are  not  one 

i  f      Moreover,   also,   the 

U  h  one  of  them  arc  dif- 
forone  is  he  who  plants,  and  another  he 

Phe  Apostle   Paul,  however,  put 
.ard  these  two  not  as  being  one  person,  but 

k  ;"  so  th  it  although  Ap  rtlos  indeed 
uid  Paul  another,  so  tar  as  respects  the 

yet  as  tar  as  respects  their 
••  «mc."     For  when  two  per- 

ive  one  judgment,  one  truth,  one  faith, 
and  the  same  religion,  one  fear  of  God  also, 

.  en  although  they  are  two  persons  : 
they  arc  the  same,  in  that  they  have  the  same 
mind.     Since  those  whom  the  consideration  of 

son  divides   from  one  another,   these   same 

I  I   ■  igether  as  one  by  the  con- 
:ration   of  religion.      And    although    they   are 

not  ai  tually  th  me  people,  yet  in  feeling 
the  same,  they  are  the  same  :  and  although  they 

two,  are  still  one,  as  having  an  association  in 

faith,  even  although  they  hear  diversity  in  per- 
sons. 1!  sides,  when  at  these  words  of  the  Lord 

the  orance  had  been  aroused,  so  that 

hastily  they  ran  to  take  up  stones,  and  said,  "  For 
I   work  we  stone   thee  not,  but  for  blas- 

phemy ;  and  1  thou,  1  icing  a  man,  makest 

thys            1."-  the  Lord  established  the  distinc- 
ing  them  the  principle  on  which   He 

had  either  said  that   He  was  God,  or  wished  it 

to  be  und              .  and  s.n-,.  "Say  ye  of  Him, 
>m  the   Father  sanctified,  and  sent  into  this 

Id,  Thou  blasphemest  ;  because  I  said,  I  am 

the    -             God?"        Even  here  also   He  said 
that   He  had  the   lather.      He  is  therefore  the 

-     .  not  the  Father:   for  He  would  have  con- 
that   He  was  the   Father  had   He  consid- 

ere                          the  Father;  and  He  declares 
that  He  «             tified  by  His  Father.     In  re- 

.  then,  san<  tification  from  the  Father,  He 
Fal  Now,  consequently,  He 

inferior  to  the   Father,  is  not  the  Father, 
id    He   been   the    Father,  He 

Id  have  given,  and  not  received,  sanctifica- 
.  however,  by  declaring  that  He  has 

ition  from  the  Father,  by  the 
.   la.  t  of  proving  Himself  to  be  less  than  the 

ring   from    Him    sanctification, 

in   6,  7,  8  (icil.  iv). »    to 

*  John  x.  36. 

He  has  shown  that  He  is  the  Son.  and  not  the 

Father.     Besides,  I  [e  says  that  ll  enl 

that  by  that  obedience  wherewith  the  Lord 
Christ  came,  being  sent,  He  might  be  proved  to 
be  not  the  father,  but  the  Son,  who  assuredly 
would  have  sent  had  He  been  the  bather;  but 
being  sent.  He  was  not  the  Father,  lest  the 
bather  should  be  proved,  in  being  sent,  to  be 
subjected  to  another  ( iod.  And  still  after  this 
He  added  what  might  dissolve  all  ambiguity, 

and  quench  all  the  controversy  of  error:  for  He 

says,  m  the  la^t  portion  of  His  discourse,  "Ye 
say,  Thou  blasphemest,  because  I  said  I  am  the 

Son  of  God."  Therefore  if  He  plainly  testifies 
that  He  is  the  Son  of  God,  and  not  the  Father, 
it  is  an  instance  of  great  temerity  and  excessive 
madness  to  stir  up  a  controversy  Of  divinity  and 

religion,  contrary  to  the  testimony  of  the  Lord 
Christ  Himself,  and  to  say  that  Christ  Jesus  is 
the  Father,  when  it  is  observed  that  He  has 
proved  Himself  to  be,  not  the  Father,  but  the Son. 

CHAP,  xxvin.  ARGUMENT.  —  HE  PROVES  ALSO 
THAT  THE  WORDS  SPOKEN  TO  PHILIP  MAKE 

NOTHING    FOR   THE   SABELUANS. 

Hereto  also  I  will  add  that  view  wherein  the 

heretic,  while  he  rejoices  as  if  at  the  loss  of  some 

power  of  seeing  special  truth  and  light,  acknowl- 
edges the  total  blindness  of  his  error.  For  again 

and  again,  and  frequently,  he  objects  that  it  was 

said,  "  Have  I  been  so  long  time  with  you,  and 
do  ye  not  know  me,  Philip?  He  who  hath  seen 

me.  hath  seen  the  Father  also."  4  But  let  him 
learn  what  he  does  not  understand.  Philip  is 
reproved,  and  rightly,  and  deservedly  indeed, 

because  he  has  said,  "  Lord,  show  us  the  Father, 
and  it  sufficeth  us."  s  For  when  had  he  either 
heard  from  Christ,  or  learnt  that  Christ  was  the 
lather?  although,  on  the  other  hand,  he  had 
frequently  heard,  and  had  often  learned,  rather 

that  He  was  the  Son,  not  that  He  was  the  Fa- 

ther. For  what  the  Lord  said,  "  If  ye  have 
known  me.  ye  have  known  my  Father  also  :  and 
henceforth  ye  have  known  Him,  and  have  seen 

Him,"6  He  said  not  as  wishing  to  be  understood 
Himself  to  be  the  Father,  but  implying  that  he 

who  thoroughly,  and  fully,  and  with  all  faith  and 
all  religiousness,  drew  near  to  the  Son  of  God, 

by  all  means  shall  attain,  through  the  Son  Him- 
self, in  whom  he  thus  believes,  to  the  Father, 

and  shall  see  Him.  "  For  no  one,"  says  He, 
"  can  come  to  the  Father,  but  by  me."  7  And 
therefore  he  shall  not  only  come  to  God  the 
Father,  and  shall  know  the  Father  Himself ;  but, 

moreover,  he  ought  thus  to  hold,  and  so  to  pre- 
*  John  xiv.  9. 

5  John  xiv.  8. 
6  John  xiv.  7. 

7  John  xiv.  6. 
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sume  in  mind  and  heart,  that  he  has  henceforth 
not  only  known,  but  seen  the  Father.  For  often 
the  divine  Scripture  announces  things  that  are 

not  yet  done  as  being  d<mc,  because  thus  they 
shall  be;  and  things  which  by  all  means  have 
to  happen,  it  does  not  predict  as  if  they  were 
future,  but  narrates  as  if  they  were  done.  And 
thus,  although  Christ  had  not  been  born  as  yet 

in  the  times  of  Isaiah  the  prophet,  he  said,  "  For 
unto  us  a  child  is  born  ;  "  '  and  although  Mary 
had  not  yet  been  approached,  he  said,  "And  I 
approached  unto  the  prophetess  ;  and  she  con- 

ceived, and  bare  a  son."2  And  when  Christ  had 
not  yet  made  known  the  mind  of  the  Father, 

it  is  said,  "And  His  name  shall  be  called  the 

Angel  of  Great  Counsel."3  And  when  He  had 
not  yet  suffered,  he  declared,  "He  is  as  a  sheep 
led  to  the  slaughter."  '  And  although  the  cross 
had  never  yet  existed,  He  said,  "All  day  I 
have  I  stretched  out  my  hands  to  an  unbelieving 

people."*  And  although  not  yet  had  He  been 
scornfully  given  to  drink,  the  Scripture  says,  "In 

my  thirst  they  gave  me  vinegar  to  drink.'"'  And 
although  He  h  id  not  yet  been  stripped,  He  said, 

"  Upon  my  vesture  they  did  cast  lots,  and  they 
numbered  my  hones  :  they  pierced  my  hands 

and  my  feet."7  For  the  divine  Scripture,  fore- 
seeing, speaks  of  things  which  it  knows  shall  be 

as  being  already  done,  and  speaks  of  things  as 
perfected  which  it  regards  as  future,  but  which 
shall  come  to  piss  without  any  doubt.  And  thus 

the  Lord  in  the  present  passage  said,  "  Hen<  • 

forth  ye  have  known  and  have  seen  Hun." 
Now  He  s.iid  that  the  Father  should  be  seen  by 
whomsoever  had  followed  the  Son,  not  as  if  the 
Son  Himself  should  be  the  father  seen,  but  that 

whosoever  was  willing  to  follow  Him,  and  be 
Hi-  disciple,  should  obtain  the  reward  of  being 
able    to    see    the    Father.      For    He    also    is    the 

image  of  Cod  the  Father;  so  thai  it  is  added, 

moreover,  to  these  things,  that  "as  the  Father 
worketh,  so  also  the  Son  worketh."8    And  the 
s  mi  is  an  imitator''  of  all  the  Father's  work 
that  everyone  may  regard  it  just  as  if  he  saw  the 
Father,  when  he  sees  Him  who  always  imitates 
the  invisible  father  in  all  His  works.  But  if 
Chrisi  is  the  Father  Himself,  in  what  manner 

does  1  le  immediately  add,  and  say,  "  w  hosoever 
believeth  in  me,  the  works  that  I  do  he  shall  do 
also  ;  and  greater  works  than  these  shall  he  do  ; 

luse  I  go  to  my  Father?" ,0  And  He  further 
subjoins,  "If  ye  love  me,  keep  my  command 
ments;  and  1  will  ask  the  Father,  and  He  will 

1  l-i   i\.  6. 
I    I 

J  K.    ix.  6,  I  XX.      !  3,63a.  sufr.,  ] 
*  In,  Int.  7. 
'  K. 1.  Ixv,  a. 
6   IV  ki\     31. 

'  IV  itxii   1 B,  17. 
'  Jnlm  v.  17. 
*  [Cup    v\i    iimIc  5,  633, 
10    Jllllll    XIV.    I  J. 
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give  you  another  Comforter."  "    After  whi«  h  a 
He  adds  this:   "If  any  one  loveth  :  hall 
keep  my  word  :  and  my  Father  will  love  him  ;  and 
we  will  come  unto  him,  and  will  make  our  ab 

with  him."  '••    Moreover,  also,  1 1  ■  added  th 
■'  But  the  Advocate,  that   Holy  spirit  whom  the 
Father  will  semi,  He  will  teach  you,  and  bring 
all  things    to    your  remembrance,  w,  r  I 

have  said  unto  you."  '■  He  ".iter-,  further,  that 
passage  when  He  sho*  •  Himself  to  be  the  Son. 

and  reasonably  subjoins,  and  says,  "  If  ye  loved 
me,  ye  would  rejoice  I  the  Fa- 

ther :  for  the  Father  is  greater  than  I."  u  But 
what  shall  we  say  when  He  tea  in 

these  words  :   "lam  the   true  vine,  and   my  I 
ther  is  the  husl  in.     Every  branch  in  me 
that  beareth  not  fruit  He  taketh  away  ;  and  every 
branch  that  b  reth  fruit  He  purgeth,  that  it 

may  bring  forth  m  ire  fr  til  -  :11  1  le  ; 
and  adds:   "As  the   Father  hath  loved  me. 
also  have  I  loved   j  main   in   my  love.      If 
ye  have  kept  my  commandments,  ye  shall  remain 
in  my  love  ;  even  as  I  have  kept  the  bat! 

commandments,  and  remain  in  His  love."** 
Further,  I  le  says  in  addition  :  "  but  I  have  (  ailed 
you  friends  ;  for  all  things  whi<  h  I  have  heard 

of  my  father  I  have  male  known  unto  \ou."'7 
Moreover.  He  adds  t.>  all  this:  "But  all  t':. 

things  will  they  do  unto  you  fol   iuv  name's  sake, 
use    the\    know   not    Him    that   sent   me." 

These  things  then,  after  the  former,  evidently 
attesting    Him  to  be  not  the   bather  but  the  S 
tiie  I  ...;d  would  never  have  added,  if  I  b'  had  had 
it   in   mind,   either  that    II  the    Father,   or 
wished  Himself  to  be  understood  as  the  bather, 

except  that    He  might  declare  this,  that  c 
man  ought  henceforth  to  consider,  in  the 

image  of  God  the  bathe;  through  th  -  .  that 
it  was  as  if  he  saw  the    bathe: 

belie;  ing  on  the  Son  maj 
contemplation    of    the    hie  that,    bi 

stomed  t  1  s<  eing  the  divinity  in  like: 
maj  g  1  foi «  ird,  and  grow  ev<  n  to  the 
.  ontemplation   ol    ( rod    the   Fat 
And   m;i.  e    he   who   has   imbibed    thi 

his  mmd  and  soul,  and  has  I*  lie> 

that  thus  it  shall  be,  he  shall  ev«  n  n< 
were,  in  measure  the  Fath«  1  «ill 
see  /';,>  and  he  m.w 

ai  tuall)   held,  what   he  kn. 
shall  one  Aa\   hold.      1  had 

been  the  Father,  whj  did  Hi    pi 

a  reward  whi<  h   I  b    !-.  id 

given?     For  that  H  "  1 

"  i 

1         i  o  I 

1  •       'in  \iv.  »8, 
'n    \\      I 

.    TO. 

I 
•'  Johu  x. 
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I  rod,"  '    it    is 
lm.;  .  ontemplation  and 

ither  ;  therefore  He  had  not  given 

ihis ;  for  whj  'II  le  promise  it"  He  had  al- 
He  h  id  given  if  IK-  was  the 

for  1 1  .  and  I  le  was  toui  hed. 
n   Christ   Himself  is   seen   and 
1  promises,  and  says  that  he  who 

f  .1  pw  i  tod,  He  proves  by 
this  \ei  j  that  He  who  was  then  present 

ing  that  He  was  seen,  and 
aised  that  •■  t  should  be  of  a  pure 

heart  shoul  I  see  the  Father.  It  was  therefore 

not  the  Father,  but  the  S  >n,  who  promised  this, 
because  He  who  was  the  Son  promised  that 

which  had  yet  to  be  seen;  and  His  promise' 
Id  have  been  superfluous  unless  He  had  been 

the  Son.  For  why  did  He  promise  to  the  pure 

in  heart  that  tl  ;   -    :  the  Father,  it"  al- 
ready they  who  were  then  present  saw  Christ  as 

the  Father?  But  b  >e  He  was  the  Son,  not 
the  Father,  rightly  also  He  was  then  seen  as  the 

was  the  image  of  God  :  and 
the  Father,  because  He  is  invisible,  is  promised 
and  pointed  out  as  to  be  seen  by  the  pure  in 
heart.      Let  it  then  iugh  to  have  suggested 
even  these  points  against  that  heretic ;  a  few 

about  many  things.  For  a  field  which  is 
indeed  both  wide  and  expansive  would  he  laid 

n  if  we  should  desire  to  discuss  that  heretic 

more  fully  :  seeing  that  bereaved,  in  these  two 
particulars,  as  it  were  of  his  eyes  plucked  out, 
he  is  'her  overcome  in  the  blindness  of  his 
doctrine. 

CHAP.  \\i\.  ARGUMENT.  —  HE  NEXT  TEACHES 

ITS  THAT  nil:  AUTHORITY  OF  THE  FAITH  ENJOINS, 

AFTER  THE  FATHER  \N|>  THE  SOX,  TO  BELIEVE 

AI  ["HE    HOLY    si-ikii'.    WHOSE   OPERATIONS 
HE    ENUMERATES    FROM    SCRIPTURE. 

r,  the  order  of  reason,  and  the  au- 

thority  of   the   faith    in   the    disposition   of   the 
nd  in  the  Scriptures  of  the  Lord,  admon- 
ifter  these  things  to  believe  also  on  the 

H   ly  S]       .  •  nee  promised  to  the  Church,  and 
ions  of  times  given.     For 

I!    was  promised  by  Joel  the  prophet,  but  given 

by  Christ     "  In  the  last  days,"  says  the  prophet, 
'•  I  will  pour  "'it  of  my  Spirit  upon  my  servants 

I    my    handmaids."  -       And    the    Lord    said, 
"R<  jre  the   I  it:    whose   sins    ye 
remit,  t  mitted  ;  and  whose  ye  re- ! 

mall  be  retained."3     But  this  Holy 
it  the   I  hrist  calls  at  one    time  "the 

at    another   pronounces    to   be    the 
truth."4     And    He    is    not   new    in 

I   Matt,  v    8. 
'  Joel  ii  •    ii.  i;. 

*  John  x. 

the  Gospel,  nor  yet  even  newly  given  ;   for  it  \\a^ 
He   Himself  who  accused   the   people   in   the 

prophets,  and  in  the  apostles  gJ»ve  them  the 
appeal  to  the  ( rentiles.  For  the  former  deserved 
to  be  accused,  because  they  had  contemned  the 
law;  and  they  of  the  Gentiles  who  believe  de- 

serve to  be  aided  by  the  defence  of  the  Spirit, 
LUSe  they  earnestly  desire  to  attain  to  the 

Gospel  law.  Assuredly  in  the  Spirit  there  are 
different  kinds  of  offices,  because  in  the  tin 
there  is  a  different  order  of  occasions  ;  and  yet, 
on  this  account,  He  who  discharges  these  ofh 
is  not  different,  nor  is  He  another  in  so  act 

but  He  is  one  and  the  same,  distributing  II 
offices  according  to  the  times,  and  the  0<  I  asions 
and  impulses  of  things.  Moreover,  the  Apostle 

Paul  says,  "Having  the  same  Spirit;  as  it  is 
written,  I  believed,  and  therefore  have  I  spoken  ; 

we  also  believe,  and  therefore  speak."  5  He  is 
therefore  one  and  the  same  Spirit  who  was  in 
the  prophets  ami  apostles,  except  that  in  the 
former  He  was  occasional,  in  the  latter  always. 
But  in  the  former  not  as  being  always  in  them, 
in  the  latter  as  abiding  always  in  them  ;  and  in 
the  former  distributed  with  reserve,  in  the  latter 
all  poured  out ;  in  the  former  given  sparingly, 
in  the  latter  liberally  bestowed  ;  not  yet  mani- 

fested before  the  Lord's  resurrection,  but  con- 
ferred after  the  resurrection.  For,  said  He,  "  I 

will  pray  the  Father,  and  He  will  give  you  another 
Advocate,  that  He  may  be  with  you  for  ever, 

even  the  Spirit  of  truth."6  And,  "When  He, 
the  Advocate,  shall  come,  whom  I  shall  send 
unto  you  from  my  Father,  the  Spirit  of  truth 

who  proceedeth  from  my  Father."  7  And,  "  If 
I  go  not  away,  that  Advocate  shall  not  come  to 

you  ;  but  if  I  go  away.  I  will  send  Him  to  you."8 
And,  "  When  the  Spirit  of  truth  shall  come,  He 
will  direct  you  into  all  the  truth."  °  And  be- 

cause the  Lord  was  about  to  depart  to  the 
heavens,  He  gave  the  Paraclete  out  of  necessity 
to  the  disciples ;  so  as  not  to  leave  them  in  any 

degree  orphans,10  which  was  little  desirable,  and forsake  them  without  an  advocate  and  some 

kind  of  protector.  For  this  is  He  who  strength- 
ened their  hearts  and  minds,  who  marked  out 

the  Gospel  sacraments,  who  was  in  them  the 
enlightener  of  divine  things ;  and  they  being 

strengthened,  feared,  for  the  sake  of  the  Lord's 
name,  neither  dungeons  nor  chains,  nay,  even 
trod  under  foot  the  very  powers  of  the  world 
and  its  tortures,  since  they  were  henceforth 
armed  and  strengthened  by  the  same  Spirit,  hav- 

ing in  themselves  the  gifts  which  this  same  Spirit 
distributes,  and  appropriates  to  the  Church,  the 

5  a  Cor 

6 
7 
a 

lv.  13. 

John  xiv.  16,  17. 

John  xv.  20. 
John  xvi.  7. 9  John  xvi.  13. 

10  [John  xiv.  18,  Greek.] 
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ipouse  of  Christ,  as  her  ornaments.  This  is  He 
vho  places  prophets  in  the  Church,  instructs 

eachers,  directs  tongues,  gives  powers  and  heal- 
ngs,  does  wonderful  works,  offers  discrimination 

)f  spirits,  affords  powers  of  government,  sug- 
gests counsels,  and  orders  and  arranges  what- 

:ver  other  gifts  there  are  of  charismata ;  and 

hus  make  the  Lord's  Church  everywhere,  and 
n  all,  perfected  and  completed.  This  is  He 
vho,  after  the  manner  of  a  dove,  when  our  Lord 

/as  baptized,  came  and  abode  upon  Him,  dwell- 
ng  in  Christ  full  and  entire,  and  not  maimed  in 
my  measure  or  portion;  but  with  His  whole 
(verflow  copiously  distributed  and  sent  forth,  so 

hat  from  Him  others  might  receive  some  enjoy- 
nent  of  His  graces  :  the  source  of  the  entire 
ioly  Spirit  remaining  in  Christ,  so  that  from 
lim  might  be  drawn  streams  of  gifts  and  works, 
vhile  the  Holy  Spirit  dwelt  affluently  in  Christ. 

?or  truly  Isaiah,  prophesying  this,  said  :  "  And 
he  Spirit  of  wisdom  and  understanding  shall 
est  upon  Him,  the  Spirit  of  counsel  and  might, 
he  Spirit  of  knowledge  and  piety ;  and  the 

Spirit  of  the  fear  of  the  Lord  shall  fill  Him."  ' 
Hus  self-same  thing  also  he  said  in  the  person 

if  the  Lord  Himself,  in  another  place:  "The 
Spirit  of  the  Lord  is  upon  me  ;  because  He  has 

.nointed  me,  He  has  sent  me  to  preach  the  Cos- 

>el  to  the  poor."-  Similarly  David :  "  Where- 
are  God,  even  Thy  God,  hath  anointed  Thee 

Kth  the  oil  of  gladness  above  thy  fellows."3  Of 
iim  the  Apostle  Paul  says  :  "  For  he  who  huh 

lot  the  Spirit  of  ( 'hrist  is  none  of  1  lis."  *      "  And 
mere  the  Spirit  of  the  Lord  is,  there  is  liberty."  s 
ie  it  is  who  effects  with  water  the  second  birth, 

I  a  certain  seed  of  divine  generation,  and  a 
bnsecration  of  a  heavenly  nativity,  the  pledge 
if  a  promised  inheritance,  and  as  it  were  a  kind 
if  handwriting  of  eternal  salvation  ;  who  can 

fake  us  Cod's  temple,  and  fit  us  for  His  house  ; 
rho  solicits  the  divine  hearing  for  us  with  groan- 
rigs  that  cannot  be  uttered;  filling  die  offices 

if  advocacy,  and  manifesting  the  duties  of  our 
•fence, —an  inhabitant  given  for  our  bodies 
nd  an   effector  of  their   holiness.      Who,  work 

rig  in  us  for  eternity,  can  also  produce  our 
at  the  resurrection  of  immortality,  accus- 

Btting  them  to  be  associated  in  Himself  with 
eavenly  power,  and  to  be  allied  with  the  divine 
ternily  of  the  Holy  Spirit,  for  our  bodies 
re  both  trained  in  Him  and  bv  Him  to  advance 

o  Immortality,  by  learning  to  govern  themselves 

•ith  moderation  according  to  His  decrees.     For 
his  is  He  who  "dcsireth  against  the  llesh," 
■cause  •'  the  llesh  resisteth  against  the  Spirit"  ' 

1   K.i.  xi.  1,  3. I  I  vi   Ixi,  1. 

>   IV  xlv.  7. 
4  Rom.  viii.  9. 
I    I  I  or,  iii.  17, 

6  Gal.  v.  17. 

This  is  He  who  restrains  insatiable  desires,  con- 
trols immoderate  lusts,  quenches  unlawful  fires, 

conquers  reckless  impulses,  repels  drunkem 
checks  avarice,  drives  away  luxurious  revelli 
links  love,  binds  together  affections,  k  »wn 
sects,  orders  the  rule  of  truth,  overcomes  here- 

tics, turns  out  the  wicked,  guards  the  Go  ;<  1. 

Of  this  says  the  same  apo  "We   have 
received  the  spirit  of  the  world,  but  the  Spirit 

which  is  of  Cod."7  Concerning  Him  he  ex- 
ultingly  says:  ''And  I  think  also  that  I  have  the 
Spirit  of  God." 8    Of  Him  he  says:  >irit 
of  the   prophets   is  subject  to  the  prophei 

Of  Him  also  he  tells  :   "  Now  the  Spirit  speaketh 
plainly,  that  in  the  last  times   some   shall   depart 
from  the   faith,  giving   heed   to  scdu<  ing   S] 
doctrines  of  demons,  who  speak  lies  in  hy] 

ri  v.  ha\  ing  their  1  onscien<  e  <  auterized."  '       I  5- 
tablished  in  this  Spirit,  "  none  ever  1  alleth  J 
anathema;""  no  one  has  ever  denied  Christ  to 
be  the  Son  of  Cod.  or  has  rejected  Cod   the 
Creator  j    no  one   utters  any  words  of  his  own 
contrary  to  the  Scriptures;  no  one  ordains  other 
and  sacrilegious  decrees ;  no  one  draws  up  dif- 

ferent laws."    Whosoever  shall  blaspheme  against 

Him,  "hath  not   forgiveness,  not   only  in   this 
world,  but  abo  not  in  the  world  to  come."  ' '     1 
is   lie  who  in  the  apostles  gives  testimon)    1 
Christ ;  in  the  martyrs  shows  forth  the  constant 
faithfulness  of  their  religion  ;  in  virgins  restrains 
the   admirable   contineney  of  their  sealed   d 

thy;    in  others,  guards  the  laws  of  the   Lord's 
doctrine  incorrupt  and  uncontaminated  ;  desti 

heretics,   corrects   the   perverse,   condemns    infi- 
dels, makes   known  pretenders  j   moreover, 

bukes  the  wicked,  keeps   the   Chunh   uncomipt 
and  inviolate,  in  the   sanctity  of  a   perpetual 

ginity  and  truth. 

CHAP.    x\\.      ARGUMENT. —  IN   FINE,    NOTWTIH* 
STANDING    mi     SAID    HERETICS    HAV1     GATHEl 

THE   ORIGIN    OF    [HEIR    ERROR  FROM  CONSIDERA- 

TION   ni     wii  \i    i>   UKiru  N  :  '*    ai  1 II"'  oil 
1  \i  1   i  HRIST  <■■  H'.   \M'    1  in     1  \1111  R  0"  »D,  sin  I. 
si  RIPTURl    DO!  S  Hi  'i    -1  1    FORTH  TWO  INY 

Mokr    iiiw   TWO   1 ORDS  OR    rWO    n  v  u> 

And  now,  indeed,  concerning  the  Father,  and 

the-   Son.  and    the   1  [oly  Spirit,  let  it  I 

to  have  brief!)  said  thus  much,  and  to  !.i\c  laid 
down   these   points  c  on,  1 .( !\ .  witho 
them  out  in  a    lengthened    argument      1 
could  be  presented  moie  diffusely  and  contii 

in  a  more  expanded  disputation,  sun  e  the  whole 

•  1  C    ,.|  Ml  (Q 

')  1  I    01  VII 

'  I       1   I'll      |\  1. 

"  I  C    .•!  Ml       < 

1  . .  irnmil  urjr  oim 

vrnMi.il.  having  11. 'i  ilic  Spirit."    )  ■ 
"  M  hi    (i 

14   "   1  licic  tl  one  c  rod." 
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I  New   restaments  might  be  ad- 
,1    in   testimony   that   thus   the   true   faith 

ise   heretics,  ever  struggling 
nst  the  truth,  are  accustomed  to  prolong  the 

.  of  pure  tradition  and  Catholic  faith, 
linst  Christ ;   be<  au  e  I  Le  is, 

rtcd  to        God  by  the  Scriptures 
id  this  is  believed  to  be  so  by  us;  we 
July  — that  every  heretical  calumny  may 

I  from  oar  faith — contend,  concern- 
t  that  Christ  is  God  also,  in  such  a 

I  it  may  not  militate  against  the  truth 
tmv  ;  nor  yet  a  i  ir  faith,  how  there 
red  to  be  one  God  by  the  Scriptures,  and 
is  held  and  believe  1  by  us.     For  as  well 

ay  that  Jesus  Christ  Himself  is  God 
.  as  moreover  they  who  would  have 

I  !       to  be  only  man.  have  gathered  thence  '  the 
tnd  reasons  of  their  error  and  perversity  ; 

en  they  perceived  that  it  was  written  ■• 
one,"  they  thought  that  they  could 

otherwise  hold  such  an  opinion  than  by  sup- 
that  it  must  he  believed  either  that  Christ 

nly,  or  really  God  the  Father.     An  1 
wed  in  such  a  way  to  connect 
-  to  endeavour  to  justify  their 

own  en  ■;'.     And  thus  they  who  say  that  J< 
e  Father  argue  as  follows :  —  If  God 

is  one,  rist  is  God,  Christ  is  the  Father, 
me.     If  Christ  he  not  the  Father, 

irist   is  God  the  Son,  there  appear  to 

G  •  !>  introduced,  contrary  to  the  Scrip- 
ture>.     And    they  who    contend    that    Christ  is 

i  only,  conclude  on  the  other  hand  thus  :  — 
If  the   Father  is  one.  and  the  Son  another,  hut 

ler  is  Cod  and  Christ  is  Cod,  then  there 

is  i.  I       1,  hut  two  Gods  are  at  once  intro- 
the    father  and   the   Son  ;   and  if  Cod   is 

one.  by  consequence  Christ  must  he  a  man,  so 
that  rightly  the  Father  may  be  one  God.    Thus 
indeed  the  Ixird  is.  as  it  were,  crucified  hetween 

>,' even  as   He  wis  formerly  placed; 
and  thus  from  either  side   He  receives  the  sacri- 

reproaches   of  such   heretics   as  these. 
ither  the  Holy  Scriptures  nor  we  suggest 
i  the  reasons  of  their  perdition  and  hlind- 

ither  will  not.  or  cannot,  see  what 
vritten  in  the  midst  of  the  divine 
For  we  both  know,  ami  read,  and 

.1  maintain  that  Cod  is  one.  who  made 
.  as  well  as  the  earth,  since  we  neither 

w  any  other,  nor  shall  we  at  any  time  know 

that  there  is  none.     "I."  says  He, 
id  there  is  none  beside  me.  right- 

3aviour."<     And   in  another  place  : 
"  I  am  the  first  and  the  last,  and  beside  me  there 

;>ture. 

»emr*r  pcn.lcbit  inter  latrones  Christus:   aliquando  re- 
•urRt:  \'cnu»."-  Sebastian  Castauo.  J 

is  no  Cod  who  is  as  I."  5  And,  "Who  hath 
meted  out  heaven  with  a  span,  and  the  earth 

with  a  handful?  Who  has  suspended  the  moun- 
tains in  a  balance,  and  the  woods  on  -.  ales 

And  Hezekiah  :  "That  all  may  know  that  d'hou 
art  Cod  alone."7  Moreover,  the  Lord  Himself: 
'•  Why  askest  thou  me  concerning  that  which  is 

good?  God  alone  is  good."8  Moreover,  the 
Apostle  Paul  says  :  "  Who  only  hath  immortality, 
and  dwelleth  in  the  light  that  no  man  can  ap- 

proach unto,  whom  no  man  hath  seen,  nor  cm 

see."'  And  in  another  place  :  "  But  a  mediator 
is  not  a  mediator  of  one,  hut  Cod  is  one."  IO  Hut 
even  as  we  hold,  and  read,  and  believe  this,  thus 

we  ought  to  pass  over  no  portion  of  the  heav- 
enly Scriptures,  since  indeed  also  we  ought  by 

no  means  to  reject  those  marks  of  Christ's  divin- 
ity which  are  laid  down  in  the  Scriptures,  that 

we  may  not,  by  corrupting  the  authority  of  the 
Scriptures,  be  held  to  have  corrupted  the  int 

rity  of  our  holy  faith.  And  let  us  therefore  be- 
lieve this,  since  it  is  most  faithful  that  Jesus 

Christ  the  Son  of  God  is  our  Lord  and  Cod; 

because  "in  the  beginning  was  the  Word,  and 

the  Word  was  with  Cod,  and  Cod  was  the  W'onl. 
The  same  was  in  the  beginning  with  God."  " 
And,  "The  Word  was  made  flesh,  and  dwelt  in 
us."  '2  And,  "  My  Lord  and  my  God."  '3  And, 
"  Whose  are  the  fathers,  and  of  whom  accord- 

ing to  the  flesh  Christ  came,  who  is  over  all, 

Cod  blessed  for  evermore."  '■»  What,  then,  shall 
we  say  ?  Does  Scripture  set  before  us  two  Gods? 

How,  then,  does  it  say  that  "  God  is  one?  "  Or 
is  not  Christ  God  also?  How,  then,  is  it  said 

to  Christ,  "  My  Lord  and  my  God?"  Unless, 
therefore,  we  hold  all  this  with  fitting  veneration 
and  lawful  argument,  we  shall  reasonably  be 
thought  to  have  furnished  a  scandal  to  the  here- 
tics,  not  assuredly  by  the  fault  of  the  heavenly 
Scriptures,  which  never  deceive ;  but  by  the 
presumption  of  human  error,  whereby  they  have 
chosen  to  be  heretics.  And  in  the  first  place, 

we  must  turn  the  attack  against  them  who  under- 
take to  make  against  us  the  charge  of  saying  that 

there  are  two  Ciods.  It  is  written,  and  they  can- 

not deny  it,  that  "  there  is  one  Lord."  '5  What, 
then,  do  they  think  of  Christ?  —  that  He  is 
Lord,  or  that  He  is  not  Lord  at  all?  But  the) 

do  not  doubt  absolutely  that  He  is  Lord  ;  there- 
fore, if  their  reasoning  be  true,  here  are  ahead) 

two  Lords.  How,  then,  is  it  true  according  tc 
the  Scriptures,  there  is  one  Lord?     And  Chris 

5  Isa.  xliv.  6,  7. 

*  Isa.  xl.  12. 

7  Isa.  xxxvii.  20. 8  Malt.  xix.  17. 

9  1  Tim.  vi.  16. 
1  (  ral.  iii.  20. 
1:  John  i.  1,2. 12  John  i.  14. 

H  1<<hn  xx.  28. 14  Kom.  ix.  5. 

"  Deut.  vi.  4. 
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is  called  the  "  one  Master."  '  Nevertheless  we 
read  that  the  Apostle  Paul  also  is  a  master.2 
Then,  according  to  this,  our  Master  is  not  one, 
for  from  these  things  we  conclude  that  there  are 
two  masters.  How,  then,  according  to  the 

Scriptures,  is  "one  our  Master,  even  Christ?" 
In  the  Scriptures  there  is  one  "  called  good,  even 
God  ;  "  but  in  the  same  Scriptures  Christ  is  also 
asserted  to  be  good.  There  is  not,  then,  if  they 
rightly  conclude,  one  good,  but  even  two  good. 
How,  then,  according  to  the  scriptural  faith,  is 
there  said  to  be  only  one  good?  But  if  they 
do  not  think  that  it  can  by  any  means  interfere 
with  the  truth  that  there  is  one  Lord,  that  Christ 
also  is  Lord,  nor  with  the  truth  that  one  is  our 

Master,  that  Paul  also  is  our  master,  or  with  tin- 
truth  that  one  is  good,  that  Christ  also  is  called 
good  ;  on  the  same  reasoning,  let  them  under- 

stand that,  from  the  fact  that  Cod  is  one,  no 
obstruction  arises  to  the  truth  that  Christ  also  is 
declared  to  be  God. 

CHAP.  XXXI.  ARGUMENT.  —  BUT  I  HAT  GOD,  Till 
Sox  OF  GOD,  BORN  OF  GOD  THE  FATHER  FROM 

EVERLASTING,  WHO  WAS  ALWAYS  IX  THE  FATHER, 

is  THE  SECOND  PERSON  TO  THE  FATHER,  WHO 

DOES  NOTHING  WITHOUT  HIS  FATHER'S  DECRE1  ; 

AND  THAT  111'.  IS  LORD,  AND  THE  ANGEL  OF 

GOD'S  GREAT  COUNSEL,  TO  WHOM  THE  FATHER'S 
GODHEAD  IS  GIVEN  UY  COMMUNITY  OF  SUB- 
STANCE. 

Tims  Cod  the  Father,  the  Founder  and  I 
tor  of  all  things,  who  only  knows  do  beginning, 
invisible,  infinite,  immortal,  eternal,  is  one  Cod  ; 
to  whose  greatness,  or  majesty,  or  power,  I  would 
not  say  nothing  can  be  preferred,  but  nothing 
i  1  i  be  compared  ;  Of  whom,  when  lie  willed  it. 

Son,  the  Word,  was  bom.  who  is  not  re 
Ceived3  in   the   sound   of  the   stricken   air,  or   in 
the  tone  of  voice  forced  from  the  lungs,  but  is 
acknowledged  in  the  substance  of  the  power  put 
forth  by  Cod,  the  mysteries  of  whose  sacred  and 
divine  nativity  neither  an  apostle  has  learnt,  nor 
prophet  has  discovered,  nor  angel   has  known, 
nor  creature  has  apprehended.  To  the  Son 

alone     they    are     known,    who    has    known    the 

Becrets  of  the  Father.  He  then,  since  lie  was 
•iien  of  the  Father,  is  always  in  the  father. 

And  I  thus  say  always,  that  I  may  show  Hun  not 
to  be  unborn,  but  born.  But  He  who  is  before 
all  time  must  be  said  to  have  been  always  in  the 
Father;  for  no  tune  can  be  assigned  to  Him 
who  is  before  all  time.      And   lie  is  always  in  the 
Father,  unless  the  Father  be  not  always  Father, 
onlj  thai  the  Father  also  precedes  Hun,—  in  a 
certain  sense,  —  since  it  is  necessarj  —in  some 

■e  -that  He  should /v  before  He  is  Father. 

'  M  hi   win. 

i  As  the  Word  formed.     [He  expound!  Pi   *'i^      vi\    .  Sept.] 

Because  it  is  essential  that  He  who  kr. 

beginning  must  go  before  Him  who  has  a  ]>■ 
ning;<  even  as  He  is  the  less  as  knowing  that 
He  is  in   Him,  having  an  origin  because  I: 
born,  and  of  like  nature  with  the  Father  . 
measure  by  His  nativity,  although  He  has 
ginning  in  that  He  is  born,  inasmuch  as  Hi    - 
born  of  that  Father  who  alone  has  00  beginn 
He,  then,  when  the    Lather  willed    it.  pr 
from  the  Lather,  and  He  who  was  in  the   Father 
came   forth   from  the    Lather;  and  He  who 
in  the    bather  because   He  was   n\    the    Lather, 
was  subsequently  with  the  Lather,  because  He 
came   forth    from   the    Lather,  —  that    L    I 
that   divine  substance  whose   name  is  the  \\ 

whereby  all  things  were  made,  and  without  wl 
nothing  was  made.    For  all  things  are  after  Him, 
because  they  are  by  Hun.      And  reasonably,  lie 
is   before   all   things,  but   after  the    Latin  1 
all  things  were  nude  by  Him,  and  He  proceeded 
from   Him  of  whose  will  all   thin  made. 

Assuredly  God  proceeding  from  (..id,  causing  1 
person   second   to   the    bather  as   being  the  S 
but  not  taking  from  the  Lather  that  chai 
tic  that  I  le  is  one  ( Jod.     For  it   I  le  had  n 

born  —  compared    with    Him  who  was    unborn, 
an  equalit)  being  manifested  in  both —  I  le  would 
make   two   unborn   beings,  and  thus  WO  lid  1 
two   Gods.       If   He    had    not    been    begotten  — 
(  ompared  with  Him  who  was  not  begotten,  ami 
as  being  found  equal  —  they  not  being  begotten, 
would    have   reasonably   given   two   Gods, 
thus    Christ  would    have    been    the    1 
Gods.      W.ul  He  been  formed  without  b 
as  the  bather,  and  He  Himself  the  Ik 

all  things  as  b  the  Father,  this  would  have  m 
two  beginnings,  and  consequently  would  i 
shown  t'  1  us  two  t  rods  also.     (  m  11  He  al 
not  the  Son,  but  the  Father  begetting  from  Him- 

self another  Son,  reasonably,  as  compared  with 

the  bather,  ami  designated  as  great  as  He.  ll  ■ 
would  have  caused  two  Fathers,  and  tl 
He  would   have  proved  the  existence 
Gods.      Had   He  been  invisible,  as  compared 
m  ith  the  In\  isible,  and  de.  lared  equal,  1 1 
have  shown  forth  two  Invisibles,  and  ti 

I  b-  would  have  proved  them  to 
If  in<  omprehensible,!  if  also  whati  •   1 
butes  belong  to  the  lath 
1  le  would    have    gi\  <-n    rise    to    the    al 
two  ( I  "L.  as  tin  se   people    P  gn.      But    1 
whatever  He  i>.  He  is  not  >it  Himself,  I 
I  le  is  not  unborn  ;    but    Ik 

•    lb'    is   begotten,   whither 
W  old,  whether  as  being    the    I 

the  Wisdom,  01   1,  being  ' the   Son  .   and  what  H 

He    is    not    from   am    i J  [1 
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.  than  from  the  Father,  owing 
to  lli—  Father,  He  could  not  make  a 

men!  in  the  divinity  by  the  number  of 
,U.  since  He  gathered  Hi-  beginning  bj 

being  born  o\  Him  who  is  one  God.     In  which 

kind,  being  both  as  well  only  begotten  as  first- 
I  itten  of  Hun  who  has  no  beginning,  He  is 

i       only  one.  of  all  things  both  Soun  e  and  I  lead. 
I  therefore  He  declared  that  God  is  one,  in 

that   He   prosed    Him  to  be  from  no  source  nor 
nning,  but  rather  the  beginning  and  source 

Moreover,  the  Sou  does  nothing 
of  Hi-   own  will,  nor  does  anything   of  His  own 
determination;   nor  doe-   He  come  from    Hiin- 

.  but  obeys  all   His    lather's  commands  and 
precepts  ;  so  that,  although  birth  proves  Him  to 
be  a  Son.  vet  obedience  even  to  death  declares 
Him   the  minister  of  the  will  of  His    Father,  of 

n    He   is.     Thus   making    Himself  obedient 
to  His   father  in  all  things,  although  He  also  is 

I,  yet    He  shows  the  one  Cod  the  Father  by 
His  obedience,  from  whom  also  He  drew  His 

was  destined  of  the  Father  a-  an  Angel  to  an- 
nounce the  Great  Counsel  of  Cod.  And  His 

divinity  is  thus  declared,  that  it  may  not  ap] 
b)  any  dissonance  or  inequality  of  divinity  to 
have  caused  two  Cods.  For  all  things  being 
subjected  to  Him  as  the  Son  by  the  Father, 
while  He  Himself,  with  those  things  which  arc 
subjected  to  Him,  is  subjected  to  His  Father, 
He  is  indeed  proved  to  be  Son  of  His  Father  ; 
but  He  is  found  to  be  both  Lord  and  Cod  of  all 
else.  Whence,  while  all  things  put  under  Him 
are  delivered  to  Him  who  is  Cod,  and  all  things 
are  subjected  to  Him,  the  Son  refers  all  that  He 
has  received  to  the  Father,  remits  again  to  the 
Father  the  whole  authority  of  His  divinity.  The 
true  and  eternal  Father  is  manifested  as  the  one 

God,  from  whom  alone  this  power  of  divinity  is 
sent  forth,  and  also  given  and  directed  upon  the 
Son.  and  is  again  returned  by  the  communion  of 
substance  to  the  Father.  Cod  indeed  is  shown 

a-  the  Son,  to  whom  the  divinity  is  beheld  to  be 
given  and  extended.    And  still,  nevertheless,  the 

And  thus  He  could  not  make  two    Father  is  proved  to  be  one  God 
.-.  because  He  did  not  make  two  beginnings, 
n^  that  from  Him  who  has  no  beginning  He 
ived  the  source  of  His  nativity  before  all 

time.       For  since  that  is  the  beginning  to  other 
•iire-  which  is  unborn,  —  which  Cod  the 

Father  only  is.  being  beyond  a  beginning  of 
whom   He  is  who  was  born,  —  while  He  who   is 

i  of  I  Inn  reasonably  comes  from  Him  who 
ha-  no  beginning,  proving  that  to  be  the  begin- 

ning from  which    He   Himself  is,  even  although 
i-  God  who  is  born,  yet  He  shows  Him  to 

1  one  Cod  whom  He  who  was  born  proved  to 
be  without  a  beginning.  He  therefore  is  God. 
but    begotten    for   this    special   result,    that    He 

Id  be  Cod.  He  is  also  the  Lord,  but  born 
for   this   very  purpose   of   the    Father,  that    He 

at  be  Lord.     He  is  also  an  Angel,  but  He 

1  [As  in  the  Athanasian  Confession.] 

while  by  de- 
grees in  reciprocal  transfer  that  majesty  and 

divinity  are  again  returned  and  reflected  as  sent 
by  the  Son  Himself  to  the  Father,  who  had  given 
them  ;  so  that  reasonably  God  the  Father  is  God 
of  all,  and  the  source  also  of  His  Son  Himself 

whom  He  begot  as  Lord.  Moreover,  the  Son  is 
Cod  of  all  else,  because  God  the  Father  put  be- 

fore all  Him  whom  He  begot.  Thus  the  Medi- 
ator of  God  and  men,  Christ  Jesus,  having  the 

power  of  every  creature  subjected  to  Him  by 
His  own  Father,  inasmuch  as  He  is  God ;  with 
every  creature  subdued  to  Him,  found  at  one 
with  His  Father  God,  has,  by  abiding  in  that 

condition  that  He  moreover  "was  heard,"2 
briefly  proved  God  His  Father  to  be  one  and 
only  and  true  God. 

2  There  is  apparently  some  indistinct  reference  here  to  the  passage 
in  Heb.  v.  7,  "and  was  heard  in  that  He  feared"  — airo  Tijt  eOAu- 
0eias.     [For  the  Angel  of  Great  Counsel,  see  p.  629,  supra.\ 

TWO   NOTES   BY  THE   AMERICAN   EDITOR. 

>o.     The  author's  elucidation  of  the  figure,  anthropopathy,  is  an  enlargement  of  Clement's 
.1  remarks  in  the  Stromata  (cap.  xvi.  vol.  ii.  p.  363,  this  series).     Consult  On  the  Figurative 

Holy  Scripture,  Jones  of  Nayland,  Works,  vol.  iv.  ed.  1801. 

JO,  note  5.     Compare  Waterland,  vol.  ii.  p.  210,  ed.  1823  ;  also  Life  of  Bishop  Bull,  by 

)n,  p.  260.     For  the  extraordinary  history  of  Bull's  work  in  France,  see  the  said  Life, 

|        1*7-33  J-     ]  "T  Petavius,  Waterland,  vol.  ii.  p.  277,  and  Bull's  Life,  p.  243.     Petavius  seems 
ive  had  a  crafty  design  to  sustain  the  Council  of  Trent  by  arguing  that  the  Council  of  Nicaea 

also  made  new  dogmas.     Bull  proves  that  it  only  bore  7oitness  to  the  old.     To  the  honour  of  the 
assembled  bishops  of  the  Callican  Church,  they  sustained  Bull  against  the  Jesuit. 
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IHAP.  I.  ARGUMENT.  —  NOVATIAN,  A  ROMAN  PRES- 
BYTER,  DURING  HIS  RETIREMENT  AT  THE  TIME 
OF  THE  DECIAN  PERSECUTION,  BEING  URGED 
BY  VARIOUS  LETTERS  FROM  HIS  BRETHREN,  HAD 
WRITTEN  TWO  EARLIER  EPISTLES  AGAINST  THE 

JEWS  ON  THE  SUBJECTS  OF  CIRCUMCISION  AM) 
THE  SABBATH,  AND  NOW  WRITES  THE  PRESENT 
ONE   ON   THE   JEWISH    MEATS. 

Although,  most  holy  brethren,  the  day  in  which 
receive  your  letters  and  writings  is  most  ardent- 
f  longed  for  by  me,  and  to  be  reckoned  among 

lie  chief  and  happiest  —  for  what  else  is  there 

ow  to  make  me  more  joyous?2  —  still  I  think 
lat  the  day  is  to  be  deemed  not  less  notable, 
nd  among  special  days,  wherein  I  return  to  you 
imilar  communications,  with  the  affection  of 
we  that  I  owe  you,  and  write  you  letters  with 
corresponding  interest.  For  nothing,  most 

oly  brethren,  holds  me  bound  with  such  bonds, 

Dthing  stirs  and  arouses  me  with  such  a  Stimu- 
1S  of  care  and  anxiety,  as  the  fear  lest  you  should 
link  that  any  disadvantage  is  suffered  by  you 
y  reason  of  my  absence  ;  and  this  I  strive  to 
fcnedy,  in  labouring  to  show  myself  present 

■ith  you  by  frequent  letters.  Although,  there- 
)re,  the  duty  whi<  h  I  owe,  and  the  <  harge  I 
ave  undertaken,  and  the  very  ministerial  office 

d  upon  me,  require  of  me  this  necessity 
f  writing  letters,  yet  you  still  further  enhance 
,  by  stirring  me  up  to  write  through  means  of 
t)ur  continual  communications.  And  inclined 

■hough  1  am  to  those  periodical  expressions  of 
we,  you  urge  me  the  more  by  showing  that  you 
:and  fast  continually  in  the  Gospel:  whence  it 

.'suits,  that  by  ni)   letters  I  am  not  so   nun  h    in- 
am  ting  you  who  are  already  informed,  a  •  im  it- 
■  you  who  are  ahead)  prepared.  For  yo  i,  who 
M  only  hold  the  Gospel  pure  and  purged  from 
II  stain  of  perverse  doctrine,  but  also  en>  r^eti- 
allv  teach  the  same,  seek  not  man  for  a  master, 
Bee  vim  show  yourselves  by  these  very  things 
>  be  teachers.    Therefore  as  you  run,  I  exhort 
on  ;   and  as  vou    watch,  1    stir  you    ul'  !   Mid    as 

on  contend   against   "the  spiritual   dun. 

\  I  i  titled  "  A  I  ettei  ol  Novntian,  the  Rom  >"  P 
3  "  Liberiorem,"  tramlated, 

I  "  hilnriorcm." 

wickedness,"3  I  address  you;  and  as  you   ]  i 
"  in  your  course  to  the  prize  of  your  calling  in 
Christ,"4  I  urge  you  on.  —  that,  treading  under 
foot  and  rejecting  as  well  the  sacrilegious  calum- 

nies of  heretics  as  also   the   idle   fables  of  | 

you  may  hold  the   sole   word5  and   teaching   of 
Christ,  so  as  worthily  to  claim  for  yourselves  the 
authority  of  His    name.      Hut   how  perverse   are 
the  Jews,   and   remote   from   the   understani 
of  their  law.  I  have   fully  shown,  as    1    bcliev 

two   former  letters/'   wherein   it    was    absolutely 
proved  that  they  are  ignorant  of  what  is  the  true 
circumcision,   and  what  the  true  Sabbath  ;  and 

their  ever  increasing  blindness  i>  confuted   in 
this  present   epistle,  wherein    I    have    briefly  dis- 

coursed concerning  their  meats,  because  that  in 
them  they  consider  that  they  only  are   h< 

that  all  others  are  defiled. •" 

CHAP.  II.   ARGUMENT.  —  HE  FIRST  OF  At  I 
THAT    nil     I  \W    l>   SPIRITUAl    :    AND    I  III  I 

Man's    FIRST    FOOD    WAS     ONLY     1 1 1 1      FRUIT    OF 
TRE1  S,   AND    l  in     USE    or    i  i  I  mi    w  is     U  :  -i  i>, 
THAI    I  ill    I  \w   [HAT  FOLLOWED  SI  ENTLY" 
\\  \s    ro    Bl     i  M'l  RSTOOD   SPIRITUAl  I  \ 

Therefore,  first  of  all,  we  must  avail  oursel 

of  that  passage,  "that  the  law  is  spiritual;'1 
and  if  they  deny  it  to  be  spiritual,  they  assun 
blaspheme  ;  if,  avoiding  blasphemy,  the) 

it  to  be  spiritual,  let  them  read  u  spiritt 
For  divine  things  must  be  divinel)  re< 
must    assuredly    be    maintained  as    holy. 

grave  fault  is  branded  on  those  who  attai  h  e.  • 
ly  and  human   do<  time    t0    sa< 
words ;    and    this   we   must    bew 

4  Phil 
1  i .  • 

in 

i  Cor.  >  \ 
i 

w 
.  Ir.ni 

nnimnla  wei 

1  •  t 
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we  may  beware,  if  an)  things  enjoined 
treated  .is  if  they  were  assumed 

liminish  His  authority,  lest,  in  calling  some 

md  unclean',  their  institution  should 
their  ordainer.      For  in  reprobating 

1       is  made,  He  will  appear  to  have  < 
I  His  own  works,  which  He  had  approved 
I  ;  and  He  will  be  designated  as  seeming 

mi  both  is  the  heretics  indeed 

ild  have  it  ;  either  in  having  Messed  things 

win.  'i  were  not  (lean,  or  in  subsequently  repro- 
is   not  good,  creatures  which  lie  had 

blessed  as  both  (lean  and   good.      And  of  this 
the  enormity  and   contradiction   will    remain    lor 

r  if  that  Jewish  doctrine  is  persisted  in,  which 

must  he  got  rid  ot"  with  all   our  ability  ;   so   that 
ttever  is  irregularly  delivered  by  them,  may 

•i  away  by  us,  and  a  suitable  arrangement 

ot'  His  works,  and  an  appropriate  and  spiritual 
application  of  the   divine   law.  may  be   restored, 

li'it  to  begin  from  the  beginning  of  things,  whence 
it  behoves  me  to  begin  ;  the  only  food  for  the 

I  men  was  fruit  and  the  produce  of  the  trees. 

For  afterwards,  man's   sin   transferred  his  need 
a  the  fruit-trees  to  the  produce  of  the  earth, 

when  the  very  attitude  of  his  body  attested  the 
idition  of  his  conscience,      for  although  in- 

nocency  raised  men  up  towards  the  heavens  to 
k  their  food  from  the  trees  so  long  as  they 

had  I  conscience,  yet  sin, when  committed, 
il  men  down  to  the  earth  and  to  the  ground 

t>  gather  its   grain.     Moreover,  afterwards  the 
Sesh  was  added,  the  divine  favour  supplv- 

for   human   necessities  the   kinds   of  meats 

rally    fitting    for   suitable    occasions.       For 
while  a  more  tender  meat  was  needed  to  nourish 
men  who  were  both  tender  and  unskilled,  it  was 

still   l  Mid  not   prepared   without  toil,  doubtless 
heir  advantage,  lest   they  should   again   find 

a  pleasure  in  sinning,  if  the  labour  imposed  upon 
did  not  exhort   innocence.     And  since  now 

lore  a  paradise   to  be   tended,  but  a 
le  world   to  be  cultivated,  the   more   robust 

■    flesh  is  offered  to  men.  that   for  the  ad- 
vantage of  culture  something    more    might   be 

add  ur  of  the  human  body.     All 
these  things.  ,i>  I    have  said,  were  by  grace  and 

nent :  so  that  either  the  most 

Id  not  be  given  in  too  small 

'     uen's   support,  and   they  should  be >ur  ;   or  that   the   more    tender 

lOuld   not   be   too   abundant,  so   that,  op- 
vond    the   measure   of  their  Strength, 

lOuld  not  be  able  to  bear  it.'      I!ut  the  law 
[uently  ordained*  the  flesh 

Miction  :   for  some  animals  it  gi 
•  i 

•    recog- 

:  '"■ '7  J 

ntelligible,  but  it  is  the  nearest  approach 
can  If* 

.  and  fore- 

and   granted   for  use,'   as   being   clean;   some    it 
interdicted  as  not  (lean,  and  conveying  pollution 
to  those  that  eat  them.  Moreover,  it  gave  this 
character  to  those  that  were  clean,  that  those 
which  chew  the  cud  and  divide  the  hoofs  are 
clean  ;  those  are  unclean  which  do  neither  one 

nor  other  of  these  things.  So,  in  fishes  also,  the 
law  said  that  those  indeed  were  <  lean  which 

were  covered  with  scales  and  supplied  with  fins, 
but  that  those  which  were  otherwise  wen-  not 
clean.  Moreover,  it  established  a  distinction 

among  the  fowls,  and  laid  down  what  was  to  be 

judged  either  an  abomination,  or  clean.  Thus 
the  law  ordained  the  exercise  <>/  very  great  sub- 
tlety  in  making  a  separation  among  those  animals 

which  the  ancient  appointment  had  gathered  to- 
gether into  one  form  of  blessing.  What,  then, 

are  we  to  say?  Are  the  animals  therefore  un- 
clean? Hut  what  else  is  it  to  say  that  they  are 

not  clean,  than  that  the  law  has  separated' them 
from  the  uses  of  food?  And  what,  moreover,  is 
that  that  we  have  just  now  said?  Then  God  is 
the  ordainer  of  things  which  are  not  clean  ;  and 
the  blame  attached  to  things  which  are  made  will 
recoil  upon  their  Maker,  who  did  not  produce 

them  clean  ;  to  say  which  is  certainly  character- 
istic of  extreme  and  excessive  folly  :  it  is  to  ac- 
cuse God  as  having  created  unclean  things,  and 

to  charge  upon  the  divine  majesty  the  guilt  of 

having  made  things  which  are  abomination,  es- 

pecially when  they  were  both  pronounced  "very 
good."-'  and  as  being  good  have  obtained  the 
blessing  from  God  Himself  "that  they  should 
increase  and  multiply."  Moreover  also  they  were 
reserved  by  the  command  of  the  Creator  in 

V  lah's  ark  for  the  sake  of  their  offspring,  that  sc 
being  kept  they  might  be  proved  to  be  needful 
and  being  needful,  they  might  be  proved  to  be 
good,  although  even  in  that  case  also  there  is  i 
distinction  appended.  But  still,  even  then,  the 

creation  of  those  very  creatures  that  were  no' 
clean  might  have  been  utterly  abolished,  if  it  hac 
needed  to  be  abolished  on  account  of  its  owi 

pollution. 

crap.  iii.  argument. —  and  thus  uncleai 
animals  are  not  to  be  reproached,  lest  thi 
reproach  he  thrown  upon  their  author 

but  when  ax  durational  animal  is  rkji'.ctei 
on  any  account,  it  is  rather  that  thai  vkr 
thing  should  be  condemned  in  man  who  i 

rational;  and  therefore  that  in  animal 
the  character,  the  doings,  and  the  will 
of  men  are  depicted. 

How  far,  then,  must  that  law,  which  —  as 
have  shown  by  the  authority  of  the  apostle  —  i 
spiritual,  be  spiritually  received  in  order  that  th 

.    as   some    read,    "  for   eating,"   substituting   "  esum  "   f 
"    UMltll." 

*  Gen.  i.  31. 
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divine  and  sure  idea  of  the  law  may  be  carried 
out?  Firstly,  we  must  believe  that  whatever 
was  ordained  by  God  is  clean  and  purified  by 
the  very  authority  of  His  creation  ;  neither  must 
it  be  reproached,  lest  the  reproach  should  be 
thrown  back  upon  its  Author.  Then  too  that 
the  law  was  given  to  the  children  of  Israel  for 
this  purpose,  that  they  might  profit  by  it,  and 
return  to  those  virtuous  manners  which,  altho 

they  iiad  received  them  from  their  fathers,  the) 
hail  corrupted  in  Egypt  by  reason  of  their  inter- 

•course  with  a  barbarous  people.  Finally, those  ten  commandments  on  the  tables  ten  h 

nothing  new,  but  remind  them  of  what  had  be<  u 

obliterated  —  that  righteousness  in  them,  which 
had  been  put  to  sleep,  might  revive  again  as  it 
were  by  the  afflatus  of  the  law,  after  the  manner 
of  a  smothered  fire.  But  they  could  profit  by 
the  perception  that  those  vices  were  tally 
to  be  avoided  in  men  which  the  law  had  con- 

demned even  in  beasts.1  For  when  an  irrational 
animal  is  rejected  on  any  account,  it  is  rather 
that  very  thing  which  is  condemned  in  the  man, 
who  is  rational.  And  if  in  it  anything  which  it 
has  by  nature  is  characterized  as  a  defilement, 
that  same  thing  is  most  to  be  blamed  when  it  is 

found  in  man  opposed  to  his  nature.  Therefore, 
in  order  that  men  might  be  purified,  the  cattle 
were  (ensured  —  to  wit,  that  men  also  who  had 
the  same  vices  might  be  esteemed  on  a  level 
with  the  brutes.  Whence  it  results,  that  not 

only  were  the  animals  not  condemned  by  their 

Creator  because  of  His  agency;'  but  that  men 
might  be  instructed  in  the  brutes  to  return  t  ) 
the  unspotted  nature  of  their  own  creation.  For 
we  must  consider  how  the  Lord  distinguishes 
clean  and  not  clean.  The  creatures  that  are 

clean,  it  says,  both  chew  the  cud  and  divide  the 
hoof;  the  unclean  do  neither,  or  only  one  of  the 

two.     All  these  things  were  made  by  one  Work 
nun.  and    lie  who    made    them    Himself   blessed 

them.  Therefore  I  regard  the  (  reation  of  both 
as  (  Kan,  because  both  I  le  who  created    them   is 

holy,  and  those  things  which  were  created  are 
nol  111  fault  m  being  that  which  they  were  made. 
For  it  lii,  never  been  customar)  for  nature,  but 
tor  a  perverted  will,  to  bear  the  blame  of  guilt. 
What,  then,  is  the  case?      In  the  animals  it  is  the 

chara<  ters,  and  doings,  and  wills  ol  men  thai 

d<  picted.3     The)  are  clean  if  they  <  hew  ihe  cud  ; 
that  is,  if  the)  ever  hai  e  in  theii  m  iuth  a .  . 
the  divine  precepts.     They  divide  the  hoof,  if 
with   the    linn    step   of  innocent  \    ihe\    tr-  .id    the 

ways  of  righteousness,  ami  of  ever)  virtue  of  life. 
for  of  those  <  reatures  which  divide  the  foot  into 

two  hoots  the  walk  is  always  vigorous  j  the  ten 

1  [See  chap  ii   p  645,  tw/ra,  note  9.] 

I  [The  mornl  n  oil 
langua  •..       1 .  h  hen  ■■ 
cic;  to  otherwise,  a  lion,  a  lamb,  an  1  I 

dency  to  slip  of  one  part  of  the  hoof  b< 
tained   by  the   firmness   of  the   other   I 
retained  m  the  substantial   footstep. 
who  do  neither  ar<   unclean,  whose  walk  is 
firm  in  virtues;  nor  do  they  digest  the   I 
the   divine    prei  ifter   the    manner 

wing  of  the  ( aid.     And  they,  too,  wh< 
of  these  things  are  not  themselves  clean 
inasmu<  h  as  they  are  maimed  of  I 
not   perfec  t   in   both.      A  ,  i    these  are   t: 
do  both,  as  bel  (  lean  ;   or 
the  two,  as  Jews  and  herctit  s,  and  are  ble: 
or  neither,  as  the  ( emu!  s,  an  . 
unclean.      Thus  in  the  animals,  by  the  law.  as   it 
were,  a  i  ertain  mirror  of  human  lifi  stab- 
lished,  wherein  men  may  1 

pi  nalties  ;  so  that  everything  whit  h  is  >         ->  in 
men,  as  committed  against  nature,  may  b( 
more  condemned,  when  even  those  things,  al- 

though naturally  ordained  in  brutes,  are  in  them 
blamed.4     for  that  in  fishes  the  roughness 
s<  ales  is  regardi  instituting  their  c  leann 

li.  and  rugged,  and  unpolished,  and  substan- 
tial, and  grave  manners  are  approved  in  men  ; 

while  those  that  are  without  scales  are  uncle 

because  trifling,  and  fickle,  and  faithless,  and 
effeminate  manners  are  disapproved.  Moreover, 
what  does  the  law  mean  when  it  ->a\>.  "  I  hou 

Shalt  not  eat  t'ne  camel  5";  —  c\<  ept  that  bv  the 
example  of  that  animal  it  condemns  a  life  nerve- 

less6 and  trooked  with  crimes.  (  >r  when  it 
forbids    the    swine    to    be    taken     |  id?      It 

assuredly  reproves  a  life  filth)   .uu\  dirty, 
delighting  in  the  garbage  of  vice,  pla< 
sup:  ;n  generosity  of  mind,  but  in 
the   flesh   alone.      Or  when   it   forbids   the   hare? 

It   rebukes  men   deformed   i'  D, 
who  would  Use  the  body  of  the  w 

but  in  this  case  it  reproves  theft.     Who  would 
t.a  th(    lizard?     but  it  hates  an  aimless  * 
wardness  of  life.     Who  the  eft?     Bui   it 

<  rates  mentaj  stains.     Who  would  eat  the  hawk, 
who    the    kite,    who    the    eagle?      But    it    I 
plunderers  and  v iolent  ;  who  liv< 
Who  the  vulture  ?      But   it    holds    . 

who  seek  for  boot)   bv  tin-  death   of  others.      '  ft 
who    the    raven ?      But    it    holds    . 

w  lib.       Moieov  er.  when  it   ' 

<  ondemn •  intemperani  e  .  when  t' those  who  il\  from  the  light  of  truth  .  when 
swan,  the  proud  « ith  high  nt  i  k  .  wh 
mew .  too  talkath  e  an  intern]) 

1    the    bat,  th'  iSe  who    seek    l! 
I 

and  the 
animals.  whi<  h  in   them    il 
worthy, 
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they  are  blamed,  because  they  are  sought 
i  his  nature,  not  by  his  creation, 

v  his  en 

\RGUMENT.  —TO  hum:  THINGS  ALSO 

WAS  ADDED    INOTHER    REASON    TOR    PROHIBITTNG 

MANY    ki\i>s  OF    MEATS    PO    [HE   JEWSj   TO  WIT, 

mi'.   RESTRAINT   OF   THE  INTEMPERANCE  OF 
\\D     IHAT    THEY     MIGHT    SERVE 

111;  "1>. 

To  these  considerations,  then,  thus  enumer- 

ated, were  added  also  Other  reasons  for  which 
many  kinds  of  meats  were  withheld  from  the 

Jews';  and  that  this  might  he  so,  many  things were  called  unclean,  not  as  being  condemned  in 
themselves,  but  that  the  Jews  might  he  restrained 
to  the  service  of  one  ( Sod  ;  because  frugality  and 
moderation  in  appetite  were  becoming  to  those 
who  were  choseo  for  this  purpose.  And  such 
moderation  is  always  found  to  be  approximate 
to  religion,  nay,  so  to  ;>peak.  rather  related  and 
akin  to  it  ;  for  luxury  is  inimical  to  holiness. 
For  how  shall  religion  be  spared  by  it,  when 

modesty  is  not  spared?  Luxury  does  not  enter- 
tain the  fear  of  God  ;  since  while  pleasures  hurry 

it  on.  it  is  carried  forward  to  the  sole  daring  of 

its  de>ire>  :  for  the  rems  being  loosened,  it  in- 
creases in  the  application  of  expense  without 

measure,  as  if  it  were  its  food,  exceeding  its 

patrimony  with  its  modesty;  or  as  a  torrent 

rushing  from  the  mountain-peaks  not  only  over- 
leaps what  is  opposed  to  it,  but  carries  with  it 

those  very  hindrances  for  the  destruction  of  other 
things.  Therefore  these  remedies  were  sought 
for  to  restrain  the  intemperance  of  the  people, 
that  in  proportion  as  luxury  was  diminished,  vir- 

tuous manners  might  be  increased.  For  what 
ebe  did  they  deserve,  than  that  they  should  be 
restrained  from  using  all  the  pleasures  of  divers 
meats,  who  dared  to  prefer  the  vilest  meats  of 
the  Egyptians  to  the  divine  banquets  of  manna, 
preferring  the  juicy  meats  of  their  enemies  and 
masters  to  their  liberty?  They  were  truly  worthy 
that  the  slavery  which  they  had  coveted  should 
pamper  them,  if  the  food  that  was  more  desira- 

ble and  free  was  so  ill  pleasing  to  them. 

\P.  V.     ARGlWfFXT.  —  BUT  THERE  WAS  A  LIMIT 

TO  Tlir.   US1  SHADOWS    or     FIGURES  J 
FOR     AFTERWARDS,    WHEN     THE     END     OF    THE 

LAW,     i  HRET,     <  \MI  .    ALL    THINGS    W[  R] 
I     11      PI  RE    TO    THE    PI  li  . 

AND    Hoi  v    Ml  \1    WAs    A    RIGHT 

FAITH    AND   AN  TT1  I'   I  ONSl  II  NCE. 

there  "  ertain  ancient  time, ■'.ere    to    be 

iould  1  ■  ned  from  which 
!  been  commended  by  their  creal 

libited  by  the  law.     But  now 

Christ,  the  end  of  the  law,  has  come,  dis<  losing 

all  the  obscurities  of  the  law  —  all  those  things 
which  antiquity  had   covered  with   the  (loud 

imentS.  For  the  illustrious  Master,  and  the 

heavenly  Teacher,  and  the  ordainer  of  the  per- 
fected truth,  has  come,  under  whom  at  length  it 

is  rightly  said  :  "To  the  pure  all  things  are  pure  ; 
but  unto  them  that  are  defiled  and  unbelieving 

is  nothing  pure,  but  even  their  mind  and  con- 

science is  defiled."  '  Moreover,  in  another  place  : 
•'  For  every  creature  of  God  is  good,  and  nothing 
to  be  refused  which  is  received  with  thanksgiv- 

ing ;  for  it  is  sanctified  by  the  Word  of  God  and 

prayer." 2  Again,  in  another  place  :  "  The  Spirit 
expressly  says  that  in  the  last  days  some  shall 
depart  from  the  faith,  giving  heed  to  seducing 
spirits,  doctrines  of  demons,  speaking  lies  in 

hypocrisy,  having  their  conscience  seared  with  a 
hot  iron,  fori  lidding  to  marry,  and  commanding 
to  abstain  from  meats  which  God  hath  created  to 

be  received  with  thanksgiving  by  them  which 

believe  and  those  who  know  God."  3  Moreover, 
in  another  passage  :  "  Fverything  that  is  sold  in 

the  market-place  eat,  asking  ncdiing."4  F'rom these  things  it  is  plain  that  all  those  things  are 
returned  to  their  original  blessedness  now  that 
the  law  is  finished,  and  that  we  must  not  revert 

to  the  special  observances  of  meats,  which  ob- 
servances were  ordained  for  a  certain  reason,  but 

which  evangelical  liberty  has  now  taken  away, 
their  discharge  being  given.  The  apostle  cries 

out :  "  The  kingdom  of  God  is  not  meat  and 

drink,  but  righteousness,  and  peace,  and  joy."  s 
Also  elsewhere  :  "  Meats  for  the  belly,  and  the 
belly  for  meats  :  but  God  shall  destroy  both  it 
and  them.  Now  the  body  is  not  for  fornication, 

but  for  the  Lord  ;  and  the  Lord  for  the  body."  6 
God  is  not  worshipped  by  the  belly  nor  by 
meats,  which  the  Lord  says  will  perish,  and  are 

"purged"  by  natural  law  in  the  draught.7  For 
he  who  worships  the  Lord  by  meats,  is  merely 
as  one  who  has  his  belly  for  his  Lord.  The 
meat,  I  say,  true,  and  holy,  and  pure,  is  a  true 
faith,  an  unspotted  conscience,  and  an  innocent 
soul.  Whosoever  is  thus  fed,  feeds  also  with 

Christ.  Such  a  banqueter  is  God's  guest :  these 
are  the  feasts  that  feed  the  angels,  these  are  the 
tables  which  the  martyrs  make.  Hence  is  that 

word  of  the  law  j  "  Man  doth  not  live  by  bread 
alone,  but  by  every  word  which  proceedeth  out 

of  the  mouth  of  God."  8  Hence,  too,  that  saying 
of  Christ :  "  My  meat  is  to  do  the  will  of  Him 
that  sent  me,  and  to  finish  His  work."9     Hence, 1  lit.  i.  iy 

:   i    1  im.  iv.  4,  5. 
'  1   1  im   iv   1,  2,  3 25. 

n    xiv.  17. 

'    1  I  ..r    \ 

lower  bowel,  Mark  vii.  19;    Matt.xr.X9.    See  cap.  i.  note  7. 
i.  645,  sn/'ra.     li  throws  off  refuse,  leaving  food  only  to  the  system.] 0    1  'cut.  viii.  3 

t  John  iv.  34. 
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'  Ye  seek  me  not  because  ye  saw  the  miracles, 
jut  because  ye  did  eat  of  my  loaves  and  were 
illed.  But  labour  not  for  the  meat  which  perish- 
>th,  but  for  the  meat  which  endureth  to  life  eter- 
lal,  which  the  Son  of  man  will  give  you ;  for 

rlim  hath  the  Father  sealed."  ■  By  righteous- 
less,  I  say,  and  by  continency,  and  by  the  rest 
)f  the  virtues,  God  is  worshipped.  For  Zecharias 

ilso  tells  us,  saying :  "  If  ye  eat  or  drink,  is  it 
lot  ye  that  eat  or  drink?  "  2  —  declaring  thereby 
hat  meat  or  drink  attain  not  unto  God,  but  unto 
n,an  :  for  neither  is  God  fleshly,  so  as  to  be 
leased  with  flesh  ;  nor  is  He  careful 3  for  these 
Measures,  so  as  to  rejoice  in  our  food.4  God 
ejoices  in  our  faith  alone,  in  our  innocency 
ilone,  in  our  truth  alone,  in  our  virtues  alone. 
\.nd  these  dwell  not  in  our  belly,  but  in  our  soul ; 
md  these  are  acquired  for  us  by  divine  awe  and 
leavenly  fear,  and  not  by  earthly  food.  And 

iuch  the  apostle  fitly  rebuked,  as  "  obeying  the 
niperstitions  of  angels,  puffed  up  by  their  fleshly 
nind  ;  not  holding  Christ  the  head,  from  whom 

ill  the  body,  joined  together  by  links,  and  in- 
voven  and  grown  together  by  mutual  members 

n  the  bond  of  charity,  increaseth  to  God;"5 
)Ut  observing  those  tilings:  "Touch  not,  taste 
lot,  handle  not ;  which  indeed  seem  to  have  a 

brm  of  religion,  in  that  the  body  is  not  spared."6 
ret  there  is  no  advantage  at  all  of  righteousness, 
vhile  we  are  recalled  by  a  voluntary  slavery  to 
hose  elements  to  which  by  baptism  we  have 
lied. 

:n.\I'.  VI.  ARGUMENT. —  BUT,  ON  THE  GROUND 

THAI'  LIBERTY  IN  MEATS  [S  GRANTED  TO  US, 
THERE  IS  NO  PERMISSION  OF  LUXURY,  THERJ 

IS  NO  TAKING  AWAV  OF  CONTTNENi  I  \M>  I  \  1 

IN<;:  FOR  THESE  THINGS  GREATLY  BECOME  mi 

FAITHFUL,  —  TO  Wll,  iii\i  iiiin  SHOULD  PRAY 
TO  GOD,  AND  GIVE  HIM  THANKS,  NOT  ONLY  B\ 

DAY,  HUT    BY    NIGHT. 

Bui    from   the   fact   that  liberty   of   meats    is 
■anted  to  us.  it  dors  not  of  necessity  follow 
hat  luxury  is  allowed  US;  DOT  because  tiie  (  k)S- 
■I  has  dealt  with  us  very  liberally,  has   il    taken 
n\a\  continency.  By  this,  1  say,  the  belly  is 
lot  provided  for,  but  the  form  of  meats  was 
town  :  it  was  made  manifest  what  was  right, 
lot  that  we  mighl  go  into  the  gulf  of  desire, 
mi  in  give  a  reason  for  the  law.  But  nothing 
ias  so  restrained  intemperance  as  the  Gospel; 
ior  has  anyone  given  such  strict  laws  against 
■Dttony  as  Christ,  who  is  said    to   have  pro 

1    John  vi.  a6,  37. 
•  Zech.  via  6,  I  XX. 
1  "  Attonitus"  1 .  1^ -imn-.l  lobe  rightly  read  "  iltentut." 
*  1 1  Tim.  iv.  4,  vi    1  -       V  lintl  ih<    Encratitea     vol.  L  ] 

nit  not  iig  tin  1  mixli  1  ition    vot  ii,  p.  ■■ .;.  thi 
ii,  1 B,  19. 

6  Col.  11   it, 

nounced  even  the  poor  blessed,  and  the  hun- 
gering and  thirsting  happy,  the  rich  miserable  ; 

to  whom,  obeying  the  government  of  their  belly 
and  their  palate,  the  material  of  their  lusts  could 
never  be  wanting,  so  that  their  servitude  could 
not  cease;  who  think  it  an  argument  of  their 
happiness  to  desire  as  much  as  they  can,  except 
that  they  are  thus  able  to  attain  less  than  they 
desire.  For,  moreover,  preferring  Lazarus  in 
his  very  hunger  and  in  his  sores  themselves,  and 

with  the  rich  man's  dogs,  He  restrained  the 
destroyers  of  salvation,  the  belly  and  the  palate, 
by  examples.  The  apostle  also,  when  he  - 
"  Having  food  and  raiment,  we  are  therewith 
content,"7  laid  down  the  law  of  frugality  and 
continency  ;  and  thinking  that  it  would  be  of 
little  advantage  that  he  had  written,  he  also  gave 
himself  as  an  example  of  what  he  had  written, 

adding  not  without  reason,  that  •'avarice  is  the 
root  of  all  evils  ;"s  for  it  follows  in  the  footsteps 
of  luxury.  Whatever  the  latter  has  wasted  by 
vice,  the  former  restores  by  crime  ;  the  circle 
of  crimes  being  retrodden,  that  luxury  may 
again  take  away  whatever  avarice  had  hea 

1  her.  Nor  yet  are  there  wanting,  among 
such  things,  those  who,  although  they  have 
claimed  to  themselves  the  sound  of  the  Chris- 

tian name,  afford  instances  and  teach  I  in- 
temperance ;  whose  vices  have  come  even  to  that 

pitch,  that  while  fasting  they  drink  in  the  early 
morning,  not  thinking  it  Christian  to  drink  after 
melt,  unless  the  wine  poured  into  their  empty 
and  unoccupied  veins  should  have  gone 
directlj  after  sleep:  for  they  seem  to  have 
relish  of  what  they  drink  if  food  be  mingled  with 
the  wine.     Thus  VOU  may  see  such  in  a  new  kind, 
still  lasting  and  already  drunk,  not  running  to  the 
tavern,  but  carrying  the  tavern  about  with  th 
and  if  any  one  oi  them  offers  a  salute,  h 
not  a  kiss,  but  drinks  a  health.  What  1  an  they 
do  after  meat,  whom  nu.it  finds  intoxicated? 
<  >r    m    what    kind    of   slate    docs    the   BUD   at 

setting  leave  them,  whom  at  his  rising  1. 
upon  as  already  stupid  with  wine?     But  th 
which  are  detestable  arc  not  to  be   takfii 

examples.     For  those  things  only  are  l  sen 

by  which  om-  soul  may  be  made  better; 
although  in  the  Gospel  the  use  ^(  m  ni- 

iih  given  to  us.  yet  it  i -  ui 
given  t'»  us  only  with  the  law 
continent  e.     For  these  th 

tO    the    faithful.  -  -  tO 
are  about   to   pra;  d  and  I  Him thanks,    not    00 
win.  h  cannot  be  if  the  mind, 
and  wine,  should  not  prevail  I 

sleep  and  the  load  heaped  upon  the 

"  ■  i 

'  i  i 
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CHAP.   \II.  -MORI  OVER,  Wl     Ml     I 
III    rim    MO   ONI    5HOU1  D   [MINK  THAT 

nils    i  i  .]  \\     BB    (  \I:kii  D     l"    SUCH     IN 

l  \i  11  \ l    III     MAY    APPROACH   TO  THINOS 

ERRD     tO    II 

But  ii  must  be  very  greatlj  guarded  against  in 
the  use  of  food,  .\nd  we  must  be  warned  lest  any 
Should    think    that    liberty   is    permitted    to    that 

that  even  he  may  approach  to  what  has 
i  offered  to  idols.  For,  as  far  as  pertains 

to  God's  creation,  (.•wry  creature  is  clean.  But 
when  it  has  been  offered  to  demons,  it  is  polluted 

it  is  offered  to  the  idols ;  and  as  soon 
a>  thi-,  i>  done,  it  belongs  no  longer  to  God,  but 
to  the  idol.     Anil  when  this  creature  is  taken  for 

1,  it  nourishes  the  person  who  so  takes  it  for 

the  demon,  not  for  ( rod,  by  making  him  a  fellow- 
guest  with  the  idol,  not  with  Christ,  as  rightly 

do   the  Jews  also.1      And   the  meaning  of  these 
meats  being  perceived,  and  the  counsel  of  the 
law  being  considered,  and  the  kindness  of  the 

pel  grace  being  known,  and  the  rigour  of 
temperance  being  observed,  and  the  pollution 
of  things  offered  to  idols  being  rejected,  we  who 
keep  the  rule  of  truth  throughout  all  things,  ought 
to  give  thanks  to  God  through  Jesus  Christ,  His 
Son,  our  Lord,  to  whom  be  praise,  and  honour, 
and  glory,  for  ever  and  ever.     Amen. 

1  Seil.  abstain.     [But  see  i  Cor.  viii.  4,  etc.] 

A  letter  written  to  Cyprian  by  Novatian  the  Roman  presbyter,  in  the  name  of  the  Roman  clergy, 

will  be  found  translated  (Ep.  xxx.)  at  p.  308,  this  volume. 
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ACTS   AND    RECORDS    OF   THE    FAMOUS   CONTRO- 

VERSY ABOUT  THE   BAPTISM   OF   HERETICS. 

A      ROMAN      COUNCIL      CELEBRATED      UNDER 
STEPHEN. 

FROM   THE   SYNODAL   ROLL. 

A  divine  and  sacred  provincial  synod,  gath- 
ered together  at  Rome  by  Stephen,  the  blessed 

martyr  and  father '  which  excommunicated  those 
who  in  an  African  synod  had,  without  reason, 
conceded  that  they  who  came  to  the  Catholic 

Church  from  any  heresy  should  be  re-baptized.2 

CARTHAGINIAN    COUNCILS. 

THE  THIRD  CARTHAGINIAN  COUNCIL  UNDER  CYP- 

RIAN, ON  THE  BAPTISM  OF  INFANTS;  HELD  ANNO 

DOMINI    253. 

This  document  is  translated  at  p.  353,  Ep.  lviii. 

THE  FOURTH  CARTHAGINIAN  COUNCIL  UNDER  CYP- 

RIAN ;  HELD  ANNO  DOMINI  254.  ABOUT  PASII.I- 
DES  AND  MARTIAL,  BISHOPS  OF  SPAIN,  WHO  HAD 
RECEIVED   CERTIFICATES. 

This  document  is  translated  at  p.  369,  Ep. 
lxvii. 

1  "  Papa"  [ai  applied  to  all  bUhopt,    See  p.  154,  tupra*  \ 
2  Reference  is  made  to  thil  •  OUnal  in  Efutlti  ••/  (  y/'i.in,  Nd. 

lxxiii.,  and  at  large  in  Epistlea  box.  lo  Ixxiv.,  pp.  J75-396,  su/>ra. 

THE  FIFTH  CARTHAGINIAN  COUNCIL  UNDER  CYP- 

RL\N,  THE  FIRST  ABOUT  BAPTISM  j  HELD  ANNO 

DOMINI  255,  THE  THIRD  YEAR   OF   ST.  STEPH1 
EPISCOPATE. 

This  will  be  found  translated  at  p.  375,  Ep. 
lxix. 

THE  SIXTH  CARTHAGINIAN  COUNCIL  UNI  UK  CYP- 

RIAN, THE  SECOND  ABOUT  BAPTISM,  FROM  A 
PROVINCE  OF  AFRICA  AND  nu.mima;   HELD   AN 

DOMINI   256,  IN  THE    THIRD    \l   \K    OF    Mll'lli 
EPISCOPATE. 

This  will  be  found  translated  at  p.  37S,  Ep, 
lxxi. 

THE  SEVENTH  CARTHAGINIAN  COUNCIL  UNDER   CYP- 

RIAN,  1111     1  BIRD  ABOUT   BAPTISM,   l  ROM    in: 

PROVINCES  OF   kFRICAj    HELD   INNO  DOMINI    I 
in     1 111: 

pa  1 1  . THIRD     YEAR     OF     -II  I'H1  x^ 

This  will  be  found  translated  and  given  in  full 

on  p.  565  of  the  present  volume. 
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INTRODUCTORY  NOTICE 

ANONYMOUS  TREATISE  AGAINST  THE  HERETIC  NOVATIAN. 

The  writer  of  the  following  treatise  was  undoubtedly  a  contemporary  of  Cyprian,  and  wrote 

in  the  early  part  of  the  reign  of  Valerian  (254-256),  during  an  interval  of  peace  to  the  Church. 
This  much  may  be  collected  from  the  fact  that  he  names  one,  and  only  one,  persecution  after 

that  of  Decius  —  namely,  that  of  Gallus  and  Volusianus  —  and  speaks  of  those  who  had  lapsed 

under  the  former,  as  having  been  stedfast  and  victorious  in  the  latter.-'  I  le  is  generally  believed 
to  have  been  an  African,  and  Tillemont  is  only  withheld  from  attributing  the  work  to  Cyprian 

himself  by  what  he  judges  to  be  a  difference  of  Style.  But  although  from  the  exordium  it  ma 
concluded  that  the  writer  was  a  oishop,  yet,  from  his  manifest  uncertainty  as  to  the  fitting  way  to 

treat  those  who  had  lapsed,  it  is  evident  that  Cyprian  cannot  have  been  the  author  ;  for  that  prel- 
ate, when  the  persecution  of  Gallus  and  Volusianus  was  just  threatening,  had  already  decided 

upon  receiving  to  communion  the  penitents  who  had  yielded  to  temptation  under  I  >e<  ius 

Ceillier4  says  that  this  treatise  was  written  about  the  year  255,  while   Novatian  was  still  alive/ 
and  when  the  schism  of  Felicissinuis  was  all  but  extinct. 

Erasmus  first  published  it  among  the  known  winks  of  Cyprian  in  the  year  1 5 

1  [By  Dr.  Wallis,  editor  of    vol.  xiii.,  Edinb.  Mlies.]  3   /'//>.'.'/>.  lcn 
2  Ch.  (or  sec.)  6,  p.  659,  infra.  *  I  torn.  iii.  ch.  i.  ait.  4,  «..    2.  tune  4. 

>  Ch.  (or  sec.)  1,  p.  657,  infra. 

\(  >  IT.. 

Tiik  American  editor  subjoins  as  follows:  Cyprian,  and  Cornelius  afterward,  had  dec  id 

their  councils,  that  the  lapsed  should  be  classed,  and  dealt  with  ac<  ■■■' 
those  who   had   compounded  with   the   heathen,   ami 

Sncrijii(i/i,  those  who  had  a<  tualiv  off  red    i>  rifu  e  to  idols.     Different  1  discipline 

awarded,  but  all  were  admitted  to  pardon  finally. 
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\  TREATISE    AGAINST   THE    HERETIC    NOVATIAN 

BY   AN    ANONYMOUS    BISHOP. 

HAT  THE  HOPE   OF   PARDON   SHOULD   NOT   BE   DE- 
NIED  TO   THE    LAPSED. 

i.  While  I  was   meditating  and   impatiently 
ossing  in  my  mind  what  I  ought  to  do  concerti- 

ng those  pitiable  brethren  who,  wounded,  not  of 

heir  own  will,  but  by  the  onset  of  a  raging  devil, 
ave  lived  until  now,  that  is,  through  a  long 
ourse  of  time,  in  the  endurance  of  their  punish- 
lent ;  lo,  there  appeared  opposed  to  me  another 
nemy,  and  the  adversary  of  his  own  paternal 

flection  —  the  heretic  Novatian — who  not  only, 
s  it  is  signified  in  the  Gospel,  passed  by  the 
rostrate  wounded  man,  as  did  the  priest  or  the 
<evite,  but  by  an  ingenious  and  novel  cruelty 
ither  would  slay  the  wounded  man,  by  taking 
way  the  hope  of  salvation,  by  denying  the  mercy 
f  his  Father,  by  rejecting  the  repentance  of  his 
rother.  Marvellous,  how  bitter,  how  harsh, 

ow  perverse  are  many  things  !  but  one  more 

asily  perceives  the  straw  in  another's  eye  than 
ie  beam  in  one's  own.  Let  not  the  abrupt 
ladness  of  that  perfidious  heretic  move  or  dis- 
irb  us  however,  beloved  brethren,  who,  although  | 
e  is  placed  in  such  great  guilt  of  dissension  and 
thism,  and  is  separated  from  the  Church,  with 
Icrilegious  temerity  does  not  shrink  from  hurl- 
lg  back  his  charges  upon  us :   for  although  he 
i  now  by  himself  made  unclean,  defiled  with  the 
1th  of  sacrilege,  he  contends  that  we  .11 
Bd  although  it  is  written   that    the   dogs   should 
main  without,  and  the  apostle  has  taughl  that 
lese  same  dogs   must   be   shunned,  as  we   read. 

)r  he  says,  ••  beware  of  dogs,  beware  ol  evil 
brkers,"  '    he    dors    not    cease    stirring    up    his 
en.  v  will)  barkings,  alter  the    manner  ofwolves 
taking  the  gloomy  darkness,  where  with   his 
ratal  crueltj   he  may  easily  rend  in  his  dark 

aves  th<-  sheep   snatched    a\\a\    from    the   Shep 
nd.    I  lertainly  he  declares  thai   he   and    his 
fends  whom  he  collects  are   e,"'1'-      Noi  ''"  we 
Bttbt  but  that  deserters  of  the  Chun  h  who  have 

■tome  apostates  could  now  easily  be  converted 
it"  gold,  but  it  must  be  that   gola   in  whu  h   the 

I  Phil.  ....  a. 

first  sins  of  the  people  of  Israel  were  design: 
But  the  gold  and  silver  vessels  which  were  wrested 

from  the  Egyptians  continue  in  the  Lord's  power, 
that  is,  in  Christ's  Church;  in  which  house  if 
thou  hadst  continued,  Novatian,  thou  hadst  per- 

chance been  also  a  precious  vessel  \  but  now 
thou  neither  perceives!  nor  complainest  that  thou 
art  changed  into  chaff  and  straw. 

2.  Why,  therefore,  shouldst  thou  be  lifted  up 
with  vain  things?  Thou  wilt  gain  loss  rather 
than  profit.  Why,  from  the  very  fact  that  thou 
art  become  poorer,  believest  thou  thyself  rich? 

Hear  in  the  Apocalypse  the  Lord's  voice  rebuk- 
ing thee  with  righteous  reproaches  :  "  Thou 

est,"  says  He,  ••  1  am  rich,  and  increased  with 
goods,  and  have  need  of  nothing;  and  knowest 
not  that  thou  art  wretched,  and  miserable,  and 

blind,  and  poor,  and  naked."3  Let  him  think for  certain  that  he  ] 

poverty,  whoev   r  lv   m  I)   be,  that,  forsaking   the 
Church  of  Christ,  with  his  darkened  i 

not  shrink  from  being  turned  to  those  rash  1( 
ers  of  schisms  and  authors  of  dissension 
John     calls    antichrists,    whom    the     E\ 
likens   to   '  half,  whom   the    Lord   C\u 
teri/.es  as  thieves  -^^\   robbers,  a-    II      Hit 
dec  lares  in   th.    G        I,  saying  thai 

reth    not   by  the    door  into  the  I  >ld, 

but  goeth    down  by  SOme   other  way,  the 
a  thief  and  a  robber."  '      Moreover,  in   the  same 

I  [e   also      o  I,  "  All   who   have  come 
and  robbers."  I      Who   ,ue   SU<  h   but  the 

if  the   faith,  and   the   trar. 

Church,  who  Btrive  against  God's  ordinance  ;  — 
whom    the     Holy   S|>int    rightly   r 

prophet,  s  >\  in  ;,  "  Ye   h  .  but 

not  by  me  ;  and  /■ not  by  mj  Spirit,  t*>  .i>^<\ 
n  iw  '  m  those  most  i  x 

dan,  even  now  the  most  unha  •   i 

'    Kcv    ill.  17. 

'    1 

«  1  ihn  > 

'  1    .    \  \  \    1 
<■  ntamat 

FtliciMimua,  nfamd  i>>  '■ 
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these  things,  who  have  broken  forth  to  such  a 

folly  of  madness  as  to  have  no  reverence  either 
•  I  or  man?    Among  them,  shamelessly, 

and  with  »ut  any  law  of  ordination,  the  epi 

ight  after  ;  but  among  us  in  its  own 
id  in  those  of  the  throne  delivered  to  it 

I,  it  is  renounce  I,      rhere  the  Truth  says, 

••I  .t  me,  th.it  they  may  sa<  mice  to  me  ; 
offer  the  holy  oblations  of  the  chil- 

:  of  Israel,  nor  do  they  approach  to  offer  the 

.  l>ut  they  shall  receive  their  igno- 

miny in    the  error  wherein  they  have  erred." - 
;;  he  enough  in  a  few  words  to  have  proved 
I   they  are.      Hear,  therefore,  ()    Novatians, 

whom  the  heavenly  Scriptures  are  read 
rather  than    understood  ;    well,  if   they  are  not 

interpolated,3     For  your  ear-,   are   closed,  and 
:  hearts  darkened,  seeing  that  ye  admit  no 
I    from    spiritual    and    saving   warnings;    as 

lh  s  lys,  "  The  sen  ants  of  Cod  are  blinded."4 
And  deservedly  hlinded,  because  the  desire  of 

airs   is  not   in  the  law  ;   which  law  points 

•as  the  one  and  only  Church  in  that  ark, 
to  writ,  which  was  fashioned,  by  the  providence 

.  under  Noah  before  the  deluge,  in  which 

—  t  i   r  you  quickly,  ()  Novatian —  we  find 
that  there  were  shut  up  not  only  (lean  animals, 
but  also  unclean  ;  which  ark  was  saved  alone. 
with  those  who  were  in  it.  whereas  the  other 

things  which  were  not  found  therein  perished  in 
the  .      From  that  ark  there  were  loosed 

I  raven  and  a  dove  ;  and  this  raven 

truly  bore  the  figure  or  type  of  impure  men,  and 
a  who  would  be  in  perpetual  darkness  through 

world's  broad  road,  and  of  apostates  who 
aid  arise,  feeding  on  unclean  things,  and  not 

turning   themselves   eventually  to  the  Church  ; 
and  as  we  read,  we   find  that  it  was  sent   forth, 

turned    no    more.     Whoever   should 

mble  this   bird,  then,  that  is,  the 
im:  rit,  will    no  more  be   able  to  return 

the  Church,  seeing  that  thi    Lord  will  forbid 
them,  even   if  they  should  wish   it.  as   He  com- 

■  tying.    "Everything   leprous s 

'.   impure,  cast  abroad  outside   the   cam] >\c  sent  forth  that  returned,  is  signi- 
the  man  who  does  not  delay,  because  he 

.Id  have  no  rc>t  for  his  feet.     And  Noah  re- 
ed  it  into  the  ark  ;    and  when  it  was  sent 

n   the   seventh   day,   received   it, 
ts   mouth  an  olive  leaf. 

3.  And  I.  beloved  brethren,  —  as  I  not  h 
litate  these  things,  and  not  in  harmony 

th   human  wisdom,  hut  as   it    is  permitted  to 
our  minds  by  the  condescension  of  the  heavenly 

1   [Ep.  *l    p.  319,  supra:  rt  alibi.] •  v.  10-13. 

3,  note  12,  su/ra.] 

rium. 
*  Num.  v    a. 

1.  needfully  and  pertinently  ti  ,  — 
sa)    thai    that    dove    signifies    to    us  of    itself  a 

double  type.  Formerly,  that  is,  from  th 
ning  of  the  divine  administration,  it 
own  figure,  the  first  indeed  and  chief — that  is, 
the  figure  of  the  Spirit.  And  by  its  mouth  the 
sacrament  of  baptism  which  is  provided  for 
the  salvation  of  the  human  race,  and  that  by 

the  heavenly  plan  it  is  celebrated  in  the  Church 
only.7  Moreover,  three  times  sent  forth  from  the 
ark,  living  about  through  the  air  over  the  water, 
it  already  signified  the  sacraments  of  our  ( !hurch. 
Whence  also  the  Lord  Christ  charges  upon 

I'eter,  and  moreover  also  upon  the  rest  of  IK 
disciples,  "Co  ye  and  preach  the  Gospel  to  the 
nations,  baptizing  them  in  the  name  of  the 
Father,  and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the  Holy 

Chost."8  That  is,  that  that  same  Trinity  which 

operated  figuratively  in  Noah's  days  through  the 
d  we.  now  operates  in  the  Church  spiritually 
through  the  disciples. 

4.  Let  us  now  take  the  second  character  also 
of  the  dove  sent  forth  from  the  ark.  that  is  to 

in  the  time  of  the  deluge,  when  all  the  abj 
broke  forth  ;  when  the  cataracts  of  heaven  were 

opened  upon  the  earth,  on  account  of  the  wick- 
edness of  men  which  they  daily  practised  before 

the  Lord;  as  said  Moses,  "And  the  Lord  Cod 
saw  that  the  wickednesses  of  men  were  overflow- 

ing upon  the  earth,  and  that  all  of  them  were 
remembering  for  evil  from  the  beginning  of  their 
days  ;  and  He  said,  I  will  destroy  man  whom  I 
have  made  from  off  the  face  of  the  earth,  from 
man  even  unto  cattle,  and  from  the  creeping 

thing  even  unto  the  fowls  of  the  air."9  There- fore in  the  time  of  the  flood  the  dove  is  sent 

forth  from  the  ark,  when  the  waters  were  vio- 
lently rushing  with  all  their  force  upon  the  earth. 

5.  That  ark  bore  the  figure  of  the  Church,  as 
we  have  said  above,  which  was  stricken  hither 

and  thither  to  such  a  degree  by  the  tumultuous 
waters.  Therefore  that  deluge  which  happened 

under  Noah  showed  forth  the  figure  of  the  per- 
secution which  now  lately  was  poured  forth 

the  whole  world.     Moreover,  by  the  waters,  the 
cataracts  broken  forth   meeting  together  on  all 
sides,   and   growing,  were  signified    the  peoples 

which  grew  up  for  the  desolation  of  the  Church 

as  the  Apocalypse  teaches,  saying,  "The  wat 
which  thou  sawest  are  peoples,  and  nations,  and 

kingdoms."  IO     Moreover,  the  dove  which  coul( 
not  find  rest  for  its  feet,  bore  the  likeness  of  th 
lapsed,  who  fell  forgetful  of  the  divine  announce 
ments,  either  ignorant  in  simplicity,  or  feignin| 
in  audacity.    Of  whom  the  Lord  had   intimate( 
the   future    destruction    in   the  Gospel    in  thes< 

7  This  pavvnee  is  altogether  corrupt  and  unintelligible:  some  fori 
is  necessary  even  to  give  it  an  appearance  of  meaning 

'I.  xxviii.  19.     [For  the  next  sentence  -see  Acts  ii.  33.] 9  Gen.  vi.  5-7. 10  Rev.  xvii.  15. 
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words,  saying,  "  He  who  hearcth  my  words  and 
doeth  them  not,  I  will  liken  him  to  a  foolish 
man,  who  built  his  house  upon  the  sand  :  the 
tempests  came  and  beat  upon  that  house,  and  it 

fell ;  and  great  was  its;  destruction."  '  And  lest 
we  should  seem  to  have  made  the  comparison 
inconsiderately  of  that  dove  bearing  the  in 
of  the  lapsed,  the  prophet  rebukes  the  city  as  a 
dove,  that  is,  the  character  of  the  lapsed,  saying, 

"  The  dove  hearkens  not  to  the  voice  ;  that  is, 
the  illustrious  and  redeemed  city  receives  not 

teaching,  and  trusted  not  in  the  Lord."  2 
6.  Moreover,  that  that  dove  could  not  find 

rest  for  her  feet,  as  we  have  said  above,  this 
signified  the  footsteps  of  those  who  deny  ;  that 
is,  those,  wounded  by  the  poison  of  the  shining 
serpent,  who  sacrifice,  turned  towards  their  fall  ; 
which  could  not  any  further  step  upon  the  asp 
and  the  basilisk,  and  tread  upon  the  dragon  and 
the  lion.  For  this  power  the  Lord  gave  to  His 

disciples,  as  He  says  in  the  Gospel  :  "  Lo,  I 
give  unto  you  power  to  tread  on  all  the  power 
of  the  enemy,  and  upon  serpents  and  scorpions ) 

and  they  shall  not  harm  you."  3  When,  there- 
fore, these  so  many  and  such  malignant  spirits 

are  attacking  and  bestirring  themselves  fo] 
destruction  of  the  lapsed,  a  way  of  salvation  is 
provided  for  the  wounded,  that  with  whatever 
strength  they  have  they  may  drag  themselves 
with  theirwhole  body, and  betake  themselves  to 
their  camp,  wherein  being  received,  they  may 
heal  their  wounds  with  spiritual  medicaments. 
Thus  the  dove  received,  after  the  intervention 
of  a  few  days,  is  again  sent  forth  from  the  ark  ; 
and  returning,  not  only  shows  its  linn  footsteps, 
but  moreover  the  signs  of  its  peace  and  victory, 
in  those  olive  leaves  which  it  line  in  its  mouth. 

Therefore  that  twofold  sending  forth  show-,  i  ) 
us  a  twofold  trial  of  persecution  :  the  first,  in 
which  they  who  have  lapsed  have  fallen  con 
quered  ;  the  second,  in  which  they  who  I. 
fallen  have  come  out  conquerors.  For  to  none 
of  us  is  it  doubtful  or  uncertain,  beloved  breth- 

ren, that  they  who  in  the  first  Struggle  —  that   i ., 
in   the    Decian   persecution    -were   wounded; 
afterwards,  that    is  in  the  se<  ond  em  ounter,  pel 
severed  so  bravely,  that,  despising  the  edi<  ts  of 

tin-  princes  of  the  world,1  they  maintained  that 
unconquered  ;    in   that    they  did  not  fear,  after 
the  example  of  the  good  Shepherd,  to  give  up 
their    life,  and    to  shed    their   Mood,   and    D    t    to 

shrink  from  any  barbarity  of  the  raging  tyrant. 
7.  behold  how  glorious,  how  dear  to  the  I  Ord, 

are  the  people  whom  these  schismatics  do  do! 

shrink  from  calling  "  w< nn\,  ha) .  stubble  ;  "  '  the 
equals  ̂ (  whom,  thai  is,  those  who  are  even  Mill 

I     M    HI      \  II       |6,    J7, 

•  Zeph.  in   1 ,  j,  1,  1  \  v 
I    I  1 1 V-  <  -  \     1  j 

*  Seii  Gallui  and  Voliuianua  (PumL). 
I  1  Cor,  in.  1 .-. 

placed   in   the   same   guilt  of  their  1  hey 
presume   must   not   be   admitted   to    rep<  v    □ 

This  they  judge  from  that  utterance  of  th 

where    He    says,    "Whosoever    shall     den) 
before  men,  him  will   I  deny  before   my  bather 

which  is  in  heaven."6     Oh  grief!  why  do  I 
Strive   against  the  Lord's   precepts,  that   tl 
spring  of  Novatian,   following  the  example  of 
his   father  the    devil,   should   now  en 

put  in  force  those  things  whic  h  Christ  will  do  in 

the  time  of  His  judgment?  that  is,  when  Scrip- 

ture says,  "Vengeance  is  mine  ;  and  I  will  re: 

saith  the  Lord."  ? 8.  We  will  answer  them  as  to  that  utterai 

of  the  Lord,  which  they  ill  understand,  and  ill 

explain  to  themselves,     for  that  He  says,"Who- 
soever  shall  deny  me  before  men,  him  will  I 

deny  before  my  Lather  which  is  in  heaven."  its meaning  is  assuredly  with  respect  to  future  time 
—  to  the  time  at  which  the  Lord  shall  1 

judge  the  secrets  of  men  —  to  the  time  at  which 
we  must  all   stand   before   the  judgment 

Christ  —  to  the  time  at  which  many  shall  begin  to 

Say,  '"  Lord.  Lord,  have  we  not  prophesied  in   1 
name,  and   in  Thy  name  cast  out  devils,  and  in 

Thy  name  done  many  wonderful  work 
yet  they  shall  hear  the  voi<  e  of  the  I 
"Depart    from    me.    all    ye    that    have 

iniquity:  I  know  you  not."8     Then  shall  i; 
fulfilled   that    He   says.  ••  I  also  will  deny  them." 
but  whom  will  the  Lord  Christ  chiefly  d 

not   all  of  you    heretic  s,  and   schismatics,  and 
strangers  to  His  name  ?     For  ye  who  wei 
time  Christians,  but  now  are  Novatians 

Christians,   have    <  ham  faith    ! 

subsequent  perfidy  in  the  calling  <a  your  name. 
I  should  wish  you    tO    repl)  :r   own 
sition.     Read  and  teach  :  wl 

had    failed   or   denied    I  lim,    while    I  le   v. 
with  them,  did  oui  1  ord  den)  ?  Yet  als 

others  of  the  disci]  '.  s  who  had  remain 
Him  He  saidi.  "Will  ye  als< 
I'.  i«  1,  whom  1  le  had  pre\  iousl 

len)    I  bm,   when  he  had  I  lim, 
did  not  deny,  bui  sustain 

soothed  hnn  when  subsequently  bittei  ■ 

ing  his  denial. 1,.    \\  hat 
t..  1    ad  what  tends    to   the   d< 

1 1.  >n.  and  to  pass  ].\   what  tends   to   n 

ScriptUl  and    Bays,  "  R<       ■  \  j be  1  onv<  rted  in  h< 

prophet  also  i  nhorts,  and 
unto   me  with   all   your   heart,  in   t 

weepin  :.  and  mom and  nol  ents  .  I 

'    \!    ■■     1 

•     M    III      ̂  

( 
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He  is  merciful,  and  one 

ompassion?"1 ive  heard  that  the  Lord 
in.     I  el  us  hear  what  the  I  loly 

•   I  >avid  :  "  [f  his  i  hildn  n  for- 

ni\    law,   and   walk    not   in   my   (  .unmand- 
ts  :  if  they  should  profane  my  righteousness, 

not  keep  my  precepts  ;  I  will  visit 
3    with    a    rod,    and    their  sins   with 

il  my  mercy  will   I  not  utterly  dis- 
rom  them."  *     Words   like   to  these  we 

.  that  the  Lord  said  also  by  Ezekiel:  "Son 
of  man,  the  house  of  Israel  has  dwelt  on  its  own 

.and  they  have  defiled  it  by  their  crimes : 

nness  has  become  like  that  of  a  men- 
nan  before  my  i.xrr.     I  have  poured 

;er  upon    them,  .\^^\   1    have    scattered 
i  ng  the   nations  ;  and   I  have  judged 

rding   to  their  sins,  because  they  have 

my  holy  name  :  and  because  it  was  said 
them,  This  is  the  people  of  the  Lord.  I  have 
red  them,  because  of  my  holy  name,  which 

of  Lrael   despised   among   the  na- 
And  m  conjunction  with  this  he  says. 

••  1  v   to  the   people  of    Israel.  Thus 
I    i.i.   I    sp  ire    you    not,  ( )  hous< 

1  I  will   spare   you   on  account   of  my 
me,  which    ye  have    defiled  among  the 
:   and  ye  shall  know  that  I  am  the  Lord. 

sanctified   in   you."     Also  the 
1     rd  to  the  same:   "Son  of  man.  say  unto  the 

!.  Wherefore  have  ye  spoken,  say- 
.  We   are   pining  away   in  our  sins,  and  how 

we  be   able   to   be  saved?     Say  unto  them. 
I    1  th    the    Lord:    for  I  do  not  desire   the 

:h  r  -.  bul  I  desire  that  the  sinner 
turn   from  his  evil  way.  and  live  :   there- 

in) ye  from  your  evil  way  :  why  do  ye  give 
■    to  death.  ()   house   of  Israel?"4 

iah  the  prophet :  "  I  will  not  be 
I  for  ever,  nor  will   I   abstain  from 

■  ■  "  ;     And  because  Jeremiah 
n  of  the  sinful  people, 

ingj  •'  \mend  us.  ( )  Lord. 
in  judgment,  and  not  in  an  t  Thou 

Kii  ih  also  added,  and  said. 
sin  I  ha  itly  afflicted  him  :  and 

I   !  at  him.  and   have  turned  away  my 
him  :   and   he  was  afflicted,  and   went 

•  idly   in   his   v.  \nd    Se<  ause  he 

!   and  said,  "  I   have  seen  his 
healed  him  ;  and  I  have  given 

i  a  true  exhortation,  ]  ;pon  peace  ; 

t     •  •     thos    who  repent,  and  pray,  and  labour, 
-33. 

4    1  :     1  .,   :  I. 

17. 

'     lu.   Ull.    19. 

restoration  is   possible,  because  th 

erably  perish,  and  because  they  would  decline 
from  ( 'hrist. 

11.  Moreover,  this  is  proved  in  the  Gospel, 
where  is  described  that  woman  who  was  a  sin- 

ner, who  came  to  the  house  of  a  certain  Phari- 
see whither  the  Lord  had  been  bidden  with  His 

disciples,  and  she  brought  a  vessel  of  ointment. 

and  stood  at  the  Lord's  feet,  and  washed  His 
feet  with  her  tears,  and  wiped  them  with  her 
hair,  and  pressed  kisses  upon  them  ;  so  that 

that  Pharisee  was  provoked,  and  said,  "  If  this 
man  were  a  prophet,  he  would  know  who  and 
what  sort  of  a  woman  this  is  who  tout  lies  him  ; 

for  she  is  a  sinner."''  Whence  immediately  the 
Lord,  the  remitter  of  sins  and  the  receiver  of 

the  penitent,  says,  "Simon,  I  have  somewhat  to 
say  unto  thee.     And  he  answered,  saying,  Mas- 

'ii.  And  the  Lord,  There  was  a  certain 

creditor  which  had  two  debtors;  one  who  had  lo 
five  hundred  pence,  and  the  other  fifty.  When 
they  had  nothing  to  pay.  he  forgave  both.  And 
He  ask'-d.  Which  of  these  loved  most?  And 

Simon  answered.  Assuredly  he  to  whom  he  for- 
gave most.  And  He  added,  saying,  Seest  thou 

that  woman?  I  entered  into  thy  house,  thou 

gavest  me  no  kiss  ;  but  she  hath  not  ceased  to 
kiss  my  feet  ;  thou  washedst  not  my  feet,  but 
she  has  washed  them  with  her  tears,  and  wiped 
them  with  her  hair;  thou  didst  not  anoint  my 

with  oil.  but  she  hath  anointed  them. 

Wherefore  I  say  unto  thee,  Simon,  that  her 

sins  are  forgiven  her."  Behold,  the  Lord  grants 
the  debt  with  His  liberal  kindness  to  both  debt- 

ors; behold  Him  who  pardons  sins;  behold 
the  woman  who  was  a  sinner,  penitent,  weeping, 

praying,  and  receiving  remission  of  her  sins  ! 
12.  And  now  blush  if  thou  canst,  Novatian ; 

(ease  to  deceive  the  unwary  with  thy  impious 

tments ;  cease  to  frighten  them  with  the 
subtlety  of  one  particular.  We  read,  and  adore, 
and  do  not  pass  over  the  heavenly  judgment  of 
the  Lord,  where  he  says  that  He  will  deny  him 

who  denies  Him.  But  does  this  mean  the  pen- 
itent? And  why  should  I  be  taking  pains  so 

long  to  prove  individual  cases  of  mercies?  since 
the  mercy  of  God  is  not  indeed  denied  to  the 
Ninevites,  although  strangers,  and  placed  apart 
from  tiie  1  iw  of  the  Lord,  when  they  beseech  it 
on  account  of  the  overthrow  announced  to  their 

(  ity.  Nor  to  Pharaoh  himself,  resisting  with  sac- 
rilegious boldness,  when  formerly  he  was  stricken 

with  plagues  from  heaven,  and,  turning  to  Mc 

and  to  his  brother,  said,  "  Pray  to  the  Lord 
me.  for  I  have  sinned."  "  At  once  the  anger  of 
( iod  was  suspended  from  him.  And  yet  thou, 
(  I  Novatian,  judgest  and  declarest  that  the  lapsed 

9  Luke  vii.  39  et  seq. 

10  "  Habebat,    but  probably  "  debebat "  —  owed. "  Ex.  ix.  28. 
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have  no  hope  of  peace  and  mercy,  nor  inclinest 
thine  ear  to  the  rebuke  of  the  apostle,  when  he 

says,  "  Who  art  thou,  who  judgest  another  man's 
servant?  To  his  own  master  he  standeth  or  fall- 
eth.  Yea,  he  shall  stand.  God  is  mighty  to 

establish  him."  '  Whence  pertinently  and  need- 
fully the  Holy  Spirit,  in  the  person  of  those  same 

lapsed  people,  rebukes  you  when  He  says, 

"  Rejoice  not  over  me,  O  mine  enemy  :  because 
if  I  have  fallen,  I  shall  also  rise  again;  and  if 
I  shall  walk  in  darkness,  the  Lord  is  my  light.  1 
will  bear  the  indignation  of  the  Lord,  because 
I  have  sinned  against  Him,  until  He  justify  my 
cause,  and  execute  judgment  and  justice,  and  bring 
me  forth  to  the  light.  I  shall  behold  His  right- 

eousness ;  and  she  that  is  mine  enemy  shall  see 

me,  and  shall  cover  herself  with  confusion."2 
13.  I  beseech  thee,  hast  thou  not  read,  "  Boast 

not,  and  speak  not  loftily,  and  let  not  arrogancy 
proceed  out  of  your  mouth  :  for  the  Lord  lifteth 
the  poor  from  the  earth;  He  raiseth  up  the 
beggar  from  the  dunghill,  and  maketh  him  to  sit 

with  the  mighty  ones  of  the  people?"3  Hast 
thou  not  read,  that  "  the  Lord  resisteth  the 

proud,  and  giveth  grace  to  the  humble  ?  "  4  I  [ast 
thou  not  read,  "Whoso  exalteth  himself  shall  be 
humbled?"  s  Hast  thou  not  read,  that  "  God 
destroys  the  remembrance  of  the  proud,  and  does 

not  forsake  the  memory  of  the  lowly?"  Hast 
thou  not  read,  that  "with  what  judgment  a  man 
shall  judge  he  must  be  judged?'"'  Hast  thou 
not  read,  that  "  he  who  hateth  his  brother  is  in 
darkness,  and  walketh  in  darkness,  and  knoweth 
not  whither  he  goeth,  because  the  darkness  hath 

blinded  his  eyes?"?  Whence,  then,  this  Nova- 
tian  has  become  both  so  wicked  and  so  lost,  SO 
mad  with  rage  of  discord,  I  cannot  discover,  since 

he  always  in  our  household  —  that  is,  the  Church 
of  Christ  —  would  have  bewailed  the  sins  of  his 

neighbours  as  his  own  ; s  would  have  borne  the 
burthens  of  his  brethren,  as  the  apostle  exhorts  ; 
would  have  Strengthened  the  faltering  in  the 
faith  with  heavenly  counsel,  but  now,  from  the 
time  when  he  began  to  practise  that  heresy  of 
Cain  which  only  delights  in  slaying,  he  does  not 
even  of  late  spare  himself.      but  if  lie  had  read, 

that  "  the  righteousness  of  the  righteous  shall 
not  deliver  him  In  the  day  on  whit  h  he  shall  have 
erred,  and  the  wickedness  of  the  wicked  shall  not 
harm  him  from  the  day  in  which  he  shall  have  been 

com nird,"  '  hr  would  long  ago  havr  repented  in 
ashes,  who  is  always  opposed  to  penitents  ;  who 
labours  more  readily  in  the  destruction   o\    t! 

1    K. hi    \iv.  4. 
8  Mic.  vii.  8-1... 
5  1  Sam,  11.  1-8. 
*  l;is    IV.  6. 
'  Mitt,  win 
•  Mill      Ml       i, 

7  1    (oliii  li.  11. 

8  Tins  i,  in-,  to  N'ov.ui  m'l  lettei  in  the  "  una  of  Ow  Roman 
ptc    [See  p    ,  -■.    i  ompare  p,  | 9  Eaek,  xxxiii.  ia. 

things  which  are  built  and  standing,  than   in  the 
building   up   of  those  which   are   prostral 
has    once    more    made    heathens   of  many   :. 
wretched  brethren   of  ours,  terrified   by  his   I 

oppositions,  by  saying  that  the  repentance  of  the 
lapsed   is   vain,   and   cannot  avail    them    for 
vation,  although  the  S<  ripture  <  1 

says,  "  Remember  whence  thou  hast  fallen,  and 
repent,  or  else  I  will  come  to  thee  except  thou 

repent."  '°     And    indeed,   writing    to    th 
churches,  rebuking  each  one  of  them  with   its 
own  crimes  and  sins,  it  said.  Repent.      To  wl 
but  to  them,  doubtless,  whom  He  had  redeemed 

at  the  great  price  of  His  blood? 
14.  O  impious  and  wicked   as  thou   art,  t 

heretic  Novatian  !   who  after  so   many  am 

crimes  which  in  past  times  thou  hadst  known  to 
be  voluntarily  committed  in  the  Church,  and  be- 

fore thou  thyself  wast  an  apostate  in   the   family 
of  God.  hadst  certainly  taught  that  these  might  be 
abolished  from  memory  if  well-doing  followed; 
according  to  the  faith  of  the  Scripture  which 
s.i\s.  ••  But  if  the  wicked  will   turn   from    dV   his 

sins  which  he  hath  committed,  and  will  i\o  right- 
eousness, he  shall   live   in  eternal    life,  and   shall 

not  die  in  his  wi<  kedness."  "     for  the  sin 
he  has  committed  shall  be  abolished  from  mem- 

ory by  the  good  deeds  which  succeed.     Thou 
msiderest  now,  whether  the  wounds  of  the 

lapsed  who  ha\  e  fallen,  stripped  bare  by  the  de\  il, 
ought  t'  >  be  1  ured  ;  da 

b)  the  "  violence  of  the  flood  which  the  ser: 
sent  forth  from   his    mouth   after  the   woman." 

but  ••  What  shall  I  say  "J  "  s.i\s  the  apostle.     '•  I  >0 
I  praise  you?      In  this  I  praise  you  not  ;   th  ' 
come   together   not    for   the    belter,  but    for    the 
worse."  '  I     For  where  there  aii-  "  rivalries  am! 
sen-ion,  among  you,  are  ye  nol  1  arnal,  and  * 

a<  <  ording    to   man  ?  "  "      Nor   indeed to  wonder  \\h\  this  Novatian  should  dare 

pra<  tise  sin  h  wicked,  such  severe  thin 
the  prison  of  the  lapsed,  sim  e  we  have  pi 
examples  ol  this  kind  of  pn 
once  man,  besides  other  things, 

quentl)   overthrown  bj  envj .  ami  strivt 

everything  that  is  h  irsh  and  hostile  igninsi  ' 
'I'h. it  fudas,  who  was  1  hosen  among  t' 
who  was  always  ol  our  mind  and  faithful   in  the 
house   of  God,  himself  subsequent!) 

God.16 

And  indeed  the  Lord  had  foretold  that 
should  (  ome  as    i.r, 

sheep.     Who  air  those  ravening  woh 
.11. pur   With   tlr.K  h  utent    t< 

10  R, 

"       I      •.    .         V  ,   III 
0  1    I 
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k  of  Christ?    Aswe  read  it  written  in  Zecha- 

n.iii :  ••  I  o,  !  raise  up  a  shepherd  in  the  land, 
,11  not  visit  that  which  ia  turned  away, 

and  will  eat  the  flesh  of  the  chosen,  and  tear 

iws  in  pieces."'     Similarly  also  in  Eze- 
kiel  he  rebukes  shepherds  of  this  kind,  to  wit, 

and  butchers  (1  will  speak  as  he  had 

saying,  "  I  >  shepherds,  wherefore  do 
Irink  the  milk,  .^>\  eat  up  the  curdled  milk, 

.\[v\  have  brought  that  which  is  strong  to  noth- 
!  have  not  visited  the  weak,  have  not 

healed  the  halting,  and  have  not  recalled  the 

wandering,  and   have   permitted   my   people   to 
wander  among   thorns  and    briers?      For  these 

things,  says  the  Lord,  lo,  I  will  come  against  the 

Shepherds,  and  I  will  require  my  sheep   of  their 
hand-  :  and  I   will   drive   them    away,  that   they 

may  not  teed  my  sheep  ;  and  ray  sheep  shall  no 
more  be  for  them  to  devour,  and  I  will  seek  them 

out  as  a  shepherd  his  flock  in  the  day  in  which 
re  shall  be  darkness  and  cloud.    Thus  I  will 

•  ray  sheep,  and  I  will  seek  them  out  in 
ry  place  wherever  they  are  scattered  ;  and  I 

will  seek  out  what  had  perished,  and  I  will  recall 
tt  n.u\  wandered,  and  what  had  halted    I    will 

heal,  and  what  is  weak  1  will  watch  over;   and  I 

will  feed  my  sheep  with  judgment."3 
i;.  Who  is  it  that  says  these  things?     Cer- 
nly  He  who,  having  left  the  ninety  and   nine 

p.  went  to  seek   that  one  which  had  wan- 

red  from  His  flock ;  as  David  says,"]   have 
•ray  like  a  sheep  which  was  lost,"4  which 

•  ''ind  Christ  brings  back,  bearing  on    I  lis 
il  ler  the  tender  sinful  one  ;  and   He.  rejoi- 

cing and  exulting,  having  called  His  friends  and 

ays,  •"  Rejoice  with  me  ;  for  my  sheep 
which  was  lost  is  found.      I  say."  says  He.  "  unto 

..  that  there  will  be  such  joy  m    heaven   over 

one  sinner  that  repenteth."  s    And  in  continua- 
l,    He  says:    "Or  what  woman,    having   ten 

.  if  she  should   lose  one  of  the  denarii. 

does  not  light  a  lamp,  and  all  the  day  long  clean 
out  her  house,  seeking  till  she  finds  it?    And 

and    it.  she    calls   together  her 

ij  ing,  Rejoice  with  me  ; 
I   have  found   the  denarius  that  I    had   lost. 

1  -'•    .;.■  .  \  ...  that  su<  h  joy  shall  be  in  the  sight 
of   -  f  God   over  one  sinner  that  re- 

at,  on  the  other  hand,  they  who  do 

•  <>f  their  wickedness,  let  them  know 
|    •    A  the   Lord    Himself  what  re- 

maineth  for  them;  for  we  read  in  the  Gospel, 
rtain   men   came   from   the    Galileans 
1,  telling  Him   of  those   whose   blood 

1   with   their  sacrifices;    to  whom 

liefis  il    unintelligible,      [ie.,    not    ihtphrriis,  but 

het'i  thought,  who  speaks  as  follows,  etc.] 

176. 
*  Luke  »v.  6-10. 

the  I.ord  answered,  saying,  Think  ye  that   th 
Galileans  had  been  sinners  above  other  Galileans, 
because  they  suffered  such  things?  No;  for  I 

say  unto  you,  unless  ye  repent,  ye  shall  all  like- 
wise perish.  Or  those  eighteen  upon  whom  the 

tower  111  Siloam  fell,  think  ye  that  they  were 
debtors  to  death  above  all  men  who  dwell  in 

Jerusalem  ?  No  ;  1  say  unto  you,"  said  I  [e,  "  that 
unless  ye  repent,  ye  shall  all  likewise  perish. 

1  ..  Let  us  then  arouse  ourselves  as  much  as 

we  can,  beloved  brethren  ;  and  breaking  away 
from  the  slumber  of  indolence  and  security,  let 

us  be  watchful  for  the  observance  of  the  Lord's 
precepts.  Let  us  with  all  our  hearts  seek  for 
what  we  have  lost,  that  we  may  be  aide  to  find  ; 

because  "to  him  that  seeketh,"  says  the  S  rip- 
tuie,  "  it  shall  be  given,  and  to  him  that  knock- 

eth  it  shall  be  opened."7  Let  us  cleanse  our 
house  with  spiritual  cleanliness,  that  every  secret 
and  hidden  place  of  our  breast,  truly  enlightened 

by  the  light  of  the  Gospel,  may  say,  ••Against 
Thee  only  have  1  sinned,  and  done  this  great 

evil  in  Thy  sight."8  Because  the  death  of  sin- 
ners  is  evil,  and  in  hell  there  is  no  repentance. 
Let  us  have  in  contemplation  especially  the  day 

of  judgment  and  retribution,  and  what  must  be 
believed  by  all  of  us,  and  firmly  maintained,  that 

"there  is  no  acceptance  of  persons  with  ( rod  :  "' 
since  He  commanded  in  Deuteronomy,  that  the 

person  must  not  be  accepted  in  judgment: 

"Thou  shalt  not  accept,"  says  He,  "the  person, 
neither  shalt  thou  judge  according  to  the  least 

nor  according  to  the  greatest."  lo  Like  words  to 
these  He  also  said  by  Ezekiel  :  "  All  souls."  said 
He,  "are  mine  ;  as  the  soul  of  the  father,  so  is 
the  soul  of  the  son  :  the  soul  that  hath  sinned,  it 

shall  die."  "  It  is  then  He  who  must  be  revered 

by  us  ;  He  must  be  held  fast;  He  must  be  pro- 

pitiated by  our  full  and  worthy  confession,  "who 
has  the  power  of  sending  soul  and  body  to  the 

Gehenna  of  fire,"12  —  as  it  is  written.  "  behold, 
He  cometh  with  many  thousands  of  His  messen- 

gers, to  execute  judgment  upon  all,  and  to  de- 
stroy all  the  wicked,  and  to  condemn  all  flesh, 

for  all  the  deeds  of  the  wicked  which  they  have 

wickedly  done,  and  for  all  the  impious  words 

which  sinners  have  spoken  about  God."  " 
1  7.  Like  things  to  these  also  says  Daniel  :  "  I 

beheld  a  throne  placed,  and  the  Ancient  of  days 
sat  upon  it,  and  His  clothing  was  as  it  were 
snow,  and  the  hairs  of  His  head  as  it  were  white 
wool  :  His  throne  was  a  flame  of  fire,  its  wheels 

were  burning  fire.  A  river  of  fire  came  forth 
before  Him :  thousand  thousands  ministered  to 

6  Luke  xiii.  1-5. 
7  l.uke  xi.  10. 8  Ps.  li.  4. 

•  K    in    il.  11. 
'  Kut.  1.  \j. 

11  1  /■  k.  win.  4. 

1  Matt  x.  28 '•>  JuJc  14,  15. 
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Him,  and  thousand  thousands  stood  before  ' 
Him  :  lie  sat  to  judgment,  and  the  books  were 

opened."  '  And  John  still  more  plainly  declares, 
both  about  the  day  of  judgment  and  the  con- 

summation of  the  world,  saying,  "  And  when," 

said  he,  "  He  had  opened  the  sixth  seal,  lo, ' 
there  was  a  great  earthquake  ;  and  the  sun  be- 

came black  as  sackcloth  of  hair,  and  the  whole 
moon  became  as  of  blood  ;  and  the  stars  fell  to 

the  earth,  even  as  a  fig-tree,  shaken  by  a  mighty 
wind,  casteth  her  unripe  figs.  And  the  heaven 
departed  as  a  book  when  it  is  rolled  up,  and 
every  mountain  and  island  were  moved  from 
their  places.  And  the  kings  of  the  earth,  and 
all  the  great  men,  and  the  tribunes,  and  the  rich 
men,  and  the  strong  men,  and  every  slave,  ami 
every  free  man,  hid  themselves  in  the  caves  and 
in  the  caverns  of  the  mountains  ;  saving  to  the 
mountains  and  to  the  rocks,  Fall  upon  us,  and 
hide  us  from  the  sight  of  the  Father  that  sitteth 
upon  the  throne,  and  from  the  wrath  of  the 
Lamb  :  because  the  day  of  destruction  cometh  ; 

and  who  shall  be  able  to  stand?"2  Also  in  the 
same  Apocalypse  John  says  that  this  too  was 

revealed  to  him.  "I  saw,"  says  he,  "a  great 
throne,  and  one  in  white  who  sat  upon  it,  from 
whose  face  the  heaven  and  the  earth  lied  away; 
and  their  place  was  not  found.  And  I  saw  the 
dead,  great  and  small,  standing  before  the  sight 

of  the  Lord's  throne:  and  the  books  were 
opened  ;  and  another  book  was  opened,  which 
is  (the  book)  of  life  :  and  every  one  was  judged 
according  to  those  things  that  were  written  in  the 

book,  according  to  their  own  works."3  More 
over,  too,  the  apostle,  giving  good  advice,  thus 

exhorts  us,  saving,  "  Let  no  one  deceive  you  with 
vain  words:  for  because  of  these  things  the 

wrath  of  God  cometh  upon  the  children  of  dis- 

obedience.     Be  not  partakers  with  them."  ' 

'   Dan.  vii.  9, 10. 
'  Rev,  vi.  xa   17, 
1     Rl    '    .    XX.    I  I- I  J. 
*  Eph.  v.  b,  7. 

18.   Let  us,  then,  with  the  whole  strength  of 
our  faith,  give  praise  to  I  rod  ;  let  us  give  our  full 
confession,  since  the  powers  of  heaven  rejoice 
over  our  repentance,  all  the  angels  rejoii  e,  and 
Christ  also  rejoices,  who  once  again  with  full 
and  merciful  moderation  exhorts  us,  laden  with 
sins,  overwhelmed  with  crimes,  to  cease  fr 

wickedness,  saying,  "Turn  ye,  and  return  fr 
your  impieties,  and  your  iniquities  shall  not  be 
to  you  for  a  punishment     Cast  away  from   ■ 
all    your    impieties    which    ye    have    committed 
against  me  ;  and  make  to  yourselves  a  new  heart 
and  a  new  spirit.      And  why  do  ye  deliver  \ 
selves  over  to  death,  ()  house  of  Israel?      For  I 

do  not  desire  the  (hath  of  the  sinner."'     "I  am 
He,  I  am  He  who  blot  out  thy  (rimes,  and  I  will 
not  remember  them.      Hut  do  thou  have  in  mind, 

and  let  us  judge  ;  tell  thou  thy  wickednesses  first, 

that  thou  mayest  be  justified."  e     While  the  way 

of  mercy,  brethren,  is  open,"  let  us  entreat  < with  full  atonements  ;  let  us  humble  oursel 

that  we  may  be  exalted;  let  us  acquiesce  in  the 
divine  exhortation,  whereby  we   may  escape   the 
day  of  the  Lord  and  His  anger.     For  this  He 

says  :  "  Look,  my  son,  upon  the  nations  of  men, 
and  know  who  hath  hoped  in  the  Lord,  and 
been  confounded  ;  or  has  remained  in  His  O 

mandments,   and   has   been   forsaken ;    or   has 
called  upon   Him,  and  He  has  despised   him. 
For  the  Lord  is  loving  and  merciful,  and   foi 
big  in  time  of  tribulation   their  sins   to   all   tl 

that  seek  after  Him   in   truth.""     Therefore   He 

says,  "  First  tell  thou  thy  sins,  that  thou  mayest 
be    justified."      Let    there   be   first    in   your   hand 
that  prayer  full  of  confession.9 

'—32. 

*  [m    \  1  hi    •  -,  16. 
■  (  \  virtual  refutation  ol 

inginMi   *  which  it  involve!       1  fli 
•   Zus/Hnd  '  .  en,  1S49;  •• 

win    ..'■■•, 
1  ipting  mi'  • ni  thi  munion  1 

1    elui   11    10,  ix. 

9  [  i  ,1    1  ...  -.."'..•  I 





INTRODUCTORY   NOTICE' 

ANONYMOUS  TREATISE  ON   RE-BAITISM. 

The  following  treatise  on  Re-baptism  has  been  attributed  by  some  authorities  to  the  pen  of 

me  Ursinus,"  a  monk,  who  is  said  to  have  written  in  the  fourth  century.  But  internal  evidi 

eems  to  point  to  a  bishop  as  having  been  the  writer ; 2  and  it  seems  very  probable  that  it 
rritten  while  the  baptismal  controversy  was  still  agitating  the  Church,  from  the  manner  in  which 

le  refers  to  it.  Moreover,  the  bitter  attack  contained  in  the  first  chapter  was  probably  levelled 

igainst  Cyprian,  as  the  leader  of  the  party  in  favour  of  the  re-baptism  of  heretii  s.  And  this 
vould  hardly  have  been  the  case,  at  least  the  attack  would  not  have  been  characterized  by  the 

ame  rancour,  if  Cyprian  had  already  suffered  martyrdom,  and  the  controversy  had  lost  its  acri- 
nony  and  intensity. 

Rigaltius,  who  first  edited  the  treatise,  among  his  notes  to  the  works  of  Cyprian,  ;  that 

t  was  written  about  the  time  of  that  lather.     And  Fell,  ("aw,  Tillcmont,  and  Galland,  I   the 
ame  opinion.     The  two  latter,  indeed,  conjecture  that  it  was  actually  intended  against  Cyprian. 

The  difficulty  arising  to  the  translator  from  a  loose  and  rambling  style,  and  very  involved  a; 

bent,  has  been  enhanced  by  a  text    singularly  uncertain  ;   but   he  ventures   to   think  that   there  are 

joints  in  the  treatment  of  the  subject  which  will  not  be  without  interest  to  the  tin.  .lent 
)f  the  present  day,  although  its  immediate  purpose  has  passed  away. 

1  [By  Dr.  Wallii,  as  before,  p.  655.]  a  Gcnnadius,  </<■  St  ript.  ucvii. 





A    TREATISE    ON    RE-BAPTISM     BY    AN 

ANONYMOUS    WRITER. 

ARGUMENT. —  THAT  THEY  WHO  HAVE  ONCE 
BEEN  WASHED  IN  THE  NAME  OF  THE  LORD 

JESUS  CHRIST,  OUGHT  NOT  TO  BE  RE-BAP- 
TIZED. 

i.  I  OBSERVE  that  it  has  been  asked  anion-' □ 
the  brethren  what  course  ought  specially  to  be 
adopted  towards  the  persons  of  those  who, 

although  baptized  in  heresy,  have  yet  been  bap- 
tized in  the  name  of  our  Lord  Jesus  Christ,1 

and  subsequently  departing  from  their  heresy, 
and  fleeing  as  supplicants  to  the  Church  of  God, 
should  repent  with  their  whole  hearts,  and  only 
now  perceiving  the  condemnation  of  their  error, 
implore  from  the  Church  the  help  of  salvation. 
The  point  is  whether,  according  to  the  most 
ancient  custom  and  ecclesiastical  tradition,  it 

would  suffice,  after  that  baptism  which  they 
have  received  outside  the  Church  indeed,  but 

still  in  the  name  of  Jesus  Christ  our  Lord,  that 
only  hands  should  he  laid  upon  them  by  the 
bishop  for  their  reception  of  the  Holy  Spirit, 
and  this  imposition  of  hands  would  afford  them 
the  renewed  and  perfected  seal  of  faith  ;  or 

whether,  indeed,  a   repetition    of  baptism   would 
be  ne<  essary  lor  them,  as  if  they  should  receive 
nothing  if  they  had  not  obtained  baptism  air 
just  as  if  they  were  never  baptized  in   the   name 
of  Jesus  Christ.  And  therefore  some  things 
were  talked  about  as  having  been  written  and 
replied  on  this  new  question,  wherein  both  sides 
endeavoured  with  the  greatest  eagerness  to  de- 

molish what  had  been  written  by  their  antago- 
nist,, in  which  kind  of  debate,  as  it  appears 

tome.no  controversy  or  discussion  could  have 
arisen  at  all  if  each  one  of  us  had  been  content 

with  the  \  enerable  authority  of  all  the  <  huri  b 
and  with  becoming  humility  had  desired  to  in- 

novate  nothing,  as    observing    no    kind    of  room 
for  contradiction,     for  everything  whii  h  is  both 
(Joubtful   and    ambiguous,   and    is   established    m 

opinions  differing  among  those  of  prudent  .\n<\ 

1  |"  In  the  ii  line,"  eti  .  Int] lies  m  J  I,  St M.m   \w  in    i  ,  | 

■'  [This  wa«  assumed  bv  tin-  Western  rule, 
wlu-u-.ls  II  U.1-,  only  ,',\,j.'.       Si  ,    |.     , 

faithful  men,  if  it  is  judged  to  be  against  the 
ancient  and  memorable  and  most  solemn  observ- 

ance of  all  those  holy  and  faithful  men  who 
have   deserved  well,  ought  dly  to   be   con- 

demned ;  since  in  a  matter  once  arranged  and 
ordained,  whatever  that  is  whi<  h  is  bro  Ight  for- 

ward against  the  quiet  ami  pe  u  e  of  tl  I  ;: 
will  result  in  nothing  but  discords,  and  str 
and  schisms.  And  in  this  no  other  fruit  l  an  be 

found  but  this  alone;  that  one  man,  whoever  he 

is,  should  be  vaingloriouslv  declared  a  i  er- 
tain  fickle  men  to  be  of  great  prudence  and 
constancy  :  and,  being  gifted  with  the  arrogance 
of  h  .  whose  only  consolation  in  destruc- 

tion is  the  not  appearing  to  sin  alone,  should  be 
renowned  among  those  that  are  most  similar  and 

agreeable  to  himself,  as  having  corrected  the 
errors  and  vices  of  all  the  churches.  1  or  this 

is  the  desire  and  purpose  of  all  herel 
frame  as  many  calumnies  of  this  kind  as  ; 
against  our  most  holy  mother  the  Church,  and 

t<  i  deem  it  a  great  glory  to  havi  any- 
thing that  (.in  be  imputed  to  her  me,  or 

even  as  a  fully.      And  since  it  becomi  ;th- 
ful  man  of  sound  mind  to  d.n  h  a 

view,  especially  no  one  who  is  ordained  in  any 
■  l<  in  al  offii  e  at  all,  and  mm  li  more  in  f 

(  opal  order,  it  is  like  a  pi.  •  bishops  them- 
selves to  devise  sin  h  scandals,  and  nol  I  to 

unfold    too    ineverentlv  a    the    : 

the    law     and    of    all    the    S«  riptUI 

own    disgrace    and    risk,    the    ilisgl  :    their 
mother  the  Church  —  if  they  think  that  I 
anj  disgrai  e  in  this  matter ;  althoi 
ha>    no    disgrai  e    in    this   insl  in   the 
error  Of  5U<  h    men  as  these  t:  i 
tore  it  is  the    mOTC                  IS    sin    in    i; 
kind,   if  that    whii  h    is   blamed   b\    them  m    the 
most  ancient  obsen  ani 

done,  is  manifest!)  and 
have    been    I 

before  us.  as  to  be  rightlj 
so  that  even  it    we  should  < 

veisv  witli  equal  arguments  on  I 
sin.  e    that    vvhu  h    WES    inn 
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ml  without  dissension  among  the  breth- 
ren and  mischief  to  the  Church,  assuredly   it 

-  right  <>r  wrong,  as  they  say,  that  is, 
•i. us   u>  what  is  good  and  proper      rashly 

it  a  Main    upon    our  mother  the 

Church  ;  and  the  ignominy  oi  this  audacity  and 

impiety  ought  with   reason  to  be  attached   to 
thos  lid  attempt  this.      But   since   it   is 

not  in  our  power,  according  to  the  apostle's  pre- 
peak  the  same  thing,  that  there  be- 

not  schisms  among  us  ;  "  '  yet.  as  far  as  we  can, >  demonstrate  the  true  condition  of 

this  argument,  ami  to  persuade  turbulent  men. 
even  now.  to  mind  their  own  business,  as  we 

shall  even  attain  a  great  deal  if  they  will  at 

length  acquiesce  in  this  sound  advice.3  And therefore  we  shall,  as  is  needful,  collect  into  one 

mass  whatever  passages  of  the  Holy  Scriptures 

are  pertinent  to  this  subject.  And  we  shall 
manifestly  harmonize,  as  far  as  possible,  those 

which  seem  to  be  differing  or  of  various  mean- 
ing ;  and  we  shall  to  the  extent  of  our  poor  ability 

examine  both  the  utility  and  advantage  of  each 
method,  that  we  may  recommend  to  all  the 
brethren,  that  the  most  wholesome  form  and 

peaceful  custom  be  adopted  in  the  Church. 

.-.  lo  such,  then,  .is  approach  to  a  discussion 
of  savin-  anil  modern,  that  is,  of  spiritual  and 
evangeli*  al  baptism,  there  occurs  first  of  all  the 
announcement  universally  well  known,  made  and 

in  by  John  the  baptist,  who,  somewhat  de- 
from  the  law.  that  is,  from  the  most  an- 

cient baptism  of  M  -.  and  preparing  the  way 
of  the  new  and  true  grace,  both  preoccupied  the 
ears  of  the  Jews  gradually  by  the  baptism  of 

water  and  of  repentance  which  for  the  time  le- 
prae Used,  and  took  possession  of  them  with  the 

announcement  of  a  spiritual  baptism  that  wis 

to  come,  i  nhorting  them,  and  saying,  "  He  that 

Cometh  after  me  is  mightier  than  1,  whose  shot's 
latchet  I  am  not  worthy  to  unloose:  He  shall 
baptize  you  with  the  Holy  Ghost,  and  with 

fire  ;  "  3  and  for  this  reason  we  also  ought  to 
make  a  beginning  of  this  discourse  from  this 

r  in  the   Acts  of  the   Apostles,  the 
1  after  1  [is  resurrection,  confirming  this  same 

if  John,  "commanded   them    that  they 
part   from  Jerusalem,  but  wait   for 

that  promise  of  the  Father  which,  saith  He,  ye 
have    heard    from   me  ;    for  John   truly  baptized 

i   water,   but   ye   shall    be    baptized   with    the 

H-  I)  (.      >t  not  many  days  hence."4    And  Peter 
words  of  the  Lord,  when 

lie  -    •  it   of  himself  to  the   apostles, 

"And    as   I   began  to  speak,  the  Holy 
•  i  < 

'   I  The  hittcrnes*  with  whkh  Vincent  follows   up  the   assumption 
■ni   of  all   the   churches,  shows    how 

v  became  envenomed  in  the  West.     Cap.  vi.  is  a 

rj.\ 

•t    in.  u. 

«  Acts  i.  4,  5. 

Ghost  fell  upon  them  as  on  us  at  the  beginnii 
and    I    remembered   the  word   of  the    Lord,  how 

that  He  s. lid,  John  indeed  baptized  with  water, 
but  ye  shall  be  baptized  with  the  Holy  Ghost 
If,  therefore.  He  gave  them  a  like  gift  as  to  us, 
who  believe  On  the  Lord  Jesus  Christ,  who  was 

I,  that   I  could  withstand  the  Lord?"'     And 

again  :  "  Men  and  brethren,  ye  know  how  from 
ancient  days  God  made  choice  among  us.  that 
the  Gentiles  by  my  mouth  should  hear  the  word 
of  the  Gospel,  and  believe.  And  (iod.  who 
knoweth  the  hearts,  bare  them  witness,  giving 

them  the  Holy  Spirit,  even  as  He  did  unto  us."0 
And  on  this  account  we  ought  to  consider  what 
is  the  force  and  power  of  this  saying.  For  the 

Lord  says  to  them  who  would  have  to  be  subse- 
quently baptized  because  they  should  believe, 

that  they  must  be  baptized  not  in  like  maim  r 
as  by  Him  in  water,  unto  repentance,  but  in  the 
Ho!v  (ihost.  And  of  this  announcement,  as 

assuredly  none  of  us  can  doubt  it,  it  is  plain  on 
what  principle  men  were  baptized  in  the  Holy 
Spirit.  Lor  it  was  peculiarly  in  the  Holy  Spirit 

Himself  alone  that  they  who  believed  were  bap- 
tized. For  John  distinguished,  and  said  that  he 

indeed  baptized  in  water,  but  that  one  should 
come  who  would  baptize  in  the  Holy  Ghost,  by 
the  grace  and  power  of  God  ;  and  they  are  so 

by  the  Spirit's  bestowal  and  operation  of  hidden 
results.  Moreover,  they  are  so  no  less  in  the 
baptism  of  the  Spirit  and  of  water.  They  are 
so,  besides,  also  in  the  baptism  of  every  one  in 

his  own  proper  blood.7  Even  as  the  Holy  Scrip- 
tures declare  to  us,  from  which  we  shall  adduce 

evident  proofs  throughout  each  individual  in- 
stance of  those  things  which  we  shall  narrate. 

3.  And  to  these  things  thou  perchance,  who 
art  bringing  in  some  novelty,  mayest  immediately 
and  impatiently  reply,  as  thou  art  wont,  that  the 

Lord  said  in  the  Gospel:  "  L.xcept  a  man  be 
born  again  of  water  and  of  the  Spirit,  he  cannot 

enter  into  the  kingdom  of  heaven."  s  Whence 
it  manifestly  appears  that  that  baptism  alone  is 
profitable  wherein  also  the  Holy  Spirit  can  dwell ; 
for  that  upon  the  Lord  Himself,  when  He  was 
baptized,  the  Holy  Spirit  descended,  and  that 
His  deed  and  word  are  quite  in  harmony,  and 
that  such  a  mystery  can  consist  with  no  other 
principle.  To  which  reply  none  of  us  is  found 
either  so  senseless  or  so  stubborn  as  to  dare,  con- 

trary to  right  or  contrary  to  truth,  to  object,  for 

Instance,  so  to  the  doing  of  things  in  their  integ- 
rity, and  by  all  means  in  the  Church,  and  the 

observation  of  them  according  to  the  order  of 
discipline  perpetually  by  us.  But  if,  in  the  same 

New   Testament,  those  things  which  in  that  mat- 

\i  ts  xi    15-17. 
6  Acts  \v.  7,  8. 

7  There  is  something  needed  to  make  the  connection  of  this  pas- 

sage complete. 8  John  iii.  3,  5. 
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ter  we  come  upon  as  associated,  be  sometimes 
found  in  some  sort  divided,  and  separated,  and 
arranged,  and  ordered  just  as  if  they  were  by 
themselves ;  let  us  see  whether  these  solitary 
instances  by  themselves  may  not  sometimes  be 
such  as  are  not  imperfect,  but,  as  it  were,  entire 
and  complete.  For  when  by  imposition  of  the 

bishop's  hands  the  Holy  Spirit  is  given  to  every 
one  that  believes,  as  in  the  case  of  the  Samaril 

after  Philip's  baptism,  the  apostles  did  to  them 
by  laying  on  of  hands  ;  in  this  manner  also  they 
conferred  on  them  the  Holy  Spirit.  And  that 
this  might  be  the  case,  they  themselves  prayed 
for  them,  for  as  yet  the  Holy  Spirit  had  not 
descended  upon  any  of  them,  but  they  had  only 
been  baptized  in  the  name  of  the  Lord  Jesus. 
Moreover,  our  Lord  after  His  resurrection,  when 
He  had  breathed  upon  His  apostles,  and  had 

said  to  them,  " Receive  ye  the  Holy  Ghost,"' 
thus  and  thus  only  bestowed  upon  them  the  Spirit. 

4.  And  this  being  found  to  be  so,  what  think- 
est  thou,  my  brother?  If  a  man  be  not  baptized 
by  a  bishop,  so  as  even  at  once  to  have  the 
imposition  of  hands,  and  should  yet  die  before 
having  received  the  Holy  Spirit,  should  you 
judge  him  to  have  received  salvation  or  not? 
Because,  indeed,  both  the  apostles  themselves 
and  the  disciples,  who  also  baptized  others,  and 
were  themselves  baptized  by  the  Lord,  did  not 
at  once  receive  the  Holy  Spirit,  for  He  had  not 
as  yet  been  given,  because  that  Jesus  had  not  1 
yet  been  glorified.  And  after  His  resurrection 
no  small  interval  of  time  elapsed  before  that  took 

place,  —even  as  also  the  Samaritans,  when  they 
were  baptized  by  Philip,  did  not  receive  the 
until  the  apostles  invited  from  Jerusalem  to 
Samaria  went  down  to  them  to  la)  hands  upon 
them,  and  conferred  on  them  the  Hoi)  Spirit 
by  the  imposition  of  hands.  Because  in  that 
interval  of  time  any  one  of  them  who  had 
attained  the  Holy  Spirit,  might  have  been  cut 
off  by  death,  and  die  defrauded  of  the  grai  e  ol 
the  Hoi)  spint.  And  it  cannot  be  doubted  also, 
that  in  the  present  da)  this  sort  of  thing  is  usual, 
and  happens  frequently,  thai  main  after  bapl 
depart  from  this  life  without  imposition  of  the 

bishop's  hands,  and  vet  are  esteemed  perfected 
believers.  Just  as  the  Ethiopian  eunuch,  when 
be  was  returning  from  Jerusalem  and  reading  the 
prophet  [saiah,  and  was  in  doubt,  having  at  the 
Spirit  suggestion  heard  the  truth  from  Philip 
the    deacon,    believed    and    was    baptized;    .\m\ 
when  he  had  gone  up  out  ̂ >\  the  water,  the 
Spirit  of  the  Lord  took  away  Philip,  and  the 
eunuch  saw  him  no  more.  for  he  went  im  his 

way  rejoicing,  although,  as  thou  observest,  hands 
were  not  laid  on  him  by  the  bishop,  that  he 
might  receive  the  Holy  Spirit     But  if  thou  ad- 

1  John  \x.  aa. 

mittest  this,  and  believest  it  to  be  saving,  and 
dost  not  gainsay  the  opinion  of  all  the   faithful, 
thou  must  needs  confess   this,  that   even   as   this 

principle  pro<  eeds  to  be  more  largely  dis 
that  other  also  can  be  more  broadly  established  ; 

that  is,  that  by  the  imposition  of  hand-,  alone  of 
the  bishop  —  because  baptism  in  the  oami 
Lord  Jesus  Christ  has  gone   before  it —  may  the 

Holy  spirit  also  be  given  to  another  man  ■■ 
repents  and  believes.     Because  the  Holy  Scrip- 

ture has  affirmed  that  they  who  should 
in  Christ,  must  needs  be  baptized  in   the  Spirit  ; 
so  that  these  also  may  not  seem  to  have  anything 

less  than  those  who  are  perfe<  tly  ( "hr.  lest it  should  be  needful  to  ask  what  sort   of  a   t 

was  that   baptism  which   they  have   attained    in 

the  name  of  Jesus  Christ.     Unl<  'nance, in  that  former  discussion  tout  th< 

should  only  have  been  baptized  in  the  name  of 
Jesus  Christ,  thou  shouldst  decide  that  tl 
be  saved  even  without  the  Hoi)  Spirit, 

the  Hoi)  Spirit  is  not  accustomed  to  be  ! 
in  this  manner  only,  but  by  the  impositioi 

bishop's   hand-  ;   or  even   shouldst 
not  the  bishop  alone  who  can  bestow  the  H 

Spirit. 5.  And   if  this  be  so.  arid   the  occurri 

any  oi   th  se   things  cannot  deprive  a  man  • 
believes,  of  salvation,  thou  thyself  als 
th  it  the  fact  of  the  mystery  of  the  I 
divided  in  a  manner,  and  its  not   be:  thou 

endest,  consummated,  where  n<  1  • 
venes,  1  anm  >t    take  away  salvation 

and  penitent  man.      (  >r  if  th 
man   of  this   kind   cannot    be   saved,  we   1 

all  l  -  »f  salv  ition,  whom  thou  thi 
under  ri  a  ssured  as  poi  >il  »1 
themseh  1  help  to  all  1 
und<  ■.  and  are  in  w< 

s<  ittered  up  and  d< »«  n, 
men  ol  les 

the  sam 

n  ho  shall  a< .  life  without  the  benefit  would  h 

isity,  to  be  required  at  the  hands 
bishops.      \nd  further, 

I  lolv  Spirit  is  found   to   h 
men  who    believe,  b\    the   Loi 
of  water.  .  mtained  in  th 

Apostle.  this  mannei  :  "  w 
still  th(  se  word  1,  the  1 1 

1  all  them  who    In  11 . 1 
who  w<  re  ol   the  i  in  urn*  ision  » ';.   as   11. 

that  on  the  < 
out  the  the    1  b 

them  speak  w  ith   then   I 
Red  <  .od.       I  hen  a 

forbid  water,  that  these  should  n 
w  ho  ha\  . ed  the  I  I 
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nmanded  them  to  be  baptized  in  the 
.  (  hrist        Even  aa  Peter  also 

I  abundantlj   taught  us  about 

lying  :  ••  And   He  put  no 
teen  us  and  them,  their  hearts  be- 

:   bj   faith."  -'      And   there  will   be   no 
men  may  be  baptized  with   the   Holy 

nrithout  water,  —  as  thou  observes!  that 

baptized   before   they  were   baptized 
,  water ;  that  the  announcements  of  both 

I  :i  and  of  our  Lord  Himself  were  satisfied, 

—  forasmuch  as  the)  received  the  grace  of  the 

ith  without  the  imposition  oftheapos- 
-  hands  and  without  the  laver,  which  they 

attained  afterwards.  And  their  hearts  being  puri- 
fied. Clod  bestowed  upon  them  at  the  same  time, 

in  virtue  of  their  faith,  remission  of  sin-.  ;  so  that 
the  :ent  baptism  conferred  upon  them  this 

benefit  alone,  that  they  received  also  the  invoca- 
.  ̂ \  the  name  of  Jesus  Christ,  that  nothing 

tr  to  be  wanting  to  the  integrity  of 
.  ice  and  faith.' 

(i.  And  this  also,  —  looking  at  it  from  the  op- 
of  this  discussion,  —  those  disciples 

I.  nd  themselves  attained,  upon  whom. 

>ly   baptized,   the   Holy   Spirit    at 

lei-,  ie  down  on  the  day  of  Pentecost,  de- 
>m  heaven  indeed  by  the  will  of  God, 

His  own  accord,  but  effused  for  this  very 
ind  moreover  upon  each  one  of  them. 

Alt'  were  already  righteous,  and,  as 
we  ':.".  ■  said,  had  been  baptized  by  the  Lord's 
baptism  even  as  the  apostles  themselves,  who 
nevertl  re  found  on  the  night  on  which 
He  was  apprehended  to  have  all  deserted   Him. 

Peter  himself,  who  boasted  that  he 

vere  in  his  faith,  and  most  obstinately 
tiie  prediction  of  the  Lord   Himself,  yet 

at  last  denied  Him.  that  by  this  means   it   might 
>.  that  whatever  sins  they  had  con- 

m    the    meantime   and   in   any  manner, 
by  the   faith  in  them  sul 

quently  attested  as  sincere,  were  without  doubt 
die   baptism  of  the   Holy  Spirit. 

I  think,  was  it  for  any  other  reason  that 

the  d  charged  those  whom  they  ad- 
I  in  the   Holy  Spirit,  that  they  should 
1   in   the   name   of  Christ  Jesus,  except 

that  tl;  r  of  the  name  of  Jesus  invoked 
•  man  by  baptism  might  afford  to  him 

I  be  baptized  no  slight  advantage  for 

the  attainment  ration,  as   I'eter  relates  in 
the  f  the  A]  saying:  "For  there  is 

ither  name    under   heaven   given   among 
a  whereby  we  must  be  saved."4      As  also  the 

14-48. 

nee  with  the  example  of  Christ,  Matt 

red,"  etc.,  yet  that  was  no  reason  why  the ordiru  ,1  should  be  slighted.] 4  Acts  iv.  la. 

Apo>tle  Paul  unfolds,  showing  that  Cod  hath 

alted  our  Lord  Jesus,  and  "given  Him  a  name, 
that  it   may  be  al  x  r\    name,  that    in   the 
name  of  Jesus  all  should  bow  the  knee,  of  things 

heavenly  and  earthly,  and  under  the  earth,  and 
every  tongue  should  confess  that  Jesus  is  Lord 

in  the  glory  of  Cod  the  Father."  And  he  on 
whom,  when  he  should  be  baptized,  invocation 
should  be  made  in  the  name  of  Jesus,  although 

he  might  obtain  baptism  under  some  error,  still 
would  not  be  hindered  from  knowing  the  truth 
at  s,  une  time  or  another,  and  correcting  his  error, 
and  coming  to  the  Church  and  to  the  bishop, 
and  sincerely  confessing  our  Jesus  before  men; 
so  that  then,  when  hands  were  laid  upon  him  by 
the  bishop,  he  might  also  receive  the  Holy  Spirit, 
and  he  would  not  lose  that  former  invocation  of 

the  name  of  Jesus.  Which  none  of  us  may  dis- 
allow, although  this  invocation,  if  it  be  standing 

bare  and  by  itself,  could  not  suffice  for  affording 
salvation,  lest  on  this  principle  we  should  believe 
that  even  Gentiles  and  heretics,  who  abuse  the 

name  of  Jesus,  could  attain  unto  salvation  with- 
out the  true  and  entire  thing.  Yet  it  is  ex- 

tremely useful  to  believe  that  this  invocation  of 
the  name  of  Jesus,  together  with  the  correction  of 
error  and  the  acknowledgment  of  the  belief  of  the 
truth,  and  with  the  putting  away  of  all  stain  of 

past  conversation,  if  rightly  performed  with  the 
mystery  of  Cod  among  men  of  this  kind,  obtains 
a  place  which  it  would  not  have  had,  and  finally, 
in  the  true  faith  and  for  the  maintenance  of  the 

integrity  of  the  sign,  is  no  hindrance,  when  its 
supplement  which  had  been  wanting  is  added; 
and  that  it  is  consistent  with  good  reason,  with 
the  authority  of  so  many  years,  and  so  many 
(hun  hes  and  apostles  and  bishops  ;  even  as  it 

is  the  very  greatest  disadvantage  and  damage  to 
our  most  holy  mother  Church,  now  for  the  first 
time  suddenly  and  without  reason  to  rebel  against 
former  decisions  after  so  long  a  series  of  so  many 

ages.  For  not  for  any  other  reason  Peter  —  who 
had  already  been  baptized  and  had  been  asked 

what  he  thought  of  the  Lord  by  the  Lord  Him- 
self, and  the  truth  of  the  revelation  of  the  Father 

in  heaven  being  bestowed  on  him  had  confessed 
that  Christ  was  not  only  our  Lord,  but  was  the 

Son  of  the  living  Cod  —  was  shown  subsequently 
to  have  withstood  the  same  Christ  when  He  m 

announcement  of  His  passion,  and  therefore  was 
set  forth  as  being  called  Satan.  For  no  other 
reason  except  because  it  would  come  to  piss  that 
some,  although  varying  in  their  own  judgment. 
and  somewhat  halting  in  faith  and  doctrine, 
although  they  were  baptized  in  the  name  of 
Jesus,  yet.  if  they  had  been  able  to  rescind  then 

error  in  some  interval  of  time,  were  not  on  tha' 
account  cut  off  from  salvation  ;  but  at  any  tirm 

that  they  had  come  to  the  right  mind,  obtainec 
by  repentance  a  sound  hope  of  salvation,  espe 
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cially  when  they  received  the  Holy  Spirit,  to  be 
baptized  by  Whom  is  the  duty  of  every  man,  they 
would  have  intended  some  such  thing.  Even  as 
we  do  not  apprehend  that  Peter  in  the  Gospel 
suffered  this  alone,  but  all  the  disciples,  to  whom, 
though  already  baptized,  the  Lord  afterwards 

says,  that  "all  ye  shall  be  offended  in  me,"  '  all 
of  whom,  as  we  observe,  having  amended  their 

faith,  were  baptized  after  the  Lord's  resurrection 
with  the  Holy  Spirit.  So  that  not  without  reason 
we  also  in  the  present  day  may  believe  that  men, 

amended  from  their  former  error,  may  be  bap- 
tized in  the  Holy  Spirit,  who,  although  they  were 

baptized  with  water  in  the  name  of  the  Lord, 

might  have  had  a  faith  somewhat  imperfect.  I  le- 
cause  it  is  of  great  importance  whether  a  man  is 
not  baptized  at  all  in  the  name  of  our  Lord  Jesus 

Christ,  or  indeed  whether  in  some  respect  hi' 
halts  when  he  is  baptized  with  the  baptism  of 
water,  which  is  of  less  account  provided  that 
afterwards  a  sincere  faith  in  the  truth  is  evident 

in  the  baptism  of  the  Spirit,  which  undoubtedly 
is  of  greater  account. 

7.  Neither  must  you  esteem  what  our  Lord 

said  as  being  contrary  to  this  treatment  :  "  Go 
ye,  teach  the  nations  ;  baptize  them  in  the  name 
of  the  Father,  and  of  the  Son,  and  of  the  Hoi) 

Ghost."3  because,  although  this  is  true  and 
right,  and  to  be  observed  by  all  means  in  the 
Church,  and  moreover  has  been  used  to  be  ob- 

served, yet  it  behoves  us  to  consider-that  invo- 
cation of  the  name  of  Jesus  ought  not  to  be 

thought  futile  by  us  on  account  of  the  veneration 
and  power  of  that  very  name,  in  which  name  all 
kinds  of  power  arc  accustomed  to  be  exercised, 
and  occasionally  some  even  by  men  outside  the 
Church.      But   to  what  effect  are   those  words  of 

Christ,  who  said  that  lie  would  deny,  and  not 
know,  those  who   should   say  to    Him   in  the  day 

of  judgment,"  Lord,  Lord,  have  we  not  prophe 
sied  in  Thy  name,  and  in  Thy  name  casl  out 

demons,  and  in  Thy  name  done  many  wonder- 

ful works,"  when  He  answered  them,  even  with 

emphasis,3  "I  never  knew  you  ;  depart  from  me, 
ye  who  work  iniquity,"*  unless  that  it  should  be 
shown  to  us,  that  even  by  those  who  work  iniq- 

uity might  these  good  works  also  be  done,  by 
the  superfluous'  energy  of  the  name  of  Chi 
Therefore   ought   this  invocation  of  the  name 
of  Jesus  to  be  received  as  a  1  crtain  bc:inniii 
the  mystery  of  the  Lord  common  to  us  and  to 
all  others,  which  may  afterwards  be  filled  up 
with  the  remaining  things.  Otherwise  such  an 
Invocation  would  not  avail  if  it  should  remain 
alone,  because   after  the   death   of  a  man  in   this 

position  there  cannot  be  added  to  him  anything 

1  Mark  \iv.  37. 
Matt,  \w  in   to, 

'  "  furejurando. 
*  Mark  xiv.  J7. 
'  [Query,  luparaboundingf] 

at  all,  nor  supplemented,  nor  <  in,  in  anything, 
avail  him  in  the  day  of  judgment,  when  they  shall 

begin  to  be  reproached  by  o-;r  Lord  with  th 
things  which  we  have  above  menti  ;one  of 
whom  notwithstanding  in  this  present  time  may 
by  any  man  be  so  hardly  hibited 
from  aiding  themselves  in  th<  -  which  we 
have  above  shown. 

8.  But  these  things  thou  wilt,  as  thou  art  wont, 

contradict,  by  objecting  to  US,   that  when  they 
were  baptized,  the  dis<  iples  were  baptized  per- 

fectly, and  rightly,  and   nut  as   these  heret 
and    this    thou    nn:  from  their 

condition,  and  His  who  baptized  them.  And 
therefore  we  reply  to  this  proposition  of  thine, 

not  as  accusers  of  the  Lord's  dis<  ;  it  as  we 
are  constrained,  because  u  i>  ne<  essary  that  we 
should  investigate  by  reasons  whei  !  when, 
and  in  what  measure,  salvation  has  been 
stowed  on  each  of  us.  for  that  ■  1  I  1  ! 
born,  and  that  He  was  the  Christ,  appeared  by 
many  reasons  to  be  believed,  not  unjustly,  by 
1  lis  disciples,  be<  ause  1  le  had  1  ieen  bom  of  the 
tribe  of  Judah,  of  the  family  of  David,  and  in 
the  city  of  Bethlehem  ;  and  1  H 
been  announced  to  the  shepherds  by  the  an. 
at  the  same  moment  that  thet 

a  Saviour;  because   His  stai  .  in  the 
east,  He  had   been  most    ai  1 
and    adored    by   the    Magi,  and    honoured    with 
illustrious  prc>  nts  and  distin     1 

use  while   still  a  youth  g  in  the  temple 
with  the  do<  tors  of  the  law.  lie  wisely,  -\m\  with 
the   admiration    of  all.    had    disputed  ; 
when  He  was  baptized  He  had  been  . 

had  happened  to  none  other-,  by  tin 
I  [1 1!\   Spirit    Iron;    I  tied  h 

by  it--  abode   upon    Hun  ;   and   n  the ihn  the 

Baptist  ;  I"  •  beyond  the  inl 
of  man.  1  le  understood  the  1: 
of  all  men  ;  I  and  healed  w 

nesses,  and  and  di  ■ 
pow  mse  I  le  l . 
with  manil  itation  . 

dem  1 1  ..->  bidding  ;  bei  H 
w    id  ;     hi  • 

!  : 

•■  ith   marvel' ranted    sight    t 

!  I.-  maintained  th 
all  confidence  ;    bx 

ified   five   1 
bei  ause   the    remains  and    t  filU 
more   than   twelve 

win  •  up    the 

men  \  .  I ; the  sea  to  be  still ; 

feel  upon  the 
foi med  all  Hi 
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i).  B)  which  things,  and  by  many  deeds  of 
tins  km<!  lend  His  glory,  it  appeared  to 

follow  .  asequence,  thai  in  whatever  man- 
ner the  Jews  think  about  Christ,  ami  although 

do  not  believe  concerning  Jesus  Christ  our 
1,  that  even  they  themselves  thought  that 

h  and  SO  great  a  one  would  without  any  death 

end  >ity,  and  would  possess  the   king- 
dom of  Israel,  and  ol   the  whole  world  for  ever  ; 

and  that  it  should  not  be  destroyed.    Whence. 

moreover,  the  Jews  dared  to  sei'e  Him  by  force, 
and  anoint  Him  for  the  kingdom,  which   indeed 

1!  .•.  is  ■  impelled  to  evade  ;  and  therefore  His 
dis.  lOUght  that  in    no  other   way  would 
He  bestow  upon  them  eternal  life,  except  He 
I!  raself  had  first  continued  this  temporal  life 

that  eternal  one  in  His  own  experience. 
In  fine,  when  they  were  passing  through  Galilee, 

is  said  to  them,  "The  Son  of  man  is  to  be 
delivered  into  the  hands  of  men,  and  they  will 
kill    Urn;   and   after  three   days    He    shall  rise 

in."  '  and  they  were  greatly  grieved,  because, 
ve  have  said,  they  had  formed  a  very  different 

notion  previously  in  their  minds  and  hearts. 
And  again,  this  also  was  the  speech  of  the  Jews, 
in  contradiction  against  Him.  when  He  taught 
them  of  Himself,  and  announced  future  things 

to  them,  and  they  said.  "  We  have  heard  out  of 
the  law  that  Christ  abideth  forever:  and  how 

st  thou  that  the  Son  of  man  must  be  lifted 

up?"1  And  so  there  was  this  same  presump- 
tion concerning  Christ  in  the  mind  of  the  dis- 

cip  d    as    Peter   himself,  the    leader    and 

chief  of  the  apostles,  broke  forth  into  that  ex- 
D  of  his  own  incredulity.  For  when  he, 
r  with  the  others,  had  been  asked  by  the 

Lord  what  he  thought  about  Him,  that  is,  whom 
he  :  .  and  had  first  of  all  con- 

ying  that  He  was  the  Christ 
the  Son  of  the  living  Cod.  and  therefore  was 

I  by  Him  because  he  had  armed 
at  this  truth,  not  after  the  flesh,  but  by  the  reve- 

lation of  the    heavenly  Father ;    yet   this    same 
•  hen  Jesus  began  to  show  His  disciples 

that  He  m  salem,  and  suffer  many 
things  from  the  elders,  and  priests,  and  scribes, 

I  be  killed,  and  after  the  third  day  rise  again 
m  the  dead  ;  nevertheless  that  true  conL 

r  a   few  days,  taking  Him  aside, 

Him,  saying,  "Be  propitious  to 
:':   this  shall  not  be;"3  so  that  on  that 
•  he    d  i    to  hear  from   the    Lord, 

behind    me,    Satan ; 4    thou    art   an 
offence  unto  me,  because  he  savoured  not  the 

1  M.itV  ix.  30. 
s      I    ■'   I     v 
1  Matt    x 

of  reb 

cr'i   word*   t 
"Satan." 

fcr  had,  very  possibly,  been  this 
ind  the  introduction  thereby  of 

than  himself.    Hence  our  Lord  recognised 

'    the  old  adversary,  and  called  him of  his  lapse  J 

things  which  are  of  Cod,  but  those  things  which 

are  of  men."  Which  rebuke  against  Peter  be- 
came more  and  more  apparent  when  the  Lord 

was  apprehended,  and,  frightened  by  the  damsel, 

he  said,  "  I  know  not  what  thou  sayest,  neither 
know  I  thee  j  "  5  and  again  when,  using  an  oath, 
he  said  this  same  thing;  and  for  the  third  time, 
cursing  and  swearing,  he  affirmed  that  he  knew 
not  the  man,  and  not  once,  but  frequently,  de- 

nied Him.6  And  this  disposition,  because  it  was 

to  continue  to  him  even  to  the  Lord's  passion, 
was  long  before  made  manifest  by  the  Lord,  that 
we  also  might  not  be  ignorant  of  it.  Again,  after 

the  Lord's  resurrection,  one  of  His  disciples, 
Cleopas,  when  he  was,  according  to  the  error  of 
all  his  fellow-disciples,  sorrowfully  telling  what 
had  happened  to  the  Lord  Himself,  as  if  to  some 
unknown  person,  spoke  thus,  saying  of  Jesus  the 

Xa/.arene,  "  who  was  a  prophet  mighty  in  deed 
and  in  word  before  God  and  all  the  people  ; 
how  the  chief  priests  and  our  rulers  delivered 
Him  to  be  condemned  to  death,  and  fastened 
Him  to  the  cross.  But  we  trusted  that  it  had  been 

He  which  should  have  redeemed  Israel."  7  And 
in  addition  to  these  things,  all  the  disciples  also 
judged  the  declaration  of  the  women  who  had 
seen  the  Lord  after  the  resurrection  to  be  idle 

talcs  ;  and  some  of  themselves,  when  they  had 
seen  Him,  believed  not,  but  doubted  ;  and  they 
who  were  not  then  present  believed  not  at  all 
until  they  had  been  subsequently  by  the  Lord 
Himself  in  all  ways  rebuked  and  reproached; 
because  His  death  had  so  offended  them  that 

they  thought  that  He  had  not  risen  again,  who 

they  had  believed  ought  not  to  have  died,  be- 
cause contrary  to  their  belief  He  had  died  once. 

And  thus,  as  far  as  concerns  the  disciples  them- 
selves, they  are  found  to  have  had  a  faith  neither 

sound  nor  perfect  in  such  matters  as  we  have 
referred  to ;  and  what  is  much  more  serious, 
they  moreover  baptized  others,  as  it  is  written  in 
the  Gospel  according  to  John. 

10.  Besides,  what  wilt  thou  say  of  those  who 
are  in  many  cases  baptized  by  bishops  of  very 
bad  character,  who  yet  at  length,  when  Cod  so 
wills  it,  convicted  of  their  crimes,  are  even  de- 

prived of  their  office  itself,  or  absolutely  of  com- 
munion ?  Or  what  wilt  thou  decide  of  those 

who  may  have  been  baptized  by  bishops,  whose 
opinions  are  unsound,  or  who  are  very  ignorant 
—  when  they  may  not  have  spoken  clearly  and 
honestly,  or  even  have  spoken  otherwise  than  is 
fit  in  the  tradition  of  the  sacrament,  or  at  1 

may  have  asked  anything,  or  asking,  have  heard 
from  those  who  answered  what  ought  by  no  means 

'  Matt.  xxvi.  70. 

6  [It  has  been  profoundly  felt,  that,  as  the  Church  of  Rome  in  her 
early  rectitude  (Rom.  i.  8)  reflected  Peter's  confession,  so  in  her 
lapse  (Rom.  xi.  20,  21)  she  reflects  this  terrible  rebuke.  If  she  was 

once  identified  with  Peter's  Rock,  so  now,  alas!  with  Peter's  Satan.] 7  Luke  xxiv.  20,  21. 
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to  be  so  asked  or  answered?  And  still  this  does: 

not  greatly  injure  that  true  faith  of  ours,  although, 
moreover,  these  more  simple  men  may  deliver 
the  mystery  of  the  faith  without  the  elegance  l 
and  order  that  thou  wouldst  use.  And  thou  wilt 

assuredly  say,  with  that  marvellous  carefulness  of 
thine,  that  these  too  should  be  baptized  again, 
since  this  is  especially  the  thing  which  is  wanting 
to  them,  or  hinders  their  being  able  to  receive, 
uncorrupted,  that  divine  and  inviolable  mystery  , 
of  the  faith.  And  yet,  O  excellent  man,  let  us 
attribute  and  allow  to  the  heavenly  agencies  their 
power,  and  let  us  concede  to  the  condescension 
of  the  divine  majesty  its  appropriate  operations  ; 
and  understanding  how  great  is  the  advantage 
therein,  let  us  gladly  acquiesce  in  it.  And  thus, 
as  our  salvation  is  founded  in  the  baptism  of  the 
Spirit,  which  for  the  most  part  is  associated  with 
the  baptism  of  water,  if  indeed  baptism  shall  be 
given  by  us,  let  it  be  conferred  in  its  integrity  and 
with  solemnity,  and  with  all  those  means  which 
are  written ;  and  let  it  be  administered  without 
any  disconnection  of  anything.  Or  if,  by  the 
necessity  of  the  case,  it  should  be  administered 
by  an  inferior  cleric,  let  us  wait  for  the  result, 

that  it  may  either  be  supplied  by  us,'  or  reserved 
to  be  supplied  by  the  Lord.  If,  however,  it 
should  have  been  administered  by  strangers,  let 
this  matter  be  amended  as  it  can  and  as  it  allows. 

Because  outside  the  Church  there  is  no  Holy 
Spirit,  sound  faith  moreover  cannot  exist,  not 
alone  among  heretics,  but  even  among  those  who 
are  established  in  schism.  And  for  that  reason, 

they  who  repent  and  are  amended  by  the  doc- 
trine of  the  truth,  and  by  their  own  faith,  which 

Subsequently  has  been  improved  by  the  purifica- 
tion of  their  heart,  ought  to  be  aided  only  by 

spiritual  baptism,  that  is,  by  the  imposition  of 

the  bishop's  hands,  and  by  the  ministration  of 
the  Holy  Spirit.  Moreover,  the  perfect  seal 
of  faith  has  been  rightly  accustomed  to  lie  given 

in  this  manner  and  on  this  principle  in  tin-  (  lunch. 
So  that  the  invocation  of  the  name  of  Jesus,  which 
cannot  be  done  away,  may  not  seem  to  lie  held  in 
disesteem  by  us  ;  which  assuredly  is  not  fitting  ; 

although   such   an    invocation,   if  none   of   th> >-■ 
things  ofwhii  h  we  have  spoken  should  follow  it, 
may  tail  and  be  deprived  of  the   effect    of  salva 
tmii.  For  when  the  apostle  said  that  there  was 

"one  baptism,"  '  it  must  needs  have  been  1>\  the 
continued  effect  o(  the  invocation  of  the  name 

of  Jesus,  because,  once  invoked,  it  cannot  be 

taken  awaj  bj  any  man,  even  although  we  might 
venture,  against  the  de<  ision  of  the  apostles,  to 
repeat  it  by  giving  too  much,  yea,  by  the  desire  of 
superadding  baptism.  If  he  who  returns  to  the 
Church  be  unwilling  again  to  be  baptized,  the  re 

1  Sci'i.  iha  biahop,     ITha  plural  «\  " tolidftrity."    Sm  p.  iaS( tu/rn,  and  Elucidation  SCI.  p.  159.  J 
'  Kpli.  iv.  5. 

suit  will  be  that  we  may  defraud  him  of  the  bap- 
tism of  the  Spirit,  whom  we  think  we  must  not 

defraud  of  the  baptism  of  water. 
11.  And  what  wilt  thou  determine  against  the 

person  of  him  who  hears  the  word,3  and  haply 
taken  up  in  the  name  of  (  hrist.  has  at  once 
confessed,  and  has  been  punished  before  it  has 
been  granted  him  to  be  baptized  with  water? 
Wilt  thou  declare  him  to  have  perished  because 

he  has  not  been  baptized  with  water?  Or,  in- 
deed, wilt  thou  think  that  there  may  be  some- 
thing from  without  that  helps  him  to  salvation, 

although  he  is  not  baptized  with  water?  Thy 
thinking  him  to  have  perished  will  be  opposed 

by  the  sentence  of  the  Lord,  who  says,  "  Who- 
soever shall  confess  me  before  men.  him  will  I 

also  confess  before  my  Father  whii  h  is  in 

heaven;"4  because  it  is  uo  matter  whether  he 
who  confesses  for  the  Lord  is  a  hearer  of  the 

word  or  a  believer,  so  Long  as  he  confesses  that 

same  Christ  whom  he  ought  to  confess ',  be- 
cause the  Lord,  by  confessing  him,  in  turn 

Himself  grates  His  confessor  before  his  Father 

with  the  glory  of  his  martyrdom,  as  He  prom- 
ised.    But  this  assuredly  ought  not  to  be  taken 

tOO  liberally,  as  if  it  could  be  Stretched  to  such 

a  point  as  that  any  heretic  can  confess  the  name 
of  Christ  who  notwithstanding  denies  Christ 
Himself;  that  he  believes  on  another  Christ, 
when  Christ  avows  that  it  cannot  avail  him  at 

all;  forasmuch  as  the  Lord  said  that  He5  must 

needs    be    brought    to    confession   by   us  before 
men,  which  cannot  be  done  without  Him,  and 
without   veneration    of    His   name.      And    there 

fore   both1,  ought   to  stand   by  the   confessor, 
sound,    and    sincere,    and    un<  ontanunatcd,   and 
inviolated,  without  am  choice  being  made  of 
the  confessor  himself,  whether  he  is  righteous  or 
a  sinner,  and  a  perfei  t  Christian  or  an  imperl 
one,  who  has  not  feared  to  .  |  at 

his  own  greatest  peril.     And  this  is  not  conn 
to  the  formi  t  disi  ussion,  be<  left 
therein    time    tor  the    correction  of   main   ti: 

which    are   bad.  and    because    certain    things  .ire 
(  on.  eded    to    the    v.  iv    i:ai..e   .  \.\\  id  ; 

while  martyrdom  <  annot  C  tnmated 
m    the     I  ord    and     bv     the     1  .  rd     i  i 

therefore  nobody  <  an  confess  Christ  with    I  His 
name.  n,,r  ..in    the  name  o(  Christ  avail 

for  i  onfession  w  ithout  t  'hrist  1  [im 
is.  Wherefore  the  whole  of    this 

mu  it  be  «  onsidered,  that  it  ma] 
1  i  m    the    mv.«  ation    Of    the   name    .  :     1 

oniv  be  an  advantage  it  it  shall  I 

properly   supplemented.    !  both    | 

1 1'
 

'   H\  him  k 
'    i 
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and  apostles  have  so  declared.  For  James  says 

in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles:  "Men  and  breth- 
ren, hearken:  Simon  hath  declared  how  God  at 

the  firsl  visited  the  Gentiles,  to  take  out  of  them 

a  people  for  His  name.  And  to  this  agree  the 

words  of  the  prophets  ;  as  it  is  written.  After 

this  I  will  return,  and  will  build  again  the  tab- 
crn. n  le  of  David,  which  has  fallen  down  ;  and  I 

will  build  again  the  ruins  thereof,  and  1  will 
raise  it  up  anew  ;  that  the  residue  of  men  may 
seek  the  Lord,  and  all  the  Gentiles,  upon  whom 

my  name  is  (ailed  upon  them,  saith  the  Lord, 

who  doeth  these  things."  '  Therefore  also  the 
residue  of  men,  that  is.  some  of  the  Jews  and  all 
the  Gentiles  upon  whom  the  name  of  the  Lord 
is  called,   may  and  of  necessity  must  seek  the 

1.  because  that  very  invocation  of  the  name 
•rds  them  the  opportunity,  or  even  imposes 

On  them  the  necessity,  of  seeking  the  Lord. 

And  with  these  they  prescribe  the  Holy  Scrip- 
tures —  whether  all  or  only  some  of  them  —  to 

discuss  still  more  boldly  concerning  the  truth 
than  with  the  Gentiles  upon  whom  the  name  of 
the  Lord  Jesus,  the  Son  of  the  living  God,  has 
not  been  invoked,  as  it  likewise  has  not  upon 
the  Jews   who  only  receive  the  Old  Testament 

'fires.  And  thus  men  of  both  of  these 

kinds,  that  is.  Jews  and  Gentiles,  fully  believing 
.is  they  ought,  are  in  like  manner  baptized.  But 
hcrcti'  s  who  are  already  baptized  in  water  in  the 
name  of  Jesus  Christ  must  only  be  baptized  with 

the  Holy  Spirit  ;  and  in  Jesus,  which  is  "  the  only 
name  given   under  heaven  whereby  we  must  be 

d."  death  is  reasonably. despised,  although,  if 
they  continue  as  they  are,  they  cannot  be  saved, 

be<  cis-  they  have  not  sought  the  Lord  after  the 
invocation  of  His  name  upon  them,  —  even  as 
those  who,  on  account  of  false  Christs.  perchance 
ha\  .  believe,  of  whom  the  Lord  savs. 

'•  1  .ike  heed   that  no   man  lead  you   into  error. 
many  shall  come  in  my  name,  saying.  I  am 

Christ,  and  shall  lead  many  into  error."  2     And 
•i    He  says:    •■Then    if  any  man  shall  say 
unl  I  hrist.  or  lo  there  ;  believe 
it   not.      Forthere  shall  arise   false  Christs.  and 

false   pi  ill   show  great  signs  and 
50  that,  if  it  were  possible,  even  the 

ver  shall  be  deceived."  ■      And   these  mir- 

•   doubt,  they  shall  then  do  under 
the  if  Christ;  in  which  name  some  even 

no?  <.in  miracles,  and  to  proph- 
But  n  is  certain  that  those,  because 

they  are  th  of  Christ,  therefore   do 
nol  Christ,  in  like  manner  as  if  one 

part  from  Christ,  abiding  only  in  His 
name,  he  would  not  be  mui  h  advantaged  ;  nay, 

ven    burdened   by   that   name,  al- -17. 

etc. 

1  34- 

though  he  may  have  been  previously  very  faith- 
ful, or  very  righteous,  or  honoured  with  some 

clerical  office,  or  endowed  with  the  dignity  of 
confession.  For  all  those,  by  denying  the  true 
Christ,  and  by  introducing  or  following  another 
—  although  there  is  no  other  at  all  —  leave  them- 

selves no  hope  or  salvation  ;  not  otherwise  than 
they  who  have  denied  Christ  before  men.  who 
must  needs  be  denied  by  Christ  ;  no  considera- 

tion for  them  being  made  from  their  previous 
conversation,  or  feeling,  or  dignity,  equally  as 
they  themselves  have  dared  to  do  away  with 
Christ,  that  is,  their  own  salvation,  they  are  con- 

demned by  the  short  sentence  of  this  kind, 
because  it  was  manifestly  said  by  the  Lord, 

'•  Whosoever  shall  deny  me  before  men.  I  also 
will  deny  him  before  my  Father  which  is  in 

heaven."  As  this  word  "whosoever,"  also  in 
the  sentence  of  confession,  most  fully  shows  us 
that  no  condition  of  the  confessor  himself  can 

stand  in  the  way,  although  he  may  have  been 
before  a  denier,  or  a  heretic,  or  a  hearer,  or  one 
who  is  beginning  to  hear,  who  has  not  yet  been 
baptized  or  converted  from  heresy  to  the  truth 
of  the  faith,  or  one  who  has  departed  from  the 
Church  and  has  afterwards  returned,  and  then 

when  he  returned,  before  the  bishop's  hands 
could  be  laid  upon  him,  being  apprehended, 
should  be  compelled  to  confess  Christ  before 
men  ;  even  as  to  one  who  again  denies  Christ, 
no  special  ancient  dignity  can  be  effectual  to  him 
for  salvation. 

13.  For  any  one  of  us  will  hold  it  necessary, 
that  whatever  is  the  last  thing  to  be  found  in  a 
man  in  this  respect,  is  that  whereby  he  must  be 
judged,  all  those  things  which  he  has  previously 

done  being  wiped  away  and  obliterated.4  And 
therefore,  although  in  martyrdom  there  is  so 
great  a  change  of  things  in  a  moment  of  time, 
that  in  a  very  rapid  case  all  things  may  be 
changed  ;  let  nobody  flatter  himself  who  has 
lost  the  occasion  of  a  glorious  salvation,  if  by 
chance  he  has  excluded  himself  therefrom  by 

his  own  fault ;  even  as  that  wife  of  Lot,5  who  in 
a  similar  manner  in  time  of  trouble  only,  con- 

trary to  the  angel's  command,  looked  behind 
her,  and  she  became  a  pillar  of  salt.  On  which 
principle  also,  that  heretic  who,  by  confessing 

Christ's  name,  is  put  to  death,  can  subsequently 
correct  nothing,  if  he  should  have  thought  any- 

thing erroneously  of  Cod  or  of  Christ,  although 
by  believing  on  another  God  or  on  another 
Christ  he  has  deceived  himself:  he  is  not  a 

confessor  of  Christ,  but  in  the  name  only  of 
(  hrist  :  since  also  the  apostle  goes  on  to  say, 

••  And  if  I   shall  give  up  my  body  so  that  I  may 

4  [Ezek.  xxxiii.  12.  On  (he  principle  that  what  is  deepest  in 
man's  heart  proves,  finally,  the  character;  Phil.  ii.  12.  A  very  sol- 

emn consideration  in  human  accountability  (1  Pet.  i  17),  but  not  to 
be  disi  lined  from  2  Cor.  vi.  10. ) 

-   [Vol,  1.  p.  505,  note  12,  this  series.] 
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ie  burnt  up  with  fire,  but  have  not  love,  I  profit 

othing." '  Because  by  this  deed  he  profits 
othing  who  has  not  the  love  of  that  God  and 

,'hrist  who  is  announced  by  the  law  and  the 
rophets  and  in  the  Gospel  in  this  manner: 
Thou  shalt  love  the  Lord  thy  God,  with  all 
ly  heart,  and  with  all  thy  mind,  and  with  all 
ly  thought ;  and  thou  shalt  love  thy  neighbour 
S  thyself.  For  on  these  two  commandments 

ang  all  the  law  and  the  prophets  ; "  2  —  even  as 
ohn  the  evangelist  said,  "And  every  one  that 
jveth  is  born  of  God,  and  knoweth  God;  for 

iod  is  love;"3  even  as  God  also  says,  "For 
rod  so  loved  the  world,  that  He  gave  His  only- 
egotten  Son,  that  every  one  that  believeth  on 
lim  should  not  perish,  but  have  everlasting 

fe,"  4 — as  it  manifestly  appears  that  he  who 
as  not  in  him  this  love,  of  loving  us  and  of 
eing  loved  by  us,  profits  nothing  by  an  empty 
onlession  and  passion,  except  that  thereby  it 
ppears  and  is  plain  that  he  is  a  heretic  who 
elieves  on  another  God,  or  receives  another 
Christ  than  Him  whom  the  Scriptures  of  the  Old 
nd  New  Testament  manifestly  declare,  which 

nnounce  without  any  obscurity  the  Father  om- 
ipotent,  Creator  of  all  things,  and  His  Son.  For 
:  shall  happen  to  them  as  to  one  who  expects 

xlvation  from  another  God.  Then,  finally,  con- 

•ary  to  their  notion,  they  are  condemned  to 
ternal  punishment  by  Christ,  the  Son  of  God 
ie  Father  omnipotent,  the  Creator  whom  they 
ave  blasphemed,  when  God  shall  begin  to 
ldge  the  hidden  things  of  men  according  to 
ie   Gospel    by  Christ    Jesus,   because   they  did 
ot  believe  in  Him,  although  they  were  washed 
1  His  name. 

14.  And  even  to  this  point  the  whole  of  that 
erctical  baptism  may  be  amended,  after  the 

utiou  of  some  space  of  time,  if  a  man 
liould  survive  and  amend  his  faith,  as  our  God. 

1  the  Gospel  according  to  Luke,  spoke  to  llis 

isciples,  saying,  "  Hut    I    have   another  baptism 

)  be  baptized  with."  s    Also  according  to  Mark 
le  said,  with  the  same   purpose,  to   the   sous  of 

bbedee  ;  ••  Are  ye  able  to  think  of  the  cup  whi<  h 
drink  of,  or  to  he  baptized  with  the  baptism 

'hereu  ith  I  .1111  baptized  '  "  ''     l'.e<  ,111  .e   I  Ie  knew 
fat  those  men  had  to  be  baptized  not  only  with 
bter,  Inn   also   in   their  own    blood  ;   SO  that,  as 

rell  baptized  in  this  baptism  only,  thej   might 
ttam    the    sound    faith    and    the   simple    lo\ 
ie  laver,  and,  baptized  in  both  ways,  the)  m 
\  like  manner  to  the   same   extent  attain  the 

aptism   of  salvation   and   glory.      Foi  what    was 

ttd  by  the  Lord,  "  I  have  another  baptism  to  be 

1      1     *  '"I       VIM       (. \i  hi    cxii 

1  1  [ohn  iv.  7,  8. 
4  [ohn  in   16 *  1  .ill  ■   (ii 
6  M.11L  v.  j8. 

baptized  with,"  signifies  in  this  plai  e  not  a 
Ond  baptism,  as  if  there  were  two   baptisms, 
demonstrates  that  there  is  moreover  a  baptism  of 
another  kind  given  to  us,  1  oncurring  to  the  same 
salvation.     And  it  was  fitting  that  both    these 
kinds  should  first  of  all  be  initiated  and  sancti- 

fied by  our  Lord  Himself,  SO  that  either  one   of 
the  two  or  both  kind-  might  afford  to  us  this  one 
twofold  saving  and  glorifying  baptism  ;   and  • 
tain  ways  of  the  one  baptism  might  so  be  I 
open    to    us,    that   at    times   some   one    of   them 
might  be  wanting  without  mischief,  even  as  in 
the  case  of  martyrs  that  hear  the  word,  the  bap- 

tism of  water  is  wanting  without  evil  ;  and 
we  are  certain  that  these,  if  the)  had   any  indul- 

gence, would  also  be  used  to  be  baptized  with 
water.      And  also  to  those  who  are   made   lawful 
believers,    the    baptism    of   their    own    blood    i> 
wanting  without  mischief,  because,  beii 

tized  in  the  name  of  Christ,  they  have   been   re- 
deemed with  the  most   pre*,  ious  blood   of  the 

Lord  ;   since  both  of  these  risers  of  the  baptism 
of  the  I. oid  proceed   OUt  of  one   and   the   same 
fountain,  that   every  one   who   thirsts   ma)  come 

and  drink,  as  says  the  Scripture.  "  Fi  nn  h  -  belly 

flowed  rivers  of  living  water;"'   which    r: were  manifested  fust  of  all  in  the  I  ion, 

when   from    His    side,   pierced    by   the    - 

spear,  flowed   blood   and  water,  so   that    the   • 
side  of  the  sime  person  emitted  two 
different  kind,  that  whosoever  should  beln 

drink  of  both  rivers  might  be  filled  with  tl 
Spirit,     for,  speaking  of  these  rivers,  the  I 

set  this  forth,  signifying  the   Hoi)  *s:>irit  w] 
they  should  re<  eive  who  should  b(  lieve  <>\\  1  lim  : 
■•  But  the  Spirit  was  ni  't  j  et  g  ven,  be< 

was    not    vet    glorifu  d."  "      And   when    !  I 
said  how  baptism  might  be  produced,  which  the 

apOStle  d<c  lares  to  be  one.  it 
lest   on    that    principle    that    there    ai 

kinds   ot'   cuie   and    the  same   baptism   tl 
from   one.1   wound    into   w    ;>  i    and    bl 

there  are  there  two  baptis  i<  h 

we    have    spoken,  that    i-.  of  One   and    t' 
kind.'  although  the  baptism  >'\  ea<  h  km 
to  be  one.  a  i  we  h  ■■. 

15.  And  since  we  seem  t"  all 
spiritual  baptism  in  a  threefold  1 

to  tin'  proof  of  the    •  ■ d,    that    we    in  iv    UOt    aj  | 
this   of  OUr    ow  11    !  1.    aid 

John  s  ivs  oi  (.in  1 .01.!  m 
is  He  who  1  ind 

blood,  I 

W    II.    1    .Hid    I 

witness,  I"  • 
beai  w  1 1 1 1 .  ...  c  •.  and  I 

1 
1 
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blood  :  and  these  three  are  one  :  "  '  —  that  we 
ma)  gather  from  these  words  both  that  water 

i^  wont  to  confeT  the  Spirit,  and  that  men's  own blood  is  wont  to  confer  the  spirit,  and  that  the 

Spirit  Himself  also  is  wont  to  confer  the  Spirit. 
K«>r  since  water  is  poured  forth  even  as  Mood. 
the  Spirit  also  was  poured  out  by  the  Lord  upon 
all  who  believed.  Assuredly  both  in  water,  and 

none  the  less  in  their  own  blood,  and  then  espe- 
cially in  the  Holy  Spirit,  men  may  he  baptized. 

For  Peter  says:  "But  this  is  that  which  was 
spoken  by  the  prophet  ;  It  shall  come  to  pass 
in  the  last  days,  saith  the  Lord,  I  will  pour  out 

my  Spirit  upon  all  flesh  :  and  their  sons  and 
their  daughters  shall  prophesy,  and  their  young 
men  shall  see  visions,  and  their  old  men  shall 

dream  dreams:  and  upon  my  servants,  and 
upon  my  handmaidens,  will  I  pour  out  of  my 

Spirit:"-  —  which  Spirit  we  discover  to  have 
been  communicated  in  the  Old  Testament,  not 
indeed  everywhere  nor  at  large,  but  with  other 

gifts  :  or.  moreover,  to  have  sprung  of  His  own 
will  into  certain  men,  or  to  have  invested  them, 

or  to  have  been  upon  them,  even  as  we  observe 
that  it  was  said  by  the  Lord  to  Moses,  about  the 

seventy  elders,  '"And  I  will  take  of  the  Spirit 

which  is  upon  thee,  and  will  put  it  upon  them."3 
For  which  reason  also,  according  to  His  promise, 
God  put  upon  them  from  another  of  the  Spirit 

which  had  been  upon  Moses,  and  they  prophe- 
sied in  the  camp.  And  Moses,  as  a  spiritual 

man.  rejoiced  that  this  had  so  happened,  al- 
though be  was  unwillingly  persuaded  by  Jesus 

the  son  of  Nave  to  oppose  this  thing,  and  was 
not  thereby  induced.  Further,  also  in  the  book 
of  Judges,  and  in  the  books  of  Kings  too,  we 

serve  that  upon  several,  there  either  was  the 
S  rit  of  the  Lord,  or  that  He  came  unto  them, 

as  upon  Gothoniel,  Gideon,  Jephthah,  Samson, 
Saul,  David,  and  many  others.  Which  comes  to 
thi>  result,  that  the  Lord  has  taught  us  most 
plainly  by  them  the  liberty  and  power  of  the 
II  ily  Spirit,  approaching  of  His  own  will,  say- 

ing. "l!i.  Spirit  breathes  where  He  will;  and 
thou  1  lis  voii  e,  and  knowest  not  whence 

11  i  imeth  or  whither  He  goeth."4  So  that 
the  same  Spirit  is.  moreover,  sometimes  found 
to  be  upon  those  who  are  unworthy  of  Him; 
not  certainly  in  vain  or  without  reason,  but  for 
the  oe  needful  operation  ;,  as  He  was 
HI'  -  upon  whom  came  the  Spirit  of  Cod, 
and  he  prophesied.  However,  in  later  days, 
after  the  Spirit  of  the  Lord  departed  from 
him.  and   after  a  malign   spirit  from   the    Lord 

ted   him,   r>  then    he   had    come,   after 
the  ni'  rs  whom  he    had   previously  sent 

1  i  John  v.  6. -.  »8. 

17. 

*  ['•rctk,  tnvMa, Syriac  23  here  rendered.] 

before  with  care,  with  intent  to  kill  David  ;  and 

they  therefore  fell  into  the  (horns  of  the  proph- 
etS,  and  they  prophesied,  so  that  they  neither 
were  able  nor  willing  to  do  what  they  had  been 
bidden.  And  we  believe  that  the  Spirit  whit  h 

was  upon  them  all  effected  this  with  an  admira- 
ble wisdom,  by  the  will  of  God.  Which  Spirit 

also  filled  John  the  Baptist  even  from  his  mother's 
womb  ;  and  it  fell  upon  those  who  were  with 

Cornelius  the  centurion  before  they  were  bap- 
tized with  water.  Thus,  cleaving  to  the  baptism 

of  men,  the  Holy  Spirit  either  goes  before  or 
follows  it ;  or  failing  the  baptism  of  water,  it 

falls  upon  those  who  believe.  We  are  coun- 
selled that  either  we  ought  duly  to  maintain  the 

integrity  of  baptism,  or  if  by  chance  baptism  is 
given  by  any  one  in  the  name  of  Jesus  Christ, 
we  ought  to  supplement  it,  guarding  the  most 
holy  invocation  of  the  name  of  Jesus  Christ,  as 
we  have  most  abundantly  set  forth  ;  guarding, 
moreover,  the  custom  and  authority  which  so 
much  claim  our  veneration  for  so  long  a  time 
and  for  such  great  men. 

16.  But  since  the  first  part  of  this  argument 
seems  to  be  unfolded,  we  ought  to  touch  on  its 

subsequent  part,  on  account  of  the  heretics  ;  be- 
cause it  is  very  necessary  not  to  pass  over  that 

discussion  which  once  falls. into  our  hands,  lest 

perchance    some    heretic    should    dare,   of  his 
subtlety,  to  assail  those  of  our  brethren  who  are 
more  simple.     For  because  John  said  that  we 
must  be  baptized  in  the  Holy  Ghost  and  in  fire, 
from  the  fact  that  he  went  on  to  say  an  J  fire, 
some  desperate  men  have  dared  to  such  an  extent 
to  carry  their  depravity,  and  therefore  very  crafty 

men  seek  how  they  can  thus  corrupt  and  vio- 
late, and  even  neutralize  the  baptism  of  holiness 

Who  derive  the  origin  of  their  notion  from  Simor 
Magus,   practising   it   with    manifold    perversity 
through  various  errors ;  to  whom  Simon  Peter 

in  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles,  said,  "Thy  monej 
perish  with  thee,  because  thou  hast  thought  tha 
the  grace  of  God  could  be  possessed  by  money 
thou  hast  neither  part  nor  lot  in  this  work  ;  fo 

thy  heart  is  not  right  with  God."  5     And  sucl 
men  as  these  do  all  these  things  in  the  desir 
to  deceive  those  who  are  more  simple  or  mor 
inquisitive.     And  some  of  them  try  to  argue  tha 
they  only  administer  a  sound  and  perfect,  not  a 
we,   a   mutilated   and   curtailed  baptism,  whic 
they   are    in   such   wise   said   to   designate,   th. 
immediately  they  have  descended  into  the  wate 
fire  at  once  appears  upon  the  water.     Which  i 
it  can  be  effected  by  any  trick,  as  several  tiicl 
of  this  kind  are  affirmed  to  be  —  of  Anaxilai 

—  whether  it  is  anything  natural,  by  means  c 
which  this  may  happen,  or  whether  they  thir 
that  they  behold  this,  or  whether  the  work  ar 

*  Acts  viii.  20,  ai. 
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magical  poison  of  some  malignant  being  can  burn  up  the  whole  world,  save  those  who  are 

force  fire  from  the  water ;  still  they  declare  such  a  '  baptized  in  the  Holy  Spirit  and  in  fire, 
deceit  and  artifice  to  be  a  perfect  baptism,  which  18.  And  the  Spirit,  indeed,  continues  to  this 

:f  faithful  men  have  been  forced  to  receive,  there  day  invisible  to  men,  as  the  Lord  says,  "  The 
m\\  assuredly  be  no  doubt  but  that  they  have  Spirit  breathes  where  He  will ;  and  thou  know- 
ost  that  which  they  had.  Just  as,  if  a  soldier ,  est  not  whence  He  cometh,  or  whither  He 

ifter  taking  an  oath  should  desert  his  camp,  and  goeth."3     But  in  the  beginning  of  the  mystery 
n  the  very  different  camp  of  the  enemy  should 
vish  to  take  an  oath  of  a  far  other  kind,  it  is 
rjlain  that  in  this  way  he  is  discharged  from  his 
aid  oath. 

17.  Moreover,  if  a  man  of  this  sort  should 
igain  return  to  thee,  thou  wilt  assuredly  hesitate 
vhether  he  may  have  baptism  or  no ;  and  yet  it 
vill  behove  thee,  in  whatever  way  thou  canst,  to 
lid  even  this  man  if  he  repent.  For  of  this 
idulterous,  yea,  murderous  baptism,  if  there  is 

iny  other  author,  it  is  then  certainly  a  book  de- 
mised by  these  same  heretics  on  behalf  of  this 

same  error,  which  is  inscribed  The  Preaching 

7/  Paul;  '  in  which  book,  contrary  to  all  Scrip 

of  the  faith  and  of  spiritual  baptism,  the  same 
Spirit  was  manifestly  seen  to  have  sat  upon  the 
disciples  as  it  had  been  fire.  Moreover,  the 
heavens  being  opened,  to  have  descended  upon 
the  Lord  like  a  dove  ;  because  many  things,  yea, 
almost  all  things  which  were  to  be.  are  manifest 

—  which,  however,  were  only  invisible  neverthe- 
less, —  now  also  are  shown  to  the  eyes  and  to 

the  incredulity  of  men,  either  partially,  or  at 
times,  or  in  figure,  for  the  strengthening  and 
confirming  of  our  faith.  But  neither  should  I 
omit  that  which  the  Gospel  well  announ<  es.  For 

our  Lord  says  to  the  paralytic  man,  "  Be  of  good 

cheer,  my  son,  thy  sins  are  forgiven  thee."4  that 
ures,  thou  wilt  find  both  Christ  confessing  His    He  might  show  that  hearts  were  purified  by  faith 

for  the  forgiveness  of  sins   that   should   follow. 
And  this  remission  of  sins  that  woman  also  which 

mwillingly  to  receive  John's  baptism.     Also,  that  I  was  a  sinner  in  the  city  obtained,  to  whom  the 

vhen  He  was  baptized,  fire  was  seen  to  be  upon    Lord  said,  "Thy  sins  are  forgiven  thee."  '     And 

jwn  sin  —  although  He  alone  did  no  sin  at  all 
—  and  almost  compelled  by  His  mother  Mary 

when  they  who  were  reclining  around  began  to 

say  among  themselves,  "  Who  is  this  that  for- 
giveth  sins?  " '"  —  because  concerning  the  para- 

lytic the  scribes  and  Pharisees  had  murmured 

crossly  —  the  Lord   says  to  the  woman,  "Thy 

>>6 

:he  water,  which  is  written  in  neither  of  the  ( ios- 
3els.     And  that  after  such  long  time,  Peter  and 

Paul,  after  the  collation  of  the  Gospel  in  Jerusa- 
em,  and  the  mutual  consideration  and  alterca- 
ion  and  arrangement  of  things  to  be  done  finally, 
vere  known  to  one  another,  as  if  then  for  the    faith    hath    made    thee    whole  ;    go    m    peace 
irst  time;  and  certain  other  things  devised  of    From  all  which  things  it  is  shown  that  hearts  are 

purified  by  faith,  but  that  SOUls  are  washed  by 
the  Spirit;   further,  also,  that   bodies  are  washed 
by  water,  and  moreover  that  by  Mood  we  may 
more  readily  attain  at  once  to  the  rewards  of 
salvation. 

10.  I  think  that  we  have  fully  followed 

his  kind  disgracefully  and  absurdly;  —  all  which 
hings  thou  wilt  find  gathered  together  into  that 
x>ok.     But  they  who  are  not   ignorant   of  the 
lature  of  the   Holy  Spirit,  understand  that  what 
s  said  of  fire  is  said  of  the  Spirit  Himself.      For 
n  the  Acts  of  the  Apostles,  according  to  that 
lame  promise  of  our  Lord,  on  the  very  day  of 
Pentecost,  when  the  Holy  Spirit  had  descended 

lpon  the  disciples,  that  they  might  be  baptized    Jews,   "  I    indeed    baptize    vou  with  water  unto 
n   Him,  there  were   seen   sitting   upon  each  one    repentance;    but    He    who    Cometh    after    m< 

bngues  as  if  of  lire,  that  it  might  be  manifest   greater  than  I,  whose  shoe's  latchel  I  am  not 
■at  they  were  baptized  with  the  Holy  Ghost  and   worthy  to  unloose:    lie  shall  baptize  you  with 

pith   lire  —  that  is,  with  that  Spirit  which  was,    the    Holy  Ghost,  and  with   fire."  r.  1 
think    also    that    we    have    not    unsuitably   set    in 
order  the  teat  hing  of  the    \postlc  John,  who 

that    "three-    bear   witness,    t.  '-.    and    the 

the  announcement   of  John  the    baptist,  whence 
we  began  our  discourse,  when  he  said  to  the 

vhether  fire,  or  as  lire,  such  as  was  the  lire  which 
turned  in  the  bush,  and  did  not  consume  the 

>ush  ;  and  such  as  is  that  lire  which  is  the  Spirit 

rf  the  Angel,  as  saith  the  Scripture-,  "Who  inak      water,  and  the  blood  .  and  these-  th:  ■  >iu\' 
■th  His  angels  spirits,  and  His  ministers  a   bum 
mg  lire  ;"  '  whom  if  thou  shouldst  resemble,  or 
lie  a  companion  or  sharer  with,  thou  shalt  be 
ible  to  dread  no  lire,  not  even  that  which,  going 
before   the    Lord   in   the   day   of  judgment,  shall 

And,  unless   I   .on  mistaken,  we  ha\  <  \ 

plained  what  our  Lord  says  1  "  J<  hn  ind<  1 

1  [oho  in.  8. 1    1  idea  yjj 

1  Ilk.-  Ill 

•   1  John  v.  8. 1  Rigahius  tayi  thai  Jerome  mention!  clii-.  document,  and 
t  .is  apocryphal.    And  Eusebiui  refers  to  the  Hep  v,  which,    and  not  tl 
en  01  clnir.  t"  the  common  rending  o(  Petei  tot  Paul  in  cl»-  text,  may  ing 
l*>int  in  the  lame  document.  [Vol.  ii.  341,  not*  to;  and  vol.  i>  the 
?■  H6- 1 

a  Pa.  civ.  4. 
rL  li 

"  the  thnr.  >oe."j 
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d  with  prater,  but  ye  shall  be  baptized  with we  do  that  in  a  subsequent  place,  that  i 

die  Holy  Ghost"1  Moreover,  I  think  that  may  think  that  we  arc  stirring  up  the  present 
we  have  given  no  weak  reason  as  the  cause  of  debate  on  a  single  article ;  although  this  custom 
the    custom.      Let   us   have    a   (arc,    although   even  alone  ought,  among   men  who  have  the 

fear  of  God,  and  are  lowly,  to  maintian  a  chief 
•  Acts  i.  s. 

place. 

NOTE  BY  THE  EDINBURGH  TRANSLATOR. 
r 

Letters  of  Cyprian  to  Qmntus,  to  Jubaianus,  to  Pompey,  on  "the  baptism  of  heretics;"  and  to  Magnus  on  "bap- 

tizing the  Novations,  and  those  who  obtain  grace  on  a  sick-bed,"  may  be  found  translated  in  Ep.  lxx.  (p.  377, 
supra),  Ep.  lxxii.  (p.  379,  supra),  Ep.  lxxiii.  (p.  386,  supra),  and  Ep.  lxxv.  (p.  397,  supra),  respectively;  and 
the  Letter  of  Firmilian  to  Cyprian  against  the  Letter  of  Stephen,  at  p.  390,  supra,  Ep.  lxxiv.  All  these  letters 

arc  repeated,  in  extenso,  in  the  Monumenta  Veterum. 

Eusebius  says,  by  way  of  introduction  to  the  fragment  of  a  letter  written  to  Stephen  by 

Dionysius  of  Alexandria,  as  follows  :  "  Dionysius  indited  to  Stephen  the  first  of  those  letters 
which  were  written  on  the  subject  of  baptism,  when  no  small  controversy  had  arisen  whether  they 

who  are  converted  from  any  kind  of  heresy  ought  to  be  purged  by  baptism  (because  an  ancient 

custom  had  prevailed,  that  in  receiving  such  there  should  only  be  hands  laid  upon  them,  with 

prayers).  Cyprian,  who  then  ruled  the  Church  of  Carthage,  was  the  first  who  judged  that  they 
must  not  be  admitted  to  communion  unless  they  were  first  purified  from  error  by  baptism.  But 

Stephen,  thinking  that  nothing  should  be  innovated  contrary  to  the  tradition  which  had  already 

obtained  in  that  matter  from  the  beginning,  was  indignant  at  this.  And  as  Dionysius  had  already 

written  many  letters  to  him  on  this  argument,  he  intimates  to  him  finally,  that  all  the  churches 

everywhere,  now  that  the  fury  of  persecution  was  abated,  detesting  the  turbulent  novelty  of 

Novatian,'  had  established  peace  with  one  another."2 

1  Eusebius  calls  him  Novatus.  2  See  H.  £.,  book  viii.  chaps,  ii.,  iii.,  and  iv. ;  and  vol.  vi.,  this  series. 
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20S;  Daniel,  1 
advents,    |  1  ;.    |  | ;  ,    l.'iiiuv 

Cleomenes,  disciple  of  NoetOS,   1 25, 

128. 

Clepsydra,  an  imperfect  measure  of time,  28. 

Coleridge,  II.  N.,  note  on  the  Creek 
mystei  ies,  157  (ni 

Conclusion  of  the  refutation,  1 
( !ons  tan  tine,  vision  of,  251. 

nth,  maiden  of,  240. 

Cosmogonies,  40;  the   Homeric,  66; 
of  Justinus,  69;    of   Pyl 

83,  98  ;  of  Aristotle,  102. Councils,  primitive,  independence  of, 
1  >S  (note). 

Creed,  Nicene,  illustrated,  205  ;  Atha- 
nasian, 237. 

Daniel,    prophecy    of,    COmmenl 

177-n. 1.   -•    %    2IO;    On    the    last days,  245. 

I  tarkness,  at  thi  1  -30. 
Deluge,  comment 

I  lemoi  racy,  foreshown,  1 
I  ><  iiioc  1  itus,  1  ■  sm 

I  tiapsalma,  201. 

Disciples,   th<    ~~ martyrdom Docetas, 

doi 

II..-  I 

II     and     I 
i  i\  i  d  from  the  <  ireck  v 120;  summ 

! 
I  >ol!:n.  1  1.    1.   ' 
1  »iu 

Easter,  1 »  ;  oi  si 

Ebiot 
l     momy,  in  1  -'o. E<  phantes,  pi 

Elchai 
F.mpi 

End  of  the  * 

i 

1 
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Epiphanes,  hen  tic,  91. 
!  -   of,  136; 

their    traditions    di  1  ived    from 

b  w^  through  the  Gre<  k-,  137. 
I         ;>i.in  Christians,  canons  of,  256. 
Eucharist,  daily,   -5-;    white 

1111 
I        mmunication,  mild  form  of,  267. 

.  comment  on,  177. 

1  am  commentaries,  163. 

Gabriel,  180,  t8i. 
I  ommentaries  on,  163. 
I  alone   uncreate  and    Creator, 

150;  C  «    ./,  167. 

Hades,  174,  194;  meaning  and  extent 

of,  131-222. 
.  bruising  of,  166. 

II,    1  ,231. 

Heraclitus,  philosophy  of,  13,  157; 
N  etian  heresy,  126. 

Heresies,  originate  in  heathen  phil- 
,    10;    characteristics  of, 

47,  100;  contemporaneous,  125, 
1 55  ;  epitome  of,  140. 

Hermes,  51. 
.  opinion  of,  122,  148. 

tdotus,  l 
I I  ul,  poetical  origin  of  the  muses, 

Hippo,   philosophy  and   cosmogony 

HippolytUS,  Roman  disciple  of  Irenx- 
n^,  writes  in  Greek,  j;  discovery 
of  his  statue,  3;  Bishop  of  Tor- 

tus and  martyr,  6;  relations  to 
the  apostolic  age,  7;  his  tin 

elaborated,  100;  opposes  Zephy- 
rinus  and  Callistus,  157;  his 
mildness  and  severity,  159. 

Homili<  b,  fragments  of,  238. 

1 1   -    i,  prophec]  of  last  days,  243. 
Hymn,  of  the  Naasseni,  58;  of  Gnos- 

i  ;  a   primitive,  based  on 
ih,  218. 

{6 ;  connected  with  hcrc- 

40. Incense,  spiritual  exposition  of,  251 
(note). 

Irenaeus,  his  maxim  illustrated,  vi.,  4. 

ng  of  his  bless- 
ing ib,  16S. 

h,   prophet  v    of,   comment    on, 
207,  210-211 ;  prophecy  of 

;2- 

f,  interpreted,  163- 
.   various    interpretations   of 

this  name,  225. 

Jeremiah,  prophecy  of,  comment  on, 
■77« seni,   134; 

adducees,  137 ; 

their  chronology,  14S-149;  trea- 

[9]  reject  and 

!  1
  cute  Chris

t,  220. ercbel,  her  eyes  painted,  193. 
it,  the  Last,  2:2,  251-254. 

of,   origin    of    the 
■niallv  heathen, 

69;   his 
legend  of  Hercules,  69-73  ;  sum- 

mary of  his  teaching,  145. 

Just  <  hue,  the,  aax. 

Latin  Christianity,  its  rise,  vi. 
Law,  teachers  of,  their  succession, 

195;  interpretation  of,  196. 
Lawless  one,  the,  2  ;",  248. 

Leucippus,  cosmogony  of,  16. 
the  1  urse  of,  164. 

Light    of    Light,   applied    to    Christ, 

227,  -36- Little  Labyrinth,  4. 
Logos,  derived  from  the  Lather,  150; 

Creator  of  all,  1 51  ;  God  of  God, 

151 ;  made  man,  152. 
Lyre,  legend  of  invention  of,  43,  46 

(notes). 

Magic  and  sorcery  among  heretics, 

35-40. 

Magi>trianus,  story  of,  241  (note). 

Mania,  158;  concubine  of  Commo- 
dus,  129;  kind  to  the  Christians, 

130. Man  n>n,  and  Ccrdon,  heretic  fol- 

lowers of  Empedocles,  110-112; 
summary  of,  146. 

Man  us,  heretic,  hymn  of,  91  ;  sacri- 

lege of,  92;  profanes  the  Eucha- 
rist, 92 ;  his  system  of  letters, 

94 ;  pilfers  from  Pythagoras,  97. 
Marriage,  early  canons  on,  160  (note). 
Matthias,  103. 

Melchisedecians,  147. 

Mil  ah,  prophecy  of  last  days,  243. 
Michael,  1S2,  190. 
Minchaah,  187  (note). 

Missa,  not  the  modern  Mass,  256. 
Monad,  120;  system  of  Monoimus, 

120,  146. 

Monoimus  the  Arabian,  heretical 

opinions  of,  120-122,  146. 
Montanists,  heretical  opinions  and 

leaders  of,  123;  summary  of, 
147. 

Moses,  his  rod,  121 ;  a  divine  teacher, 

194;  the  law  given  by  him  hand- 
ed down  by  successive  prophets, 

194-195;  exposition  of  his  his- 
tory, 196-199. 

Naasseni,  heresy  of,  its  origin,  47 ; 
tenets  and  interpretation  of  Holy 

Scripture,  48-58,  141  ;  profess 
to  follow  Homer,  t;2  ;  hymn  of, 

58. 

Xicene  Creed,  to  be  studied  in  second 

and  third  centuries,  v. ;  harmo- 
nizes ante-Nicene  doctrine,  161  ; 

continues  in  universal  force  to 

our  times,  161  ;  testimony  of 
Professor  shedd,  161. 

Nicolaus,  founder  of  the  Nicolai- 
tan  heresy,  one  of  the  seven 
deacons,  115;  barbarous  terms 
used  by  them,  154  (note). 

Noctus,  heretic,  125,  14S;  his  heresy 
derived  from  Heraclitus,  126; 

general  exposition,  223-227. 

Ophites,  74,  124. 

Papa,  Thrygian  appellation  for  all 
men,  54;  modern  application  to 
lishop  of  Rome,  154  (note). 

Pararlisc,  place  of,  163. 
Paradoxes,  237. 

Parmenides,  1  osmogony  of,  16. 
Partridge,  similitude  of,  216. 
Passover   of  the    Law   not  eaten    by (  hrist,  240. 

Patriarch,  title  applied  to  Hippoly- 

tus,  258. Paul,  blessing  of   Benjamin  applied 

to,  1 68. 
Peratas,  heresy  of,  58;  derived  from 

astrology,    59;     their    doctrine, 

63,  142. 
Period,  the  seventh,  179. 

Pharisees,  sect  of  Lsseni,  137. 

Philosophers,  natural  and  moral,  9; 
summary  of,  140-141. 

Philosophumena,  discovery  of,  3,  5 ; 
current  in  the  East,  neglected  in 

the  West,  3 ;  copied  by  Theod- 
oret,  160. 

Philumene,   prophetess   of    Apelles, 

115- 

Phrygians,  relation  to  heresy  of  Naas- 
seni, 54  ;  their  mysteries,  56. 

Plato,  theory  of  original  principles, 
18,  221  ;  of  God  and  of  the  soul, 
18;  of  good  and  evil,  19;  pil- 

fered from  by  Valentinus,  90. 
Plebs,  Acts  v.  13,  explained,  159. 
Portus,  See  of  Hippolytus,  5;  not 

Aden  in  Arabia,  6. 

Prepon,  heretic  follower  of  Marcion, 
112. 

Presbyter,  use  of  the  word,  99. 
Proverbs,  book  of,  commentaries  on, 172-175. 

Providence,  supplies  means  for  arri- 
val at  truth,  v. 

Province,  the  Roman,  176. 

Provinces,  ecclesiastical,  157-159. 
Prudentius,  his  hvmn,  6. 
Psalms,  Messianic,  interpretation  of, 

1 70-17 1  ;  general  exposition  of, 
199-202;  fragment  on,  202-203. Ptolemaeus,  heretic,  91. 

Purgatory,  refuted,  222-223. 
Pythagoras,  his  theory  of  the  spheres 

and  of  numbers,  n  ;  discipline 
of  his  followers,  12,  98;  princi- 

ples of  his  philosphy,  82  ;  sym- 
bols, 84;   Golden  Verses,  85. 

Quartodecimans,  heresy  of,  123. 

Queen,  a  certain,  240. 
Quinet,  E.,  on  councils  ancient  and 

modern,  162. 

Recapitulation,  140. 

Resurrection,   prophesied   in   Scrip- 
ture, 218;  final,  222. 

Reuben,  his  curse  spiritualized,  164. 

Sabbath,  the,  notion  of  Monoimus, 
121. 

Sadducees,  sect  of  Esseni,  137. 

Samuel,  his  appearance  to  Saul  in- terpreted, 169. 
Saturnians,  heretics,  tenets  of,  109. 

Satumilus,  system  of,  109;  called 
Saturninus,  109. 

Scriptures,  Holy,  value  of  quotations 
from,  219;  testimonies  to,  227; 
studied  by  all,  250;  a  safeguard 
against  Antichrist,  250;  public 
reading  of,  251. 

Secundus,  heretic,  91. 

Selah  (see  Diapsalma),  201. 
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Sepulchre,  Christ's  body  therein  not 
emptied  of  Divinity,  194. 

Sethians,  heretics,  64;  origin  in 
heathen  philosophy,  66;  sum  of 
their  tenets,  142. 

Seventy,  the.     See  Disciples. 
Sheol,  174. 
Ship,  symbol  of  the  Church,  216. 
Sibyl,  the,  62. 
Simon  Magus,  74,  143;  his  triad,  76; 

explanations  of  Moses,  78 ;  im- 
moralities, 80;  meets  St.  Peter, 

80;  the  statue  at  Rome,  81 ;  his 
last  end,  91. 

Socrates,  disciple  of  Archelaus,  17  ; 
represented  by  Plato,  17. 

Sonship  of  Christ,  229. 
Spurious  pieces,  242. 
Stars,  astronomical  theories  of,  29 ; 

influence  on  life,  43. 
Stoics,  theory  of  fate,  20;  of  soul 

and  body,  20. 
Suburbicarian  Sees,  159. 
Susannah,  book  of,  interpreted,  191— 

194. 
Synaxis,  term  applied  to  Holy  Com- 

munion, 257,  259  (note). 

Targum,  the,  197-198. 
Tartarus,  scriptural  use  of  the  word, 

153,  161  (note),  174. 
Tatian,    disciple    of    Justin    Martyr, 

certain  opinions  of,  122,  146. 
Tertullianists,  123. 
Thales,  philosopher  and  astronomer, 

11. 

Th  arses.     See  Beryl. 
Theodotus,  heretic,  114,  147  ;  another 

of  the  name,  1 15. 
Theophany,  at  the  Baptism  of  Christ, 

234.  236. Theotokos,   applied    to    the    Blessed 
Virgin,  242,  259  (note). 

Times,  signs  of  the  last,  243-244. 
Titan,  number  of  the  Beast,  215. 
Trinity,  the,  doctrine  of,  228. 
Truth,  doctrine  of,  150-152;  rewards 

of,  153;   Ilippolytus'  defence  of, 
153  (note);  preservation  of,  161 

(note). 

Valentinus,  disciple  of  Simon  Magus, 
81 ;  plagiarist  from  Pythagoras, 
85,  88,  and  from  Plato,  90;  his 

philosophical  theories,  86-88 ; 
summary  of  bis  teachings,  144. 

Vestments,  white,  at  Holy  Commun- 
ion, 257-2  58. 

Vision  of  Nebuchadnezzar,  178. 

Water,  a  symbol  of  Christ,  234. 

Weaving,  analogue  of  the  Incarna- tion, 205. 

Wisdom,  in  Pro  verbs,  interpreted,  1 7  5. 
Witnesses,  the  two,  213, 
Woman  of  the  Apocalypse,  symbol 

of  the  Church,  217. 

Word,    the,    eternal    generation    of, 
227;    incarnate    in    Christ,    i 
231-232;  truly  man,  230. 

Wordsworth,  Bishop,  notes  of,  etc., 
47,  130, 160 ;  criticism  of  Btmsen, 
161. 

Xenophanes,  his  philosophy  and  cos- 
mogony, 17. 

Zebulon,   his   blessing  spiritualized, 
l 

Zephyr) n us,    bishop    of     Rome,    fa- 
lurer  of  heretfr  -,  12^-130. Zodiac,  signs  of,  zy,  53,  59,  64. 
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CYPRIAN. 

INDEX  OE  SUBJECTS. 

Adultery,  extreme  sinfulness  of,  332, 

334- 
Almsgiv

ing,  
exhorta

tion  
to,  478-484

; 

extent  of,  in  the  primitive  Church, 
563  (note). 

Amen,  use  of,  560  (note). 
Anointing  in  baptism,  376. 
Antichrist  at  hand,  346,  349. 
Ark,  the,  type  of  the  Church,  394. 
Assembly  (synod)  composed  of  clergy 

and  laity,  310. 
Aurclius,   confessor,   311;    ordained 

reader,  312. 
Axe,   at   the   root  of  the   tree,    595 

(note). 

Baptism,  grace  in,  276,  388  seqq. ; 
infant,  not  to  be  delayed,  353— 
354 ;  remission  of  sins  in,  354  ; 
of  water,  360;  not  repeated,  360; 
nunc  out  of  the  Church,  375, 
385,  565  seqq.;  chrism  in,  376; 
heretical,  invalid,  377,  and  Coun- 

cil of  Carthage  on,  565-572;  of 
the  Samaritan  converts,  381 ; 
clinic,  valid,  400. 

Bishops,  succession  of,  the  Church 
founded  on,  305  ;  concurrence  of, 
in  Roman  and  African  councils, 

32S-329;  mutual  independent 
of,  332;  ordained  by  God  when 
duly  <  hosen,  340-34 1 ;  appointed 
by  Christ,  30OJ  to  be  ordained 
by  the  bishops  of  the  province, 

and  in  public,  .",71  ;  in  the  ( !hun  h, 
and   the   <   lum  h    in  the    bishop, 

374;   each   holds  an   undivided 
part   in  the  one   EpiSI  1  >pate,  42  ; ; 

no  "  bishop  of  bishops,    565. 
Black  (mourning)  garments  not  suit- 

able i"i  (  in istians,  474. 
Bread,  spiritual  and  natural  (in  the 

Lord's  1'i.im  1  I,  452. 

CteciHuS,  te.ii  her  of  ("vpti.m,  268. 
Captives,  Christian, redeemed  by  the 

dun  1  h  of  t  larthage  at  great 
price,  355. 

Carthage,  church  of,  Roman  testi 
mony  to,  308,  numbers  of,  418 
(note)  ;   Council  of,   V's    S7-- 

Catechumens,    cue     for,    in    danger, 
293;  martyrdom  of,  equivalent  to 
baptism,  385. 

Celcrin.i,  martyr,  313. 

Celerinus,  writer  in  behalf  of  lapsed 
sisters,  29S;  confessor,  312;  or- 

dained reader,  313. 

Chastity,  discipline  and  advantage 

of,  587 ;  degrees  of,  588 ;  pre- 
cepts of,  589;  examples  of  Joseph 

and  Susanna,  5^9-590 ;  condi- tions of,  591. 

Children,  the  Three,  faith  and  courage 
of,  348,  37  -.  407. 446 ;  martyrs,  503. 

Chrism  in  baptism,  376. 

Christ,  rejected  by  the  Jews,  reveals 
God  to  man,  468. 

Christians,  exhorted  to  obedience, 

2S4,  to  humility,  283,  to  persever- 
ance, 2S4,  to  purity,  285,  topi 

2S6,  to  temperance,  2S7  ;  -perse- cutions of,  under  Demetnanus, 
461,  how  endured  and  divinely 

punished,  462—465;   rewards   ol 
their     faith,    465;     must     expect 

suffering  in  this  life,  .172. 
Church,  unity  of,  in  the  episcopate, 

31S,  571,,  122;  ne<  1  ssity  of  ■ 
munion   with,   318;    not    to  be 
divided  1 1 « .1   foi saken,  322,    . 
no   (  hi  istian   apart    ti  "in,    j ; | ; 
has   one    baptism,   382  ;    t\ ; 
by  the    \i  k,    ;o  |,  l>\  lli<    Sun. 
by  the  I'.i  idi  and  <.  •  • .  1 1  ol  Christ, 
42 ;,  by  Rahab  and  by  the  Pass- over, 424. 

<  !olle<  Hon-  ioi  the  pom  and  prisoners, 
282. 

Confessors,  tin-   Church's  cart 
honoui   for,  282,  295,   102, 
charai  tei  n 
in  pel  il  of  h<  resy,  1 1 

Confirmation,  supplement  to  baptism, 

( "ontiiu -Hi  ■ ,  exo  llent  e  of, 
Cornelius,  ordaini  1  bishi  ip  ol  Rome, 

119;  evidence  oi  his  ordination 
K.  1 1\  ed  and  appro  ed  by  • 
li.in,    J20i    i'  itoreS  I  eit.iin  SI  hi- 
mai  13;  his  ch  u 
acter,    129;   ho*    mad< 

Council   oi    <  '.u  thage    on    In  1 baptism,  565    ; 
l>apn 

dlllH  [IS, 

:  1  (  I 

Crenn  n  and  m .•Si. 

Custom  not  to  be  followed  •>, 

truth,  382,  .1 

Cyprian,  St.,  his  theory  of  the  epis- 
copate primitive,  not  media 

263,  415  (note) ;  pre- rights  to  all  orders,  263;  hi-  life, 
I  ;     dates    and    order 

Epistles,  265;    Lil     ;  .    P 267-274  ;  election  and  char.i 
as  bishop,  269;   conduct  in  the 

plague,  270;  exile,  27 1  :   • of  martyrdom,  271  ;   his   pa- 
and    death,    274;    does    nothing 
without   consent    of    his 

and  people,  :Sj  ;  \  ision  of  ( 
tian  duty,  286j   withdrawal  j 

fled   bj 

munii  ate-  I  nus  and 

lo\\(  rs,  316;  assi  mb  es  a  - 
of    Afrit  an    bisho]  -. 
anxiety   to 

344;  H  de<  ma  Numidian  1 

355 .  ainst  !•". 372 ;  controvt  rsj    \\  ith   Si     hen on   heretical    baptism, 

419  (no of  martyrdom,  1  writings 
i  ontradict  tlu  papal  th< 

(note)  ;    ii 

■    : :       Unit] 
Chun  h,  558;  1 

noun,  1 

ol    I 

trfbuted  t  1  him, 

I '       ma,  humilit] 

;  appoi:  ■  \ 

!  - 

ti  ared  by  <  '> 
I  )ero<  mia« 

Pep. u 

331, 

Disciplim  . 
1 

1 

1 

on  . 
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developed  from  the  presbyterate, 
410  (note). 

1        u  i>i,  .1  safeguard  in  persecution, 
!.    \w.  DOt  to 

be  celebrated  « ith  wat«  1  only, 
nor  with   wine  only,    ;<■-'; 

type*  of,  in  Holy  Scripture,  ; 
loaf    of,    symbolizes    tin- 

unity   of    Christiana,   362,  _;<>S; 
morning   celebration,  memorial 

the  Resurrection,  363  j  carried 
to  the  sick,  (note). 

1  -,  schismatic,   deposed  and 
ited,  325. 

ism  in  baptism,  power  and  con- 
ditions of,  402. 

I  mis    and    his    followers   ex- 
mmunicated,  316;  his  crimes, 
|8 ;      author    of     schism,    415 

(note). 

u  hismatic  bishop,  342, 

415  (note). 

1         nna,  punishments  of,  5S4. 
I  1tori.1l    shows,    wickedness   of, 

cannot  give   true  baptism, 

■■;.  P5,  565-572,  nor  attain 
true    martyrdom,    3S4,   426;    ap- 

point bishops  without  ordination, 

424;  have  not  Christ's  presi 
425;  types  of,  in  the  Old  Testa- 

ment, 427;  compared  with  the 

lapsed,  427;  why  favoured  by- 
certain  confessors,  427. 

why    He    came    in   the 
form  of  a  dove,  424. 

try,  sin  of,  purged  by  repent- 
ant .       really    demon-wor- 

ship, 4O7  ;  Scripture  testimonies 

•. 

I     Is,  >  anity  of,  415. 
ts,  the  Holy,  martyrdom  of, 

349- 
.  sin  and  evil  of,  493-  | 

pture  testimonies  against, 
of  idolatry,  508;  rejecting  the 
prophi  md  <  hrist,   509; 

ding  Scripture, 
509;  rejected  by  God,  510,  the 
law  and  priesthood  being  abro- 

ad, and  the  temple  destroved, 

511,  the  Gentiles  taking  their 
place,  512-513,  and  the  Baptism 

and  ("up  of  ( "hrist  rcpl.i 
their  rites,  514;  (hrist  the  Wis- 

dom and  W  i  id,  515-516, 
divine,  517,  the  Saviour,  ;iS, 
incarnate,  51a  born  in  Bethle- 

hem, tate,  520,  the 

522, 

the   Bridegroom
,   

,25,  crucified, 
and   exall

  
.   re- 

vealing the  Father,  526,  Judge 
and  King,  527;  t!'    !  !cct- 
ing  mercy  and  charit 

lity  and  patience,  534,  trust 
•  S39> 

acting  usury, 
-,46. 

Jin  example  of  offerings,  481. 

'•.,  Lion  of,  513,  562  (note). 

,    in     primitive     councils,    411 

(note). 

Lapsed,  the,  to  be  communicated  in 
siikness  if  penitent,  281,  328, 
but  not  otherwise,  290,  304,  441  ; 

martyrs     importuned    for    them, 

291  ;  greatness  of  their  sin,  2')2, 
441  ;  peace  to  be  given  to  the 
pemtent  and  exiled,  297 ;  their 
1  sae  decided  by  council  of  clergy 
and  laity,  310,  317;  merciful 
judgment  of  them  required,  332; 
decree  of  the  African  synod  on, 

3$()\  worldliness  a  cause  of  their 

sin,  438;  instance  of  divine  judg- 
ment in  Cyprian's  time,  443-444; 

exhortation  to  repentance,  446. 

Laws,  abuse  of,  27S. 

Lord's  Prayer,  the,  common  to  Chris- 
tians only,  449-450;  exposition 

of,  in  detail,  449-455;  illustra- 
tions of,  from  Jewish  liturgies, 

559  (note),  use  of  Amen  in,  560 

(note). 
Lucian,  martyr,  gives  peace  to  the 

lapsed  at  Rome,  299;  rebuked 

by  Cyprian,  300. 
Lucius,  bishop  of  Rome  and  con- 

fessor, his  banishment  and  resto- ration, 352. 

Maccabees,   martyrs    of,    349,    503- 

505. 
Manna,  types  of  grace,  401. 

Mappalicus,  martyr,  2SS-2S9. 
Martyrdom,  glory    and    blessing   of, 

303,   496,    579-5S7 ;    exhortation 
tn-  347-35°.  579-5.s7;  supplies the  want  of  baptism,  385;  in 
will,  sufficient,  473;  a  baptism 
of  blood,  497  ;  rewards  of,  505- 

506,  53S,  579-587. 
Martyrs,  their  faith,  courage,  and 

sufferings,  2S7-2S8,  403  ;  the 
glory  of  the  Church,  2S9,  296; 
importuned  for  the  lapsed,  291  ; 
commemorated  in  oblations,  313, 

315;  boys,  404,  407;  letters  of, 
405-406,  Scripture  examples  of, 

5°3- 

Mortality,  how  made  a  blessing  to 
Christians,  472-473. 

Mourning  (garments),  unfit  for  Chris- tians, 474. 

Nicostratus,  deacon,  crimes  and  dep- osition of,  325. 

Novatian,  schismatically  ordained, 
rejected    by    Cyprian,    319-321, 

Novatus,    schismatic,  character   and crimes  of,  325. 

Xumulianus,      confessor,      ordained 
presbyter,  314. 

Offerings  for  the  departed,  367. 
Orders,  minor,  origin  of,  417  (note). 
Ordination,    the    term     used    of     a 

bishop,  413  (note). 

Paradise,  recognition  of  friends  in, 

475- 
Patience,  advantage  of,  484 ;  example 

of  Christ,  4S5,  of  the  patriarchs, 

4S6-489;   sin  and  result  of  im- patience, 489. 

given  to  the   lapsed  by  certain 

martyrs,  -•■)•>■ 
•  utions,  how  endured,  41. 1-465; 

divine   judgments   for,   462-  , 
reward    oi    laith    and    patience under,  465. 

Perseverance  in  faith  better  than  at- 
tainment, 284. 

Peter,  St.,  Christ's  charge  to,  refers to  the  whole  episcopate,  305  ;  the 
Church  built  on  him  answering 
for  all,  341,  374,  377,  382,  394, 

422;  does  not  claim  supreni 

377;  meaning  of  "the  Rock," 

561  (note). 
Pontiff,  the  designation  of  a  bishop, 

270. 
Poor,  care  of  the  Church  for,  314. 

Prayer,  exhortation  to,  286;  for  the 
lapsed,  310;  reverence  in,  44S; 
conditions  of  acceptable,  455- 

456;  examples,  456;  hours  of, 

456-457. Presbyters,  some  claim  all  authority, 

289;  not  to  serve  in  secular 
things,  367  ;  to  be  publicly  chosen and  ordained,  370. 

Psalms,  sung  at  meals,  280;  varia- 
tions in  numbering  of,  546  (note), 

564  (note). Regeneration,  effect  of,  279. 
Remission  of  sins,  only  in  the 

Church,  378;  first  by  St.  Peter, 
then  by  all  the  Apostles,  381 ; 

to  all  bishops  as  successors  of 
the  Apostles,  394 ;  from  God 

only,  442 ;  examples  of  denial  to 
the  impenitent  in  Holy  Scrip- 

ture, 443. 

Repentance,  tokens  of,  293;  a  claim 

for  the  Church's  peace,  335;  ex- hortation to,  592-595. 

Riches,  abuse  of,  278. 

Rock  of  the  Church,  how  interpreted, 

561  (note). Rome,  See  of,  source  of  unity,  344 ; 

not  above  the  African  bishops, 

344,  596;  not  always  follows  the tradition  of  the  Apostles,  391 ; 
succession  from  St.  Peter,  394 ; 

its  primacy,  not  supremacy,  ac- knowledged by  Cyprian,  596. 

Sacrifice,  to  idols,  guilt  of,  330;  sacri- 
fice not  acceptable  without  love, 

454- 

Scriptures,  authority  of,  in  councils, 

328. 

Seven, 
 
number,

  
symbol

  
of  perfect

ion, 

S°3-  . 

Sin,  condition  of  forgiveness,  
453. 

Stephen,  bishop  of  Rome,  position 
in  regard  to  heretical  baptism, 

376-379;  breaks  the  unity  of  the 
Church,  396. 

Strangers,    the    Church's    care    for, 

3'4- 

Sursum   Corda,  verse    and   response 
in   St.  Cyprian's  time,  455,  559 

(note). Synod,  African,  decree  of,  on  giving 
peace  to  the  lapsed,  336. 

Teaching  presbyters,  a  distinct  class, 

301. 
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Theatres,  licentiousness  of,  277,  576; 
acting  in,  not  allowed  to  Chris- 

tians, 356;  their  idolatry,  576, 
.    cruelty,  577,  folly,  578. 

Tobias,  example  of,  481,  503. 

Unity  of  the  Church,  in  the  episco- 

pate, 318;  Cyprian's  treatise  on, 
referred  to,  327 ;  necessary  to 
ordination,  329,  to  teaching,  333; 
types  in  Holy  Scripture,  398- 
399;  how  beginning  from  St. 
Peter,  422. 

Unity  of  God,  acknowledged  by heathen,  467. 

Virginity,  blessing  of,  5S9. 

Virgins,'  abuses  among,  357,  435 ; discipline  of,  358 ;  glory  of  the 
Church,  431  ;  modesty  of  dress 
required  in,  432,  even  if  rich, 
433!  no'  t0  frequent  marriage 
feasts  nor  public  baths,  435. 

Vision  given  to  a  dying  Christian,  473. 

Water  made  wine,  spiritual  meaning 

of,  362. 

Widows,  examples  in   Holy   B 
ture,  4S0. 

Will  of  God,  how  to  be  done,  451. Works  of  God,  beauty  of,  j 

Works  of  mercy,  Christian  extent  of, 
in   the   early   Church,    5 

(note). World,  in  the  Church,  43S;  material, 
decay  of,   45S,  475,   560   (note) ; 
God  s  judgments  on,  459. 

Xistus,  bisHop  of  Rome,  martyrdom 

of,  408. 
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Angel  of  the  Covenant,  the  Son  of 

God,  627-631. 
Apocalypse,  early  received  at  Rome, 

600. 

Apostles  Peter  and  Paul,  remains  of. 
at  Rome,  601. 

Ark,  type  of  the  Church,  658. 

Baptism  of  the  Spirit,  669,  671;  of 
water,  670 ;  of  blood,  676 ;  of 
fire,  676. 

Caius,  presbyter,  historical  notice  of, 
and  his  works,  599. 

Cerinlhus,  heresies  of,  601. 

Christ,  divinity  of,  a  primitive  doc- 
trine, 601 ;  psalms  and  hymns 

in  honour  of,  601,  604  (note) ; 
prophecies  of,  618,  621  ;  truly 
man,  619,  and  God,  620,  proved 

by  Holy  Scripture,  621  ;  testi- 
mony of  Moses,  626 ;  Christ  seen 

by  Abraham,  627,  by  Hagar,  and 
Jacob,  629;  equal  with  God, 
633;  His  divinity  acknowledged 
by  heretics  making  Him  the 

Father,  634;  Son  of  God  distin- 
guished from  Son  of  man,  634  ; 

suffered  as  man  only,  635;  Scrip- 
ture testimonies  of  the  Son  of 

God,  636;  one  with  the  Father 

in  substance,  not  in  person,  637- 

640,  642 ;  of  the  Father,  643-644; 
why  acknowledged  by  the  first 
disciples,  671,  but  with  imperfect 
faith,  672. 

Creation,  works  of  God  in,  611,  617. 

Cross,  sign  of,  in  Jacob's  blessing, 

631. 
Deluge,  the,  symbol  of  persecution, 

658. Dove  of  Noah,  type  of  baptism,  658. 

God,  over  all  things,  attributes  of, 

612;  Creator  of  all,  613;  per- 
fect, 614;  without  human  pas- 

sions or  form,  615;  ineffable, 
616;  His  providence,  617. 

Heretical  baptism,  acts  and  records 

of,  noted,  653 ;  not  to  be  re- 
peated, 667,  but  completed  by 

imposition  of  hands,  66»S,  673, 

but  valid  without  such  comple- 

ment, 669,  673;  note  from  Fuse- bius  on,  67S. 

Holy  Spirit,  person  and  office  of,  640. 

Intemperance  among  Christians,  649. 

Lapsed,  not  to  be  denied  mcrev,  6TOi 

instances  from  Scripture,  600- 
661. 

Law  of  Jewish  meats,  to  be  under- stood spiritually,  645. 

Laying  on  of  hands,  complement  of 
baptism,  668 ;  given  by  bishops 
only,  669. 

Martyrdom,  not  possible  to  deniers 
of  Christ,  673-674. 

Meats,  law  of,  spiritual,  645;  animal, 

given  after  the  Kail,  646;  dis- 
tinction of  clean  and  unclean  for 

man's  sake  only,  and  spiritually 
interpreted,  647,  done  awav  by 
Christ,  648,  but  not  to  permit 
luxury  or  intemperance,  649,  nor 

partaking  of  idol-meats,  650. 

Natalias,  heretic,  account  of,  601. 
Novatian,   historical   notice   of,  607: 

orthodoxy  of  liis  writings,  <>oS; 
extant  works,  <xiX;    anonymous 

treatise  against   his  heresy,  (157- 
663. 

Paraclete,  the,  receives  from  Christ 
what    He    reveals    to    man,    (125: 

His  person  ami  offi< e.  <>io. 

Scriptures,    perverted    by    bei 
602;     canon    of,    in    the    second century,  I 
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